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Cannabis causes apoptosis in cancer cells therefore cannabis is a cure for cancer.

Cannabinoids can prevent cancer, reduce heart attacks by 66% and insulin dependent diabetes by

58%. Cannabis clinician Dr. William Courtney recommends drinking 4 – 8 ounces of raw flower and

leaf juice from any Hemp plant, 5 mg of Cannabidiol (CBD) per kg of body weight, a salad of Hemp

seed sprouts...
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The Importance of Drinking Rather Than Smoking Cannabis: www.theidealistrevolution.com
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Cannabis is my medicine and it cured my cancer.

Brave Mykayla Comstock wants to help change how childhood cancer is

approached. Mykayla uses Cannabis as medicine. She began using Whole Extract

Cannabis Oil to help her leukemia go into remission. Now she continues to use

cannabis to help mitigate the debilitating effects of her required chemothera...

Brave Mykayla: https://www.facebook.com/BraveMyKayla
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Lets us create jobs and a sustainable future with industrial hemp farming and production. Oil, Food,

Fuel, Building Material, Bio-plastics, cure for cancer and other medicinal properties. Cheaper to product

hemp fiber than cotton uses a lot less water!!

Hemporium is a South African hemp company dedicated to educating people

about industrial hemp’s potential through the use of innovative products while

creating an awareness of all the hemp has to offer.

Hemporium SA: https://www.facebook.com/HemporiumSA?ref=stream
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Sign this petition now! You are depriving yourself, your children and your children's children from jobs in

the future!

Petition to Legalize Industrial Hemp Now! 

Hemp Now: https://www.facebook.com/HempNow
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Top 10 Cannabis Studies the Government Wished it Had Never Funded

Top 10 Cannabis Studies the Government Wished it Had Never Funded - Waking

Times « Waking Times: www.wakingtimes.com
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If you enjoy the history of the Dagga plant, this excellent document confirms the medicinal properties

of hemp oil 170 years ago.

Cannabis is medicine and don't let anyone tell you otherwise.

This document is a wonderful insight into the role hemp played in India during the

British Empire’s occupation of the country. A British Army Officer did an extensive

study ‘on man and animal’ to confirm the healing properties the Hindus claimed

of the plant since antiquity. Cannabis was curing a mu...

Medical Hemp in British India,1843.: www.daggacouple.co.za
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=439306762754794&id=133235290028

611&aid=104470
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Logic presumes that if pre-natal exposure to intoxicants such as alcohol and tobacco poses proven

health risks to the fetus, then exposure to pot would likely pose similar risks to a child's health and

development. Nevertheless, much of the science surrounding this issue says otherwise – though a

definitive answer remains elusive.

[Author's note: This essay originally appeared in article form in the June 2007 issue

of Heads Magazine. It has been updated for publication by NORML.]

Breathe, Push, Puff? Pot Use and Pregnancy: A Review of the Literature: norml.org
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Sprout Social Photos: Cannabinoids: The Circle of Wellness ;D #mmj #mmot

#cannabis #marijuana #medicine #health



Friday 18 January 2013
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Ms Morgan argued that the Bible verse Genesis 1:29, which talks of God's provision of "every

seed-bearing plant" for food for mankind, afforded her the right to possess and use marijuana.

A FIERY Mapleton mother set the stage yesterday for a heated debate over

whether marijuana is a gift from God that should not be illegal.

'Marijuana's a gift from God' - mum renews court defence:

www.sunshinecoastdaily.com.au
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If you desire the right to use cannabis whether to treat cancer, relieve pain or recreational you have to

stand up for that right, so get out of your chair this is our year!

Here is a mobile link https://www.daggacouple.co.za/petition/mobi/petitionsa.php

Also you have to think about the future of your children. #1 Industrial hemp will create a lot of job

opportunities. #2 Only the people can keep it out of reach of children. There is no organization with

needed man power to deal with this issue. 

Please like this pages and also sign up for the Hemp Now petition.

Do take note that hemp used for production is a different strain than to the ones smoked or used

medicinally. The THC content of hemp is very low and is therefor not suitable for smoking. Thus also an

excellent reason why to sign the HEMP petition. JOB, Clothing, Cheap Building Material just to name a

few!

The Petition: www.daggacouple.co.za
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The man power of the SAPS should be spent on a real dangerous drugs like TIK (meth, crystal-meth,

CAT) Currently there are many homes broken due to mother, fathers, brothers and sisters illegally jailed

because of cannabis prohibition. TAX money is wasted by housing these people who are mostly law

abiding citizens except for the fact that they may have used a plant less harmless than tobacco. Most

people jailed because of cannabis go to prison innocent and come out a criminal. We are creating

criminals everyday by jailing cannabis users while priest sells crack to sustain his addiction to little boys.



A prominent and respected Connecticut priest has been indicted along with four

other men in an alleged plot to sell crystal meth. Monsignor Kevin Wallin and

another suspect, Kenneth “Lyme” Devries, were arrested Jan. 3, after law

enforcement discovered evidence of meth, drug paraphernalia and drug p...

Prominent Monsignor Arrested After Allegedly Trying To Sell Large Shipments Of

Crystal Meth: www.huffingtonpost.com

Saturday 19 January 2013
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There is nothing wrong with any words describing the plant of life. 

In South Africa the native Khoi-San people called cannabis Ducha the apartheid era government used

this native words and added GA to the original world it ended up being Dagga. The sound the GA

makes is associated with disgust in Afrikaans.

Even though the word dagga is widely used by pro-prohibitionists I use it even in casual conversation.

In South Africa we refer to hemp as cannabis used for production as the cannabis used for making

material is so low in THC content that its not preferred for smoking.
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Vanessa Wrogemann
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Slowly the truth is revealed. How long can you deny a loved one suffering at the mercy cancer from

the healing benefits of cannabis.



The World vs Cancer

cancer vs cannabis oil: added to the album "cancer vs cannabis oil"

> The World vs Cancer <

#RSO #CannabisOil #Cannabinoids 

#EndocannabinoidSystem #CannabisOilCures 

#phoenixtears #OneLOVE

Cannabis Oil Can Cure Cancers

Cannabis = The Cure for Cancer — with God and Krista Carpenter.
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"When We Grow...This Is What We Can Do" is an educational documentary

concerning the facts about cannabis. In this feature length documentary we

explore ever...

WHEN WE GROW, This is what we can do (Full Documentary): www.youtube.com
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http://www.ihealthtube.com Dr. Leonard Coldwell says hemp can cure a number

of cancers. He says it's one of the most nutritious products on the planet.

Dr. Coldwell Says Hemp Cures Cancer: www.youtube.com
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Timeline Photos: UPDATE~ The US Patent & Trade Office on March 7, 2013 granted

GW Pharma a medical patent covering all plant-based phytocannabinoids for use

in the treatment and prevention of all forms of human cancer.

PHYTOCANNABINOIDS IN THE TREATMENT OF CANCER

http://www.patentstorm.us/applications/20130059018.html

Believe it or not, a Harvard study released on April 17, 2007 shows that the active

ingredient in marijuana, THC, cuts tumor growth in common lung cancer in half and

significantly reduces the ability of the cancer to spread!

Researchers at Harvard tested the chemical THC in both lab and mouse studies.

They say this is the first set of experiments to show that the compound, THC

actually activates naturally produced receptors to fight off lung cancer. The

researchers suggest that THC or other designer agents that activate these

receptors might be used in a targeted fashion to treat lung cancer. 

Although a medical substitute of THC, known as Marinol, has been used as an

appetite stimulant for cancer patients and other similar treatments, few studies

have shown that THC might have anti-tumor activity. 

*HERE IS THE INTERESTING PART* The only clinical trial testing THC as a

treatment against cancer growth was a recently completed British pilot study. For

three weeks, researchers injected standard doses of THC into mice that had been

implanted with human lung cancer cells, and found that tumors were reduced in

size and weight by about 50 percent in treated animals compared to a control

group. There was also about a 60 percent reduction in cancer lesions on the lungs

in these mice as well as a significant reduction in protein markers associated with

cancer progression. 

http://www.nowpublic.com/thc_marijuana_helps_cure_cancer_says_harvard_stud

y
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Cristina Sanchez, a young biologist at Complutense University in Madrid, was

studying cell metabolism when she noticed something peculiar. She had been

screening brain cancer cells because they grow faster than normal cell lines and

thus are useful for research purposes. But the cancer cells died each time they

were exposed to tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), the principal psychoactive ingredient

of marijuana.

Instead of gaining insight into how cells function, Sanchez had stumbled upon the

anti-cancer properties of THC. In 1998, she reported in a European biochemistry

journal that THC “induces apoptosis [cell death] in C6 glioma cells,” an aggressive

form of brain cancer. 

Subsequent peer-reviewed studies in several countries would show that THC and



other marijuana-derived compounds, known as “cannabinoids,” are effective not

only for cancer-symptom management (nausea, pain, loss of appetite, fatigue),

they also confer a direct antitumoral effect. 

A team of Spanish scientists led by Manuel Guzman conducted the first clinical trial

assessing the antitumoral action of THC on human beings. Guzman administered

pure THC via a catheter into the tumors of nine hospitalized patients with

glioblastoma, who had failed to respond to standard brain-cancer therapies. The

results were published in 2006 in the British Journal of Pharmacology: THC

treatment was associated with significantly reduced tumor cell proliferation in

every test subject. 

Around the same time, Harvard University scientists reported that THC slows tumor

growth in common lung cancer and “significantly reduces the ability of the cancer

to spread.” What’s more, like a heat-seeking missile, THC selectively targets and

destroys tumor cells while leaving healthy cells unscathed. Conventional

chemotherapy drugs, by contrast, are highly toxic; they indiscriminately damage

the brain and body. 

http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2012/09/06/marijuana-fights-cancer-an

d-helps-manage-side-effects-researchers-find.html

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

While using marijuana to kill cancer may sound like a wild claim to some, it struck

Dr. Prakash Nagarkatti as a great idea. In his studies as professor of pathology and

microbiology for the University of South Carolina, he tested synthetic cannabis

drugs on cancer cells and developed a formula that was able to completely

eradicate cancer cells in a test tube.

A follow-up on mice afflicted with cancer found that up to 30 percent in the test

group completely rejected their disease, while others had their tumors significantly

reduced. The same drug is now being tested on humans with Leukemia.

But it’s not just Dr. Nagarkatti who sees the medical value of marijuana: it’s the

whole pharmaceutical industry. And that’s another point the documentary makes,

examining the patents various companies have filed, and what they claim

marijuana-based drugs could one day be used to treat.

The video below is just an excerpt from the full documentary, which originally aired

in Montana amid a debate about repealing that state’s medical marijuana law. The

full, nearly hour-long film is available to watch online for free.

This video is from PBS.

http://www.rawstory.com/rawreplay/2011/08/pbs-documentary-sheds-light-on

-marijuanas-cancer-killing-properties/

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



One study in mice and rats suggested that cannabinoids may have a protective

effect against the development of certain types of tumors.[3] During this 2-year

study, groups of mice and rats were given various doses of THC by gavage. A

dose-related decrease in the incidence of hepatic adenoma tumors and

hepatocellular carcinoma was observed in the mice. Decreased incidences of

benign tumors (polyps and adenomas) in other organs (mammary gland, uterus,

pituitary, testis, and pancreas) were also noted in the rats. In another study,

delta-9-THC, delta-8-THC, and cannabinol were found to inhibit the growth of

Lewis lung adenocarcinoma cells in vitro and in vivo .[4] In addition, other tumors

have been shown to be sensitive to cannabinoid-induced growth inhibition.[5-8]

Cannabinoids may cause antitumor effects by various mechanisms, including

induction of cell death, inhibition of cell growth, and inhibition of tumor

angiogenesis invasion and metastasis.[9-12] One review summarizes the molecular

mechanisms of action of cannabinoids as antitumor agents.[13] Cannabinoids

appear to kill tumor cells but do not affect their nontransformed counterparts and

may even protect them from cell death. These compounds have been shown to

induce apoptosis in glioma cells in culture and induce regression of glioma tumors

in mice and rats. Cannabinoids protect normal glial cells of astroglial and

oligodendroglial lineages from apoptosis mediated by the CB1 receptor.[14]

The effects of delta-9-THC and a synthetic agonist of the CB2 receptor were

investigated in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC).[15] Both agents reduced the

viability of hepatocellular carcinoma cells in vitro and demonstrated antitumor

effects in hepatocellular carcinoma subcutaneous xenografts in nude mice. The

investigations documented that the anti-HCC effects are mediated by way of the

CB2 receptor. Similar to findings in glioma cells, the cannabinoids were shown to

trigger cell death through stimulation of an endoplasmic reticulum stress pathway

that activates autophagy and promotes apoptosis. Other investigations have

confirmed that CB1 and CB2 receptors may be potential targets in non-small cell

lung carcinoma [16] and breast cancer.[17]

An in vitro study of the effect of CBD on programmed cell death in breast cancer

cell lines found that CBD induced programmed cell death, independent of the CB1,

CB2, or vanilloid receptors. CBD inhibited the survival of both estrogen

receptor–positive and estrogen receptor–negative breast cancer cell lines,

inducing apoptosis in a concentration-dependent manner while having little effect

on nontumorigenic, mammary cells.[18]

CBD has also been demonstrated to exert a chemopreventive effect in a mouse

model of colon cancer.[19] In the experimental system, azoxymethane increased

premalignant and malignant lesions in the mouse colon. Animals treated with

azoxymethane and CBD concurrently were protected from developing

premalignant and malignant lesions. In in vitro experiments involving colorectal

cancer cell lines, the investigators found that CBD protected DNA from oxidative

damage, increased endocannabinoid levels, and reduced cell proliferation.



Another investigation into the antitumor effects of CBD examined the role of

intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1).[12] ICAM-1 expression has been

reported to be negatively correlated with cancer metastasis. In lung cancer cell

lines, CBD upregulated ICAM-1, leading to decreased cancer cell invasiveness.

In an in vivo model using severe combined immunodeficient mice, subcutaneous

tumors were generated by inoculating the animals with cells from human

non-small cell lung carcinoma cell lines.[20] Tumor growth was inhibited by 60% in

THC-treated mice compared with vehicle-treated control mice. Tumor specimens

revealed that THC had antiangiogenic and antiproliferative effects. However,

research with immunocompetent murine tumor models has demonstrated

immunosuppression and enhanced tumor growth in mice treated with THC.[21,22]

In addition, both plant-derived and endogenous cannabinoids have been studied

for anti-inflammatory effects. A mouse study demonstrated that endogenous

cannabinoid system signaling is likely to provide intrinsic protection against colonic

inflammation.[23] As a result, a hypothesis that phytocannabinoids and

endocannabinoids may be useful in the risk reduction and treatment of colorectal

cancer has been developed.[24-27]

http://www.cancer.gov/cancertopics/pdq/cam/cannabis/healthprofessional/pa

ge4

LOOK CAREFULLY AT THE LAST LINK.... IT IS FROM .GOV!!

```````````````````````````

PHYTOCANNABINOIDS IN THE TREATMENT OF CANCER

http://www.patentstorm.us/applications/20130059018.html

http://www.federaljack.com/canadian-scientists-cure-cancer-no-one-notices/

Cancer — with Kipros Michael and Living Stone.

e 2 people like this - Drickus Barnardt, Natalia Talantova
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Its about Fucking time we got a page like this. Toke up and toke out people!

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Sunday 20 January 2013
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Check this out! Cannabinoids (THC) is occurs naturally in Breast Milk!

http://m.naturalnews.com/news/036526_cannabinoids_breast_milk_THC.html 

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Monday 21 January 2013
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Cannabinoids, like those found in marijuana, occur naturally in human breast milk

Cannabinoids, like those found in marijuana, occur naturally in human breast milk:

www.naturalnews.com
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In the very olden days...

Photos of The Dagga Couple:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=565055036856295&set=o.2721917594

61095&type=1
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What about the rastafarians, their families and general cannabis users who's human rights are being

abused & violated because they are wrong fully held with serious criminals such as drug lords, rapists

and murders while we all know what happens in jail and how HIV is dominant in prisons.

How many of the countries tax money is wasted on housing these non offenders. How many valuable

hours are wasted by the SAPS on admin and onsite work to terrorize innocent families and citizens.

Look at how alcohol abuse destroys families but the conservative folk is quick to jump on their high

horse when prohibition tread near the spirits many of them from strong religious backgrounds. 

We can no longer sit idly by while innocent people are jailed illegally and their lives destroyed.

The cure for cancer, affordable building material, cheap sturdy clothing, essential oils for a complete

diet, bio fuel, hungry tummies and happiness are some of the only by-products.



A 71-year-old woman has been arrested in the Eastern Cape for allegedly growing

dagga plants in her garden.

Pensioner arrested for growing dagga: www.news24.com

Tuesday 22 January 2013
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I know who has my vote 2014.... Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa

The DAGGA PARTY shall strive for creation of a carbon neutral, people-centered, dagga-based

economy.

We stand for the granting of a pardon to all citizens previously convicted for dagga possession or

cultivation, the wiping of dagga convictions from their criminal record, and, where necessary, rest...

Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa:

https://www.facebook.com/Daggaparty?ref=stream

e 2 people like this - Kokoro Lin, Norma Wildenboer

Wednesday 23 January 2013
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A bust in Graaf Reinet and the two suspects are DENIED bail....

We don't know the whole circumstance yet, but it looks like the same old story - if you don't have

resources or outside help...you sit in jail....To be denied bail on a dagga charge is unjust when rapists,

suspected molesters and attempted murderers are released on R150 bail!!!

South Africa's Premier Online News Source. Discover the world of IOL, News South

Africa, Sport, Business, Financial, World News, Entertainment, Technology,

Motoring, Travel, Property, Classifieds & more.

Two in court for dagga - Crime & Courts | IOL News | IOL.co.za: www.iol.co.za
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100 000  more innocent people in jail and apparently the prisons are full now they will release real

criminals. See there is no logic with regard to cannabis prohibition.

Timeline Photos: In 2011, there were over 100,000 MORE marijuana arrests than

arrests for violent crime...

 



Stop the insanity. Create safer communities. Legalize marijuana.
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If you have someone you love battling with cancer you need to get informed.

by Ethan A.  (NaturalNews) Contrary to popular belief, the marijuana plant is a

whole lot more than just a psychoactive drug that “stoners” use to get high. In raw

form, marijuana leaves and buds are actually loaded with a non-psychoactive,

antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, and...

Learn about the amazing health benefits of juicing raw cannabis (marijuana) leaves:

myscienceacademy.org

e 1 person likes this - Drickus Barnardt
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Arresting and putting low-level juvenile offenders into the criminal-justice system

pulls many kids deeper into trouble rather than turning them around.

Marijuana Decriminalization Drops Youth Crime Rates by Stunning 20% in One Year:

www.alternet.org

e 1 person likes this - Drickus Barnardt
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=439306762754794&id=133235290028

611&aid=104470

e 1 person likes this - Kokoro Lin
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Hey Rasta, I see your red, gold and green, smoking marijuana with dreadlocks to

your knees. To a Rasta, asking ‘what is Rastafari’ is the same as asking ‘what i

WHAT IS RASTAFARI ?: www.examiner.com
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Some light reading on the role of Cannabis in Cancer treatments.

http://m.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.endalldisease.com%2Fspain-study-confirms-he

mp-oil-cures-cancer-with&h=AAQFr5W-z&enc=AZMT0w0FClA_B5cD360AimUUEsvFwrlAiCPnvOJP8RF

8wWHM_Oc_SNt4DPAdruH-AO1p_2n3B5nkUR90xtkSzs-i8nh1s6SaY4HB5p0Niof-sJYH3andh9BVNGY-t

U_tsWyg6XBNnKteHZvkEnaoNuI2&s=1 

Friday 25 January 2013
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Remember, If you're wondering how you can help - how about purchasing a Dagga Couple INFOPACK.

Stickers, flyers, posters, and a dozen documentaries to share around your world.

R100 delivered to your door. Make a difference. spread the word and put up those posters for all to see.

Details on the DC website. https://www.daggacouple.co.za/

Timeline Photos: Remember, If you're wondering how you can help - how about

purchasing a Dagga Couple INFOPACK. Stickers, flyers, posters, and a dozen

documentaries to share around your world.

R100 delivered to your door. Make a difference. spread the word and put up those

posters for all to see. 

Details on the DC website. https://www.daggacouple.co.za
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Reduced building cost increased strength and versatility.

Timeline Photos: Hempcrete is an amazing natural building material.

Energy-efficient, non-toxic and resistant to mold, insects and fire.

Via Organic Green Roots

More info here: http://huff.to/KTmMOY — with Anjushka Bee and Adnan Jemiai.
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The amount of times we've read about the promising results of  cannabis based compounds testing on

cancer is ridiculous. And why is this not looked into further? I think this pretty much sums it up.

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=277263279061772&id=272436152877

818&aid=67826

Thursday 31 January 2013
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First they poisoned the booze now they poison the mind!

It was Christmas Eve 1926, the streets aglitter with snow and lights, when the man

afraid of Santa Claus stumbled into the emergency room at New York City's

Bellevue Hospital. He was flushed, gasping with fear: Santa Claus, he kept telling

the nurses, was just behind him, wielding a baseball...

The little-told story of how the U.S. government poisoned alcohol during

Prohibition.: www.slate.com

Friday 1 February 2013
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Prisons are for real criminals...

If you think the current prohibition policies surrounding the Dagga plant are

actually working, and if you think heavy fines and jail sentences are the answer for

possession of Dagga.....read this from a DC supporter.......

"A few years ago one of my best friends was put in Pollsmoor Maximum Security

Prison. He was there for six months whilst awaiting trial for possession of around 15

grams of weed ! The charge, once it was taken to court, was dropped and thrown

out in less than 15 min. Whilst incarcerated, he was raped 3 times and hospitalised

because of the injuries sustained during the rapes. He was hospitalised other 4

times for injuries sustained after being beaten by fellow inmates. It ruined him. He

was never the same after that. He took his own life about two years after being

released. He was a typical white suburban bloke from Durban who was grassed up

by his neighbour in Kommetjie who didn't like him. The Laws in South Africa are

ridiculous and shameful!"

THIS DIDN'T HAVE TO HAPPEN. HOW MANY MORE STORIES ARE THERE LIKE

THIS ONE?. RE-LEGALISE THE DAGGA PLANT.



The Dagga Couple:

https://www.facebook.com/daggacouple/posts/588985467781721
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How many more studies does there need to be. THC is invaluable in the treatement of cancer.....

"The medical science is strongly in favor of THC laden hemp oil as a primary cancer therapy, not just in

a supportive role to control the side effects of chemotherapy."

The medical science is strongly in favor of THC laden hemp oil as a primary cancer

therapy, not just in a supportive role to control the side effects of chemotherapy.

Spain Study Confirms Hemp Oil Cures Cancer without Side Effects:

www.endalldisease.com

Monday 4 February 2013
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Timeline Photos: Today is world cancer day. Our thoughts go out to all the people

we have met on our two and a half year journey who suffer from this insidious

dis-ease. Our thoughts are also with the families who have lost loved ones from

cancer.

https://www.daggcouple.co.za
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Chief Mpumba said there is need to encourage such operations adding that drugs such as cannabis

have serious effects on one’s life. The only serious effect on one's life is JAIL TIME.

The Drug Enforcement Commission (DEC) in Mpika district of Muchinga Province

has seized a total of 1,035 KG s of loose cannabis, making it the first ever largest

seizure in the country in recent years.      Ten people from Lubunga Village have

been ...

DEC seizes 1,035 KGs of cannabis in Mpika: www.lusakatimes.com



Tuesday 5 February 2013
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Stronger, easier to work with, lasts way longer and requires much less energy usage. Hemp based

building is an obvious choice!

When it comes to new and sustainable housing ideas, it seems to always be about

creating a more efficient home in terms of insulation, lighting, electricity etc.

Mainstream belief  on the subject w...

Hempcrete Could Change The Way We Build Everything:

www.collective-evolution.com

e 1 person likes this - Dave Carlson
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What boggels the mind most is how they knew this mummy had light brown hair and blue eyes.

Viewzone Magazine offers a look at life and humanity from different angles.

Conspiracies, lost history, religion and mysteries as well as humor and facts... we

tell it like it is.

World's Oldest Stash of Marijuana : Viewzone: www.viewzone.com
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Ingesting the Dagga plant to alleviate the symptoms of asthma has been common medical knowledge

since the 1970's. 

This recent study reconfirms another major medical property of the wonderplant........

“Marihuana smoke, unlike cigarette smoke, causes broncho-dilation rather than broncho-constriction

[narrowing of the air passages] and, unlike opiates, does not cause central respiratory depression.”

Asthma is one of the most ubiquitous chronic inflammatory diseases in the U.S., affecting an

estimated 35 million people, and claiming the lives of 4,000 each year. The disease is [...]

Marijuana Shows Promising Results in Successfully Managing Asthma Related Symptoms:

m.medicaljane.com

Wednesday 6 February 2013

Dagga Movement 6 February 2013 12:07PM         g

We hear more and more about these synthetic weed strains being sold legally and causing harm to its



smokers.

Why cant people see that NATURAL weed is the way to go?

If you're gonna legalize something, start with nature. 

Make sure you avoid these money traps - if they do get you high, its at a risk. And I think we can all

agree that the natural high is better anyway ;)

CYPRESS, Texas (CNN) -- Hospital staff removed Emily Bauer's breathing tube and

stopped all medication and nourishment at 1:15 p.m. December 16. Only morphine

flowed into her body, as the family wa...

Teen narrowly escapes death after smoking synthetic marijuana: myfox8.com

e 1 person likes this - Drickus Barnardt

Dagga Movement 6 February 2013 08:24PM         g

Another negative study conducted in New Zealand. "Barber said researchers hoped to do another

study to determine if there was an association between cannabis and stroke, independent of tobacco

use." They claim it causes strokes but they aren't certain yet...

Young adults who smoke cannabis are twice as likely to have a stroke than

non-smokers, a University  of Auckland study has shown.

Cannabis linked to strokes - study: www.stuff.co.nz

Thursday 7 February 2013

Dagga Movement 7 February 2013 12:45PM         g

Since CO and WA legalized recreational use of the cannabis plant in the USA, things are hotting up in

other states and in Congress itself...The Feds and the DEA are under attack as a comprehensive bill is

introduced to amongst other things, declassify Dagga to schedule 2. This is important and potentially a

world changing event on the road to legalization. The only reason SA has a schedule 1 for Dagga is

because the USA told the world to do so in the 1960's...

Congress introduces legislation to respond to the increasingly popular marijuana

legalization movement.

Pot Plans: Efforts Surge in Congress to Reform Marijuana Laws | TIME.com:

swampland.time.com

e 1 person likes this - Norma Wildenboer



Dagga Movement 7 February 2013 02:55PM mobile        b

Shame SARS also confiscated three packets of cannabis seeds destined for a home grower yard. They

force innocent people to deal with dangerous characters for something safe and natural.

http://m.news24.com/news24/SouthAfrica/News/Sars-seized-23kg-of-drugs-in-January-20130207

Dagga Movement 7 February 2013 03:30PM         g

Read Buzz's article...

A recent study conducted by the Sobriety University of Common Sense (SUCS)

came to a surprising conclusion which has caught all spectators of the marijuana

legalization movement off guard.

Study, Marijuana causes insanity: www.news24.com

Friday 8 February 2013

Dagga Movement 8 February 2013 05:35AM         g

While some industries — like tobacco and agriculture — support marijuana legalization, the

pharmaceutical industry, which funds one of the largest lobbying efforts in America, opposes it. Drug

companies have moved into medical marijuana cultivation but still seem opposed to legalization.

Because it will affect profits pharmaceutical companies make.

Rep. Jared Polis (D-CO) and Rep. Earl Blumenauer (D-OR) want to end the

prohibition of marijuana in the U.S. and begin to regulate it as we do alcohol and

cigar

New Bill Would Let States Legalize Marijuana: www.nationalmemo.com

Dagga Movement 8 February 2013 11:18AM         g

A Must Read! You can read it online or if you want to download a pdf version Google search

30178916-Marijuana-Is-Safer-FREE-DOWNLOAD.pdf download 15.2mb... or if you want leave your

email address and receive it in the mail...



A HUGE THANK YOU to everyone who helped spread the word and to the tens of

thousands of you who checked out the book!  To purchase the paperback version,

please visit any online book retailer or purchase via Amazon or the Chelsea Green

website (http://www.chelseagreen.com/bookstore/item/marijuana_is...

Marijuana Is Safer: www.scribd.com

Dagga Movement 8 February 2013 11:18AM         g

A Must Read! You can read it online or if you want to download a pdf version Google search

30178916-Marijuana-Is-Safer-FREE-DOWNLOAD.pdf download 15.2mb... or if you want leave your

email address and receive it in the mail...

A HUGE THANK YOU to everyone who helped spread the word and to the tens of

thousands of you who checked out the book!  To purchase the paperback version,

please visit any online book retailer or purchase via Amazon or the Chelsea Green

website (http://www.chelseagreen.com/bookstore/item/marijuana_is...

Marijuana Is Safer: www.scribd.com

Dagga Movement 8 February 2013 08:39PM         b

In strict medical terms, marijuana is far safer than many of the foods we commonly consume...

Marijuana, in its natural form, is one of the safest therapeutically active substances known to man.” - Pg

58 30178916-Marijuana-Is-Safer-FREE-DOWNLOAD.pdf

Saturday 9 February 2013

Dagga Movement 9 February 2013 12:14PM         g

After reading 30178916-Marijuana-Is-Safer-FREE-DOWNLOAD.pdf I now feel much more comfortable

saying this to anyone... I can't put that book down. Well not physically. Alcohol and Cigarettes are much

more unsafe than DAGGA ever was and if you judge me based on what you assume is to be dangerous

then you are a gullible idiot. Everyday kids as young as 18 can get pretty fucked up at a bar crash and

burn but people that use cannabis is branded and generalized when a regular cannabis only user is

relaxed yet focused. On the behalf of all the well educated, mostly decent, highly trustworthy and kind

cannabis community members I would like to say thank you very fucking much for all the punishment,

bullying and name calling but things are changing.



Timeline Photos: My bong is my child — with Rosie Saoralba Moran and Ricardo

Vazquez.

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 9 February 2013 12:18PM         g

After reading 30178916-Marijuana-Is-Safer-FREE-DOWNLOAD.pdf I now feel much more comfortable

saying this to anyone... I can't put that book down. Well not physically. Alcohol and Cigarettes are much

more unsafe than DAGGA ever was and if you judge me based on what you assume is to be dangerous

then you are a gullible idiot. Everyday kids as young as 18 can get pretty fucked up at a bar crash and

burn but people that use cannabis is branded and generalized when a regular cannabis only user is

relaxed yet focused. On the behalf of all the well educated, mostly decent, highly trustworthy and kind

cannabis community members I would like to say thank you very fucking much for all the punishment,

bullying and name calling but things are changing. Like Kimberley Marijuana Movement don't be shy if

you can publicly advertise that you are an alcoholic beverage user then it should be morally less

shameful to support cannabis. I have never seen domestic violence occur among cannabis only users. I

have only ever seen drunk men beating on their woman.

Timeline Photos: My bong is my child — with Rosie Saoralba Moran and Ricardo

Vazquez.

Dagga Movement 9 February 2013 02:26PM         g

Strangest things happen. You aren't allowed to smoke but corporate companies pump the air full of

toxins daily. No thought given at all!

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=271914096241704&id=2713521296312

34&aid=45061

e 1 person likes this - Shawn Malan
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"pay for pot online and, in states where home delivery is legal, receive orders at their doorstep."

South Africa is far behind...



The medical marijuana industry took another leap forward last year as two more

states voted to allow medical use of the drug, lending more legitimacy to the

thousands of businesses that sell pot in the now 18 states where medicinal

cannabis is legal. But weed entrepreneurs are struggling to expand,…

A PayPal For Pot?: www.huffingtonpost.com

Dagga Movement 9 February 2013 05:38PM         g

Timeline Photos: You gonna share or you gonna hog?

Dagga Movement 9 February 2013 05:56PM         g

Cannabis users should be accommodated by our laws... You cannot compare cannabis to any or illegal

drug. Not even legal ones like cigarettes and alcohol...

South Africans must fight drug abuse in the same manner it fought apartheid, the

MEC for Social Development in KwaZulu-Natal has said.

Fight drugs like apartheid   MEC: www.news24.com

Dagga Movement 9 February 2013 06:04PM         g

You are not a criminal for using cannabis....

A 71-year-old woman has pleaded guilty to dealing in dagga in the Butterworth

Magistrate's Court.

Gogo pleads guilty to dagga dealing: www.news24.com

Dagga Movement 9 February 2013 06:11PM         g



Dagga should be decriminalised as prohibition of the narcotic has become a

profitable illicit trade, an activist has said.

Legalising dagga 'makes sense': www.news24.com

Dagga Movement 9 February 2013 06:16PM         g

All lies!

Dagga has hit the news with Cape Cobras' Rory Kleinveldt expected to plead guilty to doping

charges. There's no denying the weed's popularity, but did you know it could be deadly?

The dangers of doping: www.health24.com

Dagga Movement 9 February 2013 06:16PM         g

Smoking the occasional joint does not seem to have any detrimental effects on lung health, a new

study has found.

Moderate dagga not bad for lungs: www.news24.com

Dagga Movement 9 February 2013 06:21PM         g

More lies...

Is the use of dagga harmful to you, your friends or your family? See what local researchers have to

say.

Dagga: the stuff you never hear: www.health24.com

Dagga Movement 9 February 2013 06:28PM         g

Even more lies...

Your guide to dagga: abuse, effect, symptoms and signs, and treatment.

Dagga: www.health24.com
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Heroin is derived from Opium. Morphine is also derived from opium. Cannabis is natural not derived

from any manufacturing process... It is in fact nothing like anything else on earth.

I am so frustrated by the decision that I reached out to my contact at the FBO

(Federal Bureau of Obfuscation), Dr. Vinnie Boombatz, PhD.*, for an explanation. His

letter is reproduced below:

Feds once again reiterate: Marijuana is not medicine. It's more like heroin.:

radicalruss.com

Dagga Movement 9 February 2013 08:19PM         g

Timeline Photos: FDA approves first GMO flu vaccine containing reprogrammed

insect virus

A new vaccine for influenza has hit the market, and it is the first ever to contain

genetically-modified (GM) proteins derived from insect cells. According to reports,

the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recently approved the vaccine, known

as Flublok, which contains recombinant DNA technology and an insect virus known

as baculovirus that is purported to help facilitate the more rapid production of

vaccines.

According to Flublok's package insert, the vaccine is trivalent, which means it

contains GM proteins from three different flu strains. The vaccine's manufacturer,

Protein Sciences Corporation (PSC), explains that Flublok is produced by extracting

cells from the fall armyworm, a type of caterpillar, and genetically altering them to

produce large amounts of hemagglutinin, a flu virus protein that enables the flu

virus itself to enter the body quickly.

So rather than have to produce vaccines the "traditional" way using egg cultures,

vaccine manufacturers will now have the ability to rapidly produce large batches

of flu virus protein using GMOs, which is sure to increase profits for the vaccine

industry. But it is also sure to lead to all sorts of serious side effects, including the

deadly nerve disease Guillain-Barre Syndrome (GSB), which is listed on the shot as

a potential side effect.



"If Guillain-Barre Syndrome (GBS) has occurred within six weeks of receipt of a

prior influenza vaccine, the decision to give Flublock should be based on careful

consideration of the potential benefits and risks," explains a section of the vaccine's

literature entitled "Warnings and Precautions." Other potential side effects include

allergic reactions, respiratory infections, headaches, fatigue, altered

immunocompetence, rhinorrhea, and myalgia.

According to clinical data provided by PSC in Flublok's package insert, two study

participants actually died during trials of the vaccine. But the company still insists

Flublok is safe and effective, and that it is about 45 percent effective against all

strains of influenza in circulation, rather than just one or two strains.

FDA also approves flu vaccine containing dog kidney cells

Back in November, the FDA also approved a new flu vaccine known as Flucelvax

that is actually made using dog kidney cells. A product of pharmaceutical giant

Novartis, Flucelvax also does away with the egg cultures, and can similarly be

produced much more rapidly than traditional flu vaccines, which means vaccine

companies can have it ready and waiting should the federal government declare a

pandemic.

Like Flublok, Flucelvax was made possible because of a $1 billion,

taxpayer-funded grant given by the U.S. Department of Health and Human

Services (HHS) to the vaccine industry back in 2006 to develop new manufacturing

methods for vaccines. The ultimate goal is to be able to quickly manufacture

hundreds of millions of vaccines for rapid distribution.

Meanwhile, there are reportedly two other GMO flu vaccines currently under

development. One of them, which is being produced by Novavax, will utilize "bits of

genetic material grown in caterpillar cells called 'virus-like particles' that mimic a

flu virus," according to Reuters.



Sources for this article include:

http://healthimpactnews.com

http://www.reuters.com

Learn more:

http://www.naturalnews.com/039013_flu_vaccine_insect_virus_GMOs.html#ixzz2K

K3m85jk — with Jvonna Holliday.

Sunday 10 February 2013

Dagga Movement 10 February 2013 03:32PM         g

Police tazed Andrew while trying to ingest a bankie of weed to avoid being arrested for cannabis. He

died! Where is our dignity?

Andrew Grande died after being tasered and choking on a bag of marijuana he

attempted to swallow. Video from WJHG, broadcast Dec. 12, 2009.

Man Dies After Choking On Pot Baggie and Being Tasered: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 10 February 2013 03:36PM         g

Rick Simpson Oil or Phoenix Tears If you know someone with cancer they need to start using this oil

NOW!

Things you may have never known or thought about before .....

Canna-Science/History/Fun Facts: ill be teaching you how to make your own

cancer cure soon...  share the page so more people can run to the cure!!!  - CW

Dagga Movement 10 February 2013 03:52PM         g

Brave Mykayla on Ricki Lake...

Mykayla Comstock is a 7-year-old luekemia patient. Her parents, Erin and Brandon, give her medical

marijuana to ameliorate the symptoms of her cancer, as wel...



Parents of Sick Child On Choosing Medical Marijuana: www.youtube.com

Monday 11 February 2013

Dagga Movement 11 February 2013 11:15AM         g

Prohibition has created yet another monster. STAY AWAY from synthetic weed. It'll sh-mangle your

brains.....

The simple existence of synthetic marijuana should send a loud message to the

public and elected officials. When our policy pushes people to a chemically-laced

alternative to a non-lethal plant, simply so that they don’t face arrest for the safer

substance, we have a fundamentally flawed law.

Marijuana Is Safer, So Why Are We Driving People To Synthetic Alternatives? - The

Joint Blog: thejointblog.com

Dagga Movement 11 February 2013 11:24AM         g

42.0 ways to tell is someone is a stonder.

No. 23. If you have dreads you are probably a stoner, if you are white and have dreads you are almost

certainly a stoner.

Stoner friends are the best. If you have no bud, they might have some and come and blaze with you.

You laugh together, cry together, and cough up smoke together. Finding new smoking buddies

makes me very excited but you have to be careful trying to find new friends who smoke because

afterall, it is…

42.0 Ways To Tell If Someone May Be Stoner | Hail Mary Jane: www.hailmaryjane.com

Tuesday 12 February 2013

Dagga Movement 12 February 2013 02:33PM         g

Cannabis is safer than Coca-Cola. It is perfectly legal to buy a caffeinated drink that could kill you if you

overdose but it is illegal even though not one recorded death has been caused by abusive use of

cannabis.

A New Zealand woman's 10-litre a day Coca-Cola habit was a major factor in her

death, a coroner has found, urging the soft drink giant to put health warnings on its

caffeinated products.

Coca Cola habit killed woman: Coroner: www.news24.com



Dagga Movement 12 February 2013 03:32PM         g

So instant relief to an epileptic cannabis patient...

Medical marijuana and cannabis news, views, rumors, and humor edited by Steve

Elliott at Toke of the Town.

Powerful video shows instant relief for epileptic cannabis patient - Toke of the

Town: www.tokeofthetown.com

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
"I FEEL HUMAN" - Adam.

very inspirational!
12 February 2013 03:46PM
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Timeline Photos: How to make Rick Simpson cancer curing Hemp oil :

http://naturalcuresnotmedicine.blogspot.co.uk/2013/02/how-to-make-rick-simps

ons-medicinal.html

But it does much more than cure cancer! If you know some uses comment them! —

with Tiffany Rae and Tonya Rowe.

e 1 person likes this - Rudolph Coetzee

Dagga Movement 12 February 2013 04:14PM         g

Medical marijuana and cannabis news, views, rumors, and humor edited by Steve

Elliott at Toke of the Town.

CBD reverses dementia in Australian study - Toke of the Town:

www.tokeofthetown.com

Dagga Movement 12 February 2013 05:07PM         b

"I believe fear mongering will win this! It's a dirt, but necessary methodology to approach this. We need

to start by writing to every paper/media entity and inform people that the health of their family is at

stake and point out the advances in medicine using accepted and patented products as reference



points like those from GW Pharma. I know with certainty that people make a fuss like no other when it

comes to health. Everyone knows the value of health and when people begin to point out evidence of

cannabis and breast cancer an cannabis then surely 1 in 10 woman will start making a fuss. GW pharma

have an array of products for neurological diseases which is a major feat in medicine because of the

blood-brain barrier. Cannabis was well known for years to cross the barrier and ignored. This is an

obvious mistake that can be referred to with plenty of underlying questions that won't be ecplained,

like why were MS patients deprived for decades of medicine that should have been here?" - Yucca

Jeddah Nel (Opinions from real people!)

Dagga Movement 12 February 2013 05:08PM         b

"One of the huge problems is still the mis-perception of Dagga.

If you tell someone that growing Lavender in your garden and putting some leaves in your bath aids

relaxation and muscle pain or picking a Aloe leaf that grows in your backyard and rubbing the gel on a

flea bite soothes itching they will agree that what you are saying makes sense.

But then, we say - growing dagga in your backyard and adding the dried cannabis flowers to your

morning banana smoothy will greatly benefit your health - people get their backs up and they are

shocked that you have even suggested something so illicit.

As soon as you mention the word Dagga, people shut down and their cultural programming kicks in." -

Joe New

Dagga Movement 12 February 2013 05:10PM         b

"Well there is only one way to change perceptions and that is to talk to people who remain open to

their mind being changed if they are presented with facts, logical reason and evidence. It is very hard to

make someone believe something unless you have the resources of lets say the US government.

Cannabis advocates don't have anywhere near that degree of a support system. Besides being armed

with what we believe to be the 'Truth' all we actually have is each other. A network of people who to

varying degrees all share the same desire to inform others of our 'Truth'." - Sasha Dowding

Dagga Movement 12 February 2013 05:11PM         b

"The biggest shame regarding my deadly disease (brain cancer). Is that I will resort to underground

activities being forced to do so and will thus make zero contribution to any valid documented studies

where everyone with this disease could benefit there from in future. I am straying so far from

conventional treatment currently with a ketogenic diet and very soon some oil in tandem conventional

medicine (based on scientific research), but when I conquer it willbe impossible to give conventional

treatment even 50% credit. for 30% input." - Yucca Jeddah Nel



e 1 person likes this - Drickus Barnardt
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We could build houses for everyone probably for less than Zuma spent on security upgrades....

Raw For Beauty

Timeline Photos: www.rawforbeauty.com

Dagga Movement 12 February 2013 05:35PM         g

Can you spot Tony from Hemporium SA standing amongst a tall industrial cannabis strain. They make

clothing, bedding, beauty products and other hemp products. Based in Cape Town, just one more 

reason why I ? Cape Town

Timeline Photos: Where's Tony?

Dagga Movement 12 February 2013 05:39PM         b

"Make Hemp Not War ?" - Tania Shwenk

e 4 people like this - Brenden Arthur Campbell, Drickus Barnardt, Lichelle Swanepoel, Rudolph

Coetzee
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Timeline Photos: Ladies and Gentlemen we have a WINNER...

DDDDDrrrruuummm roll please....

On week 10 of the Hemp trials in the Western Cape, South Africa... Hemp 'shoots' ahead being the

clear winner in the Tony v Hemp vertical challenge 

Congrats to all our Hemp voters out there... — with Tony Budden.



f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
In two months!!! Just another reason it is illegal. In two months time you can make your

own cancer treatment and save your own life or wait out the 6 months the doctor has

given you.....
12 February 2013 05:56PM
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Hemp is Dagga is Cannabis is Weed is Marijuana is MaryJane is Chronic is Skunk is Swazi is Durban

Poison is Kush is Hashish is Purple Haze is Indica or Sativa

Wednesday 13 February 2013

Dagga Movement 13 February 2013 10:32AM         g

“Natural forces within us are the true healers of disease.” -Hippocrates, The Father

of Medicine

Health: ?

www.knowledgeoftoday.org/2012/12/breaking-taboo-2011-global-drug-war-film.

html — Narrated by Oscar winning actor Morgan Freeman, 'Breaking the Taboo'

takes a critical look at how after 50 years of prohibition, illicit drugs are now the

third most valuable industry in the world after food and oil. — with Darius Anderson

and 6 others.

Dagga Movement 13 February 2013 11:27AM         g

Very entertaining. Valid point cannabis should be decriminalized not legalized...

THE HISTORY OF WEED http://bit.ly/pHJ7ol See more

http://www.collegehumor.com Be careful what you wish for. LIKE us on:

http://www.facebook.com/collegehumor ...

Don't Legalize Weed!: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 13 February 2013 11:38AM         g

Every year thousands of people gather to smoke weed in protest of anti-marijuana legislature at a

massive festival called MardiGrass in Australia...



We went to Nimbin, Australia where every year thousands of people gather to

smoke weed in protest of anti-marijuana legislature at a massive festival called ...

Marijuana Mardi Gras: www.youtube.com

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 13 February 2013 11:48AM         g

Guys please like this Kimberley based page to show peopholes of Kimberley that cannabis should be

decriminalized. Kimberley Marijuana Movement

http://dagga.info

Dagga is a healthy lifestyle, not a drug.

Dagga is a way of life, not a crime.

Dagga Movement Community Knowledge Database Est 15 April 2013

http://goo.gl/YJ9p2

[Kimberley Marijuana Movement]

Additionally residents of Kimberley, Northern Cape, South Africa should joint the

follo...

Dagga Movement: https://www.facebook.com/DaggaMovement

f 2 comments

Unknown
Michael, please sign up to become a Dagga Couple Rep, we really

need someone in Kimberley to organise things for when we visit. You

will find the sign up details on our website. Thanks!
14 February 2013 05:12PM

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez

Mickey Dangerez
Heya I am in the process of relocating to Cape Town. I will let you

know if I do stay on in Kimberley...
14 February 2013 05:12PM

Dagga Movement 13 February 2013 12:20PM         g

Marijuana is going around killing people. The serial killer is still at large!

Timeline Photos: With Aaron Cargile.
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Cannabis user are civilized or even more so...

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=439306762754794&id=133235290028

611&aid=104470

Dagga Movement 13 February 2013 06:38PM         g

South Africa has for long enough pulled on the short end with regards to

Psychedelic substances. 

A lot of main stream society in SA have a complete misconception about

Psychedelics, labeling them as 'harmful drugs' or things that make people 'go

insane'. 

This group will aim to tackle some of the...

The Psychedelic Experience: South Africa:

https://www.facebook.com/PsychedelicSouthAfrica

Thursday 14 February 2013

Dagga Movement 14 February 2013 10:49AM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=439306762754794&id=133235290028

611&aid=104470

e 2 people like this - Buzz Rsa, Rudolph Coetzee
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Timeline Photos: Happy green Valentine. There's nothing quite like a long term

relationship.....



Dagga Movement 14 February 2013 11:07AM         g

Happy valentines day!

Timeline Photos: Happy Valentines Day! — with Marissa Montoya.

e 1 person likes this - Westley Byrne

f 1 comment

Westley Byrne
nice one
14 February 2013 11:28AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Please read Buzz's articles for enlightenment on the subject of cannabis prohibition.

Optimistic South African who believes in more rights and not less.

Buzz: www.news24.com

Dagga Movement 14 February 2013 01:27PM         b

Cannabis is a way of life. You wear it, you live in it, you eat it, you smoke it before you eat, sleep and

after you wake up, you heal with it cure with it.

e 1 person likes this - Chad Newton
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KLIP DAGGA! Leonotis leonurus is also known as wild dagga ('wild cannabis') and lion's tail. The leaves

and flowers of the plant are smoked by the Hottentot tribe in Africa because of its euphoric effect. It

grows mainly in southern and eastern Africa. The main active alkaloid is leonurine.

In traditional African medicine Leonotis we as part of various treatments used to deter in the case of

snake bites or snakes.



Wild Dagga in the genus Leonotis leonurus is somewhat weaker than Klip Dagga (Leonotis nepetifolia)

containing more leonurine.

Leonotis leonurus, also known as Lion's Tail and Wild Dagga, is a plant species in

the Lamiaceae (mint) family. The plant is a broadleaf evergreen large shrubnative

to South Africa and southern Africa, where it is very common.[1] It is known for its

medicinal and mild psychoactive properties. The ma...

Leonotis leonurus - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia: en.wikipedia.org

f 1 comment

Hanko Tunkuruchu
It grows wild all over Cape Town, people should have a clear look and

definitely pick some of the flowers. The smoke is harsh and does not

smell nice at all but the effects are there and its a good cure for lung

problems.
14 February 2013 01:36PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Only when dagga has been decriminalized can we keep it out of reach of children just as much as we

can keep alcohol from them. While it is illegal it is far easier for children to get hold of. Some shady

people even sell liquor to the underage.

Anti Drug Alliance has called for the legalization of drugs due to the failings of the

current approach. In other news, a small cannabis bust turned into carnage on our

roads.

Anti Drug Alliance Calls for Drug Legalization in South Africa:

www.belowthelion.co.za

Dagga Movement 14 February 2013 02:15PM         g

Areff Haffejee you will live forever in the memories of the cannabis community! RIP

Circumstances surrounding a Rosebank accident that claimed the lives of two

people did not add up, it is reported in two newspapers.

Audi R8 crash questions: www.news24.com



Friday 15 February 2013

Dagga Movement 15 February 2013 03:20AM         d
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Timeline Photos: With Dalton Elliott and 2 others.

Dagga Movement 15 February 2013 04:00AM         g

How do you patent a living organism?

US Patent for Marijuana. Legalize it!

6630507: sites.google.com
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The world will know world peace the day every light pole has one of these..

Timeline Photos: With Thomas Aelick and 6 others.

e 1 person likes this - Kristal Kruser
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Only when the truth is told will this world be truly free.

e 1 person likes this - Chad Newton
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Made in the USA. Available for shipment to any country worldwide. ONLY AT:

www.iApparelstore.com

Rastafari Movement Page Collaborations: LAST CHANCE TO OWN THIS Rasrafari

Movement TEE!

It's been ages since we gave away Shirt for you. RASTAFARI MOVEMENT and

iApparel are very happy and THANKFUL to all of you for your continued support

and love. So today, we are giving away this Rastafari Movement Green Tee for

FREE! (FREE! Package Delivery WORLDWIDE)

Just 'LIKE' or 'SHARE' the iApparel Fanpage below and a winner (from the New

Likers and all who SHARES the iApparel Page) will be chosen LATER. (You've still

got time!!!)

LIKE or SHARE THIS PAGE TO WIN:

https://www.facebook.com/iApparel

Check all designs here:

http://store.iapparelstore.com/ — with iApparel and 3 others.

e 1 person likes this - Westley Byrne

Drickus Barnardt > Dagga Movement 15 February 2013 11:05AM         f

What is up fellow medicaters??? 

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 15 February 2013 12:23PM mobile        b

Why aren't illegal siggarette smokers jailed. Or even people that smoke in places where it is illegal to

do so? Probably because that would be the inhumane thing to do. I wonder what jailed cannabis users

feel like inside after spending time with hardcore rapist and murderers. I urge all officers of the law to



step down in mass protest for denying cannabis users their basic human rights!

e 5 people like this - Chad Newton, Drickus Barnardt, Hanko Tunkuruchu, Leah CutecoreHippie,

Westley Byrne

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
And if you don't know that I means WE in Rastafari then you havalota catchan up to do

man. Educate yourself on the subject of cannabis!!!
15 February 2013 12:25PM

Warren Otf Oates > Dagga Movement 15 February 2013 12:24PM         g

https://www.daggacouple.co.za/the-petition/

go sign the petition and support the cause.

The Petition

www.daggacouple.c

The Petition: www.daggacouple.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 15 February 2013 12:36PM mobile        b

Cannabis prohibition is savagery against humanity.

e 3 people like this - Brenden Arthur Campbell, Chad Newton, Drickus Barnardt

Dagga Movement 15 February 2013 12:47PM mobile        b

Cannabis prohibition is discrimination because a lot of police man power is spent on hunting down a

certain group of people accused of a victimless crime that hurt no one ever.

e 1 person likes this - Leah CutecoreHippie

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
It is a fact for every cannabis user there is at least 5 police officers are out hunting you

right now! Don't be too paranoid about it just know that you ar no criminal you are the

victim.
15 February 2013 12:51PM



Dagga Movement 15 February 2013 01:20PM         g

Hemporium SA has started the first legal industrial hemp farm.

Timeline Photos: 2012 was a ground breaking year for Hemporium in the true sense

of the word as we planted industrial hemp for the first time as part of a commercial

incubation research trial. We are honoured to be able to show what we have been

talking about for so long: Hemp really does grow incredibly fast and is the greatest

plant that ever lived. We look forward to a prosperous 2013 as we move towards

providing South African grown hemp products to all who wish to use them. Thank

you to all our supporters, without you Hempsters we would not be well on our way

to proving how hemp can be used to provide jobs, houses and nutrition in Africa. 

Wishing you all a Hempy New Year from team Hemporium.

e 3 people like this - Chad Newton, Seymour Nofir, Westley Byrne

Dagga Movement 15 February 2013 02:57PM         b

Children should not be excluded from cannabis reform... Brave Mykayla and all the children of the

world's futures depend on it. 

Not only are cannabis connoisseurs of the future born today. We owe it to the children who have not

had the opportunity to grow into extraordinary world changing adults because they were not afforded

the luxury of cannabis treatment.

Dagga Movement 15 February 2013 03:09PM         g

Everyone needs to watch this. Including Helen Zille & her disinterested minions at the Democratic

Alliance HQ

A mini documentary and historical account of dagga in South Africa.

http://daggacouple.co.za

Dagga: The Truth!: www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Jeremy David Acton

Saturday 16 February 2013

Dagga Movement 16 February 2013 10:11AM         b

Please share this group with your friends and family. It is their right  to have access to unbiased

cannabis information. We do not censor the truth we speak it.



Dagga Movement 16 February 2013 10:46AM         g

Mainsteam media, in most cases, exaggerates cannabis's place in the world of crime. They found a few

pot plants at a gangsters and calls it a farm. Let me tell you that gangster don't grow R20 000 worth of

dagga for business. They must have another shady lucrative business. Killing people stealing cars. Don't

blame the pot for the actions of people. Some of use knifes to eat with not kill people.

A man and a woman have been arrested after they were found with a garden of

dagga pot-plants in Kempton Park.

'Pot' farm found in Kempton Park: www.news24.com

Dagga Movement 16 February 2013 11:39AM         g

Andrew Grande died after being tasered and choking on a bag of marijuana he

attempted to swallow. Video from WJHG, broadcast Dec. 12, 2009.

Man Dies After Choking On Pot Baggie and Being Tasered: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 16 February 2013 11:41AM         d

Dagga Movement 16 February 2013 02:21PM         b

Let us ask all officers around the world to step down in mass protest for the cannabis prohibition laws

they must uphold denies cannabis users their basic human rights!

Cannabis should not be evidence. It should not be a crime!

f 1 comment



Brenden Arthur Campbell
I think we should all just get together roll some joints pass some bongs and just enjoy it

because it doesn't matter if its illegal or legal were gonna do it anyway..
16 February 2013 02:37PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Sunday 17 February 2013

Dagga Movement 17 February 2013 07:48AM mobile        b

http://denver.cbslocal.com/2012/12/10/professor-who-ate-pot-laced-brownie-was-unable-to-walk/

Dagga Movement 17 February 2013 10:13AM         g

Timeline Photos: I think he has a point here!

Dagga Movement 17 February 2013 01:29PM         g

This is the original group of the Dagga Movement. Please if possible also join this group no matter

where you are from. It is not updated as much as the page because the group is open to individuals

who would like to interact on a more personal face to face level. A RANDOM TIP: Try and keep it

professional at all times, it's very difficult I know all to well trust me, when you advocate on broader

forums like a group with a 1000 members for instance.  No verbal insults and fowl language. Be firm

and unbiased. Jah it feels like we are still stuck in the closet. My gay friends where are you we need

your support in this regard. Your voices must be loudest. We struggle together.

Dagga Party Northern Cape - Kimberley

Kimberley Marijuana Movement

a group of people who believe that responsible recreational, medicinal & industrial

use of marijuana should be legalized, decriminal...22 members

Kimberley Marijuana Movement:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/95651469850/

Dagga Movement 17 February 2013 01:33PM         b

It takes only a small flame to burn down an entire forest. However it takes 5+ popos to take down one

peaceful puffer. Advocate pro-cannabilism like you invented a cure for cancer.

e 4 people like this - Drickus Barnardt, Feroza Vally, Leah CutecoreHippie, Seymour Nofir



Dagga Movement 17 February 2013 01:58PM         b

Organizations spend huge budgets on fighting an endless war instead of working towards a mutual

end.

Dagga Movement 17 February 2013 02:48PM         g

"CR2 has also been found on a variety of immune system cells and is present on CD4 cells in

abundance. While some studies have classified CR2 as a suppressor of CD4 cells and early trials

indicated that marijuana use was associated with progression to AIDS, more recent analyses suggest

that the drug isn’t associated with significant immune suppression. In fact, both smoked marijuana and

Marinol have been associated with increases in CD4 cell counts—along with a decrease in viral load—in

at least one short-term study and laboratory experiments."

Drugs that target one of the two cellular receptors stimulated by the active

ingredient in marijuana may prove to be effective at blocking a form of HIV that has

been linked to faster disease progression during late stages of the infection.

Top Stories : Marijuana and its CD4 Receptors: A New HIV Treatment Strategy? - by

Tim Horn: www.aidsmeds.com

Dagga Movement 17 February 2013 02:55PM         g

Timeline Photos: With Jim Canady.

Monday 18 February 2013

Dagga Movement 18 February 2013 10:14AM         g

Do you think the decriminalization of cannabis would decrease national death toll statistics? You better

believe it!

A medical report suggests the country's road death statistics may be higher than reported by

government.

‘Incorrect’ road death stats unacceptable – DA: ewn.co.za

f 2 comments



Jeremy David Acton
Absolutely ,for sure it will. Let's test the hypothesis!
18 February 2013 11:55AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
"Yes I think so. If u look at some of the states in USA they have found in their survey

suicide and car fatalities have decreased" - M. Bredenhand (SA)
18 February 2013 12:11PM

Dagga Movement 18 February 2013 10:38AM         g

Timeline Photos: http://5aliveactivism.blogspot.com/

~TF~

f 2 comments

Hanko Tunkuruchu
Im going to die very soon.
18 February 2013 10:47AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
No 1. 2. and 5. Are staple foods in SA especially central regions like

Kimberley.
18 February 2013 11:31AM

Dagga Movement 18 February 2013 10:44AM         g

Strong people stand up for themselves, but stronger people stand up for OTHERS.

Rastafari Movement:

https://www.facebook.com/love.peace.unity.respect/posts/561097003909778

Dagga Movement 18 February 2013 11:45AM         g

Something we have in common with devoted alcohol lovers. We also get to see our friends & family

from behind bars.

Timeline Photos: What do you guys think about auctioning off the so-far unclaimed prizes of the

Stoner Xmas Giveaway by having another commenting competition?

Something like first person to 8 uninterrupted comments gets a prize!

Thoughts?



f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
LOL please don't comment here 8 times go to My bong is my child for more info.
18 February 2013 11:47AM

Dagga Movement 18 February 2013 01:01PM         d

Dagga Movement 18 February 2013 01:24PM         b

Eleanor Fredericks says "I have first hand experience on how dagga is too weak eventually because the

high does not last, so there we go, use some TIK or COKE or whatever else they can lay their hands on" 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/5336119204/permalink/10151286237624205/

Dagga Movement 18 February 2013 06:27PM         g

Profile Pictures: With Aiden Mclellan and Jig Gonzales.

Tuesday 19 February 2013

Dagga Movement 19 February 2013 12:06PM         g

Hempcrete could be used anywhere to build shelters, buildings and more.



Timeline Photos: Hemp wins... again!

**www.collective-evolution.com/2012/04/01/5-ways-hemp-will-change-our-worl

d/

Dagga Movement 19 February 2013 12:31PM         g

Our pollinating friends.

The Birds, The Bees, and a Bunch of Butterflies: Monarch butterfly resting on a

cannabis (hemp) plant. — with Birdie Broadway.

Dagga Movement 19 February 2013 12:39PM         g

Three men arrested for possession of 30 bags of dagga in Ramatsiliso appeared in

the Maluti Magistrate's Court, the Eastern Cape police say.

3 appear after Eastern Cape dagga bust: www.news24.com

Wednesday 20 February 2013

Dagga Movement 20 February 2013 12:44PM         g

Timeline Photos: With Charlie Strauser.

Dagga Movement 20 February 2013 12:50PM         g

Timeline Photos: At Idaho State Capitol.

e 1 person likes this - Kristal Kruser



Dagga Movement 20 February 2013 12:55PM         g

LOL

Humans have been processing plants for their narcotic effects for at least 5000

years, historically for ceremonial purposes, to deal with harsh environmental...

3 Weird Ways Olde Tyme People Got High: www.youtube.com

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 20 February 2013 01:03PM         g

People ignore this troll. Rather like this page Dagga Movement

https://www.facebook.com/DaggaMovement

http://dagga.info

Dagga is a healthy lifestyle, not a drug.

Dagga is a way of life, not a crime.

Dagga Movement Community Knowledge Database Est 15 April 2013

http://goo.gl/YJ9p2

[Kimberley Marijuana Movement]

Additionally residents of Kimberley, Northern Cape, South Africa should joint the

follo...

Dagga Movement: https://www.facebook.com/DaggaMovement

Unknown > Dagga Movement 20 February 2013 01:08PM         g

PLEASE like my page when you have the chance...1 <3 https://www.facebook.com/ChicagoMoms4MJ

Moms for Marijuana is a grassroots network of parents and other citizens across

the world, who are concerned with the ignorant war that continues to be fought

against the cannabis plant and how it is negatively affecting the future generations

of this earth. We focus on raising awareness, promoting...

Chicago Moms for Marijuana: https://www.facebook.com/ChicagoMoms4MJ

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement 20 February 2013 01:09PM         g

A smoking game for the whole family....whoever makes the penny drop loses the

game. Leave us a comment, rate the video and subscribe for more videos in the f...

The Penny Game - A Game For Smokers: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 20 February 2013 02:39PM         b

Standing together is the first step into successfully changing our situation and until then almost

anything we do is fruitless.

e 2 people like this - Drickus Barnardt, Zar Sim

Dagga Movement 20 February 2013 04:55PM         g

This is hilarious @ 3:42 they even criticize an artist for not painting flowers realistically because he was

stoned when painting.

this is so funny.

Hilarious anti-marjiuana video: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 20 February 2013 04:58PM         g

Q: Would you consider doing a test with this type of drug again? 

A: OH Yes anytime night or day!

From a film entitled "Grass" narrated by Woody Harrelson, absolutely awesome

scene.

Hilarious Marijuana Testing: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 20 February 2013 05:04PM         g

Get yo cameras ready it is no problem if Zille or Zuma see dis HAAA HAAA HAAA HAAA, don't smoke in

bed HAAA HAAA HAAA HAAA!

Vacations in Jamaica ..... " Funny Tour Guy"

Hillarious Jamaican Tour guy: www.youtube.com



Dagga Movement 20 February 2013 05:07PM         g

Now I know where homosexuals come from... smoking pot LOL reefer the nations number 1 killer.

Dafuq!

This is an old video of anti-weed propaganda.

Funny Anti-Weed Propaganda: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 20 February 2013 05:10PM         g

Why can't South African celebs come forward and smoke on national tv...

Zach Galifianakis (From The Movie "The Hangover) Smokes Weed On National

Television "Bill Maher's Show"! (Audience Could Smell It)

Zach Galifianakis Smokes Weed On National Television "Bill Maher's Show"!:

www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 20 February 2013 05:19PM         g

Produced by Christian Winthrop

Jon Lajoie - High as Fuck: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 20 February 2013 05:23PM         g

Vitamin Green... lol

Afri-Cousin LIVE at Emperors Palace

Barry Hilton DAD BURNS DAGGA: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 20 February 2013 06:21PM         g

Tratto dal film "L'erba proibita"

Spot anti-marijuana (Usa 1930): www.youtube.com



Dagga Movement 20 February 2013 06:29PM         g

Know your strain...

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=296299600454493&id=295611730523280&aid=71667

Dagga Movement 20 February 2013 06:37PM         g

Mr Haselhof says that cannabis has more cancer producing chemicals than tobacco but then I ask you

why are there hundreds of thousands of deaths attributed to tobacco user not a single death attributed

to cannabis on record?

An alcoholic is a good person to do a PSA warning about marijuana....

Anti-Marijuana Knight Rider PSA - 1980's: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 20 February 2013 06:40PM         g

Slaming the new hip thing to replace cannabis... :D The man leaching the fun out of everything.

Smoking Pot Is Really Stupid / Anti-Marijuana PSA Video. Courtesy of

http://www.abovetheinfluence.com The National Household Survey on Drug

Abuse (NHSDA), sp...

Smoking Pot Is Really Stupid / Anti-Marijuana PSA Video: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 20 February 2013 07:30PM         g

This is a must see for all.

http://www.set2gofunding.com - Personal Loans up to $25,000. Rates Start at

6.59% APR

Another TV Debate Where Anti-Marijuana Guy is Pwned: www.youtube.com

Thursday 21 February 2013

Dagga Movement 21 February 2013 10:31AM         g

Like this if you have ever been paranoid that the popo might smell you from outside the car...



Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=439306762754794&id=133235290028

611&aid=104470

e 4 people like this - Dagga Movement, Drickus Barnardt, Mark Barnett, Patrick

Bassett

f 7 comments

Drickus Barnardt
Nie met die kak wat mens in KBY koopi -_-
21 February 2013 11:31AM

Dagga Movement
Ek sweer soms pong die stuff heavy...
21 February 2013 11:44AM

Drickus Barnardt
Well my bra sin doen altyd. Maar jou usual bra's, as jy nou weet van

wie ek praat, is altyd die droog, seed invested stuff. -_- like diti so baie

nie
21 February 2013 11:47AM

Dagga Movement
Nope man nie seker spesifiek van wie jy praat nie ek weet van meer

as 3 bras.

Maar KBY het ma meestal poor quality maar ek is teverede met Swazi,

Skunk, Californian Red, Superseedles, Hybrid.

Ek soek my dood na chronic maar dis omdat daar so min is net 'n paar

mense kry.
21 February 2013 12:02PM

Drickus Barnardt
Ek ken 'n hele paar maar daars net een wat ek like.
21 February 2013 12:04PM

Dagga Movement
Stangest things happen... Hulle se dat die potency van cannabis drop

met seed development maar ek wil nie weet wat so die skunk maak

as hy superseedles was ek seker daarvan dat dit die beste chronic in

SA se ass sal kick eenige dag.
21 February 2013 12:06PM

Dagga Movement
Actually die Californian Red was nie vir my die geld werd nie. Ek dink

my tolerance is SKY HIGH
21 February 2013 12:08PM



Dagga Movement 21 February 2013 11:42AM         d

e 2 people like this - Gerrie De Jager, Jason William Bennett

Dagga Movement 21 February 2013 12:13PM         g

Someone please I <3 DAGGA sticker bomb a whole blue brigade squad! 

Timeline Photos: This cop loves dagga :) Have you entered out sticker bomb

contest?

http://www.belowthelion.co.za/daggasticker-bomb-competition/

Jason Jay > Dagga Movement 21 February 2013 12:20PM         g

High From Weed.co.za. Great to have you spreading the seed.

https://fbcdn-sphotos-a-a.akamaihd.net/hphotos-ak-snc6/p206x206/230719_20

7255919295311_6640729_n.jpg: fbcdn-sphotos-a-a.akamaihd.net

e 2 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 21 February 2013 01:07PM         g

Photos of The Dagga Couple: This one is functioning! If you make some please

send me some!

e 2 people like this - Lichelle Swanepoel, Mark Barnett



Dagga Movement 21 February 2013 01:39PM         g

Legalising dagga in SA shows disregard for the negative effects of drugs and alcohol, the ACDP

said.

Dagga debate 'worrying': news.iafrica.com

Dagga Movement 21 February 2013 01:58PM         g

One

Random:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=326494984051452&id=251637934870

491&aid=80630

Dagga Movement 21 February 2013 02:05PM         g

Random:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=326494984051452&id=251637934870

491&aid=80630

Dagga Movement 21 February 2013 02:37PM         g

New pics added regularly...check in to see all the new pics! ;)

Mixed Bud Pics:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=614735961877088&id=362614273755

926&aid=160033

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett

Dagga Movement 21 February 2013 02:38PM         g

Make this you cover photo!



Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett

f 1 comment

Mark Barnett
Prohibition is crime against humanity!
21 February 2013 02:53PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 21 February 2013 02:42PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett

Dagga Movement 21 February 2013 05:29PM         d

When the popo asks you what the time is tell them: It's 4:20 It's always 4:20

e 1 person likes this - Drickus Barnardt

Friday 22 February 2013

George Rox > Dagga Movement 22 February 2013 02:30AM         f

Hi guys. I

f 3 comments

George Rox
...that came out wrong. Nice piece on hemporiums wall. Thanx for educating and not

attacking.
22 February 2013 02:31AM

e 2 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement
Thank you so much! We all really need to unite. Information to the public should be open

and honest. Unlike anti-propaganda adverts.
22 February 2013 11:26AM

George Rox
Love that. Keep it up!
22 February 2013 11:28AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 22 February 2013 11:43AM         g

And if the popo tells you, you are a wize guy show him your clock.

Timeline Photos: With Tom Tom Dominic Tyaga and 3 others.

Dagga Movement 22 February 2013 11:44AM         g

Go go ganja ranger... this is what pro-cannabis page admins look like hahaha

Timeline Photos: With Edhy Tikus Tikus Nhackall and 4 others.

Dagga Movement 22 February 2013 11:54AM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=457978017562733&id=397249270302

275&aid=118160

Dagga Movement 22 February 2013 12:05PM         g



My work revolves around emotional healing with cannabis medicine. I have

realized that the massive improvements people make while doing emotional

healing work ALONGSIDE cannabis medicine is a one two knockout punch on any

dis-ease. Running around trying to correct so many food, water or supplement c...

Down To Earth Cannabis Medicinal Info:

https://www.facebook.com/healingwithcanabismedicine

Dagga Movement 22 February 2013 12:07PM         g

This is the main reason why cannabis prohibition is still in affect according to the Federal Government

and while you may think that those in control of the US won't affect us should think again. 

Timeline Photos: With Robert Lee.

Dagga Movement 22 February 2013 12:08PM         g

Pothead's map of America!

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788

Dagga Movement 22 February 2013 12:22PM         g

The GREEN DRAGON! A cannabis tincture amazing alternative to smoking when dropped under the

tongue. Try it! Follow the simplest recipe you can find. It is real easy: Take any decent alcohol of 40%

(100 or 150 pure grain alcohol for maximum extraction), a smooth brandy has the best taste, 1 part

cannabis to 3 parts alcohol, cannabis slightly chopped must be perfectly cured if possible but not too

dry and not too wet, pour alcohol over cannabis in a mason jar, keep the jar in a brown paper bag away

from sunlight, let it age for 6 weeks (some say 2 weeks the connoisseurs say a year or more... really up

to you to test) stir once a day at night preferably, alternatively follow a vegetable glycerin recipe for a

non alcoholic tincture.

November 12, 2009 - Here is the very successful result of a considerable amount

of research into the elusive and magical Green Dragon. This is a simple and

efficient 4 Step process. Ingredients: 1/...

The Definitive Green Dragon (Cannabis Tincture) Recipe:



hempnewstv.wordpress.com

Dagga Movement 22 February 2013 02:10PM         g

For those of you who like funny cat... meet psychedelicat!

Cover Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=10151117123865515&id=528525514&aid=783239

Dagga Movement 22 February 2013 09:37PM         g

Cannabis causes apoptosis in cancer cells

Hemp Can Save The Planet!

Industrial Hemp:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=10151479052622306&id=1816485623

05&aid=583666

Dagga Movement 22 February 2013 09:55PM         g

This is proof that marijuana causes cancer-suicide. Amazing. Reupload from user:

dreadincify "...Cannabinoids cause apoptosis (cell suicide) in abnormal cell...

Marijuana Causes Cancer-Suicide *MUST-WATCH!*: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 22 February 2013 10:03PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=442326989166380&id=442325715833

174&aid=105341

Dagga Movement 22 February 2013 10:11PM         g

True



They have to go some day: lolzbook.com

Saturday 23 February 2013

Dagga Movement 23 February 2013 07:14AM         g

The World vs Cancer

THCV: The World vs Cancer

Dagga Movement 23 February 2013 09:18AM         g

I found this interesting. Even though it sounds negative if we apply this quote into the cannabis

community one could assume that Madiba says that one should not judge a dagga user that it does not

mean you are a person of a lower value or inferior worth.

A nation should not be judged by how it treats its highest citizens, but its lowest

ones.  --  Nelson Mandela

Business @ iafrica.com:

https://www.facebook.com/iafricabusiness/posts/10151240086481682

Dagga Movement 23 February 2013 09:55AM         b

Consider this: Dagga is safer than Coca-Cola and many other things we see as normal in our daily life.

Why take away a safer alternative to alcohol? Why lead people to alcohol when we have statistics to

prove that alcohol is the number one cause of deaths on the roads and only 2 fatality on record caused

by cannabis prohibition. It is impossible to overdose on dagga because the lethal dose has not been

established you will die of oxygen deprevation long before you reach the estimated leathal dose of

5000+ xl joints in one breath: http://druglibrary.org/schaffer/library/mj_overdose.htm 



Andrew Grande choked on a bankie of dagga while police tazed him. They labelled his death suicide.

Shame. Honestly I believe that his life was taken not by himself but by the stigma that has been created

by years of anti-dagga propaganda.

Corruption or extortion: Areff Haffejee suspected to be in possession of one joint life is taken in Oxford

rd, I do not know if he was an oustanding citizen or an outstanding member of the cannabis community

we do not know what this man personal choices was we do not judge like the media but we do

remember and respect this citizen, friend, brother, son and maybe even father. I can tell from the car he

drove he was a successful man one we all could even see as a role model. 

The reason why Mr Haffejee's story is so important to us is that it shows cannabis prohibition's pros and

cons like a coin has two faces.

Go make some coffee or have a bong it's up to you really but I would recommend some cannabis

because its safer than caffeine and might unknowingly destroy cancer you may have... Yes cannabis

causes apotheoses in cancer cells!

[The Coin Story]

The cop tells the man that we can arrest you for the joint but let me take your car for a spin and we can

be friends about this situation.

The owner said shot hey but you drive nice nice. After much debate on how cannabis should be legal

they laughed about it.

The policeman got in the driver seat after he told his partner that he is just going for a joyride in this

mans car follow me maybe we stop at the bank if not we can arrest the man where I stop. Just follow

me.

So in the car they listen to music. Very relaxed. Until the policeman talks about some loose change.

Travelling at some speed. The owner realizes he is being robbed by our protectors. They start arguing

maybe the owner tried to go for his gun.

The driver's foot pressed down fully on the accelerator in the struggle.

He loses control of the Audi and hits the light pole without braking..

The follower sees the car is in a million pieces and he covers up for his friend/partner.

The purpose of this "fictional" story is to get you thinking and asking questions.

Condolences to families of the two deceased.

Then again Areff might have not even been a cannabis user thus showing the corruption cannabis

prohibition put on the table.

If politician support cannabis prohibition they also support organized crime. It is a simple fact of truth

that it is easier for a child to get alcohol from a dealer than from a regulated liquor store. The same is



applied to cannabis. Cannabis prohibition is putting this plant in to the hands of children.

If cannabis is legalized today; alcohol abuse would slump to a record all time low along with road death

toll.

Hemp would not only provide a cheap Juggle Oats type of food called gruel but provide cheap

alternative to cotton!

The only reason why it is illegal is because corporations cannot make profit on a plant that beats

scarcity.

Meaning that they will never be able to make profit on pharmaceuticals and cotton and many other

items even building supplies.

Like and share these pages:

Dagga Movement

The Dagga Couple

Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa

f 1 comment

Seymour Nofir
great piece.
23 February 2013 02:15PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 23 February 2013 10:08AM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=560790447270781&id=56028983398

7509&aid=149787

Dagga Movement 23 February 2013 10:11AM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=10150450845834626&id=284987029

625&aid=379376

Dagga Movement 23 February 2013 10:12AM         g



Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788

Dagga Movement 23 February 2013 10:24AM         g

? G R E E N - W A L L ?

Timeline Photos: Hemp :D

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett

Dagga Movement 23 February 2013 06:30PM         g

Safe weekend peeps don't drink and drive rather smoke and fly!

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=439306762754794&id=133235290028

611&aid=104470

Dagga Movement 23 February 2013 06:31PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=162734817164940&id=129370207168

068&aid=27911

Dagga Movement 23 February 2013 06:39PM         g

We all face problems in life some really serious shit and sometimes the only way to make it through is

to help someone else fight with their problem. Not always are problems mutual not all problems can

be solved with someone else's help but only united can we go through the problems we face together.

Share this status.

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=162734817164940&id=129370207168

068&aid=27911

e 1 person likes this - George Rox



Dagga Movement 23 February 2013 06:46PM         g

Streaming local TV programs to mobile devices, filling a void left by broadcasters who have

essentially ignored the Internet.

50 Disruptive Companies 2013 - MIT Technology Review: www2.technologyreview.com

Dagga Movement 23 February 2013 07:38PM         g

Mobile Uploads: lets........

Dagga Movement 23 February 2013 07:39PM         g

This is the new Jakaranda lol Daggaranda!

Photos of Cannabistrot:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=565556040144511&set=o.12234157118

2739&type=1

e 2 people like this - George Rox, Seymour Nofir

f 2 comments

George Rox
O wow!
24 February 2013 04:25AM

Westley Byrne
it looks delicious!
24 February 2013 03:35PM

Dagga Movement 23 February 2013 07:40PM         g

Timeline Photos: With Cliff Henry Olal and 10 others.



Dagga Movement 23 February 2013 07:40PM         g

Photos of Cannabistrot:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=565555943477854&set=o.12234157118

2739&type=1

Dagga Movement 23 February 2013 07:40PM         g

Photos of Cannabistrot:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=565556346811147&set=o.12234157118

2739&type=1

Dagga Movement 23 February 2013 07:41PM         g

Timeline Photos: http://www.theCTU.com/

#marijuana #cannabis #420 #weed #grow #hydro — with Gabu Kartel and 4 others.

Dagga Movement 23 February 2013 07:41PM         g

Why Hemp? Why Not?: Share if you Stand Up for Hemp!!! www.wickedhemp.com

Seymour Nofir > Dagga Movement 23 February 2013 08:27PM         f

Please will you consider amending your "about" section... I personally am not interested in the

decriminalization of dagga - I am behind dagga becoming legalized. The powers that be must not have

any legislative control over dagga... dagga is less harmful than coffee and coffee is completely legal.

e 2 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Winston Leach



f 6 comments

Dagga Movement
People misunderstand the term decriminalization. It means to free the plant completely.

Legalization means that government regulates cannabis while growing is still illegal.
23 February 2013 10:32PM

Seymour Nofir
Yes, I am confused... legalese should be banned.
24 February 2013 07:53AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Decriminalization Vs. Legalization 

Decriminalization: 

A system that punishes offenses by means other than prison. Fines for most traffic

violations are an example. In relation to drugs, it is normally limited to possession (and

sometimes growth) of small amounts (often around one ounce) and somtimes to sale of

equally small amounts to adults. It is also often limited to marijuana among the illegal

drugs. 

There is another distinction possible between de jure decriminalization, which entails an

amendment to criminal legislation, and de facto decriminalization, which involves an

administrative decision not to prosecute acts that nonetheless remain subject to arrest and

imprisonment under the law. Some cities have simply decided de facto to specify that

enforcement of some marijuana laws is the "lowest priority" for their police forces. 

http://www.dpft.org/policy.htm
24 February 2013 07:59AM

e 1 person likes this - Seymour Nofir

Dagga Movement
I have amended the about, "a group of people who believe that responsible recreational,

medicinal & industrial use of marijuana should be legalized and decriminalized globally. All

welcome from around the world."
24 February 2013 08:00AM

Seymour Nofir
Thanks for that!
24 February 2013 08:07AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Alexander Dowding
I am for normalisation i.e. going back to the way things were for thousands of years before

all this banning bullshit made an appearance.
1 March 2013 11:36PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Sunday 24 February 2013

Dagga Movement 24 February 2013 07:40AM         g

Timeline Photos: who agrees? :/

Dagga Movement 24 February 2013 07:52AM         g

Timeline Photos: Brave Mykayla.... Hempfest 2011 <3

Dagga Movement 24 February 2013 07:53AM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788

Dagga Movement 24 February 2013 07:54AM         g

Timeline Photos: More evidence! did you know?

Dagga Movement 24 February 2013 07:54AM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788



Dagga Movement 24 February 2013 07:56AM         g

Q. Can a person just take the oil as preventative and take it for a long period of time

as a preventative????

A. Yes, of course. As a matter of fact, everyone should be using at least tiny

amounts of the oil to prevent themselves from the environmental pollution, to

detoxify their bodies from all those toxins, and to maintain homeostasis (balance) in

their bodies. 

A drop of oil in the evening will give you good sleep and unless you are treating

something serious, it might be all you need to maintain good health. 

It is definitely better to eat a bit of the oil every day than to take flu shots or other

vaccines which are full of who knows what. JB

Rick Simpson:

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=483895891657555&id=2987

74923502987

Dagga Movement 24 February 2013 08:02AM         g

Timeline Photos: Hey we are all told to listen to the older generation as they have

experience, knowledge and know a thing or two that we don't! So this picture says

it all!

Dagga Movement 24 February 2013 08:02AM         g

Imagine the amount of good you could do with 1 million fans...

My Bong Is My Child:

https://www.facebook.com/MyBongIsMyChild/posts/556859547666181

Dagga Movement 24 February 2013 08:03AM         g



Medical marijuana is gaining acceptance, but could it even help kids? Dr. William

Courtney has seen it happen, and on Friday, told HuffPost Live host Alyona

Minkovski about it.

Did Cannabis Cure Baby's Brain Tumor?: "The Child's Being Called A Miracle Baby":

www.huffingtonpost.com

Dagga Movement 24 February 2013 01:47PM         b

When I was younger my mom forced medicine upon me now roles are reversed. (Treating her cancer

with tincture.)

e 3 people like this - Greg Barry, Jeremy David Acton, Winston Leach

Dagga Movement 24 February 2013 03:07PM         g

Timeline Photos: Love it. How about you? — with Darrin Etienne Potter and 4 others.

e 1 person likes this - Gina Epps

Dagga Movement 24 February 2013 03:20PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=10150450845834626&id=284987029

625&aid=379376

e 1 person likes this - Westley Byrne

f 1 comment

Westley Byrne
damn, i need to quit!
24 February 2013 03:48PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 24 February 2013 05:23PM         g

Lots of lies... LOL

DAGGA OR CANNABISDagga or Cannabis is well known in South Africa. It is

surrounded by various myths, of which the following is mentioned often:

Drug Wars - Dagga: www.drugaware.co.za



f 1 comment

Seymour Nofir
Old-school section 21 parasites... what shit, no wonder children have

no respect for "authority"... christian zealots wanting to demonize

everything that isn't "christian" - dagga is the gateway to evil ... how do

you reason with a man carrying a bible ?? or a torah or a koran... you

can't, they are closed with idiot dogma.
24 February 2013 06:18PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 24 February 2013 05:25PM         g

We get to see if he's been successful in curing liver cancer with dagga oil on the 11th April when he has

his CAT scan and blood tests. I for one am very excited!

Bill updates his hemp oil cure and gives a few tips if you wish to make the oil.

Billy Judes Cancer update 23/2/2013: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 24 February 2013 05:27PM         g

The global war on drugs has cost billions and taken countless lives -- but achieved little. The scant

results finally have politicians and experts joining calls for legalization. Following the journey of

cocaine from a farm in Colombia to a user in Berlin sheds light on why.

Our Right to Poison: Lessons from the Failed War on Drugs - SPIEGEL ONLINE: www.spiegel.de

Dagga Movement 24 February 2013 05:39PM         g

Ons kinders word met leuns opgevoed.

, algemeen bekend as dagga, is ’n plant wat wild groei, maar natuurlik ook dikwels

aangeplant word. Dit is hierdie plant se blompunte of uitloopsels wat wêreldwyd as

dwelmmiddel gerook word—in ’n pyp of as ’n gerolde sigaret. Die aktiewe

bestanddeel is tetrahidro-cannabinole.

Dagga en dwelms: mieliestronk.com

e 1 person likes this - Seymour Nofir

f 1 comment

Seymour Nofir
What shit. unadulterated shit... well some parts were shit watered

down with piss... fucking christian zealots bring shame to any

peoples...dumbing down gods servants.
24 February 2013 06:13PM



e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 24 February 2013 05:57PM         d

Dagga Movement 24 February 2013 06:31PM         g

When you read through the information these people believe about cannabis one starts to wonder how

the fuck are they capable of helping people rehabilitate.

The Lowveld Alcohol and Drug Help Center is gravely concerned about the

tendencies of drug experimentation, abuse and addiction being established,

particularly amongst the children, within the different communities in our region.

SANCA | Lowveld Alcohol and Drug Help Center | Help for drug addictions   and

substance abuse: www.sancalowveld.co.za

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
This is what they also say about alcohol The DRUG: ALCOHOL

WHEN USED SENSIBLY, MAKES SOCIALISING A PLEASURE

BUT WHEN ABUSED, MAKES THE ABUSER A MISERABLE AND

TYPICALLY DEPRESSED PERSON IN THE ABSENCE OF ALCOHOL

BECAUSE THE NORMAL PROVISION OF ‘HAPPY-JUICE’ WILL

DECREASE
24 February 2013 06:33PM



Seymour Nofir
Again, more religious zealots living the lie... Nelspruit is a hot-bed of

religious idiocy... Alcoholism is rampant in Nelspruit, as is divorce,

racism and christianity... but dagga is the fall-guy.
24 February 2013 07:02PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 24 February 2013 07:18PM         g

A while ago we went to the Jazzfarm and had a chat with Jules from the Dagga Couple about their

fight and the weed in South Africa

Podcast with Jules from the Dagga Couple | Gevaaalik.com: gevaaalik.com

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 24 February 2013 07:33PM         g

Dagga Movement Share a lifestyle! http://facebook.com/daggamovement

:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151731145239027&set=o.272191759

461095&type=1

Dagga Movement 24 February 2013 08:10PM         g

So whats up with the naked white woman on this local government page?

Dagga

Dagga: www.elsenburg.com

Dagga Movement 24 February 2013 08:18PM         g

Someday we might be able to buy weed online...

Buy Wilde Dagga (Leonotis Leonurus) Online from South Africa. We have Wild

Dagga spray extract, flowers, petals and many more. We supply worldwide. Top

quality assured.

Buy Wild Dagga (Leonotis Leonurus) Online from South Africa: www.leonotis.co.za



Dagga Movement 24 February 2013 08:33PM         g

Just silly... in a way. Why would they still call him Jan Dagga till this day?

‘I am Jan “Dagga” (marijuana), and I smoked dagga, and I went with dagga. In the

1960’s I learned about God. In 1972 I quit smoking dagga. In 1973 I quit alcohol. And

then I received the Holy Ghost. From 1973 I’ve been a witness for God. One thing is

sure; you can lie to a person but you can’t lie t...

Jan Taljaard: www.dayonepublications.com

Monday 25 February 2013

Dagga Movement 25 February 2013 06:23PM         g

Timeline Photos: ? — with Becki N Azzi X and 40 others.

e 2 people like this - Kristal Kruser, Leah CutecoreHippie

Dagga Movement 25 February 2013 06:23PM         g

Timeline Photos: With Mel Smalls and 27 others.

Dagga Movement 25 February 2013 06:23PM         g

The World vs Cancer

protesters: added to the album "protesters"

The World vs Cancer



Dagga Movement 25 February 2013 06:24PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=127962390612391&id=127415640667

066&aid=30445

Dagga Movement 25 February 2013 06:43PM         g

Things you may have never known or thought about before .....

Canna-Science/History/Fun Facts: have you heard of RSO (Rick Simpson Oil)? 

RSO is just another name for cannabis oil, but not the kind you cook with.  this is an

oil you take orally, rectally, or use topically to cure cancer, ulcers, diabetes, tumors,

burns, and a host of autoimmune diseases.  Pass our page along so more can learn

how to make this... ill be sharing with you how soon.... start stocking up on cannabis

- you'll need about a pound of good quality bud to make the 60 grams. - CW

e 1 person likes this - Leah CutecoreHippie

Dagga Movement 25 February 2013 06:44PM         g

Timeline Photos: I'm bored, add/talk to me cunts

https://www.facebook.com/ihatepoliceandihateyou

~Seann (your favourite admin)

Dagga Movement 25 February 2013 06:45PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=145533588905508&id=145476432244

557&aid=29822

Dagga Movement 25 February 2013 11:21PM         d



e 6 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Biljana

Lautas, Elizabeth Gold, George Harley Homer, Lynne

McDowell, Michael Bredenhand

Tuesday 26 February 2013

Dagga Movement 26 February 2013 10:29AM         g

Timeline Photos: Oregon Grown Blackberry Buds - http://goo.gl/1YkrT

This wondrous strain stems from two quite potent strains: Black Domina and

Raspberry Cough. The mother, Black Domina, is native to the Pacific Northwest and

was cloned and sent to Amsterdam. Blackberry combines the overwhelming indica

traits of Black Domina, and the sativa qualities of Raspberry Cough. — with Rene

Alejandro Lemus and 7 others.

e 1 person likes this - George Rox

f 3 comments

Rodel Quijano
wonderful
26 February 2013 02:19PM

Westley Byrne
christ that looks potent
26 February 2013 04:06PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
I want these seeds!!
26 February 2013 04:26PM

e 1 person likes this - Westley Byrne

Dagga Movement 26 February 2013 10:30AM         g



Timeline Photos: Dude you've been punk'd!

Dagga Movement 26 February 2013 10:31AM         g

The chemotherapy has robbed our poor little girl of her color... I hate it. She is still

feeling great... but that is mykayla for you... her oncologist thinks that the cannabis

keeps her so happy that she doesn't show any symptoms of the chemotherapy

drugs...exactly the purpose. 

Chemo again today... and tomorrow. Based upon her color we figure she will need

a blood transfusion tomorrow. This week and next week are brutal... its okay

though... she is so tough and brave.

33 more days until long term maintenance! Yeah! we can't wait.

Have a great day friends <3

peaceloveCURE

Brave Mykayla:

https://www.facebook.com/BraveMyKayla/posts/274402172689754

Dagga Movement 26 February 2013 10:32AM         g

Canna Facts: With Joan McDermott.

Dagga Movement 26 February 2013 10:35AM         g



Timeline Photos: How about yours?

Dagga Movement 26 February 2013 11:29AM         g

In two months!!! Just another reason it is illegal. In two months time you can make your own cancer

treatment and save your own life or wait out the 6 months the doctor has given you.....

Timeline Photos: Ladies and Gentlemen we have a WINNER...

DDDDDrrrruuummm roll please....

On week 10 of the Hemp trials in the Western Cape, South Africa... Hemp 'shoots' ahead being the

clear winner in the Tony v Hemp vertical challenge 

Congrats to all our Hemp voters out there... — with Tony Budden.

e 3 people like this - George Rox, Kail Karlito, Michael Bredenhand

f 1 comment

Rodel Quijano
wow.............amazing
26 February 2013 02:19PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 26 February 2013 11:46AM         b

"Ever smoked on a bong?"

Sure.

"Then you're an addict, you do it simply to get high."

You ever taken a shot?

"Of course. Who hasn't?"

Then by your logic, you're an alcoholic.

e 3 people like this - Brenden Arthur Campbell, Drickus Barnardt, Leah CutecoreHippie



Dagga Movement 26 February 2013 11:50AM         g

Enough with this phoney war on drugs!

Family Guy - Everything is better with a bag of weed: www.noob.us

Dagga Movement 26 February 2013 11:51AM         g

MSNBC host Cenk Uygur explains how the National Cancer Institute has

recognized several possible medical benefits from marijuana use. This could lead

to having marijuana reclassified from a Schedule 1 drug down to a Schedule III

drug in which case the government could not crack down on medical marij

Medical Benefits Of Marijuana - National Cancer Institute | MSNBC | TYT:

gdata.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 26 February 2013 11:52AM         g

Scientific trials have for decades documented the anti-cancer properties of

Cannabis and its constituents. Yet it took until this week for the website of the

National Institute of Cancer to finally acknowledged the herb’s therapeutic utility

for patients living with disease or suffering from the adv...

The Feds Finally Recognize The Anti-Cancer Potential Of Cannabis — 36 Years Too

Late! | NORML: blog.norml.org

Dagga Movement 26 February 2013 11:53AM         g

In Belarus, site of the original Chernobyl disaster, they are not only using the hemp

to clean up the soil, they're making money on the processing of that hemp into

biofuel. This technique of hemp phytoremediation has applications that extend

beyond nuclear accident cleanups.  If prohibition on hemp...

Could Hemp help nuclear clean-up in Japan? | Examiner.com: www.examiner.com

Dagga Movement 26 February 2013 11:55AM         g



CBS News has uncovered that the U.S. has been allowing thousands of

military-style firearms to be smuggled into Mexico "to see where they would end

up." Investigators call the tactic "letting the guns walk." ATF called the operation

"Fast and Furious."

U.S. Government Helps Arm Mexican Drug Cartels | Toke of the Town:

www.tokeofthetown.com

Dagga Movement 26 February 2013 11:56AM         g

Cannabis Animation, The Flower contrasts a utopian society that freely farms and

consumes a pleasure giving flower with a society where the same flower is illegal

and its consumption is prohibited. The animation is a meditation on the social and

economic costs of marijuana prohibition.    Animation ...

The Flower: gdata.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 26 February 2013 11:57AM         g

Rudy Simpson alleges he was the victim of heavy-handed and unprofessional

police tactics during the raid on his home. Of course, it was just business as usual

for the cops -- except this time, a tape was rolling.

Cops Charged After Being Caught On Tape In Botched Pot Raid | Toke of the Town:

www.tokeofthetown.com

Dagga Movement 26 February 2013 11:57AM         g

You can smoke it, you can wear it, you can eat it... and now, you can drive in it. Is

there anything you can’t do with hemp? As it turns out, hemp has a long standing

relationship with automakers. Hemp is making a comeback as the world’s first

production-ready biocomposite electric car is set to tak...

The Kestrel is the World’s First Production-Ready Hemp Car  | AutoGuide.com

News: www.autoguide.com

Dagga Movement 26 February 2013 02:58PM         g

These Tees and many more are available for only R200* in any size ranging from Small to XXL.

All proceeds from T-Shirt sales are for Neumical



*Excludes postage

Most are available for R200 Small to XXL...

DHC T-Shirts: 4:20

Dagga Movement 26 February 2013 06:41PM         g

“Natural forces within us are the true healers of disease.” -Hippocrates, The Father

of Medicine

Health: ?

www.knowledgeoftoday.org/2012/12/breaking-taboo-2011-global-drug-war-film.

html — Narrated by Oscar winning actor Morgan Freeman, 'Breaking the Taboo'

takes a critical look at how after 50 years of prohibition, illicit drugs are now the

third most valuable industry in the world after food and oil.

“No drug, not even alcohol, causes the fundamental ills of society. If we're looking

for the source of our troubles, we shouldn't test people for drugs, we should test

them for stupidity, ignorance, greed and love of power.” -P. J. O'Rourke — with Jojo

Battle and 10 others.

Dagga Movement 26 February 2013 07:08PM         g

Timeline Photos: Tree of Wellness

Wednesday 27 February 2013

Dagga Movement 27 February 2013 09:43AM         g

Wake and bake, rise and shine

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=132508926764804&id=130220236993

673&aid=23819



Dagga Movement 27 February 2013 09:46AM         g

What the conservative folk of South Africa knows about Dagga is proof of how gullible humans are.

This begs the question; what else are we being told that we hopelessly take for fact?

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=439306762754794&id=133235290028

611&aid=104470

e 4 people like this - Andy Taliadoros, Gerd Bader, Kristal Kruser, Redeye Mike

Dagga Movement 27 February 2013 09:51AM         g

Timeline Photos:

?www.collective-evolution.com/2013/01/03/cannabis-is-key-to-good-health-wh

en-we-eat-it-vs-smoking-it/

Dagga Movement 27 February 2013 09:57AM         g

These politicians support organized crime they are the ones who put cannabis and other illegal

substances in the hands of your children...

Members of the Senate Health and Human Services Committee voted 6-2 against

the measure on Monday.

Oklahoma Senate Panel Kills Medical Marijuana Bill: www.news9.com

Dagga Movement 27 February 2013 10:00AM         g

Dagga is not a gateway drug but could rather be considered an exit drug as most people choose it over

alcohol or prescription drugs! I do not believe Dagga to be a drug. All drugs are manufactured by man.

Dagga is crafted by nature. Alcohol is not a drug but a poison.

A surprising three quarters of medical cannabis consumers say they subbed in pot

for more harmful substances.

Is Marijuana an 'Exit Drug'? Study Suggests Some Are Taking It as a Substitute for

Prescription Drug: www.alternet.org

e 1 person likes this - Jeremy David Acton



Dagga Movement 27 February 2013 10:02AM         g

If the same principal is applied in South Africa we would be going in a better direction.

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=271503829557828&id=128933910481

488&aid=63559

Dagga Movement 27 February 2013 10:04AM         g

Viva Hemp Now !!! Not only do we need the industry for jobs but the people of South Africa need the

industry to survive! Hemporium SA

Vote Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa

CANNABIS LIBRE

CANNABIS FREE GALLERY:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=278058625589830&id=10000157084

1858&aid=72869

e 4 people like this - Andy Taliadoros, Jeremy David Acton, Redeye Mike, Thato

Oa Maleka

Dagga Movement 27 February 2013 10:40AM         g

War just got serious: lolzbook.com

Dagga Movement 27 February 2013 10:53AM         g

If cannabis was legal in South Africa would SAB consider making a Green Label?

http://www.popsci.com/science/article/2012-11/beersci-marijuana-related-hops



Timeline Photos: Champions deserve to be rewarded! Congratulations Chris

Rogers who won Champion beer for a year through our Varsity Cup competition. 

Champs, make the call if you want to be the next winner! Visit

www.carlingblacklabel.co.za to find out how. — with Ntokozo Man-hlangus and 6

others.

Dagga Movement 27 February 2013 10:55AM         g

Gaining much popularity among patients 21 and older, medicated beer is another

fun way to medicate.  Available at select locations, this product is in short-supply

and high-demand.

Medical Marijuana Beer | Cannabis Infused Beer: www.cannabissearch.com

Dagga Movement 27 February 2013 10:56AM         g

Marijuana and beer could soon become a legal combination, at least for

homebrewers in Colorado and Washington. 

Pot beer could be next high for some home brewers: www.foxnews.com

Dagga Movement 27 February 2013 10:58AM         g

The Feds don't care about pot smokers; they just keep HEMP illegal in order to

maintain the power, medicine, and fuel monopolies

The Feds don't care about pot smokers; they just keep HEMP illegal in order to

maintain the power, m: www.naturalnews.com

Dagga Movement 27 February 2013 02:02PM         g

Most are available for R200 Small to XXL...

DHC T-Shirts:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=10151300204584027&id=786999026

&aid=565725



Westley Byrne > Dagga Movement 27 February 2013 02:09PM         d

e 4 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Burkhardt Huck, Dagga Movement, Daniel James Garbett

Dagga Movement 27 February 2013 02:10PM         g

Most are available for R200 Small to XXL...

DHC T-Shirts:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=10151300204584027&id=786999026

&aid=565725

Dagga Movement 27 February 2013 02:10PM         g

Most are available for R200 Small to XXL...

DHC T-Shirts:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=10151300204584027&id=786999026

&aid=565725

Dagga Movement 27 February 2013 02:13PM         g

Please guys apply these settings to The Dagga Couple & Dagga Movement page

Timeline Photos: If you think you're not getting all our news feeds, click on 'LIKE'

again and make sure. FB is messing with the algorithm. We just know we're not

getting out to all the people we used to...

https://www.daggacouple.co.za

https://www.daggacouple.co.za/the-petition/ — with Sergio N. AlGato and 7



others.

Dagga Movement 27 February 2013 02:26PM         d

Phatty Boom Boom

f 1 comment

Brenden Arthur Campbell
Hahahahahah nice
27 February 2013 02:39PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 27 February 2013 02:50PM         g

Strain Hunters Swaziland Expedition 2012 Trailer. More info:

http://www.strainhunters.com Swaziland is a small country landlocked between

South Africa and Mo...

Strain Hunters Swaziland Expedition Trailer: www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Winston Leach

Dagga Movement 27 February 2013 02:50PM         g

Photos of The Dagga Couple: My Commitment to the cause. Keep up the brilliant

work guys, looking forward to be MUCH more active in the movement!

e 1 person likes this - Jeremy David Acton

Dagga Movement 27 February 2013 03:39PM         g



Timeline Photos: With Orgho De and 46 others.

e 2 people like this - Alexander Shakes Meister, Redeye Mike

Dagga Movement 27 February 2013 06:39PM         g

Timeline Photos: *Cough*

e 2 people like this - Mark Barnett, Rudy Jansen

Dagga Movement 27 February 2013 06:41PM         g

Cops harassing people over their freedom of speech should be fired from the force. 

On her way home to Texas after attending her mother's funeral in Ohio,

65-year-old Bonnie Jonas-Boggioni was pulled over by an officer in the Memphis,

TN area. When informed as to why she was pulled over, Bonnie was taken aback.

The officer told her it was because of the pot leaf decal on her car. A...

Elderly Woman Pulled Over When Buckeye Leaf Decal Mistaken For Pot Leaf:

the420times.com

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett

f 1 comment

Mark Barnett
Even if it's pot leaf as their rights to freedom!
27 February 2013 06:44PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 27 February 2013 06:48PM         g

Canna-Juice is an amazing way to get all the medicinal qualities of cannabis without any psychoactive

effect! Here is Brave Mykayla's Dad's blog post on Canna Juicing. - Brave Mykayla



CannaDad's Blog: A Look Into Raw, Organic Cannabis Juicing:

cannadad.blogspot.com

e 2 people like this - Mark Barnett, Michael Bredenhand

Dagga Movement 27 February 2013 07:02PM         g

If you don't want your family to see that you like Dagga pages use this article to assist you otherwise

don't give a fuck.

Facebook is using you, whether you know it or not. Sometimes it's obvious: you like

a page, you click share, Facebook benefits. Other times, you have no clue until a

friend asks you about a photo they saw that you liked.

How Facebook Is Using You to Annoy Your Friends (and How to Stop It):

lifehacker.com

Dagga Movement 27 February 2013 10:59PM         g

For the metal lovers!

Timeline Photos: Pipes are restocked! Thanks for patiently waiting on em. Pick one

up here:

http://www.indiemerch.com/blackdahliamurder/item/16945

Thursday 28 February 2013

Dagga Movement 28 February 2013 08:17AM         g

Timeline Photos: *Did You Know*

Do you know Dr. William Courtney? Are you familiar with any of his success

stories? He is having success treating children with a non-toxic form of chemo

known as cannabis oil and raw cannabis juicing. If you haven't heard...His results are

nothing short of amazing! 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/12/01/cannabis-for-infants-brai_n_2224898

.html



Dagga Movement 28 February 2013 08:52AM         g

No fucking respect!

Mobile Uploads: There is just no hope in this country . Police is suppose to protect

and serve.  Not beat up and kill.

f 1 comment

Thato Oa Maleka
In my country, under the apartheid the natives were lynched. Post

apartheid, in my country civilians and foreigners are tortured and

murdered by the Police. Welcome to South Africa. They won't even re

legalise marijuana 
28 February 2013 09:15AM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Rudy Jansen

Dagga Movement 28 February 2013 09:17AM         d

Usually it's only acceptable when a stoner calls you a pothead. Give a synonym?

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
It's more like any problem can be fixed with

marijuana...

There are more solution when it's used raw as well..
23 April 2013 10:52AM

e 2 people like this - Kristal Kruser, Pierre van Niekerk

Dagga Movement 28 February 2013 11:40AM         g

This got me mad! How can cops be so in humane?

This shocking video shows how police murdered taxi driver, Mido Macia whose

only crime seemed to be parking on the wrong side of the road. He was tied to a

p...

Killer cops caught on video - Daily Sun: www.youtube.com



Dagga Movement 28 February 2013 12:04PM         g

Timeline Photos: With Steve Villanueva and 16 others.

e 1 person likes this - Kristal Kruser

Dagga Movement 28 February 2013 03:13PM         g

Why Hemp? Why Not?: Why Hemp? Why Not? www.wickedhemp.com

(Statistics from NORML)

Dagga Movement 28 February 2013 03:14PM         g

Timeline Photos: ? — with Brando Riordan and 8 others.

e 1 person likes this - Elizabeth Gold

Dagga Movement 28 February 2013 03:27PM         g

Timeline Photos: With Mark E. Bryan and Angel Prince Gonzalez.

e 1 person likes this - Nada Gerasimovska

Dagga Movement 28 February 2013 06:33PM         g



Timeline Photos: Smoke sesh is about to get down. Like if you wanna join in :)

Weed Palace — with Yap Gino and 25 others.

e 4 people like this - Deon Lubbe, George Rox, Leah CutecoreHippie, Mark

Barnett

f 5 comments

Seymour Nofir
Join in there? it's a filthy skank hole... don't these people clean up? no

wonder dagga smokers get a bad rap...
28 February 2013 06:51PM

Dagga Movement
What is so filthy about it?
28 February 2013 07:15PM

Dagga Movement
That bong looks pretty clean to me...
28 February 2013 07:16PM

Seymour Nofir
No, you're right, I was being too sensitive... my desk is covered in pips,

scissors, torn rizlas and an overflowing ashtray... i won't be taking a

photo of my desk, it is truly sif.
28 February 2013 07:39PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Lol I have the same problem. I got a small box or shoe box I just throw

everything in the still the same problem...
28 February 2013 07:50PM

Dagga Movement 28 February 2013 07:10PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=286188688156378&id=28605983816

9263&aid=59768

Dagga Movement 28 February 2013 07:11PM         g



Timeline Photos: THis is one of my favorites! :)

e 4 people like this - Brenden Arthur Campbell, Chris McCormick, Kristal Kruser,

Leah CutecoreHippie

Friday 1 March 2013

Dagga Movement 1 March 2013 07:18AM         g

Things you may have never known or thought about before .....

Canna-Science/History/Fun Facts: WHICH CANNABINOID IS RIGHT FOR YOU? -

CW

Dagga Movement 1 March 2013 07:24AM         g

Timeline Photos: :D — with Frane Mrkica and 19 others.

e 1 person likes this - Caleigh Sioux

f 1 comment

Dana Lawless
love it
1 March 2013 08:46AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 1 March 2013 07:26AM         g

Why Hemp? Why Not?: We Love Hemp! Share if you do too! 

www.wickedhemp.com — with Paul Zenone.

Dagga Movement 1 March 2013 07:49AM         g

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ds7cfY0RM7g

READ DESCRIPTION! A brief explanation for pot newbies...and sometimes for longtime marijuana

smokers on knowing whether bud is of high quality or potency wit...



How to Tell Good Quality Weed from Bad: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 1 March 2013 07:58AM         g

ok let make this simple, yes for some people if you smoke a lot of weed for a long

time there can be withdrawals just like with anything else you put in your...

Cannabis Withdrawal: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 1 March 2013 08:01AM         b

"I have read every report on weed and let me tell you if you drink a can of coke (caffeine) or a joint a

day you will have some withdrawal symptoms your body will be fucked up" LOL

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e2q65wjQwd4
1 March 2013 09:47AM

Dagga Movement 1 March 2013 08:07AM         g

I <3 This!!!! Must watch!

PORSCHE GETS STUCK IN CEMENT http://bit.ly/AgPi0b See more

http://www.collegehumor.com Things get nasty when drugs are involved. LIKE us

on: http://www.faceb...

The Roast of Weed: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 1 March 2013 08:50AM         

(0) Confessions of a stoner

I really consume a large amount at present but it's mostly based on the fact that it is not a high

quality strain. If I can find a strain strong enough that can give me a steady high (the current level I

like while being fully functional which I am mostly unless I'm sleeping HAHA) from one joint or bong

or even cookie I would only smoke or eat one a day. 

 

I am fortunate to be able to say that I am high almost 24/7

 

Anyone that has interacted with me whether physically or electronically over social media does not



know the sober side of me per say.

 

The person they met today and which they see tomorrow will only be changed by the facts they

come to learn.

 

Yes I have problems to deal with in my life but I don't use dagga as a remedy to solve my problems

but it has none the less assisted me in many aspects of my life.

 

I drink a lot less alcohol now. A bottle last days or even months now. I can still remember my

boozing youthful days fuck and all that was acceptable and we still joke about it till this day.

 

Honestly too much dagga is only too much once it creates a problem in your life and I still have to

find someone who dagga has caused a problem for. I haven't met a person who had a pre-disposed

mental condition so I am excluding mental related issues. (Not talking about problems caused by

dagga prohibition, thats the real negative side or cons if you will about dagga)

 

The affect of dagga is not as easily placed on simple blood level scale such as alcohol and we

shouldn't view it as such.

 

The human body is it's own judge. You for instance will not drive when you are so high that you

cannot function. You just don't want to drive in that state. While with alcohol you lose your ability to

judge your own actions every action under the influence of heavy alcohol is not judged by

compassion.

 

ONE 

Dagga Movement 1 March 2013 09:06AM         g

Photos of The Dagga Couple: Nelson Mandela fights for the Re-legalisation and

Regulation of Marijuana

e 2 people like this - Chris McCormick, Leah CutecoreHippie

Dagga Movement 1 March 2013 09:09AM         g

Timeline Photos: With Mike Loft and 12 others.



Dagga Movement 1 March 2013 09:52AM         g

3. Blue Monster Hol (Hahaha Hol is Bum in Afrikaans)

10 Strongest Strains Of Weed Grown in secret CIA labs and by Harvard Professors,

these are the 10 strongest strains of weed on the planet. Music = Ska Skat b...

10 Strongest Strains Of Weed: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 1 March 2013 10:25AM         g

South Africa's 1st legal industrial dagga farm harvests.

Timeline Photos: After 4 months of growth, the Western Cape hemp fibre trial was

harvested. The seed trial will remain in the ground for another month or so. 

This trial was done by Rapula Farms, Hemporium's Farming partner, under the

guidance of the National Hemp Foundation. Dr Thandeka Kunene and the House of

Hemp, who are the National Coordinators of the 3 year Commercial Incubation

Research Trial, arranged the permits through the Department of Health.

The stalk will now be retted in the field and then be sent for decortication and

analysis. 

Hemporium commends Mike Gregor of Rapula Farms, for his excellent work in

year 1 of this trial, and we look forward to planting again next season and moving

towards a commercial hemp industry in South Africa.

Dagga Movement 1 March 2013 10:29AM         g

I went to jail for a couple of days and it's great to be back. I wanted to celebrate

getting my meds back from the police and I will tell the story of my exp...

Out of Jail and Weed from the Police: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 1 March 2013 10:44AM         

(1) Confessions of a stoner

I'm tierd of hiding like a criminal, I smoke weed and I'm proud of it!! Legalize marijuana!! Red Eye

Mike, South Africa 



Dagga Movement 1 March 2013 11:01AM         g

Timeline Photos: :p — with Nicholas Seabrook and 2 others.

Dagga Movement 1 March 2013 11:01AM         g

Timeline Photos: With Chris Allan Jr Collins and Punk Pepuxd Argomedo Mendoza.

e 1 person likes this - Leah CutecoreHippie

Dagga Movement 1 March 2013 11:04AM         b

"Give a stoner some weed, but nothing to smoke it out of, and suddenly, he becomes a fucking

engineer!" - Truth

e 12 people like this - Chad Newton, Chris McCormick, Donnovan Rottcher, Drickus Barnardt, Gustav

Dieter Cloete, Hanri Sauerman, Leah CutecoreHippie, Megz Abdullah, Pierre van Niekerk,

Prometheus Bound, Rudy Jansen, Tony Murray

f 4 comments

Chad Newton
apple, carrot, potatoe, give it to me ill build a pipe and go to deep space :-)
1 March 2013 11:08AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Hanri Sauerman
hahaha so true
1 March 2013 11:15AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Pineapple Express... Now where did I save that photo...
1 March 2013 11:18AM

Melinda Dingelstad Pask
Lol
1 March 2013 05:42PM



Dagga Movement 1 March 2013 11:07AM         g

Timeline Photos: best shirt ever.

twitter: @420smokersclub

rendezvous: Cannabis — with Andrew Roedersheimer.

Dagga Movement 1 March 2013 11:10AM         g

We need 2 more likes to a 100. Share this picture to grab some attention. Post it to a friend's wall!

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=327085467396767&id=32645988079

2659&aid=64931

e 3 people like this - Ivan Pete Cuevas, Nada Gerasimovska, Pierre van Niekerk

Dagga Movement 1 March 2013 11:13AM         g

Seth Rogen and Jonah Hill are my movie heros! They should totally do a Cheece and Chong remake it

would be amazing!

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=265820436838975&id=119803094774

044&aid=67785

e 1 person likes this - Leah CutecoreHippie

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
In SA the ratio is a bit higher. 5 popos to the stoner!
1 March 2013 11:39AM

Dagga Movement 1 March 2013 11:14AM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=297755076976620&id=292726634146

131&aid=70329



Dagga Movement 1 March 2013 11:14AM         g

Timeline Photos: Endocannos...

Dagga Movement 1 March 2013 11:14AM         g

Timeline Photos: With Delores Marie Clark and 19 others.

e 2 people like this - Leah CutecoreHippie, Winston Leach

Dagga Movement 1 March 2013 11:15AM         g

Timeline Photos: With Mimi Soto and 23 others.

e 1 person likes this - Nada Gerasimovska

Dagga Movement 1 March 2013 11:15AM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=297755076976620&id=292726634146

131&aid=70329

e 1 person likes this - Leah CutecoreHippie

Dagga Movement 1 March 2013 11:22AM         d

Pinecarrot Express



f 1 comment

Unknown
TUTTI FKN FRUITY!!!!!
3 April 2013 03:27PM

e 2 people like this - Nada Gerasimovska, Pierre van Niekerk

Saturday 2 March 2013

Dagga Movement 2 March 2013 03:57PM         d

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Sunday 3 March 2013

Dagga Movement 3 March 2013 07:38AM         d

Tuesday 5 March 2013

Dagga Movement 5 March 2013 10:07PM mobile        b

Who is going to Ramfest?



e 1 person likes this - Peet van Staden

f 1 comment

Joshy Van Der Walt
Me :D :D
5 March 2013 11:14PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Wednesday 6 March 2013

Dagga Movement 6 March 2013 04:33PM mobile        b

The page will be in full swing again soon. Feel free to help spread awareness by posting cannabis

related content on our wall!

e 2 people like this - Jeremy David Acton, Mark Barnett

Monday 11 March 2013

Dagga Movement 11 March 2013 10:51AM mobile        b

There are still many dagga users who don't know the healing properties of dagga we need to educate

people. Share this page!!!

http://ewn.mobi/news/Local/r80-000-dagga-found-in-taxi/

e 1 person likes this - Alexander Dowding

f 3 comments

Michael Bredenhand
Hi the link doesn't work...error 404
11 March 2013 10:56AM

Dagga Movement
http://ewn.mobi/news/Local/r80-000-dagga-found-in-taxi/22561
11 March 2013 10:58AM

Winston Leach
The link does work micheal about da gaza dat was found in the taxi
11 March 2013 03:55PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 11 March 2013 11:39PM         g



Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=238251659641039&id=2191231648872

22&aid=62217

e 1 person likes this - Heinrich Brand

Dagga Movement 11 March 2013 11:40PM         g

Timeline Photos: Share the TRUTH!!  If we all stand together they cant ignore us

forever!!

e 2 people like this - George Rox, Heinrich Brand

Tuesday 12 March 2013

Dagga Movement 12 March 2013 05:50AM         g

Timeline Photos: got blunt? — with Yeah Antze and 3 others.

e 2 people like this - George Rox, Heinrich Brand

Dagga Movement 12 March 2013 10:20AM         g

This is our first episode, you will get a undergroundish feeling to it, and the sound

on the interviews in the start is a bit bad, but other wise I hope you ...

The Big Bong Theory Episode1 - Chatting To Stoners: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 12 March 2013 10:29AM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=147324972003285&id=146641088738

340&aid=35724

e 2 people like this - Chad Newton, Heinrich Brand



Dagga Movement 12 March 2013 10:34AM         g

Timeline Photos: FACT

e 2 people like this - Dorian Gray, Heinrich Brand

Dagga Movement 12 March 2013 10:43AM         g

Last week, the Nevada State Athletic Commission (NSAC) slapped former

middleweight champion boxer Julio Cesar Chavez, Jr. with a $900,000 fine and

nine-month suspension. Why? Not for using a performance-enhancing drug or

throwing a match, but simply because he tested positive for marijuana. Such an…

Fined $900,000 for Using Marijuana? — MPP Blog: blog.mpp.org

Dagga Movement 12 March 2013 05:19PM         g

Kent police have arrested a Puyallup man for supposedly driving under the

influence of marijuana, based on the fact that the man's tongue appeared to have a

'gr

Wash. state man arrested for having 'green tongue': www.examiner.com

Dagga Movement 12 March 2013 05:19PM         g

This is an edited interview of Dennis Hill and Ava Marie from her Spiral Up show.

This video was created to demonstrate a possible edit of the footage. Denni...

How Cannabinoids Cause Cancer Cells to Die: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 12 March 2013 05:21PM         g

HH would like to wish you all health,happiness and good fortune in 2014! Happy

New Year!! 

Timeline Photos: http://hemphealthy.ca/

e 1 person likes this - Leah CutecoreHippie



Dagga Movement 12 March 2013 05:25PM         g

Timeline Photos: Is it 420 yet ? 

Weed Palace — with Alberto Veo Cinco and 8 others.

Dagga Movement 12 March 2013 05:27PM         g

Timeline Photos: Is it 420 yet ? 

Weed Palace — with Alberto Veo Cinco and 8 others.

Dagga Movement 12 March 2013 05:28PM         g

<3 Please share create awareness & educate! <3

------------------------------------------------------------

Our goal is to Educate & promote the legalization of Cannabis in all countries of the

world for both medicinal and recreational use, along with the legalization of

industrial hemp.

We advocate the immediate legalization of the herbaceous plant Cannabis sativa

in all its varieties, products, and uses, including cannabis for medicinal purposes,

cannabis for recreational use, and hemp for fiber and other products. Cannabis and

hemp should be legal in all the world. We call upon the governments of all states

and nations, and we call upon the United Nations, to terminate their policies and

practices of cannabis/hemp prohibition. We celebrate liberty with the residents of

those states and nations where cannabis and hemp are already legal. The need to

end prohibition of medicinal cannabis is especially urgent, and the rationale for

legalizing it immediately is especially compelling. People with illnesses and

ailments should be able to purchase medicinal cannabis without fear of breaking

the law.

---------------------------------------------------------------

Please check out all of our pages listed here thanks:

1>>https://www.facebook.com/group420times

2>>https://www.facebook.com/Legalizetheworld

3>>https://www.facebook.com/420TimesRocks

4>>https://www.facebook.com/LegalizeIndiana



5>>https://www.facebook.com/TrippyHippieWorld

6>>https://www.facebook.com/STONERZONE

7>>https://www.facebook.com/OFFCIALPHEADS

8>>https://www.facebook.com/Weedbooks

9>>https://www.facebook.com/marjiuanaville4life

10>>https://www.facebook.com/CannaCollage

11>>https://www.facebook.com/POTCOLLEGE

12>>https://www.facebook.com/TOHIGHCREW

13>>https://www.facebook.com/BongZone

14>>https://www.facebook.com/LegCannaEverywhere

15>>https://www.facebook.com/LegalizeThePlanet

16>>https://www.facebook.com/PeaceanLove

17>>https://www.facebook.com/CRAZYASFUK

18>>https://www.facebook.com/BlazinBart

19>>https://www.facebook.com/LegalizeTheEarth1

20>>https://www.facebook.com/LegalizeTheGlobe1

21>>https://www.facebook.com/LegalizeIndiana2

22>>https://www.facebook.com/CannaHempFreedomFighters

--- Thank you very much! <3 

SINCE 1974 THE GOVERNMENT HAVE KNOWN THAT THE CHEMICALS FOUND IN

THE CANNABIS PLANT CAN BE USED TO TREAT CANCER

PLEASE LOOK BELOW FOR PEER REVIEWED STUDIES FROM AROUND THE

GLOBE WHICH CONFIRM THESE FINDINGS

These same chemicals can have a unique effect on each vital organ,

homeostatically and holistically aiding them in their roles. This includes the kidneys

and the nephrological system.

Many scientific studies have reported that various cannabinoids (both natural and

synthetic) exert a wide range of growth-inhibiting effects on cancer cells, including:

- Triggering cell death, through a mechanism called apoptosis.

- Stopping cells from dividing.

- Preventing new blood vessels from growing into tumours –a process termed

angiogenesis.

- Reducing the chances of cancer cells to metastasize through the body, by

stopping cells from moving or invading neighbouring tissue.

- Speeding up the cell’s internal ‘waste disposal machine’ –a process known as

autophagy – which can lead to cell death.

http://cannabis-med.org/index.php?tpl=faq&red=faqlist&id=274&lng=en

PEER REVIEWED SCIENTIFIC SRUDIES REGARDING CANNABIS AND CANCER:

Cannabinoid receptor systems: therapeutic targets for tumour intervention. UK

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/14640910

High concentrations of cannabinoids activate apoptosis in human U373MG glioma

cells. UK

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18615640



Cannabinoid receptor agonists are mitochondrial inhibitors: a unified hypothesis of

how cannabinoids modulate mitochondrial function and induce cell death. UK

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17931597

The cannabinoid delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol inhibits RAS-MAPK and PI3K-AKT

survival signalling and induces BAD-mediated apoptosis in colorectal cancer cells.

UK

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17583570

Cannabis-induced cytotoxicity in leukemic cell lines: the role of the cannabinoid

receptors and the MAPK pathway. UK

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15454482

Targeting cannabinoid receptors to treat leukemia: role of cross-talk between

extrinsic and intrinsic pathways in Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC)-induced

apoptosis of Jurkat cells. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15978942

The expression level of CB1 and CB2 receptors determines their efficacy at

inducing apoptosis in astrocytomas. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20090845

Cannabidiol-induced apoptosis in human leukemia cells: A novel role of

cannabidiol in the regulation of p22phox and Nox4 expression. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16754784

Cannabidiol enhances the inhibitory effects of delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol on

human glioblastoma cell proliferation and survival. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20053780

Cannabinoids and the immune system. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11854771

Delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol-induced apoptosis in the thymus and spleen as a

mechanism of immunosuppression in vitro and in vivo. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12130702

Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol-induced apoptosis in Jurkat leukemia T cells is

regulated by translocation of Bad to mitochondria. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16908594

Cannabinoid-induced apoptosis in immune cells as a pathway to

immunosuppression. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19457575

Synthetic cannabinoid receptor agonists inhibit tumor growth and metastasis of

breast cancer. USA



http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19887554

Cannabinoids for cancer treatment: progress and promise. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18199524

Targeting CB2 cannabinoid receptors as a novel therapy to treat malignant

lymphoblastic disease. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12091357

Cannabinoid receptor as a novel target for the treatment of prostate cancer. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15753356

In vivo effects of cannabinoids on macromolecular biosynthesis in Lewis lung

carcinomas. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/616322

Cannabidiol as a novel inhibitor of Id-1 gene expression in aggressive breast cancer

cells. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18025276

Cannabinoids as novel anti-inflammatory drugs. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20191092

De novo-synthesized ceramide is involved in cannabinoid-induced apoptosis.

SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11903061

Amphiregulin is a factor for resistance of glioma cells to cannabinoid-induced

apoptosis. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19229996

Cannabinoids and cell fate. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12182964

Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol induces apoptosis in human prostate PC-3 cells via a

receptor-independent mechanism. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/10570948

Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol induces apoptosis in C6 glioma cells. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9771884

Cannabinoids inhibit glioma cell invasion by down-regulating matrix

metalloproteinase-2 expression. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18339876

Cannabinoids protect astrocytes from ceramide-induced apoptosis through the

phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase/protein kinase B pathway. SPAIN



http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12133838

Hypothesis: cannabinoid therapy for the treatment of gliomas? SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15275820

Involvement of cannabinoids in cellular proliferation. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15638794

Effects on cell viability. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16596790

Cannabinoids induce apoptosis of pancreatic tumor cells via endoplasmic

reticulum stress-related genes. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16818650

Cannabinoids and gliomas. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17952650

Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol inhibits cell cycle progression in human breast cancer

cells through Cdc2 regulation. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16818634

Opposite changes in cannabinoid CB1 and CB2 receptor expression in human

gliomas. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20307616

Inhibition of skin tumor growth and angiogenesis in vivo by activation of

cannabinoid receptors. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12511587

Inhibition of human tumour prostate PC-3 cell growth by cannabinoids

R(+)-Methanandamide and JWH-015: involvement of CB2. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19690545

Control of the cell survival/death decision by cannabinoids. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11269508

The stress-regulated protein p8 mediates cannabinoid-induced apoptosis of tumor

cells. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16616335

The CB2 cannabinoid receptor signals apoptosis via ceramide-dependent

activation of the mitochondrial intrinsic pathway. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16624285

p38 MAPK is involved in CB2 receptor-induced apoptosis of human leukaemia

cells. SPAIN



http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16139274

Cannabinoids and ceramide: two lipids acting hand-by-hand. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15958274

Endocannabinoids: a new family of lipid mediators involved in the regulation of

neural cell development. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16787257

Anti-tumoral action of cannabinoids: involvement of sustained ceramide

accumulation and extracellular signal-regulated kinase activation. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/10700234

Cannabinoid receptors as novel targets for the treatment of melanoma. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17065222

JunD is involved in the antiproliferative effect of Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol on

human breast cancer cells. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18454173

Cannabinoid action induces autophagy-mediated cell death through stimulation of

ER stress in human glioma cells. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19425170

Cannabinoids induce glioma stem-like cell differentiation and inhibit

gliomagenesis. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17202146

Down-regulation of tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases-1 in gliomas: a new

marker of cannabinoid antitumoral activity? SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17675107

Endocannabinoids and fatty acid amides in cancer, inflammation and related

disorders. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11106791

Estrogenic induction of cannabinoid CB1 receptor in human colon cancer cell lines.

ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18938775

Antitumor effects of cannabidiol, a nonpsychoactive cannabinoid, on human

glioma cell lines. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/14617682

The endocannabinoid anandamide neither impairs in vitro T-cell function nor

induces regulatory T-cell generation. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19189659



Cannabinoid derivatives induce cell death in pancreatic MIA PaCa-2 cells via a

receptor-independent mechanism. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16500647

The CB1/CB2 receptor agonist WIN-55,212-2 reduces viability of human Kaposi's

sarcoma cells in vitro. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19539619

Antitumor activity of plant cannabinoids with emphasis on the effect of cannabidiol

on human breast carcinoma. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16728591

Cannabinoids in intestinal inflammation and cancer. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19442536

The endocannabinoid system as a target for the development of new drugs for

cancer therapy. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12723496

Apoptosis induced in HepG2 cells by the synthetic cannabinoid WIN: involvement

of the transcription factor PPARgamma. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19059457

Endocannabinoids as emerging suppressors of angiogenesis and tumor invasion

(review). ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17342320

The non-psychoactive cannabidiol triggers caspase activation and oxidative stress

in human glioma cells. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16909207

Cannabinoids as potential new therapy for the treatment of gliomas. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18088200

The endogenous cannabinoid anandamide inhibits human breast cancer cell

proliferation. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9653194

Anandamide induces apoptosis in human cells via vanilloid receptors. Evidence for

a protective role of cannabinoid receptors. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/10913156

Cannabinoid receptor activation induces apoptosis through tumor necrosis factor

alpha-mediated ceramide de novo synthesis in colon cancer cells. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19047095



Plant-derived cannabinoids modulate the activity of transient receptor potential

channels of ankyrin type-1 and melastatin type-8. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18354058

A metabolically stable analogue of anandamide, Met-F-AEA, inhibits human thyroid

carcinoma cell lines by activation of apoptosis. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19189054

Endocannabinoids in the immune system and cancer. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12052046

R(+)-methanandamide-induced apoptosis of human cervical carcinoma cells

involves a cyclooxygenase-2-dependent pathway. GERMANY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19015962

Antitumorigenic effects of cannabinoids beyond apoptosis. GERMANY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19889794

Up-regulation of cyclooxygenase-2 expression is involved in

R(+)-methanandamide-induced apoptotic death of human neuroglioma cells.

GERMANY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15361550

Cannabinoid receptors in human astroglial tumors. GERMANY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16893424

Cannabinoids induce cancer cell proliferation via tumor necrosis factor

alpha-converting enzyme (TACE/ADAM17)-mediated transactivation of the

epidermal growth factor receptor. GERMANY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15026328

Cannabidiol inhibits cancer cell invasion via upregulation of tissue inhibitor of

matrix metalloproteinases-1. GERMANY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19914218

Pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of cannabinoids. GERMANY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12648025

Delta 9-tetrahydrocannabinol inhibits cell cycle progression by downregulation of

E2F1 in human glioblastoma multiforme cells. ISRAEL

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17934890

Cannabinoids and cancer. ISRAEL

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16250836

Cannabinoids in health and disease. ISRAEL

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18286801



A cannabinoid quinone inhibits angiogenesis by targeting vascular endothelial

cells. ISRAEL

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16571653

Gamma-irradiation enhances apoptosis induced by cannabidiol, a

non-psychotropic cannabinoid, in cultured HL-60 myeloblastic leukemia cells.

ISRAEL

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/14692532

An endogenous cannabinoid (2-AG) is neuroprotective after brain injury. ISRAEL

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11586361

HU-331, a novel cannabinoid-based anticancer topoisomerase II inhibitor. ISRAEL

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17237277

Predominant CB2 receptor expression in endothelial cells of glioblastoma in

humans. SWITZERLAND

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19480992

Cannabinoid receptor 1 is a potential drug target for treatment of

translocation-positive rhabdomyosarcoma. SWITZERLAND

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19509271

Cannabinoid receptor ligands as potential anticancer agents--high hopes for new

therapies? SWITZERLAND

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19589225

Arachidonylethanolamide induces apoptosis of human glioma cells through

vanilloid receptor-1. SWITZERLAND

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15453094

Expression of cannabinoid receptors type 1 and type 2 in non-Hodgkin lymphoma:

growth inhibition by receptor activation. SWEDEN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18546271

Cannabinoid receptor-mediated apoptosis induced by R(+)-methanandamide and

Win55,212-2 is associated with ceramide accumulation and p38 activation in mantle

cell lymphoma. SWEDEN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16936228

Cannabinoid receptor ligands mediate growth inhibition and cell death in mantle

cell lymphoma. SWEDEN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16337199

Potentiation of cannabinoid-induced cytotoxicity in mantle cell lymphoma through

modulation of ceramide metabolism. SWEDEN



http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19609004

The endocannabinoid system of the skin in health and disease: novel perspectives

and therapeutic opportunities. HUNGARY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19608284

Pharmacological synergism between cannabinoids and paclitaxel in gastric cancer

cell lines. JAPAN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19394652

Different views on the association between cannabinoids and cancer. SLOVAKIA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16835997

Effect of a synthetic cannabinoid agonist on the proliferation and invasion of gastric

cancer cells. KOREA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20336665

Cannabinoid 2 receptor induction by IL-12 and its potential as a therapeutic target

for the treatment of anaplastic thyroid carcinoma. SAUDI ARABIA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18197164

Cannabinoids in the treatment of cancer. NEW ZEALAND

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19442435

Cannabinoids down-regulate PI3K/Akt and Erk signalling pathways and activate

proapoptotic function of Bad protein. POLAND

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15451022

Antineoplastic and apoptotic effects of cannabinoids. N-acylethanolamines:

protectors or killers? UKRAINE

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18438336

A comparative study on cannabidiol-induced apoptosis in murine thymocytes and

EL-4 thymoma cells. TAIWAN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18387516

The dual effects of delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol on cholangiocarcinoma cells:

anti-invasion activity at low concentration and apoptosis induction at high

concentration. THAILAND

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19916793

The Amazing Health Benefits of Juicing Raw Cannabis (Marijuana) Leaves:

http://www.whydontyoutrythis.com/2013/02/health-benefits-of-juicing-raw-can

nabis.html#sthash.ymqZ5Gmn.eaZk233s.dpbs

The Many Uses of Hemp:

The Information Distillery-



http://www.informationdistillery.com/hemp.htm

ScienceDaily: Marijuana News

http://www.sciencedaily.com/news/mind_brain/marijuana/

Please share these with friends & family heres the links to them

Educational & Other Videos On Cannabis:

WHEN WE GROW, This is what we can do (Full Documentary)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PSKJrgGqx_E

Cannabis Science - How Marijuana Affects Health - Full Documentary

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B4xejnsLwKE

What if cannabis cured cancer

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pnP8IugJCHM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1bMt83_IWkE

True History of Marijuana Full Movie

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E96vow07OJc

The Power of RAW Cannabis.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qgEP9FdIzT8

Proof Marijuana CURES Cancer:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IxOebVwYhzo

Run From the Cure - Rick Simpson (Hemp Oil Cancer Treatment)The Rick Simpson

Story - A Film by Christian Laurette

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGjC4HReFL0

HOW and WHY does Cannabis Cure Cancer - Scientific Explanation

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DttdDOqQMuY

How to Make Rick Simpson's Hemp Oil - Step by Step 2013 UPDATE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u1WJR6tIafI

Hemp Oil Dosage Information - Written by Rick Simpson:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ijwpv6x2R6U

LEAF [ The Health Benefits of Juicing Raw Cannabis ]

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7xPmR8j4plw

Dog The Bounty Hunter Speaks Marijuana - 420 - Weed - Cannabis - Pot - Hemp -

2013

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IWuySGUk0QY

Are All 50 States Headed Towards Legalization Of Marijuana? (THEN WHY WAIT?)



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nAzfO7GrMVk

Marijuana in Canada - CBC Documentary - Recreational Drug Use

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dNPOerzjouc

Legalizing Pot: The Illuminati's Worst Nightmare

Clearing the Smoke: The Science of Cannabis

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JM72D3X55Ms

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Jm5oNTgyHA

Cannabis What's the harm BBC Documentary Episode 1 James Alexandrou

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1NExyBxE-v4

Cannabis What's the harm BBC Documentary Episode 2 James Alexandrou

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQ3UStOIx7I

U.S. Marijuana Laws, Medical Marijuana Facts, Cannabis, Hemp

Provides U.S. Marijuana Laws, Facts About Marijuana, Marijuana Drug Testing, Drug

Detection Times, Medical Marijuana, and Information About Your Rights

http://www.usmarijuanalaws.com/

Marijuana Laws Covering the United States of America:

All 50 states <> http://www.passyourdrugtest.com/mjlaws-new.htm

All 50 states map <> http://www.passyourdrugtest.com/mjlaws.htm

The Margolin Guide to Marijuana Laws:

http://margolinguidetomarijuanalaws.com/

Cannabis News - marijuana, hemp, and cannabis news:

http://www.cannabisnews.com/

Medical Marijuana Business Daily – Legal, Financial & Dispensary News:

http://mmjbusinessdaily.com/

Create A Petition:

https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petition/create

Create an Account 1st:

https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/register?destination=petitions

All Petitions:

https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petitions

Open Petitions:

https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petitions

All sections of there website:



http://www.whitehouse.gov/blog

http://www.whitehouse.gov/photos-and-video/video/2013/04/18/president-ob

ama-speaks-interfaith-prayer-service-boston

http://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room

http://www.whitehouse.gov/issues

http://www.whitehouse.gov/administration

http://www.whitehouse.gov/about

http://www.whitehouse.gov/our-government

New studies show that smoked Marijuana does not cause any forms of lung

cancer, and that the THC in Marijuana is anti-cancerous and has the potential to

cure cancer...

1,500 Americans die every day from cancer.

http://lmgtfy.com/?q=THC+cures+cancer

"The active ingredient in marijuana cuts tumor growth in common lung cancer in

half and significantly reduces the ability of the cancer to spread." - Harvard

University

"The potential benefits of medicinal Cannabis for people living with cancer include

antiemetic effects, appetite stimulation, pain relief, and improved sleep. In the

practice of integrative oncology, the health care provider may recommend

medicinal Cannabis not only for symptom management but also for its possible

direct antitumor effect." - National Cancer Institute

Marijuana cures cancer -- US government has known since 1974:

The Federal Government of the United States has funded several studies on

Cannabis and the active components in Marijuana, which have repeatedly

discovered Cannabis' Anti-Tumor properties. A couple of these studies include one

conducted in the early 1970's showing a reduction in the spread of various cancers

injected into lab rats. In 2006 a study aiming to find the link between Marijuana

smoking and cancer concluded that there is no evidence of any kind of causal link

between the two, with even some suggestion of preventive qualities.

New research shows that marijuana components fight an aggressive form of brain

cancer. And the media says -- nothing, again. Combining the two most common

cannabinoid compounds in Cannabis may boost the effectiveness of treatments to

inhibit the growth of brain cancer cells and increase the number of brain cancer

cells that die off. That's the finding of a new study published in the latest issue of

the journal Molecular Cancer Therapeutics. Marijuana components have been

found to inhibit the growth of the most common, and aggressive form of brain

tumor, a glioblastoma, according to a study published in the January 6 issue of

Molecular Cancer Therapeutics. The study was done at the California Pacific

Medical Center by researchers who combined a non-psychoactive ingredient of

marijauna, cannabidiol (CBD), with ?9-tetrahyrdocannabinol (?9-THC), the primary



psychoactive ingredient in Cannabis. The findings demonstrated the inhibitory

effect of these two ingredients on brain cancer cells when used together.

Check out "Run From The Cure The Rick Simpson Story" for further proof...

http://youtu.be/0psJhQHk_GI

The Cure For Cancer:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jz7kDvPo58w

The Cure for Cancer Has Been Found and is Purposely Being Ignored:

http://technorati.com/lifestyle/article/the-cure-for-cancer-has-been/

What if Cannabis Cured Cancer? (IT DOES!)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hy66MUZP538

Breaking News: Cannabis Cures Cancer! 3/12/10

http://youtu.be/IAfGVZ1Q7fk

Man Cured of Cancer Applying Hemp Oil.

http://youtu.be/CiP9LVtE9EY

"Chemo has a 27% fatality rate"...

The sad fact is that chemo is not only legal, but it is readily accepted by most

oncologists as one of the best treatments for cancer. At least that's what the typical

oncologist tells the cancer patient....

Marijuana Cuts Lung Cancer Tumor Growth In Half, Study Shows:

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2007/04/070417193338.htm

THC Gives Cancer Cells the Munchies Too:

http://scienceblogs.com/scientificactivist/2009/04/thc_gives_cancer_cells_the_

mun.php

Active Component Of Marijuana Has Anti-Cancer Effects, Study Suggests:

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/04/090401181217.htm

Cannabis Cures Cancer:

http://web.me.com/dbhill/cure/Home.html

Money Spent on the War on Drugs This year:

http://www.DrugSense.org/cms/WodClock

http://www.facebook.com/norml

http://NORML.org/



http://www.CopsSayLegalizeDrugs.com/

http://www.saferchoice.org/

http://JustSayNow.com/

http://mpp.org/

http://www.infowars.com/

http://prisonplanet.tv/

--PLEASE SHARE <> Thank you very much~! Peace & ?

Timeline Photos: With Tracey Allan.

e 1 person likes this - Heinrich Brand

Dagga Movement 12 March 2013 05:29PM         g

Wish kief was abundantly available in South Africa!

Timeline Photos: <3

e 1 person likes this - Thato Oa Maleka

Dagga Movement 12 March 2013 05:43PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=423670014351410&id=423507034367

708&aid=126809

Dagga Movement 12 March 2013 05:57PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=439306762754794&id=133235290028611&aid=104470

e 2 people like this - Cameron Elliott, Ivan Pete Cuevas
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Timeline Photos: Share some truth

Dagga Movement 12 March 2013 06:02PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=439306762754794&id=133235290028

611&aid=104470

e 1 person likes this - Ingrid Cilliers

Wednesday 13 March 2013
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=147324972003285&id=146641088738

340&aid=35724

e 3 people like this - Dorian Gray, Drickus Barnardt, Thato Oa Maleka
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Timeline Photos: With Shukri Mok and 12 others.

e 1 person likes this - Heinrich Brand

Dagga Movement 13 March 2013 08:00PM         g

Dagga Party Deed of Foundation

Untitled Album: This logo is the official Dagga Party Banner. Supporters may freely

download it and display it.

e 1 person likes this - Heinrich Brand
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Timeline Photos: Does smoking weed make you a drug user?

www.cannabisnowmagazine.com

Dagga Movement 13 March 2013 08:06PM         g

A teen who consumes alcohol is likely to have reduced brain tissue health, but a

teen who uses marijuana is not, according to a new study. Researchers scanned

the brains of 92 adolescents, ages 16 to 20, before and after an 18-month period.

Marijuana Users Will Love This Study: www.huffingtonpost.com

Dagga Movement 13 March 2013 08:18PM         g

Timeline Photos: amen — with Nikki Gagnon and 2 others.

Dagga Movement 13 March 2013 08:18PM         g

Researchers at Harvard tested the chemical THC in both lab and mouse studies.

They say this is the first set of experiments to show that the compound, THC

actually activates naturally produced receptors to fight off lung cancer. The

researchers suggest that THC or other designer agents that activate...

Harvard Study says Marijuana Cures Cancer - EndAllDisease.com:

www.endalldisease.com

Dagga Movement 13 March 2013 08:22PM         g

Timeline Photos: My bong is my child's STONER GAME #2!

This game is very similar to Taxi, but is best played with only two players. The first

player takes one toke and then hands the joint to the second player who also takes



one toke.  Each round, the number of hits is increased by one.  For example, on

Round 4, each player will be taking four hits before they pass the joint. Just like

Taxi, each player must hold their breath until it is their turn to toke again.

What is this called to you? — with Chrisman Amanda.

Dagga Movement 13 March 2013 08:24PM         g

Check out "MARIJUANAVILLE" thanks! <3

Timeline Photos:

https://sphotos-b.xx.fbcdn.net/hphotos-prn1/44445_412109588885941_18602987

07_n.png

e 2 people like this - Heinrich Brand, Leah CutecoreHippie
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=543933132300856&id=462219750472

195&aid=137992

Dagga Movement 13 March 2013 08:26PM         g

As federal lawmakers discuss bipartisan legislation to finally end our ridiculous

prohibition on hemp, we thought it was the perfect time to reminisce about just

how integral hemp used to be in America’s society. There’s no doubt that we

would greatly benefit from a reintegration.

Reminder: Hemp Was Once Used as Currency in America - The Joint Blog:

thejointblog.com

Dagga Movement 13 March 2013 08:29PM         g

Check out "MARIJUANAVILLE" thanks! <3

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=222618887822627&id=222607951157



054&aid=56237

e 1 person likes this - Winston Leach

Dagga Movement 13 March 2013 08:31PM         g

Hemp Can Save The Planet!

Industrial Hemp:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=10151479052622306&id=1816485623

05&aid=583666

Thursday 14 March 2013
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Timeline Photos: With Chrisman Amanda.

e 1 person likes this - Leah CutecoreHippie
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In the US people inquiring more information regarding dagga re-legalization get a reply. In SA we don't

even get a thank you but fuck you letter from Helen Zille

Photos of Chicago Moms for Marijuana: I wrote to all the major television stations in

Madison Wi. This is that letter.: I was wondering if you could comment on this. I sent

Sen Fitzgerald a letter in regard to my medical condition and the need for medical

marijuana to be legal in our State of Wisconsin. The letter went as follows. Along

with this letter, I also sent him information regarding the medical history as well as

the new science that is finding the composition of the cannabis plant and the

medical health it can help.

Greetings Sen. Fitzgerald, 

My name is Belinda Hethcox and I live in Columbus Wisconsin. I just returned from

Washington D.C. and spoke to Tom Petri about the two bills that are being

introduced. House Bill 689 and House Bill 710. I am a medical cannabis patient and



am always terrified of being taken away from my family, grandchildren, friends. I

suffer with PTSD and Fibromyalgia. I have tried many narcotics to relieve the pain

however, they only make me dysfunctional and slur my speech. I was put on

different mind alternating drugs such as xanex to help with PTSD and found that I

had become highly addicted and actually went through withdrawals from the

drugs. I tried cannabis as a last resort. This medicine is the only thing that has

helped both the pain of Fibromyalgia and the anxiety of PTSD. I have talked to my

doctors and they also said that cannabis has been shown to work for these two

disorders. I see that the Republican party is fighting hard to improve the laws. I am

hoping that you also will fight to legalize medical cannabis in our great State of

Wisconsin.

As a new member of ASA American's for Safe Access, I was given a scholarship to

attend the national convention held in Washington D.C. and met with many many

doctors, lawyers and congressmen and women about the subject. Professionals

from the Netherlands, Canada and Israel spoke of the medicinal healing of

cannabis. I'm surprised to see how far behind we are as a nation as to the studies

these other countries have already preformed. 

Please let me know if you need any information that I have found to help you with

your decision. 

Belinda Hethcox

I was shocked to receive the following letter in the mail. He gave no scientific proof

nor medical reasoning for his disapproval of medical marijuana. I don't think he has

a medical degree, maybe I'm wrong. It seems he will not hear any facts. I

personally felt as though my thoughts were just shoved off and ended abruptly

with this return letter. I am new at politics and really don't know how to handle any

of this but the one thing I was sure of is that your representatives and congressmen

were supposed do what the people want not push on the public what their

personal feelings are about a subject. 

I wonder if he would sit down with some doctors and scientist that know more than

he does to discuss this issue? What do you think?
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=514563428595874&id=448557581863

126&aid=132470

e 2 people like this - Cameron Elliott, Heinrich Brand
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Random:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=326494984051452&id=251637934870

491&aid=80630

e 1 person likes this - Heinrich Brand
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Random:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=326494984051452&id=251637934870

491&aid=80630

e 2 people like this - Heinrich Brand, Leah CutecoreHippie
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Random: With Stawn Wallan.

e 2 people like this - Leah CutecoreHippie, Nada Gerasimovska
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=147324972003285&id=146641088738

340&aid=35724

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett
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Timeline Photos: It is true what they say!! :)

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett

Friday 15 March 2013
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Check out "MARIJUANAVILLE" thanks! <3

Timeline Photos: Never seen one like this until now...Have y'all?
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Timeline Photos: LIKE if you love cannabis facts :) www.unitedpatientsgroup.com
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Timeline Photos: WORD!

<3 Snoop!!

Cherry~

e 3 people like this - Dorian Gray, Heinrich Brand, Nada Gerasimovska
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Dr. Donald Abrams of UCSF sifts through some of the complex data on the

relationship between nutrition and cancer and endeavors to help separate fact

from fi...

Nutrition and Cancer: www.youtube.com
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HootSuite Photos: The strains that we will be sampling on Saturday are TBxOG (2:1),

Stella Blue (1:1) and Cannatonic C-6 (20:1)! http://ow.ly/i/1GCTX
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T?e Cannabis Cl?? ( 18+ )

funny thc: Very Funny Jokes { adults only }

T?e Cannabis Cl?? ( 18+ )

The World vs Cancer

e 1 person likes this - Nada Gerasimovska
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Was I wrong to quit cannabis completely?

I recently and very publicly reported that I had quit cannabis in October 2011 after a

24-year non-stop habit of intense use, and that since mid October 2011 – now

approaching 17 months ago – I have not consumed cannabis again. For details of

how and why see my 18-minute TEDx presentation entitled “The War on

Consciousness” (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9WaeMyC86Dw) and my

article “Giving up the Green Bitch”

(http://www.grahamhancock.com/forum/HancockG3.php).

In both, but particularly the latter, I was at pains to emphasize that the “Green

Bitch”, for me, was not cannabis itself but “the abusive, self-indulgent relationship,

entirely my own responsibility, that I had developed with the herb.” I also made

clear that there had been a time in my life, particularly as I moved away from

current affairs journalism and into the discovery of ancient mysteries, when

cannabis – which I used less then – had been very helpful to me. Nonetheless

many who criticized me for the article and the video presentation felt I had not paid

due respect to the remarkable and well-attested medicinal benefits of cannabis as

an agency of healing in a wide range of afflictions.



Recently “Linux Euskaltux”, a member of my online Facebook community, drew

my attention to this article

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2562334/) published in 2006 in

the peer-reviewed journal Molecular Pharmaceutics

(http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/mp060066m). The article reports that THC,

one of the primary active ingredients of cannabis, is far superior to existing

approved pharmaceutical drugs in inhibiting the aggregation in the brain of

Amyloid Beta Peptide (Abeta), a key component and pathological marker of the

amyloid plaques associated with the terrible scourge of Alzheimer’s disease that

is presently ruining the last years of life of more and more of the elderly in our

society.

As my own old age approaches (I am now 62), I cannot help but wonder whether

the complete abstinence from cannabis that I have imposed on myself since

October 2011 is entirely wise or whether, perhaps, I might be throwing the baby out

with the bathwater by such rigidity? In this regard, though it proves nothing, I note

that since I quit cannabis, although there have been many psychological and even

creative benefits (documented in my video presentation and article), I am also

aware of an insidious decline in my overall physical health. This relates particularly

to the osteoarthritis that began to afflict my right hip from about the third month of

2012. The deterioration has been bewilderingly sudden and rapid and the condition

has now become so bad that I simply cannot move without suffering severe pain

and, after much investigation, have been advised that the only option is complete

hip-replacement surgery which I am scheduled to undergo next month.

So (although I know of absolutely no research to back this up) I’ve now begun to

ask myself whether it might have been my many years of cannabis use that

protected me from osteoarthritis prior to 2012, and whether if I had managed to get

my habit under control and to consume cannabis responsibly and reverently in

small quantities on special occasions, rather than all hours of the day and night, I

might still be arthritis-free to this day. On the other hand it is equally possible that

cannabis simply took my mind off the developing pain in my hip through 2011 and

after this analgesic effect was out of my system I started to notice what was

happening to me. Or perhaps the whole arthritis thing is completely unrelated to

cannabis, or even to my age, and this is just the price I have to pay for the many

demands I’ve made on my body. It’s not the years, as the saying goes, it’s the

mileage!

While recognizing its medicinal benefits for many conditions – even if arthritis is not

one of them – I have a great fear of what might happen to me if I ever returned to

cannabis (rather, I imagine, as the confirmed alcoholic has a great fear of “falling

off the wagon”). But cannabis is not alcohol and perhaps the time will come when I

can find the right way to use this interesting herb without the negative patterns of

behavior that I allowed it to draw me into in the past.

In this matter, as in so many others that concern the use of ancient and sacred

psychoactive plants in our society, I feel that the so-called “War on Drugs” has



had most malign, vicious and unhelpful consequences. Without the distortions

introduced by the drug warriors it would be possible to envisage a rational society

in which cannabis and many other psychoactive plants could be explored by those

who wish to do so without fear of persecution or risk of suffering draconian

punishments at the hands of the State. In such a rational society, free and open

research could be conducted at a much faster rate than is possible today into the

many medicinal and healing benefits of these plants. And, in the case of cannabis,

it would become more likely that strains in which both THC and CBD – Cannabidiol,

the other active ingredient – exist in balance (as is the case with the herb in its

natural state), would become more widely available. The present illegal market,

which would of course be put out of business if cannabis was legalized,

emphasizes a quick fast “high” above all else and has resulted in the selective

breeding of strains in which THC is not adequately balanced by CBD. See here for

a brief discussion of this problem –

http://www.nature.com/news/2010/101001/full/news.2010.508.html.

Cannabis remains an emotional subject, even taboo to many, but in my view its

positive and negative aspects both deserve wider discussion. What do you think?

Graham Hancock:

https://www.facebook.com/Author.GrahamHancock/posts/10151543807837354
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"Marijuana is perfectly safe" is one of the marijuana legalization movement's most

widely accepted (and most important) truisms. Comical estimations...

Thanks to 'Dabbing,' It Is Possible to Overdose on Medical Marijuana:

blogs.sfweekly.com
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"Marijuana is perfectly safe" is one of the marijuana legalization movement's most

widely accepted (and most important) truisms. Comical estimations...

Thanks to 'Dabbing,' It Is Possible to Overdose on Medical Marijuana:

blogs.sfweekly.com
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"Marijuana is perfectly safe" is one of the marijuana legalization movement's most

widely accepted (and most important) truisms. Comical estimations...

Thanks to 'Dabbing,' It Is Possible to Overdose on Medical Marijuana:

blogs.sfweekly.com
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Timeline Photos: Like
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=445649882135594&id=444233685610

547&aid=101965

e 1 person likes this - Elizabeth Gold
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Timeline Photos: Marijuana use can have physical, psychological, and spiritual

benefits:

PHYSICAL BENEFITS

The Physical benefits of marijuana are far-reaching, widespread, and long-term.

Because of the way marijuana impacts the Autonomic Nervous System which

expands the breath and relaxes the body, its potential for health and healing are

enormous, and have been completely unrealized by Western Medicine. The

following passages are excerpted from The Benefits of Marijuana: Physical,

Psychological, & Spiritual:

          The simultaneous opposing action of marijuana is akin to balancing our entire

system. Such balance in the ANS can be understood as a charged equilibrium,

which is defined as “well-being” experienced as physiological expansion and

psychological contentment and responsible for health. (p. 29)

          The net effect is a highly functioning, yet relaxed, system with better fuel.

This is why, with marijuana, the feeling is both relaxed and alert, which explains, in



part, the experience of being “stoned.” Normally the body vacillates between the

two opposing modes of being. The effects of the complicated marijuana molecule

somehow actually integrate these two modes, simultaneously, as absolutely

nothing else does. (p. 30)

Marijuana, by its effect on the ANS, enhances both sides of the brain. Through

increased Sympathetic action, left brain perception is heightened, while, at the

same time, right brain reception is enhanced. This is a physiological fact. More

blood, and cleaner blood, is sent to the brain, as in the “fight or flight” reaction.

And because of Parasympathetic dilation of capillaries, which signifies relaxation,

the blood supply to the entire brain is increased. More blood means more oxygen

and consequently clearer and broader thinking. Since marijuana works on both

sides of the brain, the most noticeable effect, in our fast-paced mind set, is one of

slowing down, which blends the thrusting competitive attitude with the contrasting

viewpoint of nurturance to arrive at a more cooperative balance. This experience is,

however, not innate to marijuana, but to the mental set of the subject. When we are

mellow, tired, and relaxed, marijuana is energizing and affords alertness,

determination, and even strength. This variation in the physiological effects has

caused great confusion from an either/or framework. And the balancing nature of

marijuana (both/and) has not been understood. It both stimulates and relaxes,

simultaneously, which equates to an unpredictable variation in effect that is solely

dependent on the state of its subject. When the system is sluggish, as with natives

in warm climates (Africa, India, South America), marijuana has been used

extensively and for centuries to energize it:

A common practice among laborers... have a puff of a ganja (marijuana) pipe to

produce well-being, relieve fatigue, stimulate appetite. (Chopra and Chopra, 1939,

p.3)

When the system is hyper-aroused, as in today’s lifestyle, marijuana calms. The

significance of this fact cannot be ignored. It explains the increased creativity

reported as a part of the marijuana experience, because when both sides of brain

processes are heightened, both types of brain activity are greater. The left brain

notices more, while the right brain receives more. This is the unification of logic and

intuition. The term “expansion of consciousness” is explained physiologically as a

“shifting of brain emphasis from one-sidedness to balance” (Sugarmena and

Tarter, 1978), which fits precisely with the feeling called “high.” (p. 35)

          Marijuana ingestion has been shown to change the worried state by

producing alpha waves, experienced as well being. (p. 36)

          When we ingest marijuana, the heart swells through capillary enhancement

and is fueled more by more fully oxygenated blood, while, at the same time, its

contractions and expansions are greater, allowing for stronger pumping action to

the rest of the body (p. 37)



          As rigidity in the body is released or reduced by the action of marijuana, there

is a corresponding reduction of mental tension that translates into a feeling of

expansion and well being and explains the reverential attitude commonly

expressed by marijuana lovers. (p. 39)

          As the body’s workings can become more harmonious with marijuana, the

functioning of the five senses can be noticeably improved ....In our discussion, the

trigger to the high experience is marijuana, but many other activities can also

produce it, such as jogging, chanting, fasting, isolation, meditation, and prayer. (p.

41)

          The marijuana experience itself does not miraculously cure. Instead, it allows

the body a respite from the tensions of imbalance, while exposing the mental

confusion of the mind. The marijuana experience of balance becomes a learned

and, over time, somewhat permanent response as the essential human tendency

to homeostasis is reawakened and the natural healing process restored. (p. 49)

          For a serious psychosomatic disease such as cancer, the benefits to be

derived from marijuana cannot be overstated: 

          1. The causal element of unconscious (repressed) pain can be ferreted out. 

          2. The breath can be restored to fullness, thereby eliminating directly the built

up toxicity and, at the same time, enjoining balance throughout the whole

organism. A depressed system is a weakened system, and since it works

holistically, marijuana gives strength where weakness exists, and expansion and

relaxation where there is contraction and nervousness.

          3. The more richly oxygenated blood that is in effect with marijuana can help

to cleanse the poisons at the cellular level. 

          4. And a broader perspective through activation of the entire brain leads to

positive feelings and thus eliminates the usual and debilitating attitudes so

common in cancerhelplessness, depression, fear, resignation, and dread. (p. 60)

http://www.benefitsofmarijuana.com/benefits.php

e 1 person likes this - Elizabeth Gold
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=388523927838166&id=220977244592

836&aid=96863

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett
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HH would like to wish you all health,happiness and good fortune in 2014! Happy

New Year!! 

Timeline Photos: http://hemphealthy.ca/

e 3 people like this - Leah CutecoreHippie, Mark Barnett, Nada Gerasimovska

f 1 comment

Unknown
https://www.facebook.com/HempHealthy
15 March 2013 05:37PM

Saturday 16 March 2013

Dagga Movement 16 March 2013 07:20AM mobile        b

6ha fields of green could have been used to cure cancer patients. However while a whole task force is

busy destroying the dagga field there are women and children crying out for help.

http://m.news24.com/news24/SouthAfrica/News/Cops-find-6ha-dagga-plantation-20130315

f 1 comment

Greg Misfit
6ha of Green!1 couldnt imagine hw much bud that is,1 could think of an amount bt 1 would

neva really know hw much it was..disappointin?a disgrace?nw,that indeed it is!bt really it

doesnt surprize me comin frm a hypocritical government that claims its 4 the people when

repeatd signs of failure keep on flashin up..if they were truly 4 the people,theyd wake up &

realize the shit that is bein caused,the shit that has bn caused & let this plant grow 2 fix the

mess which they have caused..
16 March 2013 08:20AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement 16 March 2013 08:22AM mobile        b

Guys please be weary of this page the admin(s) are ignorant and uneducated and I think their conning

people into buying their products. Cannabis Cures. Cannabis Oil, Juicing Cannabis, Raw, Salves. Their

logic is failed. With their logic people who are dehydrated may receive water so those who are thirsty

first need to wait for dehydration to manifest before administering water... Stay far away...

f 9 comments

Michael Bredenhand
What page? Dagga movements page?
16 March 2013 08:50AM

Dagga Movement
Nope the Cannabis Cures. Cannabis Oil, Juicing Cannabis, Raw, Salves. Page...
16 March 2013 08:51AM

Dagga Movement
"Cannabis Cures. Cannabis Oil, Juicing Cannabis, Raw, Salves."
16 March 2013 08:52AM

Michael Bredenhand
Oh ok
16 March 2013 08:53AM

Michael Bredenhand
Where do we stand with legalizing it in our country?.
16 March 2013 08:55AM

Dagga Movement
I wish there was a clear answer.  You always hear about government spending thousands

on trips to other countries to learn from them but they still dont follow the example of the

2 US states to re-legalize..
16 March 2013 09:05AM

Michael Bredenhand
Yea I know...there must be something we can all do to increase progress etc. There has to

be a way...
16 March 2013 09:07AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
I think the quickest would be if all dagga user unite and not be afraid of advocating or

standing up but there are so many people who dont even want to like a page that has

Dagga in the title. Some of my stoner friends dont even want to sign on to the Dagga Party

of South Africa because of the stigma. I think if a 100 000 stoners could march with a joint

each how will they arrest such a large group interlocked arm to arm...
16 March 2013 09:22AM



Dagga Movement
We also need to educate those whoes minds have been corrupted.
16 March 2013 09:27AM
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"If I were to grow cannabis, I would only do so to supply myself and my close friends. Doing this would

take myself and my friends out of harms way by knowing the source of our cannabis, as well as take

hundreds of thousands of dollars off the black market annually. It would also lower the demand of

black market cannabis, and would ultimately help keep cannabis out of the hands of minors." -

dejayou30

Dagga Movement 16 March 2013 05:03PM mobile        b

I urge all officers of the law to step down in protest for denying cannabis users their basic human right

to consume a safe alternative to tobacco and alcohol.

Did you know that the word we is often replaced with I in Rastafari?
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=414431818612950&id=4144205586140

76&aid=89873

e 1 person likes this - Heinrich Brand
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Timeline Photos: Ganja hair, what do you think? :D

e 3 people like this - Heinrich Brand, Mangz Regalo Mangojane, Winston Leach
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Timeline Photos: Join us at Truth isn't always pretty

e 1 person likes this - Heinrich Brand
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Timeline Photos: amen — with Jessica Ogden and 4 others.

e 1 person likes this - Heinrich Brand
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Timeline Photos: Share this to make understand your friends :)

e 1 person likes this - Heinrich Brand
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Timeline Photos: The Weed Scene — with Alice Lefker Peaceout.
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Timeline Photos: :D

~(gail)~ — with Shelly Bugay and 26 others.
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=145721062110095&id=1404833426338

67&aid=27390



Sunday 17 March 2013
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=147324972003285&id=146641088738

340&aid=35724
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=147324972003285&id=146641088738

340&aid=35724
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=439306762754794&id=133235290028

611&aid=104470

Monday 18 March 2013
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Share the Dagga Movement page! Get people talking!

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=327085467396767&id=32645988079

2659&aid=64931

e 1 person likes this - Dorian Gray
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"When adults take action like this, especially against children and teenagers, they are sending a

message that violence is a means to solve social disputes - having people like this in the community is

far more harmful than dagga." - Joe New



More than 18 students were beaten at Mqhele High School by men who claimed to

be members of the CPF.  looklocal Pinetown and Westville News is focussed on

community and local news about events, entertainment, crime, schools, &

municipal issues in the Pinetown and Westville area.

Pupils suspected of smoking dagga beaten in school - Crime | looklocal        

Pinetown And Westvill: www.looklocal.co.za

Dagga Movement 18 March 2013 07:40AM         d
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This anti-POTlitician votes NO for the medical use of cannabis but was pulled over for speeding and

the trooper smelled the odor of dagga! LOL I told you so you must be cautious a pig can smell dagga in

your car from outside HAHA! 



I really think that his decision was not his own. He is either bribed, threatened or uneducated and

fearing change...

Meet Assemblyman Steve Katz, New York's Ted Haggard -- or Gary Aldridge -- of

cannabis. In June, the Republican lawmaker voted no on a bill that would g

Anti-Weed NY Republican Just Got Busted for Weed - ANIMAL:

animalnewyork.com
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Gooi neer julle bongs en dagga, hande in die lig dis die polisie... (Throw down your bongs and

marijuana, hands in the air, it's the police!)

Timeline Photos: - Police the Police - (A Community Project)
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Strangest things happen. I bought some rasta zombies from Madjat at Ramfest... Ok so I had them on

when we went to Cape Town Station. At the security check point I am asked by the lady who obviously

saw the brightly colored Red Yellow and Green on my arm, she knew at that point I might have had

dagga on me per say. So she asks to search my bags as if it was a command. I said without hesitation

Yes you may. (Well you can deny them to search go with your gut) The male security guard

immediately said "No mama it's OK".

Just something interesting. I did have some smokes and a tincture with me with a whole kit smoking

pipe, rolling papers etc.

There are numerous explanations but I tend to think the Rastfarian zombie armbands were to blame for

the problem and solution to a dagga smokers prohibition problems... Sometimes it could lead to bad

situations or good situation. DO NOT BE AFRAID TO BE WHO YOU ARE!

e 2 people like this - George Rox, Rudy Jansen
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Daggafinders tip #1: If you find yourself out of dagga and out of luck in a new town and looking for a

dealer look out for Rastafarians especially Rastafari stalls that also sell pipes, bongs and Bob Marley.



Do not be afraid to ask for something to smoke from Rastafarian people...
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Do not trust news sources who's articles comments are closed off. They are taking away your right to

free speech.

Dagga has hit the news with Cape Cobras' Rory Kleinveldt expected to plead guilty

to doping charges. There's no denying the weed's popularity, but did you know it

could be deadly?

The dangers of doping: www.health24.com
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Taken from the show "Light of the 3rd Millenium". Pictures are from among various

artists like Alex Grey, Mark Henson and google. :) Music is Murcof.

Terence Mckenna - Culture is your operating system: www.youtube.com
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The way I see it is. Government keeps R500 000 worth of cancer medicine from the public. Whether

they use it as preventetive or actively to fight cancer.

Traffic officers in the Cape Town area have made a dagga bust worth half a million rand.

R500k dagga bust: ewn.co.za
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I forgot to share some exciting news we got at Mykayla's chemo appointment on

Tuesday... 

Her doctor referred to her a "a rockstar when it comes to handling chemotherapy...

and her liver is a super rock star!" 

click LIKE if you think Brave Mykayla is a ROCKSTAR <3

peaceloveCURE



Brave Mykayla:

https://www.facebook.com/BraveMyKayla/posts/284069221723049
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=109736892543138&id=108363499347

144&aid=11772
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Cape Town - A Cape Town teacher is facing charges of dealing and possession of drugs. The

educator was released on R3 000 bail at the Wynberg Magistrates’ Court on Monday. ut not before

he tried to attack the Daily Voice team and stop them from taking his picture....

Weed.co.za -- Cannabis South Africa | Teacher busted growing dagga: www.weed.co.za
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Timeline Photos: Want one?
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Andrew Prue

WTF???? In United States, Methamphetamine has been approved by the Food and

Drug Administration (FDA) in treating ADHD and endogenous obesity (obesity

originating from factors outside of the patient's control) in both adults and

~~~>CHILDREN<~~~.

Methamphetamine is a Schedule II drug in the United States and is sold under the

name Desoxyn trademarked by the Danish pharmaceutical company Lundbeck.

Desoxyn may be prescribed off-label for the treatment of narcolepsy and

treatment-resistant depression. Since the early 20th century cannabis has been

subject to legal restrictions with the possession, use, and sale of cannabis

preparations containing psychoactive cannabinoids currently illegal in most

countries of the world; the United Nations has said that cannabis is the most-used

illicit drug in the world! Sooo..To the U.S Government; let me get this straight,we

can get METH!!! for our kids and for our selves as long as we pay your fee's. but we

can't legally grow,consume or have any possession of a plant that has been used



as medicine all around the world for thousands of years?? to that I say FUCK

YOU!!.WAKE THE FUCK UP EVERYBODY!!!!!! THE IS A CRIME AGAINST

HUMANITY!!!!!!! WE NEED TO STOP THIS SICK MESS NOW!!!!!!!!!

Chicago Moms for Marijuana:

https://www.facebook.com/ChicagoMoms4MJ/posts/451225348281952
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Leon Prevot: Once you learn about the endocannabinoid system you'll see that

modern medicine, hemp agriculture and everything associated with marijuana has

been railroaded down an evil path of corruption, monopolies and environmental

destruction, all based on greed, lies and ignorance.

Chicago Moms for Marijuana:

https://www.facebook.com/ChicagoMoms4MJ/posts/452192174851936
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If you've smoked weed within the last half hour like + comment + share

My Bong Is My Child:

https://www.facebook.com/MyBongIsMyChild/posts/566865973332205
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Dagga is a lifestyle suppressed for the last 100 years. You have been brainwashed into believing that it

causes "reefer madness" come on guys support our movement. We will educate you to medicate

yourself. When you start preventative use of cannabis and you are mentally healthy you will most likely

use less or even no alcohol depending on your background. We can build cheaper stronger RDP

houses for people of all color. We could one day make the world green again. Leave the earths coolant

and regulator aka oil in the ground rather plant air cleaning soil friendly plants. It is illegal because it will

ruin the oil-, the cotton-, the life insurance-, the health / pharmaceutical- and even the tobacco and

alcohol industries. The punishment for this alternative to Tobacco and Alcohol is not only severe but

inhumane to all user and non users alike. You are being lied to and you just accept people to be jailed

for something natural that is safer to consume than water. You can easily die from water poisoning

however it is physically impossible to die from an overdose as you would need to consume at least and

estimated value of 750kg of dagga in one sitting (15 Minutes). Yes dagga is not for everyone. Just like

alcohol does not work for everyone. World hunger can be solved with dagga seeds. It makes Jungle

Oats type staple food called gruel. I mean seriously guys. It's now the time to speak the truth. Dagga



can fix many problems not only innocent stoners looking for that after a hard days work beer or cigar.

Did you know that 44000 people are killed in SA because of tobacco related diseases? It has been

proven in real recent studies that person who smoke only dagga had an reduced risk of developing

cancers in certain situation even reversing or eliminating cancers by signaling the cancer cells self

destruction. Now wonder it is illegal my friends. Something to ponder is why haven't municipalities

informed nor ask their permission to add "Teeth Whitening & Strengthening" chemicals to the water?

They are violating your basic human right to know what you consume same as the BEEF scandal. Their

are violating the dagga user's right to choose a safe alternative to alcohol and tobacco and their leading

people to dring and drive instead to smoke and fly. Yes I do not condone smoking excessively and

driving but luckily when you are incapable of driving you won't drive. Unlike alcohol you don't lose

judgment. Your body is cannabis safe it was built to utilize cannabinoids the body knows how to deal

with them. Sleep is the only end result for an overdose therefore it should be used responsibly.

Remember this: Anti-POTliticians knowingly support organized crime.

e 5 people like this - Leah CutecoreHippie, Mark Barnett, Norma Wildenboer, Pierre van Niekerk,

Redeye Mike
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by Elizabeth RenterWhen we talk about the medicinal benefits of marijuana, those

who disapprove of its use tend to roll their eyes. But the fact is, this powerful plant

has numerous potential applications in healthcare and pain management in

particular. A new study has once again demonstrated that t...

New Study: Vaporized Marijuana is a Safe and Effective Pain Treatment:

myscienceacademy.org

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett
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Timeline Photos: Help us to reach 10,000 likes! Share this page with your friends,

mates, boyfriends, girlfriends, everyone! :D

I bet 1,000,000 marijuana smokers will like this page

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett
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Timeline Photos: Colorful compilation

e 3 people like this - Abduragmaan Hendricks, Mark Barnett, Pierre van Niekerk
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Timeline Photos: Facts ..
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Just. .

Timeline Photos: Lmbo taha just chill!!! — with Crystal Rivas and 3 others.
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=133609013478040&id=1228381412217

94&aid=25047

e 2 people like this - Leah CutecoreHippie, Zar Sim

Tuesday 19 March 2013
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=439306762754794&id=133235290028611&aid=104470
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Timeline Photos: 4/20 Jozie DDay Flyer... Print it, share it... 

https://www.facebook.com/events/174783679337636

e 1 person likes this - Ivan Pete Cuevas
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=283908101721313&id=1674634700324

44&aid=56955

e 2 people like this - Dorian Gray, Leah CutecoreHippie
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Montel Williams, who suffers from MS, is making rounds in New York trying to

legalize medical marijuana in the state.

Montel Williams: I'll use pot until I die: www.youtube.com
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Photos of I LOVE MY MONSTER:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=139830822862447&set=o.2720952728

33959&type=1
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Money and resources wasted. Why don't they rather spend that money on teaching men and women



not to rape! 

Timeline Photos: Scratch a Sniff cards so people know what cannabis smells like so

then they can call the police - see how they have put guns in pots? 

I have a message for all the newspapers - if you are concerned about crime & guns

then you must support prohibition reform.
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Timeline Photos: This is what we think to scratch & sniff lol

Orson — with Greenhead Kev and Josh Docherty.
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Now this is a proper xmas tree... 

Timeline Photos: lol now doesn't he look like a happy chappy?

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett
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Timeline Photos: With Antonio Mandic.
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Our new hero DaggaMan!



Timeline Photos: lol now he is a pothead.... — with Orson Boon and Helen Banks.
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A pair of scientists at San Francisco's California Pacific Medical Center Research

Institute are preparing to release research data which proves cannabidiol (CB

CA scientists prove marijuana fights aggressive cancers, human trials soon (Video)

(Video): www.examiner.com
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Timeline Photos: With Isha Kamli Dashaun Sheriff.
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Living proof. Michael Phelps, the American swimmer, is a known stoner.

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=208386119209895&id=184891568226

017&aid=46097

e 2 people like this - Mark Barnett, Winston Leach
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Timeline Photos: With James Brazier and Lewis Woodland.
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In the UK kids get arrested for pot in SA whistle blowers are let go...

Britain’s ‘criminal justice system’ showed its true colours yet again on Thursday

as it was reported that a 13 year old girl from Bideford in Devon had appeared in

court charged with possession of ONE GRAM of Cannabis.    This child was most

definitely not

13 Year Old In Court Over One Gram Of Cannabis: norml-uk.org
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Timeline Photos: Here is a collection of some super fine concentrates ~ Orson
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=208386119209895&id=184891568226

017&aid=46097
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Timeline Photos: It's Fri-High-Day thank god - glad the week is now over if I am honest :)

Orson — with Antonio Mandic.

e 2 people like this - Donnovan Rottcher, Pierre van Niekerk
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Dagga prohibition creates the possibility for corruption within the police system.

West Yorkshire police officer Nicholas McFadden stole drugs in 'very substantial

quantities', jury told

Police officer made at least £600,000 selling seized drugs, court told:

m.guardian.co.uk
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Timeline Photos: Here here — with Antonio Mandic.

e 1 person likes this - Pierre van Niekerk
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Timeline Photos: Drunk or Stoned?

Which is your preferred state? — with Danielle Dede Smith and 10 others.
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Timeline Photos: Enough said....

e 2 people like this - Pierre van Niekerk, Zar Sim
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Timeline Photos: With Awesome!!! and Julesyy Phillips.

e 2 people like this - Donnovan Rottcher, Pierre van Niekerk

Wednesday 20 March 2013
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Most of us in relationships are also The Dagga Couple



Timeline Photos: <3 — with Audy Rastafara and 19 others.

e 1 person likes this - Pierre van Niekerk
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Timeline Photos: https://www.facebook.com/four.twenty.page?ref=ts&fref=ts420
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Timeline Photos: https://www.facebook.com/groups/OCA.NEWS/

OKLAHOMA CANNABIS ACTIVISTS
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Timeline Photos: The reason hemp, or marijuana, was prohibited in the 20th century

was to suppress hemp fuel and fiber production. Hemp seeds make biodiesel fuel.

Hemp biomass makes ethanol. Hemp makes more biofuel than any other plant.

Hemp produces more fiber than any other plant. There are two types of fiber in a

marijuana stalk or stem, the bast fiber, which is the outer bark, and the hurd fiber, or

the inner woody core. According to the US Department of Agriculture's Bulletin

404, a waste product from making canvas, rope,lace and linen from hemp bast

fiber, this hemp hurd fiber alone, makes over 4 times more paper than trees. Hemp

paper is acid free, for a long shelf life, and produced without toxic chemicals.

According to Washington State University's Wood Sciences Lab, hemp fiber board

is stronger than steel. When we allow farmers to grow hemp for its best fuel

attributes, regardless of THC content, we will realign our whole economic system

by replacing fossil fuel with biofuel. Hemp fuel and fiber are inexpensive to make

and naturally decentralized. Small groups of people created the marijuana myth so

they could profit from the expensive, capital intensive petrochemical alternatives

that dominate our political process and economy today. Hemp will decentralize

our economic system and return wealth and control to the majority. Cannabis &

hemp were renamed marijuana in the early part of the 20th Century in a

misinformation campaign designed by and to benefit the petrochemical

pharmaceutical military industrial transnational corporate elite fascist ruling class.



Cannabis prohibition has always been about money, power and the centralization

of economic and political control. Drugs are a smokescreen. We don't need to fight

wars for oil because our farmers can produce a superior product. It is really an

issue of economic and social justice. Please work for and support global cannabis

freedom: restore hemp!

e 1 person likes this - Pierre van Niekerk
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It's perfectly legal for the government, municipalities & the corporate sector to add one of the most

toxic chemicals known to man to drinking water without our consent or warning.

Fluoride is one of the most toxic substances we come across on a daily basis.

Learn more about the dangers of fluoride, and what you can do to protect yourself.

The Dangers of Fluoride | Natural Health & Organic Living Blog:

www.globalhealingcenter.com
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Aunty Zille asks what Human Rights Day means to us... Tell her that she is supporting organized crime

with dagga prohibition and on top of that she are denying our basic human right to consuming dagga

as a safe alternative to tobacco and alcohol!

https://www.facebook.com/HelenZille/posts/10151341573423663

Tomorrow I will be in Sharpeville to commemorate Human Rights Day. Let us all

reflect on what this day should mean to us.

Helen Zille: https://www.facebook.com/HelenZille/posts/10151341573423663

e 2 people like this - Ingrid Cilliers, Leah CutecoreHippie
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Cops spend a million hours on dagga arrests? No wonder they never have time to assist with real crime!

A new report says police in New York spent about a million hours taking offenders

into custody between 2002 and 2012.

NY cops spend 1m hours on pot arrests: www.news24.com
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We are the people we should be asked, not told. Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa
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"Instead of a war on poverty they have a war on drugs." - Chris Bud

Dagga Movement <3 This!
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"We are taxed on sin, creed and lifestyle and then some more..." - Dagga Movement
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Have your say... Tell Aunty Zille that she is denying our basic human right to consume a safe alternative

to tobacco and alcohol. Politicians who support prohibition knowingly support organized crime.

Tomorrow I will be in Sharpeville to commemorate Human Rights Day. Let us all

reflect on what this day should mean to us.

Helen Zille: https://www.facebook.com/HelenZille/posts/10151341573423663
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Police intercepted dagga in transit on Saturday when they confiscated more than

31 bags of the drug on the road between Senekal and Ventersburg.

92kg dagga seized by cops in stop-and-search | The New Age Online:

www.thenewage.co.za
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"We need jobs HEMP We need peace CANNABIS We need unity DAGGA." - Dagga Movement
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Timeline Photos: -LIKE-   &   -SHARE- 

If You Agree! — with Mark Kushca Klokeid.

e 1 person likes this - Leah CutecoreHippie
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PLEASE WATCH THIS ENTIRE VIDEO Credit and Sources are Listed Below... Health

Professionals, Doctors & Scientists http://redd.it/18qiwn http://phoenixtears.ca...

Scientific Research and Real Facts about the Cannabinoids in Cannabis:

www.youtube.com
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Timeline Photos: Share the truth!
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Timeline Photos: If we all stand together they cant ignore us forever!!  Patients are

not criminals!!

Dagga Movement 20 March 2013 06:24PM         g

Capitalism OS Version 4.1 you need to change operating systems to Free Thinking Auto Update.

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=133609013478040&id=1228381412217

94&aid=25047
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Timeline Photos: Dairy Milk Alternatives

Green Tidings

www.GreenTidings.org

(Source:  www.theearthdiet.com) — with Maud Rowsell and 3 others.
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People our rights are violated from all angles... We need to stand up!

Fact #1: 97% of western Europe has chosen fluoride-free water This includes:

Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Iceland, Italy, ...

10 Facts About Fluoride: www.fluoridealert.org

e 1 person likes this - Pierre van Niekerk
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/135293339984026/

42 members

MARIJUANA Council of SA:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/135293339984026/

e 1 person likes this - Endy Max Hlatshwayo

f 4 comments

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
Brother group
20 March 2013 11:40PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Here is another

https://www.facebook.com/groups/THCommunity/
21 March 2013 08:39AM

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
4rm which country?
21 March 2013 08:40AM



Dagga Movement
Mixed really... 

Here is a group for people from the Northern Cape 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/95651469850/
21 March 2013 01:47PM

Thursday 21 March 2013

Dagga Movement 21 March 2013 12:54PM         g

Timeline Photos: Cannabinoids may very well be one of the best disease and

cancer fighting treatments out there.

?www.collective-evolution.com/2013/01/03/cannabis-is-key-to-good-health-wh

en-we-eat-it-vs-smoking-it/

e 1 person likes this - Zar Sim
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Daggaman exists....

Photos of 420: Happy first day of Spring 420!
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Dagga users also have the right to choose a safe alternative to tobacco and alcohol. We must unite and

fight for our basic human rights! Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa & The Dagga Couple

Timeline Photos: In honour of Human Rights Day tomorrow & to help raise money

to fill the tummies of the less fortunate, every time you share or retweet this post

between now & Human Rights Day, we will donate R2 to FEED SA! :D
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This is hilarious. The cops confiscated dagga seedlings that later turned out to be daisies. Not only are

police officers uneducated on the subject of cannabis. They also harass innocent people on whim.

Well I'm certainly looking at this weekend's Rocking The Daisies festival a little

differently. A Canadian man is breathing a huge sigh of relief after police laboratory

tests revealed that his grow operation was completely legal. He tried to raise this

with the police during the raid, but I'd imagi...

Drug Charges Dismissed After 1 600 Seized Plants Turn Out To Be Daisies |



2oceansvibe.com: www.2oceansvibe.com
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SHARE for no reason! 

http://facebook.com/BraveMyKayla

http://facebook.com/DaggaMovement

http://facebook.com/DaggaCouple

http://facebook.com/DaggaParty

e 1 person likes this - Leah CutecoreHippie
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Timeline Photos: Exactly!!! This pic says it all!! Please share!

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett
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Subliminal message found in letter soup!!!



Timeline Photos: Mmm!
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=388523927838166&id=220977244592

836&aid=96863

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett
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<3 Cannabis as Medicine <3

700 uses of Medical Marijuana | Sorted by Disease | ADD - Wilson's Disease | Links

to 700 Clinical Studies | Medical Cannabis Reference 

http://weedbay.net/index.php/component/content/article/1974 

Medical marijuana and cannabis studies A collection of clinical studies, papers and

reference providing the ultimate resource for medical disorders helped by medical

marijuana.

ADD/ ADHD

Marijuana and ADD Therapeutic uses of Medical Marijuana in the treatment of ADD

http://www.onlinepot.org/medical/add&mmj.htm

Cannabis as a medical treatment for attention deficit disorder

http://www.chanvre-info.ch/info/en/...-treatment.html

Cannabinoids effective in animal model of hyperactivity disorder

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=162#4

Cannabis 'Scrips to Calm Kids?

http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,117541,00.html

Addiction risk- Physical

Women's Guide to the UofC

http://wguide.uchicago.edu/9substance.html

Cannabis Basics

http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannab...is_basics.shtml

10 Things Every Parent, Teenager & Teacher Should Know About Marijuana (4th Q)

http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannab...is_flyer1.shtml

Marijuana Myths, Claim No. 9

http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannab...bis_myth9.shtml

AIDS – see HIV

Alcoholism

Role of cannabinoid receptors in alcohol abuse

http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/30338.php

Cannabidiol, Antioxidants, and Diuretics in Reversing Binge Ethanol-Induced



Neurotoxicity

http://jpet.aspetjournals.org/cgi/c...ourcetype=HWCIT

Cannabis substitution

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=86

Cannabis as a Substitute for Alcohol

http://ccrmg.org/journal/03sum/substitutealcohol.html

ALS

Cannabinol delays symptom onset

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...t_uids=16183560

Marijuana in the management of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/11467101

Cannabis use in patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/15055508

Cannabis Relieves Lou Gehrigs Symptoms

http://www.rense.com/general51/lou.htm

Cannabis' Potential Exciting Researchers in Treatment of ALS, Parkinson's Disease

http://66.218.69.11/search/cache?ei...&icp=1&.intl=us

Alzheimers

MARIJUANA SLOWS ALZHEIMER'S DECLINE

http://www.mapinc.org/drugnews/v05/n307/a10.html

Marijuana may block Alzheimer's

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/health/4286435.stm

Prevention of Alzheimer's Disease Pathology by Cannabinoids

http://www.jneurosci.org/cgi/content/abstract/25/8/1904

Marijuana's Active Ingredient Shown to Inhibit Primary Marker of Alzheimer's

Disease

http://www.pacifier.com/~alive/articles/ca060809.htm

Dronabinol in the treatment of agitation in patients with Alzheimer’s disease with

anorexia

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=61

Dronabinol in the treatment of refractory agitation in Alzheimer’s disease



http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=92

Effects of dronabinol on anorexia and disturbed behavior in patients with

Alzheimer's disease.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=59

Cannabinoids reduce the progression of Alzheimer's disease in animals

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=187#1

Molecular Link between the Active Component of Marijuana and Alzheimer's

Disease Pathology

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...sease_Pathology

THC inhibits primary marker of Alzheimer's disease

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=225#3

--------- Page 1

Amotivational Syndrome

Amotivational Syndrome

http://leda.lycaeum.org/?ID=12454

Marijuana Myths, Claim No. 11

http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannab...is_myth11.shtml

Debunking 'Amotivational Syndrome'

http://www.mapinc.org/drugnews/v06/n400/a06.html

Amotivational Syndrome

http://www.bookrags.com/Amotivational_syndrome

Debunking the Amotivational Syndrome

http://www.drugscience.org/Petition/C3F.html

Cannabis Use Not Linked To So-Called "Amotivational Syndrome"

http://www.norml.org/index.cfm?Grou...tm_format=print

Anecdotal Evidence/First person stories

Shared Comments and Observations

http://www.rxmarihuana.com/comments...bservations.htm

Cannabis Sativa (Marijuana) for Fibromyalgia

http://www.fibromyalgia-reviews.com/Drg_Marijuana.cfm



ANECDOTAL ARTICLES

http://cannabislink.ca/medical/#medanecdotal

Testimonials

http://www.benefitsofmarijuana.com/testimonials.html

Excerpts of testimonials.

http://www.ganjaland.com/freemedicalseeds.htm

Appetite Stimulant

Dronabinol an effective appetite stimulant?

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=188

THC improves appetite and reverses weight loss in AIDS patients

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=189

Efficacy of dronabinol alone and in combination

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=191

Dronabinol and marijuana in HIV-positive marijuana smokers: caloric intake, mood,

and sleep.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=190

The synthetic cannabinoid nabilone improves pain and symptom management in

cancer patients

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=177

Dronabinol for supportive therapy in patients with malignant melanoma and liver

metastases

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=180

Safety and efficacy of dronabinol in the treatment of agitation in patients with

Alzheimer’s disease

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=61

The perceived effects of smoked cannabis on patients with multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=13

Effects of dronabinol on anorexia and disturbed behavior in patients with

Alzheimer's disease

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=59

Dronabinol as a treatment for anorexia associated with weight loss in patients with

AIDS.



http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=21

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol for appetite stimulation in cancer-associated

anorexia

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=52

Effect of dronabinol on nutritional status in HIV infection.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=150

Dronabinol stimulates appetite and causes weight gain in HIV patients.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=20

Dronabinol effects on weight in patients with HIV infection.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=45

Recent clinical experience with dronabinol.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=90

Dronabinol enhancement of appetite in cancer patients.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=149

Effects of smoked marijuana on food intake and body weight

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=117

Behavioral analysis of marijuana effects on food intake in humans.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=118

Cancer-related anorexia-cachexia syndrome

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...xia_Study_Group

THC effective in appetite and weight loss in severe lung disease (COPD)

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=191#2

Machinery Of The 'Marijuana Munchies'

http://www.sciencedaily.com/release...51226102503.htm

Arthritis

Cannabidiol is an oral anti-arthritic therapeutic in murine collagen-induced arthritis

http://www.pnas.org/cgi/content/full/97/17/9561

The Cannabinergic System as a Target for Anti-inflammatory Therapies

http://www.ingentaconnect.com/conte...000013/art00008

Sativex in the treatment of pain caused by rheumatoid arthritis

http://rheumatology.oxfordjournals....bstract/45/1/50



Suppression of fibroblast metalloproteinases by ajulemic acid,

http://ccicnewsletter.com/index.php...06_Rheumatology

The antinociceptive effect of Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol in the arthritic rat

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...binoid_receptor

Synergy between Delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol and morphine in the arthritic rat

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...e_arthritic_rat

Cannabis based medicine eases pain and suppresses disease

http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/33376.php

Pot-Based Drug Promising for Arthritis

http://www.webmd.com/rheumatoid-art...g-for-arthritis

Asthma

The Cannabinergic System as a Target for Anti-inflammatory Therapies

http://www.ingentaconnect.com/conte...000013/art00008

Acute and subacute bronchial effects of oral cannabinoids.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=44

Comparison of bronchial effects of nabilone and terbutaline

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=43

Bronchial effects of aerosolized delta 9-tetrahydrocannabinol

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=109

Bronchodilator effect of delta1-tetrahydrocannabinol administered by aerosol

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=60

Effects of smoked marijuana in experimentally induced asthma.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=57

Marijuana and oral delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol on specific airway conductance

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=67

New Synthetic Delta-9-THC Inhaler Offers Safe, Rapid Delivery

http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/22937.php

Smoked marijuana and oral delta-9-THC on specific airway conductance in

asthmatic subjects

http://www.ukcia.org/research/Smoke...InAsthmatic.php



Atherosclerosis

Marijuana Chemical Fights Hardened Arteries

http://www.webmd.com/heart-disease/...rdened-arteries

Does Cannabis Hold the Key to Treating Cardiometabolic Disease

http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/525040_print

Cannabis may keep arteries clear

http://www.gnn.tv/headlines/2634/Ca..._arteries_clear

The Cannabinergic System as a Target for Anti-inflammatory Therapies

http://www.ingentaconnect.com/conte...000013/art00008

Cannabis compound tackles blood vessel disease

http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/22658.php

Medical marijuana: study shows that THC slows atherosclerosis

http://thenexthurrah.typepad.com/th...al_marijua.html

Cardiovascular Effects of Cannabis

http://www.idmu.co.uk/canncardio.htm

Atrophie Blanche

Atrophie Blanche Treated With Cannabis and/or THC

http://ccrmg.org/journal/04spr/clinical.html#thm

Autism

Autism and Medical Marijuana

http://www.autism.org/marijuana.html

THE SAM PROJECT: James D.

http://www.letfreedomgrow.com/articles/james_d.htm

Medical marijuana: a valuable treatment for autism?

http://www.autismwebsite.com/ari/ne...r/marijuana.htm
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Cancer – breast

Anandamide inhibits human breast cancer cell proliferation

http://www.pnas.org/cgi/content/abstract/95/14/8375

Inhibition of Human Breast and Prostate Cancer Cell Proliferation1

http://endo.endojournals.org/cgi/co...tract/141/1/118

Antitumor Activity of Plant Cannabinoids

http://jpet.aspetjournals.org/cgi/c...ract/318/3/1375

9-Tetrahydrocannabinol Inhibits Cell Cycle Progression in Human Breast Cancer

http://cancerres.aacrjournals.org/c...ract/66/13/6615

Cannabidiol inhibits tumour growth in leukaemia and breast cancer

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=220#2

THC and prochlorperazine effective in reducing vomiting in women following

breast surgery

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=219#1

Cancer- colorectal

Anandamide, induces cell death in colorectal carcinoma cells

http://gut.bmj.com/cgi/content/abstract/54/12/1741

Cannabinoids and cancer: potential for colorectal cancer therapy.

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/16042581

Cancer- glioma/ brain

Anti-tumor effects of cannabidiol

http://www.hempworld.com/HempPharm/...milanstudy.html

Pot’s cancer healing properties

http://www.november.org/stayinfo/br...ncerKiller.html

Cannabinoids Inhibit the Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor Pathway in Gliomas

http://cancerres.aacrjournals.org/c...hort/64/16/5617

Inhibition of Glioma Growth in Vivo

http://cancerres.aacrjournals.org/c.../61/15/5784.pdf

Delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol in patients with recurrent glioblastoma multiforme.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=193



Cannabidiol triggers caspase activation and oxidative stress in human glioma cells.

http://www.ihop-net.org/UniPub/iHOP...l?pmid=16909207

Cannabinoid receptors in human astroglial tumors

http://www.brainlife.org/abstracts/...t_j20060800.pdf

Cannabis extract makes brain tumors shrink, halts growth of blood vessels

http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/12088.php

THC tested against brain tumour in pilot clinical study

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=222#1

Cancer- leukemia

Cannabis-induced cytotoxicity in leukemic cell lines

http://bloodjournal.hematologylibra...ract/105/3/1214

Cannabidiol-Induced Apoptosis in Human Leukemia Cells

http://molpharm.aspetjournals.org/c...stract/70/3/897

Marijuana's Active Ingredient Kills Leukemia Cells

http://www.treatingyourself.com/vbu...read.php?t=7107

Targeting CB2 cannabinoid receptors to treat malignant lymphoblastic disease

http://bloodjournal.hematologylibra...t/100/2/627.pdf

Cannabinoids induce incomplete maturation of cultured human leukemia cells

http://www.osti.gov/energycitations...osti_id=5164483

{Delta}9-Tetrahydrocannabinol-Induced Apoptosis in Jurkat Leukemia T Cells

http://mcr.aacrjournals.org/cgi/con...bstract/4/8/549

Cannabidiol inhibits tumour growth in leukaemia and breast cancer

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=220#2

Cancer- lung

Antineoplastic activity of cannabinoids

http://www.ukcia.org/research/Antin...ds/default.html

Delta(9)-Tetrahydrocannabinol inhibits epithelial growth factor-induced lung

cancer cell migration

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...astasis_in_vivo



Smoking Cannabis Does Not Cause Cancer Of Lung or Upper Airways

http://ccrmg.org/journal/05aut/nocancer.html

No association between lung cancer and cannabis smoking in large study

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=219#2

Marijuana Smoking Found Non-Carcinogenic

http://www.medpagetoday.com/Hematol...gCancer/tb/3393

CLAIM #4: MARIJUANA CAUSES LUNG DISEASE

http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannab...bis_myth4.shtml

Cancer- melanoma

Dronabinol for supportive therapy in patients with malignant melanoma and liver

metastases.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=180

Intractable nausea and vomiting due to gastrointestinal mucosal metastases

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=35

Cancer – oral

Smoking of cannabis does not increase risk for oral cancer

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=175#1

Marijuana use and Risk of Oral Squamous Cell Carcinoma

http://66.218.69.11/search/cache?ei...&icp=1&.intl=us

Cancer-pancreatic

Cannabinoids Induce Apoptosis of Pancreatic Tumor Cells

http://cancerres.aacrjournals.org/c...ract/66/13/6748

Cancer – prostate

Inhibition of Human Breast and Prostate Cancer Cell Proliferation

http://endo.endojournals.org/cgi/co...tract/141/1/118

Cannabinoid Receptor as a Novel Target for the Treatment of Prostate Cancer

http://cancerres.aacrjournals.org/c...t/65/5/1635.pdf
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Cancer – Risk Cannabis vs Tobacco

Cannabis Smoke and Cancer: Assessing the Risk

http://www.norml.org/index.cfm?Group_ID=6891

Cannabis and tobacco smoke are not equally carcinogenic

http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/ar...i?artid=1277837

Smoking Marijuana Does Not Cause Lung Cancer

http://www.mapinc.org/drugnews/v05/n1065/a03.html

Blunt Smokers Link Dependence Potential To Nicotine

http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/52838.php

Premiere British Medical Journal Pronounces Marijuana Safer Than Alcohol,

Tobacco

http://cannabislink.ca/medical/safer.html

Why Doesn't Smoking Marijuana Cause Cancer?

http://www.healthcentral.com/drdean/408/14275.html

Marijuana Smoking Found Non-Carcinogenic

http://www.medpagetoday.com/Hematol...gCancer/tb/3393

Cancer - Skin

Inhibition of skin tumor growth

http://www.jci.org/cgi/content/full...y=MpUgjDbqHybAU

Cannabis Reduces Skin Cancer

http://www.onlinepot.org/medical/skincancerreport.htm

Cancer – Testicular

The antiemetic efficacy of nabilone

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=127

Chemotherapy for Testicular Cancer

http://www.rxmarihuana.com/shared_c...icularchemo.htm

Cancer –various/ unnamed

Derivatives of cannabis for anti-cancer treatment



http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_relea...uo-do060605.php

Cancer Killer

http://www.november.org/stayinfo/br...ncerKiller.html

Anandamide Induces Apoptosis

http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/abstract/275/41/31938

Nabilone improves pain and symptom management

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=177

The effects of smoked cannabis in painful peripheral neuropathy

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=96

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol for appetite stimulation

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=52

Dronabinol and prochlorperazine in combination

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=28

Dronabinol enhancement of appetite in cancer patients.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=149

Efficacy of tetrahydrocannabinol

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=31

Inhalation marijuana as an antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=155

Nabilone versus domperidone

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=129

Inhalation marijuana as an antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=155

Nabilone vs. placebo in chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=156

The antiemetic activity of tetrahydrocanabinol versus metoclopramide

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=24

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol as an antiemetic for patients receiving cancer

chemotherapy

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=5

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol as an antiemetic in cancer patients receiving

high-dose methotrexate



http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=23

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) as an antiemetic in patients treated with

cancer chemotherapy

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=27

Amelioration of cancer chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting by

delta-9-THC

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=107

Superiority of nabilone over prochlorperazine as an antiemetic

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=126

Analgesic effect of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=16

The analgesic properties of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol and codeine.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=17

Comparison of orally administered cannabis extract and delta-9-THC

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...xia_Study_Group

Cannabis May Help Combat Cancer-causing Herpes Viruses

http://www.sciencedaily.com/release...40923092627.htm

Marijuana Smoking Found Non-Carcinogenic

http://www.medpagetoday.com/Hematol...gCancer/tb/3393

Cannabidiol

Cannabidiol, Antioxidants, and Diuretics in Reversing Binge Ethanol-Induced

Neurotoxicity

http://jpet.aspetjournals.org/cgi/c...ourcetype=HWCIT

Cannabinol delays symptom onset

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...t_uids=16183560

Cannabidiol is an oral anti-arthritic therapeutic in murine collagen-induced arthritis

http://www.pnas.org/cgi/content/full/97/17/9561

Cannabidiol inhibits tumour growth in leukaemia and breast cancer

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=220#2

Anti-tumor effects of cannabidiol

http://www.hempworld.com/HempPharm/...milanstudy.html



Cannabidiol triggers caspase activation and oxidative stress in human glioma cells.

http://www.ihop-net.org/UniPub/iHOP...l?pmid=16909207

Cannabidiol-Induced Apoptosis in Human Leukemia Cells

http://molpharm.aspetjournals.org/c...stract/70/3/897

Cannabidiol inhibits tumour growth in leukaemia and breast cancer

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=220#2

Cannabidiol lowers incidence of diabetes in non-obese diabetic mice

http://www.ingentaconnect.com/conte...sn7o5efqr.alice

Neuroprotective and Blood-Retinal Barrier-Preserving Effects of Cannabidiol

http://ajp.amjpathol.org/cgi/content/full/168/1/235

Evaluation of cannabidiol in dystonic movement disorders

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=14

Cannabidiol in dystonic movement disorders.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=139

Beneficial and adverse effects of cannabidiol in a Parkinson patient

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=142

Treatment of Meige's syndrome with cannabidiol.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=114

CANNABIDIOL TO HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS AND EPILEPTIC PATIENTS

http://web.acsalaska.net/~warmgun/es201.html

Chronic administration of cannabidiol to healthy volunteers and epileptic patients.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=42

Neuroprotective effect of (-)Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol and cannabidiol

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...f_peroxynitrite

EFFECTS OF CANNABIDIOL IN HUNTINGTON'S DISEASE

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...al/hunting1.htm

The therapeutic rationale for combining tetrahydrocannabinol and cannabidiol.

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/16209908

Cannabidiol has a cerebroprotective action

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...iting_mechanism

Cannabidiol as an antipsychotic

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=171



Cannabidiol, a constituent of Cannabis sativa, modulates sleep in rats.

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abs...844117?prt=true

Who's Afraid of Cannabidiol?

http://www.counterpunch.org/gardner07142007.html

Chemical composition

Cannabis: A source of useful pharma compounds

http://www.medpot.net/forums/index.php?showtopic=18608

Pharmacokinetics and cannabinoid action using oral cannabis extract

http://www.pharma-lexicon.com/medic...hp?newsid=29638

Pharmacokinetics of cannabinoids

http://66.218.69.11/search/cache?ei...&icp=1&.intl=us

The chemistry and biological activity of cannabis

http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/bulle....html?print=yes

Differential effects of medical marijuana based on strain and route of

administration

http://www.medicalmarijuanaprocon.o...trainsstudy.pdf

What is THC?

http://www.medicalmarijuanaprocon.o...1.0373456855945

Cannabis / Marijuana ( ? 9 -Tetrahydrocannabinol, THC)

http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov/people/inj...gs/cannabis.htm
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Chemotherapy

Efficacy of dronabinol alone and in combination

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=191

Dronabinol for supportive therapy in patients with malignant melanoma and liver

metastases

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=180

Intractable nausea and vomiting

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=35

An efficient new cannabinoid antiemetic in pediatric oncology



http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=7

Dronabinol and prochlorperazine in combination

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=28

Marijuana as antiemetic medicine

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=134

Efficacy of tetrahydrocannabinol in patients refractory to standard anti-emetic

therapy

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=31

Inhalation marijuana as an antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=155

Nabilone versus prochlorperazine

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=120

Nabilone: an alternative antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=123

Antiemetic efficacy of nabilone and alizapride

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=127

Nabilone versus domperidone

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=129

THC or Compazine for the cancer chemotherapy patient

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=34

Comparison of nabilone and prochlorperazine

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=128

Nabilone vs. prochlorperazine for refractory emesis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=146

Nabilone vs. placebo

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=156

Tetrahydroannabinol (THC) vs prochlorperazine as chemotherapy antiemetics.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=30

Comparative trial of the antiemetic effects of THC and haloperidol

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=64

Comparison of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol and prochlorperazine

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=3



Delta 9-tetrahydrocannabinol in cancer chemotherapy.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=88

Antiemetic effect of tetrahydrocannabinol

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=6

Tetrahydrocanabinol versus metoclopramide and thiethylperazine

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=24

Effects of nabilone and prochlorperazine on chemotherapy-induced emesis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=131

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol as an antiemetic

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=5

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol as an antiemetic in cancer patients receiving

high-dose methotrexate

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=23

THC as an antiemetic in patients treated with cancer chemotherapy

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=27

Amelioration of cancer chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting by

delta-9-THC

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=107

Superiority of nabilone over prochlorperazine

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=126

Antiemetic effect of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=4

Children

Experiences with THC-treatment in children and adolescents

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=80

An efficient new cannabinoid antiemetic in pediatric oncology.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=7

Nabilone versus prochlorperazine for control of cancer chemotherapy-induced

emesis in children

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=120

Nabilone: an alternative antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.



http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=123

Marijuana and ADD Therapeutic uses of Medical Marijuana in the treatment of ADD

http://www.onlinepot.org/medical/add&mmj.htm

Oily fish makes 'babies brainier'

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/health/4631006.stm

Cannabis is a First-Line Treatment for Childhood Mental Disorders

http://www.counterpunch.org/mikuriya07082006.html

Ganja use among Jamaican women.

http://www.rism.org/isg/dlp/ganja/a...anjaBabyes.html

Dreher's Jamaican Pregnancy Study

http://www.november.org/stayinfo/br...reherStudy.html

Cannabis Relieves Morning Sickness

http://ccrmg.org/journal/06spr/dreher.html#morning

Moderate cannabis use not harmful to the brain of adolescents, M R I study finds

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=218#3

No brain structural change associated with adolescent cannabis use

http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/bo...l&artid=1524733

No 'Smoking' Gun: Research Indicates Teen Marijuana Use Does Not Predict Drug,

Alcohol Abuse

http://www.sciencedaily.com/release...61204123422.htm

Pot May Not Shrink Teens' Brains After All

http://www.medpagetoday.com/Neurolo...urology/tb/3242

Chronic Cystitis

Cannabinoid rotation in a young woman with chronic cystitis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=115

CPOD

THC effective in appetite and weight loss in severe lung disease (COPD)

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=191#2

Heavy Long-Term Marijuana Use Does Not Impair Lung Function



http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannab...is_media7.shtml

Diabetes

Cannabinoid Reduces Incidence Of Diabetes

http://www.norml.org/index.cfm?Group_ID=6909

Marijuana Compound May Help Stop Diabetic Retinopathy

http://www.sciencedaily.com/release...60227184647.htm

Cannabidiol lowers incidence of diabetes in non-obese diabetic mice

http://www.ingentaconnect.com/conte...sn7o5efqr.alice

Anticoagulant Effects of a Cannabis Extract in an Obese Rat Model

http://www.level1diet.com/research/id/14687

Neuroprotective and Blood-Retinal Barrier-Preserving Effects of Cannabidiol

http://ajp.amjpathol.org/cgi/content/full/168/1/235

The Cannabinergic System as a Target for Anti-inflammatory Therapies

http://www.ingentaconnect.com/conte...000013/art00008

Effect of tetrahydrocurcumin on blood glucose, plasma insulin and hepatic key

enzymes

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...d_diabetic_rats

Cannabidiol reduces the development of diabetes in an animal study

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=219#3

Depression

Cannabinoids promote hippocampus neurogenesis and produce anxiolytic- and

antidepressant

http://www.jci.org/cgi/content/full/115/11/3104

Antidepressant-like activity by blockade of anandamide hydrolysis

http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/ar...bmedid=16352709

Decreased depression in marijuana users.

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/15964704

Antidepressant-like activity

http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/ar...bmedid=16352709

Dronabinol and marijuana in HIV-positive marijuana smokers: caloric intake, mood,



and sleep.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=190

Nabilone improves pain and symptom management in cancer patients

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=177

The perceived effects of smoked cannabis on patients with multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=13

Cannabis and Depression

http://www.pacifier.com/~alive/cmu/...nd_cannabis.htm

Association between cannabis use and depression may not be causal, study says

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=177#4

Marijuana use and depression among adults: Testing for causal associations.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...Pubmed_RVDocSum

Do patients use marijuana as an antidepressant?

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...Pubmed_RVDocSum

Dermatitis

Efficacy of dietary hempseed oil in patients with atopic dermatitis.

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abs...ryText=hempseed

Dronabinol

Dronabinol in the treatment of agitation in patients with Alzheimer’s disease with

anorexia

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=61

Dronabinol in the treatment of refractory agitation in Alzheimer’s disease

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=92

Effects of dronabinol on anorexia and disturbed behavior in patients with

Alzheimer's disease.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=59

Dronabinol an effective appetite stimulant?

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=188

Safety and efficacy of dronabinol in the treatment of agitation in patients with

Alzheimer’s disease

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=61



Effect of dronabinol on nutritional status in HIV infection.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=150

Dronabinol stimulates appetite and causes weight gain in HIV patients.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=20

Dronabinol effects on weight in patients with HIV infection.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=45

Recent clinical experience with dronabinol.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=90

Dronabinol enhancement of appetite in cancer patients.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=149

Dronabinol for supportive therapy in patients with malignant melanoma and liver

metastases.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=180

Dronabinol and prochlorperazine in combination

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=28

Dronabinol enhancement of appetite in cancer patients.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=149

Efficacy of dronabinol alone and in combination

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=191

Dronabinol and marijuana in HIV-positive marijuana smokers: caloric intake, mood,

and sleep.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=190

Dronabinol and retinal hemodynamics in humans.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=202

Dronabinol reduces signs and symptoms of idiopathic intracranial hypertension

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=181

Nausea relieved by tetrahydrocannabinol (dronabinol).

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=35

Dronabinol in patients with intractable pruritus secondary to cholestatic liver

disease.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=116

Treatment of spasticity in spinal cord injury with dronabinol



http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=112

Cannabinoid Activator Mellows Out Colon

http://www.medpagetoday.com/MeetingCoverage/ACG/tb/4410

Drug testing

Hemp oil causes positive urine tests for THC

http://www.druglibrary.org/crl/drug...0JAnToxicol.pdf

Dystonia

Cannabis sativa and dystonia secondary to Wilson's disease.

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/15390041

Experiences with THC-treatment in children and adolescents

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=80

Evaluation of cannabidiol in dystonic movement disorders

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=14

Cannabidiol in dystonic movement disorders.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=139

Beneficial and adverse effects of cannabidiol in a Parkinson patient

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=142

Treatment of Meige's syndrome with cannabidiol.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=114
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Endocannabinoid Deficiency

Clinical Endocannabinoid Deficiency

http://www.freedomtoexhale.com/clinical.pdf

The endocannabinoid system is dysregulated in multiple sclerosis

http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/cgi...stract/awm160v1

Cannabinoids inhibit neurodegeneration in models of multiple sclerosis

http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/cgi...ull/126/10/2191



Epilepsy

Epilepsy patients are smoking pot

http://www.safeaccessnow.org/article.php?id=1638

CANNABIDIOL TO HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS AND EPILEPTIC PATIENTS

http://web.acsalaska.net/~warmgun/es201.html

Experiences with THC-treatment in children and adolescents

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=80

Chronic administration of cannabidiol to healthy volunteers and epileptic patients.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=42

Anticonvulsant nature of marihuana smoking.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=39

Cannabis may help epileptics

http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/4423.php

Hypnotic and Antiepileptic Effects of Cannabidiol

http://www.thecompassionclub.org/me...rue&pageNumber=

Marijuana: an effective antiepileptic treatment in partial epilepsy?

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=157

Familial Mediterranean Fever

Pain relief with oral cannabinoids in familial Mediterranean fever.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=18

Fertility

Synthetic Cannabinoid May Aid Fertility In Smokers

http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/58063.php

Medical marijuana uses - 700 medical marijuana clinical studies and papers

Fever



A Novel Role of Cannabinoids

http://ccicnewsletter.com/index.php...nfectious_Disea

A Cooling Effect From Cannabis?

http://ccrmg.org/journal/05aut/coolcannabis.html

Fibromyalgia

Delta-9-THC based monotherapy in fibromyalgia patients

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/16834825

Clinical Endocannabinoid Deficiency

http://www.freedomtoexhale.com/clinical.pdf

Cannabis Sativa (Marijuana) for Fibromyalgia

http://www.fibromyalgia-reviews.com/Drg_Marijuana.cfm

THC Reduces Pain in Fibromyalgia Patients

http://www.illinoisnorml.org/content/view/63/35/

Gateway Theory

The Myth of Marijuana's Gateway Effect

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer/library/mjgate.htm

Endogenous cannabinoids are not involved in cocaine reinforcement

http://www.sciencedirect.com/scienc...a4e861a90579fac

No 'Smoking' Gun: Research Indicates Teen Marijuana Use Does Not Predict Drug,

Alcohol Abuse

http://www.sciencedaily.com/release...61204123422.htm

CLAIM #13:MARIJUANA IS A "GATEWAY" TO THE USE OF OTHER DRUGS

http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannab...is_myth13.shtml

Glaucoma

Marijuana Smoking vs Cannabinoids for Glaucoma Therapy

http://archopht.ama-assn.org/cgi/co...act/116/11/1433

Dronabinol and retinal hemodynamics in humans.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=202



Effect of Sublingual Application of Cannabinoids on Intraocular Pressure

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=201

Delta 9-tetrahydrocannabinol in cancer chemotherapy. Ophthalmologic

implications.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=88

Effect of marihuana on intraocular and blood pressure in glaucoma.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=87

Effect of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol on intraocular pressure in humans.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=40

Marihuana smoking and intraocular pressure.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=47

Neuroprotective and Intraocular Pressure-Lowering Effects of

(-)Delta-Tetrahydrocannabinol

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...del_of_Glaucoma

Neuroprotective effect of (-)Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol and cannabidiol

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...f_peroxynitrite

Effects of tetrahydrocannabinol on arterial and intraocular hypertension.

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/468444

Gynocology and obstetrics

Cannabis Treatments in Obstetrics and Gynecology: A Historical Review

http://www.freedomtoexhale.com/russo-ob.pdf

Heart Disease/ Cardiovascular

Marijuana Chemical Fights Hardened Arteries

http://www.webmd.com/heart-disease/...rdened-arteries

The endogenous cardiac cannabinoid system: a new protective mechanism

http://www.cannabinoid.com/boards/thd3x10073.shtml

Cardiovascular pharmacology of cannabinoids.

http://www.biowizard.com/story.php?pmid=16596789

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol protects cardiac cells from hypoxia

http://www.ingentaconnect.com/conte...020001/00002346



Does Cannabis Hold the Key to Treating Cardiometabolic Disease?

http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/525040_print

Cannabinoid Offers Cardioprotection

http://www.norml.org/index.cfm?Grou...tm_format=print

Heavy Cannabis Use Not Independently Associated With Cardiovascular Risks

http://www.norml.org/index.cfm?Group_ID=6972

Marijuana use, diet, body mass index, and cardiovascular risk factors

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/16893701

Cannabinoids and cardiovascular disease

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...ical_treatments

Cannabinoids as therapeutic agents in cardiovascular disease

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...s_and_illusions

The in vitro and in vivo cardiovascular effects of {Delta}9-tetrahydrocannabinol

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl..._oxide_synthase

Cannabinoids prevented the development of heart failure in animal study

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=145#2

Cannabis use not associated with risk factors for diseases of heart and circulation

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=225#2

THC protects heart cells in the case of lowered oxygen supply

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=212#1

Medical marijuana: study shows that THC slows atherosclerosis

http://thenexthurrah.typepad.com/th...al_marijua.html

Cardiovascular Effects of Cannabis

http://www.idmu.co.uk/canncardio.htm

Changes in middle cerebral artery velocity after marijuana

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...0&dopt=Abstract[/]
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Hepatitis

Moderate Cannabis Use Associated with Improved Treatment Response

http://www.hivandhepatitis.com/hep_...6/091506_a.html



Cannabis use improves retention and virological outcomes in patients treated for

hepatitis C

http://www.natap.org/2006/HCV/091506_02.htm

Hepatitis C - The Silent Killer Can Medical Cannabis Help?

http://www.pacifier.com/~alive/cmu/hepatitis_c.htm

Herpes

Cannabis May Help Combat Cancer-causing Herpes Viruses

http://www.sciencedaily.com/release...40923092627.htm

THC inhibits lytic replication of gamma oncogenic herpes viruses in vitro

http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/bo...ml&artid=521080

Suppressive effect of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol on herpes simplex virus

infectivity in vitro

http://www.ebmonline.org/cgi/content/abstract/196/4/401

Inhibition of cell-associated herpes simplex virus

http://www.ebmonline.org/cgi/content/abstract/185/1/41

The Effect of {Delta}-9-Tetrahydrocannabinol on Herpes Simplex Virus Replication

http://vir.sgmjournals.org/cgi/cont...stract/49/2/427

Hiccups

Marijuana cures hiccups

http://www.yourhealthbase.com/database/a77k.htm

Marijuana For Intractable Hiccups

http://cannabislink.ca/medical/hiccups.html

HIV / AIDS

Marijuana Use Does Not Accelerate HIV Infection

http://paktribune.com/news/print.php?id=139255

THC improves appetite and reverses weight loss in AIDS patients

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=189

Dronabinol and marijuana in HIV-positive marijuana smokers: caloric intake, mood,

and sleep.



http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=190

Cannabis in painful HIV-associated sensory neuropathy

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=199

Smoked cannabis therapy for HIV-related painful peripheral neuropathy

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=172

Short-term effects of cannabinoids in patients with HIV-1 infection

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=62

Dronabinol as a treatment for anorexia associated with weight loss in patients with

AIDS.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=21

Effect of dronabinol on nutritional status in HIV infection.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=150

Dronabinol stimulates appetite and causes weight gain in HIV patients.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=20

Dronabinol effects on weight in patients with HIV infection.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=45

Recent clinical experience with dronabinol.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=90

Marijuana as therapy for people living with HIV/AIDS: Social and health aspects

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl..._health_aspects

Marijuana and AIDS: A Four-Year Study

http://ccrmg.org/journal/05spr/aids.html

Historical studies

The La Guardia Committee Report

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...lag/lagmenu.htm

Physical, Mental, and Moral Effects of Marijuana: The Indian Hemp Drugs

Commission Report

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer/Library/effects.htm

MARIAJUANA SMOKING IN PANAMA

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...ama/panama1.htm



The British Pharmaceutical Codex – 1934

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...ical/brit34.htm

ON THE PREPARATIONS OF THE INDIAN HEMP, OR GUNJAH

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...1850/gunjah.htm

DISPENSATORY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA Fifth Edition (1843)

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...ry/dispensa.htm

New Remedies:Pharmaceutically and Therapeutically Considered Fourth Edition

(1843)

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...ry/dunglisn.htm

On the Haschisch or Cannabis Indica

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...ry/bellhash.htm

ON INDICATIONS OF THE HACHISH-VICE IN THE OLD TESTAMENT

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...tory/hashot.htm

The Physiological Activity of Cannabis Sativa

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...istory/japa.htm

CANNABIS, U.S.P. (American Cannabis):

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...ry/vbchmed1.htm

Hormones

Effects of chronic marijuana use on testosterone, luteinizing hormone, follicle

stimulating …

http://www.anesth.uiowa.edu/readabs...sp?PMID=1935564

Marijuana: interaction with the estrogen receptor

http://jpet.aspetjournals.org/cgi/c...tract/224/2/404

Huntington’s Disease

EFFECTS OF CANNABIDIOL IN HUNTINGTON'S DISEASE

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...al/hunting1.htm

Nabilone Could Treat Chorea and Irritability in Huntington’s Disease

http://neuro.psychiatryonline.org/c.../18/4/553?rss=1

Hysterectomy



Effect of nabilone on nausea and vomiting after total abdominal hysterectomy

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=137

Idiopathic Intracranial Hypertension

Dronabinol reduces signs and symptoms of idiopathic intracranial hypertension

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=181

IQ

Findings of a longitudinal study of effects on IQ

http://www.cmaj.ca/cgi/content/full/166/7/887

Heavy cannabis use without long-term effect on global intelligence

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=115#2

Marijuana does not dent IQ permanently

http://www.newscientist.com/article...ermanently.html

Marinol/Synthetics/ cannabinoid mixtures

CANNABIS AND MARINOL IN THE TREATMENT OF MIGRAINE HEADACHE

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer/hemp/migrn2.htm

Marinol vs Natural Cannabis

http://www.norml.org/pdf_files/NORM...al_Cannabis.pdf

The therapeutic rationale for combining tetrahydrocannabinol and cannabidiol.

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/16209908

Unheated Cannabis sativa extracts and its major compound THC-acid

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abs...504929?prt=true

Side effects of pharmaceuticals not elicited by comparable herbal medicines.

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/10394675

Sativex in the treatment of pain caused by rheumatoid arthritis

http://rheumatology.oxfordjournals....bstract/45/1/50

Is dronabinol an effective appetite stimulant?

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=188

Sativex in patients suffering from multiple sclerosis associated detrusor



overactivity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=168

Sativex® in patients with symptoms of spasticity due to multiple sclerosis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=169

Nabilone improves pain and symptom management in cancer patients

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=177

Dronabinol for supportive therapy in patients with malignant melanoma and liver

metastases

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=180

Synthetic cannabinomimetic nabilone on patients with chronic pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=197

Nabilone significantly reduces spasticity-related pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=200

Sativex produced significant improvements in a subjective measure of spasticity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=170

Analgesic effect of the synthetic cannabinoid CT-3 on chronic neuropathic pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=85

Cannabinoid rotation in a young woman with chronic cystitis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=115

Dronabinol in patients with intractable pruritus

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=116

Cannabinoids reduce levodopa-induced dyskinesia in Parkinson's disease:

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=54

Nabilone on L-DOPA induced dyskinesia in patients with idiopathic Parkinson's

disease

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=153

Nabilone in the treatment of multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=11

Big Pharma's Strange Holy Grail: Cannabis Without Euphoria?

http://www.counterpunch.org/gardner07082006.html

Sativex showed positive effects in 65 per cent of patients with chronic diseases

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=230#4



Meige’s Syndrome

Treatment of Meige's syndrome with cannabidiol.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=114

Migraine/ Headache

CANNABIS AND MARINOL IN THE TREATMENT OF MIGRAINE HEADACHE

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer/hemp/migrn2.htm

Dronabinol reduces signs and symptoms of idiopathic intracranial hypertension

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=181

Cannabis and Migraine

http://www.pacifier.com/~alive/cmu/...nd_migraine.htm

Clinical Endocannabinoid Deficiency

http://www.freedomtoexhale.com/clinical.pdf

Hemp for Headache

http://www.freedomtoexhale.com/hh.pdf

Chronic Migraine Headache

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer/hemp/migrn1.htm

Morning Sickness

Medical marijuana: a surprising solution to severe morning sickness

http://www.findarticles.com/p/artic...124/ai_n6015580

Medicinal cannabis use among childbearing women

http://safeaccess.ca/research/cannabis_nausea2006.pdf

Mortality Rates

Marijuana use and mortality.

http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/ar...i?artid=1380837

Marijuana Smoking Doesn't Lead to Higher Death Rate

http://ccrmg.org/journal/03sum/kaiser.html

How deadly is marijuana?

http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/4426.php
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MS

Sativex in patients with symptoms of spasticity due to multiple sclerosis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=169

Marijuana derivatives may provide MS treatment

http://www.healthypages.net/news.asp?newsid=5381

Marijuana Helps MS Patients Alleviate Pain, Spasms

http://www.mult-sclerosis.org/news/...smsAndPain.html

Cannabis-based medicine in central pain in multiple sclerosis

http://www.neurology.org/cgi/conten...t/65/6/812?etoc

Cannabis-based medicine in spasticity caused by multiple sclerosis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=192

Sativex in patients suffering from multiple sclerosis associated detrusor

overactivity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=168

The effect of cannabis on urge incontinence in patients with multiple sclerosis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=185

Nabilone significantly reduces spasticity-related pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=200

Cannabinoids in multiple sclerosis (CAMS) study

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=160

Sativex produced significant improvements in a subjective measure of spasticity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=170

Cannabis-based medicine in central pain in multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=175

Do cannabis-based medicinal extracts have general or specific effects

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=56

Efficacy, safety and tolerability of an oral cannabis extract in the treatment of

spasticity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=63

cannabis-based extracts for bladder dysfunction in advanced multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=81



Are oral cannabinoids safe and effective in refractory neuropathic pain?

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=143

Dronabinol in the treatment of agitation in patients with Alzheimer’s disease with

anorexia

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=61

Cannabis based medicinal extracts (CBME) in central neuropathic pain due to

multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=82

Cannabinoids for treatment of spasticity and other symptoms related to multiple

sclerosis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=108

Cannabis based medicinal extract on refractory lower urinary tract dysfunction

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=103

Analgesic effect of the cannabinoid analogue nabilone

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=203

The perceived effects of smoked cannabis on patients with multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=13

Orally and rectally administered delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol on spasticity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=12

Nabilone in the treatment of multiple sclerosis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=11

Effect of cannabinoids on spasticity and ataxia in multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=2

Delta-9-THC in the treatment of spasticity associated with multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=1

Tetrahydrocannabinol for tremor in multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=9

Marihuana as a therapeutic agent for muscle spasm or spasticity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=53

Cannabis-based medicine in spasticity caused by multiple sclerosis.

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...tiple_sclerosis

Cannabis based treatments for neuropathic and multiple sclerosis-related pain.

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...is_related_pain



The effect of cannabis on urge incontinence in patients with multiple sclerosis

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...ial__CAMS_LUTS_

Can Cannabis Help Multiple Sclerosis? An International Debate Rages

http://www.pacifier.com/~alive/cmu/...bis_help_ms.htm

Cannabis' Potential Exciting Researchers in Treatment of ALS, Parkinson's Disease

http://66.218.69.11/search/cache?ei...&icp=1&.intl=us

The endocannabinoid system is dysregulated in multiple sclerosis

http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/cgi...stract/awm160v1

Cannabinoids inhibit neurodegeneration in models of multiple sclerosis

http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/cgi...ull/126/10/2191

Nabilone

The synthetic cannabinoid nabilone improves pain and symptom management in

cancer patients

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=177

Nabilone versus prochlorperazine

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=120

Nabilone: an alternative antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=123

Antiemetic efficacy of nabilone and alizapride

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=127

Nabilone versus domperidone

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=129

Comparison of nabilone and prochlorperazine

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=128

Nabilone vs. prochlorperazine for refractory emesis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=146

Nabilone vs. placebo

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=156

Effects of nabilone and prochlorperazine on chemotherapy-induced emesis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=131



Superiority of nabilone over prochlorperazine

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=126

Nabilone versus prochlorperazine for control of cancer chemotherapy-induced

emesis in children

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=120

Nabilone: an alternative antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=123

Effect of nabilone on nausea and vomiting after total abdominal hysterectomy

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=137

Nabilone improves pain and symptom management in cancer patients

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=177

Synthetic cannabinomimetic nabilone on patients with chronic pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=197

Nabilone significantly reduces spasticity-related pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=200

Nabilone on L-DOPA induced dyskinesia in patients with idiopathic Parkinson's

disease

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=153

Nabilone in the treatment of multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=11

Nabilone significantly reduces spasticity-related pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=200

Analgesic effect of the cannabinoid analogue nabilone

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=203

Nabilone in the treatment of multiple sclerosis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=11

Comparison of nabilone and metoclopramide in the control of radiation-induced

nausea.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=130

Nabilone and metoclopramide in the treatment of nausea and vomiting

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=121

Nabilone: an alternative antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.



http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=123

Comparison of the antiemetic efficacy of nabilone and alizapride

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=127

Nabilone versus domperidone in the treatment of cytotoxic-induced emesis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=129

Add-on treatment with the synthetic cannabinomimetic nabilone on patients with

chronic pain -

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=197

Comparison of bronchial effects of nabilone and terbutaline

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=43

Nabilone Could Treat Chorea and Irritability in Huntington’s Disease

http://neuro.psychiatryonline.org/c.../18/4/553?rss=1

Nausea

THC improves appetite and reverses weight loss in AIDS patients

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=189

Efficacy of dronabinol alone and in combination with ondansetron versus

ondansetron alone

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=191

Dronabinol and marijuana in HIV-positive marijuana smokers: caloric intake, mood,

and sleep.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=190

Nabilone improves pain and symptom management in cancer patients

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=177

Dronabinol for supportive therapy in patients with malignant melanoma and liver

metastases.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=180

Nausea relieved by tetrahydrocannabinol (dronabinol).

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=35

An efficient new cannabinoid antiemetic in pediatric oncology.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=7

Effect of nabilone on nausea and vomiting after total abdominal hysterectomy.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=137



Marijuana as antiemetic medicine

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=134

Efficacy of tetrahydrocannabinol in patients refractory to standard anti-emetic

therapy

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=31

Inhalation marijuana as an antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=155

Nabilone versus prochlorperazine for control of cancer chemotherapy-induced

emesis in children

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=120

Comparison of nabilone and metoclopramide in the control of radiation-induced

nausea.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=130

Nabilone and metoclopramide in the treatment of nausea and vomiting

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=121

Nabilone: an alternative antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=123

Comparison of the antiemetic efficacy of nabilone and alizapride

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=127

Nabilone versus domperidone in the treatment of cytotoxic-induced emesis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=129

THC or Compazine for the cancer chemotherapy patient--the UCLA study

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=34

Comparison of nabilone and prochlorperazine for emesis induced by cancer

chemotherapy.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=128

Acute and subacute bronchial effects of oral cannabinoids.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=44

Nabilone vs. prochlorperazine for refractory emesis induced by cancer

chemotherapy.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=146

Nabilone vs. placebo in chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=156



Dose vs response of tetrahydroannabinol (THC) vs prochlorperazine

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=30 delta 9-

Comparative trial of the antiemetic effects of THC and haloperidol

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=64

Comparison of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol and prochlorperazine.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=3

Tetrahydrocannabinol in cancer chemotherapy. Ophthalmologic implications.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=88

Antiemetic effect of tetrahydrocannabinol

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=6

The antiemetic activity of tetrahydrocanabinol versus metoclopramide and

thiethylperazine

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=24

The antiemetic effects of nabilone and prochlorperazine on

chemotherapy-induced emesis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=131

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol as an antiemetic for patients receiving cancer

chemotherapy

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=5

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol as an antiemetic in cancer patients receiving

high-dose methotrexate

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=23

THC as an antiemetic in patients treated with cancer chemotherapy

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=27

Amelioration of cancer chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting by

delta-9-THC.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=107

Superiority of nabilone over prochlorperazine as an antiemetic

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=126

Antiemetic effect of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol in patients receiving cancer

chemotherapy.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=4

Receptor mechanism and antiemetic activity of structurally-diverse cannabinoids



http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...the_least_shrew

Neurons

Marijuana Promotes Neuron Growth

http://www.medpot.net/forums/index.php?showtopic=27460

Marijuana-Like Chemicals in the Brain Calm Neurons

http://www.medpot.net/forums/index.php?showtopic=9686

Marijuana May Spur New Brain Cells

http://www.treatingyourself.com/vbu...read.php?t=5921

Cannabinoids promote embryonic and adult hippocampus neurogenesis

http://www.jci.org/cgi/content/full/115/11/3104

Medical marijuana uses - 700 medical marijuana clinical studies and papers
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Neuropathic pain

Cannabinoids Among Most Promising Approaches to Treating Neuropathic Pain

http://www.redorbit.com/news/health...source=r_health

Cannabis-based medicine in central pain in multiple sclerosis

http://www.neurology.org/cgi/conten...t/65/6/812?etoc

Cannabis in painful HIV-associated sensory neuropathy

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=199

Smoked cannabis therapy for HIV-related painful peripheral neuropathy

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=172

Two cannabis based medicinal extracts for relief of central neuropathic pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=143

Cannabis based medicinal extracts (CBME) in central neuropathic pain due to

multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=82

Analgesic effect of the synthetic cannabinoid CT-3 on chronic neuropathic pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=85

Smoked cannabis in painful peripheral neuropathy and cancer pain refractory to



opiods.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=96

Analgesic effect of the cannabinoid analogue nabilone

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=203

The perceived effects of smoked cannabis on patients with multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=13

Cannabis based treatments for neuropathic and multiple sclerosis-related pain.

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...is_related_pain

Neuroprotectant

Marijuana Protects Your Brain

http://www.roninpub.com/art-mjbrain.html

The neuroprotective effect of cannabinoids in a rat model of Parkinson's disease

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/17196181

Neuroprotective and Intraocular Pressure-Lowering Effects of (-)Delta-THC

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...del_of_Glaucoma

Neuroprotective effect of (-)Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol and cannabidiol

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...f_peroxynitrite

Neuroprotection induced by Delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol in AF5 cells

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...ol_in_AF5_cells

Cannabidiol has a cerebroprotective action

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...iting_mechanism

Cannabidiol but not Delta(9)-THC has a neuroprotective effect without the

development of tolerance..

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...nt_of_tolerance

Delta(9)-THC) prevents cerebral infarction

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...ent_hypothermia

Delta(9)-Tetrahydrocannabinol protects hippocampal neurons from excitotoxicity

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl..._excitotoxicity

Cannabis and Neuroprotection

http://www.pacifier.com/~alive/cmu/...oprotection.htm



Medical marijuana uses - 700 medical marijuana clinical studies and papers

Nutrition

Oily fish makes 'babies brainier'

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/health/4631006.stm

Efficacy of dietary hempseed oil in patients with atopic dermatitis.

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abs...ryText=hempseed

Effects of smoked marijuana on food intake and body weight

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=117

Obesity

Does Cannabis Hold the Key to Treating Cardiometabolic Disease?

http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/525040_print

Effects of smoked marijuana on food intake and body weight

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=117

Osteoporosis

Prototype drug to prevent osteoporosis based on cannabinoids

http://www.news-medical.net/?id=15220

Hebrew U. Researchers Find Cannabis Can Strengthen Bones

http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/96146

Peripheral cannabinoid receptor, CB2, regulates bone mass

http://www.pnas.org/cgi/content/abstract/103/3/696

New Weapon In Battle Against Osteoporosis

http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/35621.php

Activation of CB2 receptor attenuates bone loss in osteoporosis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=210#2

Pain-

Cannabis effective at relieving pain after major surgery

http://www.news-medical.net/?id=17995



Cannabinoids, in combination with (NSAIDS), produce a synergistic analgesic effect

http://www.medjournal.com/forum/sho...587&postcount=1

Cannabinoids Among Most Promising Approaches to Treating Neuropathic Pain,

http://www.redorbit.com/news/health...source=r_health

Cannabinoid analgesia as a potential new therapeutic option

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/16449552

Analgesic and adverse effects of an oral cannabis extract (Cannador) for

postoperative pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=184

Delta-9-THC based monotherapy in fibromyalgia patients

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=194

Add-on treatment with the synthetic cannabinomimetic nabilone on patients with

chronic pain -

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=197

Nabilone significantly reduces spasticity-related pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=200

Synergistic affective analgesic interaction between delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol

and morphine.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=178

Are oral cannabinoids safe and effective in refractory neuropathic pain?

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=143

Dronabinol in the treatment of agitation in patients with Alzheimer’s disease with

anorexia

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=61

Cannabis use for chronic non-cancer pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=91

Tetrahydrocannabinol for treatment of chronic pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=147

Analgesic effect of the cannabinoid analogue nabilone

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=203

The perceived effects of smoked cannabis on patients with multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=13



Pain relief with oral cannabinoids in familial Mediterranean fever.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=18

The effect of orally and rectally administered delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol on

spasticity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=12

Marihuana as a therapeutic agent for muscle spasm or spasticity.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=53

Analgesic effect of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=16

The analgesic properties of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol and codeine.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=17

Most pain patients gain benefit from cannabis in a British study

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...kel.php?id=84#1

Parkinson’s Disease

Marijuana Compounds May Aid Parkinson's Disease

http://cannabisnews.com/news/19/thread19725.shtml

Marijuana-Like Chemicals Helps Treat Parkinson's

http://cannabisnews.com/news/22/thread22608.shtml

Cannabis use in Parkinson's disease: subjective improvement of motor symptoms.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=33

Cannabinoids reduce levodopa-induced dyskinesia in Parkinson's disease

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=54

Nabilone on L-DOPA induced dyskinesia in patients with idiopathic Parkinson's

disease

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=153

Evaluation of cannabidiol in dystonic movement disorders.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=14

Beneficial and adverse effects of cannabidiol in a Parkinson patient

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=142

Neuroprotective effect of cannabinoids in a rat model of Parkinson's disease

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/17196181



Post Traumatic Stress Disorder

IDF TO TREAT SHELL SHOCK WITH CANNABIS

http://www.onlinepot.org/medical/id...sshellshock.htm

Study: Marijuana Eases Traumatic Memories

http://cannabisnews.com/news/13/thread13601.shtml

Medical Marijuana: PTSD Medical Malpractice

http://salem-news.com/articles/june...veque_61407.php

Cannabis for the Wounded - Another Walter Reed Scandal

http://www.libertypost.org/cgi-bin/...=179973&Disp=11

PTSD and Cannabis: A Clinician Ponders Mechanism of Action

http://ccrmg.org/journal/06spr/perspective2.html

Cannabis Eases Post Traumatic Stress

http://ccrmg.org/journal/06spr/ptsd.html

Endocannabinoids extinguish bad memories in the brain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=123#1

Natural high helps banish bad memories

http://www.newscientist.com/article...d-memories.html

Pregnancy

Oily fish makes 'babies brainier'

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/health/4631006.stm

Ganja use among Jamaican women.

http://www.rism.org/isg/dlp/ganja/a...anjaBabyes.html

Dreher's Jamaican Pregnancy Study

http://www.november.org/stayinfo/br...reherStudy.html

Cannabis Relieves Morning Sickness

http://ccrmg.org/journal/06spr/dreher.html#morning

Prenatal Marijuana Exposure and Neonatal Outcomes in Jamaica

http://www.druglibrary.org/Schaffer.../can-babies.htm

The Endocannabinoid-CB Receptor System

http://www.nel.edu/pdf_/25_12/NEL251204A01_Fride_.pdf



CLAIM #7: MARIJUANA USE DURING PREGNANCY HARMS THE FETUS

http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannab...bis_myth7.shtml

Prenatal exposure

Prenatal Marijuana Exposure and Neonatal Outcomes in Jamaica

http://www.druglibrary.org/Schaffer.../can-babies.htm

The Endocannabinoid-CB Receptor System

http://www.nel.edu/pdf_/25_12/NEL251204A01_Fride_.pdf

Ganja use among Jamaican women.

http://www.rism.org/isg/dlp/ganja/a...anjaBabyes.html

Dreher's Jamaican Pregnancy Study

http://www.november.org/stayinfo/br...reherStudy.html

Nonmutagenic action of cannabinoids in vitro

http://trophort.com/005/993/005993433.html

Prenatal exposure to tobacco, alcohol, cannabis and caffeine on birth size and

subsequent growth.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...st_uids=3657756

Tobacco and marijuana use on offspring growth from birth through 3 years of age.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...Pubmed_RVDocSum

Prenatal marijuana use and neonatal outcome.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...Pubmed_RVDocSum

Pruritis

Cream with endocannabinoids effective in the treatment of pruritus

http://bbsnews.net/article.php/20051211212223236/print

Topical cannabinoid agonists : An effective new possibility for treating chronic

pruritus.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=196

Dronabinol in patients with intractable pruritus secondary to cholestatic liver

disease.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=116



Sativex

Sativex in the treatment of pain caused by rheumatoid arthritis

http://rheumatology.oxfordjournals....bstract/45/1/50

Sativex produced significant improvements in a subjective measure of spasticity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=170

Sativex in patients suffering from multiple sclerosis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=168

Sativex in patients suffering from multiple sclerosis associated detrusor

overactivity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=168

Sativex showed positive effects in 65 per cent of patients with chronic diseases

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=230#4

Schizophrenia/ Mental disorders

Increased cannabinoid receptor density in the posterior cingulate cortex in

schizophrenia.

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/16710682

Symptoms of schizotypy precede cannabis use.

http://www.ukcia.org/forum/read.php?7,7543,7579

Cannabidiol as an antipsychotic

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=171

Anandamide levels in cerebrospinal fluid of first-episode schizophrenic patients

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...of_cannabis_use

Delta-9-Tetrahydrocannabinol-Induced Effects on Psychosis and Cognition

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...s_and_Cognition

Cannabis is a First-Line Treatment for Childhood Mental Disorders

http://www.counterpunch.org/mikuriya07082006.html

Cannabis does not induce schizophrenia,

http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/12283.php

Cannabis use does not cause schizophrenia

http://www.health.am/psy/more/canna..._schizophrenia/

Cannabinoids and psychosis.



http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...Pubmed_RVDocSum

Cannabis as a psychotropic medication

http://bjp.rcpsych.org/cgi/content/full/185/1/78

Study Shows Long Term Marijuana Users Healthy

http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannab..._science3.shtml

Cannabis and schizophrenia link blurs further

http://www.newscientist.com/channel...rs-further.html

Evidence does not show a strong causal relation between the use of cannabis and

psychosocial harm

http://www.library.nhs.uk/mentalHea...24106&tabID=289
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Sickle Cell Disease

Cannabis Relieves Sickle Cell Disease!

http://www.cannabisculture.com/foru...?Number=1155878

Sickle Cell Disease and Cannabis

http://www.pacifier.com/~alive/cmu/Sickle_cell.htm

Marijuana smoking in young adults with sickle cell

http://caribbean.scielo.org/scielo....&lng=en&nrm=iso

Medical use of cannabis in sickle cell disease

http://www.chanvre-info.ch/info/it/...-in-sickle.html

Cannabis use in sickle cell disease: a questionnaire study.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...2&dopt=Abstract

Sleep modulation

Cannabidiol, a constituent of Cannabis sativa, modulates sleep in rats.

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abs...844117?prt=true

Dronabinol reduces signs and symptoms of idiopathic intracranial hypertension

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=181

Cannabis-based medicine in central pain in multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=175



Two cannabis based medicinal extracts for relief of central neuropathic pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=15

Functional role for cannabinoids in respiratory stability during sleep

http://www.pacifier.com/~alive/cmu/...sleep_apnea.htm

THC reduces sleep apnoea in animal research

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=120#1

Spasticity

The treatment of spasticity with Delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol in persons with

spinal cord injury.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=166

Cannabis-based medicine in spasticity caused by multiple sclerosis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=192

Cannabinoids in multiple sclerosis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=160

Sativex produced significant improvements in a subjective measure of spasticity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=170

Do cannabis-based medicinal extracts have general or specific effects on

symptoms in ms?

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=56

Efficacy, safety and tolerability of an oral cannabis extract in the treatment of

spasticity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=63

Are oral cannabinoids safe and effective in refractory neuropathic pain?

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=143

Experiences with THC-treatment in children and adolescents

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=80

The treatment of spasticity with D9-THC in patients with spinal cord injury

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=79

The effect of orally and rectally administered delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol on

spasticity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=12

Nabilone in the treatment of multiple sclerosis.



http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=11

Treatment of spasticity in spinal cord injury with dronabinol

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=112

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol shows antispastic and analgesic effects

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=10

Effect of cannabinoids on spasticity and ataxia in multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=2

Delta-9-THC in the treatment of spasticity associated with multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=1

Effect of Delta-9-THC on EMG Measurements in Human Spasticity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=110

The effect of delta-9-THC on human spasticity.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=154

Cannabis effect on spasticity in spinal cord injury.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=113

Treatment of human spasticity with delta 9-tetrahydrocannabinol.

` http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=8

Marihuana as a therapeutic agent for muscle spasm or spasticity.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=53

The perceived effects of marijuana on spinal cord injured males.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=138

Motor effects of delta 9 THC in cerebellar Lurcher mutant mice.

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...her_mutant_mice

Cannabis-based medicine in spasticity caused by multiple sclerosis

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...tiple_sclerosis

Spinal Cord Injury

The treatment of spasticity with Delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol in persons with

spinal cord injury.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=166

Are oral cannabinoids safe and effective in refractory neuropathic pain?



http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=143

The treatment of spasticity with D9-THC) in patients with spinal cord injury

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=79

Delta-9-THC as an alternative therapy for overactive bladders in spinal cord injury

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=102

The effect of orally and rectally administered delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol on

spasticity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=12

Treatment of spasticity in spinal cord injury with dronabinol

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=112

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol shows antispastic and analgesic effects

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=10

The effect of delta-9-THC on human spasticity.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=154

Cannabis effect on spasticity in spinal cord injury.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=113

Marihuana as a therapeutic agent for muscle spasm or spasticity.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=53

The perceived effects of marijuana on spinal cord injured males.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=138

Stroke

Cannabidiol has a cerebroprotective action

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...iting_mechanism

Delta(9)-THC) prevents cerebral infarction

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...ent_hypothermia

Medical marijuana: study shows that THC slows atherosclerosis

http://thenexthurrah.typepad.com/th...al_marijua.html

Tea as medicine

Cannabis tea revisited: A systematic evaluation



http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...Pubmed_RVDocSum

THC/tetrahydrocannabinol

THC is effective in the treatment of tics in Tourette syndrome

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=98

THC effective in Tourette-Syndrome

http://www.pacifier.com/~alive/cmu/tourette_thc.htm

THC effective in Tourette syndrome in a 6-week trial

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=146#1

Treatment of Tourette's Syndrome With Delta-9-Tetrahydrocannabinol

http://ajp.psychiatryonline.org/cgi.../full/156/3/495

THC inhibits primary marker of Alzheimer's disease

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=225#3

THC improves appetite and reverses weight loss in AIDS patients

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=189

Cancer-related anorexia-cachexia syndrome

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...xia_Study_Group

THC effective in appetite and weight loss in severe lung disease (COPD)

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=191#2

The antinociceptive effect of Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol in the arthritic rat

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...binoid_receptor

Synergy between Delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol and morphine in the arthritic rat

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...e_arthritic_rat

Bronchial effects of aerosolized delta 9-tetrahydrocannabinol

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=109

Bronchodilator effect of delta1-tetrahydrocannabinol administered by aerosol

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=60

Effects of smoked marijuana in experimentally induced asthma.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=57

Marijuana and oral delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol on specific airway conductance

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=67



New Synthetic Delta-9-THC Inhaler Offers Safe, Rapid Delivery

http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/22937.php

Smoked marijuana and oral delta-9-THC on specific airway conductance in

asthmatic subjects

http://www.ukcia.org/research/Smoke...InAsthmatic.php

Delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol in patients with recurrent glioblastoma multiforme.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=193

9-Tetrahydrocannabinol Inhibits Cell Cycle Progression in Human Breast Cancer

http://cancerres.aacrjournals.org/c...ract/66/13/6615

THC and prochlorperazine effective in reducing vomiting in women following

breast surgery

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=219#1

{Delta}9-Tetrahydrocannabinol-Induced Apoptosis in Jurkat Leukemia T Cells

http://mcr.aacrjournals.org/cgi/con...bstract/4/8/549

Delta(9)-THC) prevents cerebral infarction

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...ent_hypothermia

Medical marijuana: study shows that THC slows atherosclerosis

http://thenexthurrah.typepad.com/th...al_marijua.html

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol shows antispastic and analgesic effects

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=10

The effect of delta-9-THC on human spasticity.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=154

The treatment of spasticity with D9-THC) in patients with spinal cord injury

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=79

Delta-9-THC as an alternative therapy for overactive bladders in spinal cord injury

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=102

The effect of orally and rectally administered delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol on

spasticity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=12

The treatment of spasticity with Delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol in persons with

spinal cord injury.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=166



Delta-9-Tetrahydrocannabinol-Induced Effects on Psychosis and Cognition

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...s_and_Cognition

The effect of orally and rectally administered delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol on

spasticity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=12

Marihuana as a therapeutic agent for muscle spasm or spasticity.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=53

Analgesic effect of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=16

The analgesic properties of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol and codeine.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=17

The perceived effects of smoked cannabis on patients with multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=13

Cannabis use for chronic non-cancer pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=91

Tetrahydrocannabinol for treatment of chronic pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=147

Delta-9-THC based monotherapy in fibromyalgia patients

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=194

Delta(9)-THC) prevents cerebral infarction

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...ent_hypothermia

Delta(9)-Tetrahydrocannabinol protects hippocampal neurons from excitotoxicity

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl..._excitotoxicity

Tobacco vs Cannabis-

Cannabis Smoke and Cancer: Assessing the Risk

http://www.norml.org/index.cfm?Group_ID=6891

Cannabis and tobacco smoke are not equally carcinogenic

http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/ar...i?artid=1277837

Smoking Marijuana Does Not Cause Lung Cancer

http://www.mapinc.org/drugnews/v05/n1065/a03.html

Tobacco and marijuana use on offspring growth from birth through 3 years of age.



http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...Pubmed_RVDocSum

Progression from marijuana use to daily smoking and nicotine dependence

http://www.erowid.org/references/refs_view.php?ID=6951

High anxieties - What the WHO doesn't want you to know about cannabis

http://www.newscientist.com/article...t-cannabis.html

Radioactive tobacco

http://www.cannabisculture.com/news/tobacco/

Tourette’s Syndrome

Treatment of Tourette's Syndrome With Delta-9-Tetrahydrocannabinol

http://ajp.psychiatryonline.org/cgi.../full/156/3/495

THC is effective in the treatment of tics in Tourette syndrome

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=98

Treatment of Tourette's syndrome with Delta 9-tetrahydrocannabinol

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=99

Cannabinoids: possible role in patho-physiology and therapy of Gilles de la

Tourette syndrome.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=100

THC effective in Tourette-Syndrome

http://www.pacifier.com/~alive/cmu/tourette_thc.htm

THC effective in Tourette syndrome in a 6-week trial

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=146#1

Vaporizers

Vaporization as a smokeless cannabis delivery system

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=187

Smokeless Cannabis Delivery Device Efficient And Less Toxic

http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/71112.php

Volcano is to Vaporizer As Porsche is to Automobile

http://ccrmg.org/journal/04spr/volcano.html

Recommendation to Patients: "Don’t smoke, Vaporize"



http://ccrmg.org/journal/03sum/vaporize.html

Decreased respiratory symptoms in cannabis users who vaporize.

http://marijuana.researchtoday.net/archive/4/4/1195.htm

Use of vaporizers reduces toxins from cannabis smoke

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=146#2

Wilson’s Disease

Cannabis sativa and dystonia secondary to Wilson's disease.

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/15390041 

Photo credit >

Tips for Finding a Reputable Medical Cannabis Clinic – Greenway Medical

Marijuana Physicians in San Francisco offers just that.

http://www.unitedpatientsgroup.com/blog/2012/02/06/tips-for-finding-a-reput

able-medical-marijuana-clinic-greenway-medical-marijuana-physicians-in-san-fra

ncisco-offers-just-that/

---Please share! <3

Legalize Cannabis Everywhere!: Cannabis Cure By:Rick Simpsons<>Click here<>

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.583589891658749.1073741835.340

205239330550&type=1&l=55b3afad2e<>

Check it out share please thanks very much! ?

The Many Uses of Hemp -http://www.informationdistillery.com/hemp.htm> — with

Tammy Burnem Marshall.

Friday 22 March 2013

Dagga Movement 22 March 2013 07:39AM         g

Some people believe Stan Meyer's invention is a myth, a con or a pipe dream. I beg to differ. Why

would oil companies offer him billions for his invention? If his technology is ever replicated they will use

prohibition to ban the use of water powered vehicles just like they have with the wonder-plant; Dagga.

Or maybe the the reason why the oil industries have delayed development of alternative fuels they

polluted our water so one day when they invent the water powered car they will claim all of the world's

water is too polluted to be used in their modified version that onl accepts a certain modified water and

again rain supreme as the corporate leaders of the world. Funny the future of generations to come lie in

the hands of money hungry bigots.

We need to format our drives and load a more sophisticated operating systems my friends... Capitalism

v4.0 is outdated, wasteful and downright in-humane...



OMG!!! I have actually ridden in this Doom Buggy years ago. A school friend Larry

had horses and we'd go ride all the time. He told me about it and I did not...

Stan Meyer's water powered car demonstrated 1986 Channel 6 News, Columbus,

Ohio: www.youtube.com

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
The horror of grammar for posts that go out live on social media...
22 March 2013 07:43AM

Dagga Movement 22 March 2013 07:44AM         g

That flag represents every dagga user.

Timeline Photos: TODAY'S CARTOON: SA's new human rights struggle, according

to Jerm. What do you think of this commentary? For more Jerm 'toons follow the

link http://bit.ly/104aIDM

e 1 person likes this - George Rox

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
Not only does it represent dagga users but every person who has

cancer or who has ever passed away because of dagga prohibition

over the last hundred years.
22 March 2013 07:48AM

Dagga Movement 22 March 2013 07:54AM         g

The active ingredient in marijuana cuts tumor growth in common lung cancer in

half and significantly reduces the ability of the cancer to spread, say researchers at

Harvard University who tested the chemical in both lab and mouse studies.

Marijuana Cuts Lung Cancer Tumor Growth In Half, Study Shows:

www.sciencedaily.com

Dagga Movement 22 March 2013 06:29PM         g

Most are available for R200 Small to XXL...

DHC T-Shirts: Also available with a Black Cannabis leaf.



Dagga Movement 22 March 2013 06:29PM         g

Most are available for R200 Small to XXL...

DHC T-Shirts: Also available with a Black Cannabis leaf.

Dagga Movement 22 March 2013 10:43PM         g

You can't judge me until you have walked in my shoes!

Photos of Chicago Moms for Marijuana: Dope Kicks & Stash Boxes

www.facebook.com/customcanvasea

Saturday 23 March 2013

Dagga Movement 23 March 2013 07:39AM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788

Dagga Movement 23 March 2013 09:08AM         g

Funny

Follow us on Twitter @Realdrugfacts Like us on facebook! Go too ..

http://www.facebook.com/therealdrugfacts Ok so this video uploaded for

educational and non...

Marijuana VS. Crystal Meth - Funny but true video: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 23 March 2013 09:10AM         g

http://youtu.be/LXL7kOKckcM



Watch the full length documentary at www.MarijuanaMovie.org In this myth

shattering, information packed documentary, learn from physicians and leading

resear...

Medicinal Cannabis and its impact on Human Health - [Official Trailer]:

www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 23 March 2013 09:25AM         g

How this list came about - "If the truth won't do, then something is wrong!"

Those were the furious words of my Grandfather to my Mother.  I had walked in

from joyfully stuffing my face with red raspberries in the garden, straight into "war

zone"! My gentle Grandfather in a fury, his hand raised! M...

Granny Storm Crow's List: https://www.facebook.com/GrannyStormCrowsList

Dagga Movement 23 March 2013 09:32AM         g

Please click on the photo and vote for Brave Mykayla!!!

Vote by 'liking' your favorite photo. Please vote only once. Voting will remain open

between NOW and noon (CT) on March 25.

Cartoon Contest - Vote for 1!: Meet Brave Mykayla. Mykayla says…I am seven years

old. I was diagnosed with Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia this last summer and life

has changed a lot since then! Before I had cancer I was a very healthy little girl who

had hardly ever had a cold... when I got cancer I had to stay in the hospital and start

taking a lot of different medications, lots of procedures, pokes, and other not fun

stuff.

I received my chemo duck from the child life specialist the first week I was in the

hospital. They showed me how they were going to be giving me chemotherapy

through my port with chemo duck. I even get to give chemo duck his medications

from time to time!

Chemo duck has also helped my baby sister! She learned about my port and how

sissy has to have medications through a port Chemo Duck has helped me and my

baby sissy not be so afraid and alone when it comes to chemotherapy and cancer.

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
Vote by clicking on the photo and liking it on the posted page.
23 March 2013 11:45AM
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Timeline Photos: With Pixie River Rat.

Sunday 24 March 2013

Dagga Movement 24 March 2013 12:50PM         g

Photos from Natures Answer's post in Help us Reform today's Marijuana Laws:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=366590406787479&set=gm.4065663

69438799&type=1

Dagga Movement 24 March 2013 12:52PM         g

So, you smoke cannabis. Welcome to the club. This of course is a non-exclusive

club, and consists of over 15 million Americans who have consumed in the past

month, and nearly 100 million who have smoked at least once in their lives.

So You Smoke Cannabis (And Why That's Okay) - The Joint Blog: thejointblog.com

e 1 person likes this - Winston Leach

Monday 25 March 2013

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 09:32AM         g

This could be South Africa's future!

Timeline Photos: If you are a researcher of any kind of alternative information, you

already know this to be true -especially given that the technology already exists

today to make cars smarter, safer and more eco-friendly (no fossil fuels necessary.)

?www.collective-evolution.com/2013/02/25/henry-ford-hemp-plastic-car-strong

er/

e 1 person likes this - Brenden Arthur Campbell



Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 09:34AM         g

Timeline Photos: With Nathan Mufasa Bowden and 16 others.

e 2 people like this - Ian D. Samson, Luke Kriel

f 2 comments

Ian D. Samson
AMEN! FUCK THE POLICE!
25 March 2013 10:14AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Renate Dicken
Renate likes this!
28 March 2013 08:34PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 09:53AM         g

Timeline Photos: [020] Why We Fight.

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 09:53AM         g

Timeline Photos: It's a violation of our constitutional rights, that's what it is, ~mami —

at New England Patriots.

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 09:53AM         g

ALL

Timeline Photos: There is currently today, with slavery criminalized, more slavery

occurring on this planet than ever before--and that's before you count all the wage

slaves out there, working day after day for the promise of a shiny, gold-plated

future that will never come to be. It's time to stop living for 10 or 15 years from now



and start giving more consideration to the here and now and how we are all

constantly getting fucked every single moment of the day by our government and

the corporations that control it and the rest of this depraved society we are a part

of.

Posted by: The Soothsayer

Join us: http://www.facebook.com/thenwowillfail

Listen To Our Daily Show 4PM PST/ 7PM EST

http://www.blogtalkradio.com/thenwowillfail — with Thounaojam Brinda and Alabi

Ayodele.

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 09:54AM         g

Another reason why all should smoke dagga instead of tobacco...

Mobile Uploads: Nicotine binds irreversibly with melanin making it easier for

darker-skinned individuals to get addicted and harder for them to quit. — with

Smoke-a-holic.

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 10:06AM         g

Timeline Photos: Epic

e 1 person likes this - Ian D. Samson

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 10:09AM         g

Lets get lost in this forest!



Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 10:10AM         g

Brave Mykayla's story!

When 7-year-old Mykayla Comstock was diagnosed with leukemia in July, it was

less than three days before her mother filed Oregon medical marijuana paperwork

so the child could take lime-flavored capsules filled with cannabis oil.The decision

to give Mykayla the capsules came naturally to Erin...

Medical Marijuana for 7-Year-Old?: abcnews.go.com

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 10:11AM         g

Marijuana isn't exactly known as a cognitive enhancer but a new review suggests

that the active ingredients in marijuana hold promise for preventing— or even

reversing— brain aging and possibly Alzheimer's and other degenerative brain

diseases.

How Cannabinoids May Slow Brain Aging | TIME.com: healthland.time.com

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 10:14AM         g

Hemp Car For The Win!

Archived 1941 footage of Henry Ford and his cellulose car. There is no recorded or

known activity with hemp plastic until Paul Benhaim developed the 'High Fl...

Henry Ford Hemp Plastic Car: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 10:23AM         g

Hemp Plastics (http://www.hempplastic.com) may be the main material in a cars.

Paul Benhaim demonstrates how hemp and modern car making materials differ in

t...



NEW FOOTAGE Henry Ford 2nd - Hemp Plastic: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 10:38AM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=471268034609&id=114344599609&ai

d=283402

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 10:47AM         g

Must Watch!

Abby Martin takes a look at the real reason why hemp is illegal in the US, the truth

might surprise you. LIKE Breaking the Set @ http://fb.me/BreakingTheSet ...

How Hemp Threatens the Corporatocracy _ Brainwash Update: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 10:53AM         g

READ DESCRIPTION! How can you turn weed into a legal full time job? The multi-billion dollar

Cannabis industry will be emerging out o the black market over t...

Starting A (Legal) Career In Cannabis: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 11:00AM         g

Crimestoppers explain to CNN how scratch n' sniff cannabis cards help to identify

illegal cannabis growers in London.

Cannabis 'scratch n' sniff' cards: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 11:56AM mobile        b

5 people arrested for dagga possesion in WC mega roadblock!



http://ewn.mobi/news/Local/wc-traffic-executes-mega-roadblock/23129?nocache=13642052275150

1eabf3371

f 10 comments

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
Fuck the popo's 
25 March 2013 11:59AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
Should have hid it under the car seats. 
25 March 2013 12:03PM

Dagga Movement
Dont they have dogs to sniff for dagga? Lol no scratch n sniffs required
25 March 2013 12:04PM

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
Put the weed in a plastic then pour a little pepper spice on the plastic.black pepper works

wonders
25 March 2013 12:26PM

Dagga Movement
Nah bra its has been proven that a dog sense of smell is most powerful. Pepper might

deter a dog but he will smell the dagga.  The only sure fire way is to have a female dog

that is in heat in the same vicinity. Whether male of female, dogs are distracted by a dog in

heat. 
25 March 2013 12:30PM

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
Okay but how come when i had my weed in 10l bucket in a plastic and poured the pepper

spice i didnt get caught?
25 March 2013 12:35PM

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
And the sniffer dogs where there 
25 March 2013 12:36PM

Dagga Movement
Not sure man but I wouldn't stake my life on the pepper spice. Jeeze why do we need to

hide like criminals. Fuck the popo!
25 March 2013 01:16PM

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
Most definetly we need to get a nationwide strike! On legalization of marijuana.
25 March 2013 02:36PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Legalization, decriminalization and normalization! Dagga is a lifestyle not a drug!
25 March 2013 02:38PM

e 1 person likes this - Endy Max Hlatshwayo



Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 01:17PM         b

In South Africa 3666.67 people die every month because of tobacco. Not a single life has ever been

taken by dagga yet it is illegal. I want to choose a safe alternative to alcohol and tobacco but I am

branded a criminal for doing so!

I am exposed to the black market where a person of any age could buy any illegal item.

I am driven to drink by our government who is strongly influenced by the tobacco, alcohol and oil

industries.

Countless jobs could be created with dagga.

Countless lives could be saved with dagga.

Bring real crime down by freeing the SAPS of 1 000 000 hours they spend on booking and jailing dagga

users. Bring down the road death toll. Bring down prohibition.

If we start now South Africa can solve world hunger in 4 months.

There is no madness except the madness of prohibition.

Word wakker mense!

e 1 person likes this - Donnovan Rottcher

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 01:58PM         g

So much stupid and aggressive behaviour down in the comments.. Can't people?

just stop and think for a second in a better way than their own narrow

perspective..?

US soldier throws his medals and stars and quits after IRAQ false War.:

www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 02:00PM         g

Look at this , all done by lies and preplanned war by also sacrificing 3000 innocent

American civilians (911) , the use of Depleted Uranium is using weapons ...

IRAQ TO SUE US and UK OVER DEPLETED URANIUM , destroying all life in the

region: www.youtube.com



Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 02:07PM         g

The CIA and Mossad where created by The Knights of Malta Hillary Clinton - We

created Al-Qaida - ? http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1HzHz06lmjI Bush is

Jesuit ...

911 Truth - Who really Profitted from 911 ? Find out Now: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 02:44PM mobile        b

More on the N1 dagga bust...

http://ewn.mobi/news/Local/drug-bust-on-the-n1-highway/23167?nocache=1364214609515043517d

697

Note the first comment a citizen applaudes the success of the dagga bust.

f 3 comments

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
Fuck the citizens applauding them 
25 March 2013 02:50PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Ras Ray Von Croy
Ay man thats bad ay the cops are badluck an foolish
27 March 2013 08:31AM

Ras Ray Von Croy
Why do u get sme ppl what had an issue with ganja ? Fucked u knw GOD had made weed

an now they say weed is bad 
27 March 2013 08:33AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 02:56PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 02:59PM         g



Photos of Chicago Moms for Marijuana:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151510020739082&set=o.36258439

3812715&type=1

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 02:59PM         g

Photos of Chicago Moms for Marijuana:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151510021724082&set=o.362584393

812715&type=1

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 03:00PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 03:08PM         g

Police brutality is not limited to South Africa...

Omaha police officers allegedly used obsessive force on a young unarmed man

followed by 10 or more officers on another man who they chased into the man's

home for trying to help the other - Gilr Roberts

Disturbing: Omaha Nebraska Police Using Excessive Force!:

www.worldstarhiphop.com

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 03:09PM         g

Police brutality is not limited to South Africa...

Omaha police officers allegedly used obsessive force on a young unarmed man

followed by 10 or more officers on another man who they chased into the man's

home for trying to help the other - Gilr Roberts

Disturbing: Omaha Nebraska Police Using Excessive Force!:

www.worldstarhiphop.com



Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 03:22PM         g

In the popo we distrust...

MELBOURNE, Fla -- The family of an elderly Melbourne with dementia man says they plan on suing

the police department -- all over a violent confrontation that...

POLICE BRUTALITY- Cop Turns off Dash Cam & Attacks Unarmed 66 Year Old Man with Dementia:

www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 03:32PM         g

Know your rights when talking to a police officer:

http://policecrimes.com/police.html There's no law that requires you to talk to a

police officer. FaceBook...

Police Officer Has a Road Rage Moment Goes on a Power Trip: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 03:39PM         g

It is perfectly legal for police to treat unarmed suspects with brutality just because they can...

2012

Police Brutality Greatest Hits 2012: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 03:42PM         g

Not even our children is safe from police brutality!

Police: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 04:20PM mobile        b

Happy 4:20!!!

e 3 people like this - Cerisha S Ranjeeth, Christie-Lee Theilig, Endy Max Hlatshwayo



Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 05:27PM         g

Timeline Photos: One of our recent entries to our Dagga Sticker Bomb competition

:)

"Seems that Cannabis Indica is missing from the period medicines on display at

Constantiaberg Hospital, ground floor near the lifts."

Have you entered yet?

http://www.belowthelion.co.za/daggasticker-bomb-competition/

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 06:12PM         g

Destroy the evidence... LOL

If you do not succeed …: lolzbook.com

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 06:48PM         g

That popo know how good that dagga is... you can see it in the smile!

Dagga with an estimated street value of R3.7m has been found on two men in

Bhisho.

Two caught with 307kg of dagga: www.news24.com

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 06:57PM         g

Attention South African peeps! Do not forget to jot down the Global Dagga March in your calendar

4MAY2013 10AM CAPE TOWN Cnr Keizergracht / Chapel St!

: https://www.facebook.com/events/493372347378471/

e 1 person likes this - Jeremy David Acton



Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 07:12PM         d

https://www.facebook.com/events/493372347378471

e 2 people like this - Dorian Gray, Jeremy David Acton

Dagga Movement 25 March 2013 11:58PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=125069391007826&id=125068134341

285&aid=21455

Tuesday 26 March 2013

Dagga Movement 26 March 2013 12:07AM         g

It is the job of every member that is part of the dagga lifestyle to share all posts and educate people.

Share it with everyone you know... Must watch: epilepsy cured with dagga oil!

The following footage is from Today Tonight which is owned by Channal Seven

Australia, and not me, this clip is intended for information & education purposes...

Medical Cannabis Australia: www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Pierre van Niekerk

Dagga Movement 26 March 2013 12:10AM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=125069391007826&id=125068134341

285&aid=21455

e 1 person likes this - Atanas Kotev



Dagga Movement 26 March 2013 12:12AM         g

Timeline Photos: Love my Salads

e 2 people like this - Deon van Wyk, George Rox

Dagga Movement 26 March 2013 06:36AM         b

Wake n Bake: it's the very first thing you do when wake up!

Stoners never get out bed with the wrong foot.

Dagga Movement 26 March 2013 08:06AM         d

Dagga Movement 26 March 2013 08:34AM         g

Soms wonder ek of UFOs nie maar net mense is wat time travel en van die

toekoms afkom en kyk hoe die wereld gelyk het nie toe die wereld nog mooi was

en ons nog dom was...

Sometimes I wonder if UFOs are not just people who time travel from future to

come  see what the world looked like when the world was still beautiful and we

were still stupid and stubborn...

Mickey Dangerez:

https://www.facebook.com/theMichaelHawthorne/posts/10151798860919027

e 1 person likes this - Brenden Arthur Campbell



Dorian Gray > Dagga Movement 26 March 2013 08:49AM         g

Share the Message: With Yulia Maidarnis.

f 3 comments

Dagga Movement
In the northern hemisphere...
26 March 2013 04:15PM

Dorian Gray
lol besides that thought you would find it interesting which group

promoted it
26 March 2013 04:20PM

Dorian Gray
and its always grow time :p
26 March 2013 04:20PM

Dagga Movement 26 March 2013 10:12AM         b

I have even been blocked from posting directly on any page wall for advocating the herb.

Got my head chewed off in this group after I started a fire regarding dagga and it's healing properties.

Got banned. I swear by the time when dagga is legalized I will be banned on more pages and groups

and contacts than I have friends, like pages and subscribe to groups.

HAHAHAHA; It's for the love of dagga!

https://www.facebook.com/groups/ateisafrikaans/

e 1 person likes this - Zanica Plankie Parsons

f 7 comments

Dorian Gray
haha no offence but looking at that group you should've known the out come
26 March 2013 11:54AM

Dagga Movement
HAHAHA yeah but I was expecting atheist who have an alternative view and could also

relate to the persecution in a way would be supportive but I always expect fire. Hate being

silenced though I am bit of a control freak when it comes to free speech.
26 March 2013 11:59AM



Dorian Gray
lol try and buy grow lights get very interesting reactions :P hmm possibly i different angle

google can provide any twist to anything check out this page its sooo stupid its funny

https://www.facebook.com/BanWeed?ref=ts&fref=ts
26 March 2013 12:21PM

Dagga Movement
lol I have seen many of these troll pages... Created by troll but their actually helping

spread the word... If people read the post by others hahahaha....
26 March 2013 12:28PM

Dorian Gray
Best parts are about injecting weed
26 March 2013 12:30PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Hahahaha and there are some people who are gullible enough to believe it!
26 March 2013 12:46PM

Dorian Gray
its a kak funny page
26 March 2013 12:48PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 26 March 2013 12:45PM         g

If you guys haven't like Stoned Gecko yet please do so now!

Just for weed fans to have some laughs

Stoned Gecko: https://www.facebook.com/stoner.gecko

Dagga Movement 26 March 2013 01:55PM         g

via Stoned Gecko

Timeline Photos: With Mario Varnava and Radd Rukkuz.

e 1 person likes this - Chad Newton

Dagga Movement 26 March 2013 02:19PM         g

What an awesome dream for now... Maybe we can feature some typical headshop items... however the



Dagga Shop will venture into the medical cannabis industry...

Our mission is to one day supply South Africa with medical and recreation dagga

legally.

Dagga Shop: https://www.facebook.com/DaggaShop

Dagga Movement 26 March 2013 03:58PM         g

Hemp Can Save The Planet!

Industrial Hemp:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=10151479052622306&id=1816485623

05&aid=583666

e 1 person likes this - George Rox

Dagga Movement 26 March 2013 04:21PM         b

Happy 4:20

Dagga Movement 26 March 2013 06:18PM         g

Timeline Photos: <3 — with Prime Time and 5 others.

Dagga Movement 26 March 2013 06:19PM         g

Timeline Photos: Everybody's got a little time fo' dat

~Seann

Dagga Movement 26 March 2013 06:21PM         g



Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788

Dagga Movement 26 March 2013 06:22PM         g

Timeline Photos: Quote @ Raptivism The place with Revolutionairy HipHop ONLY !!

Dagga Movement 26 March 2013 06:28PM         g

Timeline Photos: 420 Highness Chart

Dagga Movement 26 March 2013 06:29PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=273944129735&id=249899034735&ai

d=139611

Dagga Movement 26 March 2013 06:31PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=273944129735&id=249899034735&ai

d=139611

Dagga Movement 26 March 2013 06:34PM         g



Timeline Photos: HEY YOU!

http://www.momsformarijuana.org/blogs/blog1.php/cures

Wednesday 27 March 2013

Dagga Movement 27 March 2013 11:39AM         g

"Bust after bust after bust one would swear the police have nothing better to do... How's bout finding

missing people or locking up real criminals??" - Sasha Fouche

A large dagga plantation discovered in Saulsville, Pretoria West, has seen scores of

residents rushing to harvest the banned herb

'Weed field found in Saulsville': www.sowetanlive.co.za

e 2 people like this - Nada Gerasimovska, Pierre van Niekerk

Kent Van Heerden > Dagga Movement 27 March 2013 01:19PM         f

Does anyone have information pertaining to high CBD (cannabidiol) strains of marijuana and their effect

on anxiety, paranoia and schizophrenia?

From my understanding every south african strain is a sativa usually with no CBD due to selective

breeding.

I have read that cannabidiol was as effective as antipsychotic medications for controlling schizophrenia

and anxiety, however I have no anecdotal evidence with regards to the actual herb being used for this.

e 1 person likes this - Jason Jay

f 22 comments

Dagga Movement
My best advice is to test for yourself, seeing as no medical doctor has any experience with

this so you will have to try and test...

I am not sure if most strains are Sativa I believe the more common strains available at the

moment especially in Kimberley are hybrids leaning over to the Indica side.

Unless you know the person who grew the actual plant there is no way of telling whether

what the guy selling it to you is saying it is in fact true.



If it makes you sleepy, couch locked or tired it's Indica if it makes you creative and

energizes you in any way it is Sativa.

Now when it comes to hybrids the more it makes you sleepy and tired the higher the CBD

content...

As for whether Indica workds for anxiety, paranoia and schizophrenia I personally am not

sure. I am sure Indica is the right root because you don't want to energize a schizophrenian

mind you would like to chill it with some Indica...

Same goes for anxiety and paranoia, logically Indica should sooth both these symptoms

where Sativa might increase anxiety and paranoia... but then again there are people who

might find the opposites true...

Something that I once thought of is that Indica and Sativa is like the + and - poles of a

battery in a way...

Some people are center positive and others a center negative. Some people might even

be center positive and negative...

The effects of the two strains remain the however the mind deals with each strain in its

own way.

I hope you will find some useful info in my reply.

Google for cannabis cures... there is a ton of info out there. They will tell you exactly what

strain works for what problem...

27 March 2013 02:01PM

Dagga Movement
ps. we need medical cannabis in SA I am not sure where one would get medical grade

cannabis seeds but I will be working on a new project called Dagga Shop which I hope

one day when dagga is legalized will stock medical grade dagga.
27 March 2013 02:02PM

e 1 person likes this - Kent Van Heerden

Kent Van Heerden
I have read that there are strains of cannabis that have a more than 1:1 ratio of cbd to thc.

Where most strains are around 1:100 ratio.

In Israel there is even a strain that has zero THC and 25% CBD, I could imagine these would

work fantastic for anxiety and schizophrenia as the current scientific literature suggests

that CBD is extremely effective at treating.

I guess until medical cannabis is legal in South Africa we just won't know.
27 March 2013 02:13PM



Dagga Movement
Dagga with zero THC is called Industrial Hemp. 

Even though industrial hemp has 0% THC it has lots CBD content.

http://www.bringingithomemovie.com/industrial-hemp

http://forum.grasscity.com/medical-marijuana-usage-applications/430813-if-hemp-high

-cbd-why-arent-we-using-hemp.html

I am not sure whether Tony from Hemporium SA would be able to assist you with

industrial hemp for consumption. They are the first company in South Africa to grow legal

industrial hemp.

I am also not sure which method is best for ingestion, whether it is smoking or eating.

We might have come to the conclusion that although one would not get high from

smoking industrial hemp it might offer relief for people suffering with anxiety and or

paranoia.
27 March 2013 02:32PM

Kent Van Heerden
Hemp only has a 1-3% CBD, I'm talking about cannabis.

http://news.discovery.com/tech/biotechnology/medical-marijuana-thc-120706.htm

The only cannabis strain to have no THC with high CBD is Avidekel.

Hemp may have small amounts of cbd but it lacks other cannabinoids that are beneficial

in cannabis eg. Cannabigerol, Tetrahydrocannabivarin, Cannabidivarin, Cannabichromene

etc...

But there are about 4 other strains that contain thc and cbd, but a might higher

concentration of cbd (Up to 2000x more) eg. Harlequin, Cannatonic
27 March 2013 02:43PM

Kent Van Heerden
in the 1960's marijuana typically had a 1:1 ratio of thc to cbd.

Over the years, selective breeding has reduced this to around 100:1 and sometimes 1000:1

thc to cbd.

This could explain the increase in marijuana schizophrenia, since the cbd acts as an

antipsychotic that nature has put in there to naturally balance out the negative effects.

There is also this interesting video:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2cAFRAX3Gs

Note the stark difference, pure thc = paranoia. thc + cbd = good happy feelings.

Todays strains tend to be all about the thc, which is a darn shame.



27 March 2013 02:49PM

Dagga Movement
Hemp is Cannabis is Marijuana is Dagga. I get what you are saying.

The lower ratio of THC to CBD of industrial hemp means that it is very easy to create a

CBD concentrated oil from industrial hemp which will then be much more beneficial to

medical problems that are relieved by CBD.
27 March 2013 02:58PM

Dagga Movement
Also
27 March 2013 02:59PM

Dagga Movement
It might even be possible to cross breed a local high quality dagga strain with an industrial

hemp strain to create a medical grade cannabis...
27 March 2013 03:00PM

Dagga Movement
"Well, right now there's simply no strains available where cbd will make up more than 2%

of the overall cannabinoids (.5% of the flower weight) and no way of cultivating a

noticeably higher cbd content. For the most part conversion of cbg into cbd is controlled

by a single gene (Bd) which is codominant with the gene that converts cbg into thc. For

example a plant that inherits a Bd gene from one parent and a Bt gene from the other will

have roughly equal content of Cbd and Thc. However, if the plant is homozygous for Bd it

will have very little thc and if its homozygous for Bt it will have very little Cbd. "- zamalito
27 March 2013 03:02PM

Dagga Movement
This thread has some neat info 

>>> https://www.icmag.com/ic/showthread.php?t=60763

Your best bet would be a landrace indica whatever that means I am educating myself on

that terminology...
27 March 2013 03:05PM

Kent Van Heerden
"Well, right now there's simply no strains available where cbd will make up more than 2%

of the overall cannabinoids (.5% of the flower weight) and no way of cultivating a

noticeably higher cbd content. For the most part conversion of cbg into cbd is controlled

by a single gene (Bd) which is codominant with the gene that converts cbg into thc. For

example a plant that inherits a Bd gene from one parent and a Bt gene from the other will

have roughly equal content of Cbd and Thc. However, if the plant is homozygous for Bd it

will have very little thc and if its homozygous for Bt it will have very little Cbd. "- zamalito

That post was from 2007,  we have come a long way since then.

There are now strains with over 10% CBD now.



Harlequin - 9% THC, 10% CBD (Ratio 9:10)

http://en.seedfinder.eu/strain-info/Harlequin/Clone_Only_Strains/

Cannatonic - 8.8% THC, 5.6% CBD (9:6 Ratio)

http://en.seedfinder.eu/strain-info/Cannatonic/Resin_Seeds/

27 March 2013 06:05PM

Kent Van Heerden
There's also Avidekel, at 1% THC, 15.8% CBD
27 March 2013 06:06PM

Kent Van Heerden
In any case, what I'm wondering is whether there is any experience on the effectiveness of

high cbd strains of weed with moderate or low thc levels having a lower anxiety/paranoia

profile.

If so, it could definitely do wonders for harm reduction for people who already have

pre-existing mental conditions yet still be used recreationally.
27 March 2013 06:14PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
That is some interesting stuff!!
28 March 2013 09:18AM

Dagga Movement
That excerpt is from a Industrial Hemp discussion.

I have spoken to a long time grower; he told me that the CBD content is effected by

climate conditions and that any strain grown in South Africa will have an increased CBD

percentage.

That means that unless you buy from the original source or from someone that can be

trusted to know the source. It would be difficult for one to know the strain or what ratio it

has.

Because once those high CBD strains are planted in SA the ratio of THC to CBD will be

effected.

We need weed normalized so that proper shops can stock labelled products...

but to come to the point of you original question: I seriously think that a high CBD strain will

be an alternative for people who do suffer from anxiety and paranoia but whether

smoking is the catalyst for their medication I am not sure but am confident.



I wish there was some more people on here who could give personal testimonies.

Have you tried asking this question on the The Dagga Couple?

28 March 2013 09:28AM

Kent Van Heerden
I'll give it a try and see if anyone there knows more about it.

Thanks for the awesome debate and info. :)
28 March 2013 11:07AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Like wise!

Do not hesitate to ask questions or share anything...
28 March 2013 03:17PM

Dagga Movement
Like wise!

Do not hesitate to ask questions or share anything...
28 March 2013 03:17PM

Jason Jay
Kent, dopnt have tome to repsond, but you are on to something. African strains are known

to have higher ratios of CBD to THC, specifically Nigerian. So important we save out SADC

landraces.
2 April 2013 04:25PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Kent Van Heerden

Dagga Movement
http://youtu.be/swojBQoCEhM

Dr William Courtney stumbled onto a strain with 22% CBD he was astounded because the

previous day he only had a strain with 1%
10 April 2013 06:26PM

e 1 person likes this - Kent Van Heerden

Kent Van Heerden
I found an article yesterday showing that CBD alleviates the paranoia and anxiety caused

by THC.

This is definitely the way forward for responsible cannabis use as well as the future for

medical use of cannabis.

Here's a link to the article:

http://bjp.rcpsych.org/content/192/4/306.full



I've also started a page dedicated to CBD and its medical properties:

https://www.facebook.com/CannabidiolProjectPanacea

10 April 2013 10:47PM

Dagga Movement 27 March 2013 03:23PM         d

I wake up at sunrise and I smoke all day, repeat, come sunset and I smoke all night, sleep. The only

time I fail to smoke is when I have run dry. I do not know multiple choice and I do not know abundance

but I am flying every second of my life. High until I die!

e 1 person likes this - Pierre van Niekerk

Dagga Movement 27 March 2013 04:52PM         g

Most are available for R200 Small to XXL...

DHC T-Shirts: The cannabis leaf are available in grey however the color gray was

chosen to show the original design which feature black on black print for the leaf.

Dagga Movement 27 March 2013 04:54PM         g

Most are available for R200 Small to XXL...

DHC T-Shirts: The cannabis leafs are available in grey however the color grey was

chosen to show the original design which feature black on black print for the leafs.

e 1 person likes this - Jeremy David Acton

Thursday 28 March 2013



Dagga Movement 28 March 2013 09:48AM         g

Timeline Photos: Pre-Order your May the 4th, Cape Town Global Cannabis March

T-Shirt 

here http://tiny.cc/CapeGCM_shirts 

Cape Town, Global Cannabis March - May the 4th 10AM @ Cnr Keizergracht /

Chapel St.

R10 donation from each sale goes to The Dagga Couple :)

info@norml.org.za for local cash orders

or visit Little Amsterdam Head Shop

Event details:

https://www.facebook.com/events/493372347378471/?ref=ts&fref=ts

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
We no longer hide in the shadows, We are living the revolution;

Cannabis should not only be an available choice but a requirement.

Did you know that government adds fluoride to our drinking water

without consent. It is proven fact that cannabis is safer than fluoride.

We have to march for our freedom. We aren't criminals.

We shouldn't be made to feel ashamed when they label us potheads

and criminals. They the government and everyone who is

prohibitionist are the guilty party.

~ Dagga Movement
28 March 2013 09:54AM

Dagga Movement 28 March 2013 09:56AM         g

We no longer hide in the shadows, We are living the revolution; Cannabis should not only be an

available choice but a requirement.

Did you know that government adds fluoride to our drinking water without consent. It is proven fact that

cannabis is safer than fluoride.

We have to march for our freedom. We aren't criminals.



We shouldn't be made to feel ashamed when they label us potheads and criminals. They the

government and everyone who is prohibitionist are the guilty party.

https://www.facebook.com/events/493372347378471

: https://www.facebook.com/events/493372347378471/

Dagga Movement 28 March 2013 10:41AM         d

Dagga Movement 28 March 2013 11:19AM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=189212871116668&id=136879386350

017&aid=35961

Dagga Movement 28 March 2013 03:59PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=125069391007826&id=125068134341

285&aid=21455

e 1 person likes this - Dejan Minovski

Dagga Movement 28 March 2013 04:07PM         g



Timeline Photos: Orange Pipe ;-)

e 1 person likes this - Pierre van Niekerk

Dagga Movement 28 March 2013 04:09PM         g

Look how proud Black Label is of their users but when dagga smokers share their love they are

labelled along side criminals...

Timeline Photos: Our Champion Fan, Danilo Speelman is ready for the long

weekend. Are you? — with Alicia Masthathu Tsoli Khohlela and 14 others.

f 2 comments

Redeye Mike
Great ad for drink driving...NOT
28 March 2013 05:07PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
I def agree.

I am not given the same courtesy. I also want a branded

dagga drink of which I can proclaim in public of being a huge

supporter thereof.
28 March 2013 06:36PM

Gerd Bader
"dronkenstories" and hospitalbills......champions?
29 March 2013 07:34AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 28 March 2013 04:13PM         g

Happy toking! 420 all weekend!

? Please share create awareness & educate! ?

------------------------------------------------------------

Our goal is to Educate & promote the legalization of Cannabis in all countries of the

world for both medicinal and recreational use, along with the legalization of

industrial hemp.

We advocate the immediate legalization of the herbaceous plant Cannabis sativa

in all its varieties, products, and uses, including cannabis for medicinal purposes,



cannabis for recreational use, and hemp for fiber and other products. Cannabis and

hemp should be legal in all the world. We call upon the governments of all states

and nations, and we call upon the United Nations, to terminate their policies and

practices of cannabis/hemp prohibition. We celebrate liberty with the residents of

those states and nations where cannabis and hemp are already legal. The need to

end prohibition of medicinal cannabis is especially urgent, and the rationale for

legalizing it immediately is especially compelling. People with illnesses and

ailments should be able to purchase medicinal cannabis without fear of breaking

the law.

---------------------------------------------------------------

Please check out all of our pages listed here thanks:

1>>https://www.facebook.com/group420times

2>>https://www.facebook.com/Legalizetheworld

3>>https://www.facebook.com/420TimesRocks

4>>https://www.facebook.com/LegalizeIndiana

5>>https://www.facebook.com/TrippyHippieWorld

6>>https://www.facebook.com/STONERZONE

7>>https://www.facebook.com/OFFCIALPHEADS

8>>https://www.facebook.com/Weedbooks

9>>https://www.facebook.com/marjiuanaville4life

10>>https://www.facebook.com/CannaCollage

11>>https://www.facebook.com/POTCOLLEGE

12>>https://www.facebook.com/TOHIGHCREW

13>>https://www.facebook.com/BongZone

14>>https://www.facebook.com/LegCannaEverywhere

15>>https://www.facebook.com/LegalizeThePlanet

16>>https://www.facebook.com/PeaceanLove

17>>https://www.facebook.com/CRAZYASFUK

18>>https://www.facebook.com/BlazinBart

19>>https://www.facebook.com/LegalizeTheEarth1

20>>https://www.facebook.com/LegalizeTheGlobe1

21>>https://www.facebook.com/LegalizeIndiana2

22>>https://www.facebook.com/CannaHempFreedomFighters

--- Thank you very much! ?

SINCE 1974 THE GOVERNMENT HAVE KNOWN THAT THE CHEMICALS FOUND IN

THE CANNABIS PLANT CAN BE USED TO TREAT CANCER

PLEASE LOOK BELOW FOR PEER REVIEWED STUDIES FROM AROUND THE

GLOBE WHICH CONFIRM THESE FINDINGS

These same chemicals can have a unique effect on each vital organ,

homeostatically and holistically aiding them in their roles. This includes the kidneys

and the nephrological system.

Many scientific studies have reported that various cannabinoids (both natural and

synthetic) exert a wide range of growth-inhibiting effects on cancer cells, including:

- Triggering cell death, through a mechanism called apoptosis.

- Stopping cells from dividing.



- Preventing new blood vessels from growing into tumours –a process termed

angiogenesis.

- Reducing the chances of cancer cells to metastasize through the body, by

stopping cells from moving or invading neighbouring tissue.

- Speeding up the cell’s internal ‘waste disposal machine’ –a process known as

autophagy – which can lead to cell death.

http://cannabis-med.org/index.php?tpl=faq&red=faqlist&id=274&lng=en

PEER REVIEWED SCIENTIFIC SRUDIES REGARDING CANNABIS AND CANCER:

Cannabinoid receptor systems: therapeutic targets for tumour intervention. UK

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/14640910

High concentrations of cannabinoids activate apoptosis in human U373MG glioma

cells. UK

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18615640

Cannabinoid receptor agonists are mitochondrial inhibitors: a unified hypothesis of

how cannabinoids modulate mitochondrial function and induce cell death. UK

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17931597

The cannabinoid delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol inhibits RAS-MAPK and PI3K-AKT

survival signalling and induces BAD-mediated apoptosis in colorectal cancer cells.

UK

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17583570

Cannabis-induced cytotoxicity in leukemic cell lines: the role of the cannabinoid

receptors and the MAPK pathway. UK

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15454482

Targeting cannabinoid receptors to treat leukemia: role of cross-talk between

extrinsic and intrinsic pathways in Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC)-induced

apoptosis of Jurkat cells. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15978942

The expression level of CB1 and CB2 receptors determines their efficacy at

inducing apoptosis in astrocytomas. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20090845

Cannabidiol-induced apoptosis in human leukemia cells: A novel role of

cannabidiol in the regulation of p22phox and Nox4 expression. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16754784

Cannabidiol enhances the inhibitory effects of delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol on

human glioblastoma cell proliferation and survival. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20053780



Cannabinoids and the immune system. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11854771

Delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol-induced apoptosis in the thymus and spleen as a

mechanism of immunosuppression in vitro and in vivo. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12130702

Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol-induced apoptosis in Jurkat leukemia T cells is

regulated by translocation of Bad to mitochondria. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16908594

Cannabinoid-induced apoptosis in immune cells as a pathway to

immunosuppression. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19457575

Synthetic cannabinoid receptor agonists inhibit tumor growth and metastasis of

breast cancer. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19887554

Cannabinoids for cancer treatment: progress and promise. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18199524

Targeting CB2 cannabinoid receptors as a novel therapy to treat malignant

lymphoblastic disease. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12091357

Cannabinoid receptor as a novel target for the treatment of prostate cancer. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15753356

In vivo effects of cannabinoids on macromolecular biosynthesis in Lewis lung

carcinomas. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/616322

Cannabidiol as a novel inhibitor of Id-1 gene expression in aggressive breast cancer

cells. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18025276

Cannabinoids as novel anti-inflammatory drugs. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20191092

De novo-synthesized ceramide is involved in cannabinoid-induced apoptosis.

SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11903061

Amphiregulin is a factor for resistance of glioma cells to cannabinoid-induced

apoptosis. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19229996



Cannabinoids and cell fate. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12182964

Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol induces apoptosis in human prostate PC-3 cells via a

receptor-independent mechanism. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/10570948

Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol induces apoptosis in C6 glioma cells. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9771884

Cannabinoids inhibit glioma cell invasion by down-regulating matrix

metalloproteinase-2 expression. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18339876

Cannabinoids protect astrocytes from ceramide-induced apoptosis through the

phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase/protein kinase B pathway. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12133838

Hypothesis: cannabinoid therapy for the treatment of gliomas? SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15275820

Involvement of cannabinoids in cellular proliferation. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15638794

Effects on cell viability. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16596790

Cannabinoids induce apoptosis of pancreatic tumor cells via endoplasmic

reticulum stress-related genes. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16818650

Cannabinoids and gliomas. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17952650

Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol inhibits cell cycle progression in human breast cancer

cells through Cdc2 regulation. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16818634

Opposite changes in cannabinoid CB1 and CB2 receptor expression in human

gliomas. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20307616

Inhibition of skin tumor growth and angiogenesis in vivo by activation of

cannabinoid receptors. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12511587



Inhibition of human tumour prostate PC-3 cell growth by cannabinoids

R(+)-Methanandamide and JWH-015: involvement of CB2. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19690545

Control of the cell survival/death decision by cannabinoids. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11269508

The stress-regulated protein p8 mediates cannabinoid-induced apoptosis of tumor

cells. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16616335

The CB2 cannabinoid receptor signals apoptosis via ceramide-dependent

activation of the mitochondrial intrinsic pathway. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16624285

p38 MAPK is involved in CB2 receptor-induced apoptosis of human leukaemia

cells. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16139274

Cannabinoids and ceramide: two lipids acting hand-by-hand. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15958274

Endocannabinoids: a new family of lipid mediators involved in the regulation of

neural cell development. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16787257

Anti-tumoral action of cannabinoids: involvement of sustained ceramide

accumulation and extracellular signal-regulated kinase activation. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/10700234

Cannabinoid receptors as novel targets for the treatment of melanoma. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17065222

JunD is involved in the antiproliferative effect of Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol on

human breast cancer cells. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18454173

Cannabinoid action induces autophagy-mediated cell death through stimulation of

ER stress in human glioma cells. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19425170

Cannabinoids induce glioma stem-like cell differentiation and inhibit

gliomagenesis. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17202146

Down-regulation of tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases-1 in gliomas: a new

marker of cannabinoid antitumoral activity? SPAIN



http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17675107

Endocannabinoids and fatty acid amides in cancer, inflammation and related

disorders. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11106791

Estrogenic induction of cannabinoid CB1 receptor in human colon cancer cell lines.

ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18938775

Antitumor effects of cannabidiol, a nonpsychoactive cannabinoid, on human

glioma cell lines. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/14617682

The endocannabinoid anandamide neither impairs in vitro T-cell function nor

induces regulatory T-cell generation. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19189659

Cannabinoid derivatives induce cell death in pancreatic MIA PaCa-2 cells via a

receptor-independent mechanism. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16500647

The CB1/CB2 receptor agonist WIN-55,212-2 reduces viability of human Kaposi's

sarcoma cells in vitro. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19539619

Antitumor activity of plant cannabinoids with emphasis on the effect of cannabidiol

on human breast carcinoma. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16728591

Cannabinoids in intestinal inflammation and cancer. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19442536

The endocannabinoid system as a target for the development of new drugs for

cancer therapy. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12723496

Apoptosis induced in HepG2 cells by the synthetic cannabinoid WIN: involvement

of the transcription factor PPARgamma. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19059457

Endocannabinoids as emerging suppressors of angiogenesis and tumor invasion

(review). ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17342320

The non-psychoactive cannabidiol triggers caspase activation and oxidative stress

in human glioma cells. ITALY



http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16909207

Cannabinoids as potential new therapy for the treatment of gliomas. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18088200

The endogenous cannabinoid anandamide inhibits human breast cancer cell

proliferation. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9653194

Anandamide induces apoptosis in human cells via vanilloid receptors. Evidence for

a protective role of cannabinoid receptors. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/10913156

Cannabinoid receptor activation induces apoptosis through tumor necrosis factor

alpha-mediated ceramide de novo synthesis in colon cancer cells. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19047095

Plant-derived cannabinoids modulate the activity of transient receptor potential

channels of ankyrin type-1 and melastatin type-8. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18354058

A metabolically stable analogue of anandamide, Met-F-AEA, inhibits human thyroid

carcinoma cell lines by activation of apoptosis. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19189054

Endocannabinoids in the immune system and cancer. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12052046

R(+)-methanandamide-induced apoptosis of human cervical carcinoma cells

involves a cyclooxygenase-2-dependent pathway. GERMANY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19015962

Antitumorigenic effects of cannabinoids beyond apoptosis. GERMANY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19889794

Up-regulation of cyclooxygenase-2 expression is involved in

R(+)-methanandamide-induced apoptotic death of human neuroglioma cells.

GERMANY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15361550

Cannabinoid receptors in human astroglial tumors. GERMANY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16893424

Cannabinoids induce cancer cell proliferation via tumor necrosis factor

alpha-converting enzyme (TACE/ADAM17)-mediated transactivation of the

epidermal growth factor receptor. GERMANY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15026328



Cannabidiol inhibits cancer cell invasion via upregulation of tissue inhibitor of

matrix metalloproteinases-1. GERMANY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19914218

Pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of cannabinoids. GERMANY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12648025

Delta 9-tetrahydrocannabinol inhibits cell cycle progression by downregulation of

E2F1 in human glioblastoma multiforme cells. ISRAEL

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17934890

Cannabinoids and cancer. ISRAEL

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16250836

Cannabinoids in health and disease. ISRAEL

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18286801

A cannabinoid quinone inhibits angiogenesis by targeting vascular endothelial

cells. ISRAEL

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16571653

Gamma-irradiation enhances apoptosis induced by cannabidiol, a

non-psychotropic cannabinoid, in cultured HL-60 myeloblastic leukemia cells.

ISRAEL

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/14692532

An endogenous cannabinoid (2-AG) is neuroprotective after brain injury. ISRAEL

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11586361

HU-331, a novel cannabinoid-based anticancer topoisomerase II inhibitor. ISRAEL

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17237277

Predominant CB2 receptor expression in endothelial cells of glioblastoma in

humans. SWITZERLAND

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19480992

Cannabinoid receptor 1 is a potential drug target for treatment of

translocation-positive rhabdomyosarcoma. SWITZERLAND

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19509271

Cannabinoid receptor ligands as potential anticancer agents--high hopes for new

therapies? SWITZERLAND

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19589225

Arachidonylethanolamide induces apoptosis of human glioma cells through

vanilloid receptor-1. SWITZERLAND



http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15453094

Expression of cannabinoid receptors type 1 and type 2 in non-Hodgkin lymphoma:

growth inhibition by receptor activation. SWEDEN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18546271

Cannabinoid receptor-mediated apoptosis induced by R(+)-methanandamide and

Win55,212-2 is associated with ceramide accumulation and p38 activation in mantle

cell lymphoma. SWEDEN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16936228

Cannabinoid receptor ligands mediate growth inhibition and cell death in mantle

cell lymphoma. SWEDEN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16337199

Potentiation of cannabinoid-induced cytotoxicity in mantle cell lymphoma through

modulation of ceramide metabolism. SWEDEN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19609004

The endocannabinoid system of the skin in health and disease: novel perspectives

and therapeutic opportunities. HUNGARY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19608284

Pharmacological synergism between cannabinoids and paclitaxel in gastric cancer

cell lines. JAPAN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19394652

Different views on the association between cannabinoids and cancer. SLOVAKIA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16835997

Effect of a synthetic cannabinoid agonist on the proliferation and invasion of gastric

cancer cells. KOREA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20336665

Cannabinoid 2 receptor induction by IL-12 and its potential as a therapeutic target

for the treatment of anaplastic thyroid carcinoma. SAUDI ARABIA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18197164

Cannabinoids in the treatment of cancer. NEW ZEALAND

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19442435

Cannabinoids down-regulate PI3K/Akt and Erk signalling pathways and activate

proapoptotic function of Bad protein. POLAND

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15451022

Antineoplastic and apoptotic effects of cannabinoids. N-acylethanolamines:

protectors or killers? UKRAINE



http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18438336

A comparative study on cannabidiol-induced apoptosis in murine thymocytes and

EL-4 thymoma cells. TAIWAN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18387516

The dual effects of delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol on cholangiocarcinoma cells:

anti-invasion activity at low concentration and apoptosis induction at high

concentration. THAILAND

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19916793

The Amazing Health Benefits of Juicing Raw Cannabis (Marijuana) Leaves:

http://www.whydontyoutrythis.com/2013/02/health-benefits-of-juicing-raw-can

nabis.html#sthash.ymqZ5Gmn.eaZk233s.dpbs

The Many Uses of Hemp:

The Information Distillery-

http://www.informationdistillery.com/hemp.htm

ScienceDaily: Marijuana News

http://www.sciencedaily.com/news/mind_brain/marijuana/

Please share these with friends & family heres the links to them

Educational & Other Videos On Cannabis:

WHEN WE GROW, This is what we can do (Full Documentary)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PSKJrgGqx_E

Cannabis Science - How Marijuana Affects Health - Full Documentary

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B4xejnsLwKE

What if cannabis cured cancer

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pnP8IugJCHM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1bMt83_IWkE

True History of Marijuana Full Movie

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E96vow07OJc

The Power of RAW Cannabis.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qgEP9FdIzT8

Proof Marijuana CURES Cancer:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IxOebVwYhzo

Run From the Cure - Rick Simpson (Hemp Oil Cancer Treatment)The Rick Simpson

Story - A Film by Christian Laurette

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGjC4HReFL0



HOW and WHY does Cannabis Cure Cancer - Scientific Explanation

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DttdDOqQMuY

How to Make Rick Simpson's Hemp Oil - Step by Step 2013 UPDATE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u1WJR6tIafI

Hemp Oil Dosage Information - Written by Rick Simpson:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ijwpv6x2R6U

LEAF [ The Health Benefits of Juicing Raw Cannabis ]

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7xPmR8j4plw

Dog The Bounty Hunter Speaks Marijuana - 420 - Weed - Cannabis - Pot - Hemp -

2013

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IWuySGUk0QY

Are All 50 States Headed Towards Legalization Of Marijuana? (THEN WHY WAIT?)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nAzfO7GrMVk

Marijuana in Canada - CBC Documentary - Recreational Drug Use

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dNPOerzjouc

Legalizing Pot: The Illuminati's Worst Nightmare

Clearing the Smoke: The Science of Cannabis

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JM72D3X55Ms

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Jm5oNTgyHA

Cannabis What's the harm BBC Documentary Episode 1 James Alexandrou

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1NExyBxE-v4

Cannabis What's the harm BBC Documentary Episode 2 James Alexandrou

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQ3UStOIx7I

U.S. Marijuana Laws, Medical Marijuana Facts, Cannabis, Hemp

Provides U.S. Marijuana Laws, Facts About Marijuana, Marijuana Drug Testing, Drug

Detection Times, Medical Marijuana, and Information About Your Rights

http://www.usmarijuanalaws.com/

Marijuana Laws Covering the United States of America:

All 50 states <> http://www.passyourdrugtest.com/mjlaws-new.htm

All 50 states map <> http://www.passyourdrugtest.com/mjlaws.htm

The Margolin Guide to Marijuana Laws:

http://margolinguidetomarijuanalaws.com/

Cannabis News - marijuana, hemp, and cannabis news:

http://www.cannabisnews.com/



Medical Marijuana Business Daily – Legal, Financial & Dispensary News:

http://mmjbusinessdaily.com/

Create A Petition:

https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petition/create

Create an Account 1st:

https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/register?destination=petitions

All Petitions:

https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petitions

Open Petitions:

https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petitions

All sections of there website:

http://www.whitehouse.gov/blog

http://www.whitehouse.gov/photos-and-video/video/2013/04/18/president-ob

ama-speaks-interfaith-prayer-service-boston

http://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room

http://www.whitehouse.gov/issues

http://www.whitehouse.gov/administration

http://www.whitehouse.gov/about

http://www.whitehouse.gov/our-government

New studies show that smoked Marijuana does not cause any forms of lung

cancer, and that the THC in Marijuana is anti-cancerous and has the potential to

cure cancer...

1,500 Americans die every day from cancer.

http://lmgtfy.com/?q=THC+cures+cancer

"The active ingredient in marijuana cuts tumor growth in common lung cancer in

half and significantly reduces the ability of the cancer to spread." - Harvard

University

"The potential benefits of medicinal Cannabis for people living with cancer include

antiemetic effects, appetite stimulation, pain relief, and improved sleep. In the

practice of integrative oncology, the health care provider may recommend

medicinal Cannabis not only for symptom management but also for its possible

direct antitumor effect." - National Cancer Institute

Marijuana cures cancer -- US government has known since 1974:

The Federal Government of the United States has funded several studies on

Cannabis and the active components in Marijuana, which have repeatedly



discovered Cannabis' Anti-Tumor properties. A couple of these studies include one

conducted in the early 1970's showing a reduction in the spread of various cancers

injected into lab rats. In 2006 a study aiming to find the link between Marijuana

smoking and cancer concluded that there is no evidence of any kind of causal link

between the two, with even some suggestion of preventive qualities.

New research shows that marijuana components fight an aggressive form of brain

cancer. And the media says -- nothing, again. Combining the two most common

cannabinoid compounds in Cannabis may boost the effectiveness of treatments to

inhibit the growth of brain cancer cells and increase the number of brain cancer

cells that die off. That's the finding of a new study published in the latest issue of

the journal Molecular Cancer Therapeutics. Marijuana components have been

found to inhibit the growth of the most common, and aggressive form of brain

tumor, a glioblastoma, according to a study published in the January 6 issue of

Molecular Cancer Therapeutics. The study was done at the California Pacific

Medical Center by researchers who combined a non-psychoactive ingredient of

marijauna, cannabidiol (CBD), with ?9-tetrahyrdocannabinol (?9-THC), the primary

psychoactive ingredient in Cannabis. The findings demonstrated the inhibitory

effect of these two ingredients on brain cancer cells when used together.

Check out "Run From The Cure The Rick Simpson Story" for further proof...

http://youtu.be/0psJhQHk_GI

The Cure For Cancer:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jz7kDvPo58w

The Cure for Cancer Has Been Found and is Purposely Being Ignored:

http://technorati.com/lifestyle/article/the-cure-for-cancer-has-been/

What if Cannabis Cured Cancer? (IT DOES!)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hy66MUZP538

Breaking News: Cannabis Cures Cancer! 3/12/10

http://youtu.be/IAfGVZ1Q7fk

Man Cured of Cancer Applying Hemp Oil.

http://youtu.be/CiP9LVtE9EY

"Chemo has a 27% fatality rate"...

The sad fact is that chemo is not only legal, but it is readily accepted by most

oncologists as one of the best treatments for cancer. At least that's what the typical

oncologist tells the cancer patient....

Marijuana Cuts Lung Cancer Tumor Growth In Half, Study Shows:

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2007/04/070417193338.htm

THC Gives Cancer Cells the Munchies Too:



http://scienceblogs.com/scientificactivist/2009/04/thc_gives_cancer_cells_the_

mun.php

Active Component Of Marijuana Has Anti-Cancer Effects, Study Suggests:

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/04/090401181217.htm

Cannabis Cures Cancer:

http://web.me.com/dbhill/cure/Home.html

Money Spent on the War on Drugs This year:

http://www.DrugSense.org/cms/WodClock

http://www.facebook.com/norml

http://NORML.org/

http://www.CopsSayLegalizeDrugs.com/

http://www.saferchoice.org/

http://JustSayNow.com/

http://mpp.org/

http://www.infowars.com/

http://prisonplanet.tv/

--PLEASE SHARE <> Thank you very much~! Peace & ?

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122242414580275&id=1212247846820

38&aid=19663

Dagga Movement 28 March 2013 04:14PM         g

Ja by OpJouVokenKoppie

Timeline Photos: I Love Smoking Weed — with David Triggs.

e 4 people like this - Chad Muller, Dagga Movement, Jason William Bennett, Ste

Culkin
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Timeline Photos: Wake & bake. — with Tito Gutierrez and 3 others.

Dagga Movement 28 March 2013 06:32PM         g

Three Color Schemes: Rastafari, Stoner and Trippy. Can you guess which one is which?

Most are available for R200 Small to XXL...

DHC T-Shirts: Stoned Gecko

Dagga Movement 28 March 2013 06:54PM         g

Evidence mounts as a growing number of papers published in scientific journals

are establishing that cannabinoids have anti-tumor effects on the cellular level and

in animals.

As Anecdotal Reports of Anti-Cancer Effects from Cannabis 'Oil' Pile Up, Doctors

Stress Need to Docu: www.alternet.org

Dagga Movement 28 March 2013 06:54PM         g

Brandon Parham is an agriculture consultant with a degree in plant sciences who

helps companies develop commercial medical marijuana edibles.

Meet a Medical Marijuana Edible Expert: www.drugpossessionlaws.com

Dagga Movement 28 March 2013 06:56PM         g



Timeline Photos: Heya! Marijuana smokers, lets unite!

Dagga Movement 28 March 2013 08:04PM         g

<3 Cannabis as Medicine <3

700 uses of Medical Marijuana | Sorted by Disease | ADD - Wilson's Disease | Links

to 700 Clinical Studies | Medical Cannabis Reference 

http://weedbay.net/index.php/component/content/article/1974 

Medical marijuana and cannabis studies A collection of clinical studies, papers and

reference providing the ultimate resource for medical disorders helped by medical

marijuana.

ADD/ ADHD

Marijuana and ADD Therapeutic uses of Medical Marijuana in the treatment of ADD

http://www.onlinepot.org/medical/add&mmj.htm

Cannabis as a medical treatment for attention deficit disorder

http://www.chanvre-info.ch/info/en/...-treatment.html

Cannabinoids effective in animal model of hyperactivity disorder

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=162#4

Cannabis 'Scrips to Calm Kids?

http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,117541,00.html

Addiction risk- Physical

Women's Guide to the UofC

http://wguide.uchicago.edu/9substance.html

Cannabis Basics

http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannab...is_basics.shtml

10 Things Every Parent, Teenager & Teacher Should Know About Marijuana (4th Q)

http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannab...is_flyer1.shtml

Marijuana Myths, Claim No. 9

http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannab...bis_myth9.shtml

AIDS – see HIV

Alcoholism

Role of cannabinoid receptors in alcohol abuse

http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/30338.php

Cannabidiol, Antioxidants, and Diuretics in Reversing Binge Ethanol-Induced

Neurotoxicity

http://jpet.aspetjournals.org/cgi/c...ourcetype=HWCIT

Cannabis substitution



http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=86

Cannabis as a Substitute for Alcohol

http://ccrmg.org/journal/03sum/substitutealcohol.html

ALS

Cannabinol delays symptom onset

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...t_uids=16183560

Marijuana in the management of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/11467101

Cannabis use in patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/15055508

Cannabis Relieves Lou Gehrigs Symptoms

http://www.rense.com/general51/lou.htm

Cannabis' Potential Exciting Researchers in Treatment of ALS, Parkinson's Disease

http://66.218.69.11/search/cache?ei...&icp=1&.intl=us

Alzheimers

MARIJUANA SLOWS ALZHEIMER'S DECLINE

http://www.mapinc.org/drugnews/v05/n307/a10.html

Marijuana may block Alzheimer's

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/health/4286435.stm

Prevention of Alzheimer's Disease Pathology by Cannabinoids

http://www.jneurosci.org/cgi/content/abstract/25/8/1904

Marijuana's Active Ingredient Shown to Inhibit Primary Marker of Alzheimer's

Disease

http://www.pacifier.com/~alive/articles/ca060809.htm

Dronabinol in the treatment of agitation in patients with Alzheimer’s disease with

anorexia

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=61

Dronabinol in the treatment of refractory agitation in Alzheimer’s disease

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=92

Effects of dronabinol on anorexia and disturbed behavior in patients with



Alzheimer's disease.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=59

Cannabinoids reduce the progression of Alzheimer's disease in animals

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=187#1

Molecular Link between the Active Component of Marijuana and Alzheimer's

Disease Pathology

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...sease_Pathology

THC inhibits primary marker of Alzheimer's disease

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=225#3
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Amotivational Syndrome

Amotivational Syndrome

http://leda.lycaeum.org/?ID=12454

Marijuana Myths, Claim No. 11

http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannab...is_myth11.shtml

Debunking 'Amotivational Syndrome'

http://www.mapinc.org/drugnews/v06/n400/a06.html

Amotivational Syndrome

http://www.bookrags.com/Amotivational_syndrome

Debunking the Amotivational Syndrome

http://www.drugscience.org/Petition/C3F.html

Cannabis Use Not Linked To So-Called "Amotivational Syndrome"

http://www.norml.org/index.cfm?Grou...tm_format=print

Anecdotal Evidence/First person stories

Shared Comments and Observations

http://www.rxmarihuana.com/comments...bservations.htm

Cannabis Sativa (Marijuana) for Fibromyalgia

http://www.fibromyalgia-reviews.com/Drg_Marijuana.cfm

ANECDOTAL ARTICLES

http://cannabislink.ca/medical/#medanecdotal



Testimonials

http://www.benefitsofmarijuana.com/testimonials.html

Excerpts of testimonials.

http://www.ganjaland.com/freemedicalseeds.htm

Appetite Stimulant

Dronabinol an effective appetite stimulant?

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=188

THC improves appetite and reverses weight loss in AIDS patients

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=189

Efficacy of dronabinol alone and in combination

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=191

Dronabinol and marijuana in HIV-positive marijuana smokers: caloric intake, mood,

and sleep.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=190

The synthetic cannabinoid nabilone improves pain and symptom management in

cancer patients

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=177

Dronabinol for supportive therapy in patients with malignant melanoma and liver

metastases

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=180

Safety and efficacy of dronabinol in the treatment of agitation in patients with

Alzheimer’s disease

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=61

The perceived effects of smoked cannabis on patients with multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=13

Effects of dronabinol on anorexia and disturbed behavior in patients with

Alzheimer's disease

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=59

Dronabinol as a treatment for anorexia associated with weight loss in patients with

AIDS.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=21

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol for appetite stimulation in cancer-associated



anorexia

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=52

Effect of dronabinol on nutritional status in HIV infection.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=150

Dronabinol stimulates appetite and causes weight gain in HIV patients.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=20

Dronabinol effects on weight in patients with HIV infection.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=45

Recent clinical experience with dronabinol.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=90

Dronabinol enhancement of appetite in cancer patients.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=149

Effects of smoked marijuana on food intake and body weight

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=117

Behavioral analysis of marijuana effects on food intake in humans.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=118

Cancer-related anorexia-cachexia syndrome

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...xia_Study_Group

THC effective in appetite and weight loss in severe lung disease (COPD)

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=191#2

Machinery Of The 'Marijuana Munchies'

http://www.sciencedaily.com/release...51226102503.htm

Arthritis

Cannabidiol is an oral anti-arthritic therapeutic in murine collagen-induced arthritis

http://www.pnas.org/cgi/content/full/97/17/9561

The Cannabinergic System as a Target for Anti-inflammatory Therapies

http://www.ingentaconnect.com/conte...000013/art00008

Sativex in the treatment of pain caused by rheumatoid arthritis

http://rheumatology.oxfordjournals....bstract/45/1/50

Suppression of fibroblast metalloproteinases by ajulemic acid,

http://ccicnewsletter.com/index.php...06_Rheumatology



The antinociceptive effect of Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol in the arthritic rat

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...binoid_receptor

Synergy between Delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol and morphine in the arthritic rat

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...e_arthritic_rat

Cannabis based medicine eases pain and suppresses disease

http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/33376.php

Pot-Based Drug Promising for Arthritis

http://www.webmd.com/rheumatoid-art...g-for-arthritis

Asthma

The Cannabinergic System as a Target for Anti-inflammatory Therapies

http://www.ingentaconnect.com/conte...000013/art00008

Acute and subacute bronchial effects of oral cannabinoids.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=44

Comparison of bronchial effects of nabilone and terbutaline

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=43

Bronchial effects of aerosolized delta 9-tetrahydrocannabinol

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=109

Bronchodilator effect of delta1-tetrahydrocannabinol administered by aerosol

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=60

Effects of smoked marijuana in experimentally induced asthma.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=57

Marijuana and oral delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol on specific airway conductance

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=67

New Synthetic Delta-9-THC Inhaler Offers Safe, Rapid Delivery

http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/22937.php

Smoked marijuana and oral delta-9-THC on specific airway conductance in

asthmatic subjects

http://www.ukcia.org/research/Smoke...InAsthmatic.php



Atherosclerosis

Marijuana Chemical Fights Hardened Arteries

http://www.webmd.com/heart-disease/...rdened-arteries

Does Cannabis Hold the Key to Treating Cardiometabolic Disease

http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/525040_print

Cannabis may keep arteries clear

http://www.gnn.tv/headlines/2634/Ca..._arteries_clear

The Cannabinergic System as a Target for Anti-inflammatory Therapies

http://www.ingentaconnect.com/conte...000013/art00008

Cannabis compound tackles blood vessel disease

http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/22658.php

Medical marijuana: study shows that THC slows atherosclerosis

http://thenexthurrah.typepad.com/th...al_marijua.html

Cardiovascular Effects of Cannabis

http://www.idmu.co.uk/canncardio.htm

Atrophie Blanche

Atrophie Blanche Treated With Cannabis and/or THC

http://ccrmg.org/journal/04spr/clinical.html#thm

Autism

Autism and Medical Marijuana

http://www.autism.org/marijuana.html

THE SAM PROJECT: James D.

http://www.letfreedomgrow.com/articles/james_d.htm

Medical marijuana: a valuable treatment for autism?

http://www.autismwebsite.com/ari/ne...r/marijuana.htm
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Cancer – breast

Anandamide inhibits human breast cancer cell proliferation



http://www.pnas.org/cgi/content/abstract/95/14/8375

Inhibition of Human Breast and Prostate Cancer Cell Proliferation1

http://endo.endojournals.org/cgi/co...tract/141/1/118

Antitumor Activity of Plant Cannabinoids

http://jpet.aspetjournals.org/cgi/c...ract/318/3/1375

9-Tetrahydrocannabinol Inhibits Cell Cycle Progression in Human Breast Cancer

http://cancerres.aacrjournals.org/c...ract/66/13/6615

Cannabidiol inhibits tumour growth in leukaemia and breast cancer

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=220#2

THC and prochlorperazine effective in reducing vomiting in women following

breast surgery

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=219#1

Cancer- colorectal

Anandamide, induces cell death in colorectal carcinoma cells

http://gut.bmj.com/cgi/content/abstract/54/12/1741

Cannabinoids and cancer: potential for colorectal cancer therapy.

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/16042581

Cancer- glioma/ brain

Anti-tumor effects of cannabidiol

http://www.hempworld.com/HempPharm/...milanstudy.html

Pot’s cancer healing properties

http://www.november.org/stayinfo/br...ncerKiller.html

Cannabinoids Inhibit the Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor Pathway in Gliomas

http://cancerres.aacrjournals.org/c...hort/64/16/5617

Inhibition of Glioma Growth in Vivo

http://cancerres.aacrjournals.org/c.../61/15/5784.pdf

Delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol in patients with recurrent glioblastoma multiforme.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=193

Cannabidiol triggers caspase activation and oxidative stress in human glioma cells.

http://www.ihop-net.org/UniPub/iHOP...l?pmid=16909207



Cannabinoid receptors in human astroglial tumors

http://www.brainlife.org/abstracts/...t_j20060800.pdf

Cannabis extract makes brain tumors shrink, halts growth of blood vessels

http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/12088.php

THC tested against brain tumour in pilot clinical study

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=222#1

Cancer- leukemia

Cannabis-induced cytotoxicity in leukemic cell lines

http://bloodjournal.hematologylibra...ract/105/3/1214

Cannabidiol-Induced Apoptosis in Human Leukemia Cells

http://molpharm.aspetjournals.org/c...stract/70/3/897

Marijuana's Active Ingredient Kills Leukemia Cells

http://www.treatingyourself.com/vbu...read.php?t=7107

Targeting CB2 cannabinoid receptors to treat malignant lymphoblastic disease

http://bloodjournal.hematologylibra...t/100/2/627.pdf

Cannabinoids induce incomplete maturation of cultured human leukemia cells

http://www.osti.gov/energycitations...osti_id=5164483

{Delta}9-Tetrahydrocannabinol-Induced Apoptosis in Jurkat Leukemia T Cells

http://mcr.aacrjournals.org/cgi/con...bstract/4/8/549

Cannabidiol inhibits tumour growth in leukaemia and breast cancer

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=220#2

Cancer- lung

Antineoplastic activity of cannabinoids

http://www.ukcia.org/research/Antin...ds/default.html

Delta(9)-Tetrahydrocannabinol inhibits epithelial growth factor-induced lung

cancer cell migration

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...astasis_in_vivo

Smoking Cannabis Does Not Cause Cancer Of Lung or Upper Airways

http://ccrmg.org/journal/05aut/nocancer.html



No association between lung cancer and cannabis smoking in large study

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=219#2

Marijuana Smoking Found Non-Carcinogenic

http://www.medpagetoday.com/Hematol...gCancer/tb/3393

CLAIM #4: MARIJUANA CAUSES LUNG DISEASE

http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannab...bis_myth4.shtml

Cancer- melanoma

Dronabinol for supportive therapy in patients with malignant melanoma and liver

metastases.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=180

Intractable nausea and vomiting due to gastrointestinal mucosal metastases

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=35

Cancer – oral

Smoking of cannabis does not increase risk for oral cancer

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=175#1

Marijuana use and Risk of Oral Squamous Cell Carcinoma

http://66.218.69.11/search/cache?ei...&icp=1&.intl=us

Cancer-pancreatic

Cannabinoids Induce Apoptosis of Pancreatic Tumor Cells

http://cancerres.aacrjournals.org/c...ract/66/13/6748

Cancer – prostate

Inhibition of Human Breast and Prostate Cancer Cell Proliferation

http://endo.endojournals.org/cgi/co...tract/141/1/118

Cannabinoid Receptor as a Novel Target for the Treatment of Prostate Cancer

http://cancerres.aacrjournals.org/c...t/65/5/1635.pdf

------- Page 3

Cancer – Risk Cannabis vs Tobacco



Cannabis Smoke and Cancer: Assessing the Risk

http://www.norml.org/index.cfm?Group_ID=6891

Cannabis and tobacco smoke are not equally carcinogenic

http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/ar...i?artid=1277837

Smoking Marijuana Does Not Cause Lung Cancer

http://www.mapinc.org/drugnews/v05/n1065/a03.html

Blunt Smokers Link Dependence Potential To Nicotine

http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/52838.php

Premiere British Medical Journal Pronounces Marijuana Safer Than Alcohol,

Tobacco

http://cannabislink.ca/medical/safer.html

Why Doesn't Smoking Marijuana Cause Cancer?

http://www.healthcentral.com/drdean/408/14275.html

Marijuana Smoking Found Non-Carcinogenic

http://www.medpagetoday.com/Hematol...gCancer/tb/3393

Cancer - Skin

Inhibition of skin tumor growth

http://www.jci.org/cgi/content/full...y=MpUgjDbqHybAU

Cannabis Reduces Skin Cancer

http://www.onlinepot.org/medical/skincancerreport.htm

Cancer – Testicular

The antiemetic efficacy of nabilone

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=127

Chemotherapy for Testicular Cancer

http://www.rxmarihuana.com/shared_c...icularchemo.htm

Cancer –various/ unnamed

Derivatives of cannabis for anti-cancer treatment

http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_relea...uo-do060605.php

Cancer Killer



http://www.november.org/stayinfo/br...ncerKiller.html

Anandamide Induces Apoptosis

http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/abstract/275/41/31938

Nabilone improves pain and symptom management

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=177

The effects of smoked cannabis in painful peripheral neuropathy

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=96

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol for appetite stimulation

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=52

Dronabinol and prochlorperazine in combination

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=28

Dronabinol enhancement of appetite in cancer patients.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=149

Efficacy of tetrahydrocannabinol

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=31

Inhalation marijuana as an antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=155

Nabilone versus domperidone

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=129

Inhalation marijuana as an antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=155

Nabilone vs. placebo in chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=156

The antiemetic activity of tetrahydrocanabinol versus metoclopramide

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=24

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol as an antiemetic for patients receiving cancer

chemotherapy

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=5

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol as an antiemetic in cancer patients receiving

high-dose methotrexate

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=23

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) as an antiemetic in patients treated with



cancer chemotherapy

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=27

Amelioration of cancer chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting by

delta-9-THC

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=107

Superiority of nabilone over prochlorperazine as an antiemetic

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=126

Analgesic effect of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=16

The analgesic properties of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol and codeine.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=17

Comparison of orally administered cannabis extract and delta-9-THC

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...xia_Study_Group

Cannabis May Help Combat Cancer-causing Herpes Viruses

http://www.sciencedaily.com/release...40923092627.htm

Marijuana Smoking Found Non-Carcinogenic

http://www.medpagetoday.com/Hematol...gCancer/tb/3393

Cannabidiol

Cannabidiol, Antioxidants, and Diuretics in Reversing Binge Ethanol-Induced

Neurotoxicity

http://jpet.aspetjournals.org/cgi/c...ourcetype=HWCIT

Cannabinol delays symptom onset

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...t_uids=16183560

Cannabidiol is an oral anti-arthritic therapeutic in murine collagen-induced arthritis

http://www.pnas.org/cgi/content/full/97/17/9561

Cannabidiol inhibits tumour growth in leukaemia and breast cancer

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=220#2

Anti-tumor effects of cannabidiol

http://www.hempworld.com/HempPharm/...milanstudy.html

Cannabidiol triggers caspase activation and oxidative stress in human glioma cells.

http://www.ihop-net.org/UniPub/iHOP...l?pmid=16909207



Cannabidiol-Induced Apoptosis in Human Leukemia Cells

http://molpharm.aspetjournals.org/c...stract/70/3/897

Cannabidiol inhibits tumour growth in leukaemia and breast cancer

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=220#2

Cannabidiol lowers incidence of diabetes in non-obese diabetic mice

http://www.ingentaconnect.com/conte...sn7o5efqr.alice

Neuroprotective and Blood-Retinal Barrier-Preserving Effects of Cannabidiol

http://ajp.amjpathol.org/cgi/content/full/168/1/235

Evaluation of cannabidiol in dystonic movement disorders

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=14

Cannabidiol in dystonic movement disorders.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=139

Beneficial and adverse effects of cannabidiol in a Parkinson patient

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=142

Treatment of Meige's syndrome with cannabidiol.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=114

CANNABIDIOL TO HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS AND EPILEPTIC PATIENTS

http://web.acsalaska.net/~warmgun/es201.html

Chronic administration of cannabidiol to healthy volunteers and epileptic patients.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=42

Neuroprotective effect of (-)Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol and cannabidiol

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...f_peroxynitrite

EFFECTS OF CANNABIDIOL IN HUNTINGTON'S DISEASE

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...al/hunting1.htm

The therapeutic rationale for combining tetrahydrocannabinol and cannabidiol.

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/16209908

Cannabidiol has a cerebroprotective action

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...iting_mechanism

Cannabidiol as an antipsychotic

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=171

Cannabidiol, a constituent of Cannabis sativa, modulates sleep in rats.

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abs...844117?prt=true



Who's Afraid of Cannabidiol?

http://www.counterpunch.org/gardner07142007.html

Chemical composition

Cannabis: A source of useful pharma compounds

http://www.medpot.net/forums/index.php?showtopic=18608

Pharmacokinetics and cannabinoid action using oral cannabis extract

http://www.pharma-lexicon.com/medic...hp?newsid=29638

Pharmacokinetics of cannabinoids

http://66.218.69.11/search/cache?ei...&icp=1&.intl=us

The chemistry and biological activity of cannabis

http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/bulle....html?print=yes

Differential effects of medical marijuana based on strain and route of

administration

http://www.medicalmarijuanaprocon.o...trainsstudy.pdf

What is THC?

http://www.medicalmarijuanaprocon.o...1.0373456855945

Cannabis / Marijuana ( ? 9 -Tetrahydrocannabinol, THC)

http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov/people/inj...gs/cannabis.htm
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Chemotherapy

Efficacy of dronabinol alone and in combination

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=191

Dronabinol for supportive therapy in patients with malignant melanoma and liver

metastases

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=180

Intractable nausea and vomiting

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=35

An efficient new cannabinoid antiemetic in pediatric oncology

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=7

Dronabinol and prochlorperazine in combination



http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=28

Marijuana as antiemetic medicine

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=134

Efficacy of tetrahydrocannabinol in patients refractory to standard anti-emetic

therapy

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=31

Inhalation marijuana as an antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=155

Nabilone versus prochlorperazine

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=120

Nabilone: an alternative antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=123

Antiemetic efficacy of nabilone and alizapride

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=127

Nabilone versus domperidone

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=129

THC or Compazine for the cancer chemotherapy patient

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=34

Comparison of nabilone and prochlorperazine

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=128

Nabilone vs. prochlorperazine for refractory emesis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=146

Nabilone vs. placebo

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=156

Tetrahydroannabinol (THC) vs prochlorperazine as chemotherapy antiemetics.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=30

Comparative trial of the antiemetic effects of THC and haloperidol

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=64

Comparison of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol and prochlorperazine

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=3

Delta 9-tetrahydrocannabinol in cancer chemotherapy.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=88



Antiemetic effect of tetrahydrocannabinol

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=6

Tetrahydrocanabinol versus metoclopramide and thiethylperazine

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=24

Effects of nabilone and prochlorperazine on chemotherapy-induced emesis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=131

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol as an antiemetic

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=5

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol as an antiemetic in cancer patients receiving

high-dose methotrexate

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=23

THC as an antiemetic in patients treated with cancer chemotherapy

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=27

Amelioration of cancer chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting by

delta-9-THC

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=107

Superiority of nabilone over prochlorperazine

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=126

Antiemetic effect of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=4

Children

Experiences with THC-treatment in children and adolescents

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=80

An efficient new cannabinoid antiemetic in pediatric oncology.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=7

Nabilone versus prochlorperazine for control of cancer chemotherapy-induced

emesis in children

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=120

Nabilone: an alternative antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=123

Marijuana and ADD Therapeutic uses of Medical Marijuana in the treatment of ADD



http://www.onlinepot.org/medical/add&mmj.htm

Oily fish makes 'babies brainier'

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/health/4631006.stm

Cannabis is a First-Line Treatment for Childhood Mental Disorders

http://www.counterpunch.org/mikuriya07082006.html

Ganja use among Jamaican women.

http://www.rism.org/isg/dlp/ganja/a...anjaBabyes.html

Dreher's Jamaican Pregnancy Study

http://www.november.org/stayinfo/br...reherStudy.html

Cannabis Relieves Morning Sickness

http://ccrmg.org/journal/06spr/dreher.html#morning

Moderate cannabis use not harmful to the brain of adolescents, M R I study finds

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=218#3

No brain structural change associated with adolescent cannabis use

http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/bo...l&artid=1524733

No 'Smoking' Gun: Research Indicates Teen Marijuana Use Does Not Predict Drug,

Alcohol Abuse

http://www.sciencedaily.com/release...61204123422.htm

Pot May Not Shrink Teens' Brains After All

http://www.medpagetoday.com/Neurolo...urology/tb/3242

Chronic Cystitis

Cannabinoid rotation in a young woman with chronic cystitis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=115

CPOD

THC effective in appetite and weight loss in severe lung disease (COPD)

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=191#2

Heavy Long-Term Marijuana Use Does Not Impair Lung Function

http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannab...is_media7.shtml



Diabetes

Cannabinoid Reduces Incidence Of Diabetes

http://www.norml.org/index.cfm?Group_ID=6909

Marijuana Compound May Help Stop Diabetic Retinopathy

http://www.sciencedaily.com/release...60227184647.htm

Cannabidiol lowers incidence of diabetes in non-obese diabetic mice

http://www.ingentaconnect.com/conte...sn7o5efqr.alice

Anticoagulant Effects of a Cannabis Extract in an Obese Rat Model

http://www.level1diet.com/research/id/14687

Neuroprotective and Blood-Retinal Barrier-Preserving Effects of Cannabidiol

http://ajp.amjpathol.org/cgi/content/full/168/1/235

The Cannabinergic System as a Target for Anti-inflammatory Therapies

http://www.ingentaconnect.com/conte...000013/art00008

Effect of tetrahydrocurcumin on blood glucose, plasma insulin and hepatic key

enzymes

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...d_diabetic_rats

Cannabidiol reduces the development of diabetes in an animal study

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=219#3

Depression

Cannabinoids promote hippocampus neurogenesis and produce anxiolytic- and

antidepressant

http://www.jci.org/cgi/content/full/115/11/3104

Antidepressant-like activity by blockade of anandamide hydrolysis

http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/ar...bmedid=16352709

Decreased depression in marijuana users.

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/15964704

Antidepressant-like activity

http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/ar...bmedid=16352709

Dronabinol and marijuana in HIV-positive marijuana smokers: caloric intake, mood,

and sleep.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=190



Nabilone improves pain and symptom management in cancer patients

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=177

The perceived effects of smoked cannabis on patients with multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=13

Cannabis and Depression

http://www.pacifier.com/~alive/cmu/...nd_cannabis.htm

Association between cannabis use and depression may not be causal, study says

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=177#4

Marijuana use and depression among adults: Testing for causal associations.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...Pubmed_RVDocSum

Do patients use marijuana as an antidepressant?

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...Pubmed_RVDocSum

Dermatitis

Efficacy of dietary hempseed oil in patients with atopic dermatitis.

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abs...ryText=hempseed

Dronabinol

Dronabinol in the treatment of agitation in patients with Alzheimer’s disease with

anorexia

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=61

Dronabinol in the treatment of refractory agitation in Alzheimer’s disease

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=92

Effects of dronabinol on anorexia and disturbed behavior in patients with

Alzheimer's disease.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=59

Dronabinol an effective appetite stimulant?

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=188

Safety and efficacy of dronabinol in the treatment of agitation in patients with

Alzheimer’s disease

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=61

Effect of dronabinol on nutritional status in HIV infection.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=150



Dronabinol stimulates appetite and causes weight gain in HIV patients.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=20

Dronabinol effects on weight in patients with HIV infection.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=45

Recent clinical experience with dronabinol.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=90

Dronabinol enhancement of appetite in cancer patients.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=149

Dronabinol for supportive therapy in patients with malignant melanoma and liver

metastases.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=180

Dronabinol and prochlorperazine in combination

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=28

Dronabinol enhancement of appetite in cancer patients.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=149

Efficacy of dronabinol alone and in combination

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=191

Dronabinol and marijuana in HIV-positive marijuana smokers: caloric intake, mood,

and sleep.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=190

Dronabinol and retinal hemodynamics in humans.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=202

Dronabinol reduces signs and symptoms of idiopathic intracranial hypertension

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=181

Nausea relieved by tetrahydrocannabinol (dronabinol).

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=35

Dronabinol in patients with intractable pruritus secondary to cholestatic liver

disease.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=116

Treatment of spasticity in spinal cord injury with dronabinol

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=112

Cannabinoid Activator Mellows Out Colon



http://www.medpagetoday.com/MeetingCoverage/ACG/tb/4410

Drug testing

Hemp oil causes positive urine tests for THC

http://www.druglibrary.org/crl/drug...0JAnToxicol.pdf

Dystonia

Cannabis sativa and dystonia secondary to Wilson's disease.

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/15390041

Experiences with THC-treatment in children and adolescents

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=80

Evaluation of cannabidiol in dystonic movement disorders

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=14

Cannabidiol in dystonic movement disorders.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=139

Beneficial and adverse effects of cannabidiol in a Parkinson patient

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=142

Treatment of Meige's syndrome with cannabidiol.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=114
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Endocannabinoid Deficiency

Clinical Endocannabinoid Deficiency

http://www.freedomtoexhale.com/clinical.pdf

The endocannabinoid system is dysregulated in multiple sclerosis

http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/cgi...stract/awm160v1

Cannabinoids inhibit neurodegeneration in models of multiple sclerosis

http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/cgi...ull/126/10/2191

Epilepsy



Epilepsy patients are smoking pot

http://www.safeaccessnow.org/article.php?id=1638

CANNABIDIOL TO HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS AND EPILEPTIC PATIENTS

http://web.acsalaska.net/~warmgun/es201.html

Experiences with THC-treatment in children and adolescents

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=80

Chronic administration of cannabidiol to healthy volunteers and epileptic patients.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=42

Anticonvulsant nature of marihuana smoking.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=39

Cannabis may help epileptics

http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/4423.php

Hypnotic and Antiepileptic Effects of Cannabidiol

http://www.thecompassionclub.org/me...rue&pageNumber=

Marijuana: an effective antiepileptic treatment in partial epilepsy?

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=157

Familial Mediterranean Fever

Pain relief with oral cannabinoids in familial Mediterranean fever.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=18

Fertility

Synthetic Cannabinoid May Aid Fertility In Smokers

http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/58063.php

Medical marijuana uses - 700 medical marijuana clinical studies and papers

Fever

A Novel Role of Cannabinoids

http://ccicnewsletter.com/index.php...nfectious_Disea



A Cooling Effect From Cannabis?

http://ccrmg.org/journal/05aut/coolcannabis.html

Fibromyalgia

Delta-9-THC based monotherapy in fibromyalgia patients

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/16834825

Clinical Endocannabinoid Deficiency

http://www.freedomtoexhale.com/clinical.pdf

Cannabis Sativa (Marijuana) for Fibromyalgia

http://www.fibromyalgia-reviews.com/Drg_Marijuana.cfm

THC Reduces Pain in Fibromyalgia Patients

http://www.illinoisnorml.org/content/view/63/35/

Gateway Theory

The Myth of Marijuana's Gateway Effect

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer/library/mjgate.htm

Endogenous cannabinoids are not involved in cocaine reinforcement

http://www.sciencedirect.com/scienc...a4e861a90579fac

No 'Smoking' Gun: Research Indicates Teen Marijuana Use Does Not Predict Drug,

Alcohol Abuse

http://www.sciencedaily.com/release...61204123422.htm

CLAIM #13:MARIJUANA IS A "GATEWAY" TO THE USE OF OTHER DRUGS

http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannab...is_myth13.shtml

Glaucoma

Marijuana Smoking vs Cannabinoids for Glaucoma Therapy

http://archopht.ama-assn.org/cgi/co...act/116/11/1433

Dronabinol and retinal hemodynamics in humans.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=202

Effect of Sublingual Application of Cannabinoids on Intraocular Pressure

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=201



Delta 9-tetrahydrocannabinol in cancer chemotherapy. Ophthalmologic

implications.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=88

Effect of marihuana on intraocular and blood pressure in glaucoma.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=87

Effect of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol on intraocular pressure in humans.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=40

Marihuana smoking and intraocular pressure.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=47

Neuroprotective and Intraocular Pressure-Lowering Effects of

(-)Delta-Tetrahydrocannabinol

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...del_of_Glaucoma

Neuroprotective effect of (-)Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol and cannabidiol

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...f_peroxynitrite

Effects of tetrahydrocannabinol on arterial and intraocular hypertension.

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/468444

Gynocology and obstetrics

Cannabis Treatments in Obstetrics and Gynecology: A Historical Review

http://www.freedomtoexhale.com/russo-ob.pdf

Heart Disease/ Cardiovascular

Marijuana Chemical Fights Hardened Arteries

http://www.webmd.com/heart-disease/...rdened-arteries

The endogenous cardiac cannabinoid system: a new protective mechanism

http://www.cannabinoid.com/boards/thd3x10073.shtml

Cardiovascular pharmacology of cannabinoids.

http://www.biowizard.com/story.php?pmid=16596789

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol protects cardiac cells from hypoxia

http://www.ingentaconnect.com/conte...020001/00002346

Does Cannabis Hold the Key to Treating Cardiometabolic Disease?

http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/525040_print



Cannabinoid Offers Cardioprotection

http://www.norml.org/index.cfm?Grou...tm_format=print

Heavy Cannabis Use Not Independently Associated With Cardiovascular Risks

http://www.norml.org/index.cfm?Group_ID=6972

Marijuana use, diet, body mass index, and cardiovascular risk factors

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/16893701

Cannabinoids and cardiovascular disease

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...ical_treatments

Cannabinoids as therapeutic agents in cardiovascular disease

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...s_and_illusions

The in vitro and in vivo cardiovascular effects of {Delta}9-tetrahydrocannabinol

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl..._oxide_synthase

Cannabinoids prevented the development of heart failure in animal study

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=145#2

Cannabis use not associated with risk factors for diseases of heart and circulation

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=225#2

THC protects heart cells in the case of lowered oxygen supply

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=212#1

Medical marijuana: study shows that THC slows atherosclerosis

http://thenexthurrah.typepad.com/th...al_marijua.html

Cardiovascular Effects of Cannabis

http://www.idmu.co.uk/canncardio.htm

Changes in middle cerebral artery velocity after marijuana

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...0&dopt=Abstract[/]
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Hepatitis

Moderate Cannabis Use Associated with Improved Treatment Response

http://www.hivandhepatitis.com/hep_...6/091506_a.html

Cannabis use improves retention and virological outcomes in patients treated for

hepatitis C

http://www.natap.org/2006/HCV/091506_02.htm



Hepatitis C - The Silent Killer Can Medical Cannabis Help?

http://www.pacifier.com/~alive/cmu/hepatitis_c.htm

Herpes

Cannabis May Help Combat Cancer-causing Herpes Viruses

http://www.sciencedaily.com/release...40923092627.htm

THC inhibits lytic replication of gamma oncogenic herpes viruses in vitro

http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/bo...ml&artid=521080

Suppressive effect of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol on herpes simplex virus

infectivity in vitro

http://www.ebmonline.org/cgi/content/abstract/196/4/401

Inhibition of cell-associated herpes simplex virus

http://www.ebmonline.org/cgi/content/abstract/185/1/41

The Effect of {Delta}-9-Tetrahydrocannabinol on Herpes Simplex Virus Replication

http://vir.sgmjournals.org/cgi/cont...stract/49/2/427

Hiccups

Marijuana cures hiccups

http://www.yourhealthbase.com/database/a77k.htm

Marijuana For Intractable Hiccups

http://cannabislink.ca/medical/hiccups.html

HIV / AIDS

Marijuana Use Does Not Accelerate HIV Infection

http://paktribune.com/news/print.php?id=139255

THC improves appetite and reverses weight loss in AIDS patients

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=189

Dronabinol and marijuana in HIV-positive marijuana smokers: caloric intake, mood,

and sleep.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=190

Cannabis in painful HIV-associated sensory neuropathy



http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=199

Smoked cannabis therapy for HIV-related painful peripheral neuropathy

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=172

Short-term effects of cannabinoids in patients with HIV-1 infection

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=62

Dronabinol as a treatment for anorexia associated with weight loss in patients with

AIDS.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=21

Effect of dronabinol on nutritional status in HIV infection.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=150

Dronabinol stimulates appetite and causes weight gain in HIV patients.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=20

Dronabinol effects on weight in patients with HIV infection.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=45

Recent clinical experience with dronabinol.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=90

Marijuana as therapy for people living with HIV/AIDS: Social and health aspects

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl..._health_aspects

Marijuana and AIDS: A Four-Year Study

http://ccrmg.org/journal/05spr/aids.html

Historical studies

The La Guardia Committee Report

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...lag/lagmenu.htm

Physical, Mental, and Moral Effects of Marijuana: The Indian Hemp Drugs

Commission Report

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer/Library/effects.htm

MARIAJUANA SMOKING IN PANAMA

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...ama/panama1.htm

The British Pharmaceutical Codex – 1934

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...ical/brit34.htm



ON THE PREPARATIONS OF THE INDIAN HEMP, OR GUNJAH

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...1850/gunjah.htm

DISPENSATORY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA Fifth Edition (1843)

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...ry/dispensa.htm

New Remedies:Pharmaceutically and Therapeutically Considered Fourth Edition

(1843)

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...ry/dunglisn.htm

On the Haschisch or Cannabis Indica

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...ry/bellhash.htm

ON INDICATIONS OF THE HACHISH-VICE IN THE OLD TESTAMENT

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...tory/hashot.htm

The Physiological Activity of Cannabis Sativa

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...istory/japa.htm

CANNABIS, U.S.P. (American Cannabis):

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...ry/vbchmed1.htm

Hormones

Effects of chronic marijuana use on testosterone, luteinizing hormone, follicle

stimulating …

http://www.anesth.uiowa.edu/readabs...sp?PMID=1935564

Marijuana: interaction with the estrogen receptor

http://jpet.aspetjournals.org/cgi/c...tract/224/2/404

Huntington’s Disease

EFFECTS OF CANNABIDIOL IN HUNTINGTON'S DISEASE

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...al/hunting1.htm

Nabilone Could Treat Chorea and Irritability in Huntington’s Disease

http://neuro.psychiatryonline.org/c.../18/4/553?rss=1

Hysterectomy

Effect of nabilone on nausea and vomiting after total abdominal hysterectomy

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=137



Idiopathic Intracranial Hypertension

Dronabinol reduces signs and symptoms of idiopathic intracranial hypertension

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=181

IQ

Findings of a longitudinal study of effects on IQ

http://www.cmaj.ca/cgi/content/full/166/7/887

Heavy cannabis use without long-term effect on global intelligence

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=115#2

Marijuana does not dent IQ permanently

http://www.newscientist.com/article...ermanently.html

Marinol/Synthetics/ cannabinoid mixtures

CANNABIS AND MARINOL IN THE TREATMENT OF MIGRAINE HEADACHE

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer/hemp/migrn2.htm

Marinol vs Natural Cannabis

http://www.norml.org/pdf_files/NORM...al_Cannabis.pdf

The therapeutic rationale for combining tetrahydrocannabinol and cannabidiol.

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/16209908

Unheated Cannabis sativa extracts and its major compound THC-acid

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abs...504929?prt=true

Side effects of pharmaceuticals not elicited by comparable herbal medicines.

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/10394675

Sativex in the treatment of pain caused by rheumatoid arthritis

http://rheumatology.oxfordjournals....bstract/45/1/50

Is dronabinol an effective appetite stimulant?

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=188

Sativex in patients suffering from multiple sclerosis associated detrusor

overactivity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=168



Sativex® in patients with symptoms of spasticity due to multiple sclerosis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=169

Nabilone improves pain and symptom management in cancer patients

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=177

Dronabinol for supportive therapy in patients with malignant melanoma and liver

metastases

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=180

Synthetic cannabinomimetic nabilone on patients with chronic pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=197

Nabilone significantly reduces spasticity-related pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=200

Sativex produced significant improvements in a subjective measure of spasticity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=170

Analgesic effect of the synthetic cannabinoid CT-3 on chronic neuropathic pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=85

Cannabinoid rotation in a young woman with chronic cystitis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=115

Dronabinol in patients with intractable pruritus

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=116

Cannabinoids reduce levodopa-induced dyskinesia in Parkinson's disease:

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=54

Nabilone on L-DOPA induced dyskinesia in patients with idiopathic Parkinson's

disease

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=153

Nabilone in the treatment of multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=11

Big Pharma's Strange Holy Grail: Cannabis Without Euphoria?

http://www.counterpunch.org/gardner07082006.html

Sativex showed positive effects in 65 per cent of patients with chronic diseases

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=230#4

Meige’s Syndrome



Treatment of Meige's syndrome with cannabidiol.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=114

Migraine/ Headache

CANNABIS AND MARINOL IN THE TREATMENT OF MIGRAINE HEADACHE

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer/hemp/migrn2.htm

Dronabinol reduces signs and symptoms of idiopathic intracranial hypertension

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=181

Cannabis and Migraine

http://www.pacifier.com/~alive/cmu/...nd_migraine.htm

Clinical Endocannabinoid Deficiency

http://www.freedomtoexhale.com/clinical.pdf

Hemp for Headache

http://www.freedomtoexhale.com/hh.pdf

Chronic Migraine Headache

http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer/hemp/migrn1.htm

Morning Sickness

Medical marijuana: a surprising solution to severe morning sickness

http://www.findarticles.com/p/artic...124/ai_n6015580

Medicinal cannabis use among childbearing women

http://safeaccess.ca/research/cannabis_nausea2006.pdf

Mortality Rates

Marijuana use and mortality.

http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/ar...i?artid=1380837

Marijuana Smoking Doesn't Lead to Higher Death Rate

http://ccrmg.org/journal/03sum/kaiser.html

How deadly is marijuana?

http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/4426.php
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MS



Sativex in patients with symptoms of spasticity due to multiple sclerosis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=169

Marijuana derivatives may provide MS treatment

http://www.healthypages.net/news.asp?newsid=5381

Marijuana Helps MS Patients Alleviate Pain, Spasms

http://www.mult-sclerosis.org/news/...smsAndPain.html

Cannabis-based medicine in central pain in multiple sclerosis

http://www.neurology.org/cgi/conten...t/65/6/812?etoc

Cannabis-based medicine in spasticity caused by multiple sclerosis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=192

Sativex in patients suffering from multiple sclerosis associated detrusor

overactivity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=168

The effect of cannabis on urge incontinence in patients with multiple sclerosis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=185

Nabilone significantly reduces spasticity-related pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=200

Cannabinoids in multiple sclerosis (CAMS) study

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=160

Sativex produced significant improvements in a subjective measure of spasticity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=170

Cannabis-based medicine in central pain in multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=175

Do cannabis-based medicinal extracts have general or specific effects

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=56

Efficacy, safety and tolerability of an oral cannabis extract in the treatment of

spasticity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=63

cannabis-based extracts for bladder dysfunction in advanced multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=81

Are oral cannabinoids safe and effective in refractory neuropathic pain?

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=143



Dronabinol in the treatment of agitation in patients with Alzheimer’s disease with

anorexia

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=61

Cannabis based medicinal extracts (CBME) in central neuropathic pain due to

multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=82

Cannabinoids for treatment of spasticity and other symptoms related to multiple

sclerosis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=108

Cannabis based medicinal extract on refractory lower urinary tract dysfunction

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=103

Analgesic effect of the cannabinoid analogue nabilone

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=203

The perceived effects of smoked cannabis on patients with multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=13

Orally and rectally administered delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol on spasticity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=12

Nabilone in the treatment of multiple sclerosis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=11

Effect of cannabinoids on spasticity and ataxia in multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=2

Delta-9-THC in the treatment of spasticity associated with multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=1

Tetrahydrocannabinol for tremor in multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=9

Marihuana as a therapeutic agent for muscle spasm or spasticity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=53

Cannabis-based medicine in spasticity caused by multiple sclerosis.

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...tiple_sclerosis

Cannabis based treatments for neuropathic and multiple sclerosis-related pain.

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...is_related_pain

The effect of cannabis on urge incontinence in patients with multiple sclerosis

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...ial__CAMS_LUTS_



Can Cannabis Help Multiple Sclerosis? An International Debate Rages

http://www.pacifier.com/~alive/cmu/...bis_help_ms.htm

Cannabis' Potential Exciting Researchers in Treatment of ALS, Parkinson's Disease

http://66.218.69.11/search/cache?ei...&icp=1&.intl=us

The endocannabinoid system is dysregulated in multiple sclerosis

http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/cgi...stract/awm160v1

Cannabinoids inhibit neurodegeneration in models of multiple sclerosis

http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/cgi...ull/126/10/2191

Nabilone

The synthetic cannabinoid nabilone improves pain and symptom management in

cancer patients

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=177

Nabilone versus prochlorperazine

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=120

Nabilone: an alternative antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=123

Antiemetic efficacy of nabilone and alizapride

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=127

Nabilone versus domperidone

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=129

Comparison of nabilone and prochlorperazine

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=128

Nabilone vs. prochlorperazine for refractory emesis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=146

Nabilone vs. placebo

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=156

Effects of nabilone and prochlorperazine on chemotherapy-induced emesis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=131

Superiority of nabilone over prochlorperazine

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=126



Nabilone versus prochlorperazine for control of cancer chemotherapy-induced

emesis in children

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=120

Nabilone: an alternative antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=123

Effect of nabilone on nausea and vomiting after total abdominal hysterectomy

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=137

Nabilone improves pain and symptom management in cancer patients

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=177

Synthetic cannabinomimetic nabilone on patients with chronic pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=197

Nabilone significantly reduces spasticity-related pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=200

Nabilone on L-DOPA induced dyskinesia in patients with idiopathic Parkinson's

disease

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=153

Nabilone in the treatment of multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=11

Nabilone significantly reduces spasticity-related pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=200

Analgesic effect of the cannabinoid analogue nabilone

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=203

Nabilone in the treatment of multiple sclerosis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=11

Comparison of nabilone and metoclopramide in the control of radiation-induced

nausea.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=130

Nabilone and metoclopramide in the treatment of nausea and vomiting

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=121

Nabilone: an alternative antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=123

Comparison of the antiemetic efficacy of nabilone and alizapride



http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=127

Nabilone versus domperidone in the treatment of cytotoxic-induced emesis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=129

Add-on treatment with the synthetic cannabinomimetic nabilone on patients with

chronic pain -

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=197

Comparison of bronchial effects of nabilone and terbutaline

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=43

Nabilone Could Treat Chorea and Irritability in Huntington’s Disease

http://neuro.psychiatryonline.org/c.../18/4/553?rss=1

Nausea

THC improves appetite and reverses weight loss in AIDS patients

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=189

Efficacy of dronabinol alone and in combination with ondansetron versus

ondansetron alone

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=191

Dronabinol and marijuana in HIV-positive marijuana smokers: caloric intake, mood,

and sleep.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=190

Nabilone improves pain and symptom management in cancer patients

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=177

Dronabinol for supportive therapy in patients with malignant melanoma and liver

metastases.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=180

Nausea relieved by tetrahydrocannabinol (dronabinol).

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=35

An efficient new cannabinoid antiemetic in pediatric oncology.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=7

Effect of nabilone on nausea and vomiting after total abdominal hysterectomy.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=137

Marijuana as antiemetic medicine

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=134



Efficacy of tetrahydrocannabinol in patients refractory to standard anti-emetic

therapy

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=31

Inhalation marijuana as an antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=155

Nabilone versus prochlorperazine for control of cancer chemotherapy-induced

emesis in children

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=120

Comparison of nabilone and metoclopramide in the control of radiation-induced

nausea.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=130

Nabilone and metoclopramide in the treatment of nausea and vomiting

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=121

Nabilone: an alternative antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=123

Comparison of the antiemetic efficacy of nabilone and alizapride

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=127

Nabilone versus domperidone in the treatment of cytotoxic-induced emesis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=129

THC or Compazine for the cancer chemotherapy patient--the UCLA study

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=34

Comparison of nabilone and prochlorperazine for emesis induced by cancer

chemotherapy.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=128

Acute and subacute bronchial effects of oral cannabinoids.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=44

Nabilone vs. prochlorperazine for refractory emesis induced by cancer

chemotherapy.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=146

Nabilone vs. placebo in chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=156

Dose vs response of tetrahydroannabinol (THC) vs prochlorperazine

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=30 delta 9-



Comparative trial of the antiemetic effects of THC and haloperidol

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=64

Comparison of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol and prochlorperazine.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=3

Tetrahydrocannabinol in cancer chemotherapy. Ophthalmologic implications.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=88

Antiemetic effect of tetrahydrocannabinol

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=6

The antiemetic activity of tetrahydrocanabinol versus metoclopramide and

thiethylperazine

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=24

The antiemetic effects of nabilone and prochlorperazine on

chemotherapy-induced emesis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=131

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol as an antiemetic for patients receiving cancer

chemotherapy

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=5

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol as an antiemetic in cancer patients receiving

high-dose methotrexate

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=23

THC as an antiemetic in patients treated with cancer chemotherapy

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=27

Amelioration of cancer chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting by

delta-9-THC.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=107

Superiority of nabilone over prochlorperazine as an antiemetic

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=126

Antiemetic effect of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol in patients receiving cancer

chemotherapy.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=4

Receptor mechanism and antiemetic activity of structurally-diverse cannabinoids

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...the_least_shrew



Neurons

Marijuana Promotes Neuron Growth

http://www.medpot.net/forums/index.php?showtopic=27460

Marijuana-Like Chemicals in the Brain Calm Neurons

http://www.medpot.net/forums/index.php?showtopic=9686

Marijuana May Spur New Brain Cells

http://www.treatingyourself.com/vbu...read.php?t=5921

Cannabinoids promote embryonic and adult hippocampus neurogenesis

http://www.jci.org/cgi/content/full/115/11/3104

Medical marijuana uses - 700 medical marijuana clinical studies and papers
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Neuropathic pain

Cannabinoids Among Most Promising Approaches to Treating Neuropathic Pain

http://www.redorbit.com/news/health...source=r_health

Cannabis-based medicine in central pain in multiple sclerosis

http://www.neurology.org/cgi/conten...t/65/6/812?etoc

Cannabis in painful HIV-associated sensory neuropathy

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=199

Smoked cannabis therapy for HIV-related painful peripheral neuropathy

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=172

Two cannabis based medicinal extracts for relief of central neuropathic pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=143

Cannabis based medicinal extracts (CBME) in central neuropathic pain due to

multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=82

Analgesic effect of the synthetic cannabinoid CT-3 on chronic neuropathic pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=85

Smoked cannabis in painful peripheral neuropathy and cancer pain refractory to

opiods.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=96



Analgesic effect of the cannabinoid analogue nabilone

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=203

The perceived effects of smoked cannabis on patients with multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=13

Cannabis based treatments for neuropathic and multiple sclerosis-related pain.

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...is_related_pain

Neuroprotectant

Marijuana Protects Your Brain

http://www.roninpub.com/art-mjbrain.html

The neuroprotective effect of cannabinoids in a rat model of Parkinson's disease

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/17196181

Neuroprotective and Intraocular Pressure-Lowering Effects of (-)Delta-THC

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...del_of_Glaucoma

Neuroprotective effect of (-)Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol and cannabidiol

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...f_peroxynitrite

Neuroprotection induced by Delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol in AF5 cells

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...ol_in_AF5_cells

Cannabidiol has a cerebroprotective action

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...iting_mechanism

Cannabidiol but not Delta(9)-THC has a neuroprotective effect without the

development of tolerance..

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...nt_of_tolerance

Delta(9)-THC) prevents cerebral infarction

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...ent_hypothermia

Delta(9)-Tetrahydrocannabinol protects hippocampal neurons from excitotoxicity

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl..._excitotoxicity

Cannabis and Neuroprotection

http://www.pacifier.com/~alive/cmu/...oprotection.htm

Medical marijuana uses - 700 medical marijuana clinical studies and papers



Nutrition

Oily fish makes 'babies brainier'

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/health/4631006.stm

Efficacy of dietary hempseed oil in patients with atopic dermatitis.

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abs...ryText=hempseed

Effects of smoked marijuana on food intake and body weight

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=117

Obesity

Does Cannabis Hold the Key to Treating Cardiometabolic Disease?

http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/525040_print

Effects of smoked marijuana on food intake and body weight

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=117

Osteoporosis

Prototype drug to prevent osteoporosis based on cannabinoids

http://www.news-medical.net/?id=15220

Hebrew U. Researchers Find Cannabis Can Strengthen Bones

http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/96146

Peripheral cannabinoid receptor, CB2, regulates bone mass

http://www.pnas.org/cgi/content/abstract/103/3/696

New Weapon In Battle Against Osteoporosis

http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/35621.php

Activation of CB2 receptor attenuates bone loss in osteoporosis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=210#2

Pain-

Cannabis effective at relieving pain after major surgery

http://www.news-medical.net/?id=17995

Cannabinoids, in combination with (NSAIDS), produce a synergistic analgesic effect

http://www.medjournal.com/forum/sho...587&postcount=1



Cannabinoids Among Most Promising Approaches to Treating Neuropathic Pain,

http://www.redorbit.com/news/health...source=r_health

Cannabinoid analgesia as a potential new therapeutic option

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/16449552

Analgesic and adverse effects of an oral cannabis extract (Cannador) for

postoperative pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=184

Delta-9-THC based monotherapy in fibromyalgia patients

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=194

Add-on treatment with the synthetic cannabinomimetic nabilone on patients with

chronic pain -

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=197

Nabilone significantly reduces spasticity-related pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=200

Synergistic affective analgesic interaction between delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol

and morphine.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=178

Are oral cannabinoids safe and effective in refractory neuropathic pain?

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=143

Dronabinol in the treatment of agitation in patients with Alzheimer’s disease with

anorexia

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=61

Cannabis use for chronic non-cancer pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=91

Tetrahydrocannabinol for treatment of chronic pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=147

Analgesic effect of the cannabinoid analogue nabilone

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=203

The perceived effects of smoked cannabis on patients with multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=13

Pain relief with oral cannabinoids in familial Mediterranean fever.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=18



The effect of orally and rectally administered delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol on

spasticity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=12

Marihuana as a therapeutic agent for muscle spasm or spasticity.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=53

Analgesic effect of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=16

The analgesic properties of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol and codeine.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=17

Most pain patients gain benefit from cannabis in a British study

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...kel.php?id=84#1

Parkinson’s Disease

Marijuana Compounds May Aid Parkinson's Disease

http://cannabisnews.com/news/19/thread19725.shtml

Marijuana-Like Chemicals Helps Treat Parkinson's

http://cannabisnews.com/news/22/thread22608.shtml

Cannabis use in Parkinson's disease: subjective improvement of motor symptoms.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=33

Cannabinoids reduce levodopa-induced dyskinesia in Parkinson's disease

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=54

Nabilone on L-DOPA induced dyskinesia in patients with idiopathic Parkinson's

disease

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=153

Evaluation of cannabidiol in dystonic movement disorders.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=14

Beneficial and adverse effects of cannabidiol in a Parkinson patient

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=142

Neuroprotective effect of cannabinoids in a rat model of Parkinson's disease

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/17196181

Post Traumatic Stress Disorder

IDF TO TREAT SHELL SHOCK WITH CANNABIS



http://www.onlinepot.org/medical/id...sshellshock.htm

Study: Marijuana Eases Traumatic Memories

http://cannabisnews.com/news/13/thread13601.shtml

Medical Marijuana: PTSD Medical Malpractice

http://salem-news.com/articles/june...veque_61407.php

Cannabis for the Wounded - Another Walter Reed Scandal

http://www.libertypost.org/cgi-bin/...=179973&Disp=11

PTSD and Cannabis: A Clinician Ponders Mechanism of Action

http://ccrmg.org/journal/06spr/perspective2.html

Cannabis Eases Post Traumatic Stress

http://ccrmg.org/journal/06spr/ptsd.html

Endocannabinoids extinguish bad memories in the brain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=123#1

Natural high helps banish bad memories

http://www.newscientist.com/article...d-memories.html

Pregnancy

Oily fish makes 'babies brainier'

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/health/4631006.stm

Ganja use among Jamaican women.

http://www.rism.org/isg/dlp/ganja/a...anjaBabyes.html

Dreher's Jamaican Pregnancy Study

http://www.november.org/stayinfo/br...reherStudy.html

Cannabis Relieves Morning Sickness

http://ccrmg.org/journal/06spr/dreher.html#morning

Prenatal Marijuana Exposure and Neonatal Outcomes in Jamaica

http://www.druglibrary.org/Schaffer.../can-babies.htm

The Endocannabinoid-CB Receptor System

http://www.nel.edu/pdf_/25_12/NEL251204A01_Fride_.pdf

CLAIM #7: MARIJUANA USE DURING PREGNANCY HARMS THE FETUS

http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannab...bis_myth7.shtml



Prenatal exposure

Prenatal Marijuana Exposure and Neonatal Outcomes in Jamaica

http://www.druglibrary.org/Schaffer.../can-babies.htm

The Endocannabinoid-CB Receptor System

http://www.nel.edu/pdf_/25_12/NEL251204A01_Fride_.pdf

Ganja use among Jamaican women.

http://www.rism.org/isg/dlp/ganja/a...anjaBabyes.html

Dreher's Jamaican Pregnancy Study

http://www.november.org/stayinfo/br...reherStudy.html

Nonmutagenic action of cannabinoids in vitro

http://trophort.com/005/993/005993433.html

Prenatal exposure to tobacco, alcohol, cannabis and caffeine on birth size and

subsequent growth.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...st_uids=3657756

Tobacco and marijuana use on offspring growth from birth through 3 years of age.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...Pubmed_RVDocSum

Prenatal marijuana use and neonatal outcome.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...Pubmed_RVDocSum

Pruritis

Cream with endocannabinoids effective in the treatment of pruritus

http://bbsnews.net/article.php/20051211212223236/print

Topical cannabinoid agonists : An effective new possibility for treating chronic

pruritus.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=196

Dronabinol in patients with intractable pruritus secondary to cholestatic liver

disease.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=116

Sativex

Sativex in the treatment of pain caused by rheumatoid arthritis



http://rheumatology.oxfordjournals....bstract/45/1/50

Sativex produced significant improvements in a subjective measure of spasticity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=170

Sativex in patients suffering from multiple sclerosis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=168

Sativex in patients suffering from multiple sclerosis associated detrusor

overactivity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=168

Sativex showed positive effects in 65 per cent of patients with chronic diseases

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=230#4

Schizophrenia/ Mental disorders

Increased cannabinoid receptor density in the posterior cingulate cortex in

schizophrenia.

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/16710682

Symptoms of schizotypy precede cannabis use.

http://www.ukcia.org/forum/read.php?7,7543,7579

Cannabidiol as an antipsychotic

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=171

Anandamide levels in cerebrospinal fluid of first-episode schizophrenic patients

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...of_cannabis_use

Delta-9-Tetrahydrocannabinol-Induced Effects on Psychosis and Cognition

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...s_and_Cognition

Cannabis is a First-Line Treatment for Childhood Mental Disorders

http://www.counterpunch.org/mikuriya07082006.html

Cannabis does not induce schizophrenia,

http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/12283.php

Cannabis use does not cause schizophrenia

http://www.health.am/psy/more/canna..._schizophrenia/

Cannabinoids and psychosis.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...Pubmed_RVDocSum

Cannabis as a psychotropic medication



http://bjp.rcpsych.org/cgi/content/full/185/1/78

Study Shows Long Term Marijuana Users Healthy

http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannab..._science3.shtml

Cannabis and schizophrenia link blurs further

http://www.newscientist.com/channel...rs-further.html

Evidence does not show a strong causal relation between the use of cannabis and

psychosocial harm

http://www.library.nhs.uk/mentalHea...24106&tabID=289
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Sickle Cell Disease

Cannabis Relieves Sickle Cell Disease!

http://www.cannabisculture.com/foru...?Number=1155878

Sickle Cell Disease and Cannabis

http://www.pacifier.com/~alive/cmu/Sickle_cell.htm

Marijuana smoking in young adults with sickle cell

http://caribbean.scielo.org/scielo....&lng=en&nrm=iso

Medical use of cannabis in sickle cell disease

http://www.chanvre-info.ch/info/it/...-in-sickle.html

Cannabis use in sickle cell disease: a questionnaire study.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...2&dopt=Abstract

Sleep modulation

Cannabidiol, a constituent of Cannabis sativa, modulates sleep in rats.

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abs...844117?prt=true

Dronabinol reduces signs and symptoms of idiopathic intracranial hypertension

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=181

Cannabis-based medicine in central pain in multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=175

Two cannabis based medicinal extracts for relief of central neuropathic pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=15



Functional role for cannabinoids in respiratory stability during sleep

http://www.pacifier.com/~alive/cmu/...sleep_apnea.htm

THC reduces sleep apnoea in animal research

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=120#1

Spasticity

The treatment of spasticity with Delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol in persons with

spinal cord injury.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=166

Cannabis-based medicine in spasticity caused by multiple sclerosis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=192

Cannabinoids in multiple sclerosis

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=160

Sativex produced significant improvements in a subjective measure of spasticity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=170

Do cannabis-based medicinal extracts have general or specific effects on

symptoms in ms?

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=56

Efficacy, safety and tolerability of an oral cannabis extract in the treatment of

spasticity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=63

Are oral cannabinoids safe and effective in refractory neuropathic pain?

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=143

Experiences with THC-treatment in children and adolescents

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=80

The treatment of spasticity with D9-THC in patients with spinal cord injury

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=79

The effect of orally and rectally administered delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol on

spasticity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=12

Nabilone in the treatment of multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=11

Treatment of spasticity in spinal cord injury with dronabinol



http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=112

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol shows antispastic and analgesic effects

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=10

Effect of cannabinoids on spasticity and ataxia in multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=2

Delta-9-THC in the treatment of spasticity associated with multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=1

Effect of Delta-9-THC on EMG Measurements in Human Spasticity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=110

The effect of delta-9-THC on human spasticity.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=154

Cannabis effect on spasticity in spinal cord injury.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=113

Treatment of human spasticity with delta 9-tetrahydrocannabinol.

` http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=8

Marihuana as a therapeutic agent for muscle spasm or spasticity.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=53

The perceived effects of marijuana on spinal cord injured males.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=138

Motor effects of delta 9 THC in cerebellar Lurcher mutant mice.

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...her_mutant_mice

Cannabis-based medicine in spasticity caused by multiple sclerosis

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...tiple_sclerosis

Spinal Cord Injury

The treatment of spasticity with Delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol in persons with

spinal cord injury.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=166

Are oral cannabinoids safe and effective in refractory neuropathic pain?

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=143

The treatment of spasticity with D9-THC) in patients with spinal cord injury



http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=79

Delta-9-THC as an alternative therapy for overactive bladders in spinal cord injury

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=102

The effect of orally and rectally administered delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol on

spasticity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=12

Treatment of spasticity in spinal cord injury with dronabinol

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=112

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol shows antispastic and analgesic effects

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=10

The effect of delta-9-THC on human spasticity.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=154

Cannabis effect on spasticity in spinal cord injury.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=113

Marihuana as a therapeutic agent for muscle spasm or spasticity.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=53

The perceived effects of marijuana on spinal cord injured males.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=138

Stroke

Cannabidiol has a cerebroprotective action

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...iting_mechanism

Delta(9)-THC) prevents cerebral infarction

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...ent_hypothermia

Medical marijuana: study shows that THC slows atherosclerosis

http://thenexthurrah.typepad.com/th...al_marijua.html

Tea as medicine

Cannabis tea revisited: A systematic evaluation

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...Pubmed_RVDocSum



THC/tetrahydrocannabinol

THC is effective in the treatment of tics in Tourette syndrome

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=98

THC effective in Tourette-Syndrome

http://www.pacifier.com/~alive/cmu/tourette_thc.htm

THC effective in Tourette syndrome in a 6-week trial

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=146#1

Treatment of Tourette's Syndrome With Delta-9-Tetrahydrocannabinol

http://ajp.psychiatryonline.org/cgi.../full/156/3/495

THC inhibits primary marker of Alzheimer's disease

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=225#3

THC improves appetite and reverses weight loss in AIDS patients

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=189

Cancer-related anorexia-cachexia syndrome

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...xia_Study_Group

THC effective in appetite and weight loss in severe lung disease (COPD)

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=191#2

The antinociceptive effect of Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol in the arthritic rat

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...binoid_receptor

Synergy between Delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol and morphine in the arthritic rat

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...e_arthritic_rat

Bronchial effects of aerosolized delta 9-tetrahydrocannabinol

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=109

Bronchodilator effect of delta1-tetrahydrocannabinol administered by aerosol

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=60

Effects of smoked marijuana in experimentally induced asthma.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=57

Marijuana and oral delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol on specific airway conductance

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=67

New Synthetic Delta-9-THC Inhaler Offers Safe, Rapid Delivery

http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/22937.php



Smoked marijuana and oral delta-9-THC on specific airway conductance in

asthmatic subjects

http://www.ukcia.org/research/Smoke...InAsthmatic.php

Delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol in patients with recurrent glioblastoma multiforme.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=193

9-Tetrahydrocannabinol Inhibits Cell Cycle Progression in Human Breast Cancer

http://cancerres.aacrjournals.org/c...ract/66/13/6615

THC and prochlorperazine effective in reducing vomiting in women following

breast surgery

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=219#1

{Delta}9-Tetrahydrocannabinol-Induced Apoptosis in Jurkat Leukemia T Cells

http://mcr.aacrjournals.org/cgi/con...bstract/4/8/549

Delta(9)-THC) prevents cerebral infarction

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...ent_hypothermia

Medical marijuana: study shows that THC slows atherosclerosis

http://thenexthurrah.typepad.com/th...al_marijua.html

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol shows antispastic and analgesic effects

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=10

The effect of delta-9-THC on human spasticity.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=154

The treatment of spasticity with D9-THC) in patients with spinal cord injury

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=79

Delta-9-THC as an alternative therapy for overactive bladders in spinal cord injury

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=102

The effect of orally and rectally administered delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol on

spasticity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=12

The treatment of spasticity with Delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol in persons with

spinal cord injury.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=166

Delta-9-Tetrahydrocannabinol-Induced Effects on Psychosis and Cognition

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...s_and_Cognition



The effect of orally and rectally administered delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol on

spasticity

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=12

Marihuana as a therapeutic agent for muscle spasm or spasticity.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=53

Analgesic effect of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=16

The analgesic properties of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol and codeine.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=17

The perceived effects of smoked cannabis on patients with multiple sclerosis.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=13

Cannabis use for chronic non-cancer pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=91

Tetrahydrocannabinol for treatment of chronic pain

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=147

Delta-9-THC based monotherapy in fibromyalgia patients

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=194

Delta(9)-THC) prevents cerebral infarction

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...ent_hypothermia

Delta(9)-Tetrahydrocannabinol protects hippocampal neurons from excitotoxicity

http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl..._excitotoxicity

Tobacco vs Cannabis-

Cannabis Smoke and Cancer: Assessing the Risk

http://www.norml.org/index.cfm?Group_ID=6891

Cannabis and tobacco smoke are not equally carcinogenic

http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/ar...i?artid=1277837

Smoking Marijuana Does Not Cause Lung Cancer

http://www.mapinc.org/drugnews/v05/n1065/a03.html

Tobacco and marijuana use on offspring growth from birth through 3 years of age.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...Pubmed_RVDocSum

Progression from marijuana use to daily smoking and nicotine dependence



http://www.erowid.org/references/refs_view.php?ID=6951

High anxieties - What the WHO doesn't want you to know about cannabis

http://www.newscientist.com/article...t-cannabis.html

Radioactive tobacco

http://www.cannabisculture.com/news/tobacco/

Tourette’s Syndrome

Treatment of Tourette's Syndrome With Delta-9-Tetrahydrocannabinol

http://ajp.psychiatryonline.org/cgi.../full/156/3/495

THC is effective in the treatment of tics in Tourette syndrome

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=98

Treatment of Tourette's syndrome with Delta 9-tetrahydrocannabinol

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=99

Cannabinoids: possible role in patho-physiology and therapy of Gilles de la

Tourette syndrome.

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=100

THC effective in Tourette-Syndrome

http://www.pacifier.com/~alive/cmu/tourette_thc.htm

THC effective in Tourette syndrome in a 6-week trial

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=146#1

Vaporizers

Vaporization as a smokeless cannabis delivery system

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=187

Smokeless Cannabis Delivery Device Efficient And Less Toxic

http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/71112.php

Volcano is to Vaporizer As Porsche is to Automobile

http://ccrmg.org/journal/04spr/volcano.html

Recommendation to Patients: "Don’t smoke, Vaporize"

http://ccrmg.org/journal/03sum/vaporize.html

Decreased respiratory symptoms in cannabis users who vaporize.



http://marijuana.researchtoday.net/archive/4/4/1195.htm

Use of vaporizers reduces toxins from cannabis smoke

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=146#2

Wilson’s Disease

Cannabis sativa and dystonia secondary to Wilson's disease.

http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/15390041 

Photo credit >

Tips for Finding a Reputable Medical Cannabis Clinic – Greenway Medical

Marijuana Physicians in San Francisco offers just that.

http://www.unitedpatientsgroup.com/blog/2012/02/06/tips-for-finding-a-reput

able-medical-marijuana-clinic-greenway-medical-marijuana-physicians-in-san-fra

ncisco-offers-just-that/

---Please share! <3

Legalize Cannabis Everywhere!: Cannabis Cure By:Rick Simpsons<>Click here<>

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.583589891658749.1073741835.340

205239330550&type=1&l=55b3afad2e<>

Check it out share please thanks very much! ?

The Many Uses of Hemp -http://www.informationdistillery.com/hemp.htm>

The Many Uses of Hemp

Hemp is one of the most useful plants on Earth.

For thousands of years, humans have used parts of the hemp plant for food,

textiles, paper, fabric, and fuel oil. Today, modern processing technologies have

made it possible to create alternatives to gasoline, plastic, and other petroleum

products that can help the human race lessen its reliance on polluting and

expensive fossil fuels.

The hemp plant is a renewable resource that can be produced domestically. It

grows quickly, naturally resists plant diseases, requires little weeding, thrives in

most climates, and enriches the soil it grows in.

Here are some of its most important applications:

Food and Nutrition

Hempseeds and hemp oil are highly nutritious and delicious. Hempseeds are an

excellent source of protein, minerals, and dietary fibre. Hemp is the only plant that

contains all of the essential fatty acids and amino acids required by the human

body. These essential nutrients affect a variety of body functions, including

metabolism, the skin, mood, behaviour, the brain, and the heart.



Many people eat fish and take fish oil supplements to get these essential fats,

however concerns around over fishing and the chemical contamination of modern

fish have made many choose to switch to hemp instead. It is an especially

excellent option for vegetarians.

Hemp is also good for animals, and some veterinarians recommend including it in

the diets of pets and livestock. In Europe, fishermen sprinkle hempseed on the

water as an effective bait. When hempseed is included in bird seed, songbirds will

pick it out of the mix as they prefer it over other seeds.

Hemp foods are becoming more and more popular as the public discovers the

nutritional benefits and culinary uses of hemp.

Body Care

Due to its high content of beneficial oils and natural emollient properties, hemp is

becoming a common ingredient in lotions and many other skin, hair, and cosmetic

products. It is a good alternative to the toxic chemicals present in many petroleum

based lotions and cosmetics.

Paper

Hemp is an ideal material for making paper. It regenerates in the field in months

(unlike trees which can take 30 years or more to become harvestable after

planting.) Moving towards the use of hemp for paper can help save the world's

forests.

Historically, hemp has been used to make paper for thousands of years. It makes a

fine quality paper that is naturally acid free and does not become yellow and brittle

or disintegrate over time like conventional paper.

Fabric, Textiles, and Rope

Hemp can be used to make a variety of fabrics, similar to but more durable than

cotton. Hemp is also excellent for making rugs and other textiles. The word canvas

comes from the Latin word for hemp.

The oldest known woven fabric was made from hemp, as were Levi Strauss'

original denim jeans, and the first American flag. It was a common material for

clothing until the cotton industry gained strength in America.

Hemp is the traditional rope making fibre due to its flexibility, strength, and

resistance to water damage. In past centuries, hemp was extremely important to

the Navy, the shipping trade, and fishing because it was used to make ropes,

riggings, nets, and sails.

Fuel



For centuries, Hemp oil was used as lamp oil. It began to be phased out in America

in the 1870s when petroleum was introduced.

Today, hemp oil can be used to create biofuels to replace gasoline for diesel

engines. Unlike fossil fuels, biofuels are renewable and produce less of the

greenhouse gas carbon monoxide.

Plastic Alternatives

Standard plastic is made from fossil fuels using toxic chemicals. Almost everything

we buy is wrapped in cellophane and our landfills are full of it. A variety of

alternatives to plastic can be made from hemp.

In 1941, Henry Ford held a media event where he swung an axe at a prototype car

body made of hemp and other plant material to prove its strength. The technology

was never put into mass production, cars continued to be made of steel, and

plastics made from petrochemicals became the norm.

Fortunately, the number of available products made from hemp plastics is on the

increase as awareness of the importance of developing sustainable alternatives

grows.

Building Materials

Hemp based materials can replace wood and other materials used to build homes

and other structures including foundations, walls, shingles, paneling, pipes, and

paint.

The modern hemp building materials Hempcrete and Isochanvre are lightweight,

waterproof, fireproof, self-insulating, and resistant to pests.

Hemp's Past and Future

If hemp is so useful and practical, why hasn't everyone heard of it? The answer lies

primarily in politics. In the United States, growing hemp is largely prohibited and

there is a great fear around it due to its resemblance to marijuana. Hemp may look

like marijuana, however it does not contain the active chemicals that cause

mind-altering effects.

Historically, hemp was important in America and several of the founding fathers

grew it on their estates. Thomas Jefferson himself said, "Hemp is of first necessity

to the wealth and protection of the country." There were times when farmers were

legally required to grow it. During World War Two, the American government

encouraged farmers to grow it to help aid the war effort.

In the 1930s, a "reefer madness" campaign began in the United States to stir up fear



around marijuana and hemp. Today it is clear that these beginnings of "the war on

drugs" were pushed into being by the newspaper, cotton, and petroleum industries

which have all benefited financially from hemp prohibition. There are many people

in the United States working to make growing hemp legal, however for the time

being the laws remain restrictive.

In Canada, the cultivation of hemp has been allowed by the federal government

since 1998 with a special license. Fortunately, as hemp becomes a growing

agricultural sector in Canada and other countries, the availability of hemp based

products will continue to grow worldwide.

Links

A Quick Guide to Hemp

http://www.saskhemp.com/hemp101/hemp101.htm

an introduction to the many uses of hemp

The Emperor Wears no Clothes

http://www.jackherer.com/chapters.html

the extensive and well-researched full text of the book that helped start the

modern hemp revolution, in print since 1985

Environmental Benefits of Hemp

http://www.eap.mcgill.ca/CPH_3.htm

a summary of the many environmental benefits of hemp from McGill University,

including agricultural factors such as how hemp benefits the soil

Industrial Hemp - an alternative to our problems?

http://www.authenticbusiness.co.uk/archive/hemp

an excellent article on the uses of hemp from a British progressive business

magazine

North American Industrial Hemp Council

http://naihc.org/

information about industrial hemp from an agricultural association

Basic Uses of Industrial Hemp: Food, Fuel, Fiber

http://www.thehia.org/faqs/faq7.htm

description of the basic uses of hemp from a hemp trade association

Food and Agriculture: Hemp

http://www1.agric.gov.ab.ca/$department/deptdocs.nsf/all/crop761

an overview of agricultural hemp from the Alberta Government

Hemp: A New Crop with New Uses for North America

http://www.hort.purdue.edu/newcrop/ncnu02/v5-284.html

a chapter from an academic agriculture book reviewing the various uses for



industrial hemp

History and Benefits of Hemp

http://www.sdearthtimes.com/et0199/et0199s11.html

a summary of the uses and background history of hemp

Nutty Hemp a Hot Food Trend

http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/16637630

a news story about the growing popularity of hemp foods

Hemp Seed: The most Nutritionally Complete Food Source in the World

http://www.ratical.org/renewables/hempseed1.html

information on the health benefits of eating hempseed

Hemp Seeds

http://www.innvista.com/health/foods/hemp/hempseed.htm

more information on dietary hempseed

Micronutrient Information Center: Essential Fatty Acids

http://lpi.oregonstate.edu/infocenter/othernuts/omega3fa

an overview of the importance of essential fatty acids (EFAs) in the body

Are You Getting Enough Essential Fatty Acids?

http://www.alive.com/3953a2a2.php

an article on EFAs aimed at vegetarians

Efficacy of Dietary Hempseed Oil in Patients with Atopic Dermatitis

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=pubmed

&cmd=Retrieve&dopt=AbstractPlus&list_uids=16019622

results of a Finnish scientific study that showed dietary hemp oil improved

symptoms of contact dermatitis

Hemp as a Nutreceutical for Animals

http://www.hemptons.co.za/Uses/Animal/HempForAnimals.htm

the benefits of feeding hemp to pets and livestock

Carp Passion: Hemp

http://www.carp-passion.com/Bait/Hemp.htm

an article from a British fishing website about using hempseed as bait

Hemp Body Care Benefits

http://www.hempoilcan.com/benefits.html

the benefits of using hemp in skin, hair, and other body care products

Hempcar.org

http://www.hempcar.org/

the story of a hemp-fueled car that toured North America raising awareness about



biofuels

Hemp Plastic

http://www.hempplastic.com/

more information about hemp based alternatives to plastic

Hemp For Houses

http://www.life.ca/nl/108/hemphouse.html

more information on the possibilities for using hemp in construction

House of Hemp

http://nutiva.com/about/media/2004_01_10.php

the story of a house built with hemp materials in Ontario

USA Hemp Museum

http://www.hempmuseum.org/

extensive information about the history of and modern uses for hemp

America's Harried Hemp History

http://www.hemphasis.net/0102dvorak.htm

an article on the history of hemp in America from colonial times to today

Hemp: Beyond Peak Oil

http://www.beyondpeak.com/hemp-beyondpeak.html

information about hemp's uses and the history of prohibition from a site about the

impact of the decline of fossil fuels

Hemp for Victory

http://www.archive.org/details/Hemp_for_victory_1942

the 1942 American Government film designed to encourage farmers to grow more

hemp to help the war effort

Frequently Asked Questions about Hemp and Canada's Hemp Industry

http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/dhp-mps/substancontrol/hemp-chanvre

/about-apropos/faq/index_e.html#7

information about Canada's industrial hemp rules and regulations, also available in

French

Hemp Grows With Technological Advances:

Plant replacing petroleum-based products for varied industrial uses

http://www.businessedge.ca/article.cfm/newsID/14336.cfm

an article from a business magazine about the exponential growth of hemp in the

financial marketplace and trends for the future — with Timothy Warren Bisbee.



Dagga Movement 28 March 2013 08:06PM         g

Commitment to the use of critical reason, factual evidence, and scientific methods

of inquiry, rather than faith and mysticism, in seeking solutions to human problems

and answers to important human questions.

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=168498623175573&id=1537860113135

01&aid=46743

Friday 29 March 2013

Dagga Movement 29 March 2013 09:20AM mobile        b

Happy 4:20 Japan!

Dagga Movement 29 March 2013 10:20AM mobile        b

Happy 4:20 Hongkong!

Dagga Movement 29 March 2013 10:53AM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=341430772568573&id=332039933507

657&aid=83726

Dagga Movement 29 March 2013 10:55AM         g

Dagga isn't a bush or plant its a fucking tree!

Timeline Photos: https://www.facebook.com/oklahomacannanews

Dagga Movement 29 March 2013 10:57AM         g

McDoobie Drive-Thru...



Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=388523927838166&id=220977244592

836&aid=96863

Dagga Movement 29 March 2013 11:01AM         g

Mmmm this is what I want NOW!

Konkurs:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=288062427991631&id=212745825523

292&aid=1073741826

Dagga Movement 29 March 2013 11:20AM mobile        b

Happy 4:20 Indonesia!

Dagga Movement 29 March 2013 12:20PM mobile        b

Happy 4:20 Bangladesh!

Dagga Movement 29 March 2013 12:42PM         g

Timeline Photos: "And God said..."

Dagga Movement 29 March 2013 12:50PM mobile        b

Happy 4:20 India!

Dagga Movement 29 March 2013 01:50PM mobile        b

Happy 4:20 Afganistan!



Dagga Movement 29 March 2013 02:14PM         g

Weed: Wise words!!

e 1 person likes this - Gustav Dieter Cloete

Dagga Movement 29 March 2013 02:15PM         g

Anyone hiring in the cannabis industry?? We are looking for a change and would

DEF be willing to re-locate. 1 <3

Chicago Moms for Marijuana:

https://www.facebook.com/ChicagoMoms4MJ/posts/458237960914024

Dagga Movement 29 March 2013 02:20PM mobile        b

Happy 4:20 Russia!

Dagga Movement 29 March 2013 03:20PM mobile        b

Happy 4:20 Baghdad!

Dagga Movement 29 March 2013 04:20PM mobile        b

Happy 4:20 South Africa!!!

e 1 person likes this - Winston Leach

Dagga Movement 29 March 2013 05:01PM         g

Must Read

The wonders of weed

TheCannabisGeek.com: Thanks to a CBD-only tincture, this child was able to go

from 10-12 seizures per day, to less than one per month.



Have you been watching Weed Country? Check out the story here:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=424304850994497

Dagga Movement 29 March 2013 05:03PM         g

I hate government who takes away a safe alternative and adds punishment for proventative cancer use

or recreation use!

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788

Dagga Movement 29 March 2013 05:10PM         g

I want colorado to migrate to South Africa please!!! Can your municipality please come educate the

people of South Africa

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788

Dagga Movement 29 March 2013 05:11PM         g

Timeline Photos: Are you a believer yet? Learn more:

http://www.naturalcuresnotmedicine.com/2013/03/evidence-that-cannabis-is-m

ost.html

Dagga Movement 29 March 2013 05:20PM mobile        b

Happy 4:20 Germany!

Dagga Movement 29 March 2013 05:42PM         g



Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=252639951432324&id=240209639342

022&aid=75479

Dagga Movement 29 March 2013 06:20PM mobile        b

Happy 4:20 Iceland!

Dagga Movement 29 March 2013 07:20PM mobile        b

Happy 4:20 Cape Verde!

Dagga Movement 29 March 2013 08:20PM mobile        b

Happy 4:20 Sandwich Island! Damit this Island giving me the munchies!

Dagga Movement 29 March 2013 09:20PM mobile        b

Happy 4:20 Brazil!

Dagga Movement 29 March 2013 10:20PM mobile        b

Happy 4:20 Canada!

Dagga Movement 29 March 2013 11:20PM mobile        b

Happy 4:20 Jamaica!

Saturday 30 March 2013

Dagga Movement 30 March 2013 12:20AM mobile        b

Happy 4:20 Mexico!



Dagga Movement 30 March 2013 01:20AM mobile        b

Happy 4:20 USA!

Dagga Movement 30 March 2013 02:20AM mobile        b

Happy 4:20 Alaska!

Dagga Movement 30 March 2013 03:20AM mobile        b

Happy 4:20 Gambier Islands!

Dagga Movement 30 March 2013 04:20AM mobile        b

Happy 4:20 Samoa!

Dagga Movement 30 March 2013 05:20AM mobile        b

Happy 4:20 New Zealand!

Dagga Movement 30 March 2013 06:20AM mobile        b

Happy 4:20 Fiji!

Dagga Movement 30 March 2013 07:20AM mobile        b

Happy 4:20 Australia!

Dagga Movement 30 March 2013 08:20AM mobile        b

Happy 4:20 Guam!



Dagga Movement 30 March 2013 12:37PM         g

There are probably people who have killed for their morning cup of caffeine or who would! :D 

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=270816036367050&id=25146480830

2173&aid=63711

e 1 person likes this - George Rox

Dagga Movement 30 March 2013 01:33PM         d



Dagga Movement 30 March 2013 08:11PM         g

Timeline Photos: Happy Easter!

e 2 people like this - Deon van Wyk, George Rox

Sunday 31 March 2013

Dagga Movement 31 March 2013 11:23AM         d



Monday 1 April 2013

Dagga Movement 1 April 2013 01:48PM         b

Green Widow?

f 1 comment

Gqabi Gq Njokweni
Black Widow
1 April 2013 03:34PM

Dagga Movement
I wish :D

http://forum.grasscity.com/photopost/showphoto.php?photo=39844
1 April 2013 03:45PM



Dagga Movement 1 April 2013 02:16PM         g

There is a Cheece & Chong in everyone of us!

Timeline Photos: LOL !! How many like can we get for their face !? — with Leslie La

Gringa and 27 others.

Dagga Movement 1 April 2013 02:54PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=125069391007826&id=125068134341

285&aid=21455

Dagga Movement 1 April 2013 03:28PM         d

Dagga Movement 1 April 2013 03:49PM         g

Profile Pictures: With Jessica Smith and 8 others.

Dagga Movement 1 April 2013 04:32PM         g



Mobile Uploads: Blaze!!!!Like its frikkin Friday night!!!!

:))).you better-light the ja!!!

e 1 person likes this - Tzf Eastwood

f 1 comment

Tzf Eastwood
:))).puffpuffpass!!!!
1 April 2013 09:44PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Tuesday 2 April 2013

Dagga Movement 2 April 2013 10:03AM         d



Dagga Movement 2 April 2013 10:33AM         g

Cape Town 420 Event!

Below the Lion is taking you back to the stoned-age once again… YABA DABA

DOOBIE! 420,000,00 BC @ Bedrock Manor

Below the Lion presents: YABA DABA DOOBIE! 420,000,000 BC @ Bedrock Manor:

www.belowthelion.co.za

Dagga Movement 2 April 2013 11:17AM         g

Elements

Most are available for R200 Small to XXL...

DHC T-Shirts:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=10151300204584027&id=786999026

&aid=565725

Dagga Movement 2 April 2013 11:59AM         g

Chief executive Gerhard Schutte says prices for the 3 500 tons of Botswana beef sold in South Africa

will be closely monitored. "They cannot sell the beef here for less than it costs them to produce," he

says.

Price fixing. No wonder people are steeling live stock to trade for dagga.

We need a normalized system for dagga!

~Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa



Thousands of tons of beef will be imported from Botswana to meet South Africa's

red meat demand but the Red Meat Producers' Organisation says the imports will

have a 'drastic impact' on local producers.

South African meat producers fear dumping: www.bizcommunity.com

Dagga Movement 2 April 2013 12:23PM         g

Helen Zille and Friends of the My Child Has Cancer Trust should really be inspired by Brave Mykayla

and the efforts of everyone part of the Dagga Movement. Dagga cures cancers and epilepsy our

children no longer need to suffer!

Timeline Photos: MCHCT officialy welcomes @helenzille as our Patron! — with

Suzanne Grové and Deirdre Taylor.

e 1 person likes this - Lloyd Jacobs

Dagga Movement 2 April 2013 12:33PM         g

Timeline Photos: The last two posts of mine have generated many questions and a

few demands for "proof"... I would like to share with you all the science between

cannabis and cancers of the immune system (leukemia/lymphoma). This

information is specific to Jurkat leukemia cell lines... which is a CD4+ t-cell acute

lymphoblastic leukemia... EXACTLY the same lineage as Mykayla's leukemia.

Brave Mykayla's specific type of cancer has an extreme amount of proven science

behind cannabis being an effective treatment because scientists discovered that

immune system cells have a SPECIFIC cb2 receptor on them that cause apoptosis

(cell death)

THC induces apoptosis in Jurkat (t-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia) cells via

three different mechanisms. (1) THC binds to CB1 and CB2, and leads to ceramide

synthesis by serine palmitoyltransferase. (2) Ceramide enters the mitochondria and

results in cytochrome c leakage into the cytosol. (3) Cytochrome c combines with

Apaf-1, caspase 9, and forms the apoptosome. (4) The apoptosome converts

procaspase 3 to active caspase 3, resulting in apoptosis. THC also activates the

extrinsic pathway (caspases 8 and 10), and inhibits Raf/Mek/Erk pathway. The

inhibition of the cell survival pathway leads to dephosphorylation of Bad, and

translocation of this Bcl-2 protein into the mitochondria, and subsequently to

apoptosis. — with Matty Kush Harton and 47 others.



Dagga Movement 2 April 2013 01:50PM         g

If you haven't yet, like Madjat NOW!

https://facebook.com/MadjatClothing

Timeline Photos: sharing is caring!!!!

Dagga Movement 2 April 2013 01:50PM         g

We supply a wide variety of products including survival bracelets, bongs, grinders,

comic books and a unique range of locally designed clothing!! and yes we also

supply custom shaped and painted surfboards,skateboards and long boards as

well and loads of more goodies coming in!!!

ALL this and more available at our store on Albert road Woodstock Cape Town, at

the Woodstock CO-OP!!!! open from Monday till Saturday 09:00 till 17:00!!!! and

available online 27/7!!!!we deliver anywhere in South Africa for free no matter how

much your order is!!!!!!

DJATSHOP!!!                          WWW.MADJAT.COM: AVAILABLE IN BLACK AND

GREY ONLY SELECTED SIZES FROM XTRA SML TO XTRA LRG!!! — in Cape Town.

Dagga Movement 2 April 2013 01:51PM         g

A pair of scientists at California Pacific Medical Center in San Francisco has found

that a compound derived from marijuana could stop metastasis in many kinds of

aggressive cancer, potentially altering the fatality of the disease forever.

UNBELIEVABLE: Scientists Find Marijuana Can Stop Spread Of Cancer:

www.huffingtonpost.com

Dagga Movement 2 April 2013 01:53PM         g

I want to live in this...



Timeline Photos: O of Hindu Kush from the Chi Town Easter bunny. HEMPY

EASTER <3

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 2 April 2013 04:16PM         g

This is the reason dagga should be normalized. The prohibition puts dagga in the hands of children.

The availability of drugs at primary schools has come under the spotlight after a

9-year-old boy from Centurion was caught selling drugs to primary and high

school children.

9-year-old sold drugs at school: m.news24.com

Dagga Movement 2 April 2013 04:37PM         d

e 2 people like this - Jeremy David Acton, Timothy Daniell Knight

Wednesday 3 April 2013

Dagga Movement 3 April 2013 10:46AM         d



Dagga Movement 3 April 2013 12:12PM         g

"Dagga" is therapeutic to the mind, it allows for the freedom of thought with reasoning. You don't get

mental illness because you smoke cannabis. You smoke cannabis because you have a mental illness,

as well. - Peter Berner

People with mental illnesses are more than seven times more likely to use

cannabis weekly compared to people without a mental illness, according to new

research.

Mental illness linked to heavy cannabis use: www.sciencedaily.com

Dagga Movement 3 April 2013 03:26PM         d

ALERT ALERT!!!!!

f 1 comment

Mandla Magome
This 10 pages left business has after using 100 Rizla = 100 pages lost. What a waste when

you need that last page.
3 April 2013 03:29PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

e 3 people like this - Buzz Rsa, Dagga Movement, Timothy Daniell Knight



Dagga Movement 3 April 2013 04:36PM         g

The Weedman did it.Make no mistake about it: The victory Ed Forchion — the

NJWEEDMAN — enjoyed on Thursday in the Burlington County Courthouse

certainly sets the stage for other marijuana users to upend the unjust New Jersey

(and national) marijuana laws.

Jury upends marijuana law, NJWEEDMAN walks free - trentonian.com:

www.trentonian.com

Dagga Movement 3 April 2013 04:45PM         b

I live the high life!

(_¯_¯_¯(__(¯_¯__¯?_¯a_¯?_¯i_¯j_¯u_¯a_¯n_¯a_¯_¯_¯_¯()??~

e 3 people like this - Gustav Dieter Cloete, Leah CutecoreHippie, Mandla Magome

Dagga Movement 3 April 2013 05:15PM         g

Timeline Photos: Just sayin...

- Fawkes

e 1 person likes this - Lloyd Jacobs

Thursday 4 April 2013

Dagga Movement 4 April 2013 10:23AM         d



Unknown > Dagga Movement 4 April 2013 04:49PM         g

had to share this one guys  !!!!!

http://youtu.be/7_sH_K8vZl8

http://smarturl.it/lightersup?iqID=v Director: Andy Capper Producer: Codine

Williams Music video by Snoop Lion featuring Mavado & Popcaan performing

Lighters...

Snoop Lion - Lighters Up ft. Mavado, Popcaan: www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Friday 5 April 2013

Dagga Movement 5 April 2013 11:10AM         g

1,420 Likes Awesome ;) One Love <3

Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa:

https://www.facebook.com/Daggaparty/posts/476427139093065

Dagga Movement 5 April 2013 11:16AM         g

What has this world come to!

This Mistake Can Wreck Your Immune SystemHealth, NewsJune 26, 20120

CommentsShare This Article Tweet  Vaccines can contain live or killed lab altered

microorganisms, and also carcinogens, heavy metals, and mutated proteins.

Recent news can give you an indication of the unsuspected results that can o...

This Mistake Can Wreck Your Immune System: worldtruth.tv



Dagga Movement 5 April 2013 12:11PM         d

Dagga Movement 5 April 2013 03:18PM         g

The North Koreans do not consider the dagga plant to be a drug so do I (We)

~ Dagga Movement

North Korea, the most tight-lipped, conservative, and controlling country in the

world is also a weed-smoker’s paradise. Despite the government’s deadly serious

stance on the use and distribution of h…

North Korea Smokes Weed Every Day, Explaining a Lot | VICE United States:

www.vice.com

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
The Dagga Couple See This!
5 April 2013 03:19PM

Dagga Movement 5 April 2013 04:04PM         g

Hemp seeds are becoming a very popular superfood among health conscious

people. Whether you eat them plain, in cereals, snack bars, shakes or in oil form,

they pack a big nutritional punch that sho...

Hemp Seeds: A Superfood You Need In Your Diet: www.collective-evolution.com



Saturday 6 April 2013

Dagga Movement 6 April 2013 12:11PM         g

Do you have a custom bong or pipe; 500ml plastic coke bottle and socket?

Timeline Photos: We offer you

custom BONGS & Pipes!

~ Dagga Shop

Dagga Movement 6 April 2013 06:10PM         d

By using hemp hurds (the cellulose from the centre of the hemp stalks) for the production of methanol

after we have extracted the fibres, we get to make fuel from carbon that has been extracted from the

atmosphere, not from under the ground. 

When it is burnt, the carbon goes back into the atmosphere. The next crop would sequester that

carbon again for reuse as energy or to be permanently sequestered in a hemp block (for example). 

Cannabis hemp allows us to have a carbon neutral energy cycle, which is a VASTLY better

technological option that using finite and polluting fossil carbon.

We don’t need electric vehicles if we have hemp hurd methanol. This cuts out the inefficiency of the

batteries in an electrical system.

Ideally we could also geo-engineer our planet back to health by the mega-scale planting of cannabis,

not only for carbon neutral energy, but ALSO to sequester all those fossil carbon emissions that are

damaging our climate system. In other words, we have to fill our empty coal mines and oil wells up with

carbon from hemp in order to fix the atmosphere (and leave resources for future generations.)

~ Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa

~ Dagga Movement



Here is some more information:

http://www.daggaparty.co.za/download/CBEE.PDF

f 1 comment

Lynn-Ann Du Preez
Thx Jeremey this is very informative!
6 April 2013 09:51PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

e 3 people like this - Israel Jeneke, Jeremy David Acton, Rohan

Frank Mangnall

Sunday 7 April 2013

Dagga Movement 7 April 2013 03:33PM         g

Yummie!

So all you do, is take a box of Angel Food Cake mix (just the contents of the box, no

need to follow the directions on the box), and combine it with a 20 ounce can of

crushed pineapple in its own juice. (No need to use a mixer, just stir it by hand)

When you do this, something magical happens. The mixture starts to froth and it

turns into an amazingly airy, fluffy bowl of deliciousness right before your eyes.

Once it's all mixed up, simply pour it into a 9 x 13 baking dish and bake it at 350 deg

Timeline Photos: We now have bigger sizes of pure hemp seed butter (4lbs), cacao

hemp seed butter (4lbs), hulled hemp seeds (5lbs) and hemp seed protein powder

(5lbs). All organic and all available on our website.

Dagga Movement 7 April 2013 03:47PM         d



Monday 8 April 2013

Dagga Movement 8 April 2013 09:03AM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=147324972003285&id=146641088738

340&aid=35724

Dagga Movement 8 April 2013 12:55PM         g

Timeline Photos: JUST SOME OF THE REASONS WE LOVE HEMP!!!

On an annual basis, 1 acre of hemp will produce as much fiber as 2 to 3 acres of

cotton. Hemp fiber is stronger and softer than cotton, lasts twice as long as cotton,

and will not mildew.

Hemp can be used to produce fiberboard that is stronger and lighter than wood.

Substituting hemp fiberboard for timber would further reduce the need to cut

down our forests.

Hemp can be used to produce strong, durable and environmentally-friendly plastic

substitutes. Thousands of products made from petroleum-based plastics can be

produced from hemp-based composites.

It takes years for trees to grow until they can be harvested for paper or wood, but

hemp is ready for harvesting only 120 days after it is planted. Hemp can grow on

most land suitable for farming, while forests and tree farms require large tracts of



land available in few locations. Harvesting hemp rather than trees would also

eliminate erosion due to logging, thereby reducing topsoil loss and water pollution

caused by soil runoff.

e 1 person likes this - Nada Gerasimovska

Dagga Movement 8 April 2013 01:06PM         d

Fuck Dagga Prohibition We Will Conquer Corpocracy.

~ Dagga Movement

f 1 comment

Brenden Arthur Campbell
We will
8 April 2013 02:17PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

e 1 person likes this - Dorian Gray

Tuesday 9 April 2013

Dagga Movement 9 April 2013 07:00AM         d

Dagga Movement 9 April 2013 10:17AM         g

We all know what didn't happen...

Some people want to see the SA government legalise dagga to accommodate tourists coming to

the country for the 2010 FIFA World Cup.



Legalise it, says producer: www.news24.com

Dagga Movement 9 April 2013 10:23AM         g

From myth to miff...

A list of common marijuana myths and misconceptions, as well as referenced

explanations as to why these are only myths, and nothing more than that.

Marijuana Myths: www.belowthelion.co.za

Dagga Movement 9 April 2013 10:58AM         b

Governments would do everything in their power to keep dagga illegal, the "effects" of dagga is that it

breaks down cultural and racial barriers and brings people together in a social settings from where they

then learn that the differences which they think they had is only cosmetic and nothing so serious that

the groups can't get along. 

Governments don't like people from different groups gelling well, because they thrive on the wedges

they drive between us, this is what keeps them in power. - Henno

e 5 people like this - Bee Tee, Brenden Arthur Campbell, Dorian Gray, Keziah Hardenberg, Michael

Bredenhand

Dagga Movement 9 April 2013 11:49AM         g

Mobile Uploads: With Prabha Bhanu and Debasis Mohanty.

Dagga Movement 9 April 2013 10:10PM         b

Cannabis "stimulates mental powers," "creates energy," "alleviates fatigue" is "refreshing and

stimulating," "creates the capacity for hard work and the ability to concentrate," "sharpens the wits" and

"sharpens the memory"

References: British-Indian Hemp Commission's Report. The Findings of Fact are replicated in the official

Empirical Studies; e.g. U.S.-Costa Rican, U.S.-Jamaican, etc.



http://www.daggaparty.co.za/download/CBEE.PDF

Wednesday 10 April 2013

Dagga Movement 10 April 2013 07:21AM         b

South African legislation requires the fluoridation level of municipal tap water to be 0,7 mg F-/l or

more.

Dagga Movement 10 April 2013 07:23AM         g

Whether or not the claims the author makes are true, the fact is that there are many things done for

recreation that are more than or as dangerous as dagga. Things that spring to mind are horse riding,

motorsports, sky diving, drinking alcohol, cycling, tobacco, skiing, rock climbing, overeating, hangliding,

parasailing, etc. Surely it is a person's right to do moderately dangerous things to him/herself, after all

now that slavery is a thing of the past each person's body it his/her own. Despite having no vested

interest in the legality of dagga, I can't help but but feel that neither I nor anyone else has a right to

insist that other adults can't use it if they want. - Knae Craduoce 

http://www.facebook.com/knae.craduoce

Knae Craduoce: https://www.facebook.com/knae.craduoce

e 3 people like this - Dorian Gray, Gerd Bader, Redeye Mike

Dagga Movement 10 April 2013 08:11AM         d
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What if fortune or mis-fortune depended on every thought of every person. Would

you afford those in need a positive thought?

Mickey Dangerez:

https://www.facebook.com/theMichaelHawthorne/posts/10151825950714027

Dagga Movement 10 April 2013 08:26AM         g

Truth Light

The Power of RAW Cannabis.: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 10 April 2013 09:09AM         b

"on alcohol you wake up and have to check whether the car is in the garage, on dagga you have to

check where you put the keys" - Peter Hubball

e 1 person likes this - Dorian Gray

Dagga Movement 10 April 2013 10:05AM         b

The South African government just burned another 600kg of their taxable income and economic

upliftment,social stability. Supply demand carries on as has for centuries.Just innocent people locked

up!

e 2 people like this - Hailey MadScientist Bunge, Marcia Gordon

f 4 comments

Sean Le Roux
link?
10 April 2013 10:07AM



Dagga Movement
09/04/13 Radio 2000

19:02

Western Cape traffic chief has issued a stern warning to motorists who transport drugs. He

was speaking at Delft where 600kg’s of dagga were destroyed by law enforcement

agencies.
10 April 2013 10:10AM

Dagga Movement
http://www.sabc.co.za/news/a/6ea4e0804f3364129894f83fdb56b4e8/W-Cape-drug-fi

ght-bound-to-be-difficult-20130409
10 April 2013 10:11AM

Sean Le Roux
yes, a very long fight indeed. Almost a hundred years they have been fighting this fight.

Give it up, The war on drugs is over, the drugs won.
10 April 2013 10:13AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 10 April 2013 10:14AM         g

Look at this picture where 600kg of raw dagga is burnt that could have been used to treat late stage

cancer patients... Their lives up in smoke.

Police in the Western Cape say their fight against drugs in the province will be a

long and hard one.

SABC News.com - W Cape drug fight bound to be difficult:Tuesday 9 April 2013:

www.sabc.co.za

Dagga Movement 10 April 2013 11:11AM         g

Since this organization has silenced MEDICAL DAGGA I distrust them completely. Obviously Helen Zille

is their right hand woman. She doesn't care about your child and she doesn't care about you!

PATRON                                   Helen Zille

TRUSTEES                               

Deirdre Taylor                           Fundraising and Events Co-ordinator

Suzanne Grove                         Marketing and Branding Co-ordinator

Tania Brown                             Hospital Visits...

Friends of the My Child Has Cancer Trust:

https://www.facebook.com/myCHILDhasCANCERtrust?ref=stream

f 4 comments



Jason Jay
I dont care for Helen, as I dont know her. But dont you think she does

care, she just refuses to read fact and change.
10 April 2013 11:17AM

Dagga Movement
If you knowingly allow people to die you don't care. 

After all the letters and emails she knows the truth about dagga but

she doesn't care enough to do anything about it...

Her agenda is inline with the Feds, US / NWO.
10 April 2013 11:21AM

e 1 person likes this - Charles Thomson

Jason Jay
I dont believe she is that type of person, again, I dont care or know

her, just what I have read. Just shows what a long road we have when

educated leaders " trying to make a difference" do not open a book

themselves.
10 April 2013 11:23AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
When I speak about her I am talking about the whole Democratic

Alliance..
10 April 2013 12:39PM

Dagga Movement 10 April 2013 11:47AM         g

Want some Cannamayo with your fries?

A chain of Dutch chip shops is to start offering cannabis mayonnaise on their fries, but the resulting

snack will not give you the munchies or make you high.

Cannabis mayo on offer at Dutch chippies: www.news24.com

e 1 person likes this - David Danzinger

Dagga Movement 10 April 2013 12:58PM         g

Photos of Dagga Movement: ALERT ALERT!!!!!



Dagga Movement 10 April 2013 01:23PM         g

A man arrested with two “bankies” of dagga told the SAPS that it cannot be illegal because he "only

smokes it".

A man arrested with two “bankies” of dagga told the SAPS that it cannot be illegal because he "only

smokes it".  Looklocal Bedfordview brings you the latest community news, crime news, sport and

entertainment news and any other local information that is relevant to you and your community

Man tells SAPS `dagga cannot be illegal` - Crime | looklocal         Bedfordview Edenvale:

www.looklocal.co.za

Dagga Movement 10 April 2013 01:27PM         g

That is two years more than the lady who was sentenced to 10 years for 1460 counts of fraud... People

who murder in most cases get a lighter sentence.

A first offender that was arrested and found guilty in the Port Alfred Magistrate

Court for transporting 2948,2 kg of dagga on the R72 was sentenced to 12 y

Twelve years for dagga mule « The Announcer: www.theannouncer.co.za

f 1 comment

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
I think we should march to union buildings in pretoria for

decriminalisation of dagga.because they are ruining peoples lives with

this we should make them understand that this is a plant and that we

dont add shit to it.Everybody who smokes weed should go with a joint

in hand and smoke it when we get to the gates.
10 April 2013 01:41PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 10 April 2013 01:29PM         b

http://www.thenewage.co.za/88867-1008-53-Couple_caught_with_bags_of_dagga

Dagga Movement 10 April 2013 01:34PM         b

http://www.looklocal.co.za/looklocal/content/en/germiston/germiston-news-crime?oid=7136823&s

n=Detail&pid=490071&Dagga-found-in-plastic-bag



Dagga Movement 10 April 2013 01:42PM         g

CRAIGHALL PARK - A police investigation involving the Hawks led officers to a

dagga operation at a Hamilton Avenue house.  looklocal Rosebank Killarney News

is focussed on community and local news about events, entertainment, crime,

schools, & municipal issues in the Rosebank Killarney area.

Hawks swoop on dagga operation - Crime | looklocal         Rosebank Killarney:

www.looklocal.co.za

Dagga Movement 10 April 2013 02:13PM         g

The SAPS burnt half a ton of dagga when Lead SA's pilot Drug Watch campaign wrapped up in

Cape Town on Tuesday 9 April 2013. Chanel September reports.

Half ton of dagga incinerated in Cape Town: www.youtube.com

f 1 comment

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
Fuck them
10 April 2013 02:17PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 10 April 2013 05:47PM         g

Meet Brave Mykayla she has survived cancer because of dagga oil. I only seen Lead SA's DrugWatch

burn dagga a natural plant safer than alcohol or tobacco but otherwise law abiding citizens are

arrested.

Dagga is a healthy lifestyle not a drug.

Dagga is a way of life not a crime.

~ Dagga Movement



:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151827236259027&set=o.10863084

9189769&type=1

Dagga Movement 10 April 2013 05:58PM         g

Honestly this is not the way to Lead SA. Dagga is safer than most common foods we consume. Families

broken up. Decent people criminalized. We are being denied a dietary essential for profits not for

protection. Again; Politicians who support prohibition knowingly supports organized crime...

Cover Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=364231723629679&id=108630849189

769&aid=102726

e 5 people like this - Brenden Arthur Campbell, Chrizelda Kallie, Gerd Bader, Luke

Kriel, Marcia Gordon

f 1 comment

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
F*ck the law.
10 April 2013 06:31PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 10 April 2013 06:34PM         b

"One day when the world knows that dagga is just a vegetable. The most important vegetable on the

planet. A dietary essential. It is man that alters the chemical state from non-psychoactive to

psychoactive." - Dr William Courtney

e 2 people like this - Jason Jay, Penny Marais

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
http://youtu.be/swojBQoCEhM
11 April 2013 12:48PM

Thursday 11 April 2013

Darren Willson > Dagga Movement 11 April 2013 11:05AM         g

http://www.whydontyoutrythis.com/2013/02/health-benefits-of-juicing-raw-cannabis.html

Contrary to popular belief, the marijuana plant is a whole lot more than just a

psychoactive drug that “stoners” use to get high. In raw form, marijuana leaves

and buds are actually loaded with a non-psychoactive, antioxidant,

anti-inflammatory, and anti-cancer nutrient compound known as cannabidiol...



The Amazing Health Benefits of Juicing Raw Cannabis (Marijuana) Leaves:

www.whydontyoutrythis.com

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
Sweet. I have shared this link in the past. One of my top 10 favourite

links!
11 April 2013 11:11AM

Dagga Movement 11 April 2013 11:25AM         g

Contrary to popular belief, the marijuana plant is a whole lot more than just a

psychoactive drug that “stoners” use to get high. In raw form, marijuana leaves

and buds are actually loaded with a non-psychoactive, antioxidant,

anti-inflammatory, and anti-cancer nutrient compound known as cannabidiol...

The Amazing Health Benefits of Juicing Raw Cannabis (Marijuana) Leaves:

www.whydontyoutrythis.com

e 1 person likes this - Redeye Mike

Dagga Movement 11 April 2013 11:46AM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=147324972003285&id=146641088738

340&aid=35724

Dagga Movement 11 April 2013 11:49AM         d
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No Lies!

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=255702531130698&id=251637934870

491&aid=66255

Dagga Movement 11 April 2013 04:15PM         g

“Most drug rehabilitation centers have a success rate of less than 3%.” (Prof. .Malaka / University of

Limpopo).

“……….I HAVE PLACED BEFORE YOU AN OPEN DOOR………..(Rev. 3 Verse 8) “

Philadelphia Community Outreach - Drug statistics:

www.philadelphiacommunityoutreach.wozaonline.co.za



e 1 person likes this - Sean Le Roux

Dagga Movement 11 April 2013 04:28PM         b

DAGGA STATISTICS

- The use of dagga has increased by 20% in two years.   (CDA-2009)

- In 2006 2.52 million people used dagga and this increased to 3.2 million in 2008.   (CDA)

- South Africans use double the amount of Dagga, than the average world-wide figure.

- Over R3,5 billion is spent annually by South Africans  to purchase dagga.

- 1500 metric tons of Dagga is used annually.

- South Africans spend an estimated R3560 million on dagga per year.

- In 2007 there was a clear increase in patients under 20 years, who came for treatment for dagga

addiction. (MRC)

- A 2007 report said that Gauteng's youngest drug dealer was a 8 year old boy from Douglasdale.  

(Gauteng Drug awareness team)

According to these statistic dagga cost on average R2373.33 per kilogram or R2.37 per gram in 2009?

Do you honestly think that figure is right? I have paid R180 per gram in Cape Town for high grade.

More realistic figures might be even higher at R180 per gram the organised crime industry with only

one item in their power dagga has a market to the value of  R 270 000 000 000 000.00

No wonder crime pays. No wonder manufactured drugs exist. They have been funded by politicians

who support prohibition all along.

f 1 comment

Jason Jay
I dont think you can reflect true stats due to dagga being illegal. But look it must be

somewhere in the region, so you can realise why it is such a big business for our leaders,

and possibly why they wont legalise. R2373.33 is spot on for cannabush per KG, majut.
11 April 2013 04:36PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
If normalized the market value will eventually crash. Maybe then one can buy

some medical grade at R2.37 per gram. That would be the good life...
12 April 2013 06:45AM

Sean Le Roux > Dagga Movement 11 April 2013 05:14PM         f

Drug abuse in general has increased exponentially in South Africa. Rehabilitation centres do not work,

Legal status has not made a dent in this, the law as it stands and the measures put in place have made

the situation worse. By turning addicts into criminals (and this excludes cannabis as there is no physical

dependence and the psychological dependence that rehabilitation centres and psychiatrists claim, is a



subjective theory that they simply can not prove) we are causing more harm than good. The stigma

involved in using an illegal substance turns an addict into a real criminal in his or her own mind and is a

large part of the reason addicts are willing to commit larger crimes in an effort to get their next hit.

Rehabilitation centres are a failed experiment and the only reason they exist (in their current form) is

because the families of addicts are looking for an easy fix to a difficult problem. Jailing a user increases

the users chances of using harder drugs and becoming a hardened criminal. I was a crack addict years

back and I have been processed by the current system many times. In the end I got over my addiction

my own way, the rehabilitation centres were not the least bit helpful. In summary, we are dealing with a

disease when it comes to real addictions (and Cannabis is NOT addictive) and not a crime. Regulating,

decriminalising or outright making cannabis legal is the long term solution to a problem that the war on

addicts, on people can never solve. There is no war on drugs, there is only a war on people. 

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Friday 12 April 2013

Dagga Movement 12 April 2013 06:52AM         d
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3 of the many good reasons dagga why dagga should be legal.

As the United States enters its 72nd year of marijuana prohibition, it's time to

consider legalizing pot for at least three reasons: 1. The tax revenue and l...

3 Reasons to Legalize Pot Now!: www.youtube.com

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 12 April 2013 07:40AM         g

We are being betrayed by those who we put in power to protect us. Now I know that we can only

protect ourselves. They have failed us yet they are still in power. It is time we take back what is

rightfully ours. 

~ Dagga Movement

Timeline Photos: We are being betrayed by those who we put in power to protect

us. Now I know that we can only protect ourselves. They have failed us yet they

are still in power. It is time we take back what is rightfully ours. Iqela Lentsango:

The Dagga Party of South Africa

Cedrick Peo > Dagga Movement 12 April 2013 08:16AM         f

Oh so true marijuana is for the healing of the nations! I am a child who was severely abused was in 6

foster. Fam treated like shit and abused I was brainwashed by religious leaders! I developed several

chronic illnesses and fibromayalgia and chronic fatigue syndrome I have used hundreds of doctors and

pharmacutical drugs nothing works only marijuana can take away my chronic pain and suffering jah

rastafari lives the king of kings the lord of lords



Dagga Movement 12 April 2013 08:17AM         b

The ANC continued with the prohibition of dagga after it took power. They used dagga to fund their

revolution and then turned their back on those who grew the Cannabis for them. That is one of the

hypocrisies of that party. Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa

e 6 people like this - Brenden Arthur Campbell, Dorian Gray, Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Gerd Bader,

Redeye Mike, Tarryn Lee Peo

Dagga Movement 12 April 2013 11:24AM         g

Prohibited drugs may not be dealt in, used or possessed in any circumstances - and they may not be

prescribed, for they have no medicinal qualities.

Dagga has no medicinal qualities according to Drug Laws yet it has been patented by the US

Government for it's cancer curing properties and CBD!

Legal City is South Africa's premier legal services portal. Visit us for South African

Company, Director and Deed searches as well as Individual and Business Credit

Checks. We provide a wealth of additional legal information, aticles, links and an

online legal community.

Legal City :: You and Your Rights :: Drugs: www.legalcity.net

Dagga Movement 12 April 2013 11:30AM         g

Plain propaganda

Is the use of dagga harmful to you, your friends or your family? See what local

researchers have to say.

Dagga: the stuff you never hear: www.health24.com

Dagga Movement 12 April 2013 11:37AM         g

Proud to be living in the DAGGA capital of the world!

And hundreds of thousands abuse cocaine and tik, says a UN reportSouth Africans

are the biggest dagga smokers in the world, with at least 2.5-million citizens using

the drug.The country also has the most abusers of amphetamine-type stimulants,

the most common being tik, with double the percentage of...

I Luv SA: SA the dagga capital of the world: iluvsa.blogspot.com
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SANCA is The South African National Council on Alcoholism and Drug

Dependence, and they support the decriminalization of dagga.

SANCA Supports Decriminalization of Dagga: www.belowthelion.co.za

Dagga Movement 12 April 2013 11:43AM         g

A study, published in the Cancer Prevention Research journal, showed that long-term cannabis users

were, roughly, 62% less likely to develop head and neck cancers than people who did not use cannabis.

Though the long-term effects of cannabis have been studied, there remains much

to be concluded. Many studies have investigated whether long-term use of

cannabis can cause or contribute to the development of illnesses such as heart

disease, bipolar disorder, depression, mood swings or schizophrenia.

Long-term effects of cannabis - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia: en.wikipedia.org

e 1 person likes this - Redeye Mike

Dagga Movement 12 April 2013 11:55AM         g

Without no scientific basis they make claims that dagga causes oral cancer. All lies...

At a briefing in Cape Town recently, the South African Dental Association (Sada) stressed the

increased risks for developing Oral Cancer (OC) and Oro-pharyngeal cancer (OPC) through the

smoking of Cannabis (dagga) and the water pipe (hubbly bubbly or hookah), the latter being

particularly popular am...

The Citizen Online | Dagga, hookah linked to oral cancer - Local News: www.citizen.co.za

Dagga Movement 12 April 2013 12:02PM         g

Vote on the poll if you would...

Should a child be allowed to use marijuana for medical reasons?

Dad angry at 7 year old’s dagga use: www.parent24.com
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Dagga prohibition creates corruption and extortion within the Support South African Police

Yesterday, a South African woman went to the police to report that some

policemen had stolen her stash. Turns out she was right; three reservists made off

with thousands of rands worth of her marajuana. True story

Police arrested for "stealing" a woman's dagga | The South African:

www.thesouthafrican.com

Dagga Movement 12 April 2013 09:09PM         g

Shocking police attack on unarmed woman

http://youtu.be/EmFuaE-U6iE

Shocking CCTV footage has emerged showing an off-duty policeman beating and

kicking an unarmed woman in full view of two uniformed colleagues in the Free

State. Watch.

Off duty officer beats woman: www.news24.com

Dagga Movement 12 April 2013 09:16PM         g

Welcome to shop.hoodlamb.com We're happy to offer you a great collection of organic urban

fashion including the full range of our own eco-fashion label Hemp HoodLamb and the HHL x Sea

Shepherd Collection.

shop.hoodlamb.com: shop.hoodlamb.com

Dagga Movement 12 April 2013 09:39PM         g

Timeline Photos: good way to start the day — with Dipesh Satam and 8 others.
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=147324972003285&id=146641088738

340&aid=35724

Dagga Movement 12 April 2013 09:48PM         g

This picture went viral! Share it some more!!!!! Keep it going! Puff Puff Pass!

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=327085467396767&id=32645988079

2659&aid=64931

Dagga Movement 12 April 2013 10:21PM         g

Legalize Hemp or be forced to see my hairy tits! - Michael Hawthorne

Feestelike Fuckansie

Gansbaai: Legalize Hemp or be forced to see my hairy tits! — in Gansbaai.

e 1 person likes this - Danielle Webbstock

Dagga Movement 12 April 2013 10:50PM         g

Czech out Sarah's video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aIqgfN9NFCk

SUBSCRIBE AND JOIN THE DARKSIDE: http://bit.ly/SubscribeRWJ MY TWITTER:

https://twitter....

THE MEANING OF LIFE: www.youtube.com

Sunday 14 April 2013

Dagga Movement 14 April 2013 07:51AM         g

Who do you trust? Nature or GMO? Now corn, cotton and soybeans have built in pesticides built into

the seed. Poisoned consumables...  



NO GMO South Africa:

This Community Page is a VOICE for ALL SOUTH AFRICANS & PEOPLE

Internationally who DO NOT SUPPORT GMO's. We are NOT a company, a group,

nor an organization, nor do we receive funds.

WE ARE PEOPLE from All WALKS OF LIFE.

MOTHER NATURE is ABUNDANT & has evolved ALL LIVING ORGANISM...

NO GMO South Africa: https://www.facebook.com/NOGMO.SouthAfrica

Dagga Movement 14 April 2013 07:54AM         d
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"If it did not exist a 100 years ago. We don't need it today. It is that simple." - Dr. Leonard Coldwell

e 1 person likes this - Danielle Webbstock

Dagga Movement 14 April 2013 12:27PM         g

Beware: most fruit juices on the shelf contain aspartame, and it is VERY difficult to actually find ordinary

sugar as the sweetener in a juice. Anything calling itself 'fruit nectar' is definitely aspartame.

Timeline Photos: Stay away from aspartame! Please share and help inform others :)

?www.collective-evolution.com/2012/10/06/aspartame-damages-the-brain-at-a

ny-dose/

e 1 person likes this - Hannes Jordaan

Dagga Movement 14 April 2013 12:32PM         g

CBD

A compound found in marijuana is now gaining some attention and its not THC. 

Bay area researchers say CBD or Cannabidiol

Researchers Say Compound in Cannabis Plant Could Cure Cancer:

www.kionrightnow.com

e 1 person likes this - Danielle Webbstock

Dagga Movement 14 April 2013 01:48PM         g

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reefer_Madness

Login | Register | Language / Select language | About | Legal threats | BlogContact

us | Usage policy | Downloads | Promo | Doodles | Search Cloud | Tag Cloud |

Forum | TPB T-shirtsBayfiles | BayImg | PasteBay | Follow TPB on Twitter | Follow

TPB on Facebook

Reefer Madness - Original and Colorized Version + Extras [DVDRip (download

torrent) - TPB: thepiratebay.se
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reefer_Madness

Login | Register | Language / Select language | About | Legal threats | BlogContact

us | Usage policy | Downloads | Promo | Doodles | Search Cloud | Tag Cloud |

Forum | TPB T-shirtsBayfiles | BayImg | PasteBay | Follow TPB on Twitter | Follow

TPB on Facebook

Reefer Madness - Original and Colorized Version + Extras [DVDRip (download

torrent) - TPB: thepiratebay.se

Dagga Movement 14 April 2013 01:53PM         b

"Marilize Legijuana" - The Alcoholic 

I guess alcoholics need real help. Dagga might just get him into sober habits. However it takes lots of

will power. One simple choice.

~ Dagga Movement

e 1 person likes this - Endy Max Hlatshwayo

f 1 comment

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
#True *red'eyed'soldier* ^stoned^
14 April 2013 02:01PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 14 April 2013 02:03PM         g

Fox News modern version of Reefer Madness

In the tradition of the 1936 anti-drug film "Reefer Madness," the Fox News story I

caught airing on July 13 contained misinformation, a lot of scare words, a...

Fox News Gets Reefer Madness Over So-Called Killer Marijuana:

www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 14 April 2013 04:55PM         g

70 Dagga Plants = R5000 Street Value?

Man caught with 70 dagga plants in garden9 January 2012 8:12Police arrived at the 48-year-old



man’s house at 5am today and uprooted the plants, the police’s Captain Jackson Manatha said in a

statement. The man also had five packages of dagga.The dagga was worth an estimated R5 000 on

the street, Man...

Man caught with 70 dagga plants in garden - City Press: www.citypress.co.za

f 1 comment

Danielle Webbstock
Cant understand how they say "caught". he wasnt running, they went to his place!
14 April 2013 05:56PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 14 April 2013 04:57PM         g

"Some of the suspects were arrested for Dagga and some for the possession of mandrax and cocaine.

They all appeared in the Magistrates court in Port Shepstone area and the others were also charged for

possession of dangerous weapons since they were arrested for possession of knives and other

weapons.”

Generalize much....

Police have arrested a woman with five packets of dagga at a taxi rank in Port

Shepstone - on the south coast of KwaZulu-Natal.

SABC News.com - KZN police nab woman for dagga possession:Tuesday 9 April

2013: www.sabc.co.za

Dagga Movement 14 April 2013 05:35PM         g

Three men travelling on longdistance buses were arrested by the police this week

and charged with possession of drugs. Police spokesperson Mali Govender said

two buses were searched by members of the Grahamstown Highway patrol on

Tuesday at the Bathurst Street bus stop. The police confiscated dagga…

Crime Briefs Online - 08 March 2013 | Grocott's Mail Online | Grahamstown News:

www.grocotts.co.za

Dagga Movement 14 April 2013 05:36PM         g

"The 28-year-old man who allegedly hacked two of his relatives to death and attacked a stranger in an

unrelated incident is a dagga user with no history of mental illness, the court has heard."

Man who hacked father, granny to be sent for mental assessmentSphumelele



Mngoma@City_Press9 April 2013 15:50The 28-year-old man who allegedly hacked two of his

relatives to death and attacked a stranger in an unrelated incident is a dagga user with no history of

mental illness, the court has heard.D...

Man who hacked father, granny to be sent for mental assessment - City Press: www.citypress.co.za
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unrelated incident is a dagga user with no history of mental illness, the court has heard."

Man who hacked father, granny to be sent for mental assessmentSphumelele

Mngoma@City_Press9 April 2013 15:50The 28-year-old man who allegedly hacked two of his

relatives to death and attacked a stranger in an unrelated incident is a dagga user with no history of

mental illness, the court has heard.D...

Man who hacked father, granny to be sent for mental assessment - City Press: www.citypress.co.za
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"Lt Col Ralph Ruiters, Cst Khethabahle Mbanjwa, Constable Nokuthula Bhengu and Constable Siphokazi

Shasha from Umzimkhulu police station were awarded for the recovery of 597, 75 kg dagga and the

arrest of three suspects who were transporting thedagga in an Isuzu on 2013-02-18 in the Umzimkhulu

area. all received certificates for their excellent performance in making numerous arrests on a daily

basis

The acting cluster commander of Port Shepstone cluster, Brigadier Agnes

Nxamagele, awarded members from within the cluster this morning with

certificates of appreciation for good work done by them.  The ceremony took place

at a meeting where all station commanders as well as the cluster management w...

SAPS News: www.saps.gov.za
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Die video is op 7 Desember geneem en wys hoe Discovery se voormalige compliance bestuurder,

Eugene Myburgh, met pakke wat lyk soos dagga, peuter. By hom op die video is Darren Singh met ’n

zol in die hand.

Volgens Discovery het hul forensiese ondersoek bevind dat dit nie dagga is nie, maar tabak. Snaaks

neh!

Video: http://youtu.be/NDCbsHqIu88



Werker van Discovery die deur gewys.

Rol ‘n zol | Sondag: sondag.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Luke Kriel
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Gamat Abrahams of Athlone was one of seven men in their 20s arrested for possession of dagga on

Friday night. They were sitting on the paving outside their homes when the police raided.

The men were charged, spent the night in jail and released the next morning on R100 bail each. No

dagga was found on any of them personally.

Professor JP Van Niekerk, Deputy Editor of the South African Medical Journal, is an outspoken critic of

prosecuting people for drug use. "People who use drugs shouldn’t get criminal records, because most

of them recover from it and then they are left with a criminal record and unemployment which leads

them to using drugs again," he said.

"We were sitting outside and talking when police raided the area. It was 10pm the

officer searched us and saw a parcel of dagga on the floor. He told us to get into

the police van." The parcel, says Abrahams only had one dagga joint in it.

Criminal record for possession of dagga?: www.groundup.org.za

Monday 15 April 2013

Darren Willson > Dagga Movement 15 April 2013 11:23AM         f

Grannys List 2013

Dagga Movement 15 April 2013 11:25AM         d
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States That Legalized Medical Marijuana Saw Fewer Traffic Deaths, Study Says

http://www.thcfinder.com/marijuana-blog/news/2013/04/states-that-legalized-medical-marijuana-s

aw-fewer-traffic-deaths-study-says

A new study has revealed a link between states with legalized medical marijuana and a reduction in

traffic-related fatalities.

e 2 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Patrick Bassett
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Honestly I think the seriousness of dog dagga overdose is a bit too exaggerated.

1. Raw dagga is non intoxicating. 

2. Medical edibles should not be lying around. You don't leave panados where your baby can get hold

of them?

3. Dogs cannot determine dosage. Therefore they can easily have to much, fortunately they will not die,

but they might try to walk in a state which has impaired its motor skills stumble down stairs or walk in to

traffic. 

DOGS <3 Raw cannabis and buds. Haven't you ever seen your dog eat lawn / grass?

TAKE CARE OF YOUR PETS! They are like children.

All responsible stoners do take great care of their pets.

Like, Comment & Share if you agree!

In Colorado, one of several states where medical marijuana is legal to possess and

sell, there has been a rise in dogs ingesting their owner’s stash. Whether it

happens by accident, when the dog gets into the owners medical marijuana laced

baked goods, or on purpose, when the owner intentionally get...

Stoner Dogs on the Rise in Colorado (VIDEO) - Huffington Post:



videos.huffingtonpost.com

f 3 comments

Dagga Movement
http://www.inquisitr.com/229463/medical-marijuana-can-be-safe-tr

eatment-for-pets-experts-say/
15 April 2013 06:43PM

Dagga Movement
http://www.vetguru.com/2012/02/16/medical-marijuana-pets-a-sci

entific-review/
15 April 2013 06:47PM

Dagga Movement
www.cannabisculture.com/content/2013/04/05/Vet-Who-Wants-L

egalize-Medical-Marijuana-Dogs
15 April 2013 07:07PM
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What happens is the petrol price is calculated at the cost of importing it then they add about 80% plus

the lousy 4% profit the garages make on the resell of fuel. No wonder it's cheaper in other african

countries however they buy it from us?

Does this make sense?

Does it make sense that government bans a non poisonous plant to protect the oil, cotton and

pharmaceutical, TOBACCO & ALCOHOL industries.

Dagga bio fuel. Is a natural abundant green source of fuel.

Not only does it feed on the co2 it can build houses, feed the hungry, cure cancer and epilepsy and

much more...

WE WANT TO BE FREE!

The Department of Minerals and Energy could cut the retail price of petrol by

about 71c‚ provided the daily over-recovery remains near the current level.

Motorists may get petrol relief in May: www.fin24.com

e 2 people like this - David Danzinger, Dorian Gray
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When it comes to new and sustainable housing ideas, it seems to always be about

creating a more efficient home in terms of insulation, lighting, electricity, etc.

Mainstream belief  on the subject would have you believe that top corporations

and government projects are working with the best possible...

Hempcrete Could Change The Way We Build Everything | Collective-Evolution:

www.collective-evolution.com

Dagga Movement 15 April 2013 07:45PM         g

The Discovery Channel's 'Weed Wars' follows dad Jason as he seeks the

controversial medicinal cannabis in California for his son Jayden, who suffers from

Dravet's Syndrome.

Father gives his 5-year-old cannabis on reality show....to ease his severe epilepsy:

www.dailymail.co.uk
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By Federal law in the United States - if you have a medical marijuana card, you can't own a gun. If you

buy your medicine off the street, you can. Or did we read this wrong? - The Dagga Couple

The federal form all firearms purchasers are required to fill out includes this

question: “Are you an unlawful user of, or addicted to, marijuana ... ?” An untruthful

response to this question is a crime, said a spokesman for the Bureau of Alcohol,

Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives

Feds firm on gun denials for pot users: durangoherald.com

e 1 person likes this - Luke Kriel

f 1 comment

Alexander Dowding
Hmm if it was down to me I would rather ban people who use alcohol

from owning guns.
15 April 2013 07:55PM
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Unorthodox medication DAGGA? I don't think so.



It is a vegetable, the most important vegetable on the plant!

Kyung Lah reports on a 6-year-old epilepsy patient who has been suffering fewer

seizures since taking medical marijuana. For more CNN videos on YouTube, chec...

Medical marijuana for kids?: www.youtube.com
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It looks like 420 in the States this weekend is going to be MASSIVE, well in Colorado and Washington

states at least. - Alexander Dowding 

Events celebrating marijuana in the US this weekend are expected to draw tens of

thousands as crowds test the limits of new laws permitting its use by adults.

Legal marijuana draws crowds to US states: www.breakingnews.ie
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This is how you demand your freedom. How do you think this will go down in South Africa? Will you be

dragged behind a van?

http://www.sanderson1611.blogspot.com Westbound I-8 in Southern California (an

East-West highway that NEVER intersects the international border). http://www....

How Many Checkpoints in One Morning?! Welcome to the Police State!:

www.youtube.com
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This doesn't happen all by itself. ;

Five People Who Are Leading The Fight To Legalize Marijuana:

www.businessinsider.com
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South African Criminal Law and Procedure: books.google.co.za

Tuesday 16 April 2013

Dagga Movement 16 April 2013 06:46AM         d
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Dagga Movement Community Knowledge Database Est 15 April 2013 http://goo.gl/YJ9p2

f 1 comment

Mickey Dangerez
http://goo.gl/w9evP
16 April 2013 08:37AM
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Proof that alcohol is more addictive than dagga!

The taste of beer, even without any effect from alcohol, triggers a key reward

chemical in the brain, according to a new study that explores how people become

hooked on booze.

Beer taste rewarding to the brain: www.news24.com

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 16 April 2013 09:14AM         g

Now THIS is bizarre. A few minutes ago I posted a link to a FB page called "Thoughts Go out To All

Involved In The Boston Explosions" The page was created TWO DAYS AGO. Within a couple of minutes,

not only did the page disappear, but so did my links to that page! But guess what? While I still had the

page up on my screen, I PHOTOGRAPHED it. Better copy and send this around now, because

something is very, very wrong here......

??Jericho??

~ Dagga Movement

: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151837365994027&set=o.174044372654516&type=1

e 3 people like this - Bella Donna Marie, Bon Crosby, Tori Loudermilk

f 2 comments

Cerene Tyner Lane
I seen this photo on a web site a few minuets ago. The web site said that if you have

less than 200 likes you can change the name of the page but that dint change the

name of the url address So I went searching and found 3 pages so far that were set up

long before yesterdays date and the url's all said the same as the page names. So I

tested the theory that the url's do not change, I went and made a little change to one of

the pages that I own that have less than 200 likes and the url stay the same as the

original page name so yes something is defiantly wrong here
16 April 2013 11:58AM

Kathleen Battershell
no you can change the name of the page once and the url once and the date it was

created once. each is a different setting
16 April 2013 03:47PM
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bly iemand staan op vi vroue dis bitter lelik die kaal goed en daar is sekere koerant wat ook die kaal

vrouens insit wat net so afskuwelik is 

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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It is regrettable that the Cape Times did a Page 2 story on the American 420 dagga celebrations this

weekend, but yet failed to give any coverage to our own locally organised 420 celebrations in

Johannesburg at The Maboneng Precinct, cnr of Fox & Kruger this Saturday. Courtesy of the Dagga

Couple a free party has been organised and we already have a guest list approaching 1500 people so

we can probably expect at least 1000 people attending the event.

See event details below.

https://www.facebook.com/events/174783679337636/?ref=2

Photos of The Dagga Couple: An article about 420 on page two of today's Cape

Times, alas there is unfortunately no mention of our own upcoming 420 celebration

in Jozi this Saturday! How bad is that?!

e 1 person likes this - Danielle Webbstock

f 1 comment

Danielle Webbstock
see u there!
16 April 2013 01:49PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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A CHARGE against an Irish ice hockey player of bringing a “bankie” of dagga into Cape Town has been

dropped.

Police spokesman FC van Wyk said Leckey was allegedly found with a medium-sized money bag of

dagga. However the charges against him were withdrawn.

Van Wyk did not know why the charges had been withdrawn.

WHAT?!!?!?!?!?!

Robert Leckey, 33, was arrested by Metro Police on Sunday on arrival with his

national team at Cape Town International Airport.



Dope charges dropped after airport bust - Cape Times | IOL.co.za: www.iol.co.za
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NORML SOUTH AFRICA & The Dagga Couple have 2 pairs of Cape Canna Fest tickets to give away that

is happening after the Global Cannabis March on the 4th of May..

Answer the following question in the comment box below:

Who was the 18th century pirate that's responsible for the table cloth over Table Mountain and which

hill was his favourite smoking spot...?

Answer in the comment box below to win 2 pairs of Unlimited Stop tickets to the

www.capecannafest.co.za that is happening after the Cape Town, Global Cannabis March on the 4th of

May. 

2 Lucky (correct) Winners will be announced on Friday 4:20 pm...

Timeline Photos: NORML SOUTH AFRICA & The Dagga Couple have 2 pairs of

Cape Canna Fest tickets to give away that is happening after the Global Cannabis

March on the 4th of May..

Answer the following question in the comment box below:

Who was the 18th century pirate that's responsible for the table cloth over Table

Mountain and which hill was his favourite smoking spot...?

Answer in the comment box below to win 2 pairs of Unlimited Stop tickets to the

www.capecannafest.co.za that is happening after the Cape Town, Global Cannabis

March on the 4th of May. 

2 Lucky (correct) Winners will be announced on Friday 4:20pm... — with Muneer

Monray Mitchell and 2 others.

Dagga Movement 16 April 2013 03:06PM         g

Investigators reported that THC is a safe and effective treatment that reduces

myocardial ischemic (heart attack) damage.

Study: Low Doses Of THC Provide Cardioprotection: www.theweedblog.com
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The dagga oil cake was brought into their home by the police chief's younger daughter's friend. She will

be charged with corrupting another with drugs and assault...

http://youtu.be/NNqPy7SH88E

A police chief was taken to hospital after accidentally eating a cake laced with

cannabis that was intended for his younger daughter.

Police chief hospitalised after eating daughter's 'pot cake': metro.co.uk

f 9 comments

Monica Gonsalves Borrageiro
Haha, that's funny :)
16 April 2013 03:31PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Danielle Webbstock

Danielle Webbstock
hilarious! drugs and assualt...... more like natural healer and rude

awakening!!
16 April 2013 03:37PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Monica Gonsalves

Borrageiro

Dagga Movement
LOL
16 April 2013 03:47PM

Monica Gonsalves Borrageiro
Teach him to take what doesn't belong to him. And then he got the

munchies and practically ate the whole cake, the stoned thieving

police chief :)
16 April 2013 04:01PM

Dagga Movement
Their idiotically uneducated on the subject of cannabis
16 April 2013 04:08PM

e 1 person likes this - Monica Gonsalves Borrageiro

Monica Gonsalves Borrageiro
Sheep...
16 April 2013 04:09PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Sheeple :)
16 April 2013 04:12PM

e 1 person likes this - Danielle Webbstock



Danielle Webbstock
aaaah no, i ate a cake laced with weed! Take me to hospital, i think im

dying!  - Said one douche ever in the world!
16 April 2013 04:32PM

Danielle Webbstock
like EVER EVER EVER! I dont know one person that hasnt rushed to

laced cakes side to devour alone!
16 April 2013 04:33PM
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Most are available for R200 Small to XXL...

DHC T-Shirts:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=10151300204584027&id=786999026

&aid=565725

e 1 person likes this - Cindy Dan TaFari

Wednesday 17 April 2013
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Wish South Africa could wake up! Must see!

Retired Superior Court Judge James P. Gray testifies in favor of a marijuana

legalization bill in the California Assembly on October 28, 2009. Judge Gray is ...

Best Marijuana Argument Ever: Given By Superior Court Judge James P. Gray:

www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Danielle Webbstock
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HAHAHA dagga should be mandatory!

Bill Hicks calls for mandatory marijuana! Bill Hicks playlist:

http://www.youtube.com/view_play_list?p=BEAAD080662798CA

Bill Hicks - Mandatory Marijuana: www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Shariska Lester
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Police uncovered four well established dagga growing hydroponic laboratories and R60 000 worth of

dagga in Foxhill on Saturday night.

Three men and a woman were arrested for drug related offenses during the raid and police

confiscated laboratory equipment to the value of R50 000.

"laboratory"?

We've got it covered!

The North Coast Courier: www.northcoastcourier.co.za

Dagga Movement 17 April 2013 12:06PM         d



Dikatlholo Diks Salaam > Dagga Movement 17 April 2013 03:27PM         f

Dagga is the tree of life, very safe that if u smoke it, u will know what is good nd evil. Meditation to led

your family. 

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Weird 1972 experiment in marijuana use

Mark Frauenfelder at 4:20 pm Tue, Apr 16

"In the winter of 1972, 20 young women took part in one of the weirdest scientific experiments in this

country’s history. For 98 days in a downtown Toronto hospital, their brains, hearts, kidneys, livers, blood

and urine were rigorously tested and analyzed. A team of nurses kept round-the-clock records of their

behaviour, logged at half-hour intervals. Just how was marijuana affecting the 10 who had to smoke it

every day? Forty-one years later, these women are still wondering what exactly happened to them

during their three-month stretch as human guinea pigs." Via Alexander Dowding

Dagga Movement 17 April 2013 05:21PM         g



Timeline Photos: Cannabis pills :D — with John Padgett and 2 others.

e 1 person likes this - Patrick Bassett
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Timeline Photos: Cannabis does NOT pose a threat to the general public. Cannabis

is very much a danger to the energy companies, alcohol and tobacco companies,

the lumber, plastic and Nylon industry, Pharmaceutical companies, chemical

corporations, etc. Various big businesses, with plenty of dollars and influence, have

suppressed the truth from the people. Why? Because Cannabis has over 50,000

known uses! The only reason Cannabis stays illegal, is so billionaires can remain

billionaires. 

Top 5 Lobbyist Groups Against Cannabis Reform- 

1.) Police Unions: Police departments across the country have become dependent

on federal drug war grants to finance their budget. In March, we published a story

revealing that a police union lobbyist in California coordinated the effort to defeat

Prop 19, a ballot measure in 2010 to legalize marijuana, while helping his police

department clients collect tens of millions in federal marijuana-eradi cation grants.

And it’s not just in California. Federal lobbying disclosures show that other police

union lobbyists have pushed for stiffer penalties for marijuana-relat ed crimes

nationwide.

2.) Private Prisons Corporations: Private prison corporations make millions by

incarcerating people who have been imprisoned for drug crimes, including

marijuana. As Republic Report’s Matt Stoller noted last year, Corrections

Corporation of America, one of the largest for-profit prison companies, revealed in

a regulatory filing that continuing the drug war is part in parcel to their business

strategy. Prison companies have spent millions bankrolling pro-drug war politicians

and have used secretive front groups, like the American Legislative Exchange

Council, to pass harsh sentencing requirements for drug crimes.



3.) Alcohol and Beer Companies: Fearing competition for the dollars Americans

spend on leisure, alcohol and tobacco interests have lobbied to keep marijuana out

of reach. For instance, the California Beer & Beverage Distributors contributed

campaign contributions to a committee set up to prevent marijuana from being

legalized and taxed.

4.) Prison Guard Unions: Prison guard unions have a vested interest in keeping

people behind bars just like for-profit prison companies. In 2008, the California

Correctional Peace Officers Association spent a whopping $1 million to defeat a

measure that would have “reduced sentences and parole times for nonviolent

drug offenders while emphasizing drug treatment over prison.” http://

www.republicrepo rt.org/2012/ marijuana-lobby- illegal/

5.) Pharmaceutical Corporations: Like the sin industries listed above,

pharmaceutical interests would like to keep marijuana illegal so Americans don’t

have the option of cheap medical alternatives to their products. Howard

Wooldridge, a retired police officer who now lobbies the government to relax

marijuana prohibition laws, told Republic Report that next to police unions, the

“second biggest opponent on Capitol Hill is big PhRMA” because marijuana can

replace “everything from Advil to Vicodin and other expensive pills.”

Also keep in mind.. The US Govt also holds a Patent on Cannabis and it's medicinal

properties. US Patent 6630507 states unequivocally that cannabinoids are useful in

the prevention and treatment of a wide variety of diseases including auto-immune

disorders, stroke, trauma, Parkinson's, Alzeheimer's and HIV dementia. The patent,

awarded in 2003, is based on research done by the National Institute of Health, and

is assigned to the US Dept. of Health and Human Services. In the age of

information, they can no longer keep their lies about Cannabis afloat. 

SHARE THIS EVERYWHERE!! 

http:// www.ncbi.nlm.nih .gov/pubmed/ 17952650 

If you want more info about the patent, here is a link for you.

http:// www.patentstorm. us/patents/ 6630507.html
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"Police also reported that 18 people were arrested for possession of dagga with a weight of 1259kg."

A 32-year-old woman is expected to appear in the Port Shepstone Magistrate’s

Court this week for dealing in drugs, police said on Tuesday.

Woman nabbed with heroin worth R14000 | The New Age Online:

www.thenewage.co.za

Dagga Movement 17 April 2013 05:50PM         g

"Sylvia said she knew they were smoking dagga."

They probably drank alcohol as well. Nonetheless it is healthier than if the case was "Sylvia said she

knew they were drinking Coca-Cola."

Johannesburg teen Kirsty Theologo was assaulted, doused with petrol and set alight in Linmeyer.

Theologo's mom testifies: ewn.co.za

Thursday 18 April 2013

Dagga Movement 18 April 2013 06:54AM         d
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Timeline Photos: The Truth About Soy

Once thought of as a “miracle food” , is now linked to brain damage, breast

cancer, thyroid disorders, impaired fertility, etc.

Over 91 % of soy grown in the US is genetically modified (GM).

Dagga Movement 18 April 2013 09:36AM         g

Not sure exactly whats going on here but by the looks of it the traffic just messed up his own ride trying

to force a driver to stop!

Timeline Photos: "In party dorpe staan die Spietkop langs die pad en waai sy arms

om jou te stop. Nie in Kimberley nie... Hier ry hulle in jou agter-ent vas om seker te

maak jy stop..."

Dagga Movement 18 April 2013 09:49AM         g

A 59-year-old unemployed man robbed a bank for $1 so

he could have free healthcare in prison.

Strange but true facts:

https://www.facebook.com/factrange/posts/149447048566065
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Listen UP Mirroring him

Listen to Lieutenant Colonel Potter Please: www.youtube.com
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One <3 Alex Jones

Unlike Oaklahoma City the FBI cannot confiscate all of the surveillance, cell phone,

and thousands of cameras that were at the finish line of Boston Marathon...

PROOF! Boston Marathon Bombing is Staged Terror Attack: www.youtube.com

e 2 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Hanri Sauerman
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KZN peeps this page is for you!

For the re-legislation of cannabis and hemp - KZN branch. regular picnics, music

events, subtle protest.

The Marijuana Mom: https://www.facebook.com/KznMaryJane

e 1 person likes this - Robyn Van Zyl
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Metro Police: On Friday, 12 April, the Unit received information about possible drug dealing in Bernstein

Road, Retreat, and when members investigated, they found the suspects in a Wendy house packaging

dagga. They arrested five people for the possession of 60 dagga “stoppe” and one dagga parcel.

City law enforcement agencies report successes: www.capetown.gov.za

Dagga Movement 18 April 2013 01:10PM         g

RIVERSDAL NUUS - 'n Jong vrou (27) is op Donderdag, 11 April by die plaaslike polisiestasie gearresteer

vir die besit van dagga. 

"Die vermoede bestaan dat die vrou die dwelms aan verhoorafwagtende prisoniere wou voorsien toe

hulle per polisievoertuig na die hof vervoer was," het a.o. Morné D'Emiljo, korrektiewe kommunikasie

beampte gesê.

So all this lady wanted to do was give her gran some meds now she is jailed?! Dagga is a vegetable not

a drug!



Suid-Kaap Forum is your local community newspaper from Hessequa, bringing

you the latest headlines and breaking news from Hessequa and surrounding

Garden Route, South Africa.

Suid-Kaap Forum |  \t\tVrou vir besit van dagga gearresteer:

www.suidkaapforum.com
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Bust from 12-07-2012

"Police man and his dog smelled a rat."

LOL maybe they should brush their teeth?

Two men were bust with over R4 million worth of dagga in a van just outside of

Port Alfred this week, after a police man and his dog smelled a rat.

Sharp nose leads cops to huge dagga bust | Grocott's Mail Online | Grahamstown

News: www.grocotts.co.za
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"I was told to pay ZAR50 admission of guilt for 20 seeds, but I refused to pay," Acton said. "I have

appealed to the Constitutional Court."

Never pay admission of quilt. You will have a criminal record for life!

e 2 people like this - Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Jason Jay
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OPPT? What is it? How do one fully understand it? You don't!

It isn't possible. It's like trying to explain to a person who has been blind since birth what color looks like.

We have been living in a box for over 2000 years. (No religious pun intended)

Simply put OPPT is a collective of people who strive to free people from corporate slavery,

exploitations and limitation.

Join the drive!

OPPT 3rd Awareness Drive, focusing on the Gauteng Regional Government. Let us expand participation

in this one. Maybe we CAN turn around the fraud like the e-toll from being implemented!



http://www.scribd.com/doc/135300381/OPPT-SA-Awareness-Drive-03

This contact list focuses on the Gauteng Regional Government. Remember to send

with love and caring in your heart.

OPPT-SA Awareness Drive 03: www.scribd.com

e 1 person likes this - David Danzinger
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You're under arrest for mischief.

lololol

Ghostbuster Does Backflip Off Police Car Over Cop, Gets Arrested Filmed by

http://youtube.com/tannerymediazoo

Ghostbuster Backflips Over Cop And Gets Arrested (ORIGINAL): www.youtube.com
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These guys are gonna get arrested for mischief. LOL

Official Ed Bassmaster Shirts:

http://www.rodeoarcade.com/collections/ed-bassmaster Official Ed Bassmaster

Twitter: https://twitter.com/edbassmaster

Zombie Drive-Thru Prank: www.youtube.com
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Know your rights!

Police Officers getting Owned.. Follow me

https://www.Twitter.com/#!/OperationLeakS

5 Police Officers vs A law knowing Citizen: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 18 April 2013 07:43PM         g



Timeline Photos: Here's a little Throwback Thursday for you to the 90's! Art and

nerdiness. George Takei would be proud.

e 1 person likes this - Dries Van Tonder
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Dagga propaganda at it's best. I love how the corporations and government spend millions on

propaganda when it is actually hilariously funny material for stoners to watch...

"so I came back from eating a sandwhich, the door was wide open, all my weed is

gone"

MADTV - Stupidest man in the world: www.youtube.com
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Profile Pictures:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=1397572099458&id=1236907954&aid

=2051611
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The most creepiest shit I have ever seen! I want some of the marijuana they are referring to. Telling kids

to find dagga is not cool! Like I said creepy and hilarious shit government and corporate's produce!

from Fast Forward Future http://www.everythingisterrible.com

Psychedelic Anti-Marijuana PSA "I'M HERE FIND ME": www.youtube.com
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[Overdose Myth] Anti-Marijuana Prohibitionists Lie! Lies, Lies, More Lies, Stop the

Lies! It is impossible to overdose on Marijuana, beer and aspirin can cau...

Anti-Marijuana Stop the Lies!: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 18 April 2013 08:25PM         g

Prof David Nutt fired because he could not prove dagga is harmful.



[Overdose] Complete Hero! Dr. David Nutt stands up to pressure from the UK prime

minister and refuses to falsify his research and lie about Marijuana for the...

Heroic Scientist Refuses to Say Skunk is Fatal: www.youtube.com

f 1 comment

Arthur Charles Mitton
Haha tamatoes were a sin back in the day haha lmfao. -smh-
19 April 2013 07:11AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Pot heroes Cheech and Chong appear on CBS's Washington Unplugged with Bill

Plante to talk about their new comedy tour and legalizing marijuana. Chong wears

a...

Cheech and Chong Talk Marijuana Legalization: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 18 April 2013 10:50PM         b

http://youtu.be/uj7IirFwRAo
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This video touches a lot of issues!

I do not own any of the media used in this video!

Katt Williams - Weed: www.youtube.com

Friday 19 April 2013

Dagga Movement 19 April 2013 06:45AM         d
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Did you know: BT CORN IS REGISTERED AS PESTICIDE with the U$A Environmental Protection Agency!

They're literally feeding us POISON!

Beyond Pesticides offers the latest information on pesticides and alternatives, as

well as ongoing projects including children's health, organic food, mosquito control

and organic lawn care.

Issues: Genetic Engineering: Multimedia: Beyond         Pesticides Statement on Bt

Engineered Corn —: www.beyondpesticides.org

Dagga Movement 19 April 2013 09:51AM         g

Whether they are talking about Sandy Hook victims or used the same picture to pose as a victim twice

nobody knows but it is still used as propaganda. Not cool!

Mobile Uploads: Alright.. now something is up.. she died in the sandy hook school

shooting.. yet she died by the bombs yesterday?  I may not be the smartest

motherfucker in this world but from this side of the picture this shit sound like it

was setup by the gov... I'm just sayin. — with Efren Aristud and Herve Jr Alexandre.

e 2 people like this - Fransa Barnard, Redeye Mike

Dagga Movement 19 April 2013 05:47PM DaggaMovement        g

Our website is live! See the first official death attributed to Dagga! Also spread the dagga awareness

http://goo.gl/LE7EE

Have you heard? Dagga is safer than sugar! As seen on News 24 The governments

of the world do everything in their power to keep dagga illegal, the "effects" of

dagga is that it breaks down cultural and racial barriers and brings people together

in a social settings from where they then learn that th...

Dagga is a healthy lifestyle not a crime: death.za.org

Dagga Movement 19 April 2013 07:26PM DaggaMovement        g

I'd probably try and smoke that cone by myself. I might fall asleep and burn the house down.



Supporters preparing for 420

Monster 42 gram cone: death.za.org

f 3 comments

Redeye Mike
Biggest one I smoked was a full length newspaper j glued with pritt to

hold it together, me and 3 other dudes we were like 13 or

something...we didn't know about rizla back then hahahahahaaaa
19 April 2013 07:45PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Geeze! Hardcore!!!
19 April 2013 07:51PM

Redeye Mike
Fuckn young and stupid lol
19 April 2013 07:53PM

Saturday 20 April 2013
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The cannabis legalization tipping point is close at hand! "Cannabis is the people's

medicine" and has overwhelming public support. Let's knock this last domino over!

Worth Repeating: 7 Cannabis Studies That Will Change Everything - Toke of the

Town: www.tokeofthetown.com

e 1 person likes this - Alen Nanov
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So... for 5 days straight, we hear NOTHING but news about a "manhunt" for two

suspects in the Boston bombing... then all the sudden after FIVE DAYS of searching

for TWO suspects (who apparently out-ran and out-smarted more than 9,000

POLICE AGENTS in the surrounding area, even sometime ON FOOT), police

capture 3 MORE suspects in less than 4 hours. So we hear this huge movie-like

story, about these two brothers out-running over 9,000 cops, on foot and in car,

while throwing explosives out of the car at police (after hijacking it from a 7/11 they

now admittedly NEVER robbed...), but now, 3 MORE suspects, never once

mentioned before, are all arrested, without even as much as a NAME or INCIDENT

being reported about any of them... Is anyone really swallowing this bullshit?

I Don't Trust The Government:

https://www.facebook.com/IDontTrustTheGovernment/posts/446701808746189



e 2 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Tevor Mav'tela

f 1 comment

Danielle Webbstock
too good to be true. everything is so convenient. Just like a movie,

planned step for step!
20 April 2013 01:00PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Timeline Photos: :)

e 3 people like this - Mark Barnett, Tevor Mav'tela, Theresa Gaudioso
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The suspect was cornered and then arrested. But what is the real story. The real story is the FBI has

a history of using informants to stir up mental deficie...

UPDATE! Boston Marathon Bombing Secrets: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 20 April 2013 09:21PM         g

So this page is a year old today and we need 15 more likes to get to 1000... Sharing

is caring!

Madjat: https://www.facebook.com/MadjatClothing/posts/477734035631665

Dagga Movement 20 April 2013 09:41PM         g

Timeline Photos: happy 4/20 :) — with Nikki Strasen and 4 others.

e 3 people like this - Dries Van Tonder, Gerd Bader, Julian Roberts-McDuling

f 1 comment

Julian Roberts-McDuling
*lol*
20 April 2013 10:48PM
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Timeline Photos: Do you ?
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Timeline Photos: Marijuana: quella scomoda medicina

“Quando cominciai a occuparmi della marijuana nel 1967, non dubitavo che si

trattasse di una droga molto nociva che, sfortunatamente, veniva usata da un

numero sempre maggiore di giovani incoscienti che non ascoltavano o non

potevano capire i moniti sulla sua pericolosità. La mia intenzione era di descrivere

scientificamente la natura e il grado di questa pericolosità. Nei tre anni successivi,

mentre passavo in rassegna la letteratura scientifica, medica e profana, il mio

giudizio cominciò a cambiare. Arrivai a capire che anch’io, come molte altre

persone in questo paese, ero stato sottoposto a un lavaggio del cervello. Le mie

credenze circa la pericolosità della marijuana avevano scarso fondamento

empirico. Quando completai quella ricerca, che ha rappresentato la base per un

libro, mi ero ormai convinto che la cannabis fosse considerevolmente meno nociva

del tabacco e dell’alcol, le droghe legali di uso più comune”

Queste sono le parole con cui Lester Grinspoon apre il suo libro, “Marijuana, la

medicina proibita”, scritto in collaborazione con James B. Balakar e pubblicato

anche in Italia (Editori Riuniti, 2002).

Ma chi è Lester Grinspoon, e com’è arrivato a queste conclusioni?

Noto psichiatra statunitense, Grinspoon è professore emerito dell’Università di

Harvard (Cambridge, Massachussets), il più antico ateneo degli Stati Uniti

d’America, nonché uno dei più prestigiosi al mondo.

Fu il primo medico negli USA a comprendere l’efficacia del carbonato di litio per la

cura della psicosi maniaco-depressiva (disturbo bipolare), ed ha al suo attivo

numerose pubblicazioni scientifiche sulle droghe, ed in particolare sull’uso a

scopo terapeutico della canapa (Cannabis).



In particolare, il suo libro “Marihuana Reconsidered” è stato recentemente

ripubblicato dalla casa editoriale dell’Università di Harvard come un classico.

E’ inoltre il fondatore della pubblicazione universitaria “Harvard Mental Health

Letter”, di cui è stato editore per quindici anni.

Durante una sua intervista a Roma, per un’iniziativa di Forum Droghe-Fuoriluogo,

in collaborazione con la regione Lazio, ha risposto a vari interrogativi, tra i quali il

perché paragonasse la marijuana alla penicillina:

“Quando la penicillina fu scoperta nel 1928, il suo valore terapeutico non era stato

ancora riconosciuto, e fu compreso solo nel 1941. essa aveva tre qualità. La prima

era il suo bassissimo livello di tossicità, infatti non ha mai causato un singolo caso di

morte per overdose. In secondo luogo, la penicillina era estremamente versatile;

così anche la marijuana, che è indicata per trattare il glaucoma, il morbo di Crohn,

la sclerosi multipla, l’emicrania e l’elenco potrebbe continuare a lungo. “

Quando Grinspoon parla di tossicità, sono interessanti infatti le stime sulla tossicità

della marijuana, che vedono la sua dose letale (DL50) in circa 1 kg di prodotto (1.28

kg in media), e nessun caso di morte correlato direttamente al THC mai registrato

in nessun paese del mondo, mentre i morti solo in Italia per patologie direttamente

correlate all’alcool, ad esempio, sono circa 20.000 ogni anno.

Sempre da un estratto dell’intervista al professore emerito di Harvard, alla

domanda se l’approvazione della cannabis da parte della “Food and Drug

Administration” dovrebbe essere un obiettivo reale per il movimento americano,

risponde così:

“No, penso che non sia necessario. Che cosa fa la FDA? Essa garantisce al paziente

che una sostanza sia efficace e sicura. Ma migliaia di anni di uso della marijuana

hanno dimostrato, in particolare negli ultimi duecento anni, che è un farmaco

efficace ed è infinitamente meno tossico, ad esempio, dell’aspirina.”



Grinspoon non ha mai negato gli effetti negativi che il consumo di cannabis può

avere sull’organismo, ma li ha semplicemente definiti, alla luce dei suoi studi,

come meno invasivi e pericolosi rispetto a quelli provocati dalla maggior parte dei

farmaci attualmente in commercio.

“Marijuana, la medicina proibita” è sostanzialmente un libro di testimonianze, una

raccolta di casi in cui i protagonisti, molti con una certa riluttanza (proprio per via

della campagna di demonizzazione messa in atto con il proibizionismo ai danni

della marijuana, che perdura tutt’oggi) hanno accettato di farne uso come

farmaco, con il tacito assenso di dottori consapevoli che il suo utilizzo avrebbe

potuto portare ad un miglioramento delle condizioni del paziente.

Nonostante le prove empiriche portate alla luce dai suoi studi specifici sulla

pericolosità della marijuana, Grinspoon ha ricevuto numerose critiche, basate

principalmente su tesi poco “scientifiche” e molto “politiche”.

Eppure, nonostante sia uno dei maggiori pionieri sugli studi a scopo terapeutico

della marijuana, non è stato la vittima più illustre del proibizionismo: il New Scientist

Magazine britannico riportò già qualche anno fa la notizia che la WHO (World

Health Organization), con sede a Ginevra (Svizzera) dovette reprimere, sotto ingenti

pressioni politiche, uno studio che dimostrava quanto la marijuana fosse meno

nociva sia dell’alcool che del tabacco.

Tra informazione e disinformazione, tra scienza e superstizione, tra medicina

tradizionale e rimedi alternativi, Grinspoon propone una visione delle proprietà

della cannabis rivoluzionaria e puntualmente supportata da prove scientifiche e

testimonianze dirette, andando oltre il pensare “per sentito dire”; armato delle

conoscenze e degli strumenti di un medico così come della fame di conoscenza

che può spingere un uomo a sfidare le convenzioni più radicate, ha saputo

perseverare nel suo intento per cercare una verità probabilmente scomoda, ma

proprio per questo ancor più affascinante ed innovativa.

Quando l’informazione è filtrata, mediata, minuziosamente sezionata e quindi

ricomposta dalle mani di politica e multinazionali cambia radicalmente, così come



nel più classico esempio del “telefono senza fili”, dove ognuno ci mette del

proprio, alterando il messaggio originale a seconda di come vuole trasformarlo per

far arrivare l’acqua al proprio mulino.

Perché qualsiasi menzogna è più credibile, è risaputo, se insieme a questa si dice

anche un po’ di verità. L’unico modo per destreggiarsi in questa matassa ben

miscelata di verità e bugie è prendere in mano la situazione in prima persona, e

portare il messaggio senza intermediari, non solo a parole ma con il chiaro ed

inequivocabile supporto dei fatti.

E’ forse questo il più grande merito di Lester Grinspoon, quello di non limitarsi a

raccontare la propria verità, ma di analizzarla su basi empiriche perché possa

essere compresa da tutti.

Affinché ogni persona possa, con prove finalmente chiare e nitide alla mano,

venute da anni di studi seri e non politicamente pilotati in materia, arrivare a farsi

un’opinione quanto più chiara e precisa su uno degli argomenti più discussi e

controversi non solo della nostra storia recente, ma di tutta la storia della medicina.
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MaryJane Cannabian's Photos: Proud to be Cannabian!
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Bosses of Britain's largest ever skunk cannabis ring have been told to pay back

millions or face up to an extra seven years behind bars.

Cannabis dealers told: 'Pay back millions or face up to seven years behind bars':

www.surreycomet.co.uk

Sunday 21 April 2013
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e 1 person likes this - Jan Galic
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Viva Dagga!

Dagga is a healthy lifestyle not a crime.

Legalize Dagga Ad: death.za.org
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Obviously dagga hating gunmen, hired by the oil/cotton/alcohol industry...

DENVER (Reuters) - Two people were shot and wounded at a pro-marijuana rally

on Saturday, disrupting the first celebration of a symbolic drug culture holiday

since Colorado voters legalized the recreational use of pot.

Two people shot at pro-marijuana rally in Denver: www.chicagotribune.com

f 2 comments

Danielle Webbstock
This pic is from the bombing not the shooting...... Media making things

bigger than they are again!
21 April 2013 07:12PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Suzy Bing

Dagga Movement
I might have selected the wrong pic from thumbnail selection screen...

 
21 April 2013 07:15PM

e 1 person likes this - Danielle Webbstock

Danielle Webbstock
Its just there are so many naive people out there that will

take this and blow it way out of proportion.
21 April 2013 07:23PM
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People marched through Puerto Rico's capital on Saturday amid growing support

for dagga legalisation.

Puerto Rico to legalise dagga?: news.iafrica.com
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Christopher Robin says "If the DA wants to glorify Helen Suzman as a party founder and embodiment of

their liberal values they cannot pick and choose which convenient bits of activism to remember her by.

Suzman was an ardent anti-prohibition activist and we cannot let Helen Zille ever forget that. It's time to

put sustained pressure on the DA to respond to Buzz's open letter to her that she ignored last year.

If anyone feels inspired to write a letter to the Cape Times in this regard I encourage them to go ahead."

Photos of The Dagga Couple: If the DA wants to glorify Helen Suzman as a party

founder and embodiment of their liberal values they cannot pick and choose which

convenient bits of activism to remember her by. Suzman was an ardent

anti-prohibition activist and we cannot let Helen Zille ever forget that. It's time to

put sustained pressure on the DA to respond to Buzz's open letter to her that she

ignored last year.

If anyone feels inspired to write a letter to the Cape Times in this regard I

encourage them to go ahead.
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http://fb.me/DaggaMovement http://death.za.org

Legalize Dagga - Commercial: www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Alen Nanov
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http://pic.twitter.com/gjeXDXbko2

Instantly connect to what's most important to you. Follow your friends, experts, favorite celebrities,

and breaking news.

Twitter / Earth_Pics: Army Accidentally Drops Soldiers ...: twitter.com

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Stoners are easier to arrest. They are peaceful, unarmed and non violent.



Scott Webster was sitting on the lawn of the legislature, about to load up a bowl of

orange kush int... - Local  - Winnipeg Free Press.

Officer prefers pot smokers to alcohol drinkers: www.winnipegfreepress.com

f 2 comments

Ian D. Samson
Then they ought to be left alone and not arrested at all.
21 April 2013 10:28PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Exactly!!!
22 April 2013 07:57AM

Monday 22 April 2013
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Freedom is an illusion. We are all captives in a corporation camp.

Mickey Dangerez:

https://www.facebook.com/theMichaelHawthorne/posts/10151848348304027
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South Africa's Premier Online News Source. Discover the world of IOL, News South

Africa, Sport, Business, Financial, World News, Entertainment, Technology,

Motoring, Travel, Property, Classifieds & more.

Drugs and lack of jobs ‘poisoning Eden’ - Crime & Courts | IOL News | IOL.co.za:

www.iol.co.za
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Photo Album: http://goo.gl/jRuou http://fb.me/DaggaMovement Video by

Werner Webber

4:20pm @ 420 Dagga Day Johannesburg: www.youtube.com

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 22 April 2013 12:40PM         g

Happy Late 420 

Dagga Movement



:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151848456634027&set=o.215499161

817162&type=1

e 1 person likes this - Warren Otf Oates
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See not even the police think dagga is a drug...

"Sergeant Hilton Malila explains that they arrested 31 suspects for being in possession of drugs and

dagga and police seized 5 packets of cocaine, 83 units of heroin, 42 packets of tik and 169 packets of

dagga."

Bush Radio 89.5 fm is the Mother of Community Radio in Africa. Based in Cape

Town, South Africa, Bush Radio exists with the sole purpose to uplift, develop and

educate the communities it serves. To find out more about Bush Radio go to

www.bushradio.co.za, where you can also listen on-line. Please sh...

Bush Radio 89.5 fm Newsroom: Cluster police arrests close to 150 suspects:

bushradionews.blogspot.com

Dagga Movement 22 April 2013 01:42PM         b

"The difference between THC levels and THC quantities is that

THC levels are genetic. They are not under the influence of the

grower. THC quantities on the other hand are. This is to do with bud mass and how much resin can be

generated in that bud mass.

Some bud may only contain 20% THC, with a THC level of 5.

The same plant grown under better conditions and light will produce 70% THC, with a THC level of 5.

The ‘5’ is genetic. The quantities of 20% and 70% are under the grower’s control."

There is a new upload in the eBooks folder of the Dagga Movement Community Knowledge Database

http://goo.gl/w9evP
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And we are consuming products that have been cultivated with Roundup!



A new peer-reviewed scientific paper has been released in the US stating that

glyphosate-based herbicides such as Roundup are contributing to the modern

diseases that are reaching epidemic proportions in recent decades. A direct link is

made between glyphosate and gastrointestinal disorders, obesity...

New Study Links Roundup to Diabetes, Autism, Infertility and Cancer:

sustainablepulse.com
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If you aren't in Cape Town make a plan!

Cape Town, Global Cannabis March2013 Cape Town Global Cannabis MarchDATE: Saturday, May 4,

2013TIME: 10:00amPLACE: Cnr of Keizergracht & Chapel St,(next to Cape Technikon), Cape TownOn

Saturday, May the 4th, a diverse group of South Africans who support the re-legalisation of the

Cannabis plant will...

Cape Town, Global Cannabis March | Cape Canna Fest, May 4th: capecannafest.co.za
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4:20! Lighter, Bong, HIT!

e 2 people like this - Mandla Magome, Ralph Margo

f 1 comment

Mandla Magome
:v
22 April 2013 04:24PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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We the people demand our party be registered and recognized as the true party for the people. LET IT

BE KNOWN.

The dagga culture of South Africa

Viva Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa

e 6 people like this - Carl Norman Schreiber, Danielle Webbstock, Don Power Rudeboyshuffla,

Redeye Mike, Sean Le Roux, Warren Otf Oates
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The only death attributed to dagga anywhere in the world whether you like it or not!

http://www.death.za.org

e 1 person likes this - Hailey MadScientist Bunge
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https://www.facebook.com/events/174783679337636

420 DDAY JHB 2013: The DC would like to thank @Zoe Mahopo from The Sowetan LIVE Newspaper

for writing such a balanced and kind article towards the SA cannabis culture. It was great to meet

you Zoe, and thanks to Busisiwe for the cool photos. - The Dagga Couple

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=633100730036861&set=a.273175869362684.84336.2721

91759461095&type=1&relevant_count=1&ref=nf — at The Maboneng Precinct.
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The experiment entailed a "cold pressor test," in which the participants immersed a hand into a bath of

extremely cold water for up to two minutes, during which they reported on the sensation of pain.

Both smoked marijuana and the THC decreased pain sensitivity and boosted tolerance to pain

compared to the placebo.

But the pill beat marijuana for long-lasting decreases in pain.

Marijuana provides greater pain relief when taken in pill form than when it is

smoked, according to a study published that touches on a controversial medical

issue.

Dagga pill better than zol: www.news24.com

f 2 comments

Rudy Jansen
They should have compared the pill to Rick Simpson's oil. This is just

the pharmacutical industry trying to make a buck...
23 April 2013 06:04AM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Gerd Bader

Gerd Bader
with what side-effects? i got myself out of the worst painhell  with

natural dagga...thank you! 1200Rand for dagga in a pill? Steak in a pill



anybody??

23 April 2013 11:04AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Tuesday 23 April 2013
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=327085467396767&id=32645988079

2659&aid=64931
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24-year-old Kristina Marie was diagnosed with a brain tumor and given a death sentence by

establishment doctors. She decided to reject chemotherapy and treat herself with Rick Simpson’s

hemp oil in... via THC



24-year-old Kristina Marie was diagnosed with a brain tumor and given a death

sentence by establishment doctors. She decided to reject chemotherapy and treat

herself with Rick Simpson’s hemp oil in...

24-yr-old Rejects Chemo, Curing Brain Cancer with Cannabis Oil:

patients4medicalmarijuana.wordpress.com

e 4 people like this - Gerd Bader, Hennie Greeff, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana

Luthuli, Redeye Mike

f 1 comment

Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli
I have always known that it has more advantages and non

disadvantages... so much better than alcohol! No deaths reported thus

far
23 April 2013 07:48AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Thank you for joining the movement
23 April 2013 08:33AM

Dagga Movement
The first and only death attributed to dagga...

http://www.death.za.org
23 April 2013 08:33AM

e 1 person likes this - Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli

Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli
Thank you so much for this movement I feel liberated! Jah

man
23 April 2013 08:41AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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1 Activist : 5 Cops get use to it...

Timeline Photos: With Thomas Pihler and Saproll Toks.

f 1 comment

Gerd Bader
Humans arguing about a plant...even prepared 2 kill??
23 April 2013 08:29AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli > Dagga Movement 23 April 2013 08:47AM         f

Wake and bake!

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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This ladies and gentleman, is what happens when you let a bunch of stoners get together.  They have a

bloody good time and love one another without any racial, political, sexual, spiritual prejudice and

judgement.

As I write this it is 5:47am on a cold Sunday morning.  I am sitting in a foreign bed

listening to airplanes approaching Lanseria airport Johannesburg.  I have been

awake since 4:20 am as my left k...

Jozi 420 Dagga Day: wernerweber.me

e 5 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Gerd Bader, Hennie Greeff,

Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli, Warren Otf Oates

f 1 comment

Warren Otf Oates
hahahaha, lets see if we can have a booze bash, and let us see the

love and peace, hahahaha. this is proof we can get along by using a

plant.
23 April 2013 09:03AM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Danielle Webbstock

Dagga Movement 23 April 2013 09:04AM         d



Dagga Movement 23 April 2013 09:10AM         g

Cases of dagga trade seem to be on the increase in the province, judging by police reports in major

centres of Upington and the capital Kimberley.

Almost every weekend police receive tip-offs from the public regarding constant dagga usage,

transportation, possession or sales.

Cases of dagga trade seem to be on the increase in the province, judging by police

reports in major centres of Upington and the capital Kimberley.

Cases of dagga usage and sales on the up | The New Age Online:

www.thenewage.co.za

f 1 comment

Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli
There are no jobs and the poor guys are trying to make a living

without having to take anyone's life...Let them be! Thy don't want to

depend on those grants
23 April 2013 09:13AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 23 April 2013 10:33AM         g

I first met Anna Foster in 2008, shortly before Barack Obama was elected President

and Attorney General Eric Holder issued the Ogden Memo, which would spark a

massive boom in the marijuana industry. I had just started working for “Guru of

Ganja”, Ed Rosenthal at Quick Trading Company where Anna mana...

THE WAR ISN’T OVER: My Dad Was Sentenced to 93 Years in Prison for Marijuana:

ladybud.com

e 1 person likes this - Redeye Mike

f 1 comment



Redeye Mike
Fuckn hectic
23 April 2013 11:05AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 23 April 2013 10:38AM         d

The first and only death attributed to dagga...

http://www.death.za.org

e 2 people like this - Gerrie De Jager, Yakuza Zaheer

Dagga Movement 23 April 2013 10:53AM         g

Timeline Photos: SHARE 

SPREAD THE LOVE!

e 1 person likes this - Gerd Bader

Dagga Movement 23 April 2013 10:59AM         g

Timeline Photos: Yes?

Dagga Movement 23 April 2013 12:39PM         g

Pictures That Prove Double Amputee Was An Actor at Boston Bombings. Here are sequential pictures

of how the double amputee veteran pulled off the “illusion” of having his legs blown off at the Boston



Marathon Bombing. All these folks that participated in this staged event need to come forward and

come clean.

and the truth shall set you free...

Timeline Photos: fans photos 

Boston bombings actors

Pictures That Prove Double Amputee Was An Actor at Boston Bombings

Here are sequential pictures of how the double amputee veteran pulled off the

“illusion” of having his legs blown off at the Boston Marathon Bombing.

All these folks that participated in this staged event need to come forward and

come clean – otherwise they should be put in jail for treason – for aiding and

abetting the “domestic” enemy!

http://wakeupcallpage.tumblr.com/post/48682165417/pictures-that-prove-doub

le-amputee-was-an-actor-at

e 2 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, David Danzinger

f 3 comments

Sean Le Roux
Firstly, what do these conspiracies have to do with cannabis and

secondly do you realise that posting this type of thing dilutes the

validity of any other argument on this page?
23 April 2013 04:06PM

Dagga Movement
OPPT?
23 April 2013 04:17PM

e 1 person likes this - Warren Otf Oates

Dagga Movement
This page is about the awakening. The cannabis culture.

Cannabis prohibition is also a conspiracy... Dagga Movement

is about the big picture.
23 April 2013 04:16PM

e 2 people like this - Lichelle Swanepoel, Warren Otf Oates

Warren Otf Oates
i agree spread the word of the mass cover up, it also goes to

proove who can be trusted. not the gov...
23 April 2013 04:41PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Sean Le Roux
Jeremy David Acton also puts conspiracies on his page.

Personally I think it detracts from the issue that should be

concentrated on and secondly it validates certain

stereotypes about dagga users. I personally agree with some

of the points made but do not think that theories in any way



assist in the legislation of Cannabis in South Africa. When a

3'rd party sees a theory that has nothing to do with the page

or the theme beside a fact about thc/cannabinoids said 3'rd

party will see the entire site as a joke. In this instance I would

say concentrate on the plant, not the theories.

23 April 2013 05:03PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Also the main goal of this page is to get the community

asking questions. So we would like to thank you for asking

these questions.
23 April 2013 04:31PM

e 1 person likes this - Warren Otf Oates

Dagga Movement
Anybody who sees gmo and manufactured terrorism as a joke must

be crazy. I understand that the two issues seem unrelated but I trust

you know that they are more related to each other than the average

person thinks. The Dagga Couple NORML etc already focuses only on

the cannabis subject the movement is about the community as a

whole. We all need to be educated on all fronts. Thw OPPT, Anti GMO

activists, pro-cannabistionists and RBE COMMUNITY should get

together for the numbers but also to support each others causes... 
23 April 2013 05:15PM

Dagga Movement
People have been programmed to dismiss conspiracy theories. Not all

conspiracies are untrue or without fact. There is a reason mainstream

media did not report on any of the additional evidence that came out

and for the same reason they also did not report on South Africa's first

420 celebration.
23 April 2013 05:19PM

Dagga Movement 23 April 2013 03:03PM DaggaMovement        g

We e-mailed the Department of Health regarding acquiring a permit to cultivate cannabis legally. They

had this to say...

Michael Hawthorne <?michael@hawthorne.za.net> Tue, Apr 9, 2013 at 9:21 AM

Subject: Information regarding permit for cannabis research To:

Angelique.Jordaan@westerncape.gov.za Hi I would like more information regarding

acquiring a permit to cultivate cannabis legally as was awarded to the Agricultura...

Letter to Western Cape Dep. of Health: death.za.org



e 3 people like this - Nigel Thavarajoo, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli,

Warren Otf Oates

f 10 comments

Jason Jay
Well done for sharing this info. There are so many sad stories about

people legally planting 'cannabis' with permits in place since the

governement started provided permits in 1999.
23 April 2013 03:05PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Nigel Thavarajoo

Redeye Mike
Awesome dude
23 April 2013 03:34PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Francois Joubert
So then Emporium will get arrested soon ?
23 April 2013 04:24PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Nope this project is run by Tony for House of Hemp 

http://www.houseofhemp.co.za/
23 April 2013 04:25PM

e 1 person likes this - Francois Joubert

Francois Joubert
Is the Agricultural Research Center then also in possession of a

fraudulent permit as Angelique says its all illegal?
23 April 2013 04:26PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Francois Joubert
So how can Angelique say "no permits"  but here houseofhemp

growing?
23 April 2013 04:26PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
What I understand is that this legal crop is of genetically modified

cannabis strain for industrial purposes it's on that basis that they have

granted the permit.

They want to make a distinction between hemp and cannabis. 

They are basically saying that Hemp and Dagga is not Cannabis

because the GM version has little to no THC however may contain all

the other cannabinoids like CBD etc...
23 April 2013 04:30PM



Warren Otf Oates
RamarC@health.gov.za 012 395 9328, 082 492 4955 Mr Rama this guy

is clued up. give him a call.
23 April 2013 04:36PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Warren Otf Oates
he gave me information, and a very helpful guy. this is the chap to

speak to.
23 April 2013 04:38PM

Dagga Movement
Share! :D
23 April 2013 04:45PM

Warren Otf Oates
busy closing up at the moment will share tomorrow morn.
23 April 2013 04:47PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Francois Joubert
Ya so they farming a "Monsanto" hybrid...playing games man...I know

their deal...on definition they will allow that genetically fucked up

shit....but thevreal tree dem never allow.
23 April 2013 04:59PM

Francois Joubert
That Angelique chick and all others supporting this oppression

deserve car bombs. Let them carry on...africa is getting sick of their

state sponsored shit.
23 April 2013 05:00PM

Dagga Movement 23 April 2013 04:35PM         g

On the Sunday, April 21 edition of the Alex Jones Show, Alex breaks down the

revelation that the two suspect brothers in the Boston Marathon bombing were

kno...

The World of Synthetic Manufactured Terrorism: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 23 April 2013 04:42PM         g

The NO GMO SA page is gone again? Anyway this page is about more than just dagga.



Timeline Photos: Even the birds and squirrels know we are nuts! To tolerate GMO.

Great project idea for kids!!! Teach them NOW! <3

e 5 people like this - Gerd Bader, Lichelle Swanepoel, Queen-Dimples

MaDimpana Luthuli, Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams, Warren Otf Oates

Dagga Movement 23 April 2013 04:43PM         g

Alternative medicine you can have growing in your garden...

RSO and cancer testimonies

Rick Simpson Oil and Cancer: Kaposi sarcoma gone after twenty days of topical application of

cannabis oil (RSO). 

Check www.phoenixtears.ca for instructions on how to properly produce and use cannabis/hemp oil

(RSO). JB

f 1 comment

Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli
Where does one buy Cannabis Oil?
23 April 2013 05:02PM

Dagga Movement 23 April 2013 04:51PM         g

“So it reduces your stress? Maybe some officials should also get some of it. They have lots of stress

among them. Only thing is they do not sit at home doing nothing like you. They come to the office and

then do nothing,” he said.

The accused also said that he smoked dagga as he did not like to hang around tavern and the

consumption of alcohol.

Since he spent two days in jail without the option of being released on warning the prosecution felt that

he served his sentence and he was released.

A male accused of being in possession of dagga claimed that smoking it reduced his stress so well

that he “was just sitting around at home”.

Dagga smoking reduces stress claims accused « The Announcer: www.theannouncer.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli



Dagga Movement 23 April 2013 05:24PM         g

The fact that GMO is legal and natural dagga isn't is very scary!

NO GMO South Africa:

This Community Page is a VOICE for ALL SOUTH AFRICANS & PEOPLE

Internationally who DO NOT SUPPORT GMO's. We are NOT a company, a group,

nor an organization, nor do we receive funds.

WE ARE PEOPLE from All WALKS OF LIFE.

MOTHER NATURE is ABUNDANT & has evolved ALL LIVING ORGANISM...

NO GMO South Africa: https://www.facebook.com/NOGMO.SouthAfrica

e 5 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Jason Jay, Mark Barnett,

Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli, Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams

f 1 comment

Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli
We are being shortchanged! Where is justice?
23 April 2013 05:25PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Mark Barnett

Dagga Movement 23 April 2013 05:48PM         g

Coincidently this article was posted on the same day as the Boston bombing tragedy.

A leaked study examining genetically-modified corn reveals that the lab-made

alternative to organic crops contains a startling level of toxic chemicals.

Study reveals GMO corn to be highly toxic — RT USA: rt.com

Dagga Movement 23 April 2013 07:02PM         g

Tune in @ 10:25pm and listen to The Dagga Couple and the Medical Research Council on Radio 702

http://www.702.co.za/onair/tunein.asp

The ripple effect continues. We spent the morning rounding off the coverage of

Saturday's D-Day with "Talk SA". We are learning about interviews and being on the

other side of the camera / microphone. Tonight is our first time on Talk Radio 702.

Talk @ 9 with John Webb, we'll be on air from 10.25pm with the Medical Research

Council. Please listen in and give us some feedback.

The Dagga Couple:

https://www.facebook.com/daggacouple/posts/633483543331913



e 1 person likes this - Gerd Bader

Dagga Movement 23 April 2013 07:45PM DaggaMovement        g

Jozi marks 420:Global Dagga Day in style For a few hours this past weekend,

downtown Johannesburg was transformed into a dagga smokers’ paradise.     The

city was among the 364 cities around the world where marijuana joints were being

rolled up in honour of the 420:Global dagga Day this past Saturda...

Great Puffing Day For Dagga Smokers: death.za.org

e 4 people like this - Mandla Magome, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli,

Sibusiso Gift Delihlazo, Xolani Mahlangu

Dagga Movement 23 April 2013 07:57PM         g

Not for sensitive people...

http://imgur.com/a/Nx8EU

Imgur is used to share photos with social networks and online communities, and

has the funniest pictures from all over the Internet.

Boston Truth Revealed - Imgur: imgur.com

e 1 person likes this - Andrea Young

f 1 comment

Andrea Young
Crazy...
23 April 2013 08:03PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli > Dagga Movement 23 April 2013 09:20PM         f

Call me 'Your  Royal  Highness! Good Night Ya'all...Jah man

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Wednesday 24 April 2013

Dagga Movement 24 April 2013 12:26AM         d













Dagga Movement 24 April 2013 12:47PM         g

R245 per KG!!! Ngobeni was not asked to plead and was also denied bail. Even Oscar pistorius got bail?

Who are we kidding! THIS MAKES ME MAD!

"I am so sick and tired of reading stories like this. I too know of a Rasta who was arrested and held in

custody over a long weekend. Irony of the matter is that the cops planted the weed they supposedly

caught him with. I cannot believe that rapists/molesters/murderers etc will get bail yet a 56 year old

man who was harming no one is denied bail. Legalize weed for goodness sakes! " reads a comment

from Zee_R"

A LIMPOPO man, popularly known as Rastaman, yesterday appeared at the

Malamulele Magistrate's Court after being found growing dagga plants

Man bust for growing dagga: www.sowetanlive.co.za

e 3 people like this - Bill Jones, Fransa Barnard, Shariska Lester

f 4 comments

Dagga Movement
The case was postponed to April 29 pending further investigations.

Meaning the rasta will be in jail with serious criminals!
24 April 2013 12:48PM

Xolani Mahlangu
Shit aint good
24 April 2013 12:51PM

Dagga Movement
lol how does police determine that do they first smoke it? :D
24 April 2013 02:08PM

Monica Gonsalves Borrageiro
Teachers march, farmworkers march, miners march. We need to take

a stand and fight for our rights. It will be the most peaceful march this

world has ever seen proving that cannabis doesn't cause violence and

cannabis uses are not criminals. Bunch of uneducated, ignorant

morons...
24 April 2013 01:07PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Fransa Barnard



Sibusiso Gift Delihlazo
The same justification given for alcohol is slightly similar to weed

smokers! The is many good people who smoke weed and a handful

(emphasis on handful) of out of hand users why can't it be legalised

the is so much demand for this good Herb!!
24 April 2013 01:34PM

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, Fransa Barnard, Murray

Juana

Dagga Movement 24 April 2013 12:52PM         d
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The Los Angeles City Council voted 14 to 0 last Tuesday in favor of a new ban on

medical marijuana dispensaries. Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa supports the measure

and is expected to sign it. Los Angeles is not only the state’s largest city, it is also a

major hub of medical marijuana. There are over 7...

Courts May Overrule New L.A. Medical Marijuana Dispensary Ban:

www.opposingviews.com

Dagga Movement 24 April 2013 02:53PM DaggaMovement        g

More of The Dagga Couple in National Media...

The Dagga Couple (Jules & Myrtle) got some great air time on ETV’s 3rd degree,

hosted by notorious super-journalist, Deborah Patta. Firstly, I’d like to give props to

Jules and Myrtle for going on the show and bringing the discussion to the greater

South Africa, much respect to you guys for standing...

The Dagga Couple on 3rd Degree 13th March 2012: death.za.org

e 1 person likes this - Kelly Wiltshire McQue

Dagga Movement 24 April 2013 03:30PM         g

I'm no grow expert but these are some of the best LED lighting I have seen for only R291.33 including

VAT

I <3 12V

  LED Flood Light - 10W - 850lm 2 Year Warrantee    Carima Products offers top

quality, zero maintenance LED Floodlights, manufactured in a world class

production plant using guaranteed and certified materials.

LED Flood Light - 10W - 850lm | Carima Products | Importers, manufacturers and



resellers of  LED lig: www.carima.co.za

f 3 comments

Jason Jay
You need grow LED lights.
24 April 2013 03:35PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Jason Jay
http://forum.weed.co.za/viewtopic.php?f=29&t=4554#p70193
24 April 2013 03:38PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Jason Jay
Above is a DIY topic on making your own grow LED.
24 April 2013 03:39PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
I'm still battling to get a supplier that sell all LED so one can

pick and choose
24 April 2013 05:29PM

Dagga Movement 24 April 2013 03:47PM         b

HA HA HA! I mailed Gallo Images to find out what are the chances that we could get copies of the

pictures taken at the 420 celebrations.

Gallo sales rep said: "Please will you confirm if you will be purchasing these images as you are looking

at paying R1800.00 excl vat per image to be used on facebook for a 2 year period only

We will require written confirmation from you that you accept all risks involved with using these

images"

Our Reply: "Serious? Sounds like extortion... 

R1800 ex vat per image including risks? Sounds more dangerous than dagga.

Please do inform me when the rights are changed.

I cannot afford such extreme pricing.

Thank you."

e 1 person likes this - Kelly Wiltshire McQue

f 2 comments

Jason Jay
Do they have a wholesale discount? Maybe for like 100 images? R180000.00 , will they

except EFT?



24 April 2013 03:54PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Hahaha I first need to grow a large crop so I can sell it I'll be back with the cash...
24 April 2013 04:28PM

Dagga Movement
Some people sell extremely expensive pictures of stoners - Legal

Some people sell extremely expensive dagga to stoners. - Illegal
24 April 2013 03:59PM

e 1 person likes this - Brenden Arthur Campbell

Dagga Movement 24 April 2013 05:09PM         g

gotta love this guy

Timeline Photos: Yes he does..   #legalize — with Najeep Paccastore.

e 1 person likes this - Kelly Wiltshire McQue

Warren Otf Oates > Dagga Movement 24 April 2013 05:31PM         g

The case for the decriminalisation of dagga is building as an expert rejects the

assumption that consumption of the drug is causally tied to psychosis.

Case builds for dagga decriminalisation: m.news24.com

Warren Otf Oates > Dagga Movement 24 April 2013 05:37PM         g

All you need to know about Dagga (Cannabis), from a drug awareness point of

view.

TNT - The Naked Truth - Cannabis / Dagga: www.tnt.org.za

Dagga Movement 24 April 2013 05:59PM         g

Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa



Dagga Party of South Africa

Dagga Party: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 24 April 2013 06:01PM         g

A grow light or plant light is an artificial light source, generally an electric light,

designed to stimulate plant growth by emitting an electromagnetic spectrum

appropriate for photosynthesis. Grow lights are used in applications where there is

either no naturally occurring light, or where supplem...

Grow light - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia: en.wikipedia.org

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
Further research has shown that infrared and ultraviolet diodes give a

full spectrum needed for flowering plants to effectively grow and

flower.
24 April 2013 06:13PM

Dagga Movement
Ok, I have to add this little snipet. I just joined today and am seeing this

and the large amount of MIS_INFORMATION that is being spread. 

LED's work, they also work good. I know, this because the college I

went to, got a grant from the USDA to perform tests with LED's along

with 4 other schools. University of Iowa, Southern Illinois University,

Harvard, and 1 other I cannot remember at the moment.

However with that being said, I would like to re-iterate, LED's work

and work good. However, the LED's that you would need to use to get

rid of a 400 watt HPS bulb is about $900.

Here is what we came up with in our study, it was a collaboration

between all schools who recieved the grant. The study was then

published by Harvard.

We report on a high-power solid-state lighting facility (fixture) for

cultivation of greenhouse vegetables and on the results of the study

of control of photosynthetic activity and growth morphology of radish

and lettuce imposed by variation of the spectral composition of

illumination. Experimental lighting modules (useful area of 0.22 m2)

were designed based on 4 types of high-power light-emitting diodes

(LEDs) with emission peaked in red at the wavelengths of 660 nm and

640 nm (predominantly absorbed by chlorophyll a and b for

photosynthesis, respectively), in blue at 455 nm (phototropic function),

and in far-red at 735 nm (important for photomorphology).



Morphological characteristics, chlorophyll and phytohormone

concentrations in radish and lettuce grown in phytotron chambers

under lighting with different spectral composition of the LED-based

illuminator and under illumination by high pressure sodium lamps with

an equivalent photosynthetic photon flux density were compared. A

well-balanced solid-state lighting was found to enhance production

of green mass and to ensure healthy morphogenesis of plants

compared to those grown using conventional lighting. We observed

that the plant morphology and concentrations of morphologically

active phytohormones is strongly affected by the spectral

composition of light in the red region. Commercial application of the

LED-based illumination for large-scale plant cultivation is discussed.

This technology is favorable from the point of view of energy

consumption, controllable growth, and food safety but is hindered by

high cost of the LEDs. Large scale manufacturing of high-power red

AlInGaP-based LEDs emitting at 650 nm and a further decrease of the

photon price for the LEDs emitting in the vicinity of the absorption

peak of chlorophylls have to be achieved to promote horticulture

applications.

24 April 2013 06:14PM

Dagga Movement 24 April 2013 06:04PM         g

Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa

The Dagga Couple (a phrase coined by the South African press) have, for the last

year, been preparing a case to apply for the opportunity to ask some very si...

Dagga Couple South Africa: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 24 April 2013 06:45PM         g

The case for the decriminalisation of dagga is building as an expert rejects the

assumption that consumption of the drug is causally tied to psychosis.

Case builds for dagga decriminalisation: www.news24.com



Dagga Movement 24 April 2013 09:34PM         d

Dagga Movement Doodle Art

e 1 person likes this - Queen-Dimples MaDimpana

Luthuli

Thursday 25 April 2013

Dagga Movement 25 April 2013 07:32AM         d



Dagga Movement 25 April 2013 08:44AM         b

Cantheist Creed

I believe that Cannabis sativa, L. is the useful cane and the true hemp.

I believe that Cannabis Hemp is a restorative natural resource for all humanity to grow, share, and use

for our fundamental needs.

Therefore, I shall honor its existance.



I believe that the Cannabis plant is endowed with important healing powers, some of which cannot yet

be explained.

Therefore I shall offer it to ease the suffering of others.

I recognize cannabis as a sacrament within my community. Therefore I shall receive it with thanksgiving

and deep respect for its resinous powers.

The cultivation and disemination of cannabis are honorable professions. Therefore I shall act with

absolute integrity and honesty* to protect the Cantheist community and its values.

* Note: The Christian Bible states that "the truth shall set ye free" and "render unto Caesar the things that

are Caesar's and to God the things that are God's", therefore a Cantheist cannot lie or perjur themselves

in a court of law because it violates both "the truth" and "the things that are Caesar's", namely the courts.

e 2 people like this - Belgia Chokboy Boitshoko, Gerd Bader

f 1 comment

Gerd Bader
i owe my life to dagga.Was a parapledgic stuck in painhell...now walking
25 April 2013 09:00AM

e 4 people like this - Arthur Charles Mitton, Dagga Movement, John Mc Fires, Logan

Stander

Dagga Movement 25 April 2013 08:51AM         g

http://www.davidicke.com/headlines/83232-while-were-all-distracted-with-boston-theatre-congress

-passes-cispa

David Icke - Exposing the dreamworld we believe to be real

While We're All Distracted with Boston Theatre, Congress Passes CISPA:

www.davidicke.com

Dagga Movement 25 April 2013 09:11AM         g

http://www.facebook.com/THECHURCHOFCANTHEISM

THE CULTIVATION AND USE OF SACRAMENTAL CANNABIS TO RELAX OUR

CONSCIOUSNESS AND ALLOW OUR SUBCONSCIOUS TO REACH A STATE OF

MEDITATION,THUS ALLOWING US TO IMPROVE AS HUMAN BEINGS AND

ENHANCE OUR UNDERSTANDING OF THE ESSENCE OF THE LIVING UNIVERSE.



The Church of cantheism:

https://www.facebook.com/THECHURCHOFCANTHEISM

Dagga Movement 25 April 2013 09:13AM         g

Cannabis Assembly - Free guidance and support for the legal religious use of

cannabis

The Cannabis Assembly, Free guidance and support for the legal  religious use of

cannabis: cannabisassembly.org

Dagga Movement 25 April 2013 09:14AM         g

rainbow kush

Timeline Photos: damn...

e 2 people like this - Jason Bolton, Young Stunna

f 1 comment

Sean Le Roux
Photoshop.
25 April 2013 10:14AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 25 April 2013 09:16AM         g

? Share the truth educate create change make a difference ?

New studies show that smoked Marijuana does not cause any forms of lung

cancer, and that the THC in Marijuana is anti-cancerous and has the potential to

cure cancer...

1,500 Americans die every day from cancer.

http://lmgtfy.com/?q=THC+cures+cancer

"The active ingredient in marijuana cuts tumor growth in common lung cancer in

half and significantly reduces the ability of the cancer to spread." - Harvard

University



"The potential benefits of medicinal Cannabis for people living with cancer include

antiemetic effects, appetite stimulation, pain relief, and improved sleep. In the

practice of integrative oncology, the health care provider may recommend

medicinal Cannabis not only for symptom management but also for its possible

direct antitumor effect." - National Cancer Institute

Marijuana cures cancer -- US government has known since 1974:

The Federal Government of the United States has funded several studies on

Cannabis and the active components in Marijuana, which have repeatedly

discovered Cannabis' Anti-Tumor properties. A couple of these studies include one

conducted in the early 1970's showing a reduction in the spread of various cancers

injected into lab rats. In 2006 a study aiming to find the link between Marijuana

smoking and cancer concluded that there is no evidence of any kind of causal link

between the two, with even some suggestion of preventive qualities.

New research shows that marijuana components fight an aggressive form of brain

cancer. And the media says -- nothing, again. Combining the two most common

cannabinoid compounds in Cannabis may boost the effectiveness of treatments to

inhibit the growth of brain cancer cells and increase the number of brain cancer

cells that die off. That's the finding of a new study published in the latest issue of

the journal Molecular Cancer Therapeutics. Marijuana components have been

found to inhibit the growth of the most common, and aggressive form of brain

tumor, a glioblastoma, according to a study published in the January 6 issue of

Molecular Cancer Therapeutics. The study was done at the California Pacific

Medical Center by researchers who combined a non-psychoactive ingredient of

marijauna, cannabidiol (CBD), with ?9-tetrahyrdocannabinol (?9-THC), the primary

psychoactive ingredient in Cannabis. The findings demonstrated the inhibitory

effect of these two ingredients on brain cancer cells when used together.

Check out "Run From The Cure The Rick Simpson Story" for further proof...

http://youtu.be/0psJhQHk_GI

The Cure For Cancer:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jz7kDvPo58w

The Cure for Cancer Has Been Found and is Purposely Being Ignored:

http://technorati.com/lifestyle/article/the-cure-for-cancer-has-been/

What if Cannabis Cured Cancer? (IT DOES!)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hy66MUZP538

Breaking News: Cannabis Cures Cancer! 3/12/10

http://youtu.be/IAfGVZ1Q7fk

Man Cured of Cancer Applying Hemp Oil.

http://youtu.be/CiP9LVtE9EY

"Chemo has a 27% fatality rate"...



The sad fact is that chemo is not only legal, but it is readily accepted by most

oncologists as one of the best treatments for cancer. At least that's what the typical

oncologist tells the cancer patient....

Marijuana Cuts Lung Cancer Tumor Growth In Half, Study Shows:

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2007/04/070417193338.htm

THC Gives Cancer Cells the Munchies Too:

http://scienceblogs.com/scientificactivist/2009/04/thc_gives_cancer_cells_the_

mun.php

Active Component Of Marijuana Has Anti-Cancer Effects, Study Suggests:

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/04/090401181217.htm

Cannabis Cures Cancer:

http://web.me.com/dbhill/cure/Home.html

Money Spent on the War on Drugs This year:

http://www.DrugSense.org/cms/WodClock

http://www.facebook.com/norml

http://NORML.org/

http://www.CopsSayLegalizeDrugs.com/

http://www.saferchoice.org/

http://JustSayNow.com/

http://mpp.org/

http://www.infowars.com/

http://prisonplanet.tv/

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=238813466233403&id=100003142541

062&aid=51315

e 1 person likes this - Bill Hamman
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? Please share! ? Educate! ?

Our goal is to Educate & promote the legalization of Cannabis in all countries of the

world for both medicinal and recreational use, along with the legalization of

industrial hemp.

We advocate the immediate legalization of the herbaceous plant Cannabis sativa

in all its varieties, products, and uses, including cannabis for medicinal purposes,

cannabis for recreational use, and hemp for fiber and other products. Cannabis and

hemp should be legal in all the world. We call upon the governments of all states

and nations, and we call upon the United Nations, to terminate their policies and

practices of cannabis/hemp prohibition. We celebrate liberty with the residents of

those states and nations where cannabis and hemp are already legal. The need to

end prohibition of medicinal cannabis is especially urgent, and the rationale for

legalizing it immediately is especially compelling. People with illnesses and

ailments should able to purchase medicinal cannabis without fear of breaking the

law.

1>>https://www.facebook.com/group420times

2>>https://www.facebook.com/Legalizetheworld

3>>https://www.facebook.com/420TimesRocks

4>>https://www.facebook.com/LegalizeIndiana

5>>https://www.facebook.com/TrippyHippieWorld

6>>https://www.facebook.com/STONERZONE

7>>https://www.facebook.com/OFFCIALPHEADS

8>>https://www.facebook.com/Weedbooks

9>>https://www.facebook.com/marjiuanaville4life

10>>https://www.facebook.com/CannaCollage

11>>https://www.facebook.com/POTCOLLEGE

12>>https://www.facebook.com/TOHIGHCREW

13>>https://www.facebook.com/BongZone

14>>https://www.facebook.com/LegCannaEverywhere

15>>https://www.facebook.com/LegalizeThePlanet

16>>https://www.facebook.com/LegalizeTheEarth

17>>https://www.facebook.com/LegalizeTheGlobe

18>>https://www.facebook.com/PeaceanLove

19>>https://www.facebook.com/CRAZYASFUK

20>>https://www.facebook.com/BlazinBart

SINCE 1974 THE GOVERNMENT HAVE KNOWN THAT THE CHEMICALS FOUND IN

THE CANNABIS PLANT CAN BE USED TO TREAT CANCER

PLEASE LOOK BELOW FOR PEER REVIEWED STUDIES FROM AROUND THE

GLOBE WHICH CONFIRM THESE FINDINGS

These same chemicals can have a unique effect on each vital organ,

homeostatically and holistically aiding them in their roles. This includes the kidneys

and the nephrological system.

Many scientific studies have reported that various cannabinoids (both natural and

synthetic) exert a wide range of growth-inhibiting effects on cancer cells, including:

- Triggering cell death, through a mechanism called apoptosis.

- Stopping cells from dividing.

- Preventing new blood vessels from growing into tumours –a process termed



angiogenesis.

- Reducing the chances of cancer cells to metastasize through the body, by

stopping cells from moving or invading neighbouring tissue.

- Speeding up the cell’s internal ‘waste disposal machine’ –a process known as

autophagy – which can lead to cell death.

http://cannabis-med.org/index.php?tpl=faq&red=faqlist&id=274&lng=en

PEER REVIEWED SCIENTIFIC SRUDIES REGARDING CANNABIS AND CANCER:

Cannabinoid receptor systems: therapeutic targets for tumour intervention. UK

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/14640910

High concentrations of cannabinoids activate apoptosis in human U373MG glioma

cells. UK

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18615640

Cannabinoid receptor agonists are mitochondrial inhibitors: a unified hypothesis of

how cannabinoids modulate mitochondrial function and induce cell death. UK

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17931597

The cannabinoid delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol inhibits RAS-MAPK and PI3K-AKT

survival signalling and induces BAD-mediated apoptosis in colorectal cancer cells.

UK

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17583570

Cannabis-induced cytotoxicity in leukemic cell lines: the role of the cannabinoid

receptors and the MAPK pathway. UK

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15454482

Targeting cannabinoid receptors to treat leukemia: role of cross-talk between

extrinsic and intrinsic pathways in Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC)-induced

apoptosis of Jurkat cells. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15978942

The expression level of CB1 and CB2 receptors determines their efficacy at

inducing apoptosis in astrocytomas. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20090845

Cannabidiol-induced apoptosis in human leukemia cells: A novel role of

cannabidiol in the regulation of p22phox and Nox4 expression. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16754784

Cannabidiol enhances the inhibitory effects of delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol on

human glioblastoma cell proliferation and survival. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20053780

Cannabinoids and the immune system. USA



http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11854771

Delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol-induced apoptosis in the thymus and spleen as a

mechanism of immunosuppression in vitro and in vivo. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12130702

Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol-induced apoptosis in Jurkat leukemia T cells is

regulated by translocation of Bad to mitochondria. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16908594

Cannabinoid-induced apoptosis in immune cells as a pathway to

immunosuppression. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19457575

Synthetic cannabinoid receptor agonists inhibit tumor growth and metastasis of

breast cancer. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19887554

Cannabinoids for cancer treatment: progress and promise. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18199524

Targeting CB2 cannabinoid receptors as a novel therapy to treat malignant

lymphoblastic disease. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12091357

Cannabinoid receptor as a novel target for the treatment of prostate cancer. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15753356

In vivo effects of cannabinoids on macromolecular biosynthesis in Lewis lung

carcinomas. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/616322

Cannabidiol as a novel inhibitor of Id-1 gene expression in aggressive breast cancer

cells. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18025276

Cannabinoids as novel anti-inflammatory drugs. USA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20191092

De novo-synthesized ceramide is involved in cannabinoid-induced apoptosis.

SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11903061

Amphiregulin is a factor for resistance of glioma cells to cannabinoid-induced

apoptosis. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19229996



Cannabinoids and cell fate. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12182964

Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol induces apoptosis in human prostate PC-3 cells via a

receptor-independent mechanism. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/10570948

Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol induces apoptosis in C6 glioma cells. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9771884

Cannabinoids inhibit glioma cell invasion by down-regulating matrix

metalloproteinase-2 expression. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18339876

Cannabinoids protect astrocytes from ceramide-induced apoptosis through the

phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase/protein kinase B pathway. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12133838

Hypothesis: cannabinoid therapy for the treatment of gliomas? SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15275820

Involvement of cannabinoids in cellular proliferation. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15638794

Effects on cell viability. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16596790

Cannabinoids induce apoptosis of pancreatic tumor cells via endoplasmic

reticulum stress-related genes. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16818650

Cannabinoids and gliomas. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17952650

Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol inhibits cell cycle progression in human breast cancer

cells through Cdc2 regulation. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16818634

Opposite changes in cannabinoid CB1 and CB2 receptor expression in human

gliomas. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20307616

Inhibition of skin tumor growth and angiogenesis in vivo by activation of

cannabinoid receptors. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12511587

Inhibition of human tumour prostate PC-3 cell growth by cannabinoids



R(+)-Methanandamide and JWH-015: involvement of CB2. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19690545

Control of the cell survival/death decision by cannabinoids. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11269508

The stress-regulated protein p8 mediates cannabinoid-induced apoptosis of tumor

cells. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16616335

The CB2 cannabinoid receptor signals apoptosis via ceramide-dependent

activation of the mitochondrial intrinsic pathway. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16624285

p38 MAPK is involved in CB2 receptor-induced apoptosis of human leukaemia

cells. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16139274

Cannabinoids and ceramide: two lipids acting hand-by-hand. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15958274

Endocannabinoids: a new family of lipid mediators involved in the regulation of

neural cell development. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16787257

Anti-tumoral action of cannabinoids: involvement of sustained ceramide

accumulation and extracellular signal-regulated kinase activation. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/10700234

Cannabinoid receptors as novel targets for the treatment of melanoma. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17065222

JunD is involved in the antiproliferative effect of Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol on

human breast cancer cells. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18454173

Cannabinoid action induces autophagy-mediated cell death through stimulation of

ER stress in human glioma cells. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19425170

Cannabinoids induce glioma stem-like cell differentiation and inhibit

gliomagenesis. SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17202146

Down-regulation of tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases-1 in gliomas: a new

marker of cannabinoid antitumoral activity? SPAIN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17675107



Endocannabinoids and fatty acid amides in cancer, inflammation and related

disorders. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11106791

Estrogenic induction of cannabinoid CB1 receptor in human colon cancer cell lines.

ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18938775

Antitumor effects of cannabidiol, a nonpsychoactive cannabinoid, on human

glioma cell lines. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/14617682

The endocannabinoid anandamide neither impairs in vitro T-cell function nor

induces regulatory T-cell generation. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19189659

Cannabinoid derivatives induce cell death in pancreatic MIA PaCa-2 cells via a

receptor-independent mechanism. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16500647

The CB1/CB2 receptor agonist WIN-55,212-2 reduces viability of human Kaposi's

sarcoma cells in vitro. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19539619

Antitumor activity of plant cannabinoids with emphasis on the effect of cannabidiol

on human breast carcinoma. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16728591

Cannabinoids in intestinal inflammation and cancer. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19442536

The endocannabinoid system as a target for the development of new drugs for

cancer therapy. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12723496

Apoptosis induced in HepG2 cells by the synthetic cannabinoid WIN: involvement

of the transcription factor PPARgamma. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19059457

Endocannabinoids as emerging suppressors of angiogenesis and tumor invasion

(review). ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17342320

The non-psychoactive cannabidiol triggers caspase activation and oxidative stress

in human glioma cells. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16909207



Cannabinoids as potential new therapy for the treatment of gliomas. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18088200

The endogenous cannabinoid anandamide inhibits human breast cancer cell

proliferation. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9653194

Anandamide induces apoptosis in human cells via vanilloid receptors. Evidence for

a protective role of cannabinoid receptors. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/10913156

Cannabinoid receptor activation induces apoptosis through tumor necrosis factor

alpha-mediated ceramide de novo synthesis in colon cancer cells. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19047095

Plant-derived cannabinoids modulate the activity of transient receptor potential

channels of ankyrin type-1 and melastatin type-8. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18354058

A metabolically stable analogue of anandamide, Met-F-AEA, inhibits human thyroid

carcinoma cell lines by activation of apoptosis. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19189054

Endocannabinoids in the immune system and cancer. ITALY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12052046

R(+)-methanandamide-induced apoptosis of human cervical carcinoma cells

involves a cyclooxygenase-2-dependent pathway. GERMANY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19015962

Antitumorigenic effects of cannabinoids beyond apoptosis. GERMANY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19889794

Up-regulation of cyclooxygenase-2 expression is involved in

R(+)-methanandamide-induced apoptotic death of human neuroglioma cells.

GERMANY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15361550

Cannabinoid receptors in human astroglial tumors. GERMANY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16893424

Cannabinoids induce cancer cell proliferation via tumor necrosis factor

alpha-converting enzyme (TACE/ADAM17)-mediated transactivation of the

epidermal growth factor receptor. GERMANY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15026328



Cannabidiol inhibits cancer cell invasion via upregulation of tissue inhibitor of

matrix metalloproteinases-1. GERMANY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19914218

Pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of cannabinoids. GERMANY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12648025

Delta 9-tetrahydrocannabinol inhibits cell cycle progression by downregulation of

E2F1 in human glioblastoma multiforme cells. ISRAEL

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17934890

Cannabinoids and cancer. ISRAEL

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16250836

Cannabinoids in health and disease. ISRAEL

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18286801

A cannabinoid quinone inhibits angiogenesis by targeting vascular endothelial

cells. ISRAEL

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16571653

Gamma-irradiation enhances apoptosis induced by cannabidiol, a

non-psychotropic cannabinoid, in cultured HL-60 myeloblastic leukemia cells.

ISRAEL

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/14692532

An endogenous cannabinoid (2-AG) is neuroprotective after brain injury. ISRAEL

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11586361

HU-331, a novel cannabinoid-based anticancer topoisomerase II inhibitor. ISRAEL

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17237277

Predominant CB2 receptor expression in endothelial cells of glioblastoma in

humans. SWITZERLAND

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19480992

Cannabinoid receptor 1 is a potential drug target for treatment of

translocation-positive rhabdomyosarcoma. SWITZERLAND

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19509271

Cannabinoid receptor ligands as potential anticancer agents--high hopes for new

therapies? SWITZERLAND

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19589225

Arachidonylethanolamide induces apoptosis of human glioma cells through

vanilloid receptor-1. SWITZERLAND

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15453094



Expression of cannabinoid receptors type 1 and type 2 in non-Hodgkin lymphoma:

growth inhibition by receptor activation. SWEDEN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18546271

Cannabinoid receptor-mediated apoptosis induced by R(+)-methanandamide and

Win55,212-2 is associated with ceramide accumulation and p38 activation in mantle

cell lymphoma. SWEDEN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16936228

Cannabinoid receptor ligands mediate growth inhibition and cell death in mantle

cell lymphoma. SWEDEN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16337199

Potentiation of cannabinoid-induced cytotoxicity in mantle cell lymphoma through

modulation of ceramide metabolism. SWEDEN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19609004

The endocannabinoid system of the skin in health and disease: novel perspectives

and therapeutic opportunities. HUNGARY

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19608284

Pharmacological synergism between cannabinoids and paclitaxel in gastric cancer

cell lines. JAPAN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19394652

Different views on the association between cannabinoids and cancer. SLOVAKIA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16835997

Effect of a synthetic cannabinoid agonist on the proliferation and invasion of gastric

cancer cells. KOREA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20336665

Cannabinoid 2 receptor induction by IL-12 and its potential as a therapeutic target

for the treatment of anaplastic thyroid carcinoma. SAUDI ARABIA

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18197164

Cannabinoids in the treatment of cancer. NEW ZEALAND

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19442435

Cannabinoids down-regulate PI3K/Akt and Erk signalling pathways and activate

proapoptotic function of Bad protein. POLAND

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15451022

Antineoplastic and apoptotic effects of cannabinoids. N-acylethanolamines:

protectors or killers? UKRAINE

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18438336



A comparative study on cannabidiol-induced apoptosis in murine thymocytes and

EL-4 thymoma cells. TAIWAN

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18387516

The dual effects of delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol on cholangiocarcinoma cells:

anti-invasion activity at low concentration and apoptosis induction at high

concentration. THAILAND

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19916793

The Amazing Health Benefits of Juicing Raw Cannabis (Marijuana) Leaves:

http://www.whydontyoutrythis.com/2013/02/health-benefits-of-juicing-raw-can

nabis.html#sthash.ymqZ5Gmn.eaZk233s.dpbs

The Many Uses of Hemp:

The Information Distillery-

http://www.informationdistillery.com/hemp.htm

ScienceDaily: Marijuana News

http://www.sciencedaily.com/news/mind_brain/marijuana/

Please share these with friends & family heres the links to them

Educational & Other Videos On Cannabis:

WHEN WE GROW, This is what we can do (Full Documentary)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PSKJrgGqx_E

Cannabis Science - How Marijuana Affects Health - Full Documentary

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B4xejnsLwKE

What if cannabis cured cancer

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pnP8IugJCHM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1bMt83_IWkE

True History of Marijuana Full Movie

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E96vow07OJc

The Power of RAW Cannabis.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qgEP9FdIzT8

Proof Marijuana CURES Cancer:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IxOebVwYhzo

Run From the Cure - Rick Simpson (Hemp Oil Cancer Treatment)The Rick Simpson

Story - A Film by Christian Laurette

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGjC4HReFL0

HOW and WHY does Cannabis Cure Cancer - Scientific Explanation



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DttdDOqQMuY

How to Make Rick Simpson's Hemp Oil - Step by Step 2013 UPDATE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u1WJR6tIafI

Hemp Oil Dosage Information - Written by Rick Simpson:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ijwpv6x2R6U

LEAF [ The Health Benefits of Juicing Raw Cannabis ]

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7xPmR8j4plw

Dog The Bounty Hunter Speaks Marijuana - 420 - Weed - Cannabis - Pot - Hemp -

2013

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IWuySGUk0QY

Are All 50 States Headed Towards Legalization Of Marijuana? (THEN WHY WAIT?)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nAzfO7GrMVk

Marijuana in Canada - CBC Documentary - Recreational Drug Use

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dNPOerzjouc

Legalizing Pot: The Illuminati's Worst Nightmare

Clearing the Smoke: The Science of Cannabis

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JM72D3X55Ms

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Jm5oNTgyHA

Cannabis What's the harm BBC Documentary Episode 1 James Alexandrou

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1NExyBxE-v4

Cannabis What's the harm BBC Documentary Episode 2 James Alexandrou

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQ3UStOIx7I

U.S. Marijuana Laws, Medical Marijuana Facts, Cannabis, Hemp

Provides U.S. Marijuana Laws, Facts About Marijuana, Marijuana Drug Testing, Drug

Detection Times, Medical Marijuana, and Information About Your Rights

http://www.usmarijuanalaws.com/

Marijuana Laws Covering the United States of America:

All 50 states <> http://www.passyourdrugtest.com/mjlaws-new.htm

All 50 states map <> http://www.passyourdrugtest.com/mjlaws.htm

The Margolin Guide to Marijuana Laws:

http://margolinguidetomarijuanalaws.com/

Cannabis News - marijuana, hemp, and cannabis news:

http://www.cannabisnews.com/



Medical Marijuana Business Daily – Legal, Financial & Dispensary News:

http://mmjbusinessdaily.com/

Create A Petition:

https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petition/create

Create an Account 1st:

https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/register?destination=petitions

All Petitions:

https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petitions

Open Petitions:

https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petitions

All sections of there website:

http://www.whitehouse.gov/blog

http://www.whitehouse.gov/photos-and-video/video/2013/04/18/president-ob

ama-speaks-interfaith-prayer-service-boston

http://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room

http://www.whitehouse.gov/issues

http://www.whitehouse.gov/administration

http://www.whitehouse.gov/about

http://www.whitehouse.gov/our-government

New studies show that smoked Marijuana does not cause any forms of lung

cancer, and that the THC in Marijuana is anti-cancerous and has the potential to

cure cancer...

1,500 Americans die every day from cancer.

http://lmgtfy.com/?q=THC+cures+cancer

"The active ingredient in marijuana cuts tumor growth in common lung cancer in

half and significantly reduces the ability of the cancer to spread." - Harvard

University

"The potential benefits of medicinal Cannabis for people living with cancer include

antiemetic effects, appetite stimulation, pain relief, and improved sleep. In the

practice of integrative oncology, the health care provider may recommend

medicinal Cannabis not only for symptom management but also for its possible

direct antitumor effect." - National Cancer Institute

Marijuana cures cancer -- US government has known since 1974:

The Federal Government of the United States has funded several studies on

Cannabis and the active components in Marijuana, which have repeatedly

discovered Cannabis' Anti-Tumor properties. A couple of these studies include one



conducted in the early 1970's showing a reduction in the spread of various cancers

injected into lab rats. In 2006 a study aiming to find the link between Marijuana

smoking and cancer concluded that there is no evidence of any kind of causal link

between the two, with even some suggestion of preventive qualities.

New research shows that marijuana components fight an aggressive form of brain

cancer. And the media says -- nothing, again. Combining the two most common

cannabinoid compounds in Cannabis may boost the effectiveness of treatments to

inhibit the growth of brain cancer cells and increase the number of brain cancer

cells that die off. That's the finding of a new study published in the latest issue of

the journal Molecular Cancer Therapeutics. Marijuana components have been

found to inhibit the growth of the most common, and aggressive form of brain

tumor, a glioblastoma, according to a study published in the January 6 issue of

Molecular Cancer Therapeutics. The study was done at the California Pacific

Medical Center by researchers who combined a non-psychoactive ingredient of

marijauna, cannabidiol (CBD), with ?9-tetrahyrdocannabinol (?9-THC), the primary

psychoactive ingredient in Cannabis. The findings demonstrated the inhibitory

effect of these two ingredients on brain cancer cells when used together.

Check out "Run From The Cure The Rick Simpson Story" for further proof...

http://youtu.be/0psJhQHk_GI

The Cure For Cancer:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jz7kDvPo58w

The Cure for Cancer Has Been Found and is Purposely Being Ignored:

http://technorati.com/lifestyle/article/the-cure-for-cancer-has-been/

What if Cannabis Cured Cancer? (IT DOES!)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hy66MUZP538

Breaking News: Cannabis Cures Cancer! 3/12/10

http://youtu.be/IAfGVZ1Q7fk

Man Cured of Cancer Applying Hemp Oil.

http://youtu.be/CiP9LVtE9EY

"Chemo has a 27% fatality rate"...

The sad fact is that chemo is not only legal, but it is readily accepted by most

oncologists as one of the best treatments for cancer. At least that's what the typical

oncologist tells the cancer patient....

Marijuana Cuts Lung Cancer Tumor Growth In Half, Study Shows:

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2007/04/070417193338.htm

THC Gives Cancer Cells the Munchies Too:

http://scienceblogs.com/scientificactivist/2009/04/thc_gives_cancer_cells_the_



mun.php

Active Component Of Marijuana Has Anti-Cancer Effects, Study Suggests:

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/04/090401181217.htm

Cannabis Cures Cancer:

http://web.me.com/dbhill/cure/Home.html

Money Spent on the War on Drugs This year:

http://www.DrugSense.org/cms/WodClock

http://www.facebook.com/norml

http://NORML.org/

http://www.CopsSayLegalizeDrugs.com/

http://www.saferchoice.org/

http://JustSayNow.com/

http://mpp.org/

http://www.infowars.com/

http://prisonplanet.tv/

--PLEASE SHARE <> Thank you very much~! Peace & ?

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=210108282448364&id=20888662590

3863&aid=44479
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We need some cops like this in the Cape. - Dave Goodland

Lmao

LiveLeak.com - But Officer They Are Smoking Marijuana!: www.liveleak.com

Dagga Movement 25 April 2013 09:21AM         g



Timeline Photos: www.cannabisscience.com — with Mabley K. Mandem.

Dagga Movement 25 April 2013 09:36AM         g

Timeline Photos: God said, "I give you every seed-bearing plant on the face of the whole earth and

every tree that has fruit with seed in it. 

Weed Porn

e 1 person likes this - Dorian Gray
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Timeline Photos: Need a ladder !

e 1 person likes this - Redeye Mike

Dagga Movement 25 April 2013 10:26AM         g

I wish I was stoned while looking at these pictures...

  Beloved Friends This Secret Technology Gallery and the HAARP GALLERY and

the SECRET SPACE GALLERY are very special to me. I have shared these photos

here on my site ...

http://thepromiserevealed.com/secret-technology-photo-gallery/:

thepromiserevealed.com

f 1 comment

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
He thinks we are mentally stupid like him lol il laugh at you dude we

aint living with no aliens on this planet. 
25 April 2013 10:43AM

Dagga Movement
I alway say look at things with an open mind...
25 April 2013 11:18AM

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
True
26 April 2013 10:06AM



Dagga Movement
Must see this thread ->

https://www.facebook.com/groups/opptsa/permalink/565

451470162438/
25 April 2013 11:18AM

Dagga Movement
Also HAARP is real...
25 April 2013 11:18AM

Dagga Movement
PS. we are the aliens...
25 April 2013 11:19AM

e 1 person likes this - Endy Max Hlatshwayo

Dagga Movement
You must let go of what you know for now...
26 April 2013 06:58AM

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
Its just that i believe what i see except God but aliens its a no

no.
25 April 2013 09:20PM

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
True
25 April 2013 09:14PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Wow awesome line for the prohibitionists
26 April 2013 06:58AM
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  With the cost of cannabis being so high these days, many people are finding that

they’re struggling to afford enough to meet their needs; especially those who are

medical users, in need of large quantities. In order to help

How To Make The Most Of Your Weed: thecannabisgeek.com

Dagga Movement 25 April 2013 12:25PM         g

We asked the National Dep. of Health how and where to apply for dagga permits. They simply stated

we should ask the "Agricultural Resource Centre" how they went about getting a permit. We don't know

what or who the Agricultural Resource Centre is but we know for a fact that the Agricultural Research

Centre has received a permit to grow dagga.



Bhungani Mzolo <MzoloB@health.gov.za> Thu, Apr 25, 2013 at 11:45 AM To:

info@death.za.org Dear Dagga Movement From what you have said, wouldn't it be

better then, to ask Agricultural Resource Centre about how they went about

getting permission on this? Bhungani Mzolo Tell: 012 395 8479 >>> <info@d.....

National Dep. of Health’s response to online message submission.: death.za.org

e 1 person likes this - Kelly Wiltshire McQue

f 3 comments

Bill Hamman
I think it may be these guys: http://www.arc.agric.za

In the search bar on the site, type: cannabis, and you will get x2 pdf's

with minimal information on hemp farming in the Cape provinces.

(easier to search the pdf's too)
25 April 2013 12:37PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Sean Le Roux
Yep that is them.
25 April 2013 01:34PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Sean Le Roux
You may also note,they have fingers in cotton and tobacco.
25 April 2013 01:35PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Warren Otf Oates > Dagga Movement 25 April 2013 01:16PM         g

April 2013: ? ? JD ? ?

 -Thanks, F.A.P.!

nohope.org

Warren Otf Oates > Dagga Movement 25 April 2013 01:17PM         g



=;-):

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=620704254622426&id=147386228620

900&aid=1073741830

Sean Le Roux > Dagga Movement 25 April 2013 01:36PM         g

http://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/News/Witness-tells-of-drug-use-before-killing-20130425

blame it on the weed...

A State witness in the case of a supposed satanic ritual, in which two girls were set

alight, was "drugged up" on dagga on the afternoon of the crime, the court has

heard.

Witness tells of drug use before killing: www.news24.com

Dagga Movement 25 April 2013 01:48PM         g

Why don't we blame bread for leading people to steal because they are hungry?

A State witness in the case of a supposed satanic ritual, in which two girls were set

alight, was "drugged up" on dagga on the afternoon of the crime, the court has

heard.

Witness tells of drug use before killing: www.news24.com

e 3 people like this - Charlene Whitaker, Danielle Webbstock, Wayne Harrison

f 3 comments

Danielle Webbstock
Yeah. Probably the alcohol they consumed before smoking! So tired

of people passsing blame! Maybe he ate some chicken before the

crime too. It must be the chicken!
25 April 2013 01:55PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Shariska Lester
They make it very clear that they smoked weed before the time,but

just briefly  mention that they used meth???that's pathetic...blame the

fact that these were mentally unstable psychopaths with sadistic

intentions wacked out of their minds on Meth and alcohol,blame their

parents for not seeing these trades in their personality before

hand,but for darn sake don`t blame the herb!!!
25 April 2013 02:19PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Danielle Webbstock



Dagga Movement
yup everything can be blamed, from dagga to the water he drank that

morning that killed his brain cells with floride.What they not telling us

is that he was probably arrested for theft attempted murder, assualt. it

is his nature and only himself to blame. i have never heard of anyone

smoking a joint and then deciding it will be a good idea to murder. it

would have been like this, mmm i am stoned, i am gonna go kill that

person with love peace and joy.
25 April 2013 02:21PM

e 2 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Shariska Lester

Warren Otf Oates > Dagga Movement 25 April 2013 02:03PM         f

What Medical Marijuana strain is best for your condition, Sativa or Indica?

There are three distinctly different kinds of marijuana-cannabis. Cannabis Sativa, Cannabis Indica, and

Cannabis Ruderalis. Cannabis Ruderalis is a type that grows wild in parts of Eastern Europe and Russia.

It’s occasionally used in hybrids (an intentional crossing of two different types of cannabis) to help the

resulting plants be better able to cope with the cold weather. We grow in-doors using hydroponics and

therefore Ruderalis strain is not required. Leaving us with 2 main cannabis strains and that is Sativa and

Indica.

Sativa

Sativas and Indicas are very different, like night and day. They are tall, thin plants, with much narrower

leaves and grow a lighter green in color. They grow very quickly and can reach heights of 20 feet in a

single season. They originally come from Colombia, Mexico, Thailand and Southeast Asia. Once

flowering has begun, they can take anywhere from 10 to 16 weeks to fully mature. Flavors range from

earthy to sweet and fruity. The high of a Sativa is cerebral, up and energetic. Sativa’s offer more of a

“head buzz”. 

This type of high is the one most associated with hilarious fits of laughter, long discussions about

nothing, enhanced audio and visual senses. You hear things in songs you’ve never heard before, see

things in movies you’ve watched a dozen times but never noticed before. 

A brightly-lit malls becomes a whole new and exciting adventure. Therefore, smoking a pure Sativa or

mostly Sativa hybrid will make you feel great! Energetic and social and ready for fun! And depending

on the particular strain of Sativa-Indica cross you smoke, you may get a good measure of pain relief in

the deal as well. 

Consuming (eating) either strain or hybrid of the two results in a stronger, longer-lasting high. But it

doesn’t feel as good as smoking the herb does to many who have tried it. It’s a matter of experience

and personal taste. It really depends on what effect you are looking for when making your selection

and choosing a way to ingest it for your condition. 



Indica

Indicas originally come from the hash producing countries of the world like Afghanistan, Morocco, and

Tibet. They are short dense plants, with broad leaves and often grow a darker green. After flowering

starts they will be mature in 6 to 8 weeks. The buds will be thick and dense, with flavors and aromas

ranging from pungent skunk to sweet and fruity. The smoke from an Indica is generally a body type

high, relaxing and laid back.

The “high” a person experiences when smoking a sufficient amount of pure or mostly pure Indica,

such as Medicine Man or Warlock is more of a heavy “body buzz”. 

You may feel lethargic, tired, unwilling to attend to reality tasks. Very laid back, lazy. You may just want

left alone to sit and think deep, intellectual thoughts as you enjoy the pain relief. 

You may find it very hard to stay awake as well, so this sort of strain would be good for those having

trouble sleeping. This is the best sort of “high” for easing pain and most of the other symptoms these

conditions. 

A good Indica/Sativa cross can also offer the best of both worlds. There are many breeders who work

hard to develop strains that will accomplish just that to give you a great head high coupled with a

relaxing and definitely medically beneficial strong body stone. 

Combining different indicas, different sativas or a combination thereof creates hybrids. The resulting

hybrid strains will grow, mature and smoke in relationship to the indica-sativa percentages they end up

containing.

All Strains are Potent:

The success of the eventual outcome will depend on your personal tastes and the conditions in which

they are grown. Tests of THC percentages of most strains is rare and we are not really sure what the

numbers mean when disclosed. THC is found in the resin glands that form on the plant during the

maturation process. These glands act as a shield to protect the seed from the searing heat of the sun.

From our experience this is needed more in a hot, dry atmosphere, than a hot humid one. To maximize

resin production drop the humidity in the room for the flowering stage, the lower the better. But no

matter how much resin you induce on an indica it's still not going to give you the stone of a sativa, so it

does have a lot to do with your personal tastes and expectations.

All of the yields for the strains are approximate and depends a lot on how they are grown and the

quality of the environment. Indoor lights don't penetrate down very far so it is better to grow a larger

number of smaller plants to achieve the highest yield of top quality bud. Maximum yields indoors are

coming from indicas and mostly indica hybrids, while the more sativa in the mix, the lower the yields

tend to be.

The yield indoors is really limited only by the amount of light available, not the strain you choose. Given

that it is a good growing environment, you can expect the yield to be about the same from any strain in

relationship to its indica/sativa content. It is up to your designated marijuana grower to maximize the

plant's potential in his space.



The most desirable strains for medical use are ones that have been genetically developed by experts

to have an extremely low CBN concentration while maintaining an available range of THC concentrates.

Effects of Indica (lower THC, higher CBN/CBD):

Indica generally more physical than cerebral (however, the relief of physical symptoms can have a

positive psychological effect)

• Sedation, pain relief and relaxation 

• Best for later in the day and bedtime 

• Perhaps better for anxiety than depression 

Benefits of Indica (lower THC, higher CBN/CBD):

sativa-indica

• reduces pain 

• muscle relaxant 

• relieves spasms, reduces seizures 

• reduces inflammation 

• aids sleep 

• reduces anxiety and stress 

• reduces nausea 

• stimulates appetite 

• relieves headaches and migraines 

• reduces intra-occular pressure 

• bronchio-dilator and expectorant 

Effects of Sativa (high THC, low CBN/CBD):

• More stimulating and uplifting 

• Energizing and thought provoking 

• Increases focus and creativity 

• Supports immune system 

• Best for use in daytime 

Benefits of Sativa (high THC, low CBN/CBD):

• Reduces nausea 

• Stimulates the appetite 

• Fights drepression 

• Positive, uplifting, cerebral effect

• Energizes and stimulates 

• Promotes creativity 

• Relieves headaches and migraines 

• Relaxes muscles, relieves pain 



• Acts as an expectorant 

Selecting the Best Strain and Dosage

The efficacy of cannabis is directly related to strain selection. Care should be taken when selecting

strains that will benefit you. Potency and dosage vary with different strains, conditions and individuals.

The idea is to consume as little as possible of the most appropiately potent strains available in order to

reduce costs and potential side effects.

Hybrid Stain Crosses:

Most cannabis seeds and medicine available today are from hybrids - crosses of Sativa and Indica

varieties. This allows cultivators to enjoy and select for various desired characteristics of growth,

appearance and effect. 

The genetics and hence the effects of one lineage will usually be dominant. For example:

Indica-dominant crosses are for pain relief, with the sativa component helping with energy and activity

levels.

Sativa-dominant crosses are good for stimulating appetite, with the indica component helping to

reduce body pain and increase relaxation.

Cannabis has been proven helpful in relieving the symptoms of thousands of conditions, including:

• Pain from various ailments and injuries 

• Arthritis, bursitis 

• Migrains 

• Multiple sclerosis 

• Hepatitis C 

• Fibromyalgia

• Nausea and low appetite 

• HIV/AIDS 

• Cancer, chemotherapy

• Crohn's 

• Muscular dystrophy 

• Epilepsy, parkinson's 

• Asthma, emphysema 

• Glaucoma and other intra-ocular disorders 

• Skin diseases such as pruritis and psoriasis 

• Back pain and muscle spasms 

• Paraplegia and quadriplegia 

• Insomnia and other sleep disorders

• Study finds THC promotes death of brain cancer cells and shrinks tumors * 

Active Ingredients: (Cannabinoids)

There are approximately 60 indentified cannabinoids and each of an infinite number of strains of



cannabis has its own cannabinoid profile.

The active cannabinoids each have unique physiological effects and many combinations actually

appear to have synergystic and antagonistic effects.

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC):

Euphoric, stimulant, muscle relaxant, anti-epileptic, anti-emetic, anti-inflammatory, appetite stimulating,

bronchio-dilating, hypotensive, anti-depressant and analgesic effects.

Tetrahydrocannabivarin (THCV, THV), also known as tetrahydrocannabivarol:

A non-psychoactive cannabinoid found naturally in Cannabis sativa. It is an analogue of

tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) with the sidechain shortened by two CH2 groups. THCV can be used as a

marker compound to differentiate between the consumption of hemp products and synthetic THC (e.g.,

Marinol). THCV is found in largest quantities in Cannabis sativa subsp. sativa strains. Some varieties that

produce propyl cannabinoids in significant amounts, over five percent of total cannabinoids, have been

found in plants from South Africa, Nigeria, Afghanistan, India, Pakistan and Nepal with THCV as high as

53.69% of total cannabinoids. They usually have moderate to high levels of both THC and Cannabidiol

(CBD) and hence have a complex cannabinoid chemistry representing some of the world's most exotic

cannabis varieties. It has been shown to be a CB1 receptor antagonist, i.e. blocks the effects of THC. In

2007 GW Pharmaceuticals announced that THCV is safe in humans in a clinical trial and it will continue

to develop THCV as a potential cannabinoid treatment for type 2 diabetes and related metabolic

disorders, similar to the CB1 receptor antagonist rimonabant.

Cannabidiol (CBD):

A major constituent of medical cannabis. CBD represents up to 40% of extracts of the medical cannabis

plant. Cannabidiol relieves convulsion, inflammation, anxiety, nausea, and inhibits cancer cell growth.

Recent studies have shown cannabidiol to be as effective as atypical antipsychotics in treating

schizophrenia. In November 2007 it was reported that CBD reduces growth of aggressive human breast

cancer cells in vitro and reduces their invasiveness. It thus represents the first non-toxic exogenous

agent that can lead to down-regulation of tumor aggressiveness. It is also a neuroprotective

antioxidant. Also lessens the psychoactive effects of THC and has sedative and analgesic effects.

Cannabichromene(CBC):

Promotes the effects of THC and has sedative and analgesic effects.

Cannabigerol (CBG):

Has sedative effects and anti-microbial properties as well as lowering intra-ocular pressure. CBG is the

biogenetic precursor of all other cannabinoids.

Cannabinol (CBN):

A mildly psychoactive degradation of THC, it's primary effects are as an anti-epileptic, and to lower



intra-ocular pressure. 

Sativa or Indica

Dagga Movement 25 April 2013 02:09PM         b

What Medical Marijuana strain is best for your condition, Sativa or Indica?

There are three distinctly different kinds of marijuana-cannabis. Cannabis Sativa, Cannabis Indica, and

Cannabis Ruderalis. Cannabis Ruderalis is a type that grows wild in parts of Eastern Europe and Russia.

It’s occasionally used in hybrids (an intentional crossing of two different types of cannabis) to help the

resulting plants be better able to cope with the cold weather. We grow in-doors using hydroponics and

therefore Ruderalis strain is not required. Leaving us with 2 main cannabis strains and that is Sativa and

Indica.

Sativa

Sativas and Indicas are very different, like night and day. They are tall, thin plants, with much narrower

leaves and grow a lighter green in color. They grow very quickly and can reach heights of 20 feet in a

single season. They originally come from Colombia, Mexico, Thailand and Southeast Asia. Once

flowering has begun, they can take anywhere from 10 to 16 weeks to fully mature. Flavors range from

earthy to sweet and fruity. The high of a Sativa is cerebral, up and energetic. Sativa’s offer more of a

“head buzz”. 

This type of high is the one most associated with hilarious fits of laughter, long discussions about

nothing, enhanced audio and visual senses. You hear things in songs you’ve never heard before, see

things in movies you’ve watched a dozen times but never noticed before. 

A brightly-lit malls becomes a whole new and exciting adventure. Therefore, smoking a pure Sativa or

mostly Sativa hybrid will make you feel great! Energetic and social and ready for fun! And depending

on the particular strain of Sativa-Indica cross you smoke, you may get a good measure of pain relief in

the deal as well. 

Consuming (eating) either strain or hybrid of the two results in a stronger, longer-lasting high. But it

doesn’t feel as good as smoking the herb does to many who have tried it. It’s a matter of experience

and personal taste. It really depends on what effect you are looking for when making your selection

and choosing a way to ingest it for your condition. 

Indica

Indicas originally come from the hash producing countries of the world like Afghanistan, Morocco, and

Tibet. They are short dense plants, with broad leaves and often grow a darker green. After flowering

starts they will be mature in 6 to 8 weeks. The buds will be thick and dense, with flavors and aromas

ranging from pungent skunk to sweet and fruity. The smoke from an Indica is generally a body type

high, relaxing and laid back.



The “high” a person experiences when smoking a sufficient amount of pure or mostly pure Indica,

such as Medicine Man or Warlock is more of a heavy “body buzz”. 

You may feel lethargic, tired, unwilling to attend to reality tasks. Very laid back, lazy. You may just want

left alone to sit and think deep, intellectual thoughts as you enjoy the pain relief. 

You may find it very hard to stay awake as well, so this sort of strain would be good for those having

trouble sleeping. This is the best sort of “high” for easing pain and most of the other symptoms these

conditions. 

A good Indica/Sativa cross can also offer the best of both worlds. There are many breeders who work

hard to develop strains that will accomplish just that to give you a great head high coupled with a

relaxing and definitely medically beneficial strong body stone. 

Combining different indicas, different sativas or a combination thereof creates hybrids. The resulting

hybrid strains will grow, mature and smoke in relationship to the indica-sativa percentages they end up

containing.

All Strains are Potent:

The success of the eventual outcome will depend on your personal tastes and the conditions in which

they are grown. Tests of THC percentages of most strains is rare and we are not really sure what the

numbers mean when disclosed. THC is found in the resin glands that form on the plant during the

maturation process. These glands act as a shield to protect the seed from the searing heat of the sun.

From our experience this is needed more in a hot, dry atmosphere, than a hot humid one. To maximize

resin production drop the humidity in the room for the flowering stage, the lower the better. But no

matter how much resin you induce on an indica it's still not going to give you the stone of a sativa, so it

does have a lot to do with your personal tastes and expectations.

All of the yields for the strains are approximate and depends a lot on how they are grown and the

quality of the environment. Indoor lights don't penetrate down very far so it is better to grow a larger

number of smaller plants to achieve the highest yield of top quality bud. Maximum yields indoors are

coming from indicas and mostly indica hybrids, while the more sativa in the mix, the lower the yields

tend to be.

The yield indoors is really limited only by the amount of light available, not the strain you choose. Given

that it is a good growing environment, you can expect the yield to be about the same from any strain in

relationship to its indica/sativa content. It is up to your designated marijuana grower to maximize the

plant's potential in his space.

The most desirable strains for medical use are ones that have been genetically developed by experts

to have an extremely low CBN concentration while maintaining an available range of THC concentrates.

Effects of Indica (lower THC, higher CBN/CBD):



Indica generally more physical than cerebral (however, the relief of physical symptoms can have a

positive psychological effect)

• Sedation, pain relief and relaxation 

• Best for later in the day and bedtime 

• Perhaps better for anxiety than depression 

Benefits of Indica (lower THC, higher CBN/CBD):

sativa-indica

• reduces pain 

• muscle relaxant 

• relieves spasms, reduces seizures 

• reduces inflammation 

• aids sleep 

• reduces anxiety and stress 

• reduces nausea 

• stimulates appetite 

• relieves headaches and migraines 

• reduces intra-occular pressure 

• bronchio-dilator and expectorant 

Effects of Sativa (high THC, low CBN/CBD):

• More stimulating and uplifting 

• Energizing and thought provoking 

• Increases focus and creativity 

• Supports immune system 

• Best for use in daytime 

Benefits of Sativa (high THC, low CBN/CBD):

• Reduces nausea 

• Stimulates the appetite 

• Fights drepression 

• Positive, uplifting, cerebral effect

• Energizes and stimulates 

• Promotes creativity 

• Relieves headaches and migraines 

• Relaxes muscles, relieves pain 

• Acts as an expectorant 

Selecting the Best Strain and Dosage

The efficacy of cannabis is directly related to strain selection. Care should be taken when selecting

strains that will benefit you. Potency and dosage vary with different strains, conditions and individuals.

The idea is to consume as little as possible of the most appropiately potent strains available in order to



reduce costs and potential side effects.

Hybrid Stain Crosses:

Most cannabis seeds and medicine available today are from hybrids - crosses of Sativa and Indica

varieties. This allows cultivators to enjoy and select for various desired characteristics of growth,

appearance and effect. 

The genetics and hence the effects of one lineage will usually be dominant. For example:

Indica-dominant crosses are for pain relief, with the sativa component helping with energy and activity

levels.

Sativa-dominant crosses are good for stimulating appetite, with the indica component helping to

reduce body pain and increase relaxation.

Cannabis has been proven helpful in relieving the symptoms of thousands of conditions, including:

• Pain from various ailments and injuries 

• Arthritis, bursitis 

• Migrains 

• Multiple sclerosis 

• Hepatitis C 

• Fibromyalgia

• Nausea and low appetite 

• HIV/AIDS 

• Cancer, chemotherapy

• Crohn's 

• Muscular dystrophy 

• Epilepsy, parkinson's 

• Asthma, emphysema 

• Glaucoma and other intra-ocular disorders 

• Skin diseases such as pruritis and psoriasis 

• Back pain and muscle spasms 

• Paraplegia and quadriplegia 

• Insomnia and other sleep disorders

• Study finds THC promotes death of brain cancer cells and shrinks tumors * 

Active Ingredients: (Cannabinoids)

There are approximately 60 indentified cannabinoids and each of an infinite number of strains of

cannabis has its own cannabinoid profile.

The active cannabinoids each have unique physiological effects and many combinations actually

appear to have synergystic and antagonistic effects.

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC):



Euphoric, stimulant, muscle relaxant, anti-epileptic, anti-emetic, anti-inflammatory, appetite stimulating,

bronchio-dilating, hypotensive, anti-depressant and analgesic effects.

Tetrahydrocannabivarin (THCV, THV), also known as tetrahydrocannabivarol:

A non-psychoactive cannabinoid found naturally in Cannabis sativa. It is an analogue of

tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) with the sidechain shortened by two CH2 groups. THCV can be used as a

marker compound to differentiate between the consumption of hemp products and synthetic THC (e.g.,

Marinol). THCV is found in largest quantities in Cannabis sativa subsp. sativa strains. Some varieties that

produce propyl cannabinoids in significant amounts, over five percent of total cannabinoids, have been

found in plants from South Africa, Nigeria, Afghanistan, India, Pakistan and Nepal with THCV as high as

53.69% of total cannabinoids. They usually have moderate to high levels of both THC and Cannabidiol

(CBD) and hence have a complex cannabinoid chemistry representing some of the world's most exotic

cannabis varieties. It has been shown to be a CB1 receptor antagonist, i.e. blocks the effects of THC. In

2007 GW Pharmaceuticals announced that THCV is safe in humans in a clinical trial and it will continue

to develop THCV as a potential cannabinoid treatment for type 2 diabetes and related metabolic

disorders, similar to the CB1 receptor antagonist rimonabant.

Cannabidiol (CBD):

A major constituent of medical cannabis. CBD represents up to 40% of extracts of the medical cannabis

plant. Cannabidiol relieves convulsion, inflammation, anxiety, nausea, and inhibits cancer cell growth.

Recent studies have shown cannabidiol to be as effective as atypical antipsychotics in treating

schizophrenia. In November 2007 it was reported that CBD reduces growth of aggressive human breast

cancer cells in vitro and reduces their invasiveness. It thus represents the first non-toxic exogenous

agent that can lead to down-regulation of tumor aggressiveness. It is also a neuroprotective

antioxidant. Also lessens the psychoactive effects of THC and has sedative and analgesic effects.

Cannabichromene(CBC):

Promotes the effects of THC and has sedative and analgesic effects.

Cannabigerol (CBG):

Has sedative effects and anti-microbial properties as well as lowering intra-ocular pressure. CBG is the

biogenetic precursor of all other cannabinoids.

Cannabinol (CBN):

A mildly psychoactive degradation of THC, it's primary effects are as an anti-epileptic, and to lower

intra-ocular pressure. 

Sativa or Indica

e 1 person likes this - Ian D. Samson
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=178122178966731&id=178109965634

619&aid=32999

e 2 people like this - Sibusiso Gift Delihlazo, Young Stunna
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Dagga with an estimated street value of R3.7m has been found on two men in

Bhisho.

Two caught with 307kg of dagga: www.news24.com
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Oh Gawd!

The contentious bill was passed with 189 votes in favour, 74 against and one abstention.

Info bill passed in Parliament: ewn.co.za

Dagga Movement 25 April 2013 04:31PM         g

The National Assembly has passed the protection of state information bill.

Information bill passed: www.news24.com

e 1 person likes this - Carl Norman Schreiber

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
mmmm. not good at all. there goes the freedom of information act..
25 April 2013 04:33PM

e 1 person likes this - Danielle Webbstock
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Timeline Photos: SHARE if you are proud of our country but ashamed of our

politicians!  I am British and Proud

e 1 person likes this - Charlene Whitaker
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Timeline Photos: respect!!!!!

e 1 person likes this - Charlene Whitaker
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=322408717830865&id=313799088691

828&aid=74476

e 1 person likes this - Charlene Whitaker
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Timeline Photos: Lemme at it!
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=322408717830865&id=313799088691

828&aid=74476

Friday 26 April 2013
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Charlotte Brown will be joining the festive march in Durban next Saturday !!!!!! She says that cannabis is

safer than beer cause beer makes her daddy weird ....

Photos of The Dagga Couple: Charlotte Brown will be joining the festive march

inDurban next Saturday !!!!!! She says that cannabis is safer than beer cause beer

makes her daddy weird ....

f 1 comment

Sarah Jane Bow
http://www.facebook.com/events/356888264421864/?fref=ts

THANK YOU !!!!!
26 April 2013 09:14AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
I couldn't tag your page somehow facebook is hiding activist

pages!
26 April 2013 09:51AM
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Let go of what you know now so that you can undestand the truth.

e 4 people like this - Bill Hamman, Fransa Barnard, Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Sibusiso Gift Delihlazo

f 1 comment

Dorian Gray
http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cannabis_(drug)
26 April 2013 07:23AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Timeline Photos: With Mickey Dangerez.

e 1 person likes this - Nigel Thavarajoo
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This world is a free world if we want it to be. Money is not an incentive, it never was

and never will be. I offer knowledge I have collected freely as I will be educated,

enlightend and elevated by others who do the same.

Mickey Dangerez:

https://www.facebook.com/theMichaelHawthorne/posts/10151855549199027

e 1 person likes this - Warren Otf Oates
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If you are interested in Medical Dagga you must watch this!

http://grandpaspotbook.com

Reefer Madness (1936) - Extras - Grandpa Ganja's Marijuana Handbook - The

Movie: www.youtube.com

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 26 April 2013 07:58AM         g

Ganja grandpa! MUST WATCH

This awesome grandpa also recommends dagga as protection against poisons from venomous snakes

<- I am not sure if this totally true but it is believable.

LOL He also says: "Stop any biker on the street and place your order!" <- This is mostly true most bikers

have had or is still smoking dagga and you know what THERE IS NOTHING WRONG WITH IT except

the prohibition that jails people for it and puts it in the hands of children!

45% of Western Cape pupils smoke dagga! Isn't this alarming. The prohibition not only strips our power

to keep it out of the hands of children, it creates the opportunity for corruption in the police force,

creates a dangerous underground market and prohibition is the true gateway to all drugs. 



You don't see people jailing anyone from Black Cat Peanut Butter for person who may have died from

peanut allergies.

I know all you Kimberley people are judging me now but the funny thing is all of you who have met me

in person, who I have done IT support and sales or braaied with now who and what I am but most of

them and this might include you never knew about my healthy lifestyle choice.

High until I die.

Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa

Kimberley Marijuana Movement

The Dagga Couple

Dagga Movement

http://grandpaspotbook.com

Reefer Madness (1936) - Extras - Grandpa Ganja's Marijuana Handbook - The

Movie: www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Gerd Bader
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 We carry a great selection of cannabis seeds. Our marijuana seeds have been

carefully selected from top breeders so you'll get a high germination success. If

you are looking for cannabis seeds to grow indoors or outdoors, or are you looking

for feminized seeds, you will find them here. Our goal is ...

GTA Seed Bank: www.gtaseedbank.ca

Warren Otf Oates > Dagga Movement 26 April 2013 10:35AM         g

Phoenix News. 'Medical Weed' Archives. Phoenix New Times news, blogs, music,

movies, restaurants and the arts.

'Medical Weed' Archives: blogs.phoenixnewtimes.com
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Phoenix News. 'Medical Weed' Archives. Phoenix New Times news, blogs, music,

movies, restaurants and the arts.

'Medical Weed' Archives: blogs.phoenixnewtimes.com
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 We carry a great selection of cannabis seeds. Our marijuana seeds have been

carefully selected from top breeders so you'll get a high germination success. If

you are looking for cannabis seeds to grow indoors or outdoors, or are you looking

for feminized seeds, you will find them here. Our goal is ...

GTA Seed Bank: www.gtaseedbank.ca

Dagga Movement 26 April 2013 10:55AM         b

Cannabis indica may have a CBD:THC ratio -4:5 times that of Cannabis sativa. Cannabis strains with

relatively high CBD:THC ratios are less likely to induce anxiety than vice versa. This may be due to

CBD's antagonistic effects at the cannabinoid receptors, compared to THC's partial agonist effect. CBD

is also a 5-HT1A receptor agonist, which may also contribute to an anxiolytic effect.[3] This likely means

the high concentrations of CBD found in Cannabis indica mitigate the anxiogenic effect of THC

significantly.[4] The effects of sativa are well known for its cerebral high, hence used daytime as

medical cannabis, while indica is well known for its sedative effects and preferred night time as medical

cannabis.[3] The plant Cannabis sativa is known to cause more of a "high" by stimulating hunger and by

producing a rather more comedic, or energetic feeling. Conversely, the Cannabis indica plant is known

to cause more of a "stoned" or meditative feeling, possibly because of a higher CBD to THC ratio.[5] The

primary effects of sativas are on the mind and emotions. These benefits can be particularly helpful for

the psychological aspects of many illnesses, giving people an increased sense of well-being. Due to

the stimulating nature of sativas, they are generally better for daytime use. Caution should also be

taken for people experiencing heightened anxiety or those with mental health conditions.[6] However,

this association is contradicted by more recent research which suggests that CBD increases alertness.

e 1 person likes this - David Danzinger

f 1 comment

Francois Joubert
Indica / Sative...both medicine for the Soul...
26 April 2013 10:57AM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Nigel Thavarajoo
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BIRMINGHAM, Ala. – University of Alabama at Birmingham (UAB) nephrologists have reported for the

first time in medical literature cases of acute kidney injury directly linked with synthetic marijuana use.

The case studies are reported online in the Clinical Journal of the American Society of Nephrology and

will appear in the March 2013 print edition of the journal.

The authors report that nephrotoxicity – the poisonous effect of a substance on the kidneys – from

designer drugs such as SPICE or K2, which mimic the effects of marijuana but are man-made and



cannot be detected in routine drug tests, should be considered when a patient presents with acute

kidney injury and no other evident cause. This is especially true for young adults with negative urine

drug screens, said the paper’s senior author Denyse Thornley-Brown, M.D., associate professor in the

UAB Division of Nephrology.

Thornley-Brown said the use of relatively cheap synthetic marijuana preparations has increased

significantly over the past few years, mostly among young adults who have a desire to experiment with

a substance that is difficult to detect. The relatively low cost, about $20 per gram, is another reason for

its popularity.

In the journal, Thornley-Brown and colleagues outlined four different cases of previously healthy young

men whose acute kidney injury was linked to ingestion of synthetic marijuana. All the patients were

residents of the same northeastern Alabama community and presented to UAB or a community

hospital within a nine-week period showing symptoms of nausea, vomiting and abdominal pain after

using synthetic marijuana.

“Cases of acute coronary syndrome associated with synthetic marijuana use have been reported, but

our publication is the first to associate use with acute kidney injury,” said study co-author Gaurav Jain,

M.D., assistant professor in the Division of Nephrology. “Tachycardia and seizures have also been

reported with synthetic cannabinoids.”

Three of the patients had acute kidney injury marked by the excretion of an abnormally small volume

of urine, known as oliguric acute kidney injury, and the fourth had a decrease in effective blood flow to

the kidney, known as prerenal acute kidney injury. Three of the patients underwent a kidney biopsy that

showed acute tubular necrosis, which is the death of cells that form the minute canals in the kidney

that secrete, reabsorb, collect and transport urine. Left untreated, this can cause the kidneys to shut

down. In these four cases, the patients recovered kidney function, and none required dialysis.

Thornley-Brown said the patients’ common history of synthetic marijuana ingestion suggests a

possible pathogenic role of its preparation in these patients’ acute kidney injury. The time of

occurrence and geographic clustering of the cases is consistent with a common toxic exposure.

However, due to the small number of patients, the inability to obtain a sample of the synthetic

marijuana involved and the patients’ serum and urine samples being discarded by the time of the

investigation, the researchers found it difficult to argue for a causative role of the preparations in acute

kidney injury.

But, Jain added, given that synthetic marijuana preparations involve using several additives, the

causative agent of the acute kidney injury in these cases may have been an additive rather than the

cannabinoid itself.

“There is very little information regarding the ingredients in synthetic cannabinoids that are sold on the

streets, although it is known that additional compounds are added to the preparations,” Jain added. “It

is very likely that a possible nephrotoxin adulterated the preparation used by our patients.”

The authors recommend that physicians inquire about the use of designer drugs when evaluating

patients with acute kidney injury – especially in cases where the etiology is unknown and the urine drug

screen is negative. For young people, the take-home message should be that these drugs may have

unanticipated and potentially life threatening side effects, and they should be avoided.

“If they don’t get to a physician in time, the damage to their kidneys could be permanent, and they

could end up on dialysis,” Jain added.

Gautam Kantilal Bhanushali, Huma Fatima and Leah J. Leisch, all from UAB, were co-authors on the

study.

http://www.newswise.com/articles/uab-doctors-synthetic-marijuana-dangerous-for-kidneys



University of Alabama at Birmingham (UAB) nephrologists have reported for the

first time in medical literature cases of acute kidney injury directly linked with

synthetic marijuana use. The case studies are reported online in the Clinical Journal

of the American Society of Nephrology and will appear...

Synthetic Marijuana Dangerous for Kidneys: www.newswise.com
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you just cant change nature and expect the same result.

THERE'S a sign on the cash register at a suburban Newcastle tobacconist that

displays "legal" synthetic cannabis in a glass cabinet near the door.

The dangers of 'legal' cannabis : www.theherald.com.au

e 1 person likes this - Fransa Barnard
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this place is awesome, they supply legal herbs for healing and tripping.

EthnoTrader: Suppliers of Ethnobotanical, Medicinal and Alternative Healing

Products in South Africa

EthnoTrader: Suppliers of Ethnobotanicals, Medicinal and Alternative Healing

Products in South Afric: www.ethnotrader.co.za
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this place is awesome, they supply legal herbs for healing and tripping.

EthnoTrader: Suppliers of Ethnobotanical, Medicinal and Alternative Healing

Products in South Africa

EthnoTrader: Suppliers of Ethnobotanicals, Medicinal and Alternative Healing

Products in South Afric: www.ethnotrader.co.za
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1. School daze 

In March, 2007, law enforcement authorities in Houston, TX, seized more than 19,000 pounds of

marijuana stored inside two yellow school buses in a remote area Southwest of the city. U.S.

Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) agents believed the massive cache, which had an

estimate street value of $13 million, was part of a Mexican drug-smuggling operation. 



2. High seas

One hundred and fifty miles off the coast of San Diego, a U.S. Coast Guard unit discovered 26,000

pounds of pot aboard the 63-foot yacht Arrakis in November, 1984 — reportedly the largest West Coast

bust to date. "Boy, are you guys in for a big surprise," Arrakis passenger Phillip Kashnig reportedly

declared as Coast Guard officers boarded the yacht. When asked why, Kashnig replied witlessly,

"Because this boat is loaded with marijuana."

3. Ring of firearms and narcotics

In a "significant blow" to the Mexico-based "Victor Emillio Cazares-Gastellum" drug trafficking ring, U.S.

authorities seized 27,229 pounds of marijuana, as well as 9,512 pounds of cocaine, 705 pounds of

methamphetamine, 11 pounds of heroin and approximately $45.2 million dollars. The 2007 bust, dubbed

"Operation Imperial Emperor," led to the arrest of more than 400 members of the cartel and the

confiscation of $6 million in property assets, 100 weapons and 94 vehicles. 

4. Northern light-ups 

Federal drug agents captured 50,000 pounds of marijuana stashed into a "nondescript" Queens, NY,

home in 2009 as part of a crackdown on a Canadian drug-smuggling operation. "These guys were

doing it very big," an officer familiar with the case told the New York Daily News. "The street value of

what we seized is $150 million." The marijuana was originally grown in hydroponic farms inside British

Columbia homes then driven east and smuggled across the border inside cars with secret

compartments. Ten people were arrested.

5. The billion dollar bust

In July 2009, law enforcement authorities confiscated at least 330,000 marijuana plants — worth a

staggering $1 billion — from fields in Fresno County, CA. "Operation Save Our Sierra" lasted more than a

week and a half, and resulted in the arrest of 82 suspects with links to Mexican drug cartels. "Fresno

County is roughly the size of Connecticut, and the drug traffickers target these areas because they

know there is not that significant of a law-enforcement presence," Fresno County Sheriff Margaret

Mims told CNN. "The chances of getting caught are slim." Or, rather, were.

f 1 comment

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
Damn thats a lot of weed this proves that marijuana production cant be stopped even

when there are prohibition laws
26 April 2013 11:37AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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http://blogs.westword.com/latestword/2011/06/marijuana_legalization_pharmaceutical_companies_

billions.php



A March report from See Change Strategy LLC pegged the national medical

marijuana market at $1.7 billion, with the market...

Marijuana legalization: Pharmaceutical firms eye potential market worth tens of

billions: blogs.westword.com

e 1 person likes this - Endy Max Hlatshwayo
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these guys know how to grow. go big or go home.

The 300 acres of pot plants were sheltered under black screen-cloth in a huge

square on the floor of the Baja California desert, more than 150 miles south of

Tijuana.

Hidden under black netting in the remote Mexican desert... the largest ever

marijuana plantation (ev: www.dailymail.co.uk
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http://bigbudsmag.com/grow/article/boston-marathon-bombing-terrorism-police-bust-homes-marij

uana-growers

.title{text-align:center;}I’m Boston born and bred, with Bruins, Red Sox, and Irish

Micky Ward posters all over walls. And I hate, absolutely hate, what terrorists

Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and his now

Boston Marathon Bombing Terrorism Police <br>Bust Into Homes of Marijuana

Growers: bigbudsmag.com

e 1 person likes this - David Danzinger
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anyone for some plastic food. if mold and germs are avoiding this, what makes you think its safe to eat.

Timeline Photos: 14 years after it was made, the 'World's oldest hamburger' from

McDonalds looks like it hasn't aged a day...

It took just minutes to make but 14 years later the burger dubbed the ‘World’s

Oldest’ still looks exactly like it did in 1999.



After forgetting about the burger that he had originally planned to keep for just for

two months David Whipple, from Utah, was shocked to discover that it showed

virtually no signs of its age – aside from the pickle disintegrating.

There appeared to be no evidence of fungus, mould or rotten meat on the

hamburger from 1999 which he had purchased to demonstrate to his friends how it

would look the same since it was packed with preservatives. “It wasn’t on

purpose,” Whipple said on show ‘The Doctors.’

“I was showing some people how enzymes work and I thought a hamburger

would be a good idea. And I used it for a month and then I forgot about it.”

“It ended up in a paper sack in the original sack with the receipt in my coat pocket

tossed in the back of my truck and it sat there for, I don’t know, two or three

months.”

Mr Whipple told the programme he shows the hamburger to his grandchildren to

convince them not to eat junk food. “It’s great for my grand kids to see. To see

what happens with fast food,” he told the programme.

In response to the item McDonalds said they could not provide a detailed

explanation as to the claims made in the programme without knowing what the

exact conditions the burger was kept in.

In a lengthy press statement the company says the long life of the burger patty is

not unusual stating that: “Bacteria and mold only grow under certain conditions.

http://transmissionsmedia.com/14-years-after-it-was-made-the-worlds-oldest-h

amburger-from-mcdonalds-looks-like-it-hasnt-aged-a-day/ — with Tanya Watson.

e 2 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, David Danzinger
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To sheeple leaving comments supporting this corrupt cuntstubble, here is my

response: Address the FACT that, in chronlogical order, the cuntstubble abused hi...

PC 2261 Owned - Manchester Police FAIL What To Do If Stopped By A Corrupt

Lying Police Officer: www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Timeline Photos: With Lily Dolittle.

f 1 comment

Unknown
hahaha i love this
26 April 2013 05:01PM
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What would the world be like If everybody had grass instead of lawn!

Dagga Movement 26 April 2013 01:56PM         g

is it possible that that would admit it???????????

Government admits using 'professional actors' to play the role of victims in terror

drills

Government admits using 'professional actors' to play the role of victims in terror

drills: www.naturalnews.com

e 2 people like this - Fransa Barnard, Marcelle Mardyminx Campher

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
They are called crisis actors, they had a big website with all these

photos and videos but now that we are on to them they changed their

website. I wish I made a video of the site, its was

nuts.http://crisisactors.org/



26 April 2013 01:57PM
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We have a whole new range of new seeds :) get   your order on while stocks last =)

http://greensmokeroom.com/cannabis-seeds: greensmokeroom.com

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
Just a friendly note: police will confiscate seeds if discovered.
26 April 2013 03:13PM
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Poster 420

Poster 420: let dat Kush burn

Sharing is Caring. Stay Blazed !!
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Poster 420

Poster 420: Let's do this !! — with Timoth's Pacheco.

e 1 person likes this - Charlene Whitaker
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Poster 420

Poster 420: #Get HIGH !!

Sharing is Caring. Stay Blazed !! — with Timoth's Pacheco.
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Poster 420

Poster 420: #5 Random Marijuana Facts.

Sharing is Caring. Stay Blazed !!
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Poster 420

Poster 420: #Truth.... Before n After 

Sharing is Caring. Stay Blazed !! — with Timoth's Pacheco.

e 2 people like this - Charlene Whitaker, Nigel Thavarajoo
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Poster 420

Poster 420: Marijuana 420.

#420 Valley

Sharing is Caring. Stay Blazed !! — with Timoth's Pacheco.
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Poster 420

Poster 420: want to take all of you to the 420 Paradise, but 

so far away......................

#420 Paradise

Sharing is Caring. Stay Blazed !!
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Poster 420

Poster 420: Marijuana 420.

#420 Legalize NOW !!

Sharing is Caring. Stay Blazed !!

Dagga Movement 26 April 2013 02:46PM         b

I have OCD and ADD!!!?

So everything has to be perfect...

But not for very long!!!?

e 1 person likes this - Buzz Rsa

f 4 comments

Buzz Rsa
Haha... i prefer OCB
26 April 2013 03:15PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
ocb?
26 April 2013 04:20PM

Sean Le Roux
Oh look a squirrel!
26 April 2013 04:23PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
hahaha. 
26 April 2013 05:16PM

e 1 person likes this - Sean Le Roux
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Mobile Uploads: So true
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Comment reply on a Caffeine youtube video...

http://www.newsrx.com/newsletters/AIDS-Weekly/1996-10-07/1007969877719AW.html

Apparently, Marinol (synthetic delta9-THC) was approved in the late 90's... so, yeah, doesn't make sense

there either...

I mean "self-medicate" and all, whatever... depressives have been self-medicating with alcohol for

centuries, but there's strong evidence to indicate that it does not actually help the problem...

But Marinol had to get FDA approval, which means it had to have scientific studies demonstrating its

efficacy... so, not only is it retarded for it to be on the Sched I list for "not having any medicinal value",

because the FDA is holding evidence that shows that the primary psychoactive component IS

medically effective!

When I learned about it, it drove me insane... it makes absolutely no sense that they have actual

scientific evidence disproving themselves as a matter of public record... >_<

Marinol was approved in South Africa as an appetite stimulant in AIDS patients, and

to reduce the nausea and vomiting associated with cancerchemotherapy for those

who have not responded to conventional treatments. These are the same

indications Marinol currently holds in the United States.

International (Africa) - Approval and Launch of Marinol in South Africa Anno...:

www.newsrx.com
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Will Smith @ 420 JOZI 2013



https://www.facebook.com/events/174783679337636

420 DDAY JHB 2013: Photographer:

Johnson Chen (J1) 

www.facebook.com/FreedomSeekersJ1

Saturday 27 April 2013
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Assist the guys from OPPT spreading the news!

Fill in your real name and email address.

OPPT-SA Awareness Drive: death.za.org
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Why has industrial hemp bio fuel not been considered as a alternative green and sustainable source of

fuel / energy source?

Dagga Movement <?info@death.za.org> Sat, Apr 27, 2013 at 9:31 AM Bcc:

nesha.gaca@petrosa.co.za, latiefa.rinquest@petrosa.co.za,

zasoraya.gomez@petrosa.co.za, thabo.mabaso@petrosa.co.za,

sipho.afrika@petrosa.co.za, nosizwe.nokwe@petrosa.co.za,

fezile.pokolo@petrosa.co.za, johnny.dhlamini@petrosa.co.z...

Question to PetroSA & Salsol: Why not hemp bio fuel?: death.za.org
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???
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The green pill!

Timeline Photos: Please visit www.zeitnews.org

Sunday 28 April 2013
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The corporations and governments of the world are being shut down! The earth was left for us. No man

made law bind us without contract. There is no contract signed between you and the government.

Therefor their laws are meaningless. Don't get me wrong. Murder is murder... but dagga prohibition for

corporate profit? Bank cartels fraudulently making money out of thin air? NO MORE!

Finaly we are free! We the beneficiaries of this planet are not bound to the laws of

a corporation or government. Anyone may grow cannabis. There is hope! The

corporations and governments of the world are being shut down! The earth was

left for us. No man made law bind us without contract. There is…

The end of dagga prohibition is here!: death.za.org

e 2 people like this - Ivan Schoultz, John Mc Fires



Dagga Movement 28 April 2013 02:08AM         d

Dries Van Tonder > Dagga Movement 28 April 2013 05:08PM         g

https://www.facebook.com/DaggaBoomPhilosophies?fref=ts

Food for thought, laughs a plenty.

Dagga boom philosophies:

https://www.facebook.com/DaggaBoomPhilosophies?ref=stream

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
Awesome!
28 April 2013 06:29PM

Dagga Movement 28 April 2013 06:25PM         b

:D We could end the prohibition of dagga with a simple notice. We are the beneficiaries of this planet.

We are busy drafting a COURTESY NOTICE that might change the dagga culture of South Africa for

EVER!



e 12 people like this - Don Power Rudeboyshuffla, Dorian Gray, Dorian Merciai, Endy Max Hlatshwayo,

Ivan Schoultz, Jason William Bennett, John Mc Fires, Lerato Ras Lee Tlebere, Marchand Conradie,

Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli, Timothy Daniell Knight, Vadel Ras Mia Stephensons

f 5 comments

John Mc Fires
Please share the email addresses, we'll be more than happy to educate them with CN's

and flyers.
28 April 2013 06:35PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Don Power Rudeboyshuffla
We behind des movement wit all we have....
28 April 2013 06:39PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
It will be the same setup as the OPPT awareness drive. Check it out

http://death.za.org/oppt/7
28 April 2013 06:42PM

e 1 person likes this - Don Power Rudeboyshuffla

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
Viva high niggas Viva forever shal dem Stonerz Live! #im.irie.maan
29 April 2013 09:59PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
http://death.za.org/drive
29 April 2013 10:24PM

Dagga Movement 28 April 2013 06:57PM         b

It would cost the food industry less if they just gave their food away for free!!!!!

THE TRUTH!

f 3 comments

Hanko Tunkuruchu
Explain please. 
28 April 2013 07:22PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Corporations spend so much resources into production, packaging and distribution and

then finally presentation to the end user. What a waste of resources. We are a wasteful

society. All for money which is nothing but fiction.
28 April 2013 07:37PM



Dagga Movement
Also see

http://m.news24.com/fin24/Economy/Up-to-half-of-worlds-food-wasted-20130110
28 April 2013 07:57PM

Dagga Movement 28 April 2013 09:34PM         g

Timeline Photos: According to my clock, its always time to boogie with some

doobie.

e 1 person likes this - Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli

Monday 29 April 2013

Dagga Movement 29 April 2013 06:33AM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788

e 5 people like this - Charlene Whitaker, Dorian Merciai, Ivan Schoultz,

Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli, Redeye Mike

Warren Otf Oates > Dagga Movement 29 April 2013 06:46AM         g

A Beginners guide to the OPPT

Understanding the One People's Public Trust; Start Here:

understandingtheoppt.info

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 29 April 2013 07:38AM         g

Timeline Photos: And we all lived happily ever after



Dagga Movement 29 April 2013 07:48AM         g

http://understandingtheoppt.info/index.shtml

A Beginners guide to the OPPT

Understanding the One People's Public Trust; Start Here:

understandingtheoppt.info

e 1 person likes this - Ivan Schoultz

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
http://death.za.org/2013/04/28/the-end-of-dagga-prohibition-is-he

re/
29 April 2013 10:08AM

Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli > Dagga Movement 29 April 2013 08:19AM         f

Please share more details about the Durbs Cannabis March as I would like to take part!

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
https://www.facebook.com/events/356888264421864/?ref=22
29 April 2013 08:38AM

Dagga Movement 29 April 2013 08:41AM         g

Grow grass not lawn :D

¯_¯_¯_¯_¯_¯_¯_¯_¯_¯_¯

Timeline Photos: With felder rushing and Jody Vernay.

e 1 person likes this - Rudy Jansen

Dagga Movement 29 April 2013 10:48AM DaggaMovement        g

Join the Awareness Drive! Send the government a message that they only have 21 days to answer to

the inustice of cannabis prohibition!



We have made it incredibly easy for you to participate in the awareness drive. Click

on this link · Enter your name and your e-mail address · And the automated system

will send the “Message” below · to all the “Recipients listed below on your behalf,

· using your e-mail address in the “From” field.…

Cannabis Awareness Drive: 21 Days Notice to Government: death.za.org

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
*Injustice
29 April 2013 10:58AM

Dagga Movement 29 April 2013 11:01AM         b

TO GOVERNMENT

21 DAY NOTICE

29 APRIL 2013

RE: CULTIVATION, POSSESSION & USE OF CANNABIS. SAFER IN THE HAND OF THE PEOPLE, THE

BENEFICIARY AND EXECUTOR OF THE LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT OF GOD.

To whom it may concern

I - as in context of Rastafari culture. Translated to WE in English.

As the beneficiary of the last will and testament of God I am allowed to anything as long as I do no

harm to another.

You have 21 days to provide scientific facts as to why I am prohibited from cannabis.

If I do not receive scientific proof as to why I am not allowed to cultivate, posses and use cannabis

within 21 days I will assume that I am allowed to cultivate, posses and use cannabis.

COST OF LIABILITY; Breach / Violation of Rights

I, the beneficiary & executor of the last will and testament of God would like to make it publicly known

that the cost of violation / breach of any of my rights, especially related to cannabis, are subject to

individual worth. However in light of the current situation regarding cannabis prohibition I will seek the

maximum value possible in your monetary system.

Cost of liability per any violation of rights: R (infinite / 8) Individual Worth 

[Minimum but not limited to R 1000 000 000 or 25 000 times the current cannabis market value.]

BREACH / VIOLATION(S)

The South Africa Drugs and Drug Trafficking Act no 140 of 1992 is in breach of my rights to cultivate,

posses and use cannabis.  



Regards

Michael Hawthorne

Dagga Movement

Dagga is a healthy lifestyle not a crime.

http://death.za.org/2013/04/29/cannabis-awareness-drive-21-days-notice-to-government/

http://death.za.org/drive/

e 4 people like this - Dagga Movement, Danielle Webbstock, Jeremy David Acton, Shandrea Shanty

Bees

f 6 comments

Jeremy David Acton
They will ignore you.
29 April 2013 11:22AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Then the only way we could counter them in this regards is to educate all the

smokers on how to proceed at their court appearance...

- NO LAWYER

- It's not about a name but the role each part plays: Name the players. The judge

is a public servant aka trustee in trust of God's green earth.

We the people are the beneficiaries. We direct the proceedings in court not the

judge. 

- There is no basis for cannabis prohibition. It's not discussable. They will most

likely be silent or try to arrest you for contempt of court.
29 April 2013 12:03PM

Jeremy David Acton
I summonsed the state in a Court of law (High Court WC) to justify the prohibition.

They have ignored that summons for a year now.

http://www.daggaparty.co.za/download/Legal_Resources/Case%204153%2020

12%20High%20Court%20WC.PDF
29 April 2013 11:50AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
:D They can't ignore us all!
29 April 2013 11:47AM

Dagga Movement
Lets hope there is no reply. 21 day notice to defend the illegalities of there laws. Or they

forfiete.
29 April 2013 11:38AM



Jeremy David Acton
Perhaps I have a letter to write to the state Attorney in that regard.
29 April 2013 11:51AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Jeremy David Acton
I am now taking the matter to the Human rights Commission, and the Commission for the

Protection of Cultural, Language and Religious Rights, before tackling the courts again. 

Note that forfeit is not automatic. A judge can simply throw a summons out of court and

refuse judgement in favour of the application (despite no answer by the defendants)  at his

whim.

I found this out already when I was not granted a postponement of my prosecutions like

the Dagga Couple was given in North Gauteng. The judge even refused to record the

Dagga Couple precedent, AND refused leave to appeal. 

The Supreme court of Appeal also threw out the appeal, and then refused to give reasons

for dismissing the appeal..
29 April 2013 11:52AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Jeremy David Acton
After this experience, I am reluctant to go for set down of the above summons and it will

force me into an appeal situation, which is even more useless at giving justice than a High

Court in the matter of the prohibition of dagga.
29 April 2013 11:58AM

Jeremy David Acton
The State is unable to justify the prohibition, and refuses to discuss the matter. The

Judiciary has NOTHING to do with justice, and will support the status quo.
29 April 2013 11:59AM

Dagga Movement 29 April 2013 11:08AM         b

Dear Dagga Movement

I am 18 years old and I have also been prejudice towards marijuana before I actually tried it two years

ago, since then I have found inner peace in the Herb and I see it as a God given substance to enrich our

lives and our hearts.. Before I knew marijuana I was racist and did think white people were supreme..

After smoking the Herb I have made friends with people from all walks of life, and I have found respect

for them and their cultures... My mother has recently been diagnosed with cancer in her bone marrow

and I wish she would also use cannabis to relieve her pain, but she feels modern medicine is the best

cure for her disease.. But I fear its killing her more than anything.. I am proud to say I'm a stoner and I'm

proud to be part of this culture! PEACE! - Brenden Arthur Campbell

e 8 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Jason Jay, John Mc Fires, Keziah

Hardenberg, Nigel Thavarajoo, Shandrea Shanty Bees, Willow Storm

f 3 comments



Dagga Movement
Michael's mom is also in the same situation.
29 April 2013 11:09AM

Danielle Webbstock
so sorry for the pain your mom is going through. Weed is definately a healer.
29 April 2013 11:22AM

e 2 people like this - Brenden Arthur Campbell, Dagga Movement

Brenden Arthur Campbell
Respect!
29 April 2013 11:22AM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Endy Max Hlatshwayo

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
Jaah maaan!
29 April 2013 10:04PM

e 1 person likes this - Jason Jay

Dagga Movement 29 April 2013 12:43PM         g

10 Participants thus far and the people at the Medical Research Council is already going crazy about

the emails... 

Join in and tell them how you feel!

Just enter you real name and email address and they will now where you stand on the issue of

cannabis...

http://death.za.org/drive/

Dagga Awareness Drive: death.za.org

e 3 people like this - Bill Hamman, Danielle Webbstock, Ivan Schoultz

Dagga Movement 29 April 2013 12:50PM         g

Was this because the Dagga Movement asked why Hemp Bio-fuel has not been considered an

alternative and sustainable green fuel or because the OPPT South Africa is shutting down   fraudulent

corporations and branches of government...?



Benny Mokaba has left PetroSA with several questions unanswered.

PetroSA chairman resigns ahead of probes: ewn.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Ivan Schoultz

Dagga Movement 29 April 2013 01:05PM DaggaMovement        g

Two days after the Dagga Movement questioned PetroSA about Hemp Bio Fuel the chairman resigns!

Coincidence? We don't think so!

JOHANNESBURG - More details are expected to emerge on Monday about the

sudden departure of PetroSA’s Chairman Benny Mokaba. A statement from the

Central Energy Fund, which owns the company, only confirms that Mokaba has

vacated his position. The Dagga Movement asked PetroSA why industrial hemp bio

f...

PetroSA chairmain resigns after Hemp Bio-Fuel questions: death.za.org

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
:D
29 April 2013 01:08PM

Dagga Movement 29 April 2013 02:08PM DaggaMovement        g

Must watch!

A Statute, otherwise known as an Act of Government only carries the force of law

upon you if you consent to it. Legal versus Lawful! What does that mean? You may

ask, are they not one, and the same? If something is lawful, does it not follow that it

is also legal? The answer is…

Dean C Clifford Q & A regarding Law: death.za.org

Sean Le Roux > Dagga Movement 29 April 2013 02:36PM         g

http://patients4medicalmarijuana.wordpress.com/2009/12/22/jesus-healed-using-cannabis-study-s

hows/

Editor’s note: To some, this information will seem blasphemous. Please note that

Cannabis is an ancient herbal remedy and has only recently been considered a

street drug. Cannabis was included in t...



Jesus healed using cannabis, study shows:

patients4medicalmarijuana.wordpress.com

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 29 April 2013 02:58PM         g

Awareness: Awareness poster/flyer — with Wayne Conform Bks and 26 others.

e 1 person likes this - Danielle Webbstock

Dagga Movement 29 April 2013 03:11PM         g

More from Dr William Courtney

Numerous cases show clinical cannabis is an effective treatment for illnesses in

children.

Medical Marijuana Is Safe for Children: www.usnews.com

e 3 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli,

Zar Sim

Dagga Movement 29 April 2013 03:27PM         g

Timeline Photos: Sloppy handwriting skills of doctors are responsible for

over 7000 deaths each year. — with Dipak Subedi and Raman Kc.

e 1 person likes this - Ivan Schoultz

Dagga Movement 29 April 2013 03:53PM         d





Dagga Movement 29 April 2013 04:11PM         g

If you haven't send your message DO SO NOW!

Dagga Awareness Drive: death.za.org

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, Dorian Gray, Shandrea Shanty Bees

f 1 comment

Shandrea Shanty Bees
i just did
29 April 2013 04:16PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 29 April 2013 06:19PM mobile        b

what is more important to you. freedom or money?

f 10 comments

Jason Jay
I guess money can buy you freedom these days, so money.
29 April 2013 07:05PM

Dagga Movement
The people who own the money is not free it's the people who own the people

who are truly free.

~ Michael
29 April 2013 10:20PM

Unknown
the freedom to spend my money on anything i want to?!?
29 April 2013 07:58PM

Dagga Movement
no insult intended in my reply. as we are all related in some form of fight for awareness.

awareness is the food of freedom. so my assumption is you are thinking with your brains

not your soul. that gut feeling ( subconcious ). we all suffer from brainwash withdrawl. i still

have illusions about the world. but thanks to every one making me aware i can stand my

ground firmly. cause i know we dont neef a monatary system that is screwing everyone. if

you can say that you have no debt. live freely in a lovely house made from hemp. material

for al fabric work needed for your house and furture needs. a piece of land that you have

livestock on or vegi. or just about anything you could barter with your nieghbour and his. 

id prefer to live a long healthy free lifestyle, instead of a slave system designed to keep

your from live. the life you can live. a full healthy life.



29 April 2013 08:36PM

e 1 person likes this - Jason Jay

Jason Jay
I agree with what you are saying is a far better way to live a life. Please mind my comment

is sarcastic to our current "system" we live in. But in reality when you are stuck in a cycle

that does not provide these basic rights and you are indebted to the banks to pay for

water, lights and education. You need to survive.
29 April 2013 08:44PM

Dagga Movement
In order to survive for today we might need to part of this system but in order to

survive the future we need to change today...

~ Michael
29 April 2013 10:18PM

Dagga Movement
i can not deny that as truth it is hard to break a habit like the money habit. we believe we

live a life because of it. no it lives because we choose to use it. i myself as said i am still

learnimg. but if there is a group free of all this enslavement. a group were your kids are

educated free watet free, alternative if not free energy. a place were everyone has a duty

to there comunity. a farmer, electrician  and so on so on. and they dont earn a salary. but

yet they have food . a fair people. i know we would all choose this place. 
29 April 2013 09:12PM

Dagga Movement
it sounds like a fantasy. but is our reality
29 April 2013 09:16PM

Dagga Movement
we stand alone and this will never happen. it will remain a dream a wet fantasy that we all

will work for and hope we can earn the  money to have the freedom at your reyirment @

60-65 yrs old in a wheel chair walking stik. and pissing fifty times a night. wow is that really

the freedim u want. but stand togethet freedom will be a group effort and it is done from a

young age. id love my boy to grow up in a ftee life.
29 April 2013 09:22PM

Dagga Movement
what has this to do with dagga. mmmmm. everything. it is a crop that can make a house,

clothes. medicine. cleaning products. and alot more. it is a plant that can start a revolution. 

freedom can happen from a single plant.
29 April 2013 09:48PM

Jason Jay
https://www.rebelmouse.com/dagga/
29 April 2013 09:54PM



Jason Jay
The Dagga Movement is moving forward in a bigway. I think you are right about the plant

giving us freedom.
29 April 2013 09:56PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 29 April 2013 08:32PM         g

Life as explained using Music. Narrated by: Alan Watts

The Unsettling Truth About Life: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 29 April 2013 08:34PM         g

How to become a Slave to the system. I was a slave too, there is a way out!!

Someone asked "How do I find my life purpose?" Get out of your comfort zone, do

...

How to become a SLAVE to the system.(funny): www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 29 April 2013 08:34PM         g

Time to get a REAL education! My website and book: http://www.30bananasaday.com My fanpage:

http://www.facebook.com/freeleev My facebook profile: http://www....

How to get a good EDUCATION! (Wtf?): www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 29 April 2013 08:35PM         g

The story of how everyone has a strawman created for them at birth and how it is

used to collect revenue for your government. A fun and informative animation...

Meet Your Strawman!: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 29 April 2013 09:32PM         g

'Sirius' Documentary: www.youtube.com



Dagga Movement 29 April 2013 10:22PM         g

Timeline Photos: Have some cool TZM artwork?  Please submit to:

www.zeitgeistmediaproject.com

Dagga Movement 29 April 2013 11:21PM         b

There is power in many but only when they come together as one.

Dagga Movement 29 April 2013 11:33PM         g

...during routine patrols while three more suspects were arrested for possession of 247 dagga

cigarettes, 150 ‘bankies’ dagga and two bags of dagga in Hanover Park... 

We don't care these dagga arrests are violating basic rights.

We need to educate the people in the townships. 

These people are bullied because they do not understand the law.

The City of Cape Town law enforcement agencies report successes in the fight

against vandalism, drugs and unsafe driving. Metro Police City of Cape Town Metro

Police officers arrested 50 suspects f...

It's a Circus out there!!: gosouthonline.co.za

Tuesday 30 April 2013

Dagga Movement 30 April 2013 06:40AM         g

Timeline Photos: 'Like' if you get it ;p

Dagga Movement 30 April 2013 06:55AM         g



GO AfriForum!!!

Browse: Home / 2013 03 20 – AfriForum to take up Stiglingh farm murder with

SAHRC

2013 03 20 – AfriForum to take up Stiglingh farm murder with SAHRC

By on March 20, 2013

Plaasmoordrose

AfriForum will take up the attack on the Stiglingh couple in North West with the

South African Human Rights Commission (SAHRC), and will request the

Commission to take a stance on prioritising farm murders.

The SAHRC confirmed its willingness to discuss the matter with AfriForum

yesterday. A date will be scheduled for the meeting within the foreseeable future.

Johan Stiglingh (65) was murdered on his farm in the North-West on Sunday

morning. According to media reports, his wife was severely beaten with a baseball

bat and raped. She survived the attack.

Ernst Roets, Deputy CEO of AfriForum added that the civil rights organisation had

been approached by various people who have lost loved ones in farm attacks.

These victims are planning on approaching the SAHRC on this matter and inter alia

submit complaints against the Minister of Police, Nathi Mthethwa.

"Farm attacks are not only a violation of the fundamental rights to life, privacy,

dignity and bodily integrity," Roets said. "They also amount to discrimination,

because the Minister of Police is more concerned about cable theft than the

vicious and brutal murders of farmers."

AfriForum will present research on farm attacks to the Commission during the

meeting and will explain the views of the organisation on the matter. The

complaints will be submitted to the SAHRC after the meeting.

http://www.afriforum.co.za/english/2013-03-20-afriforum-gaan-stiglingh-plaasm

oord-met-samrk-opneem/

Raise awareness of South African farm murders by brutal torture:

https://www.facebook.com/SAVESOUTHAFRICANFARMERS/posts/1682919599

97221

Dagga Movement 30 April 2013 06:57AM         g



In 2011, a man from Minnesota was arrested for converting a vibrator into explosive

device and giving it to his ex-girlfriend as Xmas gift.

Unbelievable facts:

https://www.facebook.com/UNBfacts/posts/381866548592200

Dagga Movement 30 April 2013 06:58AM         g

Timeline Photos: With David Pattion.

e 1 person likes this - Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli

Dagga Movement 30 April 2013 07:01AM         g

Timeline Photos: With Andrea Wendt and 2 others.

e 4 people like this - Dagga Movement, Greg Misfit, Nigel Thavarajoo, Vice

Madlokovu Nene

Dagga Movement 30 April 2013 07:03AM         d



Dagga Movement 30 April 2013 09:32AM         b

22 Freedom of trade, occupation and profession 

Every citizen has the right to choose their trade, occupation or profession freely. The practice of a trade,

occupation or profession may be regulated by law.

Dagga dealers are not afforded this constitutional right. However the statutory court does not hear

constitutional violations.

e 1 person likes this - Sarah Jane Bow

Dagga Movement 30 April 2013 09:36AM         b

Cannabis users are arbitrarily deprived of better health,

Cannabis users are arbitrarily deprived of decency,

Cannabis users are arbitrarily deprived of some of their basic rights to humanity.



Dagga Movement 30 April 2013 09:50AM         b

16. Freedom of expression 

Everyone has the right to freedom of expression, which includes  

freedom of the press and other media; 

freedom to receive or impart information or ideas; 

freedom of artistic creativity; and 

academic freedom and freedom of scientific research. 

The right in subsection (1) does not extend to  

propaganda for war; 

incitement of imminent violence; or 

advocacy of hatred that is based on race, ethnicity, gender or religion, and that constitutes incitement

to cause harm.

Dagga Movement 30 April 2013 10:29AM         g

http://blogs.24.com/outlinescience/2012/03/22/scientific-evidence-that-the-dagga-might-have-ther

apeupic-purposes-for-pandemic/

According to the National Narcotics Control Board, dagga aka marijuana is

extremely dangerous drug. It hampers the physical development of a person and

can lead to psychological defects. They continued saying that the greatest danger

of Marijuana is that it is a forerunner for harder drugs, therefor...

Scientific evidence that the Dagga might have therapeupic purposes for pandemic 

|: blogs.24.com

Dagga Movement 30 April 2013 11:02AM         b

i may not agree with what you are saying, but ill support your right to say it. this should be the message

everyone should cary with them in this world. stick up for your own rights and more importantly stick up

for the rights of others. one day they will do the same for you.

e 1 person likes this - Jason Jay

f 2 comments

Jason Jay
Lovely humble words. I think you are quite a cool oke.
30 April 2013 11:02AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement
http://death.za.org/drive

Start by letting the president and his cronies know where you stand on this matter!
30 April 2013 11:17AM

Dagga Movement 30 April 2013 11:43AM         g

How to instantly tell who's evil vs. good: the philosophy of 'control' vs.

'empowerment'

How to instantly tell who's evil vs. good: the philosophy of 'control' vs.

'empowerment': www.naturalnews.com

Dagga Movement 30 April 2013 12:37PM         g

Timeline Photos: With Hassan A. Chaaban and 12 others.

e 2 people like this - Mark Barnett, Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams

Dagga Movement 30 April 2013 12:40PM         g

Are you a writer? Do you know lots about the Cannabis plant, it's culture and

current affairs? Are you looking for extra income? If you've answered yes to all

these questions, please email us at belowthelion@gmail.com - we'd love to work

with you!

Below The Lion:

https://www.facebook.com/belowthelion/posts/516678521703433

Dagga Movement 30 April 2013 01:21PM         g

and the truth shall set you free...

Timeline Photos: "hmm coincidence" said the sheep in slumber — with Selvina

Adistia.



Dagga Movement 30 April 2013 01:22PM         g

and the truth shall set you free...

Timeline Photos: Spain Study Confirms Hemp Oil Cures Cancer Without Side

Effects

By Mark Sircus Ac., OMD

The medical science is strongly in favor of THC laden hemp oil as a primary cancer

therapy, not just in a supportive role to control the side effects of chemotherapy.

The International Medical Verities Association is putting hemp oil on its cancer

protocol. It is a prioritized protocol list whose top five items are magnesium

chloride, iodine, selenium, Alpha Lipoic Acid and sodium bicarbonate. It makes

perfect sense to drop hemp oil right into the middle of this nutritional crossfire of

anti cancer medicines, which are all available without prescription.

Hemp oil has long been recognised as one of the most versatile and beneficial

substances known to man. Derived from hemp seeds (a member of the achene

family of fruits) it has been regarded as a superfood due to its high essential fatty

acid content and the unique ratio of omega3 to omega6 and gamma linolenic acid

(GLA) – 2:5:1. Hemp oil, is known to contain up to 5% of pure GLA, a much higher

concentration than any other plant, even higher than spirulina. For thousands of

years, the hemp plant has been used in elixirs and medicinal teas because of its

healing properties and now medical science is zeroing in on the properties of its

active substances.

Both the commercial legal type of hemp oil and the illegal THC laden hemp oil are

one of the most power-packed protein sources available in the plant kingdom. Its

oil can be used in many nutritional and transdermal applications. In other chapters

in my Winning the War on Cancer book we will discuss in-depth about GLA and

cancer and also the interesting work of Dr. Johanna Budwig. She uses flax seed oil

instead of hemp oil to cure cancer – through effecting changes in cell walls – using

these omega3 and omega6 laden medicinal oils.



Actually there is another way to use medical marijuana without smoking the leaf.

According to Dr. Tod H. Mikuriya, “The usual irritating and toxic breakdown

products of burning utilized with smoking are totally avoided with vaporization.

Extraction and inhaling cannabinoid essential oils below ignition temperature of

both crude and refined cannabis products affords significant mitigation of irritation

to the oral cavity, and tracheobronchial tree from pyrollytic breakdown products.[iii]

Dr. Mikuriya continues saying “The usual irritating and toxic breakdown products of

burning utilized with smoking are totally avoided with vaporization. Extraction and

inhaling cannabinoid essential oils below ignition temperature of both crude and

refined cannabis products affords significant mitigation of irritation to the oral

cavity, and tracheobronchial tree from pyrollytic breakdown products.”[iv]

Rick Simpson, the man in the above mentioned videos, has been making hemp oil

and sharing it with friends and neighbors without charging for it. In small doses, he

says, it makes you well without getting you high. “Well you can’t deny your own

eyes can you?” Simpson asks. “Here’s someone dying of cancer and they’re not

dying anymore. I don’t care if the medicine comes from a tomato plant, potato

plant or a hemp plant, if the medicine is safe and helps and works, why not use it?”

he asks.

When a person has cancer and is dying this question reaches a critical point. The

bravery of Rick Simpson from Canada in showing us how to make hemp oil for

ourselves offers many people a hope that should be increasingly appreciated as

money dries up for expensive cancer treatments. We are going to need

inexpensive medicines in the future and there is nothing better than the ones we

can make reasonably cheaply ourselves.

For most people in the world it is illegal so the choice could come down to

breaking the law or dying. There is no research to indicate what advantages oral

use of hemp oil vs. vaporization but we can assume that advantage would be

nutritional with oral intake. Dr. Budwig Below work would sustain this point of view

especially for cancer patients.

The Science



According to Dr. Robert Ramer and Dr. Burkhard Hinz of the University of Rostock

in Germany medical marijuana can be an effective treatment for cancer.[v] Their

research was published in the Journal of the National Cancer Institute Advance

Access on December 25th of 2007 in a paper entitled Inhibition of Cancer Cell

Invasion by Cannabinoids via Increased Expression of Tissue Inhibitor of Matrix

Metalloproteinases-1.

The biggest contribution of this breakthrough discovery, is that the expression of

TIMP-1 was shown to be stimulated by cannabinoid receptor activation and to

mediate the anti-invasive effect of cannabinoids. Prior to now the cellular

mechanisms underlying this effect were unclear and the relevance of the findings

to the behavior of tumor cells in vivo remains to be determined.

Marijuana cuts lung cancer tumor growth in half, a 2007 Harvard Medical School

study shows. The active ingredient in marijuana cuts tumor growth in lung cancer

in half and significantly reduces the ability of the cancer to spread, say researchers

at Harvard University who tested the chemical in both lab and mouse studies.

This is the first set of experiments to show that the compound,

Delta-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), inhibits EGF-induced growth and migration in

epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) expressing non-small cell lung cancer

cell lines. Lung cancers that over-express EGFR are usually highly aggressive and

resistant to chemotherapy. THC that targets cannabinoid receptors CB1 and CB2 is

similar in function to endocannabinoids, which are cannabinoids that are naturally

produced in the body and activate these receptors.

“The beauty of this study is that we are showing that a substance of abuse, if used

prudently, may offer a new road to therapy against lung cancer,” said Anju Preet,

Ph.D., a researcher in the Division of Experimental Medicine. Acting through

cannabinoid receptors CB1 and CB2, endocannabinoids (as well as THC) are

thought to play a role in variety of biological functions, including pain and anxiety

control, and inflammation.

Researchers reported in the August 15, 2004 issue of Cancer Research, the journal

of the American Association for Cancer Research, that marijuana’s constituents

inhibited the spread of brain cancer in human tumor biopsies.[vii] In a related



development, a research team from the University of South Florida further noted

that THC can also selectively inhibit the activation and replication of gamma herpes

viruses. The viruses, which can lie dormant for years within white blood cells

before becoming active and spreading to other cells, are thought to increase

one’s chances of developing cancers such as Kaposi’s Sarcoma, Burkitt’s

lymphoma and Hodgkin’s disease.

In 1998, a research team at Madrid’s Complutense University discovered that THC

can selectively induce programmed cell death in brain tumor cells without

negatively impacting surrounding healthy cells. Then in 2000, they reported in the

journal Nature Medicine that injections of synthetic THC eradicated malignant

gliomas (brain tumors) in one-third of treated rats, and prolonged life in another

third by six weeks.

Led by Dr. Manuel Guzman the Spanish team announced they had destroyed

incurable brain cancer tumors in rats by injecting them with THC. They reported in

the March 2002 issue of “Nature Medicine” that they injected the brains of 45 rats

with cancer cells, producing tumors whose presence they confirmed through

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). On the 12th day they injected 15 of the rats with

THC and 15 with Win-55,212-2 a synthetic compound similar to THC.

Researchers at the University of Milan in Naples, Italy, reported in the Journal of

Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics that non-psychoactive compounds

in marijuana inhibited the growth of glioma cells in a dose-dependent manner, and

selectively targeted and killed malignant cells through apoptosis.

“Non-psychoactive CBD produce[s] a significant anti-tumor activity both in vitro

and in vivo, thus suggesting a possible application of CBD as an antineoplastic

agent.”

The first experiment documenting pot’s anti-tumor effects took place in 1974 at

the Medical College of Virginia at the behest of the U.S. government. The results of

that study, reported in an Aug. 18, 1974, Washington Post newspaper feature, were

that marijuana’s psychoactive component, THC, “slowed the growth of lung

cancers, breast cancers and a virus-induced leukemia in laboratory mice, and

prolonged their lives by as much as 36 percent.”

Funded by the National Institute of Health to find evidence that marijuana



damages the immune system, found instead that THC slowed the growth of three

kinds of cancer in mice — lung and breast cancer, and a virus-induced leukemia.

The DEA quickly shut down the Virginia study and all further cannabis/tumor

research even though the researchers “found that THC slowed the growth of lung

cancers, breast cancers and a virus-induced leukemia in laboratory mice, and

prolonged their lives by as much as 36 percent.”

“Antineoplastic Activity of Cannabinoids,” an article in a 1975 Journal of the

National Cancer Institute reports, “Lewis lung adenocarcinoma growth was

retarded by the oral administration of tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) and cannabinol

(CBN)” — two types of cannabinoids, a family of active components in marijuana.

“Mice treated for 20 consecutive days with THC and CBN had reduced primary

tumor size.”

Marijuana relieves pain that narcotics like morphine and OxyContin

have hardly any effect on, and could help ease suffering from

illnesses such as multiple sclerosis, diabetes and cancer.

According to Devra Davis in her book Secret History of the War on Cancer, 1.5

million lives have been lost because Americans failed to act on existing knowledge

about the environmental causes of cancer. It is impossible to calculate the added

deaths from suppressed ‘cancer cures’ but we do know of the terrible suffering

of hundreds of thousands of people who have been jailed for marijuana use.

Hemp oil with THC included has the making of a primary cancer treatment, which

even alone seems to have a great chance of turning the tide against cancer

tumors. It has the added advantage of safety, ease of use, lack of side effects and

low cost if one makes it oneself. Surrounded by other medicinal anti-cancer

substances in a full protocol it’s hard to imagine anyone failing and falling in their

war on cancer.

THC should be included in every cancer protocol.



Sodium bicarbonate is another excellent anti tumor substance that reduces tumors

but is much more difficult to administer than THC hemp oil. Cannabinoids are able

to pass through all barriers in the body like Alpha Lipoic Acid so simple oral intake

is sufficient. With bicarbonate we need intravenous applications and often even

this is not sufficient, often we have to use catheters and few doctors in the world

are willing to administer this way.

In the end all cancer treatments that are not promoted by mainstream oncology

are illegal. No licensed doctor is going to claim that are curing cancer with sodium

bicarbonate though they will treat people with cancer explaining they are

balancing pH or some other metabolic profile with this common emergency room

medicine found also most kitchens of the world. More than several states have

passed laws making medical marijuana legal but the federal government will not

relax and let people be free to choose their treatments even if their lives depend

on it.

Davis notes that the cowardice of research scientists, who publish thoroughly

referenced reports but pull their punches at the end, by claiming that more

research needs to be done before action can be taken. Statements like these are

exploited by industry that buys time to make much more money. It is a deliberate

attempt that creates wholesale public doubt from small data gaps and remaining

scientific uncertainties.

They have done that with everything right up to and including sunlight. Everything

is thought to be dangerous except the pharmaceutical drugs which are the most

dangerous substances of all. Stomach wrenching chemotherapy and the death

principle of radiation are legal yet safe THC laden hemp oil is not.

It is legal for doctors to attack people with their poisons but you can go to jail for

trying to save yourself or a loved one from cancer with the oil of a simple garden

weed. Our civilization has put up with this insanity but there is a great price being

paid. In a mad medical world people die that need not and this is a terrible sadness

that has destroyed the integrity and ethics of modern medicine.

The science for the use of hemp oil is credible, specific fact-based, and is

documented in detail. There is absolutely no reason to not legalize medical

marijuana and create an immediate production and distribution of THC hemp oil to



cancer patients. Unfortunately we live in a world populated with governments and

medical henchmen who would rather see people die cruel deaths then have

access to a safe and effect cancer drug.

Meanwhile the Food and Drug Administration approved Genentech’s best-selling

drug, Avastin, as a treatment for breast cancer, in a decision, according to the New

York Times, “that appeared to lower the threshold somewhat for approval of

certain cancer drugs. The big question was whether it was enough for a drug

temporarily to stop cancer from worsening — as Avastin had done in a clinical trial —

or was it necessary for a drug to enable patients to live longer, which Avastin had

failed to do. Oncologists and patient advocates were divided, in part because of

the drug’s sometimes severe side effects.”

The differences between Avastin and hemp oil are huge. First Avastin will earn

Genentech hundreds of millions where THC hemp oil will earn no one anything.

Second there are no severe or even mild side effects to taking hemp oil and lastly

it is not a temporary answer but a real solution. Certainly hemp oil will ensure a

longer life. 

RUN FROM THE CURE - Full Version 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=0psJhQHk_GI

http://collapsereport.com/2012/10/10/spain-study-confirms-hemp-oil-cures-ca

ncer-without-side-effects/

e 4 people like this - Aju Vijayan, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli, Ras Ramon

Benjahman Adams, Zar Sim

Dagga Movement 30 April 2013 01:24PM         g

and the truth shall set you free...

Timeline Photos: Vc

e 2 people like this - Dorian Gray, Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams
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and the truth shall set you free...

Timeline Photos: Wake up call

e 1 person likes this - Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams
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and the truth shall set you free...

Timeline Photos: -AD

Stand up for truth even if you are ridiculed in the end the truth will come out and

they won't be laughing then — with Samoil Tzar and January Rho.

e 1 person likes this - Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams

Dagga Movement 30 April 2013 01:33PM         g

[Note: Some have commented that this article is a bit misleading. While Hemp

seed oil is generally healthy with lots of gamma linoleic acid, it is the Marijuana

Buds and Leaves, soaked in alcohol a...

Spain Study Confirms Cannabis Oil Cures Cancer Without Side Effects:

collapsereport.com

e 3 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli,

Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams
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and the truth shall set you free...

Timeline Photos: Wake up call

e 1 person likes this - Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams

Dagga Movement 30 April 2013 03:35PM         g



HUNDREDS of people from across the city are expected to take to the streets next

week to promote “solidarity” among dagga users....

For the legal love of weed: www.peoplespost.co.za

e 1 person likes this - David Danzinger

Dagga Movement 30 April 2013 08:56PM         g

I bet you, where ever this life form is, it is also most likely stoned out of it's mind!

Photos from Mickey Dangerez's post in OPPT South Africa: Some recent Digital Art

I created. About two months ago. — at Far, Far, Far Away!!!

Dagga Movement 30 April 2013 11:08PM DaggaMovement        g

Dagga prohibition only applies to agents of the government (public servants) or any person acting as an

agent of government. Therefor the drug and trafficking act does not have jurisdiction over any human

being not acting as a public servant or agent of government. You have caused no harm or loss to

another. There is no contract to prove you were acting as an agent of government. UNLESS YOU

ASSUME YOU ARE OBLIGATED The justice system uses this against you. When you continue your

court case as per their procedures you are confirming the you are an agent of government, How can

you be a public servant when you are not paid. At birth your name is registered like you would expect

but the registration is sort of like a contract for a job, your job is a public servant you are paying taxes

the government is the beneficiary. However the government cannot be the beneficiaries. They are the

public servant they are in trust of god's earth we are the people are the beneficiaries. Government is

suppose numerate us with money not the other way around. WAKE UP! There is no contract between

you and government unless you verbally agree or give consent. God's law is the highest form of law as

it is non negotiable. As long as you do not cause harm or loss to another human being your are not

breaking any laws just statutes. Statutes are only applicable to servants of government and if you

assume or presume that you are then it becomes law. YOU ARE YOUR OWN WORST ENEMY IN

COURT - Dean C Clifford

Dagga prohibition only applies to agents of the government (public servants) or

any person acting as an agent of government. Therefor the drug and trafficking act

does not have jurisdiction over any human being not acting as a public servant or

agent of government. You have caused no harm or loss to...

- Dagga Movement: death.za.org

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Fransa Barnard
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SUBSCRIBE AND JOIN THE DARKSIDE: http://bit.ly/SubscribeRWJ MY TWITTER:

https://twitter.com/RayWJ MY FACEBOOK:

http://www.facebook.com/raywilliamjohnson MY I...

GABRIEL LOVES MEN: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 1 May 2013 01:03PM         g

Come on guys please tell President Jacob Zuma, Mac Maharaj, the Department of Health and the

Medical Research Council of South Africa that they only have 21 days to tell you and I why we can't

cultivate, posses and use cannabis.

Attached is a comprehensive list of resources such as The Report. Many many cannabis resources as

well as the OPPT UCC foreclosure of fraudulent corporate and government branches!

This is more than just about smoking dagga.  

http://death.za.org/drive/



Dagga Awareness Drive: death.za.org

e 4 people like this - Belgia Chokboy Boitshoko, Dagga Movement, Ingrid Cilliers,

Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
the movement is growing one at a time. everyday i see more people

participating in the freedom campainge. invite friends, family, even get

your enemies involed..  the greatet the masses the louder the ground

will rumble under the dictators feet.
1 May 2013 01:51PM

Dagga Movement
give me freedom of weed and of being. it is my god given right. and if

you dont give it I WILL TAKE IT MYSELF.
1 May 2013 01:53PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 1 May 2013 08:02PM         g

There is no plant on Earth more condemned than marijuana. We're talking about a

living organism which governments have taken upon themselves to designate as

an illegal substance.

Still Believe Nature Got It Wrong? Top 10 Health Benefits of Marijuana:

www.trueactivist.com
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Timeline Photos: A Sheep No More — with Ahiga Kotori and Faye McWatts.

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

f 1 comment

Sarah Jane Bow
Needed to hear that :)
1 May 2013 09:55PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Load shedding this winter!

Timeline Photos: 'n Tip as Eskom jou hierdie winter in die steek laat!          

(Dankie Mari Booysen)

Thursday 2 May 2013

Dagga Movement 2 May 2013 07:56AM         g

protect yourself, family and friends.Fight the gmo death squad crops invasion.

A grim report prepared for President Putin by Health Minister Dr. Veronika

Skvortsova on the growing pandemic in China is now warning that a “global mass

death event” is currently underway as the s...

Researchers discover a hidden viral gene in GMO crops is this the Armageddon

Virus  World In Terror.: dailyhealthworldnews.wordpress.com

e 2 people like this - Atanas Kotev, Samantha Ostalrich
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Michael Tellinger has made groundbreaking discoveries about ancient vanished

civilizations at the southern tip of Africa. He is an author, an explorer and a scientist.

Michael Tellinger has become an international authority on the origins of

humankind and the vanished civilizations of southern Afric...

Michael Tellinger: www.michaeltellinger.com

Dagga Movement 2 May 2013 09:27AM         g

The system is known as Corporate Fascism. And it embraces all sectors of the

economy. Under this system, monopolies by privately owned Corporations are

created in five important areas.

Slaves to the Corporate Fascist System.: www.news24.com
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fight for your god given rights.

One People Oath & BondOur hearts are full with the many One People anxious to express their

commitment to peace and freedom by signing an Oath and Bond. Click here to review the offered

documents and their purpose, however, please be patient with the submission process. We are

establishing an intera...

OPPT-IN: oppt-in.com

Dagga Movement 2 May 2013 09:43AM         b

http://www.michaeltellinger.com/stone-circles.php
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http://oppt-in.com/huffington-post-covers-citizen-hearings-on-disclosure/

Is the federal government honest about what it knows about UFOs? Are officials suppressing the

truth about extraterrestrial visitations?

OPPT-IN   –  Huffington Post Covers Citizen Hearings on Disclosure: oppt-in.com

e 1 person likes this - Ivan Schoultz
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Cannabis Embassy of South Africa: cannabis.za.net

Dagga Movement 2 May 2013 10:06AM         g

http://cannabis.za.net/index.html an awesome site full of useful information. and relevant in s.a.

The Premier Cannabis Re-legalisation Organisation in South Africa. The Only

Resistance To The Governments Taxation and Regulation Agenda.

Cannabis Embassy of South Africa: cannabis.za.net
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For those of you that don’t know, the Department of Science is not a big science lab where

government scientists work tirelessly to test everything and make sure it’s safe for you. It’s a building

full of money controlled by bureaucrats that don’t know anything about science. Unlike in the movies,

scientists don’t work on their own projects. Just like you, they have a boss (government) and a job

description. The word ‘scientific’ only means the procedure is ‘based on the methods and principles

of science’, while the word ‘science’ actually means the ‘systematic study of the structure and

behaviour of the physical and natural world through observation and experiment’. Without natural

world observation (empirical studies into peoples actual use of the Cannabis herb), it’s only an

experimental claim.

The government can never legally justify any law and no scientist can claim their studies are objective if

they censor and control the parameters of the study. These ‘Cannabis’ (read THC) studies are 100%

completely manipulated and the results pre-determined to keep political control, and have nothing to

do with harm reduction or Cannabis herb. That’s why this ridiculous ‘THC-scientific’ con won’t stand

up in court and it’s only ever mentioned in the media. Eureka- you’ve got it!   extract from cannabis

embassy of south africa...

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Hailey MadScientist Bunge

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
However if you have gone this far with your court case you are FUCKED!

You have to make it clear at the time of submitting your pleading that you are not a agent

of government, was not acting as a public servant / agent of government at the time of

the incedent.

If there is no proof that I have a legal binding contract with the government I would like a

motion to dismiss with immediate effect.
2 May 2013 11:11AM

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
I'm sensing 'anger'

2 May 2013 02:29PM

Dagga Movement 2 May 2013 11:22AM         b

a few reasons why dagga is illegal

1 - it cures cancer

2 - cures many more diseases

3 - makes bio fuel that is green (The first Ford ran on dagga bio fuel)

4 - makes plastics, rubber and many other things



5 - Cereal and milk can be made from the seeds

6 - the plant grows anywhere and is ready in 4monts

7 - we can end world hunger with dagga seeds alone

8 - cheaper building materials using help cheaper stronger houses

9 - TAX (The government is illegally taxing all the people of the land they won't be able to tax personal

dagga crops)

10 - Dagga breaks down racial barriers the government does not want the rainbow nation to exist

because then they will lose power. They only have power when they have wedges between people.

11- People will smoke more dagga and leave alcohol and tobacco... The government does not want this

12 - Dagga give you the ability to stop and think for yourself (The government does not want you to

think for yourself)

e 7 people like this - Dorian Gray, Gittel Tisman, Ivan Schoultz, Jason William Bennett, Jeremy David

Acton, Nigel Thavarajoo, Tarryn Lee Peo
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Timeline Photos: Woohoo!
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What lies... There are alternative safe sources of energy... switching off 5 million geyers is not the

solution...

The wrong people making wrong decisions...

"South Africans will need to save 3,000 megawatts during peak hours this winter, which is equal to over

5 million geyers being switched off, to make sure the power system remains stable."

City Power says the load shedding winter schedule currently doing the rounds is

bogus.

Load shedding schedule is a fake: ewn.co.za

e 1 person likes this - David Danzinger

Dagga Movement 2 May 2013 12:15PM         g



Timeline Photos: fyi- You're definitely going to Hell for laughing at this.

Dagga Movement 2 May 2013 12:17PM         g

Photos from Warren Otf Oates's post in OPPT South Africa: Evidence that the South

African Government is registered as a Corporation on the New York Securities

Exchange. 

This means that the government is using the people as slaves for their own needs.

It also means that any institutions like ESCOM that are owned by the government,

can actually now sell shareholding to invisible investors all around the world,

selling the labour of its people into slavery for the repayments of loans and any

other financial transctions that have been done behind our back. A great deception

against the people. The government is appointed as the servant of the people, by

the people. It has stolen the country from its people and sold its people into

slavery to invisible shareholders around the world.

e 2 people like this - Ivan Schoultz, Redeye Mike
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The State and other Basic Terms in Public Law’ (1982) 99 South African Law

Journal 212 at 220 ff. defines ‘the state’ as a conglomeration of organs,

instruments, and institutions that have as their common purpose the management

of the public affairs and the public inter...

OPPT South Africa:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/opptsa/permalink/568677359839849/

Dagga Movement 2 May 2013 01:12PM         d
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Unbelievable offer only valid for stoners!

"Mecer Prelude Micro ATX Tower + Universal 250W ATX (SABS) PSU W/Front Audio & USB

Intel H61 Chipset 3rd Generation Core i7 Micro ATX M/B

*Intel H61 *Support 3rd Generation Core i7 Ivy Bridge CPU (i7-3770K) 

 *Support Dual Channel DDR3 1333 *Support 1333MHZ FSB

*2 PCI, 1 PCIe x 1, *1 x PCI Express x16 Slot



*Realtek Gigabit On-Board *Intel Integrated Graphics W/DVI + VGA

*Intel High Definition Audio (5.1-Channel)

"

W/Ivy Bridge Dual Core Celeron 2.6GHz 2M [G1610]

2GB DDR-1600 DIMM (PC1600)

Seagate Barracuda SATA III 1TB 7200rpm 64MB Cache HDD

52 x CD Read / 52 x CD Write / 32 x CD-RW / 16 x DVD+R / DVD-R Read Combo SATA Drive - Black

Windows 7 / 8 (Home Basic / Standard)

Mecer 18.5" 16 x 9 TFT LED Wide monitor, 1366 x 768, W/Built-in Speaker - Black

Normal Price: R5999

stoner's Discount: R5499

http://www.mecer.co.za/images/stories/products/l_proficient---essential-office-pc2.jpg (Product

looks similar)

Mecer Dual Core Celeron 847 NetTop … The Smallest NetTop (172 x 153 x 25mm)

Embedded Intel Dual Core Celeron 847 CPU (1.1GHz, 2MB Cache)

2GB DDR3 (DDR-1333) Upgradable to 8GB

1 Serial ATA II (for Internal 2.5 SATA HDD/SSD), 1 USB3.0, 3 USB2.0, 1 x HDMI

AC97 Sound, Embedded 802.1 b/g/n Wireless Lan

Realtek Gigabit On-Board, VESA Mount Bracket & Stand

Microsoft Security Essentials Anti Virus

Microsoft Windows 8 64Bit Standard

Mecer Optical Wheel Mouse - USB

Mecer 104 Keys Keyboard - USB   

Mecer 18.5" 16 x 9 TFT LED Wide monitor, 1366 x 768, W/Built-in Speaker

Normal Price: R5099

stoner's Discount: R4499

http://www.mecer.co.za/images/stories/products/s_cape7-d525.jpg

(Product looks similar)

                                            

Timeline Photos: Due to lack of support this discount no longer applies.

Stoner Discount: COST + 9% + COURIER 

on all Ulticomp I.T. Solutions' products!

You must like both pages: Dagga Movement & Ulticomp I.T. Solutions You also

must be an active user on either page.

(http://fb.me/DaggaMovement / http://fb.me/Ultiweb)

It's like having an employees discount: supplier cost + 9%  You can still add 11% -



19% and sell the products yourself.

Collection in JHB or CPT otherwise counter to counter from Kimberley.**

Depends on product. There are many suppliers!

What ever have fun! Share!

PLEASE NOTE: Those who qualify will be paying a lot less than what is advertised

on the Facebook page!

Terms & Conditions apply!

We are available on the Kimberley Community Exchange on

https://www.community-exchange.org

https://www.community-exchange.org/docs/join2.asp?xid=KBYE

e 1 person likes this - Endy Max Hlatshwayo

f 2 comments

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
How much does it cost? #feelinglikeiwonthelotto
2 May 2013 02:03PM

Dagga Movement
Any IT item we can supply via Ulticomp IT Solutions you get at 9%

markup It relates to something costing R5999 to cost R5499

R300 on R6000 = 50% on markup...
2 May 2013 02:56PM

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 2 May 2013 01:44PM         g

Awesome initiative from the Dagga Movement

Via Ulticomp IT Solutions we now offer you STONER DISCOUNT!!!!

It's like having a employee discount on everything IT related.

For all you guys that buy printing supplies we have a multiple warehouses available with almost

everything you need!!

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=376310292474284&set=pb.326459880792659.-220752000

0.1367494411.&type=3&theater



Timeline Photos: Due to lack of support this discount no longer applies.

Stoner Discount: COST + 9% + COURIER 

on all Ulticomp I.T. Solutions' products!

You must like both pages: Dagga Movement & Ulticomp I.T. Solutions You also

must be an active user on either page.

(http://fb.me/DaggaMovement / http://fb.me/Ultiweb)

It's like having an employees discount: supplier cost + 9%  You can still add 11% -

19% and sell the products yourself.

Collection in JHB or CPT otherwise counter to counter from Kimberley.**

Depends on product. There are many suppliers!

What ever have fun! Share!

PLEASE NOTE: Those who qualify will be paying a lot less than what is advertised

on the Facebook page!

Terms & Conditions apply!

We are available on the Kimberley Community Exchange on

https://www.community-exchange.org

https://www.community-exchange.org/docs/join2.asp?xid=KBYE

Dagga Movement 2 May 2013 02:59PM         g

why dont they give incentives to manufacturers to build dagga bio fuel vehicles. Suisainable, green and

abundant! Sies for using oil and encouraging a failing technology for automotive application! Sies

South African vehicle manufacturers are to receive incentives to produce electric

cars - but only if they make at least 5000 a year.

Cash promise for SA battery car: m.news24.com

Dagga Movement 2 May 2013 03:58PM         g

One school liaison officer told how a parent came to her pleading for help because

her kids were suffering from SCURVY

Starving children surviving on just a jam sandwich: New scandal of food bank

Britain: www.mirror.co.uk



Dagga Movement 2 May 2013 04:45PM         g

Timeline Photos: What has South Africa got in common with Mars and the Moon ?

e 1 person likes this - Lesiba Junior

Dagga Movement 2 May 2013 06:22PM         g

""The officer saw a red VW Polo parked on Gemsbok Place and when the occupants noticed the police

vehicle, they suddenly sped off," said Mahamba.

The officer managed to chase them down and upon searching the vehicle and occupants, a small

plastic bag filled with white powder, which is suspected to be a drug substance, was found on the

passenger.

Both men were arrested and will be charged with possession of drugs."

So they don't even know what it is...

Therefore the arrests are unlawful.

These suspects were arrested among 16 other by Sebenza SAPS members over

the weekend looklocal Kempton Park News is focussed on community and local

news about events, entertainment, crime, schools, & municipal issues in the

Kempton Park area.

Four arrested with drugs - Crime | looklocal Kempton Park: www.looklocal.co.za

f 1 comment

Monica Gonsalves Borrageiro
Wouldn't be suprised if it was planted by the cop.........
2 May 2013 08:26PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 2 May 2013 06:44PM         g

Knysna-Plett Herald is your local community newspaper from Knysna &

Plettenberg Bay, bringing you the latest headlines and breaking news from Knysna,

Plettenberg Bay and surrounding Garden Route, South Africa.

Knysna-Plett Herald | Rastafari feel victimised by police:

www.knysnaplettherald.com



Dagga Movement 2 May 2013 06:51PM         g

Now gold is also prohibited?

Police arrested a 15 year old suspect for unlawful possession of gold dust on

Friday 16 December at approximately 4pm on corner Goud and Gustav Street in

Roodepoort Central. Police were on patrol when they spotted a suspicious boy

walking d

Police arrest minor for possession of Gold Dust: newswall.co.za

f 1 comment

Jeremy David Acton
possession of unwrought gold is illegal in SA.
2 May 2013 07:12PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
I just think gold is the only other form of money just feels as

if another freedom is being taken.

I don't want traditional banks.

I would love a system similar to the community exchange

but with gold...

Imagine if we are payed in gold and can still buy online etc...

PS. without the corrupt banking system.

~ Michael
2 May 2013 10:47PM

Dagga Movement 2 May 2013 06:55PM         g

On Sunday the police arrested a 37-year-old man for possession of dagga on Jersey Street in Princess,

Roodepoort. Police were on patrol when they spotted a man walking next to the road. They stopped

their vehicle and asked to search the man.During the search the man was found in possession of

dagga.

Again they violated his basic constitutional rights yet he gave consent...

Don't consent to anything!



http://newswall.co.za/news/latest/roodepoort-record/police-stop-at-nothing-to-get-drugs-off-stree

ts/h1g.56802

On Sunday the police arrested a 37-year-old man for possession of dagga on

Jersey Street in Princess, Roodepoort. Police were on patrol when they spotted a

man walking next to the road. They stopped their vehicle and asked to search the

man.During the sea

Police stop at nothing to get drugs off streets: newswall.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett

f 2 comments

Jeremy David Acton
No warrant with my name on it, NO SEARCH!!!
2 May 2013 07:10PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Mark Barnett

Monica Gonsalves Borrageiro
And don't allow them to search your car without a warrant. There have

been a few cases where cops plant dagga in your car while

"searching" it and then want money or they will arrest you...
2 May 2013 08:33PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Mark Barnett

Dagga Movement 2 May 2013 11:51PM DaggaMovement        g

Don't fear the police and consent to nothing. Everybody is in a frenzy and don’t know what the fuck is

going on. Relax take a deep breath. Read through this and get stoned. This might be our only solution

to prohibition. This might not be a sure fire solution but might just be the start.

Don't fear the police and consent to nothing. Everybody is in a frenzy and don’t

know what the fuck is going on. Relax take a deep breath. Read through this and

get stoned. This might be our only solution to prohibition. This might not be a sure

fire solution but might just be the start.…

GET OUT OF JAIL A FREE MAN! FIRST EDITION: death.za.org

e 1 person likes this - Endy Max Hlatshwayo

f 1 comment

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
Lol yeah i tell them kak with red eyes!
2 May 2013 11:58PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
LOL tell them Im going to be using dagga some more
3 May 2013 12:00AM



Endy Max Hlatshwayo
Im gonna lie to them like i said to the school that i was @. I

use it to communicate with my ancestors lol
3 May 2013 12:04AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Friday 3 May 2013

Dagga Movement 3 May 2013 06:35AM         g

"Freemen on the land" are people who claim that all statute law is contractual, and that such law is

applicable only if an individual consents to be governed by it. They believe that they can therefore

declare themselves independent of government jurisdiction, holding that the only "true" law is com...

Freemen on the land - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia: en.m.wikipedia.org

Dagga Movement 3 May 2013 07:11AM         g

The police not only on a whim searched the residence they also fired shots on unarmed men.

Klerksdorp Tactical Response Team (TRT) arrested two suspects, on Wednesday about 22:30 for

dealing with dagga. The two suspects aged between 25 and 33 were arrested at Extension 24 in

Jouberton after police received a tip off from the members of the community North West police said.

“Police allegedly searched the suspects residential place and found four suspects” captain Amanda

Funani said.  

“It is alleged that when the suspects saw the police they ran away for their lives” Funani said.  

Police fired warning shots and they managed to arrests two suspects, but the other two fled. “Police

allegedly discovered 11 bags of dagga weighing 80 kg with the estimated street value of R200 000?

she said.

It is alleged the dagga was found inside one of the suspects bedroom.

 

The two suspects were arrested and police are still searching for the two suspects who fled the scene. 

 

The Provincial Commissioner, Lieutenant General Zukiswa Mbombo has once more applauded the

community for assisting the police in catching the suspects. “Anybody who can assist the police in

catching the other two suspects who fled the scene, is urged to call Jouberton Police Station on 018

465 9300.



By Obakeng MajeKlerksdorp Tactical Response Team (TRT) arrested two suspects,

on Wednesday about 22:30 for dealing with dagga. The two suspects aged

between 25 and 33 were arrested at Extension 24 ...

Two suspects arrested for dealing with dagga: taungdailynews.wordpress.com

f 1 comment

Redeye Mike
Fucking pigs stealing our medicine again
3 May 2013 07:20AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 3 May 2013 08:00AM         g

http://www.saflii.org/za/cases/ZAKZPHC/2012/22.html

“the intention of the Legislature to put an end to the cultivation of dagga even

though it was intended by the cultivator for his own use.(my underlining).

S v Mbatha (AR265/11) [2012] ZAKZPHC 22; 2012 (2) SACR 551 (KZP) (23 February

2012): www.saflii.org

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
The State called the evidence of Sonesh Singh, a Warrant Officer in

the

South African Police Services, stationed at the Glencoe Dog Unit, who

testified that on 4 January 2011, he proceeded to the home of the

accused in the company of one Constable Ndima as a result of

information received. They proceeded to the home of

the accused armed with a warrant to search the premises.

[3] On searching the premises of the accused, subsequent to

obtaining his permission to search the said premises, 

So first they said they had a warrant and then they said they had

permission from the accused!
3 May 2013 08:24AM

Dagga Movement
Kweek van dagga is handeldryf.
3 May 2013 08:27AM

Dagga Movement 3 May 2013 08:43AM         b

Requirements

For a contract to be considered valid and binding in South Africa, the following requirements must be

met:



There must be consensus between the contracting parties.

The parties must have the capacity to contract.

The necessary formalities must be observed.

The agreement must be legal.

The contractual obligations must be possible of performance.

The content of the agreement must be certain.

e 1 person likes this - Endy Max Hlatshwayo

Dagga Movement 3 May 2013 08:44AM         g

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_African_contract_law

South African contract law is "essentially a modernised version of the

Roman-Dutch law of contract,"[1] which is itself rooted in Roman law. In the

broadest definition, a contract is an agreement entered into by two or more parties

with the serious intention of creating a legal obligation. The funct...

South African contract law - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia: en.wikipedia.org

Dagga Movement 3 May 2013 09:16AM         g

This is a call to all police officers and all individuals in the security services and the

army.

As Public Servants, or Peace Officers, remember firstly that you are all human

beings part of the human family. Your Service is one of the most noble and selfless

occupatio...

OPPT South Africa:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/opptsa/permalink/569018376472414/

Dagga Movement 3 May 2013 09:41AM         g

A mother is fined R2500 for dagga...

http://www.saflii.org/cgi-bin/disp.pl?file=za/cases/ZANCHC/2012/11.html&query=%20dagga

“2.1 ‘N BOETE VAN R2,500.00 (TWEEDUISEND VYFHONDERD RAND) OF, BY

WANBETALING, 24 (VIER EN TWINTIG) MAANDE GEVANGE-NISSTRAF.

S v Masoka (CA&R 3/2012) [2012] ZANCHC 11 (4 May 2012): www.saflii.org



Dagga Movement 3 May 2013 10:09AM         d



Dagga Movement 3 May 2013 11:36AM         g

A group proposing that dagga be legalised plans to march in Cape Town to

highlight their claims that the plant is safe and should be available to those who

want it.

Dagga march to hit Cape Town: www.news24.com

e 4 people like this - David Danzinger, Jeremy David Acton, Mark Barnett, Vice

Madlokovu Nene

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
"The march kicks off at 10:00 and participants are encouraged to bring

small musical instruments."

Hahahaha we will not push your grand piano down the road...
3 May 2013 11:39AM

e 1 person likes this - Jeremy David Acton

Mark Barnett
DANK!
3 May 2013 11:39AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 3 May 2013 12:26PM         g

: https://www.facebook.com/events/384331028307418/

e 1 person likes this - Debra DeBauche Stewart

Dagga Movement 3 May 2013 12:49PM         g

http://norml.org/component/zoo/category/marinol-vs-natural-cannabis



By Paul ArmentanoSenior Policy Analyst - NORML/NORML FoundationUpdated

August 11, 2005Research Assistance provided by Paul Varnado

NORML.org - Working to Reform Marijuana Laws: norml.org

e 4 people like this - Dabyouth Moetprexsuu, Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Fransa

Barnard, Patrick Bassett

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
do not try this crap, it is man made synthetic thc with only a fraction of

the benifits of the original plant.
3 May 2013 12:50PM

Endy Max Hlatshwayo > Dagga Movement 3 May 2013 01:57PM         f

What if theres a stop and search operation do i have the right to say no to gettin searched?

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

f 4 comments

Dagga Movement
if they can not produce a search warant then yes say no.
3 May 2013 02:31PM

e 1 person likes this - Endy Max Hlatshwayo

Dagga Movement
remember they also have to have a court order to have a road block. and it has to show

the time, date and exact place of road block. they can not lawfully search you if they do

not comply.
3 May 2013 02:32PM

e 1 person likes this - Endy Max Hlatshwayo

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
Thanx for adding a bit of knowledge in ma brain. always a pleasure chatting to yal
3 May 2013 02:35PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Take enough water if you do want to swallow your stash...

By the time you get to the March you will be high already lol

~ Michael
3 May 2013 03:48PM

Dagga Movement 3 May 2013 03:52PM         b

If government departments wanted an alternative cheap source of energy which can be made freely



available to everyone industrial hemp bio diesel would have been our top priority...

The Solar power in Germany could sustain all of South Africa....

The government and their sub company Eskom always wants people to use less because they are

already over charging accounts... 

They are too happy with every account paying for four accounts that its cheaper to load shed than it is

to upgrade capacity.... because the people not paying is using the most its not their fault they were

robbed by corporation pretending to be government and the best thing is both the ANC and the

Democratic Alliance are both corporations within government.

This is why Genetically Modified Poisoned corn soya and cotton is the main crops of SA and that is why

dagga is illegal to have in anyform but pure THC. Marinol sold at Dis-Chem | Pharmacists who care for

R1200 specially imported.

Pure synthetic THC concentrations are leathal in high dosages.

Dagga is not lethal its impossible to overdose as the ld50 is 750kg in one sitting...

wake up

e 4 people like this - Fransa Barnard, Gerd Bader, John Mc Fires, Peter Rieger

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
Tag African National Congress

Dis-Chem | Pharmacists who care
3 May 2013 03:52PM

Dagga Movement 3 May 2013 04:25PM         d

e 3 people like this - Alen Nanov, Gerrie De Jager, Mark Barnett



Saturday 4 May 2013

Dagga Movement 4 May 2013 08:01AM         g

Sativa Magazine May 2013 Online Issue

Sativa Magazine May 2013: issuu.com

Dagga Movement 4 May 2013 08:02AM         g

Timeline Photos: Cannabis is more then what most believe it to be, 

Sharing Knowledge is like sharing love....its free

Dagga Movement 4 May 2013 08:02AM         g

PICTURE : DURBAN CO-ORDINATOR SARAH-JANE BOW with daughter 8 year old

CHARLOTTE BROWN, who feels that cannabis is safer than beer.   Join us on a

march from Bulwer Park to Essenwood Fleamarket. Leavin...

Global Cannabis March 4th May South Africa: ireport.cnn.com

Dagga Movement 4 May 2013 08:03AM         g

Medical: cannabis and the human cb receptors.....if cannabis is evil "sorcery" why

Did YHVH give us these ;) — with Dee McClean and Paul Zenone.



Dagga Movement 4 May 2013 08:13AM         g

In the last few years, USA has been on a legal revolution so to speak, more than 17

states have legalized the use of medical Marijuana, Massacheussets and Colorado

states being the lates and Obama’...

The Power of Hemp: healthylivingkenya.wordpress.com

Dagga Movement 4 May 2013 08:14AM         g

It seems like one of the greatest fears of the medical marijuana community is

slowly being realized, as corporations quickly adopt cannabinoids into their vast

profile of patented medicines.

Pharmaceutical Companies Rush To Patent Medical Marijuana:

www.theweedblog.com

e 1 person likes this - True Healing Care

Dagga Movement 4 May 2013 08:15AM         g

Documentary about cannabis consumer associations. Research that questions if

this model can work in other systems or countries.

Barcelonnabis, the documentary film.: www.indiegogo.com

Dagga Movement 4 May 2013 08:37AM         b

Street name:

Marijuana, grass, weed, hash, ganja, spliff, zol, Cannadis, boom, blunt, bong, skyf, matakwane, pot, herb

and hundreds of other names worldwide. Hashish ("hash" for short), and hash oil are other forms of

Dagga. Different varieties are on the market... Transkei, roobaard, malawi cob, DP, Durban poison, jad,

majad, seedless, hydroponics, skunk, kei,

e 1 person likes this - Endy Max Hlatshwayo

f 8 comments

Dagga Movement
so many colourful names.
4 May 2013 08:39AM

Phildo Young
Smoke, fire, ripper, killer, sticky, herb
4 May 2013 09:16AM



Endy Max Hlatshwayo
Its matekwana nt what you wrote there
4 May 2013 06:25PM

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
Its matekwana nt what you wrote there #no.master.of.spellin
4 May 2013 06:25PM

Rameetse Manthata Andries
Zester 
4 May 2013 06:58PM

Dagga Movement
Lol ganjha, gunjag, indian hemp, my personal fav dagga
4 May 2013 07:48PM

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
I dont like the dagga and intsango 1.
4 May 2013 09:20PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
I like the skunk and swazi and green widow!
4 May 2013 10:26PM

Dagga Movement 4 May 2013 08:41AM         g

dont get me wrong, i dont agree with everything they have to say, but i found it short and interesting to

read..

All you need to know about Dagga (Cannabis), from a drug awareness point of

view.

TNT - The Naked Truth - Cannabis / Dagga: www.tnt.org.za

e 2 people like this - John Ward, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli

Dagga Movement 4 May 2013 09:15AM         b

hey ladies and gents, i swear if an alien came down to earth and asked if i wold leave this planet, would

i leave this slavery, disception, and crime behind??? ONLY IF I CAN TAKE MY WEED.....

Beam me up Scotty.

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
lol in one of Cheech and Chong's movies aliens raid one of Cheech's dagga sites lol



I would also not hesitate!

~ Mical

4 May 2013 10:26AM

Dagga Movement 4 May 2013 09:19AM         g

http://www.oddee.com/item_98349.aspx

It's the oldest form of medicine and one of the most versatile plants on the planet.

Here are a few stonealicious facts about marijuana you should contemplate after

your next bong hit.

9 Weird Facts About Marijuana: www.oddee.com

Dagga Movement 4 May 2013 09:22AM         g

gotta love the ancients.

An ancient Caucasian people seem to have buried one of their shamans with a

whopping 789 grams of high-potency pot 2,700 years ago.

Huge Stash of Marijuana Found in Ancient Tomb | Fox News: www.foxnews.com

f 1 comment

Danielle Webbstock
holy moly!!!! They knew it would be illegal!
4 May 2013 09:27AM

Dagga Movement 4 May 2013 09:27AM         g

A very interesting site.

The Ancient Herbal Corporation Jamaica, Ltd

THE TRUTH ABOUT GANJA ( MEDICAL MARIJUANA): www.peakbioceuticals.org



Dagga Movement 4 May 2013 09:30AM         g

none biase in the facts.

The ten most commonly believed myths about cannabis and its use: busted - once

and for all!^The ten most commonly believed myths about cannabis and its use:

busted!^The ten most commonly believed myths about cannabis and its use:

busted - once and for all. Cannabis is probably the world's most popul...

Top 10 Common Myths About Cannabis - Listverse: listverse.com

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett

Dagga Movement 4 May 2013 09:35AM         g

its just so much to read and understand, too baked are i to read.

Cannabis History - and HEBREW medicine: antiquecannabisbook.com

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett

Dagga Movement 4 May 2013 09:52AM         g

Mobile Uploads: There u go. — with Bongani Calvin Nkintsela and 23 others.

e 3 people like this - Gerd Bader, Mark Barnett, Nigel Thavarajoo

Dagga Movement 4 May 2013 09:53AM         g

Timeline Photos: via Truth Theory — with G Papie Dinber and Robert Isaacs.

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett



Dagga Movement 4 May 2013 10:31AM         g

Timeline Photos: Good morning, Sawubona, Dumelang, Kunjane, Goeiemore.

e 4 people like this - Ismael Dos Ramos, Luke Kriel, Nigel Thavarajoo, Rudy

Jansen

Dagga Movement 4 May 2013 11:47AM         g

Join if you are or would like to be a dagga grower. S.A.D.G.U

Dagga Unie van Suid Afria66 members

Dagga Union of South Africa:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/387534114693157/

e 1 person likes this - Brenden Arthur Campbell

Dagga Movement 4 May 2013 12:26PM         g

Must READ!!!

info

Retired Judge Spills the Beans: www.scribd.com

Dagga Movement 4 May 2013 12:30PM         g

Photos from Mickey Dangerez's post in Dagga Union of South Africa:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/387534114693157/

Dagga Movement 4 May 2013 12:32PM         g

I know the prizes are not big ass screen tvs or playstations etc but this is all I can afford to give away! ~

Michael (Support me)



: https://www.facebook.com/events/384371748305105/

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, John Mc Fires

Dagga Movement 4 May 2013 02:20PM         b

Here is a link to an offline version of Judge Dale's spilt beans!

Read at 75%

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B09SV4ZZhXthZ3MtdVJLQmxGXzA/edit?usp=drive_web

e 1 person likes this - David Danzinger

Dagga Movement 4 May 2013 05:36PM mobile        b

what are your plans for the evening?

f 2 comments

John Mc Fires
Hate planning in advance. Hit a few bongs then think about what i really feel like doing.

Miserable weather here today, think i'll spend the night in, listening to some favourite

music and finish off with a good documentary. Maybe not, who knows? Stay safe y'll
4 May 2013 06:05PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Space Cakes!!!!
4 May 2013 11:24PM

Dagga Movement 4 May 2013 05:52PM         d



Dagga Movement 4 May 2013 11:18PM         g

Fuck the police!

Video on South African police brutality in Vaalwater a town in South Africa in 2011.

Now just imagine what would have happened, if that was a Withe policeman...

South African Police Brutality in Vaalwater 2011: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 4 May 2013 11:40PM         g

Timeline Photos: good try buddy

P¡£ — with Johny Mnemonic.

Sunday 5 May 2013

Dagga Movement 5 May 2013 01:16AM         g

EDIT: Wrote a letter to the editor of my local newspaper on why we should end

water fluoridation in my city, you can check it out and borrow for your city he...

Fluoride Is Poison: A Quick Demo | Melissa Melton | Infowars Reporter Contest

Entry #3: www.youtube.com

Unknown > Dagga Movement 5 May 2013 02:28AM         f

Report on the Cape Town Global Cannabis March, 4th May 2013. The biggest ever march for

legalisation of Cannabis in South Africa.

ever http://mobi.enca.com/south-africa/blazing-trails-legalise-dagga

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Jason William Bennett

Dagga Movement 5 May 2013 08:05PM         g

The cannabinoid receptors are a class of cell membranereceptors under the G

protein-coupled receptor superfamily.[1][2][3] As is typical of G protein-coupled

receptors, the cannabinoid receptors contain seven transmembrane spanning



domains.[4] Cannabinoid receptors are activated by three major group...

Cannabinoid receptor - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia: en.m.wikipedia.org

e 1 person likes this - Fransa Barnard

Monday 6 May 2013

Dagga Movement 6 May 2013 07:41AM         g

Jermaine Ruiters says "This is a cover up by the police. They neglect to say that their were two other

police vehicles on the scene when the third one" apparent stable victim cop" arrived. The first to

cleared the people in the vehicle that was pull off the road but the third vehicle (cop) persisted that he

was not satisfied and continued to drag him to the third police car, telling the other police officers on

the scene that he was going to take the apparent killer to Cape Town police station for blood test after

he was told by other officers to leave it. They also had conflicting statements saying that he wanted to

stab him with a knife and then he wanted to stab him with a pair of scissors. This was MURDER

committed by the police and now they trying to cover it up and the family already have their attorney's

at work. The truth will come out dirty cops"

http://ewn.co.za/2013/05/05/Traffic-cop-kills-drunk-driver

A 22-year-old motorist has died after he was shot allegedly by a metro officer.

Traffic cop kills 'drunk' driver: ewn.co.za

Dagga Movement 6 May 2013 07:43AM         b

ok so its a new week with new stories and facts coming your way. nothing worse than having to wake

up on the monday morning, freezing your arse of while you attempt to drag yourself to the kitchen for

that cuppa coffee. the things we do. well hope this week  goes by and the weekend rolls its self upon

us all quickly.

e 1 person likes this - Danielle Webbstock

Dagga Movement 6 May 2013 07:50AM         g

thank you police for arresting another person for dagga while your desk has rape, murder and armed

robbery dockets overflowing. i feel so much safer now.

Two tons of dagga seized3 May 2013 8:21Nearly two tons of dagga were seized by

KwaZulu-Natal police in April in operations conducted on the South Africa-Lesotho

border.The 1 890kg of dagga, worth an estimated R3.8 million, was seized from

donkey trains travelling over the Ntonjelane Pass between Sou...

Two tons of dagga seized - City Press: www.citypress.co.za



e 1 person likes this - Danielle Webbstock

f 1 comment

Gerd Bader
These poor people's only cash crop.
6 May 2013 08:15AM

Dagga Movement 6 May 2013 07:54AM         g

http://www.2oceansvibe.com/2012/05/07/global-marijuana-march-takes-place-in-cape-town-over-

weekend-pics-video/

The Global Marijuana March is a yearly event embracing cannabis culture as a

personal lifestyle choice. Around 700 different cities worldwide, including Cape

Town, have signed up since 1999. This highly anticipated celebration took place

over the weekend. How did Capetonian dagga supporters celebrat...

Global Marijuana March Takes Place In Cape Town Over Weekend [PICS & VIDEO] |

2oceansvibe.com: www.2oceansvibe.com

e 2 people like this - Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli

Dagga Movement 6 May 2013 08:27AM         d
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Despite almost facing a non-event due to a missing permit, an unruly Rastafarian faction and getting no

signatures for their petition, organisers of the Global Cannabis March in Cape Town seemed happy.

The march formed part of the Canna Fest and saw a procession of about 500 weed enthusiasts and

activists march through a section of Cape Town to “celebrate global unity and support for the Cannabis

plant’s re-integration into our society”.

“It’s all about the support for the cause, and if you look around it is certainly here,” Dagga Party

president and festival organiser Jeremy Acton (48) told eNCA.com after the rally.

Acton and his team had faced a stressful night leading up to the event.

“We were told last night at about 9:30pm that the city had not emailed us the permit,” said Acton.

However after a few calls to disaster management and “heads of permits for events” the march was

back on.



“Police were informed telephonically last night and this morning that we would be permitted to

march,” said Acton.

Acton says, however, the city denied them their planned route three times and intentionally gave them

a shorter route so the march would not reach as many people.

“We applied for a certain route which all the other causes get including Aids and the gay rights

activists. What they did was squash us into the corner of the city where we couldn’t reach people,”

Acton said.

Acton, who is a farmer by trade, admitted that he failed to get any signatures for his petition to have the

Dagga Party registered officially, saying it was difficult to find members of the crowd and greater

cannabis culture that are registered voters.

“You would be lucky to find out if two percent of the people here are registered voters,” Acton said.

Despite a distinct plume of smoke hanging over much of the procession, police made no arrests on the

day. However, they claim they confiscated numerous marijuana affiliated paraphernalia.

“They (people smoking weed) just got lucky I suppose as all things go,” Warrant Officer de Villiers

from the public order police explained. “I took a pipe away from one girl, but I would say I saw no-one

smoking.” Officer De Villiers chose not to give his first name.

Although not a member of Police and Prisons Civil Rights Union (POPCRU), De Villiers did admit he

knew of their alleged support for the legalisation of marijuana, but said his opinion mattered very little

in this regard as his job is “to uphold the law no matter what”.

The crowds were requested to disperse after the march and were encouraged to attend the other

events included in the fest, for which they would need to pay. This caused some contention with

members of the Rastafarian community who expressed their concern regarding the commercialisation

of the Canna Fest and initially refused to disperse.

EWN

Global Cannabis March Cape Town 2013: Despite almost facing a non-event due to

a missing permit, an unruly Rastafarian faction and getting no signatures for their

petition, organisers of the Global Cannabis March in Cape Town seemed happy.

The march formed part of the Canna Fest and saw a procession of about 500

weed enthusiasts and activists march through a section of Cape Town to

“celebrate global unity and support for the Cannabis plant’s re-integration into our

society”.

“It’s all about the support for the cause, and if you look around it is certainly here,”

Dagga Party president and festival organiser Jeremy Acton (48) told eNCA.com

after the rally.



Acton and his team had faced a stressful night leading up to the event.

“We were told last night at about 9:30pm that the city had not emailed us the

permit,” said Acton.

However after a few calls to disaster management and “heads of permits for

events” the march was back on.

“Police were informed telephonically last night and this morning that we would be

permitted to march,” said Acton.

Acton says, however, the city denied them their planned route three times and

intentionally gave them a shorter route so the march would not reach as many

people.

“We applied for a certain route which all the other causes get including Aids and

the gay rights activists. What they did was squash us into the corner of the city

where we couldn’t reach people,” Acton said.

Acton, who is a farmer by trade, admitted that he failed to get any signatures for his

petition to have the Dagga Party registered officially, saying it was difficult to find

members of the crowd and greater cannabis culture that are registered voters.

“You would be lucky to find out if two percent of the people here are registered

voters,” Acton said.

Despite a distinct plume of smoke hanging over much of the procession, police

made no arrests on the day. However, they claim they confiscated numerous

marijuana affiliated paraphernalia.

“They (people smoking weed) just got lucky I suppose as all things go,” Warrant

Officer de Villiers from the public order police explained. “I took a pipe away from

one girl, but I would say I saw no-one smoking.” Officer De Villiers chose not to

give his first name.

Although not a member of Police and Prisons Civil Rights Union (POPCRU), De

Villiers did admit he knew of their alleged support for the legalisation of marijuana,

but said his opinion mattered very little in this regard as his job is “to uphold the

law no matter what”.

The crowds were requested to disperse after the march and were encouraged to

attend the other events included in the fest, for which they would need to pay. This

caused some contention with members of the Rastafarian community who

expressed their concern regarding the commercialisation of the Canna Fest and

initially refused to disperse.

ENCA



--------------------

CAPE TOWN - The Dagga Party of South Africa said on Saturday it wants the law

that prohibits the use of cannabis to be justified.

A large crowd of people on Saturday gathered in Cape Town to take part in 2013's

global cannabis march.

The party's Jeremy Acton said, “The march was to highlight the fact that there’s a

large sector of our society that respect the cannabis plant. We’re claiming our

rights as a culture and we’re also trying to highlight the fact that the law against

cannabis is unsubstantiated.”

The initiative was organised by the National Organisation for the Reform of

Marijuana Laws (NORML) South Africa and aims to legalise the use of the

substance.

Hundreds of Rastafarians and marijuana enthusiasts marched through the streets

of Cape Town, asking authorities to legalise the use of the drug.

The group carried banners which read “free the weed” while some tried their luck

by lighting up joints but police warned them of possible arrest.

Rastafarians said they should be allowed to smoke the wholly herb without fearing

arrest because it was part of their religion.

They said they were tired of being discriminated against and all they really want is

to practice their belief.

(Edited by Tamsin Wort) — in Cape Town.

e 2 people like this - Antonio Muller, Gerd Bader

f 1 comment

Antonio Muller
rastafari nd gunga is good 4 da human race
7 May 2013 10:50AM
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http://www.collective-evolution.com/2013/04/20/illinois-passes-medical-marijuana-bill-19th-state-t

o-do-so/



Last March, an Illinois House committee approved the use of marijuana for medical

purposes with a majority vote. The next step was to move the proposal to the

Illinois House of Representatives which succeeded with a 61-57 vote, which then

pushed the bill to the state Senate. If the bill goes into la...

Illinois Passes Medical Marijuana Bill: 19th State To Do So:

www.collective-evolution.com
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Johannesburg - Six months ago, Ashley Cerqueira was accused of having dagga in

his car. He was pulled over by officers from the Sandton police station, beaten and

pepper-sprayed. After a week-long battle during which Cerqueira claimed the

dagga had been p

Supercar crash: cop drug bribe theory: newswall.co.za
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http://abcnews.go.com/blogs/politics/2013/05/vet-says-pot-use-on-pets-could-put-off-putting-the

m-down/

(VetGuru.com) With several states deregulating marijuana in the past year, a

California veterinarian is sparking debate over whether America’s sick pets could

benefit from some bud. Doug Kramer, the pet doctor behind the Vet Guru animal

veterinary center, tells a compelling story of how his dog, Nik...

Vet Says Pot Use on Pets Could Put Off Putting Them Down: abcnews.go.com

Dagga Movement 6 May 2013 08:52AM         g

http://abcnews.go.com/US/wireStory/pot-mags-scrutinized-colo-treat-porn-19093473#.UYdTp6Kou

FQ

Marijuana magazines are under scrutiny in Colorado, where lawmakers might

require stores to put them behind the counter. The unusual provision to treat pot

magazines like pornography was considered Thursday in a Senate committee. If

approved, the provision would make Colorado the first...

Pot Mags Scrutinized in Colo.; May Treat Like Porn: abcnews.go.com
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http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-04-15/marijuana-research-funding-cut-as-support-for-drug-

grows-health.html

As more states embrace legalized marijuana, the drug’s growing medicinal use

has highlighted a disturbing fact for doctors: scant research exists to support

marijuana’s health benefits.

Marijuana Research Funding Cut as Support for Drug Grows: www.bloomberg.com
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http://www.theweedblog.com/ INTERESTING BLOGS
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http://www.theweedblog.com/ NEWS ABOUT USA WEED
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http://www.hcn.org/issues/43.13/ganjanomics-bringing-humbolts-shadow-economy-into-the-light?g

clid=CLGG3omFgbcCFTMRtAodkB0AdA

Marijuana growers and government officials in California's notorious "Emerald

Triangle" work towards legitimizing the local cash crop.

Ganjanomics: bringing Humboldt's shadow economy into the light: www.hcn.org
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GIVE THIS MAN A JOINT.

WASHINGTON (AP) — An Idaho man charged with attempting to assassinate

President Barack Obama by shooting at the White House practiced with his

weapon for six months and may have been upset about the country’s marijuana

policy, prosecutors said in…

Man Charged With Obama Assasination Attempt Was Furious Over Marijuana

Laws: talkingpointsmemo.com
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http://www.denverpost.com/breakingnews/ci_23080161/denver-police-identify-one-two-suspects-4

-20

An argument between rival gang members led to the  shooting of three people

Saturday in Civic Center Park, where tens of thousands of people had gathered for

the largest marijuana smokeout in the country, Denver police said Monday.

Denver police: 4/20 shooting followed argument between gang rivals:

www.denverpost.com
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"On 30 April and 1 May respectively two drug related arrests were made, according to Roodepoort

SAPS Spokesperson Constable Vincent Mashiteng.

On Tuesday 30 April at 3pm the police were patrolling the Roodepoort CBD when they noticed a young

male acting suspiciously and nervous in Berlandina Street. They approached the man and asked to

search him to which he agreed. They found 4.65g of dagga hidden away in his underwear. The man

was charged with possession of drugs and will appear in the Roodepoort Magistrates Court soon."

http://www.looklocal.co.za/looklocal/content/en/roodepoort/roodepoort-news-crime?oid=7365300

&sn=Detail&pid=489997&SAPS-leaves-no-stoner-unturned

e 1 person likes this - Endy Max Hlatshwayo

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
NEVER CONSENT TO A SEARCH UNLESS THEY PRODUCE A SEARCH WARRANT. KNOW

YOUR RIGHTS.
6 May 2013 12:05PM

e 1 person likes this - Endy Max Hlatshwayo
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BY GOD THIS IS KILLING AND DAMAGING OF BABIES. FUCK YOU GOVERNMENT, WERE IS OUR

PROTECTION FROM HARM.

African Centre for Biosafety (ACB) Activist Corner - Make your voice heard, sign the

petition.

ACB Activist Corner: www.acbio.org.za

e 3 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Mark Barnett
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<3 Tetrahydrocannabinol - T.H.C check us out! <3

Timeline Photos: With John O'keefe.

e 2 people like this - Joseph April, Mark Barnett
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AND HERE YOU THOUGHT YOUR SCHOOL HISTORY TEACHER TAUGHT YOU ALL THE HISTORY,

HELL WHEN YOU STONED THIS SHIT GETS INTERESTING.HUNDREDS OF UNDER WATER CITIES

HAVE BEEN LOCATED, THE QUESTION IS HOW, WHY, WHEN DID THEY ALL END UP UNDER

WATER???? 

Thonis-Heracleion, a lost city and vital port in ancient Egypt, was uncovered 30 feet

below the Aboukir Bay by a French archaeologist and his team.

Lost Underwater City Uncovered (PHOTOS) - weather.com: www.weather.com

e 1 person likes this - Peter Rieger
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WHY DO WE JUST STAND THERE DOING NOTHING? WHY???????

Timeline Photos: via Choice and Truth — with Kamran Love Etemadi.

e 1 person likes this - Kristal Kruser
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Timeline Photos: via Truth Network
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Command and control servers for FinFisher spyware which masquerades as

Firefox reportedly found in SA, but Telkom and law enforcement agencies are

mum

Government spyware servers in South Africa: Telkom, Govt mum:

mybroadband.co.za
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Timeline Photos: Look at my balls

http://vip.me/AAjkmaua1yU

Ryan ResourcebasedEconomy G > Dagga Movement 6 May 2013 02:31PM         g

Ok, i have to repost this coz it was blocked until i acknowledged the 3rd party licences.

It is now the Full Part one!!! Please Share it far and Wide!

Of course it is Bob Marley,

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sz3rBWG-0mk&list=UUGD_eMIrXmpM-f68-uFVfSA&index=1 

'Your video may include a song owned by a third party. For example, this might be a song playing in the

background or someone performing a song.

'To hear the matched song please play the video on the right. The video will play from the point where

the matched content was identified.'

The Global Cannabis march 2013: Cape Town, South Africa. On Saturday, May the

4th, a diverse group of South Africans who support the full re-legalisation of ...

Global Cannabis march 2013 Cape Town part one: www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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thought to ponder on:

if a pig stops you and finds weed on you and arrests you for possession, and confiscates your weed,



can you lay a charge of theft, keeping in mind he now has it in his possession. possession is 9/10 of the

law....... just randomly think of loop holes in the system. and even if you are arrested what proof do they

have it was found on you, as we know and its all over the media about how most cops are incapable to

do there jobs. deny deny just like the fbi, anc, da, saps... just a thought.

e 4 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, David B. Chandler Linn, David Danzinger, John Ward

f 11 comments

Jason Jay
Um no. That is why police are called the law. Denying is the way forward these days.
6 May 2013 02:59PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
i agree they are the law, but they not above the law. and i deny deny deny. lol
6 May 2013 03:04PM

e 2 people like this - David B. Chandler Linn, Endy Max Hlatshwayo

Jason Jay
Well the problem is they are given a certain amount of law. But it would be quite funny to

deny and accuse an officer of carrying zol. Just make sure all your eyes are dotted and

tees are crossed. A police officer is sadly so far from the laws these days, they are a law

unto themselves, and most believe they are above the law.
6 May 2013 03:13PM

e 1 person likes this - David B. Chandler Linn

Dagga Movement
yeah it will be the funniest thing. would be awesome though.
6 May 2013 03:21PM

David B. Chandler Linn
If they 'remove it from your person' before you are inside the jail, they cannot charge you

with possession. I've seen the pigs lose so many cases on this technicality. And also if they

transport you while your car is searched, you have to be present during a search. But

there's always the pigs that carry their 'own' so they can 'find' it on you, too. Been there,

done that, probably will again.
6 May 2013 03:25PM

e 1 person likes this - Jason Jay

David B. Chandler Linn
And to get it right, they are the enforcers of the law. The court IS the law.
6 May 2013 03:27PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
very interesting. thanks David.
6 May 2013 03:31PM

David B. Chandler Linn
Grew up in a cop family, you should hear them talk 'shop'.
6 May 2013 03:33PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement
hahaha. insider info. love it.
6 May 2013 03:42PM

David B. Chandler Linn
Oh yeah. I learned about 'drop guns' all cops carry one, make no mistake about that! They

raid the 'evidence room' alot. I could write a book on this.
6 May 2013 03:47PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Unknown
Thanks for this David. This has great potential for activism.
6 May 2013 06:12PM
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HEY GUYS WHATCHA THINK OF THE NEW SITE?!?!?!http://www.madjat.com/

Stoner stuff!!!

MADJAT THE ORIGINAL SOUTH AFRICAN HOMEGROWN!!!: www.madjat.com

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

f 2 comments

Dulcie Grossmann
Hi, is there anywhere in KwaZulu Natal where I can get Cannabis

Sativa, I suffer from Peripheral Neuropathy and done some research

and believe that the Sativa Cannabis is specifically used for nerve

damage, I suffer bad from nerve end damage in both my hands and

feet, thanks
6 May 2013 08:12PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Most weed in sa is SATIVA however locally grown cannabis has a

higher than normal CBD ratio because of the growing conditions here

in SA.

So you can toke on any cannabis. 

Please also consider eating raw cannabis. See Dr William Courtney's

work.
7 May 2013 08:32AM

e 1 person likes this - Dulcie Grossmann
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"WE DELIVER ANYWHERE IN SOUTH AFRICA  AND CAN DELIVER ANYWHERE IN THE UNIVERSE,

FAST SECURE AND DISCREET!!!" - Madjat

http://www.madjat.com/

Stoner stuff!!!

MADJAT THE ORIGINAL SOUTH AFRICAN HOMEGROWN!!!: www.madjat.com

Dagga Movement 6 May 2013 05:47PM         g

The Global Cannabis march 2013: Cape Town, South Africa. On Saturday, May the

4th, a diverse group of South Africans who support the full re-legalisation of ...

Global Cannabis march 2013 Cape Town part one: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 6 May 2013 07:35PM         g

E News would like to know... Would you legalize weed?

http://www.enca.com/opinion/discussion/would-you-legalise-weed

Would you legalise weed?: www.enca.com

Dagga Movement 6 May 2013 09:45PM         b

Stoner movie list

Fritz the Cat (1972)

The Nine Lives of Fritz the Cat (1974)

Up in Smoke (1978)

Cheech & Chong's Next Movie (1980)

Nice Dreams (1981)

Fast Times at Ridgemont High (1982)

Things Are Tough All Over (1982)

Still Smokin' (1983)



Far Out Man (1990)

Dazed and Confused (1993)

Clerks (1994)

The Stoned Age (1994)

Friday (1995)

Mallrats (1995)

Bio-Dome (1996)

Don't Be a Menace to South Central While Drinking Your Juice in the Hood (1996)

Bongwater (1997)

Half Baked (1998)

That '70s Show (1998-2006)

Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas (1998)

The Big Lebowski (1998)

Detroit Rock City (1999)

Dude, Where's My Car? (2000)

Next Friday (2000)

Saving Grace (2000)

Scary Movie (2000)

Freddy Got Fingered (2001)

How High (2001)

Lammbock (2001)

Jay and Silent Bob Strike Back (2001)

Scary Movie 2 (2001)

Super Troopers (2001)

Ali G Indahouse (2002)

Friday After Next (2002)

Rolling Kansas (2003)

Harold & Kumar Go to White Castle (2004)

Without A Paddle (2004)

Deuce Bigalow: European Gigolo (2005)

Clerks 2 (2006)

Grandma's Boy (2006)

Puff, Puff, Pass (2006)

Tenacious D in The Pick of Destiny (2006)

Super High Me (2007)

Smiley Face (2007)

Walk Hard: The Dewey Cox Story (2007)

Harold & Kumar Escape from Guantanamo Bay (2008)

Pineapple Express (2008)

Strange Wilderness (2008)

The Wackness (2008)

Extract (film) (2009)

Van Wilder: Freshman Year (2009)

Due Date (2010)

High School (2010)

Anuvahood (2011)

Bong Of The Dead (2011)



Wilfred (2011)

Your Highness (2011)

A Very Harold & Kumar Christmas (2011)

Our Idiot Brother (2011)

Ted (film) (2012)

Mac & Devin Go to High School (2012)

HIGHway (2012)

Kili Poyi (2013)

Evil Bong (2006)

Evil Bong 2 King Bong (2009)

Evil Bong 3D The Wrath of Bong (2011)

e 2 people like this - Endy Max Hlatshwayo, John Ward

f 2 comments

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
Without a paddle was gr8 damn I know quarter of those movies
6 May 2013 09:48PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

John Ward
The wackiness was dope
7 May 2013 06:03AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Tuesday 7 May 2013
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hahaha.

Steve Katz swears he didn’t know whose pot it was. Wait, uh, he was just holding

onto it for a friend. Man, this isn’t even his car! You believe him, right? Right? The

New York State Assemblyman was arrested Thursday morning, not for going 80 in

a 65 zone, but for the small baggie of weed he was all...

Anti-weed lawmaker busted for, yep, allegedly having weed: now.msn.com



e 3 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Emerald Ox, Sean Conrad

f 3 comments

Bill Hamman
LOL! But nothing will happen to him...
7 May 2013 11:52AM

Emerald Ox
Chop !!
7 May 2013 12:24PM

Sean Conrad
Sure...
9 May 2013 02:32PM
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Timeline Photos: ECOLOGICAL COLLAPSE

Global ecology is collapsing and dying as industrial economic growth destroys the

environment

More: http://ecoearth.info/ | http://twitter.com/EI_EcoNewsfeed |

http://facebook.com/EIEcoNewsfeed

e 1 person likes this - Gerd Bader

f 1 comment

Gerd Bader
We live in a time of mass extinction.50 000 species murdered and

wiped off the planet/year.Progress?
7 May 2013 08:33AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Apparently the weed is worth R50 000 per Kilogram!!!!

Durban - In the end it wasn’t worth it. rowing dagga in a secret laboratory in a

house in Durban North might have seemed like easy money, but it now means two

schoolchildren will grow up without their mother, who was one of those sent to jail

for eight years on Friday. The five Durban North dagga de...

Weed.co.za -- Cannabis South Africa | KZN drug dealers jailed: www.weed.co.za

f 3 comments



Dagga Movement
In response, Van der Veen made legal history by breaking

lawyer-client confidentiality and disclosing that his former clients had

confessed to him. He said they had refused to plead guilty, and so he

could only conduct their defence “on the basis of the interpretation of

the definitions contained in the Drugs Act”.

Judge Gregory Kruger dismissed the application and said it was not in

the interests of justice to allow them “any further opportunity of

escaping liability”.

Notice the last sentence... THINK!
7 May 2013 08:46AM

Redeye Mike
Good weed in S.A is now more expensive than in the U.k WTF!!!
7 May 2013 09:06AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
@ R50 per gram
7 May 2013 09:31AM
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http://www.thespoof.com/news/us/66880/two-nuns-arrested-for-smoking-marijuana gotta, umm,

you know, love these sisters. funny shit

Dagga Movement 7 May 2013 08:52AM         g

Johannesburg - The leader of the Dagga Party of SA hopes to have his face on the

ballot papers at next year's national elections, it was reported on Tuesday. Jeremy...

OFM | Dagga party to contest SA elections: www.ofm.co.za

e 2 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Redeye Mike

Dagga Movement 7 May 2013 09:54AM         d
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Goeie advies van Aurora Sentrum

Moenie met dagga eksperimenteer nie!!!

http://auroracentre.blogspot.com/2013/05/enkele-interessante-feite-oor-dagga.html

The SANCA Aurora Centre is registered as a non profit organisation (NPO 002-770)

and is situated in Bloemfontein in the province of the Free State. It is affiliated to

the South African National Council on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence (SANCA)

with its offices in Johannesburg.

SANCA AURORA CENTRE: Enkele interessante feite oor dagga:

auroracentre.blogspot.com
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There is a cannabis-loving tribe in Mali, West Africa called the Dogon tribe. A fairly well-documented

group, the Dogons were visited by Herodotus, a Greek traveler and chronicler, around 300 BC. He was

fortunate enough to have visited the Dogons during a year-long celebration that took place every 50

years. Explaining their celebration, the Dogons pointed to the brightest star in the Winter sky, Sirius, and

said it was the 'Two-Dog Star' and that it was the home of the 'two-dog plant', cannabis. The two-dog

plant, they said, was brought to our planet from the Goddess from the Two Dog Star. Their yearlong

celebration was in honor of that star.

All of this would be easy to dismiss if not for the fact the Dogons possessed specific knowledge about

the Sirian system for thousands of years before scientists with modern telescopes and equipment

could catch up and prove them right. The Dogons had specific knowledge about Sirius B, a white dwarf

star, which they call Po Tolo. They knew that it was white, that it was extremely small, and that its the

heaviest star in its grouping. They were able to describe its elliptical orbit with Sirius A, its 50 year orbital

period, and the fact that the star rotated on its own axis. Sirius B is invisible to the naked eye abd is so

difficult to observe, even through a telescope, no pictures were taken until 1970."

The suppression of this plant's usefulness was a key part of the 20th century agenda, along the same

lines as suppressing the work of Nikola Tesla (at least for the public).



The natural progression of technology would have given us the "world of tomorrow" but instead we got

the 20th Century.
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Timeline Photos: Ethics. Integrity. Values. Morals.  SHOUT
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Timeline Photos: We think this poster should go around the world.  Please share it

and post it on your wall now. SHOUT for the courage of those women who fight

back. SHOUT loves you. SHOUT respects you. SHOUT appreciates you. SHOUT

Dagga Movement 7 May 2013 11:08AM         g

Timeline Photos: Congratulations SHOUT is now 178,000 members  strong & is

growing at an unprecented rate. Thank you.

 Your own example of conducting yourself in an exemplary manner has resulted in

a surge of folks aligning themselves with the values for positive change.  

Keep it going. We can be the change we want to be but it begins with you & me.  

 We cannnot allow our children to inherit a morally bankrupt society riddled with

the cancer of crime & corruption. SHOUT
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Timeline Photos: A picture is worth a thousand words. Please share this

inspirational image. SHOUT

Dagga Movement 7 May 2013 11:27AM         g

At your Arraignment or Trial, the Judge will ask you if you are the named individual [ALL CAPS BIRTH

NAME] on the complaint and your natural response will be to answer in the affirmative but that is

exactly what you don’t want to do!

Remove your Birth Certificate and respond to him by stating: I am making a Special Limited

Appearance on behalf of the defendant who is right here and [hold up your Birth Certificate!]

Then state the following: As I understand this process Judge; the County Attorney [or] Police Officer has

leveled a criminal charge with the Clerk and against the Trust, using the ALL CAPS NAME that appears

on this BIRTH CERTIFICATE! The use of capital letters is dictated by the US Printing Style Manuel, which

explains how to identify a CORPORATION, The Clerk, who is the ADMINISTRATOR of the CESTA QUE

TRUST, then, appointed you Judge as the TRUSTEE for the TRUST and since neither of you can be the

BENEFICIARY, that leaves me and therefore you are MY TRUSTEE!

So as MY TRUSTEE, I instruct you to discharge this entire matter, with prejudice and award the

penalties for these crimes to be paid to me in compensation and damages for my false arrest!

The TRUSTEE Judge has no alternative but to honor your demands but you have to get this right and

act with confidence! You really need to know this information well, so that you can’t be hoodwinked or

confused by either of them! They will or may attempt to play some mind games with you if you display

any doubt; stammer of display a lack of confidence! Appearances [the pomp and majesty] of these

pseudo Courts, is totally for your benefit and is intended to invoke fear and intimidation! If you show

fear or intimidation, you get a pony ride!

http://death.za.org/2013/05/04/retired-us-judge-spills-the-beans/

There is NO Justice to be found in our current justice system as they are obligated

to enforce corporate rules and regulation called statutes based on the

presumption that you agree to their non existent contract with the South African

Corporation. [scribd id=106226872 key=key-hz34717fur0omq0r521 mo...

Retired US Judge Spills The Beans!: death.za.org
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Timeline Photos: Dont mess with this tannie, Weed.co.za .

www.weed.co.za — with Mary J Uana.

e 1 person likes this - Kirby Nel
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Timeline Photos: An oldie but still a goodie judging by how often we are sent this

image to post here :)

BUSTED !

Dagga Movement 7 May 2013 12:04PM         g

http://www.naturalnews.com/040214_seeds_European_Commission_registration.html

BREAKING: European Commission to criminalize nearly all seeds and plants not

registered with government

BREAKING: European Commission to criminalize nearly all seeds and plants not

registered with governm: www.naturalnews.com
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Please vote against this seed criminalization!

http://www.avaaz.org/en/petition/We_dont_accept_this_Let_us_keep_our_seeds_EU

The forbidden seed! How many here know that the EU is preparing legislation that

will make it illegal to grow crops that are not on a list of approved seeds? A list that

currently 60% dominated by big corporations like Monsanto, AstraZeneca, Bayer

and others? Today, there are three lists, one for pr...

We don't accept this. Let us keep our seeds EU!: www.avaaz.org

e 1 person likes this - Zar Sim
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Timeline Photos: :-D ~?~Mary — with Mary Felsman and 38 others.

Dagga Movement 7 May 2013 12:19PM         g

Profile Pictures:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=159176874094006&id=1335121233271

48&aid=38882

e 4 people like this - Dalton Tsatsawane, Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Zar Sim, ??????

???????
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Timeline Photos: With Jules Stobbs and 10 others.

e 2 people like this - Dorian Gray, Zar Sim
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Timeline Photos: Medical cannabis saved my life, Los Angeles City Council

member Bill Rosendahl. Hear his testimony

here=https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=438756189549363 — with Roots

Nolles and Lorelei Slomba.

Dagga Movement 7 May 2013 12:38PM         g

There!

Many medical marijuana opponents often cite in their opposition – with no valid

backing – that the majority of patients aren’t actually sick, and are using marijuana

“just to get high”. This is, of course, based on an assumption that they know what

someone who’s “sick” looks like, as if all ailments...

All Marijuana Use is Medicinal: thejointblog.com
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DON'T BUY A PINK RIBBON!

http://www.ihealthtube.com Dr. Leonard Coldwell explains why he thinks raising

millions of dollars for cancer research by some foundations is a hoax.

Dr. Coldwell Says Some Cancer Foundations Commit Fraud: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 7 May 2013 01:06PM         g

Hemp cures cancer!

http://www.ihealthtube.com Dr. Leonard Coldwell says hemp can cure a number

of cancers. He says it's one of the most nutritious products on the planet.

Dr. Coldwell Says Hemp Cures Cancer: www.youtube.com
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If you have children through the microwave out of the window...

WEBSITE: http://www.ihealthtube.com FACEBOOK:

http://www.facebook.com/ihealthtube Dr. Leonard Coldwell talks about the

long-term dangers of using microwave o...

Microwave Ovens Kill Food, and Eventually, YOU!: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 7 May 2013 02:12PM         g

http://australianhempparty.com/1210/cannabis-maybe-a-cure-for-epileptics

Since Today Tonight’s Queensland recent showing of Tony Bowers cannabis

tincture stopping almost immediately the epileptic fits of a 7 year old girl who had

been having fits since she was 6 weeks old, Tony and the Nimbin HEMP Embassy

have been inundated with people trying to access the medicine.

Cannabis maybe a cure for Epileptics: HEMP Party: australianhempparty.com

f 1 comment

Danielle Webbstock
Liz-anne Koller. think this could be useful/interesting!
7 May 2013 02:53PM

e 1 person likes this - Liz-anne Koller
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"They searched the house and found two bags of dagga stashed in the toilet, outside the main house.

"They loaded it on the back of the police bakkie and said they were arresting my wife. But my

sister-in-law said it belonged to her.

"They drove away with her in the direction of Fairview Mine but at a nearby bridge they stopped and

told her to get off. They instructed her to run home and hide so that no one could see that she had

been released," said Sibiya.

He said when he returned home he found her hiding inside. Mazibuko told him everything the officers

had told her.

"I then contacted the chairman of the community policing forum, Enos Fakudze, and informed him of

the incident. We then called Ndlovu, who arrived at about 13:00, accompanied by three officers. They

took statements from my family. After they had finished they drove away with Mazibuko, to the police

station, saying there was another statement that she needed to make," said Sibiya.

According to Sibiya, based on information he received from his family, three police

officers in uniform came to his house on April 23 and said they had been sent by

the station commander Col Ndlovu to search for dagga. looklocal Lowveld News is

focussed on community and local news about events, ente...

Police apparently steal suspect`s seized dagga - General | looklocal Lowveld:

www.looklocal.co.za

Wednesday 8 May 2013

Dagga Movement 8 May 2013 03:36AM         d
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Women who use synthetic marijuana during pregnancy can develop symptoms similar to those

associated with eclampsia and pre-eclampsia, according to a new study.

Although women with these serious prenatal conditions get better after delivery, researchers in

California pointed out that pregnant women with a drug problem do not.

http://www.health24.com/Parenting/Pregnancy/News/Dagga-mimics-symptoms-of-prenatal-disord

er-20130508

Using synthetic marijuana during pregnancy can lead to symptoms of eclampsia.

Dagga mimics symptoms of prenatal disorder: www.health24.com

Dagga Movement 8 May 2013 12:02PM         b

One person has the power to change it all but one person cannot do it alone.

e 6 people like this - Antonio Muller, Byrcro Walker, Dalton Tsatsawane, Lesiba Junior, Lichelle

Swanepoel, Lungi Ganjahqueen Jacobs

Dagga Movement 8 May 2013 12:28PM         b

It's time to do more...

Keep on debating... Voice our concerns but the time has come to take a bigger step.

The next step is in court...

FREE MAN LAW

For some reason all the regular pro dagga advocates are avoiding this important step.

You are educating people only on the benefits of dagga we all need to chip in and support every

person that is heading to court...

Because that is where the major problem lies.

We need to educate the people on the front line...

You are all a bunch of campers in a first person shooter hiding behind the cannon fodder (those

currently in jail).



Asking for donations / monetary support. Directly or indirectly.

This applies to all pages and organization who claim to be pro cannabis.

The people on the frontline needs the most support. 

The only thing they need is to know is that they are free on this earth and are only subject to God's law.

If you haven't yet seen this

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freemen_on_the_land

http://death.za.org/2013/05/04/retired-us-judge-spills-the-beans/ <- IMPORTANT!

http://death.za.org/2013/04/29/dean-c-clifford-q-a-regarding-law/

And haven't come to realize that the Drug & Trafficking act is violating many rights listed on the

constitution of South Africa and that the only reason you are jailed for dagga is because you consent to

their contract they have drafted up when your were born. This contract is also known as a Birth

Certificate.

Why do we need to come back to the benefits of a plant that has been proven time and time again.

We are arguing with a system that knows this already.

The people in control of government is taking your freedoms one at a time...

and all we are doing is sitting by talking about...

There are NO Criminal Laws in South Africa because Criminal Laws would imply that the Corporate

South Africa Government are Sovereign that have absolute power over all living, flesh and blood South

Africans, which of course is not true because a corporation is a fiction and therefore cannot be

sovereign. Man is Sovereign and is in control of his own destiny and one day he will finally wake up and

realize this to be true!

There is however Criminal Contracts being enforced against us and with our Consent, which are

surreptitiously called: Criminal Statutes. Our Consent has been obtained by them visa vie our silence

and failure to act or protest, which under law is defined as: Tacit Procuration.

Thats why they don't care about the dagga march and the 420 DDAY

At the end of the day when they the police violate your rights on the orders of government that person

sign admission of guilt. That person gives consent to dagga prohibition.

e 2 people like this - Antonio Muller, David Danzinger
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It's time to do more... Keep on debating... Voice our concerns but the time has come

to take a bigger step. The next step is in court... FREE MAN LAW For some reason

all the regular pro dagga advocates are avoiding this important step. You are

educating people only on the benefits of dagga we…

One small step for man one giant leap for dagga prohibition: death.za.org

Dagga Movement 8 May 2013 02:24PM         g

, algemeen bekend as dagga, is ’n plant wat wild groei, maar natuurlik ook dikwels

aangeplant word. Dit is hierdie plant se blompunte of uitloopsels wat wêreldwyd as

dwelmmiddel gerook word—in ’n pyp of as ’n gerolde sigaret. Die aktiewe

bestanddeel is tetrahidro-cannabinole.

Dagga en dwelms: mieliestronk.com

Dagga Movement 8 May 2013 02:39PM DaggaMovement        g

Daar is geen kriminele wette in Suid-Afrika nie omdat die Strafreg sou impliseer dat die korporatiewe

Suid-Afrika regering 'n soewereine regeering is wat absolute mag beklem oor alles wat leef asook

vlees en bloed Suid-Afrikaners wat heelemal onsin is want 'n korporasie is fiksie en kan dus nie

soewereine wees nie. Mens is Soewerein en is in beheer van sy eie lot en eendag sal hy uiteindelik

wakker word en dit self besef! Daar is egter Kriminele Kontrakte wat ook bekend is as Kriminele

Statutes wat op ons afgedwing word teen ons wil en wete met ons toestemming. Ons toestemming

word verkry deur (visum vie) dat ons stilbly en versuim om op te tree of te protes wat onder die wet

gedefinieer word as: Stilswyende Koppelary. Dis hoekom hulle nie omgee oor die dagga optog en die

420 Dagga Dag nie Aan die einde van die dag laat jy toe dat die polisie toe om jou regte te skend op die

bevele van die regering. Dis makliker vir daardie persoon om erkenning van skuld te teken en so gee

daardue persoon toestemming om dagga te verbod en vele ander regte te skend.

Daar is geen kriminele wette in Suid-Afrika nie omdat die Strafreg sou impliseer dat

die korporatiewe Suid-Afrika regering 'n soewereine regeering is wat absolute mag

beklem oor alles wat leef asook vlees en bloed Suid-Afrikaners wat heelemal

onsin is want 'n korporasie is fiksie en kan dus nie soew...

Daar is werklik geen kriminele wette in Suid-Afrika nie: death.za.org

e 1 person likes this - John Mc Fires

f 1 comment



Antonio Muller
rastafari .iman is benjaman aka tony van citrusdal .police ambush me

almost every night just because imake more money then there drug

dealers . .apartheid het net vir ander loop rasta in die pad en pope sien

hom stop en skud hom hy het niks want hy is consence maar die

druggies loop lag lag dan doen hulle vokkel hy kap save met sy sip

maar ons word op elke hoek en draai geover power deur men in suits

of brutality .we must call upon all rastafarians 2 come nd plan 4 a

huge big march i mean all the rastas
8 May 2013 03:04PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
In the meantime lees solank hier..

http://death.za.org/2013/05/04/retired-us-judge-spills-the

-beans/

Send dit vir almal wat jy ken... om te lees!
8 May 2013 03:17PM

e 1 person likes this - Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams

Dagga Movement
Antonio julle moet nie consent dat hulle jou search nie... 

Laat hulle doen wat hulle job se maar moet aan niks consent

nie

Onder God se law is jy aan niks guilty en is daar geen rede

hoekom hulle jou hoef te search nie jy niks verkeerd gedoen

onder judgement van god nie!

As hullle jou skud en hul kry enige iets se net vir hulle niks

nie jy teken niks.

Jy moet in die hof by jou storie staan.

Hou die page dop ek sal 'n afrikaanse weergawe van die

procedure hier post...
8 May 2013 03:16PM
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Most women in that area are abused by their children who smoke dagga.



Police have discovered that young dagga users in Kabokweni abuse their mothers.

looklocal Lowveld News is focussed on community and local news about events,

entertainment, crime, schools, & municipal issues in the Lowveld area.

Dagga use causes abuse of mothers - General | looklocal Lowveld:

www.looklocal.co.za

f 2 comments

Monica Gonsalves Borrageiro
Most probably tic...
8 May 2013 03:27PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams
na this is just propoganda being used to sideline the truth dat ganja wil

reveal the truth irrespective of who uses it!inner realities & outa

realities with no respect of persons...Read the artical carefully & one

can easily see a widespread 'epidemic' @ play in today's prohibition

era..that is the continuous oppression of woman in a Patriarchal led

paradigm/society...What so many youths are 'actin out' is,..whether

they on Tik/alcohol/cigarettes/unga, doesnt necessarily change the

symptoms of living in environments ,where woman & children are

abused openly or quietly behind close doors!If Daddy/uncle/bro/Mr

can disrespect the Equality of woman/children...then its taken as not

such a serious thing wen young 'men' play out wat they hav seen...or

is'nt it?Herb is the healin of our nation...if used with the Right intention

that is...
8 May 2013 03:54PM
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Arizona Gov. Jan Brewer has signed a bill that would allow public colleges and

universities to conduct medical marijuana research.

Brewer signs bill permitting marijuana research: www.kpho.com

Dagga Movement 8 May 2013 04:13PM         g

Some people would point out that Lauryn Hill had plenty of money, and that she could have easily

handed over her extortion fee and still be able to eat.  However, if a wealthy woman was walking down

the street and was attacked by a mugger, would people still carry that same perception?  Would

everyone condemn this person for attempting to stand up against her mugger or hide some money in

her sock?  Because Lauryn Hill, and every other person who is forced to fill out a tax form, is by

principle a victim of theft.

Thanks to a lifetime of propaganda, people will argue relentlessly that taxation is not an act of violence,



they will deny that it perpetuates a complicated form of slavery, and many times get deeply offended

when you point out the fact that it is theft.

Yet, peaceful people are taken against their will and thrown in cages every day for not paying taxes. If

this action was not carried by the state, everyone would recognize it as a violent kidnapping.  Whats

worse is the fact that if any of these people made any attempts to defend themselves on their own

property as they would against any other intruder, they would have been killed and treated as if they

were the aggressor.

http://intellihub.com/2013/05/07/lauryn-hill-jailed-over-taxes-references-slavery-in-court-statemen

t/

JG Vibes | Lauryn Hill was kidnapped by agents of the state and placed in a cage for failing to hand

over a significant amount of her income to the government.

Lauryn Hill Jailed Over Taxes, References Slavery in Court Statement: intellihub.com

e 1 person likes this - Shandrea Shanty Bees

Dagga Movement 8 May 2013 07:20PM         g

Pets sick? We have had great results with pets and cannabis oil.

http://newsfeed.time.com/2013/05/07/this-exists-medical-marijuana-for-pets/

One veterinarian says it's high time pets started using marijuana for medicinal

purposes.

This Exists: Medical Marijuana for Pets | TIME.com: newsfeed.time.com

e 1 person likes this - Kelly Wiltshire McQue

Thursday 9 May 2013

Unknown > Dagga Movement 9 May 2013 12:08AM         g

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=653623844664884&set=a.389559974404607.113315.14456

5378904069&type=1&theater

Timeline Photos: THE (LEGALISE) DAGGA PARTY prepares for the elections. MARK

WIGGETT records the minutes.

[more cartoons on www.facebook.com/africartoons] — with ZOL and 13 others.

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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We believe that the perpetrators are driven by woonga, dagga and other drugs to commit these

heinous crimes,” said Madlala.

http://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/News/Gran-71-shot-dead-in-bed-by-robbers-20130509

A KwaZulu-Natal woman has been shot dead in bed by robbers, who broke into

the room she was sharing with her disabled son and two grandchildren.

Gran, 71, shot dead in bed by robbers: www.news24.com

Dagga Movement 9 May 2013 10:52AM         d
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Meir Medical Center in Kfar Saba, Israel is recruiting Crohn's Disease sufferers for a

study on the ability of cannabis to treat the inflammatory bowel disease. According

to the U.S. National Institutes of Health's ClinicalTrials.gov, researchers with Meir

are currently recruiting participants for p...

Gut Feeling: Pot Eases Crohn's Disease: www.eastbayexpress.com

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
that is great shell lee. how do u madicate.
9 May 2013 05:07PM

Dagga Movement 9 May 2013 11:22AM         b

http://www.iol.co.za/news/crime-courts/man-caught-with-10kg-dagga-1.1512926#.UYtq46IhrI4
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Maybe we should use this advice... :D We already are!

Ironically, when you stop paying attention to someone,

that's when they start to notice you.

Strange but true facts:

https://www.facebook.com/factrange/posts/155939461250157

Dagga Movement 9 May 2013 12:18PM DaggaMovement        g



As Public Servants, or Peace Officers, remember firstly that you are all human

beings part of the human family. Your Service is one of the most noble and selfless

occupations in society, defending civil liberties and securing the safety of fellow

citizens. However there will be times when you as an…

This is a call to all police officers and all individuals in the security services and the

army.: death.za.org

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
"As Public Servants, or Peace Officers, remember firstly that you are

all human beings part of the human family. Your Service is one of the

most noble and selfless occupations in society, defending civil

liberties and securing the safety of fellow citizens.

However there will be times when you as an Individual will have to

uphold your Oath of Honor and consider which side to take when it

comes to “Protecting and Serving”…

In Truth, The Constitution of South Africa was written by The People

for The People, and so it shall remain independently of any political,

social or economical changes or pressure.

In such times, you the Individual behind the Uniform, shall have the

discernment to realize that the police department or the security

forces can become subject to exploitation by the unlawful corporate

governments to keep the people enslaved and keep limiting their

human rights.

We Urge all those in the police and the army – please become PEACE

officers of the people – not policy enforcement agents for corrupt

government and the banksters that keep them in power.

The Decision is yours; either you will continue to be the instruments of

oppression against your own people or it is time for you to join the

human family against the tyranny of unlawful corporate

governments."
9 May 2013 12:20PM
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*LIMITATION OF RIGHTS*

None of the rights enshrined in the Constitution are absolute. All such rights are subject to limitation

provided that there is compliance with the limitations clause. Section 36 of the Constitution provides:



36 (1) The rights in the Bill of Rights may be limited only in terms of law of general application to the

extent that the limitation is reasonable and justifiable in an open and democratic society based on

human dignity, equality and freedom, taking into account all relevant factors including -

(a) the nature of the right;

(b) the importance of the purpose of the limitation;

(c) the nature and extent of the limitation;

(d) the relation between the limitation and its purpose;

(e) less restrictive means to achieve the purpose.

(2) Except as provided in sub-section (1) or in any other provision of the Constitution, no law may limit

any right entrenched in the Bill of Rights.

e 1 person likes this - Phillip Vaillancourt

Dagga Movement 9 May 2013 03:16PM         g

Photos of The Dagga Couple: "Green day" - Front page of The Peoples Post - a

weekly bulletin delivered in the Southern Suburbs of Cape Town, a paper which

normally publishes Dagga arrests made by SAPS.

The reporting this time was factual and unbiased.

e 4 people like this - Bill Hamman, Byrcro Walker, Dagga Movement, Redeye

Mike
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Interesting Hemp Fact:

Did you know that it was legal to pay taxes with hemp in America from 1631 until

the early 1800s. 

#LoveHemp!

Hemporium SA:

https://www.facebook.com/HemporiumSA/posts/461978440556544

e 1 person likes this - Helen Richter
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Mobile Uploads:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=144853474026&id=786999026&aid=1

43039

e 1 person likes this - Amy Rose
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The game is an illusion, just step out of it, as you would when a child throws a tantrum. Don’t battle

with the child; don’t reward bad behaviour.

e 3 people like this - Fransa Barnard, Helen Richter, Tyler Muller

f 7 comments

Antonio Muller
just got arrested but released again. 4 a .7 gram they want me 2 pay R100 .i call on angton

2 help us rastas
9 May 2013 04:58PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Do not pay R100 when you do you are given a criminal record...

Read this information from end to end

http://death.za.org/2013/05/04/retired-us-judge-spills-the-beans/
9 May 2013 05:23PM

Antonio Muller
but its done paid.we must do something about the police giving rastafarians a

criminal rekord  be cause gunga is our life. it brings me at peace nd let me serve

the nation .they caught me with a small 1 blader worth of gunja .i mean it is in

sane .i my self 4 the tribe of benjahman would like 2 meet with mr.angton .he can

contact me on 0766864045 my name is tony aka benjie im a gunja seller .pls 
9 May 2013 06:01PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
not to sure what the law currently states. but as i remember anything above a 0.2 gram 

allows the to arrest.
9 May 2013 05:00PM

Dagga Movement
id love to hear the full story.
9 May 2013 05:01PM



Dagga Movement
hope u never paid
9 May 2013 05:02PM

Antonio Muller
there scale shows just 7
9 May 2013 06:04PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
save the ppl save the herb. it is all our right that are getting violated by an illegal law. 
9 May 2013 06:05PM

Antonio Muller
we must call onto all rastafarians in western cape 2 march 4 our right 2 practice the livity

nd legalize the herb .we must do it every saterday starting june we must take steps please

just remember 1small rizzla blader worth of gunja they the police gave me a rekord 
9 May 2013 06:16PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 9 May 2013 07:10PM mobile        b

ladies an gentlemen. sap capture you with ur herb. what to do. KEEP YOUR MOURH SHUT. DO NOT

ADMIT GUILT AND DO NOT PAY ANY AMOUNT. AS PAYMENT IS CALLED ADMISSION OF GUILT. IF

YOU PAY U ARE SCREWED

e 5 people like this - Brian Zaito Modiba, Daniel Masters, Hailey MadScientist Bunge, Helen Richter,

Jason William Bennett

Friday 10 May 2013

Dagga Movement 10 May 2013 07:07AM         d
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Timeline Photos: Mark Zuckerberg is watching you.

e 1 person likes this - Gerd Bader

f 3 comments

Hanko Tunkuruchu
Although this page post good things, I think you guys need to provide

us with more proof when you make statements like this. =]
10 May 2013 07:27AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
lol we've been asking the government the same thing about

dagga prohibition and you know what we didn't even get a

reply...

~ Michael
10 May 2013 08:26AM

Dagga Movement
I'm not sure on Facebook and Google technology but I think

what they mean in essence is that all external link that you

click on within Facebook and all external websites that utilize

the Facebook API means that Facebook is tracking you.



~ Michael

10 May 2013 08:31AM

Gerd Bader
the us gov is doing lots more,specially withe patriot

act.Supersurveilance
10 May 2013 08:01AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
If you use chrome you are tracked by google. If you don't have an

updated version of Eset Nod32 and Malwarebytes Anti Malware you

are being tracked by every spyware imagineable and the best thing is

all you have to do to land in this situation is click on the wrong url and

the best is you will not even know if you have clicked on a spyware

link.

If you have java enabled then you are fucked. Please see the recent

commotion about all the security holes in Java...

~ Michael
10 May 2013 08:29AM
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Jeremy Acton believes his community-oriented approach will take the Dagga Party

to new highs.

Dagga Party: Eight joints a day for Cape politician: za.news.yahoo.com

e 2 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Rubin Willemse

Dagga Movement 10 May 2013 08:47AM         g

If police officers are willing to do privates for R1000 a day what the fuck do you think happens to the

DAGGA they confiscate with a street value of R55000 per Kilogram?

EWN has established that moonlighting is quite normal for officers who want to

make extra money.

Moonlighting common practice for cops: ewn.co.za

f 1 comment



Dagga Movement
SAPS are becoming the drug barrons of South Africa...
10 May 2013 08:49AM
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SAPS are the drug barons of South Africa...

e 1 person likes this - John Ward

Deon Nel > Dagga Movement 10 May 2013 09:02AM         f

Sceletium/kanna works synergistically with medical marijuana to aid in the enhancement of both body

and mind. It works just as well for recreational users

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

f 3 comments

Dagga Movement
How does one use kanna? Do you smoke the flower petals? Which part of the plant. Do

you cure it the same way as cannabis?
10 May 2013 07:09PM

Deon Nel
the plants is fermented and then dried out and made into a powder and threw other

processes it is made into a extract,the plant alone doesn't do anything until its

fermented.although its one plant the different extracts have different effects and taking it

as a tincher or orally,smoked ,snuff or eaten can give u different effects also depending on

the differerent strengths,best way to discribe is a self regulating medicine with mental

health benifits. it can be used recreationialy and still give the benifits.very much a you

would discribe weed
10 May 2013 07:33PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Where can we buy Kanna powder?

Also do you know if Acacia Confusa is legal in South Africa and is it available?
11 May 2013 12:52AM

Deon Nel > Dagga Movement 10 May 2013 09:05AM         f

We need people 2 stop thinking that ganja is a drug but 2 look @it as a plant.Keep it up guys keep the

fight alive

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Tommie le Roux
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Legal personality (also artificial personality, juridical personality, legal entity and

juristic personality) is the characteristic of a non-living entity regarded by law to

have the status of personhood.

Legal personality - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia: en.wikipedia.org

Dagga Movement 10 May 2013 01:35PM DaggaMovement        g

Three simple steps to eradicating any problem humanity faces on earth... 1. Remove the monetary

system. 2. Educate people with the truth. 3. If problem still exists go back to No. 1

Three simple steps to eradicating any problem humanity faces on earth... 1.

Remove the monetary system. 2. Educate people with the truth. 3. If problem still

exists go back to No. 1

Three simple steps to eradicating any problem humanity faces on earth:

death.za.org

e 1 person likes this - Arthur Charles Mitton

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
Just another realization....

The main reason why dagga is prohibited by the corporate

government is because they are losing centillions of Rands to the

public who sell dagga for money.

All the money that people spend on this nontaxable plant is then

partially lost however the reserve bank remains the owner of the

currency and therefor it doesn't matter who holds onto the note it is

always owed to someone by someone...

You might have the money in your possession but it never really

belongs to you...
10 May 2013 01:43PM

e 1 person likes this - Arthur Charles Mitton

Dagga Movement 10 May 2013 01:58PM         g

What dafuq? Some of the comments on this Youtube video suggests that this constable is also a

prostitute?



"everyone has their price"

Waarskuwing: Grafiesie materiaal

Wat maak konstabel daar? (Waarskuwing: Grafiesie materiaal): www.youtube.com
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A policeman filmed taking a bribe and a policewoman caught on camera performing a sexual act will

be suspended, Gauteng police said on Friday.

 

"The content of the video is very disturbing and has warranted the management to take immediate

action in terms of the SA Police Service [SAPS] disciplinary code," said Brigadier Neville Malila.

 

"Internal disciplinary processes are underway, as prescribed by the regulations and policies of the

SAPS.

 

"Notices of suspension will be served on the officers today [Friday]," he said.

 

The video was recorded in a parking lot near the East Rand Mall, in Boksburg, at 3am on Saturday,

Beeld reported. A copy was sent to the police on Thursday.

According to the newspaper, the 20 minute video shows a Boksburg North police station vehicle drive

into the parking lot, followed by a BMW.

 

A uniformed policewoman gets out of the BMW, followed by the driver.

 

The policeman reportedly climbs out of the police vehicle and waits for the driver to withdraw money

from a nearby Absa ATM. The man hands bank-notes to the policeman.

 

Beeld reported that the policeman is shown driving out of the parking lot and stopping at the roadside.

 

In the parking lot, the policewoman talks to the motorist, then helps him unzip his trousers and

performs a sexual act on him.

 

He then gives her money, after which she runs across the parking lot to the waiting police vehicle.

 

According to the newspaper, the motorist watches them leave, zips up his pants and drives off in the

opposite direction.

 

Gauteng provincial commissioner Lt-General Mzwandile Petros said there was no space for corrupt

police officials in the service and they would be arrested without hesitation.

 

"The message was clear since 2010: if you are corrupt, leave the service or you will be arrested, but



leaving the service will also not stop us from arresting you."

 

Petros said since September 2010 more than 990 police officers had been arrested for corruption and

other related crimes in the province, and that 469 members had been dismissed over the same period.

http://www.jacarandafm.com/post/filmed-officers-suspended/

A policeman filmed taking a bribe and a policewoman caught on camera

performing a sexual act will be suspended, Gauteng police said on Friday.

Filmed officers suspended: www.jacarandafm.com

e 1 person likes this - Ivan Schoultz

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
Funny when officers violate the laws they protect they are suspended

when the public do this they are arrested!
10 May 2013 02:51PM
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Timeline Photos: Medical Marijuana And Autism

Gaining Popularity among Autistic Patients, the real Marijuana benefits are

uncovered as well.

Seeing that Autism becomes more common in the United States, there is an

increasing need for alternative treatments. At present physician prescribed drugs

simply do not work for some, and more parents have been turning to medical

marijuana to ease their children’s symptoms from autism.

Report says that American and European researchers have found that rising natural

marijuana-like chemicals in the brain may facilitate correct behavioral issues

related to autism. The best part is that autism patients are seeing a continuous

improvement as they use marijuana, sources say.

http://www.herbalmission.org/medical-marijuana/cannabis-relieves-autism/

www.cannabisforautism.wordpress.com

Dagga Movement 10 May 2013 02:26PM         b

Rondkyk Rothmans a.k.a Dagga veroorsaak nie paranoia nie die prohibition veroorsaak paranioa!
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Come one come all... spread your seeds of love...

I have this special cool idea thats gonna manifest into a forest of as much

smokable ganga as humanly possible.

Everytime you purchase a bankie of your favourite green stuff, keep the seeds - Do

Not ...25 members

Plant them seeds all over: https://www.facebook.com/groups/213095175210/

e 1 person likes this - Redeye Mike

Imraan Samuels > Dagga Movement 10 May 2013 03:52PM         f

You guys are fucking awesome!  

With the information age also came the overwhelming amount of different 'truths' that often conflict

with each other and often caused me to feel isolated and lose hope quickly as I pursued the truth and

tried to get my version of the truth across to make a difference.  As I discovered more though I realised

that it was all for the same cause, that some of it works, that some of it works better than others, and

that some of it doesn't work at all.  I'm glad to have finally found a group of people whose truths match

up to the truths I've come to, and who are bringing it out in a practical way that the masses can use to

help change the world right now.  

Much Respect and Love to you guys

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, Gerd Bader, Tommie le Roux

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
:D 

This is the awesomest message we've ever received thank you!!!

This page is open... We post what we feel is needed to be seen by every person on this

planet...

It's no longer just about the smoking of dagga and this is one of the biggest hurdles in this

revolution.

The prohibitionist believe that we only want it freed so we can smoke it like if that is the

only reason...

Something I personally come across is people believe that life is what it is. Set in stone.

End of story.



Especially regarding money. People believe there is no alternative to money and that the

people dying all over the world from something from a stupid man made tragedy called

poverty is just the way life is!

How tragic and mindless do you have to be?!

And then top it off with there is nothing I can do about it.

What I say is ask questions. Why this why that. Why cannot it be like this or that...

When you find the most awesomest & most beautiful resolution that is the answer and

anything else is invalid!

10 May 2013 07:08PM

e 1 person likes this - Imraan Samuels
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Q. How do you know when your a

pothead?

A. You've studied for a urine test for

5 days

Dagga boom philosophies:

https://www.facebook.com/DaggaBoomPhilosophies/posts/553710261345971
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Timeline Photos: Brave little Mykayla. You can see how she's doing here

http://ow.ly/kQHix

Dagga Movement 10 May 2013 04:31PM         b

The cops do not understand any law-related concepts. They do not understand what jurisdiction is

amongst other things, so explaining yourself to them is useless. just don't give them a reason to arrest

you.

e 1 person likes this - Danino Green

f 3 comments



Jeremy David Acton
Their job is ONLY to book you. Never waste ant time talking issues and law to the cops.

Save it for the courts.
10 May 2013 06:15PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Jeremy David Acton
....and the respect you give is more or less equal to the respect you get.
10 May 2013 06:15PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
(Y)
10 May 2013 07:20PM
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I'm a dagga puffer only at the moment could someone tell me what dafuq is the green jointy looking

things? (Top Half) Is that nyaope? Out of a 1000 arrest 1 is for hard drugs and 999 is for dagga!

We need to free dagga users!

Timeline Photos: Man arrested for R142 575 worth of drugs

Full Website link: http://bit.ly/10fOFN4

Mobile link: http://bit.ly/17QSQRM

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
And what is that yellow stuff?
10 May 2013 06:19PM

Danino Green
such a pity that for most people, its from places like these they have

to get their herbs from.
10 May 2013 06:51PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Exactly the gateway is not the plant but the market!
10 May 2013 07:20PM
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I am upset that people can get drunk over weekends and be morally irresponsible but there is no place

for dagga smokers in this country!

Why do we need to buy products from a shady character when the US have had dispensaries for many

years that cater to their dagga users...

We are being let down by government and being defrauded by Dischem who can legally import

Marinol and sell this dagga extract to people for R1200 when it can easily grow in your back garden...

We are even jailed and I know I am morally more respectable than most drunkards!

I know you still believe what has been taught to you by the government to your parents and then unto

you.

I would just like to say that the government has been lying to you and everyone else.

Alcohol and beer is a drug. Dagga is a harmless plant and is the most important vegetable on the plant.

It is a dietary essential.

Dagga is a healthy lifestyle not a drug.

Dagga is a way of life not a crime.

I have been smoking dagga constantly by choice as a chain tobacco smoker for over 4 years and I am

so healthy because I put dagga in chicken soup and it cookies and muffins and cupcakes.

I haven't been sick and or had to visit my GP in over 4 years. I don't think he would be able to remember

my face but I still remember his.

Brave Mykayla has been cured with medical dagga oil.

Gerd Bader find phenomenal relief and benefit from dagga.

I and many of the honest, open, loving and decent dagga users like myself and the whole Dagga

Movement (South African Cannabis Culture) know that jailing people for dagga is wrong. Not providing

medicinal dagga to patients is a HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATION in it's own right but a heinous crime!

We also believe the end of dagga prohibition will:

- bring down our road death toll attributed to alcohol

- put the power in the people's hands to enforce that dagga not be glamorized not to be sold to

children. Did you know that in the Western Cape 45% of the school children smoke dagga!!! This all

while it's illegal proves that the prohibition and stigma around dagga entices school children to smoke.

We need to teach them the truth!



My mom has cancer she declined chemo which is legal and kills 90% of patients and is left stranded as

she doesn't have access to medical dagga.

So why is it right for Dischem to sell a the only part of the plant that is in fact intoxicating at extorted

pricing but we cannot grow or consume this privately? 

Since when do companies have more human rights than an actual human being?

You cannot overdose on dagga but you can overdose on alcohol, coffee and believe it or not water.

Till date there hasn't been one fatality attributed to dagga.

The only reason why dagga is illegal is because the alcohol, tobacco, cotton, pharmaceutical, oil and

many other industries benefit only because of the prohibition on dagga.

We can sustainability move to industrial dagga bio diesel. The planting of crops counter act the co2

emission because unlike dead oil the industrial dagga bio diesel starts as a from a seed and becomes a

living co2 breathing wonder plant! 

We can end world hunger with dagga seeds! We can make gruel, a jungle oats cereal, and hemp milk

by grounding dagga seeds with water! 

Remember it will never be the same as diary but to the people dying famine around the world who

barely knows dairy it would be heaven. 

All they needs is the knowledge and the seeds! The only bad thing about dagga is the law!!!

Peanut allergies causes countless deaths every year I see nobody educating the children about the

danger.

Tobacco kills 44000 South Africans yearly but they area allowed the choice?

Some parents allow their children to smoke tobacco!

Dagga does not cause cancer it has anti cancer properties. Dagga cause apotheosis in cancer cells.

It’s time to do more…

Keep on debating… Voice our concerns but the time has come to take a bigger step.

The next step is in court…

FREE MAN LAW

For some reason all the regular pro dagga advocates are avoiding this important step.

You are educating people only on the benefits of dagga we all need to chip in and support every



person that is heading to court…

Because that is where the major problem lies.

We need to educate the people on the front line…

You are all a bunch of campers in a first person shooter hiding behind the cannon fodder (those

currently in jail).

Asking for donations / monetary support. Directly or indirectly.

This applies to all pages and organization who claim to be pro cannabis.

The people on the frontline needs the most support.

The only thing they need is to know is that they are free on this earth and are only subject to God’s law.

And haven’t come to realize that the Drug & Trafficking act is violating many rights listed on the

constitution of South Africa and that the only reason you are jailed for dagga is because you consent to

their contract they have drafted up when your were born. This contract is also known as a Birth

Certificate.

Why do we need to come back to the benefits of a plant that has been proven time and time again.

We are arguing with a system that knows this already.

The people in control of government is taking your freedoms one at a time…

and all we are doing is sitting by talking about it…

There are NO Criminal Laws in South Africa because Criminal Laws would imply that the Corporate

South Africa Government are Sovereign that have absolute power over all living, flesh and blood South

Africans, which of course is not true because a corporation is a fiction and therefore cannot be

sovereign. Man is Sovereign and is in control of his own destiny and one day he will finally wake up and

realize this to be true!

There is however Criminal Contracts being enforced against us and with our Consent, which are

surreptitiously called: Criminal Statutes. Our Consent has been obtained by them visa vie our silence

and failure to act or protest, which under law is defined as: Tacit Procuration.

Thats why they don’t care about the dagga march and the 420 DDAY

At the end of the day when they the police violate your rights on the orders of government that person

sign admission of guilt. That person gives consent to dagga prohibition.

Three simple steps to eradicating any problem humanity faces on earth…



1. Remove the monetary system.

2. Educate people with the truth.

3. If problem still exists go back to No. 1

Thank you for allowing me to express myself.

Please see all the resources attached below.

Come people let's support consumer voice, this is a meduim were we can voice

our complaints, and share good experiences and make comparrences. Let's make

this the page were the supplier would want to talk to us, because by posting a

comment or a complain on the suppliers web page is like doing nothing. Like i said

earlier lets do something, why not start here? Make consumer voice yours, the

owner of this south african page did all this for us as a consumer to lift our vouces

up and make it count. Let's support this south african innitiative and make it work

for us. (ONE VOICE IS NOTHING BUT A MILLION CAN CHANGE THE WORLD

VIEW).

Consumer Voice:

https://www.facebook.com/GlobalConsumerVoice/posts/449811118439884

e 2 people like this - Danino Green, Nkululeko Ed Mlenze

Dagga Movement 10 May 2013 06:56PM         b

If we were to use dagga bio fuel. We would ultimately be burning the plant creating co2 emission that

is used by the plant to cultivate the plant.

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
If we use Dagga Bio Diesel, Dagga would be the water cycle to our fuel supply!

Why is this ignored?!
10 May 2013 07:19PM
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Demand alternatives! Ask questions. Why this? why that? Why cannot it be like this or be like that...

When you find the most awesomest & most beautiful resolution that is the answer and anything else is

invalid!



Dagga Movement 10 May 2013 07:15PM         b

If we use Dagga Bio Diesel, Dagga would be the water cycle to our fuel supply!

Why is this ignored?!

e 2 people like this - John Ward, Thato Oa Maleka

Dagga Movement 10 May 2013 09:40PM         b

We are not only spinning at 1666 km/h whilst travelling at 107 278.87 km/h around the sun but our

solar system are also rotating around this galaxy's core at 675 000 km/h whilst all this the galaxy

travels at 3 600 000 km/h essentially we are hurling through space at 4.4 million km/h and it feels like

we are standing still...

Where are we heading?

e 1 person likes this - Peter Rieger

f 1 comment

Unknown
towards legalize of the Cannabis Planet.
11 May 2013 11:44PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Pick n Pay claims GMO is totally safe! Ironically when a corporation provides misinformation it's seen as

fact but when a medical dagga patient gives a testimonial it's overlooked.

GMO is a real danger and we need to address the issue!

The only way that we are to beat them is boycott all GMO products some of the page's fans are eating

corn chips and sweet corn as we speak... if they GMO they will make GMO

Keen to understand food’s journey from farm to fork, and the health implications?

We give you the lowdown on genetic modification. Pick n Pay, Inspired by you. Get

the latest News and Information of Pick n Pay

The truth about GM food - Pick n Pay News - Pick n Pay: www.picknpay.co.za

e 2 people like this - Peter Rieger, Ursula Peuckert

f 3 comments

Kelly Wiltshire McQue
This is what I wrote....please share if you agree. 



Good day, 

I have just read your write up on your website about your Genetically

Modified (GM) corn. As you are aware, you have given an extremely

biased report. You attest that "...all GM foods are thoroughly assessed

to ensure that they’re safe to eat." How are you able to make this

statement?

Firstly, a recent study found that rats eating GM corn were at higher

risk of contracting cancer tumours. The study concluded that,GM corn

"Can't be regarded as safe". 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2236219/GM-corn-v

ariety-regarded-safe-Dr-Gilles-Eric-S-ralini-hits-critics.html ) 

Thirdly, GM corn has been linked to increased instances of obesity

because it's so disruptive to internal organs. 

(

http://naturalsociety.com/monsantos-gmo-corn-contributing-to-wei

ght-gain-disrupts-organs/ ) (

http://articles.latimes.com/2012/sep/20/science/la-sci-gmo-food-s

tudy-20120920 

Lastly, your claim that the use of pesticides is reduced in GM foods is

also false. Recents studies have shown that quite the opposite is true

and that GM crops actually increase pesticide use.

(

http://earthopensource.org/index.php/5-gm-crops-impacts-on-the-

farm-and-environment/5-2-myth-gm-crops-decrease-pesticide-use

)

And even more disturbingly, toxic pesticides from GM food crops

have now been found in unborn babies.

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/health/healthnews/8525165/Toxic-pest

icides-from-GM-food-crops-found-in-unborn-babies.html

I find it absolutely shameful that you have chosen money and profit

over the well being of your customers. As a food outlet it should be

your HIGHEST priority to ensure your customers are being fed food

that is safe to eat. 

Corn is a staple food of our nation and the majority of citizens depend

almost entirely on corn products to survive. You are feeding them

harmful substances that will contribute negatively towards their

health and then perpetuating the lie by marketing it as though it's



actually a good thing. 

Already Germany and Russia have banned imports of GM corn while

Hungary has actively destroyed all GM corn crops. Peru and

Switzerland have banned all GM foods outright. 

The fact that you mention none of this is disturbing and disgusting.

You have an obligation to tell both sides of the story, which also

includes mass death of our bees and;

(

http://www.globalresearch.ca/death-of-the-bees-genetically-modifi

ed-crops-and-the-decline-of-bee-colonies-in-north-america/25950 )

The systematic theft of third world farmlands and debt-enslavement

of their farmers.

;(

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1082559/The-GM-genocid

e-Thousands-Indian-farmers-committing-suicide-using-genetically-

modified-crops.html ) 

I will be sharing this message with all my friends in the hopes that

together we can persuade you to be more honest about the poisons

you are selling us as "food". 

Yours Sincerely, 

Kelly McQue

11 May 2013 12:05PM

Dagga Movement
love you kelly thanks. i myself will be recieving an email from them. as

i had bombed the p np fbook page. if they reply pleasr post it so we

can compare the emails and see what our next step can be. thanks
11 May 2013 12:18PM

Kelly Wiltshire McQue
Will do ;)
11 May 2013 12:20PM

Dagga Movement 10 May 2013 10:08PM         b

We first need to make peace with nature in order for us to move forward...



Plants breath co2. They use as much as you can produce with them. Dagga's grow cycle is 4 months.

Therefore The co2 created with dagga bio diesel is recycled by the new crops. Also take into

consideration not all crops are used for dagga bio diesel. Therefor the total crops will always exceed

the crops for bio diesel.

Which gives dagga bio diesel a negative carbon footprint.

e 1 person likes this - Endy Max Hlatshwayo

f 1 comment

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
#true
10 May 2013 10:14PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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So we aren't paying enough for water? I thought the constitution of South Africa states that everybody

has the right to access of water. I don't see any mention of a monetary reward for water in there

somewhere? Oh I forgot Nestle CEO tells the world that water isn't a basic human right but a product to

sell for profit only!

Would a country-wide increase in price really work to save our precious water

resources? Tune into WWF-SA and SAfm's next Decisive Debate to find out. 

Decisive Debates: 'We are not paying enough for water': www.wwf.org.za

Dagga Movement 10 May 2013 10:33PM         g

Timeline Photos: LIKE if you remember this awesome scene from Pineapple

Express! — with Urzua Bravo Walone and 5 others.

Dagga Movement 10 May 2013 11:09PM         g

Employ Amplats laid of workers as Hemp Farmers... Change the world!

So all you do, is take a box of Angel Food Cake mix (just the contents of the box, no

need to follow the directions on the box), and combine it with a 20 ounce can of

crushed pineapple in its own juice. (No need to use a mixer, just stir it by hand)

When you do this, something magical happens. The mixture starts to froth and it

turns into an amazingly airy, fluffy bowl of deliciousness right before your eyes.

Once it's all mixed up, simply pour it into a 9 x 13 baking dish and bake it at 350 deg



Timeline Photos: Like if you love Hemp! — with Kevin Gnome.
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"The final bill as passed allowed the sale without a prescription so long as the purpose to which it was

issued and name and address of the buyer was recorded, and in addition, all packaging of such

substances — whether sold with a prescription or not — had to have the label "poison" on them in

uppercase red letters. In 1862, the section which enumerated the substances was repealed with an

amendatory act, though cannabis was still required to be labeled.[7]

In some states where poison laws excluded cannabis, there were nonetheless attempts to include it. A

bill introduced in 1880 in the California state legislature was titled 'An act to regulate the sale of opium

and other narcotic poisons' and would have prohibited anyone to keep, sell, furnish, or give away any

"preparations or mixtures made or prepared from opium, hemp, or other narcotic drugs" without a

doctor's prescription at a licensed store. That bill was withdrawn in favor of one specifically aimed at

opium, though further bills including hemp-based drugs were introduced in 1885 and in 1889.[3]"

"As early as 1853, recreational cannabis was listed as a "fashionable narcotic".[8] By the 1880s,

oriental-style hashish parlors were flourishing alongside opium dens, to the point that one could be

found in every major city on the east coast. It was estimated there were around 500 such

establishments in New York City alone.[9] An article in Harper’s Magazine (1883), attributed to Harry

Hubbell Kane, describes a hashish-house in New York frequented by a large clientele, including males

and females of "the better classes," and further talks about parlors in Boston, Philadelphia and

Chicago.[3] Hemp cigarettes were reported to be used by Mexican soldiers early as 1874.[10]"

The legal history of cannabis in the United States relates to the regulation of

marijuana use for medical or recreational purposes in the United States.

Regulations and restrictions on the sale of Cannabis sativa as a drug began as early

as 1619. Increased restrictions and labeling of cannabis as a…

Legal history of cannabis in the United States - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia:

en.wikipedia.org

Dagga Movement 10 May 2013 11:24PM         b

In 1880 some idiot thought he was being a smart ass labelling dagga as a poison...

Not realizing tobacco was also a poison.

133 years later alcohol which is in fact diluted poison is unlabelled and acquired without prescription...

Don't you think if they want you to first have a prescription for medical dagga they should also have

persons get prescriptions for the use of alcohol?

e 3 people like this - Gerd Bader, Peter Rieger, Thato Oa Maleka



f 1 comment

Sarah Jane Bow
YES! 65 percent of all car accidents are caused from alcohol consumption.
11 May 2013 12:23AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Saturday 11 May 2013

Dagga Movement 11 May 2013 12:24AM         d
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Jeremy Acton of Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa needs another 200 people to give

signatures in order to get his party registered for next year's elections. Can we please help him out? He

is already 3/5ths of the way there and even if you don't personally intend on voting for the Dagga Party

come election time next year at least it will be a bit of a spanner in the works of the political scene to

get a party with dagga legalisation as its sole mandate. Let's set the fox loose among the chickens. -

Alexander Dowding

How many people in Kimberley is willing to sign? Inbox me if you would like to keep it private. Nobody

needs to know even if I have to let you sign individually. 

I personally believe that the Dagga Party can give the power of government back to the people.

Poverty is a man made tragedy. Industrial Hemp can change this face of this planet. We could all be

responsible for the first step in the right direction.

South Africa is divided between the ANC and the DA both parties are not worth your vote in 2014



The reasons: 1. Industrial Hemp Bio Fuel and Medical Cannabis is not even on their priority. 2. If they

were for the people they would not have allowed the reserve bank and international banking cartels to

rob this country blind.

This is my personal opinion and is not necessarily endorsed by or the views of any other parties

associated in this post.

http://mg.co.za/article/2013-05-10-00-dagga-party-eight-joints-a-day-for-cape-politician

Jeremy Acton believes his community-oriented approach will take the Dagga Party

to new highs.

Dagga Party: Eight joints a day for Cape politician: mg.co.za

e 2 people like this - Mark Barnett, Nonelela Alex Gqwabaza

f 6 comments

Nkululeko Ed Mlenze
In cape town how can we help with the signature
11 May 2013 09:46AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Get in touch with Jeremy of the Dagga Party, situated near Cape

Town.

or alternatively download and print this form...

http://www.daggaparty.co.za/download/Party%20Reg%20Annexure

%206%20Deed%20of%20Foundation.pdf

Fill in your signature.

Get others to sign on there is space for about 20 signatures
11 May 2013 10:16AM

Dagga Movement
The Registration of IQELA LENTSANGO: The Dagga Party of South

Africa with the IEC requires that we gather 500 signatures of

REGISTERED VOTERS on the official form (Party Reg Annexure 6

Deed of Foundation) to participate in future elections on a national

level

Each form only provides for 20 signatures so it means accumulating

25 pages of signatures. I have distributed many forms to people

outside the world of email in the townships of the Langeberg

Municipality, Western Cape, (and the response has been fantastic!) but

I hope to gather signatures from all over the Dagga Nation.



This is a call to all the users of the Cannabis plant in South Africa (or

those non-users who favor re-legalization of Cannabis), to co-create a

political and social mechanism for ending the prohibition of Cannabis

and to allow a legalization  ballot at any general or local election.

Please would you help register IQELA LENTSANGO: The Dagga Party

of South Africa.

Please note:

The forms (Party Reg Annexure 6 Deed of Foundation) must be

printed out and signed with a black pen. Write as small as you can.

Those people who sign do not have to be supporters of the Dagga

Party. They are only being asked to allow the Party to register.

Sympathetic non-Cannabis users should be asked to the greatest

extent possible, (but don't forget the smokers!)

Smokers of Cannabis must not fear discrimination for signing. They

have a Constitutional right to form a political party. They should be

proud because they are helping to make history.

The people who sign MUST BE REGISTERED VOTERS.

The name written by the person must match the name recorded in

their ID book.

The completed forms should be posted to IQELA LENTSANGO c/o J

D. Acton, PO Box 404, Montagu, 6720.

Next year there are local authority elections which, if we were

nationally registered, would allow the local Cannabis Culture in any

dorp or ward to pop out of nowhere. This would require that we can

find the correct people in the communities who not only are members

of the South African Cannabis Culture, but are also competent well

known leaders in the community, to stand forward and present the

Dagga Party policies as they are at present, and as they might be

ratified at a first Dagga Party of South Africa Congress.

I hope to stand for the Ashbury ward in Montagu. Ashbury is a

township with high unemployment, alcoholism, teenage pregnancy, a

shortage of housing and no development opportunities for youth. It is

an ideal testing ground for the Dagga Party of South Africa.

The Dagga Party of South Africa has a potentially huge political

support, and the multicultural voter base for such a party would

express a new solidarity in our country: Not Black vs. White. GREEN!

 In the end the success of the Dagga Party of South Africa depends on

all supporters implementing real change at home and in their

neighborhood (whether or not we have seats in Parliament), and we

begin with the gathering of these signatures.   

We have already tried once to register with the IEC, but our first

application was turned down. We have started the process to register

with the IEC again, and the signatures are needed to win a first victory

for our rights. The registration of a Dagga Party in South Africa will be



featured by the press and immediately open the Dagga debate (which

is simmering in POPCRU and on CapeTalk Radio). There is a great

potential for the successful mobilization of all those who presently are

ignored by the financial industrial system, and a creative shift in

mindset for our country.

I call to my tribe! My nation!

Amatshayayo!!  AmaDaggaDagga!

Rise Up and Stand together!

Express your Culture!

Write your name where your heart is.

And then one day we can vote a ONE LOVE vote for freedom and a

sustainable future.

regards,

Jeremy David Acton

Leader

IQELA LENTSANGO: The Dagga Party of South Africa

11 May 2013 10:16AM

Dagga Movement
if each person sets out to get 20 person to sign we will be way past

500 in a month we just need to have a month of active getting this

sorted...

JUNE the month of signatures.

by the end of June we want each member to have completed at least

one from or more if they accept the challenge.

Print 1 form for yourself and 19 extra give each person who signs an

empty page to try and fill as a pay it forward style of initiative.
11 May 2013 10:20AM

Nkululeko Ed Mlenze
I'll have 20 signatures by monday legalize cannabis
11 May 2013 10:23AM

Antonio Muller
yes .im in but acton my number is 0766864045 im tony pls phone me

its urgent rastafari
11 May 2013 09:25PM



Dagga Movement 11 May 2013 01:50AM         g

The Union: The Business Behind Getting High is a 2007 documentary film by

Canadian filmmaker Brett Harvey. Its theatrical run was limited to film festivals.

The Union: The Business Behind Getting High - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia:

en.wikipedia.org

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett

Dagga Movement 11 May 2013 02:19AM         g

Unions are what you write into it's constitution. 

I do understand that a trade union is for an already established industry. 

However this union is different we must provide a cannabis industry in theory or on

paper.

Please join the group and add to the discussion s...

Dagga Union of South Africa:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/387534114693157/permalink/390197254426

843/

Dagga Movement 11 May 2013 03:02AM         b

Dagga users in the US have increased by 100 000% since 1937!!!

e 2 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, John Ward

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
Still no fatality...
11 May 2013 10:11AM

Dagga Movement 11 May 2013 07:59AM         b

Genetically modified (GM) crops are promoted on the basis of a range of far-reaching claims from the

GM crop industry and its supporters. They say that GM crops:

    * Are an extension of natural breeding and do not pose different risks from naturally bred crops



    * Are safe to eat and can be more nutritious than naturally bred crops

    * Are strictly regulated for safety

    * Increase crop yields

    * Reduce pesticide use

    * Benefit farmers and make their lives easier

    * Bring economic benefits

    * Benefit the environment

    * Can help solve problems caused by climate change

    * Reduce energy use

    * Will help feed the world.

However, a large and growing body of scientific and other authoritative evidence shows that these

claims are not true. On the contrary, evidence presented in this report indicates that GM crops:

    * Are laboratory-made, using technology that is totally different from natural breeding methods, and

pose different risks from non-GM crops

    * Can be toxic, allergenic or less nutritious than their natural counterparts

    * Are not adequately regulated to ensure safety

    * Do not increase yield potential

    * Do not reduce pesticide use but increase it

    * Create serious problems for farmers, including herbicide-tolerant “superweeds”, compromised soil

quality, and increased disease susceptibility in crops

    * Have mixed economic effects

    * Harm soil quality, disrupt ecosystems, and reduce biodiversity

    * Do not offer effective solutions to climate change

    * Are as energy-hungry as any other chemically-farmed crops

    * Cannot solve the problem of world hunger but distract from its real causes – poverty, lack of access

to food and, increasingly, lack of access to land to grow it on.

Based on the evidence presented in this report, there is no need to take risks with GM crops when

effective, readily available, and sustainable solutions to the problems that GM technology is claimed to

address already exist. Conventional plant breeding, in some cases helped by safe modern technologies

like gene mapping and marker assisted selection, continues to outperform GM in producing high-yield,

drought-tolerant, and pest- and disease-resistant crops that can meet our present and future food

needs.

e 1 person likes this - Peter Rieger

Dagga Movement 11 May 2013 10:18AM         d



Daniel Masters > Dagga Movement 11 May 2013 10:39AM         g

Daniel Mastersposted toPick n Pay

2 minutes ago

I can not believe that you as pick & pay can lie so openly about your products, saying there is nothing

wrong with gmo products, and that they are safe to consume...... That is the greatest lie of all times.

Gmo foods are dangerous to your healthy and if not even life threatening, do the research...

if an insect eats on a gmo produce its stomach swells up and explodes, fact. one gmo corn and one

natural corn, sitting side by side. the gmo gets a few pecks from birds the natural corn is completely

eaten. you can do that test yourself. if nature is telling us that it is unhealthy what make you think it is.

wait you must have been reading some government study, the same people who cant run this country

properly, and now you are trusting there studies.

http://www.picknpay.co.za/picknpay/content/en/news?oid=285162&sn=Detail&pid=10563

that is the link to your article i have referred to.... You can not make these false claims.

dont try tell me it is harmless when studies on mice have prooved this

Like ·  · Share

Keen to understand food’s journey from farm to fork, and the health implications?

We give you the lowdown on genetic modification. Pick n Pay, Inspired by you. Get

the latest News and Information of Pick n Pay

The truth about GM food - Pick n Pay News - Pick n Pay: www.picknpay.co.za

f 4 comments

Daniel Masters
http://www.facebook.com/Picknpay?fref=ts
11 May 2013 10:39AM

Daniel Masters
stop the silence, voice yourselves. push them to remove gmo from

the shelves.
11 May 2013 10:45AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement
I don't see any posts on their wall they must have blocked you

~ Michael

I also posted just now
11 May 2013 02:11PM

Dagga Movement
Wait found it
11 May 2013 02:12PM

Daniel Masters > Dagga Movement 11 May 2013 10:51AM         f

come on guys help me bomb the pick and pay face book page with gmo related articles and picture.

make them aware we as the public will not stand for gmo products been sold to the public at large.

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

f 1 comment

Daniel Masters
http://www.facebook.com/Picknpay?fref=ts
11 May 2013 10:58AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Daniel Masters > Dagga Movement 11 May 2013 11:04AM         f

I have done my pick and fn pay bombing. time to go grab some nurses arse. love them bed baths. :)

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 11 May 2013 01:14PM mobile        b

i would like to thank those who have spared time to bomb or challenge the pick n pay statement saying

gmo is safe for human consumption. its very important that they answer.

we will be revieving the email replies from pnp and post it here for all to see. it is our choice to choose a

healthy lifestyle void of poisons forced upon us without our consent.

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Peter Rieger

Dagga Movement 11 May 2013 03:05PM DaggaMovement        g



Titration method Safety first: Wear protective clothing and eyewear. This is a

serious activity and it not recomended for a “weekend project”. This process is

only for reference as to what skilled biodiesel makers would do. Measure Free

Fatty Acid content of your oil: Mix 1 ml oil with 10 ml Isoprop...

How To Make Hemp Bio Diesel: death.za.org

Dagga Movement 11 May 2013 03:16PM         g

Guys help spread the word by posting on the following on all car manufacturers facebook pages!!!

Save our planet demand industrial hemp investment and research!

Hemp bio diesel is the water cycle to our fuel supply.

Hemp bio diesel has a negative carbon footprint.

The plant is burned and in return gives life and power.

How to make Hemp Bio Diesel

http://death.za.org/2013/05/11/how-to-make-hemp-bio-diesel/

Orginal post Dated 2 May 2013

https://www.facebook.com/VWSA/posts/500115013369942

Titration method Safety first: Wear protective clothing and eyewear. This is a

serious activity and it not recomended for a “weekend project”. This process is

only for reference as to what skilled biodiesel makers would do. Measure Free

Fatty Acid content of your oil: Mix 1 ml oil with 10 ml Isoprop...

How To Make Hemp Bio Diesel: death.za.org

Dagga Movement 11 May 2013 03:31PM         g

According to the 2011 census there are 51.8 million people and a unemployment rate of 25.5% was

recorded in 2012

This essentially means that there are about 13 million potential cannabis farmers and sellers.

Instead of making people criminals let them become self employed and regulated.

NO TAX government is already over taxing South Africa.

We should start demanding cuts in taxes.

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/932419/000119312512491800/d446901dex99d.htm



DESCRIPTION OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA DATED DECEMBER 5, 2012

Description of the Republic of South Africa dated December 5, 2012EXHIBIT 99.D

DESCRIPTION OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA DATED DECEMBER 5, 2012

INCORPORATION OF DOCUMENTS BY REFERENCE This document is an exhibit to

the Republic of…

Description of the Republic of South Africa dated December 5, 2012: www.sec.gov

e 3 people like this - Dorian Gray, Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Peter Rieger

Dagga Movement 11 May 2013 03:39PM         g

http://cultso.com/artist-takes-every-drug-known-to-man-draws-self-portraits-after-each-use/

This is all kinds of cool, and everything your mother told you not to do. Bryan Lewis

Saunders is an artist from Washington D.C., not just any artist though. Sa

Artist Takes Every Drug Known to Man, Draws Self Portraits After Each Use:

cultso.com

Dagga Movement 11 May 2013 06:08PM         b

"Reggaenomics: hoo hoo you've got a uv lamp let's start a revolution!" - Smiley Face (Movie)

Sunday 12 May 2013

Dagga Movement 12 May 2013 08:25AM mobile        b

Government lost their chance to legalize and regulaize for tax the day they add it as a schedule 1 drug

having NO medicinal benefits but allowing GMO. Nature is not man's toy. 

This why we will never trust this or any other corporate government with our health ever again.

Sorry Mr Zuma Mr Obama we do not consent to your tax regulation.

Weed need to be freed.

Cannabis was always ment to be free from the monetary system.

e 2 people like this - Arthur Charles Mitton, Gerd Bader

Dagga Movement 12 May 2013 09:12AM         d





Brenden Arthur Campbell > Dagga Movement 12 May 2013 09:14AM         f

Stoner Sundays aRe the best!

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
Lol everyday should be a public stoner holiday.
12 May 2013 10:43AM

e 2 people like this - Brenden Arthur Campbell, Gerd Bader

Dagga Movement 12 May 2013 09:59AM         b

The reason people fear change is really stupid.

We create a concept of time. We then try and live by the second of this man made invention and fail to

realize that it is not time that is moving but we are changing...

We do not grow old or age but change.

There is no tomorrow there was never a yesterday. There is only the here and now...

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett

f 3 comments

Dagga Movement
Defamation of character and vandalism! Lawlessness portrayed by the police in front of

the police!
12 May 2013 10:28AM

Dagga Movement
Ps the above comment was directed at the newer post... 

Lol only weed knows why it appears on this post instead...
12 May 2013 11:24AM

Mark Barnett
Yeah, it's evolving by Nature's spirit's influence over people's lives as prove of ever living &

moving to eternal now like heaven on earth & nothing remain the same old, but always

new age!
12 May 2013 11:40AM

Dagga Movement 12 May 2013 11:54AM         b

When your driving through any middle class neighbourhoods see how crowded every house is getting?



People are forced to seek residence at inflated pricing because it is too expensive to buy your own

house.

Like what is up with that when the president has a budget or R247 000 000 for a security upgrade.

Dafuq?

Dagga Movement 12 May 2013 12:02PM         b

People say dagga makes people lazy? 

You need money to make something in this world. 

You need money to invent new technology.

You need money to save a persons life? <- This is a crime!

Therefor people who are capable of changing the earth are not lazy you just can't win a revolution in a

society that taken money as their god.

I pray for some money to help save my moms cancer. NO! Good people stand up and say you know

what! Fuck the money. My compassion and support is worth more. So here have this cannabis oil. 

Humans are above currency. 

- Food

- Housing

- Education

- Recreation

We all have to pitch in. Now with money in the picture some people can sit on the beach while their

slaves drive their business and labour in the sun.

Money creates laziness. Just saying. We need to wake up, Guys.

e 1 person likes this - John Mc Fires

f 4 comments

Mark Barnett
Money isn't God, but exchange of material service that need to be plain living & High

Thinking, not complicate craziness or cruelty!
12 May 2013 12:05PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Mark Barnett
Not lazy, but living simpler down to earth w/o waste of materials build up to forget the

selves like bunch of workaholics!
12 May 2013 12:10PM

Dagga Movement
Please don't get me wrong :D

Im not saying that Money is god the creator or any other gods that may or may not exist.

I am saying the modern world is replacing god or gods with money.

Yes I know when the concept of money was discussed it sounds like a dream because it

is.

You cannot create value out of nothing. Paper notes are not worth more than the well

being and existence of a human being.

Humans are above money.

In God's eyes we are all equal. He includes himself.  (in a christian context)

In a more general context let me say we are all contributive creators and are equal in

value as to the creator as to humanity.
12 May 2013 12:29PM

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett

Mark Barnett
In another word it's trust of exchange, but nowadays are corrupt!
12 May 2013 12:38PM

Dagga Movement 12 May 2013 12:07PM         b

The REAL reason cannabis is illegal is because it would destroy the status quo of the corporatocracy:

the medical industry would change, the oil and fuel industry, the plastic industry, the food industry, the

clothing industry, farming...the world would be a completely different place. Instead of a hierarchy, we

would probably have something closer to real equality, not this Edward Bernays public relations

version of steered reality. 

In addition, we would have a population of wide awake people if everyone used cannabis and the only

extinct species would be sheeple! - Alistair Thomson

e 5 people like this - David Danzinger, Kakbone Kgothatso Ramokgadi, King Cali Mann Cure, Kyle

Jordan, Sarah Jane Bow

f 9 comments

Mark Barnett
They fear the competition, but compliment of choices!
12 May 2013 12:12PM



Antonio Muller
they the govermant is corrupt they give rasta a rekord an 7 on there scale .but the law says

anything 4rom 0.2 can lead 2 a arrest
12 May 2013 01:02PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
The are violating your basic rights of humanity.

They are taking away what Jah / God has given you. In court you can tell them this and

they must give back you ganja everything they ever took.

When you go into court take your birth certificate... Read the following

"Tacit Procuration: If someone accuses you of theft in writing and you fail to respond or

deny those allegations in writing, your failure to deny or act is considered an admission of

guilt (or) You receive a Bill for goods or services that you never ordered or received, and

you fail to deny those allegations, your omission represents the truth of the matter, which

imposes an obligation to pay! Collection companies frequently use Tacit Procuration to

establish indebtedness to them on a discharged debt they had purchased from some

corporate business.

‘Now you’re probably thinking: No Criminal Laws? Well, that can’t be true? A whole lot

of people have been tried; convicted and are doing time in American Jails for breaking

Criminal Laws!’

And my response to that is: True, they are in Jail because they unknowingly accepted the

Criminal Contract on behalf of their Birth Certificate and consented to be imprisoned as a

condition of their conviction and punishment. Their lawyer didn’t help any because he

reinforced that situation by and through his Notice of Appearance to represent you. It is

the Birth Certificate that is under arrest, which I will explain shortly!

NOTE: Criminal Contracts are graded according to the severity of the crime alleged and

that grading is identified as either: Summary; Misdemeanor; Felony or Capital offenses.

The Criminal Process Usually begins with a Police Officer issuing a Citation (or) making an

arrest with or without a Warrant [or] the Police Officer [or] County Attorney prepares a

complaint based upon a sworn affidavit or information, which is presented to a Judge and

a Warrant is then issued. The defendant is subsequently arrested and is brought before a

Judge for arraignment.

The Complaint and Warrant will reflect your [BIRTH NAME] or identify you as a [JOHN

DOE], if your name is unknown, which is typed out in all capital letters! This is not a mistake

on their part because it is your Birth Certificate that is under arrest and not your living, flesh

and blood person. The hope of these pseudo Courts is that the flesh and blood person will

be intimidated enough to accept responsibility for the Birth Certificate! Sounds crazy but

nothing is what it seems: It’s all Smoke and Mirrors.’

Most Police Officers do not know or have these details and believe in what they are doing



and believe the lawyers who counsel them in law like they are Gods! Big mistake on their

part because just like everyone else, they too have been vigorously lied to! You can’t trust

lawyers to be inherently honest!

Police Officers are instructed to always print or type the Defendants Name in Capital

letters but they are never told the reason why! As a precaution, you should always carry a

copy of your Birth Certificate with you as part of your identification papers, which I will

explain in the next paragraph.

At your Arraignment or Trial, the Judge will ask you if you are the named individual [ALL

CAPS BIRTH NAME] on the complaint and your natural response will be to answer in the

affirmative but that is exactly what you don’t want to do!

Remove your Birth Certificate and respond to him by stating: I am making a Special

Limited Appearance on behalf of the defendant who is right here and [hold up your Birth

Certificate!]

Then state the following: As I understand this process Judge; the County Attorney [or]

Police Officer has leveled a criminal charge with the Clerk and against the Trust, using the

ALL CAPS NAME that appears on this BIRTH CERTIFICATE! The use of capital letters is

dictated by the US Printing Style Manuel, which explains how to identify a CORPORATION,

The Clerk, who is the ADMINISTRATOR of the CESTA QUE TRUST, then, appointed you

Judge as the TRUSTEE for the TRUST and since neither of you can be the BENEFICIARY,

that leaves me and therefore you are MY TRUSTEE!

So as MY TRUSTEE, I instruct you to discharge this entire matter, with prejudice and award

the penalties for these crimes to be paid to me in compensation and damages for my false

arrest!

The TRUSTEE Judge has no alternative but to honor your demands but you have to get

this right and act with confidence! You really need to know this information well, so that

you can’t be hoodwinked or confused by either of them! They will or may attempt to play

some mind games with you if you display any doubt; stammer of display a lack of

confidence! Appearances [the pomp and majesty] of these pseudo Courts, is totally for

your benefit and is intended to invoke fear and intimidation! If you show fear or

intimidation, you get a pony ride!

NOTE: I’ve seen and heard of Judges and Prosecutors interfering with a defendant’s

response, which made the defendant, become confused and he was subsequently

committed into a mental hospital for psychiatric evaluation. The Judge and Prosecutor

successfully twisted what the defendant was trying to say and then the Judge Ordered a

mental evaluation.

Understand that the County Attorney will be forced to pay the Cost of Court out of his own

pocket, if the case is discharged, so he isn’t going to give up that easily and the Judge;

Clerk and County Attorney, stand to make a pretty penny of your conviction and

incarceration! So don’t screw it up…



If the County Attorney begins to act too cocky with you, you can take the wind out of his

sails by asking him to produce the 1020 for this case? If he denies the need to do such a

thing, inform him that you will be taking care of that for him ASAP [as soon as possible]! He

may move for a discharge at that point because you are a little too dangerous or smart!

The last thing that Prosecutor wants is the IRS examining his files for the last seven years

because he makes money on every conviction but he doesn’t pay TAXES on them as a

Rule! He usually only declares the salary he receives.

Also: Should you accidentally find yourself in a mental hospital: the Psychiatrist who is

assigned or appointed to evaluate you is just as corrupt as the Judge; Clerk and County

Attorney and he will falsify all of your responses to him, just so that you are recommitted

back into the mental facility with a review in six months! So lie to him and deny that you

ever made such remarks! Of course, if you accept the criminal charges against your Birth

Certificate, then you will instantly be deemed SANE!

Sorry that I had to be the one to tell you this but this is how corrupt many of my fellow

Judges truly are and it should explain why my conscience caused me to retire early!

Before I learned what was really going on; I believed that my duties and performance

were entirely Constitutional. I was lied to also!"

12 May 2013 01:07PM

Antonio Muller
what must i do 2get my name cleared
12 May 2013 01:19PM

Dagga Movement
Antonio you will have to claim your rights in court.

So if police arrest you telll them that you do not consent but will comply with their

instruction to get in the van to keep the peace.

At time of pleading...

You go self represented.

Be firm and stand up for your rights but be peaceful but FIRM.

You can bring any law accepted law to court. So you will bring God's law.

The court must assist you in the procedure of the court. They will not give advice but they

must explain the procedures.

You must basically then say



I- as in context of Rastafari culture. (Translated to WE in English.)

As the beneficiary of the last will and testament of God I am allowed to anything as long as

I do no harm to another.

There is no proof of contract between you and the corporate government of South Africa

and that their criminal statutes do not have jurisdiction over me.

If you do not have proof of a legal binding contract between myself Antonio of the Muller

family and the corporate government.

I would like to call motion to dismiss

I, the beneficiary & executor of the last will and testament of God would like to make it

publicly known that the cost of violation / breach of any of my rights, especially related to

cannabis, are subject to individual worth. However in light of the current situation

regarding cannabis prohibition I

will seek the maximum value possible in your monetary system.

Cost of liability per any violation of rights:

R (infinite / 8) Individual Worth

[Minimum but not limited to R 1000 000 000 or 25 000 times the current cannabis market

value.]

BREACH / VIOLATION(S)

The South Africa Drugs and Drug Trafficking Act no 140 of 1992 is in breach of my rights to

cultivate, posses and use cannabis.

Then hand them your birth certificate and tell them this is the legal person accused of

your statutes and that you are not obligated to assume liability on behalf of this

fraudulently created contract at the time of your birth.

So to conclude: I have not harmed or caused loss to another. 

Thank you 

If there isn't anything else I will be on my way.

Have a great day.

Walk out of court a free man.

The sheriff's might try to stop you but don't let them touch you tell them that they are

public servants and protector of the will of the beneficiary. Tell them I am the beneficiary

in this court. I am the executor.

Remember when you are in court you have to assume that you are in charge of



proceeding or else they will take lead against you.

If they lead the court they will always try and find you guilty even on non crimes such as

dagga!

This has not been tried in court yet by any South African but they have to listen to the law

you bring to court.

The constitution of South Africa states that the court may considered foreign law.

But God's law is not even quetionable.

Do not say anyting other than what has been said in this post. The more you say they will

use it against you.

Let us know if this works for you!

12 May 2013 02:19PM

Antonio Muller
thanks ill right this down nd go on monday 2 the captan at the citrusdal western

cape police station nd show him this .nd ill keep in touch with dagga

party.rastafari
12 May 2013 04:00PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Sarah Jane Bow
Imagine a movie script ..... depicting cannabis being made legal over night with a

twist .... and how the world would change? Because manifestation would happen

quicker, so visualisation would become quicker .... would we live forever? What

would happen to petrol companies? Paper Mills? Forests? Education? My brain

just fries trying to come up with the ideas but I BET it would be a movie script

worth getting ones teeth into. Fun!
12 May 2013 04:11PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Antonio

Do you have an email address?

Click here: http://death.za.org/drive/

Fill in your name and surname.

If you don't have an email address use Antonio.Muller@death.za.org



You we will then send Jacob Zuma and Mac a similar message with your name.

You can then print a copy and keep it on you.

Write down this link and have a print and fax shop print this article http://goo.gl/lPbzb

and also this one http://goo.gl/9pP9P

12 May 2013 06:40PM

Dagga Movement
Have every rasta you know go to this link and fill in their name and surname...

if they get arrested they can say they sent the President a 21 day notice that the law is

violating our rights!
12 May 2013 06:42PM

Nkosana Leroy Nqumla
The word dagga doesn't sound ryt when people say that word they remind me of slavery

days ...Ganja Freeeee a must
17 May 2013 10:49PM

Dagga Movement
Nkosana the only reason we choose this word is to remeber and honour those who has

suffered because of prohibition but also preserve the Khoi-san heritage: did you know

Dagga was derived from Dacca the khoisan word for dagga. The afrikaans apartheid

regime. we can forgive but not forget. Before dagga it was called indian hemp.
18 May 2013 08:24AM
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There are NO Criminal Laws in South Africa because Criminal Laws would imply that the Corporate

South Africa Government are Sovereign that have absolute power over all living, flesh and blood South

Africans, which of course is not true because a corporation is a fiction and therefore cannot be

sovereign. Man is Sovereign and is in control of his own destiny and one day he will finally wake up and

realize this to be true!

There is however Criminal Contracts being enforced against us and with our Consent, which are

surreptitiously called: Criminal Statutes. Our Consent has been obtained by them visa vie our silence

and failure to act or protest, which under law is defined as: Tacit Procuration.

Thats why they don’t care about the dagga march and the 420 DDAY

At the end of the day when they the police violate your rights on the orders of government that person

sign admission of guilt. That person gives consent to dagga prohibition.



"(e.g.) Tacit Procuration: If someone accuses you of theft in writing and you fail to respond or deny

those allegations in writing, your failure to deny or act is considered an admission of guilt (or) You

receive a Bill for goods or services that you never ordered or received, and you fail to deny those

allegations, your omission represents the truth of the matter, which imposes an obligation to pay!

Collection companies frequently use Tacit Procuration to establish indebtedness to them on a

discharged debt they had purchased from some corporate business.

‘Now you’re probably thinking: No Criminal Laws? Well, that can’t be true? A whole lot of people

have been tried; convicted and are doing time in American Jails for breaking Criminal Laws!’

And my response to that is: True, they are in Jail because they unknowingly accepted the Criminal

Contract on behalf of their Birth Certificate and consented to be imprisoned as a condition of their

conviction and punishment. Their lawyer didn’t help any because he reinforced that situation by and

through his Notice of Appearance to represent you. It is the Birth Certificate that is under arrest, which I

will explain shortly!

NOTE: Criminal Contracts are graded according to the severity of the crime alleged and that grading is

identified as either: Summary; Misdemeanor; Felony or Capital offenses. The Criminal Process Usually

begins with a Police Officer issuing a Citation (or) making an arrest with or without a Warrant [or] the

Police Officer [or] County Attorney prepares a complaint based upon a sworn affidavit or information,

which is presented to a Judge and a Warrant is then issued. The defendant is subsequently arrested

and is brought before a Judge for arraignment.

The Complaint and Warrant will reflect your [BIRTH NAME] or identify you as a [JOHN DOE], if your

name is unknown, which is typed out in all capital letters! This is not a mistake on their part because it is

your Birth Certificate that is under arrest and not your living, flesh and blood person. The hope of these

pseudo Courts is that the flesh and blood person will be intimidated enough to accept responsibility for

the Birth Certificate! Sounds crazy but nothing is what it seems: It’s all Smoke and Mirrors.’

Most Police Officers do not know or have these details and believe in what they are doing and believe

the lawyers who counsel them in law like they are Gods! Big mistake on their part because just like

everyone else, they too have been vigorously lied to! You can’t trust lawyers to be inherently honest!

Police Officers are instructed to always print or type the Defendants Name in Capital letters but they

are never told the reason why! As a precaution, you should always carry a copy of your Birth Certificate

with you as part of your identification papers, which I will explain in the next paragraph.

At your Arraignment or Trial, the Judge will ask you if you are the named individual [ALL CAPS BIRTH

NAME] on the complaint and your natural response will be to answer in the affirmative but that is

exactly what you don’t want to do!

Remove your Birth Certificate and respond to him by stating: I am making a Special Limited

Appearance on behalf of the defendant who is right here and [hold up your Birth Certificate!]

Then state the following: As I understand this process Judge; the County Attorney [or] Police Officer has

leveled a criminal charge with the Clerk and against the Trust, using the ALL CAPS NAME that appears

on this BIRTH CERTIFICATE! The use of capital letters is dictated by the US Printing Style Manuel, which



explains how to identify a CORPORATION, The Clerk, who is the ADMINISTRATOR of the CESTA QUE

TRUST, then, appointed you Judge as the TRUSTEE for the TRUST and since neither of you can be the

BENEFICIARY, that leaves me and therefore you are MY TRUSTEE!

So as MY TRUSTEE, I instruct you to discharge this entire matter, with prejudice and award the

penalties for these crimes to be paid to me in compensation and damages for my false arrest!

The TRUSTEE Judge has no alternative but to honor your demands but you have to get this right and

act with confidence! You really need to know this information well, so that you can’t be hoodwinked or

confused by either of them! They will or may attempt to play some mind games with you if you display

any doubt; stammer of display a lack of confidence! Appearances [the pomp and majesty] of these

pseudo Courts, is totally for your benefit and is intended to invoke fear and intimidation! If you show

fear or intimidation, you get a pony ride!

NOTE: I’ve seen and heard of Judges and Prosecutors interfering with a defendant’s response, which

made the defendant, become confused and he was subsequently committed into a mental hospital for

psychiatric evaluation. The Judge and Prosecutor successfully twisted what the defendant was trying

to say and then the Judge Ordered a mental evaluation.

Understand that the County Attorney will be forced to pay the Cost of Court out of his own pocket, if

the case is discharged, so he isn’t going to give up that easily and the Judge; Clerk and County

Attorney, stand to make a pretty penny of your conviction and incarceration! So don’t screw it up…

If the County Attorney begins to act too cocky with you, you can take the wind out of his sails by asking

him to produce the 1020 for this case? If he denies the need to do such a thing, inform him that you will

be taking care of that for him ASAP [as soon as possible]! He may move for a discharge at that point

because you are a little too dangerous or smart! The last thing that Prosecutor wants is the IRS

examining his files for the last seven years because he makes money on every conviction but he

doesn’t pay TAXES on them as a Rule! He usually only declares the salary he receives.

Also: Should you accidentally find yourself in a mental hospital: the Psychiatrist who is assigned or

appointed to evaluate you is just as corrupt as the Judge; Clerk and County Attorney and he will falsify

all of your responses to him, just so that you are recommitted back into the mental facility with a review

in six months! So lie to him and deny that you ever made such remarks! Of course, if you accept the

criminal charges against your Birth Certificate, then you will instantly be deemed SANE!

 

Sorry that I had to be the one to tell you this but this is how corrupt many of my fellow Judges truly are

and it should explain why my conscience caused me to retire early! Before I learned what was really

going on; I believed that my duties and performance were entirely Constitutional. I was lied to also!" -

US Judge Dale Spills Beans!



Dagga Movement 12 May 2013 01:59PM         b

"There are billions that also aren't aware of the level of deception in the world. 

Simply put it's like this. We the workers have been duped into believing the whole system is there to

protect us. Well now it was exposed as a lie. 

Call it unregulated capitalism has now proved its destructive nature, from meds to schooling all the

way to food production. 

The banks are the main supporters of this lie."

Regarding a discussion on the foreclosure of world banks and corporate governments

Dagga Movement 12 May 2013 03:08PM         g

The average 40 year old has been alive for about 350,000 hours. Even if you slept a

third of that time, you would still be left with 250,000 hours of conditioning and

inner programming- some good, some great and some... not so good. This is why

change is so hard. In order to achieve a result you haven't yet achieved, you must

pay the "Switch Cost". That's the price of change and most people are just

interested vs committed to the process.

John Assaraf:

https://www.facebook.com/johnassarafpage/posts/10151614560833658

Dagga Movement 12 May 2013 03:30PM DaggaMovement        g

You will have to claim your rights in court. If police arrest you tell them that you do not consent but will

comply with their instructions only to keep the peace but they must keep it on record that you do not

give them consent to anything. At time of pleading... You go self represented. Be firm and stand up for

your rights but be peaceful but FIRM. You can bring any accepted law to court. So you will bring God's

law. The court must assist you in the procedure of the court. They will not give advice but they must

explain the procedures. You must basically then say “I- as in context of Rastafari culture. (Translated to

WE in English.) As the beneficiary of the last will and testament of God I am allowed to anything as long

as I do no harm to another. There is no proof of contract between I and the corporate government of

South Africa and that their criminal statutes do not have jurisdiction over me. If you do not have proof of

a legal binding contract between myself YOUR NAME of the FAMILYNAME family and the corporate

government. I would like to file motion to dismiss (You can basically walk out of the court at this time

listen to what the judge replies.) Then continue with the following “I, the beneficiary & executor of the

last will and testament of God would like to make it publicly known that the cost of violation / breach

of any of my rights, especially related to cannabis, are subject to individual worth. However in light of

the current situation regarding cannabis unlawful prohibition I will seek the maximum value possible in



your monetary system. Cost of liability per any violation of rights: R (infinite / 8) Individual Worth

[Minimum but not limited to R 100 Billion or 25 000 times the current cannabis market value.] BREACH /

VIOLATION(S) The South Africa Drugs and Drug Trafficking Act no 140 of 1992 is in breach of my rights

to cultivate, posses and use cannabis. Then hand them your birth certificate and tell them this is the

legal person accused of your statutes and that you are not obligated to assume liability on behalf of

this fraudulently contract created at the time of your birth. So to conclude: I have not harmed or caused

loss to another. I am a free man. Thank you I believe there isn't any other matter, I will be on my way.

Have a great day. Walk out of court a free man. The sheriff's might try to stop you but don't let them

touch you tell them that they are public servants and protector of the will of the beneficiary. Tell them I

am the beneficiary in this court. I am the executor. Remember when you are in court you have to

assume that you are in charge of proceeding or else they will take lead against you. If they lead the

court they will always try and find you guilty even on unlawful statutes such as dagga prohibition!

NOTE: This has not been tried in court yet by any South African but they have to listen to the law you

bring to court. The constitution of South Africa states that the court may considered foreign law. But

God's law is not even questionable. Do not say anything other than what has been said in this article.

The more you say the môre they will use it against you. Let us know if this works for you!

If police arrest you tell them that you do not consent but will comply with their

instructions only to keep the peace but they must keep it on record that you do not

give them consent to anything. At time of pleading... You go self represented. Be

firm and stand up for your rights but…

You will have to claim your rights in court: death.za.org

Dagga Movement 12 May 2013 03:32PM         b

The average 40 year old has been alive for about 350,000 hours. Even if you slept a third of that time,

you would still be left with 250,000 hours of conditioning and inner programming- some good, some

great and some... not so good. This is why change is so hard. In order to achieve a result you haven't yet

achieved, you must pay the "Switch Cost". That's the price of change and most people are just

interested vs committed to the process. - John Assaraf

Dagga Movement 12 May 2013 03:55PM         b

Any metalhead stoners?

e 7 people like this - Arthur Charles Mitton, Carl Norman Schreiber, Darius C. Wilken, Gerd Bader,

Hanri Sauerman, Kathleen Browne, Lloyd Grobler

f 6 comments

Cedric Jansen
Rap stoners is better ;)**
12 May 2013 04:02PM



Dagga Movement
lol I have been kaked out about calling music kak hahaha>>>

lol I love DMX but am a metal rock and roller.

Metal has a sub culture as big as the cannabis culture...

I am finding convergence between sub cultures...

One even different sub cultures but one people!

We need to find common ground.

Did you know there is rap metal?! And everything in between...

You can dial your metal level up or down... hahahaha
12 May 2013 04:52PM

Dagga Movement
www.youtube.com/watch?v=epVjHvrpFCA
12 May 2013 04:15PM

e 1 person likes this - Arthur Charles Mitton

Dagga Movement
This is heavy heavy heavy music!

Lord Gore - Resickened [2004]\13-Lord_Gore-Trioxin-Gizmo
12 May 2013 04:36PM

e 1 person likes this - Darius C. Wilken

Rebecca Riot
You know it :)
12 May 2013 04:57PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

John Mc Fires
If Rammstein and Serj Tankian qualifies then yes.
12 May 2013 05:32PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Darius C. Wilken
I love death metal play in 2 deat metal bands bleeding spawn and displeased

disfigurement love smoking weed and playing guitar smoking weed for 19yrs now I only

need weed and metal!!! Love lordgore!!!
12 May 2013 06:11PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Peter Vogel

So when then do we get to hang out Mr Wilken.
12 May 2013 06:14PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Darius C. Wilken
Soon my friend make a plan!!
12 May 2013 06:29PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 12 May 2013 04:01PM         g

Timeline Photos: Get Certified online as a #Cannabis Grower and #Bud Tender!

#cannabis #weed #420 #hydro #bud #marijuana

http://www.theCTU.com/ — with Israel Bribiesca Gonzalez and Qintut Icha.
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Timeline Photos: With Mona Lidji Fishman.

Dagga Movement 12 May 2013 05:00PM         b

URGENT HELP NEEDED.

.

If anyone has more information to help these people please contact them. This child might be part of

the 1% who is affected by cannabis because predisposed mental problems that led to schizophrenia.

I wonder if there is someone that can assist me. 

My sister's child was diagnosed with schizophrenia. He was supposed to take medication for it. He was

released from Sterkfontein hospital and was supposed to go for out patient treatment. He never went

and he refuses to take his medication. Sterkfontein never followed up. 

The problem that we have now is that this child (young man) was introduced to drugs as well. He needs

treatment. Sterkfontein does not want to admit him, even though he was a patient there. He first needs

to go to Lerangtong hospital, and then if they decide, take him back to Sterkfontein. It is a whole issue.

He will not go out of his own free will. If you get him there, he can be very charming (Remember the

Ted Bundy case), and will get him self out. The drugs and the mental illness cause him to be very

aggressive and he is a danger to himself, my sister and the community. There is a law that states,

should a member of the police receive a call with regards to a mental ill person, and he is a danger to

himself or the community, he should be taken to a place of safety. The police in Krugersdorp refuse to

assist. I've sent e-mails to the hospital, as you can not get hold of anybody via phone. Well needless to

say. No one gets back to you. He just chased my sister with a sharp instrument. He breaks her doors,

windows and furniture. He swears, scream and yell at everybody. My sister is a single mom and only

receives a disability grant. She does not have any money to take him for private care.

Please give me tips on where to go to as my sister is at the edge of her nerves.

My Sister is Maria Hatting.

She stays in number 61 Roode Street, Appelpark, Krugersdorp West. Her number is 071 701 7286.



My Name is Sonette Louw

My number is 0845512543

Thanking you in advance.

Sonette

https://www.facebook.com/SupportSouthAfricanPolice/posts/304914199635022

f 3 comments

Dagga Movement
Maybe cannabis could be used as treatment? This is why we need to follow this case. We

need to know what drugs this child was exposed to.
12 May 2013 05:08PM

e 1 person likes this - Marcia Gordon

Sarah Jane Bow
I don't think cannabis will help in this situation as the person is already ungrounded. If you

can let her know to contact Dr Erickssen at Crookes Hospital, Scottburgh - he has weight

with the police and is a world expert.
12 May 2013 11:00PM

Dagga Movement
We need to follow this.
12 May 2013 11:04PM
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If you can see this status update please like this post. We want to confirm who sees this.

e 17 people like this - Bill Hamman, Daniel Masters, Danielle Webbstock, Danino Green, Donnovan

Rottcher, Dorian Gray, Fransa Barnard, Gary McNutt, Hanri Sauerman, Jenna Bergstrom, John Mc

Fires, Kristal Kruser, Nigel Thavarajoo, Nkululeko Ed Mlenze, Sarah Jane Bow, Tyler Muller, Willow

Storm
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http://youtu.be/Koog6xbvdgs
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http://coolmaterial.com/roundup/portraits-made-out-of-used-joint-filters/



There are a lot of people that think creativity is something you either have or you

don’t. Apparently it’s like a penis and either you were fortunate when you were

born or you’re ...

Portraits Made Out Of Used Joint Filters: coolmaterial.com

e 1 person likes this - Rubin Willemse

f 1 comment

Arthur Charles Mitton
VIVA los bio dome!
13 May 2013 03:27PM
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http://openanthropology.org/libya/gaddafi-green-book.pdf

Dagga Movement 12 May 2013 09:26PM DaggaMovement        g

South African government is a corporation entity and we are all the property of the vatican via our birth

certificate is our contract fraudulently created by public servants.

Dagga is a healthy lifestyle not a crime.

Public documents on the South African Government Corporation: death.za.org

e 1 person likes this - Ursula Peuckert

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
Pro·spec·tus  

/pr?'spekt?s/

Noun

A printed document that advertises or describes a school, commercial

enterprise, forthcoming book, etc., in order to attract or inform...
12 May 2013 09:35PM

Arthur Charles Mitton
Born into life of forced debt. We r all slaves!
13 May 2013 07:59AM

Dagga Movement 12 May 2013 09:48PM         d



Monday 13 May 2013
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Timeline Photos: via Choice and Truth — with Giannis Theodwridis.

Dagga Movement 13 May 2013 07:49AM         g

Nestle has gone on Africa is on record as saying that “it took consumer

preferences into consideration and therefore all its infant cereals in South Africa

used non-GM maize”, The African Centre for Biosafety (ACB) announced Friday.

“This can only be a result of the action that so many…took last yea...

Nestle Folds to Consumer Pressure over GMOs in South Africa:

sustainablepulse.com

e 1 person likes this - Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=241405075971682&id=241392719306

251&aid=47251

Dagga Movement 13 May 2013 07:51AM         g



Timeline Photos: There is now a CLASS ACTION SUIT in the works for RoundUp

Consumers.  If you have been exposed to RoundUp and are now diagnosed with

Parkinson's Disease, Autism, Birth Defects, or Cancer, you may call (800) 529-4636

and say you "would like to pursue a claim with the RoundUp herbicide".  Operators

are waiting to take your information.

http://www.yourlawyer.com/topics/overview/Monsanto-Roundup-Herbicide-Lin

ked-to-Parkinson-Autism-and-Birth-Defects

If you would like to read the new study published on Monsanto's RoundUp Weed

Killer and how it is linked to Parkinson's, Autism, Infertility, Cancer and Birth Defects

due to it's active ingredient, the chemical Glyphosate, click here:

http://www.mdpi.com/search?q=&journal=&volume=&authors=samsel&section=&is

sue=&article_type=&special_issue=&page=&search=Search

Dagga Movement 13 May 2013 07:52AM         g

First it was a cough. Then it was bronchitis. Then it was time to say goodbye to

Michelle Aldrich. The year 2011 was supposed to be a good one for the

66-year-old. That June, she and her husband, Michael, were feted wit

"Miracle" Cannabis Oil: May Treat Cancer, But Money and the Law Stand in the Way

of Finding Out: www.sfweekly.com

e 1 person likes this - Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams
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this album is for entertainment only, growing Cannabis is illegal unless you are a

medical patient with proper documentation.

just say GROW!!: Cannabis falls into three categories: Indica, Sativa, and ruderalis.

There is an enormous amount of confusion and misinformation about all three. 

* Sativa is famouse for its long skinny leafs, long flowering time, and "up" high. 

* Indica is famous for short fat leafs, short flowering times, and "down" high.

* Ruderaleus is often called "Hemp" and tends to auto flower, contain low levels of

THC and also some CBD 

Here is where is gets confusing. Some indicas have long skinny leafs. Some Sativa

have short fat leafs. Most modern medical cannabis is hybridized sativa x indica .

The "up" and "down" affects have chemical explanations, but its not as simple as

people want to believe. Some Sativa has a "down" affect, some Indica has an"up"



affect. There is a terpenoid called myrcene that is present in many indicas that

appears to be responsible for the strong sedative affect.

Hemp can mean a lot of things. Under US law, hemp is the stalks of any cannabis

plant. In many countries, its defined by low THC. I know of no where that classifies

hemp as ruderalis as a matter of law. 

A genetic test is not as helpful as you might think. If you wish to know if a medical

cannabis plant is indica, sative, , or highbrdized, a genetic test can be missleading. 

If you cross a pure sativa with a pure indica, all the babies will be 50/50. if you

grow up 100 of the babbies, some will act more like their father (indica) and some

will act more like their mother (sativa). If you wanted to breed a plant that looked

pure sativa, you could pick the two babies that looked most sativa and breed them

if you did the same with their children, and their children, within a few generations

you would have a line that looked pure sativa. You could do the same thing to

selectivly breed for a pure indica look. Both ways, if you saterted with a indica and

a sativa, all the offspring in every generation is still 50/50. That means a plant can

look and act pure Sativa, or pure Indica, but a genetic analises says its 50/50. 

So despite all this, I do have a good trick for identifying the Indica Sativa ratio of the

plant. What most people really want to know is not "what is the genetic ansestry of

this plant". They want to know"what is this plant"

The real manifestation of a plant's Indica to sativa ratio is its flowering time. A pure

Indica flowers in 6 weeks, a pure Sative takes twelve. So starting a 6 weeks, start

counting. Every day past six weeks into the flower cycle add 2.38% to the ratio. 

Here are some examples of how this works. 

Plant A takes 49 days to flower. 49 - 42 =7 . 7 days x 2.38= This plant is 16.66 %

Sativa and 83.4% Indica

Plant B takes 63 days to Flower. 63-42=21. 21 days x 2.38= this plant is 49.98% Sativa

and 50.02% Indica

Plant C takes 77 days to ripen. 77-42=35. 35days x 2.38=This plant is 83.3% Sativa

and 16.7% Indica

~Nathaniel Morris
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this is how the world should be.



Timeline Photos: “For most of history, humans have had to fight Nature to survive;

in this century they are beginning to realize that, in order to survive, they must

protect it.” 

? Jacques-Yves Cousteau

Revering the Universe. Caring for Nature. Celebrating Life.

Join the World Pantheist Movement!

www.pantheism.net

www.facebook.com/groups/2230619808/
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NO GMO, 100% ORGANIC

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=439306762754794&id=133235290028

611&aid=104470

e 1 person likes this - David Danzinger
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and the truth shall set you free...

Timeline Photos: Wake up call
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Timeline Photos: With speed romans and 3 others.
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would this not be an awesome product.



Australian News; World News; News; Articles; Politics; Australian Politics; Fracking;

CSG; Fluoride; Videos; Movies; Activism; Australian Activism; Links;

Plasma Device Could Revolutionize Energy Generation and Storage:

bigwallbling.com
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"I now have absolute proof that smoking even one marijuana cigarette is equal in brain damage to

being on Bikini Island during an H-bomb blast"

~Ronald Reagan

"When I was in England, I experimented with marijuana a time or two, and I didn’t like it, and I didn’t

inhale, and I never tried again."

~Bill Clinton

"I smoked pot in college and in the Army..."

~Al Gore

"So what if it's risky? It's the right thing to do. What we're talking about is 160 people in deep pain. It only

affects them."{to George Bush about medical marijuana}

~Bill Richardson

"When I was a kid I inhaled frequently. That was the point."

~Barack Obama

"I would absolutely never use the federal government to enforce the law of using marijuana"

~Ron Paul

"Pot is not a drug"

~Arnold Schwarzenegger - Governor of California

"You bet I did and I enjoyed it." {on whether he has smoked marijuana}

~Michael Bloomberg - New York City Mayor

"I think that marijuana should not only be legal, I think it should be a cottage industry. It would be

wonderful for the state of Maine. There's some pretty good homegrown dope. I'm sure it would be

even better if you could grow it with fertilizers and have greenhouses."

~Stephen King

"If we think them not enlightened enough to exercise their control with wholesome discretion, the

remedy is not to take it from them but to inform their discretion by education"

~Thomas Jefferson

"When even one American who has done nothing wrong is forced by fear to shut his mind and close his

mouth, then all Americans are in peril."

~Harry S. Truman - Former U.S. President

"I enjoy smoking cannabis and see no harm in it"

~Jennifer Aniston

"And God said, Behold, I have given you every herb bearing seed, which is upon the face of all the earth,

and every tree, in the which is the fruit of a tree yielding seed; to you it shall be for meat."

~Biblical - Genesis 1:29

"Forty million Americans smoked marijuana; the only ones who didn't like it were Judge Ginsberg,

Clarence Thomas and Bill Clinton."

~Jay Leno

"Make the most of the Indian Hemp Seed and sow it everywhere."

~George Washington

"The drug is really quite a remarkably safe one for humans, although it is really quite a dangerous one

for mice and they should not use it."

~J.W.D Henderson Director of the Bureau of Human Drugs, Health and Welfare, Canada

"The prestige of government has undoubtedly been lowered considerably by the prohibition law. For



nothing is more destructive of respect for the government and the law of the land than passing laws

which cannot be enforced. It is an open secret that the dangerous increase of crime in this country is

closely connected with this."

~Albert Einstein "My First Impression of the U.S.A.", 1921

"Our youth can not understand why society chooses to criminalize a behavior with so little visible ill

effect or adverse social impact... These young people have jumped the fence and found no cliff. And

the disrespect for the possession laws fosters a disrespect for laws and the system in general... On top

of this is the distinct impression among the youth that some police may use the marihuana laws to

arrest people they don't like for other reasons, whether it be their politics, their hair style or their ethnic

background." "Federal and state laws (should) be changed to no longer make it a crime to possess

marijuana for private use." ; "State laws should make the public use of marijuana a criminal offense

punishable by a $100 fine. Under federal law, marijuana smoked in public would merely be subject to

seizure."

~President Richard M. Nixon's National Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse "Marihuana: A Signal

of Misunderstanding" March 1972

"Congress should definitely consider decriminalizing possession of marijuana... We should concentrate

on prosecuting the rapists and burglars who are a menace to society."

~Dan Quayle U.S. Representative and Vice president under President Bush March 1977

"Penalties against possession of a drug should not be more damaging to an individual than the use of

the drug itself; and where they are, they should be changed. Nowhere is this more clear than in the

laws against possession of marihuana in private for personal use... Therefore, I support legislation

amending Federal law to eliminate all Federal criminal penalties for the possession of up to one ounce

[28g] of marihuana."

~Jimmy Carter U.S. President Message to congress 1977

"The amount of money and of legal energy being given to prosecute hundreds of thousands of

Americans who are caught with a few ounces of marijuana [1 ounce = 28g] in their jeans simply makes

no sense - the kindest way to put it. A sterner way to put it is that it is an outrage, an imposition on basic

civil liberties and on the reasonable expenditure of social energy."

~William F. Buckley "Legalization of marijuana Long Overdue" Albuquerque Journal June 8, 1993

"The greatest service that can be rendered to any country is to add a useful plant to its culture."

~Thomas Jefferson

"In any civilized society, it is every citizen's responsibility to obey just laws. But at the same time, it is

every citizen's responsibility to disobey unjust laws."

~Martin Luther King Jr.

"How many murders, suicides, robberies, criminal assaults, holdups, burglaries and deeds of maniacal

insanity it causes each year, especially among the young, can only be conjectured...No one knows,

when he places a marijuana cigarette to his lips, whether he will become a joyous reveller in a musical

heaven, a mad insensate, a calm philosopher, or a murderer..."

~HARRY J ANSLINGER Commissioner of the US Bureau of Narcotics 1930-1962

"...the primary reason to outlaw marijuana is its effect on the degenerate races."

~Harry J. Anslinger

"marijuana is an addictive drug which produces in its users insanity, criminality, and death."

~Harry J. Anslinger

"Reefer makes darkies think they're as good as white men."

~Harry J. Anslinger

"You smoke a joint and you're likely to kill your brother."

~Harry J. Anslinger



"There are 100,000 total marijuana smokers in the US, and most are Negroes, Hispanics, Filipinos and

entertainers. Their Satanic music, jazz and swing, result from marijuana usage. This marijuana causes

white women to seek sexual relations with Negroes, entertainers and any others."

~Harry Anslinger, 1937 testimony to Congress in support of the marijuana Tax Act.

~If people let government decide which foods they eat and medicines they take, their bodies will soon

be in as sorry a state as are the souls of those who live under tyranny."

~Thomas Jefferson

''We did not view marijuana as a significant health problem--as it was not....Nobody dies from marijuana.

marijuana smoking, in fact, if one wants to be honest, is a source of pleasure and amusement to

countless millions of people in America, and it continues to be that way.''

~Peter Bourne, President Carter's Drug Czar {Source: PBS's Frontline: ''Drug Wars,'' October 2000}

"The commission has come to the conclusion that the moderate use of hemp drugs is practically

attended by no evil results at all. ... ...moderate use of hemp... appears to cause no appreciable physical

injury of any kind,... no injurious effects on the mind... [and] no moral injury whatever."

~Indian Hemp Drugs Commission, 1894

"Having reviewed all the material available to us we find ourselves in agreement with the conclusion

reached by the Indian Hemp Drugs Commission appointed by the Government of India (1893-94) and

the New York Mayor's Committee (1944 - LaGuardia)that the long-term consumption of cannabis in

moderate doses has no harmful effects" "the long-asserted dangers of cannabis are exaggerated and

that the related law is socially damaging, if not unworkable"

~1968 UK ROYAL COMMISSION, THE WOOTTON REPORT

"Cannabis is remarkably safe. Although not harmless, it is surely less toxic than most of the conventional

medicines it could replace if it were legally available. Despite its use by millions of people over

thousands of years, cannabis has never caused an overdose death."

~Testimony of Professor Lester Grinspoon, M.D., Associate Professor of Psychiatry, Harvard Medical

School, before the Crime Subcommittee of the Judiciary Committee, U.S. House of Representatives,

Washington, D.C., October 1, 1997

"marijuana is beneficial to many patients"

~Jocelyn Elders, USA Surgeon General

"The major health and psychological effects of chronic cannabis use, especially daily use over many

years, remain uncertain"

~The Report of the Australian Government 1996

"There are no long lasting ill-effects from the acute use of marijuana and no fatalities have ever been

recorded ... there seems to be growing agreement within the medical community, at least, that

marijuana does not directly cause criminal behaviour, juvenile delinquency, sexual excitement, or

addiction."

~Dr J. H. Jaffe, The Pharmacological Basis of Therapeutics. L.Goodman and A Gillman, 3rd edn. 1965

"... as a multipurpose plant, ganga is used medicinally, even by non-smokers. ....There were no

indications of organic brain damage or chromosome damage among smokers and no significant clinical

psychiatric, psychological or medical) differences between smokers and controls."

~US Jamaican Study 1974

The U.S. federal government has failed to make public its own 1994 study that undercuts its position

that marijuana is carcinogenic - a $2 million study by the National Toxicology Program. The program's

deputy director, John Bucher, says the study "found absolutely no evidence of cancer." In fact, animals

that received THC had fewer cancers. Bucher denies his agency had been pressured to shelve the

report, saying the delay in making it public was due to a personnel shortage.



The Boston Globe reported Thursday (1-30-97) that the study indicates not only that the main

ingredient in marijuana, THC, does not cause cancer, but also that it may even protect against

malignancies, laboratory tests on animals show.

The report comes on the heels of an editorial in the prestigious New England Journal of Medicine that

favors the controlled medical use of marijuana, and calls current federal policy "misguided,

heavy-handed and inhumane."

The Clinton administration has said that doctors prescribing marijuana could be prosecuted for a

federal crime.

marijuana has been reported to ease the pain, nausea and vomiting in advanced stages of cancer, AIDS

and other serious illnesses, but the federal government claims other treatments have been deemed

safer than what it calls "a psychoactive, burning carcinogen."

However, The Boston Globe says the government's claim appears to be undercut by its own $2 million

study.

~BOSTON, Jan. 30, 1997 (UPI)

"Users in our matched-pair sample smoked marijuana in addition to as many tobacco cigarettes as did

their matched non-using pairs. Yet their small airways were, if anything, a bit healthier than their

matches. We must tentatively conclude either that marijuana has no harmful effect on such passages

or that it actually offers some slight protection against harmful effects of tobacco smoke"

~Cannabis in Costa Rica: A Study of Chronic marijuana Use; Institute of Human Issues

"The use of marijuana does not lead to morphine or heroin or cocaine addiction and no effort is made to

create a market for these narcotics by stimulating the practice of marijuana smoking"

~The LaGardia sub-committee of New York 1944

"Most marijuana users do not go on to use other drugs."

~"marijuana: Facts for Teens." U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. Washington, D.C. 1995,

p.10.

"Simulated driving scores for subjects experiencing a normal social "high" and the same subjects under

control conditions are not significantly different. However, there are significantly more errors for alcohol

intoxicated than for control subjects"

~Crancer Study, Washington Department of Motor Vehicles

"THC's adverse effects on driving performance appear relatively small"

~U.S. Department of Transportation, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (DOT HS 808 07,

Final Report, November 1993

"Compared to alcohol, which makers people take more risks on the road, marijuana made drivers slow

down and drive more carefully.... Cannabis is good for driving skills, as people tend to overcompensate

for a perceived impairment."

~Professor Olaf Drummer, a forensic scientist the Royal College of Surgeons in Melbourne in 1996

"Medicines often produce side effects. Sometimes they are physically unpleasant. Cannabis too has

discomforting side effects, but these are not physical they are political"

~The Economist March 28th 1992

"I'm quite impressed by what's happened to (MS) patients who have used it"

~Dr. James Malone-Lee, consultant St. Pancras Hospital, London

"Measurements and main results. Exposed and nonexposed neonates were compared at 3 days and 1

month old, using the Brazelton Neonatal Assessment Scale, including supplementary items to capture



possible subtle effects. There were no significant differences between exposed and nonexposed

neonates on day 3. At 1 month, the exposed neonates showed better physiological stability and

required less examiner facilitation to reach organized states. The neonates of heavy- marijuana-using

mothers had better scores on autonomic stability, quality of alertness, irritability, and self-regulation

and were judged to be more rewarding for caregivers."

~Prenatal marijuana Exposure and Neonatal Outcomes in Jamaica: An Ethnographic Study Melanie C.

Dreher, PhD; Kevin Nugent, PhD; and Rebekah Hudgins, MA

"Penalties against possession of a drug should not be more damaging to an individual than the use of

the drug itself"

~President Jimmy Carter

"Cannabis never killed anybody and it's use is widespread. You can"t stop it. The law defeats itself

because all the efforts to stop drugs coming in only drives up the prices and then gangsters move in to

push the drugs. If they legalised there wouldn't be gangsters and huge profits...The police are gradually

decriminalising the possession of cannabis because they realise there's not much point prosecuting"

~Judge James Pickles, UK

"Prohibition... goes beyond the bounds of reason in that it attempts to control mans' appetite through

legislation and makes a crime out of things that are not even crimes... A prohibition law strikes a blow at

the very principles upon which our Government was founded"

~President Abraham Lincoln (December 1840)

''From the Colombian point of view legalization is the easy solution. I mean, just legalize it and we won't

have any more problems. Probably in five years we wouldn't even have guerrillas. No problems. We

would have a great country with no problems.''

~Jaime Ruiz, Senior Adviser to the Colombian President {Source: Ottawa Citizen, September 6, 2000}

''I say legalize drugs because I want to see less drug abuse, not more. And I say legalize drugs because

I want to see the criminals put out of business.''

~Edward Ellison, former Head of Scotland Yard's Antidrug Squad {Source: London's Daily Mail, March

10, 1998}

"I am here because I am the first judge in this country to say, in 1990, that the war on drugs was racist. It

still is and that hasn't changed"

~Judge Pamela Alexander at the DPF Conference, November 1996

"I, as a responsible adult human being, will never concede the power to anyone to regulate my choice

of what I put into my body, or where I go with my mind. From the skin inwards is my jurisdiction, is it

not? I choose what may or may not cross that border. Here I am the Customs Agent. I am the Coast

guard. I am the sole legal and spiritual government of this territory, and only the laws I choose to enact

within myself are applicable"

~Alexander Shulgin, PhD, Chemist and author, at the DPF Conference, November 1996

"I support decriminalisation. People are smoking pot anyway and to make them into criminals is wrong.

It's when you're in jail you really become a criminal."

~Sir Paul McCartney, Independent on Sunday, 28th September 1997

"It is certainly no longer true to say if it ever was, that smoking cannabis is a sign of affiliation to an

"alternative" lifestyle. Clearly, in the light of its popularity and to a degree its apparent social

acceptability questions are raised about the legalisation of cannabis"

~The Misuse of Drugs, Office of Health Economics

From: Outside View: Let science decide about pot

By Paul Armentano (NORML)

Currently more than 30 percent of the U.S. population lives in a place where some type of marijuana



decriminalization is the law. According to the federal government, this policy "has had virtually no effect

on either the marijuana use or on the related attitudes and beliefs about marijuana use among young

people."

Since the 1970s, more than a dozen government-appointed committees -- in the United States, Britain,

Canada and Australia as well as in other countries -- have issued recommendations regarding

marijuana policy. These include the Shafer Commission, appointed by former President Richard Nixon,

Canada's Le Dain Commission, and Britain's Wooten Report, all of which concluded that marijuana

prohibition causes far more social damage than marijuana use, and the possession of marijuana for

personal use should no longer be a criminal offense.

The passage of time has done little to sway the minds of these nonpartisan experts. Consider the

conclusions of the Wooten Report, originally issued in 1968: "In considering the scale of penalties, our

main aim, having regard to our view of the known effects of cannabis, is to remove for practical

purposes, the prospect of imprisonment for possession of a small amount and to demonstrate that

taking the drug in moderation is a relatively minor offense."

Parallel those findings with the recent recommendations of the conservative British Police Foundation,

which in a 2001 report concluded: "The law's implementation damages individuals in terms of criminal

records and risks to jobs and relationships to a degree that far outweighs any harm that cannabis may

be doing to a society. Prison should no longer be a penalty for possession." The millennium may be

different, but their analysis remains the same.

Scientific inquiries on this side of the Atlantic have yielded equally consistent results. In 1972, Nixon's

handpicked Shafer Commission recommended Congress remove criminal penalties for the possession

of marijuana for personal use as well as on the "casual distribution of small amounts of marijuana."

Ten years later, researchers at the U.S. National Research Council, a division of the National Academy

of Sciences, reaffirmed that prohibition was ineffective and should be "seriously reconsidered." Most

recently, a special Canadian House of Lords committee concluded, "The consequences of conviction

for possession of a small amount of cannabis for personal use are disproportionate to the potential

harm associated with that behavior."

~Source THC

"It really puzzles me to see marijuana connected with Narcotics - Dope and all that crap…it's a thousand

times better than whiskey - it's an Assistant - a friend."

~Louis Armstrong

"We shall, by and by, want a world of hemp more for our own consumption."

~John Adams

"The greatest service which can be rendered any country is the add a useful plant to its culture!"

~Thomas Jefferson

One of the problems that the marijuana reform movement consistently faces is that everyone wants to

talk about what marijuana does, but no one ever wants to look at what marijuana prohibition does.

marijuana never kicks down your door in the middle of the night.

marijuana never locks up sick and dying people.

marijuana does not suppress medical research.



marijuana does not peek in bedroom windows.

Even if one takes every reefer madness allegation of the prohibitionists at face value, marijuana

prohibition has done far more harm to far more people than marijuana ever could.

~Richard Cowan, Former head of NORML, Now editor of Account Suspended

"marijuana in its natural form is one of the safest therapeutically active substances known to man."

~DEA's Administrative Law Judge, Francis Young. Source: US Department of Justice, Drug Enforcement

Agency, "In the Matter of marijuana Rescheduling Petition," [Docket #86-22], (September 6, 198, p. 57.

"I do not believe that the federal government should treat adults who choose to smoke marijuana as

criminals," Frank said in a statement, adding that it's "not appropriate in a free society."

~Rep. Barney Frank
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“…marijuana is one of the safest, therapeutically active substances known to man.” – Judge Francis

Young (DEA)
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http://www.trueactivist.com/still-believe-nature-got-it-wrong-top-10-health-benefits-of-marijuana/

There is no plant on Earth more condemned than marijuana. We're talking about a

living organism which governments have taken upon themselves to designate as

an illegal substance.

Still Believe Nature Got It Wrong? Top 10 Health Benefits of Marijuana:

www.trueactivist.com
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PERU, UNDERSTANDS THE DANGERS RELATED TO GMO FOODS...

WHY CANT PICK N PAY UNDERSTAND IT..



The only other country in the Americas besides Ecuador to completely ban

genetically-modified organisms (GMOs) from being cultivated within its borders,

the South American nation of Peru has taken charge to help protect not only its

own citizens but also the people of the countries to whom it export...

Peru bans GMOs: www.trueactivist.com
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MY PICK AND PAY BOMBING HAS STARTED AGAIN. AS MY POST GET LOWER TO THE BOTTOM OF

THE ILL POST MORE. CONSTANTLY MAKING PEOPLE SEE THE DANGERS OF GMO FOODS...
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Breaking News, Daily News, and Good Reads

DAILY NEWS: BREAKING NEWS: NESTLE GOES GMO FREE With Baby Foods! …But

only in South Africa. Are you pissed? You should be.

Read here:

http://sustainablepulse.com/2013/05/12/nestle-folds-to-consumer-pressure-ov

er-gmos-in-south-africa/#.UY_NMyvwLSx

Take action:

http://action.greenamerica.org/p/dia/action/public/?action_KEY=10597

Plaster their Facebook page: Nestlé

#nogmos #nestle #gerber — with Dee Hoer.
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I am so glad to see so many post against gmo on pick and pay facebook page. they are having there

hands forced to answer to there unfounded aligations in favor of gmo foods sold by them.
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does anyone here have anyone that is a lawyer, that will be able to spare some of there time to answer

questions. if so please get them to contact the admins of dagga movement by private messaging us.
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Keen to understand food’s journey from farm to fork, and the health implications?

We give you the lowdown on genetic modification. Pick n Pay, Inspired by you. Get

the latest News and Information of Pick n Pay

The truth about GM food - Pick n Pay News - Pick n Pay: www.picknpay.co.za
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My letter to Pick & Pay. ...The Advertising Standards Authority of South

Africa has twice ordered Monsanto to remove false and misleading

adverts regarding the health aspects of GMO food. Your article below

makes the following false and deliberately misleading claim.. "Food

quality is improved – the risk for fungal infection and insect damage is

cut, and very little pesticide is left over in the food that reaches the

supermarket." ... There is no artificially inserted gene from a soil

bacteria ( a protein as you put it )that increases food quality? There is

no artificially inserted gene from a soil bacteria ( a protein as you put

it) that reduces the risk of fungal infection. There have been numerous

peer reviewed scientific studies done by independent laboratories

indicating health and safety concerns around genetically modified

foods. Please remove your deliberately misleading article. 

Furthermore it is pointless entering a debate with the Government as

your article suggests when the Deputy Minister of Agriculture, Pieter

Mulder, reads Monsanto Pamphlets for his speeches.
13 May 2013 12:55PM
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Timeline Photos: New Study Proves Bt Toxins in GMOs Toxic to Mammalian Blood.

Dr. Mezzomo and his team from the Department of Genetics and Morphology at

the Institute of Biological Sciences, University of Brasilia recently performed and

published a study done involving testing Bacillus thuringensis toxin (Bt toxin) on

Swiss albino mice. This toxin is the same one built into Monsanto's GMO Bt crops

such as corn and soy as a biopesticide.

Read more here:

http://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/new-study-proves-bt-toxins-gmos-toxic-m

ammalian-blood
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=481823980863&id=295273535863&ai

d=259705
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Exposing the truth about idols, your country's got talent and so many more!

"Tone deaf pfft. Everybody is capable of singing like a pro. If you are someone that believe that you

cannot sing or you are having trouble pitching your voice with other artist try using a pitch shifter

change the pitch down and try again, go down as low as 3 octaves, or 3 up depending on the song. Do

not be afraid to be an artist or creator. Normality is only found in the chaos of reality where you struggle

to hide your uniqueness at the expense of your individuality by another person's judgement." - Michael

Hawthorne



Timeline Photos: "Tone deaf pfft. Everybody is capable of singing like a pro. If you

are someone that believe that you cannot sing or you are having trouble pitching

your voice with other artist try using a pitch shifter change the pitch down and try

again, go down as low as 3 octaves, or 3 up depending on the song. Do not be

afraid to be an artist or creator. Normality is only found in the chaos of reality where

you struggle to hide your uniqueness at the expense of your individuality by

another person's judgement." - Michael Hawthorne
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Bob Marley was buried with his red Gibson guitar, a

Bible opened to Psalm 23, and bud of marijuana.
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Anyone recently been charged with possession?

Timeline Photos: Just in from a supporter sitting in a Magistrates Court in

Johannesburg on a possession charge.

An 'I love Dagga' sticker right under the prosecutors nose....
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French researchers secretly studied, for two years, 200 rats fed with transgenic

maize. Tumors, serious disorders... full-fledged slaughter. And a bomb for t...

GMO, Global Alert: www.youtube.com
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The longest prison sentence ever was for 384,912 years

for having failed to deliver 4000 letters, in 1972. 

^ Ridiculous!

e 1 person likes this - Morgan Zinn
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http://youtu.be/GibHWwxXWU0

Practical Lawful Rebellion: Travelling Police stop me while I exercise my god given right to travel

upon the highways without hindrance, let or levy in any m...

Police Stop Freeman Exercising His Right to Travel (Part 1): www.youtube.com
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http://youtu.be/Dcf9Go0dq_M

Practical Lawful Rebellion: Travelling Police stop me while I exercise my god given

right to travel upon the highways without hindrance, let or levy in any m...

Police Stop Freeman Exercising His Right to Travel (Part 2): www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Peter Rieger
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At least when it comes to topical application, you have a choice. You can easily buy

fluoride-free toothpaste and mouthwash. But you're stuck with whatever your

community puts in the water, and it's very difficult to filter out of your water once

it's added.

Harvard Study Confirms Fluoride Reduces Children's IQ: www.huffingtonpost.com
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Timeline Photos: VITAMIN B-17 AMAZON REVIEW: "This product is a must to add to

your diet because people need this. This product is largely suppressed in the U.S.

because it is beneficial to ones diet. The medical industry does NOT want anybody

to know how beneficial and important this is to have in ones diet. If your not familiar

with vitamin B-17 then you need to look at G. Edward Griffin's A World Without

Cancer series. Highly recommend this." (70 of 74 people found the following review

helpful)

VITAMIN B-17 AMAZON REVIEW: "I was told I had leukemia in July, 2011. I am 57

Yrs old, non-smoker, never sick. I went through 2 sets of Chemo. I had heard about

B17 in the book "World without Cancer", purchased through Amazon. The First

Chemo showed no effect. I started taking 1000mg per day of B17, with multi

vitamins. They give you nothing to counter the damage the chemo does to your

system. The Second Chemo results were the same. No positive effect. They said

more chemo would not help. Radiation therapy, I declined. So I was sent home with

3 weeks or more to live. My bone marrow was full of cancer cells and also in my

blood system. This was Sept. 2011. I thought at the time that the B17 had at least

helped with the side effects. I did feel very weak, could not taste food, had 2 bad

rashes from anti-biotics. But I never got sick. I was sent home. Final arrangments

were made, but slowly I started feeling better, wounds would heal and in

November, I was doing small things around the house. In Dec. 2012 I was checked.

They found nothing in my blood or bone marrow and was told I was in remission. I

declined any more Chemo. This is Feb. 2012, and I am still short of breath, but can

do minor things. I can't prove how much the B17 had an effect on me, or how long I

will be in remission. But I'm glad I ordered it. Maybe God's will or God's gift." (97 of

99 people found the following review helpful)

WIKIPEDIA: "The U.S. Food and Drug Administration prohibited the interstate

shipment of amygdalin and laetrile (B-17) in 1977. Thereafter, 27 U.S. states

legalized the use of amygdalin within those states."

http://www.amazon.com/Amygdalin-B17-Tablets-100-Mg/dp/B00415Y7V8

I BEAT CANCER WITH VITAMIN B17 

http://youtu.be/CyvSmhrlJwE

A World Without Cancer (HQ) - The Story of Vitamin B17 - G. Edward Griffin 

http://youtu.be/2qHNDYeF0MU

There are 2 reviews above. One is from a $20 bottle, the other from an $83 bottle.

The wiki-quote is below. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amygdalin



Posted by Sway

Join us https://www.facebook.com/thenwowillfail

Unete https://www.facebook.com/Illuminati.Resistencia

Listen to our daily show 5PM PST/ 7PM EST

http://www.blogtalkradio.com/thenwowillfail — with Margaret Mckneely and 3

others.
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=246318092160610&id=246317855493

967&aid=59223
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Sometimes you win, sometimes you learn.

Timeline Photos: Interesting Coincidence? Over the past few thousand years, we

have warped our own history. Our versions of the past has been mistranslated,

changed, altered, and skewed to fit our understanding of reality, and completely

left our many things that we cannot explain: http://goo.gl/7ZZD6

Paul Hellyer, former Minister of Defense of Canada reveals that some ET Species

have visited and still visit Earth, at Citizen Hearing on Disclosure (April 29 - May 3

2013): http://goo.gl/YtQxy

It appears that government withheld information from the public that would have

enabled mankind to move forward and prosper. — with Mike Phoebus and 6 others.
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[Message from BrandYourCar.com]

We need your URGENT help please as this is relevant to your region or you might know someone that

can do with the extra money.

We are looking for Black / Silver vehicles in the below areas



1. Bloemfontein

2. Kimberley

SABC American Idols Campaign is doing a campaign which will be running for the next 3 months, we

will pay you R1,100 per month to have the branding on your vehicle. See example attached of what the

branding will look like.

The type of vehicles that will work with this specific creative execution are cars with NO PLASTIC

BEADING on doors and with the number plate sitting BELOW the boot area. It also has to be HATCH

BACKS.

If you know of anyone that would be interested, they need to please urgently contact me 

as we only have limited spots still available.

[Personal Opinion]

HAHAHAHA WTF! R1100 per month to have your car look like a fucking joke!?

FUCK IDOLS! IF YOU DO THIS IT SHOWS YOU HOW DESPERATE PEOPLE HAVE BECOME FOR MORE

MONEY

Fill paint bails with brake fluid and target all cars flying idols colors! We the people will not allow the

exploit of unsuspecting people with this cheap stunt!

[Resources]

http://www.news24.com/MyNews24/Letters/Idols-nothing-but-a-scam-20090414

http://www.news24.com/MyNews24/Idols-South-Africa-Sham-or-Scam-Definitely-not-Glam-201207

08

http://www.channel24.co.za/TV/Reality/Idols-Have-they-already-picked-a-winner-20120716

http://www.socialyz.com/media-buzz/shock-horror-south-africans-idols-is-a-set-up/

http://www.megcabot.com/2006/02/113984375463115832/

http://www.americanidolvotescam.com/

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Idol_controversies

http://www.mediatakeout.com/5962/shocking_new_claim_american_idol_is_a_fraud.html

Timeline Photos: [Message from BrandYourCar.com]



We need your URGENT help please as this is relevant to your region or you might

know someone that can do with the extra money.

 

We are looking for Black / Silver vehicles in the below areas

1.       Bloemfontein

2.       Kimberley

SABC American Idols Campaign is doing a campaign which will be running for the

next 3 months, we will pay you R1,100 per month to have the branding on your

vehicle.  See example attached of what the branding will look like.

 

The type of vehicles that will work with this specific creative execution are cars

with NO PLASTIC BEADING on doors and with the number plate sitting BELOW the

boot area.  It also has to be HATCH BACKS.

 

If you know of anyone that would be interested, they need to please urgently

contact me 

as we only have limited spots still available.

[Personal Opinion]

HAHAHAHA WTF! R1100 per month to have your car look like a fucking joke!?

FUCK IDOLS! IF YOU DO THIS IT SHOWS YOU HOW DESPERATE PEOPLE HAVE

BECOME FOR MORE MONEY

Fill paint bails with brake fluid and target all cars flying idols colors! We the people

will not allow the exploit of unsuspecting people with this cheap stunt!



[Resources]

http://www.news24.com/MyNews24/Letters/Idols-nothing-but-a-scam-2009041

4

http://www.news24.com/MyNews24/Idols-South-Africa-Sham-or-Scam-Definitel

y-not-Glam-20120708

http://www.channel24.co.za/TV/Reality/Idols-Have-they-already-picked-a-winn

er-20120716

http://www.socialyz.com/media-buzz/shock-horror-south-africans-idols-is-a-set

-up/

http://www.megcabot.com/2006/02/113984375463115832/

http://www.americanidolvotescam.com/

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Idol_controversies

http://www.mediatakeout.com/5962/shocking_new_claim_american_idol_is_a_fra

ud.html

f 1 comment

Ian D. Samson
I could sure use the extra grocery money but I live in Johannesburg

and I drive a green Camry.
14 May 2013 03:01PM
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Hello my friends, be prepared for some challenging truths and be warned, our

governments are being exposed for the puppet pretend democracies they are....

bi...

The World According to Monsanto GMO Documentary: www.youtube.com
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FACTS ABOUT THE GLOBAL BANKING MACHINE

1) All the major banks in the world are owned and controlled by the banking families. 

2) They control the entire process of the creation, the printing, and supply of money around the world.

3) The three biggest names in this cartel are the Rothschilds; Rockefellers and Morgans, and they

ultimately own or control all the banks in the world, together with a small number of other powerful

banking families, like Carnegie, Harriman, Schiff, and Warburg. 

4) Collectively they have become known as the “banksters” by those who became aware of their

devious activity.

5) All the major central banks of the world, including the Reserve Bank of South Africa, just like the



Federal Reserve Bank in the USA, are privately owned corporations with complete control of the

financial markets.

6) These banking families and central banks are a law unto themselves and do not have to answer to

anyone. For example, section 33 of the South African Reserve Bank Act allows them to keep their

actions secret. 

7) The global financial system created around the supply of money is so convoluted and complex that

only a few people truly understand it. This is always used as an excuse to exclude the involvement of

ordinary people.

8) The deeply complex legal system is used in the same way to manipulate and support this structure,

denying the ordinary person access to lawful justice. 

9) Lawful justice cannot exist under the situation where the country is a corporation; the president

appoints the judges, therefore the judges work for the corporation and have to uphold the wellbeing of

the corporation – not the people. And the courts are mere enforcers of the banking policy.

10) Banks officially do not work with money. They work with Bills of Exchange, Negotiable Instruments

and Promissory Notes.

11) The word ‘money’ does not even have a definition in the Bank Act of South Africa, neither is the

word ‘payment’ defined.

12) All the major money of the world is ‘FIAT’ money – this basically means that it has no intrinsic value

AND it is not supported by any precious metals like gold or silver, as it was a long time ago. FIAT money

is created by banks, out of thin air, when you take out a “loan.” There is actually no real loan – nothing

physical is exchanged – this is the equivalent of counterfeiting. South Africa’s money supply has

quadrupled in the past decade, and yet this increase supply has not seen a parallel increase in gold,

silver or other real commodity reserves.

13) This means that the paper/plastic money we use is completely worthless. They are just fancy

pieces of paper with some fancy logos printed on them with no value at all. The ‘value’ is derived

purely from the masses of people who have confidence in their currency and keep using it as a method

of exchange.

14) For example, very few people know that a payment / commission / legal bribe is paid to the South

African government every time a worn note or coin is returned to the SA Reserve bank. This payment is

called seigniorage and allows our government to profit from the exploitation of the people by the

paper/plastic money controlled by the Reserve Bank, and ultimately the Bank For International

Settlements from whom our Reserve Bank receives their orders.

15) Yet it is illegal to destroy these worthless pieces of paper, and people who introduce alternative

pieces of paper, or copy these pieces of paper are jailed for infringement of its copyright. 

16) The only reason our money has any value, is because we give it value – our perception of value is

the only value it has. If the people lose faith in their money, the money will collapse, because nothing

supports it. In fact the word ‘credit’ comes from the Latin credere which means “to believe.” Evidence

of this is found almost every time a central bank governor opens their mouth. You will hear the word

“confidence” uttered over and over and over again because the prime directive of a central bank

governor is to maintain confidence in banking at all costs. Erosion in confidence leads to the collapse of

the system. This is precisely why they placed Nelson Mandela’s face on the new South African notes –

to instil and renew confidence in our money and abuse the man’s commitment to freedom.

17) Banks create money out of “THIN AIR” by simply creating debits and credit on the accounting

computer system. This is called the Matching Principle and is governed by the Generally Accepted

Accounting Principles (GAAP). A “loan” is not a loan in the ordinary sense of the word, it is an instruction

that you, the customer signs, in the process creating a promissory note, which you “submit” to the

bank authority, giving the bank permission to issue one of their promissory notes in return. Their



promissory note (which comes in the form of a computer generated bank statement) is designed to

look like a loan. So, their promise back to you (in exchange for your promise to them) is the loan you are

receiving. So, in essence, you instructed the bank to make money out of thin air. Because you are none

the wiser, you agree to the exploitative terms and conditions outlined in the agreement which, of

course, the courts will enforce in their favour. 

18) Banks do not have money of their own to lend you as most people believe. No money existed in the

system before the so called “loan” was granted to you.

19) Banks create money on the signatures of their clients and the so-called contracts and loans they

make the customer sign. These contracts are sold in a process called securitisation to third parties, who

in turn sell it on the global stock markets. This is a highly secretive and well guarded technique in which

they profiteer and create undue enrichment. Then they bundle such loans and sell them back to the

people via pensions funds and insurance policies. Are you confused yet? You should be – many

lawyers and most judges do not understand this and this is why we had to study this ourselves to be

able to defend ourselves in the courts against those lawyers who defend the banksters and understand

it well. The people have to know.

20) By selling your signature or ‘promissory note’ or mortgage bond contract, they lose all legal rights

to any property that they financed. In legal terms this is called losing ‘locus standi’.

21) When the bank securitises a loan, they get paid the full capital amount of the loan, plus interest, up

front. This means that your loan has actually been pre-settled by a third party who is insured in case

you default, while you have no idea that this is going on behind the scenes.

22) The banks break contract law by claiming to lend what they do not possess – money. They only

create money, in most cases cyber-money, after you signed all the documents and they sold your

promissory note to the third party who then on-sells it, sometimes many times, to other parties by

trading it on the global stock markets. This is why securitisation is a ponzi / pyramid scheme that

everyone must become aware of. It is also known as “shadow banking” which is easy to research

online.

23) They do not disclose any of this to their customers, keeping us in the dark. You believed that they

actually loaned real money. This is a lie. They never loaned you anything of any value and therefore

there was never “equal consideration” where both you and the bank stands to lose something. This

flies in the face of basic contract law, never mind common morality among people. But then banks are

not people – they are legal fiction corporations. 

24) You created all the value with your own mind and it was your signature that caused the release of

money from the third party buyer, which the bank received on your behalf – except they never

informed you of that, did they?

25) The banks act as intermediaries, like estate agents, because they do not lend us THEIR money.

Since they do not lend us anything, but only obtain it on the strength of our signatures, from a third

party, any interest they charge is pure extortion and fraud. Disclosure must take place for a valid

agreement to occur.

26) The money in South Africa is printed by the South African Mint – also a private company that simply

profiteers on the hard work of our people. However, recently this has been outsourced to Sweden

which was a disaster, causing huge embarrassment for the Reserve Bank after several billion Rands

worth of notes were printed incorrectly with the wrong dimensions and had to be destroyed. 

27) The Reserve Bank, which is a private company, is in charge of printed money, which it sells or loans

it to the banks at a fraction of the face value of the bank notes.

28) When the banks return the used bank notes to the Reserve Bank, they get paid almost the entire

full face value of those bank notes, creating enrichment out of thin air for themselves, by creating

money out of thin air from shuffling paper.



29) Banks practice what is called “Fractional Reserve Banking”. This means that they only have to

retain a small percentage of any deposit and can lend out the rest many times over to the public,

creating a spiral of debt on money that does not even exist.

30) For example: For every $100 you deposit, the bank lends out about $900 of imaginary fictitious

money to their clients. The real fraud is that they charge compounded interest on this non-existent

money. This is blatant fraud and anyone else would be jailed for a long time for doing this.

31) Interest is charged up front. Interest is considered “real money” by the bank, and so they can make

more loans, out of thin air, against that interest, that did not exist in the first place.

32) As it stands today, there is not enough money in the world to pay off all the debt in the world,

because of interest. This is exactly the situation the banksters wanted to create. A situation that gives

them complete control over property and other assets that can be repossessed by the banks only to

re-sell it to another naive person who will most likely end up in the same debt situation.

33) All this activity is continually supported by the legal system and the ignorant judges who just

perpetuate the fraud in the face of clear evidence.

34) In some countries, hard working people are jailed for not being able to repay their debt. This a

blatant crime against humanity for which the bankers should be jailed and the judges should be

answerable to the people they serve. But then, they don’t serve the people, they serve the corporation

that employs them – THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA and other corporations that masquerade as

countries.

35) The printed notes we call money are really instruments of debt and should be illegal. Money as we

know it today can only be issued as debt. In fact, about 40% of the debt of the USA is fictitious /

counterfeit debt, owed to the Federal Reserve Bank who initially created it out of nothing and then

charged interest on that debt. All the income tax collected in the US is used to pay off just the interest

portion of the debt to the Federal Reserve Bank owners.

This is just a small taste of the convoluted web of deception that has been created to keep us ignorant

and completely enslaved to the global control of the banksters.

There is no reason why we, the people, cannot create our own new form of money as an alternative to

the banks’ tools of enslavement and use this new money as an interim tool to stabilise the economic

crisis. A lawful kind of money that serves the people. On the path to complete freedom from money -

UBUNTU Contributionism. VIVA UBUNTU

www.ubuntuparty.org.za

Ubuntu Political party - South Africa

ubuntu: www.ubuntuparty.org.za
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Share! http://death.za.org/wiki/index.php?title=FACTS_ABOUT_THE_GLOBAL_BANKING_MACHINE

1) All the major banks in the world are owned and controlled by the banking

families. 2) They control the entire process of the creation, the printing, and supply

of money around the world. 3) The three biggest names in this cartel are the

Rothschilds; Rockefellers and Morgans, and they ultimately o...



FACTS ABOUT THE GLOBAL BANKING MACHINE: death.za.org
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Timeline Photos: SWAZILAND

Notice to all witches - Don't say you've not been warned hey !

Thanks to Terry Heideman xx

e 1 person likes this - Dries Van Tonder

f 1 comment

Redeye Mike
Lol ;)
14 May 2013 08:16PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Wednesday 15 May 2013
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=217603604974288&id=217514361649

879&aid=57691

e 2 people like this - Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Sean Palmer
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Timeline Photos: New Study Links GMO Food To Leukemia 

Author: Sayer Ji, Founder >A new study, yet to receive any media attention, reveals

the "leukemogenic" properties of the Bt toxin biopesticides engineered into the

vast majority of GMO food crops already within the US food supply.  >Last

September, the causal link between cancer and genetically modified food was

confirmed in a French study, the first independent long-term animal feeding study

not commissioned by the biotech corporations themselves. The disturbing details

can be found here: New Study Finds GM Corn and Roundup Causes Cancer In Rats

Now, a new study published in the Journal of Hematology & Thromboembolic

Diseases indicates that the biopesticides engineered into GM crops known as

Bacillus Thuringensis (Bt) or Cry-toxins, may also contribute to blood abnormalities



from anemia to hematological malignancies (blood cancers) such as leukemia.[i]

A group of scientists from the Department of Genetics and Morphology, Institute of

Biological Sciences, University of Brasilia, Brasilia/DF, Brazil set out to test the

purported human and environmental biosafety of GM crops, looking particularly at

the role that the Bt toxin found within virtually all GM food crops plays on

non-target or non-insect animal species. 

The research was spurred by the Brazilian Collegiate Board of Directors of the

National Sanitary Surveillance Agency (ANVISA), who advocated in 2005 for

evaluations of toxicity and pathogenicity of microbiological control agents such as

Bt toxins, given that little is known about their toxicological potential in non-target

organisms, including humans.

While Bacillus Thurigensis spore-crystals have been used since the late 1960's in

agriculture as a foliar insecticide, it was only after the advent of recombinant DNA

biotechnology that these toxin-producing genes (known as delta endotoxins) were

first inserted into the plants themselves and released into commercial production

in the mid-90's, making their presence in the US food supply and the bodies of

exposed populations ubiquitous. 

What the new study revealed is that various binary combinations and doses of Bt

toxins are capable of targeting mammalian cells, particularly the erythroid (red

blood cell) lineage, resulting in red blood cell changes indicative of significant

damage, such as anemia. In addition, the study found that Bt toxins suppressed

bone marrow proliferation creating abnormal lymphocyte patterns consistent with

some types of leukemia.

The researchers also found that one of the prevailing myths about the selective

toxicity of Bt to insects, the target species, no longer holds true:

It has been reported that Cry toxins exert their toxicity when activated at alkaline

pH of the digestive tract of susceptible larvae, and, because the physiology of the

mammalian digestive system does not allow their activation, and no known specific

receptors in mammalian intestinal cells have been reported, the toxicity these

MCAs to mammals would negligible [8,22,23]. However, our study demonstrated

that Bt spore-crystals genetically modified to express individually Cry1Aa, Cry1Ab,

Cry1Ac or Cry2A induced hematotoxicity, particularly to the erythroid lineage. This

finding corroborates literature that demonstrated that alkali-solubilized Bt

spore-crystals caused in vitro hemolysis in cell lines of rat, mouse, sheep, horse,

and human erythrocytes and suggested that the plasma membrane of susceptible

cells (erythrocytes, in this case) may be the primary target for these toxins [33]

The study also found:

1) That Cry toxins are capable of exerting their adverse effects when suspended in

distilled water, not requiring alkalinization via insect physiology to become

activated as formerly believed.



2) That a dose of Cry1Ab as low as 27 mg/kg, their lowest tested dose, was

capable of inducing hypochromic anemia in mice – the very toxin has been

detected in blood of non-pregnant women, pregnant women and their fetuses in

Canada, supposedly exposed through diet.

3) Whereas past reports have found that Bt toxins are generally nontoxic and do

not bioaccumulate in fatty tissue or persist in the environment, the new study

demonstrated that all Cry toxins tested had a more pronounced effect from 72

hours of exposure onwards, indicating the opposite is true.

4) That high-dose Cry toxin doses caused blood changes indicative of bone

marrow damage (damage to "hematopoietic stem cell or bone marrow stroma").

The authors noted their results "demonstrate leukemogenic activity for other

spore-crystals not yet reported in the literature."

They concluded:

[R]esults showed that the Bt spore-crystals genetically modified to express

individually Cry1Aa, Cry1Ab, Cry1Ac or Cry2A can cause some hematological risks

to vertebrates,increasing their toxic effects with long-term exposure. Taking into

account the increased risk of human and animal exposures to significant levels of

these toxins, especially through diet, our results suggest that further studies are

required to clarify the mechanism involved in the hematotoxicity found in mice, and

to establish the toxicological risks to non-target organisms, especially mammals,

before concluding that these microbiological control agents are safe for mammals.

Did you get that? Their conclusion is that it is premature to consider GM toxins to

be safe in mammals. Billions have already been exposed to Bt toxins, in

combination with glyphosate-based herbicide formulations such as Roundup, and

yet, most biotech research scientists and industry regulators still claim they are

unequivocally safe. This has much to do with the well-known relationship that

biotech corporations like Monsanto have with so-called 'check book' science firms

who are basically paid to obfuscate adverse health outcomes of their products,

such as the GMO-Cancer link. [see: Monsanto-Funded Science Denies Emerging

Roundup Cancer Link]

Consider also that the question of combined toxicity of Cry toxins and

glyphosate-based residues within plants have not been sufficiently explored, and

that glyphosate exposure has already been linked to non-Hodgkins lymphoma and

hairy cell leukemia in the biomedical literature.[ii]

The reality is that we no longer have time to wait around for additional research to

accumulate on the adverse health effects of GMOs, especially considering the

biotech industry has far more capital to infuse into their own faux research on the

topic.



Some, in fact, argue that we should not be waiting around for the corrupt

legislative process to compel manufacturers to label GMOs, rather, we should be

fighting to BAN THEM NOW, advocating for the precautionary principle before its

too late.

In the meantime, you can join the growing movement to March Against Monsanto,

occurring world wide on May 25th, as a way of expressing your desire for real

change, as well as vote with your forks, the only immediately effective tool we

have against biological and environmental gene-ocide articulated by the dominant

GMO-based food system.

Source: www.greenmedinfo.com

By: Rawforbeauty

Dave Sommers

tag?share? like-comment? repost?

e 1 person likes this - Helen Richter
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We are reaching a staggering 26 365 people but only have 347 likes :D

What power imagine what will happen if we have a million likes.

Ask a friend to join the movement!

e 2 people like this - Atanas Kotev, Janine Jane Williams

f 1 comment

Unknown
spread the fire!!!!
19 May 2013 07:53PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Sign the dagga couple petition if you haven't already done so.

The Petition: death.za.org

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett

f 2 comments

Mark Barnett
Signed!
15 May 2013 12:09PM



e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Schweeeeeeeeeeeeet! Thank you!
16 May 2013 06:36AM
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Photos from Faiez Kirsten's post in OPPT South Africa:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151908611968222&set=gm.5736910

82671810&type=1

e 5 people like this - Atanas Kotev, Helen Richter, Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Mark

Barnett, Sean Palmer
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Smoking cannabis may prevent the development of diabetes, one of the most

rapidly rising chronic disorders in the world.

Cannabis smokers 'are less likely to develop diabetes' - Independent.ie:

www.independent.ie

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett
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Nestle’s Infant cereal, Cerelac Honey was found to contain 77.65% of GM maize DNA in relation to the

total maize DNA.

Bokomo’s Wheat Free Pronutro was found to contain both GM maize and GM soya: 90.36% GM maize

and 71.42% GM soya. “This despite verbal assurances given to us telephonically by Bokomo staff that

the product was non-GM” said Zakiyya Ismail, from the ACB who has been investigating GM labelling in

South Africa.

Futurelife Energy meal, an ubiquitous dietary supplement, found also at health stores and heavily

promoted publically as being “perfect for athletes of all levels and for high performance sports” is

ironically, the only product that tested 100% positive for GM maize! It also contains 36.13% of GM soya.

Impala maize meal was found to contain 66.18% GM maize. This maize is consumed daily by millions of

South Africans as an integral part of their staple diet.

e 5 people like this - EbenGuru van der Westhuizen, January Thomas, Lesiba Junior, Peter Rieger,

Rubin Willemse

f 6 comments

Andile Mtimande
what's the full negative impact of gmo good on humans, because from the little info I got

from the net the damage is very minimal and mostly can't be a 100% verified that it causes

allergies and whatever else.
15 May 2013 02:31PM

e 1 person likes this - Simphiwe Pelepele Chilis Myeni

Andile Mtimande
but those petsicides don't they kill the parasites that kill crops? and apparently

these gmo seeds can grow in abnormal conditions = areas that have drought and

in salty sand? 



15 May 2013 02:42PM

Andile Mtimande
DO NOT LOOK AT GOVERNMENTAL

STUDIES.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!...... lol thanx a lot for the info,  we need more awareness!!!!!! 
15 May 2013 04:35PM

Dagga Movement
Cancer
15 May 2013 02:34PM

e 1 person likes this - January Thomas

Dagga Movement
GMO's are seeds with built in petsicide.
15 May 2013 02:34PM

e 1 person likes this - January Thomas

Dagga Movement
The plant grows containing poison. The studies you are refering to are

Mansanto's internet 90 day test.

Testing rats for 90 days feeding them GMO will never be conclusive.
15 May 2013 02:35PM

e 1 person likes this - January Thomas

Dagga Movement
http://earthopensource.org/index.php/news/60-why-genetically-engineered-f

ood-is-dangerous-new-report-by-genetic-engineers
15 May 2013 03:06PM

e 1 person likes this - January Thomas

Dagga Movement
mmmm. let me put it this way. gmo foods eaten by insects have there stomachs

explode internally. if the insects cant eat it and stay away from it, nature is then

clearly telling us how dangerous it is. it is linked to increase in miscarriages,

cancer, adhd, handicapped child birth. and the list goes on. mice are used as they

show long term result in a very short term. mice that have been fed gmo either

die or get cancer tumors then die. mother nature never lies. do what the animals

do. dont eat it.
15 May 2013 02:46PM

e 1 person likes this - January Thomas

Dagga Movement
http://www.examiner.com/article/gmo-foods-cause-tumors-and-early-death-a

ccording-to-new-studies
15 May 2013 02:49PM



Dagga Movement
DO NOT LOOK AT GOVERNMENTAL STUDIES.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15 May 2013 02:50PM

e 2 people like this - Andile Mtimande, January Thomas

Dagga Movement
that what we at Dagga Movement aim is. to make people aware of things that are not

openly discussed. thanks for your time in reading. spread the word. and if you have any

further questions please dont hesitate to ask the team at Dagga Movement.
15 May 2013 04:58PM

e 3 people like this - Andile Mtimande, January Thomas, Lucien Chetty

Sethembiso Charmer Mchunu Dubandlela
Mh wavele wayindoni yobisi ke masunje lmao
16 May 2013 10:46AM

Lucien Chetty
shocking
17 May 2013 05:33PM

Thabang Lagen Kheswa
Viva
17 May 2013 06:41PM

Luzuko Nxantsiya
All they care about is profit and cover up stories abt food security in Africa.
17 May 2013 07:57PM
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Paying Interest on a Loan that Never Existed

http://youtu.be/0McsspLZYQE

The Banking Fraud & Ponzi Scheme was slightly exposed the other day on New

Zealand Television where a short expose into where money is created has opened

a s...

Paying Interest on a Loan that Never Existed | TVNZ Expose: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 15 May 2013 04:36PM         g

Smoking cannabis may prevent the development of diabetes, one of the most

rapidly rising chronic disorders in the world.

Cannabis linked to prevention of diabetes: www.independent.co.uk

e 2 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Ivan Schoultz
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in the news: Smoking Marijuana Causes ‘Complete Remission’ of Crohn’s

Disease, No Side Effects, New Study Shows

Marijuana – scientific name “cannabis” – performed like a champ in the first-ever

placebo-controlled trial of the drug to treat Crohn’s Disease, also known as

inflammatory bowel disease.

The disease of the digestive tract afflicts 400,000 – 600,000 people in North

America alone causing abdominal pain, diarrhea (which can be bloody), severe

vomiting, weight loss, as well as secondary skin rashes, arthritis, inflammation of

the eye, tiredness, and lack of concentration.

Smoking pot caused a “complete remission” of Crohn’s disease compared to

placebo in half the patients who lit up for eight weeks, according to clinical trial

data to be published the journal Clinical Gastroenterology and Hepatology.

Researchers at Israel’s Meir Medical Center took 21 people with intractable, severe

Crohn’s disease and gave 11 of them two joints a day for eight weeks. “The

standardized cannabis cigarettes” contained 23 percent THC and 0.5 percent CBD

(cannabidiol). (Such marijuana is available on dispensary shelves in San Francisco,

Oakland, and other cities that have regulated access to the drug.) The other ten

subjects smoked placebo cigarettes containing no active cannabinoids.

Investigators reported that smoking weed caused a “complete remission” of

Crohn’s Disease in five of the 11 subjects. Another five of the eleven test subjects

saw their Crohn’s Disease symptoms cut in half. Furthermore, “subjects receiving

cannabis reported improved appetite and sleep, with no significant side effects.”

The study is the first placebo-controlled clinical trial to assess the consumption of

cannabis for the treatment of Crohn’s, notes NORML. All of the patients had

intractable forms of the disease and did not respond to conventional treatments.



Still, the United States government claims that marijuana is as dangerous as heroin

and has no medical use. U.S. Attorney Melinda Haag is waging a war on safe

access to medical cannabis in the Bay

Area.http://blog.sfgate.com/smellthetruth/2013/05/14/smoking-marijuana-cure

d-crohns-disease-with-no-side-effects-new-study-shows/
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Timeline Photos: via Truth Network — with Maria Vanessa Quinn.

Dagga Movement 15 May 2013 04:39PM         g

Timeline Photos: Self Watering Aqua Spyder (Aqua Spyder only)

@R377

Dagga Movement 15 May 2013 04:40PM         g

Photos of NORML SOUTH AFRICA: Seed Bombs

e 3 people like this - Gerd Bader, Helen Richter, Redeye Mike
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LOST IN TRANSLATION and other signs.....: Album:...and other signs

An oldie that keeps popping up in our inbox, worth another share right.....apparently,

put up by Checkers stores in SA. 

Thanks to all of you who have sent it in to us :)
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For all your herbal/ veg's requirements. Support local.

Systems | Online Hydroponics Shop :: South Africa: hydroponic.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 15 May 2013 09:42PM         g

Could be diy. How handy are you.

Growing of vegetables and palnts without the use of soil

Hydroponics SA - Home: www.hydroponicskzn.co.za

Dagga Movement 15 May 2013 09:45PM         g

Just gotta go local. We at D.M know how hard it is to find hydro system in S.A the land of the free.

Proponics is your one stop hydroponic shop. We manufacture and sell only the

best hydroponic systems and other grow material.

Welcome to Proponics.co.za, Bringing life to the city!: www.proponics.co.za
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All these sites all local.

Hydro-Herb: www.hydroherbafrica.co.za

Dagga Movement 15 May 2013 09:55PM mobile        b

If you looking for something specific gor your grow, just ask.

Dagga Movement 15 May 2013 10:25PM         g

125 year old dagga smoker!!!

A 125-year-old woman, said to be one of the oldest women in India, died at her

home in Orissa, her family said Sunday. Fulla Nayak claimed that smoking cannabis

every day was her secret to long lif...

125 Year Old Woman Claimed Smoking Pot Everyday Was Her Secret to Long Life:

valetudocafe.wordpress.com

e 3 people like this - Helen Richter, Prince Hekima Bakersman, Queen-Dimples

MaDimpana Luthuli
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Timeline Photos: Exposing The Truth

www.exposingthetruth.co — with Daniel Goulding.

e 1 person likes this - Helen Richter
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Dagga is a healthy lifestyle not a crime. <- Sheeple think were crazy for making this our motto

Current marijuana users have 16% lower fasting insulin levels compared to non-users, according to a

study.

Dagga smokers have better blood sugar control: www.health24.com
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15 December 2005

Dear Friends

Introduction to Gun Owners of South Africa

We are on the brink of global change. The United Nations has a disarmament programme to remove

private firearms from all nations.

Hundreds of millions of people throughout the world suffer hideously through political systems, which

have imposed a disarmament programme based on oppression and lies.

Nationally, the communist inspired African National Congress is imposing a politically motivated

disarmament programme that will leave law-abiding citizens defenceless. The Firearms Control Act 60

of 2000 legally imposes this programme. There is a war of worldviews on gun control being fought

right now in South Africa.

We have no choice except action. The results of gun control can indeed be catastrophic e.g. Rwanda

and Zimbabwe.

This period of our history is decisive. Are our children going to live as slaves in South Africa or as a free

people?

You need to act NOW! Everyone’s efforts are crucial. Do you want to leave South Africa better off? Do

you want to provide for and protect your family? Do you want freedom to pursue your ideals in a

climate of justice and fairness?

Your efforts matter if you want to leave a legacy! Every one of us plays a decisive role.

At this critical moment in history GOSA will make a difference. There was never a better time. This is a

cause that gives meaning to every life on planet Earth - fighting for the Right to Life.

This challenge is almost unsolvable, except that there are people like you, who are dedicated to fight

this battle. So lets act right away.

You have the worldview that will ensure ultimate victory. The course of history proves that ordinary

people acting purposefully have an extraordinary influence.

Never underestimate the power of determined people working in small groups towards a well-defined

goal.

You have in your hands the ultimate means of victory.

There is a lot to be done; we are very excited about our future. In GOSA we all take responsibility. We



assume that dealing with issues is our personal responsibility until we find out otherwise.

Yours in the firing line

Charl van Wyk

National Co-ordinator For GOSA

http://www.gunownerssa.org/introduction.html

GOSA affirms the rights of all people within South Africa to own and bear arms.

GOSA - An Introduction to GOSA: www.gunownerssa.org

Thursday 16 May 2013
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Lol I'm crying cause my weed ain't so sticky!

Timeline Photos: With Chloe Clo and 4 others.

e 4 people like this - Helen Richter, Kristal Kruser, Redeye Mike, Sean Palmer

Graffton Jurd > Dagga Movement 16 May 2013 08:26AM         d

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
and falls into the veg food group........
17 May 2013 09:50AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 16 May 2013 09:13AM DaggaMovement        g

This is wrong!



video platformvideo managementvideo solutionsvideo player Bloemfontein - The

Bloemfontein High Court will on Friday hear a matter in which a Grade eight pupil

wants to be allowed to attend classes with her dreadlocks. Lerato Radebe, 13, a

pupil at Leseding Technical school in Thabong, Welkom, will f...

Rastafarian child denied access to school!: death.za.org

f 1 comment

Gerd Bader
Education or hairstyles? fuck! We just got a bit of freedom for cultural

equality...
16 May 2013 09:58AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Guys gets fired for charging at a elephant drunk off his head.

If he had smoked dagga instead he would have peacefully admired the beauty of nature and would

have honored his passion for his work.

Don't blame him blame alcohol.

It's what it being done when people find out you smoke dagga.

Timeline Photos: [VIDEO] A ranger, who was allegedly drunk, charges an elephant

in the Kruger National Park. http://tinyurl.com/ccynaod

e 1 person likes this - Nelson Hochobeb

f 2 comments

Gerd Bader
Visitors should get a compulsory joint on arrival and enjoy the african

mood haha
16 May 2013 09:44AM

e 1 person likes this - Danielle Webbstock

Danielle Webbstock
dumbass!!!!
16 May 2013 12:51PM
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I am not a burnout or a loser, I don't shoot heroin, and I don't own a crack pipe. I am a person who

prefers dagga over alcohol. I am your friend, your relative, or someone you work with. I believe in

scientific research, not propaganda and hysteria. I believe in the concept of no victim, no crime. I

believe in tolerance, not a U.S. style drug war; I believe in harm reduction, not people destruction.



dagga is not addictive, not a gateway drug, and no one has ever died from smoking it. It's much less

harmful than either alcohol or tobacco. The real harm to a person is caused by the laws against it. It's

time to legalize dagga and end the hypocrisy, It's time to stop wasting taxpayer money and police

resources. It's time for the government to listen to public opinion. It's time for all dagga smokers to

speak out and proudly declare... I AM Daggafarian !!!

International peeps prefer Cannabian.

e 1 person likes this - Gerrie De Jager

Dagga Movement 16 May 2013 09:47AM         d

I am not a burnout or a loser, I don't shoot heroin, and I don't own a crack pipe. I am a person who

prefers dagga over alcohol. I am your friend, your relative, or someone you work with. I believe in

scientific research, not propaganda and hysteria. I believe in the concept of no victim, no crime. I

believe in tolerance, not a U.S. style drug war; I believe in harm reduction, not people destruction.

dagga is not addictive, not a gateway drug, and no one has ever died from smoking it. It's much less

harmful than either alcohol or tobacco. The real harm to a person is caused by the laws against it. It's

time to legalize dagga and end the hypocrisy, It's time to stop wasting taxpayer money and police

resources. It's time for the government to listen to public opinion. It's time for all dagga smokers to

speak out and proudly declare... I AM Daggafarian!!!

http://death.za.org/2013/05/16/i-am-daggafarian/

e 6 people like this - Arthur Charles Mitton, Graffton Jurd, Jenna

Bergstrom, Leevin Christopher, Peter Rieger, Sean Palmer
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What does the government do with all these seized assets?

http://ewn.co.za/2013/05/16/Gouws-vehicles-siezed

A Ford Bantam and a BMW motorcycle used in the Henning murder was seized by

the state.

Henning: AFU seizes Gouws' vehicles: ewn.co.za

Dagga Movement 16 May 2013 10:13AM         g

Paddy tells Mick he's thinking of

buying a Labrador.

"Fuck off" says Mick,"Have you seen

how many of their owners go

blind

Dagga boom philosophies:

https://www.facebook.com/DaggaBoomPhilosophies/posts/556051801111817

Dagga Movement 16 May 2013 10:29AM         g

This Ordinary Self-Educated Native Australian Shows How To Get The Powers That

Were To Give Freedom And Value Simply Effectively! He Has Not Been Found

Guilt...

One People's Trust - Freedom And Financial Help HERE! Jagamara!:

www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett

Dagga Movement 16 May 2013 10:42AM         g

This I love even more!

Aquaponics,hydroponics,tilapia

What is Aquaponics,help aquaponics,aquaponics help,organic aquaponics,aquaponics

hobby,benefits aqua: www.myaquaponics.co.za
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http://www.collective-evolution.com/2012/04/21/cancer-industry-exposed-as-fraud-the-science-is-

false/

Major studies within cancer research have been proven to be false which also

suggests that the mainstream treatments we use are based on fraudulent findings

and false science. Recent news has shown that the majority of studies geared

towards cancer research are inaccurate and likely fraudulent by na...

Cancer Industry Exposed as Fraud “The Science is False”:

www.collective-evolution.com

Dagga Movement 16 May 2013 11:36AM         b

Warren Clyde OatesMy SPAR

21 hours ago · 

Dear Spar

As of recent the public was made aware of gmo food been sold by Pick N Pay. PnP openly said that

gmo products are safe for human consumption. i am now wanting to know what Spar has to say about

gmo products. Do you (Spar) agree with gmo's Or do you Spar, object to GMO.

We the public would like to know your views on the subject.

Like · 

My SPAR Hi Warren, thank you for your query. The SPAR Group believes that it is every person’s right

to choose what foodstuffs they consume and, therefore, we support the move to label products that

are genetically modified and those that contain GM ingredients. We await finality on the regulations for

labelling of such foodstuffs, so that we may provide the appropriate information in the correct manner.

9 minutes ago · Like

Warren Clyde Oates i greatly appreciate and respect your response. And i hope even if the labeling is

not passed, you(Spar) will still label gmo products, so it can remain your loyal clients chose of what

they are eating.

a few seconds ago · Like

e 5 people like this - Jason Bolton, Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Prometheus Bound, Rubin Willemse,

Wanda Mfihlo

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
https://www.facebook.com/myspar/posts/633231610039201

Have your say regarding GMO
16 May 2013 12:40PM
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HAHAHA 4 days left for a reply from the president of South Africa on the make shift Dagga Movement

21 day notice.

As an addition they also received The One People UCC filing info.

File your own for cannabis and freedom!

http://death.za.org/2013/04/29/cannabis-awareness-drive-21-days-notice-to-government/

Number of participants:  [insert_php]$content1937 =

file('http://death.za.org/drive/hitcounter.txt'); $content1937[0]; echo

$content1937[0];[/insert_php] people have sent this email! We have made it

incredibly easy for you to participate in the awareness drive. Click on this link ·

Enter your name a...

Cannabis Awareness Drive: 21 Days Notice to Government: death.za.org

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett

Dagga Movement 16 May 2013 01:28PM         g

I live like I type, fast and with lots of mistakes!

Brenden Breezy Mojaki:

https://www.facebook.com/brenden.mojaki/posts/562063313844138

Dagga Movement 16 May 2013 01:40PM         g

If you cross the North Korean Border illegally you get 12 years hard labor.

If you cross the Iranian Border illegally you are detained indefinitely.

If you cross the Afghan Border illegally, you get shot.

If you cross the Saudi Arabian Border illegally you will be jailed.

If you cross the Chinese Border illegally you may never be heard from again.

If you cross the Venezuelan Border illegally you will be branded a spy and your

fate will be sealed.

If you cross the Cuban Border illegally you will be thrown into political prison to rot.

HOWEVER If you cross the South African Border illegally you get

? a job, 

? a drivers license, 

? a pension card, 

? welfare, 



? credit cards, 

? subsidized rent or a loan to buy a house, 

? a free education and 

? free health care.

Perks include

? weapons of your choice.

And in South Africa you can. ? murder, 

? use drugs, 

? drink and drive,

? steal, 

? rape

you can. ? murder, 

? use drugs, 

? drink and drive,

? steal, 

? rape

BUT PLEASE South Africans don't think you would get away with even 1 dagga

seed  it is illegal and you will be jailed and convicted with a criminal record!!!

Mickey Dangerez:

https://www.facebook.com/theMichaelHawthorne/posts/10151893765344027

e 1 person likes this - Janine Jane Williams

f 1 comment

Janine Jane Williams
OOOOOOOH EH EH
21 May 2013 08:19PM
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What is happening here? Caption this!

Global Cannabis March Cape Town 2013: In Cape Town.

e 1 person likes this - Jeremy David Acton

f 9 comments

Jeremy David Acton
Captain Chandler confiscates a Cannababes pipe, but too late!!! She's

already stoned!!!
16 May 2013 03:16PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Jeremy David Acton
You can see the action actually happen live from 16:10 on

this link. They were posed for a pic and the polisieman

swooped!!! 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9fptQwLObk4

16 May 2013 04:26PM

Dagga Movement
I thought he wanted a toke on her joint!
16 May 2013 04:24PM

e 1 person likes this - Jeremy David Acton

Jeremy David Acton
Cape Town Global Cannabis March, 4th May 2013.
16 May 2013 03:17PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Jeremy David Acton
Captain Chandler was a opregte, polite and honourable

policeman. Unfortunately he must act according to the law.

Fortunately it is our right to change it.
16 May 2013 03:19PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Kim Cottle
hahaha I was smoking a joint at this march and this exact

officer came up to me and said: 'I hope that isnt what I think it

is". I looked at him and said: "no officer, its rolling tobacco"

and he walked away. hahaha
17 May 2013 01:42PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Jeremy David

Acton

Dagga Movement
Lol 
17 May 2013 02:17PM

Dagga Movement
Confiscating objects you paid monetary notes for without consent is

stealing. In my opinion
17 May 2013 02:24PM

Jeremy David Acton
He is required to by the Illicit Drugs and trafficking Act of

1992, which of course, I do not contract with or consent to.
17 May 2013 04:11PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
So why arent these products confiscated at stalls at festivals with

police presence?



Or by customs when it is imported?

Why is it the legal to sell pipes and bong?

I dont see police confiscating old boxer smokers pipes. 

17 May 2013 05:10PM

Jeremy David Acton
cos it was full of the good shit!!
17 May 2013 05:11PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Hahahaha!

So they took it ganja and all!
17 May 2013 05:11PM

Dagga Movement
No arrest? Awesome!
17 May 2013 05:12PM

Dagga Movement
Lol I wish I was there I would ignore them lol maybe even slap hands

coming at me haha. Maybe even yell Stranger Danger Stranger

Danger
17 May 2013 05:14PM

Jeremy David Acton
No arrests that day, but the cops confiscated and also broke pipes. It

was like a mini war. After the march, when the folks started smoking,

they ordered us to disperse, but we took our time to move off.
17 May 2013 05:14PM

Dagga Movement
Dispersed at stoners speed.
17 May 2013 05:24PM
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No more tears?  I would rather have no more formaldehyde.  I just might get my

wish. Today, the personal care giant announced that it would voluntarily (after

consistent pressure from the public an...

Johnson & Johnson admits: Our baby products contain cancer-causing

formaldehyde: sisterearthorganics.wordpress.com



e 1 person likes this - Redeye Mike

Dagga Movement 16 May 2013 08:03PM DaggaMovement        g

Dagga PartyAnyone in krugersdorp know where to get some awesome 4/20

??From Jp van Bruggen:Anyone in krugersdorp know where to get some awesome

4/20 ??Posted: May 16, 2013, 10:44 amJah blessFrom Kabelo Kgothatso:Jah

blessPosted: May 16, 2013, 10:32 amWake And Bake :)Wake And Bake :)Likes:

42Posted:…

Dagga Party: death.za.org

e 1 person likes this - Hlekamajaha Khoza Mabona
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Guys almost 3 days left!!!

Claim your rights! Send the president an email!

Go to http://death.za.org/drive

Enter your real name and surname!

Enter your email address if you do not have a email address use your.surname@death.za.org then we

will send and email on your behalf! 

3 days left till dagga becomes legal for me! How about you?

Number of participants:  [insert_php]$content1937 =

file('http://death.za.org/drive/hitcounter.txt'); $content1937[0]; echo

$content1937[0];[/insert_php] people have sent this email! We have made it

incredibly easy for you to participate in the awareness drive. Click on this link ·

Enter your name a...

Cannabis Awareness Drive: 21 Days Notice to Government: death.za.org

Dagga Movement 16 May 2013 09:33PM DaggaMovement        g

Why we chose death.za.org for our website name.

[D]agga [E]ssential [A]ddition [T]o [H]ealthWhy is our websites called Death?We

salvaged this domain name from a retired counterstrike 1.6 clan who disbanded

after the CS1.6 Do Gaming League of 2011.Do Gaming Score Board ResultsDea+h

Clan Page.Dea+h Facebook PageThe first and only death ever attribu...

[D]agga [E]ssential [A]ddition [T]o [H]ealth: death.za.org



Friday 17 May 2013
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http://www.davidicke.com/headlines/84160-hemp-could-free-us-from-oil-prevent-deforestation-cur

e-cancer-and-its-environmentally-friendly--so-why-is-it-illegal

Dagga Movement 17 May 2013 06:58AM         g

Timeline Photos: My baby boy to be just got his first book!!  Check out their website

<3 www.peterthepeacock.com

Dagga Movement 17 May 2013 08:01AM         g

Seed and the control of seed lies at the heart of agriculture. In Africa, 80% of seed

comes from local and community saved seed resources. It forms an integral part of

community food security. This entire traditional system is now under threat. A

broad front of commercial interests are endeavouring…

Is Africa about to Lose the Right to Her Seed?: sacsis.org.za

e 1 person likes this - Redeye Mike
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Timeline Photos: Boost your immune system this winter the natural way with your

daily dose of omega 3, 6 & 9, amino acids and Vitamin E.

Nutritionist Natalie Savona calls hemp 'a true superfood'. Uncooked, she explains, it

contains the perfect ratio of omega fats 3, 6 and 9, which we don't produce

naturally in the body but are crucial for healthy circulation, cell growth and the

immune system. Traditionally the advice has been to eat lots of oily fish, but hemp

is an excellent vegetarian alternative. It is said to help with eczema, asthma, heart

disease, high blood pressure. There is even evidence to suggest that it can

improve memory and relieve depression (parents of children with attention deficit

hyperactivity disorder have noticed promising results). Small amounts of

magnesium and zinc boost energy levels and regulate hormone balance. Plus

there are the cosmetic advantages - Natalie estimates that incorporating it in your

diet for two weeks will produce naturally moisturised skin.
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Timeline Photos: Save the forest plant a hemp farm!

e 1 person likes this - Redeye Mike

Dagga Movement 17 May 2013 09:15AM         g

All bongs, vaporizers and marijuana literature were banned in Canada by the

Conservative government - in 1988!

Bongs and grow books banned in Canada! | Vancouver Sun:

blogs.vancouversun.com
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This really captures my imagination. makes me wonder if there is something inside????

Timeline Photos: In Nassim Haramein's recently peer-reviewed and published

paper, "Quantum Gravity and the Holographic Mass", he describes gravity in a

discrete quantized manner using the Plank's distance - the smallest vibration of the

electromagnetic spectrum that we can possibly measure as it is the size the

smallest single photon of light. One way to think about it is to measure the

geometry of space, which is everywhere no matter how big or how small you go,

using the smallest "pixel size" that makes up our universe. The Plank's distance or

the Plank's length is 1.616 x 10 to the -33cm:

.000000000000000000000000000000001616cm. 

The Plank's distance is so small that if you made each of the little tiny Plank units

the size of a grain of sand, then a proton (which has 10 to the 40 of them on its

surface: 1000000000000000000000000000000000000000), would reach from

here to Alpha Centauri 4.37 light-years away! 

The key to arranging these tiny little oscillations of the vacuum is not to make them

into little cubes (as traditional standard-model physics likes to do), it is to use

spherical units (like the universe creates on all scales). If you put them side-by-side

it would leave little gaps. To have them perfectly define the space you have to

have them be perfectly space-filling: an interaction of waveforms causing a lattice



of vecica piscis petal shapes where the spheres over-lap: a 3D Flower of Life

pattern! 

The flower of life pattern has been encoded as an ancient symbol in civilizations

around the world for thousands of years. It's been right under our noses (our paws)

this whole time! Pictured below is the Fu Dog that guards the Forbidden City in

China with a 3D Flower of Life under its paw. The Fu Dog, like the Sphynx in Egypt

are the protectors and guardians of knowledge and information.

Learn more about Nassim Haramein's new paper and the recent exciting updates

from The Resonance Project on a special free conference call tonight, open to the

public.

Wednesday, May 15th 2013 at 3:00 PM (Hawaii Time), 6:00pm Pacific Time, 9:00pm

Eastern Time.

• Click the link below to receive your conference call access code and PIN:

http://myaccount.maestroconference.com/conference/register/AO1CNQZDH41

6B

Once you register you will receive an email from Maestro Conference with your

unique call in information.

• Download the new paper by Nassim Haramein here:

http://resonance.is/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/1367405491-Haramein342013

PRRI3363.pdf

• View the trailer for a new 20-min. documentary soon to be released about the

new paper here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bn35qoCjLYA



• New website for The Resonance Project:

http://resonance.is

sacred geometry & the flower of life • I fucking love science • Sacred geometry •

The Universe • Thrive • Physics is Awesome • Nassim Haramein (Followers)

Dagga Movement 17 May 2013 10:38AM         g

"Since January 2012 our soldiers contributed to the confiscation of 15,391kg of dagga and 2782 dagga

plants," he said.

http://www.timeslive.co.za/local/2013/05/16/sa-army-needs-money-chief

http://www.timeslive.co.za/local/2013/05/16/sa-army-needs-money-chief:

www.timeslive.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Vice Madlokovu Nene

f 2 comments

Gerd Bader
Destroying an income.Dagga is already a widespread

commodity.There is a supply demand so regulate an income dear

government. We want bang for our buck...taxed to death...we need

industry and jobs.Dagga no1cash crop in the world.Let africa grow its

own money!
17 May 2013 11:05AM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Mark Barnett

Prince Hekima Bakersman
I hate seeing this type of posts we should rather focus on the positives

instead seeing another person getting arressted for a world cure that

can save lives and bring world peace it literally breaks my heart mahn

</3
17 May 2013 11:20AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
I understand Giovanni but the purpose of this group is to

bring together ALL information on DAGGA together.

For the reader to sif through and decide what is imporant.

Maybe someone else missed something and they find it

here.



We need to see how are rights are being violated,

17 May 2013 12:17PM

e 1 person likes this - Prince Hekima Bakersman

Dagga Movement 17 May 2013 11:42AM         g

Pick n Pay replies to NO GMO South Africa comment.

"As far as we are concerned the statement on our corporate website does not make any false claims.

There are no conclusive studies that show that consumption of GMO is a health risk." - Pick n Pay

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151369268080728&set=o.203502530286&type=1&com

ment_id=8312138&offset=0&total_comments=2

Photos of Pick n Pay: Pick n Pay, you have an obligation to tell the public the truth

about the products you are selling them. You have made no mention of the

harmful effects of GM corn on your website. The majority of our poor people eat

GM corn, which studies show will lead to tumours and leukaemia. The poor do not

have medical aid or money for hospitals, yet they are the ones that will be most

affected by the fall out of GM corn. Are you ok with making people sick?

Dagga Movement 17 May 2013 11:42AM         g

Timeline Photos: Please feel free to share or send us photos (inbox message if

you'd like to remain anonymous) of your free cannabis seeds germinating,

sprouting and growing so we can share them here for others to enjoy and become

inspired...

Photo Contest Coming Soon...Stay Tuned! :)

Seeds 4 Free

"Cultivating a Better World, One Seed at a Time."

http://seeds4free.com/

e 3 people like this - Charmaine Seagreen, Mark Barnett, Nada Gerasimovska



Dagga Movement 17 May 2013 11:43AM         g

Timeline Photos: Seeds 4 Free has now reached over 80 countries! :)

ALGERIA

AMERICAN SAMOA

ANDORRA

ARGENTINA

ARUBA

AUSTRALIA

AUSTRIA

AZERBAIJAN

BAHAMAS

BARBADOS

BELGIUM

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

BRAZIL

BULGARIA

CANADA

CAYMAN ISLANDS

CHILE

COLOMBIA

COSTA RICA

CROATIA



CYPRUS

CZECH REPUBLIC

DENMARK

EGYPT

ESTONIA

FINLAND

FRANCE

GEORGIA

GERMANY

GIBRALTAR

GREECE

GUADELOUPE

HUNGARY

INDIA

INDONESIA

IRAN, ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF

IRAQ

IRELAND

ISRAEL

ITALY

LATVIA

LITHUANIA

LUXEMBOURG



MACEDONIA, THE FORMER YUGOSLAV REPUBLIC OF

MALAYSIA

MALTA

MAURITIUS

MEXICO

MONGOLIA

MOROCCO

NAMIBIA

NEPAL

NETHERLANDS

NEW ZEALAND

NORWAY

PAKISTAN

PERU

PHILIPPINES

POLAND

PORTUGAL

PUERTO RICO

ROMANIA

SERBIA

SLOVAKIA

SLOVENIA

SOUTH AFRICA

SPAIN



SWEDEN

SWITZERLAND

THAILAND

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

TUNISIA

TURKEY

UNITED KINGDOM

UNITED STATES

UNITED STATES MINOR OUTLYING ISLANDS

URUGUAY

VIET NAM

VIRGIN ISLANDS, U.S.

"Cultivating a Better World, One Seed at a Time."

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett

Dagga Movement 17 May 2013 11:43AM         g

Timeline Photos: 'Whoever said the best things in life are free, obviously grew their

own weed.'

Seeds 4 Free

"Cultivating a Better World, One Seed at a Time."

http://seeds4free.com

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett



Dagga Movement 17 May 2013 01:55PM         g

How many will help me with a simple message on a facebook wall?

Over 3 years ago I was involved in an accident with an employee of Southey Street Volkswagen and

Audi

Like my page: https://www.facebook.com/VWSoutheyStMustAcceptResponsibility

Then please go to their page:

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Southey-Street-Volkswagen-and-Audi/150192781723170

Write the following on their wall:

I support Michael Hawthorne Hawthorne: VW Southey St must accept responsibility 

(<- Tag the page and me if possible!)

Here is the details of the accident: http://www.hawthorne.za.net/?p=440

WE CANNOT ALLOW ANY CORPORATE COMPANY TO SHY AWAY FROM TAKING RESPONSIBILITY.

Our mission is to excell in the service and value we provide to all our customers in

each department as our customers are an integral part of our business.  We

believe in valueing our staff so that they can align their goals to that of the

company. We strive for service excellence and brand superior...

Southey Street Volkswagen and Audi:

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Southey-Street-Volkswagen-and-Audi/15019

2781723170

Dagga Movement 17 May 2013 06:19PM         b

http://hawthorne.za.net/drive

Dagga Movement 17 May 2013 06:32PM         d



Dagga Movement 17 May 2013 07:30PM         g

http://blog.norml.org/2013/05/17/poll-essentially-no-one-believes-marijuana-users-should-go-to-jai

l/

Just released new polling data that revealed only a minuscule percentage of

Americans believe that marijuana use and possession should result in jail time.

POLL: Essentially No One Believes Marijuana Users Should Go to Jail | NORML

Blog, Marijuana Law Refo: blog.norml.org

e 1 person likes this - Helen Richter

Saturday 18 May 2013

Dagga Movement 18 May 2013 12:00AM         b

White Ginger! What's in your bowl?



Dagga Movement 18 May 2013 01:48AM         g

The US and Monsanto with the help of the SAPD sprayed swaziland crops with pesticides that

damaged the dagga fields and surrounding vegetation and trees!

http://youtu.be/ujpCWMiQDWM

http://www.facebook.com/strainhunters

http://www.facebook.com/greenhouseseeds http://www.strainhunters.com To

buy Seeds online: http://www.greenhouseseeds.nl...

Strain Hunters Swaziland Expedition: www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - January Thomas

Dagga Movement 18 May 2013 09:14AM         b

Tired of the Saturday hangover? Switch to cannabis.

e 10 people like this - Graffton Jurd, January Thomas, John Mc Fires, King Cali Mann Cure, Marcia

Gordon, Nelson Hochobeb, Phumzile Liwane, Tebo Mhlambi, Thabang Lagen Kheswa, Tyler Prone

Nolan

f 2 comments

Phumzile Liwane
Mooore fire!!!
18 May 2013 11:00AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Tshepo Hope
Where there is smoke,there is ganja.
18 May 2013 11:18AM

Dagga Movement 18 May 2013 09:16AM         d
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What police is doing is against the Constitution of South Africa.

They are violating our basic human rights and all parties can be held liable to pay whatever value you

claim your rights to be worth!

Do not consent in court. Do not sign admission of guilt!

Under Jah / God's law we are all free as long as we do not cause loss or harm to another.

Government is a corporation. Their statutes only applies to your legal personality also known as your

birth certificate.

They fraudulently contracted you via your parents's ignorance but any child can be saved from this

contract of slavery before they reach the age of seven.

http://death.za.org

[D]agga [E]ssential [A]ddition [T]o [H]ealth

Dagga is a healthy lifestyle not a crime.

Dagga Movement: death.za.org

e 4 people like this - Darius C. Wilken, Gerd Bader, Phumzile Liwane, Tyler Muller
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Timeline Photos: What would you take?

e 2 people like this - Helen Richter, Timothy Daniell Knight

f 6 comments

Quinten Angelo Kasselman
My m92 and a joint
18 May 2013 01:25PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Quinten Angelo Kasselman
And my Bible ,Last but not least
18 May 2013 01:26PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
They can take everything but my peace and dignity!

~ michael
18 May 2013 01:41PM

Dorian Gray
The remote detonator for the itchy powder and pepper spray bombs

strategically placed for max effect
18 May 2013 01:46PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Helen Richter
My bag...it has so much in it. I'm a mother of three boys...always

prepared for anything!
18 May 2013 02:20PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Graffton Jurd
the bong thats packed already
18 May 2013 02:28PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Timothy Daniell Knight
a lighter!!!
18 May 2013 05:02PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement 18 May 2013 08:03PM         g

Thanks to Daniel & Warren and the No GMO community Pick n Pay will label all GMO products not

being labelled by the supplier!

http://www.sustainme.co.za/3/post/2013/05/pick-n-pay-has-labelled-its-maize-products-gmo.html

In the light of the global March Against Monsanto taking place next week, there has

been some discussion this week on Pick n Pay's Facebook page about the labelling

of genetically modified...

Pick 'n Pay Has Labelled its Maize Products GMO: www.sustainme.co.za

e 2 people like this - Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Peter Rieger

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
the battle is far from over with them as this is only a small percentage

of the gmo products sitting on there shelves that have been labeled,

bread, cereals, biscuits. the meat probably comes from animals that

have been fed gmo and god knows what else.the battle is just heating

up.
20 May 2013 09:31AM

Sunday 19 May 2013

Dagga Movement 19 May 2013 10:33AM         b

Police have stumbled upon 29 bags of dagga with a street value of nearly R60 000 buried in the

garden of a house in Ntabankulu in the Eastern Cape. 

Police spokesperson, Mzukisi Fatyela says police, with the help of the dog unit, were searching for a

child who had been reported missing when the sniffer dogs started digging and pulling out the bags.

It's believed that the bags were packed and hidden there for a customer or customers from cities such

as Pietermaritzburg and Mthatha. 

Two men, who stay in the house, have been arrested. They will appear in court on Monday. The search

for the missing child is continuing.

Meanwhile, two men have been arrested on the R26 between Ladybrand and Clocolan in the eastern

Free State today after they were found in possession of six bags of dagga. The police were doing patrol

work with sniffer dogs when they saw a bakkie make a sudden U-turn.

They stopped the vehicle and found the dagga with a street value of nearly R54 000. The two

occupants are believed to have been transporting dagga from Ficksburg to Kimberley in the Northern

Cape Province. The suspects will appear in the Ladybrand Magistrate's Court on charges of dagga



dealing.

http://www.sabc.co.za/news/a/0d7d44804faa282ea745e70b5d39e4bb/Two-nabbed-in-E-Cape-for-

dagga-possession

f 7 comments

Gerd Bader
This is the rural peoples only source of money.Dagga no1 cash crop
19 May 2013 10:45AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Tshepo Hope
Why dont they just arrest us for eating all the damn vegetables?

Couse from my high mind i think they are all just what they are...vegetables.it doesnt

matter how you eat them.
19 May 2013 12:36PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

King Cali Mann Cure
Thz Is So Un- Justice...
19 May 2013 12:40PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Katlego X-tee
Now aint dat a bishhhh
19 May 2013 12:45PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

King Cali Mann Cure
Bt wt Ever dem R du Wit dem Police Patrol,Dem Can't Quench Jah Fire.

De Hemp Well Always Kip On Burning.
19 May 2013 12:50PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Katlego X-tee
Only fools fight against trees
19 May 2013 12:52PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, King Cali Mann Cure

King Cali Mann Cure
U Said It X....
19 May 2013 12:56PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Katlego X-tee

Dagga Movement 19 May 2013 10:34AM         g

Klerksdorp - Die vermeende daggaboer, Louisa Vorster, is steeds agter tralies en haar borgtogaansoek

is na Woensdag 15 Mei uitgestel.



Sy het op Vrydag 10 Mei weer in die hof verskyn nadat sy vroeër vandeesmaand in hegtenis geneem is

vir die kweek van dagga in ’n huurhuis in Ellaton.

Vorster is verlede jaar in Junie al met die polisie gebots nadat sy betrap is met ’n daggaplantasie by

nog ’n huurhuis in Vaalrivierstraat. 

Dit is skaars ’n klipgooi van Robbertsstraat waar die polisie op 1 Mei 527 dagga plante gekonfiskeer het.

Vorster het alleen in die beskuldigdebank gesit en aandagtig geluister terwyl sers Jaco Jordaan,

ondersoekbeampte, getuig.

Hy het ontken dat die dagga aan Piet Jan Langley, ’n huurder op die perseel waar die dagga gevind is,

behoort. Langley is saam met Vorster in hegtenis geneem, maar klagtes is intussen teen hom

teruggetrek. Volgens Jordaan het Langley nie toegang tot die huis gehad waar daar in elke vertrek,

behalwe in die kombuis en badkamers, dagga gekweek is nie.

Vorster se blonde hare is kort in ’n manshaarstyl gesny. Sy het haar kop kort-kort ontkennend geskud

terwyl Jordaan ondervra is oor die dagga plante in en om die huis. 

Jordaan het getuig dat die waarde van die dagga wat verlede jaar by die huurhuis gekry is, sowat R100

000 is en dat die metodes van kwekery in albei gevalle ooreenstem.

Hy het getuig dat daar ’n probleem van dwelmmisbruik in die hele Klerksdorp is. Op die verdeding se

stelling dat Vorster ’n stroop besigheid bedryf het Jordaan getuig dat daar geen tekens van enige

stroop of toebehore gevind is by die perseel in Robbertstraat of Diablostraat waar sy woon nie.

Haar mediese toestand, ’n abses in haar bors wat daagliks gedreineer moet word, is ook weer deur

haar prokureur aangespreek maar die staat het daarop geantwoord dat daar geen papiere vanaf ’n

dokter is as bewyse nie en dat sy die nodige mediese hulp in die tronk sal ontvang. 

Die borgtogaansoek is uitgestel na Woensdag 15 Mei.

http://www.northwestnewspapers.co.za/klerksdorprecord/index.php/home/news/1719-vorster-se-d

is-nie-haar-dagga-nie

Courts now independent Written by Magda on 16 May 2013. Posted in NewsThe

Justice Department is streamlining court activities and from this week more

services are offered at the courts in Stilfontein and Orkney.According to Adv

Bonolo Madiba, senior adviser in the Justice Department, the benefits fo...

News: www.northwestnewspapers.co.za

f 2 comments

King Cali Mann Cure
English please...
19 May 2013 12:37PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
There are some english articles floating about. Just search

the name and area!
19 May 2013 01:48PM

King Cali Mann Cure
Naf Respect,I Shall Du So.
19 May 2013 02:04PM



Dagga Movement
http://www.weed.co.za/forum/viewtopic.php?f=11&t=5628&

start=25
19 May 2013 02:13PM

Dagga Movement
Yet another dagga plantation was discovered last week in

the quiet neighbourhood of Ellaton.

The same woman who was arrested last year June for

cultivating dagga in her garage in Vaalrivier Street, was

busted again.

Louisa Vorster (44) is now behind bars and will probably not

be released on bail again. The police reacted on a tip off and

cracked down on the house in Roberts Street on Wednesday

1 May. What they found was even bigger than the previous

time.

“The police found a dagga nursery in the back yard neatly

cordoned of with mesh wiring,” said Const Amogelang

Mabihi, police spokesperson.

The police questioned Jan Piet Langley, a 26 year-old man

who is renting a back room on the property with his family.

During questioning it came out that he waters the dagga

plants occassionaly. He also confessed saying the dagga

belonged to Vorster, who lives in a home nearby.

According to Mabihi the police gained entry to the house by

breaking a window and discovered that the whole house

was used as a dagga nursery. Rooms are furnished as green

rooms with lights and fans that boosts the growth process. 

The police together with the K9 Dog Unit, the Hawks, crime

intelligence, forensic and science lab, and the local criminal

record centre investigated the house on Thursday 2 May

after Vorster was arrested. 

She denied that any of the 527 plants found on the premises

belong to her.

Both Vorster and Langley appeared in the Magistrates Court

on Friday 3 May. Magistrate Lindiwe Tsengiwe was told that

Vorster had a medical problem that needs urgent medical

attention and she should be released on bail. Vorster did not

show any emotion in court. Langley looked stressed and

wiped tears away with his blue jacket when he heard the

state opposes bail. 

He was released and the case against him withdrawn. The

total value of the dagga is estimated at R105 400. Vorster is

still in custody until Friday 10 May when the court will

consider bail.
19 May 2013 02:14PM



Dagga Movement 19 May 2013 10:50AM         d

Dagga Movement 19 May 2013 11:30AM DaggaMovement        g

How to...

It troubles me to see so many messing around with PCN’s, debt collectors,

statutes etc. The affidavit process below is to hopefully give you an option to free

you from all that. Q. Would you like a simple, lawful binding and immensely

powerful way to stop messing around with arguing FIXED PENALTY CH...

Affidavit process: death.za.org

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane



Monday 20 May 2013

Dagga Movement 20 May 2013 06:42AM         g

Monsanto tells a pack of lies to the Advertising Standards Authority and gets nailed

Monsanto tells pack of lies in South Africa: www.mathaba.net

e 1 person likes this - Helen Richter

Dagga Movement 20 May 2013 09:23AM         b

Warren Clyde Oatesposted toPick n Pay

3 minutes ago

Pick N Pay. i am still not impressed enough to say you guys are making an effort to label all your

products. i see you are say that your maize is been labeled. SOME OF IT. What about your fruits and

veggies, biscuits, is your meat also free range or fed with gmo foods. you are not disclosing anything.

We as the public should not be telling you what we are wanting from our food suppliers. do we have to

really tell you that we dont want gmo, or tell you to lable gmo's. do you guys really feel as if p p is high

almighty enough as not to inform there clients...

Like ·  · Promote

e 3 people like this - David Danzinger, Gayle Ritchie, Peter Rieger

f 3 comments

Gerd Bader
It's the general idea of nutrition,which should not be business but health.The government

used to be the moral guidian,but now also got shares in human farming. Asking the

multynationals for health is a joke unless supply demand directs.But they sell the

pharmaceuticals to counter the poison symptoms.
20 May 2013 10:04AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Gerd Bader
our rivers flow into the sea but farmers must buy the water that feeds us.
20 May 2013 05:28PM

Dagga Movement
Sounds like a pyramid scheme but with human health implications...
20 May 2013 01:11PM

e 1 person likes this - Gerd Bader

Gerd Bader
Human farming....statistics on the stockexchange
20 May 2013 04:35PM



Gerd Bader
Next is our water.Some countries already prohibit private collection of water
20 May 2013 05:25PM

Dagga Movement
Farmers in my area have alteady been told that they must pay to use water out there own

dams that the farmers built themselves
20 May 2013 05:35PM

Gerd Bader
one system to feed the multinationals and squeeze out the independent farmers.
20 May 2013 05:42PM

Dagga Movement
Yup you got it. The gov gets mass control of the foods.
20 May 2013 05:51PM

Dagga Movement 20 May 2013 01:13PM         g

https://www.facebook.com/groups/284699088216611/

We run Kid and family friendly outdoor Little Green Days on solar power with wind

turbines and compost toilets. There are also Little Green Night gatherings for big

kids only. We are delighted to be a...3,140 members · Join Group

THE LITTLE GREEN GATHERING South Africa:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/284699088216611/

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 20 May 2013 01:24PM         d
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We as humans should sit back smoke a fat j and ponder about one thing you can do to change the

world. Free living. Free mind.  What would be your step of action.

e 3 people like this - Antonio Renecle, Jeremy David Acton, Kelvin Goni R

f 3 comments

Jason Jay
Plant a seed.
20 May 2013 03:53PM

Tshepo Hope
While enjoying a fat j,

im gonna just sit and look at this day,for it is Life,the very Life of Life.
20 May 2013 03:57PM

Adele Koekemoer
Legalize
20 May 2013 08:02PM

Dagga Movement 20 May 2013 04:03PM         b

I have been smoking heavily for 5 years and I still cough just as vigorously as I did the first time I took a

lung full.

Are you able to tug down a whole 2L gravity bong and still manage not to cough up a lung?



e 2 people like this - Keziah Hardenberg, Mountain Shade Monsterbud-lee

f 4 comments

Tshepo Hope
If i was employed i would.

Now i cant afford even half a litre daily.

But its life.
20 May 2013 04:20PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, King Cali Mann Cure

Hanko Tunkuruchu
I am pretty much in the same boat. This is also my 5th year smoking and still each time, the

good cough still comes through very strong! Hehehehe
20 May 2013 04:26PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Tshepo its a struggle between food, dagga, petrol and debt I have prioritized my life via

health and food and dagga goes hand in hand I believe Im a daggafarian a free thinking

dagga user.

I do know what you are saying.

We should be allowed to grow our own without fear.

We need to declare to police that we are under inherent jurisdiction their status do not

apply to us flesh and blood humans but to a legal fiction person created by jou birth

certificate. 

There are no lawful contract binding you to government acts.

If you have harmed no one you are not guilty of anything.
20 May 2013 04:48PM

e 1 person likes this - Tshepo Hope

Mountain Shade Monsterbud-lee
Yep,and I know a trick,to where a person,can smoke a whole-joint in 1 solid-toke,and you

had better,have the lungs for it,cause it will "bust ur head wide-open"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
20 May 2013 05:20PM

e 1 person likes this - King Cali Mann Cure

Dagga Movement 20 May 2013 04:06PM         b

I have never been arrested by police for dagga. They have never attempted to arrest me. Only once in

the township they asked us what we are doing here and this and that and one night they came to tell us

we must leave the park because people complained about the noise. So we along we went on our



merily way. So I have never had issues with the SAPS yet. Lucky me but my friends tell me they are

constantly harassed by police. 

Have you been busted for dagga? 

Tell us your story...

e 1 person likes this - Brenden Arthur Campbell

f 4 comments

Tshepo Hope
Well,only once,in a train.being arrested for dagga!tell you what,it was worth it.better than

crimes such as,robbery,theft,housebreaking,highjaking.

Just take a look at the damn words above.

With ganja ive no regrets.
20 May 2013 04:16PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Danielle Webbstock

Antonio Muller
im rasta nd had no rekord for 25 years .iwas arrested 09-05-2013 they gave me a rekord

for a 7 its a 1 small blader worth of gunja .police is corrupt im 4rom citrusdal western cape
20 May 2013 04:35PM

e 1 person likes this - Danielle Webbstock

Dagga Movement
Thank you for these stories!
20 May 2013 04:52PM

e 1 person likes this - Danielle Webbstock

Paul Hagg
Never had shit frm the pigs. Damn....ive bought one of them 2 matchboxes way in the day

when a box was still R5.

And till today....touch wood, never had any trouble. Not even public. I have with drawn cash

from a atm many a time forgettin it b a spliff in my mouth & not a cigarette.

Ppl jus dont notice.... or jus not give a fuck!!
20 May 2013 09:10PM

Dagga Movement 20 May 2013 04:50PM mobile        b

My life is a constant struggle between food, dagga, petrol and debt I have prioritized my life via health

and food and dagga goes hand in hand I believe Im a daggafarian a free thinking dagga user.

I do know what you are saying.

We should be allowed to grow our own without fear.



We need to declare to police that we are under inherent jurisdiction their statutes do not apply to us

flesh and blood humans but to a legal fiction person created by your birth certificate. 

There are no lawful contract binding you to government acts.

If you have harmed no one you are not guilty of anything.

e 5 people like this - Antonio Renecle, Gerd Bader, Hannes Jordaan, Imraan Samuels, King Cali Mann

Cure

Dagga Movement 20 May 2013 06:50PM         g

A man from George will appear in court on Monday for allegedly being in possession of dagga worth

R50 000.

Police spokesperson, captain Malcolm Pojie, says the 31-year-old man from Thembalethu was arrested

on Friday near the Knysna lagoon, after his truck was searched by police.

He says the same man was arrested last year along with another suspect for being in possession of

dagga.

Both are due in court on Monday. 

http://www.algoafm.co.za/article.aspx?id=6330

 A man from George will appear in court on Monday for allegedly being in

possession of dagga worth R50 000. Police spokesperson, captain Malcolm Pojie,

says the 31-year-old man from Thembalethu was arrested on Friday near the

Knysna lagoon, after his truck was searched by police. He says ...

Algoa FM | George man in court for dagga: www.algoafm.co.za

Dagga Movement 20 May 2013 06:53PM         b

Dagga peddlers off the street

AFTER receiving a complaint from very concerned principals of schools throughout the

Bronkhorstspruit suburb of Zithobeni. On Friday, 10 May, members of the Police K9 (dog) Unit took up

the investigation.

Police soon narrowed their search down to a house in Zitho-beni’s Extension 4 and arrested three

people who were cultivating cannabis (dagga) plants.

According to a police spokesperson, Capt Sarah Mcira, it is believed that dagga is being sold to school



children from this point.

Several Zithobeni residents were ecstatic after the news travelled through the township.

One grandparent told Streek News that kids who use dagga, seldom reveal the source of the drug to

their parents or authorities.

The second that children begin using drugs is the start of the count-down to their self destruc-tion.

Often parents watch help-lessly as this painful, heart-breaking drama unfolds.

http://www.streeknuus.co.za/20130517/Dagga%20peddlers%20off%20the%20street.php

e 2 people like this - Andile Mtimande, Antonio Renecle

f 3 comments

Francois Joubert
I reckon they never interviewed any Zithobeni Rastafarian activist revolutionaries in the

hood? ...they would not have been so pleased....whats this slanderous referrences to

cannibus sativa as a countdown to ones destruction?  Are they mad? They must be

destroyed by their hatred n now at da bottom trying fi pull us down...tsek! Not gonna

happen.
20 May 2013 07:09PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Gopolang Ntamane

Tshepo Hope
Selling dagga,apple,or orange.its all the same,but please sell it to responsible

ganjafarians,no the irresponsible school kids.
20 May 2013 07:58PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Murray Juana

Gerd Bader
This is the problem with the wrong definition of dagga.Rather reclassify  and educate

something inherently human before going further into a chemical drugcraze.If for eg Eldos

would be legaly stoned only then there would be no reason to murder.Everybody

stoned...the worst peace!
21 May 2013 08:34AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Tuesday 21 May 2013

Dagga Movement 21 May 2013 06:20AM         g

So all you do, is take a box of Angel Food Cake mix (just the contents of the box, no

need to follow the directions on the box), and combine it with a 20 ounce can of

crushed pineapple in its own juice. (No need to use a mixer, just stir it by hand)

When you do this, something magical happens. The mixture starts to froth and it

turns into an amazingly airy, fluffy bowl of deliciousness right before your eyes.

Once it's all mixed up, simply pour it into a 9 x 13 baking dish and bake it at 350 deg



Timeline Photos: Industrial hemp plant before and after cultivation: Groovy or not

groovy?

e 5 people like this - January Thomas, Kabo Skhebula Porogo, King Cali Mann

Cure, Phumzile Liwane, Redeye Mike

f 1 comment

Kabo Skhebula Porogo
Dis 1 s raw material
21 May 2013 06:24AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 21 May 2013 09:38AM mobile        b

Government is going to spend R500 000 000 on a piece of newspaper that already has a home and full

of fat cats.

More proof that government is corrupt to the core.

People live in shacks but let's jail them for dagga and spend their money on us.

http://m.news24.com/fin24/Companies/ICT/Govt-to-buy-stake-in-newspaper-group-20130521

e 4 people like this - Andile Mtimande, Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Melody Chant, Redeye Mike

f 1 comment

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
Again being used by the so called 'system'.
21 May 2013 10:12AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 21 May 2013 10:02AM         g

We have great places for solar power yet government chooses coal and nuclear who do they think

they are?

Timeline Photos: Parking Area With Solar Panels to Charge Electric Cars,

Germany

e 2 people like this - Charmaine Seagreen, Rubin Willemse

Dagga Movement 21 May 2013 10:35AM         g

This discount no longer applies.



Timeline Photos: Due to lack of support this discount no longer applies.

Stoner Discount: COST + 9% + COURIER 

on all Ulticomp I.T. Solutions' products!

You must like both pages: Dagga Movement & Ulticomp I.T. Solutions You also

must be an active user on either page.

(http://fb.me/DaggaMovement / http://fb.me/Ultiweb)

It's like having an employees discount: supplier cost + 9%  You can still add 11% -

19% and sell the products yourself.

Collection in JHB or CPT otherwise counter to counter from Kimberley.**

Depends on product. There are many suppliers!

What ever have fun! Share!

PLEASE NOTE: Those who qualify will be paying a lot less than what is advertised

on the Facebook page!

Terms & Conditions apply!

We are available on the Kimberley Community Exchange on

https://www.community-exchange.org

https://www.community-exchange.org/docs/join2.asp?xid=KBYE

e 1 person likes this - Rubin Willemse

Dagga Movement 21 May 2013 10:39AM         g

Timeline Photos: [VIDEO] The Dagga Party's high hopes for the 2014 elections. 

http://tinyurl.com/khtut6t

e 2 people like this - Charmaine Seagreen, Mandla Magome

Dagga Movement 21 May 2013 11:30AM         d



Dagga Movement 21 May 2013 12:59PM         g

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/fernando-henrique-cardoso/global-leaders-drug-war_b_3306302.ht

ml



After more than four decades of a failed war on drugs, calls for a change in

strategy are growing louder by the day. In Latin America, the debate is positively

deafening.

Time to Explore How to Regulate Drugs: www.huffingtonpost.com

Dagga Movement 21 May 2013 01:03PM         g

http://entertainment.iafrica.com/music/news/860285.html

Snoop Lion ignored a metro police warning and allegedly smoked dagga on stage

at the Standard Bank Arena, in Ellis Park, Johannesburg, the New Age reported on

Tuesday.

Snoop defies SA pot warning: entertainment.iafrica.com

e 1 person likes this - Kelly Wiltshire McQue

Dagga Movement 21 May 2013 01:07PM         g

The effect of using dagga and vodka in succession was graphically explained to a Johannesburg court

on Tuesday by murder-accused Harvey Isha.

http://www.citizen.co.za/citizen/content/en/citizen/local-news?oid=428009&sn=Detail&pid=146826&

Court-hears-about-dagga--vodka

The effect of using dagga and vodka in succession was graphically explained to a Johannesburg

court on Tuesday by murder-accused Harvey Isha.

The Citizen Online | Court hears about dagga, vodka - Local News: www.citizen.co.za

Dagga Movement 21 May 2013 03:10PM         g

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/05/20/opinion/keller-how-to-legalize-pot.html?pagewanted=all&_r=1

&

Can you avoid black markets, drugged drivers and salmonella?

How to Legalize Pot: www.nytimes.com

e 1 person likes this - Alexander Dowding

Dagga Movement 21 May 2013 03:14PM         g

http://www.aljazeera.com/video/americas/2013/05/201351931350621361.html



The president of Uruguay, José Mujica, has proposed legalising marijuana to help

stop the illegal drug trade.

Uruguay divided over legalising marijuana: www.aljazeera.com

e 1 person likes this - Alexander Dowding

Dagga Movement 21 May 2013 03:15PM         g

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2CZ82T8V34Q&feature=youtu.be

http://joziunderground.tumblr.com/ The Dagga Couple are two extraordinary

human beings who have dedicated their lives to the mission of legalizing marijuana

...

The Dagga Couple Interview - Jozi Underground: www.youtube.com

e 2 people like this - Kabo Skhebula Porogo, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 21 May 2013 03:29PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=217603604974288&id=217514361649

879&aid=57691

Dagga Movement 21 May 2013 03:29PM         g

VANDANA SHIVA March Against Monsanto 25 MAY:

http://www.digitaljournal.com/article/350472

On May 25, 2013, there will be a worldwide March against Monsanto, protesting the

giant pesticide company's attempts to take over the world's food supply. Vandana

Shiva speaks about the movement against Monsanto and why it is necessary.

Video: Vandana Shiva and the March against Monsanto, May 25, 2013:

www.digitaljournal.com

Dagga Movement 21 May 2013 04:54PM         g

There are ways to handle ROADBLOCKS - this is disgusting and we must educate one another about

how to handle a situation like this. NEVER get out of your car is Step 1. If you do you step RIGHT INTO

their jurisdiction of Maritime Admiralty Law. They CANNOT search your car without probable cause and

a warrant. I intercepted a ROADBLOCK some time ago in Rivonia and the cops backed-off...



1 Februarie 2012

Timeline Photos: (Gordon) ‘Tonight you will die’, police tell victim

HE also sustained injuries to the head and had to have several stitches. The police

officers stopped Gerald Carey on May 9 and instead of taking him to Kempton Park

SAPS, he was taken to mielie fields where he was severely beaten. 

He was stopped on his way from a small gathering and instead of being taken to

the nearest police station, the officers drove him to a secluded area where he was

severely beaten 

 21 May 2013 

"Tonight you will die."

This is the chilling threat that haunts Gerald Carey (35) who is recovering from a

brutal attack by police officers on May 9.

A case of assault with intent to do grievous bodily harm is being in investigated by

the IPID while one the officers involved has opened a case of assault against Carey

in Chloorkop.

"I'll never be the same after what happened to me. That is why I'm pursuing this. I

don't want to be defeated by this," he said.

The incident, which has been reported in a daily newspaper, started when Carey

left the Dros in Cavendish Glen Shopping Centre after attending a small celebration

with friends earlier that evening.

"I left the Dros and was on my way home at about 10pm. As I was driving home, I

was pulled over by a police vehicle. An officer asked me to step out of my car,

which I did. He proceeded to search my car. When I asked him what he was

looking for, he asked where my money was," he said.

This was when the evening turned into an ordeal that still haunts him. According to

Carey the officers got aggressive when he was unable to give them any money

and they accused him of being intoxicated. They said he would be taken to the

police station.

Although Carey offered that the officers took him to the station to test whether he

was under the influence of alcohol or not, they refused.

"I got into my car and one got into the passenger seat. I made my way to the

Kempton Park Police Station on Monument Road while his colleague followed us in

the police vehicle. However, on our way there, the officer insisted that I go the

opposite direction towards Glen Marais. He started hitting me and pulled my keys

out of the ignition.



"I attempted to attract attention to what was happening by crashing my car into a

sign at Cavendish Glen," he added.

The police vehicle pulled up next to Carey's and he was pulled out of his car and

pushed into the police vehicle. The officers drove off with him towards the mielie

fields.

"The other officer was wearing something to cover his face and I did not see what

he looked like. When I asked why they were doing this, I was simply told I would

learn my lesson and I was going to die. One of them said they would kill me with

the baseball bat they had and I knew there was no doubt that they would," he

recalled.

When they arrived at the fields, he was pulled out of the car, thrown to the ground

and beaten with a baseball bat by one while the other officer kicked him.

"I tried to shield the blows but there were two of them and they managed to beat

me up," he said.

He sustained injuries to his head and had to have stitches. He was also badly

bruised on his left hand side.

"I knew that if I stayed down, they would eventually beat me to death. I eventually

managed to stand up and ran. All I could hear was one of them shouting, 'Shoot

him! Shoot him!' but I just kept running," he said.

When he tried to stop a car to assist him, the motorist drove on. He eventually saw

an Alpha Security bakkie and just threw himself in the back of the vehicle and

asked to be taken to his father's house in Glen Marais.

"It's when I'm alone in my house that this really starts to bother me. As soon as the

TV is switched off and I'm alone, I think about it. I'm overcome by emotion which is

why I made a decision to not take this lying down. I will pursue the matter until they

are behind bars.

"It's not about the money or publicity. I'm doing this for every South African who has

been victimised and brutalised. I don't want anyone else to live in fear because

they can do this to someone else too," he concluded.

http://www.looklocal.co.za/looklocal/content/en/kempton-park/kempton-park-

news-crime?oid=7472123&sn=Detail&pid=490115&%E2%80%98Tonight-you-will-die

%E2%80%99--police-tell-victim

e 2 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Jason William Bennett

f 2 comments



Quinten Angelo Kasselman
oom waar gn ons die details kry van die cops ?
21 May 2013 04:56PM

Dagga Movement
Check hier

http://www.looklocal.co.za/looklocal/content/en/kempton

-park/kempton-park-news-crime?oid=7472123&sn=Detail&pi

d=490115&‘Tonight-you-will-die’--police-tell-victim
21 May 2013 05:13PM

Danielle Webbstock
tx for sharing!
21 May 2013 05:46PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 21 May 2013 04:58PM         g

Average Colorado Pot Smoker Consumes 100 g a year for $650 (R58.5 per gram)

They are light users in comparison to South African smokers. How do they manage a year on a 100g

supply!!!

http://business.time.com/2013/05/20/how-much-will-a-legal-marijuana-habit-cost-you/#ixzz2Tw1G

oZS1

If you're an average pot smoker in Colorado—paying average prices for

average-quality marijuana—you can expect to spend around $650 on weed next

year.

How Much Will a Legal Marijuana Habit Cost You? | TIME.com: business.time.com

f 2 comments

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
Far less than a tobacco smoker. Marijuana's not addictive & der R ada

wais it can B use witout setting a fire on it.
21 May 2013 05:06PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Kabo Skhebula Porogo
Yaah dats a herb...
21 May 2013 05:25PM

Dagga Movement 21 May 2013 05:33PM         g



Timeline Photos: Russell Brand signed my petition today calling on the

Government to review the UK's outdated drug laws - you can do the same here:

http://epetitions.direct.gov.uk/petitions/45969 :) We need 100,000 signatures to

spark a full Commons debate

Dagga Movement 21 May 2013 07:01PM         g

Let's see if we can get some petition support going!

South Africa is the only country in the world to allow and actively produce a

genetically modified (GM) STAPLE crop - maize. Thanks to Monsanto, people have

been eating these crops for over a decade already without it being public

knowledge. 77% of South Africa’s country staple maize crops are genet...

Ban Monsanto from South Africa: www.avaaz.org

e 4 people like this - Gerd Bader, Janine Jane Williams, Marcel Mortimer,

Phumzile Liwane

Jeremy David Acton > Dagga Movement 21 May 2013 07:05PM         g

Greetings Friends.

This is a call to all the users of the Cannabis plant in South Africa (or those non-users who favour

re-legalization of Cannabis), to co-create a new political and social mechanism for ending the

prohibition of Cannabis and to allow a legalization vote at the ballot in Elections 2014.

Read more:

http://www.daggaparty.co.za/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=52%3Aappeal-for-signa

tures&catid=38%3Aforming-the-dagga-party&Itemid=58

IQELA LENTSANGO: The Dagga Party of South Africa needs to gather 500 signatures of REGISTERED

VOTERS on the official form at

(http://www.daggaparty.co.za/download/Party%20Reg%20Annexure%206%20Deed%20of%20Founda

tion.pdf)

to register with the IEC on a NATIONAL LEVEL to participate in the next elections in 2014.

Jeremy David Acton

Leader

IQELA LENTSANGO: The Dagga Party of South Africa

http://www.daggaparty.co.za/



email: info@daggaparty.co.za

Facebook: www.facebook.com/Daggaparty

The South African Dagga Party. Dagga for a sustainable nation

http://www.daggaparty.co.za/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=52:appeal-for-signat

ures&ca: www.daggaparty.co.za

e 4 people like this - Dagga Movement, Ryan ResourcebasedEconomy G, Timothy Daniell Knight,

Tommie le Roux

Dagga Movement 21 May 2013 07:07PM         g

To all the new comers please view all the information in our community knowledge-base especially the

ebooks.

The Report has helped many people in court to dismiss their case.

Check it out read up!

http://dagga.info

Dagga is a healthy lifestyle, not a drug.

Dagga is a way of life, not a crime.

Dagga Movement Community Knowledge Database Est 15 April 2013

http://goo.gl/YJ9p2

[Kimberley Marijuana Movement]

Additionally residents of Kimberley, Northern Cape, South Africa should joint the

follo...

Dagga Movement | Knowledge-base:

https://www.facebook.com/DaggaMovement?ref=stream&sk=app_2081951025281

20&app_data

e 3 people like this - Belgia Chokboy Boitshoko, Phumzile Liwane, Redeye Mike

Dagga Movement 21 May 2013 09:05PM         g

http://blazed.fm/

Blazed.FM - Stoner Radio

Blazed.FM: blazed.fm



e 2 people like this - Phumzile Liwane, Winston Leach

Wednesday 22 May 2013

Dagga Movement 22 May 2013 07:54AM         d

Dagga Movement 22 May 2013 11:19AM         g

http://thejointblog.com/studies-shows-marijuana-consumption-not-associated-with-dangerous-drivi

ng-may-lead-to-safer-drivers/

Anyone who consumes cannabis on a regular basis knows that it doesn’t make

you a dangerous drive. To many people, it makes them a safer, more focused

driver that’s more aware of their surroundings and the dangers associated with

controlling tons of gasoline-filled metal. Not only has this been an an...

Studies Show Marijuana Consumption Not Associated With Dangerous Driving,



May Lead to Safer Drivers: thejointblog.com

e 2 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 22 May 2013 12:01PM         g

here a joke from pick and pay the supporters of gmo

Timeline Photos: Biodiversity is the variety of native plant and animal species that

work together to keep our planet healthy and balanced.

We are proud to announce that we are the founding retail member of the National

Biodiversity and Business Network (NBBN)! >> http://ow.ly/lbUOz

Thumbs up if you support biodiversity!

Dagga Movement 22 May 2013 12:20PM DaggaMovement        g

Come chat with like minded individuals or track your dagga usage with #Blazed's awesome PotBot!

Total green I smoked so far is 24.2 grams. Please follow all instructions carefully and behave. :D

ChatBlazed.fmGetting Started1. Choose your nickname wisely and do not forget it.

Click Connect.2. Register your nickname with the following command. Replace

password with your prefered password and valid email address. You type

commands as if you were to send a message in the room./msg NickServ pass...

Chat: death.za.org

Dagga Movement 22 May 2013 01:13PM         g

Timeline Photos: www.hemp.org - The US federal government needs to serve the

people and restore hemp! Beware the petrochemical pharmaceutical military

industrial transnational corporate elite fascist ruling class. Take control from them

by expanding natural individual rights (not corporate rights) and protecting our

Mother Earth. We have to stop the synthetic subversion of the natural cycle. Hemp

is Earth medicine. Cannabis hemp is the oldest and most productive crop sown by

our ancestors. Legalize and restore cannabis hemp for fuel, fiber, food, medicine

and adult social use. Freedom of consciousness is a natural right. Cannabis is the

bellwether issue upon which the future of freedom hinges. Please work for global

cannabis freedom. - www.hemp.org — with Lovely Vanity Smith.

e 3 people like this - Helen Richter, Janine Jane Williams, Phumzile Liwane



Dagga Movement 22 May 2013 01:13PM         g

Timeline Photos: The anatomy of a plant!

e 2 people like this - Chloe Menteath, Phumzile Liwane

Alexander Dowding > Dagga Movement 22 May 2013 04:07PM         g

Thanks to Dagga Movement and Michael Hawthorne for bringing this very important story to my

attention.

I just tweeted John Maytham of Cape Talk 567 to suggest that Mario Oriani-Ambrosini could be using

cannabis oil to treat his inoperable lung cancer. As a result he phoned an oncologist to ask about the

possibility of the MP using cannabis oil but the oncologist unsurprisingly told him that "conspiracy

theorists believe that there are alternative treatments for cancers but that there is NO OTHER CURE

FOR CANCER." He admitted that cannabis could help increase appetite and reduce nausea, but that

was about it!

John Maytham said he was fascinated about this story so keep your eyes and ears open in the coming

months. A huge announcement could be expected.

IFP MP Mario Oriani-Ambrosini has announced that he is suffering from inoperable

lung cancer and has rejected chemotherapy as a treatment option.

MP details his lung cancer battle: www.news24.com

e 4 people like this - Buzz Rsa, Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Mickey Dangerez, Redeye

Mike

f 5 comments

Mickey Dangerez
Now this is interesting!
22 May 2013 04:11PM

e 1 person likes this - Alexander Dowding

Mickey Dangerez
I wonder if he would tell Brave Mykayla she is lying because her

results don't lie.
22 May 2013 04:13PM

e 1 person likes this - Alexander Dowding



Alexander Dowding
This potential development has got me super excited Michael!
22 May 2013 04:19PM

e 2 people like this - Janine Du Plessis, Mickey Dangerez

Gerd Bader
smoke to this one tooo
23 May 2013 04:26PM

Mickey Dangerez
HAHAHAHA! Me too! Im actually smoking on it 4:20!
22 May 2013 04:24PM

e 1 person likes this - Alexander Dowding

Gerd Bader
I hope he at least is given and made to realise the opportunity to view

the evidence and decide
23 May 2013 04:31PM

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez

Shannon McMurtrie
Cannabis cures cancer! Fact! 
7 June 2013 10:02PM

Dagga Movement 22 May 2013 04:30PM         g

Collecting Rainwater Now Illegal in Many States as Big Government Claims

Ownership Over Our WaterBLOG, NewsDecember 9, 20112 CommentsShare This

Article TweetMany of the freedoms we enjoy here in the U.S. are quickly eroding

as the nation transforms from the land of the free into the land of the ensl...

Collecting Rainwater Now Illegal in Many States as Big Government Claims

Ownership Over Our Water |.: worldtruth.tv

Dagga Movement 22 May 2013 08:08PM         g

http://j.mp/10mH8cC

Medical marijuana and cannabis news, views, rumors, and humor at Toke of the

Town.

Florida family pleads guilty to marijuana trafficking - Toke of the Town:

www.tokeofthetown.com



Dagga Movement 22 May 2013 08:08PM         g

California Senate passes updated medical marijuana regulation bill - Toke of the Town

http://www.tokeofthetown.com/2013/05/california_state_senate_passes_updated_medical_mar.php

Medical marijuana and cannabis news, views, rumors, and humor at Toke of the

Town.

California Senate passes updated medical marijuana regulation bill - Toke of the

Town: www.tokeofthetown.com

Thursday 23 May 2013

Dagga Movement 23 May 2013 07:48AM         g

Today has been slightly cannabis themed but there is a good reason. Watch this

video. This will blow your mind. You can’t argue these facts.

http://banoosh.com/blog/2013/05/22/evidence-that-cannabis-is-the-most-nutri

tional-vegetable-in-the-world/

VideoBy mr.z1 min ago Evidence That Cannabis is The Most Nutritional Vegetable

in The World

Dario de Carvalho:

https://www.facebook.com/dario.decarvalho.1048/posts/155785687935735

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 23 May 2013 12:45PM         g

Tell them why Dagga should be freed!

#EWNchat: Many resources are used in dagga busts. Should marijuana be

legalised to free up those resources for other crimes? 

http://bit.ly/Z26DSW

Eyewitness News:

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=570583516319523&id=1688

92509821961

e 1 person likes this - Patrick Bassett



Dagga Movement 23 May 2013 01:11PM         g

Same rules as Alcohol and Tobacco? I don't know. I really want to be free to grow my own. How about

you?

Legalizing pot is the easy part. Figuring out how to regulate and tax the

marketplace is much more complex.

How Can Marijuana Be Sold Safely? - Room for Debate: www.nytimes.com

e 4 people like this - Anthony Britz, Don Power Rudeboyshuffla, Jeremy David

Acton, Rubin Willemse

f 1 comment

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
I also 1 2. 'tis a plant of life
23 May 2013 01:15PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 23 May 2013 01:18PM         b

We are jailing innocent people for what a harmless plant?

Non toxic; Only becomes active once heated by man!

Why may Dischem sell Marinol which is a synthetic THC extract for a R1200 when a person can grow it

along side his tomatoes?

Honestly if THC aka dronabinol is the only main intoxicating ingredient why the hell is it legal for

Dischem to import and sell it.

Why does the Drug and Traffic act specifically exclude THC?

So everything is illegal about the plant except the main active ingredient THC.

Dafuq is wrong with you prohibitionists?

e 8 people like this - Dabyouth Moetprexsuu, Henry Thamie Mngomezulu, Janine Jane Williams, Kelly

Wiltshire McQue, Nozey Mthethwa, Pam Bomstad, Tauriq Blaze-Alpoyoloco Crunch, Tshepo Hope

f 5 comments

Nelson Hochobeb
for sho
23 May 2013 01:42PM

Andile Mtimande
oxymoronic
23 May 2013 04:23PM



Gerd Bader
can't and don't trust, neither afford artificial dagga.My life would be a ball of pain so i have

no choice being falsely labeled criminal.Suicidal for me not to consume dagga. MS

kills....Dagga cures!
23 May 2013 05:11PM

Tshepo Hope
Well said.

Let me just maak vas wat los is,my room irretates me without some smoke.
23 May 2013 09:19PM

Tshepo Hope
Well said.

Let me just maak vas wat los is,my room irretates me without some smoke.
23 May 2013 09:20PM

Dagga Movement 23 May 2013 01:25PM         d

Dagga Movement 23 May 2013 01:42PM         g



New York cops pumped for marijuana bust discover: Oh, they're just TOMATO

PLANTS.

Brooklyn police bust rooftop grow operation ... of heirloom tomatoes: grist.org

Dagga Movement 23 May 2013 01:56PM         g

Yabba Dabba dabba doobie

Timeline Photos: Yabba Dabba dabba dooh

Dagga Movement 23 May 2013 01:56PM         g

So all you do, is take a box of Angel Food Cake mix (just the contents of the box, no

need to follow the directions on the box), and combine it with a 20 ounce can of

crushed pineapple in its own juice. (No need to use a mixer, just stir it by hand)

When you do this, something magical happens. The mixture starts to froth and it

turns into an amazingly airy, fluffy bowl of deliciousness right before your eyes.

Once it's all mixed up, simply pour it into a 9 x 13 baking dish and bake it at 350 deg

Timeline Photos: Hemp is of first necessity to the wealth and protection of the

country. ~ Thomas Jefferson

e 1 person likes this - Imraan Samuels

Dagga Movement 23 May 2013 02:09PM         g

Inventor of ADHD’s Deathbed Confession: “ADHD is a Fictitious

Disease”alternative health, conspiracy theories, Health, illuminati conspiracy,

News, world truthMay 17, 20130 CommentsShare This Article TweetFortunately,

the Swiss National Advisory Commission on Biomedical Ethics (NEK, President:

Otfri...

Inventor of ADHD’s Deathbed Confession: “ADHD is a Fictitious Disease” | World

Truth.TV: worldtruth.tv

Dagga Movement 23 May 2013 02:10PM         g



The South African cancer register has not been updated for the past eight years.

SABC News.com - South African Cancer Registry backloged :Thursday 6

December 2012: www.sabc.co.za

f 1 comment

Alexander Dowding
http://business.iafrica.com/news/860846.html
23 May 2013 04:12PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 23 May 2013 02:11PM         g

Alert ! Government Orders Youtube to Censor March on Monsanto, D.C. & Protest

Videos ! They are attacking are freedom of speech on the world wide web

Alert! Government Orders Youtube to Censor March on Monsanto, D.C. & Protest

Videos! | InvestmentWat: investmentwatchblog.com

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Dorian Gray
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According to a report released today by GMWatch, China destroyed three

shipments of GM corn imported from the US.

Breaking News: China Destroys 3 US Shipments of GM Corn: www.trueactivist.com

e 1 person likes this - Dorian Gray

f 1 comment

Unknown
good work China now how about they stop killing our Rhinos ???
23 May 2013 05:21PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 23 May 2013 02:22PM         g

I'm the idiot that tries everything I pressume is safe once. However I'm the genuis

that learn from other idiots and my own mistakes. Are you sheeple or are you a

repeater? Our bodies are but avatars for our soul!

Mickey Dangerez:

https://www.facebook.com/theMichaelHawthorne/posts/10151907693294027



Dagga Movement 23 May 2013 06:39PM mobile        b

Share us... Let your friends and family join the movement.

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane

f 2 comments

Unknown
respek!!!!
23 May 2013 07:26PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Phumzile Liwane
TOGETHER AS 1 
23 May 2013 09:36PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Timeline Photos: --Chris--

e 1 person likes this - Dries Van Tonder
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It's your turn. Dagga Movement!

Photos of The Dagga Couple: its your turn.....

e 3 people like this - Thabang Lagen Kheswa, Timothy Daniell Knight, Tshepo

Hope

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
puff puff pass.
23 May 2013 07:58PM

Sinaye Ossie
Everytym i see dat cylinder filled with weed i rejoice unto da plant  ;

amen
25 May 2013 04:05PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement
Do you also keep yours in a glass jar?
25 May 2013 06:06PM
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Marijuana cannabinoids slow brain degradation and aging, reverse dementia: here's

how

Marijuana cannabinoids slow brain degradation and aging, reverse dementia: here's

how: www.naturalnews.com

Dries Van Tonder > Dagga Movement 23 May 2013 07:33PM         d

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
LOL
24 May 2013 02:04AM

e 1 person likes this - Dries Van Tonder

Dagga Movement
its not the pigs.
24 May 2013 11:40AM

e 1 person likes this - Dries Van Tonder

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 23 May 2013 07:46PM         g

Dagga is more than my wine it's my health!

Millions of Americans smoke it. Now, parents, including suburban moms, are even

on board with pot. So should weed be welcome in every household?

Is Weed The New Wine? See Who's Out In The Open Singing Pot’s Praises:

www.myfoxphilly.com

Dagga Movement 23 May 2013 07:58PM         g



Timeline Photos: "The temple of the most high begins with the body which houses

our life, the essence of our existence. We must stop confusing religion and

spirituality. Religion is a set of rules, regulations and rituals created by humans,

which was suppose to help people grow spiritually. Due to human imperfection

religion has become corrupt, political, divisive and a tool for power struggle.

Spirituality is not theology or ideology. It is simply a way of life, pure and original as

was given by the Most High of Creation. Spirituality is a network linking us to the

Most High, the universe, and each other…” ? Haile Selassie I — with Dian Muñoz and

14 others.

e 5 people like this - Elana Akasha, Helen Richter, Henry Thamie Mngomezulu,

Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Winston Leach

Dagga Movement 23 May 2013 08:00PM         g

?[_¯L][_¯i_¯][_¯k_¯][_¯e_¯] + [_¯S][_¯h_¯][_¯a_¯][_¯r_¯][_¯e_¯]?'' ???? ???? ??ss ''

<<>> Peace & 1 ? from Let's Grow Wild thanks :)

Timeline Photos: That's my story and I'm sticking to it...!

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
Anybody going to Colorado is going for the smoking!
24 May 2013 12:11AM

Dagga Movement 23 May 2013 08:01PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=502835349779339&id=502204129842

461&aid=1073741830

Friday 24 May 2013

Dagga Movement 24 May 2013 12:05AM         d
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Drugs destined for George confiscated

GEORGE NEWS - A drug pedlar from Thembalethu was caught in Knysna last Friday with dagga worth

R50 000, which was destined for distribution in George.

Lungile Lovani (35) appeared in the Knysna Magistrate's Court on Monday on a charge of dealing in

drugs. The case was postponed to 27 May for a formal bail application. Lovani remains in custody.



According to Captain Malcolm Pojie, the Southern Cape Police spokesperson, the George Anti-Drug

Team followed up information that was received from a member of the public regarding the

transportation of illegal drugs from the Eastern Cape.

"The truck the suspect was travelling in was spotted near the Knysna Lagoon and pulled off the road.

The members searched both the occupants of the truck as well as the cabin and the trailer. In the trailer

the members found two huge bags containing dagga weighing about 49,7kg with an estimate value of

about R50 000," said Pojie.

The Acting Cluster Commander of George, Brigadier Phindelwa Mavakala, commended the members

for a job well done and posted a stern warning to potential drug pedlars saying: "Our efforts to

eradicate illegal drug trafficking and the abuse of illegal drugs in our province will continue

relentlessly."

Lovani is awaiting trial in another case in the George Magistrate's Court after he was arrested with

another man, Mceba Clifford Mvunyiswa (37), in November last year. Dagga worth more than R1-million,

which was destined for the streets of George was confiscated by the police when they pulled over a

truck at a road block in Wilderness. Lovani allegedly drove ahead of the truck (in a black Tata Indica) in

an attempt to lead it safely into George.

http://www.georgeherald.com/news.aspx?id=53806&h=Drugs-destined-for-George-confiscated

Dagga Movement 24 May 2013 12:35AM         b

It's 420 in the United States in about 50 minutes! If you are from the United States click like and

comment below if you are packing your bowl for 420!?

Dagga Movement 24 May 2013 12:49AM         g

Cannabis Social Group

Cannabis Social Group of South Africa: https://www.facebook.com/CHSCZA

e 1 person likes this - Daniel Griessel

Dagga Movement 24 May 2013 07:36AM         g



You think your job sucks? Let me tell you about the people I work with.

First, there's this supermodel wanna-be chick. Ok, I'll admit, she's pretty hot, but

damn she is completely useless. The girl is constantly fixing her hair or putting on

her makeup. She is extremely self centered and never considers the needs of

anyone other than herself. She is dumber than a box of rocks and I find it surprising

that she has enough brain power to breathe.

The next chick is exactly the opposite- she might even be one of the smartest girls

on the planet. She has endless career opportunities but she's still here with us. She

is a zero on a scale of 1 to 10. I doubt she even showers, much less shaves her

"womanly" parts. I think she might be a lesbian, because every time we drive past

the hardware store she moans like a cat in heat.

But the jewel of the crowd has got to be the fucking stoner. And this guy is more

than just your average pothead. The guy is baked before he comes to work, after

work, and even during work. He probably hasn't been sober any time in the last 10

years, and he's only 22. He dresses like a beatnik throwback from the 1960's, and,

to make things worse, brings his fucking giant dog to work. Every fucking day I

have to look at this huge Great Dane walking around half stoned from the

second-hand smoke. Hell, sometimes I even think it's trying to talk with its constant

bellowing. Also, both of them are constantly hungry, requiring multiple stops to

McDonald's and Burger King every single fucking day.

Anyways, I drive these fucktards around in my van and we solve mysteries and shit.

Orson

London Cannabis Club:

https://www.facebook.com/TheLCC/posts/508277842554053

Dagga Movement 24 May 2013 08:17AM         g

Timeline Photos: :P — with Nikki EvaNicole Lucas.

e 3 people like this - Dorian Gray, Ntshabele KaraboDonald, Shandrea Shanty

Bees

Dagga Movement 24 May 2013 08:26AM         g

hahahaha. those guys were baked.



Timeline Photos: Seems Legit

Dagga Movement 24 May 2013 08:35AM         g

Timeline Photos: This looks delicious!

e 2 people like this - Don Power Rudeboyshuffla, King Cali Mann Cure

Dagga Movement 24 May 2013 08:35AM         g

out off this world high.

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=439306762754794&id=133235290028

611&aid=104470

Dagga Movement 24 May 2013 09:14AM         g

Timeline Photos: Conscious Collective

e 2 people like this - Dorian Gray, Kelly Wiltshire McQue

Dagga Movement 24 May 2013 09:23AM         g

Timeline Photos: The first intentional addition of fluoride in drinking water occurred

in the early 1930's in Nazi Germany. Marketing it as supposed helping children’s

teeth, the actual sodium fluoride was to sterilize humans and force the masses into

a calm docile state of submission and declining health-state. Control of the

population through this manner was easily achievable.

Thankfully, it is possible to detoxify your pineal gland! Find out how here:

http://www.altering-perspectives.com/2013/05/how-to-detox-your-pineal-gland

-fluoride.html — with Sourav Bose and 2 others.
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Timeline Photos: ? Namaste  ?

Enlightened Consciousness

e 2 people like this - Gerd Bader, Kelly Wiltshire McQue

Dagga Movement 24 May 2013 09:28AM         g

Timeline Photos: Coming up at 11PM Central Tonight on

http://freedomizerradio.com/ -- The Last Voice For Liberty Network continues on

with our Bill of Rights series and one of the footings to the ultimate power of the

people, nullification, we discuss the Seventh Amendment. Join your Host The

Mouth, and his co-host Reverend Ray, and all our warriors of liberty tonight at 11PM

central on http://freedomizerradio.com/, or call to listen or participate!

1-347-324-3704

e 2 people like this - Dorian Gray, Kelly Wiltshire McQue
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Timeline Photos: - Mary Jane

e 3 people like this - David Danzinger, Ntshabele KaraboDonald, Rubin Willemse

Dagga Movement 24 May 2013 10:16AM         g

NO REGRETS!

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=327085467396767&id=32645988079

2659&aid=64931

e 16 people like this - Antonio Renecle, Atanas Kotev, Clinton Lezar, Daniel

Gontarczyk, Eben Wrogemann, Helen Richter, Jeff Solo Dolo, Melissa Jane,

Mrmalkop Mazibuko, Nigel Thavarajoo, Ntshabele KaraboDonald, Ras Ramon

Benjahman Adams, Redeye Mike, Rubin Willemse, Tshepo Hope, Willow Storm



Shane Nannes > Dagga Movement 24 May 2013 11:34AM         f

To all the homies wht role it poke it light it up and smoke it the shit is the bomb cannabis revitalize the

body and mind i hope they dont critazise it but legalize it this goes out to all the marijuana smokers in

the whole of southern africa

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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GMO isn't OMG backwards for no reason!!!

e 1 person likes this - Helen Richter

Dagga Movement 24 May 2013 12:14PM         b

Pulling a dick move?: "Cock blocking" access to some awesome ganja!

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 24 May 2013 12:36PM         b

To all the homies wht role it poke it light it up and smoke it the shit is the bomb cannabis revitalize the

body and mind i hope they dont critazise it but legalize it this goes out to all the marijuana smokers in

the whole of southern africa - Shane Nannes

e 4 people like this - Clinton Lezar, Daniel Griessel, Phumzile Liwane, Shaun Tompkins

Alexander Dowding > Dagga Movement 24 May 2013 01:06PM         f

I am currently attempting to make contact with the which was officially inaugurated in February this

year. I believe that they may be interested in supporting a campaign for the medicinal use of dagga.

Traditional healers are not yet officially a part of the Department of Health, but there are concerted

efforts by lobby groups and the government to have them incorporated. This is another key opportunity

for us to have dagga formerly brought back into the medicine chest.

What do you think?

e 5 people like this - Arthur Charles Mitton, Cari Vodicka, Dagga Movement, Kelly Wiltshire McQue,

Nigel Thavarajoo

f 3 comments

Alexander Dowding
Interim Traditional Health Practitioners Council (ITHPC)



http://www.doh.gov.za/show.php?id=3919

24 May 2013 01:10PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Jason Jay
Traditional healers have used and distributed the herb for years for common

ailments. As Alex says, I think it is the best way forward to get the medicine in the

cabinet. Its used and proven.
24 May 2013 01:29PM

e 2 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Dagga Movement

Alexander Dowding
We were supposed to meet with Professor Dlamini when we attended the first

African Cannabis Convention 2 years ago in Swaziland, but had a bit of a fail in

meeting him. Still had a great time, but it would have been awesome if we had

got to chat with such an ardent and prominent Swazi dagga activist.

I have not yet seen the Strain Hunters Swaziland episode. Where can I watch it?

Youtube?

I have already sent an email to Khutso Rabothata, the Communication and Media

Manager for the Office of the Deputy Minister of Health at National Department

of Health, asking for contact details for members of the ITHPC. Looking forward

to hearing back from them.
24 May 2013 01:25PM

Dagga Movement
Wow! Yes! Great idea!

I also recently come to realization about traditional healers after watching Strain

Hunters Swaziland!

If you haven't watched that yes please do!

We need to make contact with Prof Dlamini

Maybe it would be beneficial for us if he contact the ITHPC?
24 May 2013 01:15PM

e 1 person likes this - Alexander Dowding

Dagga Movement
Thank you Chris!!!!

http://www.420magazine.com/forums/international-cannabis-news/132795-sw

azi-marijuana-legality-lands-court.html
24 May 2013 02:13PM



Jason Jay
Make good contact with him. He is wise and informed. 

bendlamini@yahoo.com.
24 May 2013 01:28PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
http://www.420magazine.com/forums/international-cannabis-news/132795-swazi-marij

uana-legality-lands-court.html
24 May 2013 02:13PM

Alexander Dowding
Read this article about traditional healing by JP de Van Niekerk of the South African

Medical Journal.

http://www.samj.org.za/index.php/samj/article/view/5712/3896

Mr Van Niekerk is already on record having called for a review of South African dagga

legislation in the past.

We need to make contact with him. Has anyone here tried and/or had a response?

jpvann@hmpg.co.za
24 May 2013 03:25PM

Dagga Movement
jpvn@iafrica.com
24 May 2013 07:15PM

Alexander Dowding
That sounds interesting. Please could you forward the email discussion to me.
24 May 2013 07:18PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
He send me this document

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B09SV4ZZhXthRnRyR05WNXNnaWM/edit?u

sp=sharing
24 May 2013 07:16PM

e 1 person likes this - Alexander Dowding

Dagga Movement
I can forward you an email discussion we had?
24 May 2013 07:15PM

e 1 person likes this - Alexander Dowding

Dagga Movement
to ur gmail account...
24 May 2013 08:04PM

e 1 person likes this - Alexander Dowding



Dagga Movement 24 May 2013 01:27PM         g

If you want to track your usage join #blazed on Shadowfire IRC via our website

http://death.za.org/chat

My usage statistics over a 3 month period in 2011:

Total bongs: [201]  20.1 grams

Total pipes: [6]  0.6000000000000001 grams

Total joints: [17]  8.5 grams

Total green smoked: [224]  29.200000000000003 grams

Mickey Dangerez:

https://www.facebook.com/theMichaelHawthorne/posts/10151909852724027

Dagga Movement 24 May 2013 04:30PM         g

March Against Monsanto Cape Town South Africa: Inform! Yourself.

ProNutro 'Wheat Free' contains 90% GM Species.  

BOKOMO HAVE not labeled this product as required by SA consumer protection

ACT.

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
Wheat Free?
24 May 2013 05:08PM

Dagga Movement 24 May 2013 04:42PM         g

The first intentional addition of fluoride in drinking water occurred in the early

1930's in Nazi Germany. Marketing it as supposed helping children’s teeth, the

actual sodium fluoride was to sterilize humans and force the masses into a calm

docile state of submission and declining health-state. It'...

Higher Perspective: How to Detox Your Pineal Gland - Fluoride, Mercury, and

Consciousness: www.altering-perspectives.com
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4 MOAR LIKE TO 420!

e 1 person likes this - Redeye Mike

Dagga Movement 24 May 2013 08:02PM         b

"Your argument is invalid, he peed on my rug man!" - The.Big.Lebowski.1998

Dagga Movement 24 May 2013 11:15PM         g

Bed Intruder!

http://youtu.be/hMtZfW2z9dw

Single on iTunes:

http://itunes.apple.com/us/album/bed-intruder-song/id386478006 Tribute

Album: http://itunes.apple.com/us/album/official-bed-intruder-tribut...

BED INTRUDER SONG!!! (now on iTunes): www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 24 May 2013 11:16PM         g

Gingers Have SOUL!

http://youtu.be/P1f8e3OQxUI

An extended version I made of the awesome Gingers have Soul autotune remix. :D

Enjoy!

Gingers Have Souls! (Autotune Extended Remix): www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 24 May 2013 11:44PM         b

If you see this post remember to ask your biggest stoner friend to like this page and if he already does

ask your 2nd best stoner friend to like our page. I really want to celebrate 420 likes!

e 9 people like this - Brenden Arthur Campbell, Cedric Jansen, Don Power Rudeboyshuffla, January

Thomas, Jesse Slater, Kristal Kruser, Nigel Thavarajoo, Nkululeko Ed Mlenze, Ras Ray Von Croy



Saturday 25 May 2013

Dagga Movement 25 May 2013 12:08AM         g

New York - Police say actress Amanda Bynes has been arrested in New York City after she threw a

dagga bong out of a window.

Police say an apartment building official called police on Thursday to complain that Bynes was

smoking dagga and rolling a joint in the lobby.

The officers went to Bynes' apartment, where they saw heavy smoke and a bong, which Bynes then

threw out the window in front of the officers.

Bynes was arrested on charges of reckless endangerment, tampering with evidence and criminal

possession of dagga. It wasn't clear if she had a lawyer.

Bynes rose to fame starring in Nickelodeon's All That and has starred in several films, including 2010's

Easy A.

http://www.channel24.co.za/Gossip/News/Amanda-Bynes-arrested-on-dagga-charge-20130524

Police say actress Amanda Bynes has been arrested in New York City after she

threw a dagga bong out of a window.

Amanda Bynes arrested on dagga charge: www.channel24.co.za

Sean Palmer > Dagga Movement 25 May 2013 12:11AM         f

almost there... 3 more likes

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
1 More!!!!!
25 May 2013 08:38AM

e 1 person likes this - Sean Palmer

Sean Palmer
Does that one count?
25 May 2013 09:04AM

Dagga Movement 25 May 2013 12:11AM         g

PRETORIA - The candid approach to drug use by several pupils who tested positive for dagga during a

school raid in Pretoria raised concerns over attitudes towards substance abuse.

 



Tshwane Metro Police officers raided Hoerskool CR Swart on Friday following tip-offs from teachers

and parents.

Several empty packets of marijuana and a white substance believed to be Methcathinone, more

commonly known as Kat, were found discarded outside the classroom windows.

At least a dozen pupils who had their urine screened tested positive for drugs.

 

One pupil says he often smokes dagga.

“We smoke in the mornings before we go to school and in the afternoons before we go home.”

But he says it doesn't affect his ability to study. 

“It makes you concentrate when you get home. You actually study one thing, the basis of your head is

concentrating on that one thing.”

Another also justified his use of the drug. 

“I really don’t think there is anything wrong with marijuana and I study, I keep my head in the books.

Smart kids smoke weed.”

The Tshwane Metro Police's Isaac Mahamba has urged schools to seek help if they suspect pupils are

using drugs. 

“If they encounter such problems they are more than welcome to come to the metro police and report

such things and we will make sure that we attend to them”

Meetings will be scheduled between the pupils, their parents and their teachers.

SNIFFER DOG SEARCHES

A special notice signalled the start of the raid: “Everybody is to remain in their classes until further

notice," blasted over the intercom system.

A sniffer dog first checked pupils’ bags and then the youngsters themselves were searched for any

contraband.

Some pupils welcomed the raid.

“They are taking action and finding out about children who are smoking. I just want to say thank you,"

said one young person.

Some of those who tested positive for drugs downplayed the issue.

“I really don’t feel like there’s anything wrong with marijuana. I’m not a hazard to anyone and I don’t

steal for what I do.”

http://ewn.co.za/2013/05/24/Dozen-pupils-tested-positive-for-drugs



Tshwane Metro Police raided Hoerskool CR Swart on Friday following tip-offs from

teachers and parents.

PTA Pupil: Smart kids smoke weed: ewn.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

f 3 comments

King Cali Mann Cure
Y  Does De Government h8t Ganja So Much?
25 May 2013 04:32AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
they hate it cause if its legal they will loose power. it can save the

world. but gov don't want free thinking people. they  want  slaves.
25 May 2013 09:29AM

e 1 person likes this - King Cali Mann Cure

Dagga Movement
it also means they loose big pharmaceutical contracts . research

grants. and then there is not enough money  for them to steal. 
25 May 2013 09:32AM

e 1 person likes this - King Cali Mann Cure

Dagga Movement 25 May 2013 08:16AM         d
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Hi

Please note that many of the information on your website is false.

http://www.preciousyouth.org.za/index.php/component/k2/item/193-why-sa-should-not-legalize-d

agga

1) Dagga does not have to be smoked that's a personal choice but a study has confirmed that smoking

dagga only is actually prevents cancer!.

Tobacco kills 44000 people annually. Dagga has not killed a single living being.

2) You are saying dagga is bad because you mix it with tobacco. Then why is tobacco legal and dagga

not? Tobacco Kills Dagga can't kill but heals.

3) if you say that THC is reason dagga is so bad for you why is it that THC also known as dronabinol is

the only part of the plant is in fact legal. It's sold by dischem for R1200 but it's illegal to grow and

produce yourself.

Cannabis (dagga), the whole plant or any portion thereof, except dronabinol

[(-)-transdelta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol]. - South Africa Drugs and Drug Trafficking Act no 140 of 1992

4) Only people that have a predisposed mental condition are at risk of mental problems from using

dagga. 1% of the population suffers from pre disposed mental conditions. Why don't we jail peanut

farmers because unlike dagga peanuts have killed many people. Instead of regulating dagga to ensure

people who should use dagga doesn't it's out there for all children and mentally ill people to use. Then



we jail the otherwise law abiding citizens and break up families for their own protection? That is wrong!

5) See number 4 your argument is propaganda

6) Dagga is an anti depressant and the truth is it has saved many people from committing suicide!

7) Dagga promotes the growth of brain cells. It has been proven in a study that dagga delays the onset

of alzheimer's.

8) Dagga on it's own does not effect mental skills as much as alcohol does. Dagga will in fact allow a

person to concentrate on a subject or task and help be creative.

9) Related to 8, 7

10) See 7

11) Depending on the dosage taken dagga can affect motor skills but compared to alcohol a person will

most likely not drive when completely stoned while functionally stoned person would be lower risk

drivers than sober or even hungover people are! Dagga restored and regulated will bring down the

road death toll by lowering alcohol consumption.

12) See 11

13) People mix caffeine (coffee) with Tobacco and they mix alcohol with prescription medication. You

can not force people to be responsible with dagga when it's illegal to have in possession. Any person

who mixes dagga and alcohol or tobacco does so because dagga is illegal and alcohol is not. If dagga

was regulated most people would choose only to use dagga.

Remember not all people will like dagga but those who do are not criminals

14) Alcohol, coca cola and even our fluoridated water are items we use on a daily basis that is also

damaging to your kidney and body. Also your study refers to synthetic cannabis known as K2 or spice!

These are dangerous just as GMO products which are sold to South African consumers without

labelling or alternatives!!!

15) In fact, research indicate that young people who do not smoke marijuana end up with a better

quality of life and higher levels of educational achievement than their peers who do smoke marijuana.

See 16)

16) Pot Smokers Have Lower Incomes.  A criminal record does have this effect on a dagga user but

thats because of the wrongful laws that apply to dagga not the plant.. Employers and potential

customers discriminates against dagga users!

Other dangerous plants that are unregulated and also used as drug but are legal and fatal!

Why do we jail people for a plant that cannot kill but allow people to have MOONFLOWER also known

as Datura Inoxia which is poisonous legal and unregulated and also used as a drug.



Dagga needs to be restored and regulated.

Dagga is a healthy lifestyle not a drug,

Dagga is a way of life not a crime!

I am daggafarian: a free thinking dagga user!

Mickey

Dagga Movement

Marijuana users, commenly think of their abuse as simply marijuana use.

&amp;nbsp;They do not therefore perceive marijuana as addictive or harmful. &a...

Concerned Young People of South Africa - Why SA should not legalize dagga:

www.preciousyouth.org.za

e 2 people like this - Henry Thamie Mngomezulu, King Cali Mann Cure

f 1 comment

Alexander Dowding
What a lot of nonsense. Can't believe that I just took the time to read

that article. They say that dagga causes kidney damage and then link

to an article about synthetic cannabis, which is not dagga at all!
25 May 2013 10:32AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
That's why I always mail these people even if they don't

update their website.

I then use their info as proof that all propaganda is false.
25 May 2013 10:42AM

e 1 person likes this - Alexander Dowding

Dagga Movement
Regurgitated nonsense!
25 May 2013 10:42AM

Dagga Movement 25 May 2013 10:49AM         g



Timeline Photos: Today is Africa Day, a celebration of African unity. Find out more

about Africa Day on our blog: http://bit.ly/10sWv35

Dagga Movement 25 May 2013 11:17AM         g

Freedom is a state of mind, 

A mind is a state of being, 

Stay the Fuck out of my mind and my being. 

I don't fault the police 

Cause the people that run them got of em on a short leash

I don't fault the police 

Cause the people that run them they divide and deceive

I don't cry when the police die cause they probably deserved it, 

Run around with a badge and a gun 

And they god damn fuck with everyone. 

Enforce rules made by fools, 

Violence and fear there tools 

They dress to oppress with there laws they arrest 

And they leave us powerless 

I don't fault the police 

Cause the people that run 'em got 'em on a short leash

I don't fault the police 

Cause the people that run 'em they divide and deceive

We have created a reality based on fear where the terrorist, the gangster, and the police can take away

your freedom or your sense of security at any time. 

I don't cry when a Gangster dies cause they probably deserved to, 

Run around with a bag and a gun 

And they god damn fuck with everyone, 

Enforce rules made by fools 

Violence and fear there tools 

They dress to oppress thinking fear is respect 

And they leave us powerless. 

I don't fault the police 

Cause the people that run 'em got 'em on a short leash

I don't fault the police 

Cause the people that run they divide and deceive



A society which incarcerates it's own population for any minor infraction of which there are 100's of

1,000's of pages upon pages of laws and reasons for the district attorney and the local jurisdiction and

the justice system to put its entire force on removing an individual from his family connection is one

separated from the tribal earth. 

I don't cry when a terrorist dies cause he probably deserved it, 

Run around with a bomb and a gun, 

And they god damn fuck with every one. 

Enforce rules made by fools, 

Violence and fear there tools. 

Bombs fall from the sky 

And a mom as she cries as she watched her babies die. 

I don't fault the police 

Cause the people that run got of my short leash

I don't fault the police 

Cause the people that run they divide and deceive

http://youtu.be/u-B7MMp6n9M

Corporate Avenger "Fault the Police (I Don't)" from the album "Freedom is a State of

Mind"

Corporate Avenger "Fault the Police (I Don't)": www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Arthur Charles Mitton

Dagga Movement 25 May 2013 11:25AM DaggaMovement        g

Freedom is a state of mind, A mind is a state of being, Stay the Fuck out of my

mind and my being. I don't fault the police Cause the people that run them got of

em on a short leash I don't fault the police Cause the people that run them they

divide and…

I don’t fault the police: death.za.org

Dagga Movement 25 May 2013 11:37AM         g

Awesome music at least I don't have this problem but we all do. Somebody put some GMO in my drink

and food!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EllNlYIxaoo



Somebody Somebody Put Something In My Drink Somebody Another night out on

the street Stopping for my usual seat Oh, bartender, please (Dacqari) tonic's my fa...

Children of Bodom - Somebody Put Something In My Drink (Lyrics):

www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 25 May 2013 12:09PM         g

I hope you guys don't mind but I have setup a community blog on the Dagga Movement website:

http://death.za.org/blog

All the listed pages are fed into the community blog

The united cannabis community of the world!

Blunts n Bongs

420

Madjat

Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa

Dagga boom philosophies

Chicago Moms for Marijuana

Below The Lion

The Dagga Couple

Weed.co.za

NORML ZA

Africa Moms for Marijuana

Cannabis Cures Cancer

Hemporium SA

Hemp Now

I bet 1000000 marijuana smokers will like this page

True Healing Care

Girls Gone Weed

Medical Marijuana South Africa

Dagga is a healthy lifestyle not a crime.

Dagga Movement: death.za.org

Dagga Movement 25 May 2013 01:31PM         b

Check our trippy background on our website. Symbolic to the forward Movement...

http://death.za.org/

f 1 comment



Dagga Movement
If the background isn't animated try Firefox!
25 May 2013 06:02PM

Dagga Movement 25 May 2013 06:05PM         b

Is this skunk from Durban smells like curry!

e 1 person likes this - Shandrea Shanty Bees

Dagga Movement 25 May 2013 06:12PM         b

The Drug & Trafficking act states that the whole plant is illegal except the dronabinol also known as

THC.

How can the law be based on an act that makes the whole plant illegal except the main active

ingredient.

The act is flawed! Null and void. However you must submit your birth certificate as evidence in court

that they have illegally contracted you at birth and that these statutes do not have jurisdiction over you

the human but the legal person also known as your birth certificate.

Get your unabridged birth certificate from Department of Home Affairs. R75

There is a field where you need to specify reason for unabridged certificate fill in Overseas purposes.

You don't have to tell them much more than that!

Do it. Keep it with you it's your only proof that they have contracted with fraudulently!

e 3 people like this - Helen Richter, Joseph April, Phillip Vaillancourt

f 6 comments

Dagga Movement
Its your only proof that they have contracted you with you fraudulently!
25 May 2013 06:13PM

Gerd Bader
Thanks it's the law they don't tell us about..
26 May 2013 02:27PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Gerd Bader
Has this been tried and trusted?
26 May 2013 02:26PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Do some more research on Dean C Clifford
26 May 2013 02:41PM



e 1 person likes this - Gerd Bader

Dagga Movement
Yes but not South Africa. However the constitution clearly states that they must

consider international law and may consider foreign law.

But does it really matter? Nothing else has worked thus far, cannabis users are

given stiff sentences, bail etc regardless of which route they try.
26 May 2013 02:40PM

e 1 person likes this - Gerd Bader

Gerd Bader
Thanks sorry my comp sent the last quest multiple times
27 May 2013 08:37AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Gerd Bader
Has this been tried and trusted?
26 May 2013 02:26PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Gerd Bader
Has this been tried and trusted?
26 May 2013 02:26PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Gerd Bader
Has this been tried and trusted?
26 May 2013 02:27PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Gerd Bader
Has this been tried and trusted?
26 May 2013 02:27PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 25 May 2013 06:55PM         b

True how many common garden plants do you have in the US?

We have some Datura plants here in South Africa like Datura Inoxia.

It's a common garden variety we have across the country.

Datura is also known as Moonflower.

It's has been cultivates for centuries but it's high toxic and one can easily overdose and die.



These plants are legal and unregulated!!!!!!

Many children and pets have died from these plants.

Cannabis is not fatal not even to person susceptible to psychosis.

So why do we have a war on a non fatal plant when there are poisonous plants ready to kill in almost

every garden but we spend our resources educated people with rubbish propaganda.

Who are they protecting because clearly its not children.

In Western Cape, South Africa 40% of high school children smoke cannabis!!!

Prohibition is a crime!

e 3 people like this - Dorian Gray, Eben Wrogemann, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 25 May 2013 08:37PM         g

Drugs! Have you had yours today! Check this gallery worth the laugh!

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.157602534409629.1073741878.134311473405402&type=

1

wait for it...Did you take your meds today..

Drugs..wait for it..:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=157602534409629&id=1343114734054

02&aid=1073741878

Dagga Movement 25 May 2013 11:57PM         b

Wie is te blameer vir die euwel in Westenburg?

Daar is só baie klagtes van misdaad en dwelms in Westenburg, maar wie is te blameer vir die euwel in

die gemeenskap?

Die inwoners blameer die polisie en sê hulle doen nie hulle werk nie, maar  die polisie sê die

gemeenskap werk nie saam met hulle nie.

Die polisie het 'n I don't care houding wanneer 'n persoon by die polisiestasie instap. Amper asof die

persoon wat 'n saak wil open of dokumente wil sertifiseer, hulle pla.

 Dis nie reg nie,  want dis hulle werk.

 Hulle doen niemand 'n guns nie, hulle word betaal, so die minste wat hulle kan doen is om vriendelik

en behulpsaam te wees.

Die gemeenskap moet ophou vinger wys, want hulle is net so te blameer vir die misdaad en dwelms in

die omgewing.



Myself ingesluit, as inwoner van Westenburg.

Hulle  kla oor die dwelms en misdaad, maar beskerm die boewe wat die oorsaak is van hierdie

probleme in die gemeenskap.

Ouers beskerm hulle kinders wat inbreek by ander se huise in die gemeenskap en in ander areas, in

plaas daarvan om die kind  aan die polisie oor te gee. 

Hulle gee eerder herberg vir die gesteelde goedere wat hulle kinders huis toe bring.

Almal in Westenburg weet waar is die dwelmposte, en wie is die base in die gemeenskap. Maar

niemand is bereid om hulle te expose nie.

In   John Smithstraat is die gewildste dwelmpos.  

Verskillende voertuie trek elke uur op by 'n sekere huis in die straat om hulle dwelms te koop.

Maar wie meld dit aan? 

Niemand.

Dagga is 'n  gewilde dwelmmiddel onder die jongmense in Westenburg.

Hulle dink dis cool om high te wees.

 Die daggarokers rook hul dagga in die Westenburgpark. Dis só erg dat daar 'n dig dagga wolk oor die

park hang wanneer hulle hul "daggabompies" in die park rook. Die park se naam kan maar verander

word na daggapark, want daar is meer daggarokers in die park as kinders wat speel.

En die ouers van die kinders wat dagga rook weet van hulle kinders se habits en dat party dagga

verkoop, maar meld dit nie by die polisie aan nie.

So ek vra weer: Wie is te blameer vir die misdaad en dwelmeuwel in ons gemeenskap? Ons weet vir 'n

feit die polisie ken nie die ins and outs van Westenburg nie, want hulle is te bang vir die inwoners.

So dit is ons verantwoordelikheid om die polisie te help met inligting,  as ons  Westenburg weer regtig

veilig wil hê - veilig vir ons kinders om in die strate te kan speel of om winkel toe te loop sonder om

aangeval te word.

http://www.looklocal.co.za/looklocal/content/en/chatsworth/chatsworth-your-voices?oid=7479433&

sn=Detail&pid=null&-Wie-is-te-blameer----vir-die-euwel-in-Westenburg--

Sunday 26 May 2013

Dagga Movement 26 May 2013 12:00AM         b

Woman fined R10 000 for possession of dagga

Govender stated that alcohol and drug abuse are the main cause of social decay in our community.

A 53-year-old woman was convicted in the Pinetown Magistrates court for possession of dagga.

According to W/O Trevor Govender, Marianhill SAPS communications officer, the woman was arrested

on 6 February 2013 at Dabe Road in Tshelimnyama, Mariannhill.

"She was found in possesion of 26kg of dagga.

"She was found guilty and given a fine of R10 000 or three years imprisonment," he said.

Govender stated that drug and alcohol abuse are the main cause of social decay in our community.



"Most of the murders, assaults, rapes and other serious crimes take place because of the abuse of

alcohol and drugs," said Govender.

http://www.looklocal.co.za/looklocal/content/en/chatsworth/chatsworth-news-crime?oid=7478277

&sn=Detail&pid=null&Woman-fined-R10-000-for-possession-of-dagga

Dagga Movement 26 May 2013 12:13AM         d
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How to sell dagga without landing in hot water SOUTH AFRICA MEDIA suggests using children as

dagga peddlers! Can you believe this instead of talking about a system to regulate dagga properly so

that it cannot be in the hands of children!

Do you see children running about selling VODKA jelly? NO! Because responsible adults are in charge

of keeping dagga out of the hands of children. Now it's left up to the underground market regulated by

gangs / drug lords! THIS IS STUPID!

[How drug dealers avoid paying bail]

Drug dealers adopt new strategy to avoid paying bail.

Drug dealers are allegedly using children, under the age of 18 as drug peddlers to avoid paying bail for

them. It is believed that this strategy will also enable the children to get more lenient sentences such as

counselling.

This was confirmed by the Phoenix SAPS communications officer, Lt Louise Naidoo, after two teenage

schoolgirls were arrested last week for allegedly selling muffins which contained dagga during school

hours.

Lt Naidoo said this was a strategy by drug dealers to avoid paying bail and the legal costs associated

with the court process.

“Drug peddlers are definitely getting younger. In the present case the girls were aged 13 and 14 and

allegedly admitted to selling the muffins for someone else. Drug dealers benefit in two ways by using

children under the age of 18. The first is that there is no bail to be paid as the accused are released into

their parents’ custody. The second is that in most cases younger offenders are released on warnings

or sent for counselling so there is no trial,” she said.

Lt Naidoo said the two girls who were arrested for allegedly selling the muffins at school have since

appeared in court and were released into their parents’ custody.

Lt Naidoo confirmed the two girls carried the marijuana muffins in two 2 litre plastic containers. She said



police believed the muffins were sold for R5 and R2 each depending on the quantity of the dagga in

them.

http://www.looklocal.co.za/looklocal/content/en/chatsworth/chatsworth-news-general?oid=747154

2&sn=Detail&pid=null&How-drug-dealers-avoid-paying-bail-

Drug dealers adopt new strategy to avoid paying bail. looklocal Benoni News is

focussed on community and local news about events, entertainment, crime,

schools, & municipal issues in the Benoni area.

How drug dealers avoid paying bail - General | looklocal Chatsworth:

www.looklocal.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Danielle Webbstock

Dagga Movement 26 May 2013 02:11AM         d
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10minutes? But a dagga user is expected to be jailed on the basis that he is guilty until proven

innocent? FUCK THE LAW!

The athlete is expected to appear in court for 10 minutes when his case resumes in

June.

Pistorius court appearance will be brief - NPA: ewn.co.za

e 5 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Eben Wrogemann, Hennie Greeff,

Janine Jane Williams, Zaakir Sayed

f 3 comments

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
U can say it again. FUCK IT!!..
26 May 2013 11:01AM

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, Danielle Webbstock, Janine

Jane Williams

Danielle Webbstock
BULLSHIT!
26 May 2013 11:31AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Janine Jane Williams
fuck the law... fuck the system... fuck the government... fuck
28 May 2013 11:17AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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The truth doesn't LIE! - Fact

e 2 people like this - Henry Thamie Mngomezulu, Phumzile Liwane



Dagga Movement 26 May 2013 03:59PM         b

You are on your own. 

Don't count on any dagga activist that asks money for advice to be there when you are busted for

smoking, using abusing...

Seriously! You first have to give dagga activists some money before they give advice. 

The advice you find here is fruitful, without cost, feel free to scrutinize or use in your own projects or

research.

When money is involved it becomes a business.  END OF STORY. The rastafari movement did not

complain about paying entrance for a ganja rally's after party for no reason.

Remember this!

Unlike many of the other activists who have only started advocating after being arrested for dagga

there are many more activists who have not been arrested and we are putting our lives at risk for the

greater good of all cannabis users around the world!

We are not asking for money or your ganja but your support!

The day we ask for your money DISBAND! Run! Take over the movement! Because the movement

does not belong to any of the admins. IT BELONGS TO THE PEOPLE!

Operate transparently! Operating in bad faith is bad man!

We are not here to take away your business but feel free to take your business and fuck off.  :D

e 6 people like this - Helen Richter, King Cali Mann Cure, Leevin Christopher, Logan Stander, Megz

Abdullah, Quinten Angelo Kasselman

f 1 comment

Quinten Angelo Kasselman
I feel you brother
27 May 2013 12:59AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 26 May 2013 04:50PM         b

Its sweet scent often catches your nostrils unannounced - Traveller's note from North Korea.

e 1 person likes this - Helen Richter

f 2 comments



Alexander Dowding
Cannabis is de facto legal in North Korea is it not?
26 May 2013 06:17PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
http://www.vice.com/read/north-korea-is-stoned-all-the-time-which-explains-a-lot
26 May 2013 06:18PM

e 1 person likes this - Alexander Dowding

Monday 27 May 2013

Dagga Movement 27 May 2013 05:48AM         d
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The medical science is strongly in favor of THC laden hemp oil as a primary cancer

therapy, not just in a supportive role to control the side effects of chemotherapy.

Spain Study Confirms Hemp Oil Cures Cancer without Side Effects:

www.endalldisease.com

e 3 people like this - Helen Richter, Peter Rieger, Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams



Dagga Movement 27 May 2013 11:57AM         g

A pair of scientists at California Pacific Medical Center in San Francisco has found

that a compound derived from marijuana could stop metastasis in many kinds of

aggressive cancer, potentially altering the fatality of the disease forever.

UNBELIEVABLE: Scientists Find Marijuana Can Stop Spread Of Cancer:

www.huffingtonpost.com

e 3 people like this - Helen Richter, Nigel Thavarajoo, Ras Ramon Benjahman

Adams

Dagga Movement 27 May 2013 02:16PM         g

If you are not educated enough on the subject of cannabis you cannot tell

someone who has made effort to learn everyday what is and what isn't true do

your own research!

Mickey Dangerez:

https://www.facebook.com/theMichaelHawthorne/posts/10151916508884027

e 1 person likes this - Janine Jane Williams

Dagga Movement 27 May 2013 02:17PM         g

In my eyes my mom's cancer nullifies all dagga propaganda. Thank you and fuck

anyone who does not consider her well being.

Mickey Dangerez:

https://www.facebook.com/theMichaelHawthorne/posts/10151916484414027

e 3 people like this - Janine Jane Williams, Jeff Solo Dolo, Nigel Thavarajoo

Dagga Movement 27 May 2013 02:35PM         g

I can't stay off facebook for more than 24 hours! I must be addicted Why don't they

ban Facebook? Oh because it has killed nobody and has hurt nobody? Sound a lot

like dagga to me!

Mickey Dangerez:

https://www.facebook.com/theMichaelHawthorne/posts/10151916385734027

e 2 people like this - Janine Jane Williams, Nozey Mthethwa



Dagga Movement 27 May 2013 03:05PM         g

Federal lawmakers and the White House continue to willfully ignore science in

regards to the cannabis plant.

The Latest Cannabis Discoveries That the Federal Government Doesn’t Want You

to Know About: www.alternet.org

Dagga Movement 27 May 2013 04:20PM         b

Mmmm I am so excited this will be my first taste of AK47!

e 9 people like this - Christie-Lee Theilig, Danino Green, Deidre Loca Diosa Daniels, Jeremy David

Acton, Murray Juana, Nigel Thavarajoo, Phumzile Liwane, Timothy Daniell Knight, Wayne Harrison

f 14 comments

Deidre Loca Diosa Daniels
Really?? Get ready for a TRIP of NOTE! lol!
27 May 2013 04:30PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Redeye Mike
That's some bad ass weed bro, one of the best strains I've ever had along with g-13, jack

herer, cheese and white widow
27 May 2013 04:31PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Deidre Loca Diosa Daniels

Murray Juana
lucky bugger!! (post the experience)
27 May 2013 04:37PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Wow guys! I will post a photo with a review!
27 May 2013 04:42PM

e 1 person likes this - Deidre Loca Diosa Daniels

Nigel Thavarajoo
Sharing is caring :)
27 May 2013 04:45PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

King Cali Mann Cure
Real pure hemp

Pure conscious Meditation...

No Wicked Mind...
27 May 2013 04:48PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Brenden Arthur Campbell
Smoked some last week!! :)
27 May 2013 04:56PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
AK 47?.. I thot U talked abt a silent revolution. AK 47's not silent @ all
27 May 2013 05:09PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Lol that AK47 should have some of our AK47 then we all will be united to fight it...
27 May 2013 05:31PM

McGyver Shotta
Pass me the 411 via mail id like some tooo..
27 May 2013 05:41PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Tshepo Hope
So,how was the feeling?
27 May 2013 08:35PM

Dagga Movement
AK47

When you open the bankie you are instantly transported to your earliest childhood

memories of mulberry! The aroma of mulberry is very distinctive. 

I do not have a clear baseline as I have already smoked a swazi/skunk joint but after...See

More 

The only thing I don't like about these sativa strains especially high grade is that I

personally feel that the high is my normal state of mind not as in sober.

So what I am saying is AK47 is wake and bake material!

It will give you a spring in your step and if it was legal in SA would probably push up

production in many sectors where a mental high would not influence safety or endanger

the lives of others.

This strain is a winner! I love it!

This is my medication of choice.

PS: Always remember that there is not a single strain that has the exact same effect on all

people equally.

You might have the same experience on a completely different strain and you might not

have the same experience as I have had on this one.



This strain makes my eyes light up full of energy!

27 May 2013 09:08PM

Dagga Movement
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=385988724839774&set=a.327085467396767.

64931.326459880792659&type=1&relevant_count=1
27 May 2013 09:09PM

e 1 person likes this - King Cali Mann Cure

Danino Green
definitely one of the best strains I have had.
31 May 2013 05:57AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 27 May 2013 08:52PM         b

One thing to keep in mind. Any cannabis strain has the potential to be high grade. This does not

necessarily mean higher potency but what high grade means to me is a bud that has been taken care

of properly from seed to harvest to the end user. Imagine how potent our current local land race swazi

and skunk would be if it all was super seedless!

e 5 people like this - Bradley Fourie, Don Power Rudeboyshuffla, Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Gerd Bader,

Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli

f 3 comments

Dagga Movement
However because of the law and the rate of confiscation it is not wise to grow only

seedless because if they confiscate a grow op and you don't have seeds you might just be

screwed!
27 May 2013 08:54PM

Dagga Movement
PS. this only applies to outdoor land race growers.
27 May 2013 08:54PM

Gerd Bader
like methylated spirits is sold separately from a good wine for eg
28 May 2013 08:15AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Yeah! 
28 May 2013 09:40AM



Tuesday 28 May 2013

Dagga Movement 28 May 2013 10:19AM         g

I did not anticipate it would be this difficult to recognize the object but this competition also teaches a

valuable lesson. That nothing is ever what it seems to be and that you have to ask the right questions to

get to the truth! So ask any question. Except to directly ask what it is. Just maybe you get it right. I will

give as much clues as I can. I am personally mesmerized by this object. I think there are many people

who feel the same. 

Timeline Photos: Do you recognize this? First one with the correct answer wins a

silly cool prize! (Cheap but awesome!)

f 5 comments

Dagga Movement
It's something outside and as far as we know it's natural
28 May 2013 10:49AM

Danielle Webbstock
Bonfire?
28 May 2013 10:50AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Danielle Webbstock
hello?????
28 May 2013 11:01AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Thanks for participating keep them comments comming!
28 May 2013 11:02AM

e 1 person likes this - Danielle Webbstock

Danielle Webbstock
nee man. uhmmm... will keep trying!
28 May 2013 11:03AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Danielle Webbstock
:-)
28 May 2013 11:04AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Nope! Please try again! This is going to be exciting!!! People people

get commenting! It's something outside and as far as we know it's

natural
28 May 2013 11:02AM



Danielle Webbstock
moon through the tress?
28 May 2013 11:14AM

Danielle Webbstock
trees
28 May 2013 11:15AM

Dagga Movement 28 May 2013 10:42AM         g

There are two primary choices in life. To accept conditions as they exist, or accept

the responsibility for changing them.

Dario de Carvalho:

https://www.facebook.com/dario.decarvalho.1048/posts/157540641093573

Dagga Movement 28 May 2013 10:48AM         b

It's something outside and as far as we know it's natural...

e 1 person likes this - Deidre Loca Diosa Daniels

f 1 comment

Tshepo Madez Mohlosi
Mmm itz dagga
28 May 2013 10:55AM

Tshepo Madez Mohlosi
smoking Pipe. Or Chalece
28 May 2013 11:21AM

Dagga Movement
No
28 May 2013 11:14AM

e 1 person likes this - Thabang Lagen Kheswa

Dagga Movement 28 May 2013 11:27AM         g

Congratulations go Dorian Gray for getting the answer right! It's the moon!!!!!

Timeline Photos: Ek is met die maan gepla...

e 1 person likes this - Dorian Gray



f 3 comments

Danielle Webbstock
that was what I said that bull!
28 May 2013 11:34AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dorian Gray
Danielle Webbstock moon through the trees?

Like · 30 minutes ago
28 May 2013 11:47AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dorian Gray
Dorian Gray moon??

Like · Reply · 1 · 45 minutes ago
28 May 2013 11:47AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dorian Gray
beat you by a few min check 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=386044848167

495&set=a.327085467396767.64931.326459880792659&type

=1&comment_id=847051&reply_comment_id=847071&offset=

0&total_comments=20&ref=notif&notif_t=photo_reply&theater
28 May 2013 11:46AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dorian Gray
haha was a shot in the dark, all good, above just because i

know how peeps get, forgetting its a stoner page all chilled

:p
28 May 2013 12:11PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Danielle

Webbstock

Danielle Webbstock
you just gotta let me know what the gift is Dorian Gray! very

curious! :-)
28 May 2013 12:23PM

Danielle Webbstock
Lol. I wasn't being serious I really don't care who won. that's

what I sometimes hate bout texting/typing, the expression

doesn't come through! well done!
28 May 2013 11:48AM

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, Dorian Gray, Tyler

Prone Nolan

Dagga Movement
We have one more silly prize to give away stay glued!



Dorian please inbox or mail us delivery address. info@death.za.org

28 May 2013 12:17PM

Dagga Movement
Lol we posted a photo the prize is really silly
28 May 2013 12:31PM
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http://www.medicalmarijuanablog.com/marijuana-strains/top-ten-high-yielding.html

As always, these seeds and strains will only reach their maximum potentials if bred

and taken care of properly. A lot of these strains you will recognize as

The top 10 high yielding Marijuana StrainsMedical Marijuana Blog:

www.medicalmarijuanablog.com

Dagga Movement 28 May 2013 11:36AM         d

I also want my license to use and cultivate dagga but Department of Health does not return my request

to information on how to get a permit.

http://www.medicalmarijuanablog.com/card/top-5-reasons.html

f 5 comments

Quinten Angelo Kasselman
Applying for licenses = Denying

Rights
28 May 2013 11:45AM

Dagga Movement
It needs to be regulated in

some form so that the herb

can be kept out of the

hands of children.
28 May 2013 11:59AM

e 1 person likes this -

Danielle Webbstock

Quinten Angelo Kasselman
Yea they have to be older then 18 to buy it ,or have it ,like alcohol
28 May 2013 12:02PM



e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Danielle Webbstock

Dagga Movement
Also the license is like a drivers license. I honestly do not want chains on dagga but as it is

now its also not working.

We need to present a plan to government. The Dagga Party of South Africa along with the

yet to be established Cannabis Union of South Africa
28 May 2013 12:21PM

e 1 person likes this - Quinten Angelo Kasselman

Quinten Angelo Kasselman
How do I join the dagga party ?
28 May 2013 12:22PM

Dagga Movement
It needs to be regulated in some form so that the herb can be kept out of the

hands of children.
28 May 2013 11:59AM

e 1 person likes this - Danielle Webbstock

Quinten Angelo Kasselman
Yea they have to be older then 18 to buy it ,or have it ,like alcohol
28 May 2013 12:02PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Danielle Webbstock

e 5 people like this - Atanas Kotev, David Danzinger, Deidre Loca Diosa Daniels, Don Power

Rudeboyshuffla, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 28 May 2013 11:47AM         b

In San Diego California you have access to medical marijuana if you have any of the following ailments

~

Medical Problems and Conditions which Qualify You to Receive a Recommendation for the Medical

Use of Marijuana.

Below, you will find additional qualifying medical conditions that are chronic and or persistent and as a

result affect the patient's qualify of life. (Click Here for More Info)

- Acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS), HIV infection

- Anorexia, Cachexia

- Arthritis

- Cancer

- Chronic pain

- Glaucoma

- Migraine

- Persistent muscle spasms, multiple sclerosis



- Seizures and Epilepsy

- Severe nausea

Below, you will find additional qualifying medical conditions might include a chronic or persistent

medical condition that limits the ability of the patient to conduct one or more major life activities.

Back/Neck pain

Panic Attacks

Muscular Dystrophy

Depression

Sports Injury

Auto Accidents

Post Traumatic Stress Disorder

Anxiety

Sleep Disorders

Loss of Appetite

Insomnia

Nausea

ADD, ADHD

PMS

Painful Periods

Hepatitis C (in conjunction with anti-viral treatment)

Neuropathy

Chronic low back pain

Asthma (treated via vaporizer only, smoking is not recommended)

Parkinson's disease

Wasting syndrome

As well as other medical conditions that are not listed

e 3 people like this - Bradley Fourie, Danielle Webbstock, Gerd Bader

f 2 comments

Adele Koekemoer
Wow, I have 6 of the above mentioned. Can prove it with my doctors file. Sad that I have to

gobble up chemicals because nature is illegal. :(
28 May 2013 03:37PM

Tshepo Hope
Wait for no one dear sister,legalise it yourself.
28 May 2013 11:00PM
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This year’s message to all of you is a little different. I am going to be explaining a major scientific

discovery- the Omega-3 / CB1 connection, and how it affects your healing with cannabis! But to

understand fully this discovery, we need to revisit Biology 101. 



Every cell in your body has tiny chemical receptors all over the cell’s “skin” or cell membrane. These

receptors work kind of like an ignition switch- you put the right type of chemical “key” into a receptor

and it “turns on” some kind of action. The type 1 cannabinoid receptors (CB1s) are the ones we are

interested in looking at. They are found both in the body and the brain.

“Turning on” a CB1 receptor with either an endocannabinoid that your body makes, or a

phytocannabinoid like THC, can result in many different things occurring. A cancer cell may be “told”

to die through a process called apoptosis, it may activate a basic instinct such as nursing, soothe an

irritated digestive tract, or simply ease your pain. The CB1 receptors in your brain are the ones to blame,

or praise, for the cannabis “high”. 

Every time a cell divides, whether it is a brain cell, or a body cell, it needs to make new “skin” to grow

back to its full size, and that involves making a whole bunch of new receptors. 

And this is where the cutting-edge science starts-- to make functional CB1 receptors, you absolutely

need Omega-3! In “Nutritional omega-3 deficiency abolishes endocannabinoid-mediated neuronal

functions”, the Omega-6-rich “western diet” is implicated in our declining mental and physical health.

The “ideal” proportion of Omega-6 to Omega-3 is around 3 to 4 parts Omega-6 to every 1 part

Omega-3. Our “western diet” can deliver up to a 50 to 1 ratio! 

When no Omega-3 is available, our bodies will “jury-rig” a new receptor with an Omega-6 where there

should be an Omega-3. This results in a small, but important chunk, the Gi/o effector protein, not

getting attached. As with a machine, the pieces need to be assembled right to work! 

A drop in the number of working CB1 receptors is an early clinical sign in Parkinson’s, colon cancer,

Huntington’s, and heralds a high risk for premature birth. Mice bred to be low in CB1 receptors have

more severe heart attacks and strokes. Cancers ravage them. They age and become senile earlier than

normal mice. They are used to study neurological conditions and bowel disorders. They often seem

depressed. They sound a lot like many modern Americans.

The three most common sources of Omega-3 are fish oil, flax seed oil and hemp seed oil.

Cannabis is an effective and safe herbal medicine, but we need functioning CB1 receptors for it to work

its miracles. Virtually every person needs more Omega-3 in their diet, but none as much as the medical

users of cannabis! Cannabis heals us using our cannabinoid receptors, and also provides the Omega-3

that we need to make healthy CB receptors, so we can heal. And that is the simple, but scientific truth. 

If the truth won’t do, then something is wrong!

e 2 people like this - Adele Koekemoer, Alan F-s

f 1 comment

Ndumiso Marcus Garvey Mgoduka
Nothing but the truth.....I overstand and clear...thanks Rasta'z
28 May 2013 12:46PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement 28 May 2013 02:07PM         g

This is what inspired me to start a charity in 2009. I was in Galeshewe one cold afternoon buying some

skunk and I saw this child playing outside in the cold with no shoes. If you would like to help people join

Open Heart single handedly I cannot achieve much but I promise I will lead by example!

Timeline Photos: To understand someone's situation you have to walk in their

shoes...

e 5 people like this - Anthony Britz, Deidre Loca Diosa Daniels, Helen Richter,

Janine Jane Williams, Quinten Angelo Kasselman

Dagga Movement 28 May 2013 09:48PM         b

[Cannabis & Psychosis] 

The more often cannabis is abused the more likely a person is to develop a psychotic illness,[60] with

frequent use being correlated with twice the risk of psychosis and schizophrenia.[61][62] While cannabis

use is accepted as a contributory cause of schizophrenia by many,[63] it remains controversial.[64][65]

Some studies indicate that the effects of the two active compounds in cannabis, Tetrahydrocannabinol

(THC) and Cannabidiol (CBD), are separable with respect to psychosis. While THC by itself tends to

induce psychotic symptoms, CBD tends to reduce them, particularly in people who already exhibit

these symptoms.[66] Cannabis use has increased dramatically over the past few decades but declined

in the last decade, whereas the rate of psychosis has not increased. Together, these findings suggest

that cannabis only hastens the onset of psychosis in those who would otherwise become psychotic at a

later date.[67]

e 1 person likes this - Rubin Willemse

f 2 comments

Gerd Bader
Dagga mostly prevents mental disorders or brings them to a fore to be able to be handled.
29 May 2013 08:03AM

e 1 person likes this - Danielle Webbstock

Dagga Movement
http://ndarc.med.unsw.edu.au/NDARCWeb.nsf/resources/TR_18/$file/TR.121.PDF
29 May 2013 11:29AM
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It's fine to post bootleg dvd's on Gumtree just don't try and sell medical grade dagga on there because

the KOPS will come flying in with assault rifles!



e 2 people like this - Antonio Muller, Tebo Mhlambi

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
http://www.gumtree.co.za/cp-cd-dvd-in-kimberley/latest-dvd-movies-for-sale-4890119

46
28 May 2013 10:13PM

Leon Raulstone
Just Craiglist it oO
28 May 2013 10:54PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Leon Raulstone
Indeed but ahh well.
28 May 2013 11:00PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
;) Just saying hey... Some things are more illegal than others lol
28 May 2013 10:59PM
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Dafuq!

http://www.naturalnews.com/040492_GMO_activists_Monsanto_blackwater.html

Monsanto hires infamous mercenary firm Blackwater to track activists around the

world

Monsanto hires infamous mercenary firm Blackwater to track activists around the

world: www.naturalnews.com

Wednesday 29 May 2013

Dagga Movement 29 May 2013 07:58AM         g

May 25, 2013: Communities all over the planet gathered to March Against

Monsanto, and to protest the presence of GMO's in our food supply. It's estimated

tha...

GMO's in One Word: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 29 May 2013 07:59AM         g



Timeline Photos: A California father's desperate quest to find a viable solution to his

young son's rare form of epilepsy has led him to incredible success in medicinal

marijuana. 

http://www.naturalnews.com/040512_cannabis_epilepsy_medical_use.html

e 2 people like this - Kurt Peter, McGyver Shotta

Dagga Movement 29 May 2013 08:00AM         g

Timeline Photos: Get the inside scoop on the top 10 toxic and tricky food stuff

"criminals" being dished out like candy! 

http://www.naturalnews.com/040503_frankenfoods_food_choices_processed_foo

ds.html

e 1 person likes this - Danielle Webbstock

Dagga Movement 29 May 2013 08:01AM         g

This Memorial Day, I pledge to defend the freedoms our ancestors fought for, even

in the face of escalating tyranny

This Memorial Day, I pledge to defend the freedoms our ancestors fought for, even

in the face of...: www.naturalnews.com

McGyver Shotta > Dagga Movement 29 May 2013 08:17AM         f

Blaze up..

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Timeline Photos: Every Child to Have “State Guardian” From Birth

Dystopian plan would see government social worker assigned to spy on every

family

May 27, 2013

Every child in Scotland is to be assigned a “state minder” from birth under

draconian new proposals that would enable the government to spy on families

under the justification of preventing “child abuse”.



Writing in the Scotsman of how he penned a dystopian novel based around this

very scenario of every child being assigned a government mentor, sociology and

criminology lecturer at the University of Abertay Dundee Stuart Walton writes,

“Unfortunately, this dystopian future has arrived a little faster than I imagined, as

last week the Scottish Government’s plan to give every child a state guardian from

birth was launched.”

“This state-appointed overseer will be a specific, named individual, and every child

will have one, from birth. The responsibility for creating this named guardian will

fall on the heads of the health boards for the first five years of a child’s life, before

being transferred to councils.”

The program is a statutory initiative built into the Children and Young People Bill.

Children’s minister Aileen Campbell justified the proposal by asserting it would

“make sure there is someone having an overview of what is happening to that

child, to make sure that early indicators of anything that would pose a threat or risk

to that child are flagged up”.

Walton speculates on what kind of behavior could eventually be deemed “child

abuse,” including the contents of a child’s school lunch box or a re-definition of

“bullying” to include a parent shouting at their kid.

Indeed, as we have previously documented, schools are now encouraging children

to spy on their parents’ recycling habits in the name of protecting mother earth.

Could the alleged eco-crime of failing to place a piece of cardboard in the correct

trash can prompt the child to report his parents to the “state guardian” and spark

an investigation?

In the aftermath of the Jimmy Savile scandal, concern about child abuse is rampant

in the UK but it is a fear that has largely been generated by media scaremongering

and not an actual marked increase in cases of child abuse.

Top judges like Alan Goldsack QC are also calling on the government to intervene

to remove children from “criminal families” at birth. As part of what it calls “Family

Intervention Projects,” the British government has also forced thousands of

families to install surveillance cameras inside their own homes while subjecting

them to home visits to ensure that children go to bed on time, attend school and

eat proper meals.

The idea of having a government social worker assigned to spy on every family via

the child is an abhorrent notion that would only be accepted in despotic hellholes

like North Korea, Maoist China, or Stalinist Russia, yet it is calmly being proposed in

current legislation.

The secret police of Romanian dictator Nicolae Ceausescu also recruited

thousands of children aged 12-14 to spy on their school friends, parents and



teachers, according to communist-era archives. At the height of the dictatorship, a

staggering 15 per cent of the country’s informants were children. They were

encouraged to report anyone who expressed a political opinion contrary to the

status quo or those who merely made a joke of Ceausescu.

Is the Scottish government also taking cues from George Orwell’s 1984? In the

dystopian classic, “children who turned in their own parents as traitors” are treated

as heroes by the Party.

The notion of children being the collective property of the state is also creeping

into American society. As we reported last month, college professor and MSNBC

host Melissa Harris-Perry caused an outcry amongst conservatives when she

remarked, “We have to break through our private idea that kids belong to their

parents or kids belong to their families,” as part of a promotional video for an

MSNBC campaign entitled ‘Lean Forward’.

Watch the video below.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=N3qtpdSQox0
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Timeline Photos: Every Child to Have “State Guardian” From Birth

Dystopian plan would see government social worker assigned to spy on every

family

May 27, 2013

Every child in Scotland is to be assigned a “state minder” from birth under

draconian new proposals that would enable the government to spy on families

under the justification of preventing “child abuse”.

Writing in the Scotsman of how he penned a dystopian novel based around this

very scenario of every child being assigned a government mentor, sociology and
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“This state-appointed overseer will be a specific, named individual, and every child
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fall on the heads of the health boards for the first five years of a child’s life, before



being transferred to councils.”

The program is a statutory initiative built into the Children and Young People Bill.

Children’s minister Aileen Campbell justified the proposal by asserting it would

“make sure there is someone having an overview of what is happening to that

child, to make sure that early indicators of anything that would pose a threat or risk

to that child are flagged up”.

Walton speculates on what kind of behavior could eventually be deemed “child

abuse,” including the contents of a child’s school lunch box or a re-definition of

“bullying” to include a parent shouting at their kid.

Indeed, as we have previously documented, schools are now encouraging children

to spy on their parents’ recycling habits in the name of protecting mother earth.

Could the alleged eco-crime of failing to place a piece of cardboard in the correct

trash can prompt the child to report his parents to the “state guardian” and spark

an investigation?

In the aftermath of the Jimmy Savile scandal, concern about child abuse is rampant

in the UK but it is a fear that has largely been generated by media scaremongering

and not an actual marked increase in cases of child abuse.

Top judges like Alan Goldsack QC are also calling on the government to intervene

to remove children from “criminal families” at birth. As part of what it calls “Family

Intervention Projects,” the British government has also forced thousands of

families to install surveillance cameras inside their own homes while subjecting

them to home visits to ensure that children go to bed on time, attend school and

eat proper meals.

The idea of having a government social worker assigned to spy on every family via

the child is an abhorrent notion that would only be accepted in despotic hellholes

like North Korea, Maoist China, or Stalinist Russia, yet it is calmly being proposed in

current legislation.

The secret police of Romanian dictator Nicolae Ceausescu also recruited

thousands of children aged 12-14 to spy on their school friends, parents and

teachers, according to communist-era archives. At the height of the dictatorship, a

staggering 15 per cent of the country’s informants were children. They were

encouraged to report anyone who expressed a political opinion contrary to the
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Is the Scottish government also taking cues from George Orwell’s 1984? In the

dystopian classic, “children who turned in their own parents as traitors” are treated

as heroes by the Party.

The notion of children being the collective property of the state is also creeping

into American society. As we reported last month, college professor and MSNBC



host Melissa Harris-Perry caused an outcry amongst conservatives when she

remarked, “We have to break through our private idea that kids belong to their

parents or kids belong to their families,” as part of a promotional video for an

MSNBC campaign entitled ‘Lean Forward’.

Watch the video below.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=N3qtpdSQox0
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=132069936980882&id=131901533664

389&aid=1073741829

e 1 person likes this - Janine Jane Williams

f 1 comment

Janine Jane Williams
Dig it
30 May 2013 10:01AM
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BE aware of your next flu vaccination.

Timeline Photos: FDA approves first GMO flu vaccine containing reprogrammed

insect virus 

A new vaccine for influenza has hit the market, and it is the first ever to contain

genetically-modified (GM) proteins derived from insect cells. According to reports,

the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recently approved the vaccine, known

as Flublok, which contains recombinant DNA technology and an insect virus known

as baculovirus that is purported to help facilitate the more rapid production of

vaccines.

According to Flublok's package insert, the vaccine is trivalent, which means it

contains GM proteins from three different flu strains. The vaccine's manufacturer,

Protein Sciences Corporation (PSC), explains that Flublok is produced by extracting



cells from the fall armyworm, a type of caterpillar, and genetically altering them to

produce large amounts of hemagglutinin, a flu virus protein that enables the flu

virus itself to enter the body quickly.

http://www.naturalnews.com/039013_flu_vaccine_insect_virus_GMOs.html#ixzz2S

e16LLFg

>> Two vaccine study participants die during trials of the first GMO flu vaccine

Flublok, a new vaccine for influenza, is now available and is the first vaccine ever to

contain genetically-modified (GM) proteins derived from insect cells. Flublok is

trivalent, which means it contains GM proteins from three different influenza strains.

According to clinical data provided in the vaccine's package insert by its

manufacturer, the Protein Sciences Corporation (PSC), two study participants

actually died during trials of the vaccine.

The nerve disease Guillain-Barre Syndrome (GSB) is listed on the shot as a

potential side effect. The "Warnings and Precautions," section of the vaccine's

literature states, "If Guillain-Barre Syndrome (GBS) has occurred within six weeks of

receipt of a prior influenza vaccine, the decision to give Flublock should be based

on careful consideration of the potential benefits and risks." Other possible side

effects include allergic reactions, respiratory infections, headaches, fatigue, altered

immunocompetence, rhinorrhea, and myalgia.

http://www.examiner.com/article/two-vaccine-study-participants-die-during-trial

s-of-the-first-gmo-flu-vaccine

• FDA Approves First GMO Flu Vaccine Containing Reprogrammed Insect Virus

http://www.infowars.com/fda-approves-first-gmo-flu-vaccine-containing-reprogr

ammed-insect-virus/

• First Genetically Engineered Flu Vaccine Now on the Market

http://healthimpactnews.com/2013/first-genetically-engineered-flu-vaccine-now

-on-the-market/

e 1 person likes this - Danielle Webbstock
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Timeline Photos: Join Us @ http://informedplanet.org

e 2 people like this - Janine Jane Williams, Sean Palmer
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=293411780681904&id=288501767839

572&aid=74193

e 8 people like this - Bill Hamman, Danielle Webbstock, Dorian Gray, Janine Jane

Williams, Joshua Lamoreaux, Phumzile Liwane, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana

Luthuli, Wieke Wijnalda

f 2 comments

Danielle Webbstock
no problem!
29 May 2013 04:26PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Janine Jane Williams
pleasure...
30 May 2013 12:14AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Chemtrail Flu: Have You Got It Yet?BLOG, conspiracy theories, Health, illuminati

conspiracy, SURVIVAL GUIDE, what is illuminati, world truthFebruary 25, 20132

CommentsShare This Article TweetYou’re sick. Your nose is stuffy. Your body

aches, You’re sweaty, coughing, sneezing and you don’t have enoug...

Chemtrail Flu: Have You Got It Yet? | World Truth.TV: worldtruth.tv

Dagga Movement 29 May 2013 04:19PM         g



Timeline Photos: Melody Ables draws our attention to this exciting event which

occurs shortly after this years Solstice.

e 2 people like this - Marinda Slabbert, Mickey Dangerez
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=362692420468579&id=362584393812

715&aid=80914

e 10 people like this - Alan F-s, Danielle Webbstock, Helen Richter, January

Thomas, Kurt Peter, Marinda Slabbert, Pam Bomstad, Peter Rieger, Phumzile

Liwane, Vanessa Wrogemann
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Mamaepps Blog: ginaepps.blogspot.com

e 1 person likes this - Helen Richter
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Cover Photos: PLEASE WAKE UP 1 <3

e 4 people like this - Adriaan Taljaard, Helen Richter, Mickey Dangerez, Wieke

Wijnalda
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Cover Photos: Made in heaven

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane



f 1 comment

Phumzile Liwane
Bless Me Oh Jah!!!
29 May 2013 08:02PM
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Cover Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=362587330479088&id=362584393812

715&aid=80888

e 3 people like this - Carl Norman Schreiber, Janine Jane Williams, Mickey

Dangerez

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 29 May 2013 09:20PM         f

I haven't been feeling my normal self the last week or so. I think we all need to disconnect for a brief

period from things to gain greater perspective on the subject. This method has worked great for me on

many subjects. You guys should keep on supporting and pushing the movement forward! When you

have done a lot of pushing sit back light a joint let your mind rest. Come back and fight again! United to

Fight it!

e 2 people like this - Janine Jane Williams, Tshepo Hope

Thursday 30 May 2013
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A Buddhist monk left a note with instructions on how his body should be handled

after his death. The learned Monk devised a mysterious way to keep his body well

preserved. Find out more…

Hambo Lama Itigelov--The Living Dead Buddhist Monk. :

www.unbelievable-facts.com

e 2 people like this - Mickey Dangerez, Thabang Lagen Kheswa
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(Photo illustrations Nadia Khastagir / Design Action)In February 2010 Tom Jiunta

and a small group of residents in northeastern Pennsylvania formed the Gas

Drilling Awareness Coalition (GDAC), an environmental organization opposed to

hydraulic fracturing in the region. The group sought to appeal to…



We’re Being Watched: How Corporations and Law Enforcement Are Spying on

Environmentalists: www.commondreams.org

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez
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50 African Children Paralyzed after receiving Bill Gates-backed Meningitis

VaccineBLOG, cancer, conspiracy theories, illuminati conspiracy, News, prevention

of cancer, what is illuminati, world truthJanuary 24, 20131 CommentShare This

Article TweetBy: Ethan A. HuffBill and Melinda Gates have been on...

50 African Children Paralyzed after receiving Bill Gates-backed Meningitis Vaccine

| World Truth.TV: worldtruth.tv

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez

f 1 comment

Sean Palmer
don't they know they trying to sterilize the world?
30 May 2013 11:31AM
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Timeline Photos: Most disease in America is not genetic, but doctors and media lie

so you will accept it and stay sick - by: S. D. Wells

Like us? www.facebook.com/Citizens.Action.Network

(NaturalNews) Who ever said doctors are evil? Are they just ignorant of the facts

about natural remedies and food borne disease, or do they just like that $400,000

yearly income, that three-story home, that vacation home, those three new cars

and that swimming pool in their backyard all too much to give it up?

Folks, let me tell you, CANCER AND ALZHEIMER'S are caused by food toxins,

heavy metals, bleach and fluoride in water, and insane chemicals in vaccines.

Rarely is cancer inherited, not even breast cancer. Some honest doctors may say

that your genes may be "more prone" to get breast cancer if your parents had it

(and yes, men get breast cancer too), but the fact is that more than 95 percent of

cases are caused by food, drink, skin care and environmental pollutants that are

ingested and warp your healthy cells.

(http://cancer.stanford.edu/information/geneticsAndCancer/)



Alzheimer's is caused when heavy metals, plastics, mercury, saturated fats and

lab-made synthetics clog the blood (and when they cross the blood brain-barrier),

damaging brain cells in the hippocampus, the frontal lobe and the medulla

oblongata, the forethought and long term memory sections of the brain. When

grandma or great grandpa can't recognize their immediate family members, it's not

because their mom or dad had a "bad memory" and gave it to them at birth.

(http://www.brightfocus.org/alzheimers/about/understanding/anatomy-of-the-

brain.html)

Allopathic MDs are the real QUACKS

Ask yourself this question: do you know the difference between the terms genetic

and hereditary? ALL cancers are "genetic" because they have to do with your

genes and how they multiply, but rarely is cancer "inherited." See the trick?

Western MD quacks will tell you cancer is genetic, so you must have "inherited" it

from one or both of your parents. They mix the two terms to trick you. Then they'll

go on to ask you about a history of cancer in your family, and have you fill it out on

your "form" so you'll fall for the myth, the big hoax, and so you'll accept it. Yet,

nearly all cancer develops after birth, through cell mutations caused by the

consumption of toxic food, toxic drinks, toxic skin care products, and a lack of

exercise. Remember, your skin is your largest organ, so don't underestimate the

damage caused from putting chemicals on your body day in and day out.

So then, why does modern science and Western medicine propagate the

misconception? So you will "accept cancer" and not seek natural remedies, like

organic food and alkalized spring water. Cancer, the multi-billion dollar industry, is

booming, and the money makers, including most surgeons and oncologists who

administer expensive surgery, chemotherapy and radiation treatment, well, they

just omit the facts about susceptibility so they can remain "millionaires."

(http://www.whitedovebooks.co.uk/inspiration-personalhealth/2008/12/war-on-

cancer-scam.html)

Let's review: Genetics is the branch of medicine concerned with how hereditary

and genetic factors play a role in causing a disease, birth defect, or inherited

susceptibility to a health problem such as cancer. But cancers develop due to

alterations (mutations) in genes, that when working properly promote normal,

controlled cell growth. Only a small percentage of cancers involve inherited

mutations that are passed from generation to generation. In fact, the majority of



cancers can be attributed to acquired mutations, meaning they occur in tissues,

like colon cancer cells or breast tissue, and are not passed to children. Mutations in

DNA accumulate over time. Even though colon and breast cancer are the most

common forms of cancer, they are still less than 10 percent inherited. Is that not

what your doctor told you? Oh no, you better go see a Naturopath Physician and

get a second and third opinion!

"Fortunately, cancer itself is not hereditary, but the susceptibility to cancer is," says

Dr. Judy Garber, director of the Center for Cancer Genetics and Prevention at the

Dana-Farber Cancer Institute. "The risk of developing certain cancers is increased

in some families. But the influence of genetics in cancer is complex, and in most

cases there is no direct link."

(http://www.boston.com/lifestyle/health/articles/2011/01/03/cancer_isnt_hered

itary_but_susceptibility_to_it_is/)

Science found the answers, and America buried them

The history of the cancer "epidemic" in America dates back just 75 years. Before

that, there was rarely a case. Following WWII, that's when processed food,

additives, and lab-made pharmaceuticals infiltrated the common marketplace in

the U.S. cities, people unknowingly began mutating their cells, little by little. The

end result, the cumulative effect, was cancer, and the lie has been perpetuated

ever since.

Years later, but just 23 years ago, the Human Genome Project began, with the

ultimate goal of mapping the location of all of the genes on a cell's chromosomes.

This monumental achievement was hugely successful and gave scientists the

building blocks to determine how diseases such as cancer were caused, thus

opening the doors for prevention. So, not only has Western medicine known about

the causes of cancer for 75 years, but they've known since 1990 that cancer is

rarely ever inherited.

(http://www.naturalnews.com/036034_history_medicine_investigation.html)

So what to do about it? If cancer is mostly preventable, why don't we prevent it? If

you're like millions of Americans, you get your information from your Western

medicine doctor, your witchdoctor, who scribbles out toxic prescriptions, and never

learned a thing about nutrition in school, no, not in eight years of medical school!

And you watch TV for information about diseases, and you read magazines with



Big Pharma ads, and you see and hear all the tragic stories about people who "are

fighting it" with chemo and radiation, meanwhile their families are torn up

financially, emotionally, and even spiritually. Look up the human genome project,

check out organic food and natural remedies, and put the brakes on cell mutation,

so you can live a long, healthy, happy life without needless suffering.

(http://store.naturalnews.com/Detox-Support_c_12.html)

Learn more:

http://www.naturalnews.com/040519_genetic_diseases_cancer_Western_medicin

e.html#ixzz2UbPaPd6B — with Rockey Cromes.

e 2 people like this - Mickey Dangerez, Sean Palmer

Dagga Movement 30 May 2013 09:42AM         g

Timeline Photos: I Cure Cancer

Full-size image: http://eternalrabbit.deviantart.com/art/THC-2-179047405 — with

Josie Bautista.

e 5 people like this - Mickey Dangerez, Nigel Thavarajoo, Phumzile Liwane,

Yaaseen Seedat, Zar Sim

Dagga Movement 30 May 2013 09:49AM         g

Hungary torches 500 hectares of GM corn to eradicate GMOs from food supply

Hungary torches 500 hectares of GM corn to eradicate GMOs from food supply:

www.naturalnews.com

e 3 people like this - Bill Hamman, Danielle Webbstock, Mickey Dangerez

Dagga Movement 30 May 2013 11:52AM         g

Raw For Beauty

Timeline Photos: Via:live love fruit

www.rawforbeauty.com

e 4 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Janine Jane Williams, Mickey

Dangerez, Vanessa Wrogemann



Vanessa Wrogemann > Dagga Movement 30 May 2013 02:35PM         f

Why ban? Or not ban? As far as I am concerned..don't ban for many many reasons.

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
Are you talking about cannabis or GMO ?
31 May 2013 12:26PM

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 30 May 2013 04:02PM         g

Learn how to use the Courtesy Notices!

OPPT South Africa

http://kauilapele.wordpress.com/2013/03/07/oppt-courtesy-notice-update-v06p00-complete-kit-wi

th-guidelines-audio-mp3/

[KP NOTE: published exactly at 4:44 PM HST] Well, here they are. Brand new, off

the presses (Australian, I believe (thanks to Chris, Scott, Ken))!! These are all the

docs, pdfs, and even OpenOffice...

OPPT Courtesy Notice Update V06p00... Complete Kit with Guidelines Audio... MP3:

kauilapele.wordpress.com

Friday 31 May 2013

Dagga Movement 31 May 2013 12:36PM         d

This is our local Skunk my medication of choice! I will update the image description with more info

soon. This hybrid is the best for me! It gives me an energetic boost in the morning but also helps me

relax and sleep at night. Don't overdo this one during the start of your day or you will become too

relaxed to be able to do any physically demanding task. The only reason people think stoners are lazy

is because many stoners don't know the difference between Sativa and Indica and a hybrid of the two.

I personally believe this one helps me with many aspects of my mental and physical health. 

This is the same strain I use to make medical cannabis chicken soup!



f 3 comments

Barbara Smith
I love casey jones all pain goes away, your

tummy begans to sooth, focus begins on

what needs done. truly amazing ! very

energizing!
31 May 2013 01:23PM

e 2 people like this - Barbara Smith, Dagga

Movement

Siyabonga Mdlalose
Natural herbs
31 May 2013 03:42PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Nonhle Barbie Gal

Ronald Khabakhaba
International herb
31 May 2013 04:44PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

e 9 people like this - Antonio Renecle, Barbara Smith, Diphapang Dee Mabote, Gerrie De Jager,

Joseph April, Phumzile Liwane, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli, Vice Madlokovu Nene, Winston

Leach

Dagga Movement 31 May 2013 03:12PM         g

[caption id="attachment_42438" align="aligncenter" width="486"] Top: The poster for

Cheech and Chong's 1978 film, "Up In Smoke," was based o...

The Unfiltered History of Rolling Papers, Plus Tommy Chong’s Big Fat Jamaican

Vacation: www.collectorsweekly.com

Dagga Movement 31 May 2013 03:13PM         g

Baking soda solution that I used to reclaim my health after being diagnosed with

stage 4 prostate cancer that metastasized to the bones. www.phkillscancer.co...

How To Make Baking Soda Molasses Cancer Protocol Solutions:

www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Timothy Daniell Knight

Dagga Movement 31 May 2013 04:23PM         g

No regret Friday! Fly high or stay dry! However you roll bitches stay classy!



Photos of Dagga Movement: HMMMM<<<

e 1 person likes this - Diphapang Dee Mabote
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No regret friday!

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=327085467396767&id=32645988079

2659&aid=64931

e 4 people like this - John Mc Fires, Phumzile Liwane, Vanessa Wrogemann,

Winston Leach

f 1 comment

John Mc Fires
No regrets Friday. Gotcha.
31 May 2013 06:52PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Saturday 1 June 2013

Sean Palmer > Dagga Movement 1 June 2013 02:52AM         d

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Ratanang Nyakale Young Raggs

Tuesday 4 June 2013

Dagga Movement 4 June 2013 06:40AM         g

PLEASE SHARE THIS VIDEO ON FACEBOOK & TWITTER TO HELP EDUCATE OTHERS!

Billionaire And Mexican President Announce Plans To Open Retail Marijuana Stores Around The

World!: www.youtube.com



e 2 people like this - Phumzile Liwane, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli

f 1 comment

Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli
Good move! Their GDP will sure increase by a significant percentage
4 June 2013 06:53AM
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Take heed and have caution, Big Brother will always seek advantage: 

"Big Bud will soon be taking over the marijuana industry. Politicians have realized

that weed is the worlds largest cash crop, and it'll be a cold day in hell when they

let the people control the money. They have already started to genetically tamper

with strains of cannabis. CBD strains are strains in which they have altered the

genes to cause the plant to produce far more CBD and much less THC. This

sounds great, but in reality, it's just perverting nature. Bayer aspirin has already

been producing a tincture made from these CBD strains and has a patent on a

product called Sativex, and has copyrighted the GM (genetically modified) strain

they use to produce it. Legislators and other state representatives are pushing for

federal licenses to be issued in order to grow cannabis. What I see in the near

future is federal regulations that make it impossible for a regular person to grow. I

can predict that they will use radioactive fertilizer. They'll continue to genetically

modify cannabis strains, and sell it in stores. GM seeds will be the only ones

available to the public and the plant we've perfected over the millennia will be lost.

Cannabis will be legal soon, and I beg of you, DO NOT BUY WEED FROM THE

STORE. The only way we can keep our cannabis pure is by buying from local

growers and suppliers that refuse Big Bud."   

 Just wanted to share this with you guys 'cuz I care about you... <3

Marijuana for all:

https://www.facebook.com/mitzulazarescu/posts/474348939317232

e 3 people like this - Dave Carlson, Phumzile Liwane, Ras Ramon Benjahman

Adams
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http://www.whydontyoutrythis.com/2013/02/health-benefits-of-juicing-raw-cannabis.html

Contrary to popular belief, the marijuana plant is a whole lot more than just a

psychoactive drug that “stoners” use to get high. In raw form, marijuana leaves

and buds are actually loaded with a non-psychoactive, antioxidant,

anti-inflammatory, and anti-cancer nutrient compound known as cannabidiol...

The Amazing Health Benefits of Juicing Raw Cannabis (Marijuana) Leaves:



www.whydontyoutrythis.com

e 1 person likes this - Mhlambhe Nhlamulo Mabundane
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http://www.whydontyoutrythis.com/2013/03/the-data-is-very-strong-marijuana-plant-extract-stops-

cancers-from-spreading.html

The data is very strong and there's no toxicity associated with a compound found

in cannabis could halt the spread of many forms of aggressive cancer, scientists

say. The first research to show marijuana's anti-tumor properties was presented at

the American Association for Cancer Research meeting in...

The Data is Very Strong: Marijuana Plant Extract Stops Cancers From Spreading:

www.whydontyoutrythis.com

Dagga Movement 4 June 2013 08:22AM         g

http://www.whydontyoutrythis.com/2013/03/the-five-special-interest-groups-lobbying-to-keep-mari

juana-illegal.html

Last year, more than 850,000 people in the U.S. were arrested for

marijuana-related offenses. Despite public opinion, the medical community, and

human rights experts of all movement in favor of relaxing the laws of marijuana

prohibition, little has changed in terms of policy. There have been many gr...

The Top Five Special Interest Groups Lobbying To Keep Marijuana Illegal:

www.whydontyoutrythis.com

Dagga Movement 4 June 2013 08:25AM         g

http://www.naturalnews.com/035759_cannabis_juicing_health.html

Learn about the amazing health benefits of juicing raw cannabis (marijuana) leaves

Learn about the amazing health benefits of juicing raw cannabis (marijuana) leaves:

www.naturalnews.com

Mhlambhe Nhlamulo Mabundane > Dagga Movement 4 June 2013 08:30AM         f

How many of us'mokin weed dis morning?



e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
waking and baking!!!!!
4 June 2013 08:31AM

e 1 person likes this - Mhlambhe Nhlamulo Mabundane

Dagga Movement 4 June 2013 11:28AM         g

Famous Faces:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=373245909433725&id=334801926611

457&aid=88771

e 2 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Dave Carlson

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 4 June 2013 12:45PM         g

Awesome watch!

Directed by Kevin Booth. With Alex Jones, Ethan Nadelmann, Jeff Joseph, Craig X.

Rubin. With California and the rest of the country going bankrupt, one business is

booming. 'How Weed Won the West' is the story of the growing Medical Marijuana

industry, focusing on Los Angeles with over 700 legal dis...

How Weed Won the West (2010): www.imdb.com

e 1 person likes this - Alexander Dowding

Dagga Movement 4 June 2013 12:50PM         g

Awesome Must Watch!

Directed by Kevin Booth. With Alex Jones, Ethan Nadelmann, Jeff Joseph, Craig X.

Rubin. With California and the rest of the country going bankrupt, one business is

booming. 'How Weed Won the West' is the story of the growing Medical Marijuana

industry, focusing on Los Angeles with over 700 legal dis...

How Weed Won the West (2010): www.imdb.com

Dagga Movement 4 June 2013 12:58PM         g



The DEA raided a legal permitted dagga dispensary and shot the owners dog.

Animal cruelty is legal and harmless dagga is not. How insane do you have to be to

condone this!

Mickey Dangerez:

https://www.facebook.com/theMichaelHawthorne/posts/10151933234039027

Dagga Movement 4 June 2013 01:27PM         g

and the truth shall set you free...

Timeline Photos: Study Shows Chemotherapy Does Not Work 97% of The Time

http://wakeupcallpage.tumblr.com/post/47720780196/study-shows-chemother

apy-does-not-work-97-of-the — with KaylaFaye Guinomma.

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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All these fucking stoners that are still stuck in the monetary system and who are

still playing the corporate game are setting back all dagga users. Get your head out

of your asses! Don't mix business with activism. If you want to voice dagga don't

charge for it and don't pose as a activism group only to target users for purchases.

It's pathetic.

Mickey Dangerez:

https://www.facebook.com/theMichaelHawthorne/posts/10151933295414027

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Sean Palmer

Dagga Movement 4 June 2013 02:04PM         g

Timeline Photos: With Aryan Sandhu and 6 others.

e 6 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Anthony Britz, Daniel Gontarczyk, Deidre

Loca Diosa Daniels, Mhlambhe Nhlamulo Mabundane, Todor Zeitgeist Novakov

f 2 comments

Mhlambhe Nhlamulo Mabundane
Keep on planting 
4 June 2013 02:06PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Jason Jay



Vanessa Wrogemann
Why all this propaganda about marijuana? As said many times

before...rather get arms up about murder , rape , alcohol , hardcore

drugs , prostitution , theft than spending prescious time , that could

have been used trying to combat other crimes and take focus off the

people that do use it.. They are not harming anyone in anyway...it has 

been used for its medicinal characteristics , for a long time *... who

suddenly decided its illegal? JUST A THOUGHT: maybe bipolar ,

depression , anxiety , panick attacks and any other mental illness

would be better off using marijuana ..
4 June 2013 06:25PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 4 June 2013 02:10PM         d
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Cannabis oil Testimonies /Cancer recovery testimonies: Another Oregon child is

using Medical Cannabis-

Meet Abel Mcbride a two year old Pilot Rock, Oregon boy suffering from a Wilms’

Tumor (nephroblastoma), a cancer of the kidneys that characteristically occurs in

children, rarely in adults. Approximately 500 cases of Wilms’ Tumor are diagnosed

in the U.S. annually. This child has had to experience a nephrectomy (kidney



removal) due to the size of the tumor. After this procedure was completed, it was

decided that he would still undergo intensive Chemotherapy and Radiation at

Randall Children’s Hospital in Portland, OR.

His mother Danielle McBride, 26, and father, Andy McBride, 28 were inspired by the

story of Brave Mykayla Comstock, the seven year old Oregon girl who uses

Medical Cannabis to treat the side effects of Chemotherapy that she must undergo

for Leukemia, and to fight the Leukemia itself. Mykayla’s mother and father have

personally worked with Abel’s family to help them get his OMMP registration

completed and assisted in starting his Medical Cannabis treatment.

Here is a statement from Danielle Mcbride, Pilot Rock, OR

 “I am so happy to finally be able to announce that my sweet baby boy is using

cannabis to fight the side effects of chemo & radiation AND to ensure that he

doesn't grow any new tumors! This medicine has helped him tremendously. Before

he was getting this medicine he was constantly throwing up, he wouldn't eat, he

was very lethargic & cranky... now he's eating, he's keeping his food down, he's

gaining weight & anyone who has been around him knows how absolutely happy

he is. 

All of this has been possible with cannabis. With all the poisons being pumped into

his body it worries me... but I know cannabis is helping him heal. Many of you may

not know, but cannabis kills cancer cells. Lots of kids with his diagnosis relapse, I've

seen it so many times... but I know, with this, my son is going to remain cancer free!

& I am so thankful to Brave Mykayla & Brave Family for sharing their story with the

world & introducing us to this life saving medicine. 

Months & months ago before Abel was diagnosed, I followed Mykayla's story &

saw how amazing this plant worked for her. I told myself, never realizing it would

ever happen, that if my children ever got cancer, I would do the same thing for

them that Erin does for her daughter. & I can't thank her enough for the inspiration

& the help she gave us to ensure that our son received this cure. My son's health &

happiness are due to this incredibly amazing family & we could never repay them

for all they've done for us. 

I hope that others will see Abel's story, how helpful this medicine is to him & how it

can kill cancer, as an inspiration to other families that are fighting this terrible fight

with their children. THERE IS A CURE! Don't be afraid to do what is best for your

child. Forget all the things you've been told about cannabis & research it for

yourself. Or just take a look at beautiful Brave Mykayla & Abel & see what this

amazing medicine is doing for them. 

PeaceloveCURE!”



Although there has been scientific evidence that marijuana can shrink and even kill

tumors since the 1970s, and todays research proves that Cannabis possesses more

than anti-neoplastic compounds. There is still much controversy surrounding the

choice made by parents to treat their children’s cancers and other illnesses with

Cannabis. Still, Parents are questioning the use of opiates, and other dangerous

pharmaceutical medications when there is a safer alternative available.

Abel is now part of the family of children who are bringing about change in the way

childhood illnesses are approached and treated; other groundbreaking pioneers

are Cashy Hyde, Mykayla Comstock and Jayden David. These children are leading

the way and helping people realize that Marijuana is more than just “Reefer

Madness,” when instead it is a versatile plant that allows children to overcome

their illnesses with little to no side effects during treatment.

via=http://cannadad.blogspot.com/2013/05/another-oregon-child-is-using-medi

cal.html

Please show support for Abel McBride and Family while they go on this journey-

find them on 

Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/TEAMxABEL

 Cannadad

Written By Brandon Krenzler at 11:19 AM — with Sham Amoi.

e 1 person likes this - Alistair Thomson

Dagga Movement 4 June 2013 04:22PM         g

and the truth shall set you free...

Timeline Photos: This guy is NOT a hero as many would think!

___

Wake up call

EM — with Nicky Gregorius.

Dagga Movement 4 June 2013 04:23PM         g



Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=322688851168309&id=322649944505

533&aid=65735

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 4 June 2013 04:24PM         g

Marijuana (Cannabis sativa L.) is one of the first plants cultivated by man. Shrouded

in controversy, the intriguing history of cannabis as a medication dates back

thousands of years before the era...

Marijuana first plants cultivated by man for medication: guardianlv.com

e 1 person likes this - Alistair Thomson
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=297755076976620&id=292726634146

131&aid=70329

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane

f 2 comments

Brian Jammer
FIRE more FIRE
4 June 2013 07:46PM

Brian Jammer
FIRE more FIRE
4 June 2013 07:46PM
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Timeline Photos: True ? <3 — with Alexis Jordan Burnett and 2 others.

e 2 people like this - Deidre Loca Diosa Daniels, Phumzile Liwane
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Viral Mainstream Truth

Timeline Photos: I LOVE THIS.

Jon Taffer || Concept of Success || HD (Original) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vjw2HW4RbB8

More Inspiring Videos Here ? http://tinyurl.com/cxhpngq ?

e 1 person likes this - Brian Jammer
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New Study Shows Cannabinoids Improve Efficiency Of Mitochondria And Remove Damaged Brain

Cells

http://www.collective-evolution.com/2013/05/30/new-study-shows-cannabinoids-improve-efficienc

y-of-mitochondria-and-remove-damaged-brain-cells/

A recent study conducted by Andras Biokei-Gorzo at the Institute of Molecular Psychiatry at the

University... 

Via Red Eye Mike

A recent study conducted by Andras Biokei-Gorzo at the Institute of Molecular

Psychiatry at the University of Bonn in Germany is suggesting that marijuana(or the

activation of the brain’s cannabinoid system) triggers the release of antioxidants,

which act as a cleansing mechanism. This process is kn...

New Study Shows Cannabinoids Improve Efficiency Of Mitochondria And Remove

Damaged Brain Cells: www.collective-evolution.com

Dagga Movement 4 June 2013 04:44PM         b

Politicians who support dagga prohibition knowingly or unknowingly support organized crime!

No human has ever died from dagga overdose. Overdosing on dagga is physically impossible.

Dagga prohibition and the unregulated sale of dagga puts dagga in the hands of children. 40% of

Western Cape high school kids smoke dagga!!!!

Dagga is not active until it's chemically altered. The THCA is converted to THC only when heat is



applied Example the bud is smoked!

The only known cons about dagga that apply to the majority is the prohibition!

e 2 people like this - Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli, Tshepo Hope

f 2 comments

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
Mo faya!
4 June 2013 04:58PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Tshepo Hope
Lets hope they will one day see the light.
4 June 2013 11:09PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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They are saying the dispensaries are operating for profit but what are chemists and hospitals doing

selling products such as morphine and THC (Marinol) at cost? I DO NOT THINK SO!

A series of letters from the DEA that have effectively closed a handful of medical

marijuana storefronts in Seattle might be an indication of how the feds will fight

back against Washington state's...

DEA letters: Is this how the feds might fight state’s marijuana market:

blog.seattlepi.com

e 1 person likes this - Brian Jammer
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According to this article blacks in America are four times more likely to be arrested for dagga than

whites even though levels of usage among both race groups are roughly equal. What is that about?

Ah this explains it: "Phillip Atiba Goff, a psychology professor at the University of California, Los Angeles,

said that police departments, partly driven by a desire to increase their drug arrest statistics, can

concentrate on minority or poorer neighborhoods to meet numerical goals, focusing on low-level

offenses that are easier, quicker and cheaper than investigating serious felony crimes."

Much the same as here in South Africa then.

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/04/us/marijuana-arrests-four-times-as-likely-for-blacks.html?_r=0



Black Americans were nearly four times as likely as whites to be arrested for

marijuana possession in 2010, but both groups used the drug at similar rates,

federal data shows.

Marijuana Arrests Four Times as Likely for Blacks: www.nytimes.com

e 1 person likes this - John Ward

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
^ Via Alex
4 June 2013 07:56PM
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e 3 people like this - Gerrie De Jager, Sämäntha de la Crüz, William O'Connor
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The Governments of the world still taking the Cannabis prohibition seriously will do

everything they can to encourage absolute denial of the problem, while going to

absurd lengths (like refusing to respond to debate officially or in the public domain)

to prevent the leg...

Dagga Union of South Africa:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/387534114693157/permalink/400760260037

209/
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=147324972003285&id=146641088738

340&aid=35724

e 12 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Brian Jammer, Frieda de Werker, Helen

Richter, Janine Jane Williams, Jesse Slater, Natasja Hillary, Nelson Hochobeb,

Phumzile Liwane, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli, Vanessa Wrogemann,

Wieke Wijnalda

f 1 comment

Brian Jammer
FIRE
4 June 2013 08:33PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Photos of Dagga boom philosophies: Anything Goes....

e 3 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Helen Richter, Janine Jane Williams

f 1 comment

Vanessa Wrogemann
Baie interessant..all hierdie "nuutgevonde" feite is al honderde jare

terug beproef en gebruik in eeu oue beskawings , waarvan China

seker een van die lande is waar daar baie , natuurlike hupbronne

gebruik word as medikasie. As dit help teen diabetis en insulien

vervaardiging in die liggaam , HOEKOM NIE ? Hoekom word jy nie

gevang as jy dit eet niE maar we'll as jy dit rook?
4 June 2013 11:26PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Photos of Dagga boom philosophies: FLYING HIGH!!!

e 9 people like this - Frieda de Werker, Hailey MadScientist Bunge, Helen Richter,

Janine Jane Williams, Jesse Slater, Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Phumzile Liwane,

Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli, Wieke Wijnalda

f 1 comment

Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli
In the sky!
4 June 2013 08:38PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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None of us are the same. We always want to blame an external factor but we never consider the 3000

man made chemicals we bombard our body and mind on a daily basis. 

From tobacco to alcohol, from caffeine to prescription medication. 

Don't blame dagga for bad things when jailing innocent people for dagga is just as inhumane...

http://www.channel24.co.za/Gossip/News/Amanda-Bynes-evicted-from-apartment-20130603

Amanda Bynes has reportedly been evicted from her New York City apartment

after being arrested and charged with attempted evidence tampering, reckless

endangerment and dagga possession.

Amanda Bynes evicted from apartment: www.channel24.co.za

Dagga Movement 4 June 2013 09:05PM         g

Nobody even questions why there are children smoking dagga while it's prohibited?

“There is a major concern that hookah pipes, after a while, may serve as a gateway to the use of other

harmful drugs,” says Professor Angela Mathee, Director, Environmental and Health Research Unit,

Medical Research Council."

Our message to  Angela Mathee, Director, Environmental and Health Research Unit, Medical Research

Council.



amathee@mrc.ac.za email her with your concerns!

Why does the MRCSA continue to deny the health benefits of dagga? Why does the MRCSA continue

to spread propaganda but keep silent on the truth?

Please release the study that you have promised to do for over 4 years.

http://www.bolandgazette.co.za/GD/edition/66632/edition-article-details/hookah-smoking-is-no-le

ss-harmful

“Last week we caught a 9-year-old smoking dagga out of a hookah pipe.

Hookah smoking is no less harmful: www.bolandgazette.co.za

Wednesday 5 June 2013

Dagga Movement 5 June 2013 08:04AM         g

We’ve been hearing some disturbing reports about a particular team of 

Johannesburg SAPS officers driving around the hood. They left a DC supporters

home today after a particularly aggressive visit that amounted to nothing. On arrival

at your gate they claim they need entrance to your premises to ge...

A Jozi Word of Warning.: www.daggacouple.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Janine Jane Williams

f 1 comment

Janine Jane Williams
freaks
5 June 2013 02:01PM
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Several twitter users has been arrested in turkey a lot of reports coming in turkey is

censoring facebook and twitter URGENT: help them to find a way around the

blockade. follow the next post ti wikileaks forum for TOR free VPN and proxys.

easy to use and hide from government.

wikileaks-forum.com:

https://www.facebook.com/wikileaksforum/posts/459977490762197
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Unit Director: Prof. Angela Mathee of the Medical Research Council base her views regarding dagga on

propaganda and not scientific fact How can we then trust these people with our health?

From: Dagga Movement Date: Tue, Jun 4, 2013 at 9:00 PM To: amathee@mrc.ac.za

RE: Article published by Boland Gazette

http://www.bolandgazette.co.za/GD/edition/66632/edition-article-details/hooka

h-smoking-is-no-less-harmful “There is a major concern that hookah pipes, after a

while, may serve as a ga...

Response from the Medical Research Council of South Africa: death.za.org

Dagga Movement 5 June 2013 12:41PM         g

http://news.acts.co.za/blog/2013/05/is-this-the-biggest-fraud-in-history

In this interview with NewERA's legal advisor, Raymondt Dicks, we ask whether the

securitisation scandal as it has come to be known around the world is the biggest

fraud in history. We also find out what's next for NewERA in light of a recent High

Court judgement that appears to have energis...

Is this the biggest fraud in history?: news.acts.co.za

Dagga Movement 5 June 2013 01:16PM DaggaMovement        g

Gooday friends, As most of you know Ive had a few "little challenges" on the ball

for last two years with two alleged banking matters, a alleged NSW police penalty

notice for driving my private car lawfully and peacefully on our public roads

without their fraudulent state/statute registration and li...

YOU HAVE MADE A CLAIM ON ME and I”LL BE HAPPY TO COMPLY WITH YOUR

DEMAND; HOWEVER I WOULD LIKE...: death.za.org

Dagga Movement 5 June 2013 01:27PM         g

Timeline Photos: SUITABLE CLIMATE ZONES FOR HEMP CULTIVATION 

Let me know if you see it, I am still looking for a place Cannabis wont grow ;p 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hemp



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cannabis

List of countries growing hemp:

http://www.hemp.com/hemp-university/growing-hemp/countries-growing-hem

p/

"Industrial hemp and marijuana are different varieties of the same species,

Cannabis sativa L. Marijuana typically contains 3 to 15 percent of the psychoactive

ingredient delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) on a dry-weight basis, while

industrial hemp contains less than 1 percent. However, the two varieties are

indistinguishable by appearance. In the United States, Cannabis sativa is classified

as a Schedule I controlled substance, regardless of its narcotic content, under the

Controlled Substances Act as amended. Since 1990, varieties containing less than

0.3 percent THC have been legalized in Great Britain, Germany, Austria, and

Switzerland. Canada and Australia legalized hemp production in 1998. In other

countries, such as China, Russia, and Hungary, hemp production was never

outlawed."

Source: United States Department of Agriculture, "Industrial Hemp in the United

States: Status and Market Potential" (Washington, DC: January 2000), p. iii.

http://www.ers.usda.gov/publications/ages001E/ages001E.pdf

"Approximately 30 countries in Europe, Asia, and North America currently permit

farmers to grow hemp, although most banned production for certain periods of

time in the past. The United States is the only developed nation in which industrial

hemp is not an established crop. Great Britain lifted its ban in 1993 and Germany

followed suit in 1996. In order to help reestablish a hemp industry, the European

Union administered a subsidy program in the 1990s for hemp fiber production. In

1998, Canada authorized production for commercial purposes, following a

three-year experimental period and a 50-year prohibition. As a condition of

receiving a license to grow industrial hemp, Canadian farmers are required to

register the GPS coordinates of their fields, use certified low-THC hemp seed,

allow government testing of their crop for THC levels, and meet or beat a 10ppm

standard for maximum allowable THC residue in hemp grain products. Agriculture

Canada (the Canadian department of agriculture) estimates that more than 100

farmers nationwide are growing hemp, with the majority in central and western

Canada."

Source: Rawson, Jean M., Congressional Research Service, "Hemp as an

Agricultural Commodity" (Washington, DC: Library of Congress, January 5, 2005), p.

CRS-3.

http://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/RL32725.pdf

According to David West, PhD, "The THC levels in industrial hemp are so low that



no one could ever get high from smoking it. Moreover, hemp contains a relatively

high percentage of another cannabinoid, CBD, that actually blocks the marijuana

high. Hemp, it turns out, is not only not marijuana; it could be called 'antimarijuana.'"

Source: West, David P, Hemp and Marijuana: Myths and Realities (Madison, WI:

North American Industrial Hemp Council, 1998), p. 3.

http://www.votehemp.com/PDF/myths_facts.pdf

"Another chemical shared by both industrial hemp and marijuana is Cannabidiol

(CBD). CBD is unique because it is not intoxicating and it also moderates the

euphoric effect of THC. Marijuana, which has disproportionately higher levels of

THC than industrial hemp, also contains lower levels of CBD. The higher THC and

lower CBD concentration gives marijuana its psychoactive effect.51 Conversely,

industrial hemp’s low THC levels and comparatively high CBD levels produce

none of the intoxicating effects of marijuana."

Source: Duppong, Thomas A., "Industrial Hemp: How the Classification of Industrial

Hemp as Marijuana under the Controlled Substances Act Has Caused the Dream of

Growing Industrial Hemp in North Dakota to Go up in Smoke," North Dakota Law

Review (Grand Forks, ND: University of North Dakota School of Law, 2009) Vol. 85,

No. 2, p. 408.

http://web.law.und.edu/LawReview/issues/web_assets/pdf/85-2/85NDLR403.p

df

Learn more at The Universal Energy Matrix

e 3 people like this - Janine Jane Williams, Jim Snugs Ross, Justin Dowdy

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
except under the ocean.
5 June 2013 01:54PM
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Photos of The Dagga Couple:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=637260026302462&set=o.2721917594

61095&type=1

e 6 people like this - Adele Koekemoer, Janine Jane Williams, Kristal Kruser,

Mhlambhe Nhlamulo Mabundane, Sean Le Roux, Tshepo Hope

f 2 comments

Tshepo Hope
It doesnt matter how you roll it guys,



so long as it can burn.

5 June 2013 01:37PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Mhlambhe Nhlamulo Mabundane
they can't stop us to smoke weed
5 June 2013 01:49PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 5 June 2013 01:55PM         g

http://www.acts.co.za/

Acts Online provides legislation, including amendments and Regulations, in an

intuitive, online format. We are the leading resource for freely available Legislation

in South Africa and are used daily by thousands of professionals and industry

leaders. With Acts you are guaranteed the latest and most...

Acts Online: www.acts.co.za

Dagga Movement 5 June 2013 03:30PM         g

There have been many studies on the toxicity of tobacco smoke. It is known that tobacco smoke

contains 4000 chemicals of which 60 are classed as carcinogens. Cannabis in contrast has not been so

well studied. It is less combustible than tobacco and is often mixed with tobacco in use. Cannabis

smoke contains 400 compounds including 60 cannabinoids. However, because of its lower

combustibility it contains 50% more carcinogenic polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons including

naphthalene, benzanthracene, and benzopyrene, than tobacco smoke.”

The authors added: “It is well known that toxic substances in tobacco smoke can damage DNA and

increase the risk of lung and other cancers. Scientists were unsure though whether cannabis smoke

would have the same effect. Our research has focused on the toxicity of acetaldehyde, which is

present in both tobacco and cannabis.

http://www.mrc.ac.uk/Newspublications/News/MRC006135

Link text and hyperlink

Medical Research Council - News - Cannabis use increases cancer risk study

suggests: www.mrc.ac.uk

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane
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f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
lol please note I think this is from that anti dagga troll

page. Please note that this is joke a gag! lol
5 June 2013 03:45PM

e 1 person likes this - Andile Mtimande

e 3 people like this - Gerrie De Jager, Phumzile Liwane, Tshepo

Hope

Dagga Movement 5 June 2013 04:06PM         g

A teen who consumes alcohol is likely to have reduced brain tissue health, but a

teen who uses marijuana is not, according to a new study. Researchers scanned

the brains of 92 adolescents, ages 16 to 20, before and after an 18-month period.

Marijuana Users Will Love This Study: www.huffingtonpost.com

e 3 people like this - Helen Richter, Phumzile Liwane, Shandrea Shanty Bees
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Timeline Photos: With Jeremy Bregar and 5 others.

e 5 people like this - Antonio Renecle, David Danzinger, Nelson Hochobeb,

Phumzile Liwane, Zar Sim

Dagga Movement 5 June 2013 06:24PM         g

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pLFA45GW0KM

Irene Gravenhorst, a human woman living in Common Law jurisdiction, is

confronted by RCMP in Admiralty/Marine Law jurisdiction. Watch the interaction,

and no...



Choosing Freedom Part 1 of 2: www.youtube.com

e 2 people like this - Phumzile Liwane, Timothy Daniell Knight

Thursday 6 June 2013

Thabo Dario > Dagga Movement 6 June 2013 07:50AM         f

Dagga is nt legal, y people saluting it lyk  jamaican?

f 1 comment

Mickey Dangerez
Dagga laws come from the apartheid days and we don't support any laws brought into

power that discriminates and punish humans when they have not caused harm or loss to

another person.

As far as I know all governments and banks are foreclosed by The One People and a UCC

filling that was done. This means that the drug and trafficking act is not legal and therefor

any person who enforces this or any other act is doing so in their private capacity and in

full liability.

So to correct your statement dagga is legal. It is the enforcement of the drug and

trafficking act that is illegal!
6 June 2013 08:16AM

Thabo Dario > Dagga Movement 6 June 2013 08:00AM         f

Dagga is nt legal, y people saluting it lyk  jamaican?

f 1 comment

Mickey Dangerez
Dagga laws come from the apartheid days and we don't support any laws brought into

power that discriminates and punish humans when they have not caused harm or loss to

another person.

As far as I know all governments and banks are foreclosed by The One People and a UCC

filling that was done. This means that the drug and trafficking act is not legal and therefor

any person who enforces this or any other act is doing so in their private capacity and in

full liability.

So to correct your statement dagga is legal. It is the enforcement of the drug and

trafficking act that is illegal!
6 June 2013 08:15AM

e 1 person likes this - Tshepo Hope
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Dagga laws come from the apartheid days and we don't support any laws brought into power that

discriminates and punish humans when they have not caused harm or loss to another person. 

As far as I know all governments and banks are foreclosed by The One People and a UCC filling that

was done. This means that the drug and trafficking act is not legal and therefor any person who

enforces this or any other act is doing so in their private capacity and in full liability.

So to correct your statement dagga is legal. It is the enforcement of the drug and trafficking act that is

illegal!

e 9 people like this - Amir Rom, Bibi King, Gerd Bader, Helen Richter, Henry Thamie Mngomezulu,

Katlego X-tee, Lungi Ganjahqueen Jacobs, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli, Richard Bint

Dagga Movement 6 June 2013 08:59AM         b

Dagga is legal for free men and woman! A judges order is only enforceable if you accept it. The name

of the game is  "Offer and Acceptance" Do you accept what someone is Offering? Overstand your

common law rights.

e 1 person likes this - Quinten Angelo Kasselman

Dagga Movement 6 June 2013 09:14AM DaggaMovement        g

Dagga laws come from the apartheid days and we don't support any laws brought

into power that discriminates and punish humans when they have not caused harm

or loss to another person. As far as I know all governments and banks are

foreclosed by The One People, formerly known as The One People Public...

Dagga has always been legal in South Africa: death.za.org

e 2 people like this - Amir Rom, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 6 June 2013 10:00AM         g

Timeline Photos: Uh- oh.... lmao!!! ~!Brian

? Laugh all day by liking our page? ? Wtb?! Men and women co existing in today's

challenging world:/ — with Jasmine Herrera.

e 3 people like this - Helen Richter, Ivan Schoultz, Kelly Wiltshire McQue
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Come on guys register or login on our website with your Facebook, Twitter or Google Account and

become a member of Dagga Movement. It will always be free of monetary charge. Do it now!

http://death.za.org/members/

MembersSearch Our Members: by and search by zipcode:Search alphabetically

(by last name):ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZNow viewing 1 through 1 of 1

members found.Sort by:Last NameFirst NameRegistration

DateEmailMichaelHawthorne

Members: death.za.org

e 2 people like this - Deon Nel, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 6 June 2013 11:18AM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=566016720083519&id=56600424008

4767&aid=1073741828

e 2 people like this - Janine Jane Williams, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 6 June 2013 11:56AM         g

Do you like our background on http://death.za.org/ It's symbolic of the movement moving forward.

How would you change it?

Dagga is a healthy lifestyle not a drug. Dagga is a way of life not a crime.

Dagga Movement: death.za.org

f 1 comment

Unknown
very irie!
6 June 2013 12:11PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Tobacco madness?

Police arrested four suspects who posed as cops and hijacked a truck filled with

cigarettes.

Cigarette truck hijackers arrested: ewn.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett

f 2 comments

Mark Barnett
Yes it's like alcohol madness, but unlike Dagga sanity!
6 June 2013 12:16PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
I agree!
6 June 2013 12:30PM
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This is how to handle court if you even happen to find yourself there! Don't play their game. With The

One People's UCC filings you don't even need to attend court. They are foreclosed. Please do more

research on this. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yzjv20sC5CY

The key is simply know who you are, stay in honour and stand your ground

peacefully. I was in "court" because I parked mine or my wife's conveyance on my

Sov...

freeman in court - judge bows to Sovereign - Canada: www.youtube.com

e 3 people like this - Imraan Samuels, Peter Rieger, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 6 June 2013 02:38PM         g

This could be us one day.. The gov should take note.

The mayhem we've witnessed the past several days started with a sit-in of

environmentalists protesting the construction of a shopping mall on a city park. But

there's much more than that.

9 Things You Need to Know About the Taksim Square Protests:

www.policymic.com
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Dagga is a lifestyle.

e 9 people like this - Avo Avocadoq, Brenden Arthur Campbell, Danino Green, Jason Jay, Jesse Slater,

Kayla Davids, Lloyd Jacobs, Nkululeko Ed Mlenze, Phumzile Liwane

f 5 comments

Dagga Movement
easy i dont use cause of addiction. i use cause its my lifestyle. it is apart of my every day

medication, relaxation. it is incorporated with every thing i do. LIFESTYLE
6 June 2013 03:09PM

e 1 person likes this - Avo Avocadoq

Dagga Movement
It's a healthy lifestyle... ~ Michael
6 June 2013 04:36PM

Dagga Movement
Ntonyane it depends on what strain you smoke ant it's quality. Also how much you smoke.
6 June 2013 04:37PM

Dagga Movement
:D Skunk is hyrid of Sative and Indica. However all cannabis grown in South Africa

(including Swaziland and Lesotho) have high CBD ratio. The high CBD ratio and the body

high effect of the Indica part is why you experience the relaxed feeling.

If you smoke early do not smoke more than 1 joint of skunk during the morning. Only

smoke it when you wake up and later in the evening.

Skunk is real medicine!

It will require great amounts of skunk to build up your tolerance enough to use it as staple

smoke.

Rather buy 1 bankie skunk and 2 bankies swazi or jat mix those two or if you want but try

and stick to Swazi or other Sativa's like AK47.

Sativa's during the day and Hybrids (varies) and Indica at night.
6 June 2013 05:50PM

Avo Avocadoq
Blueeeeberrrryyyy skunk :D :D
6 June 2013 06:28PM

e 2 people like this - Brenden Arthur Campbell, Dagga Movement



Friday 7 June 2013
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The Great Culling of the human race already has begun. Covertly, insidiously,

mercilessly, a global depopulation agenda has been launched. As this plays...

The Great Culling: Our Water: topdocumentaryfilms.com

e 1 person likes this - Elana Akasha

f 1 comment

Gerd Bader
Human farming..
7 June 2013 09:34AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 7 June 2013 08:05AM         g

In 1920, marijuana was legal in British Columbia, but alcohol was not. What if that

was still the law today? Can we imagine a parallel world where alcohol prohibition

never ended, and marijuana prohibition never began? In that world, provincial

politicians promote B.C.'s vibrant marijuana industry,…

What if Weed Was Legal and Booze was Banned?: www.huffingtonpost.ca

e 1 person likes this - Yakuza Zaheer

Dagga Movement 7 June 2013 08:06AM         g

And beware of the fakes shit. 

Hemp Oil Warning 

This is a warning to you who are looking for the oil. STAY AWAY from

(drkish022@gmail.com) This person is a scammer. Sent the money to him and then

was told I needed to send more money for the "transfer fee" shipping fee, so DHL

could ship it to me. I never received any email from DHL and when I called them to

straighten things out, they had no record of any package that was to be shipped to

me. DHL told me they no longer have that type of service where they hold a

package and you pay the shipping to have it sent out. After many emails "drkish"

replied saying that he would return my money, but shortly after that he emailed me

again saying he would not and that I needed to send him more money for shipping.

Its unfortunate that people who are suffering have to suffer more because of

individuals like this.(Anthony Solch )



Pure hemp oil can cure cancer FACT:

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=583879294985226&id=1741

99965953163

Dagga Movement 7 June 2013 09:00AM         b

Free African

Believe in their own African Republic

We want to move to Orania: Where do we start?

Posted on April 3, 2012 by Quintin Diederichs 14

Almost all adult Oraniërs moved here from somewhere else. Pretoria, Stormers, Cheetahs, people of

the Bushveld, Lowveld, Highveld etc.. to Orania establish and build a future for themselves. Before they

moved, all these people asked themselves what they will do in Orania to make a living. This challenge

is not a single one of us escape.

Orania Afrikaners definitely the ideal place to live. This lush Karoo town is clean, safe and development

can be seen everywhere. Orania has two excellent schools and businesses in the town most of the

goods and services that a modern household needs. When a community stable management, it is

logical that progress will continue and that there is a positive community spirit portrayed by its

carnivals, arts, cultural gatherings, festivals etc.. This is the healthy climate in which Africans build a

future in Orania.

The safety and order prevailing in Orania can be attributed to the ideal that all bind Oraniërs. When you

are interested to be part of the Orania community, it is important that you also want to share in the

values and culture of the community. Orania is a Christian community that the use of our own labor

striving for republican freedom in their own country for us and future generations.

Africans who resonate with our ideals, values and aspirations easily integrates in Orania. However, the

biggest challenge that prospective residents must overcome is to generate an income in Orania enable

them to minimize changes in their lifestyle to them.

The solution to this challenge is actually quite simple: planning.

At any given time, there are many Africans outside Orania what is their Orania to implement the plan.

These people have therefore already one foot in Orania and is known as uitwoners. Each family's plan

differs depending on their needs and time frame, but there is a common theme in all planning.

The first step we took all I could look to join the Orania Movement. Members are fully informed of

everything that happened in Orania. New opportunities, development, current affairs and interesting

events are communicated to members through a weekly electronic newsletter and a quarterly glossy

magazine, viz. The Foreground. By simply informed regarding all operations in Orania is one already

able to identify income generating opportunities. Vacancies are also governed by a Orania Movement's

media.

To become a member of Orania Movement is a giant leap in the right direction, but you should also

make a point to visit the town regularly. Orania's tourism industry has grown by leaps and bounds over

the past few years and the whole family can now enjoy a wonderful holiday among our own people.

With regular visits to Orania build one fast friendships with residents and people exposed to more

opportunities, either vacancies or investment opportunities. It's a great feeling when you know that you

are also helping to make a difference with your contribution (no matter how big or small)  to the town's



economy.

Although this already exists many businesses in town, Orania offers entrepreneurs a developing

economy in which many opportunities yet to be exploited. Orania's largest economic sectors are

agriculture, tourism and construction. Education and training is also expanding extremely rapidly as a

growing need for advanced medical services.

Orania's population stands at 1000 people, of which about a third are under the age of 18. Purchasing

power is enhanced by a prosperous farming community in the surrounding area and many Africans

from nearby towns such as Hope Town, Vanderkloof and De Aar support increasingly Orania's

businesses.

At any given time, many tourists here in town and the purchasing power easily doubled during school

holidays due to the large amount of visitors.

With a little commitment and a well thought out plan can anyone in the matter of a few months to be

able to relocate. Kids pick the fruit when you come to live permanently in Orania set up your own plan

of Orania definitely worth it.

To join or more information, please call the Orania Movement at 053 207 0062 or send an e-mail to

inligting@orania.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Tommie le Roux

f 3 comments

Jason Jay
I think Orania is a wonderful example of what Africans can do, and this is the reason why I

support Afrikaners, they get stuff done. A true African culture. I drove through Orania a

couple years ago and wish I could be part of something like that.
7 June 2013 10:07AM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Tommie le Roux

Dagga Movement
@ Chris Jay, yeah we can all learn from there example of breaking loose from the system

and build our own community. A community of peace love and happiness.
7 June 2013 10:10AM

e 2 people like this - Jason Jay, Tommie le Roux

Dagga Movement
Stonerville!!!! I am in! ~ Michael
7 June 2013 10:36AM

e 1 person likes this - Tommie le Roux

Dagga Movement 7 June 2013 10:13AM         g

http://www.cracked.com/article_18717_6-massive-secret-operations-that-are-hidden-all-around-you.

html



Sprawiling cities? Government hideouts? All right under your very nose.

6 Massive Secret Operations That Are Hidden All Around You: www.cracked.com

e 1 person likes this - Helen Richter
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and the truth shall set you free...

Timeline Photos: With Des Lestari and 4 others.

Dagga Movement 7 June 2013 11:12AM         g

Viva AmaDaggaDagga!

Medical Cannabis Club of SA: dispences your medical dagga free of charge free of

profit but charges a montly membership fee? Tell me this isn't an awesome idea?

Then nobody is dealing. This government has its head up its ass hey. Enforcing an

appartheid law on us free people. In court they warp any action into dealing but if

we operate on the basis of no profit no charge and simply gave ganjah to those

who need it or want to benefit from it then its not dealing at the end of the day its

not about money to us the dagga community of South Africa. Its about access to

some serious medicine. Yes the gardners en green fingers who grow and transport

this wonder plant put their lives at risk but we will educate them with the

knowledge they need to give the drug and trafficking act the hypothetical middle

finger. We really don't need to be affraid anymore. However we are mentally

scared by prohibition. I believe the stress involved with prohibition is emotionally

and mentally damaging. Might even be a root cause of phycosis in some cases. If

you see a traffic cop and you know some paperwork isn't in order or you don't have

your safetybelt on what happens? JY SKRIK JOU MOER AF! That's what happens!

They have mentally and emotionally planted fear inside of us we have been

molested with regulations and acts that benefit them not us. I cannot stand for this

anymore and I never will. 

I am a free man living in a world where people believe that they are free.

Things are changing and people are waking up. Have you?



Mickey Dangerez:

https://www.facebook.com/theMichaelHawthorne/posts/10151939326304027

e 5 people like this - Bill Hamman, Dagga Movement, Helen Richter, Peter Rieger,

Phumzile Liwane

f 1 comment

Gerd Bader
Should have the protection of a non profit organisation maybe.

But i agree that the herb itself is passive,but the paranoia induced by

faulty accusations and being criminal can induce hysteria
7 June 2013 02:39PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 7 June 2013 11:24AM         g

Another rather interesting twist in the victimless-"crime" is this:

http://exopolitics.blogs.com/breaking_news/2011/05/uk-landmark-case-could-stymie-legal-system-

queen-not-valid-monarch.html 

"... For those of you in the United States who may be thinking "hey, we aren't a Commonwealth country,

why would this affect us?" all you really need to know is that these three little letters:- B.A.R., stand for

the British Accreditation Registry. It doesn't matter whether it is the Australian BAR or the Canadian BAR

or the American BAR association; they ALL report to the British monarch, who is the head of the BAR.

So thanks to John Anthony Hill and this amazing precedent, we now all know a peaceful way to bring

the system down. If enough people ACT and use this simple, bullet-proof defence, we can put an end

to this insanity and injustice. All that is required now is for YOU to spread the word to as many as

possible so that this peaceful rebellion can begin immediately. Or you can watch the last remnants of

your freedoms swept away as the Global Elite plunge the entire world into bankruptcy and WW3 to

usher in their "New World Order".

For additional details about this bullet-proof defence, please visit:

http://jahtruth.net/britmon.htm#crimes ... " 

Yes, SA also runs the BAR legal system, so it applies here too.

Landmark Case Could Stymie Legal System Written by Debra Siddons Friday, 27

May 2011 07:51 If everyone began using this defence tomorrow, in all of the

Commonwealth courts and in the United States, the entire legal system could be

brought to its knees in a matter of weeks if not...

U.K.: Landmark Case Could Stymie Legal System - Queen not valid monarch -

BREAKING NEWS: exopolitics.blogs.com

e 1 person likes this - Yakuza Zaheer



Dagga Movement 7 June 2013 11:34AM         g

http://library.thinkquest.org/06aug/01335/welcome.htm

In this website we aim to provide information about alternative energy sources

around the world, and specifically in South Africa, to students of a high school

level.

Alternative Sources of Energy: library.thinkquest.org

Dagga Movement 7 June 2013 11:40AM         b

http://library.thinkquest.org/06aug/01335/welcome.htm

Dagga Movement 7 June 2013 11:57AM         g

Timeline Photos: With the right attitude; you can also live the...

e 3 people like this - Sean Palmer, Thabang Lagen Kheswa, Yaaseen Seedat

f 1 comment

Sean Palmer
awesome pic
7 June 2013 12:33PM

Dagga Movement 7 June 2013 12:01PM         d



Dagga Movement 7 June 2013 01:48PM         g

Timeline Photos: Join us @ The Mind Unleashed — with Wolfgang Auer-Nguyen

and ???sta?t??a ???ßa.

e 1 person likes this - Tommie le Roux

Dagga Movement 7 June 2013 04:24PM         b

Another strain review we managed to get our hands on some 1066! I have never heard of this strain but

seems to be a regular visitor in my area!!! :D Pics to follow!

Dagga Movement 7 June 2013 05:32PM         g

Timeline Photos: ~J — with La Ozzey and 2 others.

e 1 person likes this - Helen Richter

Dagga Movement 7 June 2013 11:39PM DaggaMovement        g

This is the article that was removed from ENCA website...

"Ganja is a currency. People send their kids to school with the money they make

from growing and selling it." Port St Johns – An artist in the Transkei, an area

notorious for cannabis cultivation, is clearing the smoke about the uses of

marijuana. There is still no word on the matter of the legalisa...

Dagga a livelihood for Transkei: death.za.org

e 3 people like this - Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Phumzile Liwane, Tommie le Roux



Saturday 8 June 2013

Dagga Movement 8 June 2013 10:12AM         g

June-2013

June-2013: Always — with PopTop Firebird Galactica Rising and Timoth's Pacheco.

e 4 people like this - Imraan Samuels, Katlego X-tee, Ras Ramon Benjahman

Adams, Tommie le Roux

Dagga Movement 8 June 2013 11:23AM         b

The US government spent over $12 000 000 to put Tommy Chong on trail because of his bong

business Chong's Glass. Tommy spent 9 months in jail.

e 1 person likes this - Tommie le Roux

Dagga Movement 8 June 2013 11:31AM         d

e 5 people like this - Antonio Renecle, Cedric Jansen, Gerrie De

Jager, Imraan Samuels, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 8 June 2013 12:56PM         g

Timeline Photos: No, we thank you

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, Phumzile Liwane, Sean Palmer

f 1 comment

Sean Palmer
That's freaking awesome
8 June 2013 02:21PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement 8 June 2013 02:53PM DaggaMovement        g

Hi sir My name is Michael I am african and a proud daggafarian and dagga activist. I

have contacted you because I believe together all of us can change this country

for the better. I believe it is destiny of the Dagga Movement along with yourself

and the Dagga Party of South Africa to change…

Open letter to Julius Sello Malema: death.za.org

e 2 people like this - Helen Richter, Tommie le Roux

Dagga Movement 8 June 2013 05:41PM DaggaMovement        g

This case could hold the secrets to fighting dagga prohibition once and for all... What do you think?

A charge against an Irish ice hockey player of bringing a “bankie” of dagga into

Cape Town has been dropped. Robert Leckey, 33, was arrested by Metro Police on

Sunday on arrival with his national team at Cape Town International Airport.

Charged with possession of drugs, he made a brief appearance in...

Dagga charges dropped after airport bust?: death.za.org

e 4 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Helen Richter, Jeremy David Acton,

Tommie le Roux

Dagga Movement 8 June 2013 06:28PM         g

How can jailing rastafarians or daggafarians be justifiable and reasonable under our Constitution? Doing

so violated many rights listed on the bill of rights?!?!

"[139] The use made of cannabis by Rastafari cannot in the circumstances be sanctioned without

impairing the state’s ability to enforce its legislation in the interests of the public at large and to honour

its international obligation to do so. The failure to make provision for an exemption in respect of the

possession and use of cannabis by Rastafari is thus reasonable and justifiable under our Constitution."

http://www.saflii.org/cgi-bin/disp.pl?file=za/cases/ZACC/2002/1.html&query=%20dagga

CONSTITUTIONAL COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA Case CCT 36/00GARRETH ANVER

PRINCE AppellantversusTHE PRESIDENT OF THE LAW SOCIETY OF THE CAPE OF

GOOD HOPE First RespondentTHE LAW SOCIETY OF THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE

Second RespondentTHE SECRETARY OF THE LAW SOCIETY OF THE CAPE OF

GOOD HOPE Third RespondentTHE MIN...

Prince v President of the Law Society of the Cape of Good Hope (CCT36/00) [2002]

ZACC 1; 2002...: www.saflii.org



e 1 person likes this - Tommie le Roux

Dagga Movement 8 June 2013 06:34PM         b

Also from the Gareth Prince case: “In many instances [the police] are aware of well-established

patterns of consumption and small-scale distribution of cannabis at particular locations and elect to

ignore the situation. Not unnaturally, they prefer to devote scarce resources to more important tasks.

Even where they do apprehend someone who has been breaking the law, they commonly choose to

administer a formal ‘caution’ rather than institute criminal proceedings.”

The ones they ignore are the ones they run!!!!

e 5 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Gerd Bader, Greg Misfit, Tommie le Roux, Yakuza Zaheer

f 7 comments

Alexander Dowding
Have you heard any news on the latest developments of Gareth's most recent court case

for dagga possession?
8 June 2013 06:43PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
No did he file another case? Are there any links yet?
8 June 2013 06:51PM

Alexander Dowding
I sent an email to his legal representative, Mr Naven Pillay, with an attached copy of the

'Challenges-faced-by-the-Rastafari-Community-in-South-Africa' report by CRL Rights

Commission at the end of October last year and got this response:

"I thank you for your interest and assistance and will definitely peruse same and keep you

updated about the case.The matter has been transferred to the Regional Court in

Khayelitsha 11 Dec for plea."

I have not as yet received any updates. I wonder how his plea turned out.
8 June 2013 06:51PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Alexander Dowding
Here is his legal representative's email if you would like to contact him - 

pillaynaven@gmail.com
8 June 2013 06:53PM

Dagga Movement
Thats very interesting!
8 June 2013 06:53PM

Alexander Dowding
http://www.info.gov.za/speech/DynamicAction?pageid=461&sid=30686&tid=83699

It would also be good to check up on this story to see whether they have had any more



luck with getting government to respond to the report.

8 June 2013 06:55PM

Yakuza Zaheer
not still
8 June 2013 07:10PM

e 1 person likes this - Yakuza Zaheer

Yakuza Zaheer
but i like it
8 June 2013 07:10PM

e 1 person likes this - Yakuza Zaheer

Dagga Movement 8 June 2013 07:56PM         g

Download and watch here: http://goo.gl/QjMal

Corporate law V's common law explained.

The Freeman and Strawman Explained: www.youtube.com

Monday 10 June 2013

Dagga Movement 10 June 2013 08:49AM         g

http://taungdailynews.wordpress.com/2013/06/10/north-west-man-nabbed-with-dagga/

By Obakeng MajeMakgobistad-A 51 year-old suspect got a surprise of his life when

police caught him on a roadblock while allegedly transporting dagga after 12

midnight. The suspect was arrested on T...

North West man nabbed with dagga: taungdailynews.wordpress.com

Dagga Movement 10 June 2013 09:28AM         g

Abnormal cancer metabolism creates a glycolytic-dependency which can be

exploited by lowering glucose availability to the tumor. This study shows how the

ketogenic diet and use of hyperbaric oxygen therapy can stop cancer.

Study: Ketogenic Diet and Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy Stops Cancer:

coconutoil.com



Dagga Movement 10 June 2013 09:57AM         d

Dagga Movement 10 June 2013 10:08AM         b

Dorian we are still waiting for your postal details to send you your prize. Please inbox us.

e 2 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Phumzile Liwane

f 2 comments

Danielle Webbstock
Dorian!!!!!!! dont make me take it! i wil send my details. lol
10 June 2013 10:43AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Hahahaha
10 June 2013 10:46AM

Redeye Mike
Jeez I will take it lol
10 June 2013 10:46AM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Danielle Webbstock

Dagga Movement 10 June 2013 10:33AM         b

"...The soul has a hidden abyss, untouched by time and space, which is far superior to anything that

gives life and movement to the body. Into this noble and wondrous ground, this secret realm, there

descends that bliss of which we have spoken. Here the soul has its eternal abode. Here a man

becomes so still and essential, so single-minded and withdrawn, so raised up in purity, and more and

more removed from all things. . . This state of the soul cannot be compared to what it has been before,

for now it is granted to share in the divine life itself"

             JOHANNES TAULER (1300-1361, France)

e 3 people like this - Hailey MadScientist Bunge, Peter Rieger, Phumzile Liwane



Mhlambhe Nhlamulo Mabundane > Dagga Movement 10 June 2013 11:10AM         f

hash oil honey aftr dagga

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 10 June 2013 05:53PM         g

Ninety percent of U.S. tobacco is GMO; hey smokers, you're smoking pesticide!

Ninety percent of U.S. tobacco is GMO; hey smokers, you're smoking pesticide!:

www.naturalnews.com

e 2 people like this - Helen Richter, Phumzile Liwane

Tuesday 11 June 2013

Andre Atie Van Dalen > Dagga Movement 11 June 2013 11:04AM BlackBerry Smartphones App        f

NOw when we getting tOo test thOse bags

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

f 4 comments

Dagga Movement
Lol which ones?
11 June 2013 12:00PM

Andre Atie Van Dalen
Any gOod shit
11 June 2013 12:01PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
If only I was in your area!
11 June 2013 12:57PM

Andre Atie Van Dalen
Frm where you then
11 June 2013 12:58PM

Dagga Movement 11 June 2013 11:38AM         b

How do we accurately determine the value of the dagga market? The only sure fire way is look at the

countries where it is regulated. They should have some figures that are accurate.

The police in South Africa doesn't know the value of the dagga they cease they don't even know indica



from sativa.

The dagga trade would excel and exceed the tobacco and alcohol industries.

You can only do so much with alcohol and tobacco.

Dagga on the other hand is the real macgyver and even beats chuck norris.

e 12 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Donna Kisogloo, Dorian Merciai, Gerd Bader, Helen Richter,

Jerry Mathabathe, Kgomotso Miss'Comfort Berens Phelwane, Lee-Anne Mayer, Redeye Mike, Sean

Palmer, Tommie le Roux, Tshepo Hope

f 1 comment

Ndumiso Marcus Garvey Mgoduka
is true dat Rasta.
11 June 2013 01:22PM

Dagga Movement 11 June 2013 02:55PM         g

non related but still interesting when stoned.

Egyptian Star Map. Is there a real connection between the placement of the Great

Pyramid of Giza and its two companions and the Constellation of Orion...

Egyptian Star Map: www.ancient-code.com

e 2 people like this - Helen Richter, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 11 June 2013 02:56PM         g

June-2013

June-2013: The answer is simple — with Timoth's Pacheco.

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 11 June 2013 02:56PM         g

Witnesses say a police officer attended the building in Nottingham and discovered

about 30 cannabis plants - but hours later they were stolen by a gang of men.

That's a bit dopey! Police stumble across cannabis farm only for it to be raided by

thieves...: www.dailymail.co.uk

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane



Dagga Movement 11 June 2013 03:25PM         g

http://www.rollingstone.co.za/opinion/item/2426-is-dagga-really-bad-for-you

From destroying your memory to being a gateway drug, scientists doubt the

common misconceptions abou

Is Dagga Really Bad for You? - Rolling Stone South Africa: www.rollingstone.co.za

Dagga Movement 11 June 2013 03:35PM         g

Oxford and Cambridge automatically give a Master's

degree to all alumni who grauate with a B.A. after

three years. There is no required class, schooling, tests,

or essays. They get the Master's degree simply for

existing.

Strange but true facts:

https://www.facebook.com/factrange/posts/166987136812056

Dagga Movement 11 June 2013 04:14PM         g

I would like to know what business SARS has in drug confiscation?

The smuggling of contraband into the country over the past few months has ranged from the inventive

to the completely bizarre.

The SA Revenue Service has confiscated items including liquid cocaine in shampoo bottles, drugs

hidden in oranges and thread bobbins, a dead monkey and poppy seeds.

http://www.fightagainstcrime.co.za/drug-mules-cant-fool-sars/

The smuggling of contraband into the country over the past few months has

ranged from the inventive to the completely bizarre. The SA Revenue Service has

confiscated items including liquid cocaine ...

Drug mules can’t fool Sars: www.fightagainstcrime.co.za

e 2 people like this - Phumzile Liwane, Redeye Mike

Dagga Movement 11 June 2013 04:45PM         g

http://www.thedailychronic.net/2013/18190/oregon-medical-marijuana-raids-a-higher-police-priority



-than-stopping-rapes/

A grandmother sits in a jail cell for providing medical marijuana to Oregon patients,

while a woman was raped after her cries for help on a 911 call fell on deaf ears.

Oregon Medical Marijuana Raids: A Higher Priority than Stopping Rapes?:

www.thedailychronic.net

Wednesday 12 June 2013

Dagga Movement 12 June 2013 08:42AM         g

Medical: the original "Dab-Rig"! — with Brian Wittchow and Jacob Naumann.

e 2 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Joshua Lamoreaux

Dagga Movement 12 June 2013 08:42AM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=157996427569885&id=157390410963

820&aid=25021

e 5 people like this - Atanas Kotev, Fransa Barnard, Gerd Bader, Imraan Samuels,

Todor Zeitgeist Novakov

Dagga Movement 12 June 2013 08:43AM         g

and the truth shall set you free...

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=277568168925574&id=276404442375

280&aid=91700

Dagga Movement 12 June 2013 08:43AM         g



Timeline Photos: REJECTING CHEMO- CURING with CANNABIS OIL

24-year-old Kristina Marie was diagnosed with a brain tumor and given a death

sentence by establishment doctors. She decided to reject chemotherapy and treat

herself with Rick Simpson’s hemp oil instead. After three MRI’s her tumors have

shrunk considerably.

Follow Kristina Marie’s journey at her YouTube Channel

http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCCMql1kVa8f9r6H3Wnptftw?feature=watch

http://patients4medicalmarijuana.wordpress.com/2013/04/21/24-yr-old-rejects-

chemo-curing-brain-cancer-with-cannabis-oil/ — with Rick Simpson and Kristina

Marie.

e 5 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Darko Nestorovski, Jerry Mathabathe, Kurt

Peter, Todor Zeitgeist Novakov

Dagga Movement 12 June 2013 01:03PM         g

Timeline Photos: I Support Anonymous !

Support you anonymous ?

Share when you Support Anonymous 

We are a family

We are Anonymous,

We are Legion.

We do not forgive.

We do not forget.

Expect us

e 5 people like this - Anthony Britz, Danielle Webbstock, Helen Richter, Redeye

Mike, ?????? ???????



Dagga Movement 12 June 2013 04:34PM         g

Timeline Photos: :( — with Kunal Raut and 33 others.

e 6 people like this - Clinton Lezar, Janine Jane Williams, Phumzile Liwane,

Redeye Mike, Sean Palmer, Wayne Harrison

f 2 comments

Sean Le Roux
The photographer that took that photo committed suicide.
12 June 2013 05:09PM

Dagga Movement
I would also this make me real depro...
12 June 2013 09:32PM

Janine Jane Williams
This destroys my soul.... how do we as human beings put profit first

and ignore this picture.... we have the resources to change all this but

it's all about the FUCKIN money... ain't it....
12 June 2013 05:18PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Monica Gonsalves Borrageiro
No, it's about the greed of money... This happens when

people make money their master and not their servant... so

sad
12 June 2013 05:45PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 12 June 2013 04:36PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=489189067819511&id=4891424311575

08&aid=1073741828

e 4 people like this - Janine Jane Williams, Phumzile Liwane, Redeye Mike, Sean

Palmer

Tshepo Madez Mohlosi > Dagga Movement 12 June 2013 04:42PM         f

Pls help spread the message by signing and sharing the petition SABC Radio and Television: We want

more reggae music and programmes on national radio and television http:// www.change.org/

petitions/ sabc- radio-and-t elevision-add-r eggae-music-on- the- mainstream? share_id=fMJcos



JXyi&utm_campai gn=signature_re ceipt&utm_mediu m=email&utm_sou rce=share_petit ion

Tshepo Madez Mohlosi > Dagga Movement 12 June 2013 04:43PM         f

Pls help spread the message by signing and sharing the petition SABC Radio and Television: We want

more reggae music and programmes on national radio and television http:// www.change.org/

petitions/ sabc- radio-and-t elevision-add-r eggae-music-on- the- mainstream? share_id=fMJcos

JXyi&utm_campai gn=signature_re ceipt&utm_mediu m=email&utm_sou rce=share_petit ion

Dagga Movement 12 June 2013 09:41PM         b

http://afrikaans.news24.com/Vermaak/Nuus/Rapper-by-lughawe-aangekeer-oor-dagga-20130612

Thursday 13 June 2013

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 13 June 2013 07:06AM         f

Any of your real activists willing to be admin on Dagga Movement? There is one person I would like to

ask personally but lol can you believe it I am to shy & afraid of a No?! :D HEHEHE

e 3 people like this - Janine Keyser, Redeye Mike, Warren Otf Oates

f 12 comments

Danielle Webbstock
you never know unless you try! and a no is not always that bad! a no from one means a

yes from another!
13 June 2013 08:08AM

e 2 people like this - Mickey Dangerez, Warren Otf Oates

Mickey Dangerez
Wow here goes then?

Hi Alex & Redeye, I have noticed that you guys always post and share interesting cannabis

related articles and I think it would greatly benefit the whole south african cannabis

community if you could join in on sharing the knowledge and your knowledge of cannabis

on the Dagga Movement.

I would really be interested in making you guys admins on the Dagga Movement page.
13 June 2013 08:56AM

e 1 person likes this - Danielle Webbstock

Danielle Webbstock
see, wasnt that bad was it!? hope u guys take the position! xxx
13 June 2013 08:59AM

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez



Mickey Dangerez
Between me and Warren your input will balance out the page into a really unbiased page.

Thank you Danielle for encouraging me to ask.
13 June 2013 08:59AM

e 1 person likes this - Danielle Webbstock

Danielle Webbstock
:-)
13 June 2013 09:00AM

Mickey Dangerez
I know I have a chaotic aggressive approach to cannabis regulation and that is why I need

you guys.

You have levelheadedness to be gentle with the sheeple.
13 June 2013 09:02AM

Redeye Mike
Alright, sounds good. I don't mind giving this a go. Thank you for the opportunity, just let

me know what you would like me to do. See that wasn't to hard haha. Irie
13 June 2013 09:03AM

e 3 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Mickey Dangerez, Warren Otf Oates

Mickey Dangerez
Well there are no rules really we all share a common goal.

Whenever you feel like it share a status update / picture or link.

What I usually do is I hunt the latest articles relating to dagga using google search

preferences

https://www.google.co.za/search?q=dagga+&oq=dagga+&aqs=chrome.0.57j61l2j65j61j65.1

765j0&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#q=dagga&cr=countryZA&tbs=ctr:countryZA,qdr:w&sou

rce=lnt&sa=X&ei=SfuoUbWsCqKnigLOxICoDA&ved=0CBoQpwUoAw&bav=on.2,or.r_cp.r_qf.

&bvm=bv.47244034,d.ZWU&fp=9e71162bf48fff7d&biw=1280&bih=909

I am not suggesting you do the same but if you stumble on anything you want to share do

it.

Irie! Ima smoke on this...
13 June 2013 09:15AM

Redeye Mike
Awesome ;)
13 June 2013 09:18AM

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez



Mickey Dangerez
SWEET!
13 June 2013 09:21AM

Vianney Shyaka
Thanks my brother,nice to hear from u,but u didn,t reply my message,ok nice day.
13 June 2013 03:31PM

Mickey Dangerez
Please resend...
13 June 2013 03:33PM

Dagga Movement 13 June 2013 09:46AM         b

"Dear friends all over the world,

Please, copy, paste to share: "The government in collaboration with the police and the media staged a

theatre play (with terrible actors) at Taksim square early this morning. After announcing that there will

be no attacks on the people at Gezi park and Taksim, hundreds of policemen came to collect the

banners, at the same time choking people with tear gas. The media, who has ignored the protests so far

was there from the beginning broadcasting (from extremely good shooting points) a play between

hundreds of cops and about 30 protesters (still a mystery who they were) who were throwing molotov

cocktails to the police at the square. This act went on for more than an hour. The police, who is capable

of breaking up thousand of people (without provocation )within minutes with tear gas and water

cannons, only circled around them, gently spraying a little water. In the mean time, on the back streets

and around Gezi park, where the media was not broadcasting, the attacks were as usual brutal. The

protests until this morning have been peaceful and it is not clear whether these people were extremists

from some political groups or some others(??). What is clear is that they do not reflect the spirit of this

uprising. Couple of hours ago, police attacked the biggest court house in Istanbul and arrested around

70 lawyers, who were only protesting against the morning attacks, probably as a response to their help

with protecting the rights of the people arrested and injured during last weeks protests. In response to

today's events, people of Istanbul are going back to Taksim square this evening at 19:00 possibly with

larger numbers than the protests on May 31. Please share this information. The Turkish media has failed

miserably and it is very important that the world knows what is really going on in Turkey."

(Again, please copy/paste rather than sharing ~ thanks ?)

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, David Danzinger, Imraan Samuels

Dagga Movement 13 June 2013 09:59AM BlackBerry        b

Viva sativa

e 2 people like this - JoaNet In-Dagga Pot, Nigel Thavarajoo



Dagga Movement 13 June 2013 10:03AM         g

Guess where http://dagga.org.za takes you?

The Addiction Action Campaign is a registered non-profit organization that exists for the benefit of

all South Africans regardless of race, religion, culture or creed. The epidemic of addiction in our

country is massive. Far greater than most people are aware of. One normally thinks of addiction in…

theaac - Addiction Action Campaign | Addiction: www.theaac.co.za

Dagga Movement 13 June 2013 10:10AM BlackBerry        b

AlterNet reports on 103 dispensaries that were busted. I wonder what real crimes they could have

stopped with that amount of resources?  Your thoughts?

http://www.alternet.org/feds-bust-103-medical-pot-dispensaries-socal-sending-major-blow-patients

-area

Dagga Movement 13 June 2013 11:22AM BlackBerry        b

http://www.expressionoftruth.com/2013/05/still-believe-nature-got-it-wrong-top.html

Still Believe Nature Got It Wrong? Top 10 Health Benefits of Marijuana There is no plant on Earth more

condemned than marijuana. We’re talking about a living organism which governments have taken

upon themselves to designate as an illegal substance.

Dagga Movement 13 June 2013 11:25AM BlackBerry        b

Pls follow the link and sign guys. 

http://www.avaaz.org/en/for_the_first_time_in_history/?vc

We have a once-in-a-generation chance to help end a failed 50-year-old war. But we have only have

hours to make it happen. Sign the urgent petition!

Dagga Movement 13 June 2013 11:30AM BlackBerry        b

'The worst case of scientific censorship since the Catholic Church banned the works of Galileo'



http://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/the-worst-case-of-scientific-censorship-since-the-cat

holic-church-banned-the-works-of-galileo-scientists-call-for-drugs-to-be-legalised-to-allow-proper-s

tudy-of-their-properties-8654514.html

e 1 person likes this - Alistair Thomson

Dagga Movement 13 June 2013 12:45PM         g

https://www.facebook.com/SouthAfricanAwareness

WE ARE A GROUP THAT'S WANTING A CLEAN NON GOVERNMENTAL LIVING,

USING NATURAL ENERGIES, AND LIVING OFF THE LAND AS SELF SUSTAINING

HUMAN BEINGS, NOT AS SLAVES..

Living BY Nature's Way: https://www.facebook.com/SouthAfricanAwareness

e 1 person likes this - Winston Leach

Dagga Movement 13 June 2013 01:05PM         g

Timeline Photos: With Dane Vincent Canterbury.

e 2 people like this - Anthony Britz, Danielle Webbstock

Dagga Movement 13 June 2013 01:28PM         b

what have you done for the cause today?

e 1 person likes this - Janine Jane Williams

f 15 comments

Jason Jay
ITs not about what weed has done for you, its about what you have done for weed. LOL.

We carry on promoting regardless, and we keep growing.
13 June 2013 01:36PM

e 2 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Dagga Movement

Mickey Dangerez
:D I have been domain hunting. Dagga Movement needs a descriptive domain name.

Death.za.org has served it's purpose. 

I have also smoked a few bongs. Need to keep supporting my supplier!
13 June 2013 01:49PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Jason Jay
Death is negative Michael, there are many south african names you can register. Just

support local websites, share and spread the word. Great to let people know the truth.
13 June 2013 01:51PM

Mickey Dangerez
The domain was salvaged. I already have multiple domains I am hosting when I started the

website I salvaged it from a counter strike clan called death.

The domain represents the only death ever caused by Dagga.
13 June 2013 01:53PM

e 1 person likes this - Jason Jay

Mickey Dangerez
Our website is local "za.org"
13 June 2013 01:53PM

Mickey Dangerez
I just can't afford another co.za
13 June 2013 01:54PM

Mickey Dangerez
I was tempted today but I have settled on something else it's in the works so I hope it all

comes together soon...
13 June 2013 01:54PM

Jason Jay
daggamovement.org.za 

daggaunion.org.za

daggatruth.org.za
13 June 2013 01:54PM

Mickey Dangerez
za.org domain were offered free until they closed new registrations... that is why I love the

.za.org

That is also why I salvaged the death.za.org domain otherwise it would have become

internet junk... waste of the 21st centuary...
13 June 2013 01:56PM

Jason Jay
org.za is still free, www.org.za
13 June 2013 01:56PM

Dagga Movement
I made some dagga stickers for the D.C today, mmm and smoked some dank
13 June 2013 02:08PM

Brenden Arthur Campbell
send me a sticker please!
13 June 2013 02:27PM



Janine Jane Williams
Hard at work with Myrtle (DC) this week.... sorting out the reps... whoop whoop
13 June 2013 02:39PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Janine Jane Williams
oh... also posted off 55 signatures to Jeremy for DP
13 June 2013 02:40PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Tshepo Hope
I lived as always.
13 June 2013 05:53PM

Dagga Movement 13 June 2013 02:05PM         g

Cannabis is an Antimetastatic which means it can prevent cancer from spreading to

other organs. Learn more about the health benefits of cannabis:

Natural Cures Not Medicine: Cannabis Prevents Cancer From Spreading:

www.naturalcuresnotmedicine.com

Dagga Movement 13 June 2013 02:18PM         g

A recent study conducted by Andras Biokei-Gorzo at the Institute of Molecular

Psychiatry at the University of Bonn in Germany is suggesting that marijuana(or the

activation of the brain’s cannabinoid system) triggers the release of antioxidants,

which act as a cleansing mechanism. This process is kn...

New Study Shows Cannabinoids Improve Efficiency Of Mitochondria And Remove

Damaged Brain Cells: www.collective-evolution.com

e 3 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Buzz Rsa, Janine Jane Williams

Dagga Movement 13 June 2013 04:26PM BlackBerry        b

4:26 I'm blazed ;)

e 7 people like this - Adele Koekemoer, Brenden Arthur Campbell, Clinton Lezar, Deidre Loca Diosa

Daniels, Janine Jane Williams, Jason Jay, Murray Juana

f 3 comments

Dalton Tsatsawane
I missed it today I ran out of weed b4 4:20 but now am covered
13 June 2013 05:35PM

e 2 people like this - Clinton Lezar, Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement
There's always 420am? Lol
13 June 2013 07:00PM

e 1 person likes this - Clinton Lezar

Clinton Lezar
Take off ...
13 June 2013 07:11PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 13 June 2013 04:39PM         g

This is the plan.

My plan is to get a piece of land from a local chief in a community, along the

transkei coast line.

On this land, that should come at a very affordable price, i shall build my earth

home, plant my organic vegetables of which i can sell or use to barter with the

locals.

The problem is a hundred percent a mental one. What do i do about my son

education, (home schooling). what do i do about electricity, (solar or wind). What do

i do for money when its needed, ( veg garden, and cattle, sheep etc etc)

Even thought of hemp farming as a source of many industrial uses.

Going back to the old ways with no electricity, no hot water, no minor luxuries, is

not the exact life i am looking to live, i only want to live a better life, leaving little to

no environmental impact on the land. In fact the land will benefit from natural ways.

The house i would build, a Earth House partially under ground, recycling what has

been thrown away to construct the house.

Place a few water tanks for fresh rain water. 

This is my future, its time to plan.

Living BY Nature's Way:

https://www.facebook.com/SouthAfricanAwareness/posts/476894305724523

Dagga Movement 13 June 2013 04:40PM         g

Cannabis oil Testimonies /Cancer recovery testimonies: Another Oregon child is

using Medical Cannabis-

Meet Abel Mcbride a two year old Pilot Rock, Oregon boy suffering from a Wilms’

Tumor (nephroblastoma), a cancer of the kidneys that characteristically occurs in

children, rarely in adults. Approximately 500 cases of Wilms’ Tumor are diagnosed

in the U.S. annually. This child has had to experience a nephrectomy (kidney

removal) due to the size of the tumor. After this procedure was completed, it was

decided that he would still undergo intensive Chemotherapy and Radiation at



Randall Children’s Hospital in Portland, OR.

His mother Danielle McBride, 26, and father, Andy McBride, 28 were inspired by the

story of Brave Mykayla Comstock, the seven year old Oregon girl who uses

Medical Cannabis to treat the side effects of Chemotherapy that she must undergo

for Leukemia, and to fight the Leukemia itself. Mykayla’s mother and father have

personally worked with Abel’s family to help them get his OMMP registration

completed and assisted in starting his Medical Cannabis treatment.

Here is a statement from Danielle Mcbride, Pilot Rock, OR

 “I am so happy to finally be able to announce that my sweet baby boy is using

cannabis to fight the side effects of chemo & radiation AND to ensure that he

doesn't grow any new tumors! This medicine has helped him tremendously. Before

he was getting this medicine he was constantly throwing up, he wouldn't eat, he

was very lethargic & cranky... now he's eating, he's keeping his food down, he's

gaining weight & anyone who has been around him knows how absolutely happy

he is. 

All of this has been possible with cannabis. With all the poisons being pumped into

his body it worries me... but I know cannabis is helping him heal. Many of you may

not know, but cannabis kills cancer cells. Lots of kids with his diagnosis relapse, I've

seen it so many times... but I know, with this, my son is going to remain cancer free!

& I am so thankful to Brave Mykayla & Brave Family for sharing their story with the

world & introducing us to this life saving medicine. 

Months & months ago before Abel was diagnosed, I followed Mykayla's story &

saw how amazing this plant worked for her. I told myself, never realizing it would

ever happen, that if my children ever got cancer, I would do the same thing for

them that Erin does for her daughter. & I can't thank her enough for the inspiration

& the help she gave us to ensure that our son received this cure. My son's health &

happiness are due to this incredibly amazing family & we could never repay them

for all they've done for us. 

I hope that others will see Abel's story, how helpful this medicine is to him & how it

can kill cancer, as an inspiration to other families that are fighting this terrible fight

with their children. THERE IS A CURE! Don't be afraid to do what is best for your

child. Forget all the things you've been told about cannabis & research it for

yourself. Or just take a look at beautiful Brave Mykayla & Abel & see what this

amazing medicine is doing for them. 

PeaceloveCURE!”



Although there has been scientific evidence that marijuana can shrink and even kill

tumors since the 1970s, and todays research proves that Cannabis possesses more

than anti-neoplastic compounds. There is still much controversy surrounding the

choice made by parents to treat their children’s cancers and other illnesses with

Cannabis. Still, Parents are questioning the use of opiates, and other dangerous

pharmaceutical medications when there is a safer alternative available.

Abel is now part of the family of children who are bringing about change in the way

childhood illnesses are approached and treated; other groundbreaking pioneers

are Cashy Hyde, Mykayla Comstock and Jayden David. These children are leading

the way and helping people realize that Marijuana is more than just “Reefer

Madness,” when instead it is a versatile plant that allows children to overcome

their illnesses with little to no side effects during treatment.

via=http://cannadad.blogspot.com/2013/05/another-oregon-child-is-using-medi

cal.html

Please show support for Abel McBride and Family while they go on this journey-

find them on 

Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/TEAMxABEL

 Cannadad

Written By Brandon Krenzler at 11:19 AM — with Sham Amoi.

e 4 people like this - Clinton Lezar, Janine Jane Williams, John Ward, Yaaseen

Seedat

f 1 comment

Janine Jane Williams
beautiful.... the herb has all the potential to do good but it's illegal... wtf
13 June 2013 11:36PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 13 June 2013 04:41PM         g

Photos of Against E-Toll: Wake up and learn how to resign from the corporation

THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA.

It is very easy once you know how to reclaim your original Berth (Birth) Certificate

and become a Freeman of the Land. Then you have the right to travel and are NOT

operating in commerce. This is how they get you to pay tax, to have a "drivers



licence" pay toll fees.... you are operating in commerce. 

Become FREE and stop your enslavement!!

e 1 person likes this - John Ward

Dagga Movement 13 June 2013 06:55PM BlackBerry        b

Rizla or zigzag? What's your pleasure? I'm a zag man ;) redeye

e 2 people like this - Quinten Angelo Kasselman, Thembinkosi Morgan Tshabalala

f 11 comments

Tshepo Hope
Both. So long as i can roll.
13 June 2013 07:46PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Carl Norman Schreiber
Both
13 June 2013 07:55PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Kabo Skhebula Porogo
Rizla
13 June 2013 08:54PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Lloyd Jacobs
Red King Size Rizla. #notimetohangsnakes
13 June 2013 09:02PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Tyronne Dammert
im a smileys man, Red Eye Jedi
13 June 2013 10:08PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Danino Green
I've experimented with many rolling papers, imo Rizzla is king, the Blue one is best, easy

rolling smooth burning:), recently started using the rizzla filter tips, don't think I'l go back to

using cardboard backings.
14 June 2013 06:27AM

Dagga Movement
Silver Rizla!!! Or Pure Hemp Or Raw I love raw...

Danino filters are cool but you cant smoke a roach with a filter. So the only con is you'll

have to toss the joint with a lil bit you could have smoked with another filter. I wonder if its



possible to make a filter out of rizla the rolling paper itself. 

A smokeable filter would be awesome

- Michael

14 June 2013 06:33AM

PoPboy Mofokeng
To me:Depends who said pick me 1st to them @ the shop...lol
14 June 2013 06:51AM

Kabo Skhebula Porogo
Yaah raw s good 
14 June 2013 09:06AM

Bradley Fourie
OCB Slim - too good.
14 June 2013 09:54AM

e 1 person likes this - Alastair Bearman

Brenden Arthur Campbell
if you live in Kimberley, make a stop at AOB, they have a small range of flavoured rolling

papers 
14 June 2013 10:11AM

Friday 14 June 2013

Dagga Movement 14 June 2013 06:13AM BlackBerry        b

Rise and shine its dagga time ;) hope you all have a blazing long weekend- redeye

e 9 people like this - Avo Avocadoq, Danielle Webbstock, Danino Green, Gerd Bader, Helen Richter,

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu, Janine Jane Williams, Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Lloyd Grobler

Dagga Movement 14 June 2013 07:02AM BlackBerry        b

Author and friend of Show-Me Cannabis Doug Fine examines some of the myths surrounding marijuana

legalization.

http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/five-myths-about-legalizing-marijuana/2013/06/07/9727

eac4-c871-11e2-9f1a-1a7cdee20287_story.html

What would really happen? Redeye

e 1 person likes this - Danielle Webbstock



Dagga Movement 14 June 2013 08:09AM         g

Timeline Photos: ice bong hàhà

Dagga Movement 14 June 2013 08:10AM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=345622102208983&id=345617318876

128&aid=68743

Dagga Movement 14 June 2013 08:10AM         g

MUNCHIES!!!!!!!

Timeline Photos: OMG !!

e 1 person likes this - Helen Richter

f 1 comment

Quinten Angelo Kasselman
Stacked and packed full of GMO nutrients
14 June 2013 11:14AM

Dagga Movement 14 June 2013 10:00AM         g

June-2013

June-2013: I smoke like it's 4/20 everyday — with Joslen Coby.



Dagga Movement 14 June 2013 10:02AM         g

well the saying goes: "start from the bottom and work your way up."

June-2013

June-2013: pile o weed — with Jinglestar Aquino Rivera and Timoth's Pacheco.

e 1 person likes this - Ndumiso Marcus Garvey Mgoduka

Dagga Movement 14 June 2013 10:06AM BlackBerry        b

CANNABIS CURES CANCERS!

http://youtu.be/52C1VEI6JVQ

 successfully cured of cancer with cannabis oil- redeye

e 2 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Graffton Jurd

f 1 comment

Phakiso Mmuso Topshatta-Appiah
Cannabis is the healing of the nation.All over the world people love it nd i love it too...ganja

blaze!!
14 June 2013 10:17AM

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, Danielle Webbstock, Graffton Jurd

Dagga Movement 14 June 2013 10:08AM BlackBerry        b

Study: #Cannabis Hemp Seed Oil Associated With Improved Clinical And Immunological Parameters In

#MS Patients

http://norml.org/news/2013/06/13/study-hemp-seed-oil-associated-with-improved-clinical-and-im

munological-parameters-in-ms-patients

Redeye

e 4 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, David Danzinger, Friedrich Makkink, Graffton Jurd

f 1 comment

Danielle Webbstock
Friedrich Makkink. this may help you!
14 June 2013 10:24AM

e 1 person likes this - Friedrich Makkink



Dagga Movement 14 June 2013 10:30AM         b

What do you think about, when stoned?

f 8 comments

Graffton Jurd
if only the world new hw good i fl
14 June 2013 10:33AM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Danielle Webbstock

Ndumiso Marcus Garvey Mgoduka
End of Days....
14 June 2013 10:43AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Justin Rooplall
whatever Pops up. I just Chill and LET Ish Flow
14 June 2013 11:16AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Sean Palmer
Too much.
14 June 2013 12:39PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Sean Palmer
Evolution is good...
14 June 2013 12:39PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Bradley Fourie
Everything and nothing... What do you think about when you're sober?
15 June 2013 09:03AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Tshepo Hope
Getting stoned more.
15 June 2013 12:06PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

David van Wyk
i feel good when i am stoned
18 June 2013 07:27AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 14 June 2013 10:47AM BlackBerry        b

Last night an ad came on tv with our president zuma talking about the current scourge of drugs in SA.



Problem is that they show ppl smoking joints with ppl smoking crack and tik and heroin. You can't put

weed in the same class as these other harmful drugs WTF??? We have a difficult job ahead of us we

need to educate ppl that dagga is nothing like tik or crack ect I fear a major crack down coming soon...

e 6 people like this - Antonio Renecle, Clinton Lezar, Danielle Webbstock, Hailey MadScientist Bunge,

Helen Richter, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli

f 8 comments

Ndumiso Marcus Garvey Mgoduka
Rastafari....salute!!!
14 June 2013 10:56AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Danielle Webbstock
I agree. its like when alcoholics or druggies say they have a disease. screw you. cancer,

diabetes, myasthenia gravis, ms, etc. those are diseases. frustrates the crap outta me. you

cant call an apple a pear!
14 June 2013 11:05AM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Helen Richter

Dagga Movement
Or when ex druggies say they are now clean? That implies that ppl who take drugs are

somehow dirty?
14 June 2013 11:19AM

e 3 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Helen Richter, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana

Luthuli

Greg Misfit
Hw can 1 even Listen 2 a President whom is robbin the Ppl blindly..He stays in a R200mil

Estate bt only pays R800p/m..Yip!u heard right,R800p/m..The ANCYL owes R12mil 2 a

University bt their account has 0c in it..Eskom increases our Electricity,Yet,its the

Muncipalities that are in Debt..Our Education System is in those "Crap" Buckets..this

Government tears down homes & yet Ministers of Parliament get 10yr Suspended

Sentences 4 stealin amounts leadin in2 Millions..HA!Listen 2 this Government?NO THANK

U!
14 June 2013 12:42PM

e 1 person likes this - Danielle Webbstock

Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli
We need to rebrand Cannabis , position it accordingly and debunk the myths that way

perceptions will change! Our Great Grandfathers lived on this herb openly
14 June 2013 01:10PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Gerd Bader
When Dagga would even solve all these social ills,like years before people drank or

smoked before the drug trade came.We now need proper regulation to an out of control

problem.Dagga economy!
14 June 2013 02:38PM



Eddie Guerrero
Jah bless fire man!
14 June 2013 06:16PM

Tshepo Hope
We r ol crazy, we jst differ by de degree of crazyness. Bt as 4 dose morons,dey r totaly

more dan crazy.
15 June 2013 12:11PM

Dagga Movement 14 June 2013 11:45AM         g

Sometimes you win, sometimes you learn.

Timeline Photos: Hempcrete can change the way we build everything! Its benefits

include carbon negative construction, breathability, and reduced cost of heating

and cooling: http://goo.gl/oqR0P

Hemp could free us from oil, prevent deforestation, cure cancer and it's

environmentally friendly. So why is it illegal? http://goo.gl/PNmPe

The Top Five Special Interest Groups lobbying to keep marijuana illegal:

http://goo.gl/I1jX0

via I Support Hemp For Global Sustainability — with Pamela Williams and Margie

Rivera.

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 14 June 2013 11:54AM         g

We cannot base decisions on myths or even presumptions. In the time people believed the earth was

flat would it have been wise to ban see travel for fear of meeting the end of the earth?

What would really happen?

Five myths about legalizing marijuana: www.washingtonpost.com

f 1 comment

Mickey Dangerez
lol @Sea
14 June 2013 11:56AM

Dagga Movement 14 June 2013 12:01PM         g

We cannot base decisions on myths or even presumptions. In the time people believed the earth was

flat would it have been wise to ban sea travel for fear of meeting the end of the earth?



http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/five-myths-about-legalizing-marijuana/2013/06/07/9727

eac4-c871-11e2-9f1a-1a7cdee20287_story.html

What would really happen?

Five myths about legalizing marijuana: www.washingtonpost.com

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 14 June 2013 12:30PM         g

Sometimes you win, sometimes you learn.

Timeline Photos: “Wise men speak because they have something to say, fools

because they have to say something.” -Plato (427-347 BC)

A Higher Conscious Conversation: http://goo.gl/2MMPZ — with Kin-Fai  Chong and

5 others.

Dagga Movement 14 June 2013 12:34PM         g

Sometimes you win, sometimes you learn.

Timeline Photos: The Data is Very Strong: Marijuana Plant Extract Stops Cancers

From Spreading: http://goo.gl/WN8RD

The Amazing Health Benefits of Juicing Raw Cannabis (Marijuana) Leaves:

http://goo.gl/okqat

Marijuana - A Chronic History (History Channel documentary):

http://goo.gl/Z0M5W

Hempcrete can change the way we build everything! Its benefits include carbon

negative construction, breathability, and reduced cost of heating and cooling:

http://goo.gl/oqR0P

The Top Five Special Interest Groups Lobbying To Keep Marijuana Illegal:

http://goo.gl/I1jX0

via I Support Hemp For Global Sustainability — with Fee Fee Leonard.



Dagga Movement 14 June 2013 12:36PM         g

Sometimes you win, sometimes you learn.

Timeline Photos: ?

www.knowledgeoftoday.org/2012/12/breaking-taboo-2011-global-drug-war-film.

html — “The number one reason why marijuana is illegal is because the Pharma

Cartel does not want you to grow your own medicine. The Declaration of

Independence was written on hemp paper. The first car ever made ran on hemp

oil. Hemp seeds are also the healthiest food on the planet with the highest protein

content out of any plant.” -Joe Rogan

High Resolution:

http://deepgreenfest.files.wordpress.com/2012/03/hemp-chart.jpg — with Daniel

Wood and 6 others.

Dagga Movement 14 June 2013 12:49PM         d
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Seven amazing uses of hemp

Seven amazing uses of hemp: www.naturalnews.com



Dagga Movement 14 June 2013 01:28PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=439306762754794&id=133235290028

611&aid=104470

Dagga Movement 14 June 2013 02:05PM         g

Timeline Photos: With Khusboo Yasmin and 9 others.

e 7 people like this - Andile Mtimande, Daniel Gontarczyk, David Danzinger, Endy

Max Hlatshwayo, Justin Rooplall, Ntshabele KaraboDonald, Russell Beeton

f 1 comment

Justin Rooplall
This is so true 
14 June 2013 02:37PM

e 1 person likes this - Themba Bethwell Mvelisi

Dagga Movement 14 June 2013 02:45PM         g

Natural occurring drugs:

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2009/12/15/the-most-facinating-natur_n_389222.html

Nature is truly miraculous. HuffPost Green thought we'd check out some facinating

drugs that occur in nature... and we're not talking homeopathy.

The Most Facinating Natural Drugs You've Never Heard Of (PHOTOS):

www.huffingtonpost.com

f 1 comment

Jason Jay
Love is no 1
14 June 2013 02:47PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement 14 June 2013 02:51PM         b

Hey Chuck....

Chuck Norris makes onions cry.

Chuck Norris can delete the Recycling Bin.

Bill Gates lives in constant fear that Chuck Norris' PC will crash.

Ghosts are actually caused by Chuck Norris killing people faster than Death can process them.

Chuck Norris can build a snowman out of rain.

Chuck Norris can strangle you with a cordless phone.

Chuck Norris can drown a fish.

Chuck Norris can play the violin with a piano

When Chuck Norris enters a room, he doesn't turn the lights on, he turns the dark off.

Chuck Norris once had a heart attack; his heart lost.

When Chuck Norris looks in a mirror the mirror shatters, because not even glass is stupid enough to get

in between Chuck Norris and Chuck Norris.

The last digit of pi is Chuck Norris. He is the end of all things.

Chuck Norris does not know where you live, but he knows where you will die.

Bullets dodge Chuck Norris.

A Handicap parking sign does not signify that this spot is for handicapped people. It is actually in fact a

warning, that the spot belongs to Chuck Norris and that you will be handicapped if you park there.

Chuck Norris' calendar goes straight from March 31st to April 2nd, no one fools Chuck Norris.

If you spell Chuck Norris wrong on Google it doesn't say, "Did you mean Chuck Norris?" It simply replies,

"Run while you still have the chance."

Chuck Norris can do a wheelie on a unicycle.

Once a cobra bit Chuck Norris' leg. After five days of excruciating pain, the cobra died.

When Chuck Norris gives you the finger, he's telling you how many seconds you have left to live.

Chuck Norris doesn't have hair on his testicles, because hair does not grow on steel.

Chuck Norris can kill two stones with one bird.

Chuck Norris was once on Celebrity Wheel of Fortune and was the first to spin. The next 29 minutes of

the show consisted of everyone standing around awkwardly, waiting for the wheel to stop.

Leading hand sanitizers claim they can kill 99.9 percent of germs. Chuck Norris can kill 100 percent of

whatever he wants.

There is no such thing as global warming. Chuck Norris was cold, so he turned the sun up.

Chuck Norris can set ants on fire with a magnifying glass. At night.

It takes Chuck Norris 20 minutes to watch 60 Minutes.

In an average living room there are 1,242 objects Chuck Norris could use to kill you, including the room

itself.

Behind every successful man, there is a woman. Behind every dead man, there is Chuck Norris.

Chuck Norris destroyed the periodic table, because Chuck Norris only recognizes the element of

surprise.

Chuck Norris got his drivers license at the age of 16 Seconds.

The square root of Chuck Norris is pain. Do not try to square Chuck Norris, the result is death.

e 9 people like this - Cwenga Fulela Mjali, Hlengiwe Smah Ndwandwe, Leevin Christopher, Mantombi

INtombies Moni, Mbasa Mahlukani, Nkululeko Ed Mlenze, Nozey Mthethwa, Tshepo Hope, Yanga



Mitani Keiselguhr

f 1 comment

Mantombi INtombies Moni
lmao! hahahahahahahahaha #dead
22 July 2013 11:11PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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all i can do is laugh at some peoples stupidity, hahahahahaha.

Mayor Michael Bloomberg thinks arguments for legalizing medical marijuana are

half-baked.

Bloomberg: Medical Marijuana 'One Of The Greatest Hoaxes Of All Time':

www.huffingtonpost.com

e 1 person likes this - Steve Zimmerlie

Dagga Movement 14 June 2013 04:25PM         g

Rook jy piesang blare? Nee pa dis piesang skille!

DMT is contained in almost all beings and plants. I am sure that it was DMT that was extracted out of

banana skins. 

Now I know where the expression came from "people are going bananas"

http://io9.com/5946553/why-hippies-thought-smoking-banana-peels-could-get-you-high

Every hear of (or see) someone smoking a banana peel to get high? Neither have I.

However, the smoking of banana peels has a history dating to the late 1960s in the

United States and Canada, with smokers allegedly receiving a hallucinogenic trip.

Why hippies thought smoking banana peels could get you high: io9.com

Dagga Movement 14 June 2013 04:36PM         b

"Race is just a pigment of the imagination" (Glen Highland)

Toke up and smoke out racial boundaries!

e 6 people like this - Antonio Renecle, Danino Green, Graffton Jurd, Phumzile Liwane, Sean Le Roux,



Tommie le Roux

f 1 comment

Tommie le Roux
ONE Love, ONE Nation, NO Discrimination, there is only ONE color and that is RED,

because RED is the color of LOVE and ALL our blood is RED !!!
14 June 2013 09:51PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 14 June 2013 11:27PM         g

Timeline Photos: ~Chucky — with Brandy Richardson and 4 others.

f 1 comment

Vanessa Wrogemann
sick! take the foodstamps that should have fed your children , finish it

in one day..while they maybe go hungry for more than a day!
15 June 2013 05:06PM

Saturday 15 June 2013

Dagga Movement 15 June 2013 09:45AM         g
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e 1 person likes this - Alistair Thomson

Dagga Movement 15 June 2013 11:09AM         g

Back in 05 July 2009, 12:56:49 PM I uploaded a pic of myself to facebook asking government to put sin

tax on cannabis and provide better services. However today I know that tax is a sin and if government

chose to provide for all they could have already two fold per person minimum. I am out of my hot box

closet and I am no longer afraid to associate myself with cannabis and the cannabis community. I am

operating transparently and my intentions are pure. One Love on this wonderful NO REGRET

SATURDAY! Everyday is a NO REGRETS day for a stoner. 

~ Mickey Dangerez

Timeline Photos: 05 July 2009, 12:56:49 PM

e 5 people like this - Danino Green, Dean DK Roberts, Dries Van Tonder, Gerd

Bader, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli

Dagga Movement 15 June 2013 11:21AM         d

No Regret Saturday!



f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
If you can afford to vaporize!
15 June 2013 11:21AM

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett

Dagga Movement 15 June 2013 01:52PM         b

(3) Under which circumstances is an educator suspended from duty for a certain period rather than

precluded from teaching again?

REPLY:

An educator is suspended from duty for a certain period rather than precluded from teaching again

when he or she has been found guilty of committing a serious offence other than the misconducts

described in Section 17 of the Employment of Educators Act. An example, in this case, would be an

educator who is found guilty of' being under the influence of a stupefying substance such as dagga

and refuses to attend rehabilitation programme could be suspended from work for a period not

exceeding thee months instead of being dismissed.

http://www.pmg.org.za/node/31308

Dagga Movement 15 June 2013 01:55PM         g

(1)        The Police Service is only aware of correspondence  received as a report by the ANC titled

“Report of allegation of corrupt activities by Station Commissioner, Superintendent Nqai”, dated 2

December 2009, with Mr Mahlakazela as reference (with N Rantsieng).

(4)        This question refers to an enquiry stating the name “Colonel Mashigo”.  No such person has

been suspended and this office assumes that the reference should be to Mr Nqai.  The reason for

suspension of Mr Nqai was that there was sufficient prima facie evidence of serious misconduct

relating to Dealing in Dagga (3 cases); Extortion (1 case); Theft (4 cases); Stock Theft (4 cases); Defeating

the ends of justice (3 cases) and Corruption (9 cases).

http://www.pmg.org.za/questions-and-replies/2010/07/15/police

          THIS FILE CONTAINS 25 REPLIES.

Police: www.pmg.org.za



Dagga Movement 15 June 2013 01:58PM         b

If you see a guy with license plate number JVY 205 GP tell him to join this page!

The registered owner of the vehicle with registration number JVY 205 GP was arrested on a charge of

possession of dagga on 5 June 2009. The driver of the same vehicle was arrested on 28 July 2009 on a

possession of dagga charge.

http://www.pmg.org.za/questions-and-replies/2010/07/15/police

f 1 comment

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
My sympathies
15 June 2013 02:51PM

Dagga Movement 15 June 2013 02:03PM         g

Article Link:

http://www.pmg.org.za/report/20121031-sc-women-mrc-national-and-provincial-focus-women-child

ren-looking-imp

Audio Discussion: http://www.pmg.org.za/node/34902

South Africa’s Parliament is the forum for law-making, public participation and executive oversight.

PMG aims to promote access, participatory democracy & accountability.

Drugs and violence against women and children: MRC research findings and policy implications:

www.pmg.org.za

Dagga Movement 15 June 2013 02:10PM         b

The Chairperson mentioned that there were people lobbying for the legalisation of cannabis. She

wanted the MRC’s opinion on that as well as on what impact it would have on society, and would

challenges be lessened by it or not. 

Prof Parry replied that the amount of money going into policing drug use was not effective. The USA

was spending R17 billion on policing but the drug problem was not improving. Criminalising cannabis

made it more attractive for criminals to get involved with, because they could make a profit from it. He

suggested that cannabis be depenalised, not decriminalised. If someone was caught with a small

amount of cannabis, it would not be treated as a criminal offence but as an administrative offence,

therefore, one  would just have to pay a fine. Money was being wasted on locking people up when it

could be used for treatment, prevention or anti-drug advertising. He felt that South Africa was not

ready for the legalisation of cannabis as not enough information was available to take that step.



Prof Jewkes added that it was important not to send messages to children that the use of cannabis was

acceptable. It was found that users of cannabis who were under 18 suffered adverse effects on their

mental intelligence later in their lives. Drug use should therefore not be encouraged or facilitated

among children.

Prof Parry commented that the situation in South Africa did not seem to be getting better in terms of

drug use and rape. In 2000 the MRC conducted drug tests in police stations. 50% of persons arrested

for rape tested positive for an illicit drug. 42% tested positive for cannabis and 21% for mandrax. He was

certain that by now the numbers had increased.

The Chairperson thanked the MRC for the enlightening discussion.

The meeting was adjourned.

http://www.pmg.org.za/report/20121031-sc-women-mrc-national-and-provincial-focus-women-child

ren-looking-imp

e 1 person likes this - Ingrid Cilliers

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
During the the whole conversation alcohol was mentioned so many times but the end

result is still drink but don't get caught with dagga.
15 June 2013 02:12PM

e 1 person likes this - Tommie le Roux

Dagga Movement 15 June 2013 05:24PM         g

http://www.oudtshoorncourant.com/news.aspx?id=55301

Oudtshoorn Courant is your local community newspaper from Oudtshoorn,

bringing you the latest headlines and breaking news from Oudtshoorn and

surrounding Garden Route, South Africa.

Oudtshoorn Courant | Rylopers laai dagga in motor: www.oudtshoorncourant.com

e 2 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Gerd Bader

f 6 comments

Alexander Dowding
Yo DM you should get people to leave comments on the article! I

have left one as it is better than none. :)
15 June 2013 06:50PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Sandra Oudshoorn
hey they have my name (almost) ;-) <3
18 June 2013 12:17PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement
You have a whole city to call home here in SA.  Oudtshoorn, South

Africa
18 June 2013 12:23PM

e 1 person likes this - Sandra Oudshoorn

Sandra Oudshoorn
yes I'm a rich bitch ;-) xox
18 June 2013 12:23PM

Alexander Dowding
I commented on this article, but they must not have liked what I had to

say as it has not appeared. Oudtshoorn is not a pot friendly city!
18 June 2013 01:00PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Alexander Dowding
I commented on this article, but they must not have liked what I had to

say as it has not appeared. Oudtshoorn is not a pot friendly city!
18 June 2013 03:36PM

Sunday 16 June 2013

Dagga Movement 16 June 2013 07:26AM BlackBerry        b

What would happen if cannabis was legalized?

http://www.naturalcuresnotmedicine.com/2013/03/how-cannabis-can-revolutionize-our.html

Author Doug Fine interviewed on "Too High To Fail".                  Redeye

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 16 June 2013 08:29AM BlackBerry        b

Not cool- redeye-

Bill would let poisons be used on Medical Marijuana plants

http://goo.gl/vR4eK

AUGUSTA -- Medical marijuana dispensaries would be allowed to treat plants with certain low-risk

pesticides if a bill enacted by the Maine Legislature on Friday makes it into law. The bill, L.D. 1531, an

emergency measure sponsored by Sen. Thomas Saviello, R-Wilton

f 1 comment

Danielle Webbstock
Not necessary at all. No chems of any sort needed for any reason whatsoever. Leave

nature natural
16 June 2013 08:38AM



e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Murray Juana

Dagga Movement 16 June 2013 08:33AM         b

If we want this corporate government to listen to us and have dagga legalized every stoner in this

country must stand up and strike. March everyday in the masses for 420 days.

e 2 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Phumzile Liwane

f 1 comment

Alistair Thomson
South Africa Government Corporation is business owned by the US government...
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16 June 2013 10:27AM

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez

Alistair Thomson
Sorry, link did not paste correctly, here it is:



http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/932419/000090342304000550/000

0903423-04-000550-index.htm

16 June 2013 10:29AM

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez

Dagga Movement 16 June 2013 09:23AM         d

The only reliable form of medication

e 15 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Atanas

Kotev, Danielle Webbstock, Dave Carlson,

Gerd Bader, Gerrie De Jager, I-fatherman

Mokgakala, Janine Jane Williams, Jeff Solo

Dolo, Justin Rooplall, Mickey Dangerez,

Phakiso Mmuso Topshatta-Appiah, Phumzile

Liwane, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli,

Tommie le Roux

Tshepo Hope > Dagga Movement 16 June 2013 10:34AM         f

Any job offer will be highly appreciated brothers and sisters/mothers and fathers.

I dont say any job becouse i cant do anything,i do build, plaster,paint,flooring,tile,laminated

flooring,ceilings and cornice.Even paving.

But im saying any job couse i just wanna work.

Please Ladies & gentlemen.Im asking for help here.

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez

f 2 comments

Mickey Dangerez
Which area?
16 June 2013 02:26PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Tshepo Hope
Now i live in Grugersdorp.But i dont mind traveling for a living.
16 June 2013 05:36PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 16 June 2013 02:56PM         g

SomethING For all you metal head stoners. 

Thrash Metal from South Africa

ING: www.ingtheband.com

Dagga Movement 16 June 2013 06:02PM         g

Enjoyed some of the mindless comments! Good for a laugh!!

Some people should not be allowed on Facebook. See their fails: http://bit.ly/190et53

<3 Ma Baker

Some people just don't get it - as documented by these Facebook posts!

They Posted What? 15 Facebook Fails!: likes.com

e 3 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Ora Shakur Khanye, Quinten Angelo

Kasselman

Monday 17 June 2013

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 17 June 2013 08:28AM         f

Definition of drug: Any substance with a physiological effect & includes alcohol, tobacco, coffee, GMO,

aspartame, many more even nutmeg!

We need to get real. Industrial hemp can build the world and medical cannabis can heal the world.

I choose dagga over alcohol and tobacco. I will no longer allow the discrimination of my kind.

We are daggafarian!

~ M

http://thenewage.co.za/98858-1007-53-Choose_life_over_drugs_West_Rand_Community_says

e 1 person likes this - Tommie le Roux

Dagga Movement 17 June 2013 08:29AM         b

Definition of drug: Any substance with a physiological effect & includes alcohol, tobacco, coffee, GMO,

aspartame, many more even nutmeg!



We need to get real. Industrial hemp can build the world and medical cannabis can heal the world.

I choose dagga over alcohol and tobacco. I will no longer allow the discrimination of my kind.

We are daggafarian!

~ M

http://thenewage.co.za/98858-1007-53-Choose_life_over_drugs_West_Rand_Community_says

e 7 people like this - Antonio Renecle, Bradley Fourie, Cedric Jansen, Henry Thamie Mngomezulu,

Nkululeko Ed Mlenze, Ralph Margo, Vanessa Wrogemann

f 1 comment

Tommie le Roux
I use CANNABIS, nicotine and alcohol moderately and with RESPECT. 

CANNABIS is by far the safest and most beneficial according to my own personal

experience and research, but it is illegal?????? 

For the TRUTH about CANNABIS see this short video:

https://www.daggacouple.co.za/dagga-the-truth/

Please also sign this petition:

https://www.daggacouple.co.za/the-petition/

Please download and sign the form to register the Dagga Party countrywide IF you are a

REGISTERED voter of RSA:

http://www.daggaparty.co.za/index.php?%20option=com_content&view=article&id=52:app

eal-for-%20signatures&catid=38:forming-the-dagga-party&Itemid=58 

ONE LOVE

_/\_ Namastê _/\_

?
17 June 2013 09:14AM

e 2 people like this - Bradley Fourie, Danielle Webbstock

Dagga Movement 17 June 2013 11:59AM         b

If Julius Malema can get votes for his Political Party, there is no doubt in my mind that Iqela Lentsango -

The Dagga Party of South Africa can win a province or 5! Doing my bit to spread the word! 

<3 Ma Baker

e 6 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Gerd Bader, Janine Jane Williams, Kelly Wiltshire McQue,



Phumzile Liwane, Tommie le Roux

f 1 comment

Muhammad Jihaad
get him hooked on ganja and you and His party will become just irie....
17 June 2013 12:06PM

e 1 person likes this - Tommie le Roux

Dagga Movement 17 June 2013 12:07PM         g

Cannibis Oil cures this amazing woman's breast cancer. Not from a doctor, or scientist, but from a

survivor! You have nothing to lose, but EVERYTHING to gain!

<3 Ma Baker

Making Cannabis Oil in South Africa The following is exactly how I made the

Cannabis oil that successfully cured my breast cancer. I’m putting it out there in

the hopes that others might be brave e...

Making Cannabis Oil in SA: kitchencures.wordpress.com

e 6 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Gerd Bader, January Thomas, Peter

Rieger, Phumzile Liwane, Tommie le Roux

f 1 comment

Danielle Webbstock
<3
17 June 2013 12:16PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 17 June 2013 05:30PM         g

Timeline Photos: ~Chucky — with Mhairi Wilson and 8 others.

e 7 people like this - January Thomas, Jason William Bennett, Justin Rooplall,

Mark Barnett, Melissa Jane, Phumzile Liwane, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana

Luthuli

Dagga Movement 17 June 2013 05:50PM         g



Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=388523927838166&id=220977244592

836&aid=96863

e 6 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Clinton Lezar, Kelly Wiltshire McQue,

Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli, Tshepo Hope, Yaaseen Seedat

Dagga Movement 17 June 2013 07:12PM         g

Listen to (Dean Joseph) / Time of destiny | Explore the largest community of

artists, bands, podcasters and creators of music & audio.

Time of destiny: soundcloud.com

Dagga Movement 17 June 2013 07:18PM         g

In a four month period the SAPS confiscated 6000kg of dagga but only 2.5kg tik and 3kg cocaine!!!

http://www.thecitizen.co.za/citizen/content/en/citizen/local-news?oid=376302&sn=Detail&pid=334&S

APS-expresses-concern-over-drug-abuse--crime-

THE South African Police Service (SAPS) is deeply concerned over the use of drugs and the

subsequent crimes committed by drug abusers in South Africa.

The Citizen Online | SAPS expresses concern over drug abuse, crime - Local News:

www.thecitizen.co.za

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
8 000 people arrested mostly dagga users
17 June 2013 07:19PM

Vanessa Wrogemann
i have commented on this subject before ...its not such a big deal to find marijuana..and

conviscate it , silly its just grown again. SAP know who the hardcore drug sellars are ,

they know where they are ...where I live - they know exactly where the youngsters go

on Friday and Saturday eve ...because they catch these young people with the crap on

them , and ??NOTHING .go to police station ...and we all know the scenario to get out of

there , money does the talking ....go and arrest them ...you know who they are!! they are

selling "crap" killing our children, or maybe they want them killed? 
17 June 2013 08:30PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement 17 June 2013 09:27PM         d

Many parents allow their children to operate solvent air fresheners or even insect killers? I think

government should stop spending money on fighting cannabis and spend the dagga budget on

something worthwhile like teaching children the dangers of solvents!

"My son died from solvent abuse

In 1988, Barbara Skinner's son Darren died, aged 16, after sniffing solvent from a can of deodorant. She

tells Stuart Jeffries about her 20-year campaign to warn others about the dangers of substance abuse

from products sold over the counter"

http://www.guardian.co.uk/lifeandstyle/2009/dec/12/solvent-abuse-death-solve-it

e 4 people like this - Amir Rom, Dorian Gray,

Phumzile Liwane, Siphe Zenani

Tuesday 18 June 2013

Dagga Movement 18 June 2013 08:26AM         b

Smoking weed, i am sure we all know the importance of food! so today i pay it forward by donating

food, seeds, clothes and toys to the less fortunate! My way of giving back! what charities do you do???

<3 Ma Baker

e 4 people like this - Antonio Renecle, Bangi Rashidah, Henry Thamie Mngomezulu, Ralph Margo

f 1 comment

Mandla Magome
We should organize something together as smokers and donate it to a charity as

marijuana smokers.
18 June 2013 08:37AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement 18 June 2013 09:44AM BlackBerry        b

Redeye-                      

http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2013/jun/16/designer-drugs-legal-highs?CMP=twt_gu

For every 'designer drug' the authorities ban, clandestine labs are churning out a new version. No

wonder the law can't keep up, writes Vaughan Bell

Dagga Movement 18 June 2013 10:14AM BlackBerry        b

Got munchies -redeye

http://bigbudsmag.com/grow/article/marijuana-medibles-cannabis-kush-chocolope-cookbook

I was high when somebody handed me a copy of a marijuana cookbook that drove me crazy with food

lust.

Dagga Movement 18 June 2013 11:01AM         b

Which came first the the law or the drug dealer and the problem?

Before 1911 in SA and 1937 in the US no dagga laws existed, no propaganda, no negative effects.

Something was written on a piece of paper and instantaneously created an underground market for

dagga and labelled it a poison along with alcohol and pesticides.

Sounds to me either someone was being very stupid or they wanted hemp out of the way. 

They instantly created a huge industry for profit.

Prisons, Police and they learned it's easier to confiscate money and drugs from dealers than doing the

work themselves.

Prohibition is a business someone is profiteering off every aspect of prohibition.

This is what the DEA is doing with dispensaries in the US.

The feds just swoop in kill your pets, take the dagga and the money and they leave.

They aren't receiving via the normal grapevine from syndicate to law enforcement so they had to

change their game.

e 3 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Jeremy David Acton, Peter Rieger



f 1 comment

Warren Otf Oates
the law created drug dealers.
18 June 2013 11:16AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
+1
26 October 2013 04:57PM

Dagga Movement 18 June 2013 12:11PM         g

I dare you to send share a similar picture of yourself on your profiles. Share awareness, Share the truth.

Viva AmaDaggaDagga Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa

Profile Pictures:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=1610456987203&id=1409596370&aid

=2078457

e 3 people like this - Melissa Jane, Nkululeko Ed Mlenze, Sandra Oudshoorn

f 1 comment

Sandra Oudshoorn
ooow that's me... cought in action ;-) xoxox
18 June 2013 12:15PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 18 June 2013 12:15PM BlackBerry        b

Support the Dagga party!!!  

http://www.daggaparty.co.za/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=52:appeal-for-signature

s&catid=38:forming-the-dagga-party&Itemid=58

Dagga Movement 18 June 2013 01:38PM BlackBerry        b

Rick Simpson shared the following link:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L6GHwecLWvg

My grandfather went from 5 liters of oxygen continuously from emphysema. After using "Rick Simpson

run from the cure hemp oil" Thank you and GOD bless you   -redeye-

e 1 person likes this - Alistair Thomson



Dagga Movement 18 June 2013 02:05PM BlackBerry        b

Legalize it!!!

Cannabis oil, or Hemp oil  contains many healing benefits including a high amount of protein as well as

essential fatty acids, including the harder to come by GLA?s ? known to reduce inflammation and slow

the growth of cancer cells.

http://www.thcfinder.com/marijuana-blog/medical-marijuana/2013/06/cannabis-cures-cancer-with

out-poison

Redeye

e 2 people like this - Antonio Renecle, Phakiso Mmuso Topshatta-Appiah

Dagga Movement 18 June 2013 02:25PM         g

Timeline Photos: ;)

e 3 people like this - Dorian Gray, Janine Jane Williams, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 18 June 2013 02:37PM BlackBerry        b

Who says money don't grow on trees?                        

http://www.truth-out.org/buzzflash/commentary/item/18004-looks-like-wall-street-is-starting-to-se

e-the-dollar-signs-in-legalizing-pot

Looks Like Wall Street Is Starting to See the Dollar Signs in Legalizing Pot. -Redeye-

Dagga Movement 18 June 2013 05:17PM         g

Fo' sho! 

<3 Ma Baker

Timeline Photos: With Abdul Zyçs and 12 others.

e 9 people like this - Atanas Kotev, Danino Green, Janine Jane Williams, Joshua



Lamoreaux, Justin Rooplall, Nkululeko Ed Mlenze, Phumzile Liwane, Sean

Palmer, Yaaseen Seedat

f 1 comment

Janine Jane Williams
fo sho
19 June 2013 12:58PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 18 June 2013 07:57PM DaggaMovement        g

"We are not, however, focused on marijuana research per se." - Dan Stein Director, MRC Unit on Anxiety

& Stress Disorders

We have received additional responses on our previous e-mail to the Medical

Research Council of South Africa --- Hi Angie Here is the article from 2003 that

stated "The Medical Research Council at Tygerberg Hospital in Cape Town plans to

investigate this (health benefit) aspect of cannabis soon. " h...

Additional responses from Medical Research Council: death.za.org

Wednesday 19 June 2013

Dagga Movement 19 June 2013 07:19AM BlackBerry        b

Natural is better!!!-redeye-    

http://www.ladybud.com/2013/06/13/are-contaminants-in-cannabis-a-serious-concern-or-a-manag

eable-side-effect-of-prohibition/

Toxins and pesticides in legal marijuana have been in the news lately.  “Alarmingly high” pesticide

residuals were found in cannabis tested at the Werc Shop, a cannabis analytical lab in Pasadena,

California. ...

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 19 June 2013 07:23AM BlackBerry        b

Redeye-

Study "Substantiates" Benefits Of Cannabinoids For Post Traumatic Stress.

www.cannabisscience.com

http://ow.ly/lgJZZ

Brian imaging research published this month in the journal Molecular Psychiatry provides physiological



evidence as to why cannabis may mitigate certain symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)

Dagga Movement 19 June 2013 09:08AM         b

Going green! Pun intended! 

According to studies, legalizing cannabis will help to Stop Pollution. So let's go green!

<3 Ma Baker

e 1 person likes this - Graffton Jurd

Dagga Movement 19 June 2013 12:34PM         g

I agree - Do you?

<3 Ma Baker

Timeline Photos: We Are Change Milwaukee

Jesse Ventura

e 2 people like this - Imraan Samuels, Rubin Willemse

Dagga Movement 19 June 2013 01:41PM BlackBerry        b

Redeye

http://norml-uk.org/?p=2756

Cheech and Chong star claims cannabis helped cure prostate cancer Tommy Chong says 'I kicked

cancer's ass' with a variety of treatments including cannabis.

e 1 person likes this - Rubin Willemse

f 1 comment

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
He's rite. Cancer cells killing properties, are in the cannabis plant.
19 June 2013 02:26PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 19 June 2013 04:15PM BlackBerry        b

Redeye-  Smoking Pot Eases Tremors in Parkinson's #cannabis #breakthetaboo #endthewarondrugs

http://www.medpagetoday.com/MeetingCoverage/MDS/39933



SYDNEY -- Smoking cannabis appeared to reduce tremor and pain and improve sleep among

Parkinson's disease patients, researchers from Israel reported here.

e 1 person likes this - Henry Johnson

Dagga Movement 19 June 2013 04:30PM BlackBerry        b

Choose life choose cannabis-Redeye-                              

http://www.theweedblog.com/put-our-children-first-legalize-cannabis/

Years of lies and reefer madness have been thrown aside as people begin to understand just how

foolish marijuana prohibition is.

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 19 June 2013 04:32PM BlackBerry        b

Legalize Dagga -redeye-

http://www.theweedblog.com/state-medical-marijuana-laws-do-not-lead-to-more-teen-marijuana-u

se/

The enactment of state medical marijuana laws does not lead to an increase in teen marijuana use.

Thursday 20 June 2013

Dagga Movement 20 June 2013 12:52AM         b

Dagga Movement has a new fitting domain name!

http://dagga.info/

e 2 people like this - January Thomas, Jason Jay

f 2 comments

Jason Jay
Really nice domain name, make something nice.
20 June 2013 08:45AM

Jason Jay
Maybe a new background, feels like I am in a trance party from the 90's.
20 June 2013 08:45AM



Dagga Movement 20 June 2013 07:44AM         g

BE WARNED.wco

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=360296107401165&id=359744677456

308&aid=77885

Dagga Movement 20 June 2013 07:46AM         g

that's the pot of gold i wanna find at the end of the rainbow.wco

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=360296107401165&id=359744677456

308&aid=77885

Dagga Movement 20 June 2013 08:07AM         g

http://newswall.co.za/news/latest/daily-sun/kids-high-on-dagga-and-glue/1e8a8.131990

~ M

BOYS and girls were caught smoking dagga and sniffing glue . A worried man

called his neighbours on Friday night to come and see what their kids got up to on

the street. Another resident, Johannah Mojela (59), told Daily Sun she knew about

her 14-year-old

KIDS HIGH ON DAGGA AND GLUE!: newswall.co.za

Dagga Movement 20 June 2013 08:18AM         g

Timeline Photos: KIDS HIGH ON DAGGA AND GLUE!

http://bit.ly/10wdXsY



Dagga Movement 20 June 2013 08:36AM         g

TruthOnPot.com - Medical marijuana could be effective at relieving a variety of

symptoms in Parkinson's disease, according to an early report from an Israeli

clinical trial. Reported by Medpage Today, a group of Tel Aviv University

researchers presented data at an international conference earlier th...

Study: Smoked Marijuana Provides Relief in Parkinson’s Disease:

www.truthonpot.com

Dagga Movement 20 June 2013 09:14AM         g

wco

Addiction Statistics in South Africa, you will agree that the amount of statistical

information available in South Africa is shocking

Addiction Statistics in South Africa: www.theaac.co.za

Dagga Movement 20 June 2013 09:50AM         g

[LINK] http://livemag.co.za/young-parties-to-watch-the-dagga-party/

The Dagga party is a party that is fighting for the legalisation of Dagga.

Young parties to watch: The Dagga Party - Live Mag: livemag.co.za

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, Jason Jay, Kelly Wiltshire McQue

Dagga Movement 20 June 2013 09:53AM         b

FAST FACTS ON THE DAGGA PARTY

· A registered political organization known as the Dagga Party (a.k.a Iqela Lentsango) led by Jeremy

Acton since 2011 but founded in 2009.

 

· Their fight is for the legalization of cannabis in South Africa.

 

· Their aim is to get 500 signatures. This ensures them a seat in the Langeberg municipality where they

can bring the legalization of cannabis to the parliament’s attention.

 

· The hope of it being legalized will ensure that persons only over the age of 18 years are allowed to

consume cannabis.

 



· They also hope to clear the offences involving cannabis off anyone’s criminal record to allow them

the liberty of living their lives free from these convictions.

 

· They are largely sponsored by the dagga couple (most prominent figures in the cannabis community).

 

· You can only register as a voter (for the Dagga Party) if you are a registered voter for the general

elections.

e 3 people like this - Gerd Bader, Nozey Mthethwa, Tommie le Roux

f 1 comment

Jeremy David Acton
We are also largely sponsored by Cannabis activists in overseas nations, particularly

Canada at this time. Ultimately, the citizens will have to mobilise funds for their local

Dagga Party initiative in Elections 2014. This is a people's revolution that not sponsored by

corporations.
20 June 2013 11:59AM

e 4 people like this - Dagga Movement, Gerd Bader, Mickey Dangerez, Tommie le Roux

Mickey Dangerez
This was copied of a web article.
23 June 2013 08:17PM

Dagga Movement 20 June 2013 11:26AM         b

I have a magical post box! I put money in, same day, i pull weed out! How do you get your meds?

<3 Ma Baker!

e 2 people like this - Ettienne Webbstock, Mickey Dangerez

f 5 comments

Leon Raulstone
wow... Wish I had a post box like that. I just have a friend that comes and visits
20 June 2013 11:33AM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Mickey Dangerez

Megz Abdullah
wish I had both I have to go out and get it :(
20 June 2013 11:42AM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Mickey Dangerez

Paul Hagg
wen i can i grow. Other wise jus go and search till u find the best availble meds where u r.

Hav build up many a gud contacts. All over. No matter where i go. I hav a good

connection......:-D
20 June 2013 12:51PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Mickey Dangerez

Mickey Dangerez
I go to the community and hand pick my bankie. We have a variety. Madjat, Transkei, at



least two or more strains swazi, a variety of skunk 3 different strains, then there is the high

grade like AK47 or 1066, but getting your hands on anything else like Kush or Kief or even

Hashish is impossible.

21 June 2013 09:59AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Mickey Dangerez
We also have a mr delivery for weed.
21 June 2013 10:00AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 20 June 2013 11:46AM         b

People want the "bad kind" of drugs banned but what are the bad kind? What do you have to say about

GMO and Aspartame, they are the worst kind because you give them to your children on a daily basis.

The cancer statistics haven't been updated since 2002 or way back.

Cancer occurrences have gone up.

However people still choose to jail people for the use of cannabis but its perfectly fine to shove poison

down an infants mouth.

I would like people to realize a change is needed.

I personally hate alcohol. I have lost most of my childhood due to alcohol abuse in the household.

40% of Western Cape high school kids smoke dagga! So prohibition and fear mongering propaganda is

not the way to victory.

Everyone wants a vice free life but then I will ask you to stop using GMO and Aspartame and even

caffeine products.

According to health lifestyle clinic in Kimberley we bombard our bodies daily with 3000 man made

chemicals from shampoos to E. Coli pooh (Aspartame) Coke Lite, Tab, Sprite Zero

We need to teach the youth the truth for them to be able to make an informed decision.

Youth that have been raised properly would respect regulation if they were taught how to think not

what to think.

The reason for drugs abuse including alcohol and even tobacco is because of the glamorization of

prohibition.



Even Tobacco is GMO so it contains all the chemicals it always had and now includes pesticide.

Great. No wonder 44000 people die annually in South Africa because of tobacco.

Just to prove how wrong it is: do you know how many people died because of cannabis... None.

However we must jail any person who is found in possession of it? It is banned the whole plant and

seeds everything except the THC in extract form.

People need to understand first why it is prohibited. It would mean the loss of market to the tobacco,

alcohol, oil, textile and cotton industries and many more.

e 2 people like this - Mickey Dangerez, Murray Juana

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
I also believe tik, herion and cocaine, alcohol and tobacco is bad but there has not been

any valid studies to suggest dagga is bad. 

The cons of dagga are;

- It is could be emotionally or habitually addictive as much as facebook or mxit.

- People with a predisposed mental condition are at risk of psychosis but the percentage

of the population affected by it is less than the people that die from peanut allergies.

- There is a South African study that suggest dagga affects the mental development of an

adolescent.

Biggest cons

- The law Jails otherwise law abiding citizens

- The prison sentences breaks up families

- The prohibition allows for the sale to children because its unregulated and in the hands

of criminal syndicates.

Wouldn't it be better to regulate for the adults who would like to choose cannabis over

alcohol?

And then we the responsible adults could keep it out of the hands of children.
20 June 2013 11:47AM

e 2 people like this - Antonio Renecle, Murray Juana

Vanessa Wrogemann
everything we eat , use , breath in these days is contaminated in one way or the other - so

...carry on doing what you are doing..if they want to jail you i suppose they will have to

build nation jails because everyone will go there.
20 June 2013 02:49PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement 20 June 2013 12:56PM BlackBerry        b

Redeye

What cannabis gadgets would you love to see for sale?

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/06/19/marijuana-gadgets_n_3467679.html

A gadget that turns any Starbucks venti cup into a bong, a power cleaner for resin-clogged pipes, and

chewing gum that cures cotton mouth are among products that marijuana aficionados may see soon

Dagga Movement 20 June 2013 04:42PM         d

Facebook users were intrigued this week by a picture of one of Cape Town’s top cops wearing a

T-shirt printed with a dagga leaf during a march in the city.

A picture on Jeremy Vearey’s Facebook page showed him in a red T-shirt printed with an image of a

hemp plant and the word “Rastafarian” on the front, at the end of a march to Parliament on Monday.

The march was organised by Equal Education. Vearey is the police cluster commander in Mitchells

Plain.

“The Equal Education march in Cape Town – training my sons in the ABC of revolutionary solidarity and

mass mobilisation,” read his Facebook message which has since been taken down along with the

picture.

Vearey laughed on Wednesday when asked about the T-shirt.

“It was Father’s Day on Sunday and I was given this sweater by my two sons. It was a Father’s Day

present. There was the march on Monday and they dared me to put it on and I did. There is nothing

more to it,” he said.

Facebook users complimented him on his choice of clothing. “Nice hey, like the T-shirt”, wrote Deon

Safers.



http://www.iol.co.za/news/crime-courts/top-policeman-dons-dagga-t-shirt-1.1534854#.UcMT3ecdu

Nt

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbi

d=340842599378876&set=pb.10000359417

2319.-2207520000.1371739231.&type=3&the

ater
20 June 2013 04:48PM

Charles Thomson
Ja ja
21 June 2013 01:11PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

e 4 people like this - Clinton Lezar, Imraan Samuels, Mickey Dangerez, Phumzile Liwane

Charmaine Charzi Grobler > Dagga Movement 20 June 2013 05:04PM         f

I don't use the stuff but I surew as hell will fight like hell if I was in excruciating pain due to some illness

and needed to 'fly' rather than 'die'... And I'd be 1st in line to 'plant da seed'... 'Scuse da pun, mahn! :P

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 20 June 2013 06:20PM         g

Great work! So proud!!!!!! Just had to share!

<3 Ma Baker

A South African court has found a poacher guilty of murder of one of his

colleagues even though it was a wildlife ranger that shot and killed him. The

decision is being held as ground-breaking and a new legal weapon to be used

against rhino poachers. The convicted murderer, Wawito Mawala, was sai

Ground-breaking decision on killing of poacher: wildlifenews.co.uk

e 4 people like this - Dagga Movement, Ivan Schoultz, Kayla Lay, Martie Visser

Meuter

Friday 21 June 2013

Dagga Movement 21 June 2013 10:07AM         g

If by the end of all these links you still believe dagga is bad then ignorance is bliss.



Timeline Photos: Cannabis Links,Studys,Facts & Educational information You can

help by sharing!!!

Cannabis Educational Videos & links

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5fhJvdHrxX8

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jVVRQK53wYs

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xh2qd_foV-4

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iksA-DD3990

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DKsq90jWFuA

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JIaA6N9dELY

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ijwpv6x2R6U

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2TRc99VhHRY

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KcsHYl0QBkA

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bjIV9K0C63U HEMPOLOGY.ORG: THE STUDY

OF HEMP- 1739 COLOR CANNABIS PRINT

http://hempology.org/PRINTS.HTML/1739PRINT.html

http://www.rm3.us/wp-content/uploads/2010/04/US6630507-Hampson-USDH

HS-Antioxidants.pdf Collection of links:

https://www.greenpassion.org/index.php?%2Ftopic%2F26942-grannys-mmj-list-ja

nuary-2011%2Fpage__gopid__351490

http://beyondchronic.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/Grannys-List-July-201

2.pdf Documentrys:

http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=2200160322729097762 (In Pot We

Trust) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6CyuBuT_7I4 (American Drug War - The

Last White Hope) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rBWJteENiUs (Other)

http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/run-from-the-cure/ (Run From The Cure - The

Rick Simpson Story) http://vimeo.com/20129106 (Medicinal Cannabis and its

Impact on Human Health) http://watch.montanapbs.org/video/1825223761/

(Clearing the Smoke: The Science of Cannabis) Videos:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8rWZtnY_Tp4&feature=share

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pV7u91A3KGQ&feature=share

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dw96bvFR--g&feature=related Cannabis:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cannabis

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Effects_of_cannabis

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cannabis_(drug)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medical_marijuana Main Cannabinoids:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cannabidiol (CBD)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) Endocannabinoid

system: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Endocannabinoid_system

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anandamide (A Endocannabinoid, Similar to THC)

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15987694 (acetaminophens effects on the

endocannabinoid system)

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3165955/ (Cancer)

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2586121/ (Memory) Cannabis &

Driving: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TzKjFiGFrcU

http://norml.org/library/item/marijuana-and-driving-a-review-of-the-scientific-e

vidence http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/health/1068625.stm



http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2011/11/111129123257.htm Cannabinoids

& Pregnicy & Birth:

http://pharmrev.aspetjournals.org/content/58/3/389.full#title49

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0014299904007423

http://www.naturalnews.com/036526_cannabinoids_breast_milk_THC.html Cancer

& Cannabis:

http://www.cancer.gov/cancertopics/pdq/cam/cannabis/healthprofessional/pa

ge4

http://beforeitsnews.com/story/1003/374/Govt_Study_Proves_THC_From_Canna

bis_Destroys_Leukemia,_Breast_And_Lung_Cancer_Cells.html

http://www.nowpublic.com/thc_marijuana_helps_cure_cancer_says_harvard_stud

y

http://www.labnews.co.uk/news_archive.php/987/5/cannabis-destroys-cancer-

cells/ http://phoenixtears.ca/

http://hempvision.tv/hollywood-actor-larry-hagman-beat-cancer-with-medical-

marijuana/ http://

http://www.examiner.com/article/ca-scientists-prove-marijuana-fights-aggressiv

e-cancers-human-trials-soon

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/09/19/marijuana-and-cancer_n_1898208.h

tml https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/1159836 HIV & Cannabis:

http://www.plosone.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0033961

Memory: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1253627/

http://www.jci.org/articles/view/25509

http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn8155-marijuana-might-cause-new-cell-gr

owth-in-the-brain.html http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15030397

http://healthland.time.com/2011/07/19/study-marijuana-not-linked-with-long-te

rm-cognitive-impairment/

http://budfacts.com/243/new-study-proves-that-marijuana-increases-brain-cell-

formation/

http://now.msn.com/alcohol-is-worse-for-teen-brains-than-pot-study-says

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2005/10/051016083817.htm

http://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/health-and-families/health-news/highd

ose-cannabis-stimulates-growth-of-brain-cells-in-rats-510869.html

http://news.healingwell.com/index.php?p=news1&id=528519 Cannabis &

Neuroprotection:

http://norml.org/news/2005/05/26/pot-compound-protects-against-alcohol-in

duced-brain-damage Mental Illness:

http://projectcbd.com/Schizophrenia.Grinspoon.html#Grinspoon

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/10/091022101538.htm

http://au.ibtimes.com/articles/392048/20121008/marijuana-cannabinoids-found-

help-combat-autism.htm#.UIoTA2_DTlB Medical Marijuana:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medical_marijuana http://www.medithrive.com/

http://www.unitedpatientsgroup.com/ Pain:

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2008/06/080626150628.htm Other:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marijuana_strains

http://www.tokeofthetown.com/2011/08/worth_repeating_cannabis_research_ne

ars_tipping_po.php



http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/11/091130192917.htm

http://hailmaryjane.com/science-cracks-the-cannabis-genome/

http://www.cheeba.com/

http://stellarmine.com/10-ten-reasons-why-you-should-start-doing-drugs/

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/laurel-dewey/marijuana-is-not-addictive_b_1739

339.html http://www.veryimportantpotheads.com/ Cover Ups:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harry_J._Anslinger (He & Nixon started all this crap)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harry_J._Anslinger#The_campaign_against_marijuana

_1930-1937

http://the420times.com/2011/05/as-the-dea-raids-dispensaries-it-hands-out-ca

nnabis-growing-licenses-to-big-pharma/

http://abcnews.go.com/m/story?id=9159281http%3A%2F%2Fpatft.uspto.gov%2Fne

tacgi%2Fnph-Parser%3FSect1%3DPTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&d=PALL&p=1&u=%2Fnetaht

ml%2FPTO%2Fsrchnum.htm&r=1&f=G&l=50&s1=6630507.PN.&OS=PN%2F6630507&

RS=PN%2F6630507 Myths:

http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannabis/cannabis_myth.shtml

http://listverse.com/2009/01/26/top-10-common-myths-about-cannabis/

Hemp: http://www.historyofhemp.org/ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hemp

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8rpY-8u8_Iw

http://www.naturalnews.com/036696_Barack_Obama_industrial_hemp_farmers.ht

ml

http://www.transport20.com/uncategorized/lotus-announces-hemp-based-eco-

elise-a-new-type-of-green-car/ News:

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/09/06/lawrence-perez-marijuana-sentenc

ed-12-years_n_1862058.html

http://www.rawstory.com/rs/2012/09/10/virginia-judge-sentenced-to-30-days-f

or-growing-41-marijuana-plants/

http://news.yahoo.com/patients-time-presents-endocannabinoid-system-cannab

is-seminar-approved-072021386.html

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2219477/Cannabis-factory-couple-gave

-400-000-drug-dealing-fortune-poor-Kenyans-jailed-years.html

http://safeaccessnow.org/blog/blog/2012/10/17/dc-circuit-orders-supplement

al-briefing-in-federal-landmark-medical-marijuana-case/

http://www.alternet.org/drugs/media-ignored-experts-shocking-findings-marijua

na-helps-prevent-lung-cancer-now-its-med-school?page=0%2C0

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-11-12/colorado-weed-law-raises-drug-

war-doubts-costa-rica-leader-says.html

http://www.prweb.com/releases/cashhyde/medicalmarijuana/prweb10146448.h

tm

http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/11/15/us-mexico-marijuana-idUSBRE8AE1

V320121115

http://www.examiner.com/article/cancer-rates-colorado-and-washington-to-dro

p-with-new-marijuana-law

http://www.examiner.com/article/seattle-cops-smoke-pot-order-pizza-watch-lor

d-of-the-rings-we-don-t-care?cid=db_articles Drug War:

http://www.alternet.org/drugs/jaw-dropping-explanation-how-governments-are

-complicit-illegal-drug-trade



http://www.naturalnews.com/036698_police_raid_family_dog_victims.html

http://healthland.time.com/2011/06/17/top-10-unhealthy-side-effects-of-the-wa

r-on-drugs/slideshow/all/ Mushrooms:

http://healthland.time.com/2011/06/16/magic-mushrooms-can-improve-psycho

logical-health-long-term/

http://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-superhuman-mind/201211/see-how

-they-fly-lucy-in-the-sky http://www.psychedelics.com/psilocybe/holyjesus.html

Books:

http://www.amazon.com/Bettys-Little-Basement-Garden-ebook/dp/B007WSN

HTY/ref=sr_1_4?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1344003889&sr=1-4 Religion & Drugs:

Christianity: http://www.cannabisculture.com/articles/1090.html

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2003/jan/06/science.religion

http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannabis/cannabis_spirit2.shtml

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/health/2633187.stm Organisations: Norml (norml.org)

Leap (Leap.cc) Students for Sensible Drug Policy (ssdp.org) Drug War Facts

(drugwarfacts.org) Safer Choice (saferchoice.org) Marijuana Policy Project

(mpp.org) Project CBD (projectcbd.com) Cannabis Science

(cannabisscience.com)http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BH5yzEu3JGQ — with

Patrick Aurand.

~ Dagga Movement

e 3 people like this - Mickey Dangerez, Nkululeko Ed Mlenze, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 21 June 2013 10:51AM         g

wco

He was joined on the panel by MPs Tessa Jowell and Ed Davey, London mayor

Boris Johnson and journalist Melanie Phillips

Russell Brand makes Question Time appeal for rethink on how we treat drug users:

www.mirror.co.uk

e 2 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 21 June 2013 11:11AM         g

Timeline Photos: We Are Change Milwaukee

e 5 people like this - Imraan Samuels, Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Mickey Dangerez,

Phumzile Liwane, Yaaseen Seedat



Dagga Movement 21 June 2013 11:21AM BlackBerry        b

Hemp for Victory -Redeye-

Lab Testing Reveals EnviroTextile's Hemp Fabric Stops the Spread of Staph Bacteria

http://www.prweb.com/releases/2013/6/prweb10851098.htm

Hemp Marches Towards Military and Health Care Applications

Dagga Movement 21 June 2013 11:35AM         g

The spell police gave us a final warning so we applied proper grammar to the motto of the Dagga

Movement on http://dagga.info what do you think?

Dagga is a healthy lifestyle not a drug. Dagga is a way of life not a crime.

Dagga Movement: dagga.info

e 3 people like this - Kristal Kruser, Mickey Dangerez, Phumzile Liwane

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
Also we made the background a little more eye friendly.

You did not need drugs for a high if you read some articles on our

blog earlier :D
21 June 2013 11:38AM

e 1 person likes this - Jason Jay

Dagga Movement 21 June 2013 11:43AM         b

Freedom does not cost a R100. The only cost to freedom is one simple but firm choice! Yes, I choose

FREEDOM!

e 2 people like this - Mickey Dangerez, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 21 June 2013 03:19PM         g

Since January 2013 Dagga Movement's website have received 40659

 hits!!! http://dagga.info



Dagga is a healthy lifestyle not a drug. Dagga is a way of life not a crime.

Dagga Movement: dagga.info

e 3 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Jason Jay, Phumzile Liwane

f 7 comments

Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams
Ahoy Dagga Movemnt! I wud like to request that the pic of iman

holdin the placard wit details of the report be removed as ur main pic

on the site?As a Rastafarian,in context of that march where we

marched in solidarity wit others who support the restoration of our

Sacrement & the right to practice our belief without persecution, I on

principal dont agree to the connotation/association that i am a

Daggafarian, as highlited by the picture centrespread on ur site!The

statement(picture) implies subliminally that all Dreads/Rastafari are in

full support of every intention of this group & that wud be contrary to

our view cos not enuf engagemnt on that level has taken place for me

personally as to agree with de usage of d pic as an open

statement!This is a personal request & independant to any stance of

others found included in the picture...but plz photoshop iself(wit Lion

of Judah flag holdin up The Reports details) out of the pic

plz?Onelove & in conscious raspect fe All Peoples associated in this

group!
21 June 2013 05:21PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
The word Daggafarian does not appear anywhere on the home page

where the picture is displayed of the global cannabis march.

The pictures implies the movement of the dagga community of South

Africa that includes all dagga users.

I feel sorry that my invention of the Daggafarian word offended you

but I would like to urge to you that Daggafarian and Rastafarian are

not the same thing. 

Please see the home page again daggafarian has not been used on

the page.
21 June 2013 06:16PM

Dagga Movement
Dagga Movement; a group of people who believe that the responsible

recreational, medicinal, preventative & industrial use of dagga,

marijuana, hemp & cannabis should be legalized, decriminalized,

normalized & restored globally.

We are a group of people with open minded thoughts about freedom,



connecting a large network of people and bring the truth of our

inherited freedom that has been overshadowed by our oppressive

slave driving boss called the government.

{Picture}

We are not limited by how freedom is obtained, as there are hundreds

of ways our freedom is taken from us.

Dagga prohibition, taxes, corporate governments, gmo produce,

chemtrails and many many more. We are wanting our freedom back,

we are wanting your freedom returned.

IT IS YOUR LIFE DO AS YOU WANT, JUST HARM NONE.

[D]agga [E]ssential [A]ddition [T]o [H]ealth

21 June 2013 06:16PM

Dagga Movement
I have enabled the Caption that was intended to be displayed but the

setting never activated.

I hope this clarifies the photo's intent.
21 June 2013 06:22PM

Mickey Dangerez
I am proudly daggafarian and I mean it in no disrespect to Rastafari.
21 June 2013 06:25PM

Dagga Movement
Exciting news! We've have changed the picture to display a random

picture of the march instead of the fixed picture. Just remember that

the picture with THE REPORT on it is very powerful because it will

inspire people to read it. I am sad to have changed it.

But this is fresh! Thank you!
21 June 2013 06:42PM

e 1 person likes this - Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams

Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams
Thanks comrad!I must in same way apologise fe havin used the wall

fe this reasonin bt due 2 the reply function nt workin on d site i optd 2

use it as a way of stimulatin debate & conscientizin the group to the

'world-wide norm' of the misrepresentation of Core Rastafari

Principals.Rastafari is a Spiritual Movemnt in essence wit roots deeply

entwined in theosophy/theocracy or the bringing about of the

conscious realization of God in Man!The Dagga movemnt,accordin to

de dfinition of this group,is a physical collective voice fe the



Restoration of dagga's rightful & practical place in the service of a

Better Life fe Humanity & the Earth?Theres a clear distinction btwn

the 2 if 1's can'ovastand'? & becoz the pic is expressin a marjority of

dreads in such a light & is used without permision i simply cant ignore

me conscience i...so it wud b mor apropriate if d pic was rotatin otha

pics of d march or anytin relatd cos i do ovastand de importance of

The Report my bro so no probs if it d pic is used.Yet it is important fe

us 2 engage on such levels of our unique diversity simply with the aim

of gettin a more wholistic view of the belief systems we hav bn given,

instead of evolved thru experience my bro...on dat note iman wud like

2 open d platform 2 others cos in reality its d sabath & i personally

unplug frm d system so excuse I while i go light me splif & Giv Thanks

fe Life!HAILE SELASSIE I JAH RASTAFARI!!!Peace & Goodwil in d

hearts of men & love surround ur families...onelove selah 

21 June 2013 10:24PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 21 June 2013 03:40PM BlackBerry        b

Redeye

STUDY: CBD reduces cigarette consumption in tobacco smokers #cannabis #breakthetaboo

#endthewarondrugs

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23685330

PubMed comprises more than 22 million citations for biomedical literature

e 2 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Mickey Dangerez

Dagga Movement 21 June 2013 06:46PM         g

https://www.daggacouple.co.za/the-puffers-guide/

The Puffer's Guide to {not} being arrested: www.daggacouple.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 21 June 2013 11:36PM         b

6 Likes from 500!!! The movement is becoming stronger!

e 8 people like this - Antonio Renecle, Christie-Lee Theilig, Dagga Movement, Deon Minnaar, Hanri

Sauerman, Henry Thamie Mngomezulu, Jason Jay, Kristal Kruser



Saturday 22 June 2013

Dagga Movement 22 June 2013 08:07AM         g

I feel celebs can play an important role in creating awareness!

<3 Ma Baker

Timeline Photos: Actress Susan Sarandon wrote a great piece in the Huffington

Post – http://huff.to/14as0Ba – in which she expressed support for ending

marijuana prohibition and highlighted the relative safety of marijuana compared to

alcohol. Know someone who likes Susan Sarandon but is on the fence about

marijuana policy reform? Share this with them!

e 10 people like this - Antonio Renecle, Clinton Lezar, Janine Jane Williams, Jeff

Solo Dolo, Kristal Kruser, Peter Rieger, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli,

Siphe Zenani, Tony van der Veen, Wieke Wijnalda

f 2 comments

Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli
She is one Marijuana Lover who has ever hidden it for once! Susan

Sarandon for President!
22 June 2013 08:14AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Unknown
AMEN!!!
24 June 2013 06:33PM

Dagga Movement 22 June 2013 08:09AM BlackBerry        b

-Redeye-

what do you think?

http://blog.sfgate.com/smellthetruth/2013/06/20/review-marijuana-smoking-not-linked-to-cancer/

Worried about what marijuana smoking is doing to yourself or a loved one? Here's the truth: In the

upcoming June Annals of the American Thoracic Society, Donald P. Tashkin, MD,

e 1 person likes this - Joseph April

Dagga Movement 22 June 2013 10:35AM         d

So, are the biggest names in entertainment also seen as unsuccessful beings, ruining their lives?! Quite

the contrary! This MYTH needs to end NOW!  

<3 Ma Baker



f 3 comments

Hlekamajaha Khoza Mabona
they 4gt 2put me lol
22 June 2013 10:39AM

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, Queen-Dimples

MaDimpana Luthuli, T'bos Shungube

Dagga Movement
They only using the mediocre celebs here Sipho.  ;-) 

<3 Ma Baker
22 June 2013 10:43AM

e 2 people like this - Jeff Solo Dolo, Liz-anne Koller

Hlekamajaha Khoza Mabona
ja bt im the 1
22 June 2013 10:45AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
They only using the mediocre celebs here Sipho.  ;-)  <3 Ma Baker
22 June 2013 10:43AM

e 2 people like this - Jeff Solo Dolo, Liz-anne Koller

Hlekamajaha Khoza Mabona
ja bt im the 1
22 June 2013 10:45AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

e 7 people like this - Cedric Jansen, Clinton Lezar, Danino Green, Don Power Rudeboyshuffla, Holy

Hemp, Phumzile Liwane, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli

Dagga Movement 22 June 2013 01:20PM         b

You might not be able to live off hemp seeds now but the children dying around the world of hunger

will not know the difference 

between jungle oats with cows milk or gruel (hemp cereal) with hemp milk (water, hemp seeds, and

juiced fruit like dates for sugar)

e 3 people like this - Andrew Duncan, Antonio Renecle, Penny Marais

Dagga Movement 22 June 2013 01:36PM         b

There are many groups that are generalized by mainstream news because of they all share one thing in

common cannabis/dagga and the use thereof. Rastafari (Rastafarian), Stoners, Druggies, Patients,

Gangsters, etc...

As a cannabis user where do you fit in? What do you consider yourself to be? 



I am personally not very religious and therefore cannot become Rastafarian but I do respect many of

the the Rastafari aspects and views and I have started calling myself daggafarian or cannafarian.

I do not people to generalize this new word I decided to use. It was never meant to disrespect Rastafari.

This word would have different meanings to everyone but if your life is based on cannabis and you

understand the benefits of the wonderplant. Then you too are daggafarian, cannafarian or even

hempfarian. 

~ Mickey Dangerez

e 5 people like this - Avo Avocadoq, Hlekamajaha Khoza Mabona, Myrtle Clarke, Ras Ray Von Croy,

Winston Leach

f 2 comments

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
I fit in the herbal category. I'm not in favor of the gas (smoke)  Herbal properties... Fully

agree.
22 June 2013 03:56PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Vanessa Wrogemann
i am not a user, and hopefully will never be (but you know what the say, never san never)

quite frankly i dont think its anyones business who smokes or hiw much they smoke.

everyone has something they indulge in ...may be alcohol , may be cigarettes , may be

eating too much (gluttony) or whatever else that is "supposedly" wrong. everone does as

they please. no one runs around making a big scene when people overeat all time , when

a drunk goes home beating his wife and kids (drinking food money) So i think everone

should just shut up and let people smoke what they want to - different if they break things

hit people make trouble : but they dont! actually all i have seen them do is eating, and

thats not a problem. i broke my back in a car accident and rest assured should i start

having problems (painwise) i will smoke / drink / eat it  whatever you do to get pain relief

- which i am told helps for pain until then smoke what you want to
22 June 2013 09:01PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 22 June 2013 01:51PM         b

If LSD T-Shirts can't get you off I am pretty sure GMO Cotton's chemicals can be absorbed too and

have a negative influence on your body. ~ Mickey (Just something to get you guys thinking)

Dagga Movement 22 June 2013 01:58PM         g

"Police believe the suspect was high on drugs at the time of the incident." They probably mean drunk

on drugs (alcohol) ~ Mickey Dangerez



Police believe the suspect was high on drugs at the time of the incident.

Car set alight by street vendor: ewn.co.za

Dagga Movement 22 June 2013 04:30PM         g

"She told the police that the dagga wrapped in parcels found inside the car was hers."

Butterworth - A woman was arrested after being found in possession of dagga of

about R15 000, Eastern Cape police said on Friday. She told the police that the

dagga wrapped in parcels found inside the car was hers. The 24-year-old woman

was arrested durin

Roadblock nets R15k dagga haul: newswall.co.za

Dagga Movement 22 June 2013 04:40PM         g

Another Hellopeter complaint: The 0730 bus to Sandton in the morning smell of dagga everyday and is

so dirty you need to fight your way to a seat.

dagga hellopeter.com - Google Search: www.google.co.za

Dagga Movement 22 June 2013 05:21PM         b

Former Surgeon General C. Everett Koop said on national television that radioactivity contained in

tobacco leaves is probably responsible for most tobacco-related cancer. No radioactivity exists in

cannabis tars.

e 2 people like this - Pam Bomstad, Vanessa Wrogemann

Dagga Movement 22 June 2013 05:34PM         g

In August and September, 1983, Turner went on national television to justify the illegal marijuana

spraying (by plane) of paraquat in Georgia, Kentucky, and Tennessee by the DEA. He said it would

teach a lesson to any kid who died from paraquat-poisoned pot. Turner was forced to resign after

announcing his conclusions in public that marijuana caused homosexuality, the breakdown of the

immune system, and, therefore, AIDS.



The Emperor Wears No Clothes By Jack Herer   The Official Story Debunking

"Gutter Science"   After 15 days of taking testimony and more than a year's legal

deliberation, DEA Administrative Law Judg...

Chapter 15: www.jackherer.com

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez

f 1 comment

Vanessa Wrogemann
turner is an idiot - lets hope one of the kids that must learn a lesson is

not his kid!
22 June 2013 09:12PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 22 June 2013 05:46PM         b

“All laws which can be violated without doing anyone any injury are laughed at.” – Spinoza, (c. 1660.)

e 2 people like this - Antonio Renecle, Tommie le Roux

Sunday 23 June 2013

Dagga Movement 23 June 2013 07:53AM BlackBerry        b

Redeye

Study: THC Blocks Gastric Hemorrhaging Caused By Anti-Inflammatory Drugs

http://thejointblog.com/study-thc-blocks-gastric-hemorrhaging-caused-by-anti-inflammatory-drugs

/

A study recently published in the European Journal of Pharmacology has found that THC, a key

component of cannabis, can reduce tissue damage caused by nonsteroidal a...

Dagga Movement 23 June 2013 11:56AM         g

JEREMY VEAREY THE 'NAUGHTY NATIVE', THE WASPS AND THE 'RASTAFARIAN'

T-SHIRT 

In the past few days the mainstream printed media reported on the issue of me

appearing in public in a 'Rastafarian' shirt. The DA took this issue to an almost

meta-theoretical level of abstraction by suggesting that this act constituted the

endorsement of illegal 'dagga' use from a senior police officer. REALLY? How

many prejudiced White Anglo Saxon Patrician (WASP) angels stood on the head of

a pin to make this argument? Despite the density of high-moral toned words

evident in the DA media-bite which amounted to nothing more than how many

words can stand on the line of a prejudicial statement; the DA's response had more



to do with expedient political opportunism than moral concern.

The 'Rastafarian' t-shirt in question, which was sold to my sons by a working-class

South African citizen working for locally owned shop, was chosen by them as a

Father's Day gift because they are often perplexed by my 'excessive' love of

reggae music. That aside, lets test the DA criticism against the following questions?

- Was the wearing of the t-shirt illegal, immoral or unconstitutional?

- How does the symbol of a hemp leaf on the front 'promote dagga' smoking?

- Is 'Rastafari' a prohibited religion in our constitutional democracy?

- What has all of this nonsense have to do with me as a police officer?

- Do I judge you and claim that you are promoting inhuman exploitation because

you wear popular brand name clothing made under highly exploitative and unsafe

working conditions in 'sweatshops' in Asia by underpaid female and child labour; or

benefit from the actions of companies who are destroying Amazon rain forests to

'free' land for cattle farming so that you can be assured of a constant supply of

beef for your MacDonalds burger?

If you are able to answer these questions without resorting to the prejudiced and

often racist presumptions of WASPS masquerading as politicians; let's talk!

Jeremy Vearey:

https://www.facebook.com/jeremy.vearey/posts/343289265800876

Dagga Movement 23 June 2013 12:15PM DaggaMovement        g

Daggafarian A word that describes any person with a thorough knowledge on the

subject of cannabis and/or any person that uses cannabis, in any form, on a daily

basis. Synonyms Cannafarian Hempfarian Who are you? There are many groups

that are generalized by mainstream news because of they all share…

Daggafarian: A word that describes any person with a thorough knowledge on the

subject of...: dagga.info

e 3 people like this - Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Phumzile Liwane, Queen-Dimples

MaDimpana Luthuli

f 1 comment

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
I'm a daggafarian. I dn't smoke it. I infuse it in the tea & drink.
23 June 2013 12:41PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
:D You are also a patient. Who relies on the medical benefits

of dagga/cannabis!
23 June 2013 01:54PM



Dagga Movement
I have never tasted it in tea before. I need a infuser but will

try it.

Have you eaten raw cannabis before?
23 June 2013 01:55PM

Dagga Movement
I did try a warm drink of milk with cannabis in it.
23 June 2013 01:56PM

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
I did, especially the seeds. They produce Omega 3, good 4

unblock the heart & it's veins.
23 June 2013 02:08PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 23 June 2013 12:24PM         g

10 YEARS for having an opinion. 10 years for believing in yourself! 10 years for trying to change the

world for the better! YOU WILL NEVER SILENCE US!!!!!!!!

<3 Ma Baker

Timeline Photos: With Sonny CKTYE and 4 others.

e 4 people like this - Jody Fisher, Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Mickey Dangerez,

Sebastian K Bro

Dagga Movement 23 June 2013 04:17PM         d

<3 Ma Baker

f 4 comments

Vanessa Wrogemann
I am really starting to wonder waht would happen to our

society if everyone smoked weed? Hearing all these nice things

about it? Is it true? Would there be no fighting , abuse (?) Only

loving people? If so ..then why doesn't everyone use it?

Everything else we put in our mouths harms us in one way or

the other...so?
23 June 2013 04:38PM

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez

Dagga Movement
Thanks for the comment. Everything posted on this page is definitely true! I am

not about to sit here and tell you all evil will be eliminated. I am telling you that



the treatment of pain, sicknesses, diseases, poverty, hunger will be changed

forever! People's [perspectives] will change. society will be more open minded

and less brainwashed. People will care more for our beautiful world than trying to

destroy it! I, personally have yet to see/experience a con to weed for myself.

People need to be educated on the subject. It is a natural plant that has more

potential than any human I know! Spread the word. the love will follow!  <3 Ma

Baker

23 June 2013 06:51PM

Mickey Dangerez
Vanessa i'ts mostly true! I mean I still get angry even when stoned but it does go a long

way in helping someone like me who is short tempered to be more friendly! If you get

angry while stoned you are more considerate. It opens your mind to alternative solutions. 

Also remember that not all people is suited for cannabis. Just like there are people that is

not suited for alcohol use.
23 June 2013 06:50PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
But every person is still able to utilise the plant in other forms. teas, oils, butters, body oils

and creams, etc. health benefit to the max! <3 Ma Baker
23 June 2013 06:52PM

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez

Dagga Movement
Thanks for the comment. Everything posted on this page is definitely true! I am

not about to sit here and tell you all evil will be eliminated. I am telling you that

the treatment of pain, sicknesses, diseases, poverty, hunger will be changed

forever! People's [perspectives] will change. society will be more open minded

and less brainwashed. People will care more for our beautiful world than trying to

destroy it! I, personally have yet to see/experience a con to weed for myself.

People need to be educated on the subject. It is a natural plant that has more

potential than any human I know! Spread the word. the love will follow!  <3 Ma

Baker
23 June 2013 06:51PM

e 3 people like this - Mickey Dangerez, Sean Palmer, Vanessa Wrogemann

Dries Van Tonder > Dagga Movement 23 June 2013 09:08PM         d



e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 23 June 2013 09:09PM         b

This week is drug awareness week and also the 26th of June is international drug awareness day... I

think we should commemorate the prisoners of war in this war on drugs. What do you think?

~ Mickey Dangerez

e 2 people like this - January Thomas, Tommie le Roux

f 1 comment

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
Seconded
23 June 2013 09:10PM

e 1 person likes this - Tommie le Roux

Monday 24 June 2013

Liani Johnson > Dagga Movement 24 June 2013 01:06AM         g

Hey South African Medical Cannabis aka Dagga Supporters!

As a South African National; currently living in the Greater LA area, I am looking to bring my knowledge

and experience in this developing area of Cannabis Science back to South Africa to further push the

boundaries of Medicine and develop  the delivery mechanisms required to combat each of the

diseases that Cannabis has been shown to be extremely successful at treating and most times even

curing...

 

Our approach is what we call an eCAMs approach... evolutionary Complimentary and Alternative

Medicine servicing... as such I would greatly appreciate a working relationship with the groups

representing Natural Medicines in South Africa in order to reach out and inform you of my interest as

well as request your opinion and feedback on this matter. 

 

We at Cannabee Products, Inc www.cannabee.com would love the opportunity of putting together a

research and development team in South Africa to further explore our options of a safe locale to push

the boundaries of science and medicine while supplying the demand of our already popular remedies

to an international market.

 



But most importantly, we believe that we'll be able to created jobs, provide new industry and push the

boundaries in Cancer, HIV and Inflammatory Disease in South Africa in a sustainable, affordable, reliable

fashion that will once again put South Africa on the Map as an innovator in both humanitarian and

medicinal arenas.

 

I thank you in advance for considering my request for support, I would love your assistance in

networking with the right players in this arena to bring this project to fruition.

Thank you in advance for your consideration and assistance.

 

Sincerely,

Liani Johnson

Co-Founder / EVP

Cannabee Products, Inc and

the GreenPak Project

www.cannabee.com

tel: +1 760.565.1622

FaceBook: https://www.facebook.com/CannabeeProductsInc 

LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/in/cannabee

100% Natural Cannabinoid Remedy Research and Development Your Smokeless Alternative We've

Got You Covered! Wherever, Whenever!

Cannabee Products, Inc: www.cannabee.com

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
https://www.facebook.com/groups/387534114693157/?ref=ts&fref=ts
24 June 2013 07:38AM

Dagga Movement 24 June 2013 07:36AM         b

"I will stop smoking dagga when Zuma stops being corrupt" - Xhosa King Buyelehaya Zwelibanzi

Dalindyebo.

e 6 people like this - Antonio Renecle, Janine Jane Williams, Kristal Kruser, Liani Johnson, Nozey

Mthethwa, Vanessa Wrogemann

f 7 comments

Dagga Movement
Referenced from Sunday Time - 24 Jun 2013 - Page 4
24 June 2013 07:37AM

Hlekamajaha Khoza Mabona
eh
24 June 2013 07:42AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Mandla Magome
You do that Xhosa King. I`m smoking this shit regardless.
24 June 2013 07:44AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Siphe Zenani
Bayethe nkosi yam! He must have been high when he wrote this
24 June 2013 07:49AM

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, Mickey Dangerez, Zukisa Yanga Kwetana

Mickey Dangerez
I will cut my hair and beard when dagga is restored and regulated for the greater good of

mankind until then king we will be lighting the fires that burns Babylon!
24 June 2013 08:05AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Cute-nqo Nqobile Minis
Akusho wena kusho lensango*do u thnk kulayeka zuma mawbhema wena? cumon king

mangabe inema effects dat dagga u da one who wl suffer kube zuma yena ahealthy so

get a lyf king*no offens
24 June 2013 08:14AM

Dagga Movement
http://www.timeslive.co.za/thetimes/2013/06/24/let-s-vote-out-the-anc---xhosa-king
24 June 2013 08:40AM

Dagga Movement 24 June 2013 07:39AM         g

Popeye wasn't eating spinach my friends.

Photos of Dagga Movement:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10201321198051013&set=o.326459880

792659&type=1

e 3 people like this - Mickey Dangerez, Phumzile Liwane, Queen-Dimples

MaDimpana Luthuli

Dagga Movement 24 June 2013 07:45AM         b

"...apparently a single plant of cannabis can yield a kilo of smokable stuff. That's quite incredible, no? I

used to think it would take a whole field to produce a kg. But then I also used to think that the stuff that

people smoked was the leaves, after they were dried. My ignorance apart, if only we didn't have silly

laws and jobsworths to prevent us from growing these plants, we could grow a limitless supply on a

small balcony or a shed. Everybody could have their pot. There would be no dealers, no market. There

would be no justification for spending masses of resources on repression and keeping lots of police,

government officials and judges busy dealing with it. It would be...oh hang on, I see the point now." -



Comment from an article.

e 5 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Antonio Renecle, Clinton Lezar, Holy Hemp, Joseph April

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
http://forums.theregister.co.uk/forum/1/2013/06/21/shed_shocker/
24 June 2013 08:03AM

Dagga Movement 24 June 2013 07:56AM         g

Again mainstream media  blames dagga for threatening wildlife because the farm owners poisons

dagga preying animals. They also blame these farmers for clearing areas for cultivation but they do not

think about how Monsanto is threatening the ecosystem by killing pollinating bees and how the paper

industry are clearing rainforests.

Don't believe these lies!

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/21/us/marijuana-crops-in-california-threaten-forests-and-wildlife.

html?pagewanted=all&_r=0

Marijuana growers in California are beginning to acknowledge, reluctantly, that

their booming business is a threat to forests whose dark redwoods preside over

vibrant ecosystems.

Marijuana Crops in California Threaten Forests and Wildlife: www.nytimes.com

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
http://www.timeslive.co.za/sundaytimes/
24 June 2013 07:57AM

Alistair Thomson
What utter nonsense!
24 June 2013 08:06AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 24 June 2013 08:09AM         g

Proof popeye love cannabis, it's was dagga pre-packed in spinach cans all along...

http://stash.norml.org/police-seize-1200-pounds-of-pot-in-spinach-cans

GALLUP, N.M. – Police with the New Mexico Motor Transportation Division found 1,200 pounds of

pot packed in cans labeled as spinach during a stop at the

Police seize 1,200 pounds of pot in spinach cans | The NORML Stash Blog: stash.norml.org



Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 24 June 2013 08:15AM         f

‘Make health your new high in life, not drugs’ - SANCA

Dagga Movement 24 June 2013 08:15AM         g

Proof popeye love cannabis, it's was dagga pre-packed in spinach cans all along...

http://stash.norml.org/police-seize-1200-pounds-of-pot-in-spinach-cans

GALLUP, N.M. – Police with the New Mexico Motor Transportation Division found 1,200 pounds of

pot packed in cans labeled as spinach during a stop at the

Police seize 1,200 pounds of pot in spinach cans | The NORML Stash Blog: stash.norml.org

Dagga Movement 24 June 2013 08:30AM         g

Only half the vehicles were stop and tested for alcohol that means in theory 26 or even much more of

the drivers could have been drunk. Despite knowing dagga is harmless, the sniffing dog does not sleep

or take breaks or even give half the vehicles a break. No they must find all dagga thats why they could

not attend and have all the drivers tested for alcohol. Selective searching. It's easier to find dagga than

convince a guy to a breathalyzer test.

1 275 vehicles were stopped, 657 drivers tested for alcohol, where 13 drunken drivers were arrested.

http://bushradionews.blogspot.com/2013/06/several-drunk-drivers-arrested-in-wc.html

Bush Radio 89.5 fm is the Mother of Community Radio in Africa. Based in Cape

Town, South Africa, Bush Radio exists with the sole purpose to uplift, develop and

educate the communities it serves. To find out more about Bush Radio go to

www.bushradio.co.za, where you can also listen on-line. Please sh...

Bush Radio 89.5 fm Newsroom: Several drunk drivers arrested in the WC over the

weekend: bushradionews.blogspot.com

Dagga Movement 24 June 2013 08:56AM BlackBerry        b

Redeye-Beware of undercover pigs at Banbury crossing northgate, my buddy from work was caught

by an undercover cop on friday night with a tiny joint. To make a long story short he had to hand over

all his cash to avoid being arrested and sit the weekend in jail. Fucking corrupt PIG!!!

e 1 person likes this - Peter Rieger



f 2 comments

Leon Raulstone
yea, avoid Menlyn in pretoria aswell :P
24 June 2013 09:03AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
Dei aren't just Pigs. Dei R BUSHPIGS!..
24 June 2013 09:05AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 24 June 2013 09:00AM         g

Timeline Photos: Medicine... They aren't doing it right

e 4 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Janine Jane Williams, January Thomas,

Tommie le Roux

Dagga Movement 24 June 2013 09:32AM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=166068513513279&id=1311779236690

05&aid=34997

e 5 people like this - Dagga Movement, Manus Mornê Anthony, Nelson

Hochobeb, Nozey Mthethwa, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 24 June 2013 10:05AM         b

Max du Preez,a journalist and author wrote:"Nothing anybody says or does can be taken at face value

any longer in South Africa, because we suspect this can only be explained if one understands what the

doer or speaker wants to achieve in terms of his or her factional interest.”

~ Mickey

Dagga Movement 24 June 2013 10:05AM         g

<3 Ma Baker



Timeline Photos: Pennsylvania Hempland Security

e 5 people like this - Buzz Rsa, Deidre Loca Diosa Daniels, Jody Fisher, Kristal

Kruser, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli

Dagga Movement 24 June 2013 10:09AM         d

Dagga Movement 24 June 2013 10:28AM         g

Solved!

<3 Ma Baker

Timeline Photos: Jimmy Kimmel knows... 

www.SativaMagazine.com #SativaMagazine

Dagga Movement 24 June 2013 10:31AM         g

Well+Good readers share their savvy tips and easy recipes.

15 ways to eat hemp seeds: www.wellandgoodnyc.com

Dagga Movement 24 June 2013 10:37AM         g

This is the sickest thing I have ever heard. Instead of jailing dagga users maybe government should

investigate the health benefits of cannabis!

http://www.health24.com/Medical/Cancer/Multimedia/Girl-given-HIV-to-fight-her-cancer-20130624



Watch this video of doctors who have tried a new treatment on a six-year-old girl

involving injecting her with HIV in order to help cure her recurring leukaemia.

Girl 'given' HIV to fight her cancer: www.health24.com

e 1 person likes this - Henry Thamie Mngomezulu

f 5 comments

Mandla Magome
If it works then it works. No need to be as ignorant as those who shoot

down marijuana because they have their own agenda.
24 June 2013 11:17AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
The thing is cannabis also works but it's ignored and if HIV can be

disabled why does HIV exist? Then they should also be able to treat

HIV/AIDS.

Just saying that before going to such extreme lengths why did they

not try cannabis oil.
24 June 2013 11:23AM

Dagga Movement
I will do some more research.
24 June 2013 11:26AM

Mandla Magome
I feel you man. I`m smoking this weed to get high. Not too concerned

about it`s medicinal properties. Those are just justifications I use in

arguments.
24 June 2013 11:27AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Mandla Magome
You must educate me some more. I`m looking for the strain

the helps ease flu symptoms i.e Blocked nose.
24 June 2013 11:33AM

Dagga Movement
I must be honest with you I also smoke to get high but there

is one strain that I smoke and I know it's for medicinal

properties and it's a certain range of skunks...
24 June 2013 11:31AM

Andile Mtimande
plz do some more research before they give hiv to everyone with

cancer! 
24 June 2013 11:44AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement 24 June 2013 10:44AM DaggaMovement        g

This is the sickest alternative that tops the already diabolical chemo treatment.

Brave Mykayla succesfully treated her luekimia with cannabis oil. Cannabis cures

cancer. The truth is out! Watch this video of doctors who have tried a new

treatment on a six-year-old girl involving injecting her with…

Girl ‘given’ HIV to fight her cancer: dagga.info

Dagga Movement 24 June 2013 11:38AM         b

Apparently there is a police station commander in a certain area in PE that also owns the only liquor

store in a 90km radius. Please share your thoughts.

e 1 person likes this - Sean Palmer

f 1 comment

Sean Palmer
Awesome. Must be a shabeen
24 June 2013 01:38PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 24 June 2013 01:47PM         g

Fetal marijuana syndrome – characterised by lower birth weight and developmental abnormalities – is

five times more common than fetal alcohol syndrome?

http://www.lockedup.co.za/drug-information-know-your-drugs.html

Drug Information - Know your drugs! We understand that the use of narcotics is

not going away so rather than tell you don't because you probably will, we're

offering you accurate information so you can make informed choices.

Drug Information - Know your drugs!: www.lockedup.co.za

f 4 comments

Leon Raulstone
South African Police Service (SAPS); senior superintendent Deven

Naicker, national head of narcotics at the SAPS Yea, I dont trust

anything a twat that works for this government or corrupt police force

says.
24 June 2013 02:20PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Jody Fisher



Kelly Wiltshire McQue
A study was done in the 60's that disproves all of what they said about

Fetal Marijuana syndrome. Here's a link to the article and the study

-I've sent them to the website too so they can update their info:

http://www.marijuana-syndromes.com/melanie-dreher-jamaica-stu

dy-commentary.html ,

http://druglibrary.org/schaffer/hemp/medical/can-babies.htm .
24 June 2013 02:32PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Jody Fisher

Jody Fisher
http://stason.org/TULARC/health/hemp-marijuana/36-Don-t-childr

en-born-to-pot-smoking-mothers-suffer-from.html#.Uch2TthWDdM
24 June 2013 06:42PM

Jody Fisher
Yellow honey, 7times stronger than regular cannabis... so avg 15-22%

THC X 7= 105-140% THC, i doubt any naturally grown strain can

achieve that levels of THC. And the bit about it damaging lungs has

been disproved as well, lost all my bookmarks so don't have links.
24 June 2013 06:52PM

Dagga Movement 24 June 2013 05:34PM BlackBerry        b

Legalize it.                    

http://truththeory.com/2012/01/13/shocking-marijuana-use-may-positively-impact-lungs/

By Mike Barrett The federal government claims that marijuana has ‘no accepted medical use’ and

continues to classify it in the same category as heroin, MDMA, and PCP. This claim is made by the

government despite countless studies proving otherwise.-Redeye-

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 24 June 2013 06:17PM         b

If a police officer is corrupted report him to the IPID.

http://www.ipid.gov.za/lodge_complaint/lodge_complaint.asp

http://www.ipid.gov.za/documents/IPID%20Complaints%20Form-%20Form%202.pdf

e 1 person likes this - Clinton Lezar

f 1 comment

Leon Raulstone
yea, to report a police officer that has assaulted you, you have to lay a complaint at the

police station where it has happened. And guess what? My doket is missing. Magic? I think

not.



24 June 2013 06:31PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Leon Raulstone
why? the wonderful Garsfontein Police station even refused to give me his name.

And there is nothing that is going to come of it. So whenever I read of our police

officers being shot, I no longer care. They are not there to protect anyone. They

are there to grow their own pockets in size and when you say to them they have

no right to take my money from my wallet, and could not even prove I had

anything on me, I spent 2 days in a holding cell and then my belt, and cellphone

disappeared  from their holding. Nope, I actually like the Idea of them being shot

lately. The drug dealers in our country actually deliver on their promises, our

police no longer do. Corrupt arses all of them.
24 June 2013 06:52PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Report him to the IPID This form should sort the matter.
24 June 2013 06:46PM

Leon Raulstone
Sorry kinda over this corrupt government and all its lackeys :/
24 June 2013 07:10PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Leon Raulstone
O yea and the charge was drunkeness, I do not drink as I had liver cancer... Magic

that I am drunk but do not drink, and they refused to take me to Faerie Glen

Hospital which is 200 meters down the road, to get the blood test they must have

before charging me with anything.
24 June 2013 06:53PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Understandable. I feel the same.
24 June 2013 08:06PM

Dagga Movement 24 June 2013 06:38PM         g

Timeline Photos: It's time to end prohibition. Join the revolution, be a cannabis

freedom fighter and help free the leaf! Yes?

e 3 people like this - Janine Jane Williams, Luke Kriel, Sebastian K Bro



Dagga Movement 24 June 2013 07:24PM         g

Ag no! This herb was heading for my home town and got confiscated! 

http://taungdailynews.wordpress.com/2013/06/24/threenabbed-for-dagga-worth-r500-000-in-kimb

erley/

By Obakeng Maje Kimberley-North Cape police arrested three suspect for being in

possession of dagga on Monday. Police allegedly stopped and search a taxi the

suspects were travelling in on Old Bloe...

Threenabbed for dagga worth R500 000 in Kimberley:

taungdailynews.wordpress.com

e 1 person likes this - Clinton Lezar

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
More like stolen for some poor guy that's now lost his income for the

year. Bummer
24 June 2013 07:33PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Bradley Fourie
What's worse though is that it's a lot of people's medication.
24 June 2013 07:50PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 24 June 2013 08:04PM         g

They base their study on individuals who smoke on four young men who smoked dagga but used only

limited amounts of tobacco developed the cysts, or bullae, in the upper areas of their lungs. 

I have yet to find a study that proves similar results with cannabis only smokers.

Chronic marijuana smoking may lead to emphysema, a serious disorder in which

areas of lung tissue are destroyed and replaced with cysts, according to a paper

published in the journal Thorax.

Regular Marijuana Use Could Lead to Emphysema: www.webmd.com

Tuesday 25 June 2013

Dagga Movement 25 June 2013 09:26AM         g

Share your view! Now!



Timeline Photos: Drug abuse is on the rise in our country. Tune in as we speak

about drug awareness

Dagga Movement 25 June 2013 09:39AM         g

<3 Ma Baker

Timeline Photos: With James Pickersgill and 29 others.

Dagga Movement 25 June 2013 10:34AM         g

Like a BOSS!

<3 Ma Baker

I see You

Timeline Photos: Go Brazil .. — with Aaron Vazquez and 6 others.

e 7 people like this - Barbara Smith, Denver Burgess, Imraan Samuels, Ivan

Schoultz, Kristal Kruser, Nigel Thavarajoo, Tarryn Lee Peo

Jeremy David Acton > Dagga Movement 25 June 2013 11:50AM         g

"The 7 Steps to a Dagga Revolution in South Africa" can be read at http://www.daggaparty.co.za/ .

Please share. Thank you.

The South African Dagga Party. Dagga for a sustainable nation

http://www.daggaparty.co.za/: www.daggaparty.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 25 June 2013 12:28PM         g

"The 7 Steps to a Dagga Revolution in South Africa" can be read at http://www.daggaparty.co.za/ .

Please share. Thank you.

The South African Dagga Party. Dagga for a sustainable nation

http://www.daggaparty.co.za/: www.daggaparty.co.za

e 3 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Janine Jane Williams, Phumzile Liwane



Dagga Movement 25 June 2013 01:02PM         g

Is it not enough that dagga users are punished now you must be punished even wearing apparel of

dagga in nature. If you have hemp clothes on, you better run.

The Democratic Alliance has written to Western Cape Police Commissioner Arno

Lamoer calling for action to be taken against Mitchells Plain cluster commander

Jeremy Vearey (see Cape Times report).

Politicsweb - Jeremy Vearey must be disciplined - DA WCape - PARTY:

www.politicsweb.co.za

f 8 comments

Janine Jane Williams
EISH
25 June 2013 01:10PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Sebastian Wink
screw this land
25 June 2013 01:12PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Sebastian Wink
You can only educate the people who want to learn
25 June 2013 07:27PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Murray Juana
lets educate this land!!
25 June 2013 07:12PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Sean Palmer
This world is pathetic. And the biggest criminals of all walk freely

passing down such pathetic laws...
25 June 2013 02:04PM

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, Janine Jane Williams,

Murray Juana

Jeremy David Acton
No laws were broken. Grow up DA!!!
25 June 2013 02:05PM

e 4 people like this - Dagga Movement, Janine Jane Williams, Mlou

Newdigate, Murray Juana

Dagga Movement
DA must have been investigated at some stage by him, now they

thinking its pay back. since when are we not allowed to wear what we

want when its our time off from work.



25 June 2013 02:21PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Murray Juana

Justin Rooplall
Cop should focus on real crimes. THIS is Bull
25 June 2013 02:23PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Justin Rooplall
Cop should focus on real crimes. THIS is Bull
25 June 2013 02:24PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Ras Ray Von Croy
Nea that is not good how can you make nature illegal legalize it and

the crime rate will fall down why dont they make strong alchol illegal

rather 
25 June 2013 03:35PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 25 June 2013 02:07PM         b

"He said residents had assaulted the man they believed had been smoking dagga when a fire broke out

in his shack."

dispatch. co. za/mystery-shack-fire-leaves-23-homeless/

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
On a whim and based on the fact that he is a dagga smoker they assault a man and the

ward councilor in the area David Mbinqo just stood there doing nothing?
25 June 2013 02:08PM

Dagga Movement 25 June 2013 04:38PM BlackBerry        b

Rick Simpson Oil Works shared the following link and had this to say about it:

Why we must keep running from the cure for cancer! Check it out

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0psJhQHk_GI

The following presentation of RUN FROM THE CURE: - Redeye-



Dagga Movement 25 June 2013 04:42PM DaggaMovement        g

The cons of dagga are; - It is could be emotionally or habitually addictive as much

as facebook or mxit. - People with a predisposed mental condition are at risk of

psychosis but the percentage of the population affected by it is less than the

people that die from peanut allergies. - There is a…

The cons of dagga: dagga.info

Dagga Movement 25 June 2013 04:56PM DaggaMovement        g

1. Cannabis seeds are not narcotic and when ground as flour provide up to 24%

protein, and all the amino acids necessary for human nutrition. 2. Cannabis seeds

contain Omega 3, 6 and 9 fatty acids in a perfect balance for human cardiac and

mental health. 3. Cannabis seed oil, which is non-narcotic a...

Pros of dagga: dagga.info

Dagga Movement 25 June 2013 05:04PM         g

If just 10% of what research doctors are now saying about CBD is true, then this is a discovery with

significance similar in medical impact to the discovery of antibiotics. Myriad serious scientific

peer-reviewed studies in Europe have pointed to CBD as having almost unprecedented healing power

over an extraordinary variety of pathologies.

http://www.realitysandwich.com/high_health_cbd_food_supply

Featureteaser:  CBD is a molecular component of the cannabis plant. If just 10% of what research

doctors are now saying about CBD is true, then this is a discovery with significance similar in medical

impact to the discovery of

High on Health: CBD in the Food Supply | Reality Sandwich: www.realitysandwich.com

e 1 person likes this - Imraan Samuels

Dagga Movement 25 June 2013 09:20PM         d

KIMBERLEY. – Dagga van R500 000 is in ’n taxi in die stad gekry en drie mans is in hegtenis geneem.

Volgens lt. Sergio Kock, polisiewoordvoerder, het lede van die blitspatrollie vyf sakke vol dagga in ’n

sleepwa gekry toe hulle ’n Toyota Quantum gestop het.



Kock sê die bestuurder van die taxi, die medebestuurder en die eienaar van die bagasie, is Sondagaand

in hegtenis geneem. Die dagga weeg 93,95 kg en het ’n straatwaarde van R500 000.

Die mans is onderskeidelik 24, 28 en 56 jaar oud.

Hulle is in Hullstraat vasgetrek. Die mans is van Lerato Park en Dikgaan Hostel in Galeshewe.

Die polisie het ook op die sleepwa beslag gelê omdat dit na bewerig vir die misdaad gebruik is.

Die polisie ondersoek ’n klag van besit van dagga.

Die mans gaan binnekort in die hof verskyn.

http://www.volksblad.com/nuus/2013-06-24-mans-vas-oor-r500-000-se-dagga

Wednesday 26 June 2013

Dagga Movement 26 June 2013 07:50AM         g

Restoring cannabis will instantly take the wind out of most dagga related pages. There would be no

need to argue. :D

Timeline Photos: << Patrick Fucking Star >> — with Daniel Tosh.

e 2 people like this - Joshua Lamoreaux, Kristal Kruser

Dagga Movement 26 June 2013 07:56AM         d

Like if you love reggae music or if you don't mind Jeremy Veary or any other fans of reggae music to

listen and support their music.



f 1 comment

Don Power Rudeboyshuffla
Dagga movement. I invite u to mi show in Rusternburg, its Reggae n dancehall all night,

,we blaze fyah.
26 June 2013 08:16AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

e 21 people like this - Antonio Renecle, Bradley Fourie, Dagga Movement, Don Power

Rudeboyshuffla, Gerrie De Jager, Holy Hemp, I-fatherman Mokgakala, Imraan Samuels, Jason

William Bennett, Joseph April, Kristal Kruser, Masaka Ngoali, Mdu Raster, Mrmalkop Mazibuko, Nigel

Thavarajoo, Nozey Mthethwa, Phakiso Mmuso Topshatta-Appiah, Phillip Vaillancourt, Smo Mohale,

Wieke Wijnalda, Yaaseen Seedat

Dagga Movement 26 June 2013 08:27AM         b

Politicians who support prohibition knowingly support organized crime. #KnowYourDA

e 8 people like this - Antonio Renecle, Bradley Fourie, Holy Hemp, Ilet Jonker, Janine Jane Williams,

Peter Rieger, Sebastian K Bro, Siphe Zenani

f 3 comments

Jason Jay
True dat.
26 June 2013 08:28AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Janine Jane Williams
that is def the quote if the day!!!
26 June 2013 10:44AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Sebastian K Bro
Eish... too true
26 June 2013 11:47AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 26 June 2013 08:31AM         f

Politicians who support dagga prohibition support organized crime Dagga Movement 



<- #knowyouranc

e 1 person likes this - Wes Beck

Dagga Movement 26 June 2013 08:53AM         b

"Lynn Phillips, Mitchell's Plain CPF: new drug on the street is called cheesy. Dagga is still dominant" Isn't

it possible that this person is confused with the dagga strain called Cheese? They fight a war on drugs

but they don't even know what Cheese is?

e 5 people like this - Bradley Fourie, Donna Kisogloo, Jerry Mathabathe, Ralph Margo, Vanessa

Wrogemann

Dagga Movement 26 June 2013 09:32AM DaggaMovement        g

Of course any article that proves that prohibition is a failure is blocked and delayed. Here is another

inaccessible article.

MBABANE – A police officer has been arrested and charged after he allegedly

conducted an ‘illegal raid’ where he conned dagga farmers in Maphalaleni on

Saturday. He has since been charged with theft by false pretences, impeccable

police sources said. Police Public Relations Officer Superintendent We...

Cop charged for conning dagga farmers: dagga.info

Dagga Movement 26 June 2013 09:46AM         g

As a dagga user, I personally despise heroin. Heroin should only be used in hospitals as it is also known

as morphine.

Timeline Photos: 405 straws of heroin seized

Full website link: http://bit.ly/10TMzVZ

Mobile link: http://bit.ly/137UPmB

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Kristal Kruser



Dagga Movement 26 June 2013 11:25AM         b

Black's Law Dictionary (9th edition) defines Freeman as 1. A person who possesses and enjoys all the

civil and political rights belonging to the people under a free government. 2. A person who is not a

slave.

e 1 person likes this - Sebastian Wink

Dagga Movement 26 June 2013 11:33AM         g

<3 Ma Baker

Timeline Photos: The Anti-Media

e 1 person likes this - Janine Jane Williams

Dagga Movement 26 June 2013 12:03PM         g

<3 Ma Baker

A growing number of people are taking LSD and other psychedelic drugs such as

cannabis and ecstasy to help them cope with a variety of conditions including

anorexia nervosa, cluster headaches, and chronic anxiety attacks.

Higher Perspective: Scientist Study Health Benefits Of Psychedelic Drugs:

www.altering-perspectives.com

Dagga Movement 26 June 2013 12:04PM         b

On the KnowyourDA hashtag Councillor Francois Greyling of the DA said dagga prohibition is not

discriminating but ignorant. Then later the whole post was deleted.

f 2 comments

Mandla Magome
Give that man a 1066
26 June 2013 12:06PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
HAHAHA and AK47
26 June 2013 12:17PM



Ras Ray Von Croy
Il rather say give him a nuke bomb
26 June 2013 02:18PM

Dagga Movement 26 June 2013 02:14PM         g

Timeline Photos: More at ==> The Notebook of Life ... Earth From The Sky — with

Simone Simmons and 3 others.

e 2 people like this - Deidre Loca Diosa Daniels, Peter Rieger

Dagga Movement 26 June 2013 04:05PM DaggaMovement        g

Please read through this it's very important to all. Share

BANKS & “GOVERNMENTS” FORECLOSED WORLDWIDE The One People’s

Public Trust (OPPT) announced the foreclosure of the world’s banks and

“governments” on December 25th 2012 stemming from prior investigation into

massive fraud across the entire system:

http://i-uv.com/oppt-absolute/oppt-initial-investigati...

BANKS & “GOVERNMENTS” FORECLOSED WORLDWIDE: dagga.info

Dagga Movement 26 June 2013 04:18PM         g

finally a place were you can almost get it all.... and not bad pricing.....,

Hydroponics supply superstore - 420 Supplies - Suppliers of horticultural products for hydroponic

and organic growers

Hydroponics supply superstore - 420 Supplies - Suppliers of horticultural products for...:

www.420supplies.co.za

Dagga Movement 26 June 2013 04:41PM DaggaMovement        g

No. 1. There is a clear pharmacological definition for 'drugs'. There isn't - what we

classify as illegal 'drugs' is a 1950s & 60s social and cultural construct with no

coherent pharmacological rationale. No. 2. People who use drugs are drug

misusers. Untrue - the vast majority are recreational user...

22 Lies, myths & misconceptions about drugs: dagga.info



Dagga Movement 26 June 2013 04:54PM         g

Legal Highs on the rise.

Governments everywhere are struggling to cope with an increase in new

substances known as "legal highs", the UN's latest World Drug Report says.

Big global increase in 'legal highs': www.bbc.co.uk

e 1 person likes this - Sebastian K Bro

f 1 comment

Sebastian K Bro
as it should be...
26 June 2013 06:11PM

Dagga Movement 26 June 2013 08:41PM mobile        b

http://anonnews.org/press/item/2370/

Dagga Movement 26 June 2013 08:51PM         g

<3Ma Baker

We know you've got cupboards of this stuff, we also know that you are runnin a

little low on the ol' stash. Well you bring us 5 canned food items for the Food Bank

of the Rockies and we'll give you a FREE JOINT w/ purchase! weed for food, best

trade around.

PinkHouse Pearl:

https://www.facebook.com/pinkhousepearl/posts/461202467305119

Dagga Movement 26 June 2013 08:51PM         g

<3Ma Baker

We know you've got cupboards of this stuff, we also know that you are runnin a

little low on the ol' stash. Well you bring us 5 canned food items for the Food Bank

of the Rockies and we'll give you a FREE JOINT w/ purchase! weed for food, best

trade around.

PinkHouse Pearl:

https://www.facebook.com/pinkhousepearl/posts/461202467305119



Thursday 27 June 2013

Dagga Movement 27 June 2013 07:57AM         d

Dagga Movement 27 June 2013 09:14AM         g

Mzwandile Petros says Crime Line has become one of the police's strongest

weapons.

900 arrests in fight against drugs: ewn.co.za

Dagga Movement 27 June 2013 09:17AM         g

<3 Ma Baker

New Hampshire is set to soon become the latest state to legalize medical

marijuana.

New Hampshire Legislature Approves Medical Marijuana | Just Say Now:

justsaynow.firedoglake.com



Dagga Movement 27 June 2013 09:52AM BlackBerry        b

BHO -Redeye-

http://www.theweedblog.com/what-is-marijuana-butane-hash-oil-bho-and-is-it-safe/

Butane hash oil (BHO) made from marijuana is not a new thing. However, it's popularity and availability

has grown exponentially in recent years.

Dagga Movement 27 June 2013 09:55AM         g

Makes you wonder whats going to be in our future, maybe one day we will all be fighting to survive the

new world order take over.

On the upside, smoking dope wont be an issue any more.

- The use of guillotines for “governmental purposes” was lobbied for and passed

in the U.S. Congress - The information we received is that 15,000 are currently

stored  in Georgia and 15,000 in Montana - Are the beheadings by muslims today

meant to desensitize us against U.S. Government beheadings in...

Why Did the U.S. Government Recently Purchase 30,000 Guillotines?:

wakeupcallpage.tumblr.com

f 1 comment

Sean Le Roux
The simple answer is that conspiracy nuts are, well nuts.

http://www.snopes.com/politics/conspiracy/guillotines.asp
27 June 2013 12:18PM

Dagga Movement 27 June 2013 10:03AM         g

wco

Photos from Jack DeCarlo's post in FREE THE LEAF:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151424907996256&set=gm.573559

976028230&type=1

e 2 people like this - Janine Jane Williams, Phakiso Mmuso Topshatta-Appiah

Dagga Movement 27 June 2013 10:04AM         g

wco



When we think of cars we think of gasoline, steel, pollution, etc. Well, maybe you

don’t, but that’s what comes to mind for me. Even though we have some

innovative and visually pleasing cars on the road today, it is difficult to ignore the

sheer environmental impact that modern cars create. What if…

Henry Ford’s Hemp Plastic Car is 10X Stronger: www.collective-evolution.com

e 1 person likes this - Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams

Dagga Movement 27 June 2013 10:05AM         g

wco

Most liked pics 2013:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151424477691256&set=oa.52295133

7755761&type=1

Dagga Movement 27 June 2013 10:07AM         g

wco, yum yum.

Most liked pics 2013:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151340086231256&set=oa.52295133

7755761&type=1

Dagga Movement 27 June 2013 10:08AM         g

wco

Last year, over 850,000 people in America were arrested for marijuana-related

crimes. Despite public opinion, the medical community, and human rights exper

The Top Five Special Interest Groups Lobbying To Keep Marijuana Illegal |

Republic Report: www.republicreport.org

Dagga Movement 27 June 2013 10:08AM         g

wco



Timeline Photos: Cannabis was highly regarded by 19th Century doctors

e 3 people like this - Janine Jane Williams, Phakiso Mmuso Topshatta-Appiah,

Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 27 June 2013 10:12AM         b

“Disobedience is the true foundation of liberty. The obedient must be slaves.” 

? Henry David Thoreau

e 2 people like this - Joseph April, Sean Palmer

Dagga Movement 27 June 2013 10:18AM         b

How can one be compelled to accept slavery? 

I simply refuse to do the master's bidding. 

He may torture me, break my bones to atoms and even kill me.

He will then have my dead body, not my obedience.

Ultimately, therefore, it is I who am the victor and not he,

for he has failed in getting me to do what he wanted done.

Gandhi

Dagga Movement 27 June 2013 10:26AM         b

The bowl is cashed.

I want one more.

The bowl is green.

And I wonder why I'm poor.

Now I feel good.

But my wallet's sank

Lets load another

Im on my way to the bank

wco;)
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Carried down this road by goodwill.



Your whole life passes you by.

Sheltered on this path by ignorance.

You'll know you lost when you die.

Turns and detours you passed up,

Hoping we'd respect and recognize

The faith and purity you kept,

It gives me something to despise.

We of the faith see you're blind.

Propoganda has you clutched.

We fall from you and we don't mind.

People like you misjudge the crutch.

Taken by the neck by liars,

Robbed of your chance to decide.

They filled you up with their concoction,

Changed our faces overnight.

We all broke out from the mould,

We chose what we wanted to be.

We laugh at their narrow vision,

An entire world they can't see.

Pity be afforded you,

Your last breath will have no touch.

With pride bestowed to the simplest tool.

People like you misjudge the crutch.

Six feet down you'll toss and turn,

As we lay herbs upon your grave.

We know sobriety will fail you,

When you are dead, your name will cave.

Innocence won't be remembered,

All that matters is you died.

The feeling we all know you harbor,

You want the crutch deep down inside.

;) wco

e 1 person likes this - Antonio Renecle

Dagga Movement 27 June 2013 10:30AM         b

i hit the Blunt, I hit the J ,

More I say through the day,

So i hit the Bong , I hit the Vape,

Now im stoned and I can't relate,



To what goes on through the day ,

Dont ask me why coz I'm baked ,

Sorry Its just the stoners way,

I sit and think I sit and wonder,

How my life fell in a plunder ,

She cast her spell she trapped my soul,

Promised me she wouldn't let go,

I did'nt listen, I didn't care, 

Now Im stuck in a maze trying to escape ,

Little did I know its a part of faith,

She stole my days and stole my nights, 

Yesterday went too fast and tomarrow came too quick,

I lived my life through her highs ,

I didn't see the world through my eyes,

The years ran by, back to square one ,

I roll another blunt still getting high

 

wco ;)

e 1 person likes this - Alen Nanov

Dagga Movement 27 June 2013 11:27AM BlackBerry        b

-Redeye-                  #Cannabis is a miracle medicine #breakthetaboo #endthewrondrugs

http://guardianlv.com/2013/06/cannabis-cures-cancer-marijuana-touted-as-miracle-drug-video/

Touted by physicians worldwide as a “miracle” drug, marijuana has proven effective in the treatment

of Cancer, Crohn’s disease, decompensated cirrhosis, chronic pain, ect

Dagga Movement 27 June 2013 11:56AM         g

Everyone loves the summer time and with summer comes more sun exposure.

Whether we have fair skin or dark skin, thinking about how much sun exposure we

get is a good idea because we don’t want to burn or get heat stroke. But another

side effect that often is brought up with sun exposure is [...]

Medical Records State: The Sun Has Never Been Directly Linked to Skin Cancer

Case: www.collective-evolution.com

Dagga Movement 27 June 2013 12:13PM         g



Timeline Photos: via Truth Theory

e 6 people like this - Dagga Movement, Ivan Schoultz, Janine Jane Williams, Kelly

Wiltshire McQue, Sean Palmer, Sämäntha de la Crüz

f 2 comments

Janine Jane Williams
wow... look at the joy in his face xx
28 June 2013 11:35AM

Dagga Movement
yeah its sad to see a happy child that has never had the joys of our

crappy modern society.
28 June 2013 11:39AM

e 1 person likes this - Janine Jane Williams

Dagga Movement 27 June 2013 03:43PM mobile        b

Sitting here. Puffing away on my one man pipe, pondering why I have been paying the government to

dictate to me the laws of which are forced upon me. I am there client I pay them. They should be doing

what I say. Not the other way around. Why would I rent there shitty service. Why should I rent there

police to protect me, when I am indeed of protection against them. Why should I pay to make them

more powerful and my freedom of choice weaker? Why why why I ask myself, are we so blind not to

see we are the power?

e 5 people like this - Andile Mtimande, Antonio Renecle, Peter Rieger, Sean Palmer, Sifiso Quinton

Mbele

f 4 comments

Greg Misfit
its nt that complicated 2 answer..its because..We Let it Happen.
27 June 2013 04:42PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Exactly
27 June 2013 08:09PM

Andile Mtimande
dope...... pun intended ; )
28 June 2013 01:28PM

e 2 people like this - Andile Mtimande, Dagga Movement

Sifiso Quinton Mbele
nw dats wat we shoud b toyi - toying 4
28 June 2013 01:41PM
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Show me the money -redeye-

http://www.theweedblog.com/the-power-of-the-cannabis-economy/

Maybe if our greedy government saw how much money they can make from taxing weed it will

become legal

Dagga Movement 27 June 2013 04:33PM         g

In a test conducted on a hemp-blend fabric (60% hemp / 40% rayon), where the

fabric was infected with staph, researchers found that the hemp material killed the

staph bacteria at an incredible rate

Lab Tests Show Hemp Fabric Stops Spread Of Deadly Bacteria:

www.theweedblog.com

e 4 people like this - Anthony Britz, Dagga Movement, Holy Hemp, Jason Jay

Ndumiso Bhoboza > Dagga Movement 27 June 2013 04:39PM         f

Continue Reading_47
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http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=how-safe-recreational-marijuana

As more states make recreational marijuana legal, researchers fret about short-

and long-term health effects

How Safe Is Recreational Marijuana?: Scientific American:

www.scientificamerican.com

Friday 28 June 2013

Dagga Movement 28 June 2013 07:53AM         g



Major studies within cancer research have been proven to be false which also

suggests that the mainstream treatments we use are based on fraudulent findings

and false science. Recent news has shown that the majority of studies geared

towards cancer research are inaccurate and likely fraudulent by na...

Cancer Industry Exposed as Fraud “The Science is False”:

www.collective-evolution.com
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WE ARE A GROUP THAT'S WANTING A CLEAN NON GOVERNMENTAL LIVING,

USING NATURAL ENERGIES, AND LIVING OFF THE LAND AS SELF SUSTAINING

HUMAN BEINGS, NOT AS SLAVES..

Living BY Nature's Way: https://www.facebook.com/SouthAfricanAwareness

Dagga Movement 28 June 2013 08:02AM         g

How the pharmaceutical and government secretly oppose the legalization of

marijuana in order to support their secret agendas.

Who Is Secretly Working to Keep Pot Illegal? - Big Pharma and Government -

Conspiracies on truTV: www.trutv.com

e 2 people like this - Jody Fisher, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 28 June 2013 08:16AM         b

http://anonnews.org/related-sites/item/309/

Dagga Movement 28 June 2013 08:25AM         b

Anonymous Team Vendetta wasn’t about to let the marijuana arrest of Libertarian radio host and Iraq

veteran Adam Kokesh go unremarked.

[Adam Kokesh/Facebook]

The hacktivist group on Tuesday temporarily took down at least two websites, the Philly Police Blog

and rangerfop.com, the United States Park Ranger Lodge, in retaliation for Kokesh’s arrest.

When Kokesh was busted at a pro-marijuana rally in Philadelphia moments before 4:20 p.m. on Sunday,

he had just encouraged the crowd to smoke weed and to “make it difficult for the police” to break up

the rally, according to video of the incident, reports Hunter Stuart at The Huffington Post.

“I’m being assaulted by an officer of the law who is a clear criminal,” Kokesh said into his microphone



at the Smoke Down Prohibition rally as officers struggled to get handcuffs onto the activist. People in

the crowd started chanting, “Stop the violence!”

Adam Kokesh

[The Raw Story]

Kokesh was charged on Monday with assaulting and impeding National Park Service Rangers,

according to court documents, despite clear video evidence that he was the victim, not the instigator,

of any assault which took place.

The documents note that Kokesh “had locked arms with a person who had a marijuana cigarette. As

the Ranger approached the person with the cigarette, Kokesh physically blocked and obstructed the

Ranger.”

The activist was also thrown out of the 2008 Republican National Convention for heckling John McCain,

and was arrested for dancing at the Thomas Jefferson Memorial in Washington, D.C., during a protest of

a court decision that had banned dancing at the site.

Because Kokesh is also a major organizer of a planned loaded-gun march on Washington, D.C.,

scheduled for July 4, some conspiracy-minded websites, including Alex Jones’ InfoWars, are

speculating that his arrest is part of a plot to prevent the march from happening.

Dagga Movement 28 June 2013 08:30AM         d

Dagga Movement 28 June 2013 09:43AM         g

build your own boat. wco

Sometimes you win, sometimes you learn.

Timeline Photos: A different way of recycling plastic bottles... A boat made entirely

of plastic wrapped 2-liter bottles drawn into the shape of a boat. Even a front and

rear seat have been made entirely of wrapped 2-liter bottles.



See also - How to Build a Solar Heating Panel with Soda Cans:

http://goo.gl/UBfOp — with Didi Poblador Mendoza and 10 others.

e 4 people like this - Atanas Kotev, Dagga Movement, Hennie Balhao, Janine Jane

Williams

f 1 comment

Janine Jane Williams
that just rocks....
29 June 2013 05:58AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 28 June 2013 09:44AM         g

do you ever see strange stuff when stoned? wco;)

Timeline Photos: Kodocceh

Dagga Movement 28 June 2013 09:48AM         g

wco;)

By: Anthony Gucciardi Yet another disturbing reason has emerged as to why you

should be avoiding health-devastating genetically modified organisms, and it may

be one of the most concerning yet. We ...

Revealed: Deadly "Rogue Gene" Discovered in Monsanto's GMO Crops:

www.thelibertybeacon.com

Dagga Movement 28 June 2013 10:24AM         b

http://www.hightimes.com/view/strongest-strains-2013

Dagga Movement 28 June 2013 11:20AM         g

They say it was Wednesday but I believe this was yesterday when my dagga senses were tingling.

http://taungdailynews.wordpress.com/2013/06/28/two-nabbed-with-dagga-worth-r110-000-in-kim

berley/



By ObakengMaje Kimberley-Police are investigating a case of possession of dagga

after two males were arrested on the Boshoff Road approximately 5km outside

Kimberley on Wednesday. “The SAPS Crime I...

Two nabbed with dagga worth R110 000 in Kimberley:

taungdailynews.wordpress.com
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Timeline Photos: How do human beings perceive reality, and what does it matter?

It seems that so many people perceive reality here on Earth differently, but what

happens when everybody discovers real truth, and our collective perception

merges into one? 

?www.collective-evolution.com/2013/01/15/how-do-human-beings-perceive-rea

lity-and-what-does-it-matter/ — with Yamuna Vati Dasi and Yudhisthira Dasa.

e 1 person likes this - Hennie Balhao

Dagga Movement 28 June 2013 12:26PM         b

The Bible speaks of rulers "who frame mischief by a law", who "gather together against the soul of the

righteous, and condemn the innocent."--Psalm 94:2O-21. Although Romans 13:1-7 tells us to "obey the

powers that be" and submit to legal ordinances, when man's unjust laws contradict the laws of God, the

Bible tells us: "We ought to obey God rather than men!"--Acts 5:29.

wco;)

e 2 people like this - Graffton Jurd, Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams

f 1 comment

King Cali Mann Cure
Even plsm 2 did declear Dat de Rolers Of De World Come 2Gther agains de Mist High N

His Choosen King.....bt rightiousness always prevail,
28 June 2013 12:56PM

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, King Cali Mann Cure, Ras Ramon Benjahman

Adams

Dagga Movement 28 June 2013 12:29PM         g

Water is more dangerous than dagga 7.2 liters of water could kill an averaged person of 80kg where it

would take 750kg of dagga consumed in 15 minutes to cause death.

http://www.nbcnews.com/id/16614865/



A woman who competed in a radio station’s contest to see how much water she

could drink without going to the bathroom died of water intoxication, the coroner’s

office said Saturday.

Woman dies after water-drinking contest: www.nbcnews.com

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 28 June 2013 01:26PM         b

Prohibition has only made the black market thrive. Drugs are cheaper, more pure and readily available

than ever before!

Dagga Movement 28 June 2013 01:39PM         b

Dagga is safer than most common foods we consume.

However people with mental problems should avoid dagga. There it is. The long and short of it. The

only exception is dabbing. (When one inhales heated dagga oil fumes) It is a concentrate and you can

sleep for days if you in hale to much. That is the only danger that has arisen with the legislation in the

US. 

"One day when the world knows that dagga is just a vegetable. The most important vegetable on the

planet. A dietary essential. It is man that alters the chemical state from non-psychoactive to

psychoactive." - Dr William Courtney 

It's a vegetable until it is put in a pipe and smoked. 

The most important vegetable in the world!!!!!

e 3 people like this - Patrick Bassett, Phakiso Mmuso Topshatta-Appiah, Phumzile Liwane

f 1 comment

Kelly Bayliss
I have very serious mental problems, which have landed in prison, Cannabis is the only

thing that has helped to a point where Im able to hold down a job and be a active member

of our useless society with out hurting people any more ! Thanks Cannabis, You my only

Friend, You stuck by me through all my Shitt !  
28 June 2013 01:47PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
I made an alcohol based tincture from the same skunk stain. It works the same

but doesn't give a high but still works for the "mental pressure / block" I

experience.

Also try a vegetable glycerine based tincture if you haven't yet.



Great for taking meds on the move.

It's sad that you cannot smoke as it's really the fastest way for cannabinoids to

enter the body.

BUT many who smoke don't know the benefits of raw juiced cannabis.

Two way street.

Tell me is even vaporized dagga bad when you have COAD?

29 June 2013 08:45AM

Dagga Movement
I feel the same way.

I only need one bong of a certain strain skunk and it feels as if a "mental pressure

/ block" is relieved.

It's a healer.

At the end of the day it's a choice over alcohol and tobacco for most dedicated

users and patients alike.

My Life, My Health & My Choice, I choose dagga over tobacco and alcohol.

~ Mickey
29 June 2013 07:35AM

Kelly Bayliss
I can't smoke it anymore, I have COAD so I make brownies and muffins, it takes

longer but helps so much !  
29 June 2013 07:53AM

Dagga Movement
I made an alcohol based tincture from the same skunk stain. It works the same

but doesn't give a high but still works for the "mental pressure / block" I

experience.

Also try a vegetable glycerine based tincture if you haven't yet.

Great for taking meds on the move.

It's sad that you cannot smoke as it's really the fastest way for cannabinoids to

enter the body.

BUT many who smoke don't know the benefits of raw juiced cannabis.



Two way street.

Tell me is even vaporized dagga bad when you have COAD?

29 June 2013 08:45AM

Kelly Bayliss
I have never tried vaporized weed yet ! Have always smoked it, its even new to

me eating it ! 
29 June 2013 10:49AM

Dagga Movement 28 June 2013 01:57PM         b

Dagga Bio Fuel has a negative carbon foot print and would be much cheaper. 

Hemp will grow in the poorest garden!

Viva AmaDaggaDagga!

Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa

e 1 person likes this - Liani Johnson

Dagga Movement 28 June 2013 02:48PM DaggaMovement        g

INTRODUCTION You are reading this either because you have been arrested on a

Dagga charge or you want to know what to do if you are. From this point on we will

assume you have been arrested and address the matter accordingly. Firstly, the

experience of being arrested is extremely stressful and you n...

The puffer guide to {not} being arrested (2011): dagga.info

Dagga Movement 28 June 2013 03:07PM         g

http://auto.howstuffworks.com/fuel-efficiency/biofuels/hemp-energy.htm

How much do you know about hemp? Keep reading to learn about biofuels and

hemp energy.

HowStuffWorks "Hemp Energy: Sounds like a joke, but it’s not!":

auto.howstuffworks.com



e 4 people like this - Anthony Britz, Dagga Movement, Holy Hemp, Sebastian K

Bro

Dagga Movement 28 June 2013 03:10PM         g

wco;)

All the best marijuana pictures and information found in one place!

Everything About Marijuana — All the best marijuana pictures and information found

in one place!: www.everythingaboutmarijuana.com

e 2 people like this - Anthony Britz, Tshepo Hope

Dagga Movement 28 June 2013 07:18PM         g

<3 Ma Baker

Timeline Photos: With Pinelo Caceres and 42 others.

e 4 people like this - Anthony Britz, Carmelita Brown, Joshua Lamoreaux, Tshepo

Hope

Dagga Movement 28 June 2013 07:24PM         g

Awesomeness for the metal head stoners!

Timeline Photos: With Sapo Medrano Flores and 23 others.

e 4 people like this - Carmelita Brown, Holy Hemp, Jesse Slater, Phumzile Liwane

Saturday 29 June 2013

Dagga Movement 29 June 2013 04:51AM         d

Cannabis Activism Wear: Let your "booty" do the talking...

If all goes well... the line will be completely designed in the next month or so... Dagga is Safer Than

Alcohol is a Trademark owned by Cannabee Products, Inc. www.cannabee.com ALL RIGHTS

RESERVED 2013 - Funds From Activism Gear will be used towards our coming campaign to bring



Medical and Recreational Cannabis solutions to Southern Africa...

Dagga Movement 29 June 2013 07:41AM         d

Dagga Movement 29 June 2013 07:54AM DaggaMovement        g

There is no scientific evidence base to support drug testing - it is a clear example

of punitive populist informed policy based evidence. Many of the companies

touting enforcement to try and ensure a drug free environment are run by ex- drug

law enforcement officers. Drug testing: 1. undermines harm...

The seductive attraction of drug testing in an age of reductionism, the fear of the

other and...: dagga.info

Dagga Movement 29 June 2013 09:04AM DaggaMovement        g



Although cannabis may have potential therapeutic value, inhalation of a

combustion product is an undesirable delivery system. The aim of the study was to

investigate vaporization using the Volcanos device as an alternative means of

delivery of inhaled Cannabis sativa. Eighteen healthy inpatient subj...

Vaporization as a Smokeless Cannabis Delivery System: A Pilot Study: dagga.info

Dagga Movement 29 June 2013 12:14PM         g

Catchy tune! Have a no regret weekend friends!!!

Buy Now! iTunes: http://smarturl.it/AceHoodBugattiExiT Amazon:

http://smarturl.it/AceHoodBugattiExAMZ Google Play: http://goo.gl/OJQuV

Music video by Ace Hoo...

Ace Hood - Bugatti (Explicit) ft. Future, Rick Ross: www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane

Sunday 30 June 2013

Dagga Movement 30 June 2013 01:08PM         g

Andrew Donaldson on Mark Wiley's rather petty drug-related complaint

HERE at the Mahogany Ridge, our attitude towards royalty is very French - the

greater the distance between a monarch's head and the rest of his body the

healthier the society. 

Politicsweb - Jeremy Vearey`s dagga leaf t-shirt - FEATURES:

www.politicsweb.co.za

e 4 people like this - Buzz Rsa, Francois Joubert, Janine Jane Williams, Jules

Stobbs

Dagga Movement 30 June 2013 05:17PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788

e 8 people like this - Anthony Britz, Bradley Fourie, Carmelita Brown, Dagga

Movement, Imraan Samuels, Kristal Kruser, Nozey Mthethwa, Shandrea Shanty

Bees



Dagga Movement 30 June 2013 05:18PM         g

A study published in August 2003 revealed that of adult cancer in the USA and

Australia, the use of chemotherapy, when looking at adjuvant and curative use,

provided a cure only 2.1% of the time in the USA and 2.3% of the time in Australia.

Chemotherapy Ineffective 97% of The Time: www.whydontyoutrythis.com

Dagga Movement 30 June 2013 05:22PM         g

Famous Quotes 4

SativaMagazine.com It's free online. :): Some call it fate.

.

www.SativaMagazine.com

Dagga Movement 30 June 2013 05:30PM         b

Loving all the likes! <3 

Comment below...... How do you smoke? What paraphernalia (if any) do you use?

<3 Ma Baker

e 2 people like this - Bradley Fourie, Ras Ray Von Croy

f 2 comments

Anthony Britz
Lekker bruispypie vir my,borrel,borrel,borrel,hehehe...
30 June 2013 08:07PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Bradley Fourie
Usually a bong man but I have recently got a Magic Flight Launch Box and have been

vaporising through that. I have hooked it up to my bong and it works wonders. I must say I

do enjoy a joint every now and then though.
1 July 2013 02:39PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 30 June 2013 09:32PM         g



Timeline Photos: With Roy Leo Candelario and 4 others.

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 30 June 2013 09:41PM         d

Less than 100 years ago Indian Hemp (Cannabis) was unregulated medicine.

e 1 person likes this - Janine Jane Williams

Monday 1 July 2013

Dagga Movement 1 July 2013 09:35AM         g

Put it in your bong and smoke it! :)

<3 Ma Baker

Timeline Photos: Which do you prefer?

e 2 people like this - Sebastian K Bro, Tshepo Hope

f 1 comment

Jesse Slater
A rastafarian taoist according to this.
1 July 2013 09:57AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
yeah! lol <3 Ma Baker
1 July 2013 09:59AM



Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 1 July 2013 10:26AM         f

Disinformation: http://necnc.co.za/index.php/dagga.html

Dagga Movement 1 July 2013 10:53AM         g

Still today all gold and silver is shipped to england to the London Bullion Market Association only to be

sold back to South Africa at premium prices.

No wonder Marikana happened. These miners don't even know this information yet.

Marikana is proof of what will happen when you oppose government and corporations!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p6ym5tgcH8M

The BBC Sucks O cocks news The artist Taxi driver

Obama visit to Africa..rubber bullets and stun grenades: www.youtube.com

e 2 people like this - Janine Jane Williams, Timothy Daniell Knight
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Photos of Dagga Movement: Less than 100 years ago Indian Hemp (Cannabis) was

unregulated medicine.

Dagga Movement 1 July 2013 10:54AM         g

Timeline Photos: With Roy Leo Candelario and 4 others.

e 1 person likes this - Sean Palmer



Dagga Movement 1 July 2013 11:13AM         g

Timeline Photos: "You don't eat meat?! How do you get your protein?!" -Meat Eaters

of the world :P

?www.collective-evolution.com/2012/04/11/you-dont-eat-meat-how-do-you-get

-your-protein-pumpkin-seeds-versus-beef/ — with Barbara Gajowa Bogdanska

and 4 others.

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 1 July 2013 05:04PM         g

officers were doing patrols in South Coast Road near Rossburg when they spotted the man walking on

the road. “We stopped the man and asked to search him. In his pockets we found a small slope of

dagga weighing about 0,005 grams and we arrested him for being found in possession of dagga,” she

said. Manqele made it clear that at Umbilo SAPS they are taking drug issues seriously, no matter how

small it is.

http://tabloidmedia.co.za/60-year-old-man-arrested-for-possession-of-dagga/

him. In his pockets we found a small slope of dagga weighing about 0,005 grams

and we arrested him for being found in possession of dagga,” she said. Manqele

made it clear that at Umbilo SAPS they are taking drug issues seriously, no matter

how small it is.

60-year old man arrested for possession of dagga | Tabloid Newspapers:

tabloidmedia.co.za

f 3 comments

Dagga Movement
5 milligrams!
1 July 2013 05:09PM

Tshepo Hope
They surely are serious arent they.
1 July 2013 08:13PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Tshepo Hope
They are Not brutal Thamie,but stupid.
2 July 2013 09:01AM

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
No! They are brutal
1 July 2013 10:28PM



Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
That's how evil the prohibition is.
1 July 2013 10:27PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 1 July 2013 05:31PM         g

<3 Ma Baker

Timeline Photos: Pennsylvania Hempland Security

e 3 people like this - Holy Hemp, Shayne Kushbaby, Sämäntha de la Crüz

Tuesday 2 July 2013

Dagga Movement 2 July 2013 09:24AM BlackBerry        b

Redeye -not sure if I would by my weed over the net-

The subversive world of online drug dealing presents its own problems #breakthetaboo

#endthewarondrugs

http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/jul/01/closing-down-drugs-websites

Mike Power: Encrypted websites selling illegal drugs may render prohibition obsolete, but their

profit-driven nature could be just as harmful

e 1 person likes this - January Thomas

Dagga Movement 2 July 2013 09:35AM         g

Cheapest vaporizer in South Africa. Give your lungs a break :D

~ Michael

MAGIC DRAGON - Herb Vaporizers Herbal Vapor HV-200 Vaporizer [HV_VP-200] -

No smoke, no odour...  just vapor! The HV-200 vaporizer utilizes conduction heating

technology to vaporizer herbs. It`s small, light and very portable and includes an

analogue temperature knob to adjust the required  temperat...

Herbal Vapor HV-200 Vaporizer [HV_VP-200] - R489.00 : MAGIC DRAGON - Herb

Vaporizers, The Best...: magicdragon.co.za

e 3 people like this - Kevin Steenkamp, Timothy Daniell Knight, Tommie le Roux



Dagga Movement 2 July 2013 10:47AM         g

Just mad the "white women" wouldn't sleep with him! 

<3 Ma Baker

Timeline Photos: Via Powerful Primates

Our Powerful YouTube Channel Here:

?? http://tinyurl.com/n2oa6wv ??

e 3 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Mandla Magome, Marc De Campos

Dagga Movement 2 July 2013 01:21PM         b

My Hemp Seed Oil has just arrived! Experiment "Cure Disease" will commence once I have seen my

neurologist on the 10th! I am super excited and have utter faith that this will work! This will be

ground-breaking, earth-trembling! Watch this space!

<3 Ma Baker

e 5 people like this - Adele Koekemoer, Bill Hamman, Janine Jane Williams, Mickey Dangerez, Warren

Otf Oates

f 3 comments

Michael Bredenhand
Where the thc oil at lol? Got cancer patients
2 July 2013 06:13PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Mickey Dangerez

Warren Otf Oates
is it hemp seed oil or thc oil.???
2 July 2013 01:58PM

Warren Otf Oates
how much did u get your hemp seed oil for and what quantity?
2 July 2013 02:52PM

Dagga Movement
Hemp seed oil! I am in the process of making butter and oil of my own. I smoke

too! if you have any other suggestions, pls share! <3 Ma Baker
2 July 2013 02:30PM

Warren Otf Oates
yeah i am currently selling hemp seed oil = R180.00 / 500ml soon to be having a

price decrease since i have worked out a deal with my supplier.
2 July 2013 02:47PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Mickey Dangerez



Dagga Movement
will get in touch with you. thanks amil for sharing <3 Ma Baker
2 July 2013 02:50PM

Dagga Movement
But it was from the Crede brand!
2 July 2013 02:56PM

Dagga Movement
R125 for 500ml!
2 July 2013 02:56PM

Warren Otf Oates
if you aorder 12 x 500ml you get a dam good price.
2 July 2013 02:58PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Warren Otf Oates
thats the pricing i am hoping to be able to sell at. thanks
2 July 2013 02:57PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Warren Otf Oates
mine are also from crede cpt
2 July 2013 02:57PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
The easiest way is taking half kg weed in bucket, then filled with isopropyl alcohol. Fill just

to cover the herb. Then strain and strain again until no herb deposit is left behind in the

liquid. Then start the evaporation process. Best to freeze all ur alcohol and herb for a few

days prior.
2 July 2013 11:01PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Warren Otf Oates > Dagga Movement 2 July 2013 02:12PM         g

Timeline Photos: I don't do drugs.

I just set fire to plants and breathe.

Orson — with Ohgz Lopez and Buna Marquez.

Dagga Movement 2 July 2013 02:38PM         b

Season 3 of Weeds is very depressing!



~ Michael

e 1 person likes this - Bada Bending Brighton Seerane

f 2 comments

Buzz Rsa
Agreed
2 July 2013 03:09PM

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez

Dagga Movement
100% Agree with you statment. wco ;)
2 July 2013 03:12PM

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez

Dagga Movement 2 July 2013 07:45PM mobile        b

According to human history...

200000yrs ago humans started to exist on earth. The oldest cave painting dates back only 6000yrs.

Which means that 97%  of human history is lost and unknown to us.  If we developed all our technology

in just 2000+- what did the ancients know and develop in the 194000 years of history that we don't

know about. 

They talk talk of ancient nuclear weapons been used. They speak of electricity been used. We are we

not aware of this. Why is it hidden from us. The history taught at schools is not true history. Use google

use what ever needs to be used but learn what has been hidden from us.  Warren oft Oates.

e 3 people like this - Fransa Barnard, Gerd Bader, Janine Jane Williams

f 10 comments

Francois Joubert
According to my JAH RASTAFARI. ..first man was Adam around 6000bc ....so I nah worry

about dem lies....first man is first man...irie.
2 July 2013 07:47PM

Monica Gonsalves Borrageiro
The first man with a spirit connected to JAH was Adam. There is proof that

human like people along with dinosaurs  and all other extinct creatures existed

millions of years ago before JAH kicked satan out of his Kingdom to earth and

caused it to become dark, without form and void. Sin is darkness and satan is sin.
2 July 2013 09:49PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Respect but as I said human history
2 July 2013 07:49PM

Francois Joubert
I have spoke my truth clearly. ..human history for me is inseparable from Biblical history...I

dont see truth in statements of "200000 years ago what what"....I find that all lies and most

certainly NOT accurate  human history. One love.



2 July 2013 07:53PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Respect brother. Although history changes drastically from one to the next. The actual

point made is that no history is full. There are and will always be gaps in history that have

not been explained. Just excuse my wonder stoned mind. If questions are not asked we

will never know more than we know today.
2 July 2013 08:00PM

e 1 person likes this - Fransa Barnard

Francois Joubert
There are those that are ever learning yet never coming to understanding.  Rasta knows

History....His story...the story of JAH as its written in The Word...there are no gaps in His

story, RESPECT. I find it insulting to say "...no history is full" That is a lie of the devil....JAH 

has revealed His story to I as a child of The Most High. I teach History and therefore will

correct lies where I see them. Seek and ye shall find, knock and the door shall be open.

What is hidden from the wise & prudent has been revealed to the babe and suckling.

Human history is the history of JAH creation as written in the Bible. When we dwell with

Ras we have one mind, one heart and one history. I care not for those with differing

doctrine as I rejoice in The Word word for word. There is no correction in perfection and

NO gaps in the sequence of events from The beginning of time until the end. It is all clear

for even a child to be blessed with wise mind n overstanding. JAH BLESS.
2 July 2013 08:10PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams

Francois Joubert
Feel free to ask I anything u nah know...sharing is our duty as Ras...let us leave no stone

unturned...let us close any gap in ur overstanding Lion. One Love.
2 July 2013 08:12PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
I must say you are a solid believer in your faith. Respect to you. What what I was meaning

is that history in the technology is hidden. As far back as 18000 yrs ago there are evidence

showing of nuclear warfare. And no disrespect intended. But or technology history has

been hidden. Each religious group has got there own history according to there ways of

life.  And I can't say that any of the actually tell the full history of human kind.
2 July 2013 08:19PM

Francois Joubert
Order. We have said first man was Adam. We have said that each and every  descendant

of Adam's age is indicated clearly in The Word generation for generation. We have said

there is no history of man preceeding Adam. We have said the total years if counting back

to Adam is approximately 6000. You have repeatedly referred to periods prior in excess of

 18000 years ago where according to The Bible, there was no man. You are prooved out of

Order of The Lion. You have included the flag of Zion as your emblem and have now a

great responsibility to speak the Biblical truth, for lies bring coals upon the spreader of lies



head. May JAH have mercy upon you and bring you into understanding to preserve your

soul.

2 July 2013 08:33PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
With respect I belong to no signal religion. But believe in all there fundamental beliefs. All

religions sumed up say harm none. The greatest down fall to any religion or person is that

when one claims there beliefs above the rest. No one is above the rest. No one can say

that we know our true history,( global history), fore none have lived our full history. The fact

remains beyond any religion, that our full history, from start to present times, has been

truly hidden from us. The reason is Why? Pyramids been tipped with a certain natural

coating bounced off electrical impulses, pretty much like the tesla coils. It suck elec from

the fabric of space and is able to light a bulb held in your hands not even plug in nor

electrocuting yourself. The fact that Egyptians pyramids were linked across oceans to

other lands, stretching globally upper Africa, Europe, all over the states, even in our own

South Africa all theses pyramids linkup in straight lines. And this is just the tip of the ice

berg. We could go to symbols globally dating thousands of years old been identical and

etched into stone using technology unknown to us even today. Things clearly are not what

they seem.
2 July 2013 09:57PM

Dagga Movement
A famous saying I believe firmly in, is as follows..... I may not agree with with what you may

have to say, yet ill defend to my death, your right to say it...  Peace and understanding

comes through questions and opinions of what is on your mind been put public, and been

able to listen and understand why certain people believe what they believe.
2 July 2013 10:08PM

Dagga Movement 2 July 2013 11:20PM DaggaMovement        g

The Rastafarian community is shocked at the outcry about a t-shirt that was given

to Major-General Vearey by his kids as a Father’s day gift. We feel that the

Commission for the Promotion and Protection of the Rights of Culture, Religious

and Linguistic Communities need to step in and protect the Ri...

Rastafarian community discriminated by state: dagga.info

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 2 July 2013 11:25PM         g



Timeline Photos: Know thy enemy! These are the people who sold you out....don't

vote for them ever again — with Aj Martineau.

Wednesday 3 July 2013

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 3 July 2013 12:12AM         g

13. Once listed in the Misuse of Drugs Act, drugs become ‘controlled’.

Technically correct – but ironically once a drug is listed it actually goes underground and becomes an

uncontrolled drug.

http://dagga.info/2013/06/26/22-lies-myths-misconceptions-about-drugs/

No. 1. There is a clear pharmacological definition for 'drugs'. There isn't - what we

classify as illegal 'drugs' is a 1950s & 60s social and cultural construct with no

coherent pharmacological rationale. No. 2. People who use drugs are drug

misusers. Untrue - the vast majority are recreational user...

22 Lies, myths & misconceptions about drugs: dagga.info

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 3 July 2013 12:14AM         f

15. People who use caffeine, tobacco and/or alcohol are not drug users.

Untrue – they certainly are. These three substances are drugs, and ironically unlike some illegal drugs –

in high dosages – caffeine, tobacco and alcohol kill.

http://dagga.info/2013/06/26/22-lies-myths-misconceptions-about-drugs/

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 3 July 2013 12:20AM         g

Photos from Pot Locator's post in Medical Cannabis: *How to Reduce Crime with

More Cannabis Use*

-This statement might puzzle a few readers but the truth of the matter is that

Cannabis can reduce crime or rather the legality of Cannabis would do so.

https://www.marijuanadoctors.com/blog/medical-marijuana/How-to-Reduce-Cr

ime-with-Cannabis



Dagga Movement 3 July 2013 02:15PM         d

Thursday 4 July 2013

Dagga Movement 4 July 2013 09:09AM         b

09:09

<3 Ma Baker

Dagga Movement 4 July 2013 09:47AM         g

<3 Ma Baker

American Flag Made of Hemp to be Flown at U.S. Capitol Building on July 4th

American Flag Made of Hemp to be Flown at U.S. Capitol Building on July 4th -

House Of Dabs: houseofdabs.com

e 2 people like this - Anthony Britz, Phumzile Liwane

f 1 comment

Phumzile Liwane
Ahoy!Keep it Sky High!!!
4 July 2013 10:36AM

Dagga Movement 4 July 2013 01:11PM         g

Holy moly! Lol. I have to try this..... just once! :-)

? Ma Baker



Timeline Photos: With Mahmoud Khenifer and 10 others.

e 2 people like this - Gerd Bader, Timothy Daniell Knight

f 1 comment

Timothy Daniell Knight
yes!!!!!!
4 July 2013 01:48PM

Dagga Movement 4 July 2013 01:30PM         d

I haven't been sick in over a decade.

Any could potentially be free of diseases with a few plants in their garden or cupboard with essentially

zero cost.

Imagine what risk dagga is to all the industries? When politicians speak of dangers they are not

referring to your health but the health of their company / organization and all their sub corporations.

http://www.exposingthetruth.co/plans-to-shut-down-california-medical-marijuana-stores-in-progress

/

e 1 person likes this - Timothy Daniell Knight

Dagga Movement 4 July 2013 02:06PM         g

"The country also marked the United Nations International Day against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking

on 26 June in Kimberly, Northern Cape." Kimberley people are too busy trying to survive the viscous big

hole economy. They would welcome a hemp industry in a resource based economy with open arms.



http://www.sanews.gov.za/south-africa/cabinet-approves-national-drug-master-plan

The Plan (2013-2017) serves as the country’s blueprint for preventing and reducing

alcohol and substance abuse, and its associated social and economic

consequences on South African society.

Cabinet approves National Drug Master Plan | SA News: www.sanews.gov.za

Dagga Movement 4 July 2013 02:08PM         g

John Robbie spoke to Dr David Bayever, from Central Drug Authority, about the government's new

National Drug Master Plan

https://soundcloud.com/primediabroadcasting/john-robbie-national-drug

John Robbie spoke to Dr David Bayever, from Central Drug Authority, about the

government's new National Drug Master Plan and how this will help on ...

John Robbie National Drug Master Plan: soundcloud.com

e 1 person likes this - Timothy Daniell Knight

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
Dr David Bayever sounds like he is on drugs? Maybe just nerves?
4 July 2013 02:12PM

e 1 person likes this - Timothy Daniell Knight

Dagga Movement 4 July 2013 02:21PM         g

Best vaporizing tempratures for #dagga https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=omQKsoYxlq0

Here I discuss my favorite vaporizer temperatures and show you magnified pics of

the herbs after they're vaped in four of the top rated vaporizers. More info...

Best Vaporizer Temperature Settings (Volcano, Extreme-Q, NO2):

www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Timothy Daniell Knight

Dagga Movement 4 July 2013 03:37PM         g



We supply a wide variety of products including survival bracelets, bongs, grinders,

comic books and a unique range of locally designed clothing!! and yes we also

supply custom shaped and painted surfboards,skateboards and long boards as

well and loads of more goodies coming in!!!

ALL this and more available at our store on Albert road Woodstock Cape Town, at

the Woodstock CO-OP!!!! open from Monday till Saturday 09:00 till 17:00!!!! and

available online 27/7!!!!we deliver anywhere in South Africa for free no matter how

much your order is!!!!!!

DJATSHOP!!!                          WWW.MADJAT.COM:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=471214976283571&id=313799088691

828&aid=1073741826

e 1 person likes this - Timothy Daniell Knight

Dagga Movement 4 July 2013 03:43PM         g

VIDEO: What is CBD? #cannabis #breakthetaboo #endthewarondrugs

http://youtu.be/31SrjjgPbhU

http://www.weedmaps.com/ Take a closer look at the benefits of Cannabidiol (CBD) and how it is

synthesized in the cannabis plant.

Via RedEye

http://www.weedmaps.com Take a closer look at the benefits of Cannabidiol

(CBD) and how it is synthesized in the cannabis plant.

What is CBD?: www.youtube.com

e 2 people like this - Anthony Britz, Sebastian K Bro

Friday 5 July 2013

Dagga Movement 5 July 2013 08:01AM         g

CB2 Receptors act like a target for cannabinoids. Once they bind to the receptor they tell the cancer

cell to die, to commit suicide. Cannabis can be used as...

MUST SEE!!! Proof That Cannabis Can Cure Certain Forms of Cancer: www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Steve Janowitz

Dagga Movement 5 July 2013 08:37AM         g

wco ;)



Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=360296107401165&id=359744677456

308&aid=77885

Dagga Movement 5 July 2013 08:38AM         g

wco ;)

Timeline Photos: Awesome example of the medicinal benefits of cannabis!

e 2 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Sämäntha de la Crüz

Dagga Movement 5 July 2013 08:40AM         g

wco ;)

Timeline Photos: Really cool picture!  Beautiful!!!

e 1 person likes this - Golden Panda

f 1 comment

Golden Panda
sick!!!
8 July 2013 11:07PM

Dagga Movement 5 July 2013 08:41AM         g

wco ;)

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=360296107401165&id=359744677456

308&aid=77885

e 1 person likes this - Danielle Webbstock

Dagga Movement 5 July 2013 08:43AM         g

wco ;)



Story by SubcoolPhotos by Subcool and MzJill   I’d like to show you how to make

this amazing cannabis preparation. It’s a vegetable-glycerin-based tincture that

you can make with just a few inexpensive kitchen items. I’m specifying vegetable

glycerin so that you don’t confuse it with the product use...

Alcohol-Free Cannabis Tincture: www.hightimes.com

Dagga Movement 5 July 2013 08:45AM         g

wco ;)

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=360296107401165&id=359744677456

308&aid=77885

Dagga Movement 5 July 2013 08:45AM         g

wco ;)

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=360296107401165&id=359744677456

308&aid=77885

e 2 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Ivan Schoultz

Dagga Movement 5 July 2013 08:47AM         g

<3 Ma Baker

Timeline Photos: With Juan Khalifa Diaz and 11 others.

e 3 people like this - Phumzile Liwane, Todor Zeitgeist Novakov, Wieke Wijnalda

Dagga Movement 5 July 2013 12:15PM         g

Aquaponics: there is no other way. :D



Timeline Photos: Aquaponics, use with a large tank of edible fish so nothing is

wasted? : http://is.gd/UCvm75

Aquaponic Gardening: A Step-By-Step Guide to Raising Vegetables and Fish

Together : http://amzn.to/16A9tQL

Don't forget to share ! — with Adam Walker and 3 others.

e 3 people like this - Ivan Schoultz, Phumzile Liwane, Timothy Daniell Knight

Dagga Movement 5 July 2013 12:27PM         g

Timeline Photos: How to start a fire in any environment : http://is.gd/6oKtYb

Fire Skills 50 Methods for Starting Fires Without Matches : http://amzn.to/10SrgV7

Don't forget to subscribe : http://www.youtube.com/user/TheHomesteading

e 2 people like this - Phumzile Liwane, Timothy Daniell Knight

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
never be caught with out a flame to burn your herb.
5 July 2013 12:28PM

Bill Hamman
This comes to mind:

http://www.thestonersblog.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/02/cas

taway-needs-weed.yy2xmaQlWTgx.jpg
5 July 2013 01:29PM

e 1 person likes this - Timothy Daniell Knight

Dagga Movement
so fn true, hahahaha. may there be all the weed and a fire

that never dies.
5 July 2013 02:08PM

e 1 person likes this - Bill Hamman



Dagga Movement 5 July 2013 01:02PM         b

About to light up my first bong for the day! Nature's angel filling my lungs and heart!

<3 Ma Baker

e 2 people like this - Charlene Whitaker, Murray Juana

f 2 comments

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
Mo! Faya
5 July 2013 01:28PM

Murray Juana
it's my time now, standing in the Drakensberg beautiful sunset all of that with my first spliff

of the day..
5 July 2013 05:00PM

Dagga Movement 5 July 2013 02:33PM         d

HERE'S TO LOCAL INDUSTRY!!!

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 5 July 2013 02:47PM         g

wco ;)

by Becca Wolford, Contributing WriterDid you know that DNA can be damaged…and repaired?DNA

(deoxyribonucleic acid) is the hereditary material found in humans, animals, and organisms. DNA is in

every cell in our bodies. Each cell’s nucleus has DNA, which is rolled into structures that are our

chromos...

Hemp Can Repair DNA! | TruthTheory: truththeory.com

e 2 people like this - Janine Jane Williams, Timothy Daniell Knight



Dagga Movement 5 July 2013 03:00PM         g

Medical Dagga: The Future of Breast Cancer Therapy?

TruthOnPot.com - Breast cancer is a disastrous disease that affects the lives of

patients and families in all parts of the world. Breast cancer remains the most

common malignancy among Western women and accounts for 22.9% of all

cancers in women across the globe. In 2008, breast cancer was reported…

Medical Marijuana: The Future of Breast Cancer Therapy?: www.truthonpot.com

Dagga Movement 5 July 2013 03:09PM         g

we dagga smoker know our elements well. wco;)

Timeline Photos: All the elements of nature

Dagga Movement 5 July 2013 03:11PM         g

wco ;)

Timeline Photos: I Dont Support Pharmacological Firms, I Support NATURE!

(To Support Agape And His Work Click Here

http://www.gofundme.com/Help-Agape-To-Help-Others)

Dagga Movement 5 July 2013 03:14PM         g

They want to sell #rhino horn stockpiles to reduce #poaching. How about they apply the same

principles to #dagga.

Timeline Photos: The South African Government has unveiled a new plan to sell

17,000 kilograms rhino horn stockpile as a way to prevent rhino poaching. The state

stands to pocket more than a billion rand: http://bit.ly/1aFYjib

e 1 person likes this - Sebastian K Bro

f 3 comments

Prince Hekima Bakersman
Please don't rectify rhino killing in anyway please stoners are about

bringing peace to the world...I'll rather have weed illegal than see a

rhino get killed just for money
5 July 2013 03:17PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement
We are 100% behind you.

We also don't want to see animals harmed.

However it is a contradiction for our government to want to

sell rhino horn legally but do not even have hemp and

medical cannabis on the table.

The fact that they want to sell rhino horn legally is a disgrace.
5 July 2013 03:28PM

Prince Hekima Bakersman
Fuck this government....he is the main reason for the troubles in our

society
5 July 2013 03:30PM

Sean Palmer
Look at that Asian getting all greedy there
5 July 2013 03:43PM

Dagga Movement 5 July 2013 04:10PM         g

This video has been carefully designed to create a strong natural hallucination. Use

full screen and HD for better

Eye – Optical illusion that causes natural hallucination: memolition.com

e 1 person likes this - Ivan Schoultz

f 1 comment

Ivan Schoultz
(y) (y) (y)
5 July 2013 05:31PM

Dagga Movement 5 July 2013 04:16PM         b

strong people never put people down, they rise them up.

wco;)

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Ralph Margo

Dagga Movement 5 July 2013 04:25PM         g

any one want a holiday in india.?????? wco



One can’t criticise people for reliving themselves on the beach or in a field, after

all this is what our ancestors had to do, all the Indians are d ...

Filthy India – not for sensitive viewers! (47 pictures): memolition.com

Dagga Movement 5 July 2013 05:25PM         g

Beware of synthetic dagga.

http://www.cracked.com/blog/6-terrifying-reasons-you-shouldnt-smoke-synthetic-weed/

Americans now have unprecedented access to weed thanks to medical marijuana

and decriminalization laws that have been popping up all across this grea...

6 Terrifying Reasons You Shouldn't Smoke Synthetic Weed: www.cracked.com

Dagga Movement 5 July 2013 05:46PM         g

Nyaope is a mix of heroin, detergent, rat poison and various medicines including at times an

antiretroviral called efavirenz and is usually smoked with tobacco.

http://www.health-e.org.za/2013/07/05/nyaope-addicts-increase-in-ermelo/

The notorious drug known as nyaope or whoonga has now made its way to small

towns like Ermelo and it is currently consuming many lives of young people in this

town.

Nyaope addicts increase in Ermelo - Health-e: www.health-e.org.za

f 1 comment

Antonio Renecle
It's stories like these that lead people to believe that cannabis is a

gateway drug. Real unfortunate
5 July 2013 05:59PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 5 July 2013 05:52PM         d



Saturday 6 July 2013

Dagga Movement 6 July 2013 09:51AM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=213958102042280&id=213922712045

819&aid=40040

Dagga Movement 6 July 2013 10:29AM         g

#DubanPoison is fast becoming the best medical grade #dagga in #Colorado and is legal in over 18 US

states. When will the #DA & #ANC catch up?

http://youtu.be/GhTYI3DeNgA

In HIGH COUNTRY, Motherboard heads to Denver--ground zero for cannabis

legalization, and home to a booming tech sector in what could be called the SIlicon

Va...

The Future of Weed: HIGH COUNTRY: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 6 July 2013 10:34AM         g

Timeline Photos: Durban Poison is fast becoming a medical legend in California. 

Thanks to our KZN DC rep @Derrin Govender for spotting this article.

Now, can anyone tell us why there isn't a medical dispensary for DP in Durban

somewhere? Imagine someone 6000k's away getting pain relief legally from a

South African strain. Makes very little sense to us.

e 2 people like this - Ivan Schoultz, Jody Fisher



Dagga Movement 6 July 2013 11:36AM         b

I'm more concerned for people using #tobacco & #alcohol abusively than a mentally healthy person

using #dagga.

e 7 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Antonio Renecle, Cedric Jansen, Endy Max Hlatshwayo,

Phumzile Liwane, Ralph Margo, Sebastian K Bro

f 2 comments

Gerd Bader
statistically people smoking pure dagga have less lung cancers than those that never

smoked. Cannabinoids are essential [vitamins] for a healthy system. dagga is health!
6 July 2013 02:24PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Ppl who only smoke clean green will never get lung cancer ;)
6 July 2013 07:23PM

e 1 person likes this - Gerd Bader

Dagga Movement 6 July 2013 11:44AM         g

How #dagga affects health - Educational Documentary

PLEASE WATCH AND SHARE THIS VIDEO Full Version -

http://youtu.be/hHnQ-YAqAsA Marijuana, Cannabis and Cannabinoids Research -

Cannabinoids PubMed ncbi.nlm.nih...

Cannabis Science - How Marijuana Affects Health - Educational Documentary:

www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 6 July 2013 12:20PM         g

#Hemp FTW

Timeline Photos: Did you know...

e 1 person likes this - Janine Jane Williams

Dagga Movement 6 July 2013 12:33PM         g

#Prohibition disrupts the balance. Replace prohibition with #regulation and most problems associated

with #dagga will cease to exist.



Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=112202018930731&id=11114617903631

5&aid=21266

e 1 person likes this - Endy Max Hlatshwayo

Dagga Movement 6 July 2013 12:52PM         g

Zapiro Cartoon

iOS Photos: !!!??? What the neo-liberal WASP's heaven is this?

e 1 person likes this - Golden Panda

Dagga Movement 6 July 2013 01:43PM         g

Innocent people are being jailed while #SouthAfrica is worried about #porn on #TopTV

Timeline Photos: Truth! SHARE!

~ Dagga Movement

e 3 people like this - Cedric Jansen, Jahn Illuminati Congo, Timothy Daniell Knight

Dagga Movement 6 July 2013 01:56PM         b

Alcohol affects memory, judgment and perception. The drug can make you mess up in school, in sports

or clubs, or with your friends. If you're high on alcohol, you are more likely to make stupid mistakes that

could embarrass or even hurt you. If you use alcohol a lot, you could start to lose interest in how you

look and how you're getting along at school or work.

Athletes could find their performance is off; timing, movements, and coordination are all affected by

alcohol. Also, since alcohol use can affect thinking and judgment, users can forget to have safe sex and

possibly expose themselves to HIV, the virus that causes AIDS.

e 2 people like this - Antonio Renecle, Endy Max Hlatshwayo

Dagga Movement 6 July 2013 02:47PM mobile        b

I am a weeder,  not someone to be taken lightly. I have fought wars. I've been shot, tortured, my life has



been in the hands of rebels. I've had my mind pushed to limits no one should ever reach. I have been

broken to the point of no return. Doctors gave me man made chems to get me to be more human like,

been for electro therapy, to no help to my mental state of mind.  Due to man made chems I did not get

better, I slid further down. Life to me was not worth living. I was broken with no hope of repair. Then

weed introduced himself to me. He said he could help, he said he was clean and safe and is a doctor.

Thank you weed. You saved my any a few other lives. By opening my mind calming me down. Making

my reality of the past a fantasy. And making me the person I am today. It's over 10 years now. I still have

bad times but I am a part of society again. My life no longer is made by my past actions, it's now flows

from the heart, day to day when stoned, it reminds me to live today and not the past. PTSD is

medicated through my use of weed. It is the cure to most problems in this world in fact the cure to

every problem directly or indirectly. It will cure this world. And by the higher energy I will fight for my dr

green to be legalized. 

 Wco ;)

e 5 people like this - Aldayne Jarrod Naidoo, Antonio Renecle, Ivan Schoultz, Mickey Dangerez,

Timothy Daniell Knight

f 1 comment

Gerd Bader
a human vital Vitamin,got me out of hell aswell
7 July 2013 08:35AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 6 July 2013 04:26PM DaggaMovement        g

Although the Indian Hemp has been used in Persia, and throughout India, for many

hundred years, for producing inebriation, and also as a medicinal agent, it has only

been very recently introduced into British medicine, through the exertions of Dr.

O'Shaughnessy, late of Calcutta; consequently the ob...

How to make cannabis oil article from 168 years ago: dagga.info

e 1 person likes this - Holy Hemp

f 1 comment

Jennifer Cooks
We offer many different medical grade strains to choose from. We

also offer convenient payment options, descrete shipping and great

customer service! There are many other items in our catalog including

hash, BHO, Phoenix Tears, edibles and more!

we have best quality meds to supply and sell in any quantity needed

.we sell meds like;

OG Kush

bubba kush

master kush

purple kush

ultra kush

white widow



skunk

marijuna

.Red magic,

Kush herbal incense,

Mr.nice guy.

Cloud 10,

Space herbal incense,

Black mamba,

Spike max,

Funky skunk,

Sex pot,

Bayou blaster,

Califo ia orange buds,

Haiwan buds,

Crunky monkey,

8-ball,

Spice,

Skunk1,

Hindu kush,

K2,

Algerian herbal blend,

White window,

White rhino,

Snow white,

Pep spice 3,

Jamaican gold budd,

*Green Crack

*sour Diesel :::::::::::::::Grade: A+ Top Shelf

*Grand Daddy Purple ::::Grade: A

*Sensi Star x ak47 :::::::Grade: AAA

*Afghan Kush :::::::::::::Grade: A

*Northern Lights #5 ::::::Grade: A+

*Lemon drop:::::::::::::::Grade: A+

*Purple Kush:::::::::::::::Grade:A+ Top Shelf

*OG Kush ::::::::::::::::::Grade:A++ Top Shelf

*purple-urkle::::::::::::::Grade: A-

And we sell at :

PRICE:

1/8 pound for $260

1/4 pound for $560

1/2 pound for $1100

1 pound for $2800

SHIPPING. DESCRETE

PACKING: In plastic packs



MINIMUM ORDER:1/8 pound

Text 405-757-0426 or join me on facebook via jennifer cooks

6 July 2013 05:58PM

e 1 person likes this - Jennifer Cooks

Dagga Movement
Unfortunately cannabis products are not yet legal in South

Africa
6 July 2013 06:20PM

Gerd Bader
until zuma sees the pricelists...
7 July 2013 08:21AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
lol seems expensive but it is more or less the same per gram

here
7 July 2013 12:59PM

Sunday 7 July 2013

Dagga Movement 7 July 2013 11:04AM BlackBerry        b

Legalize it!!! -Redeye-

http://www.medicaljane.com/2013/01/23/exposed-the-full-story-behind-why-marijuana-is-illegal-an

d-classified-as-a-schedule-1-drug/

Just last night we got together and discussed the censorship of medical marijuana knowledge. Despite

the fact that a multitude of studies have proven that cannabis helps to cure cancer

Dagga Movement 7 July 2013 02:22PM         g

Serco is an outsourced company that runs prisons systems. No wonder dagga is illegal it's their biggest

cash crop for profit generating prisoners. 

http://www.serco.com/instituteresource/regions/mea/southafrica/index.asp

YouTube | You will be shocked to know just how big this company has become,

and far their tentacles reach.

SERCO: ‘The biggest company you’ve never heard of’: 21stcenturywire.com

e 1 person likes this - Janine Jane Williams



Dagga Movement 7 July 2013 03:57PM         g

Too late for apologies?

Former Capitol Hill staffer Eric Sterling discusses the negative effects that drug

laws he wrote are having on families and society. Eric is a member of Law ...

Apologizing for Writing Bad Drug Laws: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 7 July 2013 04:31PM         g

The more educated you are, the more likely you are to use #dagga

Timeline Photos: The study was published last week by Ireland's national drug

advisory committee. 

Lifetime cannabis use was highest among those who continued their education

past the age of 20 and lowest among those who dropped out before turning 15. 

Your brain on drugs... May just be better than without them :)

----------------------------------------------------------------

Drug Use in Ireland and Northern Ireland Drug Prevalence Survey 2010/2011:

Cannabis Results

(http://www.nacd.ie/images/stories/docs/publicationa/Drug_Prev_SurveyCanna

bis_Results_B3.pdf)

e 3 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Jason William Bennett, Steve Zimmerlie

f 1 comment

Julian Kaye
why go to college when you can smoke from the tree of knowledge?
7 July 2013 08:55PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 7 July 2013 04:35PM         g

Fight #cancer with #cannabis



?[_¯L][_¯i_¯][_¯k_¯][_¯e_¯] + [_¯S][_¯h_¯][_¯a_¯][_¯r_¯][_¯e_¯]?'' ???? ???? ??ss ''

<<>> Peace & 1 ? from Let's Grow Wild thanks :)

Timeline Photos: We need some true scientific research done on this method of

cancer treatment, so far we've heard success stories..but not enough people in

need are gaining access. Legalization of cannabis would allow for clinical study

and prove that this method is effective, getting all patients off of the deadly

chemotherapy and radiation treatments that are currently prescribed with a 97%

failure rate. SHARE IF YOU AGREE!!!

e 2 people like this - Holy Hemp, Martie Visser Meuter

Dagga Movement 7 July 2013 04:45PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=194528957365509&id=166472993504

439&aid=1073741917

e 6 people like this - Danino Green, Hailey MadScientist Bunge, Ivan Schoultz,

Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Phumzile Liwane, Sebastian K Bro

f 1 comment

Sebastian K Bro
lol
7 July 2013 06:27PM

Dagga Movement 7 July 2013 04:56PM         g

Most #dagga users say they obtained the #drug ‘at a friend’s house’

And women are twice as likely as men to order it over the phone.

Most cannabis users say they obtained the drug ‘at a friend’s house’ – report:

www.thejournal.ie

Dagga Movement 7 July 2013 06:09PM DaggaMovement        g

MBABANE – The contentious issue of the legalisation of dagga faces its first real

test as a case seeking it to be legalised and be traded has been taken to the High

Court. Former Director of the Swaziland Examinations Council Dr Ben Dlamini

wants the High Court to help him get an order that will…

Legalise Dagga – Dr. Ben Dlamini: dagga.info



e 2 people like this - Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 7 July 2013 08:09PM mobile        b

Tropic Thunder on E-TV watch and add to your stoner movie list!

e 5 people like this - Henry Thamie Mngomezulu, Holy Hemp, Jesse Slater, Prince Hekima

Bakersman, Timothy Daniell Knight

f 1 comment

Prince Hekima Bakersman
Pineapple Express,Harry Potter And Chamber Of Secrets,Rocky IV And Batman Dark Night

and The One Where He Rises
7 July 2013 08:22PM

Monday 8 July 2013

Dagga Movement 8 July 2013 11:28AM         g

? Ma Baker

Cannabis is one of the most powerful healing plants in the world and it makes

cancer essentially disappear. Cannabis compounds are responsible for halting the

growth factors that are responsible for metastatic growth.

There Is No Mistaking The Evidence, Cannabis Cures Cancer: www.trueactivist.com

e 2 people like this - Ivan Schoultz, Todor Zeitgeist Novakov

Dagga Movement 8 July 2013 11:36AM         g

wco ;)

Tory MP Sir Roger Gale wants to see stronger cannabis sold in Britain by banning

cannabis seeds and replacing the legal seed market with high THC clones.

Sir Roger Gale wants cannabis in the UK to be stronger: norml-uk.org

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, Ivan Schoultz, Sebastian K Bro

Dagga Movement 8 July 2013 11:43AM         g

wco ;)

Cannabis is one of the most powerful healing plants in the world and it makes

cancer essentially disappear. Cannabis compounds are responsible for halting the

growth factors that are responsible for metastatic growth.



There Is No Mistaking The Evidence, Cannabis Cures Cancer: www.trueactivist.com

e 1 person likes this - Ivan Schoultz

Dagga Movement 8 July 2013 12:31PM         b

for every po hole there is a tree. spread the green to the point they cant stop it.

wco ;)

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 8 July 2013 12:53PM         g

Timeline Photos: How the people in St. Elizabeth block road in protest. Like and

Share if you love Jamaica and Jamaicans I Fucking Love Jamaica

e 4 people like this - Dagga Movement, Golden Panda, Holomos Burns, Mark

Barnett

Dagga Movement 8 July 2013 01:53PM         g

#MainstreamMedia #propaganda, We do not want kids using #dagga either that is why it must be

restored and #regulated. 

http://www.timeslive.co.za/thetimes/2013/07/08/dagga-what-s-the-fuss-about

Teenage drug users believe that dagga is not harmful because it is a plant.

Dagga: What's the fuss about?: www.timeslive.co.za

f 1 comment

Alistair Thomson
What absolute propaganda...take note: it is OPINIONS presented in

this article. There are NO references and NO evidence is presented.

When you get a piece like that it is called "spin" as it serves a specific

agenda and does NOT present a fair and unbiased view on the

subject! 

Research Dr. Melanie Dreher and Dr. Ester Fride. There are benefits of

using cannabis during conception, pregancy, child birth and infancy.

It is not a harmful drug, it is an aromatic herb which helps addicts

break addiction. Alcohol is THE gateway drug. This can be one of the



most effective medicines among many other amazing uses...

8 July 2013 02:02PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 8 July 2013 03:03PM         g

Industrial #dagga could essentially replace the need for crude oil. #Hemp a carbon negative

alternative.

Timeline Photos: Ford and Diesel never intended cars to run off gasoline.

Prohibition is lifting.

What new business ventures are YOU willing to discover?

e 8 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Alistair Thomson, Dagga Movement,

Danino Green, Janine Jane Williams, Sharon Sloan, Timothy Daniell Knight,

Todor Zeitgeist Novakov

Dagga Movement 8 July 2013 04:29PM         g

wco ;)

"Cannabis is a safer drug than aspirin and can be used long-term without serious

side effects. It is never possible for a scientist to say that anything is totally safe.

But, at the end of the day,...

What The Experts Say About Cannabis: www.clear-uk.org

Dagga Movement 8 July 2013 04:38PM         g

http://mjnewsnetwork.com/politics/2627/latin-america-tries-for-a-kinder-gentler-war-on-drugs/

The military-style offensive endorsed by the U.S. was a failure, and regional

leaders have yet to agree on an alternative. But at least they’re looking for new

answers CANADA: A Colombian anti-drugs police officer with 1.4 tons of cocaine.

Authorities said the drug would be sent to Guatemala and bel...

Latin America tries for a kinder, gentler War on Drugs: mjnewsnetwork.com

Dagga Movement 8 July 2013 04:39PM         g

wco ;)



CALIFORNIA: THE DRUG PEACE BUMBLEBEE Doug Fine A Law Enforcement

Veteran Helps Usher in a Slice of the Drug Peace Mendocino County, Calif. Sheriff

Tom Allman calls the decision to permit his county’s cannabis farmers (even

before federal law changes) part of his “law enforcement evolution.” A local…

Sheriff: I Just Want Cannabis Off the Front Pages: mjnewsnetwork.com

Dagga Movement 8 July 2013 06:07PM BlackBerry        b

Would you like to watch another documentary about Rick Simpson and his work? -Redeye-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rra-4YpGhyM

BlogTalkRadio:

http://www.blogtalkradio.com/papsite-radio/2013/06/15/high-noon--new-rick-simpson-documenta

ry Open lines with Rick Simpson

e 1 person likes this - Holy Hemp

Dagga Movement 8 July 2013 10:29PM         g

Please sign this petition to save a woman from death penalty for #cannabis trafficking

http://www.avaaz.org/en/petition/No_more_Death_Penalty_for_Cannabis_Spare_Thitima_Khongnuns_l

ife/?amGAdab

http://www.nst.com.my/latest/thai-woman-sentenced-to-death-for-trafficking-in

-cannabis-1.311628 On the 20th of October 2011, Thitima Khongnun, a single mother

from Thailand, was caught in Alor Setar with 18,172 grams of Cannabis. And

because of her crime, the mother of two have been sentenced by the...

No more Death Penalty for Cannabis! Spare Thitima Khongnun's life!:

www.avaaz.org

Tuesday 9 July 2013

Dagga Movement 9 July 2013 07:59AM         g

Food fit for a king. wco ;)

Timeline Photos: marijuana salad anyone?



Dagga Movement 9 July 2013 08:01AM         g

Wco ;)

Timeline Photos: A monkey is sitting in a tree smoking a joint when a lizard walks

past and looks up and says to the monkey "hey! What are you doing?" The monkey

says "smokin a jint, come up and have some" So the lizard climbs up and sits next

to the monkey and they smoke a few doobies. After a while the lizard says his

mouth is dry and is going to get a drink from the river. The lizard is so stoned that

he leans too far over and falls into the river. A crocodile sees this and swims over to

the lizard and helps him to the side, then asks the lizard, "what's the matter with

you?" The lizard explains to the crocodile that he was sitting smoking a joint with

the monkey in a tree, got to stoned and then fell into the river while taking a drink.

The crocodile says he has to check this out and walks into the jungle, finds the tree

where the monkey is sitting, finishing a joint, and he looks up and says "hey you!"

The monkey looks down and says "fuuuuuuuuuuck dude... how much water did

you drink?!!"

Dagga Movement 9 July 2013 08:02AM         g

Wco ;)

Timeline Photos: hahaha

Dagga Movement 9 July 2013 08:03AM         g

Wco ;)

Timeline Photos: real talk

e 1 person likes this - Alistair Thomson

Dagga Movement 9 July 2013 08:42AM         g

#Dagga usage before sex has been known to

increase sexual pleasure for both the male & female.



Marijuana usage before sex has been known to

increase sexual pleasure for both the male & female.

-www.factrange.com

Strange but true facts:

https://www.facebook.com/factrange/posts/175371642640272

e 2 people like this - Dabyouth Moetprexsuu, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 9 July 2013 09:08AM         g

#Rastafarian lawyer Garreth Prince is challenging the #legislation that outlaws #dagga, notes a report

in The Mercury. 

In an application lodged at the Cape Town High Court, Prince asks for certain sections of the Drugs and

Drugs Trafficking Act, the Medicines and Related Substances Act and the Criminal Procedure Act to be

declared invalid. He is also asking for a moratorium on all arrests for the use, possession, cultivation or

transportation of small amounts of dagga - for personal use - should Parliament be ordered to 'correct'

the impugned provisions; that the Director of Public Prosecutions hold back on all pending

dagga-related criminal proceedings during the suspension period; and that Correctional Services to

assist all prisoners jailed for the possession, cultivation, transportation and dealing in small amounts of

cannabis in securing their release. The report says Prince faces criminal charges in the Khayelitsha

Regional Court for dagga possession, dealing and cultivation. His wife and daughter are his co-accused.

But the report adds the High Court has granted a stay of the pending criminal proceedings against

them while Prince launches his constitutional challenge.

http://www.legalbrief.co.za/article.php?story=20130709090316218

Legalbrief - a daily alert of important legal news

Legalbrief - Rastafarian lawyer launches challenge to dagga laws:

www.legalbrief.co.za

e 8 people like this - El Cannabino Mac'Pik, Gerd Bader, Jody Fisher, Kelly

Wiltshire McQue, Martie Visser Meuter, Mfundo Smangaliso, Phumzile Liwane,

Prince Hekima Bakersman

f 2 comments



Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
My appeal to the daggafarians & the cannabis community (not

forgetting the Dagga Couple) out there: "Let's rally behind this man.

He tried & failed before. This time, we should support him"
9 July 2013 09:18AM

e 5 people like this - Dagga Movement, Jody Fisher, Kelly Wiltshire

McQue, Logan Stander, Phumzile Liwane

Mfundo Smangaliso
its a must support big up ma brada we are on your side
9 July 2013 10:51AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 9 July 2013 09:19AM         g

Protest songs: where are all the #dagga musicians?

Bob Dylan's "The Times They Are A-Changin'" is the ultimate protest song, and here

are others to get you inspired.

Protest Song Power: Music That Made a Difference #agit8: mashable.com

e 2 people like this - Gerd Bader, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 9 July 2013 09:58AM         g

this has gotta be one of the most fucked up thing every. Wco ;o

An Oregon resident with 3 massive man-made ponds on his property is sentenced

to 30 days in jail after being found guilty (again) of collecting rainwater without a

permit.

Oregon man in possession of 13 million gallons of illicit rainwater sentenced to jail:

www.mnn.com

e 1 person likes this - Martie Visser Meuter

f 6 comments

Samkelo Jonas
How do you get arrested 4 rainwater. Next thing you know, oaks are

gonna get arrested 4 growing flowers....Oh wait.....This is so fucked up.

keep fighting the good fight. Go dagga couple
9 July 2013 11:11AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Martie Visser Meuter
I agree with your sentiment. Totally absurd!
9 July 2013 11:22AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Blu Wakpa
The earth needs water run-off. The fish & plants rely on that rain

water. Imagine if everyone captured 13 million gallons of water in their

backyard & the impact that would have on the environment.
9 July 2013 05:38PM

Dagga Movement
This guy built a dam to capture the water. Once the dam has reached

it's capacity the run off returns to normal. I agree how ever if it were

stored in a water vessel / tank that would kinda ruin the run off. But

hell it is pathetic laws like these that piss me off.
9 July 2013 05:44PM

Dagga Movement
And 13 million gal is not a large dam at all
9 July 2013 05:47PM

Blu Wakpa
How would u feel if White ppl were doing that all over ur land & the

Indigenous population were opposed? What if scientists felt it was

significant amounts of water that had measurable impacts on the

environment? I support sustainability, but not at the cost of being

contrary to Indigenous & environmental interests.
9 July 2013 05:50PM

Tshepo Isaac > Dagga Movement 9 July 2013 01:09PM         f

It is true!harmless and good for medication.

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
It's harmless and good for medication but just like all things in life not everybody will enjoy

dagga and dagga isn't for everybody.
9 July 2013 04:45PM

Tshepo Isaac
Its good for everyone just like remedy.is doctors medicine good for everyone?
9 July 2013 08:19PM

Dagga Movement 9 July 2013 01:38PM         b

#Prohibition glamorizes an item on offer by criminals just as much as an advertised item in shops. Do

you agree?

e 7 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Antonio Renecle, Bruja Más Chingona, Dean Malan, Janine

Jane Williams, John Mc Fires, Justin Rooplall



Dagga Movement 9 July 2013 02:30PM         d

Dagga Movement 9 July 2013 04:48PM         b

"#Cannabinoids are essential [#vitamins] for a #healthy system. #dagga is health!" - Gerd Bader

Dagga Movement 9 July 2013 04:58PM         g

#dnight 27 Jul 2013, R100 @ Door, 36 Roger Rd, Selby Village. Celebrating Cannabis Culture

We gave you D.Day. Now get ready for D.Night:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=670754666271467&set=oa.162613050

588701&type=1

Rebecca Riot > Dagga Movement 9 July 2013 05:12PM         f

Are there any actual Rastafarian people here from CT? 

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
There are a couple...
9 July 2013 06:02PM

Rebecca Riot
Would love to get in contact with someone who is if possible
9 July 2013 06:03PM

Dagga Movement
check feed
9 July 2013 06:29PM



Dagga Movement 9 July 2013 05:21PM DaggaMovement        g

The Drug and Trafficking Act States that the whole plant is illegal the leaves, seeds,

bud, everything. EXCEPT Dronabinol also commonly known as THC the main active

ingredient of the plant. The THC is legal so that Dischem can sell imported Marinol,

a dronabinol (THC) extract of cannabis, for R1200…

The Drug & Trafficking Act is flawed: dagga.info

e 2 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Masaka Ngoali

Dagga Movement 9 July 2013 06:04PM         b

Rebecca wants to know if there any #Rastafarians from #CapeTown on our page.

e 2 people like this - Keziah Hardenberg, Ras Ray Von Croy

f 4 comments

Ras Ray Von Croy
Yes im one from poterville
9 July 2013 06:06PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Rebecca Riot
Looking for someone who is involved with the culture and lives as a true Rastafarian
9 July 2013 06:33PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams
Most certainly!how can i be of assistance sistren?
9 July 2013 07:47PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Ras is connected with the Cpt Rastafarian community, and I am sure will be of great

assistance to you. Peace and love
9 July 2013 09:29PM

Dagga Movement 9 July 2013 09:25PM mobile        b

Insult; you are like a bull in a fine china shop or like a porcupine in a condom factory. Unneeded. Wco ;)

what's life if not for the spice of humour.



Wednesday 10 July 2013

Unknown > Dagga Movement 10 July 2013 12:47PM         g

https://www.facebook.com/notes/madjat/the-like-our-page-competition/375199032551833

WE RANDOMLY SELECT SOME WINNERS AND GIVE THEM FREE SHIT ONCE A

MONTH OR SO SO JUST BY LIKING AND SHARING OUR PAGE WITH YOUR

FRIENDS YOU COULD WIN!!!

 

 

 

AND THEN FOR ALL THE LIKE OUR PAGE WINNERS WH

THE LIKE OUR PAGE COMPETITION!!!:

https://www.facebook.com/notes/madjat/the-like-our-page-competition/37519

9032551833

e 1 person likes this - Timothy Daniell Knight

Dagga Movement 10 July 2013 12:49PM         b

Psalms 104:14 - 'he causeth the #grass to grow for the cattle, and the #herb for the service of man'

e 9 people like this - Alfred Sissing, Ian D. Samson, Jason Finn, Joseph April, Kelly Wiltshire McQue,

Luzuko Mlambo Qongo, Marchand Conradie, Phumzile Liwane, Thabiso Azishe Sondezi

f 5 comments

Jason Finn
Jah Rastafar I,HIM make it so,Ites
10 July 2013 12:51PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Seymour Nofir
1 Peter 2:13 -14 ~Therefore submit yourselves to every ordinance of man for the Lord’s

sake, whether to the king as supreme,  or to governors, as to those who are sent by him for

the punishment of evildoers and for the praise of those who do good.... the knife cuts both

ways with bible verses as reference... just saying.
10 July 2013 01:01PM

Ian D. Samson
Depends on one's interpretation of what is meant by "evildoers"; and puts into

question the reason why anyone should blindly submit oneself to "every

ordinance of man" - and to tyrants - "for the Lord's sake"? Why? Just because

Saint Peter said so?
10 July 2013 04:08PM

Dagga Movement
Or some one that edited the bible to work for themselves.
10 July 2013 04:10PM



Jason Finn
if my God says herb is Irie,who is man to disagree
10 July 2013 04:11PM

Phumzile Liwane
It's not artificial but Natural from H.I.M. Hallelujah!!! 
10 July 2013 04:20PM

Dagga Movement 10 July 2013 12:56PM         d

Dagga Movement 10 July 2013 02:34PM         g

Ridiculous #laws of #prohibition one #spliff and you're off the road!

http://www.standard.co.uk/news/uk/one-spliff-and-youre-off-the-road-crackdown-on-drug-driving-

8697798.html

Motorists who get behind the wheel after smoking cannabis face losing their

licence for at least a year under a “one spliff and you’re over the limit” crackdown

on drug driving.

One spliff and you're off the road: crackdown on drug driving: www.standard.co.uk

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
http://www.mpp.org/reports/marijuana-and-dui-laws-how.html
10 July 2013 02:48PM

Dagga Movement 10 July 2013 02:42PM         g

Expert calls for #dagga legalization to reduce harms of #teens binge drinking



THE head of Australia's leading alcohol research body has called for marijuana to

be legalised to reduce the harm of drinking.

Expert calls for marijuana to be legalised to reduce harm of binge drinking in teens:

www.heraldsun.com.au

e 2 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 10 July 2013 03:04PM         g

Former #DEA chief talks about the wrongs of #dagga #prohibition

Drug Policy Alliance's executive director, Ethan Nadelmann, debates Asa

Hutchinson, former Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) Chief, in a debate

about mar...

Ethan Nadelmann Trounces Former DEA Chief in Marijuana Debate at Aspen

Institute: www.youtube.com

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Peter Rieger

Dagga Movement 10 July 2013 03:19PM         g

People hate the #truth, luckily the truth doesn't care!

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=178601353794&id=10202993794&aid=

122779

Dagga Movement 10 July 2013 03:44PM         g

From a president who publicly stated a shower will prevent #aids anything is possible.

President Jacob Zuma has ways of

Zuma 'flushes people like condoms': AbaThembu king: www.timeslive.co.za

e 5 people like this - Atanas Kotev, Ian D. Samson, Ivan Schoultz, Phumzile

Liwane, Tony van der Veen

f 2 comments

Suzy Bing
im surprised our republican sex ed hasnt discussed showering yet.

hahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha
10 July 2013 04:06PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Ivan Schoultz
(y) (y) (y)
10 July 2013 09:53PM

Dagga Movement 10 July 2013 05:10PM         g

Why drink and drive when you can smoke and fly. BE #Responsible have NO #Regrets

Timeline Photos: With David Castro and 16 others.

e 4 people like this - Danino Green, Kristal Kruser, Masaka Ngoali, Phumzile

Liwane

Dagga Movement 10 July 2013 05:49PM         b

40% of the US have legalized medical dagga, 40% of #WesternCape high school kids smoke  #dagga

#regulation is the #solution @helenzille

e 2 people like this - Phumzile Liwane, Sarah Jane Bow

Dagga Movement 10 July 2013 05:54PM         g

#Dagga is now decriminalized in the District of Columbia (#Washington)

Marijuana Decriminalization Bill Introduced in the District of Columbia

Marijuana Decriminalization Bill Introduced in DC | NORML Blog, Marijuana Law

Reform: blog.norml.org

e 2 people like this - Andrew McIntyre, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 10 July 2013 07:49PM mobile        b

Wco ;) her guys and gals. Needing help. Yeah we admins also occasionally need assistance. I am in

need of a wiring diagram for my 250w mh light got the plug, ballast, ignitor, and the 250w metal halide.

Now the wiring. Think I know, just don't wanna screw it up.

Dagga Movement 10 July 2013 08:19PM BlackBerry        b

The Art and Science of Cleaning Concentrates: Part One #710

http://shar.es/AzE7L



Before we begin, please note that this article was written for professional concentrate manufacturers

with the goal of helping them to create cleaner, healthier products.-Redeye-

Thursday 11 July 2013

Dagga Movement 11 July 2013 10:33AM         g

#Dagga helps #cancer patients, #alcohol kills.

Congratulations on an articulately written article,

Dagga helps cancer patients, alcohol kills: ILIVE: www.timeslive.co.za

e 3 people like this - Phumzile Liwane, Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams, Tumelo Di

Magnifaya Morare

Dagga Movement 11 July 2013 10:39AM         g

#Ras #King of the #AbaThembu says #dagga is part of his culture and people should not be surprised

that he smokes #cannabis

Self-confessed dagga-smoking AbaThembu King Buyelekhaya Dalindyebo said on

Wednesday he is not perturbed by being constantly associated with the illegal

I puff the weed: AbaThembu king: www.sowetanlive.co.za

e 2 people like this - Phumzile Liwane, Rubin Willemse

Dagga Movement 11 July 2013 10:43AM         d



Dagga Movement 11 July 2013 12:46PM         g

Pigs are now targeting children

Timeline Photos: More and more children being arrested for trivial things…

    #1 At one public school down in Texas, a 12-year-old girl named Sarah

Bustamantes was recently arrested for spraying herself with perfume.

    #2 A 13-year-old student at a school in Albuquerque, New Mexico was recently

arrested by police for burping in class.

    #3 Another student down in Albuquerque was forced to strip down to his

underwear while five adults watched because he had $200 in his pocket. The

student was never formally charged with doing anything wrong.

    #4 A security guard at one school in California broke the arm of a 16-year-old girl

because she left some crumbs on the floor after cleaning up some cake that she

had spilled.

    #5 One teenage couple down in Houston poured milk on each other during a

squabble while they were breaking up. Instead of being sent to see the principal,

they were arrested and sent to court.

    #6 In early 2010, a 12-year-old girl at a school in Forest Hills, New York was

arrested by police and marched out of her school in handcuffs just because she

doodled on her desk. “I love my friends Abby and Faith” was what she reportedly

scribbled on her desk.

    #7 A 6-year-old girl down in Florida was handcuffed and sent to a mental facility

after throwing temper tantrums at her elementary school.

    #8 One student down in Texas was reportedly arrested by police for throwing

paper airplanes in class.

    #9 A 17-year-old honor student in North Carolina named Ashley Smithwick



accidentally took her father’s lunch with her to school. It contained a small paring

knife which he would use to slice up apples. So what happened to this standout

student when the school discovered this? The school suspended her for the rest of

the year and the police charged her with a misdemeanor.

    #10 In Allentown, Pennsylvania a 14-year-old girl was tasered in the groin area by

a school security officer even though she had put up her hands in the air to

surrender.

    #11 Down in Florida, an 11-year-old student was arrested, thrown in jail and

charged with a third-degree felony for bringing a plastic butter knife to school.

    #12 Back in 2009, an 8-year-old boy in Massachusetts was sent home from

school and was forced to undergo a psychological evaluation because he drew a

picture of Jesus on the cross.

    #13 A police officer in San Mateo, California blasted a 7-year-old special

education student in the face with pepper spray because he would not quit

climbing on the furniture.

    #14 In America today, even 5-year-old children are treated brutally by police.

The following is from a recent article that described what happened to one very

young student in Stockton, California a while back….

    “Earlier this year, a Stockton student was handcuffed with zip ties on his hands

and feet, forced to go to the hospital for a psychiatric evaluation and was charged

with battery on a police officer. That student was 5 years old”.

    #15 At one school in Connecticut, a 17-year-old boy was thrown to the floor and

tasered five times because he was yelling at a cafeteria worker.

    #16 A teenager in suburban Dallas was forced to take on a part-time job after

being ticketed for using foul language in one high school classroom. The original

ticket was for $340, but additional fees have raised the total bill to $637.

    #17 A few months ago, police were called out when a little girl kissed a little boy

during a physical education class at an elementary school down in Florida.

    #18 A 6-year-old boy was recently charged with sexual battery for some

“inappropriate touching” during a game of tag at one elementary school in the San

Francisco area.

    #19 In Massachusetts, police were recently sent out to collect an overdue library

book from a 5-year-old girl.

    HERE ARE THE LINKS FOR THOSE WHO FEEL THIS PAGE MADE ALL THIS UP:



   

http://www.hispanicallyspeakingnews.com/latino-daily-news/details/texas-stud

ent-sarah-bustamantes-12-arrested-for-spraying-perfume/13250/

    http://abcnews.go.com/m/blogEntry?id=15077292

    Check out this video on YouTube:http://youtu.be/wk2b_twCCdw

   

http://m.guardiannews.com/world/2012/jan/09/texas-police-schools?cat=world

& type=article

   

http://www.cnn.com/2010/CRIME/02/18/new.york.doodle.arrest/index.html?hpt

=C1

   

http://www.tcpalm.com/news/2010/feb/11/port-st-lucie-schools-confines-6-ye

ar-old-with/

   

http://m.guardiannews.com/world/2012/jan/09/texas-police-schools?cat=world

& type=article

   

http://www.foxnews.com/us/2010/12/29/nc-high-school-senior-suspended-ch

arged-possesion-small-knife-lunchbox/#

    http://www.eagleforum.org/educate/2009/june09/zero-tolerance-states.html

   

http://m.tauntongazette.com/wkdTGazette/pm_/contentdetail.htm?contentguid

   

http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/San-Mateo-pays-family-of-boy-pepper-

sprayed-by-cop-2384518.php

    http://www.thesmokinggun.com/buster/cops-called-for-school-kiss-657831

   

http://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2012/01/27/hercules-family-battles-playgroun

d-sex-assault-claim-against-6-year-old/

   

http://boston.cbslocal.com/2012/01/02/charlton-library-sends-police-to-collect-

overdue-books-from-5-year-old/



Dagga Movement 11 July 2013 12:58PM         g

Industrial #Hemp for use in manufacture of car body parts.

Industrial: HEMP KESTREL CAR DOOR LANDS AT KNACKA

I introduce to you a hemp bio-composite door panel from a Kestrel prototype

electric car that is currently being tested in Canada. The entire outer body of the

car is molded from hemp fiber and resin. http://www.knacka.com/?p=883

e 4 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Dave Carlson, Don Wickenden, Ras Ramon

Benjahman Adams

Dagga Movement 11 July 2013 01:06PM         g

Boost the economy: make #marijuana legal by Shaun Harris

Once a much-caricatured side issue, the Legalise Marijuana movement has recently been gaining

traction after decriminalisation votes in two US states and the endorsement of former Mexican

president Vicente Fox.

Boost the economy: Make marijuana legal: www.fm.co.za

e 2 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 11 July 2013 01:23PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=162734817164940&id=129370207168

068&aid=27911

e 2 people like this - Lichelle Swanepoel, Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams

Dagga Movement 11 July 2013 01:24PM         b

#Cannabis is cheaper than #tobacco

e 3 people like this - Aaron J Buddan, Luzuko Mlambo Qongo, Nelson Hochobeb

f 8 comments

Chad Muller
not where i live.
11 July 2013 01:32PM

Dagga Movement
How much does Madjat cost there?
11 July 2013 01:53PM



Jason Jay
Have you bought indoor before, its stupid the price.
11 July 2013 01:53PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, I-fatherman Mokgakala

Dagga Movement
True the prices of high grades are over inflated. If we could each grow 6 plants

we would not be paying for cannabis.
11 July 2013 02:42PM

Quinten Angelo Kasselman
Its all relative
11 July 2013 02:03PM

Quinten Angelo Kasselman
€5- 1g weed/ €5.15 -40g  tobacco
11 July 2013 02:06PM

Dagga Movement
In Kimberley you pay as little as R2 for mabarra R6 for madjat the poor mans smoke.
11 July 2013 02:17PM

Folio-Olli Burnin Neån Joint
we buy 20€ 1gram here :D even gold is cheaper...
11 July 2013 05:47PM

Folio-Olli Burnin Neån Joint
its nowadays
11 July 2013 05:47PM

Unknown
and it tastes sooo much better!!!
14 July 2013 01:17PM

Dagga Movement 11 July 2013 01:50PM         g

Battle #thirsties with infused water

Timeline Photos: Still drinking SODA, DIET SODA, VITAMIN WATER, PROPEL

AND OTHER DRINKS WITH ARTIFICIAL COLORS, FLAVORS

AND SWEETENERS?????

TRY THESE INSTEAD!!!

Infused waters. Here are their benefits to help with

detoxification energy and hydration. Put as much fruit

in water as you like and let the water sit for at least 30

minutes before drinking.

1. Green tea, mint, lime-fat burning, digestion,

headaches, congestion and breath freshener.

2. Strawberry, kiwi-cardiovascular health, immune



system protection, blood sugar regulation, digestion.

3. Cucumber, lime, lemon- water weight management,

bloating, appetite control, hydration, digestion

4. Lemon, lime, orange- digestion vitamin C, immune

defense, heartburn, (Drink this one at room

temperature) 

-www.factrange.com

Jeremy David Acton > Dagga Movement 11 July 2013 02:50PM         g

OK Folks!! It's MOBILISATION TIME!! We need 500 valid signatures by 31 July to register the Dagga

Party NATIONALLY for Elections 2014. PLEASE can you read through this Appeal for Signatures, and

tackle this issue with your friends? Please also share far and wide in the Dagga legalisation movement.

Thank you.

http://www.daggaparty.co.za/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=52%3Aappeal-for-signa

tures&catid=38%3Aforming-the-dagga-party&Itemid=58

The South African Dagga Party. Dagga for a sustainable nation

http://www.daggaparty.co.za/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=52:appeal-for-signat

ures&ca: www.daggaparty.co.za

Dagga Movement 11 July 2013 03:06PM         g

What if we all love each other...

Timeline Photos: With Lela Celaj and 45 others.

e 7 people like this - Dagga Movement, I-fatherman Mokgakala, Jason Finn,

Keziah Hardenberg, Kristal Kruser, Masaka Ngoali, Sebastian K Bro

Dagga Movement 11 July 2013 03:40PM BlackBerry        b

Quick survey- what you smoking, how much you paying, do you live in a town or city?- Redeye-

f 10 comments

Brian Squeeky Weilbach
skunk...... R50......... Cape town
11 July 2013 04:23PM



e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Keziah Hardenberg
Outdoor...R30-cape town
11 July 2013 05:19PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
thats per gram I presume? Or bankie?
11 July 2013 05:23PM

Mickey Dangerez
Madjat (Natal) R6 (Poke)

Swazi R25 (Medium)

Skunk R30 (Small)

Skunk R50 (Medium)

Ak47 R50 (per gram / Medium)

TEN66 R50 (per gram / Medium)

Other High Grades like Silver Haze R70 to R100 per gram
11 July 2013 06:08PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Unknown
buying is too expensive !!! been growing my own indoor and outdoor for the last 12 years

and well !!! cant beat home cooking!!!!!
11 July 2013 06:29PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
I agree Madjat, we should all be able to grow ;)
12 July 2013 06:39AM

Gerd Bader
a smaller banki R100 JHB..not bad at mo
12 July 2013 09:47AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Gerd Bader
seedless R100 smal banki JHB
12 July 2013 09:49AM

Winston Leach
Show me what you got....
12 July 2013 10:33AM

Dagga Movement
Skunk half packet R 200
12 July 2013 10:40AM



Dagga Movement 11 July 2013 05:52PM BlackBerry        b

We've compiled 10 Myths about Marijuana and explain why they're all absurd.

http://cannabisdestiny.com/10-myths-about-marijuana-why-theyre-absurd/

-Redeye-

e 3 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Charmaine Charzi Grobler, Keziah Hardenberg

f 1 comment

Unknown
Liked and Shared
12 July 2013 06:53AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 11 July 2013 06:15PM         g

The most embarrassing graph in American drug policy

Fighting illicit drugs is all about raising the price people have to pay to get them. So

why do they keep getting cheaper?

The most embarrassing graph in American drug policy: www.washingtonpost.com

Dagga Movement 11 July 2013 06:22PM         g

There is only one way to use an eTag; Whack it! Moer it with a shoe until it breaks!

There's really only ONE thing you should do with a SANRAL eToll eTag, and in this

video, I demonstrate how you can achieve the best results. Caution, do NOT ...

How to use an eTag the correct way.: www.youtube.com

e 4 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Gerd Bader, Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Orlie

Anderson

f 1 comment

Alistair Thomson
The only good eTag is a dead one...
11 July 2013 06:23PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement 11 July 2013 10:08PM         g

Dude! Are you sure that was weed? #meme

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=330169750339801&id=330000347023

408&aid=77574

e 2 people like this - Masaka Ngoali, Sebastian K Bro

Friday 12 July 2013

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 12 July 2013 10:38AM         g

I choose #dagga over #alcohol and #tobacco. Have a no regret weekend. If you are an adult switch to

cannabis. Be #Responisble

~ Dagga Movement

:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10152021196999027&set=o.10863084

9189769&type=1

e 1 person likes this - Vera Van Staden

Dagga Movement 12 July 2013 11:07AM         g

#DrugWatch destroyed more than 4000 #daggafarians' livelihood. Choose #dagga over #alcohol &

#tobacco

Timeline Photos: Latest #DrugWatch figures released by the South African Police.

143, 516.544 kilograms of drugs were confiscated since the launch including 6018

Mandrax tablets and 1 383 kg of Nyaope

Dagga Movement 12 July 2013 11:13AM         d

Drink responsibly or switch to #cannabis. #NoRegret #Friday



e 7 people like this - Maggi Newton, Marc De Campos,

Nelson Hochobeb, Nozey Mthethwa,

Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli, Sebastian K

Bro, William O'Connor

Dagga Movement 12 July 2013 05:59PM BlackBerry        b

The TOP 10 HIGH THC Marijuana Strains on the Planet !!

http://original-ssc.com/top-ten-high-thc-cannabis-strains.html

 -Redeye-

f 1 comment

George Rox
I loooooooove  you!!!!
12 July 2013 07:42PM

Saturday 13 July 2013

Aubrey John Debliquy > Dagga Movement 13 July 2013 09:20AM         f

Endo Cannabinoid science research proves that cannabis is a vital nutrient. To deny access to this plant

is killing people by denying them access to life saving choices and is therefore an unconstitutional

violation of the fundamental inalienable right to life.

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Aubrey John Debliquy > Dagga Movement 13 July 2013 09:24AM         f

The molecules in Cannabis imitate the bodies own immune system. That is why cannabis is recognised

by our bodies built in "friend or foe" mechanism as a nutrient, and stored in the fat cells for up to

months while other drugs tend to be disposed of via the bowel and urine in a few days.

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
awesome
13 July 2013 10:10AM



Dagga Movement 13 July 2013 09:45AM         g

Drunk driver vs stoned driver

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=293411780681904&id=288501767839

572&aid=74193

e 7 people like this - Alfred Sissing, Clinton Lezar, Keziah Hardenberg, McDoda

Rebel Hlatshwayo, Melissa Jane, Nigel Thavarajoo, Peter Flanagan

Dagga Movement 13 July 2013 10:02AM         g

"BY ANY MODERN MEDICAL STANDARD, MARIJUANA IS NO MEDICINE!" Ignorance is bliss

All you need to know about Dagga (Cannabis), from a drug awareness point of

view.

TNT - The Naked Truth - Cannabis / Dagga: www.tnt.org.za

e 2 people like this - Mark Barnett, Peter Rieger

f 2 comments

Tony van der Veen
This is one of the least informed and anti-marijuana bullshit jobs I have

seen in a long time, and I'm really surprised that you have posted it. It

flies in the face of all the latest research and information available. DO

NOT SHARE.
13 July 2013 10:55AM

e 1 person likes this - Mark Barnett

Jules Stobbs
Ah! its a TNT moment.
13 July 2013 12:06PM

Dagga Movement 13 July 2013 10:08AM         b

"Endo Cannabinoid science research proves that cannabis is a vital nutrient. To deny access to this plant

is killing people by denying them access to life saving choices and is therefore an unconstitutional

violation of the fundamental inalienable right to life." - Aubrey John Debliquy

e 5 people like this - Danino Green, Gerd Bader, Jesse Slater, Jody Fisher, Sandra Harper-Smith

f 1 comment

Gerd Bader
would'nt be alive without this vital Vitamin..
13 July 2013 10:35AM



Dagga Movement 13 July 2013 10:09AM         b

The molecules in Cannabis imitate the bodies own immune system. That is why cannabis is recognised

by our bodies built in "friend or foe" mechanism as a nutrient, and stored in the fat cells for up to

months while other drugs tend to be disposed of via the bowel and urine in a few days. - Aubrey John

Debliquy

e 1 person likes this - Jody Fisher

f 2 comments

Kelly Bayliss
If there is so much proof that Cannabis is  good for a person, why we still getting arrested

in SA ?
13 July 2013 11:04AM

Kelly Bayliss
I want to stop been arrested, who can we kill ?
13 July 2013 01:27PM

Dagga Movement
We are still getting arrested because a group of people decided that dagga has

no medicinal benefit based on mostly propaganda. This group also declared the

possession of cannabis illegal under the drug & trafficking act.

However there are three distinct phases dagga laws went through.

The first phase started in 1870 under british rule Law No 2 governed the indian

population and also their use of dagga

The second phase of dagga laws come around 1920s to the end of the 1930s in

South Africa the apartheid regime now utilized the new international laws that

govern dagga to jail the african population on a whim and also those who

culturally use dagga.

We are in the third phase of dagga laws.

Currently 40% of US states have access to medical dagga.

All dagga modern prohibition is done solely to protect the interest of the oil,

cotton, alcohol, tobacco, pharmaceutical industries.

If dagga was banned for it's negative qualities then surely tobacco and alcohol

should also be banned.

If government were truly concerned for the health of South Africans government

would not allow the DEA with the help of the SAPS to spray dagga crops in

Swaziland with pesticides which affect not only the environment and the people

living there but also the end users of dagga.



This is also why they claim dagga is unsafe because of impurities but there is no

regulation to control the purity of dagga.

There is also no medical reason why cannabis should be illegal any more than

tobacco and alcohol.

13 July 2013 01:03PM

e 1 person likes this - Dennis Maruma Mathinjwa

Dagga Movement
We are still getting arrested because a group of people decided that dagga has no

medicinal benefit based on mostly propaganda. This group also declared the possession

of cannabis illegal under the drug & trafficking act.

However there are three distinct phases dagga laws went through.

The first phase started in 1870 under british rule Law No 2 governed the indian population

and also their use of dagga

The second phase of dagga laws come around 1920s to the end of the 1930s in South

Africa the apartheid regime now utilized the new international laws that govern dagga to

jail the african population on a whim and also those who culturally use dagga.

We are in the third phase of dagga laws.

Currently 40% of US states have access to medical dagga.

All dagga modern prohibition is done solely to protect the interest of the oil, cotton,

alcohol, tobacco, pharmaceutical industries.

If dagga was banned for it's negative qualities then surely tobacco and alcohol should also

be banned.

If government were truly concerned for the health of South Africans government would

not allow the DEA with the help of the SAPS to spray dagga crops in Swaziland with

pesticides which affect not only the environment and the people living there but also the

end users of dagga.

This is also why they claim dagga is unsafe because of impurities but there is no regulation

to control the purity of dagga.

There is also no medical reason why cannabis should be illegal any more than tobacco

and alcohol.
13 July 2013 01:03PM



Dagga Movement 13 July 2013 12:37PM         g

Herb; healing of the nation

Photos of The Dagga Couple:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151479386510178&set=o.272191759

461095&type=1

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 13 July 2013 01:08PM         b

We are still getting arrested for #dagga because a group of people decided that dagga has no

medicinal benefit based on mostly propaganda. This group also declared the possession of cannabis

illegal under the drug & trafficking act.

However there are three distinct phases dagga laws went through.

The first phase started in 1870 under british rule Law No 2 governed the indian population and also their

use of dagga

The second phase of dagga laws came around 1920s to the end of the 1930s in South Africa the

apartheid regime now utilized the new international laws that govern dagga to jail the african

population on a whim and also those who culturally use dagga.

We are in the third phase of dagga laws.

Currently 40% of US states have access to medical dagga.

Allmodern dagga prohibition is done solely to protect the interest of the oil, cotton, alcohol, tobacco,

pharmaceutical industries.

If dagga was banned for it's negative qualities then surely tobacco and alcohol should also be banned.

If government were truly concerned for the health of #SouthAfricans government would not allow the

#DEA with the help of the #SAPS to spray dagga crops in Swaziland with pesticides which affect not

only the environment and the people living there but also the end users of dagga.

This is also why they claim dagga is unsafe because of impurities but there is no #regulation to control

the purity of dagga.

There is also no #medical reason why #cannabis should be illegal any more than tobacco and alcohol.

e 5 people like this - Domingo El Soberano, Joseph April, Nelson Hochobeb, Nozey Mthethwa, Peter

Rieger



Dagga Movement 13 July 2013 02:00PM         d

Mango from blim

f 1 comment

Quinten Angelo Kasselman
I got a royal creamatic plant :)))
13 July 2013 02:06PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

e 5 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Masaka Ngoali, Nozey

Mthethwa, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli, Quinten Angelo

Kasselman

Dagga Movement 13 July 2013 05:15PM         g

Great example

? Ma Baker

Timeline Photos: With Darren Miller and 4 others.

e 3 people like this - Gary McNutt, Hailey MadScientist Bunge, Sebastian K Bro

Dagga Movement 13 July 2013 06:24PM BlackBerry        b

Bright lights, BIG SENSI ;)        -Redeye-

Sunday 14 July 2013

Dagga Movement 14 July 2013 12:08PM DaggaMovement        g

MBABANE – At least 146 000 people from around the world have watched a film

about how dagga is grown, sold and smoked in Swaziland. The elaborate video has

been posted on Youtube, a popular online video library. It was produced by a

group called Strain Hunters. This is an organisation that travels a...

Farmers boast about Swazi dagga: dagga.info

e 2 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Phumzile Liwane



Dagga Movement 14 July 2013 12:59PM         g

In the 60s it was illegal to have a partner of another race in South Africa. So why are we still enforcing

apartheid's dagga laws?

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=192270474212407&id=192269477545

840&aid=34793

Dagga Movement 14 July 2013 01:17PM         g

New anti smoking laws clamping down hard on tobacco users

Health Minister Aaron Motsoaledi's plan to introduce new stringent laws to regulate

smoking and the sale of tobacco has been met with strong criticism.

SABC News.com - SAs new anti smoking laws prompt criticism:Sunday 14 July

2013: www.sabc.co.za

Dagga Movement 14 July 2013 01:26PM         g

#Dagga South Africa's solution to housing! #AskWhy Not?

http://mg.co.za/article/2003-05-04-dagga-the-solution-to-sas-housing-problem

The Western Cape public protector has accepted a petition and a business plan

from a member of the public who wants to build houses in rural areas using

cannabis mixed with lime and sand.

Dagga the solution to SA's housing problem?: mg.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Elana Akasha

Dagga Movement 14 July 2013 01:31PM         g

@helenzille 40% of kids in your area smokes #dagga, restore & regulate like #alcohol

Teens who are regular users of cannabis are at risk of permanent damage to their

intelligence, according to research covering nearly four decades.

Dagga makes teenagers dumber: mg.co.za



f 5 comments

Alistair Thomson
This proves that the article is based on false information:

http://www.google.com/patents/US6630507
14 July 2013 07:00PM

Denver Burgess
Given all the difficulties studying the long-term relationship between

cannabis and intelligence, it is surprising that anyone would even

attempt it. However, one study has recently been getting a lot of

media attention and some rather outrageous claims.  According to

Scientific American, March 2013, heavy use of marijuana among

adolescents can do permanent damage. According to Neurology

Today (Oct 4 2012), smoking marijuana as a teen could lead to lower

IQ as an adult according to a decades long study of more than 1000

New Zealanders. And, the authors themselves title their work,

“Persistent cannabis users show neuropsychological decline from

childhood to midlife.” Hmm..this is interesting - a large, longitudinal

sample. If this is true, they have some pretty convincing evidence. I

better look into this. What are their findings? What is the evidence?

I contacted the author, Madeline H. Meier, at the Center for Child and

Family Policy, and asked for a reference to the original research.  She

directed me to an article titled, “Persistent cannabis users show

neuropsychological decline from childhood to midlife” and published

in The Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS) 2012.

I read this article very carefully and here is what I learned. To measure

IQ, the authors used a very good psychological test. They tested

children on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Revised

(WISC-R) and repeat tested a small sample of adults (n=38) on the

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS-IV). The group of regular

users did indeed show a statistically significant decline in test scores

on Vocabulary, Similarities, Information and Full Scale IQ which is

heavily correlated with these verbal tests. However, the much more

surprising thing is that the non-verbal scales, such as Arithmetic, Block

design, and Picture Completion showed no statistically significant

decline. If cannabis causes cognitive decline shouldn’t the ability to

do arithmetic slow down? Shouldn’t block design and other

non-verbal measures of intelligence be affected? One possible

explanation for the discrepancy in their findings is that the first testing

of the subjects was when they were in school and reading a lot of

books, and taking a lot of vocabulary and spelling tests. The subjects

were used to taking verbal tests. Out of school for at least twenty

years and tested again at age 38, they may have stopped reading.

Certainly, they are no longer taking vocabulary tests. The subjects

were simply out of practice.This is just one possible alternative

explanation that cannot be ruled out due to the correlational nature of

the data.



Furthermore, Roeberg (PNAS, 2013) and Daly (PNAS, 2013) present

rival alternative explanations for the decline in IQ scores. Roeberg

states that the decline in IQ is explained by an alternative model of the

effects of socio-economic status on IQ. Daly proposes that it may be

explained by personality differences. Furthermore, Meir’s causal 

inference (i.e. that cannabis causes permanent neuropsychological

decline) is premature and most likely overestimated.  My own opinion

is that much more research should be conducted before such

exaggerated claims are used to make public policy. Given the many

limitations of the current study, including its correlational nature, the

small adult (n=38) sample, no statistically significant decline in

arithmetic and other non-verbal intelligence scores, the many

possible confounding variables, other alternative explanations, and

the need for replication, the authors and the media, too, should be

much more cautious in their conclusions.

http://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-teenage-mind/201303

/marijuana-and-intelligence

14 July 2013 02:09PM

e 2 people like this - Andile Mtimande, Dagga Movement

Denver Burgess
http://healthland.time.com/2013/01/15/new-research-questions-m

arijuanas-impact-in-lowering-iq/
14 July 2013 02:10PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Denver Burgess
http://blogs.smithsonianmag.com/science/2013/01/long-term-marij

uana-use-could-have-zero-effect-on-iq/
14 July 2013 02:11PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Thank you!
14 July 2013 02:33PM

e 1 person likes this - Denver Burgess

Dagga Movement 14 July 2013 01:33PM         g

Zuma is Xhosa like his King smoking #dagga is part of their culture and of mine. 

http://mg.co.za/article/2008-10-31-zuma-did-smoke-zol-but-it-wasnt-dagga-says-anc



ANC president Jacob Zuma did smoke

Zuma did smoke 'zol', but it wasn't dagga, says ANC: mg.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Lilly Venter

f 2 comments

Nozey Mthethwa
niggar smoked dagga! he can call zol, green or whatever. he can ef*n

sucgarcoat it till its sweet but he smoked! so he can sit down!
14 July 2013 02:17PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Ivan Schoultz
Ja ... like the bribe they took wasn't corruption ...
15 July 2013 05:24PM

Dagga Movement 14 July 2013 04:09PM         d

Dagga Movement 14 July 2013 07:07PM         g

Interview with Jeremy David Acton of the #DaggaParty

Photos of The Dagga Couple: Interview with Jeremy David Acton, leader of Iqela

Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa, in the latest copy of the Big Issue

magazine (25 June - 25 July)

e 3 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Alfred Sissing, Henry Thamie

Mngomezulu

Monday 15 July 2013



Dagga Movement 15 July 2013 08:19AM         g

The reason why we guys love boobie.. Wco ;)

Research into the workings of the endocannabinoid system has yielded significant discoveries for

scientists attempting to learn more about pre and post-natal development. It is apparent that

endocannabinoids, chemical compounds [...]

Cannabinoids & Breast Milk: Do Cannabinoids Play A Larger Role In Our Life Than We Thought?:

www.medicaljane.com

Dagga Movement 15 July 2013 11:00AM         b

Potheads smoking grass,

Lazy lying on the beach

Watching waves crashing

Upon their eyelids

As they close.

The smoke fills the air

More stoners congregate.

The spliff is passed

The waves dance

Sand sticks in their toes.

They clap their hands and giggle

And laugh

Harder and harder

Tears streaming from the corners

Of their smiling eyes.

No-one speaks.

They all know

This is what life is.

- H. Rodwell

e 2 people like this - Aldayne Jarrod Naidoo, Avo Avocadoq

f 1 comment

Kelly Bayliss
On which planet is this happening, cause its not happening in my world ?
15 July 2013 11:56AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement 15 July 2013 02:35PM DaggaMovement        g

The #DEA is above state laws, letter from Joann Forsberg

My heart goes into panic every time I read about State Legislation approving

Medical Marijuana. For all I can imagine is all the other average, non-criminal

middle-class American Citizens who will trust State Laws as we did and end up

serving time in Federal Prison. We followed all state laws to a “...

The DEA is above state laws, letter from Joann Forsberg: dagga.info

Dagga Movement 15 July 2013 03:07PM         g

A shocking new investigative report from the largest daily newspaper in Germany

alleges that Monsanto, the US Military and the US government have colluded to

track and disrupt both anti-GMO activists and independent scientists who study the

adverse effects of genetically modified food.

US Military, Monsanto Targeting GMO Activists and Independent Scientists, New

Investigation Alleges : www.greenmedinfo.com

Dagga Movement 15 July 2013 03:21PM DaggaMovement        g

Siblings appear in court for #dagga stash #swaziland

Two siblings have been arrested for the possession of dagga worth E70 000 at

Eluvinjelweni on Tuesday. Sicelo Sibonginkhosi Shongwe and Fikelephi Nokwanda

Shongwe appeared before Magistrate Siphosini Dlamini at the Mbabane Magistrate

Court last week charged with the offence of contravening the Pharm...

Siblings appear in court for dagga stash: dagga.info

Dagga Movement 15 July 2013 04:09PM         b

In #Tajikistan, #dagga pollen & residuals of psychoactive substances were found in ritualized cups

dated to 2nd millennium BCE

Dagga Movement 15 July 2013 04:11PM         g

#Weed grown to treat #chronic illness, just not in #SouthAfrica



http://www.health24.com/Medical/Addiction/News/Weed-grown-to-treat-chronic-illness-20130210

In a town in Israel, horticultural revolutionaries are growing a strain of cannabis they

say relieves symptoms of chronic illnesses but without the psychotic effects of

weed.

Weed grown to treat chronic illness: www.health24.com

e 3 people like this - Liani Johnson, Masaka Ngoali, Nelson Hochobeb

Dagga Movement 15 July 2013 04:15PM         g

Now this is a trendy elephant

Random:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=326494984051452&id=251637934870

491&aid=80630

e 2 people like this - Janine Jane Williams, Sebastian K Bro

Dagga Movement 15 July 2013 04:35PM         d

Found this stoned house in Postdam, Germany

f 5 comments

Timothy Daniell Knight
hehehehehe
16 July 2013 04:14PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Jaco Spacekadet de Villiers
as i look at this pic the time on my phone

hits 4:20
16 July 2013 04:23PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Jaco Spacekadet de Villiers
it hapns all the time...maybe  the universe is trying to tell me something?
16 July 2013 05:19PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
LOL now that is awesome!
16 July 2013 04:42PM



Rohosaba Ajuba
aaaaaa
19 October 2013 03:10PM

Jaco Spacekadet de Villiers
it hapns all the time...maybe  the universe is trying to tell me something?
16 July 2013 05:19PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
LOL now that is awesome!
16 July 2013 04:42PM

e 13 people like this - Bongisa Nakachwa Lusalu, Dave Carlson, Janine Jane Williams, Jason Bolton,

Jeff Solo Dolo, John Mc Fires, Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Kristal Kruser, Masaka Ngoali, Rohosaba

Ajuba, Sean Le Roux, Timothy Daniell Knight, Yaaseen Seedat

Dagga Movement 15 July 2013 09:22PM         g

Xhosa King declared loser of the week by The Justice Factor on E-TV

Mickey Dangerez:

https://www.facebook.com/theMichaelHawthorne/posts/10152028969104027

Tuesday 16 July 2013

Dagga Movement 16 July 2013 07:39AM         g

Wcp ;)

A new study published in the Journal of Neuroimmune Pharmacology has found

that delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) - one of the prime compounds in cannabis

-

New Study: Cannabis May Prevent Organ Transplants From Being Rejected:

thejointblog.com

e 1 person likes this - Anthony Britz

Dagga Movement 16 July 2013 10:07AM         g

Mother blames #dagga for schizophrenia yet science indicates otherwise.

dagga.info/2013/06/25/cons-of-dagga/



I refer to the article

Dagga is a major mental health risk: iLIVE: www.timeslive.co.za

Dagga Movement 16 July 2013 10:31AM         g

What every parent needs to know about medical #dagga

Hailey Pease was 7 years old when she was diagnosed with T-cell acute

lymphoblastic leukemia. Her first round of chemotherapy, in April 2011, “didn’t

work,” says her mother, Shannon Maxim. And the second round “nearly killed her.”

Hailey, who was being treated at Boston Children’s Hospital, started…

What every parent needs to know about medical marijuana - The Boston Globe:

www.bostonglobe.com

Dagga Movement 16 July 2013 10:35AM         g

S Schumann from Springs calls for death sentence for #dagga users!

Dagga, cocaine and heroin all come from plants, so what makes people think

dagga is not habit-forming?

Death sentence for drug dealers: iLIVE: www.timeslive.co.za

e 2 people like this - Atanas Kotev, Janine Jane Williams

f 11 comments

Monica Gonsalves Borrageiro
Ignorant sheep...
16 July 2013 11:00AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Seymour Nofir
S Schumann, an ignoramus, a very angry person, emotionally

retarded.
16 July 2013 11:02AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Warren Otf Oates
another bullshit claim, made by yet another uneducated mind.
16 July 2013 11:21AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Joseph April
That from a racist from Springs did u know the father of Apartheid ban

#dagga and so overnight they turn my ancestors  into criminals 
16 July 2013 11:23AM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Jason Jay



Jason Jay
Ironic hey.
16 July 2013 12:22PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Jason Jay
Now that will solve the problem now. People grrrr
16 July 2013 12:07PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Monica Kruger
if only people would educate themselves...
16 July 2013 12:13PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Prince Hekima Bakersman
his mase poes
16 July 2013 12:23PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Marchand Conradie

Marchand Conradie
What a asshole!
16 July 2013 12:36PM

Bill Hamman
Such a well throughout, well written piece of literature, full of facts

and absolute truth, this article is... *Sigh*
16 July 2013 01:50PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Justin Rooplall
Itz like saying you ate smarties and then you wanted to buy a slab

because people says it tastes more awesome. At the end of the day

its your desicion
16 July 2013 05:29PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Janine Jane Williams
that's funny
16 July 2013 06:49PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 16 July 2013 11:06AM         g

The #ConsideredView @StephenGrootes on legalising dagga {VIDEO}

Stephen talks about the debate on legalising dagga.

The #ConsideredView @StephenGrootes on legalising dagga: www.youtube.com



Dagga Movement 16 July 2013 11:36AM         g

When reasonable citizens break rules, it's time for change. @helenzille 

Photos of The Dagga Couple:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10200871454022453&set=o.27219175

9461095&type=1

e 2 people like this - 'Marc Hauptfleisch, Kelly Wiltshire McQue

f 2 comments

Prince Hekima Bakersman
I wanna read this article but my phone is a idiot can u summarise what

she said about weed
16 July 2013 11:46AM

Dagga Movement
Read it here zoom in using Opera Mini

https://fbcdn-sphotos-g-a.akamaihd.net/hphotos-ak-ash3/q71/s720

x720/1010341_10200871454022453_990567420_n.jpg
16 July 2013 12:03PM

Dagga Movement 16 July 2013 04:59PM         b

Properly cured #dagga has awesome amplified effect if you put it under your tongue, back of cheek or

alternatively chew.

f 1 comment

Alain De Jagermeister
what dosage would this work his? lets work with good old swazi cause everyone knows it
16 July 2013 05:01PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Alain De Jagermeister
awe will check it out
16 July 2013 05:37PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
I used a pinch of skunk. Have a slight inflammation back of my gum took a pinch

of decent skunk and kept it there for a 15 minutes. 

Don't think swazi will give the same effect but try it and let me know.

Just a pinch, as much as you would pinch when loading a small bowl.

I think it's the indica working, but I might be wrong.
16 July 2013 05:30PM



Dagga Movement
Doing this amplified the effect of smoked cannabis. Was awsome
16 July 2013 05:31PM

Dagga Movement
Try hi grade hybrid.
16 July 2013 05:32PM

Dagga Movement 16 July 2013 05:25PM DaggaMovement        g

You might be surprised by what we’re about to say: the most tight-lipped,

conservative and controlling country in the world is also a dagga-smoker’s

paradise. Despite the North Korean government’s deadly serious stance on the

use and distribution of hard drugs like crystal meth (which has its own in...

Struggle is the enemy, weed is the remedy: The truth about dagga in North Korea:

dagga.info

e 1 person likes this - Liani Johnson

Dagga Movement 16 July 2013 09:47PM         g

My busker guitar proudly advocating dagga reform!

Mobile Uploads: My busker guitar lol

e 1 person likes this - Liani Johnson

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
Madjat & The Dagga Couple
16 July 2013 10:38PM

Dagga Movement 16 July 2013 11:18PM         g

#health #news: The Mushroom Being Used to Suppress #Cancer #Tumors | TruthTheory

Have you heard of the mushroom being used to boost the immune system and fight cancer? While

there are countless foods and compounds out there being researched for their cancer-fighting

abilities, the turkey tail mushroom is one food that has gained some spotlight as of recent.

Specifically, the mus...

The Mushroom Being Used to Suppress Cancer Tumors | TruthTheory: truththeory.com

e 4 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Ivan Schoultz, Liani Johnson, Steve Zimmerlie



Wednesday 17 July 2013

Dagga Movement 17 July 2013 12:19AM         g

40% of #WesternCape high school pupil use #dagga, restore for responsible adults @helenzille

Cape Town - Alcohol, tobacco and dagga - and not tik - have become the drugs of

choice for Grade 8, 9 and 10 pupils in the Western Cape, a new study has revealed.

The study, by the SA Medical Research Council (MRC), the Western Cape

government and the UN

Booze, tobacco pupils' new drugs of choice: newswall.co.za

e 2 people like this - Grant Higgins, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 17 July 2013 07:52AM DaggaMovement        g

;-) good morning All because they had been on the air without this morning for

those who don't know if they had major at active therefore he hath marijuana

netted in the mid-medicinal oil party and he added he may not know but that he

was out of the country requested in the country for…

Interview with Dean C. Clifford & Rick Simpson {Audio / Transcribe}: dagga.info

Dagga Movement 17 July 2013 11:12AM         b

@helenzille @SAPresident #Dagga was given to us all by God what right do you people have to control

it and tell me I can't grow it or consume it? - Rick Simpson & Dean C Clifford

e 10 people like this - Adele Koekemoer, Anthony Britz, Elana Akasha, Fadi Shihadeh, Gregory Kelly,

Jason Finn, Joseph April, Phumzile Liwane, Seymour Nofir, Thabang Ntonyane

f 2 comments

Jason Finn
damn straight,Jah gave it and yet they keep it from the masses
17 July 2013 11:23AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Kelly Bayliss
god ? what god ? There were many gods before this one god thing, thoes gods had no

problem with hemp ! Harry j Anslinger he took it away !
17 July 2013 11:59AM

Dagga Movement
I am not religious at all.
17 July 2013 12:54PM



Kelly Bayliss
I don't belirve in god's but I'm fascinated by the idiot's that do believe !
17 July 2013 03:10PM

Dagga Movement
The Creator, Allah, Ra whoever god or creator you worhship
17 July 2013 12:54PM

Dagga Movement 17 July 2013 11:15AM         g

Police eat space cakes for officer's birthday. Probably confiscated #dagga! @SAPresident

http://www.iol.co.za/dailynews/news/police-eat-laced-muffins-1.1548111

Nine police officers from the Montclair police station were taken to hospital after

they unwittingly ate a batch of muffins allegedly laced with dagga given them by a

colleague celebrating her birthday.

Police eat laced muffins - Daily News | News | IOL.co.za: www.iol.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Masaka Ngoali

Dagga Movement 17 July 2013 11:41AM         g

Gunsite forum members labeling me a criminal because I choose dagga over alcohol and tobacco.

@GunSite_SA

King Dalindyebo joins DA officially View*97*comments Comment on this story

2013-07-15 19:25 Johannesburg - AbaThembu King Buyelekhaya Dalindyebo has

joined the DA, the party's Eastern Cape leader said on Monday. "After a long

meeting to discuss the DA's values and the DA's constitution, I can confir...

"Dagga King joins DA - Page 4: www.gunsite.co.za

e 5 people like this - Darrel Goldswain, Jason Finn, Masaka Ngoali, Sebastian K

Bro, Timothy Daniell Knight

f 2 comments

Jody Fisher
Seems like it's been removed...
17 July 2013 12:11PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Jody Fisher
I managed to read page4 just before it was taken down...

typical forum users and admin, never have i seen a forum

debate end well. You were heading for destruction

regardless of factual evidence or opinion, those are the

same people that get shit faced every weekend and still



believe it's ok, so to them it's a personal attack on something

they probably started doing in their teens making it illegal

but still ok because mom said they can... You can voice your

opinion but rather refrain from topics like that on public

forums, they never yield positive results. You can only

educate those that seek the knowledge, media propaganda

has done it's part so let those relics believe in false truths

and whole lies, the same way the believe a drunken stooper

is better than a stoners high.

17 July 2013 02:47PM

Dagga Movement
yes they did and banned me
17 July 2013 01:53PM

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
The king jumped into conclusion. He'll quit that DA & join the Dagga

Party of SA alongside me, next year. Watch this space
17 July 2013 12:37PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 17 July 2013 12:21PM         d

Dagga Movement 17 July 2013 02:01PM         b

Hemp is only permitted by Dep. Health if it has little to no THC but the Drug & Trafficking says THC is

legal in extract form. @helenzille

e 2 people like this - John Ward, Warren Otf Oates

f 4 comments



Jason Jay
Only one company has the legal right to that natural extract.
17 July 2013 02:49PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Jason Jay
I think its Pharmacare, a story in a story about greed, oney and power
17 July 2013 02:50PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
I agree about pharmacare being one of the biggest reasons Jay. What company is that?

What legal right and who or what gave it to that company is it in form of permit?

What rights do those have who gave this company rights, have more than any other

person? 

Why are they pushing for a genetically modified hemp when hemp naturally do contain

THC.

It so crazy meanwhile there are real dangerous plants in gardens like Datura.

We need to push harder.

~ Mickey
17 July 2013 03:28PM

Marchand Conradie
Is there documents that states THC in extracted form is legal? I would love to read it.
17 July 2013 03:34PM

Dagga Movement 17 July 2013 03:23PM         b

2 small pinches of #Dagga and 1 day later abscess gone. Weed kills #pharma business.

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, Donna Kisogloo, Janine Jane Williams

f 2 comments

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
Who was ever killed by the weed?.. I ofn 1 2 know
17 July 2013 03:26PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dennis Maruma Mathinjwa
How so? I have problem with abscess.
17 July 2013 05:08PM



Dagga Movement 17 July 2013 03:41PM         g

If only @helenzille or @SAPresident could explain the South African Corporation?

The South African Government is a CORPORATION owned by Share Holders -

OPPT SA: oppt-sa.wikidot.com

f 1 comment

Ivan Schoultz
Which corporation?

GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA CIK#:

0001254425

http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-edgar?action=getcompany&CIK

=0001254425&owner=include&count=40&hidefilings=0 

REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA CIK#: 0000932419

http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-edgar?action=getcompany&CIK

=0000932419&owner=include&count=40&hidefilings=0
17 July 2013 04:40PM

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez

Dagga Movement 17 July 2013 04:21PM         g

Joseph Newstead comments on @DaggaCouple Interview on PowerFM. @SoliPhilander

https://soundcloud.com/joseph-newstead/power-fm-eusebius-mckaiser

Listen to Joseph Newstead / Power FM - Eusebius McKaiser - Comments insert |

Explore the largest community of artists, bands, podcasters and creato...

Power FM - Eusebius McKaiser - Comments insert: soundcloud.com

Dagga Movement 17 July 2013 04:37PM BlackBerry        b

British government abandons its people to the evil drug cartel that is Big Booze -Redeye- (people

deserve to be able to choose a safer alternative to Booze, legalize Dagga)

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-23346532

The government is shelving plans to introduce a minimum price for a unit of alcohol in England and

Wales.



Dagga Movement 17 July 2013 05:08PM DaggaMovement        g

#Hemp is #cannabis is #dagga is #marijuana

The distinction between hemp and cannabis is not really made on THC content but

the physical appearance of the plant. Hemp is cannabis sativa bred into a

distinctive strain that has lots of fibre and in return for all the energy spent on

growth loses THC. It is the government that continues to hamme...

Hemp is cannabis is dagga is marijuana: dagga.info

e 1 person likes this - Holy Hemp

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
Let the truth be told,
17 July 2013 06:42PM

Dagga Movement 17 July 2013 05:30PM         b

@helenzille Ever wished you could shut up all the potheads? Just restore #dagga :D

Dagga Movement 17 July 2013 06:36PM         b

Follow Dagga Movement on twitter @DaggaMovement

Dagga Movement 17 July 2013 06:47PM mobile        b

Guys and gals here we go.

Much respect to Mr Tony Budden.

Hi Warren

Thanks for your contact and mail.

Wow, that is a lot of mails sent! And you have not had a single reply?

I am not surprised though as there is no specific hemp department or desk or responsible person. I

know that they must be getting tired of it all as you are not the only person approaching them directly,

so hopefully they will soon for the correct route for those who would like to be part of the industry to

apply through.

We are part of what is called a Commercial Incubation Research Trial and were able to grow 2ha. It is

part of a 3 year trial and is coordinated by Dr Thandeka Kunene from House of Hemp. She has arranged

the permits from Dept of Health.

It is not yet full commercial and is still very much under the mandate of research, but that it is being

done on private and community land is a huge step.



My hands have been tied by protocol and we rely on Dr Kunene to do the applications on our behalf.

You can contact her on thandeka@houseofhemp.co.za, but as she travels a lot her response may also

not be as quick as you would like. Maybe also cc admin@houseofhemp.co.za.

Send a short proposal of where your land is and why you would like to be part of the trials. Just be

aware that it will be very difficult to make a return on your investment on 2ha, but obviously we are

pushing to expand that as the trial continues.

Hemp is still very much over-regulated and much still needs to change, so any support is appreciated.

Tony

e 11 people like this - Buzz Rsa, Danino Green, Donna Kisogloo, Gerd Bader, I-fatherman Mokgakala,

Jason Finn, Liza Jansen van Rensburg, Mickey Dangerez, Mugwena Npfariseni, Murray Juana,

Phumzile Liwane

f 3 comments

Mickey Dangerez
Thank you for the share Warren!
17 July 2013 06:52PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Jason Finn
brilliant,Forward on Jah
17 July 2013 06:58PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Thanks guys it been along search for the correct info on this matter. As I said to Mr Budden

is that I have emailed health 200 times and agriculture 165 with a no assistance or

response. This info now that we have it must be spread. Pls all its been just on a year

searching for the correct info now we have it. Use it and prove to the masses that it is

worth while to do this. We have been fighting for this and more. Now it's in our hands, what

are we gonna do. Are we gonna keep talking or move to the cation side. If you don't have

the land, find someone willing. Just don't let this opportunity slid through our fingers or we

will be back were we started. Action time.
17 July 2013 08:41PM

Dagga Movement 17 July 2013 11:23PM         b

Where there is alcohol there is arguments, where there is arguments there is violence.

e 1 person likes this - Sandra Harper-Smith

f 1 comment

Unknown
Dagga is SAFER THAN Alcohol... Would you buy a TShirt with that slogan to raise funds for

#dagga aka #cannabis awareness in #SouthAfrica?
18 July 2013 03:09AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Thursday 18 July 2013

Dagga Movement 18 July 2013 12:08AM         d

Warren Otf Oates > Dagga Movement 18 July 2013 07:52AM         d

f 1 comment

Warren Otf Oates
og-kush OG stand for ocean grown
18 July 2013 07:52AM

Dagga Movement 18 July 2013 08:46AM         g

ConsumerJuly 11, 201310:09 pmGrowing interest in hemp productionBy Ian

McDonald   Global NewsPostTweetPlus 1What is this?Sponsored content is written

by Global News' editorial staff without any editorial influence by the sponsor. If

you'd like to learn more...What is this?XWhat is this?Sponsored con...

Growing interest in hemp production: globalnews.ca

e 1 person likes this - Ivan Schoultz

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
thandeka@houseofhemp.co.za contact if you are interested in getting

your hemp growing permit.
18 July 2013 08:48AM



Dagga Movement 18 July 2013 09:51AM         g

http://www.houseofhemp.co.za/

Hemp Animal feed, Aeroplane parts, Gasoline, Charcoal, drinks, sweets and paints

are but a few products that can be made out of the Hemp plant. These are some of

the products H.O.H market from our base in Johannesburg: Hemp Fabrics; Hemp

Clothes; Hemp Oils; also Bags, Hats, Jewellery and Cosmetics.…

houseofhemp.co.za: www.houseofhemp.co.za

e 4 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Dave Carlson, Janine Jane Williams,

Masaka Ngoali

Dagga Movement 18 July 2013 12:37PM         g

Timeline Photos: YOU CAN CHANGE THE WORLD — with John Anderson and 3

others.

Dagga Movement 18 July 2013 03:42PM mobile        b

Ok does anyone know of any medical practitioners who are interested in the medical benefits of the

herb or who may be legal in dispensing the the herb on South Africa. Any info will be appreciated.

Thanks wco ;)

e 5 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Janine Jane Williams, Mickey Dangerez, Sebastian K Bro,

Siga Mokale

f 11 comments

Dagga Movement
Or any doctors pushing for the canibiod research in sa
18 July 2013 03:44PM

Alistair Thomson
I would really like to know myself...
18 July 2013 03:55PM

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez

Jason Jay
i am sure an informed doctor would be very keen on the benefits. I dont believe there are

any doctors perscribing cannabis.
18 July 2013 03:59PM

Jason Jay
Nope they would ironically get disowned by the companies that own the patents.
18 July 2013 04:04PM



Mickey Dangerez
I would like to become a traditional healer but as in specialize in Dagga
18 July 2013 04:07PM

e 1 person likes this - Vic Shaw

Jason Jay
I think you should start speaking with traditional healers.
18 July 2013 04:05PM

e 3 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Mickey Dangerez, Vic Shaw

Alistair Thomson
Agreed...plus wouldn't they get arrested if they did?
18 July 2013 04:00PM

Mickey Dangerez
Warren see this link

https://www.facebook.com/daggacouple/posts/675012519179015
18 July 2013 04:04PM

Dagga Movement
I am more specifically looking South African doctors that may be researching the 

canibinoids in South Africa unfortunately traditional healers are not advanced enough to

break down the chemical formulation and test each chemical to find out the benifits or

side effects. Needing licensed medical practitioners
18 July 2013 04:09PM

Unknown
Cannabee Products, Inc. products are DR RECOMMENDED by doctors we haven't

even met because of the amazing results the cannabis plant can achieve through

the products we create.
18 July 2013 11:03PM

Warren Otf Oates
thanks guys for all the assistance in this matter. ill be calling on a lot of people

over the next few weeks/months and spreading the info to as many medical

practitioners as possible.
19 July 2013 09:26AM

Unknown
For more information on Cannabee Products, Inc., Green Light Labs and

Cannabee Medicated Spa Products please visit our website at

www.cannabee.com or email us at greenlight710@gmail.com
18 July 2013 11:01PM

Unknown
we're more than willing to work with you and help on this project... i've been on a

mission to assist with medical cannabis needs in South Africa for quite some time

now...
18 July 2013 10:58PM

e 2 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Warren Otf Oates



Alistair Thomson
We may need to get some overseas influence here if the local medical

professionals don't catch on to what is happening around the globe with

cannabis research...
18 July 2013 04:12PM

Dagga Movement
Alastair you are right. Need them doctors over there to jump start our guys this side. New

project for me. Thanks wco;)
18 July 2013 04:13PM

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
The doctors or pharmacist practicing under the prohibition laws, can't prescribe the herb

as it has to be registered by the MCC, which is part & parcel of the federal govt.  So, my

friend there are no practitioners, rendering such service in this country.
18 July 2013 04:14PM

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez

Dagga Movement
Shocking. 100% illegal even for doctors
18 July 2013 04:50PM

Dagga Movement
I guess in reality I'd doctors were legal to dispense, we would all be doctors here. Lol
18 July 2013 04:52PM

Mickey Dangerez
What angers me Henry is that you don't need a doctor to prescribe alcohol but dagga

users are jailed.
18 July 2013 05:23PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Truth be said, it point blank discrimination.
18 July 2013 10:32PM

Friday 19 July 2013

Jeremy David Acton > Dagga Movement 19 July 2013 09:48AM         g

Please would all the supporters of the Dagga Party and legalisation mobilise to gather signatures of

registered voters this weekend? Here is all the information you need to help get the Dagga Party

registered nationally. It is now or never. Please share. AMANDLA!!!

http://www.daggaparty.co.za/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=52%3Aappeal-for-signa

tures&catid=38%3Aforming-the-dagga-party&Itemid=58

The South African Dagga Party. Dagga for a sustainable nation

http://www.daggaparty.co.za/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=52%3Aappeal-for-si



gnatures&: www.daggaparty.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 19 July 2013 09:56AM         g

The South African Dagga Party. Dagga for a sustainable nation

http://www.daggaparty.co.za/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=52%3Aappeal-for-si

gnatures&: www.daggaparty.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Antonio Renecle

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 19 July 2013 10:59AM         g

The dagga industry is booming in the US. @SAPresident why do we uphold racist apartheid laws?

http://www.news24.com/Green/News/Private-firm-bets-on-dagga-20130718

Popular interest in dagga and moves by Washington state and Colorado to legalise

recreational pot have led firms to dive into the pot business.

Private firm bets on dagga: www.news24.com

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 19 July 2013 11:00AM         g

3 men robbed of their livelihood because of prohibition

A tip off from the KwaThema community resulted in the arrest of three men for

possession of dagga. looklocal Springs News is focussed on community and local

news about events, entertainment, crime, schools, & municipal issues in the Springs

area.

Dagga confiscated - Crime | looklocal Springs: www.looklocal.co.za

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Gerd Bader

Dagga Movement 19 July 2013 11:03AM         g

http://www.looklocal.co.za/looklocal/content/en/springs/springs-news-crime?oid=7631143&sn=Deta

il&pid=490317&Dagga-confiscated



A tip off from the KwaThema community resulted in the arrest of three men for

possession of dagga. looklocal Springs News is focussed on community and local

news about events, entertainment, crime, schools, & municipal issues in the Springs

area.

Dagga confiscated - Crime | looklocal Springs: www.looklocal.co.za

f 1 comment

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
Stop arresting citizens for dagga possession, for God's sake.  This is

not a drug it's a herb. Go to: www.dagga couple.co.za for more info

please.
19 July 2013 01:05PM

Dagga Movement 19 July 2013 11:04AM         g

The dagga industry is booming in the US. @SAPresident why do we uphold racist apartheid laws?

http://www.news24.com/Green/News/Private-firm-bets-on-dagga-20130718

Popular interest in dagga and moves by Washington state and Colorado to legalise

recreational pot have led firms to dive into the pot business.

Private firm bets on dagga: www.news24.com

e 6 people like this - Buzz Rsa, Dagga Movement, Gerd Bader, Kelly Wiltshire

McQue, Masaka Ngoali, Wandile Gumede

Dagga Movement 19 July 2013 11:14AM         g

Everyday is #Madiba day for all #dagga activists fighting the struggle.  @daggacouple @daggaparty

Prohibition & Resistance: A Socio-Political Exploration of the Changing Dynamics of

the Southern African Cannabis Trade, c. 1850 – the present. A thesis in fulfilment of

the requirements for the degree of Master of Arts in History at Rhodes University

By Craig Paterson December 2009 Abstract Looking...

Prohibition & Resistance: A Socio-Political Exploration of the Changing Dynamics of

the Southern...: dagga.info

e 1 person likes this - Andrew McIntyre

Dagga Movement 19 July 2013 12:32PM         g

Now this is crazy but smart if own the police corporation.



A man whose bid to become a police officer was rejected after he scored too high

on an intelligence test has lost an appeal in his federal lawsuit against the city. The

2nd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in New York upheld a lower court’s decision that

the city did not discriminate against...

Court OKs Barring High IQs for Cops: abcnews.go.com

Dagga Movement 19 July 2013 12:38PM         g

Helen's move after feeling the heat from the Dagga Party. The king thought DA stood for Dagga

Alliance according to tweets going around.

Timeline Photos: The King of Cannabis in SA. #DA #dagga

e 7 people like this - Brian Jammer, Buzz Rsa, Clinton Lezar, Dagga Movement,

Ian D. Samson, Kimberly Green-List, Nada Gerasimovska

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
and the fun and games begin, new humour for the masses.
19 July 2013 01:25PM

e 1 person likes this - Ian D. Samson

Dori van Loggerenberg > Dagga Movement 19 July 2013 02:54PM         g

The German university city of Göttingen is being taken over by marijuana plants.

Behind the phenomenon is a group of pro-pot activists who planted seeds around

town to stir debate over the plant's illegal status. City authorities are not amused.

Weed War: Marijuana Plants Sprout across German City - SPIEGEL ONLINE:

www.spiegel.de

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 19 July 2013 03:24PM         d



Saturday 20 July 2013

Dagga Movement 20 July 2013 01:14PM DaggaMovement        g

Driven MAD by #weed. Propaganda Circa: 1921

A considerable amount of alarm is felt in South Africa by the spread of dagga

smoking. The use of this noxious weed for such a purpose is described in

responsible circles as barbarous but, in view of the unrest among the natives, this is

not the worst feature of the reprehensible habit. Dagga does n...

Driven MAD by weed. Propaganda Circa: 1921: dagga.info

e 1 person likes this - Sebastian K Bro

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
For those who would rather like to read it here

DRIVEN MAD BY A WEED.

A considerable amount of alarm is felt in South Africa by the spread of

dagga smoking. The use of this innoxious weed for such a purpose is

described in responsible circles as bar barous but, in view of the

unrest among the natives, this is not the worst feature of the

reprehensible habit. Dagga does not require cultivation, as it grows

wild. Years ago the only people who smoked the weed were old

Hottentots or bushmen, but the habit has spread, and boys and girls

now dope "themselves in this way. It is the root of the weed which is

used.

After inhaling deeply a few times, the individual is in the grip of the

dagga. The effect varies. Some smokers become unconscious, but of

ten, the. man of woman is thrown into a state of wild excitement. The

human being becomes a brute, and can not be held responsible for

his actions.

The victims are as easily recognisable as the weed! The young men

and girls are implerfectly developed, and deficient in: muscular



power. They suffer much from nervousness, palpitation, aid insomnia.

A man who is hungry may appease his desire for food by

using-tobacco, but dagga creates an abnormal appetite. Hysterta

follows, and soon afterwards insanity.

Resolutions denouncing dagga smoking have been passed by

representative ecclesiastical and temperance conferences; audit is

now urged that the matter should be dealt with under a special Act,

which would impose very severe fines (with alternative imprisonment),

to be doubled for each succeeding offence, upon any person

permitting the plant to exist upon land owned or occupied by him;

being found in possession of any portion of the plant or found guilty of

aiding and abetting in the smuggling of dagga into the Union.

20 July 2013 01:14PM

Gerd Bader
Totally fucken nuts! no more 2 this crap!
21 July 2013 08:26AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
"The victims are as easily recognisable as the weed! The

young men and girls are implerfectly developed"

So they just had to discriminate against disabled people
21 July 2013 10:52AM

Dagga Movement 20 July 2013 02:54PM DaggaMovement        g

We spoke to Gareth Prince, a Rastafarian lawyer who believes that dagga should

be legalised, and that it’s natural and beneficial to people. We also spoke to media

lawyer Dario Milo on the legal obligation to hand over footage of a crime over to

justice agencies and officials. Media organisations do...

Ras Gareth Prince on Talk Radio 702 {mp3 audio}: dagga.info

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Richard Fletcher > Dagga Movement 20 July 2013 10:39PM         f

This does not often get revealed in news that peeps are willing to believe. 

It explains the problems some people have had with needing 'rehab' and suffering psychotic episodes



– the organophosphate poisons the pigs spray does not kill the plants - does not prevent them making

it to market. It does poison the consumers.

Main symptoms - 'chemical' smell and full size but hollow, finger-crushable seeds.

Effects of the poison - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organophosphate_poisoning 

http://www.iol.co.za/news/south-africa/dagga-spraying-chopper-comes-down-fast-1.81645

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Mickey Dangerez

Sunday 21 July 2013

Dagga Movement 21 July 2013 10:06AM         d

Awesome shirt from my anti drug mother. Wco;)

f 14 comments

Gerd Bader
Oh Yeah!
21 July 2013 10:18AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Marlene Zaayman
It may be magic...but it  is ADDICTIVE??!!! I, for one, will not 

like it to be a slave to anything/ anyone...
21 July 2013 01:02PM

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez

Marlene Zaayman
I was really not referring to slaves of society or such. I meant I do not want to be

addictive to a substance, be it drugs, alcohol or nicotine. I would, for instance,

never try weed... for fear of losing control over my already scattered brain. ...lol...
21 July 2013 04:03PM

Mickey Dangerez
Thank you for your comment Marlene but you must Overstand that we are

enslaved to life, food, water, sleep and most humans are enslaved to changing

their state of mind.

Some choose alcohol others choose tobacco every one  is enslaved to

something.

Currently we are enslaved to a monetary system.

Money is by far a greater danger than dagga.

Money is the direct cause of poverty famine corruption.



Imagine if money did not exist one could not sell drugs.

Again thank you for also speaking out you are the very first person to do so on

our forum and please feel free to stick around. We offer a unbiased platform.

21 July 2013 03:01PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Travis Mocke

Danino Green
I want one of those :)
21 July 2013 01:08PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Addictive only for those who believe the propaganda.
21 July 2013 01:34PM

Gideon Ellis
Ja dit doen wondere aan n mens en laat jou goed voel ek het gese as ek weer moet rook

dan gaan ek dit rook
21 July 2013 01:58PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Marlene Zaayman
Deon!!
21 July 2013 04:06PM

Marlene Zaayman
Glo nie ek sal dit ooit probeer nie... te bang ek steek myself in die skande!
21 July 2013 04:07PM

Dagga Movement
Healthy happy lifestyle
21 July 2013 02:11PM

Armand Snyman
Love the shirt, where can I get one ?
21 July 2013 04:26PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Brian Squeeky Weilbach
Lol I have two of those same shirts
21 July 2013 08:12PM

Dagga Movement
not sure were to get one, my mother got it a kirk wood festival.
22 July 2013 11:09AM

Brian Squeeky Weilbach
China market in cape town has them
22 July 2013 11:10AM



Marlene Zaayman
I was really not referring to slaves of society or such. I meant I do not want to be

addictive to a substance, be it drugs, alcohol or nicotine. I would, for instance,

never try weed... for fear of losing control over my already scattered brain. ...lol...
21 July 2013 04:03PM

Mickey Dangerez
Thank you for your comment Marlene but you must Overstand that we are

enslaved to life, food, water, sleep and most humans are enslaved to changing

their state of mind.

Some choose alcohol others choose tobacco every one  is enslaved to

something.

Currently we are enslaved to a monetary system.

Money is by far a greater danger than dagga.

Money is the direct cause of poverty famine corruption.

Imagine if money did not exist one could not sell drugs.

Again thank you for also speaking out you are the very first person to do so on

our forum and please feel free to stick around. We offer a unbiased platform.
21 July 2013 03:01PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Travis Mocke

Marlene Zaayman
Deon!!
21 July 2013 04:06PM

Marlene Zaayman
Glo nie ek sal dit ooit probeer nie... te bang ek steek myself in die skande!
21 July 2013 04:07PM

e 15 people like this - Bradley Fourie, Danino Green, Don Power Rudeboyshuffla, Dries Van Tonder,

Gerd Bader, Janine Jane Williams, Jason William Bennett, JoaNet In-Dagga Pot, Maggi Newton,

Masaka Ngoali, Myrtle Clarke, Rubin Willemse, Sean Palmer, Tony van der Veen, Vic Shaw

Unknown > Dagga Movement 21 July 2013 05:57PM         g

:

https://www.facebook.com/437723569652146/photos/o.326459880792659/4721

45416209961/?type=1



Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 21 July 2013 06:19PM         g

Don't miss Jeremy of the #DaggaParty on PowerFM tomorrow morning from 07h10 {stream}

POWER FM | Now we're talking: www.powerfm.co.za

Dagga Movement 21 July 2013 06:20PM         g

Don't miss Jeremy of the #DaggaParty on PowerFM tomorrow morning from 07h10 {stream}

POWER FM | Now we're talking: www.powerfm.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 21 July 2013 06:21PM         g

"Dagga was prescribed by a doctor or has been bought for health reasons" - Illegal in #SouthAfrica

Why are drugs regulated by law? Laws are put into place by governments to

protect societies from the dangers of drugs. Some of these dangers include

dependence, health risks associated with short and long-term abuse, toxicity

(resulting in overdoses or psychosis), and criminal and/or deviant behavio...

VOICE-OUT FOUNDATION ~ A SOCIAL CRIME PREVENTION INITIATIVE:

www.voice-out.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane

f 1 comment

Gerd Bader
Drug trafficking act states that anything over 130g is considered

dealing and that a doctor should be aware of Dagga use.So it seems

the interpretation is a bit like rugby...
22 July 2013 08:53AM



Dagga Movement 21 July 2013 07:37PM         g

#Dagga prohibition corrupts #SAPS {2012}

CCTV footage will be used in the case

'Cops demand bribe, frame man and pepper-spray him': www.sowetanlive.co.za

e 3 people like this - King Cali Mann Cure, Phumzile Liwane, Timtom Tambayi

Caluza

Dagga Movement 21 July 2013 08:15PM DaggaMovement        g

There is no doubt that in this desperate economy you will find people peddling

contaminated dagga pushed onto them by desperate growers. Public Statement

regarding sprayed dagga by the president We say we have banned drugs to

protect the public even at the risk of exposing drug consumers to various…

South African police poisoning dagga consumers: dagga.info

Monday 22 July 2013

Dagga Movement 22 July 2013 07:03AM         g

A #Cannabinoid That Looks Like #THC Could Be Key To Diagnosing #PTSD

A molecular imaging study has pinpointed a set of biological markers that could

help diagnose post-traumatic stress disorder more accurately, and might

A Cannabinoid That Looks Like THC Could Be Key To Diagnosing PTSD:

www.popsci.com

Dagga Movement 22 July 2013 07:04AM         g

#Cancer Industry Exposed as Fraud “The Science is False”

Major studies within cancer research have been proven to be false which also

suggests that the mainstream treatments we use are based on fraudulent findings

and false science. Recent news has shown that the majority of studies geared

towards cancer research are inaccurate and likely fraudulent by na...

Cancer Industry Exposed as Fraud “The Science is False”:

www.collective-evolution.com

e 2 people like this - Janine Jane Williams, Rubin Willemse



Dagga Movement 22 July 2013 07:07AM         g

#CannabisNews: #Legalization sees an increase in sundry services and a boost in local economies...

Including the Sciences...

Recent #Marijuana Legalization Spurs Lab Testing For Safety; Pesticide Inhalation And Ingestion...

As more states embrace legalization, marijuana testing labs compete to make their

stamp on the market.

Recent Marijuana Legalization Spurs Lab Testing For Safety; Pesticide Inhalation

And Ingestion...: www.medicaldaily.com

e 1 person likes this - Carl Norman Schreiber

f 3 comments

Unknown
it's incredibly important for the safety of the user to ensure that indoor

grown cannabis flowers in particular are tested for contaminants...

indoor grown medicinal grade cannabis could have things such as

excess salts; or "plant food" for want of a better term, which are

harmful to inhale or ingest...  experienced growers know to perform a

"flush" 2 weeks prior to harvest to ensure that all excess nutrients are

removed from the plant prior to harvest.
23 July 2013 10:56PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Unknown
another reason for testing your dagga is to ensure that there are no

bugs on it... yes folks... there's tiny critters such as spider mites that can

infest a grow without being seen and you could be smoking bug

eggs... ewww... not just gross, but incredibly bad for your health.
23 July 2013 10:57PM

Unknown
a far as concentrates, oils and "medibles" - it's incredibly important to

ensure a "clean bill of health" on all ingested products... extracts

especially as they can still contain nasties such as alcohol or BHO...
23 July 2013 10:58PM

Dagga Movement 22 July 2013 08:27AM         g

If you missed the interview with Jeremy of the Dagga Party on power FM you can listen to it here.

{audio}



Tim Modise interviews Jeremy Acton from the Dagga Party on PowerFM 98.7

Jeremy of the Dagga Party On PowerFM: soundcloud.com

e 3 people like this - Don Power Rudeboyshuffla, Murray Juana, Sebastian K Bro

f 3 comments

Jeremy David Acton
Mr Modise was only interested in the 'entertainment value' of the

Dagga Party. His interview was superficial and did not make use of all

the info I sent to him.
22 July 2013 08:37AM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Don Power Rudeboyshuffla

Don Power Rudeboyshuffla
Nyc One Jeremy,Rustenburg awaiting a launch,,oneluv..
22 July 2013 08:51AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Unknown
liked and shared to our american and worldwide audience... spreading

the love...
23 July 2013 10:53PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 22 July 2013 08:36AM         g

Prosecutors say granny too old to face #dagga charges?

An 84-year-old grandmother from Colenso, KwaZulu-Natal, evaded prosecution

for dealing in dagga because of old age.

Prosecutors say granny too old to face dagga charges - City Press:

www.citypress.co.za

e 10 people like this - Bradley Fourie, Hennie Balhao, Janine Jane Williams,

January Thomas, Jason Jay, Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Luke Kriel, Phumzile

Liwane, Sebastian K Bro, SlwaneArts And Crafts

f 4 comments

Seymour Nofir
I notice you can't comment on city press - zionist propaganda rag

designed to keep the African occupied with shit...
22 July 2013 09:40AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Craig Lyndon Weir
I think they made a typo, 800kg would surely be worth more than R30

000?
22 July 2013 11:01AM



Luke Kriel
Hahahahhahaa good for her
22 July 2013 06:38PM

Paul Hagg
can i hav magogo's crib location....plssssss
22 July 2013 06:46PM

Dagga Movement 22 July 2013 09:58AM         g

DA doesn't Overstand to criminalize #nyaope would mean to criminalize a lot of prescription TB, HIV

and other crucial medication. Also dagga is used with nyaope because low grade dagga is cheaper

than tobacco. Dagga or tobacco are mainly used for the vaporization of the powdered medicines used

in Nyaope.

The Democratic Alliance says it fails to understand why Nyaope or 'Whoonga' has

not yet been classified illegal because it includes substances such as heroine and

dagga which are illegal.

SABC News.com - DA still pushing to illegalise Nyaope:Wednesday 17 July 2013:

www.sabc.co.za

Dagga Movement 22 July 2013 10:29AM DaggaMovement        g

Hi Dianne In reply to an article published titled DA still pushing to illegalise Nyaope

Dagga is not an essential ingredient for nyaope but is the tool used for the

vaporization or rather incineration of the powdered medicines used in Nyaope. Low

grade dagga is cheaper than tobacco thus it's associa...

Dagga is not a ingredient of nyaope {open letter to Dianne of the DA}: dagga.info

e 3 people like this - Fadi Shihadeh, Jason Jay, Sebastian K Bro
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"Ecstasy was statistically no more dangerous than an addiction to horse-riding" - David Nutt ~

Awesome just let me get off my high horse 1st...

David John Nutt (born 16 April 1951) DMFRCPFRCPsychFMedSci is a British

psychiatrist and neuropsychopharmacologist specialising in the research of drugs

that affect the brain and conditions such as addiction, anxiety and sleep.[2] He was

until 2009 a professor at the University of Bristol heading th...

David Nutt - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia: en.wikipedia.org
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Timeline Photos: lol if only you could buy these.... — with Lynz Hird.

e 6 people like this - Don Power Rudeboyshuffla, Gerd Bader, Ian D. Samson,

Sebastian K Bro, SlwaneArts And Crafts, Vic Shaw

f 1 comment

Ian D. Samson
I'd buy an entire crate!
22 July 2013 12:36PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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When John Beddington was asked if he agreed whether #dagga was less harmful than cigarettes and

alcohol, he replied: "I think the scientific evidence is absolutely clear cut. I would agree with it." - Chief

Scientific Adviser to the UK Government

e 4 people like this - Don Power Rudeboyshuffla, Janine Jane Williams, Ras Ray Von Croy, SlwaneArts

And Crafts
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rataman vibration...

Timeline Photos: With Bety Tewalde and 15 others.

e 5 people like this - Don Power Rudeboyshuffla, Hennie Balhao, Manello

Funkikora, SlwaneArts And Crafts, Vic Shaw

Dagga Movement 22 July 2013 12:17PM         b

50/50 respondent will submit our request of coverage on Hemp Bio Fuel on their show. #green

e 8 people like this - 'Marc Hauptfleisch, Dagga Movement, Gerd Bader, Jason Finn, Jules Stobbs, Ras

Ray Von Croy, Sebastian K Bro, Vic Shaw
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#dagga cures some forms of cancer, here is the proof! {Pic/Video URL}

http://youtu.be/DNf2x8VZPk4

f 3 comments

Keith Burroughs
Yes so i have read its also good for respiratory problems including

asthma an infusion drunk not smoked
15 October 2013 02:36PM

Keith Burroughs
Many thanks for sharing have done the same to my friends on FB
15 October 2013 03:37PM

e 1 person likes this - Rohosaba Ajuba

Rohosaba Ajuba
used
19 October 2013 03:09PM

e 3 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Keith Burroughs, Rohosaba Ajuba
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Helen Zille refers to Abraham Lincoln probably not knowing he also smoked #dagga is the #DA calling

for dagga reform? 

Timeline Photos: SA Today: The King and I

Helen Zille, Leader of the Democratic Alliance

Abraham Lincoln, the 16th President of the United States, is widely regarded as a

leader whose unshakeable integrity “broke the mould” of the conventional

politician. His greatest contribution to humankind was the abolition of slavery in the

United States. When his advisers warned him that this decision could cost him the

Presidency, he famously replied: “I would rather be right than be President.”



People who have this one-dimensional understanding of Abraham Lincoln’s

presidency, should watch the 2012 Oscar winning movie, “Lincoln”.  Based on 

Doris Kearns Goodwin’ insightful biography (Team of Rivals: the Political Genius of

Abraham Lincoln) it tells the story of how Lincoln managed to achieve what many

thought impossible - majority support in the House of Representatives for  the 13th

Constitutional Amendment that abolished slavery.  Abe Lincoln’s political genius

was his ability, in the real world, to achieve outcomes he deeply believed in. His

story teaches us that the line between principle and pragmatism is often blurred,

and even more so between pragmatism and expedience.

These thoughts came to mind as the DA faced a storm over one of our newest

members, Thembu King Buyelekhaya Dalindyebo, who joined the DA last week. 

We welcome criticism, because it is one of the factors that ensure we are never

tempted to erase the fine line between pragmatism and principle. In politics,

pragmatism must also have a high price (because principle always does). This

helps us walk the tightrope.

When King Dalindyebo took us all by surprise by publicly announcing that he

would join the DA, we had two choices:  to publicly accept him, or publicly reject

him.  Responding “below the radar” was never an option because the King had

spoken openly about his intentions, and issued a public invitation to us to come to

Bumbane Great Place, to sign him up. 

Athol Trollip, the DA’s Eastern Cape leader, and I had an in-depth conversation

about the King’s announcement/invitation. We decided that Athol would go to

Bumbane and give the King a chance to re-consider his decision once he was fully

aware of the implications of joining the DA.  In a private meeting with the King,

Athol unpacked the DA’s commitment to constitutionalism; to a market economy;

and to the principles of accountability.  Athol explained that if the Appeal Court

upholds the King’s criminal conviction, he will lose his DA membership. Athol was

unambiguous about our opposition to the unconstitutional clauses in the

Traditional Courts Bill and our commitment to equal rights for all.  After a two-hour

discussion, the King was more enthusiastic to join than ever. So he did.  And we

welcomed him.  After all, we reckoned, no-one else who joins the DA as an

ordinary member is subject to an ideology test or a “due diligence” investigation. 

That hurdle only comes if you wish to become a DA public representative.  There is

a huge difference.



As I read the critics’ comments, I wondered how we were going to achieve two

contradictory imperatives simultaneously:   remaining ideologically pure, while

growing quickly enough to win elections in time to save SA’s democracy.  Getting

this balance right is not easy.

Politics involves converting opponents to support your cause, not creating

impenetrable barriers to entry.  If we were determined to subject every new

supporter to an ideological litmus test, we would still be the 1.7% party we were in

1994.  In every election we seek votes from people who have never voted for us

before, and who have often vehemently opposed us. There is nothing cynical or

opportunistic about this. Our core mandate is to win more votes in order to win

elections, so that we can implement our policies, to better serve all South Africans. 

Of course there is a risk in growing at our current rapid rate.  If we become too

broad a church we could end up like the ANC - focused exclusively on holding

together warring factions, divided on values, principles and policies. Indeed, we

have been there before. When we grew too quickly after the merger with the NNP,

the party had to split to find its centre again.  But, despite the difficulties of rapid

growth, we have succeeded in championing the values of the “open, opportunity

society for all” and widening the circle of its supporters.  And we must keep

making this circle bigger.

If we are serious about women’s rights, for example, it makes more sense to

convert the King than to bar him.

That is politics in the real world.  There is even a word for it: “Realpolitik”.

Time will tell whether we were right or wrong.  There are many calculated risks in

politics.  We did our calculations carefully, not merely in terms of votes, but in

terms of our “conversion” model.  We were prepared to give the King the benefit

of the doubt, and open the door in deep rural South Africa to advancing the values

and principles of the ”open, opportunity society for all.”  Now that the door is open,

we will walk through it.

f 1 comment



Alistair Thomson
Just another corporate brand...
22 July 2013 01:05PM
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Top 10 famous #dagga smokers

READ DESCRIPTION! Today on Lex's World we look at the Top Marijuana Smokers in every Industry

and tell you a little about their Cannabis Past. These are neit...

The Top Famous Cannabis Smokers: www.youtube.com

e 2 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Sebastian K Bro
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Proud puffing pro-dagga advocates 1. Myrtle Clarke & Jules Stobbs 2. Jeremy

Acton 3. Garreth Prince Guilty by association? It is not clear whether AbaThembu

King Buyelekhaya Zwelibanzi Dalindyebo does smoke dagga or has the media just

got him wrong but his association with dagga in the South African...

Top 10 famous dagga smokers from South Africa: dagga.info

Dagga Movement 22 July 2013 03:24PM         g

Dwelmnes ontplof in tronk in Pretoria.

Hoog in tjoekie | Sondag: sondag.co.za

e 2 people like this - Ras Ray Von Croy, SlwaneArts And Crafts
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Lesotho man appeared in court for dagga dealing

A Lesotho citizen appeared before the Ladybrand Magistrate Court today.

Sergeant Martin Xuma says Thabiso Muso is facing charges of dealing with dagga after he was caught

by the Tweespruit Crime Prevention police on Friday. “Muso was caught on the N8 road between



Tweespruit and Thaba Nchu. Sergeant Litabe and his dedicated team members were patroling when

they noticed a brown Voyager car,” he says. 

He says the police stopped the car and while busy searching it, they found 20 bags of dagga loaded at

the back with the rear seats removed. “During questioning, the suspect told the cops that he was on his

way to Thaba Nchu,” says Xuma.

According to Xuma, the Tweespruit Crime Prevention Unit has confiscated about 500 kilograms of

dagga and managed to arrest five suspects since the beginning of the year. “The cases are still before

court with one already finalised and the accused sentenced to two years imprisonment,” he says.

He says the case of dagga dealing has been postponed to 30 July 2013 for a formal bail application.

Xuma says Muso will remain in custody.

“The Tweespruit Station Commander, Captain Anna Mere says this is a warning to dagga smugglers

out there that they will be watched like a hawk from the sky,” says Xuma.

This statement is issued by the Ladybrand Corporate Communication Services.

http://www.bloemfonteincourant.co.za/article/1680/Lesotho-man-appeared-in-court-for-dagga-dea

ling?utm_source=dlvr.it&utm_medium=twitter
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now we are ready for the kids party..lol

Timeline Photos: Goodmorning facebook fam! :) 

Its on the way to work for me! 

Whats everyone having for breakfast? ?

-JessBlaze

e 5 people like this - Jason Finn, Kristal Kruser, SlwaneArts And Crafts, Thobile

Owethu Mabuza, Vic Shaw
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i always knew that could not be spinach. pipe in mouth. 

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez
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Timeline Photos: People have been asking...

'How do I receive my free seeds?'

Seeds 4 Free offers Fast, DISCREET Shipping WORLDWIDE!

Best Regards, Seeds 4 Free Team

Seeds 4 Free



"Cultivating a Better World, One Seed at a Time."

http://seeds4free.com/
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Timeline Photos: 'Whoever said the best things in life are free, obviously grew their

own weed.'

Seeds 4 Free

"Cultivating a Better World, One Seed at a Time."

http://seeds4free.com

e 2 people like this - Gerd Bader, Phumzile Liwane
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788

e 1 person likes this - Jason Finn
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i believe in the daily use of weed...

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788
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i bet he does

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez
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education is key to the future. facts my friends facts..

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788

e 1 person likes this - Jason Finn
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it scary that we know it, and now have to proove it in a country that has little interest in researching it.

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=113043475394407&aid=12788
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more facts

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788

e 2 people like this - Jason Finn, Mickey Dangerez
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the truth



Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez
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Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=113043475394407&aid=12788

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez
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brilliant.

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788

e 3 people like this - Arthur Charles Mitton, Gerd Bader, Mickey Dangerez

Helen Richter > Dagga Movement 22 July 2013 09:30PM         g

It's not called weed for nothing...



Anonymous pro-marijuana activists planted several kilograms of marijuana seeds

in June, which are now sprouting all over the town of Gottingen, Germany.

Cannabis plants spring up all over German town after campaigners plant

thousands of seeds in...: www.dailymail.co.uk

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez
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Good times!!! Lol

? Ma Baker

Timeline Photos: I'm sorry, but I had to post this one. I shouldn't be laughing this

much. — with Demicca Rahrae and 13 others.

e 2 people like this - Mickey Dangerez, Vic Shaw

Tuesday 23 July 2013
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No one ever died from Marijuana that wasn't shot by a cop. -Jack Herer

e 4 people like this - Carl Norman Schreiber, Mickey Dangerez, Phumzile Liwane, Sean Palmer
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"Is marijuana addictive? Yes, in the sense that most of the really pleasant things in life are worth

endlessly repeating." 

"The prestige of government has undoubtedly been lowered considerably by the prohibition law. For

nothing is more destructive of respect for the government and the law of the land than passing laws

which cannot be enforced. It is an open secret that the dangerous increase of crime in this country is

closely connected with this."

- Albert Einstein quote on Hemp

"I think people need to be educated to the fact that marijuana is not a drug. Marijuana is an herb and a

flower. God put it here. If He put it here and He wants it to grow, what gives the government the right to

say that God is wrong?”"

- Willie Nelson quote on Marijuana

 

"Why is marijuana against the law? It grows naturally upon our planet. Doesn't the idea of making nature

against the law seem to you a bit . . . unnatural"

- Bill Hicks quote on Marijuana



"Even if one takes every reefer madness allegation of the prohibitionists at face value, marijuana

prohibition has done far more harm to far more people than marijuana ever could."

- William F. Buckley Jr. quote on Medical Marijuana South Africa

"One's condition on marijuana is always existential. One can feel the importance of each moment and

how it is changing one. One feels one's being, one becomes aware of the enormous apparatus of

nothingness -- the hum of a hi-fi set, the emptiness of a pointless interruption, one becomes aware of

the war between each of us, how the nothingness in each of us seeks to attack the being of others, how

our being in turn is attacked by the nothingness in others"

- Norman Mailer quote on Marijuana

e 5 people like this - 'Marc Hauptfleisch, Carl Norman Schreiber, Joseph April, Masaka Ngoali, Mickey

Dangerez
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"Hemp is of first necessity to the wealth & protection of the country."

- Thomas Jefferson, U.S. President quote on Hemp

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez
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"Make the most you can of the Indian Hemp seed and sow it everywhere."

- George Washington, U.S. President quote on Hemp

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez
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"I now have absolute proof that smoking even one marijuana cigarette is equal in brain damage to

being on Bikini Island during an H-bomb blast"

- Ronald Reagan, U.S. President quote on Marijuana

"When I was in England, I experimented with marijuana a time or two, and I didn't like it, and I didn't

inhale, and I never tried again."

- Bill Clinton, U.S. President quote on Marijuana

"When I was a kid I inhaled frequently. That was the point."

- Barack Obama, U.S. President quote on Marijuana

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez
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"Forty million Americans smoked marijuana; the only ones who didn't like it were Judge Ginsberg,

Clarence Thomas and Bill Clinton." 

- Jay Leno quote on Marijuana

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez
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"We shall, by and by, want a world of hemp more for our own consumption." 

- John Adams, U.S. President quote on Hemp

Dagga Movement 23 July 2013 07:52AM         b

Refusing to grow Hemp in America during the 17th and 18th Centuries was against the law! You could

be jailed in Virginia for refusing to grow hemp from 1763 to 1769.

wco ;)

Graffton Jurd > Dagga Movement 23 July 2013 08:13AM         f

anbody get the time of the birth to the royal baby..... yep 4:20pm. must hve been a very high occasion lol

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez
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On October 2, 1937 the day that the Marihuana Tax Act was passed, federal agents arrested Mr. Samuel

Caldwell, age 58, in Denver, CO, for selling two marihuana cigarettes.

Samuel Caldwell became the first American convicted under the new federal law. He was sentenced

to 4 years in Leavenworth Penitentiary, and died a year after being released.

Dagga Movement 23 July 2013 09:26AM         b

Henry Ford's first Model-T was built to run on hemp gasoline and the car itself was constructed from

hemp. On his large estate, Henry Ford was photographed among his hemp fields.

The car, "grown from the soil," had hemp plastic panels whose impact strength was 10 times stronger



than steel. From Popular Mechanics - 1941

e 5 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Domingo El Soberano, Mandla Magome, Mickey Dangerez,

Wieke Wijnalda
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The pot plant might be an ALIEN plant from another world. There is physical evidence that cannabis is

not like any other plant on this planet. One could conclude that the herb was brought here for the

benefit of humanity. Hemp is the only plant where the males appear one way and the females appear

very different, physically!

No one ever speaks of males and females in regard to the plant kingdom because plants do not show

their sexes except for the cannabis plant.

e 6 people like this - Anthony Britz, David Wells, Masaka Ngoali, Mickey Dangerez, Peter Rieger,

Prince Hekima Bakersman

f 5 comments

Dave Carlson
some say psyllocibin "the mushroom" is an life form from another world :)
23 July 2013 09:38AM

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, Mickey Dangerez, Vic Shaw

Vic Shaw
Certainly takes you to another world :D
23 July 2013 11:09AM

Vic Shaw
I read this bit in another article, the comments where brutal, there are a few other plants

that show their difference, and because of that little slip, the author was rubbished, I do

agree on the alien origin, Sirius A or B I'm not sure which one, thank you wherever it came

from!
23 July 2013 11:07AM

Mickey Dangerez
I am becoming one with the plant :D
23 July 2013 01:20PM

e 1 person likes this - Murray Juana

Raymond Higgo
Be the plant 
23 July 2013 01:25PM

Alexander Dowding
http://io9.com/10-scientific-and-tech-visionaries-who-experimented-wit-868032557
23 July 2013 01:52PM

e 2 people like this - Anthony Britz, Mickey Dangerez
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Education Series... Ever wonder how the really good #genetics come to be???

Well, Check Out this #video on #StrainHunters 

Here's the full #documentary of the #Swaziland Expedition in HD!! 

#Swaziland #dagga #cannabis #weed #pot #strain #StrainHunter #marijuana #mmj

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ujpCWMiQDWM

 -redeye-
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The founding fathers of this nation George Washington and Thomas Jefferson were both promoters of

hemp, as noted in their farm diaries.  as hemp farmers.

Washington's farm diary  spoke about the quality of seeds, always taking care to sow seeds in best

areas on his farm.

He also documented the importance of cultivating seeds at the proper time taking care to pull the male

plants from the females. In 1790's he began cultivating "Indian Hemp" which he said produced the best

quality of plant, and noted its superior quality to common hemp mostly grown during that time.

Both Washington and Thomas Jefferson disliked tobacco, and on occasion they would exchange gifts

of a hemp smoking mixtures

e 3 people like this - Gerd Bader, Mickey Dangerez, Rubin Willemse
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When it comes to food labels, manufacturers are very good at finding the loopholes in labeling laws

and requirements, and subsequently very good at pulling the wool over YOUR eyes.  One such

loophole is the manufacturer's ability to claim "zero" grams of fat, or zero grams of trans fat, or zero

calories on the label, when in fact the product does indeed contain plenty of fat, trans fat, and/or

calories.

Here's the law, and how food manufacturers get around it:

Zero grams of fat or zero grams of trans fat:  As long as the food item has less than .5g of fat or trans

fat, respectively, the label does not need to claim their existence on the label.  In fact, the product can

even legally market "Zero grams of fat!" or "0g of trans fat per serving!"

More on why this is a HUGE problem, and how food manufacturers deepen this loophole in just a

minute.



Zero calories per serving:  As long as the food item has less than 5 calories per serving, it can be

rounded down and labeled 0 calories.

    

Deepening the Loophole with Unrealistic Serving Sizes

While .5g of fat or 5 calories may not seem like a big deal, remember that these values are "per

serving", and while an entire package, box, can, or bottle of a product may contain hundreds of calories

and loads of fat, as long as they can divide that package into small enough servings to meet the calorie

and gram requirements to claim zero, it's legal.

Legal AND deceptive as hell.

I don't know about you, but I get angry when we see food manufacturers outright LYING to consumers

on their labels and in the nutrition facts.  Some of these products should change the Nutrition Facts

header to "Nutrition Lies" and it'd actually be a lot more accurate.

You see, it is my oath and moral duty to provide you with honest nutrition advice and information, and

as such, here are my "Top 3 Violators" of this deceptive food labeling practice.

1. Cooking Sprays and Butter Sprays - Cooking sprays are labeled as fat-free but their first ingredient is

oil, which is 100% fat.  How in the world can this be?  Well, the serving size is 1/5th of a second.  What? 

Last time I used a cooking spray (some of the organic ones are useful) it took about 3 seconds to lightly

coat the surface of the pan.  Well, according to the manufacturer, I just used 15 servings.

Bottom line, no one uses the ridiculous and absurd microscopic 1/5th of second spray suggested

serving, which isn't nearly enough product to be of practical use.

Cooking sprays aren't fat-free...they are nearly 100% fat.  In my example above, a realistic serving

actually contains around 5 grams of fat and 45 calories.  A far cry from the 0 number reported on their

nutrition facts.

Same goes for butter sprays, which are 90%+ fat in most cases.  For example, one popular brand of

butter spray contains over 800 calories and 90g of fat per bottle, yet it's labeled as a fat-free,

calorie-free product!  Yeah, right!

The serving size?  One spray.  Let's get real here...no one is using one spray, or five sprays, or 10 sprays. 

In fact, twenty-five sprays equals just one teaspoon, when the servings size for regular butter is 1

tablespoon.  When you balance out the serving size to be the same as a serving of butter, you're

looking at 75 sprays to get the same amount.

2.  Artificial sweeteners - Not only are artificial sweeteners bad news for you health, but they're also a

top violator of "calorie free" deceptive labeling practices.  Many brands of artificial sweeteners use

maltodextrin and/or dextrose (which is pure sugar) as fillers in each packet, and each packet can

legally contain up to a full gram of sugar and 5 calories and still be labeled as calorie free.



I've seen people put 3 - 5 packets of this stuff in their coffee or on their cereal...hardly calorie free and

even worse, maltodextrin and dextrose are two of the biggest insulin-spiking carbs around -- the entire

reason people choose artificial sweeteners over sugar in the first place!

To learn more about how the popular artificial sweetener sucralose (known commonly as Splenda®)

can destroy your health, click here

<https://app.getresponse.com/click.html?x=a62b&lc=BK49C&mc=B1&s=wkAaP&y=L&> . 

3.  Any food that contains "partially hydrogenated" oils in the ingredient list, period.  Bottom line, you

should have a zero-tolerance attitude toward trans fats.  They are the most health-derailing nutrient

known to man, and you should be truly consuming ZERO grams per day.

If a product claims "Zero grams of trans fat per serving", especially if they specify "per serving", they are

almost always playing the serving size game and you're very likely to see partially hydrogenated oils on

the list of ingredients when you flip the package over.  If so, avoid it like the plague.

But perhaps even worse than trans fat is a food that you are likely eating every single day that has been

linked to over 170 negative health conditions, including obesity and weight gain.  Whatever you do,

make sure you limit your intake of this "anti-nutrient" immediately:

==> The #1 WORST food for your health and waistline (AVOID)

<https://app.getresponse.com/click.html?x=a62b&lc=BK49C&mc=B1&s=wkAaP&y=L&>

To your results,

Warren OFT Oates

A:  With research suggesting that probiotic supplementation is even more

important to your health than taking a daily multi-vitamin, and the fact that

inadequate probiotic levels have been linked through research to more than 170

different diseases and health issues, including obesity and weight gai...

Toxic Belly Bug Fix: natural.toxicbellybugfix.com

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez

Dagga Movement 23 July 2013 10:54AM         g

Timeline Photos: With Wanda Haney and 4 others.

e 5 people like this - Charmaine Seagreen, Deidre Loca Diosa Daniels, Jason Jay, Kristal Kruser,

Mickey Dangerez

Dagga Movement 23 July 2013 03:12PM         d

Don't woof about a thing...



f 2 comments

Themba Bethwell Mvelisi
y name dog by marley
23 July 2013 03:30PM

Unknown
is this a bouvie? i.e.. french herding dog??? we had one

and he totally got dreads all the time...
24 July 2013 11:27PM

e 11 people like this - Charmaine Seagreen, Dagga Movement, Hennie Balhao, Holy Hemp, Imraan

Samuels, M'srka Ta, Myrtle Clarke, Peter Flanagan, Sebastian K Bro, Sumari Muller, Wandile

Gumede

Dagga Movement 23 July 2013 04:32PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788

Dagga Movement 23 July 2013 04:33PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788

Dagga Movement 23 July 2013 04:39PM         b

Richard Nixon ordered the FBI to illegally monitor John Lennon 24-hours a day for six solid months in

1971 because Lennon had given a concert in Michigan to free a student (John Sinclair) from five years in

jail for possession of two joints.

Dagga Movement 23 July 2013 04:40PM         b

The United Kingdom officially downgraded the classification of cannabis from Class B to Class C

effective Jan. 29, 2004. The London Guardian reported that "Under the switch, cannabis will be ranked

alongside bodybuilding steroids and some anti-depressants. Possession of cannabis will no longer be

an arrestable offence in most cases, although police will retain the power to arrest users in certain

aggravated situations - such as when the drug is smoked outside schools.

e 2 people like this - Masaka Ngoali, SlwaneArts And Crafts



f 4 comments

Gerd Bader
2004 so why still illegal?
23 July 2013 05:22PM

Danino Green
I read an article that this was done as part of a study to determine if cannabis had an

impact on mental illness. After the study they discovered a decrease in mental illness and

then they switched classes again. I will try to find the link.
23 July 2013 06:18PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Danino Green
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S095539591300090X
23 July 2013 06:20PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Danino Green
"Results

There was a significantly increasing trend in cannabis psychosis admissions from 1999 to

2004. However, following the reclassification of cannabis from B to C in 2004, there was a

significant change in the trend such that cannabis psychosis admissions declined to 2009.

Following the second reclassification of cannabis back to class B in 2009, there was a

significant change to increasing admissions."
23 July 2013 06:21PM

Dagga Movement 23 July 2013 04:40PM         b

Abraham Lincoln was an avowed enemy of prohibition. His wife was prescribed cannabis for her nerves

after his assassination. Virtually every president from the mid-19th Century up until prohibition routinely

used cannabis medicines.

e 2 people like this - Gerd Bader, Tshepo Isaac

Dagga Movement 23 July 2013 04:41PM         b

During the three years that the United States was officially involved in World War II, nearly one million

acres of "Marihuana" were legally grown throughout the country.

e 2 people like this - Jason Jay, Phillip Vaillancourt

f 1 comment

Jason Jay
Just took an advert from the government. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IYqDXDERrgQ
23 July 2013 05:00PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement 23 July 2013 04:54PM DaggaMovement        g

Recently mainstream media and the Democratic Alliance made quite a stir

regarding the Rastafarian T-Shirt worn in public by Mitchells Plain's police cluster

commander, Jeremy Veary, who claimed that his sons bought it for him for father's

day because of his love for reggae music. Mark Wiley of the D...

Rastafarians have solid case for discrimination: dagga.info

Dagga Movement 23 July 2013 05:12PM BlackBerry        b

The Mysterious History Of 'Marijuana' http://t.co/es9v3zsj60

The drug has been intertwined with race and ethnicity since well before the word "marijuana" was

coined. Turns out there's an awful lot we don't know for sure about the recent history of the cannabis

plant.-Redeye-

Dagga Movement 23 July 2013 05:25PM DaggaMovement        g

Local DA Councillor for Florida, Dave Dewes, was summonsed to the Roodepoort

Magistrates' Court on the morning of 23 July on a charge of intimidation following

an incident on 18 July. Dewes allegedly received complaints from tenants of one of

his properties that a man was living on the property ille...

Dagga smoking trespasser becomes political football: dagga.info

Wednesday 24 July 2013

Dagga Movement 24 July 2013 01:08PM         d

The monetary slave system represented as drugs in art.

e 1 person likes this - Sean Palmer



Dagga Movement 24 July 2013 02:18PM         g

Are you an addict or do you choose dagga over alcohol and tobacco?

Marijuana is not just a harmless herb. Dagga addiction is not only is it very harmful to a person’s

health, but dagga also acts as a gateway drug, meaning that those who abuse it often go on to

abuse harder drugs such as cocaine or heroin.

Are You Addicted to Dagga? | Vitality Road: www.vitality-road.com

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane

f 7 comments

Jason Finn
I disagree on a few points in this article,seems like another criminlastion motivatial
24 July 2013 02:26PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Its a troll site, I got sooo angry reading that crap. Please comment on their site. These

trolls need to be educated -Redeye-
24 July 2013 02:53PM

e 1 person likes this - Jason Finn

Jason Finn
did bru,what a bunch of umb nuts,o they not do research or do they just spew kak
24 July 2013 02:57PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Jason Finn
http://weedbay.net/index.php/component/content/article/1974
24 July 2013 02:59PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Murray Juana
aaaaaaaargh i can’t read that $h!t, think I’ll go have some DP to calm my nerves.
24 July 2013 03:07PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Leon Raulstone
Eks te gerook om dit te gaan lees :/
24 July 2013 03:42PM

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, Hailey MadScientist Bunge, Murray Juana

Unknown
studies in the US have shown that dagga aka cannabis is less addictive than alcohol or

tobacco or even caffeine!!!
24 July 2013 10:52PM



Dagga Movement 24 July 2013 03:41PM DaggaMovement        g

Medical dagga studies A collection of clinical studies, papers and reference

providing the ultimate resource for medical disorders helped by medical dagga.

ADD/ ADHD Marijuana and ADD Therapeutic uses of Medical Marijuana in the

treatment of ADD http://www.onlinepot.org/medical/add&mmj.htm Cannabis…

700 medical cannabis studies sorted by disease: dagga.info

e 1 person likes this - Jason Finn

Dagga Movement 24 July 2013 05:45PM         g

? Ma  Baker

Timeline Photos: With Vincenza Distefano and 42 others.

e 8 people like this - Filip Florin, Gerd Bader, Imraan Samuels, Kristal Kruser,

Phillip Vaillancourt, Sebastian K Bro, Timothy Daniell Knight, Vic Shaw

Dagga Movement 24 July 2013 08:54PM         g

I believe dagga is legal for all responsible adults under common law jurisdiction. This does not mean

that you will not unlawfully punished because it is occuring.

~ Mickey

Photos from Alan Madden's post in Banking - SECURITIZATION - 2012: Thanks Nick

Milaras.....NB joinder between a man and an artificial fiction or strawman - this is

linked to the topic BIG TIME....

e 2 people like this - Aju Vijayan, Jason Finn

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
**not be...
24 July 2013 09:34PM



Thursday 25 July 2013

Dagga Movement 25 July 2013 01:51PM         g

#Rastafarians have solid case for discrimination.

How does anyone nowadays support or uphold laws that are based on

segregation and discrimination?

Rastafarians have solid case for discrimination: www.news24.com

e 8 people like this - Antonio Renecle, Grant Higgins, I-fatherman Mokgakala,

Jason Jay, Ras Ray Von Croy, Russell Ford, Sian Claire Fraser, Timothy Daniell

Knight

f 1 comment

Jason Finn
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_African_Charter_of_Religious_Righ

ts_and_Freedoms    so why must InI suffer
25 July 2013 01:56PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Timothy Daniell Knight

Dagga Movement 25 July 2013 02:51PM         b

We get a few like lose one or two and the cycle continues. To those who stick through thick and thin. I

salute you with bong in hand and smoke in my lungs. THANK YOU!

e 5 people like this - Jody Fisher, Phumzile Liwane, Prince Hekima Bakersman, Sandra Harper-Smith,

Tshepo Hope

f 1 comment

Phumzile Liwane
One Love Blessed!!! 
25 July 2013 07:15PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Friday 26 July 2013

Dagga Movement 26 July 2013 09:36AM         g

yum yum wco ;)

Timeline Photos: Here we have herb which has been dipped in honey oil then

dipped in kief then repeated three times.

lol the things folk do for shits & giggles ~ Orson

e 8 people like this - Atanas Kotev, Clinton Lezar, Don Power Rudeboyshuffla,

Hennie Balhao, Masaka Ngoali, Nigel Thavarajoo, Timothy Daniell Knight,



Zomthelelo Tichar

f 1 comment

Masaka Ngoali
Sweet weed
26 July 2013 09:41AM

Dagga Movement 26 July 2013 12:28PM DaggaMovement        g

Six months have passed since the horrific Oxford Rd Audi R8 crash but still the

case is pending and believed to be delayed purposefully by the SAPS. Considering

I like to read between the lines of all things posted. Who is to say the cop wasn't

driving the Audi. If you missed it here is…

Cops or robbers: dagga.info

Dagga Movement 26 July 2013 12:33PM         g

#dagga is safer than alcohol and tobacco

Photos of Weed.co.za: And our Dagga is Safer than Alcohol Campaign has begun!

Thank you Chris Jay and Weed.co.za for helping launch this campaign!

Puff Puff Pass It On folks... soon we'll have T-Shirts for Sale... where do the funds

go... #legalisation of course! as well as bringing #medicalcannabis aka #dagga

#medicaldagga solutions to South Africa.

e 14 people like this - 'Marc Hauptfleisch, Anthony Britz, Barbara Smith, Bongisa

Nakachwa Lusalu, Clinton Lezar, Don Power Rudeboyshuffla, Joshua

Lamoreaux, Kyle Jordan, Liani Johnson, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli,

Ras Ray Von Croy, Sean Palmer, Sebastian K Bro, Timothy Daniell Knight

f 2 comments

Sarah Jane Bow
Amazes me .... IF you can afford it, you may drink yourself to death.

You are allowed to just drink, and drink and drink .... if you have the

cash, you can drink until you are poisoned and die. BUT, you can't go

into the garden and pick something to smoke that no matter HOW

much you smoke, you won't die from cause it isn't poisonous.

hmmmm.
26 July 2013 01:57PM

e 2 people like this - Anthony Britz, Dagga Movement



Alfred Sissing
legal by nature
27 July 2013 02:06PM

Dagga Movement 26 July 2013 01:09PM         g

Those of you who are fortunate to be in Jozi don't forget about #DNIGHT on Saturday!

: https://www.facebook.com/events/530854993644189/

Dagga Movement 26 July 2013 01:26PM         g

ING, the only South African metal band that has the ball to publicly admit DAGGA is good for the

economy? I am pretty sure of that! Jeremy, might be a good idea to get to know these guys!

...ING was started as far back as 1999 by a couple of friends in Durban, South Africa.

The original members were Henk on guitar, Bryan (ex Insurrection) on guitar and

vocals, Jason (ex Termun-est) on bass and Jamie (ex Termun-est) on drums. They

tortured the eardrums in Durban for a year before Brya...

ING: https://www.facebook.com/ingtheband

e 5 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Dagga Movement, Ralph Margo, Timothy

Daniell Knight, Vic Shaw

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
lol ballls or ball a real man only needs one!
26 July 2013 01:29PM

Dagga Movement 26 July 2013 01:38PM         g

Wits praised for brewing beer from a 9000 year old recipe, No #dagga research? #Radio702

A group of PhD students have brought their scientific knowledge to good use by

brewing a beer from of a recipe found in China, that was used 9000 y...

9000 year old beer recipe: soundcloud.com

Dagga Movement 26 July 2013 04:46PM         g

http://memolition.com/2013/06/05/how-legal-marijuana-is-spreading-all-around-the-united-states/



Marijuana is increasingly tolerated in the United States. Last November, Colorado

and Washington voted to legalize marijuana and tax it like a commodi ...

How legal Marijuana is spreading all around The United States: memolition.com

e 1 person likes this - Timothy Daniell Knight

Saturday 27 July 2013

Dagga Movement 27 July 2013 09:47AM mobile        b

Eyes wide open to the bullshit spun by money hungry government. The only thing one needs to know,

live your life, don't live for those who use unjust laws to benifit there own.

e 3 people like this - Hlekamajaha Khoza Mabona, Phumzile Liwane, Tshepo Hope

Dagga Movement 27 July 2013 11:18AM         d

e 5 people like this - Anthony Britz, Clinton Lezar, Danino Green, Filip

Florin, Phumzile Liwane

Sunday 28 July 2013

Dagga Movement 28 July 2013 09:05AM         g

Timeline Photos: ... ~ <3 ~ One ... We Are ... ~ <3 ~

http://www.psychedelicadventure.net/2010/02/we-are-all-one-time-to-wake-u

p-to-truth.html — with Yuliya Krokhina and 4 others.

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Nozey Mthethwa

Dagga Movement 28 July 2013 12:21PM         g

An Eastern Cape man was arrested when 70 #dagga plants were found in his garden at the Skiet

informal settlement, in Butterworth.



An Eastern Cape man was arrested when 70 dagga plants were found in his

garden at the Skiet informal settlement, in Butterworth.Police arrived at the 48-ye

Man caught with 70 dagga plants in garden - City Press: www.citypress.co.za

e 2 people like this - Don Power Rudeboyshuffla, Timothy Daniell Knight

f 1 comment

Timothy Daniell Knight
and even after another fuel price increase they f@ck the economy

even more!!!!
28 July 2013 03:47PM

Dagga Movement 28 July 2013 10:17PM         g

Chocolate contains a small amount of a dagga-like

chemical called anandamide - This directly affects the

brain’s pleasure centre.

Chocolate contains a small amount of a marijuana-like

chemical called anandamide - This directly affects the

brain’s pleasure centre.

Unbelievable facts ll

Strange but true facts:

https://www.facebook.com/factrange/posts/181021842075252

e 4 people like this - Dagga Movement, Janine Jane Williams, Phumzile Liwane,

Prince Hekima Bakersman

Monday 29 July 2013

Danielle Webbstock > Dagga Movement 29 July 2013 09:16AM         g

<3 Ma Baker

This is the first report indicating the structure–activity relationships for the

anti-inflammatory activity of synthetic cannabinoids on TPA-induced inflammation

in mice.

Cannabinoids Found To Reduce 90% Of Skin Cancer In Just 20 Weeks:

www.theweedblog.com

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Tuesday 30 July 2013

Dagga Movement 30 July 2013 08:18PM BlackBerry        b

Redeye 710

As cannabis concentrates continue to grow in popularity, it's important to know the terminology and

methods used to make them. From extraction types to smoking tools, educate yourself on dab dialect

with this helpful guide.

http://shar.es/kBfec

e 1 person likes this - Don Power Rudeboyshuffla

Dagga Movement 30 July 2013 08:35PM BlackBerry        b

Choose cannabis!!! Redeye

Recent FMRC Study Shows THC Is Beneficial For Heart Health

http://www.medicaljane.com/2013/07/22/thc-is-beneficial-for-brain-heart-health/

Small Amounts Of THC Can Defend Against Heart Attacks A recent study conducted by the Felsenstein

Medical Research Center in Israel offered some new evidence of the medical value of Cannabis

Wednesday 31 July 2013

Dagga Movement 31 July 2013 10:13AM         g

Since when is running to your house a crime? The #SAPS is ridiculous.

A 48-year-old woman has been arrested in Thabong, Virginia, for alleged

possession of dagga worth about R7800 on the street, Free State police said on

Wednesday. She...

OFM | FS woman arrested for dagga: www.ofm.co.za

Dagga Movement 31 July 2013 10:18AM         d

I will never stop for police officers dressed in civilian clothes. Not in a country where it's difficult to tell

police from criminals. Don't they have pride in their uniform? Also check Dagga Rambo on the left looks

like he is sending a message to all dagga users in the Germiston area? He just photo-bombed his own

photo SA's own Chuck Norris?



f 4 comments

Alistair Thomson
Police ARE criminals. Period. Upholding

unethical laws makes you a criminal...
31 July 2013 10:23AM

e 2 people like this - Antonio Renecle,

Liz-anne Koller

Dagga Movement
Fuck the police
31 July 2013 10:31AM

e 3 people like this - Antonio Renecle,

Liz-anne Koller, Monty William

McGyver Shotta
Viva daggaparty viva
31 July 2013 10:57AM

e 2 people like this - Monty William, Timtom Tambayi Caluza

Vic Shaw
Can you smell what The Rock is cooking? :D
31 July 2013 01:39PM

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, Nigel Thavarajoo, SlwaneArts And Crafts

Dagga Movement 31 July 2013 10:27AM         g

Are the SAPS allowed to used their nose instead of a warrant to search you if they smell could only

smell dagga?

SAN FRANCISCO -- Police need a warrant to open a package in the mail that reeks

of marijuana, the California Supreme Court ruled unanimously Thursday, rejecting a

prosecutor’s arguments that a search was warranted under a novel “plain smell”

test.

Police need warrant to open package that reeks of pot, court says:

www.latimes.com

e 1 person likes this - Alistair Thomson

Dagga Movement 31 July 2013 04:45PM         g

How many of the 589 users are from South Africa and are over 18, have a green barcoded ID and is

willing to register? How is it that of the 16000 people supporting the South African dagga community

that there is not 500 eligible members?



South Africa's Premier Online News Source. Discover the world of IOL, News South

Africa, Sport, Business, Financial, World News, Entertainment, Technology,

Motoring, Travel, Property, Classifieds & more.

Dagga Party faces chop from official list - Politics | IOL News | IOL.co.za:

www.iol.co.za

e 3 people like this - Don Power Rudeboyshuffla, Hailey MadScientist Bunge,

Samkelo Jonas

f 2 comments

Jason Finn
politricks
31 July 2013 04:48PM

Gerd Bader
sorry i only got 5 of which 2 are questionable registered voters,but i

can send ! just need forwarding address...puff puff pass
1 August 2013 12:39PM

Dagga Movement 31 July 2013 05:05PM         g

Murder vs. Drug dealing? Mob death sentences for drug dealers.

A suspected drug peddler died in an attack on the house he occupied in Grassy

Park, Cape Town. EWN’s Rahima Essop reports.

Man dies in suspected drug den torching: ewn.co.za

Dagga Movement 31 July 2013 05:11PM         b

"Upholding unethical laws makes you a criminal." - Q. Kasselman

e 1 person likes this - SlwaneArts And Crafts

Thursday 1 August 2013

Dagga Movement 1 August 2013 09:38AM         d



Dagga Movement 1 August 2013 04:28PM BlackBerry        b

10 more likes to 600, thank you for your continued support ;) spread the word Viva Dagga movement!!!

-redeye-

e 8 people like this - Buzz Rsa, Henry Thamie Mngomezulu, Neeto Lingani, Pam Bomstad, Phumzile

Liwane, Ras Ray Von Croy, Sandra Oudshoorn, Timothy Daniell Knight

f 1 comment

Sandra Oudshoorn
shared :-)
1 August 2013 04:28PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
thank you
7 August 2013 01:49PM

Dagga Movement 1 August 2013 04:28PM BlackBerry        b

http://www.theweedblog.com/study-finds-cannabinoids-may-combat-symptoms-of-schizophrenia/

Contrary to prohibitionist propaganda, a new government-funded study published in the journal

Neuropsychopharmacology has found that cannabis may combat the symptoms of schizophrenia by

stimulating the body’s cannabinoid receptors. -redeye-

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 1 August 2013 04:55PM         g

Dagga arrests never stops it's a 24 hours cash crop for SAPS



Four men have been arrested in Midrand for alleged possession of dagga worth

about R3m, police have said.

Midrand men held for dagga: www.news24.com

f 3 comments

Jason Finn
who is putting the value on the herb,a little suspicious i say
1 August 2013 04:58PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
I agree.

The cops don't even know the difference between indica

and sativa
1 August 2013 05:03PM

e 1 person likes this - Jody Fisher

Dagga Movement
I think they base it in some instances on how much you were selling it

for eg dealer sells 1g to an undercover cop for R100 they then bust

him and search his house where they find 999 grams they can then

say the value is R100 000. Don't know how they do it if you for

instance get caught in a road block? -redeye-
1 August 2013 05:52PM

Dagga Movement
apparently its a global price set by drug inforcment agencies.
5 August 2013 03:00PM

Dagga Movement 1 August 2013 06:52PM mobile        b

Daniel Chong, the self-confessed pot smoker who was caught up in a drug sweep last year and nearly

died after federal agents inadvertently abandoned him in a holding cell for five days without food or

water, is now a millionaire.

Attorney Eugene Iredale announced Tuesday he reached a $4.1 million settlement with the U.S.

Department of Justice, without even filing a lawsuit.

The harrowing experience for Chong, 25, an engineering student, began on a Friday night in 2012, when

he admittedly went to some friends’ house in University City to celebrate April 20, a special date for

marijuana users.

Chong didn’t know it at the time, but the home had been under surveillance by a federal narcotics task

force.

Drug agents executed a search warrant early in the morning of April 21, Among other things, they found

18,000 ecstasy pills, marijuana and several weapons in the residence, according to court papers.

The agents also found Chong sleeping on a couch in the front room and transported him and six others



to the San Diego field office of the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration for follow-up interviews.

Chong said he answered all of the agents’ questions and they agreed to send him home without

criminal charges.

But instead he was returned to a temporary holding cell, where he spent the next four days without

food or water. He has said he became delirious, drank his own urine, ate the broken shards of his

glasses and used the glass to cut the message “sorry mom” in his own forearm.

He said he kicked the door and screamed for help but agents never came to his assistance. DEA agents

admitted later they “accidentally” left Chong in the cell and took the unusual step of apologizing

publicly to the UCSD student.

DEA officials declined to comment about the case Monday.

Findings of an investigation by the Office of the Inspector General’s Office of the U.S. Department of

Justice have not been released.

e 1 person likes this - Andrew McIntyre

Dagga Movement 1 August 2013 09:17PM         g

The Inconvenient Truth About Drugs

Professor David Nutt is a British psychiatrist who was fired from his position as

Government advisor late last year because he presented challenging informat...

Professor David Nutt - The Inconvenient Truth About Drugs: www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Murray Juana

Dagga Movement 1 August 2013 09:25PM         g

Reason why dagga should not be legalised - debunked

Let’s hope that the dagga prohibitionists stop banging on their worn drums soon,

and then maybe just maybe they will hear that we all want the exact same things.

Why dagga should not be legalised: www.news24.com

e 2 people like this - Martie Visser Meuter, Shayne Kushbaby

Dagga Movement 1 August 2013 09:59PM         g

Cigarettes gateway to dagga?

Teen smokers who rationalize their use of cigarettes by saying, "At least, I'm not doing drugs," may

not always be able to use that line. New research supports the theory that cigarettes are a gateway

drug to marijuana.

Study adds to evidence that cigarettes are gateway to marijuana: www.sciencedaily.com



Friday 2 August 2013

Dagga Movement 2 August 2013 08:33AM mobile        b

Illinois Becomes 20th State To Sanction Therapeutic Use Of Cannabis

Thu, 01 Aug 2013 10:20:27 

By: Paul Armentano, NORML Deputy Director

Share This   Email   Facebook   Twitter

Democratic Gov. Pat Quinn this morning signed legislation (HB 01) into law making Illinois the 20th state

to authorize the physician-recommended use of cannabis for qualified patients. (View numerous

pictures of today’s bill signing ceremony from Illinois NORML here.)

The new law establishes a statewide, four-year pilot program regulating the production, distribution,

and possession of medical cannabis. The program creates up to 22 state-licensed cannabis cultivation

centers and up to 60 state-licensed dispensaries. Qualified patients participating in the program must

have a preexisting relationship with their physician prior to receiving a recommendation for cannabis

therapy. Patients diagnosed with one of approximately 40 qualifying conditions — including cancer,

hepatitis C, rheumatoid arthritis, HIV, multiple sclerosis, lupus, and Crohn’s disease — will be permitted

to legally possess up to 2.5 ounces of cannabis per 14-day period. Under the law, patients must obtain

cannabis only from a state-licensed facility.

The law takes effect on January 1, 2014. State regulators have 120-days following the bill’s enactment

to file program rules and regulations with the Joint Committee on Administrative Rules.

Arizona, Colorado, New Jersey, Maine, New Mexico, Rhode Island, Vermont, and Washington, DC now

have licensed medical cannabis dispensaries up and running. (California dispensaries are not licensed

by the state.) Similar dispensary outlets are in the process of opening in Connecticut, Massachusetts,

and Nevada and New Hampshire. Legislation in Oregon to license and regulate medical marijuana

dispensaries awaits action from the governor.

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
Clearly I made this prediction a week or two ago by announcing 20 states are legalized?

lol my bad.

~ Mickey
2 August 2013 11:13AM

Dagga Movement
Almost seems like there is a script for dagga legalization
2 August 2013 11:15AM

Unknown > Dagga Movement 2 August 2013 12:22PM         f

Thanks to all who are mobilising signatures for the national registration of the Dagga Party.

This form must be printed out and then when it is full or you've got the signatures you can get , please

post it to IQELA LENTSANGO, PO Box 5396, Tygervalley, 7536.



Many thanks for your help. Only registered voters may sign it.

http://www.daggaparty.co.za/download/Party%20Reg%20Annexure%206%20Deed%20of%20Foundati

on.pdf

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 2 August 2013 12:51PM         d

Dagga Movement 2 August 2013 12:59PM         g

SAPS forcefully undress woman and demand she spread her legs for them to inspect her vagina for

dagga!!! There is NO JUSTICE for SA woman!

Met dié woorde het Vrouemaand afgeskop vir ’n 58-jarige antie van Epping Forest,

Elsiesrivier, toe cops haar na bewering aangerand en kaal uitgetrek het.

Die Son - dagga ‘in vagga’: dieson.mobi

e 1 person likes this - Antonio Renecle

Saturday 3 August 2013

Dagga Movement 3 August 2013 02:59PM         b

Freedom is a myth in a word where informed adults are seen as criminals by the ignorant.

e 6 people like this - Bradley Meyer, John Mc Fires, King Cali Mann Cure, Phumzile Liwane, Samkelo

Jonas, Shayne Kushbaby



Dagga Movement 3 August 2013 03:08PM         d

Dagga Movement 3 August 2013 04:33PM         g

Switch to flight mode when visiting your dealer

A Federal appeals court in Texas has ruled that law enforcement can obtain from

cellphone service providers the geolocation data that pinpoints the physical

movements of individual users over time ...

Police Don’t Need A Warrant To Find Out Where You -- And Your Cellphone -- Go:

personalliberty.com

Dagga Movement 3 August 2013 04:58PM         g

When the US decriminalizes dagga the UN has nothing to say but when Uruguay legalizes the sale of

dagga the UN is on their case.

http://hempbeach.com/5-key-takeaways-from-uruguays-push-to-legalize-marijuana/

Your Stoner Television Network with 420 News Games Movies and Reviews. We

bring the best stoner shows to you all in one simple place!

5 key takeaways from Uruguay’s push to legalize marijuana | Hemp Beach TV

Stoner News &...: hempbeach.com

e 2 people like this - Don Power Rudeboyshuffla, Phumzile Liwane

Sunday 4 August 2013



Dagga Movement 4 August 2013 09:00AM BlackBerry        b

Let the truth be Know.      

http://www.truthonpot.com/2013/07/31/marijuana-and-schizophrenia-new-study-explains-how-it-c

ould-help/

TruthOnPot.com - The traditional belief that marijuana is bad for schizophrenia has been challenged

time and time again by studies which suggest an opposite effect. -Redeye-

e 3 people like this - Alexander Dowding, David Wells, Grant Higgins

f 2 comments

Grant Higgins
their mental health propaganda causes the problems. 

damn liars. most the lies originated from the UK im afraid.

in the UK you would think science would lead the way but that is not the case.

people are lead by their personal prejudice and financial gain.

UK = anti-cannabis propaganda machine
4 August 2013 09:22AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
We are needing private non governmental studies with no agenda, so that what is

discovered is told as it is and not edited for corporate gain.
4 August 2013 09:37AM

Dagga Movement 4 August 2013 09:58AM         g

The Top Ten Richest Drug Lords (2012)(Documentary)

Login | Register | Language / Select language | About | Legal threats | BlogContact

us | Usage policy | Downloads | Promo | Doodles | Tag Cloud | Forum | TPB

T-shirtsBayfiles | BayImg | PasteBay | Proxy | Follow TPB on Twitter | Follow TPB on

Facebook

The Top Ten Richest Druglords (2012) (Documentary) (download torrent) - TPB:

thepiratebay.sx

e 1 person likes this - Timothy Daniell Knight

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
I can honestly say dagga only dealers in South Africa are all good men

who would not kill another human being.
4 August 2013 10:21AM



Dagga Movement 4 August 2013 11:46AM         g

Why don't we feed the hungry with dagga profits? Even under prohibition consumption remains

unaffected. #AskWhy

Photos from Michiel Van Niekerk's post in Banking - SECURITIZATION - 2012:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151483700180653&set=gm.504905

269599707&type=1

e 7 people like this - Alfred Sissing, Charmaine Charzi Grobler, Clinton Lezar,

Grant Higgins, Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Patrick Frieswijk, Timothy Daniell Knight

Wouter De Waal > Dagga Movement 4 August 2013 01:43PM         f

Why    just   make   dagga   legal........so    many   jobs  and   legal   money    for   jz  .

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Monday 5 August 2013

Dagga Movement 5 August 2013 01:29PM         g

Legalizing drugs the right fix for gang wars, says crime researcher.

Timeline Photos: Gangs: Would legalising drugs stop the violence?

e 2 people like this - Hennie Greeff, Kelly Wiltshire McQue

Dagga Movement 5 August 2013 01:32PM         d



Dagga Movement 5 August 2013 02:31PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788

e 2 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Kai Meraki McEvoy

Dagga Movement 5 August 2013 02:35PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788

Dagga Movement 5 August 2013 03:30PM mobile        b

The key to meditation is breathing, the key to dagga is also breathing. Wco

e 4 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Deidre Loca Diosa Daniels, Phumzile Liwane, Sebastian K Bro



Tuesday 6 August 2013

Dagga Movement 6 August 2013 01:14PM         g

Please share a comment on this article Viva AmaDaggaDagga!

Die Son - Dagga-ou glo victim: dieson.mobi

f 3 comments

Dagga Movement
http://westcapenews.com/?p=4294
6 August 2013 01:35PM

Nigel Thavarajoo
woohoo - Jeremy for President!!!
6 August 2013 01:52PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Bill Hamman
The charges were reinstated, not dropped :(
6 August 2013 02:11PM

Dagga Movement
Poor reporting by Die Son
6 August 2013 02:19PM

Dagga Movement 6 August 2013 01:43PM         b

Are we free to follow and practice what we believe? Is it true that you and I are both free? If one of us is

not free to believe and practice our beliefs, then that person is a prisoner of a cult whose members are

bound by constraints not put on willingly. - Anonymous

e 1 person likes this - Sian Claire Fraser

Dagga Movement 6 August 2013 02:31PM         g

#FreeState - A 48-year-old woman has been arrested in Thabong, Virginia, for

alleged possession of dagga worth about R7800. Police found nine loose bags

with dagga, 83 plastic bags and 98 packets of dagga wrapped in paper. (source:

sapa)

Crime Line:

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=667805576581457&id=1233



11467697540

Dagga Movement 6 August 2013 03:25PM mobile        b

I will never do drugs, I only smoke dagga. Wco

e 5 people like this - Gerd Bader, Murray Juana, Nigel Thavarajoo, Nozey Mthethwa, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 6 August 2013 05:07PM mobile        b

http://www.narconon.org/drug-information/marijuana-timeline.html

Wednesday 7 August 2013

Dagga Movement 7 August 2013 07:17AM         d

Dagga Movement 7 August 2013 08:25AM         g

Crack cocaine is equally degrading as alcohol in my opinion. These addicts seem like drunkards.



HBO Documentary covering the lives of several crack cocaine addicts.

HIGH ON CRACK STREET: www.youtube.com

e 2 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Sean Palmer

Dagga Movement 7 August 2013 09:12AM         g

05.08.2013 Dagga Party of South Africa leader Jeremy Acton is set to appear at the

Montagu Magistrate’s Court today after being recharged for possession of

marijuana. But Acton, who campaigns for the legalization of marijuana, insists he

has the right to “use the plant” and that the charges against…

Dagga Party leader in court again: westcapenews.com

e 2 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Ian D. Samson

f 1 comment

Alistair Thomson
Educate them Jeremy!!
7 August 2013 09:17AM

e 2 people like this - Antonio Renecle, Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 7 August 2013 09:39AM         g

CIA used LSD on unsuspecting citizens

It's the height of the Cold War and the United States government is desperate to combat the spread

of Communism. The CIA launches a highly classified, top se...

National Geographic : CIA Secret Experiments . . : : Documentary : : . .: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 7 August 2013 12:12PM         g

They process off cut beef left overs that are discarded for dog food and which is not fit for human

consumption with ammonia and then sell it as a filler for minced products.

On the Season Premiere of Jamie Oliver's Food Revolution filmed in Los Angeles

and aired on April 12, 2011, Jamie demonstrates how 70% of America's ground be...

Jamie Oliver's Food Revolution: Pink Slime - 70% of America's Beef is Treated with

Ammonia: www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Alistair Thomson

f 1 comment



Alistair Thomson
Go Jamie!
7 August 2013 12:14PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Graffton Jurd > Dagga Movement 7 August 2013 03:08PM         f

remix to ba ba black sheep stoner style.    hey thre stoners how r u today?  im looking for sum bags to

smoke my stress away. a bag for a reefa, a bag for a bong. a bag for the cuppie il b smoking all day

long.    lol hope use like it 

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 7 August 2013 07:58PM mobile        b

Walk your talk, or shut the fuck up. 

David Icke.

e 6 people like this - Carl Norman Schreiber, Chellie De Jager, Clinton Lezar, Elana Akasha, Greg

Misfit, Phumzile Liwane

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
Action is what changes the world, not talk
7 August 2013 08:00PM

Dagga Movement 7 August 2013 10:34PM DaggaMovement        g

The trail of Jurgen Human, a Warrenton farmer who was arrested for allegedly

cultivating and distributing dagga, took an unexpected turn in the Kimberley

Magistrate's Court yesterday when an expert witness for the defence dismissed

official police statements. This follows a police expert who testifi...

Expert witness dismisses police’s dagga statements: dagga.info

Dagga Movement 7 August 2013 11:33PM         g

The court hears that the accused treats community members with dagga and they call for a tougher

sentence.

S v Zwane (47/2013) [2013] ZAFSHC 117 (27 June 2013): www.saflii.org



Dagga Movement 7 August 2013 11:36PM         g

Cops charged for attempting to steal dagga from their own police station.

http://www.saflii.org/cgi-bin/disp.pl?file=za/cases/ZASCA/2013/90.html&query=%20dagga

Malgas and Others v S (703/2012) [2013] ZASCA 90 (31 May 2013): www.saflii.org

e 4 people like this - Jeremy David Acton, Joshua Lamoreaux, Martie Visser

Meuter, Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams

f 2 comments

Jeremy David Acton
Is that theft or possession?
7 August 2013 11:38PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Ian D. Samson
FACT: Approximately 1500 SAPS officers are known criminals, have

criminal records, and are still employed. These cops ought to be

charged with theft and possession.
7 August 2013 11:44PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Martie Visser Meuter

Dagga Movement 7 August 2013 11:39PM         g

He smoked dagga frequently and this could be related to his strange behavioural patterns.

http://www.saflii.org/cgi-bin/disp.pl?file=za/cases/ZAECBHC/2013/5.html&query=%20dagga

“1. The appeal in respect of the convictions on Counts 3 and 4 is upheld. The

convictions and sentences on counts 3 and 4 are set aside.

Maneli v S (CA&R 04/2012) [2013] ZAECBHC 5 (27 May 2013): www.saflii.org

Dagga Movement 7 August 2013 11:47PM         g

In public service dreadlocks are only acceptable if you are a woman or child because male

Rastafarians are known to use dagga court hears.

Rastafarians working for correctional services may not wear dreadlock even if it is part of their religion

because it would promote dagga smuggling in prisons.

Take a few steps back. You are not allowed to wear you hair a certain style because it's associated with

something you do not understand?



Discrimination at it's finest.

http://www.saflii.org/cgi-bin/disp.pl?file=za/cases/ZASCA/2013/40.html&query=%20dagga

3Pretoria City Council v Walker [1998] ZACC 11998 (2) SA 363R v Birmingham City

Council Ex parte Equal Opportunities Commission [1989] AC 1155

Department of Correctional Services & another and Another v Police and Prisons

Civil Rights...: www.saflii.org

e 2 people like this - Justin Rooplall, Phumzile Liwane

f 3 comments

Alistair Thomson
But of course Democracy gives us new oppressive laws all the time

and people still think it represents "freedom"

There is no freedom in this system. Wake up. It is not designed for

freedom or for you...
8 August 2013 04:19AM

Sian Claire Fraser
SERIOUSLY??? o_O it seems the more we trying to move forward the

system wants to go 2 steps back! talk about xenophobia and

discrimination-this week it felt like every time we make progress in

one section they try and target another. how bored are these damn

idiots? no wonder our justice system is such a joke in this country!

#thisiscraziness
8 August 2013 10:17AM

Gerd Bader
BS! the warder is supposed to do his duty by strict guidlines and 

judged accordingly. Nobody is supposed to bring personal life to

work. What if the guy is single?,also prisoner temptation? Must be

married with  haircut? Fuck! 

Based on old human sequestration law
8 August 2013 10:32AM

Dagga Movement 7 August 2013 11:51PM         g

Matomane produced a plastic glove and put it over the plaintiff’s head, with the result that he could

not breathe. He lost consciousness and the glove was taken off and he was revived with water. The

process was repeated, and endured for half an hour to an hour. He thought he was going to die.

http://www.saflii.org/cgi-bin/disp.pl?file=za/cases/ZAECPEHC/2012/92.html&query=%20dagga



Funde v Minister of Police (905/2010) [2012] ZAECPEHC 92 (11 December 2012):

www.saflii.org

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
After a while the police officers brought in a parcel and said that they

had found it in the yard. The plaintiff asked Matomane to remove the

handcuffs and he did so. He was given clothing to put on and was

taken away in a white Venture motor vehicle. On the way to Kwa

Dwezi police station they came across a youth carrying gin. The police

officers ordered the youth to drink the gin, then slapped him and

accused him of drinking in front of the police. They also came across a

couple in a car and ordered them to go home. They found people

drinking beer and broke the beer bottles on the road.
7 August 2013 11:52PM

Dagga Movement
At Kwa Dwezi police station, the parcel they said they had found in his

yard was opened, and he saw it contained a number of plastic bags of

<<dagga>>, known as bompies. Police officers from Kwa Dwezi were

then instructed to take him to Kwa Zakhele police station, where he

was detained until the following Tuesday. He was taken to court and

released on warning. The case was postponed a number of times until

the charge was withdrawn on 18 January 2008, because of the failure

of the police to appear at court.
7 August 2013 11:52PM

Thursday 8 August 2013

Dagga Movement 8 August 2013 12:18AM         g

This smoking baby went viral but how is this a laughing matter?

The Smoking Baby - the 2-year old who became a global YouTube sensation in the

summer of 2010, has unwittingly become the posterchild and symptom of a Big

Tobacco-sponsored…

Sex, Lies and Cigarettes: vimeo.com

f 2 comments

Jason Jay
Smoking will kill 1000000000. Greata video.
8 August 2013 09:37PM

Jason Jay
Depressing to watch these kids smoke at such a young age
8 August 2013 09:44PM



Dagga Movement 8 August 2013 12:19AM         b

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=GhTYI3DeNgA

Dagga Movement 8 August 2013 12:20AM         g

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=fvN7fKmCoXA

Ever wonder how to sell $100,000 worth of drugs in a week? We learned the secrets of a drug

dealer in NYC - a man who will deliver any substance you want, 24...

How to Sell Drugs: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 8 August 2013 12:21AM         g

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=8UtNF-Le2L0

Narrated by Oscar winning actor Morgan Freeman, "Breaking the Taboo" is

produced by Sam Branson's indie Sundog Pictures and Brazilian co-production

partner S...

Breaking The Taboo - Film: www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Chad Muller

Unknown > Dagga Movement 8 August 2013 07:06AM         g

Please share far into the legalisation movement.

https://www.facebook.com/events/322270781243554/

: https://www.facebook.com/events/322270781243554/

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 8 August 2013 09:58AM         g

Prohibition does not provide a responsible positive restraint. Prohibition is however responisble for the

damage associated with dagga.

- Criminal record & prison sentence

- Damage to human physiology via herbicide poisoning as result of SAPS DaggaOP spray operations

- Social damage to families broken up in some cases child loses both parents to prohibition.



 

And the list goes on... 

When parents who responsibly smoke pot after hours are seen as neglectful but

parents enjoying a glass of wine are not, the system isn't just broken, it's fatal

Marijuana Prohibition Responsible for Death of 2 Year Old | NORML Blog, Marijuana

Law Reform: blog.norml.org

e 2 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Gerd Bader

Dagga Movement 8 August 2013 10:11AM         g

Localize for legalization!

: https://www.facebook.com/events/322270781243554/

Dagga Movement 8 August 2013 03:52PM         g

http://newswall.co.za/news/latest/rise-n-shine/turf-dagga-market-exposed/a8d83.215374

MANKWENG, CAPRICORN –The university ... MOGALAKWENA, WATERBERG- The

DA i... MANKWENG, CAPRICORN –The university of Limpopo Turfloop campus will

allow police investigations to unfold before it considers acting against students

who are selling drugs within

TURF DAGGA MARKET EXPOSED: newswall.co.za

Dagga Movement 8 August 2013 03:56PM         d

CLANWILLIAM: Die polisie in samewerking met A/O Geusteyn en Emma van die Klawer Honde

eenheid het Vrydagoggend 2 Augustus op ‘n groot hoeveelheid dagga in Khayalitsha beslag gelê. Die

huise was onbewoon ten tye van die beslaglegging en niemand is in hegtenis geneem nie, maar die

eienaars sal verras wees om te sien dat al hul dagga verdwyn het.

Die totale gewig van die beslagleg-ging was 40.388 kg met ‘n geraamde straatwaarde van ongeveer

R3 230.00.

Twee blou plastiekdromme met opgemaakte pakkies dagga, drie plastieksakke met daggavingers en

los dagga is by vier huise gekry, waarvan 184 gr in Dennestraat en die res in Khayalitsha.



http://www.onskontrei.co.za/2013/08/08/dwelmhandel-neem-toe-in-omgewing/

f 4 comments

Jehremy Girling
English ???
8 August 2013 04:23PM

e 1 person likes this - Quinten Angelo

Kasselman

Seymour Nofir
It basically reads: "The SAPS seizes harmless

dagga while women and children are raped

every few minutes" it goes on to say that the

dog has a greater IQ than the six policy officers

combined. Same bullshit propaganda about

dagga being evil etc etc
8 August 2013 06:45PM

e 1 person likes this - Rohosaba Ajuba

Quinten Angelo Kasselman
Dude they stole his Dagga ,point blank ....Look at them gangster !!
8 August 2013 09:55PM

Rohosaba Ajuba
yah
19 October 2013 03:07PM

Dagga Movement 8 August 2013 04:37PM         b

POLICIES, LEGISLATION, PROTOCOLS AND PRACTICES 

REGARDING CANNABIS 

It is well known that cannabis (dagga) is the second-most used/abused dependence-forming

substance in South Africa. The preparation of a position paper on cannabis commenced in 2004 and the

draft paper was presented to a variety of communities and interested parties for consultation in 2010. 

However, since then the approach to cannabis in a number of countries including South Africa has

changed drastically and further research has now become necessary. 

In addition, at the 54th session of the Commission for Narcotic Drugs (CND) in Vienna a resolution was

passed that requested "the creation of an infrastructure appropriate to address the challenges faced by

African countries … where cannabis is increasingly abused".

In fact, and as suggested earlier, there is a need for an in-depth investigation of (1) the dynamics of



cannabis use and related harm in South Africa, as well as (2) the relevance of current international/local

policies regarding cannabis use, including measures such as legalisation and/or decriminalisation. The

results of this investigation should then be used to develop government policies, legislation, protocols

and practices specifically related to cannabis use.

e 1 person likes this - I-fatherman Mokgakala

Dagga Movement 8 August 2013 04:55PM         g

Manufacturing consent

i do not own this video

Manufacturing Consent - Noam Chomsky and the Media: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 8 August 2013 05:48PM         b

Apparently the weekend starts today! No Regrets!

e 3 people like this - Hailey MadScientist Bunge, John Mc Fires, Phumzile Liwane

f 3 comments

Prince Hekima Bakersman
Been getting high since this mawning 4:20 am And Still High @ 6:01

pm......#LongWeekendBaby I I Follow Deep Sea Baby
8 August 2013 06:36PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

John Mc Fires
note to self: no regrets woman’s day
8 August 2013 07:21PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Unknown
ONE LOVE!!!
9 August 2013 06:06PM

Friday 9 August 2013

Jesse Facer > Dagga Movement 9 August 2013 08:43AM         g

: )



Celebrating South African cannabis culture and the plant itself. Events to be

announced soon :)

Boddah: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Boddah/104581373039801

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 9 August 2013 11:46AM         g

I did not know that Louisa Vorster was caught twice?

14 Woonstelle platgeslaan Written by Magda on 08 August 2013. Posted in

NewsDie Matlosana munisipaliteit het die afgelope week woonstelle wat aan die

eiendomsverhuurders Sinsabeel Trading CC behoort, platgestoot. Continue

Reading

News: www.northwestnewspapers.co.za

Dagga Movement 9 August 2013 12:26PM         g

Please sign this Avaaz petition as well as the Dagga Couple petition which can be found on

http://dagga.info

We the dagga community of South Africa choose to use dagga over alcohol and

tobacco. Why are we led to pubs and taverns when we can't drive ourselves home.

What right do you or any other entity or organization have to deny me this God

given plant? Dagga laws are based on segregation and discriminati...

Restore dagga in South Africa restore the dignity of all dagga users:

www.avaaz.org

e 3 people like this - Joseph April, Phumzile Liwane, Timothy Daniell Knight

f 1 comment

Timothy Daniell Knight
YES!!!
9 August 2013 06:26PM

Dagga Movement 9 August 2013 12:35PM         g

Happy woman's day



Timeline Photos: Happy Woman's Day! Hope everyone is enjoying the long

weekend? I'm off to rehearsals for Jacaranda Pops. Lots of love

e 5 people like this - Charmaine Seagreen, Jason Finn, Kelly Wiltshire McQue,

Phumzile Liwane, Timothy Daniell Knight

f 1 comment

Samkelo Jonas
such a cute pic
10 August 2013 10:48AM

Dagga Movement 9 August 2013 12:47PM         g

JFK speaks out against the new world order...

http://SonsOfLibertyAcademy.com JFK speaks out against the NWO. Look up

Executive Order 11110 it would have taken the strongest power away from the elite.

Th...

JFK Speaks out Against the New World Order: www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Janine Jane Williams

f 1 comment

Janine Jane Williams
what more needs to be said
11 August 2013 10:52AM

Dagga Movement 9 August 2013 09:44PM         d

A Francistown man has been sentenced to 12 months in prison for possession of dagga.

22-year-old Mmoloki Mahupelo of Newstands location in Francistown was on Tuesday convicted on his

plea of guilty after he was caught in possession of 568.8g of the prohibited habit forming drug.

This is after he had appeared before Francistown magistrate Sijabuliso Siziba. Youthful Mahupelo was

slapped with both a custodial sentence and a fine of P1 500 to be paid immediately.



In default of paying the fine of P1 500, Mahupelo will serve an additional 12 months in jail, a

development that will make his punishment an effective two-year prison term.

Sentencing the youthful Mahupelo, Siziba took into consideration that the accused person is a first

offender. Siziba said the courts of law generally treat first offenders with leniency.

However, Siziba was quick to point out that the use of the prohibited drug is prevalent in the society

and calls for stiffer penalties in a bid to send a clear message to the community.

“The drug is dangerous to the society,” observed Siziba. This is why the legislature is tough when it

comes to possession and dealing in dagga, he said.

“If the courts of law become overly lenient on offenders of this nature, there will be more problems in

the society,” warned the magistrate.

Despite Mahupelo being unemployed and a breadwinner for his minor child, Siziba said the accused

person failed to appraise the court on any extenuating circumstances that could have coerced him into

committing the offense.

Earlier on in mitigation, the accused person had told the court that he is the one taking care of his minor

child through performing manual jobs. He had pleaded with the court not to impose a custodial

sentence.

The prosecutor Sub-Inspector Ronny Mmuso told the court that Mahupelo was arrested two months

ago after a team of detectives received a tip-off that the accused person was dealing in the prohibited

habit forming drug.

Detectives then raided his house at Newstands Francistown. He admitted to possession of dagga but

denied dealing in it.



The court heard that Mahupelo said the dagga belonged to his Zimbabwean friend who is currently out

of the country.

The dagga was taken to laboratories for the tests and it was found to be over half a kilogram.

http://www.thevoicebw.com/2013/08/09/man-jailed-for-possession-of-dagga/

f 1 comment

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
My sympathies, support for this man. I also promise that, 1

day, we shall overcome.

VIVA DAGGA!!.. VIVA!!..
10 August 2013 08:36AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Saturday 10 August 2013

Warren Otf Oates > Dagga Movement 10 August 2013 08:26AM         g

http://www.cnn.com/2013/08/07/health/charlotte-child-medical-marijuana/index.html

Charlotte Figi was having 300 grand mal seizures a week. The child's doctors were

out of options, so the family decided to try medical marijuana.

Marijuana stops child's severe seizures: www.cnn.com

e 1 person likes this - Ian D. Samson

Warren Otf Oates > Dagga Movement 10 August 2013 08:27AM         g

http://www.cnn.com/2013/08/08/health/gupta-changed-mind-marijuana/index.html?iid=article_side

bar

Over the last year, Dr. Sanjay Gupta has been working on a new documentary

called "Weed." The title "Weed" may sound cavalier, but the content is not.

Why I changed my mind on weed: www.cnn.com

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Warren Otf Oates > Dagga Movement 10 August 2013 08:29AM         g

http://wemustknow.wordpress.com/2013/08/03/34-sourced-peer-reviewed-medical-studies-provin

g-marijuana-cures-cancer/

There’s still a lot of confusion across the nation about whether or not marijuana is

effective for cancer patients. Odds are you’ve heard something about it but

weren’t sure whether the information...

34 Sourced, Peer-Reviewed Medical Studies Proving Marijuana Cures Cancer:

wemustknow.wordpress.com

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Warren Otf Oates > Dagga Movement 10 August 2013 08:33AM         g

http://truththeory.com/2013/07/29/34-medical-studies-proving-cannabis-cures-cancer/

by Michael Taillard, GuestThere’s still a lot of confusion across the nation about whether or not

marijuana is effective for cancer patients. Odds are you’ve heard something about it but weren’t

sure whether the information was reliable or definitive. So, in order to help clear things up, here is a…

34 Medical Studies Proving Cannabis Cures Cancer | TruthTheory: truththeory.com

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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http://www.askmen.com/sports/health/20_mens_health.html

California votes today on Prop 19, which would decriminalize marijuana. Does this

contentious drug have actual health benefits?

California Election: Can Marijuana Be Healthy?: askmen.com

Dagga Movement 10 August 2013 09:47AM         g

http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-204_162-57587129/survey-76-percent-of-doctors-approve-of-medic

al-marijuana-use/

Majority of doctors who responded to worldwide survey said they would prescribe

marijuana to a cancer patient

Survey: Majority of docs approve of medical marijuana use: www.cbsnews.com
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http://m.huffpost.com/us/entry/3734283/ 6 year old kid uses marijuana to treat epilepsy seizures

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Sunday 11 August 2013

Unknown > Dagga Movement 11 August 2013 09:03AM         g

http://edition.cnn.com/2013/08/08/health/gupta-changed-mind-marijuana/index.html?sr=sharebar_

facebook

Over the last year, Dr. Sanjay Gupta has been working on a new documentary

called "Weed." The title "Weed" may sound cavalier, but the content is not.

Why I changed my mind on weed: edition.cnn.com

Ras Ray Von Croy > Dagga Movement 11 August 2013 09:14AM         f

Goodmorning

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
Mornings!!!!
13 August 2013 10:46AM
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Sign & Share; It's about the message rather than numbers.

We the dagga community of South Africa choose to use dagga over alcohol and

tobacco. Why are we led to pubs and taverns when we can't drive ourselves home.

What right do you or any other entity or organization have to deny me this God

given plant? Dagga laws are based on segregation and discriminati...

Restore dagga in South Africa restore the dignity of all dagga users:

www.avaaz.org

e 5 people like this - Carl Norman Schreiber, Ivan Schoultz, Janine Jane Williams,

Quinten Angelo Kasselman, Sebastian K Bro
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Ongeveer 200kg dagga is vanoggend uitgetrek by die Centurionmeer, agter die Centurion Lake Hotel.

Die polisie van Lyttelton polisiestasiestasie het Woensdag op die plantasie afgekom en dit

gerapporteer.

Donderdagoggend het die polisie en Gemeenskapspolisiëringsforum (GPF) saamgewerk om die

gebied skoon te maak.

Hulle het ongeveer 200kg dagga uitgetrek, maar volgens adjudant-offisier Hero Gumbu, woordvoerder

van Lytteltonse polisie, is daar nog baie daggaplante wat uitgehaal moet word.

“Ons sal die gebied herhaaldelik moet skoonmaak. Hierdie gaan nie ’n maklike proses wees nie omdat

van die plantjies nog klein is en tussen die ander die plante groei,” het Gumbu gesê.

Die polisie het ’n beroep gedoen op vrywilligers om te help met die opruiming. “Dit sal ons weke neem

om die gebied honderd persent daggavry te maak en daarom sal vele hande die werk ligter maak,” het

Gumbu gesê.

Die dagga groei glo oor die hele gebied van die meer wat voor Centurion winkelsentrum loop, vanaf

Lenchenrylaan tot by Hendrik Verwoerdrylaan.

“Ons kan nie gif gebruik om die plante uit te roei nie, omdat hierdie ’n beskermde gebied is met baie

voëllewe. Die gif sal ook die visse in die water doodmaak,” het Gumbu bygevoeg.

Van die plante wat gevind was, was alreeds 30cm hoog.



Dit is nie duidelik waar die plante vandaan kom nie, maar die polisie glo nie dat die plante opsetlik daar

geplant is nie. Die polisie vermoed dat die plantasie moontlik ontstaan het weens sade wat in die

gebied ingewaai het.

“Hierdie is ’n ideale gebied vir daggakweek omdat die grond sag is, verrotte plante as kompos dien en

daar ’n konstante vloei van water is,” het Gumbu gesê.

Volgens Gumbu is dit die verantwoordelikheid van Tshwane-metro om die gebied in stand te hou, maar

die skoonmaakproses van die meer is verlede jaar gestaak.

http://www.looklocal.co.za/looklocal/content/en/centurion/centurion-news-general?oid=7687004&

sn=Detail&pid=1345600&Dagga-by-Centurionmeer-gevind

e 1 person likes this - Rohosaba Ajuba
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e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Anton van Wouw’s The Dagga Smoker, a bronze statue 17cm high, sold for R250000.

http://www.bdlive.co.za/businesstimes/2013/08/11/bidding-keen-at-welz-art-sale

Imre Lamprecht, head of department for South Africa paintings, watercolours,

sculptures and prints, said the art sessions over the auction’s two days did better

than expected

Bidding keen at Welz art sale: www.bdlive.co.za

f 1 comment

Leon Raulstone
I have 3 pieces of Walter Battiss :D
11 August 2013 01:16PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Last year this time 3.5 tons of dagga was valued at R5 000 000 why do farmers still plant GMO miellies?

Eastern Cape police have seized dagga worth over R5m while searching a delivery

vehicle on the N2 in Kinkelbos, near Port Elizabeth.

Cops make R5m dagga bust in PE: www.news24.com

Dagga Movement 11 August 2013 05:01PM         g

Good weed is like good weed does!

Timeline Photos: :p

e 6 people like this - Carl Norman Schreiber, Claire Rainwater, Gerd Bader, Manus

Mornê Anthony, Sean Palmer, Timothy Daniell Knight
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A MULTIMILLION-rand project launched 14 years ago for South Africa to grow and produce hemp has

virtually stalled because of legal glitches, says the government.

Ayabulela Ngoqo, the Eastern Cape’s Rural Development and Agrarian Reform Department

spokesman, said the project, launched in 1999, had focused on job creation, but in 2006 had come to a

halt. Equipment meant to have been used in hemp processing remained in storage.

“The challenge is the legislation,” Ngoqo told the Cape Times.

Hemp, grown in other countries as a fibre and oil seed crop, belongs to the same family as dagga, and

in South Africa dagga is illegal.

A 2011 a Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries document on hemp said the Drugs and

Trafficking Act prevented the possession, processing and commercialisation of hemp. 

It said the Medicines and Related Substances Act “allows possession and cultivation of hemp for

research purposes only”.

The 2011 document said: “The European Union and many South African companies are planning a R25

million five-year project to boost hemp cultivation in South Africa.”

It said the government, with the private sector, was “trying to sort out the hemp legislation” so it could

be commercialised.

Despite 14 years having lapsed since the national hemp project’s launch, the envisioned hemp project

remains in the research phase.

The national hemp project, linked to various government departments, had an agriculture and

commercial aspect.

While the agriculture aspect appears to have ground to a halt, the commercial side continues. 

In a speech 12 years ago, then-arts and culture minister Ben Ngubane said the Western Cape was

among the best areas in South Africa for growing hemp.

He had said the national project was aimed “at reducing poverty through… the cultivation, processing,

manufacturing and marketing of South African hemp”.

“South Africa now boasts a burgeoning hemp industry, with the promise of thousands of jobs,

economic empowerment for our previously disadvantaged communities and the stimulation of the

small business sector,” Ngubane had said.



But last week, Ngoqo said this was not the case.

He said R15 million was initially invested in the project and research done on where hemp could be

grown. “More than anything, we hoped to get jobs out of it… It was aimed at emerging farmers.”

Aside from legislation, Ngoqo said hemp seeds had not been available locally and needed to be

imported from Hungary, which was “very expensive”.

He said the department had been ready with equipment, funds and experts to help farmers, but in

2006 the agriculture aspect of the project was halted.

Ngoqo said some of the R15m investment was used for research, and some had been spent on buying

oil-pressing machines. The department had kept the balance for when it could use it on the project.

When the project’s agricultural side collapsed, the commercial part of the project was focused on.

In 2001, House of Hemp, a company that sold hemp products, was founded by Thandeka Kunene and

launched by Ngubane.

Three years ago, Kunene was tasked with co-ordinating the commercial aspect of the hemp project.

She did not respond to queries by yesterday.

Tony Budden, a partner with Duncan Parker in the Hemp company Hemporium, said that with Kunene,

it was involved in a three-year “commercial incubation research trial”.

He said that about two years ago, the Health Department issued permits for commercial hemp

research which enabled them to grow hemp in four areas – three in the Eastern Cape and one, near

Wellington, in the Western Cape.

Through the company, Rapula Farming, five types of hemp had been grown on a two-hectare plot near

Wellington. Budden said it was hoped another commercial research permit would be issued this year

for more hemp, this time one type, to be grown in the province. 

http://www.iol.co.za/capetimes/r15m-hemp-project-goes-to-seed-1.1560814#.Ugi9m6zT6uM

ECO-FRIENDLY: A house, including the interior and furniture, is all made nearly

exclusively of hemp in Noordhoek. It is the brainchild of those behind the hemp

company Hemporium. Fourteen years ago, a national project was launched to try

to establish a hemp industry in South Africa, but legislation…

R15m hemp project goes to seed - Cape Times | IOL.co.za: www.iol.co.za

e 5 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Daniel Purkiss, Prince Hekima

Bakersman, Samkelo Jonas, Vic Shaw
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Take away the monetary power given to thugs by regulating drugs.

Since exposing the propaganda surrounding dagga's association with nyaope by the Dagga Movement

some media reports like these are starting to post the truth as seen in the picture.

Nyaope is mixed with tobacco mostly. Dagga or tobacco only serves as a medium to heat nyaope to

cause vaporization of the chemicals.

Dagga is frequently used as it's cheaper than tobacco some dagga pokes selling between R3 and R6.

http://www.iol.co.za/news/crime-courts/drug-thugs-rule-pretoria-cbd-1.1560829#.UgjPeqzT6uN

f 2 comments

Keith Burroughs
Yep hide the truth. African politicians need

to lead the way. Imagine the greater

employment on the lands growing

packaging distributing no enemployment

no gangsters no drunken killings etc..
15 October 2013 03:47PM

Rohosaba Ajuba
for free
19 October 2013 03:06PM

e 8 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Andrew McIntyre, Deidre Loca Diosa Daniels, Keith

Burroughs, Marc De Campos, Ndumiso Marcus Garvey Mgoduka, Rohosaba Ajuba, Vice Madlokovu

Nene
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https://soundcloud.com/dagga-movement/dagga-debate-on-567-cape-talk



Dagga Debate On 567 Cape Talk Radio 12 Aug 2013

Dagga Debate On 567 Cape Talk Radio: soundcloud.com

f 1 comment

Gerd Bader
This guy needs an education!
13 August 2013 09:27AM

Tuesday 13 August 2013
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Dagga Party will be removed but Dagga Party of SA will remain. That's good news for me!

Don’t be surprised if parties such as Apples And Pears register for next year’s

election, if the Independent Electoral Commission allows it

THE INSIDER: Electoral commission might be a party pooper: www.bdlive.co.za

e 2 people like this - Danielle Webbstock, Nozey Mthethwa

f 2 comments

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
Good news! (pretty confuses, doesn't it?)
13 August 2013 12:24PM

Jeremy David Acton
Because we are moving from registration in one municipality only

towards national registration, we are not actually affected by our old

registration falling away. We must just get on with the national

registration.
13 August 2013 01:26PM

e 1 person likes this - Gerd Bader

Gerd Bader
still need signiatures?
14 August 2013 10:00AM

Jeremy David Acton
Yes we still do need signatures.
14 August 2013 10:01AM

e 1 person likes this - Gerd Bader
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US to soften drug sentences



Breaking news. Bold views. South African and world news.

US to soften drug sentences | praag.org: praag.org

e 1 person likes this - Samkelo Jonas
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When it comes to dagga who do you think is the criminal?

f 5 comments

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
The govt
13 August 2013 12:09PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga

Movement

Hennie Balhao
amen
13 August 2013 12:33PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga

Movement

Nick Zahorcak
I've never even smoked pot but I think this is very true. I love Joe Rogan btw....very funny

and very smart.
14 August 2013 06:28AM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Michael Lorincz

Gerd Bader
90 000 dagga smokers jailed /year
14 August 2013 10:04AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Keith Burroughs
Retorical question. The law is skewed
15 October 2013 03:51PM

e 14 people like this - Andrew McIntyre, Bradley Fourie, Carl Norman Schreiber, Hennie Balhao,

Imraan Samuels, Justin Rooplall, Keith Burroughs, Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Liani Johnson, McDoda

Rebel Hlatshwayo, Michael Lorincz, Nick Zahorcak, Sean Palmer, Todor Zeitgeist Novakov
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Guys it's been a few days maybe even a week that I have been off my staple skunk. I have recently

received some swazi but I must be honest with you guys it makes me high too high in fact it's kinda

spacey but the reason I smoke skunk daily is because it balances and synchronize my mind. In a way I

feel normal when high on one particular skunk I still need to find the source. One might wonder am I

self medicating? Yes, I may have discovered a chemical imbalance or who knows what. All I do know is



that not all strains act the same on me. When you smoke do it smartly. Keep mental track of the strain

and it's effects. If you find your tolerance build up to a strain, switch, then it's not for you. When you find

a strain that is perfect for your body save the seeds grow your own. With this "perfect" strain you would

only require one standard size bowl and your mind will immediately feel balanced and in sync. Please

do note that each person's needs are different. Some people don't need to smoke weed to feel

balanced and in sync. Maybe there are other alternatives out there like maybe stop eating GMO

products I think that might already send the body and mind on a balanced path but avoiding all the

pollutants in the world is not possible. Ganja grandpa says that dagga works against snake venom but

you have to be high at the time of the bite so who says dagga can't protect the body against pollutants

& other toxins?

e 6 people like this - Aldayne Jarrod Naidoo, Danielle Webbstock, Deidre Loca Diosa Daniels, Ishmile

Tuk's Sieba, Jody Fisher, Lloyd Jacobs

f 5 comments

Wandile Gumede
for me I'll say it protects me against evil spirits although I reduced my smoking habits but I

still take some, maybe once month. cool stuff!!!
13 August 2013 12:07PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Prince Hekima Bakersman
I Have The Same Reaction When I Smoke Swazi But What I've Learned Or Got Off This

Page I Think Is That Mixing Swazi And Skunk Together Gives You A More Medicated High

Because The Swazi Burns More When Lighten And The Skunk Duznt Mix The Two

Together You On Cloud 9
13 August 2013 12:46PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Jody Fisher
consider THC vs CBD and then think about Sativa vs Indica as well as hybrids. To medicate

properly you need to know what you taking and why, indica has a higher CBD vs THC so

we tend to get a full body hi or stoned feeling where as the sativa has more THC vs CBD

giving more of  a head hi with an energized feeling. for example if you got a headache but

want to do some work, you take a small amount of indica dominant bud and mix it with

your sativa dominant bud, this is what i call a DIY hybrid or McMixer. By using just enough

to manage your condition you getting rid of the headache with the indica and you

countering the lazy effects with the sativa, you obviously need to gauge  what the right

amount for you would be before mixing the two buds... could end up getting super stoned

if you over medicate. Also note the after effects and the duration of the buzz, i find some

strains leave me feeling tired/drained once the buzz is out, if you using strains like that

before you sleep at night it could be the reason you struggle to get out of bed in the

mornings or the reason you feel lethargic throughout the day. Something that would be

nice as an educational tool is a chart with common strains in SA, noting their effects and

common medical uses. Swazi: Strain____ CBD level____ THC level___ common use___

Found___. Durban poison: Strain____ CBD level____ THC level___ common use___ Found___.
13 August 2013 01:47PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Jason Jay



Unknown
I always say you need to treat your choice of dagga like picking something to use out of

your medicine cabinet.  you need to do your homework so that you use the right variety

and strain for the desired affects.  Dagga Diaries are an excellent idea and fun to keep... Jot

down your strain or access point and the affects so that you can go back over these notes

in time and find out what works best for you when... everyone is different and dagga

affects everyone differently... you need to find the right mix for you.
13 August 2013 09:41PM

Gerd Bader
so true! this is knowledge lost as people medicated for hundreds of years. like drinking a

Stroh rum for a champagne breakfast. We must learn to appreciate the plant again for

what it has to offer. The plant is good ,our intel to appreciate just replaced by the pilltrade
14 August 2013 08:39AM
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If there is anyone out there who would like to share their stories anonymously inbox us and we will

share your story. Have an awesome day!

e 2 people like this - Phumzile Liwane, Ruvanne Van Wyk

f 2 comments

Prince Hekima Bakersman
Hahahaha I'm Thinking Of Making Up Kaaak hehehe But Hey I'm High Too :p
13 August 2013 11:55AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Wandile Gumede
I can study the whole night when I'm high coz I can concentrate but when I'm doing

nothing I just fall asleep coz ill be concentrating on nothing. it is good for thinking.
13 August 2013 12:00PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Swaziland man gets four year sentence for E80 000 for dagga

The Swazi Observer Sisonkhe Social Club donating loaves to Mrs Weatherson for

Praise and Worship Fellowship.

Timeline Photos: Story:MAN GETS 4 YEARS FOR E80 000 DAGGA.

Send Us Comments On This Article. — with Maciniso Pru Mangasabi.
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In South Africa dagga possession is seen as a more serious offense than drunken driving. 

#EWNchat: Tony Yengeni got away with drunken driving in 2007. Are you

confident of proper prosecution this time?

Eyewitness News:

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=611069362270938&id=1688

92509821961

e 3 people like this - I-fatherman Mokgakala, Ruvanne Van Wyk, Samkelo Jonas

f 1 comment

Alistair Thomson
That is insane...drunken driving is potentially FATAL...cannabis is safer

than peanuts, cap lids, tomatoes, aspirin and falling coconuts!! Not to

mention that alcohol is poison and cannabis is medicine...how else do

you explain all of these?

Antiinflammatory and antimicrobial compounds and compositions

http://www.google.com/patents/US4837228

Tetrahydrocannabinol in a method of treating glaucoma

http://www.google.com/patents/US4189491

Anandamides useful for the treatment of intraocular hypertension,

ophthalmic compositions containing the same and methods of use of

the same http://www.google.com/patents/US5631297

Transcutaneous application of marijuana

http://www.google.com/patents/US6132762

Use of cannabinoids as anti-inflammatory agents

http://www.google.com/patents/US6410588

Cannabinoids as antioxidants and neuroprotectants

http://www.google.com/patents/US6630507

Peripheral cannabinoid receptor (CB2) selective ligands

http://www.google.com/patents/US7741365

Compositions and methods for treating prostate disorders

http://www.google.com/patents/US7597910

Treating or preventing diabetes with cannabidiol

http://www.google.com/patents/US8071641



Use of cannabidiol in the treatment of autoimmune hepatitis

http://www.google.com/patents/US8242178

Compositions comprising cannabinoids for treatment of nausea,

vomiting, emesis, motion sickness or like conditions

http://www.google.com/patents/US8034843

Therapeutic uses of cannabigerol

http://www.google.com/patents/US20100292345

Delta-9-THC compositions and methods for treating symptoms

associated with multiple sclerosis

http://www.google.com/patents/US20080181942

Pharmaceutical Compositons for the Treatment of Chronic

Obstructive Pulmonary Disease

http://www.google.com/patents/US20090197941

Methods and compositions for treating cancer

http://www.google.com/patents/US20100204312

Inhibition of Tumour Cell Migration

http://www.google.com/patents/US20080262099

Composition containing non-psychotropic cannabinoids for the

treatment of inflammatory diseases

http://www.google.com/patents/US20100222437

Phytocannabinoids in the treatment of cancer

http://www.google.com/patents/US20130059018

13 August 2013 01:40PM

e 2 people like this - Henry Thamie Mngomezulu, Zurika Cilliers
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Imagine a world in which the drug we all love called caffeine was banned. If you think about it you will

realize all the negatives associated with dagga is actually caused by the unregulated prohibition.

e 6 people like this - January Thomas, Kayla Lay, Phumzile Liwane, Renee Terrell, Ruvanne Van Wyk,

Sebastian K Bro

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
People don't get killed for getting their coffee buzz on because it's available in friendly

environments.



If you were to ban coffee today tomorrow gangs would be selling coffee either smuggled

across the border or home grown and roasted seeds.

You wouldn't know what quality the coffee is, you wouldn't even know if it has been

sprayed with herbicides

Overnight coffee will become an gateway to other hard drugs.

Overnight people will become criminals for choosing to get their buzz on.

Then all coffee lovers would be labelled drug addicts for their choice of medication.

So you can pull out all the propaganda cards you want just know that all the negative

association regarding dagga is caused by the prohibition and the fact that it's unregulated.

13 August 2013 01:32PM

Jason Jay
Coffee was almost banned by the pope in the 1500's. It was too black.
13 August 2013 07:00PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
lol he was lactose intolerant...
13 August 2013 08:38PM
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Hawks arrest physically handicapped woman drug mule suspect.

Hawks are confident they have cracked an international drug trafficking syndicate.

Hawks arrest disabled drug mule: ewn.co.za
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Young man arrested for dagga in Tennesee when he called the cops after a break in.



Once the safe was taken to the police department, a K9 alerted to drugs being

inside it.

Safe Taken in Home Invasion Allegedly Had Marijuana Stashed Inside - Police

Arrest Victim in...: wgnsradio.com

Wednesday 14 August 2013
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Elroy Gelant was stabbed while walking with a friend through a field at night in his home town of

George. He believes the assailant was high on dagga?

THROWING just for the love of discus, Victor Hogan ended an impressive fifth in

his maiden world championship in Moscow last night.

SA's 'Hulk' not interested in winning money - Sport LIVE: www.sportlive.co.za

f 3 comments

Ndumiso Marcus Garvey Mgoduka
He's lying.......
14 August 2013 12:16PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Murray Juana

Arc Zilla
He's completely full of shit!! How did he determine that the assailant

was on Dagga? if this was true the 'assailant' would have tickled him

or sometin
14 August 2013 12:39PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Murray Juana

Chellie De Jager
I feel for Elroy Gelant, but he obviously has no experience with the

herb, otherwise he would not have made that statement - yea, the

assailant could have been drugged up, but thats chemical shit, not the

sacred medicine of the plant.
14 August 2013 12:50PM

e 1 person likes this - Murray Juana
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South Africa To Consider Legalizing Dagga

TruthOnPot.com - Could South Africa be the next country after Uruguay to legalize

marijuana? It's possible, according to iol News, which reported on Wednesday that

the country's National Drug Master Plan is calling for an in-depth study on the need

for decriminalizing or legalizing the substance. Im...

South Africa To Consider Legalizing Marijuana: www.truthonpot.com



e 19 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Alistair Thomson, Anthony Britz, Arthur

Charles Mitton, Bill Hamman, Brandon Soulfly, David Wells, Hennie Balhao, Ivan

Schoultz, Jody Fisher, Justin Rooplall, Mike Saparow, Nkululeko Ed Mlenze,

Phumzile Liwane, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli, Timothy Daniell Knight,

Tshepo Isaac, Vic Shaw, William O'Connor

f 3 comments

Mandla Magome
I wont pay vat on marijuana. Fuck that shit
14 August 2013 02:09PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Jody Fisher

Tony van der Veen
Easy to acheive - just deposit a few million in the right minister's Swiss

bank account - done deal!
14 August 2013 02:52PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Burkhardt Huck
SAN FRANCISCO: The US has announced plans to reduce its use of

mandatory sentences for drug offences in order to tackle a cycle of

poverty and incarceration in overcrowded prisons. Attorney-general

Eric Holder called minimum jail terms "counterproductive", while

noting to be strict but be smarter about fighting crime. (SAPA-AFP)
14 August 2013 08:41PM
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Discussion on hemp with Tony from Hemporium. They are taking call now phone 021 446 0 567

You will need Adobe Flash Player installed on your computer. The player will take

a short moment to load, so please be patient. In order to listen to our live audio

stream, via a media player, for example Windows Media Player; do the following:

To set-up, follow the below steps: 1) Open Windows Medi...

..:: 567 CapeTalk ::..: www.capetalk.co.za
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Win a bong from BTL and MyBongIsMyChild

Past Giveaways and their winners. Our comps are global so check out our wall for

whats currently being run and give luck a chance! Happy blazing <3

Giveaways & Winners: It's time for another of My bong is my child's famous

giveaways people, with a bong from Below The Lion!(www.belowthelion.co.za)



You know the drill people:

- Like our page

- Like this photo

- Share this photo

And you're in! 

This giveaway is available worldwide so there's no reason not to give it a shot!

Huge thanks to our sponsors at www.belowthelion.co.za.

Be SURE to check them out for all the best deals (seriously these dudes do it ALL

for the BEST prices)

Previous giveaways and winners can be seen in our photos tab :)

One love Bongalites <3

e 3 people like this - Cindy Dan TaFari, Jody Fisher, Kevin Michael Hattingh

f 1 comment

Cindy Dan TaFari
I waaaaaaaNt tht booooong!!! Real badly lol
14 August 2013 05:09PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 14 August 2013 02:56PM         g

The Aids virus is man made

I CREATED AIDS to DELIBERATELY DEPOPULATE HUMANITY - Dr Robert Gallo

Courtesy: Dr Leonard Horovitz [in the interests of extending Human Educational

knowledge...

I CREATED AIDS to DELIBERATELY DEPOPULATE HUMANITY - Dr Robert Gallo:

www.youtube.com



f 1 comment

Sean Palmer
now this i can believe cos why is only a modern disease...
15 August 2013 02:39AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 14 August 2013 06:27PM         b

The unprecedented CANNABIS BIOMASS ENERGY EQUATION

(CBEE; ref. Part Two of THE REPORT) proves the oil-gasoline type fuel Cannabis-Methanol is the

cheapest fuel-energy known to man. The CBEE establishes cannabis as globally capable of providing,

pollution-free, production-cost-free (i.e. free); and duty-free, fuel.

I should have read THE REPORT first...

e 1 person likes this - Joshua Lamoreaux

Thursday 15 August 2013

Dagga Movement 15 August 2013 10:49AM         d

Dagga Movement 15 August 2013 11:27AM         g

Hemp has more absorption than bamboo in diaper applications.

Hemp vs Bamboo showdown (for real, with PICS!) Cloth Diapering

Hemp vs Bamboo showdown (for real, with PICS!) - JustMommies Message

Boards: www.justmommies.com

e 1 person likes this - Holy Hemp



Friday 16 August 2013

Dagga Movement 16 August 2013 10:11AM         g

We often get asked where to find weed by current statistic why don't you ask any high school kid?

Jabulani cops, Metro police and community policing forum members started their search for drugs

and weapons at Moletsane High School, where they checked hundreds of school bags.

Daily Sun Mobi: dailysun.mobi

e 1 person likes this - Marcia Gordon

f 1 comment

Warren Otf Oates
it is sad when i hear of adults lives been destroyed by these bull shit, non valid laws,

but when it come to arresting children and giving them a criminal record, it piss's me

off. there future is destroyed before they had a chance to make anything of it.
16 August 2013 12:18PM

Saturday 17 August 2013

Prince Hekima Bakersman > Dagga Movement17 August 2013 01:56AM BlackBerry Smartphones App        f

http://abcnews.go.com/ABC_Univision/uruguayan-president-legal-weed-love/story?id=19972551 

Uruguay president to legalize weed 

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Prince Hekima Bakersman > Dagga Movement17 August 2013 09:00AM BlackBerry Smartphones App        f

http://m.news24.com/news24/MyNews24/Why-dagga-should-not-be-legalised-20130801 «---You

Are Gonna Laugh When You Read This ......The World Is Filled W/ Idiots I Tell You

Sunday 18 August 2013

Dagga Movement 18 August 2013 01:18PM         g

Chemotherapy has a 99% fail rate and know we know why...

Chemotherapy can damage healthy cells? Say it isn’t so? You don’t need a

degree to figure this one out. Poison kills indiscriminately– always has and always

will. While damaging healthy cells, chemotherapy also triggers them to secrete a

protein that...

US Scientists Find That Chemotherapy Boosts Cancer Growth:

www.realfarmacy.com



e 4 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Dagga Movement, Janine Jane Williams,

Prince Hekima Bakersman

Monday 19 August 2013

Dagga Movement 19 August 2013 10:22AM         g

Prevention is better than cure.

:-)

Timeline Photos: Clumps of protein known as beta-amyloid plaque are a key trait

of Alzheimer’s and contribute to the progression and symptoms of the disease.

New evidence points to a unique role of marijuana in removing this plaque from

the brain.

Research by scientists of Madrid's Complutense University and the Cajal Institute

published in the Journal of Neuroscience has demonstrated that cannabinoids can

reduce pathological processes associated with Alzheimer's disease. Researchers

hope that cannabinoids may be used to develop new drug therapies against the

disease. They began by comparing the brain tissue of patients who died from

Alzheimer's disease against the brain tissue of healthy people who had died at a

similar age. The researchers found a dramatically reduced functioning of

cannabinoid receptors in diseased brain tissue and markers of microglia activation.

Microglia activate the brain's immune response and are found near the plaque

deposits associated with Alzheimer's disease. When active, microglia cause

inflammation. Nerve cells with cannabinoid-1 receptors (CB1), present in high

numbers in control subjects, were greatly reduced in areas of microglial activation.

Next, rats were injected with amyloid-beta peptide. This protein plays an important

role in Alzheimer's disease, since increased brain levels of amyloid-beta are

supposed to result in aggregation of this protein to form plaques. Animals who also

received different cannabinoids performed better in tests of their mental

functioning. Analyses showed that cannabinoids had prevented microglial

activation and thus had reduced inflammation. These effects were also mediated

by cannabinoids that only bind to CB2 receptors. Researchers concluded: "Our

results indicate that cannabinoid receptors are important in the pathology of AD

and that cannabinoids succeed in preventing the neurodegenerative process

occurring in the disease." — in Madrid, Spain.

e 3 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Dagga Movement, Wieke Wijnalda

f 1 comment

Ndumiso Marcus Garvey Mgoduka
Cannabis is life...More fire!
19 August 2013 11:00AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement 19 August 2013 11:35AM         g

How lucky can you be?

Federal authorities who are investigating say the truck driver who brought the

shipment into the United States is now missing.

Man Orders Gun Safe, Discovers 280 Pounds Of Weed Inside:

www.huffingtonpost.com

e 2 people like this - Sean Palmer, Vic Shaw

Dagga Movement 19 August 2013 11:42AM         g

How to identify the sex of dagga

Cannabis/Hemp/Marijuana: Cannabis is one of the very few plants that has

obviously different males and females, like humans and animals. Most plants are

naturally hermaphroditic. 

"Cannabis has been described as having one of the most complicated mechanisms

of sex determination among the dioecious plants. Many models have been

proposed to explain sex determination in Cannabis."

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cannabis#Mechanisms_of_sex_determination — with

Mark E. Bryan and Jeff Chong Kohler.

e 5 people like this - Janine Jane Williams, Jody Fisher, Joshua Lamoreaux,

Myrtle Clarke, Quinten Angelo Kasselman

f 2 comments

Janine Jane Williams
awesome..
20 August 2013 02:10PM

Myrtle Clarke
Great find, I've wanted clear pics like that for ages, great page too.
20 August 2013 07:23PM

Dagga Movement 19 August 2013 12:00PM         b

World renown thriller writer comes out of dagga closet and admits his writing has always been dagga

inspired and he also proclaims using dagga for writing must be made compulsory.

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2396190/Lee-Child-Ive-smoked-cannabis-nights-week-44-

years-dealers-speed-dial.html

e 3 people like this - Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Henry Thamie Mngomezulu, Jason Jay



Dagga Movement 19 August 2013 12:03PM         g

One step forward two steps back for dagga

RESTRICTED GROWTH: Hemp was grown near Wellington for the research about

two years ago. The City of Cape Town says because of the complex legal

conditions to be met, it has not embarked on any hemp projects.

Hemp initiatives tied up in knots - Cape Times | IOL.co.za: www.iol.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Alexander Dowding

f 1 comment

Vic Shaw
:(
19 August 2013 12:14PM

Dagga Movement 19 August 2013 01:08PM         d
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Britain's top doctor admits to have experimented with dagga



Professor Sally Davies said she had experimented with cannabis three or four

times at university but stopped after suffering hallucinations.

I've taken cannabis says chief medical officer: Britain's top doctor makes shock

admission as...: www.dailymail.co.uk

e 2 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Timothy Daniell Knight

Tuesday 20 August 2013
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An Open Letter to the Editors in all media, from the Dagga Party.

Good Day Mr/Ms. Editor in the South African media, and to all citizens.

The multitude of articles about the EFF and Mr Malema on the front pages of the press and on TV, and

the willingness of the press to also feature Agang, are in direct contrast with the willingness of the

media to feature the policies of the Dagga Party of South Africa.

I am the founder and leader of IQELA LENTSANGO: The Dagga Party of South Africa, which intends to

register nationally for Elections 2014. I, too, have a vision for my country, which I believe is a concrete

and positive and considered approach to a future for all citizens.

In the interests of media fairness, I must insist on claiming similar front page coverage and TV coverage

of the Dagga Party's goals. To date, journalists have only been more interested in how many joints I

smoke than in any of the Dagga Party's policies and promises to the electorate.

Until the newspapers and the TV media give equal prominence and coverage to the cultural grouping

and political party that I lead, I must accuse the media of bias toward the views of Malema and

Ramphele, and Zuma and Zille, while others, including myself, are silenced and in fact, studiously

ignored.

These links below feature the information about the Party policies and the truth about Dagga that I

have already given to the media (and the State) but so far, editors everywhere just refuse to feature it in

any way. I therefore make all this information public for the sake to people's rights to know.

Firstly, Here is a link to an introductory brochure from the Dagga Party.

http://daggaparty.co.za/download/Brochure%20English%20Generic.doc

Here is a link detailing WHY Dagga is illegal and the corporate vested interests that presently benefit

from the scientifically unsubstantiated prohibition of Dagga.

http://www.daggaparty.co.za/download/Legal_Resources/CannabisVsVestedInterestsFinal.pdf

Here is a link to slides of a presentation given by myself, Jeremy Acton, leader of the Dagga Party, at

UWC last year, which highlights some MAJOR policy concerns that we must face in South Africa, and

many constructive solutions as proposed by the Dagga Party. These issues include Peak Oil, Climate



Change, Urbanisation, Genetically Modified Organisms, and the future of Agriculture. It also shares a

real planning vision and investment pathway for all municipalities which will greatly enhance

sustainability, food security and economic participation for citizens.

http://www.daggaparty.co.za/download/Choosing%20the%20Future.pdf

Here is a link to information which indicates that Dagga is now a major treatment for cancer which has

been suppressed for many years by the pharmaceutical industry.

http://www.daggaparty.co.za/download/Cannabis%20cure%20docs/Cannabis%20Cures%20Cancer%

20.doc

Here, too, is a link to a comprehensive list of ailments that can be treated with dagga. (The index of

ailments is at the back of the document).

http://www.daggaparty.co.za/download/Cannabis%20cure%20docs/Grannys%20list%20jan2012.pdf

The Dagga party believes that every citizen should have a right to grow and make their own medicine

according to their needs, without control by the State, and without having to pay pharmaceutical

corporations for access to this medicine.

Here is a link to a document which explains how Cannabis (dagga) upholds various rights listed in the

bill of rights of our Constitution, and why its prohibition is therefore unconstitutional. (I wrote this for my

legal defence).

http://www.daggaparty.co.za/download/Legal_Resources/CannabisRightsinRelationtotheBillofRights

Final.pdf

Here is a link to my own summons of the state regarding the unconstitutional and unjustified

prohibition, and detailing my rights which are violated by the prohibition, and the legal remedies sought.

The document is lodged at the office of the State Attorney, Mr P. Mhlana, at 22 Long Street, Cape Town.

(Phone 021 441 9200)

http://www.daggaparty.co.za/download/Legal_Resources/Case%204153%202012%20High%20Court%

20WC.PDF

After providing all this information to mainstream media newspapers and having received no coverage,

I now have to publish this information myself. The truth will NOT be suppressed. People have a right to

know about the goals of the Dagga Party and the truth about the Dagga plant, and to be shown that the

Establishment's vilification of the Dagga plant is unsubstantiated, and in fact supports a malicious

agenda.

For MANY years, and in collusion with the vested interests mentioned in the link above, the media has

acted as propagandists for the vested interests behind the prohibition, and it is now time for this to

change.

I hope that the Newspapers and TV media personnel will eventually live up to their duty to distribute



the information I have provided to the maximum extent possible, because this information is not just

party advertising. It is about people's rights.

Jeremy Acton

Leader

IQELA: LENTSANGO: The Dagga Party of South Africa.

http://www.news24.com/MyNews24/The-Dagga-Partys-open-letter-to-all-editors-20130820

The multitude of articles about the EFF are in direct contrast with the willingness of

the media to feature the policies of the Dagga Party of South Africa.

The Dagga Party's open letter to all editors: www.news24.com

e 5 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Dagga Movement, De Wet Swart, Dean

Malan, Phumzile Liwane

f 1 comment

Alistair Thomson
The main focus of my research is on medical applications. The best

evidence I have to date is a list of 18 patents and Dr. Tod's list.

Here are the patents:-

Cannabinoid Patents

Antiinflammatory and antimicrobial compounds and compositions

http://www.google.com/patents/US4837228 

Tetrahydrocannabinol in a method of treating glaucoma

http://www.google.com/patents/US4189491 

Anandamides useful for the treatment of intraocular hypertension,

ophthalmic compositions containing the same and methods of use of

the same http://www.google.com/patents/US5631297 

Transcutaneous application of marijuana

http://www.google.com/patents/US6132762 

Use of cannabinoids as anti-inflammatory agents

http://www.google.com/patents/US6410588 

Cannabinoids as antioxidants and neuroprotectants

http://www.google.com/patents/US6630507 

Peripheral cannabinoid receptor (CB2) selective ligands

http://www.google.com/patents/US7741365 



Compositions and methods for treating prostate disorders

http://www.google.com/patents/US7597910 

Treating or preventing diabetes with cannabidiol

http://www.google.com/patents/US8071641 

Use of cannabidiol in the treatment of autoimmune hepatitis

http://www.google.com/patents/US8242178 

Compositions comprising cannabinoids for treatment of nausea,

vomiting, emesis, motion sickness or like conditions

http://www.google.com/patents/US8034843 

Therapeutic uses of cannabigerol

http://www.google.com/patents/US20100292345 

Delta-9-THC compositions and methods for treating symptoms

associated with multiple sclerosis

http://www.google.com/patents/US20080181942 

Pharmaceutical Compositons for the Treatment of Chronic

Obstructive Pulmonary Disease

http://www.google.com/patents/US20090197941 

Methods and compositions for treating cancer

http://www.google.com/patents/US20100204312 

Inhibition of Tumour Cell Migration

http://www.google.com/patents/US20080262099 

Composition containing non-psychotropic cannabinoids for the

treatment of inflammatory diseases

http://www.google.com/patents/US20100222437 

Phytocannabinoids in the treatment of cancer

http://www.google.com/patents/US20130059018 

and here is Dr. Tod's list:

http://www.mcsocal.com/docs/chronic_conditions_treated_with_can

nabis.pdf

All of which are referenced and documented cases which were

successfully treated with cannabis.

20 August 2013 10:00AM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Jeremy David Acton



Jeremy David Acton
Great list, Alistair!
20 August 2013 11:32AM

Dagga Movement
Wow amazing lists
20 August 2013 02:48PM

Dagga Movement 20 August 2013 10:55AM DaggaMovement        g

TO: [International Trade Administration Commission of SA] mcollins@itac.org.za,

rvanvuuren@itac.org.za Hi Introduction I am a average struggling African and I cry

every time I see the prices of South African manufactured motor vehicles in other

countries like the UK and Japan that are much cheaper a...

Open letter to ITAC regarding importation of second hand vehicles into South

Africa: dagga.info

Dagga Movement 20 August 2013 11:01AM         d

Dagga Movement 20 August 2013 02:55PM DaggaMovement        g

The main focus of my research is on medical applications. The best evidence I

have to date is a list of 18 patents and Dr. Tod's list. All of which are referenced and

documented cases which were successfully treated with cannabis. - Alistair

Thomson Here are the cannabinoid patents Antiinflammatory…

18 patents related to medical dagga: dagga.info

e 2 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Timothy Daniell Knight

f 1 comment



Alistair Thomson
Awesome! :-)
20 August 2013 03:01PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Thank you for the awesome list!
20 August 2013 03:26PM

e 1 person likes this - Alistair Thomson

Dagga Movement 20 August 2013 06:23PM DaggaMovement        g

Here are five topics we have to discuss. 1. A London based company has monopoly

on our precious metals. The gold and silver mined by our people is exported to the

London Bullion Market Association only to be sold back to us at premium prices. 2.

Petrol & Diesel produced locally in South Africa are…

What is wrong with South Africa: dagga.info

Dagga Movement 20 August 2013 06:52PM         b

Hi guys in the early days of DM we had a promotional offer extended to you via my home based IT

business dubbed Stoner Discount. The offer was ended prematurely due to lack of support.

Are there any stoners looking for IT components do not hesitate to inquire. I really need some support

business side.

The original offer gave you employee discount.

With your support maybe we can keep my stoner dream alive.

e 2 people like this - John Mc Fires, Timothy Daniell Knight

Dagga Movement 20 August 2013 08:29PM         g

Heidi Fleiss CHARGED — 392 Dagga Plants!

MARIJUANA BARON … so say authorities in Nevada who charged the former Hollywood madam with

pot possession after finding nearly 400 plants on her property, TMZ has learned.

According to law enforcement, officials pulled up to Heidi’s home in Pahrump on August 7 looking for

another woman … when they stumbled upon a gigantic weed farm.

Eventually, officers made contact with Heidi … who admitted to owning the plants and said she was



growing the weed for a “cooperative in Las Vegas.”

Problem is … Heidi doesn’t have a license to grow.

Cops say … in total, they found 392 suspected marijuana plants — which were all collected as evidence.

Fleiss was charged with several crimes — including possession of marijuana with intent to sell,

possession of drug paraphernalia and maintaining a home where drugs are sold/used.  

However, cops say Fleiss was NOT arrested … “due to the fact that she has approximately $ 200,000

worth of exotic birds in the residence plus she gave us consent to search without a warrant and was

very cooperative throughout the investigation.” 

http://lasvegas.greatlocalnews.info/?p=13853

Exclusive Heidi Fleiss is a MARIJUANA BARON ... so say authorities in Nevada who

charged the former Hollywood madam with pot possession after finding nearly

Heidi Fleiss CHARGED — 392 Marijuana Plants!!! | Great Local News: Las Vegas:

lasvegas.greatlocalnews.info

Dagga Movement 20 August 2013 08:32PM         g

Push for legal production of dagga in Mexico

Marijuana and the closely related hemp can provide medicinal, food and textile industrial materials that

could attract substantial investment and development in Mexico if cannabis were legalised and its

cultivation and sale regulated, experts say.

"Cannabis presents possibilities for large-scale agricultural production, as it grows everywhere, and its

current and potential uses represent an undeniable opportunity that is very attractive for economic

development," filmmaker and photographer Julio Zenil, one of the most active advocates for the

legalisation in Mexico of marijuana, popularly known here as "mota", told IPS.

Zenil, who in the late 2000s imported apparel made out of hemp fabric, is a co-author with Jorge

Hernández and Leopoldo Rivera of the book "La mota. Compendio actualizado de la mariguana en

México" (Mota: Current Compendium of Marijuana in Mexico), which the authors say attempts "to

demystify a plant whose main problem is the hysteria and media manipulation it provokes in our

society."

Cannabis sativa is a versatile plant with different uses, depending on the strain and the environmental

conditions. Tall varieties (commonly called industrial hemp) are cultivated mainly for the fibre in the

stems, which have very little resin (the psychoactive portion).

Lower-growing, spreading varieties are grown for the psychoactive chemical compounds found in resin



glands on buds and flowers, from which marijuana and hashish are extracted and consumed for

recreational, medicinal and spiritual purposes.

The sturdy hemp plant grows almost everywhere in the world, maturing within a year and attaining

heights of up to five metres, without the application of chemical fertilisers or pesticides. It also has the

ability to sequester large amounts of carbon.

Hemp fibres are longer, stronger, more absorbent and more insulating than cotton fibres. The plant can

be used for food, animal feed, cosmetics, oils, textiles, paper, rope-making and biofuels. The seeds, a

source of hempseed oil, are very nutritious, containing high levels of essential fatty acids, vitamins and

dietary fibre.

Mexico's anti-drug strategy is riddled with contradictions. The General Health Law permits possession

of five grams of marijuana for personal use, but production, distribution and sale are banned.

The country's laws also ban production and transformation of industrial hemp, in spite of agreements

with other countries, like the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) with Canada and the

United States, in force since 1994, and an agreement with the European Union, which allow trade in

several of its by-products.

The Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs of 1961, the United Nations Convention Against Illicit Traffic in

Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances of 1988 and the Convention on Psychotropic Substances

of 1971 do not restrict industrial hemp production, but they do ban the cultivation, production and trade

in cannabis as a drug.

Some countries ban hemp because they confuse it with marijuana, which is produced from the flowers

of the female cannabis plant.

Hemp production "has economic aspects that should be addressed. We will have to see how to

regulate it," economist Pedro Aspe, a former finance minister under conservative president Carlos

Salinas (1988-1994), told IPS.

Use of the hemp plant goes back 8,000 years in China, where it was employed to make paper. There is

also evidence of its existence in other parts of the world. The Spanish colonisers introduced hemp into

Mexico in the 16th century and 200 years later encouraged its cultivation as a source of raw materials.

The Mexican government first restricted production and sale of marijuana in 1920, ahead of the U.S.

Marijuana Tax Act of 1937, which made possession or transfer of cannabis illegal throughout the United

States under federal law, except for medical and industrial uses.

Illegal cultivation of marijuana is concentrated in the western and southern states of Mexico and is

aimed at the lucrative U.S. market.

The Latin America Hemp Trading, a company based in Montevideo, Uruguay that is working to

establish large-scale hemp cultivation in the region, and the campaign for the International Year of

Natural Fibres 2009, estimated the global hemp fibre market at over 90,000 tonnes a year, with China

producing 50 percent, the European Union 25 percent, and Canada, Chile, South Korea, Australia and



other countries the rest.

Optimum yield of hemp fibre is over two tonnes per hectare, while the average yield is 650 kg. Average

seed yields are one tonne per hectare, according to figures published for the International Year, which

was promoted by the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations (FAO).

Mexico allows imports of seeds, raw hemp, textiles, twine and cordage for rope-making.

At least eight initiatives for the decriminalisation of marijuana have been presented to the Mexican

Congress and state legislatures since 2007. Three of them proposed industrial uses of cannabis.

These proposals argue that allowing and regulating legal cultivation of hemp would create a

development opportunity for thousands of rural producers and stimulate new industries, such as

paper-making, textiles, and the food, medical, cosmetics and construction industries.

If marijuana cultivation were allowed in Mexico, one of the first to be interested in investing in its

production is agricultural businessman Guillermo Torreslanda.

"We must legalise it,” Torreslanda told IPS. “We could copy what has been done elsewhere and adapt

it to conditions here. We could think about production schemes that include agricultural support and

financing.” He suggested a scheme with separate arrangements for production and distribution, in

order to avoid monopolies and encourage competition.

Zenil said: "The case of Mexico is paradoxical. Trade in hemp products is perfectly legal, but since it is

legally impossible to cultivate or profit from the cannabis plant, it is also impossible to create a normal

hemp industry."

Former finance minister Aspe said: "In other places, there are authentic import substitution

programmes, and they are succeeding."

http://www.thenewage.co.za/104520-9-53-Push_for_legal_production_of_hemp_in_Mexico

Marijuana and the closely related hemp can provide medicinal, food and textile

industrial materials that could attract substantial investment and development in

Mexico if cannabis were legalised and its cultivation and sale regulated, experts

say.

Push for legal production of hemp in Mexico | The New Age Online:

www.thenewage.co.za
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Uruguay Sets The Price Of Dagga At R25 A Gram

Uruguay is taking steps to regulate the sale of marijuana in their country. With drug-lords taking over



the fairly huge marijuana market of around 20,000 daily marijuana users, the government is stepping in

to claim a slice of the pie.

Marijuana is legal in Uruguay, yet organised crime still finds a way to exploit the sale of Mary Jane.

Between 8 and 10% of Uruguayans acquire their “medicine” through drug-traffickers and general

bad-guys. If approved by the Senate, the government will sell marijuana to registered users at a fixed

price of $2,5 (about R25) a gram, to deter people from giving money to the bad-guys, and feed it back

to the state instead.

http://www.2oceansvibe.com/2013/08/06/uruguay-sets-the-price-of-marijuana-at-r25-a-gram/

Uruguay is taking steps to regulate the sale of marijuana in their country. With

drug-lords taking over the fairly huge marijuana market of around 20,000 daily

marijuana users, the government is stepping in to claim a slice of the pie.

Uruguay Sets The Price Of Marijuana At R25 A Gram | 2oceansvibe.com:

www.2oceansvibe.com

e 5 people like this - Bongisa Nakachwa Lusalu, Carl Norman Schreiber, Danielle

Webbstock, Jody Fisher, Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams

f 1 comment

Jody Fisher
Wonder what type of bud it is, seems like a reasonable price for a

skunk.
22 August 2013 05:44PM

Wednesday 21 August 2013

Sky Allday > Dagga Movement 21 August 2013 06:04AM         f

Ek is die enigsta bra wat dagga reg op rook in die span ek het my laanie gese "kykie dork ek rook dagga

al was j mandela en j se ek moet stop ek sal dit nooit doenie #ssssek" no rook ek nog 1 way #SkyAllday

#EkLikeDaggaRook

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Sky Allday > Dagga Movement 21 August 2013 07:14AM         f

No net my mornings gedala ooh jarra ek is waarheid gebless #FIRE

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Obama does not believe restoring dagga is the answer. I would like to ask him if each person was

allowed to grow at least 6 plants for personal consumption how would the drug trade survive without



customers?

e 5 people like this - Collen VoodooKing Rakuba, Gerd Bader, Phumzile Liwane, Prince Hekima

Bakersman, Shayne Kushbaby
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Dagga stock scams are rising in the US but isn't the monetary system built on corruption and fraud?

Any industry is open for exploit. Legal dagga is new remember only fools rush in...

NEW YORK (Reuters) - Investors in marijuana-related stocks may see their profits

go up in smoke, U.S. regulators said on Tuesday.The Financial Industry Regulatory

Authority, Wall Street's industry-funded

U.S. regulators warn marijuana scams growing like weeds: www.reuters.com

Dagga Movement 21 August 2013 04:00PM         g

It's your duty.

Dagga Party Deed of Foundation

Untitled Album:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=467731826629263&id=146641088738

340&aid=1073741825

Thursday 22 August 2013
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The South African cannabis culture presents Top SA dagga strain to Premier @helenzille for the love of

drugs.

SAWI Presents Top SA Wines To Premier Helen Zille: At Leeuwenhof, WC

Premier's Residence.

e 11 people like this - Clinton Lezar, Deidre Loca Diosa Daniels, Fadi Shihadeh,

Grant Higgins, Jody Fisher, Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Paul Hagg, Ras Ramon

Benjahman Adams, Sebastian K Bro, Timothy Daniell Knight, Tshepo Isaac
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Mark Boucher's Indulgence: Was the 2001 tour of the West Indies the only time the team was exposed

to dagga? Was he offered any? Did he think it was wrong to smoke it?

http://www.timeslive.co.za/thetimes/2013/08/22/boucher-writing-tell-all

Former Proteas wicketkeeper Mark Boucher is penning a memoir titled Bouch:

Through My Eyes.

Boucher writing 'tell all': www.timeslive.co.za
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One <3 love some things never die....

e 2 people like this - Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams, Ruvanne Van Wyk

Unknown > Dagga Movement 22 August 2013 02:27PM         g

Please, All in the Western Cape,

who support the legalisation of Dagga,

come join us at this SOLIDARITY MARCH in Cape Town on 21 September 2013, 10h00, @ Keizergracht

Parking.

Please share this on your wall and your friends' walls. Thank you!!

https://www.facebook.com/events/322270781243554/

: https://www.facebook.com/events/322270781243554/

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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The damage caused by prohibition....

Day 1. Billy Bob gets home after slaving all day to connect water piping to the local community. Billy

gets home makes a slow boat, sits back and puffs his way to relaxation.

Children inside finishing up there home work, wife cooking a there supper. 

Billy bob is just two payments short of owning his first car and is well on his way to finish building his

own house.

Day 2 

Billy Bob awakes to his door been kicked in and dragged out of bed half naked. Kids screaming and



wife in a panic.

It's the sap. His neighbor had reported him to the police for smoking dagga. The police find a bankie in

his cupboard and hand cuff him in front of his kids. The children are crying, not sure what is happening

to daddy. 

Billy, phones his boss to explains that he won't be at work.

Day 3

In court billy is found guilty of possession of an illegal substance and given 3 year suspended sentence.

Day 4 

Billy returns to work were he is called to the office and told he has been dismissed/ fired due to a

criminal record & drug use.

Day 5 

Billy Bob goes to town handing his c.v to all pluming companies in search of a new job.

Week 1

Billy still has no job. His criminal record has now started to hurt his chances of ever getting a good job

to live a comfortable lifestyle.

Month 1 

Billy still looking for a job, Amy job, but no one hires criminals.

His car loan not paid

His building loan not paid

And now he is using his savings for food and day to day living.

Phone calls for reminder of payments start coming in.

Month 2

Poor Billy starts to take strain as he sees his bank balance fall to almost zero as he pays for food and

desperately needed school shoes for his children.

His wife starts to moan about money. More phone calls about non paid accounts and loans. Medical aid

cancelled, electricity switched off

Month 4

There is no more money and still no one is hiring a dagga smoking criminal. 

Fridge stands empty as his and his children's stomachs. His wife has left him and the bank has taken his

car and are in the process of taking the roof over there heads. School fees are due. And Billy's youngest

daughter gets sick.

Billy begs for money so he can take her to a clinic as she is having a hard time breathing. The clinic is

over flowing with people. So billy picks his daughter up and sit her on his lap as they wait there turn.

Eventually they get to see the doctor who quickly looks her over and gives them a script for medication

and ushers them out and the next one in.

Billy gets home after having to walk 20km in the rain and cold.

Quickly drying his daughter and putting some warm clothes on and putting her to bed.

The next day 

He wakes to find his daughters lifeless body, and starts to blame himself for her death. If only I could

have afforded a good doctor.

Month 6

Billy's son 17 was shot and killed when he tried to rob a supermarket for money so he could buy food.

Billy has lost his house now due to non payment, and is now living with a family member 

What happen

No car. 



No house.

Wife left him.

Daughter died from a wrong diagnosis.

Son turned to crime to get money and was shot.

The company had to hire and train another skilled worker.

From been a hard worker and feeding the money system to now been among the thousands that are

on grants.

This is a fictional story I made up to just show how simple it is for an outdated law to cause harm

beyond the harms of its use.

And I can promise that this is not the worse case scenario.

More criminals are created just cause of dagga.

Warren oft Oates

Wco;)

e 5 people like this - Arthur Charles Mitton, Justin Rooplall, Myrtle Clarke, Thabiso Azishe Sondezi,

Tony van der Veen

f 3 comments

Tony van der Veen
You may have made it up, but it has actually happened to people in roughly the same way.

ignorant savages.
22 August 2013 05:10PM

Myrtle Clarke
It happens in real life all the time, same story just different details.
22 August 2013 05:15PM

Dagga Movement
It is shocking the amount of damage the prohibition of dagga has done to so many lives.

The law is more of a danger, and does so much more harm than the use of it. When will

they realize the scale does not balance in the favor of the law in this aspect.
22 August 2013 05:21PM
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GMO weed - Hell NO!!!

                               

http://www.420magazine.com/forums/international-cannabis-news/199381-monsanto-ready-enter-

medical-marijuana-war.html

As legally allowed medical marijuana becomes more widespread, it is no surprise that many are

realising there is legal money to be made off of this traditionally illegal cash crop.-Redeye-

e 1 person likes this - Gary McNutt

f 2 comments



Dave Carlson
No surprise here. Once it's legislated, the government seeks to "manage" it and then they'll

privatize it. The slippery slope is repeated once again and you won't be guaranteed to

know what's been sprayed or used during the growth and harvesting of it. The collective

naivety of the masses continues to enable this kind of pattern. It's natural.

Decriminalization and allowing anyone to grow it for their own personal use will torpedo

the corporate, criminal and government involvement. Oh wait, that won't be allowed to

happen because they all want to profit off a plant that grows naturally wild.  Ever been to

the foothills of the Himalayans?
22 August 2013 07:24PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Arthur Charles Mitton
:( hell no! they going to create cancer causing cannabis :( 
23 August 2013 05:10AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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A law is put into place to give protection and to better the country. So now, why is dagga illegal again.

Anyone????

e 4 people like this - Fadi Shihadeh, Grant Higgins, Murray Juana, Prince Hekima Bakersman

f 1 comment

Ian D. Samson
Control.
22 August 2013 06:17PM

e 1 person likes this - Murray Juana

Friday 23 August 2013
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To stand against drugs is to stand for freedom

Who do Capetonians turn to in the face of a drug scourge? Murray Williams ponders the question...

Cape Town - A kid asked me: “What’s Pagad?” I answered: “Well, there are many parts of Cape Town

where there’s terrible drug abuse and where gangs hurt or kill people almost every day.

“These people have decided to take on the gangsters. They don’t care that their lives are in danger –

they know they’re the only ones prepared to stand up to the bad guys.”

The kid replied: “So they’re like heroes? Like our freedom fighters were?”

But what do the adults think?



Premier Helen Zille said this week: “Our crisis of substance abuse is harming another generation of

young people worse than even what apartheid did to their forefathers.

“Apartheid didn’t incapacitate people, but it mobilised them to demand their rights and to claim

control of their lives.”

Zille said the Department of Social Development had set aside R87-million to tackle drug and alcohol

abuse in the Western Cape.

The department has increased the number of drug rehabilitation facilities from eight in 2008 to 25 this

year, and has funded 31 NGOs.

Across Cape Town, too, you’ll find seriously courageous individuals who risk their lives every day to try

to save communities – especially kids – from the world of drugs.

But regardless of the monumental effort to protect against drugs, it fuels a full-blown war on Cape

Town’s streets. As we all know.

So who, pray, do the people of Cape Town turn to then?

On the streets of greater Athlone, and beyond, they’ve turned to themselves – as people against

gangsterism and drugs – lower case. As the People Against Gangsterism and Drugs, upper case.

Now, at the mention of Pagad, many will immediately recoil, and point out their darker side. The Cape

Argus has reported on at least eight arson, petrol or pipe-bomb attacks on the Cape Flats since July 10.

Most of these have been in greater Athlone, and three have coincided roughly with Pagad motorcades.

Neighbours of four residential bombing targets have alleged the houses were known drug dens.

Cassiem Parker has consistently denied that Pagad members had anything to do with the attacks. So

the attacks are all coincidence?

The jury’s still out.

What’s clear, though, is that the state has failed to protect its people.

And if, as Zille says, drugs are indeed as destructive as apartheid, then maybe we should be calling

Pagad’s brave citizens “freedom fighters”?

Freedom fighters who have “mobilised… to demand their rights and to claim control of their lives”.

Sound familiar?

Those were the exact words used to describe the anti-apartheid campaign.

Have we forgotten that it was a generation of freedom fighters to whom we owe this country’s very

existence – a band of banned outlaws who stood tall when all other efforts failed?



More acutely, how many former MK freedom fighters occupy the top ranks of the police today?

Do they seriously blame “the people” for standing up for themselves – in the face of such miserable

state failure? In the face of such daily abuse and despair on the streets of Cape Town? - Cape Argus

* Murray Williams is an Independent Newspapers journalist.

** The opinions expressed here do not necessarily represent those of Independent Newspapers. 

http://www.iol.co.za/news/to-stand-against-drugs-is-to-stand-for-freedom-1.1567050#.UhdLzH_T6u

O

South Africa's Premier Online News Source. Discover the world of IOL, News South

Africa, Sport, Business, Financial, World News, Entertainment, Technology,

Motoring, Travel, Property, Classifieds and more.

To stand against drugs is to stand for freedom - IOL News | IOL.co.za: www.iol.co.za
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Looking to legalise dagga in downtown Jozi

JOHANNESBURG - Maboneng, a property development in downtown Johannesburg, wants to be used

as a test case for the decriminalisation of dagga in South Africa.

Modeling itself as a “green zone”, the precinct is hoping to be transformed into a dagga smokers’

paradise within a number of years.

Dagga has never got a lot of good press, depicted as nothing more than a gateway drug and pastime

for the feeble minded.

However the precinct is following in the footsteps of long standing decriminalisation in the Netherlands

and newly adopted legality in Uruguay, and is looking at becoming a pilot project for the

decriminalisation of marijuana in South Africa.

Hayleigh Evan, Maboneng brand manager said, “What we are doing right now is not necessarily just

creating spaces for people to smoke a joint whenever they want. It is more about creating a controlled

environment where we can test the parameters of use.”

Over the next couple of years Maboneng wants to be used as a case study for the free and open

possession, sale and smoking of Marijuana.

Fred Clarke, an artist said, “It’s already an alcohol zone, tobacco zone, sugar zone and meat zone. All

of those legal industries create more harm than all the marijuana in the world. I don’t think it would



make any difference quite honestly, I don’t think any more people would smoke or any less people

would smoke – it’s a lifestyle choice.”

Having already hosted awareness events earlier this year, the seed has been planted. But they still

needs to convince lawmakers it’ll be a smart move and fight the negative perceptions.

It will be a long time until Maboneng enjoys the liberal approach to Marijuana of places such as

Uruguary and the Netherlands. But the precinct feels the long-term benefits of decriminalisation will be

worth the wait.

http://www.enca.com/south-africa/mboneng-want-pilot-deciminalisation-dagga

JOHANNESBURG - Maboneng, a property development in downtown

Johannesburg, wants to be used as a test case for the decriminalisation of dagga in

South Africa.

Looking to legalise dagga in downtown Jozi | eNCA: www.enca.com

e 7 people like this - Arthur Charles Mitton, Bongisa Nakachwa Lusalu, Donna

Kisogloo, Ivan Schoultz, Jerome Gerald Jones, Phumzile Liwane, Vusi Cammy

f 1 comment

Seymour Nofir
*Cough* BULLSHIT *cough* - A zone? a control area? GTFOH!

Whoever dreamt this shit up can put his Mom in the control-area -

Fuck-off with the propaganda already... am I meant to be a kid

believing authority and believing that a dangerous boogy-man is

around and I need to be protected - FUCK OFF!!! I know that dagga is

a harmless stimulant and I know that the so-called 'authorities' are

lying sacks of shit... I wasn't born into life to live this bullshit, take your

false-laws and go fuck yourself. (wow, that feels good!)
23 August 2013 07:30PM
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Dagga is good for mental health

Researchers in the Netherlands have discovered that marijuana can positively alter

our response to negative emotions and images.

Could marijuana be GOOD for mental health? Breakthrough study claims the drug

could be used to...: www.dailymail.co.uk

e 6 people like this - Arthur Charles Mitton, Ingrid Cilliers, Phumzile Liwane, Piet

Du Plessis, Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams, Vusi Cammy
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Now proven LSD won't make you crazy

http://mg.co.za/article/2013-08-23-00-acid-test-lsd-wont-make-you-crazy

Lysergic acid diethylamide has many names, and in SA it is classified as a

schedule two narcotic, making it illegal to possess, use or distribute.

Acid test: LSD won't make you crazy: mg.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Imraan Samuels
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Police unlawfully searches & busts 69 year-old woman with dagga

Kakamas-A 65 year old woman was allegedly arrested this morning on Wednesday at about 11:30 by

Kakamas police for allegedly dealing in dagga. According to police information, the elderly woman was

spotted hitchhiking at a robot on the Pofadder/Pela Road.

“The woman was carrying three bags with her. Constable Akanyang Majuta and Pogiso Sejamoholo

were doing routine patrols when they stopped their vehicle and interviewed the woman” lieutenant

Donald Mdlhili said.

Mdlhuli said the woman indicated to the officers that she was on her way to Pela.

“The officers searched her luggage and found that three of her bags were stashed with dagga. The

total weight of the cannabis is 8,567kg” he said. The estimated street value of the dagga is R43 000.

The woman was detained on a charge of dealing in dagga and she is expected to appear in court soon.

http://taungdailynews.wordpress.com/2013/08/22/police-bust-a-69-year-old-woman-with-dagga/

By Obakeng Maje Kakamas-A 65 year old woman was allegedly arrested this

morning on Wednesday at about 11:30 by Kakamas police for allegedly dealing in

dagga. According to police information, the el...

Police bust a 69 year-old woman with dagga: taungdailynews.wordpress.com
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Drug dealer arrested after selling dagga to pupils 

Police arrested an alleged drug dealer for selling dagga to school children. Community members are

afraid to identify drug dealers, out of fear for their own safety. 



Drug use in the west of Pretoria has become rife amongst young people, with an alleged drug dealer

recently being arrested for selling drugs to school children.

According to Pretoria West police spokesperson, Constable Maria Mbiza, a 23-year-old suspect was

arrested by the police for allegedly selling dagga to pupils.

“On Friday, the Pretoria West police received a tip-off about a man in Schutte Street selling dagga to

pupils. The police officers acted immediately on the information and rushed to the area.”

Mbiza said that the police went to the spot where the man was allegedly selling the drugs and set a

trap – using pupils to buy dagga with a marked R10 note. She said that dagga was sold to the pupils

and immediately thereafter the police approached the identified suspect, searched him and found the

marked note in his pocket.

“The police proceeded to the premises where the suspect lived, searched the place and only found a

small amount of dagga in his bedroom,” Mbiza explained.

A case has been opened against the suspect and he is believed to have appeared in court.

Community members pointed out Lotus Gardens, Elandspoort, Pretoria West and Atteridgeville as

alleged well-known drug hotspots, but they made it clear that there could be more areas that they are

not aware of.

There are drug awareness groups in the areas where people can go for help, but community members

do not make use of them.

“The problem is that we do not want to open up and tell the police who is selling drugs in our areas,

because we are afraid the people will come after us,” a concerned community member told Rekord.



Some children at a very young age have already started using drugs like nyaope, dagga, heroin,

cocaine and many other substances that damages their health, Rekord was told. “It is disturbing to

community members that children have now started using drugs at school too.”

“What will become of our children when they are exposed to such things at school? Sometimes as a

parent I feel like I should lock my child up so that he does not get exposed to drugs, but I cannot do

that,” Pauline Chauke complained.

At some schools in the areas there are Community Policing Forum (CPF) members that search the

pupils before they enter school premises to make sure that they have no drugs or weapons on them.

The Pretoria West police held an operation on Wednesday where they went to schools in their

demarcated areas that were rumoured to have a problem with drugs, in an attempt to fight drug use

and dealing at schools.

Captain Thomas Mufumadi, spokesperson of the Atteridgeville police station, said that they arrested

people on a daily basis for smoking and selling drugs.

“We make sure that the police that are on patrol and who perform stop and search exercises arrest

people that smoke or sell drugs. Through the information we gather from arrested smokers, we are

able to arrest the dealers.”

The police are trying their best to curb drugs in their areas but need the community’s commitment and

information to help them put the drug dealers in jail.



f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
"using pupils to buy dagga with a

marked R10 note" 

The police uses children in this drug

bust operations?  Something is wrong

here...
23 August 2013 05:25PM

e 1 person likes this - Antonio Renecle

Rohosaba Ajuba
maybe
19 October 2013 03:05PM

e 1 person likes this - Luzuko Mlambo Qongo
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FYI

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1G3jPybtyBo

Desobediência Civil: eis como! Autoria de Max Igan Visitem

http://thecrowhouse.com/ftnwo.html para download de alta qualidade.

Fight the New World Order with Global Non Compliance (legendado):

www.youtube.com
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Buy two for the price of one if I buy none and have one?

Timeline Photos: We couldn't believe these freak accidents were actually true!

http://bit.ly/1bGdFnj — with Lillyana M Rosario and 8 others.

Saturday 24 August 2013

Sky Allday > Dagga Movement 24 August 2013 03:11AM         f

Vok almal ek rook dagga want #DieTikMaakKak

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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From left to right Rastafarians and daggafarians are victimized daily there is even a multimillion Rand

budget set out just for the purpose of ruining otherwise law abiding people's lives!

 A Cape Town Rastafarian man is today approaching the Independent Police

Investigative Directorate (IPID) complaining that police robbed him of about R3000

at a police station. Thabo Ndaba,41, will lay a charge against police which includes

claims of assault, wrongful arrest and seizure of property…

Rastafarian man robbed by police: www.westcapenews.com

e 3 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Gerd Bader, Vice Madlokovu Nene

f 3 comments

Ndumiso Marcus Garvey Mgoduka
Burn all the power abusers like cops and law
24 August 2013 02:56PM

Leon Raulstone
Yea and? Happened to me aswell, all the scum tells you is to lay a

charge against them. At the same police station. Nah fuckit wish

people would start beating the cops up. Or just shooting back. Fat

corrupt fucks.
24 August 2013 09:13PM

Gerd Bader
a country famous for its human rights?
25 August 2013 09:15AM
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Uruguay: need I say more?

e 5 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Antonio Renecle, Grant Higgins, Murray Juana, Prince

Hekima Bakersman

f 2 comments

Manus Mornê Anthony
A little more would help
24 August 2013 10:21AM

Prince Hekima Bakersman
They Legalized Marijuana
24 August 2013 11:03AM

Gerd Bader
paraguay next door to follow soon ,but still a bit parra.....haha
24 August 2013 10:22AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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5 reasons why the South African police service want to restore dagga

More and more police officers are realizing the War on Drugs is a mistake

Five Reasons Cops Want to Legalize Weed | Politics News | Rolling Stone:

www.rollingstone.com

e 3 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Gerd Bader, Quinten Angelo Kasselman

Sky Allday > Dagga Movement 24 August 2013 10:43AM         f

Ek moet no rook

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Sky Allday > Dagga Movement 24 August 2013 07:34PM         f

Ek se dankie v die dagga couple julle doen die regte ding

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Sunday 25 August 2013
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JOHANNESBURG - While campaigns against drug abuse across the country intensify, a Johannesburg

couple has taken up the fight to legalise the use of dagga in South Africa.

They are suing government, arguing it's their right to consume the drug.

A late-night raid by police in August 2010, where 1.8 kg of dagga was found, sparked the couple's fight.

They were charged with possession and intent to sell and face a lengthy jail time if convicted.

Julian Stobbs, dagga activist,  said, "Between us we've smoked for 50 years of our lives and we've had a

really good life – with this plant as part of it. And we owe it to the plant to do what we’re doing."

Now known as the Dagga Couple, the two have turned their case on its head, challenging the

government to legalise marijuana.

"We are now suing seven government departments on the charges that they are upholding unlawful

laws – unconstitutional laws. So we have now become the plaintiffs," Myrtle Clarke said. 



While dagga has been decriminalised in countries like the Netherlands and recently in Uruguay, South

Africa classifies the drug as bad as heroin.

The law here considers it a dangerous, dependence-producing drug.

But the couple argues that it’s their constitutional right to use the plant and in doing so they are not

hurting anyone.

They also believe dagga does far less damage than alcohol or tobacco -- and in fact it can be used for

medicinal purposes. 

"The case against this plant is probably the most successful propaganda campaign ever. Depending

where you are in the world, it's been going on for anything from 70 to 100 years. That's what we're up

against, so we have to overcome that. There are just so many misconceptions about this plant," Clarke

said.

"We're cannabis activists now – it’s been three years of this – so you can call us what you want. We

know that we are speaking the truth," Stobbs said.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Z6c_E7UDaA&feature=share&list=UUI3RT5PGmdi1KVp9FG_CneA

For more on this and other stories please visit http://www.enca.com/ August 24 -

While campaigns against drug abuse across the country intensify, a Johannesb...

'Dagga Couple' sues government: www.youtube.com

e 13 people like this - Aimee Pozniak, Alistair Thomson, Antonio Renecle, Gerd

Bader, I-fatherman Mokgakala, Ivan Schoultz, Jacky Shaw, Monica Gonsalves

Borrageiro, Paul Hagg, Peter Rieger, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli,

Sebastian K Bro, Tommie le Roux

f 3 comments

Tommie le Roux
NOBODY can stop the CANNABIS REVOLUTION -  the TRUTH will set

us FREE - ONE LOVE
25 August 2013 11:55AM

e 5 people like this - Dagga Movement, I-fatherman Mokgakala,

Monica Gonsalves Borrageiro, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana

Luthuli, Sebastian K Bro

Sebastian K Bro
Good luck humans... ;-)
25 August 2013 03:03PM

Sky Allday
Fuck the government
26 August 2013 09:00AM
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Police bust 4 people with 580kg of Dagga in Ladysmith with estimated street value of R2.9 Million to

R10.4 million (R50 to R180 per gram)

f 5 comments

Dagga Movement
2 bags a are worth about R1.1 Million

At worst any person growing 1 crop in their

backyard could easily get R322 222 for a

crop twice a year and if they extend indoor

can add R988888 annually to their coffers

R1 633 332

OK lets add more pessimism 

VAT TAX to government 14%

SIN 36% TAX to social responsibility fund

for all kinds of charity and not for profit

organizations helping the community etc

etc etc

That gives you a R 68 055.50c salary

monthly.

Lets add some more losses

50% crop lost due to pests or lost due to

wholesale to reseller.

Now your monthly salary is R 22 685.17c
25 August 2013 12:21PM

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
That's BEE interrupted.
25 August 2013 12:24PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Janine Jane Williams
ah no man
25 August 2013 07:18PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Shayne Kushbaby
Aaaaaaaaaaaaah Maaaaaaaaaan!!! That's a b*tch
25 August 2013 11:15PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Rohosaba Ajuba
thanks
19 October 2013 03:04PM

e 3 people like this - Phumzile Liwane, Prince Hekima Bakersman, Rohosaba Ajuba
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Who wants to be a millionaire? 

At worst any person growing 1 crop in their backyard could easily get R322 222 for a crop twice a year

and if they extend indoor can add R988888 annually to their coffers

R1 633 332

OK lets add more pessimism

VAT TAX to government 14%

SIN 36% TAX to social responsibility fund for all kinds of charity and not for profit organizations helping

the community etc etc etc

That gives you a R 68 055.50c salary monthly.

Lets add some more losses

50% crop lost due to pests or lost due to wholesale to reseller.

Now your monthly salary is R 22 685.17c

e 9 people like this - Anthony Britz, Arthur Charles Mitton, Carl Norman Schreiber, Don Power

Rudeboyshuffla, Henry Thamie Mngomezulu, Jacky Shaw, Murray Juana, Phumzile Liwane,

Ruvanne Van Wyk

f 3 comments

Murray Juana
You forgot 50% for personal use..
25 August 2013 01:35PM

e 2 people like this - Anthony Britz, Dagga Movement

Gerd Bader
Empower a nation! USA was built on hemp and returning.Already medicaly legal in most

states..wake up and lead SA!
25 August 2013 03:55PM

e 2 people like this - Anthony Britz, Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement
Lol Murray hahahaha that would be my main problem! Hahahaa
25 August 2013 11:17PM

Monday 26 August 2013

Sky Allday > Dagga Movement 26 August 2013 08:55AM         f

Ek likes dagga

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Jody Fisher > Dagga Movement 26 August 2013 09:07AM         g

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O7hlIuPN4Vc&feature=youtu.be

In one German town, growing cannabis has become the new method of civil disobedience. A group

of students has been sowing the plant throughout the town. Forc...

'High Alert': 1000s of cannabis plants in German town as part of protest: www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 26 August 2013 10:42AM         g

9 dagga plants found at house worth R 146 963.97

Cape Town - Western Cape police say they have discovered dagga plants growing inside a house after

they responded to a tip-off about housebreaking.

The police also discovered mushroom plants and nine dagga pot plants in the yard.

The 35-year-old owner was arrested and charged with drug dealing.

All the drugs were confiscated.

The man will remain in custody and will appear in court on Monday.

http://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/News/Police-discover-dagga-in-house-20130825

Western Cape police say they have discovered dagga plants growing inside a

house after they responded to a tip-off about housebreaking.

Police discover dagga in house: www.news24.com

f 1 comment



Dorian Gray
surely that should be a possession charge worst case, i mean what

proof do they have of dealing?
26 August 2013 12:53PM
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Dagga smoking causes peace amid gang violence in Cape Town

An uneasy truce has been struck between members of rival gangs the Hard Livings and the Americans

in Manenberg, on the Cape Flats. 'Friendship fires' were lit throughout the area on Friday night to

celebrate what is likely to be only a pause in the violence

The troubled Cape Flats town-ship is enveloped in a cloud of bonfire and dagga smoke.

Streets are brimming with cheerful residents gathered around "friendship fires" quaffing alcohol and

puffing "spliffs".

Just weeks ago such gatherings were brought to a halt when violence between rival gangs - the

Americans and the Hard Livings - reached crisis point.

Several people were caught in the crossfire of gang gun battles and sixteen schools were closed as a

safety precaution.

Last week the police and city law-enforcement authorities moved into the area in force.

The bloodshed sparked a show of solidarity between the DA provincial government and the ANC.

Police Minister Nathi Mthethwa, Premier Helen Zille and Cape Town mayor Patricia de Lille met on

Wednesday to pave a way forward.

More than 50 people have been wounded or killed in the turf war, driven by the lucrative drugs trade, in

recent weeks.

Though Zille and Mthethwa did not agree on everything they concurred that improving socio-economic

conditions in the area was essential if gang violence and the drugs trade were to be eradicated.

The next day the Hard Livings and the Americans declared a truce. Community activist Mario Wanza

said the Hard Livings donated money for buying the wood for the bonfires lit on Friday.

Walking along Renoster Road, also known as "the road of death", was an Americans gangster known

only as Gatsby.

He said the truce was necessary.



"When I shoot someone, I want to shoot them properly. I don't want children in the way. They have to

go to school and get an education," Gatsby said.

Despite the merriment on Friday night, tension still hung in the air. Locals gazed suspiciously at police

vans snaking through the area.

They spoke in hushed tones - they did not want to be seen talking to the media.

"I am worried about my children. If I speak to you openly people will think that I am telling you their

secrets," said a man willing to identify himself only as Joe.

He has a deep fascination with gang culture and owns a collection of documentaries, including one

chronicling the Hard Livings - once run by twins Rashied and Rashaad Staggie. Rashaad was killed in a

vigilante attack.

In a 2005 discussion paper the Institute of Security Studies' Andre Standing revealed that gang power

surged in 1994.

With the opening of the country's borders, international syndicates infiltrated South Africa easily.

"In particular, West Africans and the American mafia, Chinese triads and the Russian mafia appeared on

the scene and drugs such as cocaine and heroin became more influential," Standing said.

"The result of this tumultuous period for gangs was an increase in their power and financial base, and

the rapid sophistication in, and the increased brutality of, their business practices."

Far from the analysis and political bickering, Levi Gideon is nursing a gunshot wound.

He was returning from work to his home in Renoster Road when he was shot.

"I want the violence to stop now because it is getting bad here. You cannot trust the peace accord

reached by the gangs," said Gideon.

"After the elections politicians forget about us."

The interview was cut short when a man emerged from a dark lane and admonished Gideon for

"speaking to strangers".

Then another man emerged and photographed The Times team and their vehicle.

http://www.timeslive.co.za/thetimes/2013/08/26/laughs-spliffs-and-threats

It's Friday night in Manenberg.

Laughs, spliffs and threats: www.timeslive.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Ruvanne Van Wyk
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Almost spring how about we get our seeds bombs ready? http://youtu.be/O7hlIuPN4Vc

In one German town, growing cannabis has become the new method of civil disobedience. A group

of students has been sowing the plant throughout the town. Forc...

'High Alert': 1000s of cannabis plants in German town as part of protest: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 26 August 2013 10:53AM         g

Gogo taking care of her medicine...

Timeline Photos: With Katie Zinsli and 3 others.

e 14 people like this - Adele Koekemoer, Alexander Dowding, Anthony Britz,

Bongisa Nakachwa Lusalu, Chellie De Jager, Danielle Webbstock, Graffton

Jurd, Janine Jane Williams, Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Lesiba Junior, Luke Kriel,

Phumzile Liwane, Sean Palmer, Sebastian K Bro

Dagga Movement 26 August 2013 11:01AM         b

Heard some interesting stuff this weekend! apparently, you can get a doctors prescription for weed.

you take the prescription to the pharmacy and they supply you will the meds AND a pipe! Don't know

how true this is, can anyone elaborate a bit for me! 

<3 Ma Baker

e 6 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Anthony Britz, Buntu Ndongeni, Jacky Shaw, Phumzile

Liwane, Sanele Dyasi

f 8 comments

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
Not in this country (yet) They prescribe only wat MCC has approved. MCC has not

approved the weed, have they?
26 August 2013 11:14AM

Dagga Movement
Apparently here in SA. Heard from 2 different sources. I would love to find out more.
26 August 2013 11:21AM

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
It mite be a speculation. MCC's part & parcel of the prohibitionists, remember.  They can't

prescribe a thing which mite earn 1 a, criminal record. Not yet, any way.
26 August 2013 11:30AM



Dagga Movement
A doctor can lose his license for prescribing dagga that is why they they are afraid to

venture into the medical dagga scene.

I would love to find a doctor in SA willing to prescribe dagga.

Mickey
26 August 2013 11:38AM

e 4 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Dagga Movement, Henry Thamie

Mngomezulu, Murray Juana

Rudy Jansen
Contact NORML, if someone can give you a proper answer it's them.
26 August 2013 01:24PM

Dagga Movement
I don't think there is one proper answer

Mickey
27 August 2013 09:50AM

Alexander Dowding
I have it on good authority that there is a doctor somewhere in Woodstock who can give

you a doctor's note so that you can have up to 10 grams on your person at any one time.

The problem is that I don't know the doctor's name or where they practice. But I do know

of someone who probably does.
26 August 2013 03:34PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Unknown
Not true. You would only get dronabinol prescribed. It is ILLEGAL for a doctor to prescribe

weed for medical use in SA.
27 August 2013 01:06AM

Gerd Bader
i am seeeriously waiting for approval to be able to legally consume the only cure available

for MS. Without dagga my life is hell,but torture is not illegal in SA! Land of human rights?
27 August 2013 08:24AM

e 1 person likes this - Bradley Fourie

Gerd Bader
my "doc" recommended dagga but for a prescription told me to go to cops...
27 August 2013 08:25AM

Dagga Movement
My doctor and my neurologists, including my family know i use it and every

doctor has told me to use it! Their words, "If you can get it, use it!" - <3 Ma Baker
27 August 2013 08:50AM

e 2 people like this - Bradley Fourie, Gerd Bader
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Die Daggazol: kortverhaal <- WTF?

Jan tel die daggazol versigtig op. Dis die eerste keer dat hy sy eie een gekoop het en hy voel skoon

trots daarop. Asof hy iets bereik het, asof hy onafhanklik is. Hy neem een lang trek, hou die dagga toe in

sy mond sodat hy dit voel deur sy are vloei, al die pad bo na sy kop toe, dan blaas hy die rook stadig uit.

Met sy duim en wysvinger, presies soos wat hy by sy ouer vriende geleer het, gee hy die zol aan vir

Nico. “Nee, ou. Ek’s fine vir nou,” sê Nico, sy hande in sy sakke. “Wat praat jy dude, ons het dan

laasweek gesê ons gaan bietjie ons eie zolle rook! Jy kan mos nie nou uitchicken nie.” Nico gee ‘n tree

terug en glimlag skaam. “Ek weet ja, maar my pa het gevra ek moenie.” Jan hoes soos hy stik. “Jou pa?

Het jy dan vir die ou toppie gesê waarmee ons besig is? Is jy van jou kop af?” Nico verdedig homself.

Hy kan netsowel eerlik wees, want hy kan sien Jan is nie baie gelukkig hiermee nie. “Natuurlik het ek.

Ek was onseker okei! Ek moes met iemand praat want hierdie dagga-storie het erg aan my begin

knaag.” Jan lag vir Nico. “So toe besluit jy om met jou pappie te praat van alle mense. Die ou man dink

seker nou ons is slegter as hondebollie,” sê hy, effens verleë. “Nee hy doen nie, my pa het my nog

nooit geoordeel nie. Dis hoekom ek weet ek kan met hom praat.” Jan vra weer, “nou hoe het dit

gebeur, het jy sommer net uit die bloute gesê jy’s nou ‘n daggakoppie?” Nico vryf deur sy hare. “Nee

man. Ek en my pa speel mos so elke tweede Saterdag gholf, en toe ons hier by die 7de putjie kom, toe

blaker ek net alles uit,” sê Nico terwyl hy met sy hande beduie. Jan staar na ‘n kol op die grond, sy oë

groot en versteen asof hy in gedagte is. “O is dit? Nou waaroor gesels jy en jou pa dan nog alles?” Nico

dink vir ‘n oomblik en antwoord dan meer selfversekerd. “Wel in die aande aan tafel praat ons maar

meestal oor skoolgoed. Jy weet mos, ouers kan soms so knaend uitvra oor mens se lewe,” spot Nico.

“Nee ek weet nie,” antwoord Jan. Hy skuifel ongemaklik rond op sy voete. “Ek en my pa praat nie

regtig oor goed nie. Soms wonder ek of hy ooit weet in watter graad ek is. Hy werk seker maar te hard,

ek weet nie.” Nico het simpatie met Jan. “Jissie ou dis bad,” sê hy. Jan trek weer aan die daggazol. “Ag

dit kon erger wees, hy betaal my skoolgeld en kos en klere, wat meer het ‘n ou dan nodig?” Nico trek

sy skouers op, maar sê dan tog. “Baie meer. Iemand wat jou raaksien en jou hoor en wat vir jou kan sê

jy’s ‘n baie beter Jan as die Jan met die daggazol in sy hand.”

Het jy ‘n behoefte aan so ‘n voorblad-pa in jou gesin? Maak dadelik ‘n aantekening in jou dagboek en

sorg dat jy die “voorblad-pa” gesprek op 9 November bywoon.

http://www.kwevoel.co.za/2013/08/26/vaderfiguur-belangrik-in-kind-se-lewe/

THABAZIMBI – Die SAVF beplan om op 9 November ‘n byeenkoms by die

Hervormde Kerk se kampterrein te hou om die gesprek rondom die “voorblad-pa”

en gelukkige gesinne te begin. Studies het bewys dat k...

Vaderfiguur belangrik in kind se lewe: www.kwevoel.co.za
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Couple arrested in ‘massive’ dagga bust



Durban - A Kwazulu-Natal couple believed to be among the country’s biggest dagga smugglers have

been arrested near Pietermaritzburg after a six-month covert crime intelligence operation.

The police are also probing the couple’s alleged links with international drug syndicates in countries

like the UK and Netherlands.

Police spokeswoman, Lieutenant Joey Jeevan, said the seized dagga was just the tip of the iceberg:

“These guys are bringing in tons and tons of dagga every month. Our investigators are still quantifying

the amounts. But it is multi-millions.”

A high-ranking police source said the dagga was of “very, very high quality” which attracted high-end

customers locally and internationally.

The dagga – compressed into 3kg balls – was transported through the mountainous terrain in Lesotho

using horses and donkeys, the source said.

“The drugs are transported across the border to a location in Underberg where bakkies and trucks wait

to transport it to Pietermaritzburg,” the source said. 

The couple and four alleged drug runners were expected to appear in the Pietermaritzburg

Magistrate’s Court on Monday on multiple charges of dealing in dagga.

The police raided the couple’s shacks across the Copesville informal settlement of Swapo on Friday.

Members of the Pietermaritzburg and provincial crime intelligence units, the Pietermaritzburg cluster

drug team and Hawks, supported by the Pietermaritzburg K9 and tactical response units, seized drugs

with a street value of about R350 000, as well as thousands of rand in cash.

During the six-month operation, undercover agents were sent in to make purchases of dagga.

The couple, both from Lesotho, are believed to have been operating in the province for more than 10

years.

The husband works as an electrician in Durban.

The source said the compressed balls of dagga sold for R350 each.

“The couple live in a squatter settlement which is almost impossible to access.

“We had to use more than 50 policemen and 30 vehicles to infiltrate the area,” the source said.

The drugs were found in a makeshift packaging lab with several enamel dishes containing money.

“Most of the runners are also Lesotho nationals. This is a massive, massive bust.”

The source said the operation was uncovered after an influx of dagga was noted in the KwaMashu and



Inanda areas.

“Through our informer networks the couple were tracked. They have runners countrywide.”

Jeevan, confirmed that the dagga was being trafficked into KwaZulu-Natal from Lesotho.

The six arrested were all believed to be from Lesotho, and were alleged to have been receiving the

drugs from a family who lived in the mountain kingdom, she said.

“It is believed that the arrested suspects have been dealing in the greater Durban, Inanda, KwaMashu

and Pietermaritzburg areas,” said Jeevan.

Police provincial commissioner, Lieutenant-General Mammonye Ngobeni, said she was pleased with

the arrests.

“Copesville is one of the areas that we are focusing on and we want to assure the community that

despite the challenges we experience investigating drug cases we will not loosen our grip on drug

dealers in the province and we will continue to invade their space.”

Earlier this month the police swooped on the Pietermaritzburg houses of alleged city drug lord couple

Hoosen and Yasmin Mohamed in Mars Crescent, Northdale. The couple and seven of their alleged drug

runners were arrested and charged with multiple counts of dealing in cocaine and were still in custody,

awaiting their bail application. The suspects were arrested during raids after a three-year undercover

operation by crime intelligence officials and the Hawks. 

http://www.iol.co.za/news/crime-courts/couple-arrested-in-massive-dagga-bust-1.1568223#.Uhtvcn

_T6uM

f 3 comments

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
1 thing amazes me: Why didn't they make such operations when, Peter Stuyvesant, Paul

Revere and their accomplices produced & exported tobacco, worldwide, hence people

even to day.  I have a word for them: "FUCK!!.."
26 August 2013 06:09PM

e 2 people like this - Ras Ray Von Croy, Tshepo Isaac

Danino Green
I just read this in the newspaper now. Big front page article, smh. Police resources wasted.

Frustrating
26 August 2013 06:54PM

e 1 person likes this - Henry Thamie Mngomezulu

Unknown
pathetic.
26 August 2013 07:22PM
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True story! 

<3 Ma Baker

Timeline Photos: Just about right -Bmann

e 2 people like this - Ivan Schoultz, Sean Palmer
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There is no doubt in my mind, weed is the mother of all healing! Mentally and physically!

<3 Ma Baker

Photos of support MEDICAL marij-uana: Hello yall! My precious son, Landon, was

only 2.5 when he was diagnosed with T-Cell ALL (Leukemia). At the time of

diagnosis he was given only a 10% chance of living through the first 24-48 hours of

treatment as the Leukemia was growing at a very rapid rate. Chemo was the only

option given to us to save his life. As we got started with the chemo treatments we

began to research and learn the extremely dangerous and toxic side effects of

what chemo does to the body. Chemo kills ALL cells in the body, not just the

cancer cells. Watching your 2.5 year old son go from vibrant health to so weak and

sick he could not walk or get out of bed was devastating. He lost 50% of his body

weight, lost all muscle, puked for days at a time, had no appetite, was in constant

pain, and was basically wasting away before our very eyes. All of his hair fell out,

his eyes sunk into the back of his skull, all of his bones stuck out, he was

hospitalized twice for infections due to the chemo killing his immune system, as

well as him becoming dependent on the narcotic pain killers of morphine and oxy

drugs. . We knew we had to do something so we started researching and through a

series of events and people got connect with The Realm Of Caring, located in

Colorado Springs. Seeking this Cannabis treatment required me and Landon to

move to Colorado to be able to start seeing a doctor and obtain his red card to

start treatment. The results were almost immediate once he started on the

Charlottes Web oils. He finally began to sleep through the night, the nightmares

and terrors went away, the pain vanished, he regained his appetite, he started

eating, his energy started coming back, he was weaned of all narcotic pain

medications, slowly but surely he started to regain all that chemo and cancer had

robbed him of. I still find it amusing that Landon had a prescription for synthetic

marijuana to increase his appetite, yet it was illegal for him to be given a

prescription for the natural plant itself, that I had to relocate us entirely to be able

to do this treatment. We ended chemo 9 months into the 4 year stint…The Realm of



Caring and the high CBD oil that they have developed saved Landon’s life. It

brought him health even in the midst of chemo, it brought him peace and healed

his body. We have no regrets and we are so thankful that God led us to Joel and

Amanda Stanley with the Realm of Caring!! PLEASE HELP US SHARE HIS STORY!

e 8 people like this - Dagga Movement, Ian D. Samson, Jason Finn, Phumzile

Liwane, Rico-Jon Marcus Kruger, Seymour Nofir, Sumari Muller, Vice

Madlokovu Nene
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Dagga accused for Masunga suicide threats.

The school head, Bana Letsholathebe told a workshop last week that "suspected dagga residue was

discovered in some of the students' dormitories". In addition, small packets stuffed with a greenish

material were discovered in one of the Form V classes."We concluded that some of our students were

taking the prohibited drug hence we decided to hold this workshop," she said. She added that the

school wants to nip the dagga smoking habit and threats to commit suicide in the bud. She said it all

started when the suicidal students wrote notes.

"But before taking their own lives, the school authorities managed to talk to them and arrest the

situation," she said on the sidelines of the workshop on Thursday.The seemingly devastated school

head said the students give mystifying reasons when quizzed as to why they threatened to kill

themselves. She said some start by blaming their parents for neglecting them. Later they change and

say something else.Letsholathebe said they referred the suicide cases to the police who helped them

to establish that the students must have been taking drugs.

Masunga Police Station assistant commander, Superintendent Boikhutso Kaisara said it is scientifically

proven that one can think of taking his/her life after consuming dagga. "So it is imperative to teach our

students to refrain totally from smoking dagga and other related drugs to avoid cases of suicide," he

advised. Kaisara said the police are working day and night to ensure that they find the source of the

drug. "We need to find the source," he said.Kaisara said the suppliers will pay dearly for polluting

society.He pleaded with members of the public to help the police with information that could result in

the arrest of the drug dealers. 

http://www.mmegi.bw/index.php?sid=1&aid=257&dir=2013/August/Monday26

MASUNGA: Suicide threats by students at Masunga Senior Secondary School in

the North East recently have been linked to drug abuse.

The Monitor :: Masunga suicide threats linked to dagga: www.mmegi.bw
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The fight against dagga users...

VANDERBIJALPARK. - With thousands of South Africans using dagga the Vaal

Triangle is one of the places that falls heavily under this craze and it is responisble

for the social and financial disruption of many households....

The fight against dagga: www.vaalweekblad.com

e 3 people like this - Grant Higgins, Luke Kriel, Phumzile Liwane

f 5 comments

Ian D. Samson
What a load of absolute :poop:! The writer needs to be educated.
27 August 2013 11:02AM

e 3 people like this - Aneka Booyzen, Dagga Movement, Grant

Higgins

Grant Higgins
complain if they are putting out false info.

worked in the UK we are seeing a turn around in the info that

is being released. even getting positive stories about

cannabis from the #dailyfail.
27 August 2013 01:02PM

e 1 person likes this - Jeanette Wilcott

Ian D. Samson
It's just the typical attitude of a "platteland" village - that

Vanderbijlpark area is so "verkrampt" that when they cry their

tears run down their backs - nothing good could come from

"Cannabis" that they call "dagga" - it's probably the worst

strain one could imagine.
27 August 2013 01:58PM

Donna-Lee Nekita Juul
lol where do they get their info?
27 August 2013 11:35AM

e 2 people like this - Aneka Booyzen, Dagga Movement

Ian D. Samson
Who cares if the resource listed is google.com, the content

of the article is nothing but "verkramptheid" KAK :poop: to the

exponential of 1000!
27 August 2013 02:00PM

Mariette Low
lol
27 August 2013 12:13PM



Dagga Movement
the resource listed is google.com
27 August 2013 12:13PM

Werner Weber
Wat 'n pot kak.
27 August 2013 12:11PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Ian D. Samson

Ian D. Samson
Quite so, Werner. See my comments above and what Grant

Higgins wrote.
27 August 2013 01:59PM

Jeanette Wilcott
misinformation
27 August 2013 01:18PM

Ian D. Samson
Where is Vanderbij-A-lpark? AFAIK it's VANDERBIJLPARK -

immediately one senses :poop: when they cannot even spell the

name of their town properly!
27 August 2013 02:04PM

Dagga Movement 27 August 2013 10:00AM         d
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Jozi peeps join the fight and smoke down prohibition on 1 Sep

: https://www.facebook.com/events/499523443474305/

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane
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For a safer smoke switch to dagga...

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=122823857749702&id=1130434753944

07&aid=12788

e 5 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Jacky Shaw, Phumzile Liwane, Tauriq

Blaze-Alpoyoloco Crunch, Wieke Wijnalda
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?Ma Baker

Timeline Photos: <><> — with Keetah Bryant and 7 others.

e 5 people like this - Fadi Shihadeh, Monica Gonsalves Borrageiro, Nonhlanhla

Ndaba, Tshepo Isaac, Tshepo Madez Mohlosi
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Can Dagga Improve Your Emotional State?

A new study says THC could play an important role in how we process negative emotions

It's no secret that zol can put a smile on many people's faces, but research suggests that the drug's

positive effects go beyond just getting high. A new study published in the peer-reviewed academic

journal European Neuropsychopharmacology suggests that the brain's endocannabinoid system –

which is activated by THC, the psychoactive ingredient in marijuana – may play an important role in

emotional processing, "an essential aspect of appropriate social interactions and interpersonal

relationships."

Specifically, the study's authors found that participants given THC in a controlled experiment showed

lower brain activity in response to negative stimuli than did those given placebo. A bias toward negative

stimuli has been linked to mental illnesses like depression, and evidence that THC reduces this effect

suggests that the endocannabinoid system could play an important, beneficial role in how humans

experience emotions and mood.

Researchers measured test-specific effects of THC administration on about a dozen men who had

used marijuana at least four times in the past year, but no more than once a week. Half of them were

given THC, the other half placebo; the researchers then showed all the men images of faces with

expressions that appeared either "fearful" or "happy." They found that participants given THC showed



significantly decreased accuracy in matching facial expressions with negative emotion, but showed

about the same accuracy for positive associations. Using brain imaging technology called fMRI, they

were also able to watch the effects of THC on the parts of the participants' brains that process emotion

– identifying a "network-wide shift from a bias for negative emotional content towards a bias for

positive emotional content."

The researchers concluded that the way the human brain reacts to THC could have significant

implications for mental health treatment. "These findings," they wrote, "add to existing evidence that

implicate the endocannabinoid system in modulation of emotional reactions, and support a previously

suggested role for the endocannabinoid system in abnormal emotional processing associated with

various psychiatric disorders."

http://www.rollingstone.co.za/opinion/item/2725-can-dagga-improve-your-emotional-state

A new study says THC could play an important role in how we process negative

emotions It's no secret that zol can put a smile on many people's faces,...

Can Dagga Improve Your Emotional State? - Rolling Stone South Africa:

www.rollingstone.co.za
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An estimated R300 000 worth of marijuana was confiscated by the SAPS during a sting operation held

in the Copesville area during the early hours of this morning. Two arrests were also made.

The potent marijuana seized totalled an estimated R300 000 street value. Thousands of rands in cash

and the trap money used this morning were also confiscated.

It is believed that the drugs are emanating directly from Lesotho.  It is also believed that the arrested

suspect is alleged to have been dealing in the Greater Durban, Inanda, Kwa-Mashu and

Pietermaritzburg areas.

 

"Drug dealers should always be aware that they can be arrested at any time.  Copesville is one of the

areas that we are focusing on and we want to assure the community that despite the challenges we

experience investigating drug cases we will not loosen our grip on drug dealers in the province and we

will continue to invade their space," said provincial commander Lieutenant General Mammonye

Ngobeni.

Investigations continue. 

http://pmbfever.co.za/articles/articledetails.aspx?mode=news&id=82156



Thousands of rands in cash and the trap money used this morning were also

confiscated.

Marijuana stash worth R300 000 confiscated in raid: www.pmbfever.co.za

Wednesday 28 August 2013

Oulik Jacobs > Dagga Movement 28 August 2013 10:23AM         f

Ek smaak n zol nou. I need to feel high.
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Cops wag en sê dan hoezit

RIVERSDAL. – Nadat hulle hom drie dae lank dopgehou het, het die cops ’n verdagte(28) in ’n lokval

vasgetrek.

’n Vermeende mert, Dawid Sastouw, is met ’n groot shipment dagga in sy huis vasgetrek.

Volgens bronne na aan Sastouw is dit toeval dat die cops Vrydagoggend die shipment by hom gekry

het.

’n Polisiewoordvoerder, kapt. Bernadine Steyn, sê: “Die verdagte is in die Murder City-woonbuurt

(Progress Estate) gevang met ’n groot hoeveelheid dagga in sy woning.

“Ons kan bevestig dat Dawid Sastouw Maandag in die hof verskyn het op drie aanklagte van

handeldryf in dagga. Die sake is uitgestel tot 18 September.”

Die cops het verlede week nóg operasies gehou. In dié operasies is beslag gelê op 24pakke dagga en

kontant.

’n Polisiewoordvoerder, kapt. Bernadine Steyn, sê: “Die verdagte is in die Murder

City-woonbuurt (Progress Estate) gevang met ’n groot hoeveelheid dagga in sy

woning.

Die Son - Cops wag en sê dan hoezit: dieson.mobi
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This is the end: stoner movie of the year!

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane
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Know your dagga party... Humorous satire. 

LNN7 EP03 Melt Sieberhagen plays leader of the Dagga Party: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 28 August 2013 08:33PM         g

Residents say they fear police

SOME residents of Katutura’s Gemeengte location say they are living in fear after police allegedly beat

them up and fired shots indiscriminately last week.

The alleged shooting happened in Dominicus Boitile Street on Monday after a suspected drug dealer

took shelter in Sylivia Neuaka’s house and the police raided the residence.

Neuaka told The Namibian how the police burst into her house scaring the children and demanding to

know where drugs were hidden.

“I saw a guy running into the house and a few seconds later, the police followed him. The guy they

were chasing jumped over the fence and disappeared into the other yard where the police found drugs

(dagga) later,” Neuaka said.

She said the way police handle situations is worrisome citing how they had burst into her house

demanding to know where the drugs were kept.

“When we said there were no drugs, they became angry and searched the house but they did not find

anything. They were too angry and became brutal for no reason. There was not even time for us to

explain. If you open your mouth, you get a slap,” she said adding that the police started shooting and

beating up people the moment they left her house.

Jerome Kanana (17) said he was at home when he heard police sirens outside and he came out to see

what the commotion was all about.

“When I got out, I saw more than 10 police officers in the street. Some were at the house in my street. I

went closer to see what was going on. The police were searching the house. Later, they started pulling

a guy I had not seen around before. They later told us to go back into our houses but some refused.

Three police officers came to me and started slapping and kicking me. I ran away but they chased me

into our yard where they continued beating me,” Kanana said.

Toini Jonas (62) said she was in her house when she heard the gun-shots outside. When she went

outside, Jonas said she got the scare of her life.



“It was really scary. I just saw the people running up and down with police officers beating and firing

shots. I went back into my house because it looked very dangerous. But when I heard what had

happened the next morning, I was surprised that all that violence was just over a small thing,” Jonas

said.

Chief Inspector Kauna Shikwambi blamed the community saying the police officers felt threatened.

“The police officers felt intimidated and threatened by the community members. That is why they

opened fire. The police were at a suspected drug dealer’s house. Although they didn’t find anything at

his house, they found 110 grammes of dagga in the neighbour’s yard. Some community members

started throwing stones at the police when they were trying to interrogate the suspect. The officers felt

that their lives were in danger. A police car was damaged in the process,” Shikwambi said.

But Joao Baptista, who claimed to have witnessed the whole scene, said the police became aggressive

after they had found no drugs in the said house.

He said the officers dragged Henry Olifant, who was recording the incident on camera, and beat him

while telling him that it is illegal to film the police without permission.

Olifant is out on bail of N$600 and is charged with malicious damage to property although he was

initially arrested for recording the police action without permission. - See more at:

http://www.namibian.com.na/indexx.php?id=2968&page_type=story_detail&category_id=1#sthash.R0Q

xryj9.dpuf

http://www.namibian.com.na/indexx.php?id=2968&page_type=story_detail&category_id=1

The Namibian - Residents say they fear police (News | ): www.namibian.com.na
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Vic Shaw
Fucking disgusting, may they all get cancer.
28 August 2013 09:45PM
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Ek bly ini PE in en ek rook dagga elke dag! Ek het nog nooit iemand gepla as ek gerook is. Hoekom is

dagga nog illegal as mense wat did rook nie ander mense pla nie?

#DaggaKop

#HerbalHealing

#Forward
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Has your dagga smuggling pigeon been in today?

Three men in Argentina have been arrested after using carrier pigeons to distribute

marijuana.

Argentina: Dealers Arrested For Using Carrier Pigeons To Distribute Marijuana |

Hemp News: hemp.org

e 1 person likes this - Arthur Charles Mitton
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http://www.jackherer.com/thebook/chapter-eleven/

e 1 person likes this - Alistair Thomson
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http://www.lewrockwell.com/2013/07/joe-martino/stop-the-war-on-hemp/

Hemp has been making a lot of noise lately, especially with the growing awareness

surrounding the use of hemp oil for treating cancer. Although the word ‘hemp’

still often gets confused and lumped into the same definition as Cannabis, a similar

but psychoactive plant, it’s important to realize hemp…

Stop the War on Hemp! –: www.lewrockwell.com

e 2 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Phumzile Liwane
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http://www.drugwarfacts.org/cms/hemp#sthash.QTPNVi9F.dpbs

AustraliaBelgiumCanadaColombiaCzech RepublicDenmarkEastern Europe and

Central Asia (EECA)European

UnionFranceGermanyGreeceHungaryIrelandMexicoThe

NetherlandsNorwayPolandPortugalRomaniaRussian

FederationSpainSwedenSwitzerlandUnited Kingdom

Hemp | Drug War Facts: www.drugwarfacts.org
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A TAOIST monk who claimed he grew cannabis worth thousands of pounds to help

him quit the drug was back in court as prosecutors tried to seize any illegal profits.

Cannabis monk’s assets seized: www.hartlepoolmail.co.uk
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Drunk VS Stoned contest? Which state of consciousness wins?

http://youtu.be/yJJRVleE3_Q

To test if people function better drunk or stoned, I got really drunk one night and

then really high on another night and made this video. Post on FB: http:/...

Drunk vs Stoned: www.youtube.com
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Powerful, passive protesting please plant them seeds all over!!!

I have this special cool idea thats gonna manifest into a forest of as much

smokable ganga as humanly possible.

Everytime you purchase a bankie of your favourite green stuff, keep the seeds - Do

Not ...25 members

Plant them seeds all over: https://www.facebook.com/groups/213095175210/

e 3 people like this - Arthur Charles Mitton, Graffton Jurd, Phumzile Liwane
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Lost some emails? Call the NSA!

e 2 people like this - Jacky Shaw, Murray Juana
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-qrlDGhoI1Q
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420! Mo fire!

e 7 people like this - Graffton Jurd, Jason Finn, Lesiba Junior, Murray Juana, Phumzile Liwane, Ralph

Margo, Teedoo StayChillin Vika
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Ruvanne Van Wyk
420
29 August 2013 04:23PM
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Murray Juana
-_- medicated.
29 August 2013 04:35PM
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Thinking about weed is all I do when I'm not smoking weed.

Forward Woah > Dagga Movement 30 August 2013 09:41AM         f

i only smoke weed when I need to

#ElkeDagSeDing

#Forward
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The Cannabis plant, indigenous to Central-and South Asia, was historically recognised for its variable

applications which could be non-exclusively grouped among fields of clothing, building material,

sustenance and medicine. For millennia it was regarded as a resource to mankind rather than the

wicked designation bestowed upon it through institutionalised deception during the 20th century.

In 1923 the South-African government, a pioneer in the prohibition campaign, suggested to the League

of Nations Advisory Committee on Traffic in Opium and Dangerous Drugs that cannabis in its entirety as

a plant was a habit forming drug which should be prohibited. International prohibition was already

underway when the International Opium Convention in 1912 displayed desire for a scientific and

statistical study to be completed to ascertain the nature of cannabis usage. The resulted war being

waged behind this prohibition was degraded to an ideological platform of race politics which was

baseless of any scientific fact or evidence. This trend was observed throughout the then conservative

western world which was in its infant stages of shunting the legacy of slavery and segregation. The

South-American, Asiatic and African populace, who were generally seen as regular consumers of

cannabis, was the object of the prohibition war as opposed to the cannabis plant itself. The

South-African government argued that the inauspicious productivity levels of the African labour force

in the mining sector were as a direct consequence of cannabis usage. The prohibition crusade in the

United States of America was conducted by the infamous Harry Anslinger who was appointed as the

director of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics. The following quotes were from Anslinger and are evident

of the racial manipulation the prohibition of cannabis was subjected to:

“There are 100,000 total marijuana smokers in the US, and most are Negroes, Hispanics, Filipinos, and

entertainers. Their Satanic music, jazz, and swing, result from marijuana use. This marijuana causes

white women to seek sexual relations with Negroes, entertainers, and any others.”

“…the primary reason to outlaw marijuana is its effect on the degenerate races.”

“Marijuana is an addictive drug which produces in its users insanity, criminality, and death.”



“Reefer makes darkies think they’re as good as white men.”

“Marihuana leads to pacifism and communist brainwashing”

“You smoke a joint and you’re likely to kill your brother.”

“Marijuana is the most violence-causing drug in the history of mankind.”

In the scientific context of perilousness to individuals, the dependency forming features of cannabis is

proven to be lower than that of caffeine, alcohol, nicotine or the obvious hazardous cocaine and heroin.

A small portion of heavy cannabis users develop a certain degree of dependency, although the

physical addiction to cannabis has not been proven to exist. This supports the fact that a very small

proportion of first time users will resort to regular use enforcing the argumentative position for

recreational usage, challenging the conventional addiction perspective associated with heavier drugs,

of which caffeine and alcohol is included, for measure to non-cannabis users.

A recent study, the biggest of its kind in history, conducted by the University of California in Los

Angeles, surprisingly found that smoking cannabis does not cause lung cancer, irrespective of the

volume and frequency of consumption. The reason behind this revelation was that the chemical

compound found in cannabis, tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), could kill of aging cells which are

responsible for becoming cancerous. 

Schizophrenia was previously believed to be a condition potentially triggered in some cases by the use

of cannabis, although evidence from various studies on this contradicts one another. Dissimilar to this

theory, there are studies which have shown that cannabidiol (CBD), “a non-psychoactive constituent of

the Cannabis sativa plant, can in fact be utilised as a treatment for schizophrenic symptoms. 

The health benefits concomitant with cannabis has been well studied and documented in the last few

decades, although it poses a threat to the sustainable profiteering of pharmaceutical corporations,

therefore justifying the suppression of information pertaining to these facts by big business and

governments alike. Marco Torres, a specialist writer and researcher in the fields of Public Health and

Environmental Science has listed “The top 10 health benefits of marijuana”, which was well researched

based on scientific principles. These benefits included, but are not exclusive of, proven cancer

inhibition, the treatment of symptoms from Tourette’s syndrome, the treatment of seizures, migraines,

Glaucoma, Multiple sclerosis, ADD and ADHD, IBS and Crohn’s, Alzheimer’s and the feminine

condition of premenstrual syndrome. Various other studies have documented that there are many

more pharmaceutical applications of cannabis, which are currently blatantly over looked and silenced.

Through the 20th century, an indoctrinated stigma was progressively allocated to cannabis, which

steered the general populace to believe that cannabis was socially unacceptable and that there existed

a string of negative social and health connotations to the plant. Since the 1970’s, studies were

conducted on a large scale to establish the impact of cannabis through scientific principles and

evidence. A series of myths, needless to say which were baseless of factual evidence, were exposed

by Lynn Zimmer, Associate professor of Sociology at Queens College and John P. Morgan, Professor of

Pharmacology at the City University Medical School in the paper “Exposing marijuana myths: a review

of scientific evidence”. These myths ranged from social issues, addictive properties and statistical



usage to the regularly sited health myths.

The current legislation on recreational substances in South-Africa allows for alcohol to be marketed

and sold nationwide. The World Health Organisation argues that strong evidence in various countries

has suggested that alcohol severely exacerbates the frequency and degree of domestic violence,

household financial problems and psychological complications for children under these circumstances.

Opposed to this, cannabis is a mood relaxer which induces a decreased probability for these situations

to develop, which makes cannabis legalisation a potential opportunity for our government to address

continued social problems and domestic violence. The legalisation of cannabis could mean that the

demand for alcohol, a major contributor to social problems, will decrease with the increased demand

for safer and cheaper cannabis products. Government expenditure on cannabis prohibition will also

decrease as an added benefit, due to the cost of prosecution and imprisonment of transgressors, as

well as substituting valuable law enforcement time and resources currently being spent on cannabis

prohibition, towards more serious crime.

As contained in the South-African constitution, the freedom to choose should be extended to allow

citizens to recreationally and responsibly engage in the cannabis trade. The choice to abstain from

cannabis consumption should never be compromised, as it remains an individual choice. South-Africa

has strict laws against underage drinking, intoxicated driving and working under the influence, which

regularly result in hefty fines, imprisonment and employment termination. These laws would naturally

be extended to the responsible marketing and consumption of cannabis.

A massive range of potential cannabis products exist which will materially impact any country which

chooses to entirely legalise the plant. The biggest potential contributor to the South-African economy

would definitely be the prospect of hemp-biofuel. The benefits of hemp-fuel consists of its ability to

produce 10 tonnes of hemp per acre during a four month period, it contains 10 times more ethanol than

conventional maize products and hemp-fuel has a cleaner combustion and is also theoretically

considered carbon neutral due to the photosynthesis taking place through the cultivation of the plant.

The tourism industry would also greatly benefit from legalisation as cannabis lovers from all over the

world would descend upon South-Africa with its already renowned natural beauty, which would then

simplify the traveller’s choice of destination. This would easily be stimulated by the establishment of

cannabis festivals nationwide, along with regulated coffee shops as with the Dutch example in Europe.

Resistance from other industries ranging from clothing to textiles, plastics to paint and paper to

pharmaceuticals might be a burden to overcome as vested interests in these industries will be difficult

to transform. The pro-cannabis community has long held the suspicion that these industries merely

supported prohibition to enforce the sustainable exploitation of communities through products which

are more expensive, ineffective and in most cases much more detrimental to the environment. With the

continued pressure on dwindling global resources, the introduction of cannabis into the market place

will ensure the stimulus of economic activities, the development of employment opportunities, growth

in tax revenue to government as well as the potential reduction in soaring inflation, through product

substitution. A segmental approach could be taken in South-Africa to legalise the commercial

production of cannabis in historically impoverished areas only, with marketing and sales available in all

provinces. Large swathes of arable land are available for cannabis cultivation in many parts of

South-Africa which could prove to be the poverty alleviation element our nation has long been waiting



for.

The legalisation debate has recently become extremely important with various countries

contemplating legalisation and Uruguay being the first country as a whole to pass a bill to legalise the

trade entirely. South-Africa, being the prohibition pioneer under a colonial government, should once

again be a pioneer and unite its nation towards prosperity by legalising cannabis completely. The

upfront establishment of cannabis industries will prove to be a valuable competitive strategy in

becoming a world leader in the cannabis trade, prior to the rest of the world catching on and

diminishing this advantage. In other words, we need to legalise NOW!

Political persuasion might prove to be another stumble block, although civil pressure on government

and political parties will be the only weapon in our arsenal towards economic freedom as a country, as

well as freedom of choice for individuals. Political parties should understand that they should follow the

will of the electorate and that an inevitable green future will be realised with or without them.

South-Africa’s political arena already has pioneering visionaries in the form of Iqela Lenstango, Dagga

Party of South-Africa. With continued pressure, the civil society can force other parties for follow suite,

to ensure our green and sustainable future.

Every rational patriot to South-Africa must support legalisation NOW!

http://www.news24.com/MyNews24/The-legalisation-argument-20130830

The Cannabis plant, indigenous to Central-and South Asia, was historically

recognised for its variable applications which could be non-exclusively grouped

among fields of clothing, building material, sustenance and medicine.

The legalisation argument: www.news24.com
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In nóg ’n voorval het oplettende passasiers van ’n bus wat Dinsdag (27 Augustus) van die Oos-Kaap

na Kaapstad op pad was, tot die inhegtenisneming van ses vroue gelei.

Volgens Mkhontwana het die bus by ’n kitskosrestaurant in Graaff Reinett gestop om passasiers op en

af te laai. Sommige passasiers het gesien dat verdagte pakkies hande verwissel en het die polisie in

kennis gestel.

Die bus is in Touwsrivier voorgekeer. Die polisie het ’n sak saamgeperste dagga, versteek in ’n tas,

gevind.

Niemand wou eienaarskap vir die tas aanvaar nie. Die polisie het egter ooggetuie inligting opgevolg en

ses verdagtes in hegtenis geneem. Die ses vroue (tussen 18 en 70 jaar oud) is vir die besit van dagga in

hegtenis geneem.

Die dagga het ’n straatmarkwaarde van sowat R15000.



In Mei vanjaar het die Laingsburg-polisie sy grootste daggavonds nóg gemaak toe hy op 38 sakke

dagga beslag gelê het.

Dié reuse vonds is gemaak toe verkeersbeamptes ’n voertuig op die N1 voorgekeer en die dagga

geruik het. Die dagga, wat 1052kg geweeg het, het ’n geskatte straatmarkwaarde van R2,5miljoen

gehad.

http://www.worcesterstandard.com/83508/news-details/dwelmmuile-op-paaie-vasgetrek
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It's been alleged a gang is stealing Plasma TVs to retrieve a chemical powder in

order to manufacture drugs.

Cops dismiss plasma TV drug link: ewn.co.za
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Federal government will not challenge new dagga laws in 2 states.

www.cnn.com/2013/08/29/politics/holder-marijuana-laws/index.html

The federal government won't try to block laws legalizing pot for recreational use

in Colorado and Washington, Attorney General Eric Holder said Thursday.

No federal challenge to pot legalization in 2 states: www.cnn.com
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Alistair Thomson
Sets a great precedent for other states to follow suit and hopefully

this will filter to other countries and more importantly Africa! ;-)
30 August 2013 12:11PM
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This article only applies to tobacco mixing cannabis smokers. They calculated the estimation by taking

the ratio of tobacco death to user and applying it to the amount of estimated dagga smokers. Dagga

has been proven not to cause lung cancers or diseases.

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-179264/Cannabis-kills-30-000-year.html



More than 30,000 cannabis smokers could die every year, doctors warn today.

Experts writing in the British Medical Journal say cannabis could be a major

contributor to UK deaths

Cannabis 'kills 30,000 a year': www.dailymail.co.uk

e 1 person likes this - Zomthelelo Tichar
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Alistair Thomson
Absolute hogwash...it says: "All these factors could contribute to

illnesses of the heart and respiratory system, particularly as the

chemicals in cannabis smoke are retained in the body to a much

higher degree."

The KEY word there is COULD...they provide NO evidence meaning

that this is pure speculation...or is it?

Dr. Donald Tashkin disproved this in a 20 year study that involved over

5000 participants. So if this is publicised knowledge then they are

plain and simple LYING!!!

This is propaganda...if cannabis "could" kill 30 000 a year, why have

there been ZERO deaths in the past 10 000 years?
30 August 2013 12:32PM
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Alistair Thomson
http://healthland.time.com/2012/01/10/study-smoking-ma

rijuana-not-linked-with-lung-damage/
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Alistair Thomson
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GJmQ16cGBHU
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Alistair Thomson
Another piece of misinfo: "He said the cannabis used today -

especially that bought in the Netherlands - was up to 40

times stronger than that used by Flower Power hippies in the

1960s." 

Why would this matter? The strength they mention is of the

cannabinoids...those things that have 18 medical patents...so

stronger cannabis would arguably have more medical

benefit or at least be stretched further so LESS would be

consumed for the SAME or stronger effect. If you are

smoking less carcinogens your risk reduces it does not

increase.



Logic fail.

True Orwelian double speak, if I ever I read it...
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Alistair Thomson
http://www.lung.med.ucla.edu/faculty/tashkin.htm
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Alistair Thomson
Dr Tod's list and I am sure Granny Storm Crow's List also

shows that cannabis can be used as a treatment for

Schizophrenia. Cannabis users who develop schizophrenia

usually have those tendencies before they start using

cannabis.
30 August 2013 12:38PM
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Seymour Nofir
The dailymail is a notorius zionist shit-rag...
30 August 2013 06:27PM
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The 10 Reasons Dagga Is Far Safer Than Alcohol For The Consumer and Community

Both cannabis (marijuana) and alcohol have very different and complex actions on the brain. The long

term effects of both are often quite different from their short term effects. We have been led to believe

that cannabis is a dangerous and addictive drug that has destroyed the lives of countless teens and

adults. We have also been encouraged to accept through poorly designed scientific studies, that

cannabis causes lung cancer and is a “gateway” to harder drugs. The government has even tried to

convince the public that people who use cannabis are more at risk to themselves and the public than

those who use alcohol. What we have been led and encouraged to believe through mainstream

education about cannabis and its reality, are two entirely different things.

The health impact of any drug depends on how it’s used, who’s using it, how much is used, and under

what circumstances. Cannabis and alcohol are no exception, so comparing them directly is difficult —

each possesses the potential for unique risks or benefits.

Both alcohol and cannabis can be considered a narcotic or hallucinogen, that affects the central

nervous system, causing changes in behavior and often addiction. But there are major differences in

how each reacts with the human body.



Alcohol, regardless of its type (i.e. beer, wine, liquor, etc) is a class A1 carcinogen which are confirmed

human carcinogens. Alcohol consumption has been causally related with breast cancer for some time.

Increasing evidence indicates a stronger association with neoplasms, though the risk is elevated for

other types of breast cancers too. Regardless of how much alcohol is consumed, it will always be a

class A1 carcinogen. That doesn’t mean you will get cancer from drinking a beer or a glass wine, but

the classification for the substance is clear.

Cannabis on the other hand is a plant and it is one of the most powerful healing plants in the world

which can make cancer essentially disappear. Cannabis compounds are responsible for halting the

growth factors that are responsible for metastatic growth. Cannabinoids can also reduce heart attacks

by 66% and insulin dependent diabetes by 58%.

However, the therapeutic effects of cannabis come from juicing the leaves or extracting its medicinal

compounds, NOT smoking it. “If you heat the plant, you will decarboxylate THC-acid and you will get

high, you’ll get your 10 mg. If you don’t heat it, you can go up to five or six hundred milligrams & use it

as a Dietary Cannabis. . . and push it up to the Anti-oxidant and Neuro-protective levels which come into

play at hundreds of milligrams,” stated Cannabis clinician Dr. William Courtney.

So there is clearly a major difference in therapeutic value based on how the majority of cannabis users

experience the plant, rather than the methods to maximize cannabinoid delivery into the blood stream.

Cannabis – whether Sativa, Indica, Ruderalis, male, female, hermaphrodite, wild, bred for fiber, seeds or

medicinal resin – is a vegetable with every dietary essential we can’t synthesize: Essential Amino

Acids, Essential Fatty Acids, Essential Cannabinoid acids and hundreds of anti-Cancer compounds.

As social element, there is nothing wrong with smoking cannabis either, but it will not provide the same

therapeutic value is all. Smoking it is not “bad” or “wrong” or “immoral.” It is simply something that

millions of responsible adults choose to do with their own time, just like drinking a glass of wine.

Despite alcohol being more toxic, more addictive, more harmful to the body, more likely to result in

injuries, and more likely to lead to interpersonal violence than cannabis, the latter is demonized.

Below are just a few facts that highlight the very different impacts of these two popular substances on

those who consume them and on the broader community. A vast amount of additional information can

be found in the book, Marijuana is Safer: So why are we driving people to drink? (Chelsea Green, 2009),

which was foreword by the former Chief of the Seattle Police Department.

1. Many people die from alcohol use. Nobody dies from cannabis use. The U.S. Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention (CDC) reports that more than 37,000 annual U.S. deaths, including more than

1,400 in Colorado, are attributed to alcohol use alone (i.e. this figure does not include accidental deaths).

On the other hand, the CDC does not even have a category for deaths caused by the use of cannabis.

2. People die from alcohol overdoses. There has never been a fatal cannabis overdose. The official

publication of the Scientific Research Society, American Scientist, reported that alcohol is one of the

most toxic drugs and using just 10 times what one would use to get the desired effect could lead to

death. Cannabis is one of — if not the – least toxic drugs, requiring thousands of times the dose one

would use to get the desired effect to lead to death. This “thousands of times” is actually theoretical,



since there has never been a case of an individual dying from a cannabis overdose. Meanwhile,

according to the CDC, hundreds of alcohol overdose deaths occur in the United States each year.

3. The health-related costs associated with alcohol use far exceed those for cannabis use.

Health-related costs for alcohol consumers are eight times greater than those for cannabis consumers,

according to an assessment recently published in the British Columbia Mental Health and Addictions

Journal. More specifically, the annual cost of alcohol consumption is $165 per user, compared to just

$20 per user for cannabis. This should not come as a surprise given the vast amount of research that

shows alcohol poses far more — and more significant — health problems than cannabis.

4. Alcohol use damages the brain. Cannabis use does not. Despite the myths we’ve heard throughout

our lives about cannabis killing brain cells, it turns out that a growing number of studies seem to

indicate that cannabis actually has neuroprotective properties. This means that it works to protect brain

cells from harm. Research published in the journals Behavioural Brain Research and Experimental Brain

Research demonstrated that even extremely low doses of THC (cannabis’s psychoactive component)

— around 1,000 to 10,000 times less than that in a conventional cannabis cigarette — can jump-start

biochemical processes which protect brain cells and preserve cognitive function say researchers from

Tel Aviv University (TAU). Another example is one recent study which found that teens who used

cannabis as well as alcohol suffered significantly less damage to the white matter in their brains. Of

course, what is beyond question is that alcohol damages brain cells. Scripps scientists discovered that

eleven months of alcohol consumption that produced a blood alcohol level sufficient to be considered

intoxicated decreased neurogenesis by more than fifty percent! Furthermore, the decrease in

neurogenesis lasted for many weeks of abstinence. In contrast to the effects of alcohol, a series of

publications during the past few years suggest that stimulating the brain’s cannabis neurotransmitter

system appears to have the exact opposite effects upon neurogenesis in the hippocampus of both

young and old laboratory animals and humans, i.e. neurogenesis is increased by stimulation of our

brain’s cannabis receptors. When we are elderly, our brain displays a dramatic decline in neurogenesis

within the hippocampus. This decline may underlie age-associated memory impairments as well as

depression. Research has demonstrated that stimulating the brain’s cannabis receptors restores

neurogenesis. Thus, later in life, cannabis might actually help your brain, rather than harm it.

5. Alcohol use is linked to cancer. Cannabis use is not. Alcohol use is associated with a wide variety of

cancers, including cancers of the esophagus, stomach, colon, lungs, pancreas, liver and prostate.

Cannabis use has not been conclusively associated with any form of cancer. In fact, one study recently

contradicted the long-time government claim that cannabis use is associated with head and neck

cancers. It found that cannabis use actually reduced the likelihood of head and neck cancers. If you are

concerned about cannabis being associated with lung cancer, you may be interested in the results of

the largest case-controlled study ever conducted to investigate the respiratory effects of cannabis

smoking and cigarette smoking. Released in 2006, the study, conducted by Dr. Donald Tashkin at the

University of California at Los Angeles, found that cannabis smoking was not associated with an

increased risk of developing lung cancer. Surprisingly, the researchers found that people who smoked

cannabis actually had lower incidences of cancer compared to non-users of the drug. THC that targets

cannabinoid receptors CB1 and CB2 is similar in function to endocannabinoids, which are cannabinoids

that are naturally produced in the body and activate these receptors. Researchers suggest that THC or

other designer agents that activate these receptors might be used in a targeted fashion to actually treat

lung cancer.



6. Alcohol is more addictive than cannabis. Addiction researchers have consistently reported that

cannabis is far less addictive than alcohol based on a number of factors. In particular, alcohol use can

result in significant and potentially fatal physical withdrawal, whereas cannabis has not been found to

produce any symptoms of physical withdrawal. Those who use alcohol are also much more likely to

develop dependence and build tolerance. Also when cannabis is more available, studies show that the

use of hard drugs like heroin and cocaine actually decreases.

7. Alcohol use increases the risk of injury to the consumer. Cannabis use does not. Many people who

have consumed alcohol or know others who have consumed alcohol would not be surprised to hear

that it greatly increases the risk of serious injury. Research published this year in the journal Alcoholism:

Clinical & Experimental Research, found that 36 percent of hospitalized assaults and 21 percent of all

injuries are attributable to alcohol use by the injured person. Meanwhile, the American Journal of

Emergency Medicine reported that lifetime use of cannabis is rarely associated with emergency room

visits. According to the British Advisory Council on the Misuse of Drugs, this is because: “Cannabis

differs from alcohol … in one major respect. It does not seem to increase risk-taking behavior. This

means that cannabis rarely contributes to violence either to others or to oneself, whereas alcohol use is

a major factor in deliberate self-harm, domestic accidents and violence.” Interestingly enough, some

research has even shown that cannabis use has been associated with a decreased risk of injury.

8. Alcohol use contributes to aggressive and violent behavior. Cannabis use does not. Studies have

repeatedly shown that alcohol, unlike cannabis, contributes to the likelihood of aggressive and violent

behavior. An article published in the Journal of Addictive Behaviors reported that “alcohol is clearly the

drug with the most evidence to support a direct intoxication-violence relationship,” whereas “cannabis

reduces the likelihood of violence during intoxication.”

9. Alcohol use is a major factor in violent crimes. Cannabis use is not. The National Institute on Alcohol

Abuse and Alcoholism estimates that 25-30% of violent crimes in the United States are linked to the use

of alcohol. According to a report from the U.S. Dept. of Justice, that translates to about 5,000,000

alcohol-related violent crimes per year. By contrast, the government does not even track violent acts

specifically related to cannabis use, as the use of cannabis has not been associated with violence. (Of

course, we should note that cannabis prohibition, by creating a widespread criminal market, is

associated with acts of violence.)

10 Alcohol use contributes to the likelihood of domestic abuse and sexual assault. Cannabis use does

not. Alcohol is a major contributing factor in the prevalence of domestic violence and sexual assault.

This is not to say that alcohol causes these problems; rather, its use makes it more likely that an

individual prone to such behavior will act on it. For example, a study conducted by the Research

Institute on Addictions found that among individuals who were chronic partner abusers, the use of

alcohol was associated with significant increases in the daily likelihood of male-to-female physical

aggression, but the use of cannabis was not. Specifically, the odds of abuse were eight times higher on

days when men were drinking; the odds of severe abuse were 11 times higher. According to the Rape,

Abuse and Incest National Network (RAINN)website highlights alcohol as the “most commonly used

chemical in crimes of sexual assault” and provides information on an array of other drugs that have

been linked to sexual violence. Given the fact that cannabis is so accessible and widely used, it is quite

telling that the word “cannabis” does not appear anywhere on the page.

Considered together, the results of all of the above gives us perspective on the function of each



substance and its potential role in consumerism and communities, especially as cannabis is slowly

decriminalized worldwide. Binge alcohol consumption during the more vulnerable periods of our lives

is clearly able to interfere with critical neural processes and produce significant long-term negative

consequences and disease that cannabis use can actually protect us from.

If I were to choose one of the two for own my children–for their health, safety and wellness, cannabis

would win hands down, especially considering its therapeutic potential when used responsibly and

appropriately. But that’s not the message the mainstream wheels of deception want out there is it?

- See more at:

http://www.thedailysheeple.com/the-10-reasons-cannabis-is-far-safer-than-alcohol-for-the-consum

er-and-community_082013#sthash.v80mhIia.dpuf

http://www.thedailysheeple.com/the-10-reasons-cannabis-is-far-safer-than-alcohol-for-the-consum

er-and-community_082013

Both cannabis (marijuana) and alcohol have very different and complex actions on

the brain. The long term effects of both are often quite different from their short

term effects. What we have been led and encouraged to believe through

mainstream education about cannabis and its reality, are two enti...

The 10 Reasons Cannabis Is Far Safer Than Alcohol For The Consumer and

Community | The Daily Sheeple: www.thedailysheeple.com
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Woman faints in court after Dagga possession conviction 

 A 35 year old woman of new Mushili compound in Ndola, yesterday fainted in Serenje magistrate court

when magistrate Philip Chisenga sentenced her to two years simple imprisonment for unlawful

possession of psychotropic substance namely, dagga.

Before Mr. Chisenga were Loveness Nyama 44 of house number 1976 new Mushili compound who was

charged with one count of unlawful possession of government trophy and Marjory Chibale also of

Mushili compound who was charged with two counts.

Chibale was charged with unlawful possession of government trophy and in the second count was

charged with unlawful possession of dagga.

Chibale, who tried holding back her tears throughout the session, had also 3.4kg of dagga wrapped in a

transparent plastic bag in the second count which she told the court she was to use it to treat her hair.

The two were arrested on Monday this week by Zambia wildlife authority (ZAWA) officers at Kanona

check point along great North Road in Serenje when they were traveling from Mpika to Ndola on

Checha bus registration number ABC 7292.



According to the facts ready by ZAWA prosecutor Henry Munalula, Nyama and Chibale were found

with seven pieces of buffalo meat each in their traveler’s bags.

Chibale, who tried holding back her tears throughout the session, had also 3.4kg of dagga wrapped in a

transparent plastic bag in the second count which she told the court she was to use it to treat her hair.

In mitigation, Nyama pleaded for leniency because she had eight children including two orphans and

that all of them were school going and if she was jailed nobody would take care of them.

He fined both K900,000 in default six months simple imprisonment in the first count of unlawful

possession of government trophy.

Mr. Chisenga sentenced Chibale to two years imprisonment for being found in possession of psycho

tropical substance.

Just upon pronouncement of the sentence, Chibale fell on to the chair that was behind and shouted

“My Jesus” and openly wept before Mr. Chisenga.

Chibale, who later gained strength, was picked by Nyama and a DEC officer who helped her walk up to

the police inquiries.

http://www.lusakatimes.com/2009/05/29/woman-faints-in-court-after-dagga-possession-convictio

n/

Lusaka - Zambia: A 35 year old woman of new Mushili compound in Ndola,

yesterday fainted in Serenje magistrate court when magistrate Philip Chisenga

sentenced her to two ye

Zambia : Woman faints in court after Dagga possession conviction:

www.lusakatimes.com
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Yosmite is burning and they are blaming outdoor dagga farms. Is it not more likely some drunkard tried

to light his camp fire with his fart?
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Dunsterdam, the cannabis capital of the New Zealand. 

http://www.stuff.co.nz/oddstuff/9116168/Activists-hope-to-make-Dunedin-Cannabis-capital



Pot advocates plan to make Dunedin "the Amsterdam of the South Pacific".

Dunsterdam, New Zealand?: www.stuff.co.nz
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I do not sniff da coke i only smoke sensimilla
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Groblershoop - Ses mans verskyn vandag in die Groblershoop landdroshof vir dwelmhandel nadat

hulle met R1.4-miljoen se dagga betrap is.

 

Die Noord-Kaapse polisie sê hulle het Vrydagmiddag op 'n ongelukstoneel, waar twee motors

omgeslaan het afgekom, en toe dié vonds in een van die motors gemaak. Die 287kg dagga was

blykbaar van Bloemfontein na Keimoes op pad.

 

Die botsing het tussen Upington en Groblershoop plaasgevind. Niemand is ernstig beseer nie.

http://www.ofm.co.za/article/135834/Ses-met-R14miljoen-se-dagga-betrap

Groblershoop - Ses mans verskyn vandag in die Groblershoop landdroshof vir

dwelmhandel nadat hulle met R1.4-miljoen se dagga betrap is.   Die Noord-Kaapse

polisie...

OFM | Ses met R1.4-miljoen se dagga betrap: www.ofm.co.za
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http://dagga.info/2013/09/02/15-facts-about-dagga-you-may-not-know/
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Maybe I would have studied further if the right courses were available. 

Marijuana Research Facility Planned By Jamaican University

http://www.truthonpot.com/2013/09/02/marijuana-research-facility-planned-by-jamaican-universiti

es/

A new academic centre will be set up in Jamaica for the sole purpose of studying marijuana's potential

as a medicine. -Redeye-
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Why not use the more popular names for the herb? Insangu as well as Matekwana!
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Why are the more popular names for the herb not used? Like Insangu in Zulu and Matekwane in the

Sotho languages?

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Dagga Movement
Dagga was derived from the Khoi word Dacca which means intoxicated.

We use this word to honor those who have fallen at the hands of dagga prohibition.

We use this word to show the world that the struggle to freedom still continues from

apartheid laws first introduced under british rule.

We use this word to break the taboo associated with it.

We will rightfully take back a word created for the sole purpose of creating fear

mongering propaganda and call an end to the war on plants and people who choose this

wonder plant.
4 September 2013 04:56PM
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A good step in a phony war

There was a great victory for common sense in November last year when the states of Colorado and

Washington decided to legalise, to a large extent, the sale and consumption of marijuana. That victory

was echoed last week when the Department of Justice decided it wouldn't sue the states to comply

with federal laws that forbid the aforementioned.

 

It is tricky legal territory as the states are a lot more autonomous than, for example, the provinces are in

South Africa, and they also pay most of the costs of prisons - logically they should have a fair say in

who gets put in them.

Sadly, irresponsible politicians have often successfully decided to run on platforms cracking down on

crime (something people love), necessitating more laws, more arrests, more convictions, more prisons

and therefore more costs (something people hate). This has results like the state of California, which, in

1994 saw its population vote yea in a referendum enacting the now infamous "three strikes" law, which

threw people in prison for life for a third felony conviction, no matter what it was.

Logically, this resulted in California's prison population booming with non-violent offenders, and prison

and court costs skyrocketing alongside them. And although the state’s budget last year was in the

black for the first time in ages, it has a serious financial mess it is currently dealing with, helped in part

by the $8-billion (R82bn) it spends per year in prison costs - 9.5% of its total budget.

Good argument

So there's a good argument to be made for states to decide to imprison or not dependent on their own

bottom lines. There's a better argument to be made, however, for beginning to break down this absurd

"War on Drugs" which morphed from an attempt by the Richard Nixon administration in 1971 to devote

resources to both incarceration AND rehabilitation, into one which heavily prioritised arrests, convictions

and discriminatory mandatory sentences.

 

The "War on Drugs" has trashed the civil liberties Americans take so seriously, and target minorities:

black people use marijuana, for example, at the same rate as white people, but are four times more

likely to be arrested for it. Black Americans are also issued sentences that are 20% longer that white

Americans convicted for similar offences.

 

Many prison facilities are privately run, and are therefore profitable as long as thousands of drug users

continue to enter them. There can be no justification for any motivation to ensure prisons are full (in this

case profit), yet the "War on Drugs" achieves exactly that. In 1978 there were 307 367 inmates in the

USA, which expanded to 1 615 487 in 2009. As a percentage of the population, that's an increase of 3.76

times. Private prisons were massively expanded in the 1980s. You do the math.

And for all this "War on Drugs" effort, which has lasted over 40 years, the US remains number one in the

world when it comes to use of illegal drugs.



 

Worth being cautious

In Colorado and Washington, where marijuana will now be regulated and taxed in similar fashion to

alcohol (in fact that Colorado law is named the "Regulate Marijuana Like Alcohol Act of 2012"), criminal

penalties have been removed for any adults in possession of one ounce or less, which may not be

consumed in public or anywhere outside the state. Both states are expecting a tax windfall due to sale

of the product, which is literally money being appropriated from its former destination of drug cartels.

 

It's worth being cautious when judging this federal government at its face-value word: Holder made

clear the Department of Justice maintained the right to go after the two states in future. And after

announcing in 2009 that the department would not prioritise cases of medical marijuana (outlawed

federally, but legal in 20 states and the District of Columbia), then went and killed off more medical

marijuana businesses - in states where they trade legally - than the previous president did in both

terms combined.

 

But any intention to begin limiting the "War on Drugs" is a good thing, and the people of Washington

and Colorado have kicked it off. The federal government keeping its nose out of these states' attempt

to stop the damage of this phony war should be welcomed.

 

May the distant federal bureaucracy learn from these two states, instead of lashing out at them

http://www.news24.com/World/News/A-good-step-in-a-phony-war-20130903

It's good news to see the Obama administration keeping out of states that have

legalised the sale and consumption of marijuana, says Simon Williamson.

A good step in a phony war: www.news24.com
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I used drugs before - MC Maswe Botswana musician speak to children about his dagga habit

MASUNGA: Celebrated musician, Thapelo Maleka, affectionately known as MC Maswe says he is lucky

to be alive.

 \t

The inventor of the Mpaxanga music in Botswana told students at Masunga Senior Secondary School

recently how he recklessly used drugs as a youngster and contemplated suicide. Students were

stunned as the musician explained in graphic details how he and his friends abused the habit-forming

drug. There was dead silence as the 42-year-old musician explained to students the dangers of dagga.

"I could not gain weight but I was eating like a mad person," he said. MC Maswe said drugs do not help

but retard one's ability to think straight and act maturely.The Semonele hit-maker said dagga does raise

one's spirit for a certain period of time but after getting sober, one has to face a mountain of problems.

Luckily, MC Maswe did not become a full-blown dagga addict. He said he and his friends quit smoking

dagga after a serious introspection."We had to rediscover ourselves. This is after we were totally out of

control both at school and home," he said.

He explained that during their dagga-smoking days they did not respect teachers and parents. Soon

after he quit smoking marijuana, MC Maswe said he became one of the most respectful children in the

area. The Ramotswa-born music star said he inspired students after he quit dagga smoking. "Now I am

gaining weight. But I am no longer eating like before," said MC Maswe.

MC Maswe was invited by Masunga police to give a motivational speech during the mini-workshop on

youth empowerment against crime at the school. Kgosi Thabo Monaga of Masunga urged students to

emulate MC Maswe and shun dagga. 

http://www.mmegi.bw/index.php?sid=7&aid=392&dir=2013/September/Tuesday3

MASUNGA: Celebrated musician, Thapelo Maleka, affectionately known as MC

Maswe says he is lucky to be alive.

Mmegi Online :: I used drugs before - MC Maswe: www.mmegi.bw
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Tshepo Isaac
Just a hoax Mr maswe you are a liar.99% of young children are

cigarettes smokers and drunkards.what's yr saying abt tht?  
4 September 2013 02:11PM
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Should dagga be legalized: 332 voted YES and 4 voted NO 

Vote & Share

http://www.knysnacrimewatch.co.za/polls/

Photos of The Dagga Couple: Knysna Crime Watch vote on legalising marijuana -

LOL
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Timothy Daniell Knight
ALL THE WAY BRAUTH!!
4 September 2013 06:49PM
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Dagga is the most medicinal plant in the world!

More than a dozen U.S. states have now completely decriminalized the act of

possessing marijuana and both Colorado and Washington have made it legal to

possess, sell, transport and cultivate the plant. But soon it may be legalized across

the entire country following a decision by the federal governm...

Higher Perspective: New Ruling Finds Marijuana To Be The Most Medicinal Plant In

The World: www.altering-perspectives.com
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According to study the 'gateway drug' is alcohol, not dagga.



Study: The ‘ gateway drug ’ is alcohol, not marijuana A study in the August edition

of The Journal of School Health finds that the generations old ...

Study: The ‘ gateway drug ’ is alcohol, not marijuana: banoosh.com
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Why humans desire #dagga part 1 of 2

They Sold Their Souls For Rock And Roll

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2OyP4ETNygo

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=laruFiU8uqg

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=...

Why Do Humans Desire Marijuana- (Part 1 of 2): www.youtube.com
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Why humans desire #dagga part 2 of 2

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OCTyj4d_X1c

They Sold Their Souls For Rock And Roll

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2OyP4ETNygo

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=laruFiU8uqg

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=...

Why Do Humans Desire Marijuana- (Part 2 of 2): www.youtube.com
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Alcohol VS Dagga: Alcohol is the most destructive drug of all, study finds

http://youtu.be/2uVXs6CY2ps
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Obama to auction off all dagga seized since 2008 to fund war in Syria

http://nationalreport.net/obama-auctioning-marijuana-seized-drug-raids-since-2008/

Washington DC — In a controversial move said to raise funds for a possible war in

Syria, President Obama today announced plans to auction off all of the marijuana

that has been seized in drug raids since he took office in 2008. The auctions are to

be held in only states that have legalized the drug…

Obama Auctioning Off All Marijuana Seized In Drug Raids Since 2008 - National

Report: nationalreport.net
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Why you should aslo use the word DAGGA proudly...

To honor those who have fallen at the hands of dagga prohibition.

To show the world that the struggle to freedom still continues from apartheid laws first introduced

under British rule.

To break the taboo associated with it.

We should rightfully take back a word created for the sole purpose of creating fear mongering

propaganda and call an end to the war on plants and the people who chose to use this wonder plant

called dagga.

Dagga was derived from the Khoi word Dacca which means intoxicated.
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Heritage Day March - Durban, West Street.
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Our correctional service made into the news for dagga smuggling in prisons wait till they hear about

shooting it into prison with arrows LOL

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5eihjzNg7vs

A Bellingham, Washington man arrested on August 27 after trying to shoot a

baggie of pot affixed to an arrow into the recreation room of a Whatcom County

Jai...

Man shoots pot arrow at prison in marijuana smuggling fail: www.youtube.com
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Dagga debate on MyBroadband join in - They argue that the perception of dagga as a safe drug is

scientifically inaccurate.

http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/showthread.php/555947-Perception-of-Marijuana-as-a-Safe-Drug-Is-S

cientifically-Inaccurate

Have your say about Broadband, Gaming, Hardware, Software, ADSL, HSDPA,

iBurst, computing and anything else. Discuss Telkom, Vodacom, MTN, Cell C, 8ta,

Neotel, MWEB, Afrihost, Web Africa and Cybersmart.

MyBroadband: mybroadband.co.za
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Shocking Results: Woman Replaces 40 Medications With Raw Dagga Juice

Although the results may not be shocking to everyone, many people on the planet are just starting to

wake up to the tremendous medicinal benefits that cannabis has to offer. A recent study conducted by

the Institute of Molecular Psychiatry at the University of Bonn in Germany just discovered that the

activation of the brain’s cannabinoid system triggers the release of antioxidants that act as a cleansing

mechanism. This process is known to remove damaged cells and improve the efficiency of

mitochondria. Mitochondria is the energy sources that powers cells. The study was published in the

Philosophical Transactions of The Royal Society, B (1).

There is also a large amount of evidence supporting the fact that cannabis can also be an effective

treatment, and even a potential cure for cancer. We provided a list of 20 medical studies that prove

cannabis can cure cancer(2). We already know that prescription drugs kill over 100,000 people each

year and that a plant-based diet can prevent over 60% of chronic disease deaths. It’s time to loose our

stigmatism about cannabis, the only reason we’ve been made to look at it in a negative manner is

because it would threaten multiple industries (including the pharmaceutical industry). Cannabis along

with hemp has over 50,000 uses and could help transform our world.

Cannabinoids have been proven to reduce cancer cells as they have a great impact on the rebuilding

of the immune system(2). While not every strain of cannabis has the same effect, more and more

patients are seeing success in cancer reduction in a short period of time by using cannabis. Contrary to

popular thought and belief, smoking the cannabis does not assist a great deal in treating disease within

the body as therapeutic levels cannot be reached through smoking. Creating oil from the plant or

eating the plant is the best way to go about getting the necessary ingredients which are the

cannabinoids.

Another aspect of smoking the cannabis that must be looked at is the fact that when the cannabis is



heated and burnt it changes the chemical structure and acidity of the THC which changes its ability to

be therapeutic. Furthermore, anytime you burn something and inhale it, you create oxidation within the

body. That oxidation is not healthy for the body and can lead to health issues itself. This is why

anti-oxidents are an important part of any healthy diet.

http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2013/09/shocking-results-woman-replaces-40-medications-w

ith-raw-cannabis-juice-collective-evolution-2755094.html

All Light News September 3, 2013 by Arjun Walia Although the results may not be

shocking to everyone, many people on the planet are just starting to wake up to

the tremendous medicinal benefits that cannabis has to offer. A recent study

conducted by...

Shocking Results: Woman Replaces 40 Medications With Raw Cannabis Juice |

Collective-Evolution |...: beforeitsnews.com
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Dagga Use On the Rise, Use of Prescription Painkillers, Cocaine and Meth Declining 

The 2012 National Survey on Drug Use and Health was released today, finding for at least the 6th

straight year that cannabis consumption is on the rise.jointsmoking The report found that 7.3% of those

12 and older consumed cannabis in 2012, up from 5.8% in 2007.

Despite the rise in cannabis consumption, the use of prescription painkillers, cocaine and meth has

been on a consistent decline; the usage of other drugs, such as psychedelics, remain steady.

According to the report; “Marijuana was the most commonly used illicit drug. In 2012, there were 18.9

million past month users. Between 2007 and 2012, the rate of current use increased from 5.8 to 7.3

percent, and the number of users increased from 14.5 million to 18.9 million.”

The number of last-month methamphetamine users, on the other-hand, is on a strong decline; “The

number of past month methamphetamine users decreased between 2006 and 2012, from 731,000 (0.3

percent) to 440,000 (0.2 percent).”

There was also a drastic decrease in the number of young adults using cocaine; “There was a

decrease from 2005 to 2012 in the use of cocaine among young adults aged 18 to 25, from 2.6 to 1.1

percent.”

Overall, despite the liberalization of cannabis policies across America, the number of youth cannabis

consumers aged 12 to 17 is at 7.2%, down from 8.2% in 2002.

http://thejointblog.com/new-report-cannabis-use-rise-use-prescription-painkillers-cocaine-meth-dec

lining/



The 2012 National Survey on Drug Use and Health was released today, finding for

at least the 6th straight year that cannabis consumption is on the rise.

New Report: Cannabis Use On the Rise, Use of Prescription Painkillers, Cocaine and

Meth Declining: thejointblog.com
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No Jail For A Plant

Timeline Photos: Totally agree...

e 2 people like this - Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Phumzile Liwane
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Are you wasted and broke? Get some moodles!

Timeline Photos: With Chean Rivera and 4 others.
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Remember you are never too old for a bong

Timeline Photos: Granpa Green enjoying himself :)

e 7 people like this - Bongisa Nakachwa Lusalu, Clinton Lezar, Dagga Movement,

Darrel Goldswain, Dave Carlson, Lesiba Junior, Phumzile Liwane
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The real effects of dagga part 1



[Introduction]

For the last 25000 years man has been cultivating dagga, using it to cloth themselves, heal the sick,

feed the hungry and alter the state of their consciousness.

[The human body, the endo cannabinoid system & dagga]

The human body is designed to include a complete cannabinoid system. Cannabinoids that naturally

occur inside the body are called Endo Cannabinoids. 

We have cannabinoid receptors located in our brain, skin and organs. Receptors can almost in be found

in every part.

How dagga is consumed is irrelevant as the end result is the same. The cannabinoids in dagga makes

its way into your blood stream, couples with receptors found around the body and even manages to

pass the blood brain barrier and couples to CB1 & CB2 receptors in the brain.

This coupling of receptors in the brain is what causes the euphoria or high experienced when

consuming decarboxylated THC.

In order for the THC cannabinoid to couple with the receptors the dagga needs to be heated to convert

the THC Acid into THC.

Only when dagga is smoked, baked or vaporized does it become active. It is impossible to get high

from raw dagga.

Humans have been designed to consume dagga. Dagga is a vegetable and is the most important

dietary essential on the planet. 

The consumption of dagga is preventative proven by medical benefits.

Did you know? Dagga counters snake venom! You need to be high at the time of bite for it to work.

Proving prevention is better than cure.

Dagga does not cause psychosis. People suffering from predisposed mental conditions are at risk of

psychosis. However no clerical evidence exists to make this link.

My personal opinion is that dagga brings forth underlying metal conditions in people with predisposed

mental conditions. Dagga is merely an indicator of mental an existing mental condition.

Did you know? Durban Poison, the well known South African Sativa strain, is one of the favourite

medical grade dagga strains in the United States where medical dagga is legal.

[Prohibition and the freedom of man]

Almost all the negative associations of dagga are attributed to prohibition.

Under prohibition dagga is unregulated and open game for crime syndicates, gangs and even

otherwise law abiding citizen to exploit for their own benefit.



There is no regulation to ensure quality of the product to makes it to the user.

There is no regulation to protect children and person with mental complication in the current illicit

dagga industry.

South Africa is poverty stricken but the government corporation keeps throwing millions towards the

fight on drug users and peddlers.

If harsh jail sentence, admission of guilt fine and a criminal record was not already enough the

corporate government also funds a special branch in the South African police Air Wing called DaggaOP

that routinely spray dagga crops with helicopters, tanks and spraying equipment sponsored by the

United States’ Drug Enforcement Agency.

These corporate governments who fund these operation do not care that some of these contaminated

dagga plants make its way to the dagga users of South Africa pushed on by desperate growers

depending on this easy cash crop to support his family.

[The law caters the gateway effect]

While dagga is unregulated otherwise law abiding citizen using dagga are exposed to other hard drugs

some of the syndicates or gangs might be offering thus the gateway effect is created directly by

prohibition allowing criminal syndicates to be in control of dagga.

It’s worthy to keep in mind that the majority of dagga dealers are not part of syndicates or gangs. Most

dagga dealers are otherwise law abiding citizens whose only means of income is from cultivating or

selling dagga.

[Industrial dagga freedom from the slave system]

Dagga easily grows on its own essentially has zero cost for production value.

Dagga grows from seed to harvest within 8 to 12 weeks and can be planted in the same soil for up to 20

years.

Dagga provides food, oil, alternative green carbon negative biofuel, textile material, stronger building

material, medication and much more

To be continued…
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But smoking up and actually listening to the new daft punk album today :P
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Leon Raulstone
haha all good :D
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Dagga Movement
That is why a metal head should never proof read his own shit hahahaha...

There is this phenomena once you post something you miraculously become the

best proof reader I spot some more errors but had to share my work as I don't

know when I will ever be finished.

\m/
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if the world let people smoke weed anywere thay wanted, every one would, the thing i agree people

can bongs pipes even skins in a pot shop. the thing i dont agree if the police come to ur house thay can



take ur pipes and bongs
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There are however people that do not prefer to smoke cannabis. They still won't become

regular users.

Only those who otherwise also would have become regular user will become regular

users in a regulated market.

People tend to think that dagga is a vice that is not already part of our society and that is

where they are wrong.

Dagga has always been part of society. The only difference was that when they prohibited

it they artificially created all the negatives associated with this plant.
5 September 2013 12:40PM
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Yes thats bullshit pipes and bong are private property legally bought housed on private

property unless you stabbed someone to death with your glass bong I don't see what

gives anyone the right to take your property.

I do not give consent to entry to my property even if they have a warrant for any dagga

related matter.

The government as we know it whether you are in the UK or US or RSA has been

foreclosed with UCC fillings they are however still continuing to operate illegally.
5 September 2013 12:43PM
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I designed this cartoon back in 2009, dagga does indeed inspire creativity... Give me a like if you agree

and check out other episodes of Mickey Dangerez & Jayson Cyanide

Timeline Photos: Epsiode 2 - Emo Lizzy Luscious
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Dawie Van Vuuren
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Banks & Governments foreclosed around the world...

The One People's Public Trust (OPPT) announced the foreclosure of the

world's banks and "governments" on December 25th 2012 stemming from

prior investigation into massive fraud across the entire system:

http://i-uv.com/oppt-absolute/oppt-initial-investigation/

What happened?

The OPPT posed to the world's Banks and Governments:

1. that they had by deceptive acts and practices been stealing from the

people for hundreds of years, and;

2. nothing stood between the Creator and each of the Creator's

creations,

and gave due opportunity to rebut both statements. They could not and

did not. To understand this fully please read the Declaration of Facts

at http://i-uv.com/oppt-absolute/original-oppt-ucc-filings/> UCC

Filings > 2012 ptII > Declaration of Facts. Here are two excerpts:

Government Charters Cancelled: (Refer: DECLARATION OF FACTS: UCC Doc #

2012127914 Nov 28 2012) "...That any and all CHARTERS, inclusive of The

United States Federal Government, UNITED STATES, "STATE of ...",

Inclusive of any and all abbreviations, idem sonans, or other legal,

financial or managerial forms, any and all international equivalents,

inclusive of any and all OFFICES, inclusive of any and all OFFICERS,

PUBLIC SERVANTS, EXECUTIVE ORDERS, TREATIES, CONSTITUTIONS, MEMBERSHIP,

ACTS, and any and all other contracts and agreements made thereunder

and thereby, are now, void, worthless, or otherwise cancelled,

unrebutted; ..."

Bank Charters Cancelled: (Refer: TRUE BILL: WA DC UCC Doc# 2012114776

Oct 24 2012) "Declared and ordered irrevocably cancelled; any and all

charters for Bank of International Settlements (BIS) members thereto

and thereof including all beneficiaries, including all certain states

of body owning, operating, aiding and abetting private money systems,



issuing, collection, legal enforcement systems, operating SLAVERY

SYSTEMS …commandeering lawful value by unlawful representation..."

Orders to Cease and Desist:

Attention is drawn to DECLARATION AND ORDER: UCC Doc # 2012096074,

Sept. 09 2012, duly reconfirmed and ratified by COMMERCIAL BILL UCC

Doc. No. 2012114586 and TRUE BILL UCC Doc. No.2012 114776 which states:

Volunteers within the military ... "to arrest and take into custody any

and all certain states of body, their agents, officers, and other

actors, regardless of domicil by choice, owning, operating, aiding and

abetting private money systems, issuing, collection, legal enforcement

systems, operating SLAVERY SYSTEMS against the several states citizens,

...", and "Repossess all private money systems, tracking, transferring,

issuing, collection, legal enforcement systems operating SLAVERY

SYSTEMS..." "...all beings of the creator shall forthwith assist all

Public Servants identified herein, to implement, protect, preserve and

complete this ORDER by all means of the creator and created as stated

herein, by, with, and under your full personal liability..."

Search document numbers listed at the Washington DC UCC Registry:

https://gov.propertyinfo.com/DC-Washington/

What does this mean to you?

Are you paying a "debt" to a foreclosed entity..? e.g. mortgage, credit

card, car loan?

OPPT has foreclosed on hierarchy. No one stands between you and your

creator... not even "Government".

Because a CEASE AND DESIST order exists, you are free to offer terms

and conditions to individuals acting on behalf of a foreclosed Bank or

"Government", by issuing a Courtesy Notice.

What does this mean to Banks & "Governments"?

All beings now act in the capacity of individual entities without a

corporate safety net and with full personal liability for each and

EVERY ACTION THEY TAKE under common law, protected and preserved by

public policy UCC 1-103, and Universal law, the governing law laid out

in the OPPT UCC filings. (Refer: WA DC UCC Ref Doc # 2012113593)

Should any individual pursue any actions on behalf of a foreclosed Bank

or "Government", causing another individual any damage as herein

described, they in their individual and unlimited capacity are



absolutely liable. Such actions may result in the receipt of a Courtesy

Notice.

Courtesy Notice

The Courtesy Notice contains the information of this flyer and offers

terms and conditions for future dealings.

Whereas Banks and "Governments" have been foreclosed worldwide... Acts,

Statutes, Codes, Courts, Executive Orders etc were thereby foreclosed,

thus without a lawfully binding contract -individual to individual, no

instrument exists to compel performance.

The Courtesy Notice offers new terms to any individual of a foreclosed

entity for their acceptance and the method of acceptance is clearly

defined.

Individuals are now downloading and sending Courtesy Notices worldwide;

64,000 were downloaded in the first two days following release in early

Feb 2013. See http://www.i-uv.com

What is the UCC -Where and to whom does it apply?

The Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) is the 'bible' of commerce and used

world wide, but sometimes in disguise. UCC is not taught in law

schools; it is used in high level banking and government corporations.

Accordingly most lawyers, attorneys and magistrates know nothing about

UCC and will argue it has no application.

1. Executive Order 13037 dated 04 Mar 1997 defined humans as capital.

See:

[5]http://americankabuki.blogspot.com.au/2013/03/us-citizens-defined-as

-property-of.html

  Links:

    5. http://americankabuki.blogspot.com.au/2013/03/us-citizens-defined-as-property-of.html

2. UCC Doc # 0000000181425776 filed 12 Aug 2011 evidences sale of US

citizens in transaction between The Federal Reserve System and The

United States Department of the Treasury 1789 for $14.3 trillion.

(Linked above)

3. UCC Doc #2001059388 evidences the template the Federal Reserve Bank

of New York uses to secure the collateral in major banks around the

world... including chattel paper, goods and the unborn young of

animals. See



http://www.mediafire.com/view/?3yh79cjnzcwzu0s

Those who would regard the UCC as irrelevant outside the US are thereby

claiming former funding arrangements with the Federal Reserve Bank of

New York null and void.

Due Diligence

Given the usage of UCC filings in the upper levels of "government" and

banks worldwide, due diligence is a necessity.

If there is a dispute, error, or falsity make AND deliver a duly

verified sworn DECLARATION OF REBUTTAL to the duly verified, sworn and

REGISTERED OPPT DECLARATION OF FACTS, point by point, with specificity

and particularity, with full responsibility and liability, under the

penalty of perjury under any law you identify, that the forgoing is

true and accurate, signed by your wet-ink signature.

To date, no such rebuttal has been registered.

Further Research

Radio shows:

http://i-uv.com/media/radio-shows/

All People Declared Free of Debt (Refer Notice of Declaration of

Absolute Truth UCC# 2013032035)

The final filing of the OPPT occurred on March 18, 2013. This document

terminated all remaining man-made entities and returned all people of

this planet to absolute freedom. In this document the creator is

referred to as "absolute essence" and all creations people are referred

to as "absolute essence embodied".

Article VI states..."I duly verify, with full responsibility and

liability, by DECLARATION OF ORDER, that eternal essence IS made

transparent and known by the DO'ing of any and all embodiment of

eternal essence in eternal essence's universe, IS free and free of

debt, unrebutted."

This means THERE IS NO DEBT.

You have no debt... No one has debt... it is done.

t!



I M Power Absent Limits

OPPT Initial Investigation: The Paradigm Report: i-uv.com
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Could anyone read this article and explain to me what Almond is? Are they comparing Almond Nuts to

Hemp?

http://www.overtone.co.za/content/conspiracies101thestoryofhempandhowrisingitwasbanned
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http://www.overtone.co.za/content/whyisitprohibitedtocultivatehemp
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http://htsbellville.co.za/alumniregistration/groups/is-rising-hemp-illegal/
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Grant Higgins
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QeYMduufa-E

all in there
5 September 2013 05:24PM
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Hindu Kush vs Afgan Kush which one do you think would win?
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Shayne Kushbaby
Afgan hands down
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How about some O.G Kush
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4 Power,id go with Afghan..4 the Sweetest taste,id go with Hindu:}
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Aghmat Arend
Afghan!!!!!
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Afghan wins def they are very similar except for taste and the hindu's high fades quickly

for me, one bong fades to subtle sense of euphoria within 15 minutes.

The hindu has a smooth taste and the afghan has a strong grape/berry flavor.

Together in a bong it gives off a liquorice taste.

I still personally prefer high grade skunks over these strong strains for a staple smoke...
6 September 2013 11:46AM
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Dagga activist banned from Universty for "inciting illegal behaviour"

http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/education/9132082/Cannabis-activist-defiant-after-ban

A pro-cannabis activist banned from Canterbury University has labelled it attempt

to shut down the club she leads.

Cannabis activist defiant: www.stuff.co.nz
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Rules of the legal dagga industry in Washington State

http://blog.sfgate.com/smellthetruth/2013/09/05/ten-cannabis-industry-rules-in-washington-state/

The Washington State Liquor Control Board issued final rules for the state's

newborn legal cannabis industry. Here are ten limits in the rules: Limit on total pot

stores. The maximum number of cann...

Ten Cannabis Industry Rules in Washington State: blog.sfgate.com
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Can dagga kill you?

Can smoking pot kill you? Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) said

marijuana leads to 'death' in response to the suggestion that the U.S. should l...

Can Marijuana Kill You?: www.youtube.com
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http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/09/03/marijuana-deaths_n_3

860418.html
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Grant Higgins
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/09/06/synthetic-marijuana-d

eath_n_3882166.html
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In context of LD50 dagga is safer than water! True Story!

Timeline Photos: With Randy Stearns.
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Growing dagga to make ends meet in Swaziland

The ongoing decline of Swaziland’s economy has left many people with no

livelihood other than subsistence farming - including the growing of cannabis. But

cultivation of “Swazi Gold” - as it’s known to weed enthusiasts - is still barely

keeping households afloat.

Growing marijuana to make ends meet in Swaziland: www.irinnews.org
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Drug warriors have long tried to smear marijuana as a dangerous scourge, seeking to criminalize

possession of a leaf they clearly do not understand. The key to comprehending its effects is by better

grasping our physiology.

Marijuana is not magic. Marijuana (botanical name, cannabis) affects the human body because the

plant-based cannabinoids in marijuana, once ingested, can “plug into” the cannabinoid receptors that

are used by the cannabinoids made by our own bodies.

It’s not just people that have cannabinoid systems. All mammals have them. All creatures do, except

bugs. Although cannabinoid systems can utilize the plant-based cannabinoids in marijuana, the

cultivation and preservation of cannabinoid systems by the evolutionary process has nothing to do with

pot. The cannabinoid receptor appeared on the planet at least 550 million years before marijuana.

Evolution has selected for cannabinoid systems, meaning once they emerged, they were retained, and

broadly adopted. A cannabinoid system must make living here on this planet easier, or even possible,

for those who have them. That’s why life cultivates and retains certain mutations, such as fins, eyes or

bigger brains. They’re useful, or at least once were. Why would the cannabinoid system be any

different?

The cannabinoid receptor seems to have first appeared approximately 600 million years ago in sea

squirts. Sea squirts also happen to be our closet relatives among the invertebrates. We share 80

percent of our genes with them.

A sea squirt is a tunicate, and tunicates contain a host of potentially useful chemical compounds that

are effective against various types of cancer. In the May 2007 issue of The Federation of American

Societies for Experimental Biology (FASEB) Journal, researchers from Stanford University showed that

“tunicates can correct [biological] abnormalities over a series of generations… the mechanisms

underlying the phenomenon may lead to insights about the potential of cells and tissues to be

reprogrammed.”

Could that underlying mechanism allowing for “reprogramming” involve the cannabinoid system?

Tunicates evolved in the early Cambrian period, a period that featured the Cambrian explosion that was

characterized by increased diversity and diversification of organisms by an order of magnitude. The

Cambrian explosion marked the sudden (in geological terms) emergence of almost every biological

type known.

Prior to 580 million years ago, life forms were simple. Over the following 75 million years the rate of

evolution accelerated. Charles Darwin considered the Cambrian explosion one of the best arguments

against his theory of natural selection. Paleontologists Stephen Jay Gould and Niles Eldridge’s theory

of punctuated equalibria challenged the idea that evolution took place exclusively gradually over the

generations and asserted that instead there were eras where rapid change ensued. Gould pointed to

stasis in most of the fossil record for evidence.



Could there be a connection between an accelerated rate of evolution 580 million years ago and the

emergence of the cannabinoid system 600 million years ago? Is it possible that it is a system involved

with evolution itself?

The capacity to change is essential to survival. Grow a fin. Resist bacteria. Accept a new idea. The ability

to change can mean the difference between life and death, at the individual level or for a species. We

know we can change biochemically. There has to be a biochemical reason for that. Such a biochemical

system would be mandatory for most species when it comes to survival in a changing world.

The cannabinoid system seems at least in part to be associated with the capacity to “shift,” i.e., change,

dislodge stagnancies and interrupt patterns (“forget”). Memory is not just an act of the mind. The body

has memory, too.  Marijuana affects “memory by way of the receptors in the limbic system’s

hippocampus, which “gates” information during memory consolidation.”

According to Judith Horstman in “The Scientific American Brave New Brain,” learning is a product of

memory formation. Memories are created “when messages are sent across the tiny gaps between

neurons called synapses… A memory is held in the connections made by this network and firmly

established when a network of synapses is strengthened… Over time, this net of memories can be

strengthened further, weakened, or broken, depending on your brain chemistry, your genes, and your

actions.”

So, these networks can be viewed as grooves that get dug and create underlying structure. Information

gets trained to the tracks. So what if the well-dug groove becomes maladaptive, or even detrimental to

survival? What if the dug groove was grounded in misinformation? What if the underlying structure

distorts the information running through it? How do you realize it? (How does the body realize it?) How

do you know to jump the tracks? And if you do jump them, jump them into what?

Unlearning, or pattern breaking, under certain circumstances is critical to the ability of life itself to

persist. It may be equally important in organisms, organizations and even software to have a

mechanism for pattern interruption when changes in the environment make a formerly useful pattern

destructive. The interruption serves as a reset button and causes the system to reassess and aim for

optimizing in current reality as opposed to maintaining historical patterns.

The researchers who work with cannabis, the cannabinoid system and cannabis science often refer to

cannabinoids as working like “grease” and facilitating transitions from one state to another, and as

allowing change. Certainly, more study in these areas is desirable, and necessary. But the federal

government systematically blocks such studies.

Whereas clinical researchers can get permission from the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) to grow or

create restricted compounds like LSD, MDMA or psilocybin in the lab, they are unable to do so when it

comes to marijuana.

The National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) currently is funding a nearly $2 million study in an attempt

to find a link between marijuana use and domestic violence, even though a recent study published by

the journal Neuropharmacology has found that cannabinoids may reduce aggression and improve

social interactions.



Despite such obstacles to research, there are more than 20,000 published studies or reviews in the

scientific literature pertaining to the cannabis plant and cannabinoids. Other countries, such as Israel,

are moving ahead to study cannabis’ therapeutic applications.

The paradigm is changing for marijuana in America. According to Thomas S. Kuhn in his landmark book,

“The Structure of Scientific Revolutions”:

    The decision to reject one paradigm is always the simultaneous decision to accept another, and the

judgment leading to that decision involves the comparison of both paradigms with nature and with

each other… [T]he transition of a paradigm in crisis to a new one from which a new tradition of normal

science can emerge is far from a cumulative process, one achieved by the articulation or extension of

the old paradigm. Rather it is a reconstruction of the field from new fundamentals, a reconstruction that

changes some of the field’s most elementary theoretical generalizations.

We may be in for exciting times.The cannabinoid system is an ancient one. Life organized around it. The

illegal status of marijuana is less than 100 years old. Political institutions and economic interests

organized around it.

How the cannabinoid system functions may be a door to more secrets about the workings of our

physiology. And, as when we figured out that the earth revolves around the sun and not the other way

around, it might shake up some faulty premises and challenge the work of authorities.

Marijuana medicine and science will change things. New information that conflicts with the prevailing

paradigm always does.

Marijuana economics may change things, too. Whether it does depends largely on how the regulatory

models shake out and whether the resources – the money – generated under legal status flow to new

players, provide broad opportunities for entrepreneurship, build the middle class, or find their way to

the more deeply dug grooves of those who already command the resources of the economy.

Marijuana politics is the tool that is used to reinforce current patterns, networks and flows — or to dig

new grooves and enable change.

K.M Cholewa has worked as a political writer, policy consultant and lobbyist in Montana for 22 years,

including on issues related to medical marijuana. Her novel, Shaking Out the Dead, is due out Spring

2014. 

http://www.salon.com/2013/09/08/science_for_potheads_why_they_love_to_get_high/singleton/

There's so much misunderstanding around marijuana. Here's what's really

happening to people when they smoke weed

Science for potheads: Why they love to get high: www.salon.com
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The South African Bureau of Justice reports that 85% of teens say they know where to get dagga.

http://www.crimezeromagazine.co.za/index.php/9-home-page-articales/6-our-drug-culture

Crime Zero your crime stop website

OUR DRUG CULTURE: www.crimezeromagazine.co.za
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Human Settlements, Safety and Liaison MEC Helen Sauls-August has welcomed the arrest of 2 Mount

Frere police officers on allegations of theft and unlawful possession of ammunition.

The officers were found near a police van loaded with 10 bags of dagga following an investigation by

the station commander regarding theft of dagga at the Mount Frere Police Station.

They were arrested and one of the two police officers was also found to be in possession of

ammunition.



The MEC commended the SAPS for rooting out corruption within its ranks.

The officers are due in court on Monday . 

http://www.algoafm.co.za/article.aspx?id=7478
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Suspected Drug Dealer's money forfeited 

An amount of R1.2 million belonging to suspected drug dealer Busisiwe Elizabeth Motsepe has been

forfeited to the state, the National Prosecuting Authority said on Monday.

The Asset Forfeiture Unit brought the application in the Pretoria High Court, even though the criminal

case against Motsepe was withdrawn for lack of evidence, NPA spokesman Medupi Simasiku said in a

statement.

"The court agreed with the AFU that the money was the proceeds of criminal activity and forfeited it to

the state," he said.

In December 2010, police searched a house in KwaThema, Springs, after receiving information about

drug trafficking.

They found R1.2m in cash hidden in a chest. Next to it were three kilograms of dagga.

Motsepe, who is unemployed, initially said she inherited the chest from her grandfather in 1991. She

said it had contained R1.5m.

However, she later claimed to have won the money at a casino.

The AFU investigated the claim and found no record of such a win at any of the nearby casinos.

"She then reverted back to her initial version that she inherited the money from her grandfather," said

Simasiku.

"However, the AFU determined that the grandfather was a factory worker and that it is therefore

unlikely that he could amass such a great fortune."



Simasiku said Motsepe was charged with possession of drugs and drug trafficking, but the case was

withdrawn because of insufficient evidence.

"Despite the withdrawal of the criminal case, the AFU applied to the court for the money to be

forfeited...," he said.

Source : Sapa /ma/jk/cls/ks

Date : 09 Sep 2013 16:14
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In Jamaica, a twist on wine tours for dagga lovers

Napa and Sonoma have their wine tours, and travelers flock to Scotland to sample the fine single malt

whiskies. But in Jamaica, farmers are offering a different kind of trip for a different type of connoisseur.

Call them ganja tours: smoky, mystical - and technically illegal -journeys to some of the island's hidden

cannabis plantations, where pot tourists can sample such strains as "purple kush" and "pineapple

skunk."

The tours pass through places like Nine Mile, the tiny hometown of reggae legend, and famous

pot-lover, Bob Marley. Here, in Jamaica's verdant central mountains, dreadlocked men escort curious

visitors to a farm where deep-green marijuana plants grow out of the reddish soil. Similar tours are

offered just outside the western resort town of Negril, where a marijuana mystique has drawn

weed-smoking vacationers for decades.

"This one here is the original sinsemilla, Bob Marley's favorite. And this one here is the chocolate skunk.

It's special for the ladies," a pot farmer nicknamed "Breezy" told a reporter as he showed off several

varieties on his plot one recent morning.

While legalization drives have scored major victories in recent months in places like Colorado and

Washington state, and the government of the South American nation of Uruguay is moving toward

getting into the pot business itself, the plant is still illegal in Jamaica, where it is known popularly as

"ganja."



Some would like to see that change, with increasingly vocal advocates saying Jamaica could give its

struggling economy a boost by taking advantage of the fact the island is nearly as famous for its

marijuana as it is for beaches, reggae music and world-beating sprinters.

Justice Minister Mark Golding told The Associated Press the government is aware of legalization efforts

elsewhere, and called the issue "dynamic and evolving quickly."

"We will be reviewing the matter in light of the recent developments in this hemisphere," Golding said

of decriminalization in an email.

The Ganja Law Reform Coalition, an island group that is calling for the government to decriminalize and

regulate pot, is preparing to host an international conference in the capital of Kingston later this month,

where topics will include prospects for cannabis commercialization.

Despite its laid-back international image, Jamaica is a conservative, religious place and many people

bristle at the country's Rasta reputation.

Marijuana has been pervasive but prohibited on the island since 1913. The illicit marijuana crop has

declined since the 1970s due to global competition and the U.S.-led war on drugs. Still, Jamaica is the

Caribbean's leading supplier of pot to the U.S. and tourists often don't need to look any farther than

their hotel lobby for assistance buying weed.

"There's already a high degree of marijuana tourism in Jamaica; they just don't call it that," said Chris

Simunek, editor-in-chief of the magazine High Times, based in New York.

In Nine Mile, Breezy says Americans, Germans and increasingly Russians have toured his small farm

and sampled his crop. There were no takers for the $50 tour on this morning among a couple of

busloads of cruise ship tourists arriving at Bob Marley's childhood home, though more than a dozen

lined up enthusiastically to buy baggies of weed from Breezy's friends, sold through a hole in the wall

of the museum compound.

"I can get stronger stuff at home, but there's something really special about smoking marijuana in

Jamaica. I mean, this is the marijuana that inspired Bob Marley," said a 26-year-old tourist from

Minnesota who only identified herself as Angie as she crumbled some pot into rolling paper.

An online vacation guide called Jamaicamax promises to organize ganja tours in the Negril area. But

there's a caveat: First you have to smoke a marijuana "spliff" with your guide, presumably to show you

are not law enforcement.

"After you smoke a spliff with us and we get to know you then we will take you on the best ganja tours

in Jamaica and you'll smoke (and eat if you want) so much ganja you'll be talking to Bob Marley

himself," the travel website says.

More than a decade after a government commission said marijuana was "culturally entrenched" and

recommended decriminalizing personal use by adults, influential politicians and businessmen are

pushing for Jamaica to cast off old fears of angering Washington and loosen up laws.



Henry Lowe, a prominent Jamaican scientist who helped develop a cannabis-derived medication to

treat glaucoma in the 1980s, said the island could quickly become a hub of marijuana tourism and

research. "People could come down to Jamaica for medical marijuana treatment and health tourism

because this has been our tradition, our culture."

Indentured servants from India are thought to have brought the plant to Jamaica in the 19th century. Its

use as a medicinal herb spread rapidly, with some people using ganja tea to alleviate aches and others

using rum-soaked marijuana as a cold remedy. By the 1970s, marijuana became even more popular

due to Rastafarian reggae stars like Marley and Peter Tosh.

For now, criminal gangs dominate the island's marijuana trade, and turf wars fueled in part by pot

profits have long plagued gritty parts of Jamaica. But advocates say decriminalization or legalization

would shift profits away from gangs, freeing money that now goes for arresting and jailing pot users.

For Breezy and his friends, any reforms couldn't come soon enough.

"The government needs to free up marijuana soon, man, because it's a natural thing, a spiritual thing,"

Breezy said before sticking his nose in a clump of pot plants and taking an appreciative sniff. "And the

tourists love it."

http://www.thenewage.co.za/mobi/Detail.aspx?NewsID=106685&CatID=12
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Mexico's unlikely advocate of dagga legalisation

Conservative former Mexico President Vicente Fox has become an unlikely leading advocate of

marijuana legalisation, according to a Los Angeles Times report.

He says his change of heart stems from Mexico's mounting drug violence. The former standard-bearer

of Mexico's conservative National Action Party, or PAN, has emerged as one of Latin America's most

outspoken advocates of marijuana legalization, notes the report. It says Fox (71) came out for

legalisation a few years ago. But this summer he has significantly ramped up his efforts. In June, he

declared that he would grow the plant if it were legalised - 'I'm a farmer,' he said - and added that he'd

like to see marijuana sold in Mexican convenience stores. Some see him as a visionary, others as a

cynical promoter milking the issue for attention (and, perhaps, lucrative speaking fees). Many think he's

simply nuts. In a poll published in the liberal Mexico City newspaper La Jornada, 43% of respondents

agreed that the former President 'had finally gone crazy,' while 32% said he should be investigated for

promoting criminality. Only 11% said he had the right idea.

http://www.latimes.com/world/la-fg-mexico-fox-pot-20130903,0,3836608.story



SAN CRISTOBAL, Mexico — Former President Vicente Fox grew up on a farm here

in rural Guanajuato, one of Mexico's most conservative states. He is the kind of guy

who wears big belt buckles, collects hand-tooled saddles and worships the free

market.

Mexico's Vicente Fox pushes marijuana debate to forefront: www.latimes.com
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The case for decriminalising the use of drugs by Prof JP van Niekerk

As with the US prohibition experiment from 1919 to 1933, which banned the sale, production, and

transportation of alcohol, the unintended consequences of the criminalisation of the use of drugs has

resulted in a failed policy. Drug abuse is bad, but drug prohibition is worse.

To wage war, there needs to be enemies. In the case of drugs, these are dealers and also users. Users

may include family, friends and other ordinary members of society. Users have swelled the prison

population in South Africa. In the US however, this has reached preposterous proportions; 5% of the

world’s population has 25% of the prison population, much of it drug related. South Africa cannot be

proud of its prison statistics, but it has proportionately less than half that of the US. People sentenced to

prison have a much higher chance of graduating to a life of crime as their criminal record magnifies the

difficulty of finding employment.

Drug prohibition leads to the corruption of the political, policing and judicial systems. The profits are so

large that in Mexico, which is a conduit for drugs destined for the US, the fight for turf by drug cartels

has been responsible for over 70 000 murders and 20 000 disappearances during former Mexican

President Felipe Calderon’s six years in office. Drugs create crime. People who become addicted to

substances often cannot fund the high prices of illicit products and turn to drug running, robbery and

other criminal methods to meet their needs.

What to do?

If one believes that taking drugs is evil, the response is that the war on drugs should be pursued with

renewed vigour and resources. However, this view is blind to the realities of a relentless global increase

in the drug trade, and the growing power of criminal drug suppliers despite, if not because of the war

on drugs. It is time to consider alternatives.

History and experience show that society has always and will always have psychoactive substances.

We should acknowledge this and develop better ways of dealing with human frailty.

An evidence-based approach rather than the present arbitrary classification of drugs is required.

Alcohol and tobacco, both legalised drugs, are more harmful than cannabis, which even has useful

medical properties. Therefore it makes no sense that they are legalised while cannabis is criminalised.

There is also no clear distinction between socially acceptable and illicit substances.

Addiction can have devastating consequences. But addiction comes in many forms, such as drugs,



gambling, sex, and food. The victims require help and understanding. Severe punitive measures and

stigmatization make rehabilitation more difficult. People who take drugs may be unwise but are not and

should not be branded as criminals.

Prohibition (criminalisation) of drugs puts their control in the hands of the drug dealers. Escalating the

war makes drugs more valuable and attracts more participants to the illicit industry.

Examples of action

Opponents of decriminalisation claim that tolerating the use of drugs will open the floodgates of abuse.

The evidence suggests the opposite.

Twelve years ago the most important problem in Portugal was the use of drugs. It took the brave step

of decriminalising. Statistics have now shown that drug use has decreased, especially in comparison to

the rest of the EU. Drug use by school children has declined; imprisonment of drug users has ceased

(they are treated socially and not criminally); and there has been a reduction in drug trade. Drug use is

now sixth on their list of problems.

The Dutch model of ‘coffee shops’ where cannabis could be obtained legally was introduced to

protect cannabis users from exposure to harder drugs. Indeed it found that drug users were much less

likely to buy harder drugs from their cannabis sources. Substantial tax revenues also flowed into state

coffers rather than into the pockets of criminal drug traders. Access to a commercial market for

cannabis did not result in a prolific growth of cannabis consumers. On the contrary, cannabis use

stayed on par with European averages and remains far lower than in stricter environments like the

United States.

Heroin ranks as the most dangerous drug, with high addiction rates, hospitalisation due to diseases, and

deaths caused by overdose or impurities added by unscrupulous dealers. It is often given

intravenously, and addicts reuse and share needles, exposing them to hepatitis and HIV. In Switzerland

and elsewhere where heroin addicts are supplied with clean drugs and needles, there has been a

dramatic drop in hospitalisation costs, drug deaths and petty crimes.

Our government should urgently formulate and implement an evidence-based drug policy that draws

on the experiences of other countries around decriminalising drug use; takes into account the levels of

harm of different drugs; and adopts a rights-based public health approach to policy (rather than a

criminal, punitive approach).

The difficulty in achieving this should not be underestimated. There are considerable vested interests in

the drug war economy; those that trade the drugs and those that oppose them (the policing, judicial

and prison systems). The lifting of the prohibition of alcohol in the US was opposed by the traders and

the religious conservatives leading to the expression ‘the Bootleggers and the Baptists’ – an example

of a model of politics in which the opposite moral positions lead to the same vote. Visionary political

leadership is needed.

Professor Van Niekerk is an Emeritus Professor at UCT, former Dean UCT Faculty of Health Sciences

and former Managing Editor of the SA Medical Journal. He is currently Consulting Editor of the South

African Medical Journal.



http://dagga.info/2013/09/09/the-case-for-decriminalising-the-use-of-drugs/

As with the US prohibition experiment from 1919 to 1933, which banned the sale,

production, and transportation of alcohol, the unintended consequences of the

criminalisation of the use of drugs has resulted in a failed policy. Drug abuse is bad,

but drug prohibition is worse. To wage war, there need...

The case for decriminalising the use of drugs: dagga.info
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inflammatory remarks uttered by Mr. Mark Wiley from the Democratic Alliance on

the Voice of Islam radio station on...
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IN THE MATTER OF



RASTA BEAT obo THE RASTAFARI COMMUNITY APPLICANT

AND

THE DEMOCRATIC ALLIANCE RESPONDENT

_______________________________________________________

STATEMENT OF FACT

1. The inflammatory remarks uttered by Mr. Mark Wiley from the

Democratic Alliance on the Voice of Islam radio station on 25June

2013 at 08h15am ‘It is no secret that the Rastafarian community

openly uses and promotes dagga. Dagga is a prohibited substance

and for a senior police staff officer to be seen associating himself with

this drug is nothing short of scandalous” is in conflict with the spirit,

letter and purport of our constitutional democracy and perpetuates

intolerance and insensitivity in violation of the equality provisions.

2. Mr. Wiley’s characterization of cannabis as a drug is unsound,

unscientific and unconstitutional and is purely based on antiquated,

racist and culturally presumptuous premises. The Rastafari

community emphatically denies the classification of cannabis as a

drug and Mr. Wiley and the Democratic Alliance is put to the proof

thereof.

3. The respondent’s assertion that Major General Veary’s conduct is

unbecoming that of a senior police official is not only presumptuous

but ignorant; as empirical studies shows that in several countries

where they changed their approach to dealing with substance abuse

that those changes came as a result of senior police officers putting

pressure on government.

4. The DA’s statement undoubtedly denotes the Rastafari way of life

as scandalous, criminal and facilitating substance abuse. This

characterization is not only uncalled for; it perpetuates prejudice and

intolerance. It is destructive of social cohesion and refuses to

acknowledge Rastafari as legitimate members of society and as the

custodians of indigenous aboriginal culture.

5. The true test for tolerance as required by the Promotion of Equality

and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act 4 of 2000 lies not in

making space for that which is easily and readily accommodated or

tolerated, but in finding space for the bizarre, the unusual and even

that which in the past was seen as threatening. Rastafari is a religious

and spiritual movement that forms an integral part of the rich South

African cultural tapestry. Whereas our way of life was frowned upon



under apartheid; the constitution obliges the DA and the government

to recognize our existential rights and make reasonable space for the

growth and flourishing of the Rastafari way of life.

6. Our practice of using cannabis cannot be blamed for the problem

of substance abuse in our society as we the first nation people of this

country used cannabis long before the advent of the DA and their kind

and even long before substance abuse became a legitimate concern

in our communities. Lumping Rastafari use of cannabis with the

abusers of hard drugs is not only unconstitutional, it is downright

wicked as our community can be demonstrated to be one that

eschews drugs and substance abuse and that we use less addictive

substances then most if not all cultures in South Africa.

7. Equality in our constitutional democracy mean equal respect and

concern for difference; not treating everyone the same. Difference is

no longer seen as divisive or destructive; but as adding to variety

which is the mother of enjoyment. The cultural and social practices of

one group in society can no longer enjoy preference over others that

are as deserving of protection and care. When these practices forms

part of the culture and social practices of the previously

disadvantaged it places a higher responsibility on the provincial and

national government to find space for the effective recognition and

enjoyment of these practices.

8. The usage of cannabis is a customary cultural practice of the first

nation people of this country and it also migrated to other cultures in

our society to the extent that its usage can fairly be said to be national.

9. The DA does not characterize the practice of giving communion in

church as promoting alcoholism in our society; neither can the

problem of woman and child abuse be laid in front of the door of

those cultures that practice polygamy. To blame Rastafari for drug

abuse is racist and bigoted and the assertion has no basis in empirical

reality. The conduct of the respondent thus amounts to unfair

discrimination.

10. The Rastafari community has a right to live their lives as free and

responsible citizens and we submit that there is nothing in our lifestyle

that necessitates government labeling us as drug abusers and our

lifestyle as one that facilitates drug abuse.

11. The Democratic Alliance must proof that the Rastafari community

and our usage of cannabis is criminogenic and that society cannot

reasonably accommodate our cultural and religious practice without

compromising general health and safety.



12. The creation of an egalitarian society with equality as its focal and

organizing principle will remain a fleeting illusion, ever to be pursued

but never to be attained unless there is a concerted effort on the part

of government to be pragmatic about resolving the problems of our

times such as substance abuse.

13. All over the world it is becoming increasingly evident that harm

prevention policies in respect of substance abuse have failed dismally

and that the societies that have made real forward strides in

combating the problem of substance abuse did so because of harm

reduction policies. The problem of substance abuse is thus not seen

as a problem for the criminal justice system but as a social dilemma

which necessitates viewing those who have substance abuse

problems not as criminals or junkies but as patients which require care

not jail. The DA’s attempt to throw the criminal justice system at the

problem is not pragmatic and is out of tune with social reality.

14. The Rastafari community wants an unconditional apology from the

Democratic Alliance for scandalizing our name and impugning our

character.

10 September 2013 07:39AM
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Being Liberal Wall Pictures

Timeline Photos: (M) The war on drugs is clearly a failure. — with Bradley Walker

and Susan Ann Shriver Howell.
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Medical/therapeutic use Cannabis has a long history of medical use in various

countries (Grinspoon & Bakalar, 1993). Cannabis was used to treat a variety of

human ills in folk and formal medicine for thousands of years in Turkey, South

America, Egypt, India, the Malays, Burma and Siam (Hall & Degenh...
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Cannabis has a long history of medical use in various countries

(Grinspoon & Bakalar, 1993). Cannabis was used to treat a variety of

human ills in folk and formal medicine for thousands of years in

Turkey, South America, Egypt, India, the Malays, Burma and Siam (Hall



& Degenhardt, 2003; Mechoulam, 1986; Anslinger & Cooper, 1937). In

the early 1800s, United States physicians used cannabis extracts to

produce a tonic for both medicinal and recreational purposes.

However, in 1937 its use as an intoxicant was prohibited by the

Marijuana Tax Act. Nevertheless, in the same year tinctures of

cannabis were still cited in the United States Pharmacopeia and

National Formulary’s list of therapeutic drugs.

Until 1937 a nerve tonic produced from the cannabis plant was legally

retailed in South Africa. For many years, mankind here attached

medicinal value to the cannabis plant and used it for many ailments

such as epilepsy, asthma, heart attack, multiple sclerosis and cancer

(Spruit & Van Laar, 1997). Some religious groups such as the

Rastafarians refer to it as the holy plant that induces calmness and

inner peace. Some traditional healers (e.g. ngaka ya malopo) and

some indigenous religious leaders in South Africa also assert that

cannabis helps people to “see into the future” and to “hear voices”

of prophecy. This is in keeping with Hanson and Venturelli’s

(1998:372) statement: “A subjective euphoric effect associated with

marijuana use is the ongoing social psychological experiences

incurred while intoxicated with marijuana. It includes both the user’s

altered state of consciousness and his or her perceptions while

intoxicated.” The following therapeutic benefits have been listed with

regard to cannabis use:

AIDS-related wasting

Drocannabinol is used to stimulate appetite and to assist AIDS

patients to gain weight (Beal, Olson, Laubenstein et al., 1995). Hall and

Degenhardt (2003), however, point out that some patients do not like

the psychoactive effects of drocannabinol; they find it difficult to

titrate their oral dose because of the delayed onset and prolonged

duration of its effects.

Glaucoma

Glaucoma is caused by elevated intra-ocular pressure (IOP), which

produces blindness if untreated. Drocannabinol taken orally or

intravenously reduces IOP by 25%, but this effect lasts only for three

to four hours (Hall & Degenhardt, 2003). Cannabis lowers

glaucoma-associated IOP, even though it does not cure the condition

or reverse blindness.

Anti-asthmatic effect

Cannabis smoke results in bronchodilation. This means that it dilates

the air passages and thus achieves an anti-asthmatic effect. Some

researchers have observed that short-term smoking of cannabis

improves the breathing of asthma patients.

Muscle-relaxant effect



Some studies have shown that muscle spasms are relieved when

patients with muscle disorders, such as multiple sclerosis, use

cannabis (Pertwee, 2002). While several other studies have provided

some support, Hall and Degenhardt (2003:691) state: “There are too

few clinical trials to evaluate efficacy.”

Anti-seizure effect

Cannabis has both convulsant and anti-convulsant properties. It has

been considered in the prevention of epileptic seizures.

Anti-depressant effect

Cannabis and the synthetic cannabinoid synthexyl have been used

successfully in Great Britain as specific euphoriants for the treatment

of depression.

Analgesia

A small number of controlled trials in humans suggest that

drocannabinol and other cannabinoids have analgesic effects in acute

post-operative and chronic pain, being equivalent to 60 mg codein

(Hall & Degenhardt, 2003; Bagshaw & Hagen, 2002; Campbell, Tramer

& Carrol, 2001). However, according to these authors, some patients

report adverse psychotropic effects from these cannabinoids. Hanson

and Venturelli (1998) also note that the pain-relieving potency of

cannabis has not been carefully studied and compared with the

pain-relieving properties of other analgesics such as the narcotics or

aspirin-type drugs. Indeed, various researchers have emphatically

stated that cannabis and related products must be rigorously tested

for toxicity and therapeutic effectiveness, a process which is

“timeconsuming, expensive and not worthwhile if other drugs are

already available that offer therapeutic efficacy comparable to, or

better than, the marijuana substances. In addition, concerns about the

abuse potential and the social stigma associated with marijuana need

to be considered” (Hanson & Venturelli, 1998:385).

Anti-nausea effect

Cannabis (THC) or related drugs have often been used for the

symptomatic relief of extreme nausea and vomiting that tend to

accompany cancer chemotherapy (Hall & Degenhardt, 2003). In

Canada, in the late 1970s and early l980s, for example, cannabis was

used medically by hundreds of patients (mainly in the form of

synthetic tetrahydrocannabinol) in state projects for the treatment of

nausea and vomiting in cancer chemotherapy. This practice was,

however, discontinued “because each state program had to comply

with an enormous federal paperwork burden that was more than the

physicians and administrators involved could bear” (Grinspoon,

1998:386).



Hall and Degenhardt (2003) further state that newer anti-emetics,

such as ondansetron, appear to provide better control over nausea

and vomiting than drocannabinol, with fewer adverse effects. There

may be value in exploring the efficacy of combining ondansetron and

drocannabinol to manage poorly controlled or delayed vomiting (Hall

& Degenhardt, 2003).

Read more:

http://wikileaks.org/wiki/South_Africa_Central_Drug_Authority_Positi

on_Paper_on_Cannabis,_2004
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21 Sep is around the corner... only 11 days to go. Daggafarians & Rastafarians localize!
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Almost a month after emailing Joost about dagga as an alternative treatment/relief for MND he is

cured!? Yet there is no medical treatment for MND according to the Medical Industry!

Timeline Photos: Almost a month after emailing Joost about dagga as an

alternative treatment/relief for MND he is cured!? Yet there is no medical

treatment for MND according to the Medical Industry!

e 4 people like this - Carl Norman Schreiber, Dagga Movement, Imraan Samuels,

Timothy Daniell Knight

f 1 comment

Dawie Van Vuuren
kind of like there is supposedly no cure for cancer.
10 September 2013 02:45PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 10 September 2013 01:23PM         b

The War on Dagga Dims the Hope for Peace

f 1 comment

Dawie Van Vuuren
perhaps the masses will run out of hope, and start standing up for themselves, in stead of

hoping for change. this perpetual "hope-state" only results in inaction. stop hoping, and

asking, and start demanding what is rightfully yours.
10 September 2013 03:28PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 10 September 2013 01:43PM         g

Cape Town - Western Cape traffic officials said on Tuesday four people have been arrested after they

were caught during a drug bust on the N7 near Philadelphia.

About 60 bags of dagga were seized late on Monday afternoon.

Western Cape Traffic Chief Kenny Africa said, "Our provincial traffic officer stopped a Nissan van and

the dagga was confiscated. All four occupants were arrested and taken to police station in

Philadelphia."

http://ewn.co.za/2013/09/10/WC-authorities-make-dagga-bust



Four suspects were arrested after police found them with 60 bag of dagga.

Dagga bust in WC: ewn.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Rubin Willemse

f 1 comment

Dawie Van Vuuren
I hope they know their rights...
10 September 2013 02:43PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 10 September 2013 03:21PM         b

When the human body is designed to couple with cannabinoids feeling high is a natural part of being

human.

e 1 person likes this - Henry Thamie Mngomezulu

Dagga Movement 10 September 2013 05:29PM         g

The only way munchies could be dangerous?

Humans can overdose and die from chocolate.

Strange but true facts:

https://www.facebook.com/factrange/posts/199157966928306

Dagga Movement 10 September 2013 06:48PM         g

Girls groped during drug search at school. Prohibition failing children once again!

A Boksburg High School parent says police groped her daughter’s breasts and

buttocks.

Girls groped during drug search – parent: ewn.co.za

Wednesday 11 September 2013

Dagga Movement 11 September 2013 10:04AM         d
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http://www.news24.com/MyNews24/The-REAL-effects-of-dagga-20130911

For the last 25000 years man has been cultivating dagga, using it to cloth

themselves, heal the sick, feed the hungry and alter the state of their

consciousness.

The REAL effects of dagga: www.news24.com

e 1 person likes this - Timothy Daniell Knight

f 1 comment

Dawie Van Vuuren
This article is so loaded with a pro legalisation vs re-legalisation

agenda. not surprising though, as it is from a media24 source...
11 September 2013 01:04PM

Johan Steynvaart
Dawie, regulating it out of peoples handfs will be next to

impossible, anyone can grow a plant. As long as you are able



to do that, no one can stop it.

11 September 2013 02:51PM

e 1 person likes this - Dawie Van Vuuren

Dawie Van Vuuren
i assure you, unless the herb is re-legalised, the same thing

that is happening all over the world in places where

legalisation happened, will happen here. If you allow the

government any control, they will regulate it out of your

hands. the basis for re-legalisation is founded, that of

legalisation - unfounded.
11 September 2013 01:16PM

e 1 person likes this - Johan Steynvaart

Johan Steynvaart
Exactly!
11 September 2013 03:03PM

Dawie Van Vuuren
wanted to post this in comments section, but media 24 wants

to invade my privacy in order to do so, so here is my

comment: a lot of great, accurate info, just not sure about the

legalisation aspect - as dagga is 100% safe, i do not see why

we need regulation. we need to free the herb completely,

not regulate it out of the people's hands, as prohibition has

done. legalisation is like a wolf in sheep's clothing.

re-legalisation is the only solution to the cannabis situation.
11 September 2013 01:48PM

e 1 person likes this - Johan Steynvaart

Dawie Van Vuuren
Dagga is merely an indicator of mental an existing mental

condition. - proofread - otherwise you stand the risk of

looking like the classic "stoner" who no one can take

seriously. - it is a Published article - this might seem small,

but the fact is, it feeds an agenda, I'm sure you are not pro -

that of regulation and taxation. this is not freedom.
11 September 2013 01:11PM

e 1 person likes this - Johan Steynvaart

Dawie Van Vuuren
As long as anyone can grow their own, i am for it, but

imposing restrictions on a grower - amount etc, can only be

justified if the plant poses any real threat. this is not the case.

the plant is very friendly.
11 September 2013 02:56PM

e 1 person likes this - Johan Steynvaart



Dawie Van Vuuren
Agreed, Johan.
11 September 2013 02:53PM

Johan Steynvaart
*Mickey
11 September 2013 02:52PM

Johan Steynvaart
Great article Micky, cant wait to read the rest
11 September 2013 02:52PM

e 1 person likes this - Dawie Van Vuuren

Dagga Movement
lol I wrote the article

- Mickey Dangerez
11 September 2013 01:07PM

e 1 person likes this - Johan Steynvaart

Dagga Movement 11 September 2013 01:34PM         b

People moving on to harder stuff is out of their own choice,it has nothing to do with the effects of

marijuana. Marijuana being a "gateway drug" is just a weak excuse for people to validate their

ill-informed opinions. - P. Bruwer

e 4 people like this - Dawie Van Vuuren, Ettienne Webbstock, John Ward, Phumzile Liwane

f 3 comments

Dawie Van Vuuren
Oh so true...
11 September 2013 01:39PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Johan Steynvaart
A 2012 study suggests that the actual gateway drug is alcohol, and not cannabis. Many

people are introduced to alcohol before introduction to cannabis, so why then does

cannabis need to be labled the gateway? The answer is quite simple, ignorance. Only

education can deplete this ignorance.

http://www.naturalnews.com/036541_alcohol_gateway_drug_marijuana.html
11 September 2013 01:55PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Vusi Cammy
(y)
11 September 2013 02:52PM



Alexander Dowding > Dagga Movement 11 September 2013 06:00PM         g

The latest NEWS24 read by one of South Africa's most prolific writers of dagga orientated articles.

Thank you very much Dagga Movement

http://www.news24.com/MyNews24/The-REAL-effects-of-dagga-20130911

For the last 25000 years man has been cultivating dagga, using it to cloth

themselves, heal the sick, feed the hungry and alter the state of their

consciousness.

The REAL effects of dagga: www.news24.com

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez

Thursday 12 September 2013

Dagga Movement 12 September 2013 08:33AM         g

? Ma Baker

Timeline Photos: With Kino Killz and 30 others.

e 2 people like this - Dabyouth Moetprexsuu, Dawie Van Vuuren

Dagga Movement 12 September 2013 08:52AM         g

How do you ignore this? 

“Toe sê hulle ons moet ons broeke aftrek en ons ‘h-lle’ oopmaak, hulle wil kyk wat daarin is. Toe skyn

hulle hul flitsligte daarin en sê ons moet afsak. Toe moet ons met ons broek wat afgetrek is, staan -

amper asof daar nou iets moet uitval.

http://www.tygerburger.co.za/articles/articledetails.aspx?mode=news&id=86210

I don't know about you but this is where I drew the line. This is break point for me. Worst is no

comments are any of you angry about this. If we don't do something about this then I am sorry there is

no hope for SA. 

Since when is it the responsibility of a community member to make a case against the police when the

police have already been informed of a sexual? Shouldn't the case be investigated regardless?

Especially when it involves police. Do you think this child or the mother lied? Do you understand

afrikaans. Can you read afrikaans? Then why aren't you furious about this...?

Will you do something about this?If If knew what I would have done it already because every time I see



this article I am furious all over again.

This demands action from each one of us. Please give some advice as to what do you think could be

done.

The other day woman where forced to undress for a vagina inspection and today children's anuses are

inspected for dagga. So I ask you again where do you draw the line.

Die polisie het ’n 14-jarige seun sy broek laat aftrek, vooroor laat buk, en toe ’n

flitslig in sy anus geskyn en hom en sy vriende geforseer om mekaar se anusse te

ondersoek vir dagga....

Minderjarige soos krimineel gehanteer: www.tygerburger.co.za

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
“Maak oop jou p**s dat ek die dagga kan sien.”

Met dié woorde het Vrouemaand afgeskop vir ’n 58-jarige antie van

Epping Forest, Elsiesrivier, toe cops haar na bewering aangerand en

kaal uitgetrek het.

’n Ontstoke Patricia Claasen (58) sê die cops het haar 05:55 by haar

huis in Debden-laan wakker gemaak.

Sy sê: “Hulle het gesê hulle is hier om te skud. Toe ek vra of ek eers

toilet toe kan gaan, toe sê hulle ja.

“Maar ek het nog op die toilet gesit toe twee polisievroue inbars en

begin om my in die gesig te slaan.

“Hulle het my toe kaal uitgetrek en teen die bad gegooi.

“Toe sê die een polisievrou: ‘Maak oop jou p**s dat ek die dagga kan

sien.’”

Die cops het egter niks gekry nie. Vir Claasen is die sout in dié wonde

dat die cops volgens haar met haar R20 verdwyn het.

Haar 27-jarige dogter, Roseline, sê sy is baie ontevrede oor die

voorval.

“Ek sal dit nie daar los nie,” belowe sy.

“Sedert Dinsdag se skietvoorval toe ’n vrou in ons straat doodgeskiet

is, word ons nou deur die polisie geteiken.



“Die polisie sê die mense het by ons huis geskiet, maar dis nie so nie.”

Lt.kol. André Traut, polisiewoordvoerder, bevestig ’n saak van

aanranding is by die plaaslike polisiekantoor aangemeld.

Traut sê: “Bewerings van brutaliteit en wangedrag teen ons lede word

as ernstig gesien.

“Ons sal nie skroom om op te tree teen lede wat buite die wet optree

nie.”

http://dieson.mobi/2013/08/02/dagga-in-vagga/

12 September 2013 08:56AM

Dagga Movement 12 September 2013 09:09AM         g

And no one should be indecently assaulted by the police for dagga!

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=173275159391996&id=1172930816568

71&aid=57960

e 8 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Alistair Thomson, Dawie Van Vuuren,

Elana Akasha, Justin Rooplall, Lesiba Junior, Maggi Newton, Vic Shaw

f 2 comments

Alexander Dowding
Susan Sarandon speaks the TRUTH!
12 September 2013 09:18AM

Dawie Van Vuuren
"far less" is an understatement, but I'll take it! classy lady!
12 September 2013 12:53PM

Dagga Movement 12 September 2013 09:42AM         d
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At birth, a birth certificate application is signed by your parents which is used by Corporate Government

to commence a Trust in your name. This Trust is used as collateral, and a collateral account is created

and funded in your name. You are the Beneficiary of this Trust… but no-one tells you it exists. If you do

not complete a Will by the age of 7, Corporate Government declares you deceased – under admiralty

law of all things! – and you are officially considered by the system to be “lost at sea”. Seriously.

Corporate Government then assumes financial control of your estate, and they – aware that most of us

do in fact live beyond 7 – continue to treat us as living slaves. The funds generated by monetizing your

life – using you as collateral – are loaned to you when you apply for bank finance, mortgages etc. You

are then forced to work to repay those funds – plus interest – back to the system. Legally, you have no

rights because you’re considered “dead” by the age of 7. You lose.

http://wakeup-world.com/2013/02/18/all-corporations-banks-and-governments-lawfully-foreclosed

-by-oppt/

Timeline Photos: At birth, a birth certificate application is signed by your parents

which is used by Corporate Government to commence a Trust in your name. This

Trust is used as collateral, and a collateral account is created and funded in your

name. You are the Beneficiary of this Trust… but no-one tells you it exists. If you do

not complete a Will by the age of 7, Corporate Government declares you

deceased – under admiralty law of all things! – and you are officially considered by

the system to be “lost at sea”. Seriously. Corporate Government then assumes

financial control of your estate, and they – aware that most of us do in fact live

beyond 7 – continue to treat us as living slaves. The funds generated by

monetizing your life – using you as collateral – are loaned to you when you apply

for bank finance, mortgages etc. You are then forced to work to repay those funds

– plus interest – back to the system. Legally, you have no rights because you’re

considered “dead” by the age of 7. You lose.

http://wakeup-world.com/2013/02/18/all-corporations-banks-and-governments

-lawfully-foreclosed-by-oppt/

e 1 person likes this - Alistair Thomson

f 1 comment



Arthur Charles Mitton
can you prove this? coz to me it sounds like we are all ZOMBIES?
12 September 2013 12:37PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
The birth certificate "straw person" is also whom they refer to

in court. That is why your name and surname in court appear

in capital letters.

They see you as the straw man's executor.

This is how they fool you into consenting to the fraudulent

contract between you and government.

This is why they jail you for dagga possession/dealing.

Upon stating your name / identify yourself as NAME

SURNAME you acknowledge that you are acting as an agent

of government and now you are bound by all statutes they

have on the table.

You can basically use your birth certificate to free yourself

from dagga charges and all we need is for the first person to

actually stand up for their common law rights.
12 September 2013 01:29PM

e 1 person likes this - Arthur Charles Mitton

Dagga Movement
Think securitization but a much bigger scandal.
12 September 2013 01:22PM

Arthur Charles Mitton
Is there any way I can get my record ex sponged? Or am I

forever screwed?
12 September 2013 03:59PM

Dagga Movement
Also if you go to the National Treasury building in

Pretoria/Johannesburg on Google StreetView you will see

they don't even fly the South African flag.
12 September 2013 01:20PM

Dagga Movement
https://maps.google.co.za/maps?q=NATIONAL+TREASURY,

+240+VERMEULEN+STREET&oe=utf-8&client=firefox-a&ie=U

TF-8&ei=8aYxUqraCMmrhQe4g4G4DQ&ved=0CAoQ_AUoAg
12 September 2013 01:37PM



Arthur Charles Mitton
Hhhhhhhh very interesting. If only I had this information

couple of years ago I wouldn't have a record.

GrrrRrrrrRrRRrRr!!!!! Thanks 
12 September 2013 03:51PM

Dagga Movement
Also see http://i-uv.com
12 September 2013 01:19PM

Dagga Movement
HAHAHA!

http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-edgar?company=SOU

TH+AFRICA+REPUBLIC+OF&match=&CIK=&filenum=&State=&

Country=&SIC=&owner=exclude&Find=Find+Companies&actio

n=getcompany
12 September 2013 01:19PM

Dagga Movement 12 September 2013 12:07PM         g

http://dagga.info/2013/09/12/one-peoples-public-trust-lawfully-forecloses-corporations-banks-and

-governments-for-operating-slavery-and-private-money-systems/

By Andy Whiteley Co-Founder of Wake Up World and Being of the Creator Many

of you have heard… many have not. Announced publicly on 25 December 2012, the

system of Corporate-Governmental rule has been foreclosed. Legally foreclosed…

via one of its own mechanisms. The “Powers That Be” are now the “Pow...

One People’s Public Trust Lawfully Forecloses Corporations, Banks and

Governments for Operating...: dagga.info

e 1 person likes this - Alistair Thomson

Dagga Movement 12 September 2013 12:52PM         g

Guys & Gals... I urge you to make an effort to support one of our favourite heros - Henry Mngomezulu

(SA Ultra Marathon runner powered by Dagga.) The City to City Marathon will start at Centurion Gautrain

Station PTA and end at James & Ethel Gray Park JHB. Let's be at the finish line when he comes in with

all paraphernalia powered by Dagga:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gnsxOnrKM5s&list=PLrzPjlk-p6G7RgPfXULcDS8DjuWb2DJfV

The Dagga Couple and Below The Lion sponsored ultra marathon runner, Henry

Mngomezulu's 2013 Comrades Marathon challenge from Durban to

Pietermatitzburg. htt...

Henry Mngomezulu. Powered by Dagga.: www.youtube.com



e 5 people like this - 'Marc Hauptfleisch, Alistair Thomson, Kim Cools, Liani

Johnson, Vic Shaw

Dagga Movement 12 September 2013 01:49PM         g

Dagga bust ends up with only male plants!

http://www.independent.ie/irish-news/dopey-gang-spent-months-growing-cannabis-but-used-wron

g-plant-29573180.html

GARDAI are hunting a dopey drugs gang after discovering a botched cannabis

growing operation with no drugs.

Dopey gang spent months growing cannabis – but used wrong plant -

Independent.ie: www.independent.ie

e 1 person likes this - Vic Shaw

Dagga Movement 12 September 2013 07:03PM         g

What would you do if you discovered 100 dagga plants ready for harvest in your back yard?

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/story/2013/09/12/ottawa-marijuana-plants-field-land-tre

es-woods-police-find-pot-confiscate.html

A family in south Ottawa were surprised to find more than 100 marijuana plants

growing on their property, and police say they're not alone.

Ottawa family 'astounded' by field of marijuana on their lot - Ottawa - CBC News:

www.cbc.ca

e 1 person likes this - Vic Shaw

Dagga Movement 12 September 2013 07:06PM         g

Bieber's dagga party almost forces pilot to use an oxygen mask

Justin Bieber has been accused of smoking marijuana before a flight.

Bieber's marijuana party almost forces pilot to use an oxygen mask -

Independent.ie: www.independent.ie

e 1 person likes this - Prince Hekima Bakersman
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Not even where it is legal to use dagga as sacrement is anyone allowed to distribute or otherwise sell

dagga. 

http://hawaiitribune-herald.com/sections/news/local-news/religion-defense-rejected-marijuana-cas

e.html

Tribune-HeraldA federal judge has denied a motion by a Hilo marijuana advocate

and his wife to use as their defense against marijuana distribution charges a federal

law that allows certain Native...

Religion defense rejected in marijuana case: hawaiitribune-herald.com

Dagga Movement 12 September 2013 07:41PM         g

? Ma Baker

Timeline Photos: <><> — with Raghvendra Singh Parihar.

e 3 people like this - Prince Hekima Bakersman, Rangana Pradeep, Seymour

Nofir

Dagga Movement 12 September 2013 08:17PM         b

Alcohol + Dagga = ? What do you think about using both at the same time?

I don't drink anymore but I use to mix alcohol and dagga regularly as I first started using alcohol and

then dagga. Never did like tobacco and I still don't I wonder how people get tobacco into their lungs I

just turn green and go NAAR but that's another topic.

I personally don't believe the dagga has any accumulative effects in moderate use but that doesn't

mean it will negate the effects of alcohol. In other words if you abuse alcohol you will still do the

irresponsible things people do when their drunk.

However you mix up things be responsible and live for no regrets. 

*** Just an opinion from personal experience. ***

e 4 people like this - Dawie Van Vuuren, Johan Steynvaart, Prince Hekima Bakersman, Vusi Cammy

f 4 comments



Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
I do drink (moderate) & smoke some... dagga!.. There's the 1.  No problem... much to enjoy.
12 September 2013 08:28PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Prince Hekima Bakersman
I Can Totally relate to this post but I feel guilty when I mix alcohol and weed together I feel

as a stoner the best I can do to help the fight to legalize the herb is to show people how

calm and average people who smoke weed really are instead of proving their

misconceptions of this great wonder Jah has blessed us with
12 September 2013 08:31PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Phumzile Liwane
I dont drink no champaigne nor babillon/dirty water I belive in the 'Tree of Life' that's  what

keep me going strong!!!
12 September 2013 10:34PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Brad Arnold
The two are "cross tolerant."  In other words, you get more bang for the buck combining

them.  For those who don't understand what "cross tolerant" means, just take those

prescription pain pills with a glass of wine. ;)
13 September 2013 07:23PM

e 1 person likes this - Beverly Stevens

Friday 13 September 2013

Dagga Movement 13 September 2013 10:35AM         b

Police : knock knock

Thabo : ke mang

Police : police

Thabo : what do you want?

Police : to talk

Thabo : how many are you?

Police : we'r..2

Thabo : talk to each other then..

e 20 people like this - 'Marc Hauptfleisch, Asiphe Kolanisi, Dawie Van Vuuren, Donna Kisogloo, Gareth

Julian Pillay, Gershuan De Kock, Graffton Jurd, Johan Steynvaart, M'prIs Nangamso Dana, Mariska

Cyster, Nigel Thavarajoo, Nkululeko Ed Mlenze, Prince Hekima Bakersman, Rameetse Manthata

Andries, RuBy Jordaan, Seymour Nofir, Shandrea Shanty Bees, T'bos Shungube, Thulane Ben

Avraham, Tshepo Hope

f 3 comments

Hlekamajaha Khoza Mabona
clvr thabo
13 September 2013 10:37AM

e 3 people like this - Dawie Van Vuuren, Shannon McMurtrie, T'bos Shungube



Dawie Van Vuuren
they always want to talk...
13 September 2013 11:55AM

Piston Monkgogi Manowe
Hahaha ba peka
13 September 2013 10:44AM

Dagga Movement 13 September 2013 10:37AM         d

Better watch your back in the grow house tonight! Happy Friday the 13th!

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cannabis_Corpse
13 September 2013 10:47AM

e 1 person likes this - Shariska Lester

Shariska Lester
I dig Cannabis Corpse!!!!!!!!!!!
13 September 2013 11:52AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

e 1 person likes this - Rubin Willemse

Dagga Movement 13 September 2013 10:49AM         g

In rehab we will chain you to steel and treat you like a savage dog well so it appears according to this

news article...

Chained-up patients who were "treated like animals" have been discovered during

a raid on a church-run mental health and drug rehabilitation centre in Limpopo,

according to a report.

Chained up patients found in rehab centre: www.news24.com

e 2 people like this - Denver Burgess, Vic Shaw

f 1 comment



Dawie Van Vuuren
"correctional institutions" have it all wrong. that is not how you help

someone with a problem with addiction. not a great approach to

resolving a mental problem either... sounds more like conditioning

with fear. - a clockwork orange style...
13 September 2013 11:45AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 13 September 2013 10:52AM         g

If this doesn't get you into a Friday the 13th vibe nothing will put it loud with some super bass... If will

feel like you are in a horror movie hahaha I will smoke you

Cannibal Corpse, only stoned. lol Anyways enjoy! If you enjoyed this, I will be

uploading music on my other channel, thesawkid will no longer be having any m...

Cannabis Corpse - I Will Smoke You: www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Vic Shaw

Dagga Movement 13 September 2013 10:53AM         g

Mummified in Bongwater!!!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2CD4AKsMo_M: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 13 September 2013 01:22PM         b

If you had to compare dagga to anything else what would that be? Prohibitionist might argue alcohol

but that's incorrect. The only thing close enough to compare dagga for me personally is the buzz from

coffee it is also a high! What are your thoughts?

e 2 people like this - Alan F-s, Zuluboi Rio Rastakid Oageng

f 4 comments

Jason Finn
i would have to say natural serotonin release after a hectic physical activity
13 September 2013 01:25PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
yeah!!!
13 September 2013 04:32PM



Gerd Bader
honey buzz..
13 September 2013 01:40PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Sarah Jane Bow
agree totally
13 September 2013 02:04PM

Vic Shaw
A Bubble bath, and a pomp maybe?
13 September 2013 02:08PM

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, Murray Juana, Shannon McMurtrie

Dagga Movement 13 September 2013 06:07PM         b

1. Why do you think government does not want to legalize dagga?

2 Why do you think dagga is illegal? 

Apparently THE REPORT, Marijuana is Safer and the thesis about the history of dagga is just conspiracy

theories?

What is your take on this?

f 2 comments

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
The govt hasn't found a way of taxing it yet. They won't admit the error of banning it, in the

1st place.
13 September 2013 07:43PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Johan Steynvaart

Alexander Dowding
I'm not sure how this argument that cannabis can't be taxed has become so entrenched in

people's minds. Both Colorado and Washington states in the US together with the South

American nation of Uruguay have big plans to legalise regulate AND TAX. Their financial

forecast studies have shown them that they can each make billions of rands in taxes IF

they are smart when it comes to setting the tax rate (so as not to make the black market

more appealing) and also in terms of other legislation concerning competition. I'm afraid

that the argument that SA can't find a way to tax cannabis holds no water whatsoever. It is

merely a defeatist attitude.
15 September 2013 11:31AM

Dagga Movement
True it is easy to tax any industrial product run by corporations but unfortunately

anyone with space and means to grow a crop or two could successfully live self

sustained from their crop. 

Imagine the chain reaction of the following scenario.



Person A has enough space in his back yard to grow enough plants to sustain 4

households. He does not have to register as a grower because he feels that this

plant is a gift from God and he is not selling it but exchanging it.

Person B he has the needed space and means to convert or process dagga and

in this scenario there are other individuals who also fits the description but for

any of the different processes of industrial dagga.

Person C are people who cannot grow their own because they live in a complex

etc. They might also be in the similar situation as B where they can process 

some parts of the plant make edibles ect tinctures all not for profit untaxable.

Now the only way to stop this chain reaction would be to limit the number of

plants one house hold can grow.

And then it comes back to why should I be limited in the number of plants I can

grow if I could make my own bio fuel and self sustain my petroleum needs which

is a huge part of life.

So there is a slight issue of tax vs regulation limitations and how it affects

universal human rights...

15 September 2013 12:16PM

e 1 person likes this - Alexander Dowding

Alexander Dowding
Okay I can appreciate that. But if a limit of plants per household is a necessary

criteria for any legislation to be passed then I will support that as I would rather

be able to grow a few plants than none. Even in Uruguay where the government

is going to have the monopoly on the cannabis industry at least they have made

an exemption for people to grow their own too (6 per household if I'm not

mistaken). There will always be those people (probably a majority in my opinion)

who cannot grow their own plants whether due to space restrictions or prevailing

health conditions. For these people either 'caregrowers', dispensaries or

co-ops/communal grow clubs will be required.

As with everything else we will have to bargain for what we want in any eventual

change in legislation. We will have to make concessions (perhaps painful ones)

but so will the government.
15 September 2013 01:53PM

Dagga Movement
I agree I would also want any form of change no matter which direction but away

from the current injustice.

I just believe that there is no real reason to have restriction or regulation on this



plant.

We have other toxic plants that are also commonly found in gardens that are also

used recreationally that aren't illegal or regulated.

People argue that regulations are there to protect society but it's not the

regulations.

We do not have to limit the financial opportunity or even the self sustainability of

any person to protect society at large in context of dagga and growing for self

use.

Humans have universal rights and you don't need to limit a plant or persons to a

plant to protect these universal rights.

This is just my personal view on the matter. I would really like to be able to live

self sustained. Iimagine if you could effectively self sustain your own bio fuel

needs.

Denying people this opportunity is one of the biggest violations of prohibition and

regulations.

15 September 2013 02:36PM

Alexander Dowding
I agree totally DM. You know if it was up to me I wouldn't regulate the plant in

ANY way. But the reality we have to face is that we are dealing with people who

have been so brainwashed into thinking that dagga is some kind of awful demon

that people have to be protected from. We can only do the best that we are

doing to help change this negative and undeserved image that the dagga plant

has been tainted with over the past decades. 
15 September 2013 02:54PM

Saturday 14 September 2013

Dagga Movement 14 September 2013 03:02PM DaggaMovement        g

Joost cured weeks after being suggested medical dagga

Just within weeks after sending Joost an email via the J9 Foundation suggesting

dagga as an alternative medication news emerges that he is cured! Unbelievable

coincidence? That I leave up to you to decide...   Michael Hawthorne

<?michael@dagga.info> Date: Wed, Aug 21, 2013 at 6:14 PM To: monique@joo...

Joost cured weeks after being suggested medical dagga: dagga.info

e 6 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Clinton Lezar, Dagga Movement,



Ettienne Webbstock, Luke Kriel, Phumzile Liwane

f 3 comments

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
I knew that he deserved some dagga. Who am I to prescribe such.

Congrats! Some 1 came to his senses.
14 September 2013 03:31PM

e 2 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Dagga Movement

Alexander Dowding
What!
14 September 2013 05:34PM

Dagga Movement
I sent a mail to Joost via the J9 foundation on 21 August

suggesting dagga (for relief) but now Huisgenoot and other

news sources claim Joost has been cured.

Now I don't know if it was dagga but I find it strange after

suggesting dagga that he is now cured.

It's just a coincidence but boy what a coincidence it is

indeed.
15 September 2013 10:29AM

Gerd Bader
i so hope this be true..
15 September 2013 07:34AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Sunday 15 September 2013

Dagga Movement 15 September 2013 01:09PM DaggaMovement        g

GEORGE. – ’n Man wat na bewering dagga deur die pos ontvang het is hier deur

die polisie aangekeer. Die 28-jarige man, ’n Tanzaniese burger, het gister in die

landdroshof hier op aanklagte vir die besit van dwelms verskyn. Hy is nie gevra om

te pleit nie en die saak is vir ’n aansoek om…

Verdagte kry glo dagga deur pos: dagga.info

e 1 person likes this - Don Power Rudeboyshuffla

f 2 comments

Dawie Van Vuuren
lots of people get their herb in the post. not sure if getting that amount

in the post is such a bright idea, though :P
15 September 2013 01:21PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dawie Van Vuuren
I would like to see Dagga Movement's rebuttal of the damaging

dagga/drugs association furthered so freely here, by the publisher of

this article... Simply posting the article as is, without refuting the

problematic claims implied, seems to further this notion.
15 September 2013 01:32PM

Dagga Movement 15 September 2013 02:00PM         g

Industrial dagga plastic is completely biodegradable and can replace harmful oil-based plastics.

Timeline Photos: it's the truth. thanks for sharing, IG @scottsg #hempuse

http://bit.ly/ZM_HempUse

e 4 people like this - Dawie Van Vuuren, Kim Cools, Marné Gelderbloem,

Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 15 September 2013 02:24PM         g

Patrick Stewart allegedly high on dagga in this video...

http://youtu.be/z4r6goa4wAU

The original video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XFMrBldVk0s SUBSCRIBE:

http://bit.ly/SubscribeRWJ MY TWITTER: https://twitter.com/RayWJ MY

FACEBOOK: http:...

Stoned Patrick Stewart: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 15 September 2013 04:57PM DaggaMovement        g

True Motion of the Solar System GIF 2 CommentsTrue motion of the solar system

This entry was posted in General on 15 September 2013 by admin.

True Motion of the Solar System GIF 2: dagga.info

Monday 16 September 2013

Sarah Jane Bow > Dagga Movement 16 September 2013 11:11AM         d



e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 16 September 2013 02:17PM         g

Cannabis march for peace (Durban)

Durban Heritage Day 24-09-2013 

11h00 West Street - DBN Christian Centre - City Hall

Photos of Dagga Movement:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=415717901867595&set=o.3264598807

92659&type=1

Dagga Movement 16 September 2013 02:22PM         g

Berlin, Germany want to start it's first legal dagga coffee shop

http://www.dw.de/cannabis-cafes-could-set-up-shop-in-berlin/a-17089498

Legally buying a few grams of marijuana might soon become reality in Berlin.

Kreuzberg district's new mayor, Monika Herrmann, is planning to open Germany's

first cannabis coffee shop in an effort to curb drug dealers.

Cannabis cafes could set up shop in Berlin | Culture | DW.DE | 16.09.2013:

www.dw.de

e 7 people like this - Dagga Movement, Imraan Samuels, Janine Jane Williams,

Johan Steynvaart, Joshua Lamoreaux, Lloyd Grobler, Rubin Willemse

f 1 comment

Bill Hamman
Wake up Z.A.! It's long overdue here!
16 September 2013 02:27PM

Dagga Movement 16 September 2013 04:35PM         d



Dagga Movement 16 September 2013 05:50PM         b

Convert the conservative white folk's stance on dagga with some Afrikaans dagga activism music!

Good or bad idea?

e 4 people like this - Alexander Shakes Meister, Jason Jay, Jeremy David Acton, John Mc Fires

f 4 comments

Vic Shaw
Die antwoord have no skaam when it comes to promoting ganja, its kurt darren and steve

hofmeyer who need to come to the party, in fact, name a strain pampoen and we halfway

there :¤)
16 September 2013 06:37PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Seymour Nofir

Jeremy David Acton
someone is going to have to write the music.
16 September 2013 06:03PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Henk Jansen van Vuuren
Push it. Would like to see what happens ! :-)
16 September 2013 06:36PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

John Mc Fires
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zBS89lQM8MI
16 September 2013 06:42PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement 16 September 2013 06:06PM         g

Not all drugs are equal...

http://www.news24.com/MyNews24/Not-all-drugs-are-equal-20130916

This weekend was a drug binge of note.

Not all drugs are equal: www.news24.com

Dagga Movement 16 September 2013 09:59PM         d



Tuesday 17 September 2013

Dagga Movement 17 September 2013 10:26AM         g

“The use of drugs is problematic to the police of Kuils Rivier, and therefore the management of Kuils

Rivier SAPS welcome the information given by the community that led to the success of the arrest,”

Van Niekerk said

http://www.tygerburger.co.za/articles/articledetails.aspx?id=87552

So why not regulate it instead?

A 30-year-old Kalkfontein man is in serious dagga trouble....

Police confiscate dagga cache in Kalkfontein: www.tygerburger.co.za

Dagga Movement 17 September 2013 11:10AM         g

US Police Made One Dagga Arrest Every 42 Seconds in 2012

http://www.usnews.com/news/articles/2013/09/16/police-made-one-marijuana-arrest-every-42-se

conds-in-2012



One U.S. resident was arrested every two seconds in 2012, according to FBI data.

Police Made One Marijuana Arrest Every 42 Seconds in 2012: www.usnews.com

Dagga Movement 17 September 2013 11:53AM         g

R393 Million medical dagga industry thriving in Israel.

http://www.salon.com/2013/09/16/medical_marijuana_sprouts_in_israel/

And the Israeli government is funding breakthrough research on the healing

potential of the cannabis plant

Medical marijuana sprouts in Israel: www.salon.com

e 2 people like this - Grant Higgins, Johan Steynvaart

f 1 comment

Seymour Nofir
Correction: Occupied Palestine. We do not recognize apartheid zionist

izra-hell... Any good Jew of just conscience knows that the UN is a

false body of criminals and that izra-hell is a false state.
18 September 2013 07:13PM

Dagga Movement 17 September 2013 03:16PM         g

This is the first court case someone used the UCC foreclosure in court to fight cannabis laws but she

made a few errors. I will point them out to you so that if you ever decide to use a similar approach so

that you don't fall pray to unjust laws.

1. Make sure you have your unabridged birth certificate. This is your proof of fraudulent contract with

the foreclosed corporate government.

2. Before crossing the bar (The bar is the wooden fence with gate that separates the court from the

public accessible area) ask the judge nicely whether the court will protect your common law rights. (If

you were arrested and are in the holding cell you will come out already on the other side of the bar I do

not how this effects the procedure) but if they don't protect your common law rights then you have no

business being there. Go home.

3. VERY IMPORTANT: You must ask the judge: "What right do you, government or any other entity have

to deny me this God given plant, dagga?" <- They will have to answer or avoid this unanswerable

question.

These procedures have not been tested in any South African court to my knowledge and remember

there is nothing stopping the court from violating your universal rights you have the obligation NOT TO

CONSENT to such behavior. 



Be careful.

http://www.sunshinecoastdaily.com.au/news/marijuana-gods-gift-woman-tells-court-sunshine-/149

8116/

Then a follow up article here:

http://www.frasercoastchronicle.com.au/news/locked-up-with-real-crims/2022839/

A MAPLETON woman who believes marijuana has been provided to mankind by

God told a Maroochydore magistrate that her drug charges were illegal.

Woman claims divine dope right: www.sunshinecoastdaily.com.au

e 6 people like this - 'Marc Hauptfleisch, Alistair Thomson, Johan Steynvaart,

Joshua Lamoreaux, Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Seymour Nofir

f 1 comment

Seymour Nofir
Thank you for this information... The criminal justice system is on the

brink of collapse... I stand firm with my brothers and sisters... No

contract with criminals.
18 September 2013 07:09PM

Dagga Movement 17 September 2013 05:41PM BlackBerry        b

How to grow a pound of pot every three weeks:

http://www.hightimes.com/read/how-grow-pound-every-three-weeks

Redeye ;)

Percy Junior > Dagga Movement 17 September 2013 06:26PM         g

People please like and support us on building this page

(https://www.facebook.com/pages/Rhodesfield-weed/388977441229622)

Rhodesfield weed group

Rhodesfield weed:

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Rhodesfield-weed/388977441229622



Percy Junior > Dagga Movement 17 September 2013 07:34PM         g

People please like our page https://www.facebook.com/pages/Rhodesfield-weed/388977441229622

Rhodesfield weed group

Rhodesfield weed:

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Rhodesfield-weed/388977441229622

Wednesday 18 September 2013

Dagga Movement 18 September 2013 07:12AM         d

Dagga Movement 18 September 2013 07:39AM         g

Propaganda: Claiming regular user will get a secondary high when exercising. Do you get high from

THC metabolites that are released from fat cells when exercising?

 

http://healthland.time.com/2013/09/17/one-toke-many-hits-exercise-could-trigger-additional-high-f

or-marijuana-users/

Working out could give pot users an extra high — but that may not be as much a

boon as users might think. The study, published in Drug and Alcohol Dependence,

found that levels of THC—marijuana’s active ingredient— were higher by an

average of 15% immediately after users exercised.

One Toke, Many Hits: Exercise Could Trigger Additional High for Marijuana Users |

TIME.com: healthland.time.com

f 1 comment

Murray Juana
time to exercise..
18 September 2013 10:08AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement 18 September 2013 08:02AM         g

Timeline Photos: UK POLICE OATH - I, ... of ... do solemnly and sincerely declare

and affirm that I will well and truly serve the Queen in the office of constable, with

fairness, integrity, diligence and impartiality, UPHOLDING FUNDAMENTAL HUMAN

RIGHTS, and according equal respect to all people; and that I will, to the best of my

power, cause the peace to be kept and preserved and prevent all offences against

people and property; and that while I continue to hold the said office I will to the

best of my skill and knowledge discharge all the duties thereof faithfully according

to law. — with Jeff Davis.

e 1 person likes this - Alan F-s

Dagga Movement 18 September 2013 08:32AM         g

Who has half a million rands worth of weed hanging from a tree?

Timeline Photos: week, month, year? ;) — with Layziethugz Magarse.

e 9 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Alfred Sissing, Darrel Goldswain, Gerd

Bader, I-fatherman Mokgakala, Ian D. Samson, Melissa Jane, Micky Madlove

Siebert, Samkelo Jonas

Dagga Movement 18 September 2013 01:47PM         g

Dagga legalization the republican argument for doing it

http://www.policymic.com/articles/64121/marijuana-legalization-the-republican-argument-for-doing

-it

I'm a former GOP aide and I changed my mind. You should, too.

The Republican Argument For Legalizing Pot: www.policymic.com

e 2 people like this - Johan Steynvaart, Justus Kilian



Dagga Movement 18 September 2013 01:51PM         g

Dagga was again associated with Nyoape or Whoonga by the international media. Please note dagga is

a cheaper incendiary than tobacco. Dagga is not a required ingredient. It's just cheaper for the user.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-24137003

South Africa's latest drug cocktail - low-grade heroin mixed with rat poison and

sometimes even crushed up medicine for HIV patients - is proving difficult to

control, writes the BBC's Will Ross.

South Africa's craze for heroin-marijuana cocktail: www.bbc.co.uk

e 2 people like this - Johan Steynvaart, Prince Hekima Bakersman

f 3 comments

Sarah Jane Bow
Have used this to link in with the ONE LOVE March on Heritage Day.

Sent them the video too. Thanks for this. Syncronisity at a perfect

time!
18 September 2013 02:57PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Sarah Jane Bow
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NcRF5_AN-Zw
18 September 2013 02:57PM

Sarah Jane Bow
Martin died two weeks ago from using whoonga. His brain and body

was fried.
18 September 2013 02:58PM

Dagga Movement 18 September 2013 05:22PM DaggaMovement        g

A new study, published in the August edition of Neuropharmacology, has found

that dagga may serve as a neuroprotectant. Researchers from the University

Hospital Puerta de Hierro Majadahonda, in Madrid, Spain, examined the effect of

CBD when applied to a hypoxic-ischemic (HI) brain injury model (most...

New Study Finds Dagga May Have Neuroprotective Effects: dagga.info

e 2 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Dagga Movement

f 1 comment

Alistair Thomson
http://www.google.com/patents/US6630507
18 September 2013 05:25PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement 18 September 2013 05:47PM         g

Katt Williams on dagga

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMkae6no_24

Katt Williams On Weed Stand Up Comedy http://karmajello.com - Karma Jello is a

stoner lifestyle magazine focused on different states of consciousness and the...

Katt Williams On Weed Stand Up Comedy: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 18 September 2013 05:50PM         g

Katt: SMOKING WEED VS VAPORIZING IT 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BcmvGk5Qdtc

SMOKING WEED VS VAPORIZING IT: www.youtube.com

Thursday 19 September 2013

Dagga Movement 19 September 2013 11:47AM         d



Dagga Movement 19 September 2013 11:54AM         g

Please go to this TygerBurger page's post and leave a comment

A 30-year-old Kalkfontein man is in serious dagga trouble....

Police confiscate dagga cache in Kalkfontein: www.tygerburger.co.za

f 1 comment

Darrel Goldswain
I feel Police should concentrate more on severe crimes rather than

people trying to make a living. In those areas it's usually the parents

that are addicted to Tik, Mandrax and Alcohol
19 September 2013 11:58AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 19 September 2013 12:08PM         g

Dagga prohibition: For as long as dagga is illegal and unregulated gangs, syndicates and otherwise law

abiding citizens will exploit the financial opportunity and dagga will remain an item sold without an age

restriction. Despite the efforts of 10 police officers per dagga peddler and despite the efforts of

DaggaOP SAPS Airwing dagga is still easily available.

This only proves that politicians who support dagga prohibition knowingly supports organized crime.

Their failure to realize this mistake is what led to 40% of Western Cape high school kids smoking dagga

There is a road up ahead that splits into 3 directions...

1. Restoration & Education

2. Legalization & Regulation

3. Decriminalization & Regulation.

Listed in order of efficiency to stem out all the negatives associated with dagga.

What are your views leave it as a comment on this article or on the post...

http://www.thecriterion.co.za/schools-in-drugs-war

The recent gang related activities in Mannenburg in the Cape Town leading to the closure of

schools and compromising the safety of young children has once again raised a concern about

drugs and other substances that contribute to this type of behaviour. Eldorado Park in Johannesburg

has become a “ha...



Schools in drugs war: www.thecriterion.co.za

e 2 people like this - Brad Arnold, Johan Steynvaart

f 1 comment

Brad Arnold
http://www.startribune.com/opinion/commentaries/224491671.html

In our major metropolitan newspaper there was an editorial by the Sheriff who

represented a law enforcement organization.  It gave me heartburn arguing for the

continued ban on the legalization of "dagga" (pot or marijuana) in lieu of Colorado's

legalization of the recreational use.   Today, a counter argument was published in the

same editorial page basically destroying the Sheriff's arguments.  It was a true joy.  I got

so caught up in reading it, I forgot to put away the manager's chair, and he came in

unexpectedly (upps).  I bet he'll smelly my stink ass on his chair all day.
20 September 2013 11:14PM

Dagga Movement 19 September 2013 12:57PM         g

HERBALIST ARRESTED FOR DAGGA POSSESSION

The police report goes from known drug dealer to drug lab to dagga?

Do they even know what they are talking about?

http://www.peoplespost.co.za/87884/news-details/%E2%80%98herbalist-arrested-for-dagga-posses

sion

Police have bust a drug lab in Vredehoek, arresting a 39-year-old man on charges

of drug possession. ...

‘Herbalist’ arrested for dagga possession: www.peoplespost.co.za

Dagga Movement 19 September 2013 01:12PM         g

Dagga farmer's medical experiment

A man caught growing hundreds of cannabis plants was experimenting with medical uses for

marijuana, a Nelson court has heard.

Joshua Wilfred Harley, 38, admitted cultivating cannabis after police searched his Wairau Valley

property in December last year and discovered more than 200 cannabis plants.

Police found 22 mature plants, but the majority were seedlings or sprouts, irrigated and growing under



lights in what defence lawyer Mark Dollimore conceded was a "significant system".

However, police found no evidence to suggest that Harley had been selling or supplying, Mr Dollimore

said.

In the Nelson District Court, Crown prosecutor Mark O'Donoghue accepted there was no proof of

commerciality, but said there was potential for some of the marijuana to find its way into the

community.

"Lucky for [Harley] and the community, police have nipped this [offending] in the bud at an early stage,"

Mr O'Donoghue said, arguing for a restrictive sentence of community detention as well as community

work.

Mr Dollimore told the court that Harley had been brewing "cannabis tea" which he made from crushing

large amounts of cannabis plant matter and extracting the "juice".

Harley was genuinely interested in making medicines that might help people who were physically sick,

mentally unwell, or even dying, but he had not fully considered the consequences of his experimenting,

Mr Dollimore said.

Four years ago, Harley's partner Kelly passed away after battling cancer, leaving him to raise their two

children, Mr Dollimore told the court.

He said Harley's mother also died of cancer around the same time.

Not long after they died, Harley decided to become a fulltime "herbalist medicine man" or "plant

pharmacologist", Mr Dollimore said.

He had been studying the effects of cannabidiol - a chemical found in cannabis, which he believed

contained compounds that killed or stemmed the growth of tumors.

Twenty individuals wrote letters to the court, supporting Harley and testifying to his good character and

intentions, Mr Dollimore said.

Harley also penned his own letter to the judge, explaining the experiments.

"I realise that what I have done is wrong ... My intention was never to hurt anyone, nor was my intention

to make any money from cultivating cannabis," Harley wrote.

"In the Bible, God allows us the use of all plants and herbs, then he commands us to heal with them. He

also commands us to obey the laws of the land, and this is where I contradict myself."

He told Judge Zohrab in his letter that he was making medicine for himself, and for cancer patients

whom he knew personally. He said he did not "get high" or own any "smoking utensils", as he believed

that "smoking cannabis for medicinal purposes is an oxymoron".

Harley said "juice" from the marijuana plant contained wider health benefits, which helped ease the



anxiety he had suffered from since losing his partner.

In court, Mr Dollimore said Harley's conviction was a "big learning curve".

"He knows he could go to jail quite easily for this. It has been a big wake-up call," Mr Dollimore said.

Harley had one previous conviction for selling a "tinny", but Judge Tony Zohrab accepted that that was

many years ago, and had only involved a small amount.

Mr Dollimore said his client had been entirely co-operative with police.

Harley was convicted, and sentenced to six months' community detention and 300 hours of community

work.

Judge Zohrab said he had trouble believing that there was no commercial aspect to Harley's grow

operation, saying truth was often the first casualty in cases like this.

He told Harley that further offending of this type would likely attract a custodial sentence.

Outside court, Mr Dollimore said Harley was a "bloody good guy" and someone who was "ahead of his

times", in terms of experimenting with alternative medicines.

"Eventually, guys like him, in many years to come, might be like naturopaths.

"Eventually, they will change the law," Mr Dollimore said.

He said Harley would strive to complete his community work sentence by volunteering at his children's

school.

Harley's former partner Kelly Bannister died after a battle with cancer in September, 2009, aged 34, just

10 weeks after the birth of her second child.

While pregnant, she had declined conventional cancer treatment, to ensure her child was born without

complication.

She was well known in Golden Bay for her community work and fundraising efforts for the Cancer

Society. A memorial for Ms Bannister, in the form of a colourful bench covered in mosaic tiles,

overlooks the sea at Tata Beach. 

http://www.stuff.co.nz/nelson-mail/news/9183830/Dope-farmers-medical-experiment

A man caught growing hundreds of cannabis plants was experimenting with

medical uses for marijuana, a Nelson court has heard.

Cannabis farm nipped in the bud: www.stuff.co.nz

f 1 comment



Tlhoaele Olebogeng
stupid cops. the poor man was trying to kthe planet green. go green

people,go green
20 September 2013 12:08PM

Dagga Movement 19 September 2013 01:34PM         b

Propaganda study that confirms dagga use aids the quality of sleep.

In this study they claim that an interruption of dagga use leads to poor quality of sleep.

No shit Sherlock people that normally have poor quality of sleep have great results with Indica strains

of dagga.

When you interrupt something that aids sleep you will see negative results. 

The study is so vague they don't really mention whether they used Indica, sativa or synthetic dagga

was there even a control?

Just another propaganda study that was funded to disprove dagga but again they only manage to

prove dagga is beneficial.

goo.gl/75Uv6C

e 2 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Joseph April

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
http://www.internalmedicinenews.com/single-view/poor-sleep-quality-associated-with-

poor-cannabis-cessation-outcomes/cf650fb5d4de3a171e03994b675edd07.html
19 September 2013 01:34PM

Dagga Movement
http://goo.gl/75Uv6C
19 September 2013 01:34PM

Dagga Movement 19 September 2013 02:00PM         g

Dagga a wrongly prosecuted plant

What most people know about cannabis also known as marijuana is that they were born in a world

where the American government leads the way in levelling prosecution of the plant? Most people have

no personal experience with marijuana. Most people have no personal eye witness accounts of the

effects of cannabis (medicinal or hallucinogenic) from which to draw from to testify of the effects of

cannabis on the human body.



Most people don’t know that the human body produces cannabinoids, a class of diverse chemical

compounds that activate cannabinoid receptors on cells that repress neurotransmitter release in the

brain. These receptor proteins include the endocannabinoids (produced naturally in the body by

humans and animals), the phytocannabinoids (found in cannabis and some other plants), and synthetic

cannabinoids (produced chemically by humans). The most notable cannabinoid is the

phytocannabinoid 9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), the primary psychoactive compound of cannabis.

These receptor proteins have host of positive effects on living tissue.

Most people are acutely ignorant to the fact that cannabis is recorded as one of the oldest positive

medicinal plants used on the planet. Most people don’t know that ironically the United States is among

the top six countries in the world leading the way in cannabis research. The other five top countries

spearheading cannabis research are Canada, Israel, Czech Republic, United Kingdom and The

Netherlands.

Sure enough, patent number 6,630,507 states unequivocally that cannabinoids are useful in the

prevention and treatment of a wide variety of diseases including auto-immune disorders, stroke,

trauma, Parkinson’s, Alzeheimer’s and HIV dementia. The patent, awarded in 2003, is based on

research done by the National Institute of Health, and is assigned to the US Department of Health and

Human Services. So while the US prosecutes private citizens for possession and consumption of

marijuana that government is readying to profit from sale of substances present in the plant.

That the use is working feverishly to patent substances originating from marijuana makes complete

sense. Worldwide how many people die of overdose of cannabis? Answer, zero. Previously the US

position on marijuana was that the plant contained no medicinal or useful purposes. That position is

now dying as logic and research taking centre stage around this wrongly prosecuted plant.

Of course people like SC Israel Khan and SC Dana Seetahal don’t want marijuana decriminaliwed or

better legaliwed. The greater the number of instanced of illegal this or that thing or behaviour the

greater the demand for the “services” of legal people.

Taking away probation laws on marijuana means taking away demand for legal representation in court

for simple possession or use of cannabis, which means taking away a strong source of revenue from

judicial workers. Simple possession or use of cannabis is the largest market of cases connected to

drugs in T&T’s legal system. T&T’s judicial workers want to “eat ah food” too. So some in the judicial

system will protect their revenue streams at all cost. 

http://www.trinidadexpress.com/letters/Cannabis-a-wrongly-prosecuted-plant-224337901.html

WHAT most people know about cannabis also known as marijuana is that they

were born in a world where the American government leads the way in levelling

prosecution of the plant? Most people have no personal experience with marijuana.

Most people have no personal eye witness accounts of the effects o...

Cannabis a wrongly prosecuted plant: www.trinidadexpress.com

e 2 people like this - Johan Steynvaart, Wieke Wijnalda
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Optimistically speaking 180 000 dagga users/pedelers can't be wrong.

Photos of Lead SA: We can clearly see on this chart that our government's current

approach to tackling drug abuse and addiction is failing our people miserably. This

is not however unique to South Africa. The same sort of trend is evident in other

countries where a tough law enforcement approach is prioritised over a harm

reduction approach where drug use is instead treated as a health issue.

Democratic Alliance ANC Agang SA South African Police Service Lead SA Mail &

Guardian Independent Online - www.iol.co.za News24.com eNCAnews

e 1 person likes this - Donald Matodzi Livhalani Dml

Dagga Movement 19 September 2013 02:30PM         b

What will @helenzille answer one day when the youth of the future ask her how she could you have

been so blind to allow the war on dagga to continue so far beyond the year of freedom 1994. Mam you

have 40% of the high school youth in your province using dagga. Prohibition has failed and you are

responsible to do the right thing. We are not criminals for choosing dagga over alcohol and tobacco. It

is your duty to correct the failures of the past. Dagga laws originate from the old apartheid and British

segregation regimes and should not be tolerated a second longer. The choices you will face in the

future in order of efficiency are. 1. Restoration & Education 2. Legalization & Regulation 3.

Decriminalization & Regulation and whether or not to continue to keep dagga illegal and unregulated.

Dagga is a vice that is part of society and in control by anyone whether they are gangs, syndicates or

otherwise law abiding citizens but for as long as this remains the status quo dagga will be sold without

an age restriction. Please consult with Professor JP van Niekerk because whoever is currently

consulting in the drug war lacks the insight to efficiently reduce the harm associated with drugs

inevitably created by prohibition similar to the US alcohol prohibition between 1920-1933. 

#Dagga: one plant, many uses.

e 3 people like this - Johan Steynvaart, John Mc Fires, Penny Marais

f 8 comments

Seymour Nofir
Helen Zille is a zionist puppet. Helen Zille does what big money says. Helen Zille will finish

her term and South Africa will have fracking and we will see more prisons being built. Do

not think that the DA are saviours, they may sing a nice tune but they still dance to the

corporate beat.
19 September 2013 06:36PM

Seymour Nofir
Helen Zille is a zionist puppet. Helen Zille does what big money says. Helen Zille will finish
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Seymour Nofir
Helen Zille is a zionist puppet. Helen Zille does what big money says. Helen Zille will finish

her term and South Africa will have fracking and we will see more prisons being built. Do

not think that the DA are saviours, they may sing a nice tune but they still dance to the
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19 September 2013 06:37PM

Seymour Nofir
Helen Zille is a zionist puppet. Helen Zille does what big money says. Helen Zille will finish

her term and South Africa will have fracking and we will see more prisons being built. Do

not think that the DA are saviours, they may sing a nice tune but they still dance to the

corporate beat.
19 September 2013 06:38PM

Seymour Nofir
Helen Zille is a zionist puppet. Helen Zille does what big money says. Helen Zille will finish

her term and South Africa will have fracking and we will see more prisons being built. Do

not think that the DA are saviours, they may sing a nice tune but they still dance to the

corporate beat.
19 September 2013 06:39PM

Seymour Nofir
Helen Zille is a zionist puppet. Helen Zille does what big money says. Helen Zille will finish

her term and South Africa will have fracking and we will see more prisons being built. Do

not think that the DA are saviours, they may sing a nice tune but they still dance to the

corporate beat.
19 September 2013 06:40PM

Seymour Nofir
Helen Zille is a zionist puppet. Helen Zille does what big money says. Helen Zille will finish

her term and South Africa will have fracking and we will see more prisons being built. Do

not think that the DA are saviours, they may sing a nice tune but they still dance to the

corporate beat.
19 September 2013 06:41PM

Penny Marais
I tweeted Madame Premier just the other day (AGAIN) about her not replying to Below the

Lion's open letter to her over a year ago.  Tweeted that she wants people to register and

vote DA but yet she is ignoring thousands who want BTL's letter answered!!
20 September 2013 11:56AM
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Welcome to all our new comers on the page! nice to see so many believers. I'm ready to chillax with

some herb! Happy eve

<3 Ma Baker

e 4 people like this - Alfred Sissing, Avo Avocadoq, Jason Finn, Jason Jay

Dagga Movement 19 September 2013 05:58PM         b

My first time sampling some Northern Lights. WOW! - Mickey D

e 7 people like this - Aghmat Arend, Alexander Dowding, Avo Avocadoq, Buzz Rsa, Carl Norman

Schreiber, Kevin Michael Hattingh, Sandra Harper-Smith

f 3 comments

Alexander Dowding
Nice hey? First time I had some Northern Lights was in Amsterdam. It was like smoking

weed for the first time haha
19 September 2013 06:05PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Sandra Harper-Smith
beautiful stuff, no wonder it's won the cup so many times, enjoy!!
19 September 2013 06:16PM

e 2 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
It's better than mixed kief from the grinder... I've been Chinese for the last 36 minutes...
19 September 2013 06:35PM

e 1 person likes this - Alexander Dowding

Friday 20 September 2013

Alexander Dowding > Dagga Movement 20 September 2013 12:06PM         g

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=629893773721830&set=a.172851592759386.40298.168892

509821961&type=1&theater

Timeline Photos: #CaptionThis Free State cops find a ton of dagga in a taxi

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Saturday 21 September 2013

Dagga Movement 21 September 2013 12:22PM         g

: https://www.facebook.com/events/322270781243554/

Sunday 22 September 2013

Sarah Jane Bow > Dagga Movement 22 September 2013 11:23AM         g

http://ireport.cnn.com/docs/DOC-1039057

Hi All! This morning I collected a very special person from Umkomaas train station.

Henry Ngomezulu is staying at the South African Farm to attend the ONE LOVE

CANNABIS PEACE MARCH in Durban, West S...

CANNABIS CURED ME OF HIV+: ireport.cnn.com

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Jeremy David Acton > Dagga Movement 22 September 2013 04:28PM         f

This memo was handed to the South African Police at the Dagga Spring Uprising in Cape Town,

Western Cape, on 21 Sept 2013.

https://www.facebook.com/notes/iqela-lentsango-the-dagga-party-of-south-africa/memo-to-wc-sa

p-from-dagga-party-of-south-africa/550975528304892

e 2 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Dagga Movement

Monday 23 September 2013

Dagga Movement 23 September 2013 08:34AM         g

<3 Ma Baker

Timeline Photos: With Alice Mush Shrooms and 46 others.

e 6 people like this - Antonio Renecle, Ettienne Webbstock, Kim Cools, Timothy

Daniell Knight, Tlhoaele Olebogeng, Vic Shaw
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wco

Although the results may not be shocking to everyone, many people on the planet

are just starting to wake up to the tremendous medicinal benefits that cannabis has

to offer. A recent study conducted by the Institute of Molecular Psychiatry at the

University of Bonn in Germany just discovered that th...

Shocking Results: Woman Replaces 40 Medications With Raw Cannabis Juice:

www.collective-evolution.com

e 8 people like this - Bruja Más Chingona, Ettienne Webbstock, Holy Hemp, Ivan

Schoultz, Joshua Lamoreaux, Tlhoaele Olebogeng, Werné Cuzinit Vd Merwe,

Zar Sim

f 1 comment

Sarah Jane Bow
Okay - after much drama the story was put up again. Please share as

the media won't. We have the ONE LOVE Cannabis Peace March in

Durban South Africa tomorrow. Henry has come down for the visit.

http://ireport.cnn.com/docs/DOC-1039056
23 September 2013 04:56PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Tuesday 24 September 2013

Dagga Movement 24 September 2013 11:00AM DaggaMovement        g

We have been misled by an erroneous map of the world for 500 years.

Africa is much larger than you think: dagga.info

e 2 people like this - Phumzile Liwane, Samkelo Jonas

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
http://dagga.info/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/true-size-africa.jpg
24 September 2013 11:00AM

Dagga Movement
http://dagga.info/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/Equal-Area-World

-Map-Comparison.jpg
24 September 2013 11:01AM
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Watch this and try not to talk about it, you will not be able to shut up. Cannabis Rising:The Key In The

Lock (2013).Cannabis oil working with our endocannabinoid system used as a truly effective medicine in

the fight against cancer, ms, diabetes, parkinsons etc. NO INTENTION OF COPYRIGHT INFRINGMENT

INTENDED. Fair Use Notice.Educational purposes only.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=90fQss8OL9Q

Cannabis Rising:The Key In The Lock (2013).Cannabis oil working with our

endocannabinoid system used as a truly effective medicine in the fight against

cance...

Cannabis Rising: The Key In The Lock. Your Health Your Future: www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Alexander Dowding

Wednesday 25 September 2013

Dagga Movement 25 September 2013 08:42AM         g

This "monday" is killing me. Cant i go home now? Its 4:20 somewhere in the world!

<3 Ma Baker

Timeline Photos: With Briana DaNewme and 26 others.

e 4 people like this - Bill Hamman, Carmelita Brown, Mluleki Amahle Mrwebi,

Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 25 September 2013 09:15AM         g

I did not realize it was illegal in the dagga mother land...

http://mobi.enca.com/world/jamaica-lawmakers-debate-pot-decriminalisation

KINGSTON - Jamaican lawmakers are debating a proposal to decriminalise the

possession of small amounts of marijuana for personal use.

Jamaica lawmakers debate pot decriminalisation | eNCA: mobi.enca.com

e 6 people like this - Clinton Lezar, GanjaBabe Namibia, January Thomas, Kelly

Wiltshire McQue, Mluleki Amahle Mrwebi, Tlhoaele Olebogeng
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“So, if the VIP you are transporting instructs you to stop because he wants to buy dagga would you

follow such instructions?” Thesna asked.

Lethlathle replied that he did not know.

“You are avoiding my question because you know that buying dagga is illegal, just as much as crossing

a red traffic light,” said Thesna.

Violating my human rights are just as much a crime as murder but the court seems fine with it? I mean

they find people guilty for dagga and not to mention they decide the jail term...

A piece of paper with the right words are all they need to justify the injustice.

http://taungdailynews.wordpress.com/2013/09/24/unqualified-cops-drove-vips-court-hears/

Johannesburg - VIP protection guards without advanced driving course

qualifications were allowed to drive VIPs, the Krugersdorp Magistrate's Court heard

on Monday.This emerged during the trial of J...

Unqualified cops drove VIPs, court hears: taungdailynews.wordpress.com

f 1 comment

Arthur Charles Mitton
a piece of paper with lies is what they have to justify their abuse of

human rights
25 September 2013 09:51AM

Dagga Movement 25 September 2013 09:41AM         d

Some people argue that the popo are just following orders doing their job but when you violate the

rights of a an otherwise law abiding citizen fuck you. If you uphold & enforce dagga laws you are just as

much a criminal as a murderer, robber or a rapist.  Stand down as rights violators and stand up for your

victims! Respect is a two way street!

f 2 comments

Sandra Harper-Smith
this happened in Dublin last year, was

fuckin HILARIOUS!!!

HAHAHAHAHAHA still makes me

laugh!!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-

RAVyfpeYG8
25 September 2013 02:26PM



Arthur Charles Mitton
That's right horsey fuck that popo good
25 September 2013 10:10AM

e 12 people like this - Aneka Booyzen, Carmelita Brown, Clinton Lezar, Gerrie De Jager, Henry Thamie

Mngomezulu, Joseph April, Joshua Lamoreaux, Leon Raulstone, Nigel Thavarajoo, Rubin Willemse,

Sandra Harper-Smith, Tlhoaele Olebogeng

Thursday 26 September 2013

Dagga Movement 26 September 2013 08:59AM         g

Prominent Mexicans urge government to decriminalize dagga

http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/09/26/us-mexico-drugs-idUSBRE98O19A20130926

MEXICO CITY (Reuters) - A broad spectrum of prominent Mexicans, including

former ministers, businessmen, artists and a Nobel Prize-winning scientist, on

Wednesday urged the government to decriminalize

Prominent Mexicans urge government to decriminalize marijuana:

www.reuters.com

e 3 people like this - Carmelita Brown, Clinton Lezar, Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 26 September 2013 09:12AM         g

This aunty doesn't like hemp much. She is confused with naughty cigarettes lol

http://www.mirror.co.uk/tv/tv-news/great-british-bake-off-mary-2299421

Sue Perkins fills Mary in on

Great British Bake Off: Mary Berry shocked by 'cannabis' talk as contestant makes a

hemp cake: www.mirror.co.uk

Dagga Movement 26 September 2013 10:34AM         g

Alcohol VS Dagga only one of these substances has a death toll

Since this morning, thousands of people have died from using a legal recreational

drug

Alcohol vs. Marijuana: Only One Of These Substances Has A Death Toll - Leaf

Science: www.leafscience.com

e 3 people like this - Alan F-s, Carmelita Brown, Tlhoaele Olebogeng
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<3 Ma Baker

Hi All! And greetings from South African Farm once again! This morning -22

September 2013 - I collected Henry Ngomezulu from Umkomaas Train Station. He

has come donw from Johannesburg to join in t...

HIV+ cured by CANNABIS TEA: ireport.cnn.com

e 43 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Buzwe Bornbachelor Mbandazayo,

Charmaine Seagreen, Claude Keenen Robberts, Clinton Dodgen, Dagga

Movement, Daniel Wright, Darren Louw, Darryl Clarke, Dean Arendse, Devan

Pillay, Donovan Louw, Emmanuel Manny Tank Duda, Gee Noah Ave'thandwa

Mdoda, Happy Mbele, Helene Strauss, Iggy Swart, Ivan Schoultz, Jabbar

Kümalo II, Janine Jane Williams, Jed Albany, King Cali Mann Cure, Kugan

Shendu Kista, Kyle Richardson, Mark McMillan Moeng, Modikwe Malema,

Nhlamulo Socha Chauke, Paulo Couto, Preston Nel, Queen-Dimples

MaDimpana Luthuli, Rain SA, Ralie Vos, Sabia Baron, Sean Duplessis, Silindile

Slie Jiyane, Sipho Ndimande Maestro Azzuro, Tania Dos Ramos, Thando Flowza

Punchlinez Spelman, Thulane Ben Avraham, Tsutsu De Holy Goust, Tunana

Leburu, Unheard Streetmusic, Yourlokalhead Sbk

f 12 comments

Dagga Movement
Thank you Sarah Jane Bow for sharing. amazing!!!!!
26 September 2013 10:53AM

e 2 people like this - Henry Thamie Mngomezulu, Janine Jane

Williams

Donovan Louw
point proven.....
26 September 2013 12:59PM

Harry Mackenzie
I suppose this will only worsen use of ARV's in Nyope.
26 September 2013 07:03PM

e 1 person likes this - Patricia Adonis

Janine Jane Williams
believe what you please but the truth will come out
27 September 2013 09:23AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Tracey Johns
Oh please...is this a joke????
27 September 2013 08:13AM



Dagga Movement
Why?
27 September 2013 08:04AM

Happy Mbele
@Harry NYAOPE
27 September 2013 08:40AM

Dagga Movement
http://thejointblog.com/new-study-finds-thc-may-be-helpful-in-co

mbating-hiv/
27 September 2013 09:29AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

John Dudley
I'm cool with people wanting to have their high legalized, what i'm not

cool with is people wanting to mislead sick people and potentially

cause them to become more sick.  FYI: ireport.cnn.com is a site where

ANYONE can post anything.  It is NOT CNN News.  The dangerous

part of this is people are going to assume that it's a CNN story and not

read the small print at the top that says "NOT VETTED BY CNN", and

they're going to think it's a real, factual news report and stop taking

ARVs, potentially leading to mutations in the virus requiring the patient

to eventually go on a second line medication (which costs significantly

more)... all because someone wants to legalize pot.
27 September 2013 06:24PM

e 1 person likes this - Harry Mackenzie

Dagga Movement
Stories are not being made up just to get a legal high. Its not the point.

We share peoples stories on our page to inspire. If u feel that weed

has no medicinal value, u are gravely mistaken. We dont tell anyone

to go off their arv's but we do hope they consume the herb in

whichever form they prefer. I am living, walking proof of its healing

powers. I have a grave, deadly disease that has been bedridding and

crippling, and today I can walk, run and be the working mother, wife

and daughter I deserve to be. So take a step back. Do some research

and open your mind.
28 September 2013 09:32AM

e 2 people like this - Happy Mbele, Harry Mackenzie

John Dudley
There are certainly some medicinal values from many natural

substances, and I don't deny your possibly feeling better from dagga

from whatever unfortunately ails you (though many people also feel

better with morphine and other analgesics); however, I work in HIV

clinical research every day, I see the labs of tens of thousands of HIV

infected patients, I see the effects of people on medication (both the

good and the bad), and I see the effects of people who read about or

hear about "alternative therapies" from uninvestigated sources-- even



from people who sound authoritative like a former South African

Health Minister who claimed beetroot as the cureall (and another high

ranking official who felt a shower after sex would wash away the

virus).  I know, I know, it makes us feel good that there might be an

alternative treatment that isn't pharmaceutical based, but so far

NOTHING has been demonstrably close-- and posting an article,

making it seem like it's authoritative (well, it says CNN next to it so it

must be true) is like volunteering to lead a blind person off of a cliff,

and then not relating their death to your action of leading them off of

a cliff.  "Well, I'm not telling people not to take their medicine"-- of

course you're not, but you ARE leading them to articles that pretend

to be authoritative, claim to have scientific evidence but present none,

claim that there's a virtual conspiracy to keep a miracle treatment

away from someone who suffers-- and you can't see how that is

misleading and making you partially responsible for their actions??? 

You mean to tell me that as a mother yourself, you wouldn't feel bad if

another parent read this on your page, decided to take their child off

of ARVs to have them inhale vapors from dagga tea, and then

reported to you later that their child got sicker and sicker until they

died??  You wouldn't even feel slightly responsible for "inspiring" her

to take that route???

28 September 2013 10:01AM

Dagga Movement
You taking everything out of context. Along with sound medical

articles we publish, we too publish people's personal experiences. No

where does it state to stop taking arv's. I do feel responsible for

informing people of this option. The pharmaceutical meds I was given

damn near killed me and ate half my stomach away causing me to

vomit all day. As stubborn as u are to ur opinion is the same I feel

about mine. I no where claim I know whats right but I sure as hell wont

sit back when something as simple as weed can make a drastic

change is someones health. Maybe it wont cure aids, but it will give a

healthier way of dealing with it. Maybe u should be more open to

peoples alternative remedies. In my experience, it happens because

we feel the meds are doing more damage than good. This may not

work for eveyone but I know it will save someone in the future as it

has in the past. I would recommend weed to a mother. Most

definately. I will not advise going off meds. Not my place.
28 September 2013 10:27AM

John Dudley
If there was a scientific journal that published research titled "HIV+

cured by CANNABIS TEA", and the article goes on to describe the

regimen (inhaled tea vapors) that cured HIV in a person who was not



on ARVs, what is the message?  To me it seems clear that the

message is "HIV+ patient, not on ARVs, inhales tea vapors, HIV is now

cured."  What would you expect someone to do based on that

"research"?  Would you expect them to continue taking their ARVs

(which undoubtedly make people feel bad from time to time).  One of

the clinics I work with has plenty of patients who default on their

ARVs, with one of the primary reasons being that "they feel sick while

on them" (which is a well known side effect of the medicine).  If

someone offers the possibility of a cure, without taking the medicine

that sometimes makes them feel bad, what would you expect to

happen???

I'm not taking anything out of context-- I'm simply reading the

headline "HIV+ cured by CANNABIS TEA", and then reading the article

that talks about someone who was HIV+, was not on ARVs, inhaled

cannabis tea, and is no longer HIV+ because of it.  If someone sees this

on your page, reads the article, and stops their kid's ARVs, will you

also claim the person took everything out of context?

And again, I am not telling people to stay away from dagga or

whatever-- I'm simply saying that if I linked to an article like the above

one, I would feel partially responsible for the actions people take as a

result of reading the article.  And I know you are not personally

advising people to go off of meds, but you ARE linking to an article

that claims a cure by CANNABIS TEA without ARVs.  And I might

guess that the comment Harry's comment below ("I suppose this will

only worsen use of ARV's in Nyope.") probably expresses the same

worry I have.

28 September 2013 11:03AM

Dagga Movement
As u do make some valid points and this isnt getting us anywhere, im

gonna quit this debate. I do hope you have a great day
28 September 2013 11:33AM

John Dudley
I seriously hope you have a good day too! (but please please

please please PLEASE consider all of what may happen

when someone who may not be as informed as you or I

reads that article!  ;-)
28 September 2013 11:40AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Will do! Thank u ? ma baker
28 September 2013 11:45AM
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You don't need to be Rastafarian to use dagga just as much as you don't have to use dagga to be

Rastafarian.

Daggafarian for life!

http://www.iol.co.za/the-star/rastafari-is-more-than-smoking-ganja-1.1581665#.UkQoSFPT6uO

Johannesburg - “When I greet, I greet in the fullness of Christ,” he says, in a heavy

Jamaican accent, extending his right fist in greeting to a young Rastafari man.

Rastafari is more than smoking ganja - The Star | IOL.co.za: www.iol.co.za

e 8 people like this - Carmelita Brown, Jody Fisher, Juvaun Biggy Smalls Heyns,

Phumzile Liwane, Shandrea Shanty Bees, Silindile Slie Jiyane, Tyler Muller,

Winston Leach

f 1 comment

Carmelita Brown
thats so true!!DAGGAFARIANS RULE!!!
26 September 2013 08:35PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 26 September 2013 03:02PM DaggaMovement        g

Henry Ngomezulu says dagga tea is responsible for curing him of HIV. Henry is

well known amongst the dagga culture of South Africa since the Dagga Couple &

Below The Lion sponsored & supported Henry during the Comrades Marathon in

2013. In 2002 he was diagnosed by the Zola Polyhealth Clinic in Sowet...

Dagga Tea cured me of HIV: dagga.info

e 3 people like this - Kevin Michael Hattingh, Samkelo Jonas, Shandrea Shanty

Bees

f 4 comments

Prince Hekima Bakersman
(-_-) for real
26 September 2013 03:24PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Prince Hekima Bakersman
This is like so far fetched
26 September 2013 03:24PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Samkelo Jonas
Is dat possible?
26 September 2013 06:49PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
http://thejointblog.com/new-study-finds-thc-may-be-helpf

ul-in-combating-hiv/
27 September 2013 09:29AM

Dagga Movement
http://thejointblog.com/new-study-finds-thc-may-be-helpful-in-co

mbating-hiv/
27 September 2013 09:29AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 26 September 2013 03:32PM         g

A Bill, Act or Statute is like a Rule in the handbook of a Sports Club, Country Club, Fraternity or a

University. That's ALL it is. IT IS NOT A LAW.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/176277459219269/

Free Man [FMOL] 101 for beginners to advanced....who are you?

NOTE:

 I have created this Group for education purposes - I DO NOT know everything

about this topic but there are others here that are way...529 members

FMOL [Free Man on Land] JHB South Africa:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/176277459219269/

e 1 person likes this - Samkelo Jonas

Friday 27 September 2013

Dagga Movement 27 September 2013 08:06AM         b

699 to 752 Likes overnight you guys are too awesome! I'll smoke to that!

e 9 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Clinton Lezar, Dagga Movement, Ettienne Webbstock,

Jeremy David Acton, Mohau Howza Sontlaba, Monique Campher, Prince Hekima Bakersman,

Thabani Tebz

f 1 comment

Kabo Skhebula Porogo
Smoke me up too
27 September 2013 09:16AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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The Medical Minute: Dagga Dependency of Suspect Importance

In the early 90s before the pharmacological value of cannabis was realized, studies surfaced in support

of cannabis dependence and withdrawal. These studies (which included silly conclusions like, “the

greatest dangers of cannabis abuse involve the pharmacological effects of the drug upon the central

nervous system and other organs, rather than the development of dependence”) assumed a

reputability that thankfully elicited a validity review by the American Journal of Psychiatry in 2004. The

review did indeed confirm cannabis withdrawal syndrome to be ‘a thing’, with clinical importance

warranting diagnostics. That same year, folks at Columbia confirmed this, adding that oral THC may be

useful in alleviating cannabis withdrawal (oh really?) but called for future investigation into whether this

could actually lead to long-term abstinence (oh really!).

    The next six years saw a series of studies confirming withdrawal symptom significance. However,

likely attributable to the prohibitive nature of cannabis, the subjectivity and ambiguity of the

experimental models pose big questions: uncontrolled environments, heterogeneous subject pools

(including tobacco users), and the subjectivity of patients' desire for treatment (can quit attempts

constitute treatment desire?) mute any weighty conclusions.

As cannabis research picks up and our understanding of addictive behavior evolves, attention is

directed towards the effects of any evidenced dependency, elucidating whether or not the topic is

worth our time. If we look Big Picture, a multitude of studies on dietic-related dependencies come to

mind -- in particular sugar, where excessive intake has indicated opioid withdrawal. Where do we draw

the line between a substance’s addictive potential and excessive consumptive behavior? I posit that

the answer lies in our understanding of addiction as opposed to substances (not limited to cannabis)

that have historically shouldered the blame. I’ll let you decide.

1. Cannabis and Poor Sleep? Not Exactly

There has been some recent buzz surrounding a Stanford study that connected poor sleep to cannabis,

when in actuality, that’s less than half the story. Addictive Behaviors published the findings that

veterans were most successful at stopping cannabis consumption when they did not experience poor

sleep. So real talk: cannabis-using veterans -- with or without PTSD symptoms (the report actually gives

heed to the “generalizability to non-veterans”) under a self-guided quit attempt (I’m curious about

what qualifies here) -- slept poorly during withdrawals (actually, note, this was ‘perceived sleep’, not

efficiency/duration) so they decided to resume consumption. When kale does your body good, eat

kale -- analagous? Mull it over.

2. The Secret to Weight Management

Munchies shmunchies, the THC in cannabis smoke may have utility in treating obesity. In fact, it was the

discovery of “the munchies” that led to the exploration of the endocannabinoid system, which has

naturally led to identifying opportunities for targeted drug delivery. Did you know that over one-third of

the US is obese? Conversely, this month an animal study was published that supports cannabis as a

treatment for disordered eating, namely anorexia and bulimia; the report evidences a link between

cerebral changes within the endocannabinoid system -- of which cannabis directly influences -- and



weight gain. If the prevalence of fad dieting and bereft nutrition education is any indication of our cry

for societal reform, we could be witnessing the beginning of a revolution. Invest as you see fit!

Note: The New York Times covered similar findings in May, introducing the concept of 'The Marijuana

Diet'.

3. A Treatment for Skin Cancer

An investigation on the anticancer activity of endocannabinoid anandamide (the human-produced THC)

has been found to “induce cytotoxicity” (i.e., kill) melanoma cells. This characteristic of anandamide

(AEA), commonly known as the human-produced THC, implicates the potential utility of cannabis as a

skin cancer treatment. However, don’t rest easy supplementing your tanning with medication sessions

as effects are concentration-dependent and best described as another targeted drug delivery

opportunity.

4. Cannabis Dependency of Little Importance in Global Disease

The Global Burden of Disease Study of 2010 cleanly presents findings regarding the burden of drug

dependence, measured by the years of life lived with disability (YLDs), years of life lost (YLLs), and

disability-adjusted life years (DALYs, which is the sum of YLDs and YLLs). Results found cannabis

dependence didn’t play into premature death (YLLs) but did contribute into disability (YLDs, and

effectually, DALYs), although at a level 4-5 times less than opioids. The dependency potential of

cannabis was also touched on: “although cannabis is by far the most commonly used illicit drug

worldwide, the prevalence of cannabis dependence was lower than that for amphetamines and

opioids.”

5. Cannabis Consumption isn’t Burdening Healthcare

Boston University sourced findings that further support cannabis’s minimal health burden, concluding

no association between cannabis consumption and health, emergency department use, or hospital

utilization. In other words, a cannabis consumer is no more likely to take a trip to the hospital than a

person who doesn’t consume cannabis. Are you surprised?

http://www.leafly.com/news/medical/the-medical-minute-cannabis-dependency-of-suspect-import

ance

This week’s medical minute has a large emphasis on cannabis dependency,

including its validity, impacts, and the paramount issue of whether we should even

care.

The Medical Minute: Cannabis Dependency of Suspect Importance:

www.leafly.com

e 1 person likes this - Maggi Newton

Dagga Movement 27 September 2013 10:07AM         g

Canada chocolate factory may get new life as dagga farm



http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/canada-chocolate-factory-may-get-new-life-as-m

arijuana-farm/article14563490/

The old factory, which for decades churned out Hershey chocolate bars, has been

conditionally sold to a start-up called Tweed Inc, which plans to use about a third

of the plant to grow medical marijuana

Canada chocolate factory may get new life as marijuana farm:

www.theglobeandmail.com

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, GanjaBabe Namibia

Dagga Movement 27 September 2013 10:10AM         g

Investors Dump Money Into Legal Dagga Businesses (Imagine if dagga was legal here everyone of us

would have the potential to be a millionare. Financial Self Sustainability) FSS FFS

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/09/26/marijuana-business-colorado-industry-investors_n_399

6644.html

Investors looking for high returns took to Colorado this week and poured more

than $1 million into the burgeoning legalized recreational marijuana industry in the

state. In Denver, more than 60 investors from The ArcView Group met with 22

startup marijuana companies -- including several directly inv...

Investors Dump Money Into Legal Weed Businesses: www.huffingtonpost.com

e 2 people like this - Helen Richter, Samkelo Jonas

Dagga Movement 27 September 2013 10:10AM         b

So, I don't know how many of you may remember, but I made a comment a few months ago regarding

the medicinal use of weed to cure my Myasthenia Gravis! Well....... I haven't had  my latest blood work

done, but I can proudly tell you that a major change has taken place! No pain, no nausea! I can run

again, nevermind walk. I have no depression, actually quite the opposite, I feel 16 again. something I

never thought I would feel again! I am a firm believer in the herb and I hope this comment can inspire

you or someone you may know suffering from any disease! Much love to all

<3 Ma Baker

e 12 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Charmaine Seagreen, Donna Kisogloo, Ettienne Webbstock,

Ivan Schoultz, John Mc Fires, Justin Rooplall, Kabo Skhebula Porogo, Lungisile Ceba, Samkelo

Jonas, Sinovuyo CynOr Myataza, Tlhoaele Olebogeng

f 1 comment

Tlhoaele Olebogeng
IT seems like you are born again..that's good for your spirit+mind.
27 September 2013 11:07AM



e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
It feels like I am born again! thank you!!!!! <3 Ma Baker
27 September 2013 11:23AM

Dagga Movement 27 September 2013 10:27AM DaggaMovement        g

  2013 has been an excellent year for modern dagga research. Lots of the

propaganda and disinformation pushed forward by government paid organizations

have been debunked and the latest research continues to debunk many myths

people full heartedly believe to be true about dagga. Propagandists gave us...

Perception of Dagga as a Safe Drug is Scientifically Sound: dagga.info

e 4 people like this - Dagga Movement, GanjaBabe Namibia, Ian D. Samson,

Tlhoaele Olebogeng

Dagga Movement 27 September 2013 03:35PM         g

OMG hahahahha this made my day early 4:20!!!

you know you're in a klein dorp when you ask the shabeen for Rizla...what... rolling

paper ..... And they say 20c and hand you a page outta the local phone book :/

Gavin Locke: https://www.facebook.com/gavin.locke/posts/10151862180277023

e 7 people like this - Bill Hamman, Carmelita Brown, Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Gavin

Locke, Ivan Schoultz, John Mc Fires, Thapelo Christian Thapelo Christian

f 4 comments

Shandrea Shanty Bees
lmao say what lol
27 September 2013 03:38PM

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, Endy Max Hlatshwayo,

Gavin Locke

Bill Hamman
Hahahah!
27 September 2013 03:50PM

e 1 person likes this - Gavin Locke

Gavin Locke
hahaha 4:20 became 6:10am .... Sucks when your laaities on holiday

with you :P hehe 
27 September 2013 03:53PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Zomthelelo Tichar
Hahahaha crzy
27 September 2013 08:04PM

Dagga Movement 27 September 2013 04:12PM         b

Once made a pipe out of a mutton stew bone was the most perfect smoke had a very clean taste...

f 1 comment

Arthur Charles Mitton
yes I too have smoked from a sheep bone. it was quite nice. but my favorite is still an apple

:)
28 September 2013 06:45AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 27 September 2013 04:14PM         g

Perception of Dagga as a Safe Drug is Scientifically Sound

Comment or share

http://www.news24.com/MyNews24/Perception-of-Dagga-as-a-Safe-Drug-is-Scientifically-Sound-2

0130927

2013 has been an excellent year for modern dagga research.

Perception of Dagga as a Safe Drug is Scientifically Sound: www.news24.com

e 2 people like this - Grant Higgins, Russell Botha

Sunday 29 September 2013

Dagga Movement 29 September 2013 07:46AM         g

True story 

<3 Ma Baker

Timeline Photos: With Sivom Kcey and 8 others.

e 1 person likes this - Tshepo Isaac
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<3 Ma Baker

This video conveys the a basic knowledge of he endocannabinoid system inside the human body.

Video courtesy of: http://www.endocannabinoid.net If you would l...

CANNABIS SCIENCE - The Endocannabinoid System: www.youtube.com

Monday 30 September 2013

Dagga Movement 30 September 2013 11:42AM         g

I would like to announce that prosecutions against citizens for POSSESSION OF DAGGA can be

immediately stopped in any province with a simple High Court application that can be easily served by

the accused on the necessary departments, and you don’t need a lawyer!!

You are required to also SUMMONS THE STATE TO JUSTIFY THE LAW prohibiting dagga within 60

days of stopping the prosecution, so I can assist you to serve those papers too, at the same time.

No bust is too big or too small. Each applicant to cover their own basic costs, serve their own papers,

(with assistance) and cover the costs of their guide to the process. (No lawyers or their rates are

involved). Cases can be combined to save costs.

If you have a case you want to stop you can learn more about the successes of the Dagga legalization

movement here: http://daggaparty.org/wentzel%20order%20hc.html

Then email info@daggaparty.org so we can assist you with the necessary documents.

AMANDLA!!

http://daggaparty.org/wentzel%20order%20hc.html

-  Jeremy David Acton

I would like to announce that prosecutions against citizens for POSSESSION OF

DAGGA can be immediately stopped in any province with a simple High Court

application that can be easily served by the accused on the necessary

departments, and you don’t need a lawyer!!

You are required to also SUMMONS THE STATE TO JUSTIFY THE LAW prohibiting

dagga within 60 days of stopping the prosecution, so I can assist you to serve

those papers too, at the same time.

No bust is too big or too small. Each applicant to cover their own basic costs, serve

their own papers, (with assistance)  and cover the costs of their  guide to the



process. (No lawyers or their rates are involved). Cases can be combined to save

costs.

If you have a case you want to stop you can learn more about the successes of the

Dagga legalization movement here:

http://daggaparty.org/wentzel%20order%20hc.html

Then email info@daggaparty.org so we can assist you with the necessary

documents.

AMANDLA!!

http://daggaparty.org/wentzel%20order%20hc.html

Jeremy David Acton:

https://www.facebook.com/jeremy.acton/posts/4682906249335

e 4 people like this - Daniel Purkiss, GanjaBabe Namibia, Gerd Bader, Willem van

der Merwe

Dagga Movement 30 September 2013 04:08PM         g

A Colorado Springs three-year-old boy has cancer. His mom is swapping out chemo for medical dagga.

It’s a choice conventional doctors are calling dangerous, but the mom says it's the right choice for her

child as he's now in remission.

http://www.krdo.com/news/mom-chooses-cannabis-over-chemo/-/417220/22186494/-/jn809p/-/

index.html

A Colorado Springs three-year-old boy has cancer. His mom is swapping out

chemo for cannabis. 

Mom chooses cannabis over chemo: www.krdo.com

e 6 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Clinton Lezar, Dagga Movement, Johan

Steynvaart, Maryna Vd Westhuizen, Muhammed Mahomed

Dagga Movement 30 September 2013 04:14PM         g

It's ok to posses 10 grams of dagga in Switzerland if you are willing to pay a R990 fine the relaxed law

takes affect from 1st October 2013

http://www.swissinfo.ch/eng/swiss_news/Mixed_feelings_over_new_Swiss_cannabis_law.html?cid=36

977488



From October 1, an adult caught smoking cannabis in Switzerland can escape

formal legal proceedings by simply paying a fine. Reactions to the relaxed law,

which brings the Swiss in line with other western nations, are divided.

Mixed feelings over new Swiss cannabis law: www.swissinfo.ch

f 1 comment

Werner Weber
The thing about Switzerland is that until 1997 they were growing

massive fields of dagga out in the open.  They were kind of isolated

and everyone just grew it.  They had no idea it was illegal everywhere

else.
30 September 2013 05:49PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Cannabis not a drug: Spain's anti-drug czar

http://www.thelocal.es/20130930/cannabis-is-not-a-drug-says-former-spanish-drug-czar

The ex-cabinet director of Spain's National Drugs Plan told a cannabis conference

on Sunday that she 'had come out of the closet of drug prohibition to advocate

'Cannabis is not a drug': Spain's ex DEA boss - The Local: www.thelocal.es

Wednesday 2 October 2013

Dagga Movement 2 October 2013 11:32AM         g

If at first you don't succeed role a joint and smoke some weed...

Timeline Photos: #billyjeanRIP

e 7 people like this - Alan F-s, Cedric Jansen, Clinton Lezar, Dagga Movement,

Graffton Jurd, Regan James, Tlhoaele Olebogeng

Dagga Movement 2 October 2013 11:37AM         d
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There’s still a lot of confusion across the nation about whether or not dagga is

effective for cancer patients. Odds are you’ve heard something about it but

weren’t sure whether the information was reliable or definitive. So, in order to help

clear things up, here is a list of 34 studies showing tha...

34 Medical Studies Proving Dagga Cures Cancer: dagga.info

Thursday 3 October 2013

Dagga Movement 3 October 2013 06:43AM         d
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According to a new study published last week by the National Institute of Health,

dagga may be an effective treatment in curing people of addiction from hard

drugs such as cocaine and amphetamines. According to researchers, this study

“presents an up-to-date review with deep insights into the pivota...

New Study: Dagga May Treat Addiction To Hard Drugs: dagga.info

Dagga Movement 3 October 2013 09:31AM         d

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
I know this has nothing to do with the

movement but the album was there and I

wanted to update it with this picture.

This picture is very incriminating tho
3 October 2013 11:11AM
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Proof dagga is safer than 4 cups of coffee daily until you are 55 years old. :D

http://www.theguardian.com/science/sifting-the-evidence/2013/aug/19/coffee-drinking-study-rep

ort

Suzi Gage: A new study reports that excessive coffee – four cups a day – is

harmful, but only to those under 55. How likely is this?

Suzi Gage: Can drinking too much coffee kill you?: www.theguardian.com

f 1 comment

Unknown
whoops... I'm in big trouble!
3 October 2013 12:33PM

Friday 4 October 2013
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Dagga Movement 4 October 2013 11:17AM         g

Shane Myburg alleged bouncer at Stones night club assaults young adults because they smoked a

dagga joint in the bathroom. {Video}

Shane you are a piece of low life scum steroid druggie that pick on young passive non violent kids. I

really hope you get what you deserve.

The drinking of alcohol is also "doing drugs". No bouncer or any other human has the right to physically

confront or assault you because you smoke dagga. Just because something is considered illegal does

not give you authority to act illegally or cause harm upon another. Dagga has been proven safer than

alcohol and tobacco it's time we talk about this!

~ Michael Hawthorne

http://youtu.be/TPWw5FvBkAw

Bouncer Shane Myburgh assaulting patrons in the bathroom of Stones Nightclub,

Gauteng, South Africa.

Bouncer assualts patrons at Stones Nightclub: www.youtube.com



e 1 person likes this - Beverly Stevens

f 3 comments

Dagga Movement
Corrected the name it's Shane not Shaun
4 October 2013 11:17AM

Riaan Albertus Botha
He is still a doos
4 October 2013 11:22AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Unknown
coward too stupid to understand that steroids are drugs.
4 October 2013 12:04PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Darrel Goldswain

Dagga Movement
Even if he doesn't do steriods any supplements he uses are

also drugs. I am so enraged by his action. Not even a bong

helps to sooth the mind.
4 October 2013 12:42PM

Dagga Movement 4 October 2013 12:09PM         g

Official response from Stones PR. PLEASE leave a comment on their post.

ALLEGED BOUNCER ASSAULT

Upon investigation by Stones head office  it had been found that Mr Shane

Myburgh & the other parties to the incident were customers. 

Mr Myburgh is not and has never been an employee at Stones Fourways, as such

no disciplinary action can be taken against him.

The incident was of a personal nature.

Stones does not condone physical violence as such all parties have been banned

from all Stones venues.

Stones Fourways Official:

https://www.facebook.com/StonesFourwaysOfficial/posts/531603466925351

f 1 comment

Unknown
PR suicide.
4 October 2013 01:51PM
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"What I inject will kill you" - Shane Myburgh Unbelievably one can find inspiration from someone like

Shane. Fitting title for a gruesome metal song....

e 1 person likes this - Aleksandar Bulovic

f 1 comment

Jason Finn
dudes not well...it was totally unnecessary to klap those people around like that
4 October 2013 01:34PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 4 October 2013 01:38PM         g

Scientist Receives Prestigious Award For Research On Cannabinoids

Dr. Eric Downer was recognized last week for his groundbreaking research on

multiple sclerosis

Scientist Receives Prestigious Award For Research On Cannabinoids - Leaf

Science: www.leafscience.com

Dagga Movement 4 October 2013 01:59PM         g

Another reason to smoke and fly instead. Guys have breasts to consider as well. LOL

New research out of Washington University School of Medicine shows, for the first

time, the link between breast cancer risk and drinking at a young age, prior to first

full-term pregnancy. The results are quite sobering as millions of young women

consume alcohol as part of ‘growing up’ and this rese...

Alcohol Consumption Increases The Risk of Breast Cancer By As Much As 13% in

Young Women: www.collective-evolution.com

e 1 person likes this - Paul Strydom

Sunday 6 October 2013

Dagga Movement 6 October 2013 10:21AM         b

http://www.news24.com/MyNews24/Dagga-legislation-the-constitutional-conundrum-20131005

e 1 person likes this - Timothy Daniell Knight



Monday 7 October 2013

Dagga Movement 7 October 2013 05:47PM         d

Like if you agree!

e 5 people like this - Bill Hamman, Danino Green, Gerrie De

Jager, Kim PsyPixii Lopes, Werner Weber

Dagga Movement 7 October 2013 09:30PM         g

Know your cannabinoids

http://youtu.be/g79HokJTfPU

Brought to you by SC Laboratories and WeedMaps.tv in California Health

Professionals are from CannaCenters Research California Video Owners are SC

Laboratori...

Cannabinoid Profiles - THC, THCA, THCV, CBD, CBG, CBN, CBC & Terpenes:

www.youtube.com

Tuesday 8 October 2013

Dagga Movement 8 October 2013 09:29AM DaggaMovement        g

Researchers in Israel have found that chemical constituents of the dagga plant

reduce the self-damaging actions of white blood cells in mice injected with a

disease meant to mimic Multiple Sclerosis. In a study published in the Journal of

Neuroimmune Pharmocology, scientists from Tel Aviv University...

Dagga Compounds Could Help MS Symptoms, New Study Shows: dagga.info

Dagga Movement 8 October 2013 09:42AM         g

Your brain on dagga



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oeF6rFN9org

TWEET IT - http://clicktotweet.com/W27Se This is what you look like, on the

inside, when smoking cannabis. The effects of Marijuana on your brain, and how it...

Your Brain on Drugs: Marijuana: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 8 October 2013 09:55AM         g

21st US state has now access to legal medical dagga.

After two failed attempts, two Wisconsin legislators reintroduced a bill to make

Wisconsin the 21st state in the country to legalize medical marijuana. The ...

Lawmakers light up marijuana legalization bill for third time - The Badger Herald:

badgerherald.com

e 3 people like this - Aashiqah Ali, Alistair Thomson, Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 8 October 2013 10:00AM         g

To Shane "We need okes like you to protect us from the drug scourge caused by a plant that grows out

of the ground and makes you hungry"

Funny stuff

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zupQLqqwtAY

Skeemed I'd give a bit of credit where it's due and tune, "Respect boet!" to Shane

Myburgh; a flippin' HERO who takes it upon himself to do steroids and lear...

Hard Eddy's Video Blog E01: Naars one, Shane Myburgh: www.youtube.com

e 3 people like this - Aashiqah Ali, Jeremy David Acton, Johan Steynvaart

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
Brilliantly funny xxx
8 October 2013 12:34PM

Seymour Nofir
M'boi charn, tune truth to power.
8 October 2013 09:42PM



Dagga Movement 8 October 2013 10:08AM         b

Koos stop by 'n boomroker wat langs die pad sit en rook. Koos: Verskoon tog, wat is die vinnigste

manier om by Loftus uit te kom? Boomroker: Ry jy of loop jy? Koos: Ek ry. Boomroker: Ja... ry is die

vinnigste manier!

e 4 people like this - Johan Steynvaart, Muhammed Mahomed, Sefu Winters, Vic Shaw

Dagga Movement 8 October 2013 01:19PM         g

Even if one doesn't smoke dagga. One has to see the benefits of decriminalizing it...

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=213958102042280&id=213922712045

819&aid=40040

e 8 people like this - Clinton Lezar, Dagga Movement, Johan Steynvaart, Mark

RedPill Gray, Peter Flanagan, Phumzile Liwane, Ruvanne Van Wyk, Todor

Zeitgeist Novakov

Dagga Movement 8 October 2013 06:32PM         g

The US Supreme court declines appeal of dagga's Schedule I status by ASA.

http://www.hightimes.com/read/supreme-court-declines-appeal-pot%E2%80%99s-schedule-i-status

An appeal by Americans for Safe Access (ASA), the nation’s premiere medical

marijuana advocacy group, has been rejected by the US Supreme Court.  At issue:

changing the long-standing classification of cannabis as a Schedule I drug.

Supreme Court Declines Appeal of Pot’s Schedule I Status: www.hightimes.com

Wednesday 9 October 2013

Dagga Movement 9 October 2013 12:04PM         g

Elsewhere kids brewing beer in space are rewarded but in SA non smoking Rastafarian children are

expelled from school for their hair, heritage & culture. Something terribly wrong with society.



What's the point of having a pint if you can't drink it?

Brew me up, bro: 11-year-old set to make BEER IN SPACE: www.theregister.co.uk

Dagga Movement 9 October 2013 12:25PM         d

Alcohol is by far the most damaging recreational drug known to man. Yet society condemn those who

choose otherwise. 

http://www.altering-perspectives.com/2013/10/the-relative-dangers-of-drugs-what.html

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
loll bar far?

By far sorry guys..
9 October 2013 12:29PM

e 2 people like this - Arc Zilla, Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 9 October 2013 01:13PM         g

Dagga has been proven to prevent seizures.

Marijuana has been proven to prevent seizures.

Strange but true facts:

https://www.facebook.com/factrange/posts/211157029061733

Dagga Movement 9 October 2013 04:15PM         g

Save the world, Cultivate dagga as seen in The NewAge

New Age Media

Untitled Album: The New Age 5 October 2012, Pg 7

"Save the world, cultivate dagga"

e 1 person likes this - Thapelo Christian Thapelo Christian

Unknown > Dagga Movement 9 October 2013 05:45PM         g

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=558342527568192&set=pb.146641088738340.-220752000



0.1381333121.&type=3&theater

Dagga Party Deed of Foundation

Untitled Album:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=467731826629263&id=146641088738

340&aid=1073741825

Dagga Movement 9 October 2013 06:09PM         g

Working with Nature, Working with People. - Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa

Dagga Party Deed of Foundation

Untitled Album:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=467731826629263&id=146641088738

340&aid=1073741825

e 1 person likes this - Clinton Lezar

Thursday 10 October 2013

Dagga Movement 10 October 2013 08:10AM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=538849866144412&id=538845582811

507&aid=134381

e 2 people like this - Ahmed Ismail Mahomed, Shariska Lester

Dagga Movement 10 October 2013 09:51AM         b

If cannabis was a drug, this means the government needs to empirically prove it to be harmful - which

they cannot, since it is not. thus the prohibition of cannabis is unconstitutional and we need not

acknowledge/ live by unjust (null & void) laws.. i certainly do not - D van Vuuren

e 11 people like this - Ahmed Ismail Mahomed, Danino Green, Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Gerd Bader,

Graffton Jurd, I-fatherman Mokgakala, Jason Finn, Jody Fisher, Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Monique

Campher, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 10 October 2013 11:05AM DaggaMovement        g

The following mythology concerning dagga is taken from the website of the

National Organization for the Reform of Dagga Laws (NORML,

http://www.norml.org). References for these texts may be found there. Myth:



Dagga Leads to Harder Drugs There is no scientific evidence for the theory that

dagga is a…

Myths About Dagga: dagga.info

e 2 people like this - Aashiqah Ali, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 10 October 2013 11:31AM         g

Wait... What? How dangerous is dagga again?

http://youtu.be/Ec7VLmSPHEQ

Filmmaker Brett Harvey interviews well respected doctors, professors, scientists,

lawyers, and farmers about their knowledge on marijuana use.

Wait... what? How Dangerous Is Marijuana Again?: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 10 October 2013 11:43AM         g

Short street interview with the UK popo on the subject of dagga

http://youtu.be/KXqfmQofhAI

This video basically shows that no matter what the law is, the majority of people

will obey and even enforce it without questioning it. We need to question a...

Cop says weed should be illegal - My friend questions his view: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 10 October 2013 11:50AM         g

The harmful effect of dagga prohibition PICTOGRAM

Timeline Photos: With Jessie Jerue and 17 others.

e 5 people like this - Candybis Growers Breeders Activists, Jason Finn, Johan

Steynvaart, Phumzile Liwane, Shandrea Shanty Bees



Dagga Movement 10 October 2013 02:55PM         g

Aerosmith praises Uruguayan president’s dagga legalization efforts

American hard-rock band, Aerosmith, which is in Uruguay for a concert at

Montevideo’s main Centenario stadium Wednesday night, praised Uruguayan…

Aerosmith praises Uruguayan president’s marijuana legalization efforts, work with

poor: nbclatino.com

e 5 people like this - Alfred Sissing, Buzz Rsa, Peter Rieger, Prince Hekima

Bakersman, Warren John Smith

Dagga Movement 10 October 2013 04:08PM         g

Alcohol in the system 

Timeline Photos: Read more about it here: http://goo.gl/NkjQlp

e 2 people like this - Candybis Growers Breeders Activists, Shandrea Shanty Bees

Dagga Movement 10 October 2013 04:27PM         g

If you're an optimist you will agree that 2000 metric tons of great quality dagga is worth between R100

billion to R350 billion. **Under prohibition according to current pricing.

Photos of The Dagga Couple: Some interesting stats that I didn't expect to see

published on the SAPS' official Twitter account.

2000 metric tons of Cannabis seized by the Hawks in the year 2012-2013!

f 1 comment

Jason Jay
Very optimistic that, how do you get to the current pricing? work on

about 1 KG of swazi = 2K = 2 per gram. I think that is also inline with

police reports which change the price.
10 October 2013 04:35PM

Dagga Movement
In the US the average seems to be just under R50 per gram

between R43 and R49 per gram for certain medical

marijuana strains.
11 October 2013 10:50AM



Jason Jay
"If you're an optimist you will agree " sorry never read the first

line. LOL.
11 October 2013 12:13PM

Jason Jay
ok thats cool, but if you weigh everything up ie majority of

weed is grown in rural areas, not medical quality or

greenhouse or indoors. So just sharing my opinion.
11 October 2013 12:12PM

Dagga Movement
HAHAHAHA

Yeah... in the article I uploaded I included R2 per gram in the

calculations.

It's very optimistic but even if the true value is only a fraction

it will still be a huge market....
11 October 2013 11:09PM

Dagga Movement
Good quality weed costs between R50 to R180 per gram.

The esitmation is an average of R10pg R50pg and R180pg

LOL very optimistic
11 October 2013 10:46AM

Dagga Movement
http://dagga.info/2013/10/11/true-market-value-of-dagga

-in-south-africa-2012-2013-r1-2-trillion/
11 October 2013 11:09PM

Dagga Movement 10 October 2013 04:36PM         g

Dagga fights alcoholism. :D

Photos of The Dagga Couple: Dagga smokers against drugs.

e 7 people like this - Alfred Sissing, Candybis Growers Breeders Activists, Grant

Higgins, Jason Finn, Juvaun Biggy Smalls Heyns, Kelly Wiltshire McQue,

Shandrea Shanty Bees

f 1 comment

Unknown
Dagga Is Safer - Dagga Movement
11 October 2013 08:21PM



Dagga Movement 10 October 2013 04:47PM         b

@helenzille the total worth of dagga introduced into SA between 2012 - 2013 is estimated at R1.6 trillion

taxable profit, Why not talk about this?

e 5 people like this - Hein Pieters, Ivan Schoultz, Kelly Wiltshire McQue, Luzuko Mlambo Qongo,

Ralph Margo

f 1 comment

Ahmed Ismail Mahomed
what a profitable business I don't see anything wrong with growing a herb and it could

help with unemployment as well help feed the people of the country wonder why the gov

doesn't stop using valuable resources to fight it but use it in a way that it benefits the

people and the government
10 October 2013 05:32PM

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, Ettienne Webbstock, Mark RedPill Gray

Friday 11 October 2013

Dagga Movement 11 October 2013 11:49AM DaggaMovement        g

The South African police service has managed to confiscate 2077.7997 metric tons

of dagga between 2012 & 2013 This means that of all dagga introduced into SA

only 2000 metric tons have been intercepted and seized. Speculation based on the

estimated average total percentage of drug interdiction that…

True market value of dagga in South Africa 2012 – 2013 (R1.2 Trillion): dagga.info

Dagga Movement 11 October 2013 02:33PM         b

I will be puffing AK47 this weekend how about you?

e 5 people like this - Arc Zilla, Avo Avocadoq, Cedric Jansen, Nigel Thavarajoo, Phumzile Liwane

f 7 comments

Adele Koekemoer
Lemon kush :)
11 October 2013 02:47PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Xolani Mahlangu
Skunk
11 October 2013 02:56PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
my staple
12 October 2013 08:52AM



Brian Squeeky Weilbach
white widow
11 October 2013 03:06PM

e 2 people like this - Avo Avocadoq, Dagga Movement

Ian D. Samson
Which strain alleviates chronic pain of neurogenic origin?
11 October 2013 03:07PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Ian many people recommend Kush for migraines and headaches but an honest

suggestion would be to make a tincture from the best hybrid you can get hold of.

You will have to experiment to find the best strain but I believe any Indica

dominant strain would help.
11 October 2013 04:33PM

e 1 person likes this - Ian D. Samson

Dagga Movement
Also add Hemp seeds to the diet...
11 October 2013 04:34PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Jason Jay
Durban Poison, been potting it for the last few days
11 October 2013 04:32PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Murray Juana

Dagga Movement
Haven't had that in years. -Mickey
12 October 2013 08:52AM

Justin Rooplall
SwAzi !
11 October 2013 10:14PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Vuyo Mntambo
Skunk
17 October 2013 09:33PM

Dagga Movement 11 October 2013 02:58PM         g

8 Lies the White House is spreading about dagga

http://www.policymic.com/articles/67157/marijuana-legalization-8-lies-the-white-house-is-spreadin

g-about-weed



A majority of Americans support legalization of marijuana, so why is the White

House fact sheet so misleading? Here are 8 statements to show you just how

much they lie to you.

8 Lies Obama is Telling You About Marijuana Legalization: www.policymic.com

Dagga Movement 11 October 2013 03:25PM DaggaMovement        g

On average, Cannabis Sativa subset Sativa/Indica as a whole plant contains more

'tar' than the tobacco plant... But who the hell smokes a cannabis plant?? Most

people smoke 'weed' or the buds of a flowering plant, not the whole plant. The

actual buds, that are smoked, only contain 33% as much 'tar'…

Dagga contains more tar than tobacco but is also less toxic: dagga.info

e 1 person likes this - Ahmed Ismail Mahomed

Dagga Movement 11 October 2013 07:35PM         d

Mongo home grow

f 3 comments

Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli
Halalala!
11 October 2013 07:38PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Ndumiso Marcus Garvey Mgoduka
Can I hv some??
11 October 2013 09:24PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Thabiso Mokae
Beautiful
12 October 2013 11:17AM

e 9 people like this - Aldayne Jarrod Naidoo, Alfred Sissing, Candybis Growers Breeders Activists, Don

Power Rudeboyshuffla, Justus Kilian, Kurt Peter, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli, Rohosaba

Ajuba, Thabiso Mokae

Sunday 13 October 2013

Dagga Movement 13 October 2013 12:27PM         g

How do you roll?



Timeline Photos: ?

e 6 people like this - Candybis Growers Breeders Activists, Helen Richter, Jeremy

David Acton, Lesiba Junior, Quinten Angelo Kasselman, Shivaratri Soma

f 2 comments

Danino Green
took me quite a while to roll a decent joint, its an art.
13 October 2013 01:04PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Jeremy David Acton
As long as thereare no holes from ganja stalks poking through, it's a

good joint!
13 October 2013 01:25PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Monday 14 October 2013

Dagga Movement 14 October 2013 01:44PM         g

Chemical found to stop your system from producing dopamine they want to use it for curing people of

using dagga.

http://www.foxnews.com/health/2013/10/14/possible-treatment-for-marijuana-abuse-found/

Boosting levels of a naturally occurring compound in the brain could prevent

people who abuse marijuana but are trying to quit from relapsing, a new study

suggests

Possible treatment for marijuana abuse found: www.foxnews.com

f 2 comments

Prince Hekima Bakersman
(-_-) This post depresses me who would wanna stop smoking weed
14 October 2013 01:54PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Micky Madlove Siebert
this sounds like Prozium from that movie Equilibrium
14 October 2013 06:01PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 14 October 2013 02:24PM         g

Medical Dagga An Experts Perspective



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0I7V_U_hmaU

Medical Marijuana An Experts Perspective: www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Janet Pretorius

Dagga Movement 14 October 2013 10:07PM         g

<3 Legalize Indiana Home of Group "420 times" Page <3 

goal is to Educate & promote the legalization of Cannabis in all countries of the

world for both medicinal and recreational use, along with the legalization of

industrial hemp.

We advocate the immediate legalization of the herbaceous plant Cannabis sativa

in all its varieties, products, and uses, including cannabis for medicinal purposes,

cannabis for recreational use, and hemp for fiber and other products. Cannabis and

hemp should be legal in all the world. We call upon the governments of all states

and nations, and we call upon the United Nations, to terminate their policies and

practices of cannabis/hemp prohibition. We celebrate liberty with the residents of

those states and nations where cannabis and hemp are already legal. The need to

end prohibition of medicinal cannabis is especially urgent, and the rationale for

legalizing it immediately is especially compelling. People with illnesses and

ailments should be able to purchase medicinal cannabis without fear of breaking

the law. Legalize The World! 

Cannabis Facts & information:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/CannaInfo/

#Vendetta #vforvendetta #anonymous #hacker #activist #hacktivist

#endmarijuanaprohibition #marijuanaprohibition #legalizeweed #WEED

#endprohibition #stoner #ganja #overgrow #OpCannabis #Op420 #OpHEMP

#legalize #legalizecannabis #repeal #hemp #cannabis #marijuana

#medicalcannabis #Decriminalize #medicalmarijuana #legalizehemp

#endthewarondrugs #prohibition #breakthetaboo 

--- Peace & Love <3

Mobile Uploads: With Pam Arens and Maurice Arens.

e 6 people like this - Ahmed Ismail Mahomed, Arc Zilla, Branden Putter, Danino

Green, Janet Pretorius, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 14 October 2013 10:14PM         g

I buy my dagga from Snoop Dogg! NO LIES! :P



Cameron Diaz and Snoop Dogg went to the same high

school and Cameron says that she also bought weed

from him.

Strange but true facts:

https://www.facebook.com/factrange/posts/212727418904694

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 14 October 2013 10:25PM         d

PhD in Dagga: Meet Israel’s cannabis scientist

JERUSALEM — An award-winning professor of medicinal chemistry and natural products at the Hebrew

University of Jerusalem, Raphael Mechoulam is a trim gentleman who wears tweed jackets and silk

scarves.

He is no slacker. At 82, he still works full-time. 

Despite Mechoulam's respectability, his greatest fame stems from two scientific breakthroughs that

may earn him a warm welcome among denizens of /r/trees.

In 1964, he was the first person to synthesize THC, tetrahydrocannabinol, the principal active ingredient

in weed. That leap is what has enabled the scientific study of cannabis.

Before him it was all myths and smoke.

Mechoulam is almost universally referred to as the father of research on cannabinoids. (But no, he has

never partaken in the stuff, he says.)



In fact, CNN's Sanjay Gupta spent a few days in Mechoulam's lab while researching what became his

very public about-face this month on the usefulness of medical marijuana.

In 1992, almost three decades after synthesizing THC, Mechoulam identified anandamide, a naturally

occurring human cannabinoid neurotransmitter, (translation: the stuff that makes you feel high when

you haven't ingested anything.)

Given the opportunity to name it, Mechoulam turned to the Sanskrit word ananda, meaning supreme

bliss.

Parallel to these achievements, Mechoulam has spent the better part of a lifetime trying to secure

approval for scientific experiments — only to crash into the disapproval of officialdom. "An academic lab

is an open place," he says, "and to have young people in the lab working with illegal stuff… How can the

head of a lab determine whether the kid who is working on it isn't taking a bit under the table?"

When just starting his research, in the early 1960s, Mechoulam found some unlikely allies: the narcs. He

had a few friends who were cops: "Someone would say 'hey, could you give him 5 kilos of hash? I know

the guy.'"

Et voila: his career was launched.

Mechoulam is still fighting. He recently helped save Israel's groundbreaking medical cannabis program

from yet another assault by Health Ministry bureaucrats, who tried in late June to limit the forms and

varieties of medical cannabis available at legal clinics.

Among other things, the ministry threatened (but failed) to ban Avidekel, a locally developed strain of

cannabis containing less than 1 percent THC, the element that gets you high, and 16 percent CBD, a

palliative cannabinoid that has no side effects. In other words, it doesn’t get you high.

The ministry's principal concern was that CBD has yet to be isolated and tested in laboratory conditions,



in the way that paracetamol, for example, was tested. "Scientists do not like to work with an unidentified

mélange when evaluating a compound," Mechoulam explains.

Dr. Boaz Lev, the ministry's Associate Director General, says "remember that what we all want is the

best for these patients, a medication that we know and understand and can responsibly prescribe

them."

It is easy to giggle about a bum subspecies of weed like the Israeli-developed Avidekel, but for a child

undergoing chemotherapy who hopes to keep going to school, non-narcotic cannabis is no laughing

matter.

One medical professional said the ministry was thwarted "because Mechoulam stood beside us and

never budged, and in the end they couldn't say no to him."

By any measure, he is one of Israel's most renowned scientists.

His groundbreaking article on the synthesis of THC was published almost 50 years ago, in the Journal

of the American Chemical Society. Since then, he has been a recipient of numerous research grants

awarded by the National Institutes of Health, in Washington, DC.

An experiment he supervised 15 years ago at Jerusalem's Sha'arey Tzedek Hospital had the remarkable

result of diminishing the side effects of chemotherapy on "every single child" who was given TCH in

drops, under the tongue. "The nausea and vomiting simply stopped. And when the chemo ended, we

stopped the treatment," he recalls.

Despite this, legal complications stemming from illicit nature of marijuana have almost completely

prevented ongoing research on the effects of THC on cancer patients.

Mechoulam says this is "tragic." Others in Israel are calling it criminal.



The beneficial effects of cannabis for pain relief and in combating chemotherapy's side effects have

long been documented. But now, experiments on cancerous growths themselves, conducted by the

Spanish researcher Manuel Guzmán, show outstanding results in reducing the size of tumors in human

beings.

More from GlobalPost: Europe’s marijuana capital isn’t Amsterdam

Professor Avinoam Reches, a Hadassah Hospital professor of neurology, who as chairperson of the

ethics committee of the Israel Medical Association has presided over numerous discussions on the use

of medical cannabis, prescribes cannabis to patients with diagnoses known to benefit from its palliative

treatments such as Parkinson's Disease and Tourette's Syndrome.

Asked to name any colleagues in the world of Israeli medicine who oppose this use of cannabis,

Reches replied "no one comes to mind. I can't think of anyone."

"I use cannabis in routine ways in my patients, according to the directives that are part of the medical

consensus," he said, underscoring his practice of prescribing cannabis to long-term patients whose

case histories he knows well, and mentioning the wariness he feels towards "people who I have never

before met, who come in with specific complaints, asking for cannabis. These people do not always tell

the truth," he says, "and have a tendency towards over-use or abuse of the drug."

Reches said he found it "astonishing" that questions presented to the NIH regarding scientific research

on medical marijuana are directed to the National Institute on Drug Abuse.

Mechoulam is looking ahead. "Governments," he says, "should set aside the recreational aspects and

find a way to allow scientific research to advance." 

http://www.globalpost.com/dispatch/news/regions/middle-east/israel-and-palestine/130820/israe

l-cannabis-scientist-Raphael-Mechoulam-medical-marijuana



http://www.globalpost.com/dispatch/news/regions/middle-east/israel-and-palestine/130820/israe

l-cannabis-scientist-Raphael-Mechoulam-medical-marijuana

e 3 people like this - Janet Pretorius, Phumzile

Liwane, Rohosaba Ajuba

Tuesday 15 October 2013

Dagga Movement 15 October 2013 11:03AM         d

The dagga manifesto

Governments and Corporations: We,

the sentient beings of this planet,

REFUSE your prohibition of

dagga. We REJECT your

propaganda, your brainwashing that

has caused so much ignorance and so

much harm. We will continue to

EDUCATE, CULTIVATE and

MEDICATE. We KNOW that dagga

will wake up the masses. An

Educated and Healthy people will not

tolerate you. We will RISE and fight

your global police state at all costs.

Agitate. Educate. Organize. Revolt.

f 9 comments

Buyisa Kom
Then we will live in peace mo fire king
16 October 2013 08:22PM

Myburgh Streicher
amen
15 October 2013 01:23PM



Andrecakes Cross
"MOHFIRE""
15 October 2013 01:39PM

Nhlanhla Mchina Bigshow Dlamini
More fire Lindsey
15 October 2013 03:00PM

Onkgopotse Hara Tau
ND tell dem to free de ganja prisoners 
15 October 2013 03:50PM

Thabani Tebz
Indeed
15 October 2013 04:14PM

Brett Muller
I will not fight...I will not rise up and take no bait.... I will

cultivate and be the change thatvi want to see in the

world. A fighter is a fighter and all you will find is a

fight...right on their terms....like pussy going to tuna.....
15 October 2013 04:57PM

Dylan James Sandenbergh
True that.... Down with the Babylon!!!
15 October 2013 05:06PM

Wakhe Bachaela
Pure more fire !!
15 October 2013 07:18PM

e 14 people like this - Aashiqah Ali, Alistair Thomson, Andrecakes

Cross, Charl Julies, Dylan James Sandenbergh, Janet Pretorius,

Jasmin Cassidy Swanepoel, Jason Slade Lewis, Jessica Elaine

Keever, Monde Phicon Mdodana, Nhlanhla Mchina Bigshow

Dlamini, Onkgopotse Hara Tau, Russell Beeton, Wakhe Bachaela

Dagga Movement 15 October 2013 02:24PM         b

Blueberry Kush burning in my bong what are you smoking today?

e 3 people like this - Alex Daniel Csont, Maryna Vd Westhuizen, Nhlanhla Mchina Bigshow Dlamini

f 12 comments

Loy Beka
I wish!!
15 October 2013 02:32PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Deus Absconditus
white rhino
15 October 2013 02:33PM



e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Nhlanhla Mchina Bigshow Dlamini
Aksum
15 October 2013 02:39PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Andre Atie Van Dalen
blue chess
15 October 2013 02:42PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Andre Atie Van Dalen
I want to smoke with use guys
15 October 2013 02:48PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Danino Green
I never know what I'm really smoking, fortunate are those that do lol
15 October 2013 02:50PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Thabani Tebz
Skunk.
15 October 2013 03:06PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Jerry Mathabathe
sativa!!! 
15 October 2013 04:02PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Kabo Skhebula Porogo
Grape bru its soo gud 
15 October 2013 04:03PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Kabo Skhebula Porogo
Grape bru its soo gud 
15 October 2013 04:04PM

Themba Mav Thembamav
Swati
16 October 2013 12:02AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Raymond Tatum
Cali Orange baby!
17 October 2013 08:30AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement 15 October 2013 08:46PM         b

If we want a nation built on industrial cannabis we will most likely only be able to grow medicinal dagga

indoors. We don't want industrial hemp cross pollinating with medicinal strains. Imagine government

subsidy for grow operations. What ideas do you have for the future in which dagga is free?

e 3 people like this - Alex Daniel Csont, Janet Pretorius, Shivaratri Soma

f 4 comments

Jason Finn
i am really hoping to get some chink together to study herbalism next year..if the herb was

free..hopefully healing..God willing
15 October 2013 08:52PM

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, Gerd Bader, Janet Pretorius

Thabani Tebz
When dagga become free, economy will go well, prices of food,petrol,diesel nd tax wil

decrease draumatically
15 October 2013 09:18PM

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, Janet Pretorius, Jeremy David Acton

Jeremy David Acton
We should grow an industrial hemp with high THC /cannabinoid levels, ie an 'all-in-one

strain. Like dagga. Industrial hemp for fibre is created by close planting spacing. The same

for oil is more spaced out to go bushy etc.
15 October 2013 10:35PM

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, Janet Pretorius, Jason Finn

Gerd Bader
Africa has it's own "mzanzi"[all inclusive]strain.
16 October 2013 08:16AM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Janet Pretorius

Jeremy David Acton > Dagga Movement 15 October 2013 10:39PM         f

ON THE FUTURE OF ENERGY:

We will ALWAYS tend toward the use of carbon oxidation for energy as it is efficient and if 'sci-fi'

technologies (PV panels, wind power etc.) are not able to be provided everywhere, (which is impossible)

those citizens excluded from them will always have to rely on carbon resources.

Either they will burn fossil carbon,if they can find it, or valuable trees, and we face the possibility of one

day burning the last tree, or trashing the atmosphere and environment with the last bit of fossil carbon

we can extract.

We need to and MUST jump from fossil carbon taken out of the ground, and which is now in the

atmosphere, to the carbon pool in the atmosphere, where the carbon mostly now is.



The MOST efficient way to sequester atmospheric carbon for reuse as an energy resource (thereby

creating a carbon neutral cycle of sequester and burn, sequester and burn) is to ideally select a

technology that :

1) is solar powered,

2) is water efficient,

3) is SELF REPLICATING (that would be nice) ,

4) is not yet applied

5) requires minimum investment,

6) allows EVERYONE to participate in production,

7) provides other resources/benefits, and

8 ) WHICH ALREADY EXISTS, and

9) could happen tomorrow

and that technology is Cannabis sativa. (Dagga) 

All that we humans need for global energy abundance (and atmospheric restoration) is to see through

the drug war BS propagated by the fossil carbon pigs themselves (and others) and take back this

resource.

And we will, or we are humans going extinct.

This document below provides substantiation for the urgency of this suggestion and this essential

paradigm shift.

Jeremy Acton

Dagga Party of South Africa

(You can quote me.)

http://www.daggaparty.org/downloads/Choosing%20the%20Future.pdf

Wednesday 16 October 2013

Dagga Movement 16 October 2013 09:33AM         g

Man arrested 54 times for not paying for a meal. Delivers classy speech upon arrest.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pdF7VgZNdG4

Charles Dozsa! LOL This guy is epic! LOL This guy is epic! LOL This guy is epic! GET YOUR HANDS

OFF MY PENIS! GET YOUR HANDS OFF MY PENIS! GET YOUR HANDS OFF...

GET YOUR HANDS OFF MY PENIS! Charles Dozsa: www.youtube.com



Dagga Movement 16 October 2013 04:45PM         g

Study: Dagga Has Low Crash Risk

http://www.hightimes.com/read/study-pot-has-low-crash-risk

According to new research published in Accident Analysis and Prevention entitled,

“Drug Use and Fatal Motor Vehicle Crashes: A Case-Control Study,” detection of

cannabis was the least likely predictor of fatal automobile crashes when compared

to other drugs, and especially alcohol.

Study: Pot Has Low Crash Risk: www.hightimes.com

e 2 people like this - Dylan Kabraky Hattingh, Graffton Jurd

Thursday 17 October 2013

Dagga Movement 17 October 2013 05:53PM         b

R100 000 bail for transporting 277kg of dagga worth R830 000 {Namibia}

http://www.namibian.com.na/indexx.php?id=4921&page_type=story_detail&category_id=1

Dagga Movement 17 October 2013 05:57PM         g

Washington state approved rules on the sale of recreational dagga

http://www.jacarandafm.com/post/washington-state-approves-rules-for-pot-industry/

The state of Washington approved rules on Wednesday for the recreational sale of

marijuana.

Washington state approves rules for pot industry: www.jacarandafm.com

e 2 people like this - Alfred Sissing, Janet Pretorius

Dagga Movement 17 October 2013 06:03PM         g

Video regarding new approved rules on the sale of recreational dagga in Washington state

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=qBTwNKr68UM



July 03, 2013 Q13 News http://MOXNews.com

Marijuana Retail Rules Released By Washington State Liquor Control Board:

www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 17 October 2013 06:12PM         g

The tide has shifted. Is dagga the new beer or wine? 

http://youtu.be/z0_5MhuTHvI

Are They Going To Let People They Prosecuted Out? Is Marijuana The "New Beer?"

- Obama Admin No Longer Prosecuting - Geraldo

Is Marijuana The "New Beer?" - Obama Admin No Longer Prosecuting? - Geraldo:

www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 17 October 2013 06:33PM         g

Dalai Lama support medical dagga use

http://youtu.be/h5Fql221iTM

The Dalai Lama isn't that keen on recreational marijuana use, but the spiritual

leader told supporters in Mexico on Tuesday that he supports legal, medicinal...

Dalai Lama Supports Medical Marijuana Use | HPL: www.youtube.com

e 2 people like this - Janet Pretorius, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli

Dagga Movement 17 October 2013 06:43PM         g

7 chilling reason why you should avoid dagga propaganda. Please like this video.

http://youtu.be/VcJvX4GQA_A

Here are 7 truthful and chilling reasons why smoking marijuana is bad for you. The

music in this video can be found at http://incompetech.com/

7 Chilling Reasons Why You Shouldn't Smoke Marijuana: www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Jason Slade Lewis

f 1 comment

Bill Hamman
"If you smoke weed, jesus hates you..." Hahahahaha!
18 October 2013 11:27AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dieter Walbrugh > Dagga Movement 17 October 2013 07:01PM         g

Please Feel Free to use this for yourself no copy rights. Section 110 of the Criminal Procedure Act

Protects you in terms of Jurisdiction. The Magistrate court have no Jurisdiction on the above mater as

the State should Justify the Law. Gone with Apartheid |Laws Gone...

 Statement by Dieter Walbrugh in relation to charges of Possession of Dagga 

 17 October 2013.

 1. I, Dieter Walbrugh, charged with possession of Dagga hereby makes the following declaration at the

Goodwood Magistrate's Court, where I am required to appear on the above charges:

 2. I bring to the notice of the Honourable Magistrate of the Goodwood Magistrate's Court, that the issue

of the prohibition of Dagga is in question as a result of legal precedents established in the North

Gauteng High Court when an order was granted on the 19th July 2011, and on the 3rd May 2013 in the

Cape Town High Court, and on the 3rd September 2013, in the Western Cape High Court in Cape Town

to allow citizens to:

“stay the proceedings in the Magistrate’s Court in Goodwood Magistrate's Court, in order to approach

the Constitutional Court by way of a High Court application or action against the respondents, and other

respondents, within 60 days of the order being granted in this application, to have certain parts of the

Illicit Drugs and Trafficking Act, (Act 140 of 1992), and certain parts of the Medicines and Related

Substances Control Act, (Act No 101 of 1965), in so far as these Acts deal with the uses and possession

of, and dealing in dagga, declared to be in violation of the Bill of Rights of the Constitution of South

Africa, and therefore to be unconstitutional.”

3. I also claim that the law against Dagga and the persecution of members of the Dagga Culture of

South Africa, of which I am a member, violates rights in the Bill of Rights, and is therefore

unconstitutional.

 4. I claim the right to submit further documentation to a High Court in substantiation of my claims.

 5. I bring to the notice of this honorable Goodwood Magistrate's Court that in the North Gauteng High

Court, on 19 July 2011, the Honorable Justice Bertelsman granted Stobbs and Clarke their application to

stay their prosecutions in the Krugersdorp Magistrate’s Court for the possession of Dagga, and the

right to present motivations in the High Court for a hearing in the Constitutional Court regarding the

Constitutionality and justification of the prohibition of Dagga.

 (Stobbs and Clarke vs. Minister of Justice and 2 others, Case 27601/2011) (www.daggacouple.co.za).

 5. This Accused claims the precedent set and equal rights resulting from the granting of the order in

the application by Stobbs and Clarke, Case 27601/2011 for the postponement of prosecution in the

Krugersdorp Magistrate’s Court, to allow a summons of the State in the North Gauteng High Court

regarding the Constitutionality and justification of the prohibition of Dagga.



 6. I, the Charged, further bring to the notice of this honourable Magistrate's Court to note that in the

Western Cape High Court, Cape Town, on 3rd May 2013, the honorable Deputy Judge President

Jeanette Traverso and the honorable Justice Nape Dolamo granted Ras Garreth Anver Prince and two

others, their application to stay their prosecution in the Khayelitsha Regional Court for the possession of

Dagga and the right to present motivations in the High Court for a hearing in the Constitutional Court

regarding the Constitutionality and justification of the prohibition of Dagga.

 (Garreth Anver Prince and 2 others vs. Magistrate N.P. Venter N..O. and the Directorate of Public

Prosecutions, Case Number 3298/13, WCHC ; and 

 Garreth Anver Prince and 2 others vs. Magistrate McKenna, N.O. and the Directorate of Public

Prosecutions, Case Number 20996/12, WCHC).

 7. I, the accused, claims the precedent set and equal rights resulting from the granting of the order in

the applications by Ras Garreth Anver Prince, Case Number 3298/13, WCHC , and Case Number

20996/12, WCHC, for the postponement of prosecution in the Khayelitsha Regional Court, Cape Town,

to allow a summons of the State in the Western Cape High Court regarding the Constitutionality and

justification of the prohibition of Dagga.

 8. I, the Accused, further bring to the notice of this honourable Goodwood Magistrate's Court that in the

Western Cape High Court, Cape Town, on 3rd September 2013, the honorable Justice Le Grange

granted Ras Menelek Barend Abraham Wentzel, his application to stay their prosecution in the

Robertson and Ashton Magistrates' Courts for the possession of Dagga and the right to present

motivations in the High Court for a hearing in the Constitutional Court regarding the Constitutionality

and justification of the prohibition of Dagga.

 9. Notice is also here duly brought before the honourable Goodwood Magistrate's Court of the

Western Cape: in the light of the legal precedent of the orders granted to Jules Stobbs and Myrtle

Clarke in North Gauteng (Case 27601/11North Gauteng High Court), and also granted to Ras Garreth

Anver Prince in the Western Cape, (Case Khayelitsha Regional Court ), and to Ras Barend Abraham

Wentzel in the Western Cape (Case 8658/13) that I lay a claim of equal rights before the law in terms of

Section 9 of the Bill of rights of the Constitution, and claim my own rights to a fair hearing in a High

Court and the Constitutional Court in defense of the charges against me, in which my defense will

question the justification and Constitutionality of the prohibition of Dagga.

 10 I, the charged, hold the belief that the illegality of Cannabis is unconstitutional and therefore invalid,

and that, in the interest of human rights and Justice, there is good reason for the High Court and

Constitutional Court to reconsider the facts about Dagga (Cannabis sativa) and to find that the

prohibition of Cannabis must come to an end.

 11. I the Accused, repspectfully inform the Goodwood Magistrate's Court , that in view of the legal

precedents mentioned, that the charges against the accused must be referred to the Western Cape

high Court,

 12 or , alternatively,

 13. that proceeding in the Goodwoood Magistrates' Court be postponed until the above cases are

heard, and a case that may be brought by the Accused as a High Court application or action against the

Minister of Justice, National Prosecuting Authority, and the Goodwood Magistrate's Court, and other



respondents, to have certain parts of the Illicit Drugs and Trafficking Act, (Act 140 of 1992), and certain

parts of the Medicines and Related Substances Control Act, (Act No 101 of 1965), in so far as these Acts

deal with the uses and possession of, and dealing in dagga, declared to be in violation of the Bill of

Rights of the Constitution of South Africa, and therefore to be unconstitutional.”

14 or Alternatively,

 that the Honourable Magistrate of the Goodwood Magistrate's Court, may, at his discretion, withdraw

the charges against the accused. 

 Signed:

 ______________________

 Dieter Jeremiah Walbrugh, Accused.

 Thus signed and sworn before me at ______________________ on this_________day of 

 _____________________2013, the deponent, having acknowledged that he/she knows and understands the

contents of this affidavit, that it is both true and correct to the best of his/her knowledge and belief,

that he/she has no objection to taking the prescribed oath and that the prescribed oath will be binding

on his/her conscience.

 _________________________

 COMMISSIONER OF OATHS

 Full Names______________

 Designation______________

The Dagga Couple 

www.daggacouple.co.za

The Dagga Couple: www.daggacouple.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Vuyo Mntambo
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Dagga Movement 18 October 2013 10:32AM         g

Cannabis Revealed: Why Is dagga Illegal? 

http://youtu.be/bwc9pBSsr7k

The answer will probably shock you. It is time to LEGALIZE NATURE! Purchase

Silver Bullet Silver Shield Cannabis, AG47, Love and Warbird at Authorized Retail...

Cannabis Revealed: Why Is Marijuana Illegal?: www.youtube.com

e 2 people like this - Johan Steynvaart, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli

Dagga Movement 18 October 2013 11:03AM         g

Dagga moms in Beverly Hills

http://youtu.be/FxrI31Vait8

Marijuana Moms in Beverley Hills SUBSCRIBE: http://bit.ly/Oc61Hj A

CONTROVERSIAL group of women who say smoking marijuana makes them better

parents meet for ...

Marijuana Moms in Beverley Hills: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 18 October 2013 11:34AM         g

Debating dagga part 1

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AubYHsQDd8k

Debating Marijuana Legalization Part 1: www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Alistair Thomson

Dagga Movement 18 October 2013 11:40AM         g

Debating dagga part 2

Subscribe to The Doctors: http://bit.ly/SubscribeTheDrs LIKE us on Facebook:

http://bit.ly/FacebookTheDoctors Follow us on Twitter: http://bit.ly/TheDrsTwitt...

Marijuana Legalization Debate (Part 2) -- The Doctors: www.youtube.com

e 2 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli
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On 6th November 2013 the Irish have a chance to legalize dagga...

http://youtu.be/7ug-6XqK8gw

November 6th 2013 Cannabis Regulation Bill Press Launch: 24th October See

Norml.ie for more details

Irish Cannabis: Bill Update: www.youtube.com

e 3 people like this - Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Jessica Elaine Keever, Johnno

Graphdevigner Church

Dagga Movement 18 October 2013 02:03PM         b

Please Feel Free to use this for yourself no copy rights. Section 110 of the Criminal Procedure Act

Protects you in terms of Jurisdiction. The Magistrate court have no Jurisdiction on the above mater as

the State should Justify the Law. Gone with Apartheid |Laws Gone...

Statement by Dieter Walbrugh in relation to charges of Possession of Dagga

17 October 2013.

1. I, Dieter Walbrugh, charged with possession of Dagga hereby makes the following declaration at the

Goodwood Magistrate's Court, where I am required to appear on the above charges:

2. I bring to the notice of the Honourable Magistrate of the Goodwood Magistrate's Court, that the issue

of the prohibition of Dagga is in question as a result of legal precedents established in the North

Gauteng High Court when an order was granted on the 19th July 2011, and on the 3rd May 2013 in the

Cape Town High Court, and on the 3rd September 2013, in the Western Cape High Court in Cape Town

to allow citizens to:

“stay the proceedings in the Magistrate’s Court in Goodwood Magistrate's Court, in order to approach

the Constitutional Court by way of a High Court application or action against the respondents, and other

respondents, within 60 days of the order being granted in this application, to have certain parts of the

Illicit Drugs and Trafficking Act, (Act 140 of 1992), and certain parts of the Medicines and Related

Substances Control Act, (Act No 101 of 1965), in so far as these Acts deal with the uses and possession

of, and dealing in dagga, declared to be in violation of the Bill of Rights of the Constitution of South

Africa, and therefore to be unconstitutional.”

3. I also claim that the law against Dagga and the persecution of members of the Dagga Culture of

South Africa, of which I am a member, violates rights in the Bill of Rights, and is therefore

unconstitutional.



4. I claim the right to submit further documentation to a High Court in substantiation of my claims.

5. I bring to the notice of this honorable Goodwood Magistrate's Court that in the North Gauteng High

Court, on 19 July 2011, the Honorable Justice Bertelsman granted Stobbs and Clarke their application to

stay their prosecutions in the Krugersdorp Magistrate’s Court for the possession of Dagga, and the

right to present motivations in the High Court for a hearing in the Constitutional Court regarding the

Constitutionality and justification of the prohibition of Dagga.

(Stobbs and Clarke vs. Minister of Justice and 2 others, Case 27601/2011) (www.daggacouple.co.za).

5. This Accused claims the precedent set and equal rights resulting from the granting of the order in the

application by Stobbs and Clarke, Case 27601/2011 for the postponement of prosecution in the

Krugersdorp Magistrate’s Court, to allow a summons of the State in the North Gauteng High Court

regarding the Constitutionality and justification of the prohibition of Dagga.

6. I, the Charged, further bring to the notice of this honourable Magistrate's Court to note that in the

Western Cape High Court, Cape Town, on 3rd May 2013, the honorable Deputy Judge President

Jeanette Traverso and the honorable Justice Nape Dolamo granted Ras Garreth Anver Prince and two

others, their application to stay their prosecution in the Khayelitsha Regional Court for the possession of

Dagga and the right to present motivations in the High Court for a hearing in the Constitutional Court

regarding the Constitutionality and justification of the prohibition of Dagga.

(Garreth Anver Prince and 2 others vs. Magistrate N.P. Venter N..O. and the Directorate of Public

Prosecutions, Case Number 3298/13, WCHC ; and

Garreth Anver Prince and 2 others vs. Magistrate McKenna, N.O. and the Directorate of Public

Prosecutions, Case Number 20996/12, WCHC).

7. I, the accused, claims the precedent set and equal rights resulting from the granting of the order in

the applications by Ras Garreth Anver Prince, Case Number 3298/13, WCHC , and Case Number

20996/12, WCHC, for the postponement of prosecution in the Khayelitsha Regional Court, Cape Town,

to allow a summons of the State in the Western Cape High Court regarding the Constitutionality and

justification of the prohibition of Dagga.

8. I, the Accused, further bring to the notice of this honourable Goodwood Magistrate's Court that in the

Western Cape High Court, Cape Town, on 3rd September 2013, the honorable Justice Le Grange

granted Ras Menelek Barend Abraham Wentzel, his application to stay their prosecution in the

Robertson and Ashton Magistrates' Courts for the possession of Dagga and the right to present

motivations in the High Court for a hearing in the Constitutional Court regarding the Constitutionality

and justification of the prohibition of Dagga.

9. Notice is also here duly brought before the honourable Goodwood Magistrate's Court of the Western

Cape: in the light of the legal precedent of the orders granted to Jules Stobbs and Myrtle Clarke in

North Gauteng (Case 27601/11North Gauteng High Court), and also granted to Ras Garreth Anver Prince

in the Western Cape, (Case Khayelitsha Regional Court ), and to Ras Barend Abraham Wentzel in the

Western Cape (Case 8658/13) that I lay a claim of equal rights before the law in terms of Section 9 of

the Bill of rights of the Constitution, and claim my own rights to a fair hearing in a High Court and the

Constitutional Court in defense of the charges against me, in which my defense will question the

justification and Constitutionality of the prohibition of Dagga.



10 I, the charged, hold the belief that the illegality of Cannabis is unconstitutional and therefore invalid,

and that, in the interest of human rights and Justice, there is good reason for the High Court and

Constitutional Court to reconsider the facts about Dagga (Cannabis sativa) and to find that the

prohibition of Cannabis must come to an end.

11. I the Accused, repspectfully inform the Goodwood Magistrate's Court , that in view of the legal

precedents mentioned, that the charges against the accused must be referred to the Western Cape

high Court,

12 or , alternatively,

13. that proceeding in the Goodwoood Magistrates' Court be postponed until the above cases are

heard, and a case that may be brought by the Accused as a High Court application or action against the

Minister of Justice, National Prosecuting Authority, and the Goodwood Magistrate's Court, and other

respondents, to have certain parts of the Illicit Drugs and Trafficking Act, (Act 140 of 1992), and certain

parts of the Medicines and Related Substances Control Act, (Act No 101 of 1965), in so far as these Acts

deal with the uses and possession of, and dealing in dagga, declared to be in violation of the Bill of

Rights of the Constitution of South Africa, and therefore to be unconstitutional.”

14 or Alternatively,

that the Honourable Magistrate of the Goodwood Magistrate's Court, may, at his discretion, withdraw

the charges against the accused.

Signed:

______________________

Dieter Jeremiah Walbrugh, Accused.

Thus signed and sworn before me at ______________________ on this_________day of

_____________________2013, the deponent, having acknowledged that he/she knows and understands the

contents of this affidavit, that it is both true and correct to the best of his/her knowledge and belief,

that he/she has no objection to taking the prescribed oath and that the prescribed oath will be binding

on his/her conscience.

_________________________

COMMISSIONER OF OATHS

Full Names______________

Designation______________

e 8 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Enoch T-bone Sonjica, Graffton Jurd, Jessica Elaine Keever,

Monde Phicon Mdodana, Muhammad Jihaad, Ruvanne Van Wyk, Vuyo Mntambo

f 2 comments



Johnno Graphdevigner Church
BRILLIANT!!!
18 October 2013 02:25PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Muhammad Jihaad
This is some real good shit Bro Ras Ramon Benjahman!
18 October 2013 08:18PM

e 1 person likes this - Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams

Dagga Movement 18 October 2013 02:13PM         g

Man sentenced to six months' imprisonment for possession of 0.68 grams of dagga 

http://www.algoafm.co.za/article.aspx?id=7806

By John Harvey Former Port Elizabethan and president of the Dagga Party Jeremy

Acton has rallied to the defence of a man sent to prison this week for the

possession of dagga in the Coffee Bay area, saying it is the transgression of his

cultural rights as a Rastafarian. Gustav Nowers, 28, who o...

Algoa FM | Dagga party springs to defence of EC man jailed for posession of weed:

www.algoafm.co.za

e 2 people like this - Ingrid Ras, Timothy Daniell Knight

f 2 comments

Johnno Graphdevigner Church
Ridiculous! He should also look at opening a civil case against the

state.
18 October 2013 02:38PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Donald Strachan
I have a question to the Dagga Movement : If I am caught with

marijuana, would you assist in my legal battle?
18 October 2013 03:12PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
~ Mickey
18 October 2013 05:13PM

Dagga Movement
See

https://www.facebook.com/DaggaMovement/posts/44278

9042493075
18 October 2013 05:16PM



Dagga Movement
I do not have the financial resources to assist you in person.

I would however assist with information via email or

Facebook.

At the end of the day each person is alone against the state

especially those who are picked on for possession. Not a

lawyer or any group will be able to help you. Really/

Do note however if you want to fight your case using the

system I would suggest your follow the advice by the Dagga

Couple & Dagga Party. You can have your case suspended

pending the outcome of the case by the Dagga Party of

South Africa.

Which is currently the only known method of ensuring that

the court does not violate your right.

The alternative is to use common law and be a free man on

the land but using this system there is no guarantee that any

court will not violate your universal human rights.
18 October 2013 05:13PM

Dagga Movement 18 October 2013 04:53PM         b

There is something in the Skunk strain that fills my being that no amount of swazi or even high grade

Sativa can ever match. Is there one particular strain that you would choose above all others? What is it?

Have an awesome weekend. No Regrets!

e 3 people like this - Andrecakes Cross, Simphiwe Kukisi, Thabang Lagen Kheswa

f 7 comments

Thabang Lagen Kheswa
Skunk no 1
18 October 2013 04:56PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Jeff Solo Dolo
Train wreck or White Widow
18 October 2013 04:56PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Logan Stander
CHEESE
18 October 2013 05:05PM



Andrecakes Cross
1LUV"PUFF.PUFFF.PASSSS!!!!!!!MOH FIRE"""
18 October 2013 05:16PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Brenden Arthur Campbell
AK-47 
18 October 2013 05:46PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

McGyver Shotta
Jack herer
18 October 2013 06:12PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Leon Raulstone
Black domina and Sour Diesel :D
19 October 2013 07:39AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Saturday 19 October 2013

Dagga Movement 19 October 2013 08:46AM BlackBerry        b

Cannabis for life

http://norml.org/library/item/introduction-to-the-endocannabinoid-system

As you read this review of the scientific literature regarding the therapeutic effects of cannabis and

cannabinoids, one thing will become quickly evident: cannabis has a profound influence on the human

body. -Redeye-

e 1 person likes this - Nhlanhla Mchina Bigshow Dlamini

Dagga Movement 19 October 2013 08:46AM BlackBerry        b

Wake n Bake ;)

e 7 people like this - Cedric Jansen, Gerd Bader, Johnno Graphdevigner Church, Kyle Sean Beukes,

Russell Beeton, Ruvanne Van Wyk, Simphiwe Kukisi

f 2 comments

Ruvanne Van Wyk
Yea mon [[weedicon]]
19 October 2013 08:50AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Gerd Bader
puffpuffpass..
19 October 2013 09:17AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement 19 October 2013 08:57AM         g

Substances harvested from dagga plants could soon outshine conventional antibiotics in the escalating

battle against drug-resistant bacteria. 

http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/story?id=5787866&page=1

Substances harvested from cannabis plants could soon outshine conventional

antibiotics in the escalating battle against drug-resistant bacteria.

Is Marijuana the Better Antibiotic?: abcnews.go.com

e 1 person likes this - Sesona Baw'Chezz Nobebe

Dagga Movement 19 October 2013 09:02AM         g

5 Amazing things you didn't know about dagga

http://www.chicagonow.com/chicago-medical-marijuana/2013/10/5-amazing-things-you-didnt-kno

w-about-marijuana/

It’s no coincidence that marijuana legalization support has surged with the growth

of social media. The voices of the Reefer Madness era are silenced daily as studies

and testimonials continue pouring in about this often misunderstood plant.

Ignorance still remains, however, and this fight won...

5 Amazing Things You Didn't Know About Marijuana: www.chicagonow.com

Dagga Movement 19 October 2013 09:15AM         g

5 Not-So-Fun Facts About Washington Dagga Laws

http://www.hightimes.com/read/5-facts-about-washington-pot-laws

After the three-ring smokeshow and pot circus that took place earlier this week

between canna-trepreneurs, concerned citizens and the Liquor Control Board in

Washington State, the powers that be have emerged from the legislative trenches,

and after countless hours of green noise, somehow managed to…

5 Not-So-Fun Facts About Washington Pot Laws: www.hightimes.com
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20 states in the US, Uruguay, Jamaica, North Korea, Switzerland all have access to medical dagga. Here

in SA we still hand out 6 month jail sentences for less than a gram of dagga.

It's time to talk about the preventative & anti cancer properties of dagga.

Dagga Movement

http://www.algoafm.co.za/article.aspx?id=7806

By John Harvey Former Port Elizabethan and president of the Dagga Party Jeremy

Acton has rallied to the defence of a man sent to prison this week for the

possession of dagga in the Coffee Bay area, saying it is the transgression of his

cultural rights as a Rastafarian. Gustav Nowers, 28, who o...

Algoa FM | Dagga party springs to defence of EC man jailed for posession of weed:

www.algoafm.co.za

Dagga Movement 19 October 2013 12:43PM         g

Dagga smoking by itself probably does not lead to COPD.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2665954/

Marijuana is the second most commonly smoked substance worldwide after

tobacco.1 The constituents of marijuana smoke are qualitatively and, to a large

extent, quantitatively similar to those of tobacco smoke, with the exceptions of

?9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), found only in marijuana, and nicotine...

Does smoking marijuana increase the risk of chronic obstructive pulmonary

disease?: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov

Dagga Movement 19 October 2013 12:55PM         b

When getting arrested for dagga: 

The trick is to be stoic and polite with the cops and to aim for the court where the story actually

happens. Ask for the charge to be put on a SAP 496 (Summons to appear in court) or to write you a fine

with court appearance option, (on a J534 form ) a and for them to let you go, as you are not a danger to

society. - Jeremy Acton

info@daggaparty.org



e 11 people like this - Anthony Cornelius, Clinton Lezar, Dean DK Roberts, Henry Thamie Mngomezulu,

Jody Fisher, Khwezi Phumlani Mgoduka, Monde Phicon Mdodana, Sesona Baw'Chezz Nobebe,

Stuart Procter, Thabo Frankenstein Monaune, Yakuza Zaheer

f 3 comments

Dagga Movement
stoic

'st???k/

noun

noun: stoic;plural noun: stoics;noun: Stoic;plural noun: Stoics

    1.

    a person who can endure pain or hardship without showing their feelings or

complaining.

    2.

    a member of the ancient philosophical school of Stoicism.

adjective

adjective: stoic;adjective: Stoic

    1.

    another term for stoical.

    "a look of stoic resignation"

    2.

    of or belonging to the Stoics or their school of philosophy.

    "the Stoic philosophers"
19 October 2013 12:55PM

e 2 people like this - Jason Finn, Monde Phicon Mdodana

Justin Rooplall
I dint fully understand what you mean
19 October 2013 06:12PM

Justin Rooplall
I dint fully understand what you mean
19 October 2013 06:12PM

Dagga Movement 19 October 2013 01:27PM         g

Did you know everything we consume is a drug?

https://www.gabbyandlaird.com/diet-and-nutrition/everything-drug-surprising-neurochemistry-food

There are currently no items in your cart. Visit our store to find your favorite

gabbyandlaird.com and Truition products.

Everything Is a Drug: The Surprising Neurochemistry of Food | gabbyandlaird.com:

www.gabbyandlaird.com



Sunday 20 October 2013

Dagga Movement 20 October 2013 11:35AM         g

5 ways to help destigmatise dagga

As Bob Dylan sings “The times they are a-changing” and we get asked all the time

what you can do to help. Well here are 5 ways you can help change the stigma in

your everyday life. I know…who said being a stoner was easy!? Come out about

your cannabis use. There is nothing to […]

5 Ways To Help Destigmatise Cannabis Use - UKCSC: news.ukcsc.co.uk

f 1 comment

Grant Higgins
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=boSkUNBGn6U
20 October 2013 12:07PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Monday 21 October 2013

Dagga Movement 21 October 2013 09:17AM         g

14 Good Reasons to vote for Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa

http://www.daggaparty.co.za/about_us.html

1. Cannabis seeds are not narcotic and when ground as flour provide up to 24%

protein, and all the amino acids necessary for human nutrition. 2. Cannabis seeds

contain Omega 3, 6 and 9 fatty acids in a perfect balance for human cardiac and

mental health. 3. Cannabis seed oil, which is non-narcotic a...

IQELA LENTSANGO: THE DAGGA PARTY OF SOUTH AFRICA:

www.daggaparty.co.za

e 2 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Prince Hekima Bakersman

Dagga Movement 21 October 2013 09:26AM         b

Hello, is this the South African Police?"

"Eish-Yes. What you want?"

"I'm calling to report my neighbour, Hendrik van der Merwe! He is hiding dagga inside his firewood."

"Eeeh-Yes...Thank you for your co-operasheen and informasheen in combating crime and violence, in



our society suh"

The next day, the SAP descends on Hendrik's house. They search the braai lapa where the firewood is

kept. Using axes, they chop open every piece of wood, but find no dagga. They shout and swear at

Hendrik and leave.

The phone rings at Hendrik's house.

"Hey, Hendrik! Did the SAP come?"

"Ja!"

"Did they chop your firewood for the braai tonight?"

"Ja...."

"Happy birthday boet!"

e 27 people like this - Alan F-s, Alexander Dowding, Andrecakes Cross, Candis Van Wyk, Carolin

Basson, Cedric Jansen, Cornelia De Koker, Craig Casper, Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Gerd Bader,

Graffton Jurd, Helen Richter, Ingrid Cilliers, Ivan Schoultz, Jason Jay, Keno Stevens, Kyle Sean

Beukes, Lesiba Junior, Lloyd Grobler, Macavity Karabo, Monde Phicon Mdodana, Monique Campher,

Nhlanhla Mchina Bigshow Dlamini, Ruvanne Van Wyk, Ryan Lawrence, Sean Palmer, Zach Oliver

f 2 comments

Natalie Nadine Visagie
Lmfao...! A must try 4 braai events lol
21 October 2013 12:37PM

Graffton Jurd
Lmbi, mad one bra
21 October 2013 01:24PM

Dagga Movement 21 October 2013 09:30AM         b

WIN A TRIP!!! SMS "I SELL DAGGA" to 10111 and stand a chance to win free meals, free transport and

free accommodation.

e 5 people like this - Bobby Greenhash, Helen Richter, Nhlanhla Mchina Bigshow Dlamini, Tebo

Mhlambi, Vic Shaw

f 6 comments

Tshepiso Jandre Tj Ditsele
u for real, hahaha ur cnt b serious, hahahaha dats how dey tryina catch us, mxm
21 October 2013 12:50PM

Dagga Movement
This one upsets me a bit but maybe we can use it to our advantage?
21 October 2013 09:30AM



Bobby Greenhash
Hahaha! Fkn funny.
21 October 2013 11:45AM

Bobby Greenhash
The idiots would put the message on hold, so they would'nt get it. Again. I thought about

going to see the local Station Commander and see if we can con weed out of them. We

will tell them we are from dept. of parks & recreation and we need it for a survey. These

fuckers are so thick, it would be like taking candy from a baby! Hahahaha!
21 October 2013 11:49AM

Nhlanhla Mchina Bigshow Dlamini
Hey this i a crazy one but let me do it!! I SELL DAGGA... 10111.... message delivered...
22 October 2013 12:33PM

Vuyo Mntambo
If i wnt to rot in jail i cn do tht
22 October 2013 07:13PM

Dagga Movement 21 October 2013 09:43AM         d

Dagga Movement 21 October 2013 10:20AM         b

WIN A TRIP!!! SMS "I SELL DAGGA" to 10111 and stand a chance to win free meals, free transport and

free accommodation. Offer valid until 2014 when dagga is legalized by Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga



Party of South Africa after winning the elections.

e 12 people like this - Andile Xabiso Skiti, Andrecakes Cross, Bradley Fourie, Gerd Bader, Grant

Higgins, Henry Thamie Mngomezulu, Jeremy David Acton, Johan Steynvaart, Kwanele Njengele,

Ruvanne Van Wyk, Thabang Lagen Kheswa, Vice Madlokovu Nene

f 2 comments

Jeremy David Acton
Share and win.!!
21 October 2013 11:18AM

Carl Norman Schreiber
LOL
22 October 2013 01:19PM

Dagga Movement 21 October 2013 11:00AM         g

A policeman searched me in a public toilet last

night and found a small bag of class A drugs.

"It's not my fault," I said, "Every time I try flushing

them down the toilet they

magically appear back in my pocket again."

"Do you really expect me to believe that?" he laughed.

I said, "I'll prove it to you if you want me to!"

"Go on then." he smiled, handing me the bag.

After flushing them, he looked at me and said,

"Well, show me your pocket then."

"What for?" I asked....He said, "The drugs." I said, "What drugs?" ?.

A policeman searched me in a public toilet last

night and found a small bag of class A drugs.

"It's not my fault," I said, "Every time I try flushing

them down the toilet they

magically appear back in my pocket again."

"Do you really expect me to believe that?" he laugh...

Help Shane Myburgh realise he's a d00s:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/551015744964329/permalink/553758898023

347/

e 4 people like this - Curth Nomdo, Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Johan Steynvaart,

Samkelo Jonas

f 2 comments

Johnno Graphdevigner Church
Ha ha ha ha ha classic! May just work...
21 October 2013 11:13AM



Endy Max Hlatshwayo
Lmao
21 October 2013 11:25PM

Dagga Movement 21 October 2013 11:34AM         g

Got drugs? Receive a free punch.

Photos from Mickey Dangerez's post in Help Shane Myburgh realise he's a d00s:

LOL

e 1 person likes this - Alistair Thomson

Dagga Movement 21 October 2013 12:21PM         b

Can you conclusively say that dagga does not cure cancer? A question to ask those who are in doubt of

dagga's abilities.

e 3 people like this - Ian D. Samson, Johan Steynvaart, Nhlanhla Mchina Bigshow Dlamini

Tuesday 22 October 2013

Dagga Movement 22 October 2013 03:52PM         b

10 Reasons Dagga is Better For You Than Alcohol

http://www.hightimes.com/read/10-reasons-marijuana-better-you-alcohol

e 3 people like this - Alex Daniel Csont, Clinton Lezar, Monde Phicon Mdodana

Dagga Movement 22 October 2013 04:10PM         g

People who want to consume alcohol should also first get a permit license. That way alcoholics won't

have access to alcohol. What's good for the goose is good for the gander...

Check us out Bong Zone! <3

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=490299647702427&id=49029063103

6662&aid=1073741828

e 1 person likes this - Graffton Jurd



Dagga Movement 22 October 2013 04:27PM         b

Why is dagga illegal? What would the government's answer(s) be?

e 3 people like this - Monde Phicon Mdodana, Nhlanhla Mchina Bigshow Dlamini, Phumzile Liwane

f 6 comments

Alexander Dowding
I would expect it to probably be something along the lines of 

"Dagga is a dangerous and dependence producing substance with no medicinal use. It is

also a gateway drug which leads on to more dangerous and addictive 'hard drugs'. Dagga

use is also linked to mental illness and its use is associated with a majority of serious crime

cases."

You know the usual go-to stuff from the 'Idiot's Guide to Drug War Propaganda' by Harry J.

Anslinger
22 October 2013 04:52PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Especially when the truth is in the open... 20 states...
22 October 2013 08:29PM

e 1 person likes this - Alexander Dowding

Alexander Dowding
The problem is really 'how many of the people care that they have been/are

being lied to?' and is it enough to effect change?
22 October 2013 08:56PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
It does not make sense how government can get away with lies...
22 October 2013 08:29PM

e 1 person likes this - Alexander Dowding

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
The current govt won't have an honest answer. It was banned long before even freedom

charter was drafted. It's nasty 'cos they uphold an apartheid law.
22 October 2013 05:02PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Phumzile Liwane

Monde Phicon Mdodana
Because it makes you laugh. 
22 October 2013 07:20PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Phumzile Liwane
SA government will always be a puppet of the Big 5.Supposedly we the 1'st country to

Legalise Ganja in Africa.Having done my own research I've found out that SA has no



medical professionals to look into this matter & come up with+resollutions BlessedUp   

22 October 2013 07:54PM

e 2 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
My message to them

Medical dagga has been available in the US for over 15 years now it's

even available in 20 US states. Dagga is also legalized /

decriminalized in Uruguay, Switzerland, Jamaica, Netherlands.

North Korea does not even consider dagga a drug and it is legal and

unregulated in that country.

Just because the South African Government Corporation deems dagga an

illegal substance does negate the medicinal qualities of dagga.

Considering that the drug and trafficking act of 1992 states that

dagga has zero medicinal benefits just shows that the act is deceitful

and incorrect.

I find your response to Mr Dowding's email ignorant and how you spell

cannabis just proves that you and your whole department is uneducated

on the subject of dagga.

The MRCSA has confirmed that they are not busy doing research on dagga

and will not do so in the foreseeable future. Which seems against

current medical trends around the world.

I think it's time that your department catch up with the rest of the world.

Dagga laws stem from British segregation from 1870 when the British

used dagga laws to control the indian work force in Durban and then

later the apartheid regime also used dagga laws to arrest Africans on

whim.

Saying sorry you can't speak about something because something is

wrongfully and unjustly prohibited is not an answer at all.

How do you support dagga prohibition knowing this?

Your department better get it's act together or be prepared to look

like fools to the Americans and any other country that realizes the

benefits of medical dagga.

Regards



Michael

Dagga Movement

Dagga is a healthy lifestyle not a crime.

23 October 2013 08:06AM

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane

Phumzile Liwane
If countries like Uruguay,Switzerland,USA etc did it i.e Legalized The Holy

Herb,SA must follow suit...!NB.The SAMedicalResearchCouncil still brainwashed

by the Apartheid system.You know how hard it is 'to teach an old dog new tricks'

hey?Down Pressorman!
22 October 2013 10:20PM

Dagga Movement
Alexander please give me Hadia Isaacs email address..
22 October 2013 10:30PM

Bobby Greenhash
@ Alex: Me too, I would like to write to Hadia Isaacs regarding her spelling....
23 October 2013 07:25AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Yes the Medical Research Council of South Africa said they are not looking into

dagga research now or for the foreseeable future...
22 October 2013 08:28PM

e 1 person likes this - Alexander Dowding

Alexander Dowding
Hadia.Isaacs@westerncape.gov.za
22 October 2013 10:36PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Alexander Dowding
I got the following reply from the Health Ministry of the Western Cape this

afternoon:

"RE: MEDICAL CANNIBIS USED AS A NATURAL TREATMENT FOR ASTHMA

Dear Mr Dowding

The above mentioned matter has reference.

Mr TL Botha, Minister of Health in the Western Cape,  have noted your request

but have been informed that cannabis is a prohibited substance and thus the

department cannot address the issue raised in your letter.



I trust that you find the above in order.

Kind regards

Hadia Isaacs

Ministry of Health

Department of Health

Western Cape Government"

No I do not find the above in order. What adds to my annoyance is that they

couldn't even spell 'cannabis' correctly. These people clearly have no knowledge

of cannabis' healing potential and neither are likely to have any desire to educate

themselves about it.

Oh well onward and upwards I guess.

22 October 2013 09:06PM

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane

Nhlanhla Mchina Bigshow Dlamini
Nothing
22 October 2013 07:58PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Bobby Greenhash
We will get back to you.
23 October 2013 07:18AM

Wednesday 23 October 2013

Bobby Greenhash > Dagga Movement 23 October 2013 08:11AM         f

Here's a way of doing something, everybody go onto  DEAR MR PRESIDENT OF SOUTH AFRICA and

type "LEGALIZE DAGGA" and post. 

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
I see there are multiple pages DEAR MR PRESIDENT: JACOB ZUMA

~ Mickey
23 October 2013 09:37AM

Bobby Greenhash
Confusion reigns! "Welcome to the ANC facebook page, just as disorganized as

us!" Eish!
23 October 2013 09:39AM



e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 23 October 2013 08:13AM         b

The government better get it's act together or be prepared to look

like fools to the Americans and any other country that realizes the

benefits of medical dagga.

To: Western Cape Dep of Health

Medical dagga has been available in the US for over 15 years now it's

even available in 20 US states. Dagga is also legalized /

decriminalized in Uruguay, Switzerland, Jamaica, Netherlands.

North Korea does not even consider dagga a drug and it is legal and

unregulated in that country.

Just because the South African Government Corporation deems dagga an

illegal substance does negate the medicinal qualities of dagga.

Considering that the drug and trafficking act of 1992 states that

dagga has zero medicinal benefits just shows that the act is deceitful

and incorrect.

I find your response to Mr Dowding's email ignorant and how you spell

cannabis just proves that you and your whole department is uneducated

on the subject of dagga.

The MRCSA has confirmed that they are not busy doing research on dagga

and will not do so in the foreseeable future. Which seems against

current medical trends around the world.

I think it's time that your department catch up with the rest of the world.

Dagga laws stem from British segregation from 1870 when the British

used dagga laws to control the indian work force in Durban and then

later the apartheid regime also used dagga laws to arrest Africans on

whim.

Saying sorry you can't speak about something because something is

wrongfully and unjustly prohibited is not an answer at all.

How do you support dagga prohibition knowing this?

Your department better get it's act together or be prepared to look

like fools to the Americans and any other country that realizes the



benefits of medical dagga.

Regards

Michael

Dagga Movement

Dagga is a healthy lifestyle not a crime.

e 7 people like this - Antonio Renecle, Graffton Jurd, I-fatherman Mokgakala, Isaac Kuluman, Janet

Pretorius, Johan Steynvaart, Phumzile Liwane

f 3 comments

Thabang Lagen Kheswa
Let's all vote for DPSA
23 October 2013 09:38AM

Graffton Jurd
Michael for president
23 October 2013 09:53AM

Jason Finn
well said :)
23 October 2013 09:56AM

Dagga Movement 23 October 2013 09:13AM         b

I do not belong to any corporation so policy does not apply to me . Police are employed to control the

members of a corporation and by contracting into that corporation willingly or not you are a member of

that corporation and are bound by the rules of it .

They say you cannot put medicinal herbs in your body I say I am not a member of your corporation ,

They say you cannot use the roads without license I say I am not a member of your corporation ,

They say you must pay taxes on your work I say I am not a member of your corporation ,

Where do you get the authority to tell me anything if I am not accepting benefits nor do I accept a

membership to your corporation ? Simple they can't and they know it .

- Free man on the land

e 7 people like this - Aghmat Arend, Bobby Greenhash, Gayle Ritchie, I-fatherman Mokgakala, Johnno

Graphdevigner Church, Phumzile Liwane, Russell Botha

f 1 comment

Johnno Graphdevigner Church
Brilliant!!!
23 October 2013 09:18AM



Dagga Movement 23 October 2013 09:26AM         b

In South Africa those in power simply shrug the responsibilityof realizing the true nature of dagga laws

by stating they cannot even discuss dagga because it's prohibited. Just because something is

prohibited does not justify the prohibition.

National Department of Health (South Africa)

e 7 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Alistair Thomson, Dean Malan, Janet Pretorius, Johan

Steynvaart, Nhlanhla Mchina Bigshow Dlamini, Russell Botha

f 1 comment

Johan Steynvaart
The murder of Jews was also legislated by Nazi's...
23 October 2013 12:10PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Janet Pretorius

Dagga Movement 23 October 2013 09:35AM         g

Every drug thats has been recalled by the FDA was first proven "safe and effective" by the FDA

Timeline Photos: The front page of the independent media movement:

www.TheAntiMedia.org

Donald Strachan > Dagga Movement 23 October 2013 02:01PM         f

I am interested to know what you can tell me about the negative aspects of using marijuana? (Other

than the legal issues naturally)

Dagga Movement 23 October 2013 02:48PM DaggaMovement        g

Should dagga be legalized / decriminalized? Yes or No? Vote in our poll. Also give suggestions for poll

questions.

Polls ArchiveShould dagga be legalized / decriminalized?Yes (100%, 1 Votes)No

(0%, 0 Votes)Total Voters: 1Start Date: 23 October 2013 @ 2:33 pmEnd Date: No

Expiry

Polls Archive: dagga.info

e 2 people like this - Cedrick Peo, Janet Pretorius



Dagga Movement 23 October 2013 02:52PM         g

$1 per gram

Timeline Photos: Thank You President Jose Mujica For Seeing The Light On The

Legalization Of Marijuana!  Big Ups To Uruguay!

www.StonerDays.com — with Juan Pablo Reverdito and 14 others.

e 6 people like this - Clinton Lezar, Graffton Jurd, Jason Finn, Jessica Elaine

Keever, Justus Kilian, Marchand Conradie

Dagga Movement 23 October 2013 03:02PM         g

Nooooo! Dagga should not be legalized I'm a criminal lawyer. I make about 10 grand a year from the

illegal drug trade. What next ban private property??? - Concerned lawyer

http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/oct/22/uruguay-legal-marijuana-drug-traffickers

President José Mujica presses on with plan to create government-run legal

marijuana industry to combat criminals

Uruguay to sell legal marijuana for $1 a gram: www.theguardian.com

e 1 person likes this - Prince Hekima Bakersman

Dagga Movement 23 October 2013 03:04PM         b

Uruguay = U R HIGH!!!

http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/oct/22/uruguay-legal-marijuana-drug-traffickers

e 3 people like this - Graffton Jurd, Johnno Graphdevigner Church, Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams

Dagga Movement 23 October 2013 08:24PM         d

Kimberley - Greenpoint High School learners are apparently scaling the school walls and have been

spotted smoking dagga or visiting shebeens during school hours, according to some local residents.

In my neck of the woods. Meanwhile 40% of high school kids smoke dagga in Western Cape



http://www.iol.co.za/news/crime-courts/pupils-at-shebeens-during-school-hours-1.1596454#.UmgT

7lNZrDx

f 1 comment

Waldo Botha
Regulate Dagga like alcohol and

ciggarettes and teen use will go down.
24 October 2013 10:17AM

Thursday 24 October 2013

Dagga Movement 24 October 2013 09:26AM         g

Those who get stoned recreationally should be grateful. Respect to those who relies on medical dagga

to cope with their daily lives! 

Mobile Uploads:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=602319449820271&id=448557581863

126&aid=1073741828

e 7 people like this - Ashwin Fleurs, Bill Hamman, Branden Putter, Dagga

Movement, Graffton Jurd, January Thomas, Jason Finn

Dagga Movement 24 October 2013 10:00AM         g

Did anyone hear what the "dagga" experts had to say on Great Expectations?

Timeline Photos: HAPPY TUESDAYS MUMS  On this morning's episode of Great

Expectations we are talking about Marijaunna/ Dope/ Dagga. We try understand

the risks of smoking dope for mothers, particularly during pregnancy and

breastfeeding. We also unpack the medicinal properties and risks of this herbal

substance.  Facebook us your questions now... Our experts will answer you.  Don't

forget to tune in with Lebo at 11.30am this morning, only on e.tv.

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 24 October 2013 12:05PM DaggaMovement        g



Uruguay is the first country to legalize & regulate the sale of dagga at $1 per gram

to combat crime and right the wrongs of prohibition. Recently we calculated the

current market value of dagga in South Africa with various pricing we currently pay

for dagga but in this article we compare the market...

Value of the South African dagga market compared to Uruguay: dagga.info

e 1 person likes this - Alistair Thomson

Dagga Movement 24 October 2013 03:13PM         b

Mind-blowing fact; Even an abusive user of dagga burns half as much plant matter than what is burned

by the average tobacco smoker. 

The average tobacco smoker consumes 15.5 cigarettes a day. 15.5 cigarettes contain 11.315 grams of

tobacco.

I personally consume up to 1 - 3 grams of dagga in one or two days.

e 2 people like this - Jason Slade Lewis, Lesego Mxo Ntsie

f 1 comment

Jason Slade Lewis
cigarettes=death - weed=happiness.  weed illegal = backwards mentality. Time to smoke

some weed and straighten out
24 October 2013 03:24PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 24 October 2013 03:27PM         g

It's impossible to accurately test scientifically whether someone has just smoked a joint. They can only

estimate to a certain probability but how can you be convicted on probability?

http://blog.seattlepi.com/marijuana/2013/10/23/research-closing-in-on-a-dui-breathalyzer-for-marij

uana-but-theres-a-problem/

If an officer of the law pulls you over and suspects you’ve been using marijuana

and might be impaired, the officer performs a field test. And if that leads to greater

suspicion, well, things can e...

Research closing in on a breathalyzer for marijuana -- but there's a problem:

blog.seattlepi.com

Dagga Movement 24 October 2013 04:06PM         d

Police nab people with dagga 



Members of the Germiston SAPS held a stop-and-search operation in the CBD and its surrounds on

Wednesday.

During the operation four people, one of whom is a woman, were arrested.

The four, aged 38, 19, 21 and 28, were arrested and charged with being in possession of dagga with a

combined weight of 164g.

f 7 comments

Jason Slade Lewis
When this happened to me, my arresting

officer admitted that he smokes dagga. He

told my friend and I that he is gonna smoke

our dagga! and bragged how much he

could smoke!
24 October 2013 04:07PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement,

Jasmin Cassidy Swanepoel

Dagga Movement
WTF is wrong with popo like him!
24 October 2013 04:12PM

Jason Slade Lewis
they believe the lies told to them by people who hate them! absurd
24 October 2013 04:17PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Johnno Graphdevigner Church
Such a ridiculous waste of taxpayers money. Really SAPS don't you have more important

shit to deal with...
24 October 2013 04:14PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Henry Thamie Mngomezulu

Jasmin Cassidy Swanepoel
The SAPS are a bunch of ass holes! I cant stand SA police!
24 October 2013 04:21PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
If i see alot of police in a area i hide my weed where i know I'

ll find it when i come back
24 October 2013 04:23PM



Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
This is crazy. Wen on earth is SAPS gna be commissioned with crime fiting, instead of

bothering some law abiding citizens
24 October 2013 09:40PM

Dagga Movement
WTF is wrong with popo like him!
24 October 2013 04:12PM

Jason Slade Lewis
they believe the lies told to them by people who hate them! absurd
24 October 2013 04:17PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

e 1 person likes this - Anthony Britz

Dagga Movement 24 October 2013 07:43PM         g

Had to share this one! If you guys wondered why there are rarely any re-posts on here from Blunts n

Bongs, Below The Lion, Madjat, Weed.co.za and other dagga related pages is because we include their

feed on http:/dagga.info/blog

The community blog. You can see all the new posts from many pages in one place or catch up on an

individual page by using the menu.

Timeline Photos: With Erin Bragg and 17 others.

Friday 25 October 2013

Dagga Movement 25 October 2013 07:50AM         b

Dagga brokers in British Columbia, Cannada buy dagga for resell from growers for around R38.77 -

R43.08 per gram - The Union {Documentary}

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
They also say that the further South into the US dagga is transported the higher the price

that can be fetched. In New York dagga sells for R129.23  per gram.
25 October 2013 07:59AM

Dagga Movement 25 October 2013 08:12AM         b

Pothead: I am not a criminal.



Prohibition: That's because you have not been caught yet.

Propaganda: Dagga is responsible for the increase in crime.

Do not be blind. Do not be silent. It's time to talk about dagga openly. People should not be afraid to

have their say on this topic.

e 4 people like this - Alan F-s, Avumile Makwabe, Gayle Ritchie, Ingrid Cilliers

f 2 comments

Johnno Graphdevigner Church
Beautifully put! These idiot cops really need to focus their attentions on the serious shit

happening in this country, not a bunch of peaceful potheads like us...
25 October 2013 08:20AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Carmelita Brown
AMEN to that!!People shuold stop being so fucking ignorant!We friends of the herb stand

together!
25 October 2013 08:44AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 25 October 2013 08:20AM         d

Dagga Movement 25 October 2013 08:32AM         g

Have you ever been impaired from smoking dagga and felt like driving?

Testing for dagga impairment in the same way as testing an alcohol limit is the wrong approach to

testing impairment.

Heavy users will always indicate impaired. Even when they may not have smoked in the last hour or

two.

Most stoners will pass a field sobriety test. Those that wouldn't won't normally drive. That's just how



weed works.

http://www.nbcbayarea.com/news/local/Pot-Breathalyzers-May-Come-if-California-Legalizes-Marij

uana-229083811.html

Roadside marijuana tests may be on the way if California decides to legalize

marijuana.

Pot Breathalyzers May Come if California Legalizes Marijuana:

www.nbcbayarea.com

e 1 person likes this - Johan Steynvaart

f 3 comments

Dagga Movement
http://www.marijuanaduilawswashington.com/duimarijuanafieldsobri

etytestsinwashingtonstate.html
25 October 2013 08:47AM

Dagga Movement
http://www.mcsweeneys.net/articles/washington-states-new-field-

sobriety-tests-to-check-for-driving-under-the-influence-of-marijuana
25 October 2013 08:47AM

Johnno Graphdevigner Church
If anything, it makes you a more cautious driver.
25 October 2013 09:28AM

Dagga Movement 25 October 2013 08:47AM         b

Washington State’s New Field Sobriety Tests to Check for Driving Under the Influence of Marijuana.

“Hold these Cheetos in your hands for as long as you can without eating them.”

“Tell me about your favorite Pink Floyd song in less than 30 seconds.”

“Describe the sound you hear when I tap my nightstick on your head.”

“Count backwards from 1 to 0.”

“I’m going to massage your shoulders. Tell me when to stop.”

“Discuss your favorite moments from Discovery Channel’s Shark Week 2007.”

“See how long you can hold your eyes more than 25% open.”

“Look directly into the flashing lights on my patrol car and try not to say, ‘Awesome.’”



“Try to contemplate this without having your mind blown: Is it possible that our entire universe could

be contained on the fingernail of a giant existing in a much larger universe?”

“Now, tell me how many bong hits you’ve had tonight.”

DUI Marijuana Field Sobriety Tests In Washington State

DUI Marijuana Field Sobriety Tests In Washington State

Officers use the same Standard Field Sobriety Tests for detection of marijuana DUI as they do for an

alcohol DUI.  These tests are the Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus, Walk and Turn test, and the One Leg

Stand test.  With marijuana use, the officers are looking for any indicators they can find that show you

are impaired in any way through these tests.  However, very few sober people can pass without

practice. Since these tests are completely voluntary, and there is no penalty if you decline, you should

politely decline the tests. 

It Is Legal To Refuse A Field Sobriety Test

In response, the officer may try to coerce you into doing the field sobriety tests by telling you that if you

pass, you may leave. DO NOT believe this! If they suspect you have used marijuana, they are trained to

say this in order to gather as much evidence against you as possible—and they most likely intend to

arrest you whether you do the tests or not.  Decline them in a manner that is apologetic but firm, such

as, “Officer, I respect that you are doing your job, and I intend to cooperate with you so long as my

rights are protected. I am now invoking my right to silence and to an attorney upon the advice of

counsel, and I decline to perform any sobriety testing.”

Even if you believe that the marijuana use won’t affect your performance in terms of balance, gait or

eyes, it is unwise to perform any of these tests because even if you make a slight mistake it will be

used against you.  In addition, officers rarely allow you to perform these tests in the view of the video

camera (if any) thus, they can say you failed even if you did the tests perfectly, and it is your word

against theirs.

Measuring Alcohol Content With Portable Breath Tests

Whether or not you do the Standardized Field Sobriety Tests it is also likely that the officer will ask you

to do a Portable Breath Test (PBT) to check for alcohol (despite his/her suspicion of marijuana use).

Again this test is completely voluntary and there are no penalties for refusing the PBT (do not confuse

this for the Breathalyzer test at the police station; refusing that may result in a license revocation of at

least a year).  If you haven’t had any drinks and blow a 0.000, you are not in the clear, because now the

officer has ruled out alcohol and has even greater suspicion of drug use, and next, will try to get you to

submit to a Drug Recognition “Expert” (DRE) Evaluation.
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"The 'Intentional' lack of service from the system is an underlying cause of drug addiction" - Russel

Brand



http://youtu.be/3YR4CseY9pk

Newsnight's Jeremy Paxman talks to Russell Brand about voting, revolution and

beards...

NEWSNIGHT - Paxman vs Brand. Full Interview.: www.youtube.com
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Horror story two youths kidnapped tortured and forced to smoke dagga and drink beer. Be safe & have

no regrets this weekend.

http://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/News/9-held-in-Free-State-for-abductions-20131024

Nine men have been arrested for the abduction, torture and assault of two youths

in Kwaggafontein, outside Bloemfontein.

9 held in Free State for abductions: www.news24.com
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Woman threatens action after Rastafarian fiancée jailed for dagga possession 

Odette Odendaal (22), the fiancée of Rastafarian Gustav Mowers (28), has vowed to approach the

highest court in the land after her future husband was handed a six-month jail term in the Kwaaiman

Periodical Court for being in possession of less than half a joint, or 0.65g of dagga, says a Daily Dispatch

report.

http://www.legalbrief.co.za/article.php?story=20131025084245925

Legalbrief - a daily alert of important legal news

Legalbrief - Woman threatens action after fiancée jailed for dagga possession:

www.legalbrief.co.za

f 2 comments

Prince Hekima Bakersman
Smh Fuck They System
25 October 2013 02:57PM

Feroza Vally
I agree da Justice system sucks. A rapist n murderer receive measly

sentences.. Why don't they cncerntrate rather in that!! Assholes!
26 October 2013 07:47PM
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My 9-year-old is on drugs

Children as young as six have received treatment and counselling for drug addiction in East London, a

social worker told the Saturday Dispatch this week.

Most of the young boys were smoking drugs using Hookah pipes or “hubbly bubblies”, said Samantha

Beaumont, a social worker with the National Institute for Crime Prevention and the Reintegration of

Offenders (Nicro).

TOO YOUNG: A young boy in Buffalo Flats with a Hookah pipe, which is used to smoke dagga and

other drugs Picture: MICHAEL PINYANA

On Thursday the Dispatch spoke to the mother of a nine-year-old boy being treated for addiction to

heroin and dagga at the South African National Council for Alcoholism and Drug Dependence (Sanca).

His desperate mother said drug use was rife in the Parkside community where they lived and believes

her son may have started using drugs from as young as seven.

The 45-year-old mother, whose name is being withheld to protect the family’s identity, said her son,

who attends a local primary school, had turned into a “drug monster” and stole anything he could to

sell and feed his addiction.

“I noticed this early in the year but I never wanted to admit that he was doing drugs although the signs

were there,” she said.

“I heard rumours that he was being used to push drugs but I never knew it would go this far.” Working

for a multinational company in a well-paying job, the mother of three said the family lived comfortably.

“I just don’t know how I’m I going to tell my relatives about my son’s addiction,” she said. “I feel I am

to blame. My child has turned into this black sheep.”

She said drugs were rife in the community. “I blame the older people for letting him get involved in this.

My son has become so aggressive and has become this monster who doesn’t respect his older

siblings.”

Another mother, Janice Mahadeo, 43, said she had recently caught her 12-year-old daughter doing

drugs. “I have a 14-year-old son who is into drugs and as I was nursing him I noticed that my daughter

was smoking dagga. She’s only 12 years old. What must we do as parents to stop this?” asked

Mahadeo.

Both mothers attended a three-day workshop organised by Nicro in East London this week. Beaumont

said the workshop was aimed at bringing parents together to fight drug abuse in their communities.



She said boys as young as six were doing drugs and most had started using Hookah pipes, or “hubbly

bubblies”, as they are commonly known.

“The workshop was about upholding positive parenting skills and the aim is to connect children with

their parents,” she said.

 It is time for parents to come out and fight this

“You see kids as young as six getting more love and connection with their peers on the street than at

their homes and that is wrong.”

The workshop, which ended yesterday, was attended by 25 parents from around the city who had

problems with drugs in their homes.

Beaumont said many teen drug addicts dropped out of school because their minds weren’t

functioning properly.

“For example, dagga lasts up to six weeks in one’s body,” she said.

“But many of these teenagers are also using hardcore drugs.”

The issue of drug use among young children was confirmed by Sanca’s Angelique Fraser, who said

education was needed to address the matter.

“We are facing a huge problem here. The youngest client we’ve had to assist at Sanca was a

nine-year-old. This is a crisis,” she said.

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
dispatch (dot) co (dot) za/14122/
25 October 2013 03:00PM

Philip MacGeoghegan
I personally know of a grade R pupil, who somehow became a grade 1er, who regularly

came to school drunk, This is a crisis, do we now ban alcohol and parents ? And or

teachers, cause the school made no attempt to help !
25 October 2013 03:31PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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How to Tell a Wolf from a Sheep: The wolf/sheep test #MustRead

 The world is quickly changing and We The People are waking up. A new page in history is about to be

turned and the forces of domination are volleying with the forces of freedom. New programs and

systems are rolling out almost daily, promising to bring our long awaited peace and prosperity. But



which ones are simply re-packaged systems of control? How can we discern the wolf in sheep's

clothing?

I have devised a wolf-sheep test consisting of 5 questions to apply to new offerings. Is it......

1. Flexible or rigid?

2. Transparent or secret?

3. Pure or homogenized?

4. Simple or complex?

5. Empowering or coercive?

Just to illustrate, let's take our banking system for example. If we apply the above queries we see that

it's rigid (rules, binding contracts), secret (very deep rabbit hole), homogenized (human value blended

with finance), complex (uses banking lingo most don't understand), coercive (maintain good credit or

you will not be able to provide for basic needs). WOLF (That was easy.)

Now let's apply it to our legal/law system. There are basically three kinds of law: Common Law,

Statutory Law and UCC Law (so you see, we already have a problem, but let's continue...).

{see embedded document about common law compared to statute law}

How to Tell a Wolf from a Sheep: The wolf/sheep test

10/24/2013
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The world is quickly changing and We The People are waking up. A new page in history is about to be

turned and the forces of domination are volleying with the forces of freedom. New programs and

systems are rolling out almost daily, promising to bring our long awaited peace and prosperity. But

which ones are simply re-packaged systems of control? How can we discern the wolf in sheep's

clothing?

I have devised a wolf-sheep test consisting of 5 questions to apply to new offerings.

Is it......

1. Flexible or rigid?

2. Transparent or secret?

3. Pure or homogenized?



4. Simple or complex?

5. Empowering or coercive?

Just to illustrate, let's take our banking system for example. If we apply the above queries we see that

it's rigid (rules, binding contracts), secret (very deep rabbit hole), homogenized (human value blended

with finance), complex (uses banking lingo most don't understand), coercive (maintain good credit or

you will not be able to provide for basic needs). WOLF (That was easy.)

Now let's apply it to our legal/law system. There are basically three kinds of law: Common Law,

Statutory Law and UCC Law (so you see, we already have a problem, but let's continue...).

Frederick Mann, author of The Dynamics of Human Power, writes:

        "Very few Americans know that they have a fundamental choice: To live their lives and conduct

their         businesses under common-law jurisdiction or under statutory jurisdiction. Common Law is the

            law of the land, the law of the Constitution. Statutory law is legislated law.

        The IRS makes this distinction between the two kinds of law:

                1. Common law comprises the body of principles and rules of action relating to government

and                 security of persons and property which derive their authority solely from usages and

customs                     or from judgments and decrees of courts recognizing, affirming, and enforcing

such usages and                  customs.

                2. Statutory law refers to laws enacted and established by a legislative body." IRS Manual,

page                  5041.1 Section 222.1.

        Much of the original U.S. common law has been codified in a single Federal statute, the Uniform      

          Commercial Code.

        The UCC provides the mechanism for making the choice between common law jurisdiction and      

          statutory jurisdiction. It also states that the failure to make the choice results in the loss of                

common law rights."  (emphasis mine)

How to Tell a Wolf from a Sheep: The wolf/sheep test

10/24/2013
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The world is quickly changing and We The People are waking up. A new page in history is about to be

turned and the forces of domination are volleying with the forces of freedom. New programs and

systems are rolling out almost daily, promising to bring our long awaited peace and prosperity. But

which ones are simply re-packaged systems of control? How can we discern the wolf in sheep's



clothing?

I have devised a wolf-sheep test consisting of 5 questions to apply to new offerings.

Is it......

1. Flexible or rigid?

2. Transparent or secret?

3. Pure or homogenized?

4. Simple or complex?

5. Empowering or coercive?

Just to illustrate, let's take our banking system for example. If we apply the above queries we see that

it's rigid (rules, binding contracts), secret (very deep rabbit hole), homogenized (human value blended

with finance), complex (uses banking lingo most don't understand), coercive (maintain good credit or

you will not be able to provide for basic needs). WOLF (That was easy.)

Now let's apply it to our legal/law system. There are basically three kinds of law: Common Law,

Statutory Law and UCC Law (so you see, we already have a problem, but let's continue...).

Frederick Mann, author of The Dynamics of Human Power, writes:

        "Very few Americans know that they have a fundamental choice: To live their lives and conduct

their         businesses under common-law jurisdiction or under statutory jurisdiction. Common Law is the

            law of the land, the law of the Constitution. Statutory law is legislated law.

        The IRS makes this distinction between the two kinds of law:

                1. Common law comprises the body of principles and rules of action relating to government

and                 security of persons and property which derive their authority solely from usages and

customs                     or from judgments and decrees of courts recognizing, affirming, and enforcing

such usages and                  customs.

                2. Statutory law refers to laws enacted and established by a legislative body." IRS Manual,

page                  5041.1 Section 222.1.

        Much of the original U.S. common law has been codified in a single Federal statute, the Uniform      

          Commercial Code.

        The UCC provides the mechanism for making the choice between common law jurisdiction and      

          statutory jurisdiction. It also states that the failure to make the choice results in the loss of                

common law rights."  (emphasis mine)

Simply put, Common Law is the law of the land; Statutory Law is the law of the sea (Admiralty Law) and,

according to the UCC, we are responsible for choosing between them once and for all: "When a



waivable right or claim is involved, the failure to make a reservation thereof, causes a loss of the right,

and bars its assertion at a later date." UCC 1-207.9.

The problems with choosing are many, not the least of which is that the version of Common Law most

Americans know is really common-law-flavored statutory law, like steak flavored dog (or wolf) food.

And the package it comes in is the UCC, Uniform Commercial Code. So the intention is to unwittingly

lock us into Statutory/Admiralty Law.

So now let's apply the wolf/sheep test (after all that, do we really need to?): Statutory and UCC Law are

rigid by definition, secret (UCC law is not presented to the general public), clearly homogenized (UCC),

complex (requires law "indoctrination" to understand), and coercive (requires us to choose while not

empowering us to actualize the choice). WOLF

Common Law is based on human judgment and common sense, so I would call it reasonably flexible,

transparent (uses prior cases as a basis for judgements), pure (in its true form), simple (easy to explain -

"Do no harm"), and empowering (all is permissible as long as no one is damaged). SHEEP

http://risetogether.weebly.com/2/post/2013/10/how-to-tell-a-wolf-from-a-sheep-the-wolfsheep-te

st.html

The world is quickly changing and We The People are waking up. A new page in

history is about to be turned and the forces of domination are volleying with the

forces of freedom. New programs and...

How to Tell a Wolf from a Sheep: The wolf/sheep test: risetogether.weebly.com
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In 1938, hemp was called ‘Billion Dollar Crop.’ It was the first time a cash crop had a business potential

to exceed a billion dollars.

(Picture shows hemp farming on the dollar bill)

Dagga facts regarding this post; 1938 is the year dagga activist and master-mind behind Cheech &

Chong,  Tommy Chong, was born.

Due to inflation $1 Billion from 1938 is now worth $16.6 Billion in 2013

Timeline Photos: In 1938, hemp was called ‘Billion Dollar Crop.’ It was the first time

a cash crop had a business potential to exceed a billion dollars.



(Picture shows hemp farming on the dollar bill)
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best Halloween idea ever!!!

e 3 people like this - Alet Nieuwoudt, Dagga Movement, Timothy

Daniell Knight

Saturday 26 October 2013
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What happening dagga culture? Dagga news is coming in slowly. It's like were on our way uphill on a

roller coaster. Time is almost coming to a stand still before we go down hill. Make some noise.

e 1 person likes this - John Mc Fires

f 1 comment

John Mc Fires
https://www.youtube.com/user/TheWeedSongs
26 October 2013 01:36PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Shit don't I talk. The shit I smoke. - Stoned Yoda. Good news dagga breathalyzers are defective at

measuring impairment level.

http://www.tokeofthetown.com/2013/10/research_shows_that_marijuana_breathalyzers_wont_work_t

o_detect_impairment_or_levels.php

Medical marijuana and cannabis news, views, rumors, and humor at Toke of the

Town.

Research shows that marijuana breathalyzers won't work to detect impairment or

levels - Toke of...: www.tokeofthetown.com
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Meanwhile many women or children in need must wait for SAPS to finish booking and jailing dagga

users and peddlers.

In South Africa there are at least five cops looking for one stoner/peddler at any given moment. 10

arrest for dagga possession by one police station in one day was the highest number of arrests ever

reported. 

Photos of The Dagga Couple: Pretty big dagga bust recently made in Nyanga on

the Cape Flats.

e 1 person likes this - Katlego Kagiso Wale Downs

f 4 comments

Micky Madlove Siebert
whist in Washington, Colorado, California, Oakland, Uruguay,

Amsterdam and many other places in the world are reaping the tax

benifits..

Aslo, that siezed pot is just en route to a new seller, out the back of

the police evidence hold..
26 October 2013 04:39PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Seymour Nofir

Dagga Movement
Yeah they also caught my eye did you notice their on a lid of

those plastic drums what are the chances each one was a

20L drum filled to the brim hahahaha
26 October 2013 08:50PM

Micky Madlove Siebert
$1 a gram, probably worth less here, although those nuggets

on the plates in the front look choice
26 October 2013 05:00PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
They confiscate up to R18 Billion of weed every year. *

Uruguay pricing.
26 October 2013 04:45PM

Bobby Greenhash
Must have been dangerous criminals! The whities made this law to

stop the darkies wanting to have sex with white woman. Look it up, I

am not being a racist. Then hang you head in shame for being caught



in the picture Mr. Darkie policeman! Still puppets to the old regime...

26 October 2013 09:32PM

Bobby Greenhash
Bourhill. C. J. (1912) 'The smoking of Dagga among the Native

Races of South Africa and the Resultant Evils'. Ph.D. thesis,

Edinburgh University
26 October 2013 09:36PM

Beverly Stevens
...wheres the Tik, naope (sp?), buttons, illegal booze, guns, rapists,

murderers, hi-jackers, thieves?
26 October 2013 11:12PM

e 1 person likes this - Seymour Nofir

Robert Nothnagel
Shit where am I going to buy from now
27 October 2013 12:18AM
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Trick or dagga Treat

Photos of Dagga Movement: best Halloween idea ever!!!

e 1 person likes this - Clinton Lezar
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A year later nothing has come of an official recommendation that dagga should be partially

decriminalized..

http://www.sabc.co.za/news/a/cf997c004cc3f3e79ed5beed53c8e7f9/Govt-commission-recommen

ds-semi-legalisation-of-marijuana-20121809

A Government commission has recommended that Rastafarians be allowed to

carry on them at least 100g of marijuana for spiritual reasons without prosecution.

SABC News.com - Govt commission recommends semi-legalisation of

marijuana:Tuesday 18 September 2012: www.sabc.co.za

f 1 comment



Alexander Dowding
Should we really be surprised? You've got so many sensible people

inlcuding some well respected professionals and specialists asking

for change (or at the very least some debate on change), but the

government and pretty much all politicians reaction remains IGNORE

IGNORE IGNORE.
26 October 2013 05:24PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Racism and segregation led to the criminalization of dagga...

Bourhill. C. J. (1912) 'The smoking of Dagga among the Native Races of South Africa and the Resultant

Evils'. Ph.D. thesis, Edinburgh University

http://books.google.co.za/books?id=sw0w04BlxVYC&pg=PA540&lpg=PA540&dq=South+African+Law+1

911+%22dagga%22&source=bl&ots=sErxSYvznS&sig=WovhViSj0mBs6qg-AXm1ZYLXFOE&hl=en&sa=X&e

i=pthrUuSuGuWO7QbW8YBw&ved=0CFQQ6AEwBTgK#v=onepage&q=South%20African%20Law%2019

11%20%22dagga%22&f=false

e 1 person likes this - Alexander Dowding

f 1 comment

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
I often say that, Peter Stuyvesant, John Rolfe, Paul Revere and others were allowed

planting and marketing tobacco, based on their skin colour. Dagga, most planted and

market by blacks... PROHIBITED!
26 October 2013 05:23PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Dagga was exploited to arrest non whites on a whim. It never was about the

effects of dagga at first.
27 October 2013 10:39AM
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See some of the books that are dagga related...

https://www.google.co.za/search?tbm=bks&hl=en&q=%22dagga%22



"dagga" - Google Search: www.google.co.za
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The court was advised that 115 grams can make between 50 and a 100 cigarettes

http://books.google.co.za/books?id=ZH8mnwc-tiYC&pg=PA123&dq=%22dagga%22&hl=en&sa=X&ei=W

9prUuHoDJH07AbvvYDgBA&ved=0CF0Q6AEwCTgK#v=onepage&q=%22dagga%22&f=false

Sunday 27 October 2013

Dagga Movement 27 October 2013 10:19AM DaggaMovement        g

The South African police spend R5.72 Billion to make an R18 Billion debt in an R 195.6 Billion dagga

market.

Nowadays dagga smokers are found from Cape Town to Johannesburg and

everywhere in between and even neighbouring countries especially Swaziland &

Lesotho. The number one illicit herb in the world has become the most popular

recreational “drug”. It is even giving tobacco and alcohol a run for its mone...

The popo, the stoner and the price: dagga.info

e 1 person likes this - Beverly Stevens
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A warm welcome to all those who have like this page recently, and who have sent messages of

support. We must step out of the oppression of the last 100 years, and claim our equal rights and our

place in society.

We can do it if we mobilise and work together, wherever we live in the country.

It is not possible for the leader of this party to be everywhere. I ask all of YOU out there to be the Dagga

Party wherever you are, to inform and mobilise your friends, and to form a local Dagga Party group.

Please stand by with your ID books to REGISTER TO VOTE on 9th and/or 10th November!!

A warm welcome to all those who have like this page recently, and who have sent

messages of support. We must step out of the oppression of the last 100 years,

and claim our equal rights and our place in society. 

We can do it if we mobilise and work together, wherever we live in the country. 



It is not possible for the leader of this party to be everywhere. I ask all of YOU out

there to be the Dagga Party wherever you are, to inform and mobilise your friends,

and to form a local Dagga Party group. 

Please stand by with your ID books to REGISTER TO VOTE on 9th and/or 10th

November!!

Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa:

https://www.facebook.com/Daggaparty/posts/567315263337585

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Luthando Dladla

Monday 28 October 2013
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Email sent to Dep Health, National commissioner of police and Mac the presidents right hand man

containing the true history of dagga prohibition by Craig Paterson fingers crossed that only good can

come of this.

dagga.info/2013/07/18/true-history-of-dagga-prohibition/

Prohibition & Resistance: A Socio-Political Exploration of the Changing Dynamics of

the Southern African Cannabis Trade, c. 1850 – the present. A thesis in fulfilment of

the requirements for the degree of Master of Arts in History at Rhodes University

By Craig Paterson December 2009 Abstract Looking...

Prohibition & Resistance: A Socio-Political Exploration of the Changing Dynamics of

the Southern...: dagga.info

e 2 people like this - Beverly Stevens, John Mc Fires
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US politician blames dagga after sober son is hit by train

http://intellihub.com/2013/10/28/coucilman-blames-marijuana-sober-son-hit-train/

JG Vibes | Washington councilman gives emotional testimony asking city to reject Marijuana

businesses, because his son was hit by a train

Coucilman Blames Marijuana After Sober Son is Hit by Train: intellihub.com

f 1 comment

Beverly Stevens
...Ignorance needs to be weeded out!!!
28 October 2013 12:47PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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That was the main thing about the ANC, they’ve always told the youth that they would legalise

marijuana and we believed it. We all, all us [smokers], we all voted for the ANC. We all supported the

cause because they were going to legalise…

dagga.info/2013/07/18/true-history-of-dagga-prohibition/

Prohibition & Resistance: A Socio-Political Exploration of the Changing Dynamics of

the Southern African Cannabis Trade, c. 1850 – the present. A thesis in fulfilment of

the requirements for the degree of Master of Arts in History at Rhodes University

By Craig Paterson December 2009 Abstract Looking...

Prohibition & Resistance: A Socio-Political Exploration of the Changing Dynamics of

the Southern...: dagga.info

e 7 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Alistair Thomson, Endy Max

Hlatshwayo, Phumzile Liwane, Prince Hekima Bakersman, Rupert George, Vic

Shaw



f 3 comments

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
Damn Liars!!
28 October 2013 02:08PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Prince Hekima Bakersman
Well That's Politics Empty Promises Vote Dagga Party :)
28 October 2013 02:09PM

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, Gerd Bader, Henry Thamie

Mngomezulu

Beverly Stevens
...I was stupid enough to think, way back then, that Mugabe would`ve

legalised it if only to piss off the West, then I hoped it would happen

here in `94, but it`s just got worse.
28 October 2013 02:15PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Have you ever bought ganja meanwhile a police officer in uniform is casually getting into his cop car

next door. Then you know he knows that you know that he know, you know what! - Anonymous post

for good reason.

e 1 person likes this - Marchand Conradie
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What is worse for you, tobacco or dagga?

Both contain tar that can harm the lungs, and poisonous carbon monoxide in the smoke. But tobacco

also contains addictive nicotine, which means that tobacco smokers usually inhale far more smoke

overall than dagga users. Tobacco is hard to quit, and causes or worsens many diseases over time.

Dagga can impair social and work functioning, but it isn't life-threatening in the same way. -  Dr. Steven

P. Reidbord

e 5 people like this - Mxolisi Mqwati, Phumzile Liwane, Pierre Gorden Le Roux, SK Ngwenya,

Tshegofatso Bless Leso

f 9 comments

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
The doctor's wrong about 1 thing: 'tar'. There's no tar in dagga. Dagga's purely herbal.

Banned on the basis of race & segregation.
28 October 2013 08:25PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Tshepo Isaac



Dagga Movement
Thay say the black stuff that collects on a bong or smoking pipe is tar.

They also say that the human body breaks down dagga tar easier than tobacco

tar as tobacco tar contain radio active material as well which dagga does not

contain.
29 October 2013 08:26AM

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
'cos he's a doctor, dsn't means everything he says is wright. Maybe tar in tobacco,

not dagga.
28 October 2013 08:40PM

Grant Higgins
he says both contain tar
28 October 2013 08:31PM

Katto Jeanine
google it
28 October 2013 08:56PM

e 1 person likes this - Henry Thamie Mngomezulu

Johan Steynvaart
There is indeed tar in dagga, most carbon based stuff has it and you will get it from

smoking dagga. Although a study at a calif university suggests that thc actually kills of

cancer cells in your lungs. Also dagga is much less addictive, you are not going to smoke

as much or as long as you do nicotine. On the other hand, you don't have to smoke dagga,

there are safer ways if you want to be even safer.
28 October 2013 08:56PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Justin Rooplall

Tshepo Isaac
The Westerns culture are confused and cravers they mixed anything to keep

drugged by the mixtures preserved ganja nah killer who are them to come and

tell us what to eat and smoke.
29 October 2013 06:38AM

e 1 person likes this - Johan Steynvaart

Katto Jeanine
Tabacco is worse. Dagga is used for medicinal purposes as well, and can be smoked

through a vaporizer, which is the healthiest way to smoke.
28 October 2013 08:56PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Justin Rooplall

Phumzile Liwane
Tobacco is much dangerous than Ganja.Tobacco contains chemicals that poses a great

danger to human health.Ganja is a natural herb i.e good for medicinal use & of utmost

importance for our current socio-economic status upliftment & less addictive        
28 October 2013 09:27PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Tshepo Isaac



Nhlanhla Mchina Bigshow Dlamini
Holy herb is just holy no matter how you smoke it...
28 October 2013 10:38PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Nhlanhla Mchina Bigshow Dlamini
Good Bredrans Plzzzz.. Ganja is just medicinal and there is no other explanations to it. FULL

STOP
28 October 2013 10:41PM

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, Henry Thamie Mngomezulu, Tshepo Isaac

Nhlanhla Mchina Bigshow Dlamini
Let us not confuse ourselves
28 October 2013 10:42PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Brad Arnold
Tobacco is rated a 5 on the addiction scale, whereas dagga is rated a 1 (5 being the worst,

1 being the least addictive).  Case closed.
29 October 2013 09:56AM

e 1 person likes this - Johan Steynvaart

Jason Jay
Tobacco kills.
29 October 2013 09:31PM

Dagga Movement 28 October 2013 08:23PM         g

I don't know if the articles groups two separate stories but what dagga dealer would kill someone over

beer if he could buy himself a case and share with the neighborhood? Just doesn't add up.

http://fourwaysreview.co.za/161519/murdered-bottle-beer/

DOUGLASDALE - Police arrested a man and charged him with murder after he stabbed another

man in the throat and head, after an argument over a bottle of beer.

Murdered over a bottle of beer: fourwaysreview.co.za

Tuesday 29 October 2013

Dagga Movement 29 October 2013 08:36AM         b

90 year old granny along with grandchildren arrested for 55.8kg dagga in Swaziland

http://www.times.co.sz/news/92745-woman-90-arrested-for-55-8kg-dagga-seeds.html

f 1 comment



Welcome Wawa
Imihlolo yalo gogo ke lena
1 November 2013 09:59AM

Dagga Movement 29 October 2013 08:44AM         b

The great alcohol prohibition of the US in the 1920s had the same effects as the war on dagga do

today.

e 3 people like this - Johan Steynvaart, RuBy Jordaan, Shandrea Shanty Bees

Dagga Movement 29 October 2013 12:28PM         b

Ladybrandt to get a special highway patrol unit to combat dagga smuggling from Lesotho into South

Africa.

http://www.thenewage.co.za/110480-1008-53-Highway_patrol_unit_established

f 3 comments

Vic Shaw
Well those two officers are about to make a lot of money :P
29 October 2013 01:59PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Jason Jay

Jason Jay
How do we apply to do the highway patrol.
29 October 2013 10:03PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Ettienne Webbstock
Bleh!
30 October 2013 04:44PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 29 October 2013 12:34PM         g

Should South Africa be the first country to legally regulate and control dagga in Africa? 21 days left to

vote on http://www.internafrica.org/



InternAfrica a Not-for-profit organisation which aims to educate and ensure

Africans the right to dignity and adequate housing through secure ecologically

sustainable development and use of natural resources, while promoting justifiable

economic and social development. NEWS depicting the Cape Human…

InternAfrica: www.internafrica.org

e 8 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Beverly Stevens, Don Power

Rudeboyshuffla, Jah Ahmunah Mkhonto, Jessica Elaine Keever, Prince Hekima

Bakersman, Sebastian K Bro, Vic Shaw

Dagga Movement 29 October 2013 12:37PM         g

Regular cocaine, cannabis use MAY trigger addictive behaviors

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/10/131028100938.htm

New cocaine and cannabis research reveals that regular cannabis users have increased levels of

impulsive behaviour. It had previously been argued that this increased impulsivity after cannabis

administration was only experienced by occasional users, but that regular users were no longer

affected in…

Regular cocaine, cannabis use may trigger addictive behaviours: www.sciencedaily.com

f 6 comments

Dagga Movement
...just like gaming consoles do to kids.
29 October 2013 12:43PM

e 1 person likes this - Johan Steynvaart

Dagga Movement
Dagga made me addicted to activism!
29 October 2013 12:52PM

e 1 person likes this - Jason Jay

Dagga Movement
Dagga made me addicted to loving life!
29 October 2013 12:52PM

e 1 person likes this - Jason Jay

Glenn Macbeth
Europe also produces a lot of government funded junk science, anti-drug propaganda,

so something to look over carefully when one has the time. Anti-drug commandos in

the US often cite European studies because similar studies conducted here are

considered laughable.
29 October 2013 01:00PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Johan Steynvaart



Vic Shaw
Funny, I thought my addictive nature may have triggered the regular cocaine and

cannabis use?
29 October 2013 01:40PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Johan Steynvaart
The concept of an addictive nature or behaviour is hogwash. There is no such thing.

Drugs addict people, not their personality. That said, i love how cociane and more so

cannabis is being sited when in my experience there are much much more addictive

substances out there. Cannabis is less addictive than all of the hard drugs, heroin,

cocaine, nicotine, alcohol, even less than caffeine. I even rate cannabis as non-addictive

personally.Its lies like these which keeps the bullshit alive.
29 October 2013 03:27PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 29 October 2013 12:46PM         g

6 year old girl urges lawmakers to pass medical dagga bills.

http://www.tokeofthetown.com/2013/10/six-year-old_penn_girl_urges_lawmakers_to_pass_medical_c

annabis_bills.php

Medical marijuana and cannabis news, views, rumors, and humor at Toke of the

Town.

Six-year-old Penn. girl urges lawmakers to pass medical cannabis bills - Toke of

the Town: www.tokeofthetown.com

e 1 person likes this - Alistair Thomson

Wednesday 30 October 2013

Dagga Movement 30 October 2013 09:56AM         g

Dagga may cause errection disorders.

Thom Orsi says I'm 65, been using Cannabis for 50+ years and my wife wants to know if there's a pill

that will make the damn thing stay soft.

Men have been using marijuana in the bedroom for years to enhance their overall

sexual experience, but some research shows that getting chiefed up before

knocking boots could have limp consequences.

Weed Wiener: Smoking Pot May Cause ED: www.hightimes.com

e 4 people like this - Darrel Goldswain, Maggi Newton, Sebastian K Bro, Teedoo

StayChillin Vika



Dagga Movement 30 October 2013 11:00AM         g

Eating mangoes before smoking dagga can enhance its

effects.

Eating mangoes before smoking marijuana can enhance its

effects.

Strange but true facts:

https://www.facebook.com/factrange/posts/217837528393683

e 5 people like this - Graffton Jurd, Ivan Schoultz, Jody Fisher, Johan Steynvaart,

Lesiba Junior

f 1 comment

Jody Fisher
I wonder if it works if you drink mango juice?
30 October 2013 12:23PM

Unknown > Dagga Movement 30 October 2013 11:29AM         g

There is a group of people fighting for the legalisation of marijuana in South Africa, It's a pity they are all

stoners. Hugh Upsher joined in on The Dagga Spring Uprising March in Cape Town CBD to get a better

idea on the issue.

http://www.mahala.co.za/culture/legalise-it/

The Dagga Couple, Dagga Movement, Marijuana, Cannabis, South Africa, Legalize Marijuana, Legalise

Weed!, Cape Town, Western Cape, Daily debates and prayers, plus monthly protests for Hemp and

Marijuana., Hemp

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=194190590403&id=96377440403&aid

=138458

e 4 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Karl Kemp, Mickey Dangerez, Roderick

Macleod

f 2 comments

Alexander Dowding
Awesome video Mahala, a huge thanks to you guys for helping to

create awareness around this important issue that is all too frequently

trivialised!
30 October 2013 12:39PM



e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez

Mickey Dangerez
Amazing yes! Hahaha yes we are all stoners. Homosexual had to first

stand up for themselves in order to wake up the sheeple and then

only did non gays stand up for gay rights.

So to dagga users must stand up and plead for the masses to wake

up and realize that dagga prohibition has done so much wrong.

The long walk to freedom did not end in 1994 for daggafarians.

Dagga laws are some of the last apartheid laws to go.
30 October 2013 02:25PM

e 1 person likes this - Alexander Dowding

Dagga Movement 30 October 2013 12:00PM         b

According to my Ras Dealer they do not partake in elections and do not vote for any party but

God/Jah.

e 4 people like this - I-fatherman Mokgakala, Nhlanhla Mchina Bigshow Dlamini, Phumzile Liwane,

Prince Hekima Bakersman

f 5 comments

Jason Finn
its true..Rastafar I do not take part in any politricks
30 October 2013 12:01PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Johan Steynvaart
Evil will prevail when good men fail to act...
30 October 2013 04:37PM

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Jeremy David Acton

Jeremy David Acton
If you don't act against it, you  accept the oppression of Babylon.
30 October 2013 04:40PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Johan Steynvaart

Dagga Movement
This is true I too believe not partaking in polytricks is to vote for who is in charge.
30 October 2013 05:27PM

e 1 person likes this - Johan Steynvaart

Johan Steynvaart
Love the term polytricks!
30 October 2013 05:40PM



Dagga Movement 30 October 2013 12:02PM         g

Inspect your bud with a DIY microscope using a smartphone and an old laser pointer. 

http://www.extremetech.com/extreme/169673-a-cheap-powerful-digital-microscope-using-your-sm

artphone-and-an-old-laser-pointer

A cool project to build a high-power digital microscope recently showed up on the

instructables website. Ten minutes and twenty dollars may be a little bit optimistic,

but the interesting video makes it look fairly easy.

A cheap, powerful digital microscope using your smartphone and an old laser

pointer | ExtremeTech: www.extremetech.com

Dagga Movement 30 October 2013 12:21PM         g

Man arrested for 158kg dagga and causing malicious  injury to a nokia cellphone.

http://www.times.co.sz/news/92777-20-rowdy-patients-demand-treatment.html

20 ROWDY PATIENTS DEMAND TREATMENT

Times Of Swaziland: www.times.co.sz

Dagga Movement 30 October 2013 12:38PM         g

Yes, when will the non stoners step up for the rights of all daggafarians. Just like non gays stood up for

gay rights?

There is a group of people fighting for the legalization of marijuana in South Africa,

It's a pity they are all stoners. Hugh Upsher joined in on The Dagga S...

Legalise It! - The Dagga Spring Uprising March: www.youtube.com

e 4 people like this - Dagga Movement, Ivan Schoultz, Johan Steynvaart, Peter

Rieger

f 1 comment

Cedrick Peo
yes I was here this day
30 October 2013 02:14PM



Dagga Movement 30 October 2013 12:43PM         g

A bit of Jamaica in Cape Town

http://voicesofafrica.co.za/a-bit-of-jamaica-in-cape-town/

It’s a windy Friday afternoon. I walk through a thread of shopping stalls on either

side of a tiny pathway between a fish and chips shop and Woolworths. A kid in a

torn T-shirt flashes a 32GB memory stick in my face. I refuse the deal, even before

hearing his price. I sink underground in […]

A bit of Jamaica in Cape Town - Voices of Africa: voicesofafrica.co.za

e 2 people like this - Darrel Goldswain, Gerrie De Jager

Dagga Movement 30 October 2013 12:47PM         g

How to get the most out of your drugs - a comical view point.

http://bentrovatowhippingboy.wordpress.com/2013/10/29/guide-to-everything-the-absolutely-final-

bit-of-useless-advice/

  How to get the most out of your drugs It is important to remember that drugs are

like electrical appliances. A grey product, whether it is heroin or a waffle iron, can

kill you. A popular mi...

Guide to Everything – The Absolutely Final Bit Of Useless Advice:

bentrovatowhippingboy.wordpress.com

e 1 person likes this - Gerrie De Jager

Dagga Movement 30 October 2013 01:16PM         g

Man swallowed 1kg of cannabis in failed smuggling bid

http://www.irishtimes.com/news/ireland/irish-news/man-swallowed-1kg-of-cannabis-in-failed-smu

ggling-bid-1.1577278

Spanish national (40) jailed for a year after swallowing 157 pellets of drug worth

€6,600

Man swallowed 1kg of cannabis in failed smuggling bid: www.irishtimes.com



Dagga Movement 30 October 2013 02:05PM         g

Pay rent before engaging in interracial relationships - Complex Patrols Circa 1961

Because apartheid laws are the law...

Responding to a complaint of dagga being smoked in a unit, the tenant, who is

subletting, called and said his tenant is smoking dagga in his room. Saps was called

and 1 x male arrested with more drugs that was found in his room....the moral of the

story is, before you smoke dagga in your room make sure you have paid your the

rent. Great job Romeo 1 and SAPS.

Complexpatrols:

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=736619403031231&id=6367

51429684696

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
* Please note this comment is not fact. It's satire based on the fact that

they claim dagga laws are the laws not realizing it's the last apartheid

law to go.

We can only assume were they around in the 60s and you had a

interracial relationship that they would have called the police because

the law is the law.
30 October 2013 02:18PM

Dagga Movement
"Responding to a complaint of dagga being smoked in a unit, the

tenant, who is subletting, called and said his tenant is smoking dagga

in his room. Saps was called and 1 x male arrested with more drugs

that was found in his room....the moral of the story is, before you

smoke dagga in your room make sure you have paid your the rent.

Great job Romeo 1 and SAPS." Complexpatrols
30 October 2013 02:49PM

Dagga Movement 30 October 2013 05:06PM         d



Dagga Movement 30 October 2013 05:53PM         g

Cannabinoids does show anti cancer properties NOW REPORTED BY MAINSTREAM MEDIA!!!

Of six cannabinoids studied, each demonstrated anti-cancer properties as effective as those seen in

THC. Importantly, they had an increased effect on cancer cells when combined with each other ...

The study examined two forms of cannabidiol (CBD), two forms of cannabigerol (CBG) and two forms of

cannabigevarin (CBGV). These represent the most common cannabinoids found in the cannabis plant

apart from THC.

http://www.theregister.co.uk/2013/10/15/cannabis_without_the_hallucinogens_can_cure_cancer/

Amazing jazz-cigarette breakthrough by London medical boffins

Cannabis can CURE CANCER - cheaply and without getting you high:

www.theregister.co.uk

e 2 people like this - Ivan Schoultz, Luthando Dladla

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
Does or Do please forgive the typo
30 October 2013 05:53PM

Thursday 31 October 2013

Dagga Movement 31 October 2013 09:57AM         b

As a Caucasian African I feel ashamed that my white brothers feel the need to use violence & hate

based on race to speak up. They are selfish racists that only fought for themselves. Instead of fighting

for all people. reUnite we are all part of one. They are proof dagga must be made legal. To chill them

right wingers the fuck down and maybe give them more insight to understand how stupid they really

are.

e 10 people like this - Andrecakes Cross, Cedrick Peo, Jahn Illuminati Congo, Johan Steynvaart,

Johnno Graphdevigner Church, Monde Phicon Mdodana, Prince Hekima Bakersman, Simzie



Sparklez Mtshaliz, Tebo Mhlambi, Tshepo Isaac

f 1 comment

Tony van der Veen
You can lead an idiot to dagga, but you cant make him smoke!
31 October 2013 10:25AM

Dagga Movement 31 October 2013 01:52PM         g

Propganda: cannabis link to deadly balloon crash. This all because they found traces of THC

metabolites in his blood not knowing dagga can be detected up to 30+ from last time you smoked. This

does not prove that he smoked while on the job. Maybe if he did smoke they would be alive today.

Investigators called for tighter drug restrictions following the crash in January 2012

Cannabis link to deadly New Zealand balloon crash: gulfnews.com

e 1 person likes this - Cedrick Peo

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
Reports say they saw him smoking on the morning of the crash but

there was no evidence that he consume tobacco.
31 October 2013 01:55PM

Dagga Movement 31 October 2013 01:53PM         g

Lugballon-vlieënier rook dagga voor ongeluk

http://www.beeld.com/nuus/2013-10-31-lugballon-vlienier-rook-dagga-voor-ongeluk

WELLINGTON (Nieu-Seeland). – Ondersoekbeamptes het gesê Nieu-Seeland

benodig strenger wette om toeriste se veiligheid te...

Beeld : Lugballon-vlieënier rook dagga voor ongeluk: www.beeld.com

f 3 comments

Adele Koekemoer
I think that is the wrong photo, unless jannie du plessis moved and

changed profession
31 October 2013 02:28PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement
Unfortunately we don't always have a control over which

images is used by sharing a url. There is probably a way to

avoid it but facebook doesn't make easy sometimes.
31 October 2013 03:50PM

Cedrick Peo
it was a simple accident anyone can make accidents any time and

anyway I know a rasta that works on roofs that are fucken high in the

air hagging in space practically for 10 years ! I suppose he is flying

that's why he hasn't made a mistake in 10 years fuck off with your shit

suggestions ! accidents happen ! ask the death toll on our roads with

the abuse of alcohol
31 October 2013 03:32PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Adele Koekemoer
Just thought I'd let you know ;)
31 October 2013 03:52PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 31 October 2013 04:08PM         d

Happy Halloween

e 2 people like this - David Danzinger, Endy Max Hlatshwayo

Dagga Movement 31 October 2013 04:48PM         d



Friday 1 November 2013

Dagga Movement 1 November 2013 10:08AM         d

Dagga Movement 1 November 2013 11:00AM         g

Postmasburg man arrested for dealing in dagga only 0,560 grams of dagga was found.

http://kathugazette.co.za/2013/10/kitsbank-bedrog-diefstal-neem-toe-2/

POSTMASBURG: The Kathu police is investigating a case of dealing in dagga after

Warrant Officer Alan Dalton followed up on information of dagga being sold in

Mapoteng. On Wednesday 23 October 2013 at about 13:00 he saw a suspect selling

chips from a gazebo next to the road in Mapoteng. While watchin...

Kitsbank Bedrog & Diefstal Neem Toe: kathugazette.co.za



Dagga Movement 1 November 2013 12:40PM         b

Dagga is what you give to someone who wants to give up on life. Then they give up money and all

other artificial man made problems for life.

e 1 person likes this - Graffton Jurd

Dagga Movement 1 November 2013 11:16PM         d

Sunday 3 November 2013

Dagga Movement 3 November 2013 01:54PM         d

I'm not phat just big bonged lol

e 2 people like this - Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Mphowzar Fantastic

Bowzar



Dagga Movement 3 November 2013 08:51PM         b

This coincidence is overwhelming. I sent the email below to the National Police Commissioner

explaining dagga laws are the last apartheid laws to go and 5 days later there is news reports about an

apartheid law that involves the National Police Commissioner and the Western Cape Regional

Commissioner that is currently being investigated about a possible link to a drug lord. Oddly enough

the laws mentioned in the article is not about dagga maybe it should have been. Am I right? If these

people actually understood the history of dagga would they see another innocent being locked up and

do nothing about it? If you have not read the true history of dagga trade in South Africa by Craig

Patterson please do!

From: Michael <michael@dagga.info>  

Date: Mon, Oct 28, 2013 at 10:41 AM

To: response@saps.org.za, natcomm@saps.org.za, mgwenyac@saps.gov.za, setatip@saps.org.za,

pretoriusl@saps.org.za, Herman.VanderWesthuizen@westerncape.gov.za, macmaharaj@icloud.com,

presidentrsa@po.gov.za

Bcc: Alexander Dowding, Hadia Isaacs <Hadia.Isaacs@westerncape.gov.za>

To whom it may concern

Please find below the true history of dagga prohibition. Dagga laws stem from 1870 under British rule to

control Indian workers and was later exploited by the apartheid regime. Dagga is a healthy lifestyle it's

not a crime. 20 US states have now access to legalized dagga. It's time to talk about his.

Please find the work of Craig Paterson below.

{This part contains the whole thesis by Craig Paterson}

http://m.news24.com/news24/SouthAfrica/News/Apartheid-law-invoked-for-Phiyega-20131103

e 5 people like this - Brent Cupido, Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Janet Pretorius, Jessica Elaine Keever,

SlwaneArts And Crafts

Monday 4 November 2013

Dagga Movement 4 November 2013 09:56AM         b

Does anyone know if Papaver somniferum or The Opium Poppy is allowed to be grown for ornamental

purposes in South Africa? If yes why do you think you are allowed to grow the source of herion /

morphine for ornamental purposes but not dagga?

f 3 comments

Jason Jay
The law is hypocritical in many senses.
4 November 2013 10:44AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement
I can then only deduce that dagga laws do not serve human beings but corporations that

are also known as a person or persons. ~ Mickey
4 November 2013 10:51AM

Justin Rooplall
Its way of controlling people
4 November 2013 01:28PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 4 November 2013 02:32PM         d

Dagga Movement 4 November 2013 02:57PM         d



Tuesday 5 November 2013

Dagga Movement 5 November 2013 01:36AM         d

Dagga Movement 5 November 2013 03:37AM         g

Dr Sanjay Gupta's full report on dagga

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=71Bc7LbjmWM

Please Rate, Comment , Subscribe and Visit us at http://www.strainspot.com

Weed: Dr. Sanjay Gupta Presents (CNN) Dr. Sanjay Gupta (CNN's chief medical

corres...

Weed Dr Sanjay Gupta Reports (Full): www.youtube.com



e 2 people like this - January Thomas, Joshua Lamoreaux

Dagga Movement 5 November 2013 03:49AM         g

Charlotte's Web is a Sativa medical dagga strain with a low THC: less than 1% and high CBD: up to 20%

named after Charlotte Figi used to reduce her epileptic seizures from 300 a day to 1 a week.

http://edition.cnn.com/2013/08/07/health/charlotte-child-medical-marijuana/

Charlotte Figi was having 300 grand mal seizures a week. The child's doctors were

out of options, so the family decided to try medical marijuana.

Marijuana stops child's severe seizures: www.cnn.com

e 9 people like this - Andrea Young, Beverly Stevens, Ivan Schoultz, Jessica

Elaine Keever, Jody Fisher, Joshua Lamoreaux, Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams,

Shaggy Ex, Wieke Wijnalda

f 3 comments

Dagga Movement
Charlotte's Web is a Sativa medical dagga strain with low THC: less

than 1% and high CBD: up to 20% named after Charlotte Figi who uses

it to reduce her epileptic seizures from 300 a day to 1 a week.

[url]http://edition.cnn.com/2013/08/07/health/charlotte-child-medi

cal-marijuana/[/url]
5 November 2013 03:50AM

Jody Fisher
20% is a very high CBD count, most strains have 0.1% CBD... I know or

rather heard of cannatonic that has 1:1 ratio with CBD in the region of

6-17% ... Charlotte's Web seems like a perfect functional strain for

those that need the CBD but don't want the full effects of the THC.
5 November 2013 09:24AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Yes some resources claim 17.3% others 20% and others a bit

less.

Perfect for children as well it for use in situations where you

don't want the user stoned.
5 November 2013 01:28PM

e 1 person likes this - Jody Fisher

Leon Raulstone
Yea I am looking for those seeds :/
5 November 2013 02:53PM



Dagga Movement 5 November 2013 02:12PM         g

#SouthAfrica has lost the fight against drugs. The war on drugs is a war on people.

The Anti-Drug Alliance says South Africa should start a dialogue on legalising drug

use.

‘SA has lost the fight against drugs’: ewn.co.za

e 6 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Beverly Stevens, Glenn Macbeth, Graffton

Jurd, Jason Jay, Sebastian K Bro

Dagga Movement 5 November 2013 02:15PM         g

Drugs legislation is hampering clinical research, warns David Nutt

Former government drugs adviser says progress towards new treatments for pain,

Parkinson's and depression being blocked

Drugs legislation is hampering clinical research, warns David Nutt:

www.theguardian.com

e 2 people like this - Gary McNutt, Peter Rieger

Jasmin Cassidy Swanepoel > Dagga Movement 5 November 2013 02:46PM         g

Despite growing acceptance of the drug, researchers have been able to relatively

little to test its most promising ingredients.

Tapping Medical Marijuana's Potential: well.blogs.nytimes.com

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 5 November 2013 06:47PM         b

South Africans are the world dagga smoking champions: According to statistic there are 4238400

recreational dagga smokers in South Africa

e 9 people like this - Avo Avocadoq, Beverly Stevens, Danny Painter, Don Power Rudeboyshuffla,

I-fatherman Mokgakala, Johann Palvie, Lee-Ann Capes Sansom, Murray Juana, Philip

MacGeoghegan

f 8 comments

Dagga Movement
In 2009 it was 8% of the South African population.
5 November 2013 07:18PM



Greg Misfit
its time 2 Gather the Masses & take out their Governmental Asses:}
5 November 2013 06:59PM

e 2 people like this - Beverly Stevens, Danny Painter

Siraaj Baradien
what statistics ? 
5 November 2013 07:04PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
http://blogs.timeslive.co.za/hartley/2009/02/20/south-africa-is-the-marijuana-capital-o

f-the-world/
5 November 2013 07:18PM

e 2 people like this - Danny Painter, Greg Misfit

Dagga Movement
You can view a copy on our site 

http://dagga.info/2013/11/06/south-africa-is-the-dagga-capital-of-the-world-2

009/
6 November 2013 10:27AM

e 1 person likes this - Beverly Stevens

Beverly Stevens
..."This webpage is not available."
5 November 2013 08:41PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Michael Bredenhand
Where does thisbstats come from. I wasnt included and im sure none of my stoner friends

are either
6 November 2013 08:56AM

e 4 people like this - Beverly Stevens, Bianca Inge Homola, Dagga Movement, Lee-Ann

Capes Sansom

Michael Bredenhand
Why do ppl and thier posts always join dagga with all other drugs. They not the bloody

same hello. Dagga is natural the rest is artificially man made... plus if they say dagga

causes domestic and productivity problems its because THEY ARE USING OTHER HARD

DRUGS LIKE MANDRAX AND TIK ALONG WITH IT DOFFIES!!!! Its that simple... none of that

happens to a dagga only smoker! Ask them yourself rather than make your judgment and

post about it. cause u dont know the real reasons why they are failures in life. If thats the

case then many of my social friends should be failures too. Which they are not. Thier

claims are untrue!!
6 November 2013 10:56AM

Bianca Inge Homola
Tell them how it is mikey...
6 November 2013 11:14AM



Unknown
We give thanks!!
6 November 2013 11:03PM

Dagga Movement 5 November 2013 07:17PM         b

If 8% of South Africans are dagga smokers and there are 52 million people in SA then there are 4238400

dagga smokers in South Africa and if they consume on average 584 grams per year at a cost of R9.77

per gram. Each person would then spend about R5705.68 on dagga per year. The total turnover in such

a market is R24.182 Billion

In Colorado they estimate each dagga user needs about 100.74 grams per year and in such a market

the dagga's total turnover will be R4 Billion

e 13 people like this - Carl Norman Schreiber, Dagga Movement, Danny Painter, Indica Von Haze,

Jason Jay, Lesiba Junior, Liani Johnson, Michael Padev, Neo Matseoane, Pierre Digue, Timothy John

Hunt, Tinka Tepish, Tshegofatso QtAss Sephanyo

f 1 comment

Jennifer Leigh Pitcher
we could save the economy and create jobs...tourism amd exports...but ja...
6 November 2013 11:34AM

Dagga Movement 5 November 2013 07:23PM         b

How much weed do you use a month or year? I think I might be using 77.5g per month just under a

930g a year. ~ Mickey

e 3 people like this - Carl Norman Schreiber, Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Philip MacGeoghegan

f 3 comments

Justin Rooplall
444 a month
5 November 2013 11:43PM

Justin Rooplall
Yep
6 November 2013 04:59PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Genuine?!?!?!
6 November 2013 01:12PM

Jason Jay
I cant count that high.
5 November 2013 07:23PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement
lol
5 November 2013 07:38PM

Philip MacGeoghegan
Not nearly enough lol
5 November 2013 08:42PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 5 November 2013 07:37PM         b

An average tobacco smoker smokes 15.5 cigarettes per day that is equal to 4243 grams or 4.243 Kg of

tobacco per year. Dagga users who smoke between 100.74g and 930 grams per year. Compared the

average tobacco consumer consumes 4.5 times more plant matter in weight than a abusive dagga

smoker.

e 2 people like this - Beverly Stevens, Philip MacGeoghegan

Dagga Movement 5 November 2013 07:47PM         d



Dagga Movement 5 November 2013 08:09PM         b

Most frequently mentioned countries of provenance for dagga seizure cases, 2001-2012

1 Morocco 

2 Afghanistan 

3 Jamaica 

4 Netherlands

5 South Africa 

6 Paraguay

7 Ghana

8 Spain

9 Nepal

10 Albania 

11 Algeria

12 Mozambique

13 Pakistan 

14 Honduras

15 India 

16 Iran (Islamic Republic of) 

17 Kazakhstan 

18 Haiti 

19 United States 

20 France

http://www.unodc.org/unodc/secured/wdr/wdr2013/World_Drug_Report_2013.pdf

Wednesday 6 November 2013

Dagga Movement 6 November 2013 09:19AM         b

How does a government or a corporation which is also a person by legal definition have

unquestionable authority over another flesh and blood person?

The only way for this statement to be true is if one is a master and the other a slave.



e 3 people like this - Arthur Charles Mitton, Kurt Peter, Peter Rieger

Leon Raulstone > Dagga Movement 6 November 2013 10:06AM         f

Though you have my support, nothing will change in this shitty country. So no point.

e 2 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Dagga Movement

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
I felt so in the beginning as well until I realized the change starts within.

As a free man on the land:  consider dagga legal and the enforcement of it illegal. 

I do realize that this doesn't stop the police and justice system from violating my universal

human rights.

~ Mickey.
6 November 2013 08:34PM

e 1 person likes this - Alexander Dowding

Dagga Movement 6 November 2013 10:27AM DaggaMovement        g

IT’S official: South Africans are the world dagga smoking champions. A report from

a UN agency shows that around eight percent of South Africans use the

recreational drug, twice the global average of four percent. The temptation to

laugh this off as a big joke should be avoided. While light recreati...

South Africa is the dagga capital of the world {2009}: dagga.info

e 3 people like this - Beverly Stevens, Jah Ahmunah Mkhonto, Sebastian K Bro

Dagga Movement 6 November 2013 03:19PM         g

Teen jumps off balcony after dad smashes PS, proving even a gaming console can cause negative

habitual effects

http://www.news24.com/Technology/News/Teen-jumps-off-balcony-after-dad-smashes-PS-201311

05

An Italian teenager has been hospitalised with serious injuries from jumping out of

a window after his father smashed his PlayStation, local media reports.

Teen jumps off balcony after dad smashes PS: www.news24.com

e 1 person likes this - Shandrea Shanty Bees



Dagga Movement 6 November 2013 03:26PM         g

A 17-year-old boy of Gelekeceni, Swaziland was sentenced to 1 000 hours of community service for

being found with 32 grams of dagga.

http://www.times.co.sz/news/92988-boy-17-sentenced-to-1-000-hrs-of-community-service.html

BOY (17) SENTENCED TO 1 000 HRS OF COMMUNITY SERVICE

Times Of Swaziland: www.times.co.sz

Dagga Movement 6 November 2013 03:44PM         g

Dagga farm accidentally photographed in Rightmove estate agent advert

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/newstopics/howaboutthat/10429749/Cannabis-farm-accidentally

-photographed-in-Rightmove-estate-agent-advert.html

Drug paraphernalia not removed before estate agent took promotional

photographs for the sale

Cannabis farm accidentally photographed in Rightmove estate agent advert -

Telegraph: www.telegraph.co.uk

e 1 person likes this - Quinten Angelo Kasselman

Dagga Movement 6 November 2013 04:53PM         b

Today in court 17 High court Cape town, 13 cops from Khayelitsha were found guilty of killing a

Rastafarian man and assaulting his brother, in Bellville South. CT. {Unconfirmed Report}

e 2 people like this - Arthur Charles Mitton, Johnny Cash

f 1 comment

Tshepo Isaac
Life term imprisonment pls.
6 November 2013 05:33PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 6 November 2013 05:15PM         g

Legal dagga is outpacing smartphones in market growth...

http://www.tokeofthetown.com/2013/11/legal_pot_outpacing_smartphones_in_market_growth.php



Medical marijuana and cannabis news, views, rumors, and humor at Toke of the

Town.

Legal pot outpacing smartphones in market growth - Toke of the Town:

www.tokeofthetown.com

Thursday 7 November 2013

Unknown > Dagga Movement 7 November 2013 12:24PM         g

I voted. Please vote and share.

JODIE EMERY, Cannabis Activist and former BC provincial candidate for the Green Party of Canada, and

OWNER of Cannabis Culture Magazine is DEFINITELY the HOTTEST politician in Vancouver.

Please will all in the Dagga Culture of South Africa consider this matter thoughtfully, and support our

lovely fellow pothead in Canada by voting at the site for JODIE EMERY.

AMADAGGADAGGA, AMANDLA!!!

http://www.straight.com/blogra/521996/10-hottest-politicians-vancouver-cast-your-vote

Here’s our picks for the 10 hottest politicians in Metro Vancouver.

The 10 hottest politicians in Vancouver (cast your vote!): www.straight.com

Dagga Movement 7 November 2013 01:49PM         g

Dagga increases testosterone levels

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/11/06/marijuana-and-skin_n_4214041.html?utm_hp_ref=style&ir=

Style

Weed, grass, Mary Jane, pot... call it whatever you'd like, but marijuana has been

around long before 1937's "Reefer Madness" warned of its (arguably overblown)

deleterious effects. These days it's more common than ever, thanks in part to its

medicinal uses.

How Marijuana Can Keep You Looking Young: www.huffingtonpost.com



Dagga Movement 7 November 2013 04:47PM         g

SOME ESSENTIAL ADVICE SENT TO AGANG SA AND OTHERS IF THEY WANT TO ALLOW TRUE

DEMOCRACY TO EMERGE. BE PATIENT, ENJOY. THINK ABOUT IT WITH IMAGINATION AND REASON.

ENJOY AND PASS ON IF YOU LIKE IT. PS. THE HEMP PART IS AT THE END! - Justin Dyssell

Have a ground up tiered govt system of appropriate professionals with proven track record of civil

concern and ability for the portfolio concerned. Leave out unnecessary political tender-businessmen

and outrageously expensive consultants fees for unused or unusable advice. A Citizens Corporate run

like any good business that delivers service, or bank, with standard conditions of employment to deliver

to all, from the people we know in our community and vote for at ground tier level, to the people they

vote for in the region, to those conferring at the national level, and all the professionals they employ, all

with reasonable industry standard rewards, not excessive with special perks since these people are

community minded (are they not?).

For Democracy to be allowed to emerge without fear the following is essential. Ban lethal weapons for

home security citizens and it's police, besides specialist highly trained quick response units (SWAT?)

called out when appropriate for terrorist/hostage, etc. situations when non-lethal might get an innocent

killed an a target needs to be taken out with full knowledge/support of the public.

Introduce instead highly effective (top security and British/US Defense impressed, and with much

more and better to come immediately from an industry spiked with a commercial opportunity beyond

compare)non-lethal protection technology for homeland security forces (police for citizens protection

not for the politicians against citizens) and encourage all families to obtain and train themselves and

their children with them. this will put an end to crime and gun-theft-murder, and police corruption and

abuse of citizens to a large degree. then we move this beyond borders to the UN and the outdated and

redundant war economy and it's old men who would be king with guns and armies. It is essential that

people in public office recognize they have the same legal status and employment conditions and

benefits as anyone else that is honest and works to the best of their abilities.

AND OF COURSE THE RECOGNITION THAT WHETHER HUMANS EXIST OR NOT, THE BASIC RIGHT

TO LIFE OF THE HEMP PLANT AND ANYTHING ELSE THAT IS NOT ABUSIVELY THREATENING ALL

THE LIFE AND EARTHS RESOURCES ALL AROUND IT, IS AS SACROSANCT AS, IF NOT MORE SO ,

THAN MOST HUMANS. NO HUMAN HAS THE RIGHT TO DICTATE WHAT PLANS WE USE OR FOOD

WE EAT. WE HAVE BEHAVIORAL LAWS AND BUSINESS LAWS TO DEAL WITH THAT. TO ORDER US

TO GENOCIDE IT OR BE TURNED INTO CRIMINALS FOR COMMERCIAL AND MASS CONTROL

PURPOSES, DENYING THE POOR A FREE GOD GIVEN RESOURCE FOR THE LAST 50-70 YEARS, HAS

OPENED THE DOOR TO UNIMAGINABLY HUGE CLASS ACTION AGAINST GOVT WORLDWIDE, BY

100'S OF MILLIONS OF PEOPLE. TIME TO ACT TO REMOVE THESE BLEMISHES FRO OUR

LANDSCAPE. WITH LOVE TO ALL, THANK YOU.



SOME ESSENTIAL ADVICE SENT TO AGANG SA AND OTHERS IF THEY WANT TO

ALLOW TRUE DEMOCRACY TO EMERGE. BE PATIENT, ENJOY. THINK ABOUT IT

WITH IMAGINATION AND REASON. ENJOY AND  PASS ON IF YOU LIKE IT. PS. THE

HEMP PART IS AT THE END!

Have a ground up tiered govt system of a...

Dagga Union of South Africa:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/387534114693157/permalink/476281352485

099/

Dagga Movement 7 November 2013 06:33PM         g

Warrenton farmer, Jurgen Human, was yesterday found guilty of dealing in dagga in the Kimberley

Magistrate’s Court after a trial of nearly five years.

THE HEADLINES

Warrenton farmer, Jurgen Human, was yesterday found guilty of dealing in dagga

in the Kimberley Magistrate’s Court after a trial of nearly five years.

DFA: https://www.facebook.com/DFANEWSPAPER/posts/538244339601657

Dagga Movement 7 November 2013 11:03PM DaggaMovement        g

the Western Cape police media liaison has come back to us, and confirmed that

the 13 officers were in fact acquitted of the murder charge. Unfortunately this was

all that was made available to us. - News24 See previous report:

http://dagga.info/2013/11/07/13-cops-guilty-of-killing-a-rastafarian-man-...

13 cops accused of Rasta muder and assualt acquited: dagga.info

Friday 8 November 2013

Dagga Movement 8 November 2013 06:52AM         g

FDA Approves Dagga-Based Epilepsy Drug For Use On Kids In Clinical Trials

Researchers on both US coasts will soon enroll children in a study testing a

marijuana-based epilepsy drug's ability to stop seizures.

FDA Approves Marijuana-Based Epilepsy Drug For Use On Kids In Clinical Trials:

www.medicaldaily.com

e 2 people like this - Bobby Greenhash, Liani Johnson



Solly Malatsi > Dagga Movement 8 November 2013 07:25AM         g

h

: https://www.facebook.com/events/390054874457228/

Dagga Movement 8 November 2013 11:44AM         d

Saturday 9 November 2013

Dagga Movement 9 November 2013 11:03AM         g

Lady Gaga smoked 15 joints a day for her hip pain and could stop without withdrawal...

http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/11/08/entertainment-us-ladygaga-idUSBRE9A70Q420131108

LONDON (Reuters) - Lady Gaga was smoking as many as 15 joints a day to help

relieve the pain of a hip injury before a friend made her abruptly quit marijuana, the

flamboyant pop singer says in an interview

Lady Gaga says went cold turkey to break marijuana habit: www.reuters.com

e 3 people like this - Glenn Macbeth, Jeremy David Acton, Phumzile Liwane



Dagga Movement 9 November 2013 04:14PM         g

Been thinking of opening a head shop in Kimberley called Dagga Shop. 

Our mission is to one day supply South Africa with medical and recreation dagga

legally.

Dagga Shop: https://www.facebook.com/DaggaShop

e 4 people like this - Bobby Greenhash, Grant Higgins, I-fatherman Mokgakala,

RuBy Jordaan

f 1 comment

Bobby Greenhash
We already opened a dispensary in my town. Its both illegal and

underground. The locals know us. Hospice knows us, and the Cancer

patients we supply honey to, they know us better than everybody. I

am sure the cops know us too, however, more than one of them get

from us. If they were to arrest me, would it be dealing in dagga or

dealing in honey? Good luck guys, we are rooting for leagal

dispensaries.
10 November 2013 09:30AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Sunday 10 November 2013

Dagga Movement 10 November 2013 01:12PM         d

20 Likes to 900!!!! Sharing is caring...

f 2 comments

Alex Daniel Csont
(y)
10 November 2013 01:17PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Sebastian K Bro
(y)
10 November 2013 01:32PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

e 27 people like this - Alan F-s, Alex Daniel Csont, Alexander Dowding, Alistair Thomson, Bobby

Greenhash, Carvern Jacobs, Dagga Movement, Darrel Goldswain, El Cannabino Mac'Pik, Graffton

Jurd, Hein Pieters, I-fatherman Mokgakala, Jason Slade Lewis, Jeff Solo Dolo, Kefilwe Shikwane,

King Cali Mann Cure, M'srka Ta, Maggi Newton, Monde Phicon Mdodana, Nhlanhla Mchina Bigshow

Dlamini, Philip MacGeoghegan, Phumzile Liwane, Russell Botha, Sebastian K Bro, Simzie Sparklez

Mtshaliz, Tami Gnirck, Timothy Daniell Knight



Monday 11 November 2013

Dagga Movement 11 November 2013 08:00PM         d

What BRILLIANT ideas have you recently been having while being high?

f 3 comments

Bobby Greenhash
I got this good one! ............fuck. Forgot  what

it was now.
11 November 2013 08:16PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement,

Lloyd Jacobs

Hlekamajaha Khoza Mabona
puf n pas
11 November 2013 08:05PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Quinten Angelo Kasselman
Free energy lol
11 November 2013 08:56PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

e 3 people like this - Alex Daniel Csont, Philip MacGeoghegan, Simphiwe Kukisi

Dagga Movement 11 November 2013 08:08PM         g

Should the herb be legalized... Vote on Grocotts...

http://www.grocotts.co.za/content/should-marijuana-be-legalized-11-11-2013

There was been a growing movement towards the deregulation of marijuana use

and the lawful distribution of the drug through prescription and recommendation.

Does the law make sense?

Should marijuana be legalized? | Grocott's Mail Online: www.grocotts.co.za

Tuesday 12 November 2013

Dagga Movement 12 November 2013 11:26AM         g

Liberian president's convoy smuggles dagga

http://www.news24.com/Africa/News/Liberian-presidents-convoy-smuggles-dagga-20131111-4



The presidential motorcade in Liberia has been used to ferry marijuana.

Liberian president's convoy smuggles dagga: www.news24.com

e 2 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 12 November 2013 02:23PM         g

Who are the real victims of the War on Drugs? Why Are So Many Violent Criminals Walking Free?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=XKPAn7uRcVY

Who are the real victims of the War on Drugs? #VictimsFirst Take action:

http://bit.ly/1bn1mgE Help this video go viral!

http://learnliberty.org/war-on-drugs...

"Why Are So Many Violent Criminals Walking Free?" | LearnLiberty:

www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 12 November 2013 02:27PM         b

Police confiscate enough dagga in one year to supply 1.75 million patients with cancer curing Rick

Simpson oil! - Tony Matthew

Here are some very interesting facts : According to the police, 2077.7997 tons of cannabis were

confiscated in the 2012/2013 year. Thats 2077 799.7 kg or 2077799700 grams. 

We are told this was all "destroyed" If one assumes that we get just 5% oil from weed (its more like 8 to

10%) that gives us 103889985 grams of oil. 

According to most info, a course of 60 grams of oil over 60 to 90 days can cure cancer (amongst other

diseases). In essence what the police are saying, is that they confiscated and destroyed medicine which

could have cured 1 731 499 cancer patients.

Is this morally or ethically right ? I think not

The real crime here is that the police, our supposed protectors, are responsible for the destruction of

life saving medicine which could have cured just under 1.75 million patients.

e 12 people like this - Graffton Jurd, Hlokoa Hosea Nyaphisi, Kagiso Charles 'Mingus' Mapheto,

Ketsiboy Mabaso, Khulaiza Capital K Radebe, Lunga Patsoul Makhuphula, Oman Doug Pound

Kgokane, Renier Gavin Jansen, Sinethemba See Neh Mboyo, Thabo Taunyane, Tshepo Selepe,

Tumi McCain Modiega

f 4 comments



Sinethemba See Neh Mboyo
We are witnessing the destruction of humanity...think about those lives that could have

survived.  
13 November 2013 02:40PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Lunga Patsoul Makhuphula

Khulaiza Capital K Radebe
F da police 
13 November 2013 02:42PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Lunga Patsoul Makhuphula

Kagiso Charles 'Mingus' Mapheto
The world is so upside down it's disgusting. Corrupt politicians, greedy corporations,

massive wasting of scarce resources and of course denying people medicine that has

never killed anyone.

But we shall overcome, I'm hopeful.
13 November 2013 03:48PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Lunga Patsoul Makhuphula

Lunga Patsoul Makhuphula
police and politicians are un-cultured... It's better us (ACTIVISTS).
13 November 2013 07:35PM

Dagga Movement 12 November 2013 02:34PM         g

Richard Branson presents: The Transparent Chain - Dealing with the Grey Area of Legal Dagga

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=layYLAofgcw

The Transparent Chain: Richard Branson opening the debate on behalf of the

Global Commission on drug policy. - A complete new way of dealing with the Grey

Ar...

Richard Branson presents: The Transparent Chain - Dealing with the Grey Area of

Legal Cannabis: www.youtube.com

e 5 people like this - Anthony Britz, Dave Carlson, Ivan Schoultz, Jessica Elaine

Keever, King Cali Mann Cure

Dagga Movement 12 November 2013 03:02PM         g

Does the South African Government & prohibitionists suffer of Cognitive Dissonance when it comes to

the truth about dagga and how it's safer than tobacco and alcohol? @Helenzille



Timeline Photos: Fractal Enlightenment — with Sandhyaa Sandz and 7 others.

e 4 people like this - Anthony Britz, Graffton Jurd, Johan Steynvaart, Joshua

Lamoreaux

Wednesday 13 November 2013

Dagga Movement 13 November 2013 09:10AM         b

Simelane at the Mbabane Magistrate’s Court where he was charged with contravening the Pharmacy

Act in that he was found in possession of 18.7kg of dagga, a POISONOUS substance without a valid

licence or permit. ~ Swazi Observer

It's only poisonous without a valid license or permit...

http://www.observer.org.sz/index.php?news=56120

Dagga Movement 13 November 2013 10:57AM         d



Dagga Movement 13 November 2013 03:59PM         g

Men force-fed cannabis and rights violated

http://www.stuff.co.nz/world/americas/9396028/Agents-guilty-of-force-feeding-cannabis

Two US Border Patrol agents jailed for forcing suspected drug smugglers to eat

cannabis.

Men force-fed cannabis: www.stuff.co.nz

f 1 comment

Beverly Stevens
...feed me! feed me! hehehehe :)
13 November 2013 07:28PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 13 November 2013 07:50PM         b

OMG! 1 Like to 900 So AWESOME THANK ALL OF YOU!

e 6 people like this - Dagga Movement, Graffton Jurd, Murray McGregor, Pierre Gorden Le Roux,

Sebastian K Bro, Siphosihle Beaver Nondlwana

Dagga Movement 13 November 2013 09:55PM         g

Help Spliff bring Click-N-Hit to South Africa. 

We need at least 500 pre-orders to bring this awesome smoking device to South Africa.

Pre order yours today and stand a chance to win your order for free. 

We will be giving away 4 Click-N-Hit devices one of each color.

*Terms & Conditions Apply

For videos and more information on this products please visit the official website.

http://www.click-n-hit.com/

Proper Holding

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=kdGL3z9_07o

Assembling

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=7xhhT1mA0tI



Dissembling

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=tLS43gJ1g2w

Packing

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=ES18bLVFSiM

Adding Butane

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=FQB5gwb4k2g

Adjusting Butane Levels

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=BHN6V1QGbcc

Cleaning

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=aTW6mMG53X0

Click-n-hit session

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l6VSCwL5u3I

We need 500 pre-orders to bring this awesome smoking device to South Africa.

Pre order yours today and stand a chance to win your order for free. 

We will be giving away 4 Click-N-Hit devices one of each color.

*Terms & Conditions Apply

For videos and more information on this products please visit the official website.

http://www.click-n-hit.com/

Proper Holding

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=kdGL3z9_07o

Assembling

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=7xhhT1mA0tI

Dissembling

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=tLS43gJ1g2w

Packing

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=ES18bLVFSiM

Adding Butane

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=FQB5gwb4k2g

Adjusting Butane Levels

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=BHN6V1QGbcc



Cleaning

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=aTW6mMG53X0

Click-n-hit session

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l6VSCwL5u3I

Click-N-Hit Portable Smoking Device: We need 500 pre-orders to bring this

awesome smoking device to South Africa.

Pre order yours today and stand a chance to win your order for free. 

We will be giving away 4 Click-N-Hit devices one of each color.

*Terms & Conditions Apply

For videos and more information on this products please visit the official website.

http://www.click-n-hit.com/

Proper Holding

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=kdGL3z9_07o

Assembling

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=7xhhT1mA0tI

Dissembling

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=tLS43gJ1g2w

Packing

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=ES18bLVFSiM

Adding Butane

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=FQB5gwb4k2g

Adjusting Butane Levels

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=BHN6V1QGbcc

Cleaning

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=aTW6mMG53X0

Click-n-hit session

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l6VSCwL5u3I

e 3 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Gerd Bader, King Cali Mann Cure

f 1 comment



Quinten Angelo Kasselman
I have seen this stuff in Holland for 35 euro ,so this is a good price
15 November 2013 10:42AM

Dagga Movement 13 November 2013 11:46PM         g

Click-N-Hit review by a fellow stoner. -  Spliff 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l6VSCwL5u3I

www.click-n-hit.com Its a sweet little portable smoking device. Quite

inconspicuous and easy to conceal from the 5.0... cause us patients don't belong in

a c...

Click-n-hit session: www.youtube.com

Thursday 14 November 2013

Dagga Movement 14 November 2013 10:05AM         b

Zambia to set up anti doping unit to fight dagga users and peddlers...

http://daily-mail.co.zm/blog/2013/11/14/state-to-set-up-anti-doping-unit/#comment-60720

Dagga Movement 14 November 2013 10:37AM         d

Dagga Movement 14 November 2013 02:55PM         b

The only time I'm a typical lazy couch potato stoner that smokes all day  is when I am not busy working,

there is no work to be done, nothing else to do. On a day when I am spinning getting things done I don't

get time smoke except during lunch. People are more productive on the herb. True story of my life. ~



Mickey

e 6 people like this - Alan F-s, Andrecakes Cross, Arc Zilla, Bill Hamman, Ingrid Cilliers, Vic Shaw

Dagga Movement 14 November 2013 03:09PM         b

Has anyone smoked Wild Dagga? Lion's Ear / Lion's Tale or Leonotis leonurus? 

How was it?

f 2 comments

Vuyo Mntambo
Yho!!!its like u r in heaven seating wit the lord.wow thts staff
14 November 2013 05:02PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Pierre Gorden Le Roux
Yes i tried it the orange flowers on the spikey ball....u must smoke a shit load for a kick...its

wat the bushmen used to smoke
14 November 2013 07:30PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 14 November 2013 09:07PM         b

First human trials treating brain cancer with dagga under way :D

http://www.collective-evolution.com/2013/11/14/first-ever-human-trials-to-be-conducted-using-can

nabis-to-treat-brain-cancer/

e 5 people like this - Arc Zilla, Bill Hamman, Graffton Jurd, Ivan Schoultz, Jody Fisher

Dagga Movement 14 November 2013 09:09PM         g

Many New Zealanders are turning to dagga as an alternative to alcohol

http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/health/global-drug-survey/9401534/Cannabis-trumps-drink

Many Kiwis are turning to cannabis as alternative to alcohol, which might explain

why we are among the highest users in the world.

Cannabis trumps drink: www.stuff.co.nz



Friday 15 November 2013

Dagga Movement 15 November 2013 11:54AM         g

This is a great story about a 67 year old father that cultivates dagga for treating his daughter suffering

of MS. Medical dagga should be a basic human right.

http://www.chron.com/news/medical/article/Czechs-in-quandary-over-legal-medical-marijuana-49

84791.php

Advocates say it gives patients relief from the debilitating symptoms of illnesses

including cancer, multiple sclerosis and Parkinson disease, where more

conventional treatment fails. [...] some 20,000 patients who are estimated to be

eligible for cannabis treatment have no chance to get it legally…

Czechs in quandary over legal medical marijuana: www.chron.com

e 1 person likes this - Thir Lab

Dagga Movement 15 November 2013 12:15PM         g

The first edition of “The Alice B. Toklas Cook Book, ” in 1954, censored the recipe for “Haschich

Fudge.” (It made it into the paperback, in 1960, and from there more chocolate-y, childlike versions

entered the repertoires of hosts everywhere.) The recipe, which Toklas attributes to her friend Brion

Gysin, contains a sly warning about sourcing: “Obtaining the canibus may present certain difficulties,

but the variety known as canibus sativa grows as a common weed, often unrecognized, everywhere in

Europe, Asia and parts of Africa; besides being cultivated as a crop for the manufacture of rope. In the

Americas, while often discouraged, its cousin, called canibus indica, has been observed even in city

window boxes.”

The recipe, in case you don’t remember it, is very mid-century and fruitcake-esque; crushed dates,

figs, almonds, and peanuts, sprinkled with nutmeg, pepper, cinnamon, coriander, and cannabis, and

rolled into balls. I asked my friend, Laurent Quenioux, a shameless raider of window boxes—a man who

once cooked his neighbor’s chicken when it wandered into his back yard—if he could provide a

cannabis recipe more suited to the times.

I met Laurent reporting a piece on the food movement’s embrace of edible insects; he took me on a

run to the border to collect ant larvae, which he later cooked and served at his pop-up restaurant. On

the way, he told me that it was his dream to explore the culinary potential of marijuana—marijuana as a

flavor, rather than as a means to an end. Its legal status—a gray area in California, where we both

live—was beside the point.

He spent the next year sourcing ingredients: marijuana from a suburban grow house, angelica root, and

wolfberries from a Chinese apothecary in the San Gabriel Valley. (He opened the inquiry to other

medicinal herbs.) He planned a party: a secret dinner for super-adventurous eaters, designed to

broaden people’s minds about what is edible and what is delicious. And he tested recipes. One day,



hanging out in the kitchen of the restaurant that housed his pop-up—a restaurant that had started as an

illegal underground supper club—I smelled something outrageous. In my book, “Anything That Moves:

Renegade Chefs, Fearless Eaters, and the Making of a New American Food Culture,” I describe the

smell as a Jamaican beach: pot smoke and Bain de Soleil.

This is what it was:

Underground Pop-Up Weed-Dinner Green Congee

1 pound net filet of Atlantic Monkfish

2 tablespoons of infused cannabis coconut butter

1 bunch basil

1 bunch epazote

1 bunch of fresh cannabis leaves

1 bunch of spinach

8 tablespoons of infused Cannabis oil

Salt, pepper to taste

3 cloves of fresh garlic

1 pound of ready-to-use cooked congee

2 tablespoons of butter

In a saucepan, blanch all leaves (epazote, basil, spinach, cannabis) for two minutes, then drain and cool.

In a blender, add the blanched leaves, salt and pepper, garlic, 3 three tablespoons of water, and 8

tablespoon of oil, and blend until the mixture is a smooth consistency.

Warm up slowly the congee and stir frequently.

Cut the monkfish in four nice pieces, season with salt and pepper, and sauteé for 3 minutes on each

side in a saucepan with the coconut butter. Mix the pesto into the congee and add the butter.

Spoon the cannabis congee into a shallow bowl and top with the sautéed monkfish; decorate with a

fresh cannabis leaf.

http://www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/culture/2013/11/one-bunch-of-fresh-cannabis-leaves.htm

l

One day, hanging out in the kitchen of the restaurant that housed his pop-up—a

restaurant that had started as an illegal underground supper club—I smelled

something outrageous. This is what it was:

The Culinary Potential of Marijuana: Laurent Quenioux's Recipe for Weed-Dinner

Green Congee: www.newyorker.com

e 1 person likes this - Jules Stobbs



Saturday 16 November 2013

Dagga Movement 16 November 2013 03:12PM         b

:'( When your dealer is Rastafarian and you run out of weed on a Saturday. YOU ARE FUCKED.

e 2 people like this - Beverly Stevens, Pierre Gorden Le Roux

f 9 comments

Bobby Greenhash
Bizzarre when YOU guys cant get.....damn thats like the ANC saying they cant buy KFC

anywhere.
17 November 2013 10:20AM

Unknown
never run out of weed in KZN.
16 November 2013 03:19PM

e 3 people like this - Beverly Stevens, Dagga Movement, Francois Joubert

Bobby Greenhash
There is sooooo much vacant goverment land which you can Guerilla grow, no exuses

boys! I will have an extra toke for you!
17 November 2013 10:17AM

Thabani Tebz
No machants ar plenty
16 November 2013 05:13PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

William Holmes
Clever me thnx 2 skunk
16 November 2013 04:29PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

William Holmes
Dude u sould change nd buy from his suplier
16 November 2013 03:46PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Now that is an idea.
16 November 2013 04:28PM

Deon Minnaar
True story :)
16 November 2013 03:41PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Kefilwe Shikwane
Especially If Their Bobo Ashanti...
16 November 2013 03:29PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



John Mc Fires
Fortunately, weed is not addictive, right?
16 November 2013 03:27PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
No but unfortunately the mind wants what it can't have
16 November 2013 03:29PM

e 1 person likes this - Yvonne Hoyte

Beverly Stevens
...It is the annoyance of not being able to go out and legally buy weed as one

would ciggies, not a physical addiction :)
16 November 2013 06:11PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Yvonne Hoyte

Yvonne Hoyte
Lol :) 
16 November 2013 03:36PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

John Mc Fires
something like "god" ?
16 November 2013 03:48PM

Dagga Movement
Yeah seeing people buy their legal drugs and I must stay non high and dry
16 November 2013 08:41PM

e 2 people like this - Beverly Stevens, Yvonne Hoyte

Dagga Movement 16 November 2013 08:48PM         g

Jaguars frequently get high by eating hallucinogenic roots,

which also increases their senses for hunting.

Jaguars frequently get high by eating hallucinogenic roots,

which also increases their senses for hunting.

Strange but true facts:

https://www.facebook.com/factrange/posts/222939404550162

Sunday 17 November 2013

Dagga Movement 17 November 2013 11:39AM         b

:D Good thing about having a Rastafarian dealer. It being Sunday. YOU ARE SORTED. :D Happy days.

e 5 people like this - Alex Daniel Csont, Bobby Greenhash, Gerd Bader, Jeremy David Acton, John Mc

Fires



Dagga Movement 17 November 2013 12:48PM         d

I support Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa - Revaughn Bandle. 22 year old Revaughn,

lives in a make shift tent opposite the Kapteinsklip Station in Mitchells Plain.

Compared to Revaughn my life is a walk in the park even though I am also struggling to make ends

meet.

Even though the ANC won the battle in 1994 they still failed to demolish inequality. Even though the DA

is in power of the Western Cape they have failed to do what they promise to do.

Can't we help Revaughn? 22 years young living in a construction plastic make shift tent. 

When I see people living like this is saddens me and makes me so angry!

Combine the cost of the war on drugs and the market value of dagga and it equates to the value of NO

PERSON LIVING IN POVERTY.

No person living on the street.

No person starving for their next meal.

No daggafarian made a criminal for choosing a safer drug.

Vote http://daggaparty.org at least give us fair fighting chance by registering to vote and signing the

Dagga Party forms to allow them to be on the ballot in 2014.

We must stand as one or we will fall divided. - Mickey Dangerez.

Original Photo & Info Source:

http://www.iol.co.za/news/politics/rain-puts-a-damper-on-anc-event-1.1608170#.UoiXSNLrzoE

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
Forgot to add the source
17 November 2013 12:54PM

Dagga Movement
http://www.iol.co.za/news/politics/rain-p

uts-a-damper-on-anc-event-1.1608170#.U

oiXSNLrzoE
17 November 2013 12:54PM

e 2 people like this - Beverly Stevens, Greg Misfit



Tebogo Jeofferrey-elliot Mbuli > Dagga Movement 17 November 2013 08:30PM         f

So peeps say for instance we win the elections how will the crime rate be dealt with and will prisons be

full n will the drug dealers be burst?

Im so ready for all the dagga free community

Monday 18 November 2013

Dagga Movement 18 November 2013 10:43AM         d

McLaren has denied flying Mexican flags bearing images of marijuana leafs above the team's official

merchandise stall at the 2013 US grand prix.

AUSTIN, Texas - McLaren has denied deliberately placing Mexican flags bearing images of marijuana

leafs  above the team's official merchandise stall in Austin.

At the first race since it emerged that Mexican Sergio Perez has been dropped by the team for 2014 the

Mexican consulate reportedly complained about "several" offensive flags at the track store.

'MCLAREN WOULD NEVER DO THAT'

The Spanish newspaper AS quoted a Mexican official as saying the country was "profoundly disturbed"

by the images.

McLaren said: "The flags were neither manufactured nor authorised by McLaren. As soon as we

understood the nature of the issue we ordered the flags be removed.

"We understand that embarrassment and offence has been caused and we regret that the agents and

sub-contractors caused such a situation to arise."



Perez defended the British team, telling his Twitter followers: "McLaren would never do something like

that."

http://m.news24.com/wheels24/News/Dagga-flags-kills-McLarens-buzz-20131117

e 2 people like this - Jody Fisher, Vice Madlokovu

Nene

Tuesday 19 November 2013

Dagga Movement 19 November 2013 01:40PM         g

Is your dog a snoop dog?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gum4pKYfJXQ

Jimmy Kimmel Live - How to Tell if Your Dog is High Some people are now treating

chronic pain in dogs with marijuana. Veterinarians are advising against this...

How to Tell if Your Dog is High: www.youtube.com

Wednesday 20 November 2013

Sefu Winters > Dagga Movement 20 November 2013 08:41AM         g

http://www.omg-facts.com/Science/Beer-Hops-Are-From-The-Same-Plant-Family/50233

http://www.omg-facts.com/Science/Beer-Hops-Are-From-The-Same-Plant-Fam

ily/50233: www.omg-facts.com

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 20 November 2013 08:33PM         d

Dealer caught with 135 packets of dagga



A 26-year-old man will be charged with dealing in dagga after members of the Florida South African

Police Service (SAPS) found around 135 packets containing dagga at his home on Tuesday afternoon,

19 November.

According to Florida SAPS captain Lydia Dikolomela, "Police received an anonymous tip-off of regular

drug dealing at a flat in the Florida CBD.

"Officer Van der Berg, Warrant Officer Jooste, Warrant Officer Matopo, Sergeant Ramosa and

Constable Matongwane went to the flat and began searching the suspects home.

"They then found R2 000 in cash as well as 135 small packets (zip lock) and seven bigger bags (four

times the size of zip lock bags) containing dagga. The estimated worth is around R1 500.

"Police arrested him on scene and he will be charged for dealing in dagga".

http://www.looklocal.co.za/looklocal/content/en/roodepoort/roodepoort-news-general?oid=795456

8&sn=Detail&pid=489964&Dealer-caught-with-135-packets-of-dagga

f 4 comments

Vice Madlokovu Nene
You found out this guys has plants in his

home and arrested him? Well there's a

1/4 of our taxes in Inkandla. Let's make

some more arrests then.
21 November 2013 06:28AM

Alexander Dowding
What a shame, it looks like he had a nice

business going for himself there. :(
21 November 2013 12:18AM

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
The last apartheid law. Anonymous tip-off... FUCK IT!
20 November 2013 09:11PM

e 1 person likes this - Beverly Stevens



Thabang Teezy Mahlangu
Getting arrested for a natural herb smh

20 November 2013 08:58PM

Dagga Movement 20 November 2013 08:48PM         d

Thursday 21 November 2013

Unknown > Dagga Movement 21 November 2013 03:50PM         g

We heard a couple of reports (that we cannot substantiate) about a prevalence of children born in the

southern Transkei with cleft palates. 

Could there be a link between these birth deformities and the attempted aerial eradication of dagga in

this area with glyosphate pesticides?

If any of you have any thoughts on the subject, we'd love to hear from you.

Dagga Movement posted an article on SAPS crop spraying earlier this year with some excellent links.

http://dagga.info/2013/07/21/sap-daggaop-poisoning-dagga-consumers/

Make your own mind up. Peace.



Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=273175869362684&id=272191759461

095&aid=84336

e 27 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Alistair Thomson, Andries Derek Steyn,

Benjamin Vermeulen, Clinton Van Der Westhuizen, Craig Borrill, Dean Joubert,

Don Crayon, Francois Trev Rautenbach, Gopaul K Naicker, J ? Chris Louw, Jaco

Van Zyl, James Henry Hall, Jason Xeno Gamin, Karabo Lancelot Sekadi, Levi

Arendse, Lynette Barnes, Mickey Dangerez, Murray McGregor, Reza Casoojee,

Riana van Eeden, Sheehan Karamitas, Sue Rosen Tresidder, Suleiman Su-wee

Bismilla, Thomas Beddy, Vice Madlokovu Nene, Vrey Johan

f 19 comments

Mic Stars
i have seen many children with disfigured arms and legs in certain

parts of transkei due to the people eating vegetables which are grown

around the crops
22 January 2014 07:07PM

Joe Daly
these are war crimes against civilians, and wilful destruction of the

biosphere. The people who do this must take personal responsibility

for their actions when they find themselves on the wrong side of

history. The one thing they can be proven to have known is that they

were spraying poison, there can be no claim of ignorance about this.
25 November 2013 05:11PM

Gerd Bader
they must realise that there are dagga consumers in SA and that this

is a much needed rural cash crop which will be sold out of need

anyway.

The saps must realise and take responsibility for these outcomes
24 November 2013 03:05PM

Peter Dorfling
are they insane!they should be brought to justice if it is even possible

to do so!i end up buying the sprayed shit and perhaps smoking it!how

would I know,its all because they wont let go and reform!why cant

they get dispensaries for the tons of weed in this country,then atleast

there will be a quality control system where we wont be exposed to

accidental poisoning.. when will we be free of their discrimination and

violation of our rights..
23 November 2013 07:32PM

Ivan Schoultz
Roundup is NOT "as safe as table salt" ... it is poison and it targets the

HUMAN REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM ... this is nothing short of genetic

warfare !!!



"Although glyphosate is only slightly toxic to rats, GlySH may lead to

severe effects, including death, in humans. PMID: 19663613 ...Pregnant

women are also at risk as others have found that glyphosate exposure

from commercial preparations can affect human reproduction and

fetal development in case of contamination. Chemical mixtures in

formulations appear to be underestimated regarding their toxic or

hormonal impact. PMID: 17486286 " (ref:

www.healthyenvironmentgroup.org/glyphosate-toxicity.html )

Monsanto's Best-Selling Herbicide Roundup Linked to Infertility ( ref:

http://www.prisonplanet.com/monsanto%E2%80%99s-best-selling-h

erbicide-roundup-linked-to-infertility.html )

22 November 2013 04:33PM

e 1 person likes this - Peter Dorfling

Rod Mcgregor
LYING TWATS!
22 November 2013 10:33AM

e 1 person likes this - Peter Dorfling

Mickey Dangerez
Since when is it the responsibility of the SAPS to endanger the lives of

drug users by contaminating the dagga supply. 

Since when is it the responsibility of the SAPS to spray weeds with

herbicides. Why don't they start a gardening service instead.
22 November 2013 09:46AM

e 3 people like this - Gerd Bader, Peter Dorfling, Robin Scissorhand

Swifthand

Jacques Murrell
SAPS has a degree in " we know fuck all"...  Hope their chopper fucks

out, crashes Into a huge field of pot,  sets it on fire and every one of

the guys in the chopper are forced to take deep breaths of that

absolute deliciousness!
21 November 2013 10:59PM

e 2 people like this - Eduan Zandberg, Peter Dorfling

Vice Madlokovu Nene
You have a right to shoot it down, natural right.
21 November 2013 09:10PM

e 1 person likes this - Peter Dorfling

Mark Legg
Another knock for the future "incoming" General of the SAPS perhaps.

We all know what a flop our current one has turned out to be.
21 November 2013 06:51PM

e 1 person likes this - Peter Dorfling



Lorenzzo Zonta
Fuck it.

Herr in Brazil dont exist logics,

 The money from lobbist speak louder than real truth, or the well

being of people 

 This make me so awful.

 Where this world is going?

 So bad, money is destroying all.
21 November 2013 05:48PM

e 3 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Mark Legg, Michael

Koeberg

Deon Grobler
Symptons of poisoning inc.

Reduced urination

Cough

Diarrhea

Drowsiness

Swallowing difficulty

Breathing difficulty

Nausea

Vomiting

Esophageal inflammation

Blood in vomit

Stomach inflammation

Blood in urine

Reduced blood pressure

Increased blood potassium level

Leukocytosis

Metabolic acidosis

Nystagmus



Mouth ulcers

Goosebumps

Salivation

Destruction of red blood cells

Respiratory failure

Kidney damage

21 November 2013 04:52PM

e 1 person likes this - Lorenzzo Zonta

Mickey Dangerez
I am sure most of these symptoms are for orally ingested

situations.

See symptoms of inhaled poison fumes...
22 November 2013 09:44AM

e 1 person likes this - Deon Grobler

Robin Scissorhand Swifthand
Sounds like a monday comdown from meth...
22 November 2013 10:29AM

e 1 person likes this - Mickey Dangerez

Su Light
Many years ago in early pregnancy I spent time in Eshowe Natal

where there was spraying for sugar cane.  I lost a baby to Turners

Syndrome which is a common defect in that area linked to that

particular poison.
21 November 2013 04:32PM

Matthew Nelson HippieLove
now we cant smoke Swazi
21 November 2013 04:20PM

e 1 person likes this - Lorenzzo Zonta

Jeff Brown
There's definitely a link between endocrine disruptors (e.g.

glyphosate) and cleft palates. But the southern Transkei is not a

significant grower/producer and has not, to my knowledge, been

victim of the annual spraying which happens around Pondoland. That

said, though, the area close to the Kei River has been an experimental

ground for roundup ready canola biofuel production. (I stand open to



correction.)

21 November 2013 04:20PM

Johnny Beats
SAPS has a degree in chemistry now, fascinating news
21 November 2013 04:16PM

e 2 people like this - Levi Arendse, Peter Dorfling

Mlou Newdigate
How horrible. This should be stopped. Roundup is horrible poison-

especially near open water.
21 November 2013 04:03PM

Brian Aylwin
Roundup? Safe? WTF!! I've seen a dog drink it (diluted) and die in

agony 2 days later.
21 November 2013 03:55PM

e 2 people like this - Gopaul K Naicker, Lorenzzo Zonta

Sue Rosen Tresidder
I would say that there is more than a slight connection - they were

using Monsanto's Roundup - you would need to look at where it has

been banned in other countries, or lawsuits brought against them -

that way you would see what other health symptom / connections

you could find...
21 November 2013 03:54PM

e 6 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Gopaul K Naicker, Marijke

Sanders, Michael Koeberg, Mlou Newdigate, Vrey Johan

Unknown
It's not difficult to find such links Sue. Here's one of the

biggest from France:

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8308903.stm?utm_sour

ce&utm_medium&utm_campaign
21 November 2013 04:24PM

e 2 people like this - Beverly Stevens, Gerd Bader

Dagga Movement 21 November 2013 04:29PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=10151080153789139&id=18871567913

8&aid=441848

e 7 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Beverly Stevens, Bradley Traceluv

Tyers, Ivan Schoultz, Katto Jeanine, Martin SpaceRocker, Wieke Wijnalda



Dagga Movement 21 November 2013 04:30PM         g

Mobile Uploads: This strain is called Bogglegum via Elemental Healthcare.

Looks tasty!

e 1 person likes this - Dylan Kabraky Hattingh

Dagga Movement 21 November 2013 04:31PM         g

SuperPiece.com: a SUPER piece — with Kimberley Getty and 24 others.

e 2 people like this - Luan Verse, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 21 November 2013 04:31PM         g

Timeline Photos: GDP for your pleasure :)

Weed Palace — with Toto Kim Guimere and 4 others.

e 1 person likes this - Dylan Kabraky Hattingh

f 1 comment

Phaps-Godfather Matsatsela Skinny-one
wow preparing 2 krush sum blue berry yum yum
22 November 2013 06:39AM

Dagga Movement 21 November 2013 04:32PM         g



Timeline Photos: With Among Nga Pla and Errol Pajimola.

e 1 person likes this - Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 21 November 2013 04:33PM         g

Mobile Uploads: Super Skunk — with 420kathmandu and Karl Wonderwudyee Ross.

e 1 person likes this - Dylan Kabraky Hattingh

Friday 22 November 2013

Dagga Movement 22 November 2013 09:53AM         g

Since when is it the responsibility of the SAPS to spray weeds with herbicides. Why don't they start a

gardening service instead.

Since when is it the responsibility of the SAPS to endanger the lives of drug users by contaminating the

dagga supply. 

Timeline Photos: We heard a couple of reports (that we cannot substantiate) about

a prevalence of children born in the southern Transkei with cleft palates. 

Could there be a link between these birth deformities and the attempted aerial

eradication of dagga in this area with glyosphate pesticides?

If any of you have any thoughts on the subject, we'd love to hear from you.

Dagga Movement posted an article on SAPS crop spraying earlier this year with

some excellent links.

http://dagga.info/2013/07/21/sap-daggaop-poisoning-dagga-consumers/

Make your own mind up. Peace.

e 1 person likes this - Alistair Thomson



Dagga Movement 22 November 2013 04:51PM         d

Man arrested, made a criminal and life destroyed for possession of dagga

Crystal Park SAPS' WO Dawie Jacobs, Sgt Charles Kodisang and WO Gerhard van der Merwe with the

dagga which was confiscated.

A total of 51 packets of dagga, amounting to 170g was found and seized.Police received information of

the location of the drugs whilst on patrol in Chief Albert Luthuli Park.They received permission to

search the house, where they found a plastic bag filled with packets of dagga.The suspect was

expected to appear in the Benoni Magistrates Court on Monday, November 18.

http://benonicitytimes.co.za/159393/man-arrested-for-possession-of-dagga/

f 1 comment

Vanessa Wrogemann
los dit e vang die mense wat ons jong

mense vermoor met cat crack coke en al

die ander gemors waarmee hulle hulself

verryk! nog nie veel gesien van

moordeaars gevang met soveel en soveel

gram van ander goed nie EN DIE POLISIE

WEET WAAR HULLE IS?? EN WIE HULLE

IS..................
22 November 2013 06:35PM

Saturday 23 November 2013

Danielle Webbstock > Dagga Movement 23 November 2013 08:01AM         g

? Ma Baker

Timeline Photos: With Melford Laybourne and 21 others.



Danielle Webbstock > Dagga Movement 23 November 2013 08:07AM         g

?Ma Baker

Ibuprofen prevents memory problems in people using cannabis for medical

purposes.

Medical Marijuana 'Holds Promise for Alzheimer’s Treatment': www.ibtimes.co.uk

Monday 25 November 2013

Dagga Movement 25 November 2013 11:20AM         g

Works like a charm every time.

Mobile Uploads: Who agrees? I'm the type that smokes and functions way better

after that haha. -LadyBhang

e 9 people like this - Aashiqah Ali, Alan F-s, Arc Zilla, Bill Hamman, Jason William

Bennett, Kristal Kruser, McGyver Shotta, Samkelo Jonas, Shandrea Shanty Bees

Dagga Movement 25 November 2013 10:05PM         b

Polisieman verkoop glo self dagga

GEORGE NUUSFLITS - ‘n Adjudant-offisier van Thembalethu, wat aan diens was, is Vrydagaand in

Lawaaikamp in hegtenis geneem terwyl hy besig was om ‘n sak dagga aan ‘n vermeende

dwelmhandelaar te verkoop.

Die dagga is na bewering uit die polisie se stoor, waar die bewysstukke gehou word, verwyder.

Kaptein Malcolm Pojie, die Suid-Kaapse polisiewoordvoerder, het by navraag gesê die 45-jarige

polisieman se arrestasie volg nadat hulle inligting ontvang het.

http://www.georgeherald.com/news.aspx?id=66390&h=Polisieman-verkoop-glo-self-dagga

f 1 comment

Jeremy David Acton
Ag, demmit!
25 November 2013 10:45PM



Tuesday 26 November 2013

Dagga Movement 26 November 2013 12:08PM         g

Dagga may reduce alcohol induced brain damage. No regrets!

Chemicals within cannabis have powerful antioxidant properties, and scientists

believe this can protect the brain from damage. Too much alcohol can lead to

permanent brain damage, among other things. A recent study from the University

of Kentucky and the University of Maryland concluded that a chemi...

Scientists Discover That Cannabis May Reduce Brain Damage Caused By Alcohol:

www.collective-evolution.com

e 2 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Janet Pretorius

Warren Otf Oates > Dagga Movement 26 November 2013 03:08PM         f

http://newsfeed.time.com/2013/11/25/doobs-cause-moobs-why-smoking-weed-might-be-giving-y

ou-man-boobs/

f 1 comment

Ian D. Samson
I'm on testosterone injections and still growing moobs
26 November 2013 04:39PM

e 1 person likes this - Warren Otf Oates

Dagga Movement 26 November 2013 04:39PM         g

Rasta Movement 1 of 2 - SABC 2

SABC2 on the 9th of January 2011 aired the following program. Issues Of Faith 12 -

The Rasta Movement. It covers life in Judah Square Knysna.

The Rasta Movement 1 of 2 - SABC2: www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Jason Finn

Wednesday 27 November 2013

Danielle Webbstock > Dagga Movement 27 November 2013 11:27AM         g

?Ma Baker



                UK based charity TRANSFORM have produced yet another excellent

publication dealing with post prohibition drug regulation proposals. This 125 page

document sets out a blueprint for cannabis regulation in the UK but as you’ll see,

the points raised are completely pertinent to South Afr...

How To Regulate Cannabis: A Practical Guide.: www.daggacouple.co.za

Danielle Webbstock > Dagga Movement 27 November 2013 11:36AM         g

? Ma Baker

Timeline Photos: With Faiz Slipknotz and Alex Edward Baca Jr.

Dagga Movement 27 November 2013 11:51AM         g

?Ma Baker

                UK based charity TRANSFORM have produced yet another excellent

publication dealing with post prohibition drug regulation proposals. This 125 page

document sets out a blueprint for cannabis regulation in the UK but as you’ll see,

the points raised are completely pertinent to South Afr...

How To Regulate Cannabis: A Practical Guide.: www.daggacouple.co.za

Dagga Movement 27 November 2013 01:28PM         d

Rihanna ia daggafarian for sure...

f 1 comment

Leon Raulstone
Are you trying to make weed uncool :P its like bieber. -.-
27 November 2013 01:57PM

e 2 people like this - Henry Thamie Mngomezulu, Prince Hekima Bakersman



Dagga Movement 27 November 2013 04:33PM         g

The Cannabis Community: The Alleged Moms for Marijuana Implosion –-- The

hostile takeover that...: thecannabiscommunity.blogspot.com

e 1 person likes this - Thir Lab

Dagga Movement 27 November 2013 04:43PM         g

wco

Marijuana businesses raided by federal agents in the Denver metro-area on

Thursday are being investigated for possible links to Colombian drug cartels,

sources told The Denver Post on Friday.

Fed raids on Colorado marijuana businesses seek ties to Colombian drug cartels:

www.denverpost.com

Dagga Movement 27 November 2013 04:46PM         g

Authorities have discovered a new and “highly sophisticated” drug tunnel,

complete with rail tracks, ventilation and lighting, under the border between San

Diego and Mexico, and seized more than eight tons of marijuana and 325 pounds of

cocaine. 

San Diego drug tunnel held 8 tons of marijuana, 325 lbs of cocaine:

investigations.nbcnews.com

e 1 person likes this - Beverly Stevens

Thursday 28 November 2013

Dagga Movement 28 November 2013 08:34PM         d

snitches end up in ditches



e 2 people like this - Nkululeko Ed Mlenze, Sebastian K Bro

Saturday 30 November 2013

Dagga Movement 30 November 2013 08:28AM         g

wco

Personal safety & Property protection for Domestic, Commercial and Industrial.

YOUR SAFETY depends on choosing a reliable security company!

Arrest of suspect in possesion of dagga - 10 June 2013: monitornet.co.za

Dagga Movement 30 November 2013 09:22AM         b

KFC has been a part of our American traditions for many years. Many people, day in and day out, eat at

KFC religiously. Do they really know what they are eating? During a recent study of KFC done at the

University of New Hampshire, they found some very upsetting facts.

First of all, has anybody noticed that just recently, the company has changed their name? Kentucky

Fried Chicken has become KFC. Does anybody know why? We thought the real reason was because of

the "FRIED" food issue. It's not. The reason why they call it KFC is because they can not use the word

chicken anymore. Why? KFC does not use real chickens. They actually use genetically manipulated

organisms. These so called "chickens" are kept alive by tubes inserted into their bodies to pump blood

and nutrients throughout their structure. They have no beaks, no feathers, and no feet. Their bone

structure is dramatically shrunk to get more meat out of them. This is great for KFC because they do

not have to pay so much for their production costs. There is no more plucking of the feathers or the

removal of the beaks and feet. The government has told them to change all of their menus so they do

not say chicken anywhere. If you look closely you will notice this. Listen to their commercials, I

guarantee you will not see or hear the word chicken. I find this matter to be very disturbing. I hope

people will start to realize this and let other people know. Please forward this message to as many

people as you can. Together we make KFC start using real chicken again.

 

Read more at http://www.snopes.com/food/tainted/kfc.asp#fkPXHFUIhO8uOusb.99

e 2 people like this - Jason William Bennett, Peter Rieger

f 15 comments



Pierre Gorden Le Roux
I dont care.. ..when i got the munchies i tend to devoure the shit outa kfc
1 December 2013 10:10PM

Gerd Bader
humans playing god with their own nature ..
1 December 2013 07:07AM

Victor Da Silva
Spread the word!!! Everyone appearing on a dagga charge should read the statement

(amended of course) by Dieter Walburgh into the Court record. Arrests and prosecutions

will become an expensive government exercise!!!!
1 December 2013 01:39AM

Alexander Dowding
I gave up eating their 'food' years ago, same with McDonald's. Call me old fashioned if you

will, but I actually prefer eating real, wholesome food.
30 November 2013 02:23PM

e 1 person likes this - Gerd Bader

Leon Raulstone
Plus if you do your research correctly you will know that the KFC's in Southern Africa use

Rainbow Chickens as their supplier, Barcelos uses J&N Chickens. FFS. Stop supplying

bullshit information about products we dont have in South Africa. -.-
30 November 2013 01:38PM

e 1 person likes this - Katto Jeanine

Leon Raulstone
Yea and there the dagga movement loses my support. I am on this page to support Weed

legislation, not fucking food fact. I dont give a shit what I eat.
30 November 2013 01:37PM

e 1 person likes this - Katto Jeanine

Dagga Movement
My concern with kfc is the frequency they clean their frywrs an change their oil.

I have taken pictures with microscopic attachment of particulates in the outer crust of the

batter. 

The pieces of chicken smelled of burned plastic.

The chicken smells and has a chemical taste.

- Mickey
30 November 2013 12:53PM

Deon Grobler
hoax..crazy world..I am glad it said,they do it to save money..a hoax or facts like this is not

possible if we had a world free from the mometary system..

http://thezeitgeistmovement.com/
30 November 2013 12:18PM



Jeff Solo Dolo
Yeah...so? People still eat hot dogs and look at them....
30 November 2013 11:27AM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Philip MacGeoghegan

Dagga Movement
Yeah but not far from the truth. Check out the pink featherless chicken. Dosed on

chemicals so that in three to four weeks after hatching they are been fried. Let alone all

the gm feeds they are fed alongside side some hectic drugs to mature them. We really

don't know what we are eating
30 November 2013 11:23AM

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
quite interesting
30 November 2013 10:53AM

Jeff Solo Dolo
I fucking love KFC either way
30 November 2013 10:44AM

e 2 people like this - Brenden Arthur Campbell, Matthew Danger Raschke

Philip MacGeoghegan
Bs
30 November 2013 10:34AM

Unknown
urban myth. read the link you supplied.
30 November 2013 10:04AM

e 1 person likes this - Deon Grobler

Dagga Movement
ever wondered what your favourite munchie was.
30 November 2013 09:24AM

Dagga Movement 30 November 2013 10:00PM         g

What are your thoughts?

? Ma Baker

[...] they argue that law enforcement's concern is overblown, and point to a 2012

study that concluded the auto accident risk posed by marijuana is on par with

antihistamines and penicillin. Legalization movesThe debate over marijuana and

highway safety is set against the backdrop of last year's dec...

Marijuana's risk to drivers debated: www.sfgate.com

e 1 person likes this - Alexander Dowding

f 1 comment



Alexander Dowding
It is practically impossible for people to drive these days without

occassionally having taken some form of medication or psychoactive

substances be it cough syrup, paracetamol, caffeine, etc. It is worth

pointing out that in Colorado the number of car accidents due to

alcohol consumption has declined since liberalizing their laws on pot.
2 December 2013 02:36PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Sunday 1 December 2013

Dagga Movement 1 December 2013 11:44AM         d

Sexy Herbs by ila

e 3 people like this - Nikita NightSiren, Philip MacGeoghegan, Thabani Tebz

Monday 2 December 2013

Dagga Movement 2 December 2013 12:14PM         g

In the last month South Africa has witnessed the release of two comprehensive

reports regarding Cannabis in a local context which you need to know about.

2 Reports on Cannabis in South Africa That Government is Choosing to Ignore:

www.belowthelion.co.za

e 3 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Alistair Thomson, Deon Grobler

Dagga Movement 2 December 2013 03:19PM         g

New ruling, OLD KNOWLEDGE

<3 Ma Baker

More than a dozen U.S. states have now completely decriminalized the act of

possessing marijuana and both Colorado and Washington have made it legal to

possess, sell, transport and cultivate the plant. But soon it may be legalized across

the entire country following a decision Thursday by the federa...



New Ruling Finds Marijuana To Be The Most Medicinal Plant In The World -:

altering-perspectives.com

e 8 people like this - Anthony Britz, Becky Lu, Deon Grobler, Graffton Jurd, Ivan

Schoultz, Jesse Slater, Kyle Jordan, Quinten Angelo Kasselman

Unknown > Dagga Movement 2 December 2013 04:15PM         f

Aandag Alle Daggarokers!!! 

This is the Heads of Argument in an application by Acton for a High court  order giving  a TEMPORARY

POSTPONEMENT OF ALL DAGGA PROSECUTIONS NATIONWIDE,  pending the hearing of the number

of  court cases around the country which question the justification and Constitutionality of the dagga

prohibition.

This is also a summary of the position of the Dagga legalisation movement's legal challenges against

the prohibition to date. Reading this is essential to knowledge of YOUR rights.

It will be heard in Cape Town High Court, Court 18, on Monday 9th December 2013, from 10h00..

If you live in Cape Town, please can you attend in support? We may need to call on a jury of peers for

the decision, as the Court will not be able to call itself an "independent tribunal." 

http://daggaparty.org/downloads/Legal_Resources/actonapplication157932013.pdf

MaryJane Dagga > Dagga Movement 2 December 2013 05:35PM         g

Join us:

https://www.facebook.com/events/540584779354349/545565885522905/?ref=notif&notif_t=plan_mal

l_activity

: https://www.facebook.com/events/540584779354349/

Dagga Movement 2 December 2013 10:43PM mobile        b

Miley introduced Jonas brother to dagga... What a role model. MO FIRE

http://m.news24.com/channel24/Gossip/News/Miley-and-Demi-introduced-Jonas-brother-to-dagg

a-20131202

e 2 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Endy Max Hlatshwayo

f 2 comments



Dagga Movement
Hahaha sounds like me when not high - Mickey
2 December 2013 10:52PM

e 1 person likes this - Alexander Dowding

Alexander Dowding
I hear that he was a proper square before and now he is the soul of the party!
2 December 2013 10:49PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Tuesday 3 December 2013

Dagga Movement 3 December 2013 08:34AM         g

<3 Ma Baker

Timeline Photos: Hemp vs. Cotton -

http://www.minds.com/blog/view/165526/hemp-vs-cotton-the-ultimate-showd

own — with Darius Karma Dighton and 4 others.

Ratanang Nyakale Young Raggs > Dagga Movement 3 December 2013 12:12PM         f

stoners gadda fight untill dagga become legal enugh is enugh with this fliping police an stupet  laws

Dagga Movement 3 December 2013 04:49PM         g

? Ma Baker

Cannabis may help to reduce brain damage after a stroke, new research suggests.

Cannabis 'may help stroke recovery' - Independent.ie: www.independent.ie

Dagga Movement 3 December 2013 09:11PM mobile        b

Cop in court for dealing

http://www.iol.co.za/news/crime-courts/cop-in-court-for-alleged-drug-dealing-1.1616238



Wednesday 4 December 2013

Dagga Movement 4 December 2013 09:01AM mobile        b

MEC calls on police to curb dagga planting and dealing ...

http://mpumalanganews.co.za/31113/mec-condemns/

f 2 comments

Martin SpaceRocker
Fuck the MEC!!!
4 December 2013 11:30AM

Bobby Greenhash
Those "Drug Dealers" look very dangerous with their watering cans! Sho! Luckily the SAP

were so heavily armed, and backed up by the traffic cops! Wow! What a fucking waste of

time.
4 December 2013 09:31AM

e 1 person likes this - Henry Thamie Mngomezulu

Dagga Movement 4 December 2013 02:38PM         d

Dagga Movement 4 December 2013 03:03PM         g

Another choice for patients to ingest medical cannabis is through oil. There are

studies that claim these oils actually help fight cancer.

Cannabidiol Oil | National Geographic Channel: channel.nationalgeographic.com

e 1 person likes this - Radleigh Doonan



Dagga Movement 4 December 2013 03:03PM         g

Every stoner known to man has a cornucopia of useless knowledge tucked away

inside their brains, ready to be unleashed on the masses like a starving animal, at

the first sign of conversational lag.

Dr. Stoner Know-It-All: 5 Shocking Facts About Legal Pot: www.hightimes.com

Dagga Movement 4 December 2013 04:35PM         g

Hemp fibre is stronger and more durable than cotton. Hemp produces as much as 4 times the paper

pulp per acre compared to trees. Hemp stalk can be use...

Clothing that doesn't cost the earth: www.thegreentimes.co.za

e 3 people like this - Aghmat Arend, Holy Hemp, Justin Madsen

Thursday 5 December 2013

Dagga Movement 5 December 2013 04:28AM         g

Let’s put this dagga into good use

The fact that local dagga was getting kudos from international cannabis users is one indication that we

should start viewing this herb with a business eye. 

If you can convert the amount of dagga we destroy each year into dollars or Euros, you can come out

with millions which could solve a lot of the country’s problems. This also shows that we could be

putting to waste a national resource instead of thinking critically on how to utilise it to our advantage. 

We just have to devise means to glean benefits from this natural endowment as burning it helps no

one. There is so much business and economy to be made out of the plant, instead of sticking with

archaic colonial laws which outlawed it while legalising the foreign tobacco which could be equally

harmful. We shouldn’t care about adults who decide to light up their bongs and fry their little minds in

the process, but as long as they do it in private, without intruding the space of non users, there should

be no problems, really. It is time we made money out of this weed even though it is highly likely that

with legalisation, it could lose its current aura, that of being illegal.

Isn’t it time we took a leaf from the European city of Amsterdam, where marijuana use is legal, at least

in selected spaces known as coffee shops?

 In any way most of the dagga cultivated in Swaziland finds its way there; hence the internet stories

about the strain called ‘Swazi’, which ranks among the best in the world. We could trigger burgeoning

weed tourism industry by adopting the coffee shops model. Tourists could descend into the country by

the busload to get zonked and if they try to leave with the natural resource, the customs police would

take good care of them. A strict ‘smoke only’ policy could be enforced while the farmers cultivating

the herb could be registered and regulated for tax purposes.

Such coffee shops could be designated selected areas in the cities and not allowed within a certain

radius of the CBD. The price of entry into any coffee shop could be raised so high such the locals could



not afford thus leaving the dagga to the tourists only.

Undoubtedly, millions could flock into our country and not only for the Reed Dance, but also for the

now famous Swazi marijuana all year round, and in the process bring in a lot of Euros into our economy.

 If we are serious, we can even engage the US based National Organisation for the Reform of Marijuana

Laws (NORML) which could help us with legislation to stem the abuse of cannabis, while ensuring that

we get to keep the tourists’ money.

Marijuana cultivation could be an additional crop for the Swazi farmer as opposed to the regular crops

which have to contend with a myriad of problems ranging from hailstorms to drought.

With a little tolerance for the indigenous plant, the country can save the resources it uses to curb its

cultivation for other crimes like corruption that are more destructive than the weed, which is smoked

only by those who choose to.

It’s time we thought outside the box over the dagga issue, as we are losing millions of Emalangeni on

the cannabis that wends its way out of the country undeclared. 

Are we making any sense here or it’s the haze wafting around us?

http://www.observer.org.sz/index.php?news=56726

The observer says...

The Swazi Observer: www.observer.org.sz

e 1 person likes this - Janet Pretorius

Dagga Movement 5 December 2013 06:21PM         d

Saturday 7 December 2013

Dagga Movement 7 December 2013 05:24PM mobile        b

Does smoking dagga give you MAN BOOBS? Plastic surgeon's claim

www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-2518807/Men-smoke-marijuana-likely-MAN-BOOBS-plastic-surge

on-claims.html?ITO=1490&ns_mchannel=rss&ns_campaign=1490

f 3 comments



Ruth Jakeman
yeah right!!! lol, i know sooooo many stoners with huge man boobs... not!
7 December 2013 05:40PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Beverly Stevens
...I`m a woman and it`s done F-all to enhance mine! ROTFLMAO.
7 December 2013 06:16PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Murray Juana

Pierre Gorden Le Roux
Bull sh!t
7 December 2013 05:46PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Sunday 8 December 2013

Dagga Movement 8 December 2013 11:08AM         g

After 13 years of dagga smoking I do not have cravings which proves to me that dagga is as harmless

as coffee - confessions of a pot "addict"

After 13 years of daily use, I stopped smoking weed. But quitting only made me

feel better about the drug.

Confessions of a Pot Addict: www.alternet.org

e 2 people like this - Beverly Stevens, Endy Max Hlatshwayo

f 1 comment

Beverly Stevens
...Coffee deprivation after 2 days causes a headache which worsens

by the hour, neither cigs, alcohol, nor zol do that to me. That makes

coffee more harmful, imo.
8 December 2013 02:00PM

Monday 9 December 2013

Jeremy David Acton > Dagga Movement 9 December 2013 05:52AM         f

In Cape Town High Court today, Court 18: Case 15793/2013, Acton vs Minister of Justice and 2 others to

postpone his dagga prosecutions in the lower court, and to postpone ALL DAGGA PROSECUTIONS

NATIONWIDE pending the hearing of the many cases pending which summons the State to justify the

dagga prohibition laws.

The state did not file papers-in-reply or heads of argument against.

Here is Applicant's Heads of Argument.

http://daggaparty.org/downloads/Legal_Resources/ActonHeadsOfArgument15793.PDF



e 3 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Dagga Movement, Ian D. Samson

Dagga Movement 9 December 2013 06:59AM         d

Dagga Movement 9 December 2013 10:48AM mobile        b

Lagos - Most Nigerian farmers now abandon growing food and

economic crops for cannabis in a bid to become instant

millionaires , the country's anti-narcotics agency said on

Saturday.

http://m.news24.com/news24/Africa/News/Nigeria-farmers-abandon-food-crops-for-cannabis-2013

1209

e 2 people like this - Jason Jay, Jody Fisher

Dagga Movement 9 December 2013 10:16PM mobile        b

Rosedale Polisie stasie(Alleen Reg Polisie Stasie!!!) Video hoe polisie huis ondersoek vir drugs en geld...

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xD-F92KtZ1g&feature=youtube_gdata_player

Tuesday 10 December 2013

Dagga Movement 10 December 2013 04:52PM         g

? Ma Baker. " A wise, old lady once told me... :-) "



Timeline Photos: Cannabis is Medicine !!! — with Chrissy Martel and 8 others.

Dagga Movement 10 December 2013 07:12PM         g

Uruguay expected to legalize dagga today

Tuesday is going to be historic. The Uruguayan Senate will vote on a bill that would

make their country the first in the world to legally regulate the production,

distribution and sale of marijuana for adults.

Uruguay Expected to Legalize Marijuana Today: www.thedailychronic.net

e 8 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Bobby Greenhash, Martin SpaceRocker,

Philip MacGeoghegan, Phumzile Liwane, Quinten Angelo Kasselman, Sebastian

K Bro, Tlhoaele Olebogeng

Dagga Movement 10 December 2013 08:13PM         g

MBABANE –An asthmatic man has told a magistrate that he prefers dagga to medical science for the

treatment of his condition

‘I PREFER MARIJUANA’

Times Of Swaziland: www.times.co.sz

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
The magistrate informed Shongwe that it was possible to apply for a

licence to be a legal user of dagga.
10 December 2013 08:14PM

Wednesday 11 December 2013

Dagga Movement 11 December 2013 12:35PM         g

Uruquay first country in the world to legalize the sale of recreational dagga

A new bill provides for regulation of the cultivation, distribution and consumption of

marijuana.

Uruguay legalises marijuana trade: ewn.co.za



e 6 people like this - Arc Zilla, Bobby Greenhash, Bradley Traceluv Tyers, Danino

Green, Martin SpaceRocker, Michael Bredenhand

f 1 comment

Tlhoaele Olebogeng
Eish. Monate o mokana kana!
13 December 2013 12:54PM

Shivaratri Soma > Dagga Movement 11 December 2013 03:06PM         f

can you help me to found seeds of afrika??

f 5 comments

Shivaratri Soma
but i search people to change seeds for seeds
11 December 2013 03:45PM

Shivaratri Soma
thnx
11 December 2013 03:37PM

Dagga Movement
which one
11 December 2013 03:21PM

Dagga Movement
http://www.seeds-of-africa.com/
11 December 2013 03:21PM

e 2 people like this - Eric Arruda, Shivaratri Soma

Dagga Movement
http://www.seedsofafrica.co.za/
11 December 2013 03:20PM

Dagga Movement 11 December 2013 09:58PM mobile        b

Found metallic solder looking pieces in my Ganja not sure if it came from the metal grinder or if some

dealers mix their herbs with contaminates to increase weight.

Have you ever had weed that was mixed. What did you find? Glass, sand, etc...

f 1 comment

Arthur Charles Mitton
rat poop :( and thistle seed
12 December 2013 05:21AM



Thursday 12 December 2013

Dagga Movement 12 December 2013 12:38PM         g

All the time in the world! Have a great afternoon all :-)

<3 Ma Baker

Timeline Photos: With Marshall Christoph and 14 others.

e 1 person likes this - Jody Fisher

Dagga Movement 12 December 2013 10:46PM         g

Smoke Weed

Photos from Graham Stewart Lennox's post in Cape Talk 567:

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10202939674756563&set=gm.1015174

2625646021&type=1

e 9 people like this - 'Marc Hauptfleisch, Alexander Dowding, Arc Zilla, Bobby

Greenhash, Grant Higgins, Johan Steynvaart, Lesiba Junior, Tlhoaele

Olebogeng, Vic Shaw

f 1 comment

Arc Zilla
hahahhahaa
13 December 2013 10:06AM

Friday 13 December 2013

Dagga Movement 13 December 2013 09:15AM         g

Please give me a zol about (............................................) This big

Photos of The Dagga Couple: Lol

e 5 people like this - 'Marc Hauptfleisch, Lesiba Junior, Manus Mornê Anthony,

Martin SpaceRocker, Vic Shaw



Dagga Movement 13 December 2013 10:17AM         g

Common Law Manual 2013

This is an interesting document - I have not read it yet, will print it out and study it...

Common Law Manual First Edition 2013...

FMOL [Free Man on Land] JHB South Africa:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/176277459219269/219366041577077/

Dagga Movement 13 December 2013 01:53PM         g

Plants won't grow near Wi-Fi routers, experiment finds

Plants won't grow near Wi-Fi routers, experiment finds: www.naturalnews.com

Dagga Movement 13 December 2013 01:56PM         g

Canna Facts:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=334818993276417&id=3348019266114

57&aid=78725

e 1 person likes this - Shandrea Shanty Bees

Dagga Movement 13 December 2013 01:57PM         g

Hemp: the most versatile plant in the world that is still prohibited from being grown

in (most of) America

Hemp: the most versatile plant in the world that is still prohibited from being grown

in (most...: www.naturalnews.com

Dagga Movement 13 December 2013 01:58PM         g

While smoking a cigarette off school property in 2011, Alberto Willmore, then a

New York City public school teacher, was suddenly approached by a police officer

who accused him of smoking a marijuana cigarette, he tells Buzzfeed in a

devastating new video.



WATCH: Beloved Teacher's Life Devastated By Petty Marijuana Arrest:

www.huffingtonpost.com

Dagga Movement 13 December 2013 02:00PM         g

fun stuff:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=373247899433526&id=334801926611

457&aid=88774

e 1 person likes this - Johan Steynvaart

Dagga Movement 13 December 2013 02:00PM         g

fun stuff:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=373247899433526&id=334801926611

457&aid=88774

e 5 people like this - Anthony Britz, Bradley Traceluv Tyers, Martin SpaceRocker,

Phumzile Liwane, Vanessa Wrogemann

Dagga Movement 13 December 2013 02:02PM         g

Map reveals multi-billion dollar economic growth potential for states that legalize

marijuana, hemp

Map reveals multi-billion dollar economic growth potential for states that legalize

marijuana, hemp: www.naturalnews.com

Dagga Movement 13 December 2013 02:44PM         g



Medical marijuana patient information and laws for Alaska, Arizona, California,

Colorado, DC, Hawaii, Maine, Michigan, Montana, Nevada, New Jersey, New

Mexico, Oregon, Rhode Island, Vermont, Washington.

700 medical cannabis studies sorted by disease: weedbay.net

Dagga Movement 13 December 2013 04:25PM         g

The plant known as kaneh-bosm in Aramaic is considered by most mainstream

Biblical scholars to be calamus, an herb with well-known medicinal effects. But

some people believe that kaneh-bosm is

The Anointed One: Did Jesus Perform His Miracles with Cannabis Oil? | VICE United

States: www.vice.com

Dagga Movement 13 December 2013 04:35PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=132069936980882&id=131901533664

389&aid=1073741829

e 1 person likes this - Johan Steynvaart

Dagga Movement 13 December 2013 04:38PM         g

Timeline Photos: Some call it the lucky country !!!

petitions below in support...

Stop the Zero Tolerance of Pain and Suffering!



http://www.gopetition.com/petitions/mullaways-medical-cannabis-pty-ltd-legali

se-medical-cannabis-nsw.html

e 1 person likes this - Johan Steynvaart

Dagga Movement 13 December 2013 04:38PM         g

Timeline Photos: Happy 4:20

Sunday 15 December 2013

Dagga Movement 15 December 2013 03:02AM         d

Guess what the Ganja will be cooking...

f 5 comments

Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli
Where does one buy it?
15 December 2013 06:13AM

Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli
Do we have them in and around Durban?
16 December 2013 11:48AM

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
on the internet just search
22 December 2013 03:39PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Not sure but Big Blue shops are found across Cape Town... From Century City to

CBD to Kalkbay
16 December 2013 05:50PM

Dagga Movement
Big Blue Shops
16 December 2013 11:44AM

Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli
Do we have them in and around Durban?
16 December 2013 11:48AM

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
on the internet just search
22 December 2013 03:39PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement
Not sure but Big Blue shops are found across Cape Town... From Century City to

CBD to Kalkbay
16 December 2013 05:50PM

Dagga Movement
Big Blue Shops
16 December 2013 11:44AM

e 3 people like this - Clinton Lezar, Phumzile Liwane, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli

Unknown > Dagga Movement 15 December 2013 11:23AM         f

VERY URGENT APPEAL to all in Cape Town who support the legalisation of dagga. AMANDLA!!

Please could you attend the hearing at the Cape Town High Court from 09h30, Court 18 on Tuesday

17th December 2013, for a landmark application for a nationwide postponement of all dagga

prosecutions pending the hearing of the Dagga Couple case. This is very important.

The State denies the Applicant's mandate to make this application. (It must be confirmed by you).

It denies our existence as a class of people. (It must be confirmed by you).

It is attempting to deny our rights to a collective postponement of all prosecutions but failed to argue

points of law against the application. (This right must be claimed by you).

Here is my Heads of Argument for further information. Your presence is essential to the victory.

http://daggaparty.org/downloads/Legal_Resources/ActonHeadsOfArgument15793.PDF

e 3 people like this - Charl Julies, Monde Phicon Mdodana, Seymour Nofir

f 1 comment

Maggi Newton
we will be sending consciousness, one love. 
15 December 2013 02:16PM

Monday 16 December 2013

Dagga Movement 16 December 2013 01:35PM         g

Let's export rhino horn, dagga and tik - Chris Moerdyk  

http://www.news24.com/Columnists/ChrisMoerdyk/Lets-export-rhino-horn-dagga-and-tik-20130708

Chris Moerdyk thinks it is diabolically clever of government to approve the sale of

its stockpile of rhino horn because we need the money.

Let's export rhino horn, dagga and tik: www.news24.com



f 1 comment

King Cali Mann Cure
Hw Can U Categorise Ganja Amang Tic N rhino Horn...? Stop

Confusing de People Plz... I Mean Hw Can A Plant Dat is Created By

Jah De Creator B HarmFul to Man Kind?
16 December 2013 02:59PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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If this is true why does prohibition allow 40% of High School learners to smoke dagga on a daily basis?

Empower the people by freeing adults from being labelled in criminals and let them educate the youth

about the truths of dagga and also the safety precautions to consider when smoking tobacco or dagga.

Destigmatize dagga and destroy the taboo. For the future of the youth.

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-2524536/Teenagers-smoke-cannabis-poor-memory-abnor

mal-brain-structures.html

The study done by Northwestern University in Illinois showed that the younger the

users, the more abnormally their brains were shaped.

Teenagers who smoke cannabis have 'poor memory and abnormal brain

structures': www.dailymail.co.uk

f 1 comment

Deon Grobler
I saw some relating documentaries. One study of cannabis effects

was done on young mice of two groups that must find a small

platform placed in a pool surrounded by landmarks. Then one group

was given cannabis over there developing stage,and then put back in

the pool. All of the developing mice that got cannabis just swam in

circles,and all of the developing mice that didn't get cannabis went

strait for the platform. The same study was also done on two groups

of fully developed mice,but the fully developed mice that got the

cannabis over time swam strait for the platform. I forgot the link to that

documentary. This link

http://www.truthonpot.com/2013/08/20/cannabichromene-in-marij

uana-helps-brain-grow-study-shows/ is a study showing that

cannabis helps the growth of a developed brain
16 December 2013 03:17PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Dagga Does Not Cause Schizophrenia



New study on dagga use finds little evidence that the drug causes schizophrenia.

The study, published in Schizophrenia Research, and carried out at Harvard Medical School, compared

families with and without a history of schizophrenia (Proal et al., 2013).

It comes in response to much research which has linked dagga use with schizophrenia (e.g. Moore et

al., 2007).

 

These previous studies, however, could not rule out the possibility that people who are prone to

developing schizophrenia are also more likely to use dagga.

In other words: dagga may not cause schizophrenia, but it might be that people who are prone to

developing schizophrenia are more likely to use dagga. This would explain the link that’s been found in

the studies.

In the new study, by comparing families with and without a history of dagga use, the Harvard

researchers were able to address this question.

They recruited four groups:

87 non-psychotic people who had used no drugs.

84 non-psychotic people who had used dagga.

32 patients who had schizophrenia but hadn’t used drugs.

76 patients with schizophrenia who had used dagga.

They then looked at the relatives of those with schizophrenia in comparison to the relatives of those in

the control groups.

The results showed an increased risk of developing schizophrenia in the relatives of patients who

already had schizophrenia, whether or not those patients used dagga.

 

This study, then, finds no evidence that dagga is associated with developing schizophrenia. The authors

conclude that:

“…dagga does not cause psychosis by itself. In genetically vulnerable individuals, while dagga may

modify the illness onset, severity and outcome, there is no evidence from this study that it can cause

the psychosis.” (Proal et al., 2013).

Is it safe?

One study, of course, is not the end of this debate.

For one thing this study can’t tell us anything about the interaction between the genetic predisposition

to develop schizophrenia and dagga use.



Many researchers still believe that dagga use may be a factor in the onset of schizophrenia in those

who are at risk.

Certainly, there is plenty of other evidence out there that dagga is not the totally safe drug that many

teenagers perceive it to be.

http://www.spring.org.uk/2013/12/marijuana-does-not-cause-schizophrenia.php

New study on marijuana use finds little evidence that the drug causes

schizophrenia.

Marijuana Does Not Cause Schizophrenia: www.spring.org.uk
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VERY URGENT APPEAL to all in Cape Town who support the legalisation of dagga. AMANDLA!! Please

could you attend the hearing at the Cape Town High Court from 09h30, Court 18 on Tuesday 17th

December 2013, for a landmark application for a nationwide postponement of all dagga prosecutions

pending the hearing of the Dagga Couple case. This is very important. The State denies the Applicant's

mandate to make this application. (It must be confirmed by you). It denies our existence as a class of

people. (It must be confirmed by you). It is attempting to deny our rights to a collective postponement

of all prosecutions but failed to argue points of law against the application. (This right must be claimed

by you). Here is my Heads of Argument for further information. Your presence is essential to the victory.

http://daggaparty.org/downloads/Legal_Resources/ActonHeadsOfArgument15793.PDF

VERY URGENT APPEAL to all in Cape Town who support the legalisation of dagga.

AMANDLA!!

Please could you attend the hearing at the Cape Town High Court from 09h30,

Court 18 on Tuesday 17th December 2013, for a landmark application for a

nationwide postponement of all dagga prosecutions pending the hearing of the

Dagga Couple case. This is very important.

The State denies the Applicant's mandate to make this application. (It must be

confirmed by you).

It denies our existence as a class of people. (It must be confirmed by you).

It is attempting to deny our rights to a collective postponement of all prosecutions

but failed to argue points of law against the application. (This right must be claimed

by you).



Here is my Heads of Argument for further information. Your presence is essential

to the victory.

http://daggaparty.org/downloads/Legal_Resources/ActonHeadsOfArgument157

93.PDF

Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa:

https://www.facebook.com/Daggaparty/posts/589998001069311

e 1 person likes this - Prince Hekima Bakersman

Dagga Movement 16 December 2013 09:05PM         d

52 year old female arrested for 43KG dagga in Douglas

43 kg of dagga, consisting of 3 refuse bags of dagga, one stripe bag containing 13 arms of dagga, 1

black bag containing 4 arms of dagga, 11 brown paper bags , one roll of masking tape, 3 face masks

and 1 sifting mesh. The dagga has an estimated street value of R215 000, 00.

http://www.saps.gov.za/_dynamicModules/internetSite/newsBuild.asp?myURL=4017

f 4 comments

Beverly Stevens
...and somewhere an entire village

possibly goes hungry b/c these were the

funds for food.
16 December 2013 10:31PM

Waldo Botha
smug looking cunts..everyone of them

should be pursecuted for crimes against

humanity. (no wonder i couldnt find any

pot today!)
16 December 2013 10:15PM

Bobby Greenhash
Here's a question to all those dumb arses in the picture: If this is a crime, 1. Who is the

victim? 2. What is the motive in this crime? 3. How can you stand so proudly when you are

still enforcing oppressive aparthaied laws? I am sure you got a brain amongst you I hope,

you should use it.
16 December 2013 09:46PM

e 1 person likes this - Phumlane Khumalo



Seymour Nofir
Dagga, a harmless stimulant. Apartheid is still strong in SOuth Africa... when will the

oppression and lies end... After the Marikana Massacre one would hope the cops would

learn and move to a better place but this photo is proof that no progress is being made,

the SAPS are a uniformed gang of armed heavies... the law is wrong and unjust. Shame on

the judiciary, shame on the prosecution, shame on the churches who support these false

dagga laws. The truth is out, dagga is beneficial and healthy. :)
16 December 2013 09:31PM

e 1 person likes this - Waldo Botha

Wednesday 18 December 2013

Dagga Movement 18 December 2013 07:53AM         g

wco

I’d like to show you how to make this amazing cannabis preparation. It’s a

vegetable-glycerin-based tincture that you can make with just a few inexpensive

kitchen items. I’m specifying vegetable glycerin so that you don’t confuse it with

the product used to make soap, which comes from animal fats an...

Alcohol-Free Cannabis Tincture: www.hightimes.com

e 1 person likes this - Paul Strydom
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After decades and many attempts to silence Dr. Burzynski and his cancer-curing

techniques, the Texas Medical Board and the Western medical establishment are

again forced to see their case thrown out. Dead silence is all that remains, over a

week since the Texas Medical Board was forced to drop their...

Cancer curing Dr. Burzynski case dismissed - Live Free, Live Natural:

livefreelivenatural.com

e 1 person likes this - Alexander Dowding

Alexander Dowding > Dagga Movement 18 December 2013 11:34AM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=501637289892120&id=501632536559

262&aid=1073741828

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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wco

The original drafts of both the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution

were written on paper derived from it. TheRead More...

Hemp: the most versatile plant in the world that is still prohibited from being grown

in (most...: themindunleashed.org

e 2 people like this - Vice Madlokovu Nene, Wieke Wijnalda
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wco

Denver Police officers will not be allowed to moonlight as security guards for the

city's marijuana dispensaries, according to a new order issued by the department.

A memo went out to all sworn personnel last week reminding officers of a

departmental policy that doesn't allow police to give off-duty...

Marijuana Security Off-Limits For City's Off-Duty Cops: www.huffingtonpost.com

Dagga Movement 18 December 2013 02:22PM         g

wco

DENVER (AP) — Synthetic marijuana is believed to have sickened 221 people in

Colorado during a monthlong outbreak this year, according to a federal report

released Thursday. The report from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

is based on a joint investigation with state health officials l...

More Than 200 Sickened By Synthetic Pot In Colorado: www.huffingtonpost.com

Dagga Movement 18 December 2013 02:23PM         g

wco

Jacqueline Patterson almost lost custody of her four children because she smokes

marijuana.

WATCH: Mom With Cerebral Palsy Transformed By Pot: www.huffingtonpost.com
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wco

Researchers at the University of New Haven in Connecticut took a close look at

some marijuana under their microscopes and found something disturbing: mold,

invisible to the naked eye. And it has made the scientists concerned that marijuana

users could unknowingly be smoking contaminants along with t...

Is Your Marijuana Moldy? New Study Has A Nasty Answer:

www.huffingtonpost.com

Dagga Movement 18 December 2013 02:40PM         g

wco

Medical marijuana and cannabis news, views, rumors, and humor at Toke of the

Town.

"Stop lying": Uruguayan president calls out United Nations officials upset over

marijuana...: www.tokeofthetown.com

e 2 people like this - Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Ivan Schoultz
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wco

Medical marijuana and cannabis news, views, rumors, and humor at Toke of the

Town.

Kingston, Jamaica airport cops net four ganja busts in six hours - Toke of the Town:

www.tokeofthetown.com

Thursday 19 December 2013

Dagga Movement 19 December 2013 07:39AM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=297755076976620&id=292726634146

131&aid=70329

e 1 person likes this - Beverly Stevens
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wco

Timeline Photos: With Juan D Reyes F and Jean Patrick Revano Ortega.

e 1 person likes this - Beverly Stevens

Dagga Movement 19 December 2013 07:41AM         g

wco

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=297755076976620&id=292726634146

131&aid=70329

e 3 people like this - Johan Steynvaart, Philip MacGeoghegan, Phumzile Liwane
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wco

Timeline Photos: With Antonio Harkness and 2 others.

Dagga Movement 19 December 2013 09:28AM         g

wco

Anthony Gambale, 19, and Gabriella Katanov, 17, were critically injured with

second- and third-degree burns in the massive blast that occurred inside a Marine

Parkway garage in Brooklyn, early Tuesday.

Teen couple severely burned after attempt to soak their marijuana stash in

BUTANE gas ends in...: www.dailymail.co.uk
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wco

Timeline Photos: I'm interested... What do you think?

e 5 people like this - Charl Julies, Graffton Jurd, Johan Steynvaart, Patrick Bassett,

Sean Palmer

Dagga Movement 19 December 2013 09:30AM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=301251116569174&id=1239169509692

59&aid=86774

e 3 people like this - Clinton Lezar, Sean Palmer, Vic Shaw
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Wco

Conspiracy and corruption photos.

Timeline Photos: -Jess

e 3 people like this - Bradley Traceluv Tyers, Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Sefu Winters

Friday 20 December 2013
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@HelenZille Bail is denied for dagga growers but in Kimberley people get away with R150 to R200 bail

for assault, attempted murder, kidnapping and what not... Something is very wrong with justice. Dagga

is a safe herb we are not criminals for using it, we are not criminals for cultivating it or making a decent

living off of it. I have sent you the president and to whom ever it may concern that you will be liable for

the value attached to violation of my universal and or common law rights. I am waiting for you to

pounce on me or anyone knowing their true inherent freedom and common law rights. Prohibition is

going down. You will need to  stand with the people or you are knowingly supporting the saps & gang

syndicates that are in control of the dagga market. Time for change is now. Today. How many lives do

you want to destroy for every day this war on a safer drug than alcohol and tobacco continues? The

only devils lettuce you love is in your wallet. That is why you have banned giving beggars money? You



decided because you can't have it nobody can. I don't know why I even try and direct a serious

message to a puppet. A joke. 

http://www.iol.co.za/news/crime-courts/bail-is-denied-for-dagga-growers-1.1624617

South Africa's Premier Online News Source. Discover the world of IOL, News South

Africa, Sport, Business, Financial, World News, Entertainment, Technology,

Motoring, Travel, Property, Classifieds & more.

Bail is denied for dagga growers - Crime & Courts | IOL News | IOL.co.za:

www.iol.co.za

e 10 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Bhav Wooz, Danny Painter, Deon

Grobler, Fadi Shihadeh, Gerd Bader, Peter Rieger, Seymour Nofir, Tarik Leach,

Timothy Daniell Knight

f 2 comments

Alexander Dowding
Zille doesn't care about dagga or the discrimination that its users

regularly face. :(
21 December 2013 03:04PM

Deon Grobler
puppet!for sure..thank you for sharing
20 December 2013 10:13PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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21 DAY NOTICE TO GOVERNMENT @SAPresident

29 April 2013 (Sent to Jacob Zuma & Mac the spokesperson)

RE: Cultivation, possession & USE of cannabis. Safer in the hands of the people, the beneficiary AND

EXECUTOR of the last will and testament of God.

To whom it may concern

I- as in context of Rastafari culture. Translated to WE in English.

As the beneficiary of the last will and testament of God I am allowed to anything as long as I do no

harm to another.

You have 21 days to provide scientific facts as to why I am prohibited from cannabis.

If I do not receive scientific proof as to why I am not allowed to cultivate, posses and use cannabis

within 21 days I will assume that I am allowed to



cultivate, posses and use cannabis.

Cost of liability;

Breach / Violation of Rights

I, the beneficiary & executor of the last will and testament of God would like to make it publicly known

that the cost of violation / breach of any of my rights, especially related to cannabis, are subject to

individual worth. However in light of the current situation regarding cannabis prohibition I will seek the

maximum value possible in your monetary system.

Cost of liability per any violation of rights:

R (infinite / 8) Individual Worth

[Minimum but not limited to R 1000 000 000 or 25 000 times the current cannabis market value.]

BREACH / VIOLATION(S)

The South African Drugs and Drug Trafficking Act no 140 of 1992 is in breach of my rights to cultivate,

posses and use cannabis.

Regards

Michael Hawthorne

Dagga Movement

Dagga is a healthy lifestyle not a crime.

e 8 people like this - Carmelita Brown, Dylan James Sandenbergh, Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Heinrich

Schronen, I-fatherman Mokgakala, Kristal Kruser, M Mdudusi Shabangu, Shayne Kushbaby

f 1 comment

Trevor 'malone' Shongwe
More fyah lets bring down the governments...
8 January 2014 05:49AM
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In the US where dagga is legal only 6.5% of high school pupils smoke dagga compared to South

Africa's over 40% of high school kids. Proof prohibition is a failure and just plain wrong.

http://www.health24.com/Lifestyle/Street-drugs/News/US-teens-smoking-more-dagga-20131219

US teenagers are smoking more marijuana, but backing away from other harmful

drugs and doing less binge drinking.

US teens smoking more dagga: www.health24.com

e 5 people like this - Alan F-s, Candice Potgieter, Dylan Kabraky Hattingh, Endy



Max Hlatshwayo, Leroy Nkanyane

Saturday 21 December 2013

Dagga Movement 21 December 2013 08:40AM         b

Steve Hofmeyer & Julias Malema gets bail for speeding. No bail for daggafarians. See we are

encouraged to speed, drink, rob and rape as long as you don't come near dagga. Something terribly

wrong with our justice system it's corrupt to the core... ~ Mickey Dangerez

e 23 people like this - Beverly Stevens, Bobby Greenhash, Bradley Traceluv Tyers, Candice Potgieter,

Danino Green, Danny Painter, Darren Van Eyssenn, Dinita Pillay, Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Fransisca

Meyer, Gerd Bader, Ingrid Cilliers, Ivan Schoultz, Johan Steynvaart, Kristal Kruser, M Mdudusi

Shabangu, Malcolm De Gabriele, Marcelle du Preez, Murray Juana, Nozey Mthethwa, Peter Rieger,

Piet Du Plessis, Tshepo Isaac

f 2 comments

Morkel du Preez
the system is fine - it's the damn people
23 December 2013 09:13PM

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
It is. Freedom?.. Rainbow nation?.. Democracy?.. Not a chance
21 December 2013 08:48AM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Kristal Kruser
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DEA agents finding greener jobs in lucrative legal dagga industry

http://www.oregonlive.com/portland/index.ssf/2013/12/dea_agents_finding_greener_job.html

A former DEA agent from Portland is working for a Seattle-based private equity

firm that invests in the industry and the highest-ranking DEA agent in Oregon until

2010 now works as a medical marijuana business consultant.

DEA agents finding greener jobs in lucrative legal marijuana industry:

www.oregonlive.com

Dagga Movement 21 December 2013 01:09PM         g

13 Reasons Why Dagga Just Had The Best Year Ever (US)

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/12/20/marijuana-2013_n_4467485.html



Move over Pope Francis, because marijuana just had the Best. Year.

Marijuana Just Had The Best Year Ever: www.huffingtonpost.com

e 1 person likes this - Maggi Newton
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Why cut down trees when we can use weeds?

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=501637289892120&id=501632536559

262&aid=1073741828

e 6 people like this - Bobby Greenhash, Carmelita Brown, Dagga Movement,

Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Janine Jane Williams, Shivaratri Soma

f 1 comment

Grant Higgins
the shadows wouldnt be as long.
21 December 2013 01:31PM
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Jan. 1 will bring legal recreational marijuana sales in Colorado - but not many shops

http://gazette.com/jan.-1-will-bring-legal-recreational-pot-sales-in-colorado-but-not-many-shops/ar

ticle/1511352

DENVER - Plans to ring in the New Year passing around a bowl of the first

marijuana sold legally at Colorado retail stores may prove difficult as a scant few

are expected to open on Jan. 1. So far, 423 eligible medical marijuana stores have

submitted completed applications with the state for compani...

Jan. 1 will bring legal recreational marijuana sales in Colorado - but not many

shops: gazette.com

Dagga Movement 21 December 2013 01:16PM         g

After 46 years of use I have to scream false science on this one,,,the fact that mankind progressed for

thousands of years before 1937 with NO age restrictions on who used cannabis stands as testimony

that their findings are flawed. Or do you think mankind didn't know cannabis got them high and hippies

added something to the hemp plant? - Clay Gooding commented on article that claims dagga is

associated with brain shrinkage. 



http://voxxi.com/2013/12/20/marijuana-shrinks-brain/

Chronic marijuana use has previously been linked to poor performance on memory

tests in teenagers, and now new research supports those findings by indicating

marijuana use is also associated with s...

Marijuana associated with brain shrinkage, memory loss: voxxi.com

e 3 people like this - Arthur Charles Mitton, Dylan Kabraky Hattingh, Jody Fisher

f 1 comment

Leon Raulstone
http://dx.doi.org/10.1172/JCI25509
21 December 2013 01:39PM
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When It Comes to Dagga Stigmatization, The Media is Part of Problem.

A man killed his grandmother and injured a little boy, committing horrific crimes.

But in the third paragraph The Guardian goes out of its way to point out that he is a

"cannabis user."

When It Comes to Cannabis Stigmatization, The Media is Part of the Problem:

www.leafly.com
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Driver arrested for being under influence of marijuana, troopers not surprised (9.8 Nanograms of THC in

his blood)

http://www.king5.com/news/local/Driver-arrested-for-being-under-influence-of-Marijuana-Troopers

-not-surprised-236839951.html

King County Prosecutors formally accused Caleb Floyd of striking and killing

23-year-old Blake Gaston in a car-bike accident on October 4th.

Driver arrested for being under influence of marijuana, troopers not surprised:

www.king5.com
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Corpus delicti: For a crime to exist, there must be an injured party... 



Timeline Photos: CORPUS DELICTI

"For a crime to exist, there must be an injured party (Corpus Delicti) There can be

no sanction or penalty imposed on one because of this Constitutional right."              

    Sherer v. Cullen 481 F. 945:     

 Supreme courts ruled "Without Corpus delicti there can be no crime"“In every

prosecution for crime it is necessary to establish the “corpus delecti”, i.e., the body

or elements of the crime.” People v. Lopez, 62 Ca.Rptr. 47, 254 C.A.2d 185. 

"In every criminal trial, the prosecution must prove the corpus delecti, or the body

of the crime itself-i.e., the fact of injury, loss or harm, and the existence of a criminal

agency as its cause. " People v. Sapp, 73 P.3d 433, 467 (Cal. 2003) [quoting People v.

Alvarez, (2002) 27 Cal.4th 1161, 1168-1169, 119 Cal.Rptr.2d 903, 46 P.3d 372.].

"As a general principal, standing to invoke the judicial process requires an actual

justiciable controversy as to which the complainant has a real interest in the

ultimate adjudication because he or she has either suffered or is about to suffer an

injury. " People v. Superior Court, 126 Cal.Rptr.2d 793.

“Without standing, there is no actual or justiciable controversy, and courts will not

entertain such cases. (3 Witlen, Cal. Procedure (3rd ed. 1985) Actions § 44, pp

70-72.) “Typically, … the standing inquiry requires careful judicial examination of a

complaint’s allegations to ascertain whether the particular plaintiff is entitled to an

adjudication of the particular claims asserted. ” (Allen v. Wright, (1984) 468 U.S. 737,

752…Whether one has standing in a particular case generally revolved around the

question whether that person has rights that may suffer some injury, actual or

threatened. ” Clifford S. v. Superior Court, 45 Cal.Rptr.2d 333, 335.

SEVEN ELEMENTS OF JURISDICTION:

1. The accused must be properly identified, identified in such a fashion there is no

room for mistaken identity. The individual must be singled out from all others;

otherwise, anyone could be subject to arrest and trial without benefit of "wrong

party" defense. Almost always, the means of identification is a person's proper

name, BUT ANY MEANS OF IDENTIFICATION IS EQUALLY VALID IF SAID MEANS

DIFFERENTIATES THE ACCUSED WITHOUT DOUBT. (There is no constitutionally

valid requirement you must identify yourself, see 4th Amendment; also see, Brown

vs. Texas, 443 US 47 and Kolender v. Lawson 461 US 352.)

2. The statute of offense must be identified by its proper or common name. A

number is insufficient. Today, a citizen may stand in jeopardy of criminal sanctions

for alleged violation of statutes, regulations, or even low-level bureaucratic orders

(example: colorado National Monument Superintendent's Orders regarding an

unleashed dog or a dog defecating on a trail). If a number were to be deemed

sufficient, government could bring new and different charges at any time by



alleging clerical error. For any act to be triable as an offense, it must be declared to

be a crime. Charges must negate any exception forming part of the statutory

definition of an offense, by affirmative non-applicability. In other words, any charge

must affirmatively negate any exception found in the law.

3. The acts of alleged offense must be described in non-prejudicial language and

detail so as to enable a person of average intelligence to understand nature of

charge (to enable preparation of defense); the actual act or acts constituting the

offense complained of. The charge must not be described by parroting the statute;

not by the language of same. The naming of the acts of the offense describes a

specific offense whereas the verbiage of a statute describes only a general class

of offense. Facts must be stated. Conclusions cannot be considered in the

determination of probable cause.

4. The accuser must be named. He/she may be an officer or a third party, but

some positively identifiable person (human being) must accuse; some certain

person must take responsibility for the making of the accusation, not an agency or

an institution. This is the only valid means by which a citizen may begin to face his

accuser. Also, the injured party (corpus delicti) must make the accusation. Hearsay

evidence may not be provided. Anyone else testifying that they heard that another

party was injured does not qualify as direct evidence.

5. The accusation must be made under penalty of perjury. If perjury cannot reach

the accuser, there is no accusation. Otherwise, anyone may accuse another falsely

without risk.

6. To comply with the five elements above, that is for the accusation to be valid, the

accused must be accorded due process. Accuser must have complied with law,

procedure and form in bringing the charge. This includes court-determined

probable cause, summons and notice procedure. If lawful process may be

abrogated in placing a citizen in jeopardy, then any means may be utilized to

deprive a man of his freedom, and all dissent may be stifled by utilization of

defective process.

"The essential elements of due process are notice and an opportunity to defend.

“Simon v. Craft, 182 US 427.

"one is not entitled to protection unless he has reasonable cause to apprehend

danger from a direct answer. The mere assertion of a privilege does not immunize

him; the court must determine whether his refusal is justified, and may require that

he is mistaken in his refusal. “Hoffman v. United States, 341 U.S. 479 (1951)

7. The court must be one of competent jurisdiction. To have valid process, the

tribunal must be a creature of its constitution, in accord with the law of its creation,

i.e., Article III judge.

Lacking any of the seven elements or portions thereof, (unless waived, intentionally



or unintentionally) all designed to ensure against further prosecution (double

jeopardy); it is the defendant's duty to inform the court of facts alleged for

determination of sufficiency to support conviction, should one be obtained.

Otherwise, there is no lawful notice, and charge must be dismissed for failure to

state an offense. Without lawful notice, there is no personal jurisdiction and all

proceedings prior to filing of a proper trial document in compliance with the seven

elements is void. A lawful act is always legal but many legal acts by government

are often unlawful. Most bureaucrats lack elementary knowledge and incentive to

comply with the mandates of constitutional due process. They will make mistakes.

Numbers beyond count have been convicted without benefit of governmental

adherence to these seven elements. Today, informations are being filed and

prosecuted by "accepted practice" rather than due process of law.

Jurisdiction, once challenged, is to be proven, not by the court, but by the party

attempting to assert jurisdiction. The burden of proof of jurisdiction lies with the

asserter. The court is only to rule on the sufficiency of the proof tendered. See,

“McNutt v. General Motors Acceptance Corp, 298 U.S. 178 (1936). The origins of this

doctrine of law may be found in “MAXFIELD v. LEVY, 4 U.S. 330 (1797), 4 U.S. 330

(Dall.) 2 Dall. 381 2 U.S. 381 1 L.Ed. 424

NO VICTIM.. NO CRIME!!!!

e 3 people like this - Bradley Traceluv Tyers, Dylan Kabraky Hattingh, Philip

MacGeoghegan

Sunday 22 December 2013

Dagga Movement 22 December 2013 12:03PM         g

Santa was stoned at xmas...

http://youtu.be/mgmKxMdtXcU

I though there wasnt enought Kevin bloody Wilson songs so I uploaded more.

Enjoy and comment.

Kevin Bloody Wilson - Santa Was Stoned: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 22 December 2013 01:12PM         d

Yo guys, I have one of the Agung Buddy smokeless pipes but does anyone know how to operate this

heavy piece of machinery? Weed goes in the tip and you light it up or what? All I taste is butane fumes.

What the heck am I doing wrong?



f 4 comments

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
google it how to
22 December 2013 02:01PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
lol I have but it's pretty unclear.
22 December 2013 02:23PM

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
stuff the weed in and test it by blowin air where you've put the weed if air is

blown out its okay o and try filling it till t reaches the holes at the end where you

light
22 December 2013 03:11PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
No one?
22 December 2013 01:44PM

Dagga Movement
lol I have but it's pretty unclear.
22 December 2013 02:23PM

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
stuff the weed in and test it by blowin air where you've put the weed if air is

blown out its okay o and try filling it till t reaches the holes at the end where you

light
22 December 2013 03:11PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

e 1 person likes this - William Holmes

Mickey Dangerez > Dagga Movement 22 December 2013 01:48PM         g

Loving the fact so many friends LIKE the movement. It's time to break stigma surrounding dagga. LIKE

the Dagga Movement page and learn the truth about a safer drug than alcohol and tobacco for adults.

Dagga was first outlawed in South Africa in 1870 to control Indian workers in KwaZulu-Natal (Dagga is a

traditional herb of the Hindu faith). By 1911 dagga was outlawed for all Africans except mine workers

and by 1925 the exception was revoked to control and oppress the members of the newly formed

National Union of Mine workers (NUM). Effectively doing so by making Dagga illegal. The oppressive

racist State disrupted the economic well being and culture of indigenous people.



http://dagga.info

Dagga is a healthy lifestyle, not a drug.

Dagga is a way of life, not a crime.

Dagga Movement Community Knowledge Database Est 15 April 2013

http://goo.gl/YJ9p2

[Kimberley Marijuana Movement]

Additionally residents of Kimberley, Northern Cape, South Africa should joint the

follo...

Dagga Movement: https://www.facebook.com/DaggaMovement?ref=stream

e 2 people like this - Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Refilwe Thato Molotsi

Tuesday 24 December 2013

Dagga Movement 24 December 2013 03:54PM mobile        b

Mpumalanga couple nabbed for dagga in swaziland

www.observer.org.sz/index.php?news=57262

Dagga Movement 24 December 2013 07:22PM         g

A war on cannabis is a war on nature. A war on nature is a war on humanity. Enough is enough. Time to

free the leaf. - Mathew

Timeline Photos: Understand that this is not a war on cannabis but a war on you! —

with Paul Zenone.

e 2 people like this - Carvern Jacobs, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli

Dagga Movement 24 December 2013 09:09PM         g

Timeline Photos: a beauiful christmas story :) — with Juhász László and 25 others.

e 2 people like this - Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli, Thabang Ntonyane



Dagga Movement 24 December 2013 09:17PM         g

Vaped this shit out of this room. :D I mean I would.

Timeline Photos: Look at what room we're in tho.

http://www.lmaobruh.com/p/5479

e 9 people like this - Alex Daniel Csont, Dagga Movement, Eddie T J Naylor, Gerd

Bader, Jasmin Cassidy Swanepoel, Joshua Lamoreaux, Ndumiso Marcus

Garvey Mgoduka, Phumzile Liwane, Thobile Owethu Mabuza

Dagga Movement 24 December 2013 11:55PM         d

Happy Smoking Festive 2013!!!

f 1 comment

Alexander Joubert
santa smoke that
29 December 2013 07:16PM

e 6 people like this - Alexander Joubert, Beverly Stevens, Donald Matodzi Livhalani Dml, Henry

Thamie Mngomezulu, John Mc Fires, Phumzile Liwane

Wednesday 25 December 2013

Dagga Movement 25 December 2013 01:04AM         g

Uruguay's neighbors now considering legalization of dagga

http://www.globalpost.com/dispatch/news/regions/americas/131222/latin-america-uruguay-argenti

na-marijuana-legalization



The taboo is broken: Argentina's new anti-drug czar says the country ‘deserves’

the debate, while Chile's new president could ease marijuana laws.

Uruguay's neighbors now considering legalization of pot: www.globalpost.com

e 2 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Dagga Movement

Unknown > Dagga Movement 25 December 2013 02:49AM         f

The Dagga Party needs 185 more VALID signatures of REGISTERED VOTERS (only) to be in the 2014

Elections. This is a last call for all who support the legalisation of cannabis for the public benefit to put

their signatures toward a sustainable future.

Please download this form, sign it, get some friends and family to sign, and then post it to Iqela

Lentsango, PO Box 5396, Tygervalley, 7536.

The future depends on YOU. This must be dealt with as a matter of PRIORITY, please. Time is seriously

running out.

Please share. Thank you.

http://www.daggaparty.org/party%20reg.pdf

e 2 people like this - Bhav Wooz, Monique Campher

Dagga Movement 25 December 2013 11:29AM         d

Bho bho bho mary xrossmas and happy holiblaze

e 8 people like this - Alexander Joubert, Arc Zilla, Clinton Lezar,

Graffton Jurd, Nozey Mthethwa, Phumzile Liwane, Teedoo

StayChillin Vika, Vusi Cammy

Friday 27 December 2013

Dagga Movement 27 December 2013 04:50PM         d



Sunday 29 December 2013

El Cannabino Mac'Pik > Dagga Movement 29 December 2013 07:08AM         g

http://m.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fmaphikekamohelo.podomatic.com%2Fentry%2F2013-

12-28T00_21_26-08_00&h=oAQEEllY-&s=1

Here's a link for all marijuana smoking house heads....the Weed Activism Continues....

The Weed activism continues.......... A big thank you from The WEED AQTIVISTS

Clan to Carlo_Da_Italian{Deep Satisfactory} for pushing the activism to new heights

with his Guest Mix.... The WEED ACTIVISM still continues...

_The First Joint of SKUNK(herb will change your life) Guest Mix By Carlo_Da_I...:

maphikekamohelo.podomatic.com



Dagga Movement 29 December 2013 09:13AM         g

Ma Baker

hilarious !!!!!!!

Timeline Photos: The craziest conspiracy memes ever coughed up on the internet.

- see all pictures:  http://bit.ly/1fRlHJi

e 6 people like this - Bobby Greenhash, Clinton Lezar, Gerd Bader, Gerrie De

Jager, John Mc Fires, Kristal Kruser

Monday 30 December 2013

Unknown > Dagga Movement 30 December 2013 09:58AM         f

Dagga Party APPEAL FOR SIGNATURE UPDATE:

We now only need (only) 140 more valid signatures for the Dagga Party to make HISTORY and register

nationally for Elections 2014. The forms are ready to go.l

The signatures are coming in well, but let's have a BIG push before the New Year is in.

Please download this form, print it out, and get all your registered voter friends to sign (with their REAL

ID number).

When you have the Signatures, you can post it snail mail to IQELA LENTSANGO, PO Box 5396,

Tygervalley, 7536.

This is vital activism at this time, so I ask all the Dagga Party supporters to mobilise on this. and SHARE.

Thanks

http://www.daggaparty.org/party%20reg.pdf

e 4 people like this - Charl Julies, Ian D. Samson, Monde Phicon Mdodana, Seymour Nofir

f 1 comment

McGyver Shotta
"By far the greatest wrong which the departing colonialists inflicted on us, and which we

now continue to inflict on ourselves in our present state of disunity, was to leave us

divided into economically unviable States which bear no possibility of real

development...."-Nkwame Nkrumah-
30 December 2013 10:43AM



Dagga Movement 30 December 2013 12:47PM         g

Prohibition a failure, propaganda a lie. Free the leaf!

Hey drunkard here's some water and condoms just dont let us catch you smoking a dagga zol and

chilling instead or we will put your ass in jail. What a joke?

The public is urged to submit their comment regarding the National Liquor Norms

and Standards.

Free water and condoms for binge drinkers: ewn.co.za

e 3 people like this - Candice Potgieter, Phumzile Liwane, Sean Palmer

Tuesday 31 December 2013

Dagga Movement 31 December 2013 05:59AM         d

Dagga Movement 31 December 2013 07:34AM         g

Timeline Photos: Stoner's Mind.

- www.MotherHempProducts.com — with Kayla Daisy Fenton and 5 others.

e 3 people like this - Bhav Wooz, Johan Botha, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana

Luthuli

Dagga Movement 31 December 2013 08:19AM         g

Wco



November 1st, 2013, DALLAS - A year after Colorado defied the federal

government by declaring recreational marijuana legal, voters will decide on an

appropriate tax.Next Tuesday, citizens of the state will decide if a 15% excise tax

from the sale of pot will fund school construction. An additional 1...

Will Colorado voters decide to tax pot at 25%?: thelibertarianrepublic.com

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 31 December 2013 08:20AM         g

Wco

Cathy O'Brien About Cannabis / Marijuana Helps You To Get Out Of The Matrix

Cannabis / Marijuana Screws Up The Brainwashing And Open Back Your Free

Thoughts

MARIJUANA STOPS THE MIND CONTROL PROGRAMMING: www.youtube.com

f 1 comment

Unknown
this is actually a Big Big reason why they persecute Ganja so
1 January 2014 04:12AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 31 December 2013 02:34PM         g

Drug addicts turn to crime to fuel their habit - Police Minister, Nathi Mthethwa

http://www.enca.com/south-africa/illegal-drug-trade-booming-kzn-towns

Police Minister, Nathi Mthethwa, was bombarded by complaints from communities

in Richard's Bay where he visited a taxi rank there yesterday.

Illegal drug trade booming in KZN towns | eNCA: www.enca.com

e 2 people like this - Gerrie De Jager, Johan Botha

f 1 comment

Leon Raulstone
RoFL, yet the Police are bigger criminals lately than anybody else.
31 December 2013 05:10PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Wednesday 1 January 2014

Dagga Movement 1 January 2014 10:57AM         g

Caffeine is one of the oldest and most common drugs around. Dagga now safer than Starbucks Coffee!



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xngUYiht-hE

Caffeine is one of the oldest and most common drugs around. Whether it be

coffee, tea, energy drinks, or chocolate--most of us turn to it for an extra boost....

Is Caffeine Making Us Crazy?: www.youtube.com

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
http://www.livescience.com/34765-coffee-drinking-is-mental-disord

er-dsm.html
1 January 2014 11:03AM

Dagga Movement 1 January 2014 04:10PM         g

Retailers roll joints as dagga becomes legal in Colorado

http://www.timeslive.co.za/lifestyle/2014/01/01/retailers-roll-joints-as-dagga-becomes-legal-in-col

orado

Proprietors of the first marijuana retailers licensed to sell pot for recreational use in Colorado were

busy rolling joints and stocking up their leafy merchandise ahead of a grand opening on Wednesday

that marks a new chapter in America's drug culture.

Retailers roll joints as dagga becomes legal in Colorado: www.timeslive.co.za

e 2 people like this - Martin SpaceRocker, Paul Hagg

f 1 comment

Paul Hagg
Hier gaan ons seker eers oor 20jaar wakker skrik......eish mara why?
1 January 2014 05:09PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 1 January 2014 04:12PM         g

Cathy O'Brien About Cannabis / Marijuana Helps You To Get Out Of The Matrix

Cannabis / Marijuana Screws Up The Brainwashing And Open Back Your Free

Thoughts

MARIJUANA STOPS THE MIND CONTROL PROGRAMMING: www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Ivan Schoultz



Dagga Movement 1 January 2014 04:26PM         d

Dagga Movement 1 January 2014 05:36PM         g

It's Not Just A Plant - A Documentary By Kain Derrick

http://youtu.be/9fXMURF4c1g

Follow me on a 10 Minute Adventure into the world of Medical Marijuana. My name

is Kain Derrick, I'm a 22 year old film maker in the field of the Cannabis Cu...

It's Not Just A Plant - A Documentary By Kain Derrick: www.youtube.com

Thursday 2 January 2014

Dagga Movement 2 January 2014 08:27AM         g

Timeline Photos: With Gary D. Shaw and 33 others.

e 11 people like this - Ashley Simon, Bradley Traceluv Tyers, Branden Putter,

Caroline Thord-Gray, Joe Daly, Johan Botha, Joshua Lamoreaux, Phumzile



Liwane, Ruth Jakeman, SlwaneArts And Crafts, Todor Zeitgeist Novakov

Dagga Movement 2 January 2014 08:31AM         g

Dagga en Dop. Die een is wettig, die ander nie. Binnekort is dagga weier wettig in die VSA.

Vergeet maar van groot belastinginkomste uit dagga . Dop word swaar belas en die middelklas  stook

nie self mampoer om die belasting te ontduik nie. Snobwaarde kleef aan dop. Dis enkelmalt whiskey ,

dis R200 n bottel rooiwyn. Brousels en dagga is vir die armes.

Die ryk kinders van die middelklas daag gesag uit deur dagga te score.Die Koos Kombuise se

boodskap is: Ons is nou wel bevoorreg maar ons voel vir die armes. Solidariteit. Fok die Ore.

Die legendariese  dronklap, Charles Bukowsksi, se groot klagte teen dagga was die zolkoppe se

vreedsame gegiggel. Nee,  dop liewer , manne,  en baklei lekker.

Deesdae is tabak verfoei as verslawend. Dagga is  glo minder verslawend maar net soos nikotien word

die dwelm deur die longe gelewer. Dis onduidelik of dagga met  emfeseem en longkanker verbind kan

word. Miskien kan die groot koekiebakkers soos Bakers dagga via die maag versprei. Wat van dagga

saam met die hawermout en mieliepap ? Ag nee wat. Daar ontluister jy nou vir dagga toetentaal.

Destyds was die bekom van kondome n groot probleem vir jagse klonge. Deesdae is kondome gratis

en Pieter Dirk Uys  rol hulle voor skoolkinders oor n babana af .  Weg is die hele mistiek en alure.

Dop word bevorder deur Groot Geld . Veral die gedrag van die jeug word  deur reklame manipuleer.

Bendes floreer op dwelmgeld. Dagga skop te effentjies. Tik , Coke,Heroi”n, Mandrax is eitlik die

geldmakers vir die harde manne.

Intussen maak dit sin om daggaverbruik te ontkriminaliseer en drankreklame te verbied. Vir elke

Bukowski is daar  miljoene drankwrakke.Gee die feite.Neem weg die druk en laat die gewone mens self

besluit. - Ben van Bruggen

http://blogs.litnet.co.za/benvanbruggen/2014/01/01/dagga

Dagga en Dop. Die een is wettig, die ander nie. Binnekort is dagga weier wettig in

die VSA. Vergeet maar van groot belastinginkomste uit dagga . Dop word swaar

belas en die middelklas  stook nie self mampoer om die belasting te ontduik nie.

Snobwaarde kleef aan dop. Dis enkelmalt whiskey , dis R200…

Dagga: blogs.litnet.co.za



Dagga Movement 2 January 2014 08:50AM         b

Guys! Cape Town spoiled me! Now the weed in my hometown is shit at the moment. :D 

Kimberlites Unite!

~ MickeyD

e 3 people like this - Jeremy David Acton, Kim PsyPixii Lopes, Muavha M Manyatshe

f 4 comments

Trevor 'malone' Shongwe
Kimberly Swazi outdoors is coming your way asap....
2 January 2014 11:53AM

Jeremy David Acton
Outdoor in Kimberley would be killer stuff too.
2 January 2014 09:24AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
This I want to do! It's my dream.
2 January 2014 09:32AM

Beverly Stevens
...Durban`s still the #1 center for outdoor, au naturelle. P, p & p :)
2 January 2014 09:13AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Bobby Greenhash
You must teach those okes to grow indoor!
2 January 2014 08:55AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Jason Jay
Grow your own. Makes you smile.
2 January 2014 09:41AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Bobby I think most of the sellers here get their goods from Lesotho via

Bloemfontein.
2 January 2014 09:33AM

Dagga Movement 2 January 2014 09:15AM         d



Dagga Movement 2 January 2014 04:32PM         g

7 Recreational Drugs That Are Perfectly Legal

http://fusion.net/justice/story/recreational-drugs-legal-ready-abused-kidding-15439

Americans are well-known for their illegal drugs: locking people up for them,

fearing them and, most of all, using them. But there are lots of legal drugs that we

use to unwind at the end of a hard day's work.



7 Recreational Drugs That Are Perfectly Legal: fusion.net

f 1 comment

Paul Hagg
A Swazi & Black Lable. Hell ya.
2 January 2014 06:38PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 2 January 2014 07:33PM         g

Dagga legalization map of the USA

Timeline Photos: [GRAPHIC] Marijuana in the US... see which states have legalised it.

Picture: AFP. Read more at http://bit.ly/1lCzfcQ

e 1 person likes this - David Danzinger

Dagga Movement 2 January 2014 07:58PM         d



Friday 3 January 2014

Dagga Movement 3 January 2014 05:55AM         g

Dolphin’s getting stoned, this is the consensus of a new documentary from the

BBC called “Dolphins: A Spy in the Pod.” Dolphins get high on puffer fish. It is n

Dolphins get stoned on puffer fish toxin: BBC film shows dolphins drug seeking?:

www.examiner.com

Dagga Movement 3 January 2014 06:19AM         g

Wco

Cannabis may provide a cure for colon cancer, according to a new National

Institute of Health study.

New Study: Cannabis Can Kill Colon Cancer Cells: thejointblog.com

Dagga Movement 3 January 2014 06:25AM         g

Wco

A pharmaceutical company in the United Kingdom, specializing in the research and

development of pot-based drugs, recently obtained early approval on a patent

covering two specific cannabinoids found in marijuana to be used as treatment for

brain cancer.

Drug Maker Secures Patent on THC and CBD as Cancer Treatment:

www.hightimes.com

e 2 people like this - Bradley Traceluv Tyers, Paul Hagg

f 1 comment

Paul Hagg
And can u believe that in todays world people still wanna tell me

'dagga' kills yr brain cells....hahaha
3 January 2014 06:54AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 3 January 2014 06:29AM         g

Wco



Check us out Bong Zone! <3

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=490299647702427&id=49029063103

6662&aid=1073741828

e 2 people like this - Khutjo Slovar, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 3 January 2014 08:27AM         g

wco

We count down the reasons why 2013 will be remembered in cannabis research

history

Biggest Medical Marijuana Breakthroughs of 2013 - Leaf Science:

www.leafscience.com

Dagga Movement 3 January 2014 10:29AM         g

An article circulating online today states that 37 people died in Colorado on the first

day of of marijuana legalization. Is this true or false? Sponsored links The article is

satire. The story was published by The Daily Currant, a satirical website, on January

4, 2014. The fictitious article “quote...

Did 37 Die in Colorado on First Day of Marijuana Legalization? - wafflesatnoon.com:

wafflesatnoon.com

Dagga Movement 3 January 2014 10:33AM         g

wco

Two INSERM research teams led by Pier Vincenzo Piazza and Giovanni Marsicano

(INSERM Unit 862 'Neurocentre Magendie' in Bordeaux) recently discovered that

pregnenolone, a molecule produced by the brain, acts as a natural defence

mechanism against the harmful effects of cannabis in animals. Pregnenol...

Molecule discovered that protects the brain from cannabis intoxication:

medicalxpress.com

Dagga Movement 3 January 2014 12:24PM         g

Legal Retail Marijuana Sales Begin in Colorado {Video}



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vcrA26ixBME

Legal retail sales of pot began in Colorado on Wednesday. Shops limited the

amount of marijuana each customer could buy amid concerns of enough supply.

Conce...

Legal Retail Marijuana Sales Begin in Colorado: www.youtube.com

e 2 people like this - Ivan Schoultz, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli

Dagga Movement 3 January 2014 12:28PM         b

They interviewed the mayor of Denver, Colorado last night and he commented that they use the tax

revenue of legal dagga to fix infrastructure in his town, he said you won't find any pot-holes in our town!

- WalterL

e 1 person likes this - Andile Mtimande

f 1 comment

Gerd Bader
Zuma and etolls should do a waki waki
3 January 2014 02:48PM

Dagga Movement 3 January 2014 12:46PM         b

You just have to ask yourself. if my kid were caught with weed, would I want it to be quality controlled

in an environment that allows for treatment/help without stigmatisation or would do you want them to

score from drug dealers in a world that will consider them a criminal? - Buzz (Below The Lion)

e 4 people like this - Bradley Fourie, Dries Van Tonder, Jeremy David Acton, Johan Botha

Dagga Movement 3 January 2014 01:19PM         g

Dagga Overdoses Kill 37 in Colorado On First Day of Legalization NOT :D

http://dailycurrant.com/2014/01/02/marijuana-overdoses-kill-37-in-colorado-on-first-day-of-legaliza

tion/

Colorado is reconsidering its decision to legalize recreational pot following the

deaths of dozens due to marijuana overdoses. According to a report in the Rocky

Mountain News, 37 people were killed across the state on January 1st, the first day

the drug became legal for all adults to ...

Marijuana Overdoses Kill 37 in Colorado On First Day of Legalization:

dailycurrant.com

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



f 3 comments

Bobby Greenhash
Right. I am gonna be sure to download files and files of crap onto their

servers.
3 January 2014 02:33PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Jehremy Girling

Dagga Movement
cant agree more, but if you read the article you will see its satire,

written by some does that thinks he is funny. but in reality its

damaging.
3 January 2014 02:32PM

e 2 people like this - Bobby Greenhash, Ivan Schoultz

Bobby Greenhash
What a crock of shit! Its crap like this that old Harry A started that

cause the shit.
3 January 2014 02:30PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 3 January 2014 02:00PM         b

US foreign policy expert Brookes Spector explained how it is now possible to legally sell and buy

dagga in the US state of Colorado. - 702 Midday Report {43mb Audio}

http://www.pod567.co.za/podcast/middayreport/20140102BESTMR.mp3

e 3 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Johan Botha, Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
for about a minute or two...

I will edit and upload a smaller version...
3 January 2014 02:14PM

Dagga Movement
30 Minutes in...
3 January 2014 02:11PM

Saturday 4 January 2014

Dagga Movement 4 January 2014 12:32AM mobile        b

HIGH police presence at 'cocaine' beaches. Of course their high...

http://m.news24.com/news24/SouthAfrica/News/High-police-presence-at-cocaine-beaches-201401

03



Dagga Movement 4 January 2014 11:07AM         g

Timeline Photos:

http://cannabisnowmagazine.com/current-events/buying-legal-marijuana-on-ne

w-years-day

e 7 people like this - Dagga Movement, Kristal Kruser, Luke Kriel, Maggi Newton,

Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli, RuBy Jordaan, Ruth Jakeman

Dagga Movement 4 January 2014 11:43AM         b

Its a frustrations when @GunsiteSA forum mods view dagga activism as promoting an illegal activity...

Just because something is illegal does not justify the law nor forum rules..

Dagga Movement 4 January 2014 01:19PM         b

This is a decentralised, people's revolution, run by the people, or it will be nothing but a logo that

doesn’t get votes.

Your future is your choice. - Jeremy David Acton, Leader of Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South

Africa

e 3 people like this - Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Pierre Gorden Le Roux, William Holmes

Dagga Movement 4 January 2014 03:56PM         b

ExDaggafarian Graham Hancock - The War on Consciousness BANNED TED TALK 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y0c5nIvJH7w

Dagga Movement 4 January 2014 09:07PM         d
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Tribute to Colorado's new Cannabis Law's 

The opening to "Pineapple Express". I do not own any rights to this movie.

http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=4fc_1388677821

Pineapple Express '. I do not own any rights to this movie.

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0910936/

LiveLeak.com - Tribute to Colorado's new Cannabis Law's: www.liveleak.com

Dagga Movement 4 January 2014 10:17PM         g

Weedkiller; UK Police aren't afraid to use it...



Greater Manchester Police is promising to blight cannabis crops and weed out and

imprison the criminals that sow fear and misery by setting up cannabis farms in

local communities across the county. Under Operation Broadley that involves all

six forces in the North West officers are stepping up the f...

Putting Cannabis Farmers Out of Business: www.flickr.com

Sunday 5 January 2014

Dagga Movement 5 January 2014 02:21PM         g

What munchies is the best to beat the biggest case of munchies you have ever had?

Timeline Photos: Colorado Crop Circle

e 6 people like this - Alex Daniel Csont, Bhav Wooz, Duma Dave Nkosi, Janine

Jane Williams, Kristal Kruser, Phumzile Liwane

f 3 comments

Duma Dave Nkosi
chicken licken hot wings fo sho
6 January 2014 10:16PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Johnno Graphdevigner Church
Chicken wings bru....Duma Dave Nkosi
6 January 2014 09:32PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Duma Dave Nkosi

Pierre Gorden Le Roux
Ina Serious case of munchies...a shit load of 2min noodles
5 January 2014 05:36PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 5 January 2014 09:28PM         g

New York ready to ease cannabis laws

Dagga could be legalised for medical use in New York state under plans drawn up by the governor 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/northamerica/usa/10551435/New-York-ready-to-eas

e-cannabis-laws.html



New York is ready to to become the latest American state to ease its laws on

cannabis

New York ready to ease cannabis laws - Telegraph: www.telegraph.co.uk

Dagga Movement 5 January 2014 09:32PM         g

The possibility of removing the criminal element from the cannabis trade – a drug that is a lot less

dangerous than others – is the answer to 50 years of repeating the same strategies with no results -

The former director of the Peruvian National Drug Control Commission, Ricardo Soberon

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/asia/as-cannabis-is-widely-legalised-china-cashes-in-o

n-an-unprecedented-boom-9039191.html

Almost 5,000 years ago, Chinese physicians recommended a tea made from

cannabis leaves to treat a wide variety of conditions including gout and malaria.

Today, as the global market for marijuana experiences an unprecedented boom

after being widely legalised, it is China that again appears to have se...

As cannabis is widely legalised, China cashes in on an unprecedented boom:

www.independent.co.uk

f 1 comment

John Ward
Screw Chinese weed!
6 January 2014 03:41PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Monday 6 January 2014

Dagga Movement 6 January 2014 08:20PM         d
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Wanneer is dagga dagga? deur Gustaf Pienaar

In hierdie rubriek skryf advokaat Gustaf Pienaar oor hofsake wat hierdie betrokke week in die nuus was.

Die jaartal maak nie saak nie. Hierdie almanak is ’n tydmasjien wat heen en weer deur die

regsgeskiedenis wip.

Dit lyk my as jy 'n polisieman is met jare se ervaring van die streke van daggasmokkelaars, is dit in

sigself nie genoeg om 'n hof te oortuig dat dagga dagga is nie.

Vandeesweek se storie het begin by 'n padblokkade wat die polisie gedurende die nag van 8 Januarie

1983 by Robertson opgestel het. Omtrent halftwee die oggend het 'n motor die padblokkade vanuit

Worcester se rigting genader. Toe die motor sowat 300 treë van die blokkade was, het dit skielik

omgedraai en weggejaag. Die polisie se agterdog is gewek, en die motor is agternagesit. Na 'n jaagtog

van 20 km het die motor wat die agterdog gewek het, onklaar geraak. Net voordat dit tot stilstand

gekom het, is 'n geel plastieksak by die venster uitgeslinger. By nadere ondersoek het die polisieman

wat die plastieksak gaan optel het, ontdek dat dit tien pakke dagga bevat het. Die bestuurder van die

motor, ene Abraham Kaptein, is saam met die ander insittendes weens handel in dagga in hegtenis

geneem.

Tydens hul verhoor het hul prokureur dit betwis dat die geel plastieksak dagga bevat het. Die staat het

toe 'n monster van die dagga vir ontleding gestuur, en hoewel die forensiese laboratorium bevind het

dat die monster bo enige twyfel dagga was, het daar 'n deurmekaarspul met die betrokke monster en

ander soortgelyke monsters ingetree, sodat daar lateraan nie meer met sekerheid bepaal kon word of

die monster wat deur die laboratorium ontleed is, inderdaad van die geel plastieksak afkomstig was nie.

Nou moes die staat op die twee polisiemanne se getuienis alleen staatmaak. Die een het soos volg

getuig: "Ek het by die toneel een pak oopgemaak en gesien dat dit wel dagga is. Ek ken dagga. Ek het

14 jaar diens. Ek het aan die pit en blaar geweet dis dagga."

Ook die ander polisieman het getuig dat hy ná sewe jaar diens in die mag geen twyfel het dat dagga

dagga is nie.

Maar die kruisverhoor van die beskuldigde se prokureur was vernietigend. Die kruisverhoor van die

eerste polisieman het soos volg verloop:

Vraag :  Het u enige opleiding in die herkenning van cannabis? [Dis nou die geleerde naam vir dagga.]

Antwoord: Nee, net my ondervinding met jare in die polisie.

Vraag:   Pit van dagga, hoe verskil dit van pit van wilde dagga?

Antwoord: Kan nie sê nie.

Vraag:   En droë blare?



Antwoord: Kan nie sê nie.

Vraag:   Weet u watter toets gedoen moet word om vas te stel of dit cannabis is?

Antwoord: Nee.

Die ander polisieman het ook met soortgelyke ondervraging lelik kleigetrap.

Die landdros was egter tevrede met die polisiemanne se antwoorde en Kaptein en sy makkers is

skuldig bevind, soos aangekla.

Op hersiening het regter Broeksma egter bevind dat die landdros gefouteer het deur die getuienis van

die polisiemanne dat die inhoud van die geel plastieksak dagga was, te aanvaar. Die regter was van

mening dat die polisiemanne geen bevredigende verduideliking gegee het waarom hul van mening

was dat die inhoud van die sakke inderdaad dagga was nie. Niks is gesê van, byvoorbeeld, die kleur,

reuk en voorkoms van die plantmateriaal in die sak nie.

Kaptein en sy makkers se skuldigbevinding is ter syde gestel en die regter het gelas dat die griffier van

die hof 'n telegram na die gevangenis op Robertson moet stuur om Kaptein en kie te laat loop.1

O ja – net gou die vraag waarom hulle voor die padblokkade omgedraai en weggejaag het, as hul nie

dagga in hul besit gehad het nie. Eenvoudig: die polisie het gesteelde vleis in die kattebak van die

motor ontdek, en die verdagtes het verduidelik dat dit veiliger was om die hasepad te kies toe hulle die

blou ligte van die polisiemotor by die padblokkade sien.

http://www.litnet.co.za/Article/2014-jan-wanneer-is-dagga-dagga

“Dit lyk my as jy 'n polisieman is met jare se ervaring van die streke van

daggasmokkelaars, is dit in sigself nie genoeg om 'n hof te oortuig dat dagga

dagga is nie.”

Wanneer is dagga dagga? - Gustaf Pienaar | LitNet: www.litnet.co.za

Dagga Movement 6 January 2014 08:26PM         g

Wild dagga as good as DEET for repelling mosquitos, says Durban Tech team

http://www.htxt.co.za/2014/01/06/natural-mosquito-repellents-good-deet-says-durban-tech-team/

Cannabis-like plant deters biting insects and could prevent spread of malaria.

'Wild dagga' as good as DEET for repelling mosquitos, says Durban Tech team -:

www.htxt.co.za
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Scientists discover hormone that blocks marijuana buzz. Seriously don't mess with my high. It's like

giving decaf coffee to a die hard caffeine addict. Why in the world? Unless for people who don't like

the high. 

http://www.timeslive.co.za/lifestyle/article10690896.ece

A naturally occurring hormone acts as spontaneous defense in the brain against

the high caused by marijuana and could be useful in preventing addiction,

researchers said Thursday.

Scientists discover hormone that blocks marijuana buzz: www.timeslive.co.za

Dagga Movement 6 January 2014 08:31PM         g

It's cruel to deny cannabis to the terminally ill

http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/jan/06/cannabis-nsw-terminally-ill

John Kaye: Last year, NSW's minister for health rejected recommendations that

cannabis should be decriminalised for those in pain at the end of their lives. But the

fight isn't over yet

It's cruel to deny cannabis to the terminally ill | John Kaye: www.theguardian.com

e 1 person likes this - Alfred Sissing

Dagga Movement 6 January 2014 08:33PM         g

It Is Immoral to Cage Humans for Smoking Marijuana

http://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2014/01/it-is-immoral-to-cage-humans-for-smoking-m

arijuana/282830/

That's why Colorado and Washington have the most moral drug laws in America

right now.

It Is Immoral to Cage Humans for Smoking Marijuana: www.theatlantic.com

Dagga Movement 6 January 2014 08:35PM         g

Colorado toddler hospitalized after ingesting marijuana cookie found outside after parent left 2 year old



unattended

http://www.foxnews.com/us/2014/01/05/colorado-toddler-hospitalized-after-ingesting-marijuana/

Days after Colorado became the first state to legalize the recreational use of

marijuana, police in a town just north of Denver are investigating how a toddler was

hospitalized after ingesting the drug.

Colorado toddler hospitalized after ingesting marijuana: www.foxnews.com

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
New head line: toddler 2 hospitalised after mother left toddler alone.

Dont blame weed blame the mother for not been a fit mother
11 January 2014 12:36PM

Leon Raulstone
Nothing fox news can ever be taken as credible.
11 January 2014 12:23PM

Tuesday 7 January 2014

Dagga Movement 7 January 2014 08:54AM         g

Colorado sold R10 Million worth of dagga generating R2.9 Million in taxes for schools and other

infrastructures. Time to talk about this...

Timeline Photos: And now New York is gearing up to loosen its marijuana laws!

2014, you're looking all kinds of awesome. Keep it up!

#legalize

e 3 people like this - Martin SpaceRocker, Nozey Mthethwa, Sean Palmer

f 1 comment

Brenden Arthur Campbell
not when? but how.
7 January 2014 09:08AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 7 January 2014 10:09AM         g

wco



HEMP:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=555053567842578&id=212516735429

598&aid=144516

e 4 people like this - Bradley Traceluv Tyers, Branden Putter, Dylan Kabraky

Hattingh, Ivan Schoultz

Dagga Movement 7 January 2014 10:09AM         g

Timeline Photos: Happy New Year, America.

#PsychedelicMedicines

e 1 person likes this - Ivan Schoultz

Dagga Movement 7 January 2014 10:31AM         g

Datura: Scariest drug in the world and it could be growing in your garden or hang over the wall from the

neighbor's.

Datura Inoxia is commonly found in gardens across South Africa as a beautiful decorative flowering

tree.

It's perfectly legal to grow "for decorative purposes" but has the toxicity to kill pets, children and even

groups of adults.

Datura is a deliriant. Containing scopolamine. With highest concentrations in the seeds which are used

to make a tea or is extracted with chemicals to make a pure powder that is consistent with the visual

characteristics of cocaine.

Scopolamine is notoriously known as the zombie drug and in Columbia it's also known as Devil's Breath.

According to a Colombian drug dealer this drug has three uses.

For scientific study or even pharmaceutical uses or to rob victims or to kill...

Wait what? Reality check: Datura Inoxia containing scopolamine is unregulated and legal to grow in

South Africa it has killed and will again but it's illegal to grow cannabis that is non toxic and has more

benefits than Datura has negatives.

This just shows that government regulations are not always in the interest of the people.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cVZCafhblz0



Worlds Scariest Drug, Zombie Drug? I do not own any rights of any part of this

videos. Video is made for educational / teaching purpose only under the fair u...

Worlds Scariest Drug (Documentary Exclusive): www.youtube.com

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, YesIah Garvey

f 2 comments

YesIah Garvey
politicians would be grateful to hear this, they love a good hysteria. in

serious though, we should be advocating for the right to plant what

we like in our gardens with no oversight. breadseed poppies make

opium, i know you will be responsible with that knowledge
8 January 2014 07:33AM

Ruth Jakeman
We have three growing in our garden. Moonflower. I haven't heard

about anyone dying from it though. I have heard it can cause

madness...
7 January 2014 10:46AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Yes Moonflower is another common name for Datura.

It's is even easier to overdose on the pure extract of

Scopolamine.

In Columbia it's the next level roofie or poison depending on

your intentions.
7 January 2014 10:51AM

e 1 person likes this - Ruth Jakeman

Dagga Movement 7 January 2014 10:47AM         g

wco

Industrial: #demandhemp

e 3 people like this - Alan F-s, Cliffie Scott-Williams, Merle Esme Scott-Williams

Dagga Movement 7 January 2014 10:48AM         g

wco



JUST IN!!!!!

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=405062811158&id=246689796158&ai

d=198007

Dagga Movement 7 January 2014 10:55AM         d
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Selling a Little Pot to Cops Prank (Real Life Trolling) @PublicPrank 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xhu9vzJXlYM

ALMOST ARRESTED for pranking cops! Want to buy a little pot? Hilarious weed

prank / real life trolling. Leave a LIKE rating if you enjoyed! Video by?http://y...

Selling Pot to Cops Prank (Real Life Trolling) @PublicPrank: www.youtube.com

Dagga Movement 7 January 2014 08:45PM         g

Justice seeks R3000 bail from dagga users for dagga possession but only R150 from real criminals for

attempted murder. The war on dagga is a war on people. Wake Up!



http://www.iol.co.za/dailynews/news/r3-000-bail-for-durban-advocate-1.1629354#.UsxKlvtZrDw

Essop, 36, an advocate for the past 11 years, was arrested at his home at the

weekend and charged with the possession of dagga and mandrax.

R3 000 bail for Durban advocate - Daily News | News | IOL.co.za: www.iol.co.za

Wednesday 8 January 2014

Dagga Movement 8 January 2014 08:21AM         g

wco

While hosting the "Daily Show," John Oliver, when speaking about medical

marijuana, commented: "If you want this drug with serious medical benefits to be

taken seriously, how about adulting up the names a little bit. That way a sick old

man doesn't have to ask for a quarter ounce of Rainbow Diesel F...

15 Super-Potent Pot Strains with Awesome Names: www.hightimes.com

Dagga Movement 8 January 2014 08:26AM         g

wco

Timeline Photos: With Jamz Kie Jamz and 3 others.

e 8 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Beverly Stevens, Clinton Lezar, Dagga

Movement, Fadi Shihadeh, Johan Botha, Johan Steynvaart, Phumzile Liwane

f 3 comments

Dagga Movement
Ettienne Webbstock. I want one pleeeeeez!!!!
8 January 2014 09:41AM

Dagga Movement
http://www.ecohub.co.za/shop/juicers wco
8 January 2014 09:17AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Johan Botha
Wow that's awesome! Where can I buy one like that in S.A?
8 January 2014 08:45AM
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absa want to help you grow?????? wco

Timeline Photos: Prosper is about growing what you already have. We want to help

you with that! ��What would you like to grow on your journey to prosperity?

#ProsperSA

Dagga Movement 8 January 2014 08:31AM         g

wco

For the first time, researchers have shown that certain varieties of cannabis can

slow the progress of colon cancer in live animal models

CBD-Rich Cannabis May Fight Colon Cancer, Study Shows - Leaf Science:

www.leafscience.com

Dagga Movement 8 January 2014 08:34AM         g

wco

Stuff from the web II:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=613988715296524&id=296076410421

091&aid=1073741846

e 2 people like this - Arthur Charles Mitton, Phumzile Liwane

f 1 comment

Jasmin Cassidy Swanepoel
thats is not true
8 January 2014 08:39AM

Dagga Movement 8 January 2014 11:23AM         b

In Colorado dagga users are considered customers and dagga peddlers are retail businesses. The

dagga is taxed for the benefit of the people and city infrastructure, it's of high quality and standard and

only available to those 21 and older.

In South Africa dagga users and peddlers are considered guilty criminals until proven innocent. The

dagga is unregulated and fair game to anyone from criminals syndicates to those desperate enough to



even sell to children. There is no control over the quality of the dagga which may even be

contaminated with herbicides from SAPS AirWing DaggaOP dagga eradication efforts. Billions of

taxable money benefits criminal syndicates or is otherwise lost due to prohibition.

In 2013 40% of Western Cape high school pupils smoked dagga... Guess with the Colorado news and

the glorification of the illegal status of dagga in South Africa and easy access to illegal dagga it will

sky-rocket. It's almost as if our government wants our kids to be on dagga?

e 5 people like this - Gerrie De Jager, King Cali Mann Cure, Nozey Mthethwa, Queen-Dimples

MaDimpana Luthuli, Vezi Lord-Viper Qangule

Dagga Movement 8 January 2014 10:02PM         d

Thursday 9 January 2014

Dagga Movement 9 January 2014 08:00AM         g

wco

Timeline Photos: "18 months ago my leg got infected due to surgery. After doctor

have tried all antibiotics and procedures they know they basically gave up and sent

me home to wait for it to close. Only after starting to treat myself with high dosage

of cannabis I could find regeneration started!" Ariel Olivier Keshet

Dagga Movement 9 January 2014 08:05AM         g

wco

Timeline Photos: http://facebook.com/reformwarrior  Isn't it time to repeal hemp

laws? — with John Cary.



Dagga Movement 9 January 2014 08:05AM         g

wco

Timeline Photos: http://cannabisnationradio.com/ Hemp is superior building

material, yet it is illegal to grow in the U.S. Builders are forced to import it from the

many other countries that grow it. Isn't it time we repeal laws that force builders to

import raw material that is superior, and also better for the environment?

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 9 January 2014 08:07AM         g

wco

Timeline Photos: http://cannabisnationradio.com/ Research the endocannabinoid

system, and cannabinoids. Share the information with your friends and family.

Biochemist Dennis Hill said it's an extension of our immune system. — with Bridget

Tabatha Faller.

Dagga Movement 9 January 2014 10:03AM         g

Colorado Lawmaker: We Sold Legal Dagga And 'Guess What? The World Didn't End'

Rep. Diana DeGette (D-Colo.), one of the House Democrats' chief deputy whips,

sent an email to her supporters Monday night with glowing praise for her state's

recreational marijuana sales, which began New Year's Day. "It was a big week in

Colorado," DeGette wrote.

Colorado Lawmaker: We Sold Legal Weed And 'Guess What? The World Didn't

End': www.huffingtonpost.com

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 9 January 2014 11:14AM         g

<3 Ma Baker

Marijuana fans were up in arms when we reported last year on USC research that suggested a link

between pot...

Weed Could be the New Viagra, Study Suggests: blogs.laweekly.com
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Stoned Kids : VICE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TXKjRkkoIOU

Dagga Movement 9 January 2014 03:45PM         d

According to the FEDS cannabis has medical application as long as it's in the scope of the pharma

industry. It has no recreational benefits to society it should not be smoked or be allowed to be made at

home.

Why is it that you cannot grow the cure for cancer in your basement?

For profit. Man shall have no benefits for free.

Yours Sincerely

Monetary Slave System

f 1 comment

Ruth Jakeman
well said
9 January 2014 05:05PM

e 1 person likes this - Mphowzar Fantastic Bowzar

e 9 people like this - Alex Daniel Csont, Clinton Lezar, Donald Matodzi

Livhalani Dml, Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Luthando Dladla, Ruth Jakeman,

Shandrea Shanty Bees, Sämäntha de la Crüz, Vic Shaw

Dagga Movement 9 January 2014 06:11PM         g

Dagga - a potential source of excise duty?

http://www.financialmail.co.za/opinion/editorial/2014/01/09/editorial-dagga---a-potential-source-of

-excise-duty



It's heady stuff. Two American states and one country, Uruguay, have legalised

adult recreational use of marijuana in the past few months, changing the

international conversation about the drug we call dagga

EDITORIAL: Dagga - a potential source of excise duty?: www.financialmail.co.za

Dagga Movement 9 January 2014 06:34PM         b

France OKs sale of medical dagga

http://m.news24.com/health24/Medical/Meds-and-you/News/France-OKs-sale-of-medical-cannabi

s-20140109

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Ivan Schoultz

Dagga Movement 9 January 2014 07:49PM         g

?Ma Baker

Advertisers argue that alcohol is a drug America can trust.

Toker & Hooch: www.thedailyshow.com

Dagga Movement 9 January 2014 09:47PM         g

Lol 

~Mickey

It's not an addiction until you've sucked a dick for it.

Just sayin.

I shouldn't be on FB while drinking:

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=674793315906349&id=2148

98008562551

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Friday 10 January 2014

Dagga Movement 10 January 2014 12:53AM         g

"The Tshwane metro treats us as if we are selling dagga" A vegetable vendor was shot dead in Pretoria

central for refusing to hand over his stock to Tshwane metro police



http://www.enca.com/south-africa/vendor-shot-dead-metro-police

TSHWANE - A vegetable vendor was shot dead in Pretoria central for refusing to

hand over his stock to Tshwane metro police, the Tshwane Traders' Forum alleged

on Thursday.

Vendor shot dead by metro police | eNCA: www.enca.com

e 1 person likes this - Charl Julies

Dagga Movement 10 January 2014 01:06AM         g

Colorado cannabis store sales believed to have exceed R54m in first week 

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/colorado-cannabis-store-sales-believed-to-ha

ve-exceed-5m-in-first-week-9050186.html

Just one week into Colorado’s landmark experiment in legalisation, the state’s

regulated recreational marijuana stores are believed to have sold more than $5m

worth of cannabis products to about 100,000 buyers.

Colorado cannabis store sales believed to have exceed $5m in first week:

www.independent.co.uk

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
R7.56 Million of it in South Africa would have been VAT TAX!!
10 January 2014 01:09AM

Leon Raulstone
Thats excluding Sin tax oO
11 January 2014 12:14PM

Dagga Movement 10 January 2014 08:01AM         g

I am inviting the press into court with us next episode...I WANT FRONT PAGE

EVERYWHERE...please flag all your press contacts for us...this could be a

devastating blow for the LEGAL fascists...Legal is not lawful. We don't need any

loopholes - we are honourable and in truth unlike them. The cheek of it - the

Advocate yesterday telling us she lives in the real world and has a job to do and

will do it.....well we will see about that...this world is as artificial as could be and we

are breaking the spell now....tick, tock....

Alan Madden:

https://www.facebook.com/alan.madden.33/posts/749165505095488



e 2 people like this - Ivan Schoultz, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 10 January 2014 08:03AM         g

Update on Wednesday, Jan. 8, at 3 p.m.: The identification of a third member of the

family was incorrect in an earlier version of this article.

North Adams Couple Charged With Marijuana Distribution: www.iberkshires.com

Dagga Movement 10 January 2014 10:15AM         d
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Natty. Dreadslocks. Afro.: RELAX... It's Friday!

POSITIVE VIBES — with Eugene Kushh and 18 others.

e 6 people like this - Charl Julies, Johan Botha, John Mc Fires, Kelly Wiltshire

McQue, Phumzile Liwane, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli

f 1 comment



Sämäntha de la Crüz
happy 420 :) Na Nu
16 January 2014 05:23PM

Sunday 12 January 2014

Dagga Movement 12 January 2014 10:51AM         d

Monday 13 January 2014

Dagga Movement 13 January 2014 08:47AM         g

wco.

 Differences Between Industrial Hemp and Marijuana   Industrial hemp is a variety

of cannabis sativa that has a long history of use in the United States. However,

since the 1950s it has been lumped into the same category of marijuana, and thus

the extremely versatile crop was doomed in the United St...

Industrial Hemp VS. Cannabis - HEMPETHICS: hempethics.weebly.com

Dagga Movement 13 January 2014 08:50AM         d



Dagga Movement 13 January 2014 08:53AM         g

wco. eish!!!

In case you’ve been living in a no-Internet cave until 10 second ago — pot is legal

in Colorado! But what if you don’t live in the Rocky Mountain state? Don’t worry!

Though we’re only two weeks into pot legalization in Colorado, a number of weed

tourist options have already become available.

Here’s How Much a Marijuana Vacation Will Cost You In Colorado | Hemp Beach

TV Stoner News &...: hempbeach.com

Dagga Movement 13 January 2014 09:28AM         g

Wake Up Call: Stomach Cancer, Stage 4, Healed with Wheatgrass Juice:

wakeupcallnews.blogspot.com

e 1 person likes this - Alistair Thomson

Dagga Movement 13 January 2014 09:40AM         g

wco

Get the lowdown on seed bombs with guerilla gardener Richard Reynolds.

Guerilla Gardening 101: How to Make Seed Bombs: www.realfarmacy.com

Dagga Movement 13 January 2014 10:41AM         g

New treatments using cannabis may help children suffering from seizure-related

conditions like epilepsy but there is concern over other effects

Families with sick children flock to Colorado to try cannabis treatments -

Telegraph: www.telegraph.co.uk

e 3 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Martin SpaceRocker, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 13 January 2014 10:46AM         g

wco



We’ve heard all the anti-pot propaganda, about how it’s worse than heroin, and

destroys the lives and families of anyone who touches a single joint. It’s time for all

that to end. Marijuana can help make us happier, smarter, healthier, and just a

better race of people overall. 1. It can stop seizure...

20 Amazing Things Marijuana Could Do For The World If We Legalized It Today:

altering-perspectives.com

Dagga Movement 13 January 2014 10:47AM         g

wco

Timeline Photos: Its the weekend . . .

e 5 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Clinton Lezar, Jason Jay, Phumzile Liwane,

Stuart Procter

Dagga Movement 13 January 2014 02:47PM         g

Two nabbed for dagga in ottosdal 64kg with estimated street value of R54 000,00

http://taungdailynews.wordpress.com/2014/01/12/two-nabbed-for-dagga-in-ottosdal/

By Obakeng Maje Ottosdal-The fight against drug trafficking scored another

success when the police in Ottosdal arrested two male suspects aged 32 and 36

respectively for possession of dagga. The in...

Two nabbed for dagga in Ottosdal: taungdailynews.wordpress.com

Dagga Movement 13 January 2014 04:32PM         g

Timeline Photos: With Talit Mohmood and 3 others.

e 5 people like this - Arc Zilla, Gerd Bader, Nozey Mthethwa, Sebastian K Bro,

Sämäntha de la Crüz

Tuesday 14 January 2014

Dagga Movement 14 January 2014 07:32AM         g



I’d like to show you how to make this amazing cannabis preparation. It’s a

vegetable-glycerin-based tincture that you can make with just a few inexpensive

kitchen items. I’m specifying vegetable glycerin so that you don’t confuse it with

the product used to make soap, which comes from animal fats an...

Alcohol-Free Cannabis Tincture: www.hightimes.com

e 1 person likes this - Hennie Balhao

Dagga Movement 14 January 2014 07:45AM         g

wco

HEMP:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=555053567842578&id=212516735429

598&aid=144516

e 10 people like this - Dagga Movement, Gerd Bader, Hennie Balhao, Janine Jane

Williams, Joshua Lamoreaux, Kristal Kruser, Mafu Mada Spliff, Martin

SpaceRocker, Phumzile Liwane, Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams

Dagga Movement 14 January 2014 09:47AM         g

wco

 1. All schoolbooks were made from hemp or flax paper until the 1880s. (Jack

Frazier. Hemp Paper Reconsidered. 1974.) 2. It was legal to pay taxes with hemp in

America from 1631 until the early 1800s. (LA Times. Aug. 12, 1981.) 3. Refusing to

grow hemp in America during the 17th and 18th centuries w...

15 Fascinating Facts About Hemp: www.wesupportorganic.com

e 1 person likes this - Hennie Balhao

Dagga Movement 14 January 2014 10:59AM         g

Dagga, pregnancy add to Tembisa's low results

http://news.howzit.msn.com/dagga-pregnancy-add-to-tembisas-low-results

Though schools in Tembisa improved their matric results against all odds but

Masiqhakaze High School dropped from 78% in 2012 to 63% in 2013.

Dagga, pregnancy add to Tembisa's low results: news.howzit.msn.com

e 2 people like this - Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Hennie Balhao



f 1 comment

Warren Otf Oates
glad they did not blames the late delivery of text books or the

teachers not at school or there lack of teaching methods due to been

given the job by there relatives.
14 January 2014 02:59PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 14 January 2014 11:13AM         d

Dagga Movement 14 January 2014 12:05PM         b

the longer it takes our gov to wake up to the many useful benifits of dagga, the further behind the

world s.a we be. as usual.

e 9 people like this - Arc Zilla, Beverly Stevens, Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Ettienne Webbstock, Nozey

Mthethwa, Phumzile Liwane, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli, Ras Ramon Benjahman Adams,

Wang'oma Mbogo

f 1 comment

Jason Jay
They are on it. They just cant work out how to spread the profit amongst themselves.
14 January 2014 01:06PM

e 3 people like this - Beverly Stevens, Dagga Movement, Endy Max Hlatshwayo

Wednesday 15 January 2014

Warren Otf Oates > Dagga Movement 15 January 2014 08:01AM         g

wco



Timeline Photos: There you go....

Dagga Movement 15 January 2014 09:01AM         g

The Dagga Party still needs 130 signatures. If you are a registered South African voter you must sign...

South Africa's Premier Online News Source. Discover the world of IOL, News South

Africa, Sport, Business, Financial, World News, Entertainment, Technology,

Motoring, Travel, Property, Classifieds & more.

Dagga Party makes late poll bid - Politics | IOL News | IOL.co.za: www.iol.co.za

f 1 comment

Gerd Bader
or just visit a neighbour for 5minutes.....
15 January 2014 09:55AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 15 January 2014 11:07AM         g

The possibilities are endless

<3 Ma Baker

Conspiracy and corruption photos.

Timeline Photos: - Myster

e 5 people like this - 'Marc Hauptfleisch, Imraan Samuels, Janine Jane Williams,

Russell Botha, Warren Otf Oates

Warren Otf Oates > Dagga Movement 15 January 2014 01:21PM         g

wco

One man’s medical marijuana treatment has led to calls for medical cannabis to

be trialled in Australia.

Medical marijuana?: au.news.yahoo.com



Warren Otf Oates > Dagga Movement 15 January 2014 01:24PM         g

wco

An Oceanside family says medical marijuana has cured their son of seizures.

Toddler Seizures Treated with Medical Marijuana: www.nbcsandiego.com

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Warren Otf Oates > Dagga Movement 15 January 2014 01:31PM         g

wco

MAVERICK LNP backbencher Jason Woodforth will call on his parliamentary

colleagues to "open their minds" and allow a medicinal cannabis trial in

Queensland.

Time for medicinal cannabis trial in Queensland: www.couriermail.com.au

Warren Otf Oates > Dagga Movement 15 January 2014 01:33PM         g

wco

Researchers affiliated with US-based GW Pharmaceuticals, a drug company

specializing in producing cannabis-based medicine, say that while the world of

science has been privy for sometime as to the positive effects cannabidiol has on

many types of cancer, a new study now shows that CBD is capable of…

Pot Fights Colon Cancer: www.hightimes.com

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Warren Otf Oates > Dagga Movement 15 January 2014 01:34PM         g

wco

Timeline Photos: via Christian Laurette 

http://phoenixtears.ca/

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement 15 January 2014 04:07PM         d

Bly kalm soos 'n dagga walm...

e 6 people like this - Aashiqah Ali, Danny De-psypill, Dolla Utanga,

Johan Botha, Sesona Baw'Chezz Nobebe, Shandrea Shanty Bees

Dagga Movement 15 January 2014 09:59PM         g

Dagga: Original Medicine

Timeline Photos: With Theodore Hammond.

e 8 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Alistair Thomson, Arthur Charles Mitton,

Clinton Lezar, Maggi Newton, Martin SpaceRocker, Peter Rieger, Winston

Leach

f 1 comment

Winston Leach
Ancient shit
16 January 2014 04:56AM

Thursday 16 January 2014

Warren Otf Oates > Dagga Movement 16 January 2014 08:01AM         g

wco

Cannabis Pictures:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=214661771881761&id=2125167354295

98&aid=67713

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement 16 January 2014 11:22AM         g

Colorado Airport installs dagga 'amnesty' boxes

http://www.news24.com/Travel/International/Colorado-Airport-installs-dagga-amnesty-boxes-20140

116

Airport officials in Colorado Springs helped confused marijuana users stay on the

right side of the law by installing last-chance pot "amnesty boxes" where travelers

can ditch their drugs before boarding planes.

Colorado Airport installs dagga 'amnesty' boxes: www.news24.com

Dagga Movement 16 January 2014 11:24AM         d

Mthatha cops seize 185kg dagga cache worth about R240 500

dispatch (dot) co (dot) za/news/mthatha-cops-seize-185kg-dagga-cache/

f 3 comments

Dagga Movement
+1 Luvo Riva Pound

I agree Gerd Bader sometimes I wonder how anyone could

not have thought about putting this kind of money to good

use.

You can build a nation with dagga money.

~Mickey_Dangerez
19 January 2014 03:44PM

Gerd Bader
not worth anything if its illegal,or are they admitting how much money they creating for

crime?
17 January 2014 03:09PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Luvo Riva Pound
can i pls get one bag or just half
16 January 2014 11:30AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement 16 January 2014 01:50PM         g

hempy car wco

You would never think that a single plant could solve most of the worlds problems,

well it can. Hemp has over 50, 000 uses, why this plant remains illegal is causing

confusion among many. Everything from clothes, medicine, fabrics, fuel and more,

hemp is definitely a large threat to a variety of cor...

The World’s Most Eco-Friendly Car: It’s Made Entirely From HEMP:

www.collective-evolution.com

e 2 people like this - Gerd Bader, Nigel Thavarajoo

f 1 comment

Gerd Bader
mine would just look like swiss cheese after a while ..haha
17 January 2014 12:28PM

Dagga Movement 16 January 2014 02:02PM         g

milf are the best wco

Timeline Photos: Hell yeah.....Seen a few of these in my day!   ;)

e 2 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Russell Beeton

Dagga Movement 16 January 2014 03:41PM         g

a list of marijuana related problems. wco

Timeline Photos: We have nothing to add. You?

http://ow.ly/qZxXk

e 3 people like this - Arc Zilla, Janine Jane Williams, Sebastian K Bro

f 2 comments

Winston Leach
It wasn't any problem
16 January 2014 07:42PM

Gerd Bader
it always gets less !
16 January 2014 04:07PM



e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 16 January 2014 08:13PM         g

Has the legalisation of dagga finally become a reality?

The festive season has indeed been a happy one for supporters of the legalisation of cannabis.

Uruguay has become the first state to make the production, distribution and consumption of cannabis

entirely legal. In the US, home to the “war on drugs”, the states of Colorado and Washington State

have followed suit, putting in place the regulatory systems needed for the production, distribution and

consumption of cannabis by private citizens. Even the city of New York has begun authorising the use

of medical marijuana. My Facebook page has been alight with overtures of joy. Champagne has been

drunk and bongs lit. After all, it seems that the legalisation of cannabis has finally reached a tipping

point; if even North America is jumping on the legalisation bandwagon, it shouldn’t be long before the

whole world is. Right?

These are indeed great strides in the legalisation movement, strides that could have scarcely been

thought practically possible just a decade ago. And while I don’t want to put a damper on the

celebrations, I do want to reflect critically on these achievements. The devil, they say, is in the fine print.

Unfortunately it is this fine print that will have a direct bearing on legalisation efforts in South Africa.

Beyond the hyperbole of the likes of the Dagga Couple and others, the steps taken by both Colorado

and Washington State are complex, detailed, and costly — three things South Africa would find very

difficult to translate as a useful regulatory framework for the legalisation of cannabis in the country.

Firstly, while both states are legalising the consumption of cannabis, there are some fundamental

differences operating behind the scenes. Colorado, for instance, requires that anyone who sells

cannabis to have also been a producer and distributor — known as vertical integration — and to have

lived in the state for at least two years. This prevents cannabis grown in Colorado from moving across

borders while also weeding out fly-by-night suppliers. Washington state, on the other hand, has chosen

to impose a 75% tax mark-up on the produce (levied through three separate 25% charges), while also

capping state production at 80 metric tonnes a year (not a lot in cannabis terms). Both regulatory

frameworks are extremely strict, and have not limited the powers of the Federal government and DEA

— both will still be extremely active.

Both of these systems rely on stringent and effective regulation. Both systems tax and control the

entire process, both require third-party testing and both limit the sale of and the amount of cannabis

that can be carried by a single person. The regulatory word of the moment is “seed-to-sale”. Without

these measures, the Federal government would have never allowed legalisation to occur. Indeed, if the

states do not effectively regulate the legalisation process, the Federal government will eagerly reassert

its authority over the matter. And herein lies the problem. The South African government (excluding

SARS) is unfortunately not very good at regulating anything. From immigration to TV licenses, the

government tries its best but is not cut out for the individual and micro-regulatory practices that will be

necessary to effectively regulate the production, distribution and consumption of cannabis.



There is also one other major consideration at play here: cannabis does not grow at commercially

viable levels in either Colorado or Washington State. The plants have to be cultivated using hydroponic

methods in brightly lit, climatically controlled indoor spaces. This makes regulation possible as each

plant can be tagged from its germination to harvesting. The same, however, cannot be said for

Southern Africa where the plant grows, literally, like a weed. Regulating the production and distribution

of the plant is, without prior knowledge of the exact places it is being cultivated, nigh on impossible.

Regulation of the level employed by both Colorado and Washington State is, furthermore, extremely

expensive. Many of the necessary regulatory systems already exist in these states and are simply being

adapted. South Africa, however, would have to create, from scratch, a comprehensive regulatory

service. Considering the generally conservative nature of South African society, the costs involved in

setting up such a service would soon be shot down by the public. After all, surely the government

should be spending money of basic education services rather than implementing an extensive and

ultimately unnecessary regulatory service to control the production, distribution, and use of cannabis?

Pardon my pessimism then, but I am not sure how much South African supporters of legalisation have

to celebrate. The legalisation of cannabis in Colorado and Washington State does represent a giant

leap forward in the larger drugs discourse. South Africa, however, lacks both the resources and ability

to implement such complex regulatory systems. Might there be other systems? The bong will have to

remain unlit, I am afraid, at least for a few more years.

- Simon Howell

http://www.thoughtleader.co.za/simonhowell/2014/01/16/has-the-legalisation-of-cannabis-finally-b

ecome-a-reality/

The festive season has indeed been a happy one for supporters of the legalisation

of cannabis. Uruguay has become the first state to make the production,

distribution and consumption of cannabis entirely legal. In the US, home to the

“war on drugs”, the states of Colorado and Washington State have f...

Has the legalisation of cannabis finally become a reality? | Thought Leader:

www.thoughtleader.co.za

Friday 17 January 2014

Dagga Movement 17 January 2014 02:09PM         g

failed wco



Timeline Photos: Dutch government publishes brave report on the failure of

cannabis prohibition

http://www.dutch-passion.nl/en/news-and-development/dutch-government-co

mmission-brave-new-report-on-cannabis-legality/

e 2 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Gary McNutt

Sunday 19 January 2014

Dagga Movement 19 January 2014 02:48AM         d

Dagga Movement 19 January 2014 03:57PM mobile        b

You can build a nation with legalised and regulated dagga.

If one American state could generate R50 Million in tax revenue on dagga sales in one week; What do

you think 4 Million South African daggafarians will contribute to the Rainbow Nation.

We should follow the example of Colorado. Who use the tax revenue to extend, rehabilitate and

maintain city infrastructure. 

If you are tyred of pot holes support a pothead's call for the restoration of a herb and the

decriminalisation of a man's right to choose a safer alternative.

VIVA amaDAGGADAGGA

VOTE Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa

e 9 people like this - Ahmed Ismail Mahomed, Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Gerd Bader, Johan Steynvaart,

Lwazi Mkwayi Ngconde Mbiko, Russell Botha, Snaro Mtollo, StaCey VDub AfriiCa, Vic Shaw

f 4 comments

Vic Shaw
umthunzi izinkukhu :)
20 January 2014 12:56PM



John Ward
We want to introduce the world to ancient medicine which had been stigmatized by SA

general public as been a dirty metacalone/ buttons condiment!! We need to present it's

beauty an it's worth to a 21st century  culture ! Which I guess ,will be able to swallow the

concept of easier! Older generations.. Love your guys work please no offense! Would love

to meet maybe pitch a few ideas!
20 January 2014 12:28PM

Dagga Movement
Hi John did you know the word dagga originates from a khoi san word dacha so it might

sound trashy to those who do not yet know the history.

Marijuana, dagga, hemp, aaptwak, rondkyk rothmans, parkie gras, ganja, mbanje,

cannabis.... 

Nothing trashy about the herb.
19 January 2014 11:54PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

John Ward
With all respect to you "GUYS".. Its medicine for the sick canibus for the rec user !!! Dagga

just makes it sound cheap an trashy!
19 January 2014 04:10PM

Gerd Bader
Dagga sounds goood 2 me bro.Real SA dagga ! Peace!
20 January 2014 10:41AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 19 January 2014 03:59PM         g

No smoking without me! Sharing is caring.

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=213958102042280&id=213922712045

819&aid=40040

e 1 person likes this - Clinton Lezar

Monday 20 January 2014

Dagga Movement 20 January 2014 12:01AM mobile        b

Dagga dagga dagga dagga dagga :D

e 2 people like this - Bobby Greenhash, Deidre Loca Diosa Daniels

f 4 comments



Dagga Movement
Hahaha John Ward Awe! +1

~ Mickey_Dangerez
20 January 2014 02:28PM

e 1 person likes this - John Ward

John Ward
Marijuana Cannibus Sensiemilia !ganja pot weed dank fya top shelf reefer !!!
20 January 2014 12:38PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Snaro Mtollo

Thabani Tebz
Keep it burning #GANJA
20 January 2014 07:58AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Snaro Mtollo
Dagga
20 January 2014 07:36AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 20 January 2014 02:29PM         d

Dagga Movement 20 January 2014 03:12PM         d

lolz



f 2 comments

Brenden Arthur Campbell
This picture makes no sense.. You don't cook with bud, you

add resin. .
20 January 2014 04:17PM

Dagga Movement
lol this pic is insinuating it's cocaine maybe,

Bud you could add bud whole to your food if you

wanted to do so... Like in soups etc...
20 January 2014 04:26PM

e 1 person likes this - Brenden Arthur Campbell

Dagga Movement
lol this pic is insinuating it's cocaine maybe,

Bud you could add bud whole to your food if you wanted to do so... Like in soups

etc...
20 January 2014 04:26PM

e 1 person likes this - Brenden Arthur Campbell

e 6 people like this - Alex Daniel Csont, Deidre Loca Diosa Daniels, Ettienne Webbstock, Johan

Steynvaart, Nigel Thavarajoo, Sebastian K Bro

Tuesday 21 January 2014

Dagga Movement 21 January 2014 01:59PM         g

The South African Broadcasting Corporation is a public service and commercial

broadcasting organisation. The SABCâ??s core business is to deliver a variety of

high quality programmes and services through television, radio and new media

platforms that informs, educates, entertains and supports the pu...

RSG - Dis die een! || Luister Nou: www.rsg.co.za

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
Awesome talk about dagga. It's great people can speaking openly

about their dagga usage.

I think many people find it a relieve just to let it out. WE ARE

DAGGAFARIAN 

DEAL WITH IT.
21 January 2014 03:11PM



Dagga Movement 21 January 2014 06:14PM         d

Dagga Movement 21 January 2014 09:45PM         g

Timeline Photos: I wonder...

- Smoky Mc Dabs

e 4 people like this - Arthur Charles Mitton, Danny Painter, Lesiba Junior,

Sebastian K Bro

Wednesday 22 January 2014

Dagga Movement 22 January 2014 07:54AM         g

yup!

Timeline Photos: via Christian Laurette,

director of "Run From The Cure"

e 4 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Ras Ramon

Benjahman Adams, Sebastian K Bro

Dagga Movement 22 January 2014 10:53AM         g

A WARRENTON farmer, who has been found guilty of dealing in dagga, money laundering and

possession of child pornography, will have to wait another three months to hear his fate.



THE HEADLINES

A WARRENTON farmer, who has been found guilty of dealing in dagga, money

laundering and possession of child pornography, will have to wait another three

months to hear his fate. “I just want it to be all over, this case has really stolen my

spirit," he said yesterday.

DFA: https://www.facebook.com/DFANEWSPAPER/posts/576428765783214

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
Was a shock to me as well. 

~Mickey
22 January 2014 01:31PM

Jules Stobbs
child pornography? I didn't know that. Shit.
22 January 2014 11:30AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 22 January 2014 11:03AM         g

Listen the dagga debate between SANCA and the Anti Drug Alliance on Jacaranda FM

http://www.jacarandafm.com/post/cannabis-legalization-in-south-africa/

Pro's and con's, Martin Bester Drive weighs up the odds

Cannabis Legalization in South Africa?: www.jacarandafm.com

e 3 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Gareth Selwyn

Gould

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
So excited I forgot TO*
22 January 2014 11:16AM

Dagga Movement 22 January 2014 11:04AM         g

The Anti Drug Alliance would like to comment on the many calls of support we received via social

media channels, our website and via numerous calls and WhatsApp messages over the past while

since the interview. Many messages came out attacking Cathy Vos from SANCA. Yes, much of what she

said was somewhat propagandist and misinformed, however, please let us first take a look at the

organisation and their relevance in our society. SANCA is an old, well established group of rehabilitation

centers – REHABILITATION. They are funded by government, meaning they have to dance to the

piper's tune, and simply cannot speak out against the hand that feeds them (please excuse my misuse



of euphemisms here). SANCA has lost their relevancy in a rapidly changing society, and are now simply

around because they make good money from DSD, Lotto, private companies who donate, and people

who have yet to realise that the archaic methodologies used by most rehabs simply do not work

anymore – the one size fits all approach. Of course they would support prohibition – it pays them to do

it. Diversion programs run by SANCA are paid for by government. Currently our government is against

legalisation, and thus, SANCA must be as well. The Anti Drug Alliance strives to be the leader in drug

and addiction based research, training, education, treatment and advocacy. We aim to maintain

relevance and keep with the trends of society. We keep up with the latest trends in drugs – we know

what Meow Meow is and its chemical composition and don't confuse it with Nyaope. We believe dagga

is less harmful than what the government would have you believe, and have close on two terabytes of

data to prove our point. At this point, please note we are not “pro” dagga, or any other drug for that

matter. We are PRO REFORM. We believe that addiction is a health issue and simply cannot stand back

while many thousands of people are made out to be criminals for a health problem or alternative belief.

Our treatment program holds the belief that most people who end up with us don't have drug

problems. They have life problems that ended up with drugs being used as a coping mechanism. We

are 100% dedicated to ending the stigma attached to addiction. 

We are not funded by government, and refuse to be. The moment we accept their money, we have to

accept their rules. We believe that addiction is the problem in our society – not the substances. We

believe in educating the public about the truth regarding drugs and addiction – not the watered down

bull you hear from most people. Regarding dagga and psychosis – to say that dagga cannot cause

psychosis would be scientifically incorrect. Certain people may be predisposed to certain psychiatric

illnesses that are triggered by use of psycho-active substances such as dagga; hoewever, these

illnesses could easily manifest with a variety of other substances, or even after traumas or due to

massive emotional fluctuations. The question here would be HOW MANY people may react this way?

Honestly we don't know, and would love to see some research into this. WAIT. We can't research it.

Because even researching dagga is illegal. We would love to hear from you. Visit

www.antidrugalliance.com and download the At What Cost Report, or see how we are involved with

various communities and how we make a difference every day. We offer a top notch referral service,

and also run our own treatment program.

Welcome to the Anti Drug Alliance! ADA-SA is a group of like-minded

professionals within the drug treatment, drug intervention and drug education

arenas that have come together to form an alliance in the war against addiction.

Anti Drug Alliance South Africa: www.antidrugalliance.com

Dagga Movement 22 January 2014 06:07PM         d



Thursday 23 January 2014

Dagga Movement 23 January 2014 10:02AM         d



Dagga Movement 23 January 2014 06:28PM         b

Dagga has more in common with coffee than tobacco or alcohol.

Both stimulate energy and are beneficial to health. You can't say that about tobacco or alcohol unless

your talking about surgical alcohol for cleaning wounds. :P

e 1 person likes this - Chantelle Horn

f 3 comments

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
I'm a Comrades runner. I smoke a nite B4 & afta the race. If I cd smoke b4 I cd B so slow

they cd all run faster than me. Coffee's not such good news.
24 January 2014 04:47AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
What about a wake and bake. What about the influence on testosterone levels. 

I agree its easy to consume to much coffee, redbull or dagga and you will actually

become tired but if you know what you are doing it stimulates energy.
23 January 2014 10:23PM

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
U're mistaken this time my friend. Dagga dsn't stimulate energy, it makes 1 relax & slow,

where the coffee's addictive, dagga's not. Dagga's good for cardiovascular health, coffee

not. Dagga & coffee, nothing in common.
23 January 2014 07:52PM

Dagga Movement 23 January 2014 06:35PM         b

Drugs don't make bad people. People make bad choices.

e 1 person likes this - Johan Steynvaart

Friday 24 January 2014

Dagga Movement 24 January 2014 09:45AM         d



Dagga Movement 24 January 2014 10:52AM         g

How do you guys feel about a design a bong competition? it will be your chance to design your dream

bong, and if its chosen as the winner we will put it into production and you will receive the first one ever

made :)

How do you guys feel about a design a bong competition? it will be your chance to

design your dream bong, and if its chosen as the winner we will put it into

production and you will receive the first one ever made :)

Bongalong: https://www.facebook.com/bongalonglife/posts/505328272921681

e 3 people like this - Danny Painter, Gerd Bader, M Mdudusi Shabangu

f 3 comments

Dagga Movement
Let the guys at Bongalong know you are interested!
24 January 2014 02:09PM



Cash Ndebele
how do i enter
24 January 2014 11:27AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Pierre Gorden Le Roux
That sounds amazing! Wat must be done! Im ready to bongalong
24 January 2014 10:59AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Saturday 25 January 2014

Dagga Movement 25 January 2014 02:56AM DaggaMovement        g

Buy PotBot for Android for only half tiger; this is the buy page for PotBot. Official release coming soon.

For a limited period you can buy the PotBot for Android app for only half tiger (R5)

or more if you feel generous. Features Tracks how many bongs, pipes & joints you

smoke and in general how much cannabis you use. Keep track of when you last

smoked. Comically predicts how high you are. Calculates…

Buy PotBot for Android for only half tiger: dagga.info

e 1 person likes this - Sandra Oudshoorn

Dagga Movement 25 January 2014 11:42AM         g

If only 

 Ma Baker

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=183791965003870&id=181985705184

496&aid=41613

e 4 people like this - Gerd Bader, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli, Ralph

Margo, Winston Leach

Dagga Movement 25 January 2014 11:56AM         g

Ma Baker

My mother is 92 years old. In her forties she developed rheumatoid arthritis in her

legs. She also has idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis and chronic obstructive

A Change of View: “Cannabis Oil Saved My Mother’s Life”: ukcsc.co.uk

e 1 person likes this - Alistair Thomson



Dagga Movement 25 January 2014 08:05PM mobile        b

Minor setback. Due to an unfortunate incident my Android Development environment crashed and all

the sources for PotBot are gone. Doing  a file recovery now but worse case scenario is I will have to

start from scratch. :,(  Worse Saturday ever.

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
Back in business.

Managed to do the impossible!
26 January 2014 12:36AM

e 1 person likes this - Ivan Schoultz

Monday 27 January 2014

Dagga Movement 27 January 2014 08:54AM         g

this shit can happen. wco

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=244930855626673&id=237104459742

646&aid=52858

e 9 people like this - Branden Putter, Clinton Lezar, Duan De Jagermeister, Frieda

de Werker, Louanne Bruton, Ruth Jakeman, Sean Le Roux, Sebastian K Bro,

Wieke Wijnalda

f 2 comments

Ruth Jakeman
i'm sure plastic bags can be replaced by a hemp alternative as well.

and plastic packaging.
27 January 2014 09:55AM

Gerd Bader
20 years tree growth compared to 1 year Dagga growth!
27 January 2014 09:10AM

Dagga Movement 27 January 2014 12:55PM         g

so true.wco

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=393744487347910&id=160616580660

703&aid=98375

e 3 people like this - Bradley Traceluv Tyers, Janet Pretorius, Phumzile Liwane



Dagga Movement 27 January 2014 12:55PM         g

Timeline Photos: Is government developing a very well deserved P.R. problem? 

Try it yourself!

e 4 people like this - Dagga Movement, Ivan Schoultz, Phumzile Liwane,

Sebastian K Bro

f 1 comment

Sebastian K Bro
"politicians are" is just as satisfactory to google - lolz
27 January 2014 02:05PM

Dagga Movement 27 January 2014 05:24PM         d

Tuesday 28 January 2014

Dagga Movement 28 January 2014 08:19AM         g

hahahahaha.wco

Richard Irving sold the mixture to a 17-year-old girl for $210

NJ man sold Rice Krispies as marijuana, Lakehurst police say: www.nj.com

Dagga Movement 28 January 2014 08:28AM         g

There’s the drug called yellow honey, a deadly new form of marijuana that is seven times stronger

than normal dagga and can cause a brain meltdown. This drug surfaced in Los Angeles recently. The

SAPS Narcotics Bureau predicts it will gain a foothold in South Africa soon and will make the tik

problem look like child’s play. - Lockedup.co.za



http://www.lockedup.co.za/drug-information-know-your-drugs.html

^ What do these clowns know? They are probably talking about cancer curing BHO, Butane HONEY oil. 

Yes of course it's stronger it's a concentrated form of cannabinoids.

Deadly and worse than TIK! Seriously!?

Brain meltdown? Are we talking about drinking till we pass out or what?

Drug Information - Know your drugs! We understand that the use of narcotics is

not going away so rather than tell you don't because you probably will, we're

offering you accurate information so you can make informed choices.

Drug Information - Know your drugs!: www.lockedup.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Sebastian K Bro

f 6 comments

Bobby Greenhash
The pic above is a crack user. We thought that we would correct it.
29 January 2014 08:42AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Bobby Greenhash
They got weed confused with LSD! Idiots need to get an education.
29 January 2014 08:37AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Beverly Stevens
...the problem is there are idiots who will believe this crap!
28 January 2014 06:15PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Alixio Seeds
hahahahahahaha...uhhh...did you read what that site had to say about

weed "causes panic attacks, halucination and  loss of memory" lol..
28 January 2014 04:57PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Sebastian K Bro
Wow ... do these people even Brain????
28 January 2014 04:46PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Paul Hagg
Bwhahaha! These oaks are really funny. Just like honey. Really?? Do

they even bee lieve the words that are coming outa them mouths?!!



Plus, BHO cant melt yr nugget. I hav tried before. Had no sucsess.

Maybe i did it wrong.

28 January 2014 02:20PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 28 January 2014 09:54AM         g

I am a dagga smoker, my mom knows it too {Swaziland}

~ I think my mom is more concerned whether I drink alcohol or not. That is just how the best mom in the

world rolls. - MickeyD

http://www.observer.org.sz/index.php?news=58191

‘I am a dagga smoker, my mom knows it too’

The Swazi Observer: www.observer.org.sz

e 4 people like this - Aghmat Arend, Cedric Jansen, King Cali Mann Cure,

Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 28 January 2014 12:03PM         g

I would deliberately lose my all kindsa stuff in here. Fo' sho!

 ?Ma Baker

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=251564004947905&id=205523986218

574&aid=47255

e 4 people like this - Bradley Traceluv Tyers, Johan Steynvaart, Phumzile Liwane,

Tebo Mhlambi

Dagga Movement 28 January 2014 03:01PM         g

educational leaders are just as clueless about laws of religion. as i am sure the kids religion was placed

on his application form. discrimination wco



Timeline Photos: School chases away kid with dreadlocks

By ZIPO-ZENKOSI NCOKAZI 

Mom lodges complaint saying Rastafarians don’t cut hair.

A CHILD of five has been denied schooling because of his dreadlocks. The child’s

mother, Nangamso Makasi said she and her son Yola – who attends King’s

College, a private primary school in East London – felt the school had treated her

and her child unfairly.

“I was called into the office three days after Yola started school and told that his

hairstyle was unacceptable.

“Either his hair was cut or I removed him from the school,” said Makasi.

She said she was dismissed when she argued that dreadlocks were part of her

religion.

“I am Rastafarian and so is my child; I tried to explain to the principal that my

religion did not allow us to cut our hair.

“It was at that point that he asked for my bank details saying he would refund me

my money,” she said.

Makasi said she felt discriminated against because of her religion.



“What upsets me even further is that they did not communicate the hair issue to

me before enrolling my child.

“They saw him when we came to apply for admission but no one indicated that his

hair would be an issue. I find that deceitful and unhelpful,” said Makhasi.

ACCESS DENIED: Nangamso Makasi is furious that her son Yola, a Grade R learner

at King’s College was turned away from the school because of his dreadlocks. She

has lodged a complaint with the Human Rights Commission Picture: SINO

MAJANGAZA — with Frances Rivkin.

e 6 people like this - Beverly Stevens, Clinton Lezar, Jody Fisher, Maggi Newton,

Motsisi LC Omphemetse, Phumzile Liwane

Dagga Movement 28 January 2014 07:13PM         g

Timeline Photos: The only REAL solution is legalization of both #Hemp and

#Cannabis. I think 76+ years of failed policy is enough evidence... — with Liani

Johnson and 6 others.

e 3 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Phumzile Liwane, Queen-Dimples

MaDimpana Luthuli

Dagga Movement 28 January 2014 07:20PM         g

Timeline Photos: Pot, not as safe as Bill Maher thinks. ;)

e 2 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Ivan Schoultz



Wednesday 29 January 2014

Dagga Movement 29 January 2014 10:35AM mobile        b

Teacher sues police after dagga arrest

http://citizen.co.za/118219/teacher-sues-police-after-dagga-arrest/

Dagga Movement 29 January 2014 11:42AM         d

Dagga is good for you and is legal in Uruguay, Pakistan, US, Colorado and Washington States, it's

unregulated and legal in North Korea, Is being tolerated in India, Brazil, Belize and is decriminalized in

Argentina, In certain states of Australia, Belgium, Cambodia, Canada, Columbia, Costa Rica, Croatia,

Czech Republic, Ecuador, Estonia, Iran, Israel, Italy, Jamaica, Mexico, Napal, Amsterdam, Peru, Russia,

Spain and Switzerland.

So what is wrong with South African politicians and government.

I don't think LeadSA DrugWatch and other similar organizations wants to lose it's main money maker.

The average dagga user and peddler.

f 1 comment

Paul Hagg
Hav u forgotten. ZA is always a decade behind with

everything.
29 January 2014 04:31PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

e 9 people like this - Denver Burgess, King Cali Mann Cure,

Lesiba Junior, Maggi Newton, Martin SpaceRocker, Paul Hagg,

Phumzile Liwane, Russell Botha, Ruth Jakeman

Thursday 30 January 2014

Dagga Movement 30 January 2014 06:00AM mobile        b

http://www.naturalnews.com/032674_marijuana_radiation.html

e 1 person likes this - Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli

Dagga Movement 30 January 2014 10:15AM         g

wco awez. south africa still falling behind



Kentucky Agriculture Commissioner James Comer says industrial hemp will make

a comeback in Kentucky after decades of being banned if Congress finishes work

on a farm bill that includes hemp language.

Comer says Ky. will have hemp crop this year: www.wpsdlocal6.com

Dagga Movement 30 January 2014 01:03PM         g

Foreign man arrested for cultivating dagga in Plett

http://www.knysnaplettherald.com/news.aspx?id=69433&h=Man-arrested-for-cultivating-dagga

Knysna-Plett Herald is your local community newspaper from Knysna &

Plettenberg Bay, bringing you the latest headlines and breaking news from Knysna,

Plettenberg Bay and surrounding Garden Route, South Africa.

Knysna-Plett Herald | Man arrested for cultivating dagga:

www.knysnaplettherald.com

Dagga Movement 30 January 2014 01:05PM         g

How drinking can be worse than dagga

http://www.iol.co.za/lifestyle/parenting/how-drinking-can-be-worse-than-dagga-1.1639349

Current guidelines say they should avoid alcohol, but if they do choose to drink

then they should limit it to one or two units a week.

How drinking can be worse than dagga - IOL Lifestyle | IOL.co.za: www.iol.co.za

Dagga Movement 30 January 2014 01:54PM         d



Dagga Movement 30 January 2014 04:06PM         g

lol.wco

The 31-year-old churchgoer collapsed in bed after smoking a cannabis cigarette

that led her to have moderate to high levels of the class B drug in her system

Mother thought to be first woman in Britain to die from cannabis poisoning -

Telegraph: www.telegraph.co.uk

e 2 people like this - Alex Daniel Csont, Tyran Lopes

f 5 comments

Ryan Michael James
LOL
31 January 2014 07:48AM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Francois Kriek

Danny De-psypill
Bullcrap!
30 January 2014 05:32PM

e 3 people like this - Alfred Sissing, Dagga Movement, Scott

Channing

Micky Madlove Siebert
This has to be the hugest attempt at a propaganda campaign I've ever

seen
30 January 2014 04:33PM

e 2 people like this - Alfred Sissing, Dagga Movement

Jeffery Richards
Haha misdiagnosis! 
30 January 2014 04:15PM

e 2 people like this - Alfred Sissing, Dagga Movement

Arthur Charles Mitton
ha!!!!! what bull!!
30 January 2014 04:13PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Friday 31 January 2014

Dagga Movement 31 January 2014 05:58PM         d

Dagga, No Hangovers, No Regret!



e 4 people like this - Beverly Stevens, Joshua Lamoreaux, M'srka Ta,

Tebogo Sereo

Dagga Movement 31 January 2014 11:37PM         g

PotBot for Android is now available on the Play Store...

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=info.dagga.movement

PotBot for Android the first app that can track your cannabis use and predict when

your THC levels should be low enough to avoid cannabis DUIs<p>- 7 Day FREE

Trial<br>...

PotBot - Android Apps on Google Play: play.google.com

Saturday 1 February 2014

Dagga Movement 1 February 2014 10:36AM         d

Dagga Movement 1 February 2014 05:58PM mobile        b

Okes, blokes, hairies and cherries what are you smoking? Kimberley is sad at the moment.

f 1 comment



Leon Raulstone
Master Kush, then there is some white widow and I am waiting on berry dream to grow oO
1 February 2014 07:44PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Tebogo Sereo > Dagga Movement 1 February 2014 07:57PM         f

Ahoy

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Sunday 2 February 2014

Dagga Movement 2 February 2014 08:53AM         g

True story! What is on ur list when stoned? 

 Ma Bakee

Timeline Photos: With Ashford Marais.

e 3 people like this - Johan Steynvaart, Phumzile Liwane, Sebastian K Bro

f 2 comments

Dagga Movement
Unless you have list and budget. All hell breaks loose when the

munchies kick in....

~Mickey
3 February 2014 12:56AM

e 1 person likes this - Rudy Jansen

Rudy Jansen
hahaha! So true!
2 February 2014 12:17PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Monday 3 February 2014

Dagga Movement 3 February 2014 03:26PM         d

Over 1000 LIKES Thank YOU!



e 12 people like this - Brenden Arthur Campbell, Carvern Jacobs,

Cedric Jansen, Chantelle Horn, Gerd Bader, Jason Finn, Jody

Fisher, Maggi Newton, Nikita NightSiren, Phumzile Liwane,

Russell Botha, Ryan Michael James

Tuesday 4 February 2014

Dagga Movement 4 February 2014 01:15PM mobile        b

If you had to pick one strain to be stuck with on a deserted island what would it be?

Dagga Movement 4 February 2014 02:17PM         b

PotBot for Android v 1.5 is much more stable! Update coming soon on Play Store.

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
1.4.1 has been released in the meantime. 

It's much more stable than 1.4.
6 February 2014 01:40AM

Wednesday 5 February 2014

Dagga Movement 5 February 2014 10:46AM         g

hahahahahahahaha. wco.

do they real believe we gonna fall for there fake propaganda.

A BOURNEMOUTH bar and nightclub manager overdosed on cannabis before

dying of carbon monoxide poisoning in his car, an inquest has confirmed.

Popular nightclub manager Paul Kenyon overdosed on cannabis before dying of

carbon monoxide...: www.bournemouthecho.co.uk

e 3 people like this - Deon Grobler, Johan Steynvaart, Vinucci Martin

f 5 comments

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
There's no cannabis overdose.
6 February 2014 04:55AM



Carmelita Brown
thats a lie!!No one has ever in the history of mankind od'd from

weed!Fucking bunch of idiots ignorance always breeds scapegoat
5 February 2014 09:53PM

Ryan Griffiths
This is English government propaganda, that is the second death

blamed on Cannabis in a week :-( 

They know we are winning so are getting desperate ............

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2548669/Devout-Christian-

mother-three-31-woman-Britain-DIE-cannabis-poisoning-smoking-joi

nt-bed.html
5 February 2014 09:05PM

Beverly Stevens
...the problem is the idiots who do believe these!
5 February 2014 09:00PM

e 1 person likes this - Ryan Griffiths

Deon Grobler
Not possible..I have checked out some of these claims..and I found

the same people have been making these false claims for a long

time..one site disclaimer states: "Our stories are purely fictional''.
5 February 2014 05:43PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Grant Higgins

Dagga Movement 5 February 2014 01:15PM         b

Crying over a broken bong. It's bad when you break your own bong. It's worse when you break your

GFs bong. Fortunately she can have mine. Thanks goes out to Below The Lion for awesome service and

lightning fast delivery...

Dagga Movement 5 February 2014 05:20PM         g

Man caught in Kimberley with Dagga worth R50 000

http://citizen.co.za/122449/man-caught-dagga-kimberley/

A man was arrested in Kimberley for possession of dagga, Northern Cape police

said on Wednesday.

Man caught with dagga in Kimberley: citizen.co.za

e 2 people like this - Clinton Lezar, Johan Steynvaart



Thursday 6 February 2014

Dagga Movement 6 February 2014 01:38AM         d

Dagga Movement 6 February 2014 10:33AM         g

INTERESTING.. wco

The results suggest that the use of medical marijuana could be broadened if

patients concurrently take an anti-inflammatory drug such as ibuprofen.

Smoking Marijuana Without Memory Loss? New Research Shows Hope!:

www.cliffsidemalibu.com

e 1 person likes this - Sebastian K Bro

f 1 comment

Deon Grobler
Be aware of the risks,ibuprofen is not safe..

http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/druginfo/meds/a682159.html
6 February 2014 12:47PM

Dagga Movement 6 February 2014 03:00PM         g

? Ma Baker

Timeline Photos: Meet Phoenix #3, Malinda Lewis, and Please share her story. 

“ I Suffer from Pseudo seizures. I use CBD Oil Capsules from Phoenix Tears

Foundation to keep from having seizures. I’m 45 years old have two adult children,

five grandchildren *(ages 4-7 years old). Born 2-3-1969 in Eugene, Oregon. My

parents divorced at age 8 Three sisters. I’m 2nd youngest. Grew up in an abusive

home as child, spending considerable time living with mom and sisters in meth

house. We lived with father when divorce went through until social services



became aware of abuse. We moved in with mom, who was a drug addict and

alcoholic. Lived in a Meth house until put in Foster Home and emancipated at age

17. Emancipated from State of Oregon at 17 years old. Health Started deteriorating

in my 30’s. Was diagnosed with fibromyalgia in 1999 and 1st outbreak of shingles

just after. Many surgeries from cysts on Ovaries in my 30’s. Early 2000’s had a

Hysterectomy due to endometriosis and ovary issues. Also, when my cancer scars

were diagnosed. 

Two Breast Lumpectomies. One in each breast. Did rounds of chemotherapy for

each. Used OIL (60 grams 60 days) for last breast cancer scare. Tumor completely

disappeared. 3rd Lump on Left Breast on used OIL, Timothy Tipton acquired from

Phoenix Tears, 60 grams in 60 days. Used capsules, smoking, and eating medicine.

Had 2 areas with suspicious marks. Rubbed OIL directly on the area and within 3

months they were gone. Diagnosed with osteoporosis. Bone Density done due to

breakage and loss of teeth. Five spine surgeries due to several automobile

accidents. Need Strong Indica cannabis medicine to help deal with pain and

muscle spasms. Have Interstim Pace Maker in Low Back for Kidneys.

Most recently, a CAT Scan showed 2 nodules in the lungs. I have a second CAT

Scan scheduled for February 4 to compare to 1st CAT SCAN. No Treatment yet.

Currently treating with Cannabis RSO OIL for nodules.

I get serious sores on the back of right leg from Shingles outbreaks. I use the

Healing Cream I receive from Timothy Tipton, who gets it from Dr. Janet Sweeney

at Phoenix Tears Foundation. The shingles previously broke out into painful

pustules that could take weeks to heal. If use healing balm first symptom, rash

never breaks out in pustules and is gone within a week.” Said Malinda Lewis. “A

good Sativa or Oil helps keep me off the Benzodiazepines that used to make me

real drowsy and doped up feeling.” 

MALINDA LEWIS BIOGRAPHY

PHOENIX TEARS FOUNDATION PATIENT

Colorado legal medical cannabis patient and three time Breast Cancer Survivor

Malinda Lewis, 49, has been through a lot. But, as seizures returned after a 1 ½ year

absence, it was a BIG WIN from CBD (Cannabidiol) capsules which has reduced

and eliminated the seizures, and given this active grandmother her quality of life

back. But, in a surprising turn, she is told by doctors that a recent CAT scan

revealed nodules in her lungs, so she is beginning treatment as a Phoenix Tears

Foundation patient.

she is a woman who has seen a whole lot of life and not always the best sides of it.

She has struggled through a maze of synthetic narcotic prescriptions drugs for

numerous years, finally settling on minimizing the pills through effective legal

cannabis therapy. Lewis credits some of her problems to years of synthetic pills

creating problems with her liver and other vital organs. She can give personal



experiences for hours about the numerous, often devastating side effects of the

long term chronic pain therapy. She is known to speak of the weather affected

disorder which gives her pain from the metal plates and screws in her neck,

following their installation during two separate surgeries, apparently modern

medicine’s answer to a limited better ‘quality of life’ for her.

In the decade which has followed years of chronic pain, Lewis has had taken it

upon herself to become educated in the wide variety of holistic complimentary

therapies, a time consuming process. “In the early days of my debilitated condition,

it was hard to find easy answers and alternatives to the pills,” reports Lewis.

“Eventually, once orientated to the benefits of legal therapy through means other

than just smoke able (marijuana), I began to find longer term relief for my many

ailments. This is something I enjoy helping others in making a smoother transition

to success.” Lewis embraces edible therapy, 1800’s style ‘ancient’ recipe

tincture therapy, and a variety of nutraceutical oils, lotions, foods, and other

potions.

“When I first became legal, over six years ago, there was little opportunity to be

educated, only a couple of dispensaries, and a patient collective, which finally gave

me a clear understanding of ALL the therapy options, rather than just a storefront

perspective. The first few months, I was actually only able to secure cannabis from

street dealers. Times have changed considerably.”

In an effort to help ‘pay back’ for her positive enhanced education about legal

cannabis therapy, Lewis began volunteering time at the Ole RAD Reasonable

Access Denver facility which used to be located in Denver on Colfax across from

the famous Lake Steam Baths, a short distance away from Mile High Stadium. “It

was a breath of fresh air, to be able to get consistent quality medical therapy

services and on a regular basis,” said Lewis. “Eventually, I was able to alert my

physician that I had cut down on my prescription narcotic pain medications to

about one third. I actually felt more active, and was able to consequently be more

active also.”

As a collective volunteer with the Rocky Mountain Caregivers Cooperative Lewis

has provided countless hours of unpaid court trial time. Initially, this took the form

of support throughout the trial of then 38-year-old Thornton resident Jack Branson,

who was, at the time, well into a 20-year fight with HIV. He had become the victim

of a raid over a marijuana grow. Charged with felony cultivation and possession of

marijuana, and, In an unusual move, the Adams County Circuit Court Judge allowed

Lewis to be a court-certified statistician. She was responsible for assisting

court-certified expert-Cannabis Timothy Tipton in weighing the cannabis medicine

and allow him to do an effective reporting for the Judge and jury which revealed

out of 64 lb. of evidence analyzed, included things like root balls, soil, stalk and

other non-medicinal matter, so as to be less than the 8 ounce threshold for a

felony possession charge. The jury acquitted Branson on the possession charge,

but found him guilty of cultivation, and sentenced to probation. He remains as one

of the longest surviving HIV patients, and recommends daily cannabis therapy in a



multitude of varieties. 

Malinda Lewis has also been an amazing advocate, both in the field and

volunteering for the Cannabis Therapy Institute at numerous events, helping to

educate, as well as one on one counseling of her battles with health problems.

SO, listing the following issues for Malinda Lewis: nodules on Lungs, Shingles,

Breast Cancer (3 times), neuropathy, five spine surgeries, Anxiety/Panic Attacks,

PTSD, 2 nodules in Lungs, Fibromyalgia, Sever Muscle Spasms, Seizures,

Endometriosis, and Pace Maker for Kidneys.

Janet Sweeney — with Janet Sweeney.

e 1 person likes this - Johan Steynvaart

Dagga Movement 6 February 2014 09:49PM         g

My next fav stoner. This episode is 4 minutes 20 seconds long...

 http://youtu.be/5L65f7flW-w

MY TWITTER: https://twitter.com/RayWJ MY FACEBOOK:

http://www.facebook.com/raywilliamjohnson MY INSTAGRAM:

http://instagram.com/raywilliamjohnson -----------...

Real Life GTA: www.youtube.com

Friday 7 February 2014

Kabous Mattr > Dagga Movement 7 February 2014 10:03AM         d

Buy dagga, says investment guru Marc Faber...

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement



Dagga Movement 7 February 2014 10:15AM         g

Proud 2b a STONER

Timeline Photos: With Gordon Dsouza and 11 others.

e 7 people like this - Arc Zilla, Bhav Wooz, Bradley Traceluv Tyers, Jody Fisher,

Joshua Lamoreaux, Nozey Mthethwa, Phumzile Liwane

f 1 comment

Winsdor Pillay
Proud
7 February 2014 10:38AM

Dagga Movement 7 February 2014 10:57AM         g

Mainstream news is the gateway to propaganda.

http://gatewaynews.co.za/warning-as-woman-dies-from-smoking-dagga/

Originally published by The Christian InstituteA UK mother of three died from the

effects of using cannabis (dagga), a Bournemouth coroner has ruled.Gemma Moss,

Warning as woman dies from smoking dagga: gatewaynews.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Deon Grobler

f 1 comment

Deon Grobler
this story comes from a source that have been making false claims

about deaths caused by cannabis in the past..
7 February 2014 12:39PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 7 February 2014 11:01AM         b

The plantation is estimated to yield approximately two tons of dagga which, when dried, will be valued

at about R500,000. 

It is like their saying it will be dried to be sold but by the police instead.



http://ladysmithgazette.co.za/13551/woman-arrested-for-growing-dagga-plantation/

f 1 comment

Arc Zilla
Two tonnes of pure Natural happiness gone... Sad.
7 February 2014 11:03AM

Dagga Movement 7 February 2014 11:11AM         b

Being high is me being normal because how the fuck can you be sober on alcohol, cough syrup,

tobacco,  Aspartame, Caffeine, Paracetamol, Nutmeg(Large Quantities), Coke, McDonalds pink goo

meat, fluoride in the drinking water, Genetically modified mielies, soya beans and wheat and artificial

colorants and flavors and any other legal drug. Oh and by the way the vanilla you love so much most

likely came from a beaver gland.

I just find it funny that the same people who call for a drug free life are the ones who abuse the legal

drugs listed above.

e 5 people like this - Beverly Stevens, Dean Malan, Ivan Schoultz, Siphosihle Beaver Nondlwana,

Winston Leach

f 2 comments

Rudy Jansen
I tried nutmeg once, don't recommend it! Burped that shit for a month...
8 February 2014 10:57AM

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
True
7 February 2014 11:49AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 7 February 2014 11:15AM         d

lol I support the people of my countries I buy local! - MickeyD



Dagga Movement 7 February 2014 01:55PM         g

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=297755076976620&id=292726634146

131&aid=70329

e 7 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Beverly Stevens, Joshua Lamoreaux,

Lawrence Qholloi Free-Sovereign, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli,

Sebastian K Bro, Splash Mic

f 1 comment

Ryan Michael James
Stealth growing on a balcony?
7 February 2014 02:18PM

e 2 people like this - Beverly Stevens, Joshua Lamoreaux

Dagga Movement 7 February 2014 05:16PM         g

I know who I am voting for!

? Ma Baker

AANDAG ALLE DAGGAROKERS!!!

This is to announce that today, the Dagga Party submitted its application for

NATIONAL registration as a political party for Elections 2014.

Signatures can still be forwarded to us, as the IEC has said we can continue to add

signatures until 14 February, when our Government Gazette notice appears.

Viva AmaDaggadagga, VIVA!!

FAYAAAA!

Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa:

https://www.facebook.com/Daggaparty/posts/614973268571784

e 3 people like this - De Wet Swart, Jeremy David Acton, Sandra Harper-Smith

f 1 comment

Thabani Tebz
Viva, Ganja !   Let us nt cal it dagga lyk police do, 
7 February 2014 06:06PM
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Super Skunk

Timeline Photos: Amazing Super Skunk photoshoot shared by our friend Be

Weedig.

e 2 people like this - Phumzile Liwane, Sebastian K Bro

Dagga Movement 7 February 2014 08:10PM         g

They say they destroy the drugs but I think most of it makes it back to the market. Prohibition favors

corruption.

http://www.thenewage.co.za/118075-1009-53-Sars_seized_drugs_worth_R5_million

Drugs worth more than R5 million were seized at the Cape Town and

Johannesburg international airports , the SA Revenue Service said on Friday.

Sars seized drugs worth R5 million | The New Age Online: www.thenewage.co.za

Saturday 8 February 2014

Unknown > Dagga Movement 8 February 2014 08:23AM         f

Please will ALL you Dagga Party supporters get out to the local voting station this weekend with your

ID book and REGISTER TO VOTE!! Please spread this call to all, and MOBILISE to vote for your favourite

party, the Dagga Party. FAYA!!

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 8 February 2014 09:52AM         d
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e 6 people like this - Aashiqah Ali, Khutjo Slovar, Luzuko Mlambo Qongo, Nozey Mthethwa, Phumzile

Liwane, Vinucci Martin

Dagga Movement 8 February 2014 06:07PM         g

T-Shirts by Spliff. Get one. If we don't have a design you like we will make it. sales@spliffs.info

From R250

T-Shirts:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=1417207801858913&id=13749268560

87008&aid=1073741830

Dagga Movement 8 February 2014 06:56PM mobile        b

High and dry; The moment when you smoke the last bit of bud.

Dagga Movement 8 February 2014 07:25PM         g

Red eyes, no regrets. Enjoy your Frrrrhighday and the rest of the weedend.



Timeline Photos: With Kenny Kenken Noye Mcguigan and 11 others.

e 2 people like this - Phumzile Liwane, Sebastian K Bro

Dagga Movement 8 February 2014 07:58PM         g

Make Jose Mujica president of the WORLD!!!

Jose Mujica (AFP Photo / Miguel Rojo) The president of Uruguay has been

nominated for this year's Nobel Peace Prize. According to his advocates, José

“Pepe” Mujica's much talked-about marijuana legalization is in fact "a tool for

peace and understanding." For the second year in a row, the Drugs Peac...

Uruguay’s President Nominated For Nobel Peace Prize For Legalizing Marijuana |

TruthTheory: truththeory.com

e 3 people like this - Fadi Shihadeh, Ivan Schoultz, King Cali Mann Cure

Dagga Movement 8 February 2014 09:50PM         g

Nuwe dagga-parfuum op pad

Colorado het byna ’n maand gelede die eerste Amerikaanse staat geword wat dagga vir suiwer

ontspanning verkoop. Dit was die begin van ’n bloeiende daggabedryf, en een van die dae sal geharde

aanhangers van die plant dit ook in reukwatervorm agter die oor kan tik.

Richard E. Grant werk al twee jaar saam met die Britse afdelingswinkel Liberty aan ’n reukwater wat na

dagga ruik. Dit sal in April te koop wees.

Richard, ’n gebore Swazilander wat in Suid-Afrika studeer het, is ’n akteur wat al in meer as 80

rolprente en televisieprogramme verskyn het. Hy is veral bekend vir sy rol in Withnail and I (1987).

Afgesien van sy skerp daggareukie, het die nuwe reukwater ook ondertone van lemmetjie, naeltjieolie,

nartjie en tabak. Dis geskik vir albei geslagte en Richard noem dit Jack. Die verpakking is, in ware Britse

styl, knalrooi.

Richard het aan The Daily Telegraph gesê sy vriendin, die ontwerper Anya Hindmarch, het die idee vir

die reukwater gekry toe sy sien hy ruik aan plante.

Richard E. Grant werk al twee jaar saam met die Britse afdelingswinkel Liberty aan

’n reukwater wat na dagga ruik.

’n Nuwe dagga-parfuum op pad: huisgenoot.com
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Pot perfume?

http://www.refinery29.com/2013/11/57004/marijuana-perfume-richard-e-grant-liberty

Perfumes are a particular passion for many of us at R29, from Britney Spears to the

Olsen Twins to Marc Jacobs' latest offering. We simply can't get enough of the

scented stuff. And, that's why we're so excited about the news of Liberty's latest

scent. Actor Richard E. Grant told the Daily

Would You Try Pot Perfume? Here's Your Chance: www.refinery29.com

Dagga Movement 8 February 2014 09:54PM         b

RSG Loslip praat oor die Dagga Couple

'n Paartjie wil tot in die hoogste hof baklei vir die wettige besit van dagga. Hulle sê ongeag die effek

daarvan, is dit elke mens se reg om self te besluit wat hy in sy liggaam wil sit. Rook en alkohol

veroorsaak duisende steftes, maar is wettig, al het dit nie medisinale gebruike soos dagga nie. In

Portugal het dwelmverslawing glo met 40% afgeneem binne 10 jaar nadat alle dwelms gewettig is,

bloot omdat dit nie meer verbode vrugte is nie.

http://www.rsg.co.za/forcedownload.asp?fn=20140121%5FLOSLIP%2Emp3&f=%2Fimages%2Fupload%2

Fsound%2Fklanke%2F

e 1 person likes this - Tommie le Roux

f 2 comments

Tommie le Roux
To DOWNLOAD the podcast:  

http://rsg.co.za/forcedownload.asp?fn=20140121%5FLOSLIP%2Emp3&f=%2Fimages%2Fup

load%2Fsound%2Fklanke%2F
8 February 2014 10:11PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Tommie le Roux
To listen to the program:  

http://rsg.co.za/images/upload/sound/klanke/20140121_LOSLIP.mp3
8 February 2014 10:09PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 8 February 2014 10:44PM         b

Ganja suppressed Bob Marley's cancer so much so that he did not know he had cancer until it was to



late. If only BHO had been discovered earlier. If only prohibition had never been introduced we could

have saved many legends!

e 5 people like this - January Thomas, Marc De Campos, Motebang Shakhane, Prince Hekima

Bakersman, Winston Leach

Sunday 9 February 2014

Dagga Movement 9 February 2014 11:00AM         b

Q: Protecting a dealer is very important but what kind of stoner are you if you do not share access to

high grade dagga with fellow stoners? 

A: A worthless stoner! 

:D Please share your views.

e 1 person likes this - John Ward

f 1 comment

John Ward
Wat about the fucking two face dealers who get stock form suppliers who work with the

pigs!
9 February 2014 02:09PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
And vice versa peddlers who push on garbage at inflated prices.
10 February 2014 10:45AM

Dagga Movement
True! It's a two way street.

I don't like to peddle myself but I am always helpful in getting people connected

with good stuff.

I just get mad when people want to limit access to a supplier for their own

monetary gain.

It's maddening.
10 February 2014 10:44AM

Dagga Movement 9 February 2014 11:06AM         g



Photos from Michiel Van Niekerk's post in FMOL [Free Man on Land] JHB South

Africa: It cannot be stopped!!

Dagga Movement 9 February 2014 01:00PM         d

High level programming...

:) Thus far I have consumed about 70 grams of cannabis while developing PotBot ~ MickeyD

f 1 comment

Redeye Mike
Haha cool :)
9 February 2014 01:20PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

e 1 person likes this - Alistair Thomson

Monday 10 February 2014

Dagga Movement 10 February 2014 11:40AM         b

I choose dagga over alcohol and tobacco.

Drugs include, coffee, nutmeg, GMO products, Aspartame, most additives used in foods from colorants

to preservatives.

If dagga is illegal because it's dangerous why is tobacco and alcohol legal and regulated.

If a dangerous habit forming plant should be banned why not also ban Datura Inoxia.

Datura is commonly found in South African gardens and has the toxicity to kill, pets, children and even

adults.

It is also used recreational but is not popular because it is dangerous and a deliriant.

Why drive us to drink at pubs and taverns if we are not allowed to drive ourselves home?

Dagga is morally a more responsible drug than alcohol and much safer than tobacco.



What right do you or any other entity have to deny me this God given plant?

e 16 people like this - Bobby Greenhash, Charlie Osbie Shangase, Dean DK Roberts, I-fatherman

Mokgakala, Kyle Kale Tawse, Luthando Dladla, Martin SpaceRocker, Mpho Yaya Mc'hlab, Ras

Sthembiso Lubaxa, Russell Botha, Ruth Jakeman, Shaldene Langeveldt Sherilee, Stuart Procter,

Thabiso Traxx Simelane, William Holmes, Winston Leach

f 3 comments

Winston Leach
Ek maak dit somer self anyway......
10 February 2014 06:12PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Deon Grobler
These guys are linked to deaths..but it is legal to kids

http://www.alternet.org/food/energy-drinks-sending-americas-teens-emergency-room
10 February 2014 04:52PM

Charlie Osbie Shangase
1 day I will be free! When I legalize my Legal right!
10 February 2014 12:20PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement 10 February 2014 12:01PM         g

Two patients collected 80,000 signatures in appeal for medical dagga.

In only a few days the two patients gathered thousands of signatures. Next to the petition launched a

few days ago by a mother suffering from Multiple Sclerosis, who say "Marijuana helps us to feel better"

THE TAM TAM network runs fast. Within a few days the appeal on the internet by two sick to liberalize

the marijuana exceeded 80,000 signatures. Hundreds of accessions that Magdalene and Fabrizio, the

authors of two different petitions on the site change.org, consider it a small victory. A virtual march

today in the streets of Rome while thousands of people have participated in the 'Marijuana march' to

say 'No' to the prohibition. Protests and appeals that do not stop at just over two days of the decision of

the consultation on the constitutionality of the Fini-Giovanardi law. On February 11, the Constitutional

Court will decide whether or not to abolish the law that raised the penalties for possession and

trafficking of soft drugs.

The patient who suffer of multiple sclerosis asks to be able to buy cannabis in pharmacies , without

restriction, Mingali Maddalena , 36, a mother of two girls and also suffering from multiple sclerosis since

she was 27 cannot take cortisone for some time and is unable to deal with the pain consumes cannabis

by chewing it. A few days ago launched a petition on the site charnge org , and has collected just under

40,000 signatures. "I am very happy with this mobilization . It 's amazing in just over a week a lot of

people who responded to my appeal," she says.

Maddalena has found that marijuana could help her , almost by accident, talking to a friend, says she



has never smoked dagga, not even as a teen. "I can not smoke cannabis , never smoked pipes. My head

was spinning - says Magdalena - . Then I ate it , I put it under the tongue, as a homeopathic product ,

and the results have arrived. I can overcome one of the many hardships that I face with the disease for

a couple of weeks I almost felt like a normal. too, because in the market there is a drug made from

marijuana , but the doctor told me that I can not take it . "

The surgeon is convinced that the Fini-Giovanardi law is declared unlawful Fabrizio Cinquini, a vascular

surgeon of fifty, who has  long been fighting for the liberalization of cannabis. Also has a petition on the

website change.org and he has collected almost 45,000 signatures. He began to cultivate marijuana for

treatment hepatitis C. when she got sick 16 years ago , while working . And ' success while operating a

patient in an ambulance . A few years later he began a battle which also led him to a conviction , given

that it is reporting himself because cultivating cannabis. " In Italian with Fini-Giovanardi law we filled the

prisons and fueled the illegal trade. Depenalising domestic cultivation and possession of average

quantities ," he writes in his petition .

The drugs . Today there is not enough scientific research to support the efficacy of the therapeutic use

of marijuana. In Italy it is permissible to use specific medicinal cannabis . Experts held to reiterate that it

is one thing to talk about free spinel and an account of the therapeutic potential of cannabinoids . Also

because the medicines based on marijuana are not necessarily contained substances with

psychotropic effects .

U.S. and Uruguay. In 2013, the states of Colorado and Washington have legalized by referendum on

marijuana , while in Uruguay has been announced the creation of a state monopoly to reduce crime 

{Translated by Google Translate}

http://www.repubblica.it/salute/2014/02/08/news/cannabis_terapeutica_raccolte_80_000_firme_ap

pello_di_due_malati_liberalizzatela-78038880/

In 'n paar dae vergader duisende handtekeninge. Volgende op die petisie van

stapel gestuur 'n paar dae gelede deur 'n moeder wat ly aan v...

Dagga, versamel 80000 handtekeninge van twee pasiënte Appel: "Liberalizzatela:

www.wietforum.nl

e 1 person likes this - King Cali Mann Cure

f 3 comments

Arthur Charles Mitton
Are we all so full of fear and paranoia that we to scared to say "I am a

dagga fan"
10 February 2014 03:28PM

Arthur Charles Mitton
Are we all so full of fear and paranoia that we to scared to say "I am a

dagga fan"
10 February 2014 03:28PM



Arthur Charles Mitton
wow!!! and we here in SA can't even gather a few thousand signatures

for the dagga party???  what's up with that???
10 February 2014 12:49PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Gerd Bader
yeah something wrong! Even the Dagga Couple could even

need more media coverage ,but things don't network in SA
10 February 2014 03:25PM

Dagga Movement 10 February 2014 03:01PM         g

Dagga Movement T-Shirt from Spliff

Dagga Movement – T-ShirtFebruary 10, 2014T-ShirtsadminDagga

MovementSkuDM0001DescriptionDagga Movement - T-ShirtProduct

Options#OptionPrice1SmallR300.002MediumR300.003LargeR300.004XLargeR300.

005XXLargeR300.006XXXLargeR300.00ShippingShipping Rate:Order Dagga

Movement - T-ShirtQty:

Dagga Movement – T-Shirt: spliffs.info

e 2 people like this - Phumzile Liwane, Vic Shaw

Dagga Movement 10 February 2014 09:01PM         d

This is how all bankies should be. Overfilled! ~MickeyD

f 5 comments

Clinton Lezar
You call that a banky?
10 February 2014 10:39PM

Dagga Movement
Baggie bankie hahaha I would

prefer Jars but THIS IS AFRICA
10 February 2014 11:02PM

Malebogo Lorekwang
Ae wena mara yoong
10 February 2014 10:12PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Brenden Arthur Campbell
Dense as fuck
10 February 2014 09:28PM



Brenden Arthur Campbell
that must be some outdoor skunk... One pip , as far as the eye can see.. Looks well cured!
10 February 2014 09:25PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Baggie bankie hahaha I would prefer Jars but THIS IS AFRICA
10 February 2014 11:02PM

e 13 people like this - Ashwin Fleurs, Bhav Wooz, Brenden Arthur Campbell, Clinton Lezar, Emanuel

Kaonza, Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Juan Pretorius, King Cali Mann Cure, Nigel Thavarajoo, Nkululeko Ed

Mlenze, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli, Sarah Jane Bow, SK Ngwenya

Deon Grobler > Dagga Movement 10 February 2014 11:24PM         g

Can you guys please take a look at this petition..it will help if you can sign and share it..thank you.

http://www.mypetition.co.za/index.php?page=sign_petition&petition_id=271#.UvfyXBipnyA.facebook

My Petition:PRISONER EXCHANGE TREATY FOR SOUTH AFRICA.

PRISONER EXCHANGE TREATY FOR SOUTH AFRICA.: www.mypetition.co.za

f 2 comments

Deon Grobler
I agree with you..they are still way off and it needs a update..my

support is for the people that can't get home..thank you for your

support
10 February 2014 11:44PM

Dagga Movement
Hi Deon

I see the petition links to

http://www.lockedup.co.za/drug-information-know-your-drugs.html

I do not agree with all the information on cannabis but do agree that

there should be some policies in place to bring South Africans home.

~ Mickey D
10 February 2014 11:32PM

Tuesday 11 February 2014

Dagga Movement 11 February 2014 10:30AM         g

Any given police station in South Africa arrests up to 10 people a day for dagga possession. How many

rape and murder victims get the justice they deserve? Not nearly as much as the injustice bestowed

upon the daggafarian culture of South Africa.



Let the SAPS spend less time harassing otherwise law abiding dagga peddlers and users by legalizing

and regulating the healing herb to change the statistics. 

Register and vote Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa 

Justice and peace for all!

Mobile Uploads: On Ian Bredenkamp's show today

e 8 people like this - Beverly Stevens, Clinton Lezar, Dylan Kabraky Hattingh,

Endy Max Hlatshwayo, Gerd Bader, Masaka Ngoali, Rebone Dikale, Thir Lab

Dagga Movement 11 February 2014 06:35PM mobile        b

KZN cops intercept R4 million dagga

http://www.iol.co.za/news/crime-courts/kzn-cops-intercept-r4-million-dagga-1.1645380

Wednesday 12 February 2014

Dagga Movement 12 February 2014 02:53PM         g

oh sweet lord!!!!!!wco

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=10151405538402526&id=8367632525

&aid=546406

e 16 people like this - Alex Daniel Csont, Arc Zilla, Bradley Traceluv Tyers, Dylan

Kabraky Hattingh, Emanuel Kaonza, Jacques Pierre Breedt, Juan Pretorius,

Masaka Ngoali, Nigel Thavarajoo, Phumzile Liwane, Shaldene Langeveldt

Sherilee, Smo Mohale, Splash Mic, Vice Madlokovu Nene, Vincent Mafaesa,

YesIah Garvey

Dagga Movement 12 February 2014 02:55PM         g

hahahaha classic prank. wco

Timeline Photos: This is awesome...

e 6 people like this - Alen Nanov, Clinton Lezar, Emanuel Kaonza, Marc De



Campos, Nigel Thavarajoo, Nozey Mthethwa

Dagga Movement 12 February 2014 04:11PM         g

a hero. wco

This was the last speech Jack Herer made publically before he died. Filmed at

Hempstalk. Portland, Oregon (USA) September 12, 2009 On September 12, 2009

Jack...

Jack Herer's Last Speech (Hempstalk 2009): www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Juan Pretorius

Dagga Movement 12 February 2014 10:40PM         d

CAPE TOWN - Two people have been arrested on the N1 in Laingsburg after they were caught with 28

large bags of dagga.

Western Cape Traffic Chief Kenny Africa says the two men were driving a hired Nissan X-Trail LUV

from Kempton Park to Cape Town.

“We confiscated 28 huge bags of dagga as well as the vehicle. We then handed it over to a police in

Laingsburg.”

The suspects will appear in court soon.

url: ewn.co.za/2014/02/12/28-bags-of-dagga-confiscated

f 3 comments

Dagga Movement
bobby, a prick is useful. these

idiots, so called government, are

just as useless. wco
13 February 2014 07:51AM

Bobby Greenhash
What a bunch of pricks. When

will the government start

employing intelligent people as

cops?
13 February 2014 07:40AM

Gerd Bader
these well meaning cops are misguided by outdated and irrelevant laws. Idiots

smiling at their own demise



13 February 2014 09:39AM

Gerd Bader
these well meaning cops are misguided by outdated and irrelevant laws. Idiots

smiling at their own demise
13 February 2014 09:39AM

Thursday 13 February 2014

Dagga Movement 13 February 2014 07:48PM         d

Ray William Johnson & Snoop Lion smoke it out...

e 1 person likes this - Alex Daniel Csont

Friday 14 February 2014

Dagga Movement 14 February 2014 09:31AM         d
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Spot the odd one out..

ON February 7 and February 8 Alberton SAPS had operations in place for regular duties and managed

to arrest 108 suspects for crimes committed around the Alberton area.

Lieutenant Colonel Maswanganyi was in charge of the operations and under his command the

following members participated: W/O Ngobeni, W/O Mabaso, Sergeant Thangwana, Sergeant Nkuna,

Sergeant Mongalo, Constable Mgedezi, Constable Moloto and Constable Koza.

The suspects were arrested for different crimes ranging from being illegal immigrants, possession of

stolen motor vehicles, drunk in public, theft, failing to obey traffic officers, resisting arrest, common

assault, possession of dagga, dealing with drugs, intimidation, hijacking, shoplifting, housebreaking,

selling liquor without a licence, possession of stolen property, bribery, criminal injuries, rape, assault

GBH and conspiracy to commit rape.

The following items were confiscated or recovered: liquor, a spade, a shovel, knives, dagga, a rifle with

a magazine and rounds, an axe, DVD’S, a pistol with a magazine and rounds, cell phones, bank cards,

money, a wallet and a wristwatch. Thanks for the good work of keeping Alberton streets safe.

Warrant Officer T Ngobeni has come out on top according to Sergeant Nkuna for his recent operations.

W/O Ngobeni has managed to arrest one person every day of the operation for the possession of

dagga.

While driving in convoy the W/O would stop someone and when a search is done, that person is found

to have a lot of dagga on him, and this has occurred a few times. The police managed to arrest dagga

dealers whom they did not suspect at first. “Thank you for being always alert,” said Sergeant Nkuna.

SAPS arrested 108 suspects on February 8 and 9.

Alberton SAPS arrested dagga dealer suspects: albertonrecord.co.za
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Italy drug laws: cannabis no longer legally equal to heroin and cocaine 

A law equating heroin with cannabis has been struck down in Italy, in a decision that may see 10,000

released from prison.

The country’s constitutional court ruled the law was “illegitimate”, without giving further details.

The law, which was introduced by former Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi in 2006, has been blamed for

causing prison overcrowding after sentences for selling, cultivating or possessing cannabis tripled.

After it was passed, marijuana and hashish became legally equal to cocaine and heroin, raising

sentences associated with crimes from 6 to20 years, from 2 to 6 years previously.

According to prison rights group Antigone, 40 per cent of all inmates in Italian prisons were serving

sentences for drug crimes.

Italian jails are the most crowded in the European Union, with around 62,000 detainees held in cells

built for fewer than 48,000, official data states.

Following the verdict, the law in place prior to 2006 will once again take effect; under which crimes

related to “hard” drugs like cocaine and heroin carry lengthier sentences than cannabis.

“The so-called drug war as conceived in North America has been lost and it's time to return to rational

rules that distinguish between substances,” Franco Corleone, of the human rights group Society of

Reason said.

But Senator Carlo Giovanardi, one of the original architects of the stricter law, said the ruling was a

“devastating choice from a scientific viewpoint and in the message it sends to young people that some

drugs are less dangerous than others”.

Url:independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/italy-drug-laws-cannabis-no-longer-legally-equal-to-her

oin-and-cocaine-9127148.html

A law equating heroin with cannabis has been struck down in Italy, in a decision

that may see 10,000 released from prison.

Italy drug laws: cannabis no longer legally equal to heroin and cocaine:

www.independent.co.uk

e 2 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Gerd Bader



Saturday 15 February 2014

Dagga Movement 15 February 2014 08:30AM mobile        b

Jamaica policeman arrested for dagga

m.news24.com/news24/World/News/Jamaica-policeman-arrested-for-dagga-20140214

Dagga Movement 15 February 2014 12:41PM         d

Dagga Movement 15 February 2014 03:52PM         g

Woman arrested for dagga worth R1.72 m

A 41-year-old woman was arrested on Friday after police found a huge consignment of dagga worth

around R1.7 million in a house belonging to the suspect.

Police spokesperson Colonel Jay Naicker said Police conducted an information driven operation that

led them to a homestead in Emanguzi, KwaZulu-Natal.

It is alleged that when police swooped on the homestead they discovered 163 bags of dagga stashed

in one of the houses on the premises,² said Naicker.

The total weight of the stockpile of dagga is 1723.67 kg and has an estimated to have a street value of

R1.72 million.

Police also found ammunition and a firearm breech block in another house on the premises.

Whilst searching another house on the same homestead police found three 458 Winchester Magnum

rounds and as well as a firearm breech block, said Naicker.

Police immediately placed the owner of the premises under arrest, she is currently being detained at



Emanguzi SAPS and is expected to appear in the Emanguzi Magistrates Court on Monday, 17 February

2014 on charges of dealing in drugs as well as illegal possession of ammunition.

Url:citizen.co.za/128297/woman-arrested-dagga-worth-r1-72-m/

A 41-year-old woman was arrested on Friday after police found a huge

consignment of dagga worth around R1.7 million in a house belonging to the

suspect.

Woman arrested for dagga worth R1.72 m: citizen.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Mhlambhe Nhlamulo Mabundane

f 2 comments

Beverly Stevens
...illegal ammo, but no gun?
16 February 2014 03:13AM

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
F**k the system.
15 February 2014 05:32PM

e 2 people like this - Beverly Stevens, Dagga Movement
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An sergeant of the Hobhouse SAPS station was arrested for defeating the ends of justice and has been

accused of texting a dagga dealer to hide bags of dagga when the police were heading to the

suspect’s house for a search-and-seizure operation in Dapelaneng.

Url:enca.com/south-africa/hawks-swoop-down-corrupt-cops

PRETORIA – Two police officers and an administration clerk were arrested on

Friday after an investigation by the Hawks.

Hawks swoop down on corrupt cops | eNCA: www.enca.com

e 3 people like this - Ivan Schoultz, Mhlambhe Nhlamulo Mabundane, Sebastian

K Bro

f 1 comment

Endy Max Hlatshwayo
Corrupt my A** that cop deserves a badge of excellence for good

done while in service
15 February 2014 06:58PM

e 1 person likes this - Ivan Schoultz
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Obama Could Legalize Dagga Today

President Obama is a tough guy to figure out on the marijuana issue. He famously

admitted he inhaled, frequently, that was the point. He wrote about taking “total

absorption” hits with his “Choom Gang.” He even said “the war on drugs is a

failure and I think we need to rethink and decriminalize our…

Obama Could Legalize Pot Today: www.hightimes.com

e 6 people like this - Ivan Schoultz, Mhlambhe Nhlamulo Mabundane, Nikita

NightSiren, Phumzile Liwane, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli, SlwaneArts

And Crafts

f 1 comment

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
There's a theory that he used to smoke some in the early days.
15 February 2014 05:21PM

Sunday 16 February 2014

Dagga Movement 16 February 2014 02:03PM         d
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Die wonder van dagga

AAPTWAK is nou wel omstrede, maar dagga het darem ook sy mediese voordele...

’n Onlangse studie het bevind dagga kan die uitwerking van die MI-virus in vigspasiënte teëwerk.

Die studie deur Amerika se Louisiana State University is verlede week in die mediese tydskrif Aids

Research and Human Retroviruses gepubliseer.



Oor 17 maande het wetenskaplikes ’n daaglikse dosis van THC, dagga se aktiewe chemiese middel,

aan ape gegee wat met die virus besmet is.

Die wetenskaplikes het bevind skade aan die immuun-weefsel in die ape se mae het afgeneem. Die

maag is ’n algemene deel van die liggaam waar die MIV-infeksie versprei.

Dr. Patricia Molina, hoofnavorser, sê die ape wat die dagga- behandeling ontvang het, het meer

gesonde selle gehad.

Aziel Gangerdine, woordvoerder van die Suid-Afrikaanse Mediese Navorsingsraad (MNR), sê hulle het

nog nooit enige navorsing gedoen oor die voordele van dagga-gebruik nie.

Maar Jeremy Acton van die Dagga-party glo in ’n land soos Suid-Afrika, waar MIV/vigs ’n pandemie is,

kan dié tipe navorsing belangrik wees.

“Die bevindings is baie belangrik. Dit wys dagga moet vir Suid-Afrikaners gewettig word, veral om

mediese redes.”

Acton sê dagga is ’n medies voordelige plant. “Mense met MIV moet toegelaat word om toegang te

kry tot die voordele van die plant.

“Die noodsaaklikheid om dagga wettig te maak, raak nou ’n saak van lewe en dood.”

Acton sê dagga het nog nooit iemand doodgemaak nie. “Ek rook al 25 jaar dagga en ek is dolgelukkig

dat ek dagga gekies het, pleks van drank en tabak.

“Ek is in die algemeen baie gesonder en gelukkiger as my eweknieë wat tabak en alkohol gebruik.”

Hy sê Henry Mngomezulu, sy MIV-positiewe vriend, gebruik dagga om gesond te bly en om die siekte

se simptome te verlig.

Mngomezulu sê hy het destyds erge kwale gehad en aan TB en brongitis gely. Toe begin hy ’n

dagga-tonikum gebruik.

“Ek het die tonikum elke dag gedrink en toe die mediese waarde van dagga besef.”

Hy voeg by hy het toe elke dag begin oefen en hardloop nou elke jaar die Comrades-marathon.

“Vanjaar gaan ek my vyfde Comrades hardloop.”

Hy sê ook hy drink elke dag die dagga en kan nie onthou wanneer laas hy siek was nie.

“Dit ontgif jou hele liggaam en sit die nodige vitamiene en proteïene in jou liggaam,” meen

Mngomezulu. “Ek glo sterk dat dié plant in Suid-Afrika wettig gemaak moet word.” 

Url:dieson.mobi/2014/02/16/die-wonder-van-dagga/



Die studie deur Amerika se Louisiana State University is verlede week in die

mediese tydskrif Aids Research and Human Retroviruses gepubliseer.

Die Son - die wonder van dagga: dieson.mobi

Monday 17 February 2014
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Dagga cake leads to brief coma for Spanish university student; 10 others become ill.

http://www.foxnews.com/world/2014/02/16/pot-cake-leads-to-brief-coma-for-spanish-university-s

tudent-10-others-become/

A university student in Spain's capital went into a comatose state early Sunday

after he ate a birthday cake baked with marijuana, while nine others were also

hospitalized, officials said. ...

Pot cake leads to brief coma for Spanish university student; 10 others become ill:

www.foxnews.com

f 1 comment

Ivan Schoultz
methinks the illness had nothing to do with pot and everything to do

with salmonella (bad eggs)
17 February 2014 09:57PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
True. The report says that they are not sure if it's the dagga

or whether other drugs were used.
18 February 2014 09:06AM

Dagga Movement 17 February 2014 05:28PM         g

The worlds first dagga overdose?

Url:youtube.com/watch?v=SGeOJ0fvpT0

A few days ago, a woman died from a heart attack apparently triggered by a

marijuana overdose. However, a lot of doctors are saying that's it's not possible ...

World's First Marijuana Overdose?: www.youtube.com

f 1 comment

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
I also say it's not possible.
17 February 2014 07:53PM



e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Olympic threshold for marijuana testing is higher than ever in 2014

Wouldn't it be a great world if 150 nanograms of dagga per milliliter was a pre-requisite.

SOCHI, Russia — Sixteen years after Canadian snowboarder Ross Rebagliati won, lost and ultimately

regained an Olympic gold medal (on appeal) after a lab found traces of marijuana metabolites in his

urine sample, athletes are still forbidden to “smoke a fatty for Rebagliati” in Sochi because marijuana

use remains prohibited during competition.

But 2014 marks the first Olympics since then in which athletes don’t have to fret as much about testing

positive for small concentrations of THC that overstay their welcome after out-of-competition use,

which is not prohibited, or from standing in someone else’s cannabis cloud.

In May 2013, the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) raised the in-competition threshold for marijuana

tenfold, to 150 nanograms per milliliter. The move is in line with evolving views toward marijuana across

the United States and the rest of the world. Colorado and Washington having legalized the drug

altogether, and some 20 states, plus Washington, D.C., allow medical marijuana use. Uruguay became

the first country in the world to legalize it, and Mexico City is mulling a pair of bills to decriminalize pot.

And while weed remains illegal in the U.S., Barack Obama’s administration issued rules this month

allowing banks to do business with state-licensed marijuana companies — something they had been

wary of for fear of breaking federal law.

Given the complexities of the WADA code and the daily rigors of complying with it, athletes are

encouraged to be vigilant about keeping up with the rules.

It was surprising, then, that a small random sample of athletes interviewed between periods of

Saturday’s USA-Russia hockey game were unaware of last year’s news.

Keri Herman, who placed 10th in slopestyle skiing for the U.S., said after being briefed that the new limit

“doesn’t matter personally. I don’t smoke weed. I don’t see it as enhancing anyone’s athletic ability.”

Similarly, Norwegian hockey goalie Lars Volden said, “I don’t care” that WADA raised the roof on pot

levels permitted in Sochi. He did, however, believe it should remain banned during competition.

“It’s not a good thing, for sure,” he said. “But I’ve never tried it.”

Meanwhile, 19-year-old U.S. figure skater Jason Brown was simply more attentive to other parts of the

code.



“I focus on what I’m taking and if it’s approved,” said Brown, who helped the U.S. earn a bronze

medal in the team event before placing ninth individually on Friday.

“I’ve never done it. I don’t think anyone should do it. I’m for clean play,” he said. “But if the (new

threshold) makes it more fair, then I’m totally in support. It’s just not my lifestyle to take it or be around

it.”

“It’s interesting for us, though, having moved from Chicago to Colorado, where there’s a green cross

on every building,” said Brown’s coach Korie Ade, referring to dispensaries.

“My parents were hippies. My dad grows it,” Ade said. “But I can’t really see why anyone needs it for

athletic purposes. If you can’t take a Sudafed if you get a cold, then you shouldn’t be smoking.”

‘The big argument’

So why is marijuana still on the prohibited list during competition?

According to the International Olympic Committee’s medical director, Dr. Richard Budgett, there are

three criteria for any substance to be banned: enhancing performance, posing a health risk and

violating the spirit of sport. Marijuana, he said, “is at least two of those: harmful to health and against the

spirit of the sport.”

“The big argument,” he said, “is over what degree of performance enhancement there is and how

much influence performance enhancement should have.”

IOC medical commission chairman Arne Ljungqvist said, “We have had, in total, a week’s debate on

that,” and the general conclusion was that, “yes, marijuana can be a performance-enhancing

stimulant.”

But, Budgett said, “it was decided that it shouldn’t be an absolutely essential criterion, so we can still

prohibit substance and methods that are just against spirit of sport and harmful to health. You don’t

have to have evidence of performance enhancement.”

Ultimately, Ljungqvist said, WADA’s raising the in-competition threshold to avoid catching

out-of-competition social use was “an attempt — a reasonable attempt — to deal with a complicated

matter.”

Url:america.aljazeera.com/articles/2014/2/17/olympic-thresholdforpositivemarijuanatestsishigherthan

ever.html

Passable amount of weed increased tenfold for Sochi Games, though use during

competition remains prohibited

Olympic threshold for marijuana testing is higher than ever in 2014 | Al Jazeera

America: america.aljazeera.com
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No need to worry about vote rigging in the upcoming elections.

How I see it is South Africa has over 4 million dagga users. 40% of them are probably underage due to

the fact that prohibition does make it very easy for children to buy dagga. So we are left with 2.4 million

eligible supporters. The rest is based on pure speculation but lets say 50% of them are to afraid to get

registered after years and years of dagga law enforcement & propaganda induced paranoia. We are

now left with 1.2 million registered dagga users.

How many seats can 1.2 million votes win? If the Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa does

not win this election it will be the 2nd runner up. 

Viva AmaDaggaDagga!!!

e 11 people like this - Alexander Dowding, Arthur Charles Mitton, Bobby Greenhash, Charlie Osbie

Shangase, Dagga Movement, Gerd Bader, John Ward, Martin SpaceRocker, Nozey Mthethwa, Sean

Le Roux, Shaldene Langeveldt Sherilee

f 2 comments

Bobby Greenhash
Two factors you need to take into account: 1. Stoners are NOT idiots. 2: Half of the stoners

will forgetwho they voting for on the day anyway. Leaves you with 600 000 votes. Viva

Iqela Lentsango: The Dagga Party of South Africa
18 February 2014 07:30AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Bobby Greenhash
At least its more votes than Juju will get.
18 February 2014 05:41PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
lol hahaha
18 February 2014 09:05AM

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
Viva!..
17 February 2014 07:50PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Save the drama for yo mama it's time to smoke some marijuana!



Contest starts now and ends Friday at Midnight PST. Must be 18+ to win.   

https://www.facebook.com/HotBoxVapors?ref=hl

Timeline Photos:

https://www.facebook.com/album.php?fbid=162438396958&id=61205706958&aid

=148378

e 4 people like this - Johan Steynvaart, Kurt Peter, Nigel Thavarajoo, Phumzile

Liwane

Dagga Movement 17 February 2014 06:20PM         d
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OMG 185 registered parties for the upcoming elections. Remember to make your mark next to the

ganja leaf!

ABOLITION OF INCOME TAX AND USURY PARTY – AITUP

AFRICA MUSLIM PARTY – AMP

AFRICAN BOND OF UNITY – ABU

AFRICAN CHRISTIAN ALLIANCE (AFRIKANER CHRISTEN ALLIANSIE) – ACA

AFRICAN CHRISTIAN DEMOCRATIC PARTY – ACDP

AFRICAN INDEPENDENT CONGRESS – AIC

AFRICAN NATIONAL CONGRESS – ANC

AFRICAN NATIONAL PARTY – ANP

AFRICAN NAZARETH DEMOCRATIC MOVEMENT – ANDM

AFRICAN PEOPLE’S CONVENTION – APC

AFRICAN UNITED FRONT – A.U.F.

AFRIKA BORWA KGUTLISA BOTHO – ABKB

AGANG SOUTH AFRICA – AGANG SA

AL JAMA-AH

AZANIAN PEOPLE’S ORGANISATION – AZAPO

AMBASSADORS DRIVE – A.D.

BLACK CONSCIOUSNESS PARTY – BCP



BLACK ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT PARTY – BEE

BOERESTAAT PARTY OF S.A – B.S.P

BOLSHEVIKS PARTY OF SOUTH AFRICA – PBSA

BREEDEVALLEI ONAFHANKLIK – BO

CAPE AGULHAS RATEPAYERS ASSOCIATION – CARA

CAPE MUSLIM CONGRESS – CMC

CAPE PARTY/ KAAPSE PARTY – CAPE

CATHCART RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION

CHRISTIAN DEMOCRATIC ALLIANCE – CDA

CHRISTIAN DEMOCRATIC PARTY – CDP

CHRISTIANA BELASTING BETALERS VERENING – CBBV

CIVIC ALLIANCE OF SOUTH AFRICA – CASA

CIVIC INDEPENDENT

COMMUNITY COALITION – COMCO

COMMUNITY OF SOUTH AFRICA

CONGRESS OF THE PEOPLE – COPE

CORRECTIONS & CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT – CCRM

DABALORIVHUWA PATRIOTIC FRONT – DPF

DAGGA PARTY

DEMOCRATIC ACTION PARTY – DAP

DEMOCRATIC ALLIANCE – DA

DEMOCRATIC ASSOCIATION OF WITZENBERG INDEPENDENCE – DAWI

DEMOCRATIC CHRISTIAN PARTY – DCP

DEMOCRATIC CIVIC ORGANISATION OF SOUTH AFRICA – DECOSA

DEMOCRATIC LABOUR PARTY – DLP

DEMOCRATIC MOVEMENT – DM

DEMOCRATIC PARTY – DP

DIE VOLK STEM VAN SUIDER AFRIKA – DVSVSA

DIKWANKWETLA PARTY OF SOUTH AFRICA – DPSA

DIRECT DEMOCRACY FORUM – DDF

DISPLACEES RATE-PAYERS ASSOCIATION – D.R.P.A.

ECONOMIC FREEDOM FIGHTERS – EFF

ECOPEACE – ECOPEACE

EQUAL RIGHTS PARTY

FEDERAL CONGRESS – FEDCON

FEDERALE VRYHEIDSPARTY – FVP

FEDERATION OF DEMOCRATS – F.D

FIRST INDIGENOUS NATIONS CIVIC ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH AFRICA – FINCASA

FIRST NATION LIBERATION ALLIANCE – FINLA

GEORGE INDEPENDENT RATEPAYERS FORUM – G.I.R.F

GOD’S PEOPLE’S PARTY – G.P.P.

GREAT KONGRESS OF SOUTH AFRICA – GKSA

GROTER OUDSTHOORN PEOPLE’S FORUM – G.O.P.F

HIS LORDSHIP TO SAVE AND LEAD PARTY

IKUSASA LESIZWE INDEPENDENT MOVEMENT – ILIMO

INDEPENDENT CIVIC ORGANISATION OF SOUTH AFRICA – ICOSA

INDEPENDENT CONGRESS – I.C.



INDEPENDENT DEMOCRATS – ID

INDEPENDENT HUMAN MOVEMENT – I.H.M.

INDEPENDENT RATEPAYERS ASSOCIATION OF SA – IRASA

INKATHA FREEDOM PARTY – IFP

INTERNATIONAL REVELATION CONGRESS – IRC

KAROO GEMEENSKAP PARTY – KGP

KATHORUS CONCERNED RESIDENTS – KCR

KEEP IT STRAIGHT AND SIMPLE – KISS

KHOISAN KINGDOM AND ALL PEOPLE – KKAAP

KHOISAN PARTY

KHOISAN UNITED FRONT

KINGDOM GOVERNANCE MOVEMENT

KONSERWATIEWE/CONSERVATIVE PARTY – KP.CP

KWA-ZULU NATAL TRANSPORT ALLIANCE – KZNTA

LEBALENG COMMUNIST PARTY – LCP

LEIHLO LA SETJHABA RAINBOW – LLSR

LEKGOTLA FOR DEMOCRACY ADVANCEMENT – LEKGOTLA

LIBERAL PEOPLE’S PARTY – LPP

LOCAL GOVERNMENT PARTY – LGP

MERAFONG CIVIC ASSOCIATION – MCA

MIDDELBURG RESIDENTS ORGANISATION – MRO

MINORITY FRONT – MF

MOQHAKA APOSTOLIC MINISTERS ASSOCIATION – MAMA

MOVEMENT DEMOCRATIC PARTY – MDE

MPUMALANGA PARTY – MP

MZANTSI PEOPLE’S FRONT – MPF

NABOOMSPRUIT BELASTINGS VERENIGING – NBS BBV

NATIONAL CHRISTIAN DEMOCRATIC PARTY – N.C.D.P

NATIONAL CONVENTION OF AZANIA – N.C.A

NATIONAL DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION – NADECO

NATIONAL FREEDOM PARTY – NFP

NATIONAL INDEPENDANT CIVIC ORGANISATION – NICO

NATIONAL INDEPENDENT PARTY – NIP

NATIONAL PARTY SOUTH AFRICA – N.P

NATIONAL PEOPLE’S PARTY – NPP

NATIONAL REPUBLICAN PARTY – NRP

NATIONALIST COLOURED PARTY – NCP

NEHEMIAH LIBERATION CHRISTIAN PARTY – N.L.C.P

NEW GENERATION PARTY – NGP

NXUBA COMMUNITY ORGANISATION

OPERATION KHANYISA MOVEMENT – OKM

OWETHU RESIDENTS ORGANISATION – OWETHU

PAN AFRICANIST CONGRESS OF AZANIA – PAC

PAN AFRICANIST MOVEMENT – PAM

PARLIAMENT OF POLLS PRACTICAL ADMINISTRATION AND DIPLOMATS – POPPAD

PATRIOTIC ALLIANCE – PA

PATRIOTIC MOVEMENT OF SOUTH AFRICA – PAMSA



PEACE AND JUSTICE CONGRESS – PJC

PEOPLE CENTERED ALLIANCE – PCA

PEOPLE WITH DISABILITY DEMOCRATIC PARTY – PDDP

PEOPLE’S AFRICAN PARTY – P.A.P.

PEOPLES ALLIANCE – PAL

PEOPLE’S CIVIC ORGANISATION – P.C.O

PEOPLE’S DEMOCRATIC MOVEMENT – PDM

PEOPLE’S PARTY OF SOUTH AFRICA – PPSA

PHUMELELA RATEPAYERS’ ASSOCIATION

PLAASLIKE BESORGDE INWONERS – PBI

PLETTENBERG BAY COMMUNITY FORUM – PCF

POELANO REVELATION PARTY – PRP

PROGRESSIVE ALLIANCE (SA) – PA(SA)

REGTE PARTY/RIGHT PARTY – RP

REPUBLICAN DEMOCRATS – RD

ROYAL LOYAL PROGRESS – RLP

SAS COLOURFULL PARTY – SCP

SECURITY WORKERS POLITICAL PARTY – SWPP

SIMUNYE IN CHRIST ORGANISATION – SIMUNYE

SINDAWONYE PROGRESSIVE PARTY – SPP

SOCIALIST CIVIC MOVEMENT – SCM

SOCIALIST GREEN COALITION – SGC

SOUTH AFRICA FIRST – SAF

SOUTH AFRICA PEOPLE’S PARTY – S.AH.P.P

SOUTH AFRICAN BUSINESS PARTY – SABP

SOUTH AFRICAN CIVIC SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT MOVEMENT – SACSDM

SOUTH AFRICAN COMMUNIST PARTY – SACP

SOUTH AFRICAN DETERMINED VOLUNTEERS – SaDev

SOUTH AFRICAN MAINTENANCE AND ESTATE BENEFICIARIES ASSOCIATION – SAMEBA

SOUTH AFRICAN PEOPLE FOR EQUALITY – SHAPE

SOUTH AFRICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE – SAFPA

SOUTH AFRICAN POLITICAL PARTY – SAPP

SOUTH AFRICAN PROGRESSIVE CIVIC ORGANISATION – SAPCO

SOUTH CAPE COMMUNITY FORUM – SCCF

STELLENBOSCH CIVIC ASSOCIATION – SCA

STELLENBOSCH PEOPLE’S ALLIANCE – SPA

THE EMPLOYMENT MOVEMENT OF SOUTH AFRICA – EMSA

THE GREEN PARTY OF SOUTH AFRICA – GPGP

THE PEOPLES INDEPENDENT CIVIC ORGANISATION – TPICO

THE PROMISE OF FREEDOM – T.P.F.

THE REAL PARTY – T.R.P.

THE SOCIALIST PARTY OF AZANIA – SOPA

THEMBISA CONCERNED RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION – TECRA

TRUE FREEDOM PARTY – TFP

TRULY ALLIANCE – TA

TSANTSABANE COMMUNITY FORUM – T.C.F

UBUMBANO LWESIZWE SABANGONI – UBUMBANO



UBUNTU PARTY – UBUNTU

UMHLABA UHLAGENE PEOPLES UNITED NATIONS – UUPUN

UMNOTHO DEMOCRATIC FRONT – UDF

UNITED ACTION FRONT – UAF

UNITED AFRICAN DEMOCRATS – UAD

UNITED CHRISTIAN DEMOCRATIC PARTY – UCDP

UNITED CONGRESS – UNICO

UNITED DEMOCRATIC MOVEMENT – UDM

UNITED FRONT – U.F.

UNITED MAJORITY FRONT – UMF

UNITED RESIDENTS FRONT – URF

UNITED STATE OF AFRICA ORGANISATION – USAO

UNIVERSAL CIVICS OF SOUTH AFRICA – UCOSA

VOICE OF INDEPENDENTS PARTY – VIP

VRYHEIDSFRONT PLUS – VF Plus

WESTERN CAPE COMMUNITY – WCC

WOMEN FORWARD – WF

WORKERS AND SOCIALIST PARTY – WASP

WORKERS INTERNATIONAL VANGUARD PARTY – WIVP

WORKERS PARTY – WP

WORKING-TOGETHER POLITICAL PARTY – W.T.P.P.

WORLD SOLIDARITY MOVEMENT – WSM

XIMOKO PARTY – XP

Url:livemag.co.za/complete-list-political-parties/

political parties elections 2014

Complete List of Political Parties - Live Mag: livemag.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Russell Botha

Tuesday 18 February 2014
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wco

Marijuana may prevent blindness, at least that is the consensus of a new study that

finds tetrahydrocannabinol, the psychoactive, stoner cannabinoid often referred to

as THC, has the capacity to slow down the progress of a genetic eye condition that

can lead to major vision loss or worse…total loss…

Marijuana May Prevent Blindness: www.hightimes.com

e 3 people like this - Kyle Kale Tawse, Maggi Newton, Phumzile Liwane

f 4 comments



Arc Zilla
thanks Lol
18 February 2014 09:50AM

Dagga Movement
Warren oft oates
18 February 2014 09:43AM

Dagga Movement
My initials
18 February 2014 09:42AM

Arc Zilla
stupid question but what does wco stand for / mean?
18 February 2014 09:37AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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How many grams in your average liter? 1000g?, 100g? or less than 100g? According to conversion is

should be 1000g but I don't think that is what dealers use to calculate a liter... Just curious. MickeyD

e 1 person likes this - Nigel Thavarajoo

f 3 comments

Bobby Greenhash
It depends on plenty factors, how dry is the weed, is it compressed? On average we get

about 150grams, difficult to say.
18 February 2014 05:55PM

Gerd Bader
compressed maybe with luck...750g/litre
18 February 2014 04:53PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
True I think the best way would to say whatever a 1L zip lock bag can

comfortably carry.
18 February 2014 05:20PM

Redeye Mike
1L is 100g or its supposed to be but it never is- Redeye
18 February 2014 01:54PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Dagga Movement
Thanks that previous 71.7g Swaz was supposed to be 100g hahaha.
18 February 2014 05:07PM
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Eight humans arrested after recovering 23 dagga ‘stoppe’ - Cape Town Metro Police

Url:capetown.gov.za/en/Pages/MetroPolicenab44suspectspatrolsoperations.aspx



f 1 comment

Arc Zilla
is it just me or are they focusing on only Dagga? Seems like they are busy collecting

money for something?
18 February 2014 02:06PM

e 1 person likes this - Gerd Bader
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f 1 comment

Arc Zilla
...Because arresting a Murderer with a Gun might actually get these cowards (SAPS) killed...
18 February 2014 02:14PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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In October 2012 34 people were arrested for dagga in one operation.

Url:news24.com/SouthAfrica/News/34-arrested-for-dagga-possession-20121003

A total of 34 people have been arrested in De Deur, south of Johannesburg, for

possession of dagga, police say.

34 arrested for dagga possession: www.news24.com

Andre Reyneke > Dagga Movement 18 February 2014 02:43PM         d

Please Prove Me Wrong???



e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Dagga use in the last year increased by 11%, while use of nyaope increased 9%, use of tik increased

88%, and use of cat increased 82%.

Url:news.howzit.msn.com/news-in-pics/drug-use-in-sa-stats-issues-and-solutions?page=8

A Pernicious Habit?. Statistics, issues, and solutions on drug use in South Africa..

The use of illegal drugs for fun seems to be a popular pasttime amongst

middle-class South Africans, according to data revealed by a survey of almost

58,000 people and the subsequent report from Anti Drug Alliance.

Drug Use In South Africa: Stats, Issues, And Solutions: news.howzit.msn.com

f 1 comment

Arc Zilla
"Van Kerken adds that 99% of drugs confiscated was dagga."

See they like a easy target.
18 February 2014 04:51PM
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What Is The Government Doing?

In Van Kerken's publication, he says that the problem is that, despite government seeming to take

action, drug busts being made, dealers arrested, and so forth, there are other dealers waiting to take

the place of those just arrested.

He says, "Before the police actively went into these areas big crime bsses kept the areas relativeily

peaceful. The only crime allowed in those areas was the crime allowed by the bosses. What we see

now in these areas are ongoing street battles which are literally fights over power and control of turf.

"Now that the police and media have made arrests and publicised it, they have moved out of thsoe

areas, and the reality of drugs and addiction has set back on the communities".



A media release near the end of 2013 revealed that the Drug Watch initiative had resulted in the arrest

of about 23,000 people and the confiscation of more than R13 million in drugs. Van Kerken adds that

99% of drugs confiscated was dagga.

Url:news.howzit.msn.com/news-in-pics/drug-use-in-sa-stats-issues-and-solutions?page=10

A Pernicious Habit?. Statistics, issues, and solutions on drug use in South Africa..

The use of illegal drugs for fun seems to be a popular pasttime amongst

middle-class South Africans, according to data revealed by a survey of almost

58,000 people and the subsequent report from Anti Drug Alliance.

Drug Use In South Africa: Stats, Issues, And Solutions: news.howzit.msn.com

e 2 people like this - Gerd Bader, Riaan van der Merwe
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Drug rehabilitation centres' customers increased by 25% in the last year. Some people had returned as

many as five times.

e 1 person likes this - Riaan van der Merwe
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A Solution?

Once one considers that, with a conviction rate of 9%, about 6,900 of those arrested for drug-related

crimes would go to court, resulting in about 2,070 convictions - Van Kerken's report assumes all these

people would be sentenced for two years. This would cost the tax payer over R245 million a year. This

is an estimated figure for Gauteng only.

This does not include the cost of arresting suspects, overnight detention, investigations, court

proceedings, and trials.

A prohibitionist perspective to the fight against drugs does not seem to be working, otherwise there

would not be drugs available on the street. Certainly, it makes sense that if drug supply can be

stopped, no one will be able to take drugs, but the fact is that dealers are only meeting the demand of

their consumers. If this supply is stopped, consumers will simply look elsewhere.

Van Kerken insists that the solution is to look towards health care: Addiction is a health problem, and

drug addiction presents as much of a problem as a gambling or alcohol addiction. His suggestion is that

fair trade practices be applied to the drug industry, which will allow a chain of distribution to form, and a

way for people who need help to get it without being afraid of being arrested and criminalised.

e 2 people like this - Gerd Bader, Riaan van der Merwe



f 1 comment

Gerd Bader
Sense!
18 February 2014 05:48PM
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Hi guys I would like to apologize for only posting arrests over the last few days but believe it or not

arrests have been some of the only new developments on the subject of dagga in South Africa. I share

these arrests to show you how many of our brother and sister daggafarians are being hunted daily, it

angers me. 34 people in one dagga bust operation. This is a war on people and you need to REVOLT!

e 8 people like this - Arc Zilla, Gerd Bader, Ivan Schoultz, Jason Jay, Justin Rooplall, M Mdudusi

Shabangu, Martin SpaceRocker, Shaldene Langeveldt Sherilee

f 1 comment

Phumzile Liwane
Yeah gud to hear that:The 'hunters will be hunted + haunted 1 day by their evil deeds. 
18 February 2014 11:31PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Snaro Mtollo
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Top Gear SA social admin says dagga enthanol fuel is not a carbon negative source and dagga farming

presents crop contamination dangers to food crops.... but they push on battery operated vehicle

propaganda.

Plug-in hybrid builder’s future secured following deal with Chinese parts group.

Now, for the great Fisker comeback.

Chinese deal could be good karma for Fisker: www.topgear.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Riaan van der Merwe
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Do you want PotBot freed? 

Whenever I see other Cannabis Legalization Effort Projects request money from their followers for

information, goods and services I am saddened.  I give my lifes's devotion to fight for dagga rights and

will never ask for monetary retribution. So I will share my hard work with the world for free.

From the next update PotBot will be free.

Liberate dagga, free the weed.

e 6 people like this - Alistair Thomson, Gerd Bader, John Mc Fires, Justin Rooplall, Riaan van der

Merwe, Ryan Michael James

f 2 comments

Ryan Michael James
Good man!
19 February 2014 10:58AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Riaan van der Merwe
Freeedom!!!!
19 February 2014 10:54AM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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WOW, Thank you Dr Mario Ambriosini. Just some important snips taken from his speech.

*Zuma and Dr Ambriosini are not on good terms

*Was supposed to die months ago from Lung Cancer, but due to dagga and other natural ways, he is

alive and doing well.

*He states that the "law" has no rational argument as to why it is more free medicinally, further stating

"This is a crime against humanity"

*The bill is to enable Doctors, of patients with diseases and other medical ailments, full discretion to

prescribe marijuana and other natural methods

*Great chance to boost the RSA market, providing jobs, low cost housing, home grown medication, etc

(China's use of hemp for their garments is trending right now)

*Need to move forward from prohibition to EDUCATION (love this) to gain control of our own bodies

He got cut-off before he could finish as he was only allowed 5 min. Dr Mario Ambriosini and President

Zuma then shook hands.

Finally the following speaker stated that they have been and are definitely looking into "Decriminalising

the Magic Marijuana"

SONA debate part 2 

Thank you D.W

e 8 people like this - Anthony Britz, Arthur Charles Mitton, Jody Fisher, Kutlwano Moqholosane, Micky

Madlove Siebert, Rudy Jansen, Ryan Michael James, Stuart Procter

f 3 comments

Andre Swart
aaa this is so good :) I love it again again :) 
19 February 2014 04:56PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Henry Thamie Mngomezulu
Soon we'll... Overcome!
19 February 2014 04:09PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement

Bobby Greenhash
I am voting for this fucker for sho!
19 February 2014 03:51PM

e 2 people like this - Dagga Movement, Stuart Procter
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MP pleads for decriminalised medical dagga 

http://citizen.co.za/130489/mp-pleads-decriminalised-medical-dagga/

Cancer-stricken Inkatha Freedom Party MP Mario Oriani-Ambrosini on Wednesday

made an impassioned plea to President Jacob Zuma and his government to

decriminalise the medical use of dagga.

MP pleads for decriminalised medical dagga: citizen.co.za

e 3 people like this - Dagga Movement, Phumzile Liwane, Riaan van der Merwe
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State may legalise dagga for medicinal use

Url:citypress.co.za/news/state-may-legalise-dagga-medicinal-use/

Health Minister Aaron Motsoaledi will commission research into the

decriminalisation of dagga for medicinal use.

State may legalise dagga for medicinal use - City Press: www.citypress.co.za

e 8 people like this - Clinton Lezar, Dagga Movement, Danino Green, Ettienne

Webbstock, Juvaun Biggy Smalls Heyns, Queen-Dimples MaDimpana Luthuli,

Riaan van der Merwe, Tyran Lopes

f 2 comments

Seymour Nofir
What, in terms of GW pharmaceuticals having the licence to the SA

market? hmmm... there will no-doubt be a twist in this story - the big

fat pigs have been watching the dagga industry for many decades

now... watch how the Rupert family spring into action when the false

dagga laws fall... British American Tobacco and Phillip Morris are

poised to take the market-place - Sappi will corner the agri-hemp

industry - I smell thousands of rats.
19 February 2014 04:49PM

Riaan van der Merwe
In it with a chance
19 February 2014 04:42PM
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Medical dagga ban a crime against humanity: MP

Url:timeslive.co.za/politics/2014/02/19/medical-dagga-ban-a-crime-against-humanity-mp

Cancer-stricken Inkatha Freedom Party MP Mario Oriani-Ambrosini made an

impassioned plea to President Jacob Zuma and his government to decriminalise

the medical use of dagga.

Medical dagga ban a crime against humanity: MP: www.timeslive.co.za

e 1 person likes this - Riaan van der Merwe

f 1 comment

Marchand Conradie
A picture with a guy rolling a J with the cancer causing tobacco!?

WTF!!
19 February 2014 04:45PM

Dagga Movement
lol mainstream media picture licensing. They pay up to R10

000 for a picture so they use them over and over. Probably

the only dagga related picture they could afford.
19 February 2014 05:04PM

e 1 person likes this - Marchand Conradie
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e 1 person likes this - Riaan van der Merwe
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KAAPSTAD. - ’n Doodse stilte en hier en daar ’n palementslid wat na sy asem snak was

Woensdagmiddag in die parlement hoorbaar toe ’n sigbaar siek en verswakte IVP-LP agter die

podium inskuif om deel te neem aan die debat oor die president se staatsrede. 



“Mnr. die President, ek is nie vandag hier om jou te kappitel nie. Ek is hier om ’n pleidooi te lewer,” het

die gewoonlik vurige Mario Oriani-Ambrosini gesê terwyl hy Zuma vierkantig in die oë gekyk het. 

“Ek moet erken. Ek het pas dagga gerook, want as ek dit nie gedoen het nie sou ek morfien moes

gebruik en dan sou ek nie hier kon staan nie. 

“Ek het in die afgelope paar maande dié onwettige middel gebruik om aan die lewe te bly. 

“Ek wil pleit dat u regering dit ernstig oorweeg om die wetgewing teen die gebruik van dagga vir

mediese doeleindes heroorweeg. Ek wil by u pleit om mense, soos ek wat aan kanker ly, die kans te

gee om ander behandelings ondersoek,” het hy voortgegaan. 

Oriani-Ambrosini, wat aan longkanker ly, het aan die einde van verlede jaar drie maande verlof geneem

om behandeling in sy geboorteland, Italië te ondergaan. 

Volgens hom het hy in die afgelope maande saam met ’n werkgroep die voor en nadele van die

medisinale gebruik van dagga ondersoek. 

“Die groep kon in sy ondersoek geen rede vind waarom dié plant nie vir medisinale gebruik

aangewend kan word nie,” het hy sag gesê. 

Oriani-Ambrosini het Zuma ook gewaarsku dat hy ’n regspan aangestel het om die grondwetlikheid

van die regering se besluit om dagga te verbied te ondersoek en teen te staan. 

“Mense wat aan siektes soos kanker ly moet voortaan die kans kry om middels soos dagga te gebruik

om minstens beter te voel.”

Url:dieburger.com/nuus/2014-02-19-siek-lp-skok-parlement-met-pleidooi-vir-dagga

KAAPSTAD. - ’n Doodse stilte en hier en daar ’n palementslid wat na sy asem

snak was Woensdagmiddag in die parlement hoorbaar toe ’n sigbaar siek en

verswakte IVP-LP agter die podium inskuif om...

Die Burger : Siek LP skok parlement met pleidooi vir dagga: www.dieburger.com

e 4 people like this - Adriaan Van Niekerk, Anthony Britz, Carvern Jacobs, Riaan

van der Merwe

f 2 comments

Anthony Britz
Its time,the plants of our planet are here to assist us,legalize nature...
19 February 2014 07:11PM

Riaan van der Merwe
Dis reg en mooi!
19 February 2014 06:01PM

e 1 person likes this - Dagga Movement
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Can I join?

f 1 comment

Dagga Movement
Everyone is welcome!
19 February 2014 07:07PM
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Hon. Mario GR Oriani-Ambrosini {Video}

http://youtu.be/2Bv41EshoO4

Hon. Mario GR Oriani-Ambrosini Inkatha Freedom Party South African politician

Dr.Ambrosini in conversation with the Dagga Couple explaining his plans to tabl...

Hon. Mario GR Oriani-Ambrosini: www.youtube.com

e 2 people like this - Anthony Britz, Stuart Procter
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Dagga is not a gateway drug

Url:youtube.com/watch?v=Skic3Xlw0sw

Pot has been blamed for years as a gateway to doing harder drugs. But new data

suggests not only is this blame misappropriated, there's actually another more...

Pot Is Not A Gateway Drug!: www.youtube.com

e 1 person likes this - Riaan van der Merwe




